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at each step of the long way. Of tlioso 20,000 men, Jackson brought baok

to Lee on the Antiotani only himself and 6000 others. 1 In the afternoon

Walker came up. Ilis two brigade.* had not as yet been engaged in any

action. They had formed part of the rear-guard at Groveton. The two

brigades numbered a little more than 8000 men "When they rejoined Lee

that evening. McLaws remained at Pleasant Valley until the morning of

the Kith. He then crossed the- Potomac by the railroad bridge, passed

through Harper's Ferry, not giving his men time for rest and refreshment,

and at dark encamped for a few hours on tho south bank of the Potomac,

close by the ford. At midnight the march was resumed, and by dawn of

the 17th tho command was halted close by Sbarpsburg. Of the eight bri-

gades comprised in this command, three bad suffered severely at Cramp-

ton's Gap; the others had done hard duty on Maryland Heights, and in

watching the outlets from Harper's Ferry. The march to Sbarpsburg hod

been trying. Men dropped from the ranks in utter exhaustion. McLaws

brought with him only 7000 men, barely half liis force; of these about

S000°belonged to his own division, about 4000 to that of Anderson ;

a so

that, on the morning of the 17th, Lee bad, exclusive of cavalry, aboui

86,000 men, infantry and artillery.3

Meanwhile, on the afternoon of the 16th, McCIollan began to move.

Hooker was sent across the Antictam at a point above the extreme left of

the Confederates. The passage was made without opposition. He then

moved down the west bank, and came in contact with the Confederate left.

Some sharp skirmishing ensued, the only result being that Hooker estab-

lished himself in a position from which he could strike on the next morn-

ing; and Lee could infer from what quarter the first blow would come, and

make his dispositions accordingly. Mansfield's corps followed Hooker

across the Antietam during the night, and encamped a mile in the rear.

McClellan's plan, if Hooker understood it rightly, was the true one. He
had undertaken the offensive. The action at Turner's Gap had shown that

he was in superior force. With half his strength lie had forced the passage

through the South Mountain, and his opponent had fallen back in full retreat.

He had come up with Lee standing at bay at the farthest point to which re-

treat was possible- Every thing pointed to the one conclusion, that the

whole Union force should be thrown at the earliest moment upon the Con-

federates. That this was to be done on the morning of the 17th was the

decision, as understood by Hooker, to whom the initiative was assigned.*

Hooker opened the attack at dawn on the morning of the 17th. The on-

set fell upon a portion of Jackson's command, which, few in numbers, was

strongly posted in a wood upon the Confederate left. This was soon swept

back, with the loss of half its numbers, out of the wood, ncross nn open

field, and into another wood, where the outcropping rock gave shelter from

the fierce fire poured in upon it. Law ton, who now commanded E well's

division, called upon Hood for all the assistance which he could give.

Hood threw his two strong brigades into action, and was soon followed by

three brigades from Hill's division. Hooker still pressed on, meanwhile

sending back for Mansfield's corps to come up to his support. This came

upon the field at about 8 o'clock. While deploying his column, the veter-

an commander, who had joined his corps only the day before, was killed,

and the command reverted to Williams. Hooker still pushed on upon the

extreme left of the Confederates, and by 9 o'clock had gained an elevation

which commanded the position of the enemy. He thought the battle won.

The enemy, as far as he could see, were falling back in disorder, while his

own troops, full of spirits, rent the sky with cheers. Just then, while look-

ing for a point at which to post bis batteries in order to sweep the retreating

foe, he fell severely wounded. Having directed a telegram to his friends,

announcing that he had won a great victory, and sending a message to

Sumner, who was already close at hand, to hasten upon tho field, he was

borne half-conscious to the rear.*

But when Sumner came up tho whole aspect of the battle had changed.

Hill and Hood had sprung to the relief of Jackson. Their united force was

far inferior in numbers to that of Hooker and Mansfield, but they were in-

ordinately strong in artillery. Hill, with but 3000 infantry, had more than

80 guns at his command.* These, in front and upon the left, with the

mounted artillery upon the right, under Stuart, were brought to bear upon

Hooker's advancing corps. This was checked, then wavered, nnd when tho

enemy, with hardly half their numbers, charged from the sheltering woods,

Hooker's corps broke and (led in utter rout, not to appear again upon the

field. Their rout, moreover, threw into confusion n part of Mansfield's

yrp'. The !<-:-.-. a in Hooker's corps hud been severe, but abeolutoly tboy

had not been greater, and, relatively to tin- numbero engaged, had been less

tfaao they had inflicted. The killed and wounded had been about one sixth

of the whole number, a rati') hardly one half of that of the forces which

afterward bore the brunt of the fight on either Hide. 7
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Sumner's large corps, more than 18,000 strong, was now thrown into ac-

tion. Il advanced in three columns. Sedgwick's division, on the extreme

right, took the position from which Hooker had been driven so speedily

that the Confederates were not aware of their signal success, but fell back

to their former position before what they supposed to be merely re-enforce-

ments brought up to support a force that had been driven back. Next on

the left came the divisions of French's and Richardson's corps, pressing

down toward the Confederate centre. Lee perceived that here was to be

the main stress of the fight. To meet it, he ordered up every disposable

man from bis right. First came Walker's division, 3000 strong; then

McLaws with 3000, and Anderson with 4000. So pressing seemed the

emergency that Lee ventured still farther to weaken his right, detaching

regiment after regiment, until D. R. Jones, who had been posted there with

six brigades, had barely 2400 men with which to confront Burnside's corps

of 14,000.' This withdrawal from the right was, however, screened from

the view of the enemy by the wooded ridge along which the Confederate

line was formed.

At ten it seemed that victory was secure for the Union forces. Sedgwick

had gained a position a little beyond that from which Hooker had been

driven an hour before, and Jackson's corps was streaming to the rear. Hood,

having lost n third of his men and exhausted his ammunition, was with-

drawn. Hill was sorely pressed by French and Richardson. Three of his

five brigades were broken nnd retreating; the other two clung desperately

to a sunken road which formed a natural rifle-pit. The Confederate left,

worn by the light in which it had been engaged for five hours, nnd pressed

at every point by a superior force, was on the point of giving way. But

the strong re-enforcements brought Up not only restored the balance, but

gave them a slight preponderance. All losses being deducted, Lee had hero

on his left abmit 24,000 men. Sumner had his own corps and half of that

of Mansfield, now numbering together 22,000. The re-enforcements came

up almost at tho same moment. Jackson, strengthened by McLaws, ad-

vanced upon Sedgwick, who had gone considerably to tho right, leaving a

wide gap between himself and French. Into this gap Walker flung his di-

vision, assailing Sedgwick on the flank and threatening his rear. The com-

bined attack Wflfl mure than he OOUld endure. The division was forced from

tho Strip of woods whieh it held, and whieh Hooker had vainly attempted

tO win, across the open Held, over whieh he hud been driven for a full half

mile, until they rallied behind a long line of post and rail fence. Heiv they

reformed, and poured in so llerco n tiro that the Confederates were checked,

and fell buck again into the wood. Both sides now occupied here on tho

extreme right the positions whieh they hud held in the morning, and the

fighting in this quarter was closed. In this florae oncouutor McLaws tost

1010 men and Walker 111),'! out of the flOQO whieh they brought into the

field. Jueksou's loss during this final assault was nearly L000. Sedgwiek's

loss WOB 1 180, nnd Green's division of Mansfield's corps lost 660. Tims ihe

Oonfodornto loan In this llmd assault on the Union right was nearly double
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French and Richardson were gaining slowly but steadily upon Ilill.

Colquitt's brigade bad suffered severely, nnd fell back to the sunken rood,

where a vain attempt was mode to rally them ; they broke, and disappeared

from the fight Garland's brigade was pressing on, when an officer raised

a shoot, "They are flanking us I" "This cry," says Hill, "spread like an
electric shock along the ranks, bringing up vivid recollections of the flank

fire at Sonth Mountain. In a moment they broke and full to the rear."

A part of it was rallied in the sunken road. Ripley's brigade had also

fallen back to this road, and behind the crest of a bill which bordered it.

Hill's numerous artillery bad been withdrawn from bis front. It had done
good service in the conflict of the morning; but McClcllan had posted his

heavy guns near the Antietam in such a position as to command the posi-

tion. "Our artillery," says Ilill, "could not cope with the superior weight,

caliber, range, and number of the- Yankee guns. They were smashed up
or withdrawn before they could be effectually turned against the massive
columns of attack." 1

Howard, who now commanded the division of Sedgwick, who, having
been twice wounded, was borne from the field, was still engaged with Jack-
son, McLaws, and Walker, when French on the right, followed by Richard-
son on the left, pushed vigorously upon Ilill, driving him back toward tho
right and rear, into and beyond the sunken road, which formed a right an-

gle with his previous line. Kimball, of French's division, nnd Meagher,
of Richardson's, gained the border of this natural rifle-pit at almost the same
moment. Here ensued tho fiercest fighting of the day. R. H. Anderson
bad now brought his division of 4000 men to the support of Hill, who had
been farther strengthened by a number of regiments drawn from D. II.

Jones, who held tho extreme Confederate right, opposite Burnside, who had
barfly made an attempt lo cross the Antietam and take his assigned part

in the action. The fight here was almost wholly with musketry, scarcely

a battery being brought into action mi i-ither sidu. Mcnghor'alrish brigade
Buffered fearfully. Its commander whs disabled by a full limn his horse.

The brigade, having nearly exhausted its ammunition, was withdrawn to

replenish, its placo being taken by Caldwell's brigade. Both brigades
moved, one to the front, the other to tin: rear, as steadily ns though on drill.

Barlow, then colonel, since major general, now dashed upon the flunk of
the sunken road, capturing the MM men who still olung to it.

Aodenou was wounded shortly after coming upon tho Cold, and the

command of bis brigade devolved upon Pryor.' The gro I upon which
Bichardson and French had been fighting was broken and Irregular, Inter-

Koted by numerous ravines, hills covered with com. Inclosed by stone
walls, behind which the enemy could mnnOBUVTO mid throw his strength,

without being perceived, upon every part of the liii.<». More than half a
score di ipoTOtc attempts were made; all wore ropollod, nnd tho conclusion
ofeach found the Union troops in possession of some additional ground nnd
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important position. Two of these repulses were given by Barlow, who,
with his two regiments, the 61st and 64th New York, had won the sunken
road. Ho fairly won his generalship upon this bloody field. Eighteen
months before ho had enlisted as a private. In one of the last of these,

Richardson, whoso services on this day were second to those of no other
man, was mortally wounded, and the command of his division fell upon
Hancock.

This action on tho centre was fairly begun an hour before noon. By
two hours after noon the Confederates here were worsted, and their force

was so thoroughly shattered that it needed hut a single heavy blow to shiv-

er it to atoms, and, notwithstanding the reverse which Sedgwick had met,

which was really only slight, to win a complete victory. McClellan had
then at tho very point where the blow should have been struck a force

three-fold greater than was required to make it effectual. About noon,
Franklin, with two divisions of his corps, 12,000 strong, had come up from
Pleasant Valley. 1 The march had been an easy one, and these troops were
perfectly fresh. McClcllan had intended to keep this corps in reserve on
tho ca3t side of the Antietam, to operate on either flank or on the centre, as

circumstances might require. But when it came up the action was so crit-

ical that he properly abandoned this purpose, and sent the corps across the

stream. The leading division, that of Smith, touched the edge of the fi»ht

somewhat sharply. It came upon the field between Sedgwick and French
just at the moment when Sedgwick had been forced back. The third bri-

gade met a force of the enemy coming out of the woods so often contested,

drove them back, and attempted to enter the woods. Meeting a severe
fire, it fell back, somewhat disordered, behind the crest of a hill, where it re-

formed, tho Confederates at the same time falling back into the shelter of
the woods. Smith's second brignde was sent a little to the left to support
French, and encountered n sharp fire from Hill's artillery.3 Slocum's divi-

sion of Franklin's corps followed directly after that of Smith, and the whole
c-irps was ready for action. Franklin had given orders to advance. Had
this been done, nothing in war can be more certain than that the absolute

rent and capture of the Confederate army would have followed. This
corps, 12,000 strong, perfectly fresh and eager for action, lay right in front

of a great gap which had been left between the Confederate centre and left.

On the left, Jackson, with McLaws and Walker, had left barely 8000 men

;

Ilill, in the centre, with the remnants of his own division, of Anderson's,

of the six brigades of Longstreet, including Hood's two, which returned to

the field, had remaining not more than 13,000, and these were so utterly

shattered and broken that, in the utmost emergency, not half that number
could have been rallied for a fight. Confronting him were the divisions of
Richardson, French, nnd Green, of Mansfield's corps, worn, exhausted, and
reduced in numbers, it is true, but cheered with success, and still with quite

13,000 effective mea
Hill's condition, ns told by himself and his brigade commanders, was in-

deed pitiable. Of his own five brigades four had been uttcrlv routed. He
had gone into nction at South Mountain with 5000, and lost 2000; of the

3000 with which he entered the battle of Antietam, he could, the day after

its close, muster less than 1700. In three days be had lost almost two
thirds of his men. Thirty-four field-officers had gone into these two bat-

tles; when they wore over, only nine were left; regiments, or the frag-

ments of them, were commanded by lieutenants. His artillery, eighty guns
and more, hnd been "smashed up," or withdrawn to avoid certain destruc-

tion. Tho Thorsites of the Confederate army (saving only the point of

COWttldioe; for, in spito of his foul pen and tongue, he was a skillful leader

and desperate fighter), one can not wonder that Ilill heaps invectives upon
friend and foe. Reno ia a "renegade Virginian," killed by "a happv
shot;" tho force opposed to him are always styled "Yankees," in which
word ho embodied the utmost of his detestation, save in ono case, where, fbl

deeper emphasis, they are denominated " the restorers of the Union." Tho
Confederates failed of victory, he Boys, because McLaws and Anderson came
up two hours too late; because the artillery was badly handled—"an artil-

lery duel between the Washington artillery and the Yankee batteries was

the must melancholy fltrCO of the war;" and beOAUSe "thousands of thievish

poltroons had kept away from sheer cowardice ; the straggler is generally a

tbiofj and always a coward, lost to all sense of shame; he can only be kept

in ranks by a strict and sanguinary discipline." Yd there is something al-

most sublime in the attitude of Ilill at the close ol the light on his front.

Two brigades had streamed to the rear in confusion, leaving a great gap,

through which tho enemy pound rcsisUessly. Rallying 160 men. HillJ

musket in band like it private, led them on. 3
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near to hold tbo centre except a few hundred rallied from various brigades.

The Yankees crossed tbo old road which wo had occupied in the morning,

and occupied a corn-field and orchard in advance of it They had now got

within a few hundred yards of the lull which commanded Sharpsburg and

our rear. Affairs looked very critical. I found a battery concealed in a

corn-field, and ordered it to move out and open upon the Yankee columns.

It moved out must gallantly, though exposed to a terrible direct and reverse

lire from the long-range Yankee artillery across the Antietam. A caisson

exploded, but the battery was unlimbered, and, with grape and canister,

drove the Yankees back. I was now satisfied that a single regiment of

fresh men could drive the whole of them in our front across the Antietam.

I got up about two hundred men, who said they were willing to advance to

the attack if I would lead tbem. We met, however, with a warm recep-

tion, and the little command was broken and dispersed. About two hund-

red more were gathered, and I sent them to the right to attack the Yankees

in flank. They drove them back a short distance, but were in turn re-

pulsed. These two attacks, however, had a most happy effect. The Yan-

kees were completely deceived by their boldness, and induced to believe
.

that there was a large force in our centre. They made no farther attempt

to pierce our centre, except on a small scale." 1

McClellan thus relates the closing operations on this part of the field:

" Hancock, seeing a body oi the enemy advancing to the left of his position,

obtained a battery from* Franklin's corps, which assisted materially in frus-

trating this attack. The enemy seemed at one time to be about making an

attack upon this part of the line, and advanced a long column of infantry

toward this division" (this must have been Hill's last 200), "but on nearing

the position, General Pleasanton opening on them with sixteen guns, they

baited, gave a desultory fire, and retreated, closing the operations on tbia

part of the field." Not dreaming that the enemy who bad encountered

tbem so stubbornly, and who still showed so bold a front, was so utterly

broken that a single fresh regiment would have put tbem to utter rout,

Hancock and French desisted from the attack, and rested in the positions

tbey bad won.

Jackson's plight, had Sumner known it, was no les3 critical than that of

Hill. Of the 5000 men whom he bad brought from Harper's Ferry, 2000

bad been killed or wounded in the morning's fight with Hooker. Re-en-

forced, be bad pressed Sedgwick back for half a mile, and then fallen back

himself, having not more than 7000 effective men. Sumner, in front of

him, had left wellnigh 5000 of Sedgwick's division; of Hooker's routed

corps at least 6000 remained with their command, and might have been ral-

lied; of Mansfield's first division, wbieh had withdrawn in the morning,

there must have been 3000. In all, Sumner bad at his band on the extreme

right twice the force of Jackson at the time when Franklin, fairly on the

field, was ready and anxious to attack. Had he then thrown his fresh

12,000 between Hill and Jackson, and upon the flank of both, striking

either to the right or left, one or the other of these commands must have

been annihilated, even without an effort on the part of the troops with

ich they had already been engaged.

That this was not done was no fault of Franklin. He had made every

^reparation, and given orders for an assault upon the woods which had

been so hotly contested all day, when Sumner came up, and, in spite of

Franklin's urgency, forbade the movement. Neither is it to be charged to

McClcllan except in so far that be approved of Sumner's action.3 Sumner,

indued, showed on this day a want of vigor and resource utterly at variance

with the whole tenor of his military career. For six hours he seems not to

bilVQ made tbo slightest attempt to rally the corps of Hooker and Mansfield,

which bad retreated hardly n mile in his rear. Among these were some of

the best soldiers in the army.

McClellan's plan on tbo evening of the 16th, as understood by Hooker, 3

whs (o make a simultaneous attack upon the Confederate right, centre, and

left. By the morning of the 17th be bad changed bis scheme, and determ-

ined "to attack the enemy's left with the corps of Hooker and Mansfield,

supported by Sumner's, and, if necessary, by Franklin's, and as soon as mat-

ters looked favorably there, lo move the corps nf Burnsidc against the ene-

my's extremo left; and wbenover either of these flank movements should

bo successful, to advance our centre with all their forces then disposable.*

Now Franklin's corps was fully four hours distant, and did not commence

its march until an hour, and did not reach the ground until six hours after
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the opening of the attack which thoy were lo support Tho attack on the

Confederal
I until nl t< i I three houra nftor it Bhoald

bave been made. It is nol nov. fin tbo blnmo for this delay

resta upon McClellan, ami how fni upon Bumsidc. McClellan affirms tbnt

the order U> advano- upon the bi id nl 8 o'clock, which was the

proper tire- tttock was t<> bo simultaneous with thai of [looker;

that tbo order was twice repeated, al considerable intervals, the Bccond time
most peremptorily IlnruHi.li i. n!i, ili:i( tin' onli-i w:i. nul r« vivn.l until

about ten o'clock.'

The part assigned to Bornsido no ol the high) I importance. His ini-

tial attempt to i ocul fooblj made, nnd wcro repulsed ono nfter

another. At length two regiments dashed nt tbo bridge, whioh bad nil

along been commanded bj Toombs, with two email regiments, ibor'mg

I in COO men, bidden bol I fcncei and in a narrow boll of

wood Thi e hod boon withdrawn n little boforo, an woll ns tho force
'•'
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of two more hours look place, and ii wna only after McClellan had given

repeated ordora tbnt Burnsidc advanced.1 To appreciate the vital import-

nnco of tbeso delays to the Batvntion of Lee's army, wo must turn to the

movomonU of the Confederates upon their*extreme right

Leo's right wing consisted of six of Longstreet's weakest brigades, under

I>. R, Jones. Theso had boon rcduoed ono half by various details of bri-

gades and regiments, so that during ibe morning .loins had nol quite 8600

men.1 When Walker, MoLaws, nnd Aridorson came up from Harper^

Fon |T, thoy woro at lii^t posted on tin* right and in tbo rear of thi- centra;

Inn wbon the bcavy attack bad fairly doveloped itself on tho loft, they wore

all withdrawn tbvjhor. This witbdrnwnl look place al aboul ten. it could

novor have been uiw\n had Biirnsido'a atUiek boon begun at nine; and with-

"in
1 1 Jnokson and Hill mvisl have boon arusbi 'I by Sumner, and driven in

hopolosfi rout upon thoir right. Now, at almosl four, two lull hours niter

tho notion on the righl nnd eontro had oonscd, Burnsidc Ibiriy began his at-

tack, li wna nt dim Hiuvrssful. Tin- hrivhts which oommund Sharpsburg

woro won; tbo Confcduratos woro driven back through tho town. Had

thi i boon done two 1
1 1 bofbro, n position would have boon secured (rom

whioh tho whole Confederate lino would bavo been swept by an enfilading

lii- of artillery. Bui now A. P. 1 1 i 1 1 had come up from arpor's Ferry,

having mnrabod lovontoon miles tbnl day. Ho brought with him flvo brt-

mi|i ,or ralhor suoli portions of them »« could ondurc ili>> march. Ono

1 M,<: /,V ,Utini ll ildo, In'CW. /.'./I'.iill.

Till, inimlwi i capp I- ilvi ii lij lioili I ... mul The \mtiU ol itit ulten Inutto.
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brigade was reduced to 350 men ;' all told there were not 4000, and of tbese

only three brigades, including the weak one, numbering all together not

more than 2000 men, were brought into the fight. It was over before the

others could engage. With these and Toombs's brigade, then not 1000

strong, Burnside's whole corps was driven back, just as darkness was com-

ing on, to the Antietam, which he recrossed the next morning. A. P. Hill

hardly exaggerates when he says: "The three brigades of my division ac-

tively engaged did not number over 2000 men, and these, with the help of

my splendid batteries, drove back Burnside's corps of 15,000 men."s Hill

lost 346 killed and wounded ; Jones lost about 700. Burnside's loss in kill-

ed and wounded was 2173.

Porter's corps had not been brought into action at all. It was posted in

the centre, between the right and left wings, to guard the trains, for the safe-

ty of which McClellan was apprehensive. Portions of it were at times de-

tached as supports to batteries. It lost only 130. Franklin's corps can

hardly be considered as engaged, although in its briefencounter it lost 438

;

so that 25,000'men, wellnigh a third of MeClelian's force, and as many as

Lee had in action at any one moment, were practically unemployed. Lee

had in all, and at all times, exclusive of cavalry, something more than 40,000,

of whom all but about 2000 were engaged. McClellan had 83,000, ofwhom

58,000 were engaged; but they were sent in by "driblets," corps after

corps, at intervals of hours. What the result was has been shown; what

it would have been had the assault been made in full force can hardly be a

matter of doubt. 3 Had the battle of Antietam been fought on the 16th, Lee

indeed asserted bv Burnsidc (Cum. Rep., Gil): "The
extreme right of our army portions of their forces,

was, indeed, lime sufficient for Blich nn operation in

ton on the right and the beginning of this on the left,

condition to make it
I
but I do not find in any of their reports,

is of every brigade, with" llic exception of those of Anderson's di-

rty such movement, and this division was apparently ia no condi-

could have mustered barely 27.000 men, while McClellan had—Franklin's

corps not being present—fully 70,000. The Union loss was 11,426 killed

and wounded ; that of the Confederates about 10,000. The disparity arises

mainly from the great excess of Burnside's loss on the left. On the right

and centre each side lost about equally. The entire Union loss in the series

of actions in .Maryland, not including missing, was 14,200; that of the Con-

federates about 12,500.'

' Lu'aBap., ii., 203.

'A. P. Bill, in Lee's fie,...ii., 12D.

enemy liad brought away from oupc

and concentrated them against ti
"

the interval between the ce
"'

hud the Confederates been
which fully detnil the num.... .

vision, the least intimation of uny

were sent, if General McClellan had authorized me to march these 40,000 men on the left flunk

of the enemy, we could not have failed to throw them right back in front of the other divisions of

our army on our left, Umu-ide's, Franklin's, and i'urter's corps; and nil escape for the enemy, I

think, would have been impossible. Why that was not done I do not know."—Sumner, in Com.

Rep.. 3GB. ,
1 The Union force at Antietam is given in detail in MeClelian's Report. In summing up the

Confederate force wo have to estimate that under Longstreet. We put down the average strength

of his brigades at 1500—some were less, some greater. He had eleven brigades, and had probably

lost BOO at Turner's Gap; this would give him 10,000 at Antietam. The strength present in the

other commands is stated with sufficient accuracy in the various v ports, as previously cited.

From these data, omitting cavalry on both sides, we construct the following table

:

Forces present at Antietau.

llm*M't c«na UBS6
e„ >. t™ 18,913

r.',Mo

Fntokllo'i
f'lT. i-I.V

Uoncfl W*l

1 -I.

\jinz-:m.vt dirislea

Jackwo'a "
Wnii.tr') "

Mct-aHt'e
AmleKoa't "
11.11. Hill's "

P. Mill'*

16,000
. fi.OOO

i ij-oo

. 3.000
4,000

Keee'rve ortlllcry
3.IM0

r,.V.Hrf n . .. M.*K TgWlfiWJ... ••-•• *M«
encaged : roller and Franklin 2.V3-I N't "?,'£• .1 : I'ott of A. 1'. Mill JJJOO

Tout tugged r.I.Ol* Towl eos-Rfd **.m
ablv to tnnko the comparison cniireK jus*, some deduction should he made from McClel-

imbcrs as the Confederate cummaudrn. tcpoit usually the number* with which "they

10 the iirii.pn," while the Union tejn.rt giio the number "present and 111 for duly :" there

ays be some dJSCTOl .nut 1h tween tbesn two. modes of enumeration. Leo says (Hq'ort, i..

This Eirra battle snw fought Ik Irtt than 40,000 men on our side;" which wo ihink a true

ni 1 1 II Hill, indeed BBtWIl (/.«'« /!•/ .'' 1 101: "The bur tic was fought with less

limn "lO 000 " Cooke (Swwi'l Jorktoa, 310 Ml) :
" In Ccncini Lce'n published official Hcport

t1„- exact numbers arc pfrcn- 33,000." I find in I-cc's Report no such statement, but do find 1ho

one in-t n ted. Again ("nuke -.."-: " Nor »a« the bulk ofJackson's corps present notil four P.M.,

toward the end of the action. General Leo fought until late in tho day with Longstrcot, p. H.

Hill Ewell, and two other divisions, uloiceol uboiit^<>,000 men. Tiio re-ciifurccnicutsof McLaws,

Anderson, and Hill increnscu this number to 33,000, with which force General Lee met the 87,164

35):'
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The action of Antietam was in all respects a drawn battle. The Confed-

erates bad inflicted a greater absolute loss than they had suffered ;
but they

bad suffered, in proportion to their strength, far more than they had inflict-

ed. At the close of the fight the positions of the armies were nearly the

same as at its commencement On the extreme right and left, the Federals,

after forcing back the Confederate lines, had been repelled in turn beyond

the original Confederate lines; but the Confederates then fell back, so that

neither side held the field of battle. In the centre the Confederate lines bad

been forced back a little, and here the Federals held some ground wrested

from the enemy. During the night the Confederates changed ground a lit-

. tie, but in all essential respects their position was as advantageous as it

bad been in the morning. Nor did the battle decide the issue of the in-

vasion of Maryland ; that question had been decided three days before,

when McClellan, forcing the passes of the South Mountain, interposed bis

army between Lee and his projected line of march into Pennsylvania.

After the battle, Lee accomplished without hinderance just what he would

have done bad no action taken place. He gave up the invasion of the

North, recrossed the Potomac, and awaited in Virginia the movements of

his tardy opponent. But the moral effect of the battle was great. It

aroused the confidence of the nation, who saw in it a sure presage of the

speedy overthrow of the insurrection ; and, what was more, it emboldened

the President to issue his warning proclamation for the abolition of slav-

ery. That proclamation had been written months before, though only his

trusted advisers knew of it. If put forth at any time during the disastrous

summer, it would have been a mockery. It would have sounded to the

world like a despairing shriek for help. And so the proclamation, writ-

ten and rewritten, touched and retouched, lay in his desk. How could he,

without mockery, promise to "recognize and maintain" the freedom of all

slaves in the insurgent states, when the victorious armies of those confeder-

ated states threatened the capital of the Union ? And so, when urged to

issue such a proclamation, -he replied in one of the half-jesting phrases in

which he was wont to couch his most serious thoughts, that it would be like

" the pope's bull against the comet." But now it seemed that such a prom-

ise could be maintained. So-five days after the battle of Antietam the proc-

lamation was put forth, and the result of the contest was staked upon an

issue from which a few months before the nation would have shrunk, and

for which even now it was scarcely prepared. The principle upon which

Mr. Lincoln acted then, before, and thereafter, was at the same time clear-

ly expressed by himself: "My paramount object is to save the Union, and

not either to save or destroy slavery. If I could save the Union without

freeing any slave, I would do it ; if I could save it by freeing all the slaves,

I would do it; if I could save it by freeing some and leaving others alone,

I would also do that. What I do about slavery and the colored race, I do

because I believe it helps to save this Union ; and what I forbear, I forbear

because I do not believe it would help to save the Union. I shall do less

whenever I believe that what I am doing hurts the cause; and I shall do
more whenever I believe that doing more will help the cause." 1 The inex-

orable march of events had now brought things to such a state that the

conflict between Slavery and the Union was irrepressible. One or the oth-

er must go down. In a few months more all men saw that, whether the

Union was saved or lost, Slavery was inevitably destroyed.

The battle was over, except on the extreme right, wbi!e the sun was yet

nigh in the heavens, and McClellan had to consider whether it should be re-

newed the next day. Burnside, in spite of his severe repulse, was in favor

action" on the Federal side." But McLaws- and An-
i the day," were hotly engaged before noon, the divi-

of its numbers time any other except that of D. II.

men reported by General McClellan as '

derson, insiead of being absent nntil "la
sion of McLaws losing a larger projiort

Hill.

In giving ihcir Iomcs, the Confederate reports do not usually discriminate between the differ-

ent engagements. The report by regiments (Lee's Rep., ii., 107, 108) mokes their entire loss 1567
killed, 8274 wounded, 10,231 in all ; but this is clearly defective, as is shown by the separate re
ports of division commanders. Those of Longstreet, including his entire "command," are given
in Is.efs Report, p. 89; Jackson, excluding A, I'. Hill's at Antietam nndShophcrdstown,./6<(i., 105;
A.P.Hill at Antietam, Ibid., 131; D. II. Hill, Ibid., 110. The Union loss in each engagement
is given separately. The following table presents a summation:

Losses in tub Maryland Campaign, Sept. 14-17.

Mnnilii/ld ....

CBVnlry

At Antietam.
Turner's (lap
Crampton'a Gap..

.

Reported li

Corrctttng (he npportlai

-,!•;
|

'J17H

liuutUia:

Total..

.

imcntot killed, wa.___
,

. idiling prLsoucra on bc-
tho fallowing us a cloao opproi-

I KilltJ. I Wo™,
,.| MM | 10,4

iin,. I Ton
W_[ 17,'J'

A large proportion of those entered as " missing" in tho Confederate Reports were undoubt-
edly killed or wounded. D. II. Hill says (Lex's Rep,, ii., 118): "DonbtlcSSn largo number of tho
'missing' fell into the hands of tho Yankees when wounded;" and Rodes {Ibid., 347): "Tho
'missing* are either prisoners or killed." At South Mountain they were forced lo nbnndon their
billed and severely wounded, and could only enter as such upon' the lists those whoso fate was
known. Nearly nil the killed and many of the wounded were also left belrind nt Antietam. It
Is safe to estimate that of the uii'Ji! rqiorted as mining, l.'illO were killed or wounded; apportion-
ing these in tho usual ralio nddn L'r.Utu the killed and IL'SO to the wounded, as' reported, diminish-
ing the missing by the same numbers.

McClellan puw the Confederate loss much higher. Ho says (Report, 306): "About 2700 of
the enemy's deiid were, under the direction of .Major Davis, Assist utit In spec lor General, counted
and buried upun the battle-field of Antietam. A portion of their dead had been previously buried
by the enemy. This in com Insive evident thut the. enemy hii-ininrd much drearer loss than we."
Aecei'tiiiK this and adding the deud at South Mountain, 'tho Cunf.'iloralu killed must have num-
bered fully 8550, which would make their total loss more than 20,000, bcaitlea priionort, of whom
there were GOOD, about two thirds of whom appear to have been Htrugglers, Wo do not under-
take to

i
reconcile these conflicting accounts as to tho killed, ami consequently of tho wounded, but

adopt the Confederate statement, with the exception nbovo noted. To tho "missing," however,
wo add 41)011 uiiwuuuili-d prisoners.
Tho method of the Confederal generals in slating tho number of tho " missing" ia wholly in-

explicable, From tin- 2nd of August to the 17th of September they put down in nil only 2873,
while it in certain that they Inst nearlv thrco times that number in prisoners during tho three last
doji of this period, and all of their reports speak of thousands of stragglers.

Ante, p. 303. Tor the proclamation, see ante, p. 208.

of renewing it in the morning if he could have 5000 fresh men. Franklin

was of the same opinion ; he was sure that he could take the hotly -contested

wood, which would uncover the enemy's left. Sumner thought otherwise.1

McClellan decided to postpone the attack. He reasoned that, ''Virginia

lost, Washington menaced, Maryland invaded, the national cause could af-

ford no risks of defeat. One battle lost, and almost all would have been

lost. Lee's army might then have marcbed as it pleased on Washington,

Baltimore, Philadelphia, or New York, and nowhere east of the Alleghaniea

was there another organized force able to arrest its march."2 Believing, as

he and most of his generals did, that the enemy was equal or superior in

numbers, he could not well have come to any other decision. But in trutb -

his fresh troops were almost equal in number to Lee's entire remaining

force, while those who were worst off were in better plight than the best

of the enemy. Duriug the morning Humphreys's and Couch's divisions,

14,000 strong, came up; Lee also received some accessions from those who
had fallen out in the march from Harper's Ferry, and stood at bay all day

awaiting an attack. McClellan ordered that this should be made on the

morning of the 19th. But in the darkness of the night the Confederate

forces slipped quietly away, and when McClellan looked for them in the

morning they were safely across the Potomac, and as evening fell they eu-

caraped five miles from the river. Nest morning a strong reconnoissance

from Porter's corps was sent over at Shcpherdstown to ascertain the posi-

tion of the enemy. A. P. Hill, who brought up the Confederate rear, turn-

ed upon them and drove them back, with considerable loss.3

Gathering up the remnants of his army, and bringing on those who had

been left behind at Harper's Ferry, and those who had fallen out on the

march thence to the Antietam, numbering in all less than 40,000 effective

men, Lee fell back to Martinsburg, and thence to Winchester, where he had

ordered all his stragglers to rendezvous. On the 30th of September he had

but 53,000 men present for duty. On that day, exclusive of 73,000 left be-

hind for the defense of Washington, McClellan had with him 100,000 effect-

ive men*
Sis weeks of beautiful autumnal weather were passed in almost total in-

action. McClellan, believing that his army was in no condition to provoke

another battle, posted it along the eastern side of the Potomac, half near

Harper's Ferry, and the remainder watching the fords above and below, for

he still apprehended that Lee would attempt to recross the river. Mean-
while the old bickerings between the commander of the army in the field

and the military authorities at Washington were renewed with increased

pertinacity. McClellan wanted supplies, clothing, horses, and, above all,

re-enforcements. The Washington authorities would not spare a man from

the 73,000 lying idle in the defenses of the capital, and the clothing and

horses forwarded were far less than McClellan demanded. On the 6th of

October the President issued a peremptory order that the array should at

once "cross the Potomac and give battle to the enemy, or drive him South."

If the army crossed between the enemy and Washington, so as to cover the

capital, it should receive 30,000 re-enforcements, otherwise not more than

15,000. McClellan paid no immediate attention to this order, but reiterated

his demands and complaints. He assumed that he, being with the army in

the field, was more competent to determine whether it was in a condition to

move than was the general-iu-chief in his office at Washington.6 On the

10th, Stuart, with 1800 cavalry, crossed the Potomac above the Union posi-

tions, made a clear circuit around the Union army, and recrossed below,

without having lost a man. On the 13th the President wrote to McClellan

earnestly urging him to action, and indicating the true theory upon which

operations should be conducted.
" You remember," he said, " my speaking to you of what I called your

over-cautiousness. Are you not over-cautious when you assume that you
can not do what the enemy is constantly doing? Should }"ou not claim to

be at least his equal in prowess, and act upon the claim? You say that

you can not subsist your army at Winchester unless the railroad from ILir-

per's Ferry to that point be put in working order.6 But the enemy does

now subsist his army at Winchester, at a distance nearly twice as great from

railroad transportation as you would have to do. He now wagons from

Culpepper Court-house, which is just about twice as far as you would have

to do from Harper's Ferry. He is certainly not more than half as well pro-

vided with wagons as you are. I should certainly be pleased for you to

have the advantage of the railroad from Harper's Ferry to Winchester,

but it wastes all the remainder of the autumn to give it to you, and, in fact,

ignores the question of time, which can not and must not be ignored. It is

one of the standard maxims of war to operate upon the enemy's communi-

cations as much as possible, without exposing your own. Yon seem to act

as if this applies against you, but cau not apply in your favor. Change po-

sitions with the enemy, and think you not he would break your communi-

cations with Richmond in twenty-four hours? You dread his going into

Pennsylvania. But if he does so in full force, he gives up his communica-

tions to you absolutely, and you have nothing to do but to follow and

ruin him ; if he does so with less than full force, fall upon and beat what is

left behind all the easier. If he should move northward, I would follow

him closely, holding hia communications. If he should move toward Rich-

1 Com. Hep., C42, G27, 860. ' McC. Sep., 394.
* Hill (Lee's Rf/i., ii., 130) gives a most exaggerated account of this engagement :

" A daring
chnrgo was made, and the enemy driven pell-mell into the river. Then commenced the most ter-

rible slaughter that this war lias'yet witnessed. Tho broad surface of tho Potomac was blue with

the floating hodics of our foe. But few escaped to tell the tale. By their own account they lost

J1000 men killed and drowned from one brigndo atone. My own loss was SO killed and 231
wounded."

* See ante, p. 383, for Leo's force. Tho strength ofiho Army of the l'otomiie on tho 30th of

Soptombcr was, according to iho ofllcinl report, signed by McClellan, 17:1,745 present for duty,

of whom 73,"'.01 weru around Washington.— Clwi. Rep., r>07.

' McC. Rep., 43(J. * This had hcou destroyed by tho Confederate*
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mond, I would preo3 closely to him, fight him if a favorable opportunity

should present, and at least try to beat him to Richmond on the inside

track. If he made a stand at Winchester, moving neither north^or south,

I would fight him there, on the idea that if we can not beat him^when he

bears the wastage of coining to us, we never can when we bear the wastage

of going to him. In coming to us be tenders to us an advantage which we

must not waive. We should not so operate as merely to drive him away.

As we must beat him somewhere, or fail finally, we can do it, if at all, easier

near to us than far away. If we can not beat the enemy where he now is,

we never can, he again being within the intrenchments of Richmond." 1

On the 21st McClellan was convinced that his army was nearly in a con-

dition to move. The cavalry was indeed, he thought, in numbers much in-

ferior to tuat of the enemy, but in efficiency was far superior. He now ask-

ed whether the President wished bim " to march on the enemy at once, or

to await the arrival of new horses." The reply was that no change was in-

tended in the order of the 6tb. The President did not expect impossibili-

ties, but the season should not be wasted in inaction. McClellan's purpose

had been to cross the Potomac above Harper's Ferry, on the western side

of the Blue Ridge, and move directly upon the Confederate forces, expect-

ing that they would either give battle near Winchester or retreat toward

Richmond. He believed that if he crossed below, Lee would recross into

Maryland. But now the season had come when the river might be expect-

ed to rise at any hour, rendering the apprehended Confederate movement

too hazardous to be ventured. McClellan therefore decided to cross on the

eastern side of the Blue Ridge, thus threatening Lee's communications. He

thought it possible, though not probable, that he might throw his force

through some pass in the mountains, and gain the Confederate rear in the

Valley of the Shenandoah. Failing this, he still hoped to strike the flank

of their long retreating column, separate their army, and beat it in detail,

or, at all events, force them to concentrate as far back as Gordonsville, and

thus leave his own army free to adopt the Fredericksburg line of advance

upon Richmond, or to move by his old way of the Peninsula.2

The crossing of the Potomac began on the 26th of October, and continued

until the 2d of November, when the whole army was over. Leaving 15,000

men at and near Harper's Ferry, the army marched more than 100,000

strong, besides 20,000 detached from the force at Washington3
to co-operate

with his movement. The weather was favorable, the roads good, and. the

great army moved rapidly. Keeping along the eastern foot of the Blue

Ridge, Warrenton being the point of direction for the main body, its line of

march for the greater part of the way being the same, but in a reverse direc-

tion, as that by which Lee had advanced upon Pope hardly three months

before.
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The Confederate army, during its two months' repose after Antietam, had

been recruited to about 70,000.' As soon as Lee was aware of the threat-

ening movement of McClellan, he hastened to counteract it by moving

southward in the same direction. Jackson, with his own corps and Stuart's

cavalry, was halted to observe, and, if occasion was given, assail the Union

force upon its march, while the remainder of the army pressed up the Val-

ley of the Shenandoah. For days the two hostile columns were moving

parallel to each .other, only a few miles apart, but with the Blue Mountains

between them. Rapid as was the march of the Union army, that of the -

Confederates was still faster. Lee, in advance of his opponent, turned a

spur of the Blue Ridge, passed from the Valley of the Shenandoah into that

of the Rappahannock, and took position at Culpepper by the time that

McClellan had massed his army near Warrenton, a half score of miles to the

north. But in effecting this operation he had played into bis opponent's

hands, and given him an opportunity to strike more favorable than he had

dared to anticipate. McClellan had hoped to separate the Confederate

army. Lee had himself separated it. Jackson's corps was left fully three

days' rapid march behind that of Longstreet, If an attack had then been

made, it could hardly have failed to result otherwise than in a serious dis-

aster to the Confederates. McClellan resolved upon an assault. For once

be seemed satisfied that he had the preponderance of force.3

But this intent of vigorous action came too late. The breach between

McClellan and the military authorities at Washington had become too wide

to be closed. His removal from the command had been resolved upon, and

had been delayed only from the difficulty of deciding upon his successor.

The choice finally lay between Burnside and Hooker. 3 Why Sumner, who

outranked each, and bad seen more service than both, was passed over, it is

hard to say. But the choice now fell upon Burnside. Upon the stormy

evening of the 7th of November, when McClellan bad given directions for

the movements of the next two days, a messenger from Washington reach-

ed the head-quarters of the army. He bore an order, couched in briefest

military phrase, bearing date two days before, removing McClellan from the

command of the army, and directing Burnside to assume it; and another

equally curt, from Halleck to McClellan, the writing of which one may im-

agine to have been a pleasant task.*

1 Com. Rep., 624.
* MrC- H*/>; 428, 436. " I still considered the line of the Peninsula a* the true approach to

Richmond, bin. fur obvious reasues, did not make any proposal to return to it."

—

Ibid., 427.

' According to the official return (Coin. Rep., 634) on the 20th of October, the Army of the

Potomac numbered, "present furdutv," 183,409, exclusive of 73,503 at Washington. McClellan

{Report, 430) gives its strength at 116,000, besides some 50U0 detached bodies. This discrepancy

appears to bo occasioned [see McC. Rep., 422) by about 12,000 teamsters, officers' servants, etc.,

being included in tlie regular returns.

Present for duty, October 20, 67,805 ; November 20, 73,554.—Ante, p. 383.

' "The army was massed near Warrenton, ready to act in any required direction, perfectly in

band, and in admirable condition and spirits. I doubt whether, during the whole period that I

had the honor to command the Army of the Potomac, it was in such excellent condition to fight

a great battle. . . . The reports from the advance indicated the possibility of separating the two

wings of tho enemy's forces, and either beating Longstreet separately or forcing him to full back

at least upon Gordonsville to effect his junction with the rest of his army. . . . Had I remained

in command I should have made the attempt to divide the enemy; and could he have been

brought to a battle within reach of my supplies, I can not dnubt that the result would have been

a brilliant victory for our army."

—

McC. Rep., 438, 439.
' "General Hooker came very near receiving, instead of me, the command of the Army of the

Potomac."—Burnside, in Com. 'Rep.,725.
* General Orders, No. 182.—"By direction of the President of the United States, it is ordered

that Major General McClellan be relieved from the command of the Army of the Potomac, .^i

that Major General Burnside take command of the army. By order of the Secretary of War."

Halleck to McClellan.—" Gkneral,—On the receipt of the order of the President, sent here-

with, yon will immediately turn over your command to Major General Burnside, and repair to

Trenton, New Jersey, reporting on your arrival at that place, by telegraph, for farther orders."—

Com. Jlep., M5.
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CHAPTER XXIV.
BURNSIDE'S CAMPAIGN—FREDERICKSBURG.

Burnside in Commanil.—His Plan for the Campaign.—Its Merits and Demerit*.—New Organ-

ization of the Army of tlie Potomac.—The Movement from Wnrienton to Fredericksburg.—De-

lay in crossing the Rappahannock.—The Pontoons.—Fredericksburg threatened with Bombard-

ment.—The Confederate Army reaches Fredericksburg.—The Position on the Rappahannock.

—Burnside's Preparations for Crossing.—The Delay opposite Fredericksburg.—Lee's Plan of

Operations.—Crossing the River, and Preparations for Attack.—Burnside's final Plan for two

Assaults.—Franklin's Attack upon the Left.—Meade's Advance repulsed.—Gibbon advances,

ond is repulsed.—The Confederate Pursuit checked by Birney.—The Moments of the Action,

—The Confederate Position on the Right at Marye's Hill.—Its Strength.—Assailed by Sum-

ner.—French and Hancock repelled.—Hooker ordered to attack.—Humphreys assaults, and

is driven lack.—Close of the Battle.—The Numbers engaged.—Burnside proposes to renew

tho Battle the next Day.— Is dissuaded by his Generals.—He rcero-scs the Rap pallannock.

—

Effects of tho Battle of Fredericksburg.—Condition of tho Union Army.—Burnsido designs a

now Movement.—The proposed Cavalry Expedition.—The President forbids the Movement.—

Tho Reasons for the Prohibition.—Franklin and Smith criticise Burnsidc's Plan, and propose

another.—Cochrane nnd Newton's Interview with the President.—Burnsido and Ilnlleek.

—

Burnside's third Plan.—The Mud Campaign.—Burnsidc's Order 'No. 8, dismissing Hooker and

others.—Tho President refuses to sanction the Order.—Burnside resigns, and Hooker is placed

in Command.—Sumner and Franklin relieved.—Death of Sumner.—Hooker takes Command.

TEE command of tbe Army of the Potomac was thruat into tbe unwill-

ing hands of Burnside. He had twice declined it, and would havo

done so now had it been left to his choice; 1 but the order was peremptory,

and ho had no alternative but to obey. Yet, as if foreseeing the issue, he

repeated to the messenger who brought the order and to members of his

own staff what he had before said to the President and tbe Secretary of

"War, that be did not consider himself competent to take the command of so

large an army, and, moreover, that from the placewhich his command had

held during the campaign, he knew less than any other general of the posi-

1 Com. IUp.
t
016.

tion, numbers, and character of the several corps. 1

Still, with the knowledge then possessed by the

military authorities, the choice was the wisest that

could have been made. No other general had held

an important separate command. His expedition

to North Carolina bad been successful. He had

become entangled in none of the jealousies which

impeded, or were thought to impede, the efficiency

of the army. His personal and military character

was unreproached and irreproachable. Burnside's

modesty, contrasted with Hooker's vehement self-

assertion, decided the question of the generalship.

He was taken at the high estimate which the ad-

ministration placed upon him, rather than at tbe

low one which he placed upon himself.

Burnside was required not only to take com-

mand of the army, but to state what he proposed

to do with it.
2 He had been from the first opposed

to the movement made by McClellan upon War-

renton. He argued that if the army was to go to

Richmond by land, the only way was that by Fred-

ericksburg. McClellan was half convinced of the

truth of this, and on the day before he was super-

seded gave orders which looked toward the aban-

donment of bis present line of operations.3 Two
days after he had been placed in command, Burn-

side presented his plan.

Its essential features were that McClellan's de-

sign of attacking Lee should be given up, the move-

ment toward Gordonsville abandoned, and then

there should be "a rapid move of the whole force

to Fredericksburg, with a view to a movement

upon Richmond from that point." In favor of his

plan he urged that if the Union army should move

upon Culpepper and Gordonsville, and even fight a

successful battle, the enemy would still have many

lines of retreat, and would be able to reach Rich-

mond with enough of force to render necessary

another battle there. Should the enemy fall back

without giving battle, the pursuit would be simply

following up a retreating army well supplied with

provisions in depots in its rear, while the pursuing

army would have to rely for supplies upon a sin-

gle long line of communication, liable to be cut at

any point. But. in moving by the way which he

proposed, the army would cover Washington until

it reached Fredericksburg, where it would be on

the shortest road to Richmond, the taking of which,

he thought, "should be the great object of the cam-

paign, as the fall of that place would tend more to

cripple the rebel cause than almost any other mil-

itary event, except the absolute breaking up of

their army." The presence of a large army on the

Fredericksburg line would rentier it impossible for

the enemy to make any successful movement upon

Washington. An invasion of Pennsylvania was

Qottobe expected at that season of the year; and,

even should a lodgment be made there by any

force that could be spared, its destruction would be

certain soon after winter set in. " Could the army before Richmond be

beaten, and their capital taken," he added, "the loss of half a dozen of our

towns and cities in the interior of Pennsylvania could well be afforded."*

This plan was undoubtedly a judicious one upon the assumption that the

capture of Richmond was tbe main aim of the campaign. For an advance

thither by way of Gordonsville, the main base of supplies must be Alexan-

dria, involving transportation by land of fully 150 miles by the route which

must be followed. For an advance by way of Fredericksburg, Acquia

Creek, on the Potomac, would be the base to which supplies could be sent

by water, leaving but 75 miles of land transportation, by a line much less

exposed. The advantage of the Peninsular route are still greater. The

base of supplies would be at West Point, only 30 miles from Richmond.

The main objection to this, that the army here would not be in a position

to cover Washington, would be obviated by concentrating there a force

sufficient for its defense, which the great numerical preponderance of the

Union troops rendered easy. In fact, there was at this moment In and

around Washington, independent of Burnside's army in the field, a force

very nearly equal to the whole Confederate Army of Northern Virginia. 5

! Com. Rep., 050.
a TWA, GS°- Ibid., G49.

• For the entire text of this plan, sec Com. ffgt., G43; and for BurasKie's own explanation of

it, Ibid., GnO. , ,. , T
s Tho advantages of the Peninsular route, or rather a modification of it, inking the James

River instead of the Vork as the hose, were set forth six weeks later DJ Franklin and Smith, in n

letter to the President, first made public in Swim. id's t
,

,»Hj«ii.;iis of Ihe Anna of the I otomac, pp.

2C3-2H5. Mr. Swiiiton ind.-rd allirmi (7/>iVi.. 2!i:n, upon tho authority of "the corps commander

then most intimate in his confidence," that " Burnsido had not matured iiiiv dolmilo plnn of ac-

tion, for tho reason Dial ho Imped to he able to postpone operations (ill the spring. He did not

favor operating against Richmond by tho overland route, but had hi- mind turned toward a repe-

tition of McClellan's movement to tho Peninsula; and in determining to march to Frodoneks-

bnrR ho cherished tho llOpe al being aide to winter there upon nn easy bnso of supplies, nnd in the

spring embnrkinc his armv for ttlO James River." Not only is there no trace of any snrh purpose

to bo found in Burnside's written plan, but every rceommondatioQ implies the- design of moving

by tbe overland route.
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The fatal error in Burnside's plan was that it wholly misconceived the

main object to be aimed at. The capture of Richmond would indeed have

been in itself a great material and moral loss to the Confederacy, but it

would have been of far les3 moment than the destruction, or even the signal

defeat of the army. That army was the head and front of the offending,

and at this the blow should have been aimed. The President, with a keen-

er insight into the case than any other man had yet attained, had written,

" We must beat the enemy somewhere, or fail finally. If we can not heat

him where he now is, we never can, he being again within the intrench-

ments of Richmond." This was as true now as it was a month before. It

so happened that the Confederate commander had placed his army in such

a position as to invite an attack. A little more than half of it was massed

at Culpepper, a little less than half was lying three days' march away in

the Valley of the Shenandoah. The Union army was massed only a few

hours' march from the enemy, outnumbering him more than two to one.

An attack in force could hardly have resulted otherwise than in a decisive

victory. Burnside proposed deliberately to throw away the advantage thus

thrust into his hands, and march directly away from his inferior foe, in

quest of an object which, even if attained, was of wholly secondary conse-

quence. The President, however, though with some reluctance, acceded to

Burnside's plan, but with the significant intimation, "I think it will succeed

if you move rapidly, otherwise not."' While preparing for this movement,

Burnside organized his force into three "Grand Divisions"— Sumner being

placed in command of the "Right," Hooker of the "Centre," and Franklin

of the "Left.''
2

Burnside began his move-

ment from Warrenton to

Fredericksburg on the loth

of November. He had pro-

posed to make it by concen-

trating his force at Warren-

ton, as though he intended

to attack Culpepper or Gor-

donsville. But Lee was not

deceived. On the 17th he

earned that Sumner had

inarched from Catlett's Sta-

tion toward Falmouth, and

that Federal gun-boats had

entered Acquia Creek. This,

he thought, "looked as if

Fredericksburg was to be re-

occupied," and he dispatched

two divisions of infantry, with

cavalry and artillery, to aug-

ment the small force which

had held the town. Next
day a bold dash by Stuart's

cavalry upon Warrenton dis-

closed that the Federal army

were gone, whereupon Long-

street's whole command was

sent toward Fredericksburg, while Jackson was ordered from the Valley to

rejoin the main army. 3 Lee, having divined Burnside's movement, met it

in just the manner in which one would suppose he would have done, but,

as it would seem, just in the way his opponent did not anticipate. There

were five conceivable things to be done : To repass down the Valley of the

Shenandoah and again invade Maryland, and threaten Pennsylvania; to

make a demonstration upon Washington, with the intent of recalling the

march to Fredericksburg ; to fall back at once toward Richmond ; to remain

where he was, and await the issue of events ; or to throw himself directly

across the new line of advance proposed by Burnside. The first two move-

ments Burnside had ruled out as impracticable or ruinous. For the third

there was no immediate necessity; it could be done, if need were, after-

ward as well as then. Burnside seems to have supposed that Lee would

choose the fourth. As it happened, he chose the fifth course, which acci-

dent enabled him to carry out under auspices far more favorable than he

could have dared to anticipate.

Sumner, with the advance of the Union army, reached Falmouth, oppo-

site Fredericksburg, on the 17th. The design was that he should cross the

Rappahannock at once, and seize the heights in the rear of Fredericksburg

before Lee could re-enforce the small force stationed there. The river at

that point could not be forded by an army in mass, and the railroad and

turnpike bridges which had spanned it were destroyed. Burnside bad, as

he supposed, made arrangements by which pontoons sufficient to span the

stream would have been sent to him from Washington so as to meet him

on his arrival. But none came for a week, during which time nothing

could be done to carry out the plan of operations. 4 Sumner, indeed, who

1 One He/:, 645.
3 Sumner's Grand Division consisted of the 2d Corps, under Couth, lately Sumner's, nnd the

Sih Corps, under Wilcox, formerly Burnside's. Hooker's Grand Division comprised the .Id

Corps, under Sionemnn, from the garrison of Washington, nnd the !ith Corps, formerly Fitz John
1 "oner's, under Buttcrfield. Franklin's Grand Division consisted of the M Corps, formerly

ilooker's, under Reynolds, nnd ilio 0th Corps, formerly Frnnklin's, under W. F. Smith. The
12th Corps, so briefly commanded by MnnsBold, was left nt Harper's Ferry, under Slocum. The
1 1th Corps, under Sigel, dotochod from the defenses of Washington, wits near Manassas Junc-
tion, guarding the railway line. This corps did not slricily form a part of Burnside's movable,

army. Amoug the commanders of " divisions," as dittingnislicd from the " Grand Divisions."

ivero Blrncy, Doubled nr, French, Gihlmn, Ilimcork, Ilmvard, Humphreys, Meade, Newton, Sykes.
* let's Sep., i., 37.

•This delay, upon which so much hinged, was rando tlio suhject of strict scrutiny. Each per-

thrw prnpwrf mule l.i liir-hrn n 1. T::.- nr-

pawl hv him, oaiuti

placM It ot W e*t Point.

and then the officers who shonld ri

coming here. I could have carried o

having Just taken the command of an army with which 1 was unacquainted, it was oviaeni inn,

was ns much as I could attend to, with the ii^istniu-e >!' nil my ulliccrs, to chance its p<mii

from Warrenton to Fredericksburg."—Ilallcck «. (/hid., C73): "Ha my visit to General Bir

side at Warienlon on the 12th of Nov.iuher, in speaking nlmut ike bonis and things winch he

quired from Washington, I told him that they were all subject to his orders. To prevent the i
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had been fired upon by a battery from across the river, and had silenced it

so easily as to show that the enemy were there in only trifling force, was

disposed to send a detachment by a ford which was practicable for the pur-

pose, and gave an order to that effect. But he 1 d received explicit orders

not to cross and occupy Fredericksburg; and, " upon reflection, he con-

cluded that he was rather too old a soldier to disobey a direct order; be-

sides, he had had a little too much experience on the Peninsula of the con-

sequence of getting astride a river to risk it here." So, having revoked

the order, he sent a note to Burnside, asking whether he should take Fred-

ericksburg the next morning, provided be could find, what he had already

found, a practicable ford. Burnside replied in the negative; he did not

think it advisable to occupy Fredericksburg until bis communications were

established ; and Sumner coincided in this decision. 1 Hooker, who brought

up the rear of the army, requested permission, on the 20th, to send a divi-

sion across the Kappahannock, which should march down the south side

and seize the heights behind Fredericksburg. Burnside next day refused

permission. He thought that although Hooker might "beat any force of

the enemy he would meet on his way, yet it would be a very hazardous

movement to throw a column like that beyond the reach of its proper sup-

port ;" and, moreover, a rain-storm which bad set in during the night render-

ed the movement impossible. 2 Sumner, on the 21st, sent over a message to

the corporate authorities of Fredericksburg demanding the surrender of the

town, under pain of bombardment in case of refusal. The civic authorities

were told by the military commander that "while the town would not be

occupied for military purposes, its occupation by the enemy would be re-

sisted." Directions were given for the removal of the people, and almost

the entire population left their homes. 3 No bombardment tlieu took place
;

but a fortnight later, when the movement across the river was made, Fred-

ericksburg, which was then used by the Confederates for "military pur-

poses," and almost the entire population having been removed in conse-

quence of the threat, was bombarded. This was fiercely denounced as a

violation of the laws of war, but without the slightest ground. The town
had been formally summoned to surrender; the unarmed population had

abandoned it after abundant notice; and it was used for the direct "mili-

tary purpose" of " resisting the occupation by the enemy."

A fortnight passed, during which time the Union army lay upon the

north bank of the Rappahannock, waiting for means to cross the stream,

and for the accumulation of supplies at the Acquia Creek, and the means of

transporting them from the Potomac to the Rappahannock. The Confed-

erate army was meanwhile concentrating on the southern side to resist any

advance. About this time that army was formally organized into two
corps, under the immediate command of Longstreet and Jackson, who had
each been raised to the rank of lieutenant general. Longstreet'a corps con-

sisted of the troops formerly belonging to his command. To Jackson was
assigned, besides those which he had heretofore commanded, the division of

D. EL Hill. The two corps were now of nearly equal force, that of Long-
street being perhaps slightly in excess.*

cessily of the commanding officer hero reporting the order for the hr.nts there, the onlor was drawn
up on his table nod signed by mo directly to General Woodbury. I saw General Woodbury on
my return, and he told me that he had received the order. I told him that in all those matters
ho was under General Bnrnsidc's direction

; I had nothing farther to give him except to commu-
nicate that order to him. J nave no other order or direction in relation to the matter."—There
seems to have been an unaccountable misapprehension an to trio purport of the order which was
nddressod to General Woodbury, of the Engineer Brigade. It read: "Call upon the chief quar-
ter-master to transport all your pontoons to Acquia Creek" {Ibid. , 6fi3). Woodbury did not un-
derstand that thin order demanded instant execution. ' Had the emergency been made known
to mo in any manner," ho says, "I could have disregarded the forms of service, seized teams,
teamsters, and wagon-masters for instant service wherever I could find them. Then, with good
roads and good weather, they might possibly have been in lime. But I had no warrant for such
a course, which, after all, could only have lieen carried out by the authority of the gonernl-in-
chief" {Ibid., 666),—Quarter-master General Meigs said (lint the blame did not reel upon his de-
partment, "which was no more responsible for the march of a pontoon train than for the march
of a battery of artillery or of a regiment of infantry. Its holiness was to provide material for the
transportation of an army. If General Woodbury had orders from General Burnside, ho was rc-

iDooilblo for earning tbcm out" {Ibid., 680).
1 Sumner, in Com. Rep., flr.7. * Com. Rep.. GG4.G66. ' tegI Rep., i., 38.
* Longslroefs corps, the First, consisted of the divisions of Anderson, Pickett, Ransom, Wood,

It was almost the middle of December. Four weeks bad passed since

Burnside's plan bad been sanctioned by the President; but the essential

thing upon which he had based the probability of success—that the move-

ment should be rapidly made— had failed. The faultiness of the whole

scheme was now apparent. Burnside had shrunk from assailing the half

of Lee's force which lay directly in his front, in a position hastily taken and

of no great natural strength. He was now confronted by the Confederate

army, drawn up in a position almost unassailable by nature, strengthened

by the labor of three unobstructed weeks, which could be assailed only by

crossing a formidable stream; and even if that were passed, the enemy as-

sailed and driven from his position, the pursuit would still encounter at ev-

ery step of the way just the same obstructions which would have been met

on the line which, had been abandoned. If military considerations were

alone in question, no farther movement would have been made, and the

army would have gone into winter quarters. But public feeling demanded

a movement, and Burnside, sanctioned by his generals, resolved to take the

offensive. The only question was where the intervening river should be

crossed. 1

The Rappahannock, with a general course from south to north, makes a

sharp bend westward a mile above Fredericksburg, running between two

lines of heights. Those on the north, known as Stafford Heights, slope

steeply down to the river bank, with an elevation sufficient to command the

valley across the river. On the south side, the hills just in the rear of Fred-

ericksburg rise sharply something less than a mile from the river; then they

trend away, in a semicircular form, until they sink down into the valley

of the Massaponax, six miles below Fredericksburg, leaving an irregular

broken valley, two miles broad at its widest point. This range of heights

was mostly covered with dense woods, oaks with branches now leafless, skirt-

ed with sombre pines, rising southward by a succession of wooded ridges,

each dominating the one below until lost in a wild wooded region soon to

become famous under the name of the " Wilderness." Upon the crests and

slopes of these wooded heights Longstreet's corps had been disposed, cover-

ing a front of about five miles. There was little need of artificial aid to the

natural strength of the position; but artillery and rifle pits were dug and

abatis constructed.3 D. H. Hill's division was posted near Port Royal, twenty

miles below, to prevent the Union gun-boats from ascending the river, and

some skirmishing here took place.3 The remainder of Jackson's corps was

and MeLows, comprising 21 brigades. Jackson's corps, the Second, consisted of the divisions of

A. P. Hill, D. II. Hill, Ewell, and Taliaferro, comprising !9 brigades. The cavalry and horse

artillery, under Stuart, acted somewhat independently with either corps; at the battle of Freder-

icksburg, mainly with Jackson.
' Sumner: "T was in favor of crossing the Rappahannock, because I knew that neither our

government nor our people would be satisfied to have our army retire from this position or go into

winter quarters until we knew the force that was on the other side of the river, and the only way

of ascertaining that was by feeling thom"(G™. Rep. ,058).

Franklin : "General Bonuide called n council, in which it was the unanimous opinion, I think,

of all the generals present, that if this river could be crossed, it ought to he crossed, no matter

what might happen afterward. The point of crossing was not then definitely determined upon;

but I thought at the time that wo were to cross several miles farther down. Afterward Genera]

Burnside called ns together again, and informed us that he had determined to cross at the two

points at which we finally did cross. I had no objection to that, but thought they were as good

as the point farther dowri" (Ibid., GG1).

Hooker: "After tbo pontoons arrived, it become a mniter nf importance to dotermine where

and in what way wo should cross the Rappahannock. The officers commanding the Grand Divi-

sions were called together to discuss and determine that matter. General Burnside proposed that

a portion of the command should cross nt Fredericksburg, and a portion should cross about twelve

miles below. I objected by my vote in the council to crossing two columns so fur apart, and slated

tny preference that the whole army should cross at what is called the United States or Riehards's

Ford, Apont tnetvo miles above ; but I was overruled" {Ibid., GGG>

"Pits were made for tho protection of the batteries j and, in addition to the natural strength

of tbo position, ditches, Stone fences, nnd road-cuts wore found along different portions of the line,

and parts wore farther strengthened by rifle-trenches and abatis."— Longstreet, in Lte't Rep.,

ii„ 427.
' Hill always nionaged to say something quite out of harmony with tbo usual decorum of tho

Confederate official reports. Here, with abridgments, is his account of what took [dace at his ex-

tremity of tho line : "Four Yankee gun-honts were then lying opposite tho town of I'ort Royal.

Rifle-pits wore constructed to prevent the pirates from ascending. Hnrdswny opened upon tho

gun-boats. Finding the fire too hot for them, they (led hack. Ilnrdnway continued to pelt them,

and, to stop his fire, the ruffians commenced shelling tho town. A dog was killed nnd n negro

wounded. The pirates fled down the river ; but a worse fnlo nwaited them than a distant cannon-

ride—a section of artillery immediately on the bank gave them a parting salute. From Vonkee

sources no learned that the pirates lost six killed and twenty wounded. Whether thny ovor-osii-
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posted so as to be in a position to support either Hill or Longstreet. Two

shots in immediate succession were to be the signal giving notice for the

whole of the Confederate force to concentrate upon any point that should be

menaced in force.

Burnside had resolved to cross at a point known by the euphoneous des-

ignation of Skinker's Neck, about twelve miles below Frederieksburg. The

movements which were made for this purpose caused the enemy to concen-

trate much of his strength in that direction. The thought then occurred to

him to detain this force there by ostentatious demonstrations, and to make

the crossing at Fredericksburg. " I decided," he says, " to cross at Freder-

icksburg, because, in the first place, I felt satisfied that they did not expect

us to cross here, but down below ; and, in the next place, I felt satisfied that

this was the place to fight the most decisive battle, because, if we could di-

vide their forces by piercing their lines at one or two points, separating their

left from their right, then a vigorous attack with the whole army would suc-

ceed in breaking their army in pieces." 1 No conclusion could, as matters

stood, be more sound, provided that the premises upon which it was based

were sure. If it was certain that Lee's left would be behind Fredericksburg,

and bis right a dozen miles or more away, then an adequate force flung

into tliis great gap would divide the Confederate army, and a vigorous as-

sault upon its left might be expected to crush it when cut off from aid from

the right. To carry out this plan, it was necessary that the river should be

crossed and battle be waged and won in a single day. Failing this, the rest

must depend upon contingencies which no man could foresee.

The 11th of December was fixed upon as the day for crossing the riv-

er. Daring the previous night nearly one hundred and fifty heavy guns

were placed in position upon the crest of Stafford Heights, commanding a

great part of the opposite valley. The intention was to throw three bridges

across at Fredericksburg, and as many more at a point two or three miles

below. Sumner's Grand Division was to cross by the upper bridges, Frank-

lin's by the lower, while Hooker's was to be held in reserve, ready, if the as-

sault was successful, to spring upon the enemy in his retreat.2 It was sup-

posed that the bridges could be built in two or three hours. 3 Before dawn

the pontoons were brought down to the river bank, and the work of laying

the bridges was begun in the darkness. Two single shots broke the still-

ness which reigned through the Confederate lines. These were the signal

for Longstreet's corps to concentrate upon the threatened point. Fredericks-

burg was held bv only two regiments of sharp-shooters, who were sheltered

in houses and rifle-pits, and behind walls on the river bank. In addition to

the darkness of night, a dense fog filled the valley. The engineers bad

hardly begun to lay the bridges when they were assailed by rifle-shots at

sbort range from the opposite shore, and driven off with severe loss. Again

and again they returned, and again and again were driven off. The two or

three hours had stretched to six, and the narrow stream was only half span-

ned, and not another length could be laid under the fierce fire. Bnmside

now ordered that fire should be opened upon the town from his artillery

which crowned the opposite crests. Nearly one hundred and fifty heavy

guns at once opened fire into the pall of mist which still shrouded the scene.

After two hours a column of rising smoke indicated that a part of the town

was in flames, and another attempt was made to complete the bridges. This

was repelled as the former ones bad been, showing that almost ten thousand

shot had failed to dislodge the sharp-shooters from their coverts. When the

fog lifted at noon, it was found that the elevation at which the guns were

placed was so great that few of them could be sufficiently depressed to bear

upon the river front of the town. The day was fast wearing away, and

nothing had been accomplished. The officers reported that the bridges

could not be built. Burnside said that it must be done, and some means

must be found to dislodge the sharp-shooters. It was now decided that a

detachment should cross in open pontoon boats and carry the town. Two
regiments from Massachusetts and one from Michigan volunteered for the

perilous work. They rushed down the bank and pushed the boats into the

stream ; a few strong strokes with the oars, and they were under shelter of

the opposite bluffs, up which they dashed, and in a quarter of an hour car-

ried the town. 4 In half an hour more the bridges were finished, and, as even-

ing was falling, Couch's division was over and the first step in the enterprise

fairly taken. 8 Franklin had indeed met with scarcely a show of opposition.

His artillery covered the opposite shore, and his bridges were ready before

noon; but Burnside had resolved that the attack should be made in two

separate columns, and Franklin was not suffered to cross until the other

bridges were completed.

It was no part of Lee's plan seriously to oppose the passage of the river

by the Federal force, or even to assail it when over. He wisely chose to

await its assault upon bis strong position, 6 to which his opponent would

mated or under-estimated their losses I do not know ; (hey sometime Ik' on one side nnd sometimes

on nnothor. In n few days tlie pirates returned with Mime more of tlicir thievish consorts. Guns
were brought down to the river under cover of it dense fog, n-nd when it lifted were opened upon

them. We hitvc learned from the same respectable Yanked source thnt three of (ho pirates were

Struck, ono three times, and that a captain was killed, and four or five other thieves knocked on

the head."—D H. Mill, in Ijx's liep., ii., 4r,8. ' Bunwide's Testimony, in Com. Ilq>., CM.
» Hooker, in Com. Ilq:, 6G7. 3 Burnside, Ibid., G55.
* McLaws snys (/><'« liq>„ ii., 446) that tho artillery lire was go severe that his "men coald

not USD their rifles, nnd the different places occupied by them becoming antenable, the Iroops were

withdrawn from tho river hrulk at half put four, when tlie enemy crossed in boats, and, completing

their bridges, passed over in force and advanced into tlie town." * Burnside, in Com. Htp. ,G!ifi.

' Lcc indeed believed that it was impossible to prevent tbc crossing. He says (fle/i., i., 39):

"The plain of Fredericksburg is so completely commanded by the Stntford Heights, that no ef-

fectual opposition could be made to the construction of bridges of the passage of the river without

exposing our troops to the destructive fire of ibe numerous batteries of tho enemy. At the sarno

time, tlie narrowness of the RappAhnnnock, its winding coarse nnd deep bed, presented opportuni-

ties fur laying down bridges at points secure from the tire of our artillery. Our position was thprc-

forc selected with a view to resist the enemy's advance after crossing, and the river was guarded

only- by a force sufficient to impedo bis moveniPiiti until tlie itrmv could !» iiuicentrntcd."—Frank-

lin, however, was conlidunt that not only might- bis pnswtgo have been proven tad, but that his divi-

sion, when over, could have been cruabed. He says (Testimony, in Com. Jtep.,&H): "I always
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have been pledged_by crossing the river. He seems, indeed, to bave been

uncertain whether the movement in his front was a serious one, or merely a

feint to cover an attempt upon one of his flanks; for it was not until from

twenty-four to forty hours after the firing of the signal-guns that Jackson's

corps was brought up from its positions nearly a score of miles down the

river. 1 Could the bridges have been completed, as was expected, early on

the morning of the 11th, and the attack made that day, Burnside would have

encountered only half of the Confederate force, and the result of the action

could hardly have failed to have been different.

The whole of the 12th was most unaccountably spent in crossing the river

and deciding upon the order of the attack on the next day. It was found

that the extreme Confederate right was protected by a canal, all the bridges

crossing which had been destroyed; there was, besides, a sluiceway and mill-

pond, so that this point was unassailable; and an attack upon the right could

only be made against the steep front of Marye's Hill, rising in the rear of the

town and presenting a front of a mile, then sloping off sharply to a ravine

traversed by a small stream ; thence the heights sweep away from the river,

leaving a broken plain, ils edges deeply indented b}' wooded spurs. This

plain, about two miles broad, is traversed by the Richmond and Fredericks-

burg Railroad, which winds around the base of the heights, occasionally cut-

ting through the extremities of the projecting spurs. Midway between the

railway and the river runs the old Richmond or Port Royal Road, often em-

banked and fringed with trees, affording shelter behind which the Union force

could be deployed. When the final arrangements had been made on both

sides, the Confederate forces, 80,000 strong, were posted along the ridge of

the range of hills, their advance line in places pushed forward to the wooded

base, Jackson's corps holding the right and Longstrcet's the left. The Union

army, 100,000 strong, was posted along the Richmond Road, from Freder-

icksburg down; Couch's corps, of Sumner's division, in the town; then

Wilcox's corps, forming the connection with Franklin's Grand Division on

the left.

The character of the ground unmistakably indicated that the main attack

should be made by Franklin ; for not only was the Confederate position here

manifestly weaker, but the plain in front of it was spacious enough to give

room to deploy his whole force; while to the right, in front of Sumner, the

plain was so narrow that only a fragment of his force could at any one mo-

ment be brought into action. If he assailed the strong position before him,

it must be by successive blows, not by a single attack with his whole force.

Franklin understood, on the afternoon of the 12th, that Burnside intended

that he should make the attack with his Grand Division, to which had been

added a part of Hooker's. Hooker understood that there was to be a two-

fold assault, at distinct points, the main one by Sumner, on the right.3 Burn-

side clearly proposed a twofold attack in force, that on the left to be the

first.
3 But when, on the morning of the 13th, Franklin received his order,

it was so worded as to lead him and his generals to suppose that it meant

he should make merely an armed reconnoissance of the enemy's lines with

but one of his eight divisions, to be supported by another, keeping the re-

mainder in position for a different movement.* Franklin was also informed

that a column, consisting of a division or more, detached from Sumner's

corps, was to move against the heights in the rear of Fredericksburg. Thus,

as the plan was framed, not more than four divisions, one quarter of the

force which had crossed or was ready to cross the river, were to assail the

position held by the Confederates. We can only account for this plan by

supposing that Burnside thought that the enemy in his front was really in

inconsiderable force, its bulk being still a score of miles away, and that not

only had he crossed the Rappahannock at a point where he was not expect-

ed, but that during the eight-and- forty hours which had passed since the at-

tempt was begun the enemy had not concentrated his strength in his front.

Thus only can we explain the part assigned to Hooker, to spring upon the

enemy on his retreat, and the order to Franklin to be in readiness to march

down the Richmond Road, that being the direction which the retreating

Confederates would naturally take. If such was his belief, he must have

been confirmed in it by the trifling opposition offered to his passage of the

river. There was, indeed, nothing to show the neighborhood of a great hos-

tile army. Hardly a reply had been made to his heavy bombardment ; not

doubted our power to cross, find I do not believe wo could have crossed hnd the enemy chosen lo

prevent it; and I know, from what I have seen sinee and what I before suspected, thai they could

have prevented our crossing nt those two points if they had chosen. However, the crossing was

successfully made, under Cover of a fug, and, as fur as my wing was concerned, wo pot into position

safely, with the loss of n very few men. Still, we were in such n position that, if the enemy had nt

any moment opened upon ns with the guns llicy hud bearing upon us, I think in the course of nn

hour our men would havo been so scattered that it would have Wen imjio-siblc to rally them. For

some nnncconntnblc venson they did not open their batteries."

1 "It having been dclinitelv ascertained Unit the enemy had eio-.-ed the iinppalinnnock in largo

force, I was ordered hi move my division nt dawn on the i

-2ih"(A. I\ Hill,iii tee's lie/i., ii.,461).—

"Just before sundown nn the 12th 1 received an order to march Unit night to Fredciickshnrp, ns the

Ynnkccs wero expected lo nttack General Lcc that day. A portion of my command wns twcnly-

that city, mid the must of them from eighteen to twenty" (D. H. Hill, 76i'</., 458).

—

A. P. Hill moved his division at dnwn
ferro.then in command of Jackson's divi-

ing ofihe 13ili, Ewoll's division, under Ei

vcre night's march, from their res]>crtu (> i

to eighteen miles distant from the points

' "General Buiusido said [in tlio cuun

road."—Hooker, in Com. Sep., CC7.
' "Tlio enemy had cut n road along in tlio rear ofthclii

by means of which thoy connected the two wings of their r

n had country. I wanted to obtain posscaslon of that new

ing an nttack on tlio extreme left. I did not intend

ding of the 12th. At the s.

>n, moved from his encampment. Early on the morn-

y, and 1). H. Hill, with his divKion, arrived, after a se-

ertmpments, the troops of D. H. Hill being from fifteen

i which thoy wero ordered" (Jackson, Ibid., 434).

I] Mint his favorite plan of attack was on iho telegraph

position had been taken, which I supposed would srnpgor the

then I proposed to mnko a direct attack on their front, and d

Hide, in Com, Rtji.,Gn3.
• Franklin, in Com. Hf),., 709. The order is given in full

tions are these: "The general commanding directs that yc

tion for n rapid movement down tlio old liietmiond Road ;
ami

nt least to pas* below Smitliliehl, to seize, if possible, tlio heighl

lido of the Mossaponnx, taking cam to keep it well supported

You will keep your whole cummand rondy to move at oneo, oe

e ofheights whore wo made our attack,

rniv, nnd avoided a long dolour through

roiiu, nnd thnt wns my reason for nink-

inke tlio nttack on the right until thnt

c the

Com. Rip., 707. The essential por-

kcep your whole command in posi-

von will send nut at once ft division

Captain Hamilton's, on Ibis

lino of retreat open
s tlio fog lifts."
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an enemy showed himself during tbat day or the next beaidea the few regi-

ments which had been driven from Fredericksburg, and the scanty line of

sharp -shooters, hardly more than a picket-guard, scattered along the river

bank. He had indeed been informed by a German prisoner, who represent-

ed that he had been impressed into the Confederate service, of the strength

of the enemy, of their positions and batteries, and that they regarded it as an

impossibility that the heights could be carried; but Burnside clearly placed

no faith in hia story. 1

The morning of'Saturday, December 13, broke with a dense fog resting

in the valley, shutting the two armies from all sight of each other. So

dense was it that the Confederates could hear the word of command given

to the invisible lines before them.1 The night had been bitterly cold.

Some of the Confederate pickets were frozen at their posts. 3 About ten

o'clock the fog lifted, and showed Franklin's command in motion. He had

placed a liberal construction upon the order to asaault with at least one di-

vision, and threw forward Reynolds's entire corps, Meade's division in ad-

vance in the centre, supported by Gibbon's on the right, and Doubleday's

on the left, somewhat in the rear. The Confederate horse artillery, under

Stuart, was so posted across the Richmond Road as to enfilade the Union

line, and Doubleday was deflected still farther to the left to dislodge tbem.

After an hour's sharp cannonading Stuart's guns were withdrawn, and

Meade opened a fierce artillery fire upon the woods in his front. The Con-

federate batteries making no response, Meade pushed forward right against

what proved to be the centre of Jackson's position.4

Jackson's front line was composed of three brigades of A. P. Hill's divi-

sion, posted in the woods at Hamilton's Crossing, the point which Franklin

had been ordered to assail with a single division ; the other three brigades

formed the second line along tlie military road, while the divisions of D. H.

Hill, Ewell, and Taliaferro were in reserve beyond the crest of the heights.

A wide gap had been left between two of Hill's front brigades, just behind

a strip of boggy wood which was supposed to be inaccessible.* By one of

those accidents which sometimes change the result of a battle, Meade ad-

vanced right upon this point, and hi3 division thrust itself like a wedge

through the unguarded opening, in the face of a fierce artillery fire now
opened upon his column from the hitherto silent batteries. This wedge, by

sheer force of impact, forced itself between and past the Confederate bri-

gades of Lane and Archer, sweeping back the flanks of each, and gaining

the second line along the military road. A part of Gregg's brigade was

thrown into confusion, but the remainder of the line stood firm, and check-

ed the rush of Meade's column. This had pushed in so rapidly that it was

separated from Gibbon's division, which was to be its immediate support,

and was enveloped, for it bad pierced, not shattered, the first Confederate

line, whose separated portions assailed each of its flanks, while its front was

headed by the second line. It was now a mere question of force. Meade's

three brigades were opposed to Hill's six, and they fell back in confusion

over the ground which they had gained. Meanwhile Gibbon's supporting

division, after a brief delay, which to Meade seemed long,6 came up on his

right, and for a moment stemmed the Confederate advance. But in the

mean while a messenger from Hill had dashed up to Early, who was in the

rear, bringing tidings tbat "an awful gap" had been left in the front line,

through which the enemy were pouring, endangering not only the infantry

of that line, but all the batteries. Early sent Lawton's brigade into the

fight; they rushed in with the wild "cheer peculiar to the Confederate sol-

dier, and which is never to be mistaken for the studied hurrahs of the Yan-

kees,'" closely followed by the remainder of the division. At the same time

Hood, whose division of Longstreet'a corps was next to Jackson, and who
bad received orders to co-operate with him, sent a brigade to the scene of

action. This united force swept back Gibbon's division, as well as the shat-

tered remains of Meade's. 8

The consequences of the wording of Burnside's order, and Franklin's un-

derstanding of it, were now apparent. Eranklin held his Grand Division in

a position for a " rapid advance down the Richmond Road," and so, with the

exception of Meade and Gibbon, it was stretched along the road, the nearest

part being a full mile from the scene of conflict, and most of it much farther,

for Doubleday's division, which was to have directly supported the attack,

bad gone so far to the left as to be beyond reach. But, fortunately, Stone-

man's corp3 of Hooker's Grand Division had begun to cross the river oppo-

site the place of the fight. Birney's division of that corps, which led, had

been ordered to follow Meade when be advanced; but the order was coun-

termanded, and he was directed to retire his men from a hot artillery fire

which was opening upon them. He had begun to do this when lie was told

to push forward to aid Meade, whose division was flying back in all direc-

1 Hooker, in Com- /it/,., GG7. * Let's Rep., ii., 428. ' Ibid., ii., 4B7.
* Reynolds, in Com. Rrp.,605; A. P. Hill, in Ltga Sqi., ii., 462. ' Lee's Rep., ii., 4C6.
* "General Gibbun'ji division on my right, which I understood was to have ndvnnced simulta-

neously with my own, did not advance till I was driven hack. It advanced until it camo within

short range of the enemy, when it halted. The officers could not get the men forward to u charge,

and the division was held at buy there some twenty or thirty minutes, during which time my divi-

sion had gone forward. That delay enabled the enemy to concentrate their force and attack me
on my front and both flanks, I had penetrated the enemy's lines so far that I had no support on

cither flank, and was therefore forced to fall hack. As I came out, Gibbon's forces advanced,

and got as far probably an the railroad, which was the enemy's outer line" (Meade, In Com. Rep.,

691).—Gibbon says: '"'I saw General Meade's troops moving forward into action, and I at once

sent orders to my' leading brigade to advance and engage the enemy. Shortly afterward I order-

ed up another brigade to the support of the first. The fire was very heavy from the enemy's in-

fantry, and I ordered up the third brigade, and directed them to take the position with the bay-

onet, having previously given that order lo the leading brigade. But the general commanding
that brigade told me that the noise and confusion was so great (hat it was impossible to get the

men to charge, or to get tbem to hear any order to charge. The third hrigadc went in, took the

position with the bayonet, and captured a considerable number of prisoners. I had just received

the reiiort of the success of the third brigade, when shortly after I saw a. regiment of infantry come
out on the left of my line, between myself and General Meade. No troops came up in support of

niy division to erfable me to hull the position which I hud gained" (Ibid., 715).
' Early, in Lee's Hep., ii., 470. • Lee's Rep., ii., 428, 4fi7.

tions. The fugitives rushed straight through Birney's lines, closely pursued

by the enemy, who dashed within fifty yards of Birney's guns. Four bat-

teries of these opened such a furious fire of canister that the Confederates

were checked ; they then recoiled, falling back to their original first line on

the Tailroad. 1 The battle on the left was now over. It had lasted about

two hours, counting from the time when Meade advanced down to the mo-

ment when the Confederates recoiled from the pursuit.3 Burnside, indeed,

sent an order to Franklin directing him to attack in front, but before this

was received Franklin deemed it too late to make any change in his dispo-

sitions. 3 Jackson also planned an assault under cover of darkness upon the

Federal position. He proposed to attack with his artillery in advance, fol-

lowed by the infantry ; but his first guns had hardly moved forward a hund-

red yards when the Federal artillery reopened its fire, and so completely

swept his front as to satisfy him that the attempt must be abandoned. 4

In this action upon the left the Federals lost, in killed and wounded,
about 3700, of which nearly 2600 fell upon the two divisions of Meade and

Gibbon, and 900 upon that of Biruey. The Confederates lost about 3200,

of which half fell upon the division of A. P. Ilill, and a fourth upon tbat of

Ewell. In their advance the Federals captured 500 prisoners, and lost about

as many in tbe retreat.
6

During this action on the left, a still more fiercely contested fight was
raging three miles away on the right, at the foot of Marye's Ilill, directly be-

hind Fredericksburg. The Confederate position here was of great strength. 8

" Marye's Hill, covered with their batteries, falls off abruptly toward Freder-

icksburg, to a stone wall which forms a terrace on the side of the hill, and

tbe outer margin of the Telegraph Road, which winds along the foot of the

hill. The road is about twenty-five feet wide, and is faced by a stone wall,

about four feet high, on the city side, The road having been cut out of the

side of the hill in many places, this last wall is not visible above the surface

of tbe ground. The ground falls off rapidly to almost a level surface, which

extends about a hundred and fifty yards; then, with another abrupt fall of

a few feet, to another plain, which extends some two hundred yards, and

then falls off abruptly into a wide ravine, which extends along the whole

front of the city." This road, invisible from tbe direction whence the attack

was to come, was precisely like the ditch of a fortress, affordifig perfect pro-

tection to the men posted in it. Parts of two brigades, numbering in all not

2000 men, were stationed here, and yet so small was the space tbat they

stood four deep.
7 The line of this sunken road was continued on each side

by a stone wall raised above the ground, and by rifle-pits and trenches. The
crest ofthe hill was covered with artillery, but so narrow was the space that

there was here only room for eleven guns of the Washington Artillery;

these were mostly 12-pounders. Other guns, about fifty in all, of heavier

calibre, were posted so as to enfilade the approaches, while the bulk of the

artillery was held in reserve beyond tbe crest of the hills, the ammunition

trains being several miles in the rear.8 Lee, indeed, seems to have assumed

that the enemy would succeed in gaining the crest of the bills, and that the

battle would be fought on tbe plateau beyond, where his whole system of

defensive works had been constructed; while Burnside supposed that these

crests once gained tbe victory would be woo.

The attack upon Marye's Hill was committed to Sumner ; but, as Wilcox's

corps of his Grand Division bad been stretched down the river to keep up
the connection with Franklin, tbe burden of the assault was laid upon
Coucb'B corps. French's division was to begin the attack, followed by that

of Hancock, " two ofthe most gallant officers in the army, and two divisions

that had never turned their backs to the enemy." 9 When the fog lifted at

noon, these divisions were seen formed in two columns of attack, marching

straight toward the base of the heights, along two roads which here run par-

allel, that on tbe right being tbe " Orange Plank Road," leading westward to

the " Wilderness," four months hence to become historical in connection with

1 Bimev, in Com. Rtp., 705; Reynolds, Ibid., 698; Jackson, in Lee's Rep., ii., 436: A.P.Hill,
Ibid., 464; Early, Ibid., 471.

' The moments of the fight arc best given in the dispatches of General Hardie, of Bnrnside's

stuff, who was placed at Franklin's head-quarters to report upon the operations. We give tho

main points of his consecutive dispatches, as contained in Com. Rep., 712-714: "December 13,

7 40 A.M. Meade's division is to mako the movement from our left ; but it is just reported that

tho enemv's skirmishers are advancing, indicating an attack npon our position on the left.

—

9 A.M. Meade just moved out; Doubleday supports him. Meade's skirmishers engaged with

enemy's skirmishers.—9 40. Two batteries playing upon Reynolds. They must bo silenced before

he can advance.—11 A.M. Mosde advanced half a mile, and holds on.— 12 M. Bimcy's division

now getting into position. That done, Reynolds will order Meade to advance.— 12 5 P M Meade's

line i9 ndvancing in the direction you prescribed this morning,— 1 P.M. Enemy opened a battery

enfilading Meade; Reynolds has opened all his batteries upon it. Reynolds hotly engaged.

—

1 15 P.M. Heavy engagement of infantry ; Meade is assaulting the hill.— I 25 P.M. Mcnde is in

the woods ; seems to he able to bold on. Reynolds will push Gibbon in if necessary ; tho infantry

firing is prolonged and quite heavy ; things look well enough ; men in fine spirits —1 40 P.M.
Meade having earned a portion of tho enemy's position in tho woods, we have 300 prisoners;

tough work ; men fight well ;
Gihbon has advanced to Meade's right ; Meade has suffered severe-

ly; Doubleday, to Meade's loft, not engaged.—2 15 P.M. Gibbon and Meade driven back from

the woods ; Newton gone forward ; Jackson's corps of tho enemy attacks on the left ; Gibbon

slightly wounded ; Bayrtrd mortnllv wounded by n shell. Things do not look so well on Rey-
nolds's front; still We will have now troops in soon.—2 25 P.M. Franklin will do bis best; new
troops gone in.—3 P.M. RcynoW* seems to be holding his own; things look better somewhat.—3 40
P.M. Gibbon's and Meade's divisions arc bndly used up, and I fear another attack can not bo

mado this afternoon. Doubleday'i division will replace Meade's as soon as it can bo collected,

and if it bo done in time another attack will ho made. Tho enemy are in force in the woods on
our left, threatening the safety of that portion of our lino. Jnst ns soon as the left is safe, oar
forces hero will be prepared for a front attack ; but it may bo too late this afternoon ; indeed, we are

engaged in front any how. Notwithstanding the unpleasant items I relate, tho morale generally

of the trnnps is good".—4 30 P.M. The enemy is still in force on our left and front. An attack on
our batteries in front has been repulsed. A new attack has just opened on our left; but Iho loft

is safe, though it is too late to advance cither to the left or front."
1 Com. Rep., 710. * Jackson, in Let's Rep., ii., 438.
' For detail of tho losses in this action, and in tbat on the right, see suprn, p. 416.
* This description is copied from Kershaw's Report (in f^t'a Rep., ii. , 487). Of all tho Reports

on either side, ill to of Kcrshuw, who commanded here, is the only one which gives any adequate

idea of tho strength of tho Confederate position. The existence of the sunken road, which, as it

hupjioncd, was the key to the wholo action here, seems ncvor lo have been known to any of the

Union gonerals, eieu when ihei fumi-ln-d tin sir reports.

' Ibid., 488. ' Ibid, fit: 2, 533, C47. • Sumner, in Com. Rep., 658.
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the battle of Chancellorsville; the other, the "Telegraph Eoad," bending

southwardly, and leading to Richmond, in which, hidden from view, lay the

few regiments forming the advance line of the Confederate force, command-

ed by Cobb;' but he having been killed early in the day, the command was

given to Kershaw, whose brigade was thrust forward into and near the

sunken road.

No sooner had the Federal columns moved in dense masses out of the

deep ravine, through which some suppose that the Rappahannock once

flowed, and emerged upon the narrow plain at the foot of Mnrye's Hill, than

they came within range of the Confederate artillery posted upon the eresta

Every gun opened upon them with terrible effect, " making great gaps that

could be seen at the distance of a mile."2 The light guns of the Confeder-

ates, at this close range, were better than though they lind been heavier, for

they could be worked more rapidly. French's division, in the advance,

pressed on in the face of the artillery fire, closing up the great gaps plowed

through their ranks, and had crossed half of the narrow space toward the

foot of the hill, when they were met by a sheet of fire full in their faces from

an invisible foe. It came from the Confederate infantry hidden in the road

" cut out of the side of the hill," not a man of whom was visible above the

smooth slope. The heads of the advancing columns melted away before

this solid wall of fire, delivered from ranks four deep, 3 like a snow-bank be-

fore a jet of steam.

French's division recoiled before this fierce fire, and streamed back over

the narrow plain across which they had advanced, leaving almost half their

number behind. Hancock's came close after ; this, with French's remaining

men, pushed straight on, disregarding the hot artillery fire from the heights;

but no sooner did they come within musket-range of the sunken road than

a solid sheet of lead poured upon them. The front which was to be car-

ried was so narrow that scarcely more than a brigade could be brought

upon it at once. Brigade dashed in after brigade, each taking the place of

one which had been swept back so rapidly that it seemed, from the Union

lines in the plain, but a single assault, lasting three hours; but, as seen from

the Confederate positions on the hill, it seemed a succession of waves dashed

against the rocky wall at its base. But it was not a question of numbers.

Had twice as many men been brought up the result would have been the

same, only the loss would have been twice as great. Nor was it a question

of bravery ; for never, not even when, seven months later, the Confederates

in their turn dashed and were shattered against the steeps at Gettysburg,

was an assault made with more desperate and unavailing valor. 4 The main

stress of the assault had been borne by divisions of French and Hancock.

They bad pressed across the narrow plain, about 10,000 strong, and lost

fully 4000 in killed and wounded.

Burnside Lad watched the action from the heights across the Rappahan-

nock. Two full hours had passed, nnd nothing seemed gained. Assault

after assault had been made by divisions which had "never turned their

backs to the enemy." The regiments which he had expected to see crown-

ing the crest had been repelled from the base. " That crest must be crossed

to-night," he exclaimed, and directed Hooker to cross and attack upon the

Telegraph Road—the very position against which French and Hancock had

been "butting all day long." Of Hooker's six divisions, two, and these, he

says, "were my favorite divisions, for the one was that which I had edu-

cated myself, and the other was that which Kearney had commanded, and

of these I knew more than of any others in my command," had been sent

to the left to support Franklin. Another division had been sent across to

the upper end of Fredericksburg to support Howard, and still another low-

er down to support Sturgis, both of whom had been pushed forward to aid

French and Howard. Hooker had then but two divisions left with which

to act ; they were that of Humphreys, composed of new men, and Sykes's

regulars, who had fought at Bull Run and Cold Harbor, at Malvern and

Groveton. Hooker rode forward across the river to consult with the gen-

erals who had been engaged in the attack. He saw Couch and Wilcox,

French and Hancock. "With a single exception, they were all of opinion

that no attack could be successfully made there. Hooker examined the po-

sition himself, aud sent to Burnside an aid with a message dissuading from

a new assault. The messenger returned with orders that an attempt must

be made. Hooker then rode back, and in person repeated his urgency

1 T. R. R. Cobb, not to bo confounded with Howell Cobb, once Buchanan's Secretary of the

Treasury, but now also n Renernl in the Confederate army. ' Lee's Rep., ii., 42D.

1 " I found, on my nrrivol, that Cobb's brigade occupied our entire front, nnd our troops could

only pet into position by doubling on thetn. Tliis was accordingly done, nnd the formation along

most of the lino was consequently four deep. As nn evidence of the coolness of the command,

I may mention here that, notwithstanding that their fire was the most rapid and continuous that

I have ever witnessed, not n man was injured by the fire of his comrades."—Kershaw, in 1a€s

ifc;>.,ii.,4B8. „ . ..
* The Confederal roporta testily abundantly to the desperate bravery with which tins assault

was carried on. Leo says (Hep., i., 42): "Our batteries poured a rapid and destructive firo into

the donso lines of the enemy u they advanced to the attack, frequently breaking their ranks, and

forcing them to retreat to the shelter of the houses. Si\ times did the enemy, notwithstanding

the havoc caused hv oar batteries, press on with great determination to within one hundred yards

of the foot of the bill; but hero, encountering the deadly fin- ol i>ur mfinirv, his columns were

broken, nnd fled in confusion to the town."—Ransom, whose division bore half the brunt of the

fight, says (Ibid,, 451): " Anothor lino was formed hy the enemy, ho all the while keeping up a

brisk fire with sharp-shooters. Thi* line advanced with the ulmcai determination, and some few

of them got within fifty yards of our line ; but the whole wore forced to relire in wild confusion

before tho telling fire of our small-arms at such short range. For some minutes there was a ces-

sation ; but wo were not long kept in expectancy. The enemy now seemed determined to reach

our position, nnd formed apparently a triple line, and, almost massed, moved to tho chargo hero-

ically, nnd met (he withering fire of our artillery and small-arms with wonderful stanchuess.

they enmo to witllin less than one hundred and fifty pace* of 01

fore the sheet of toad that was burled at thorn from this distani

broke, and rushed headlong from tho field. A few, howov

under cover of some fences and houses, and nnnoyod it"
'

Nothing daunted by tho fearful punishment he had n

le; but nothing could live be*

They momeniarily recovered,

o resolute than the rest, lingered

» with n scattering but well-directed fire.

ived, tho enemy brought out fresh nnd ii

aroused numbers of troops. Our men held their firo until it would bo fatally cffeelire; racon-

whilo tho artillery was spreading fearful havoc among the enemy's ranks. Still he advanced, nnd

received tho destructive, tiro of our lino ; oven more resolute thau before, he scomod determined

madly to press on; but his efforts could avail nothing."
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against an attack. But Burnside was inflexible, and insisted that it should

be made. 1

The short December day was verging to a close before Hooker was pre-

pared to attack. He thought that the assault had not been sufficiently con-

centrated, and proposed to breach "a hole sufficiently large for a forlorn

hope to enter." He brought forward batteries, and poured in a fire from

every gun at his command. It made no more impression than if it had been

poured upon "the side of a mountain of rock;" indeed, the sunken wall,

which formed the real Confederate defense, could not be touched by any fire

from the plain. tTust at sunset Hooker ordered Humphreys's division to

form in column of assault. Knapsacks, overcoats, and haversacks were

thrown aside, and the men were directed " to make the assault with empty

muskets, for there was no time there to load and fire." At the word, they

rushed forward with loud hurrahs, charging straight for the stone wall. As

it happened, the Confederate artillery, which had been posted on the crest of

Marye's Hill, had exhausted its ammunition, and was passing to the rear,

while other guns were coming forward to supply their places.1 Humphreys's

men thus escaped the terrible artillery fire which had staggered French and

Hancock, and the head of the column gained a few yards—possibly rods—

beyond the point attained by those who had gone before, and had then been

hurled back by the musketry fire from the sunken road.' Here they met,

as those who had gone before had met, the solid sheet of lead, winged with

flame, poured in their faces, and turned, as they had done, from that fierce

fire. Of the 4000 men whom Humphreys led up to that hidden defense,

almost a half were stricken down in a quarter of an hour, for so brief had

been the time between their rush and their repulse. Had Humphreys suc-

ceeded in his assault. Hooker had proposed to support him by Sykes
;
but

the assault had signally failed ; and, says Hooker, grimly, " finding that I

had lost as many men as my orders required me to lose, I suspended the

attack, and directed that the men should hold, for the advance line between

Fredericksburg and the enemy, a ditch that runs along about midway be-

tween the enemy's lines and the city, and which would afford a shelter for

the men.'

The Confederate army lay on their arms that night, fully expectmg that

the battle would be renewed the next day. The attack had been made by

so small a portion of the Union force, and had been repulsed, especially on

the right, by so small a part of the Confederate force, that Lee could not be-

lieve it to be the final attempt, and he resolved to await its renewal in his

strong position, rather than run the risk of attacking in turn. Burnside

had crossed the river with 100,000 men. About 55,000 of these were with

Franklin on the left ; of these, about 17,000 had been fairly put into action.

Against these Jackson had brought in about 20,000, being half of his own

corps, and a brigade of Hood's division of Longstreet's corps. Hooker and

Sumner, on the Union left, had 45,000 ; of these, 15,000 had been thrown

against the stone wall. Actually opposed to them were not more than 5000

of Longstreet's corps, though the whole, 40,000 strong, exclusive of Hood,

could have been brought in had it been necessary; so that, in this twofold

action, less than one third on either side were actually engaged.'

Burnside passed the night in consultation with his officers and men.

Notwithstanding their dissuasion, he resolved to renew the assault next

morning. Sumner, with the corps which Burnside himself had originally

commanded, and which had not been seriously engaged, was to assail the

heights by a direct attack, conducted just as that had been which had been

so disastrously repulsed. He thought that these regiments, " coming quickly

after each other, would be able to carry the stone wall and the batteries in

front, forcing the enemy into their next line, and, by going^in with them,

they 'would not be able to fire upon us to any great extent." And so the

order was given. With Sumner, to receive an order was to set about lis

execution, and before the morning lifted the columns of attack were formed.

Then, when all was ready for the desperate attempt, the veteran soldier felt

at liberty to remonstrate. " General," h« said, " I hope you will desist from

this attack. I do not know of any general officer who approves of it, and I

think it will prove disastrous to the army." Burnside could not but hesi-

tate when such advice was given by one " who was always in favor of an

advance when it was possible." He kept the column formed, but suspended

the order for advance until he could consult with his generals. One and all

—commanders of corps and divisions on the right—were against the at-

tempt He sent for Franklin from the left, and his opinion was the same.

So, after hours of thought, Burnside resolved that he would not venture

the attack, which he himself at the time believed would have been success-

ful though he soon became convinced to the contrary. Night had almost

come when he informed his officers that he had determined to rccross the

river with the bulk of the army, but to leave enough to hold Fredericks-

burg itself, and to protect the bridges, which were to remain, in case he

should want to cross again. But upon the representations of Hooker and

Butterlield—two men into whose composition entered no feeble fibre—he

was convinced that even Fredericksburg could not be held; that every

thing must be withdrawn across the river, and the whole enterprise aban-

doned as a failure.
2 Sumner alone, of all the council, was still in favor of

holding on to Fredericksburg. He thought this might have been done by

a single division, provided the batteries across the river were rightly posted,

and so the upshot of the affair would have presented a better appearance -

numbers of Union force '

illy engaged,

the other

n ordered."

1 Hooker in Cow. fi./'., 007 ;
Burnside, /oi</., T13. Both generals agree precisely as to facts

Buraside. however, considered this delay oa the part of Hooker as " loss of time, uod a jiropai

tioa on the part of aa officer for a failure, inasmuch as it was his duty to attack win

' /a-e
I

si.en.,ii.,532.

'Hooker says (Qm.Rep., 668): "The head of General Ilumphrcyss coluim. --

within perhaps' fifteen or twenty yards of the stone wall, which was the advanced position which

the rebels held, and then they were thrown back as quickly as they had advanced. Probably the

whole of the advance and the retiring did not ocenpy fifteen minutes. Thoy lett behind, as was

reported to me 1700 of tie ir number out of uhoul 40110."—Mcl.uw-, descnbiog the field ns It ap-

peared after the close of the aelion, suvs (lee's litp., ii., 447): " The body of one man, supposed

to bo an officer, was found within about thirtv vnrds of the stone wall, ami oilier single bodies

were scattered at increased distances, until the main inns, of the dead lay thickly strewn over tho

ground ut something over one hundred yards off, extending to the ravine, commencing at the

point where our men would allow the enemy's column to approach before opening fire, and beyond

which no organised body of men was able to pass."

* Coin, /ffli., COS. This ditch is what is called in the Confederate lt.po.ts a ravine.

' "The attack on lie' loiti had been so eusilv repulsed, and by so small a purl of our army, that

it was not supposed tho enemy wnuld limit his efforts to one nttempt, which, in view of llic mag-

nitude of his preparations and the extent of his forces, seemed to bo comparatively insignificant.

Believing, theteforc, thin he would attack us, it was not deemed expedient to lose ilie advantages

ofnur position, nnd expose the troops to the lire nfhis Inaccessible batteries beyond the river by

advancing against him. But wo were necessarily ignorant of the extent to which he had suffered.

—Lu-i lUp., I., 43.

1 There is some discrepancy of statement

river the fnrecs consiiioniig ..ich »ine. nod ihe numbers

ever u-stifi, . (it. 'I.e. /On, i;r,0) i "We had abuut 100,000

vS, .ingle man of them was undo, artillery fire, and about half of them were a, diflcrent imcs

irmcdinio column of attack. Every man was pot in column „l attack .hut be got ,n '

B™» careful perusal of all the testimony .1 tho. .1 the div,.,.,.,- formed into " co tun, of

attack
"

fully a thiol vi etc t
, ... I fni.lv threwo into action.—! ruoklin e-iinmted ( ,„ i. /,./,, 700).

"Thoforec-unde, mv command was somevhut over 40,000 men. I do no, think ,. was mo,

EyS?Ia
5

,^,=^r
1

*^sm:c;;,d;
,

: , b i.„ .,: I . « (/«./ *=> Three

rr .To.":s?"£:t?E;s» efind'^r.r»niy.v.«
no aeti n ,,,, v i- 1

,,„' '
. , mbe,.,l 7i.i..,/«.t. no I. 702. 700.: so that the estimate, of

17 000 nro"gl, in . . I,. bv Fr.mkl „ tlm W. i- fully - '" *• >««\- °» •»• "ej" ™
mv. seenTbu. tl" ' time d,.,-,"..- -f Frc, b, I lain oik, nod 1 In r.-.c were the only one, brought

directly into tho fight : the utmost strength of lit. Ii. i-iou. was nOliO each.
.

' iim urns''-.;, in Com. ''}'
i
*•'''
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it would have been merely "a change of tactics—a drawing back a little in

order to try it again." 1

During Sunday, the 14tb, and the greater part of Monday, the 15th, the

two great armies lay in their positions, each, expecting when the morning

fog lifted to be attacked by the other. There was some firing at different

points along the extended lines, but nothing which approached to an en-

gagement. On the afternoon of the 15th a formal truce for the purpose of

removing the wounded was agreed upon between Jackson and Franklin on

their part of the field—the Union left and the Confederate right. 2 Opposite

Fredericksburg, on the Union right, while there was no formal truce, there

was little actual hostility. Each force was waiting to see what the other

would do Burnside, after some hours of deliberation, ordered, on the after-

noon of the 15tb, that his whole force should recross the Eappahannock. A
cold rain-storm had in the mean while set in during the night, under cover

of which the passage was effected without its being suspected by the enemy.

Next morning, the 16th, when the fog lifted from the valley, the whole

Union force was seen across the Eappahannock; the pontoons were swung
back, and the river once more separated the two armies. Burnside left

nothing behind save a part of the dead in front of the stone wall, some am-

munition, and 9000 muskets which had fallen from the hands of bis slain

and wounded.3

The Confederates lost about 4600 men, of whom 600 were killed and

4000 wounded. The Union loss was nearly twice and a half as great:

about 1500 killed and $000 wounded. The Confederates lost also 650 pris-

oners, the Federals 900, 4 besides 1200 stragglers who never rejoined their

commands. In the action on the left the losses were not greatly dispropor-

tionate, that of the Federals being somewhat in excess. But on the right,

in front of the stone wall, the disproportion was enormous. Of the lo'OO

losses in Longstrcet's corps, 250 occurred in holding Fredericksburg on the

11th, and us many more in Hood's division which supported JacksoD, leav-

ing but 1300 who fell in the defense of Marye's Hill.6 The Union loss here

was fully 6500, of which probably 5000 fell before the fire of the 2000 in-

fantry who held the stone wall. These lost not more than 500, and most
of these fell while getting into position ; when once behind that defense

they were perfectly sheltered, except when a man exposed himself accident-

ally to a chance shot from a skirmisher. Two thirds of the Confederate

loss at Marye's Hill was sustained by regiments posted on the surrounding
elopes, and partially exposed to distant artillery fire. In the final charge,

when Humphreys's division dashed with unloaded muskets toward the sunk-
en road, and were flung back in a quarter of an hour with a loss of 1700
men, it is doubtful whether the Confederates suffered the loss of a single

man killed or wounded. 6

Severe as were the casualties of the battle, they formed a small part of
the injury inflicted upon the Union army. Its morale was seriously im-
paired. It was clear to every man, the commanding general only excepted,
that the whole plan of the campaign was thwarted. Whatever might have
been the chances of its success had it been promptly executed, they were
all destroyed by the fatal delay of a month. Officers in their tents, and sol-

diers by their bivouac fires, discussed the campaign, and declared that it

was not possible even to cross the Rappahannock, much less to march to

Richmond. The feeling of discouragement was universal from the private
up to the commander of a grand division. Burnside alone appeared ignorant
of the real condition of his army. " I do not," be said, " consider the troops
demoralized, or the condition of the army impaired, except so far as it has
been by the loss of so many men." 7 But his officers knew otherwise. Sum-
ner, a week after the battle, thought the army far more demoralized than

[December, 1862.

1 Sumner, Ibid., G59. ' Let's Hep
• IbitL,i.,i&. */iiU,ii.,
* The Offi' iiil Reports of Losses [Union, ii

433, 439) areas follows:

lutng. Total

1 Lee's Rep.,\., 43

Com. Hep., 681 ; Confederate, in Lee's Rep.,

Simmer1
;! Grand tilv. .-4S0.

.

41ft"

Franklin'* "
. .33-. .V-130

.

Engineers' " " . 43.. . n*
uioi s-js.1 urn

K>5 4001 BM D4U9

This Union Report, furnished by iho Medical Inspector General soon fitter the battle, requires
Borne considerable eraenrLiin.ru. Of those set down as "missing," about 1200 returned to their
commands (HalUck's Report of O/ierations). reducing the missing to 2078. The Confederates
claim about 900 prisoners (Lee's Rep., ]., 43), leaving nearly 1200 missing to bo accounted for.
J have no doubt thai a third of these were slain outright on the field, in addition to those rcponed
as killed., I attribute all thus to the assault on the stone wall on the right, for on the left the
dead and wounded were buried or removed by truce between Franklin and Jnekson. It is only
by making such an addition that I can explain the great disproportion between the killed anil
wounded on tlie right, as reported. The tuaal ratio in a close engagement is one killed to five
or six wounded

j
here it is put down as a litile more limn one to ten, while all the circumstances

of the fight indicate that the killed must have borne an unusual proportion to the wounded.
Moreover, the Medical Inspector says, "The retarn of killed may bo too small." I have there
fore adopted these emendations into the text, increasing the killed by 450, and diminishing the

led in undisturbed possession of the entire field of battle, they were
of their army, I adopt their Official Report as accurate. In Lee's
ment of the Confederate losses, making them U.ti killed and 8743
> have been published a statement purporting to ho Lee's Ofllcial
i only 1800 killed and wounded. I find this reproduced in several
Lout Cause, p. 346, where it appears thus: "General Lee, in his

during the entire operations since the movemen Is of the enemy
2d and wounded. '" This was published fully two years nfter
printed by order of the Confederate Congn

aing by 1650.

As the Confederates ri

able to account for every

Report, i., 33, there is a stntci

wounded; and there seems to

Report, making his entire loss

histories, notably in 1'ollnrd's

offkinl dispatch, writes, 'Our li

began amounts to about 1800 killed and w
the real official report of Leo
for ibis statement only by supposing that as Lee was with Longstreet'B corps during the whole
action ho only referred to the casualties in that corps, not including that in Jucki '

The estimate of losses "nt various
" liofihi

..._ reports indicate, the proportion ofthoso wounded so slightly na'noi '

be disabled 1,,.,,,^ I, ,:,, „,,„,, y |arK » on luth side. Several of the Confederate rc'ports nolo

t J,Tn l I'll'

M"dii "1 In.pec.nr General say. (Com. Hep., OH], that, of the 9101 reported

to tie 1ICS reported as killed—winch he thought probably ioo Miinll-ii..io.iniiii K in all Io 2782
-confident, "cover the whole amount of disabhng M^.iali,,, o.^inig nillw iattlo

:ksons corps,™

and on the different pans of the field, I

of Fredericksburg.

"

wag warranted by its losses. " There is a great deal too much croaking;
there is not sufficient confidence," he said ; but he still thought that " with-
in a few days, with sufficient exertion, the array will again be in excellent
order." 1 But this revival of confidence never came. The tone of the army
was indicated by resignations among officers and desertions among privates,
which increased to an alarming extent.

Burnside meanwhile determined upon another attempt, which was in ef-

fect a repetition of the one which he had first proposed, of crossing the river
some miles below Fredericksburg, and thus turning the Confederate right,
wholly avoiding the strong position from which he had been so disastrously
hurled. Meanwhile a cavalry force of 2500 was to cross the Rappahannock
by the upper fords, and gain the rear of Lee's army; they were then to
separate, a part returning by different routes, while a picked body of 1000
men, with four pieces of artillery, were to press on, passing to the south of
Richmond, and joining General Peck at Suffolk, where steamera were to be
in waiting to bring them back to Acquia Creek. The object of this caval-
ry expedition was twofold : To attract the attention of the enemy from his
main movement, and to "blow up the locks on the James River Canal, the
iron bridge over the Nottoway, on the Richmond and Weldon Railroad,"
thereby seriously interrupting the Confederate communications and sources
of supply.

On the 26th of December, all the preparations for this movement were
made. The place of crossing had been selected, the positions for artillery to
protect the passage chosen, and orders given that three days' rations should
be cooked for the whole army, while ten or twelve days' supply of food,
forage, and ammunition should be provided, and the whole army be in read-
iness to move at twelve hours' notice. On the 30th the movement had
been fairly commenced, when Burnside received a telegram from the Presi-
dent informing him that he bad good reason to order that there should be
no general movement until he bad been informed of it. Burnside suspend-
ed the movement, and hastened to Washington to ascertain the reason for
this order.3

A week before, Franklin and Smith had addressed a letter to the Presi-
dent, declaring that in their opinion the plan of the campaign already com-
menced could not be successful. It was, they said, sixty-one miles to Rich-
mond, and for the whole distance it would be necessary to keep the com-
munications open, and these communications were liable to be broken at
many points. If the railroad was rebuilt as the army advanced, the enemy
would destroy it at important points. If wagon transportation was depend-
ed upon, the trains must be so large that much of the strength of the army
would be required to guard them, and the troops would be so separated by
the trains blocking the road that the van and the rear could not be within
supporting distance. The enemy would, moreover, be able to post himself
defiantly in strong positions, whence probably the whole strength of the
army would not be able to drive him; and even if he were driven away,
the result would not be decisive. His losses in these strong positions would
be slight, while ours would be enormous. To insure a successful campaign,
it was in their judgment essentia] that all the troops in the East should'be
massed

;
that they should approach as near as possible to Richmond without

an engagement; and that the line of communication should be absolutely
free from danger of interruption. These requisites could only be secured
by a campaign on the James River, and they accordingly drew up the out-
lines of such a campaign.3

While the President was deliberating upon this letter, Generals Newton
and Cochrane went up to Washington, and laid before him what they con-
sidered the condition of the army. They told him that it was the general
opinion of officers and men that it would be a dangerous and ruinous folly
to attempt to cross the Rappahannock; that they knew they could not suc-
ceed, and would therefore be deprived of a great portion of their vigor.*
The President thereupon gave the order prohibiting any movement of
which he was not previously informed. Burnside urged that the movement
should be made. The President refused his assent until he had consulted
with his military advisers. The general returned to his camp, whence he
wrote asking for distinct authority from Halleck to cross the river. He
knew, he wrote, that there was hardly an officer holding any important
command who would favor the movement, but he was confident that it

should be made, and he would take the responsibility of making it upon
himself; but he felt that the gencral-in-chief should at least sanction it.

Halleck replied in general terms, laying down sundry general rules which
ought to govern the management of an army, and saying that while he had
always favored a forward movement, he could not take the responsibility
of giving any directions as to how or when it should be made. The pro-
hibitory order appears to have been withdrawn, for Burnside resolved to
make another move upon his own responsibility, and without making any
reply to this letter of Halleck.8

This movement 'was to be commenced by passing the Rappahannock
1 Burnside, in Oam. Rep., 71G-718.
' This leiter is given entire in Swinlo

fnvot re, that

, , _ * Sumner, Rid., 6G0.
.
Army of the Potomac, 263-265. The arguments in its

on the James River our troops can be concentrated more rapidly than thev can
ought to points within twenty miles of Hichmond with-

by the James River can be kept, by tho

any other pninl ; that they _....

io risk of'on engagement; that tho
. ,..

nnce of the navy, withoul the slightest danger of interruption." Tho principal features of
the proposed phin wore these: Concentrate 250, 000 men

; land If.O.tldfi on the north and 100 000on the south side of iho James, as near as jKissihlo io Richmond. Let both bodies advance in the
lightest marchiuR order, pontoons being ready in make a connection nt any time It was notprobable that the enemy would have sufficient force to withstand Hie shock of two such bodies
If he declined to fight on the river, tho army on tho south hank should seize the railroads running

tho Confederate
from Richmond southward, while the remainder should eiilier ultnek
capital.

'Nei

' Testimony in Com. Hep., 050.

1 Testimony, in Com. Rep., 730-740
; Cochrano'B, Ibid, 740-740. Thoy

1, It lliey did mil express ibe .minimi ivbieh Nowlim lm.l r.,r„„.,l rTk.\t '>

(roups nroso from

implied :f ibe? J:d not express the opinio:: ,vhich Newtor hud K r.^\\mZ'"^\T tha"t
tllO dlHHIltlsflietlOIl of LllO trot"'* nmin hum i. .-..-» -P .,„„n,l„ :_ s* .i .'.." ...

ln-s

capacity."
f confidence in General Uurnside's military

' Burnside, in Com. Rep., 718, 719.
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nt fords six miles above Fredericksburg, masked by a feint at crossing some

miles below the town, the feint to be made in such force tbat it might be

converted into tbe real attempt, if circumstances should warrant, for there

wore conflicting accounts of the positions of the enemy. This required that

raada should be cut through forests in both directions, and corduroyed so as

to be passable for artillery and trains; sites for batteries chosen and pre-

pared, and oilier arrangements made. At last a trusty spy brought infor-

mation which decided Burnside to make the real attempt above Fredericks-

burg.

It was now the 20th of January. After tbe friendly storm, under whose

cover tbe Union army bad safely recrossed the Rappahannock, there had

ensued five weeks of serene weather. The roads were as good as the bad

Virginia roads can be. Burnside gave the final order to move in a hopeful

spirit. "The commanding general," he said, "announces to the Army of

the Potomac that they are about to meet the enemy once more. The late

brilliant actions in North Carolina, Tennessee, and Arkansas have weaken-

ed the enemy on the Rappahannock, and the auspicious moment seems to

have arrived to strike a great and mortal blow to the rebellion, and to gain

that decisive victory which is due to the country." The movement bad

been commenced the day before. The infantry of the grand divisions of

Franklin and Ilooker having marched up the river by parallel roads,

screened from the observation of the enemy by tbe intervening heights, and

encamped near the fords where the crossing was to be effected, while

Couch's corps moved down the river to make the proposed feint, and Sigel's

reserve corps, which had in the mean while been brought up, held the com-

munications between the two wings. But tbe pleasant weather, upon the

continuance of which every thing depended, had come to a close. Late in

the afternoon a cold, fierce storm set in. The sleet, driven by a furious

gale, penetrated the clothing, and cut tbe faces of tbe men as tbey staggered

on in their weary march. In two hours every mud-hole became a little

late, and the clayey roads, unhardened by frost, were transformed into

quagmires wherein tbe wagons sank beyond the axles, and tbe mules to

their bellies. It seemed as though the bottom bad dropped out. Tbe
storm raged all that night and the next day. There was but one man in

the army who did not perceive that the movement must be a failure. That

one man was Burnside. He still hoped against hope, and resolved to strug-

gle against fate. So all day on the 21st the army staggered on in its march

through the mud. Not a gun or a wagon could be moved except by doub-

ling or trebling the teams, and often a hundred men and more pulling at a

stout rope were required to drag a pontoon-wagon tbrougb the mire. By
terrible exertions some were got forward, while the roads were strewed with

a chaos of confusion—shipwrecked wagons, horses and mules dead and dy-

ing, pontoons and guns immovable in the mud. Still, a formidable force of

all arms was got together upon tbe river bank at tbe points where the

crossing was to be essayed. But before the artillery and pontoons could be

put in position, the Confederates had divined every thing, and bad posted

their forces so as to render the possibility of even crossing the river a mat-

ter of doubt; while, had the passage been effected, any farther advance was

impossible. So thought the general officers of the army ; and the opinions

of some of them were expressed in such a form, that Burnside perceived

that either lie or tbey must vacate their posts. He sought direction from

Hal leek, but vainly. Then be recalled the troops to their former positions,

and the three days' mud campaign came to an end. 1

Burnside had for weeks been aware that bis entire plan of operations was

denounced by some of his leading generals. While he would not charge

them with any willful disobedience of orders, be thought that tbey mani-

fested a want of alacrity which seriously affected tbe result of tbe opera-

tions. He now resolved to get rid of persons whom he regarded as of no

use, and to make some strong examples to the army. 2 He drew up a gen-

eral order dismissing from the service Hooker, the commander of a grand
division, Brooks, Newton, and Cochrane, commanding army divisions, and
relieving from duty Franklin, commander of a grand division, together with

Smith, Sturgis, and Ferrero, commanding army divisions, and Colonel Tay-

lor, tbe acting adjutant general of Sumner's grand division. 3 This sweep-

ing order was drawn up with the knowledge of but. two men besides the

1 " Before vrc could pet the pontoons and artillery in position, tho plan hod been discovered by
the enemy, which rendered the crossing very precarious, mid the movement of artillery on the op-
posite bonk, even if tbey Inid been gut over, would have been rendered almost impossible from
ibe state of tho ronds and the n hole face of llio country, in consequence of the storm. But n very
serious objection to attempting the crossing after this occurred wis the almost universal feeling
among the general officers that the crossing could not be made there. Some of them gave vent
to these opinions in a very public manner, even in the presence of my own staff officers, who in-

formed mo of the fact. I telegraphed to General Hulleck that I would be vary glad to meet him
at Acqtiia Crock ; or, if he wished it, I would run up for on hour to Washington. He sont me
word thai I must be my own judge about coming up. I at once telegraphed hack, 'I shall not
come up.' I then determined lo order the commands back to tbeir original encampments, After
doing that, I went to my adjutant general's office, and issued an order which I termed General
Order No. 8. That order dismissed gome officers from service, subject to the approval of tho
President, and relieved others from duty wiih the Army of tho Potomac."—Burnsidc's Testimony,
in Com. Itrp.,7\9. ' Testimonv in Corn. Jtep., 723.

1 General Oitrmn No. 8, Jun. 28, 1 BGB (Extracts) :
" Gcnernl Joseph E. Hooker having been

guilty of unjust and unnecessary criticisms of the actions of his superior officers, and of the au-
thorities, nnd having, by the general tone of his conversation, ondeavorcd t" crcato distrust in the
minds of officers who have associated with him, and having, by omissions nnd otherwise, made
reports and statements which were calculated to create incorrect impression?, and of habitually
speaking in disparaging terms of other officers, is hereby dismissed the service of tho United
States as a man unfit to hold an important commission during a crisis like the present." Gen-
eral W. T. II. Brooks was dismissed "fur complaining of the policy .if the government, and for
using language tending to demoralize bis command." Generals John Newton nnd John Coch-
rane wore also dismissed " for going to tho President of the Unit. id Stales with criticisms npon
the plans of their commanding officer." These dismissals wore made subject to the npuroi.il of
the President. Then followed n li-t of officers who were "relieved from duty," it "being evident
that they can bo of no farther service in this army." The names on this list wore Generals Prank-
Hn, commanding a grand division; Smith, commanding an nrniv corps; Stnrgis, Ferrero, and
Cochrane, commanding army divisions; and Lieutenant Colonel Tuylor, adjutant general of
Sumner's Corps. Cochrane's name appears in both lists. ;i* relieved absolutely by Bumside's nu-
tbority-and dismissed subject to the approval of t';o Pr. 'ideal.

general, and was ordered to be issued. But one of these confidants, "a
cool, sensible man, and a firm friend" of Burnside, intimated that while the

order was just and should be issued, it transcended in some poiuts the au-

thority of the general. He could not dismiss an officer or hang a deserter

without the express approval of tbe President; and, moreover, by publish-

ing the order, he would force the President to take sides in the military dis-

pute. If he sanctioned tbe order, his administration would incur the hos-

tility of many influential men, friends of the dismissed officers ; if he refused

to sanction it after it was issued, he would appear to be the enemy of the

commanding general. Still Burnside was firmly convinced be could not re-

tain the command unless be issued the order, with tbe assurance that it

should be sustained. He accordingly went to Washington with tbe order

in one band and his resignation iu the other. He told the President, "If
you will say to me, ' You may take the responsibility of issuing the or-

der, and I will sustain it/ I will take that responsibility: this is the only

way in which I can retain the command of the Army of tbe Potomac;
otherwise here is my resignation ; accept it, and here is the end of the mat-

ter as far as I am concerned." The President hesitated. He must consult

his advisers. " If you consult any body," replied Burnside, "you will not

sanction the order." And so it proved. After deliberating for a day, the

President decided to relieve Burnside from tbe command of the Army of

the Potomac, and place Hooker in command, making also some important

changes in other respects, principal among which were tbat Sumner and
Franklin should be relieved from their commands. Burnside was satisfied

with this decision. "If Hooker can gain a victory," be said to the Presi-

dent, " neither you nor he will be a happier man than I shall be."

Burnside then supposed that his resignation would be accepted ; but the

President judged otherwise. " We need you," he said, " and can not accept

your resignation." Tbe truth was, tbat while Burnside's own opinion bad
proved true, tbat he was not fitted for the command of so large an army, ho

had yet shown so much capacity for a less onerous command, and had,

above all, manifested such an entire absence of all selfish purposes, that tbe

nation could not spare him. He still wisbed to resign ; his private affairs

required his attention ; and, moreover, he said, ifall general officers whom
it was found necessary to relieve should resign, it would be better for the

President, as it would relieve him from the applications of their friends.

"True," replied the President; "but there is no reason for you to resign;

you can have as much time as you please for your private business, but we
can not accept your resignation." Several commands were proposed to bim.

He could have the department of South Carolina, or the departments of

South and North Carolina would be combined and given to him. He de-

clined both, because he thought these departments were then in good hands.

He would remain in the army if bis services were absolutely required
;
but,

if he staid, he wished to be employed. Then came up the quesiion as to

the form in which his retirement from the command of the Army of the

Potomac should be announced. An order bad been drawn up at tbe War
Department stating simply that Burnside had been relieved at bis own re-

quest. To this he objected; he did not wish to appear as having volunta-

rily given up bis command without good reason. This order did not ex-

press the real facts of the case, and he still wished to resign. The general-

in-chief and the Secretary of War urged that by so doing he would injure

himself and tbe cause. For himself, Burnside "did not care a snap," but he

did not wish to injure the cause; the Department might issue just what or-

der it chose; he would take thirty days' leave of absence, and would then

come back and go wherever ordered, even if it were to command his old

army corps under Hooker. So, when the official order appeared, 1

it an-

nounced that Burnside, "at his own request," had been relieved from the

command of the Army of the Potomac, and Hooker assigned to the com-

mand ; that Sumner, " at his own request," had been relieved from duty in

this army, and that Franklin was also relieved, but without tbe significant

addition of " at his own request," 2

Sumner was soon after assigned to the command of the Department of

Missouri ; but while on his way to the West he died at Syracuse, in New
York, on the 21st of March, leaving his name honorably identified with

many of the severest struggles of the war. He entered the army in 1819,

and had been in active service for forty-four years. He was twice brevet-

ed for gallant and meritorious conduct in the Mexican battles; then he

was placed in command of tbe Department of New Mexico, where he di-

rected important military operations against the turbulent tribes of savages.

The opening of the civil war found him a colonel of cavalry, but with an

appointment of brigadier general to command upon the Pacific coast. From
this, at his own request, be was recalled to take part in the operations of

tbe Army of the Potomac, where his services were rewarded by promotion

to tbe rank of major general of volunteers, and, later, of major general by

brevet in the regular army.

Burnside, bis thirty days' leave of absence having expired, was assigned

to tbe command of the Department of the Ohio, his own old army corps,

the 9tb, going with him. Subsequent!}', as we shall have occasion to see,

be was recalled to the Army of tbe Potomac, acting an important part in

the closing campaign of the war.

The formal transfer of the command of the Army of the Potomac from

Burnside to Hooker was made on tbe 26th of January. Burnside, in bis

farewell order, said that tbe short lime in which he bad been in command
"had not been fruitful in victory," but the army had shown qualities which,

under more favorable circumstances, would have accomplished great results."

1 Jan. 28, 18G3.
' For the dctnils of the transactions relating to tho closing period of Burnside's command, sea

Com.IUji.,57-60, and Ibid^ 716-722.
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CHAPTER XXV.
NAVAL AND COAST OPERATIONS.

The Blockflde.—Capture of Fort Pulaski.—Capture of Galveston.— It i

crates.—Loss of the Harriot Lane and Westfield.

—

fitted out in England.—Runs the Blockade at Mobile.—Equipped and Escapes to Sea.—The
Clarence. Tncony, and Archer.—Capture and Destruction of the Florida.—The Alabama built

iu England.—Escapes from Liverpool.—Takes on board Armament and Crew.—Semrncs as-

sumes Command.—His previous Career.—The Cruise of the Alabama in the North Atlantic—
Cruise in the Gulf of Mexico.—Captures the Ariel.—Destroys the Hatlera.'.—Cruise in the

South Atlantic.—At the Cape of Good Hope.—Cruise in the Indian Ocean.—Returns to Eu-
rope.—Enters the Harbor of Cherbourg.—Destroyed by the Kenrsargc.—The Results of licr

Depredations,—Operations in Norili Carolina.—Burnside recalled to the Potomac.—Foster's

Expedition to Tnrboro and Goldsboro.

XXTB have already narrated the brilliant naval exploit which insured
* T the capture ofNew Orleans. The farther operations of the fleet upon

the Mississippi and its tributaries will be described in their appropriate

place, in connection with the military operations in the "West. Vessels find

their natural opponents in vessels, the cases in which they can be employed
in the attack upon forts and towns being exceptional. The Confederacy
being wholly destitute of a force upon the ocean, and its chief sea-ports

being unassailable by a fleet, the operations of the Union fleet were mainly
confined to a strict blockade of the coast, and to short expeditions up the

rivers. These offensive operations were of necessity on a small scale, and
though not unfrequoutly marked by great skill and boldness, had but little

influence upon the general result of the campaign of 1862. One by one,

however, the minor ports along the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico were seized,

leaving to the Confederates only Wilmington, Charleston, Savannah, anil

Mobile, which had been rendered unassailable by a direct naval attack.

These ports came to be of great importance to the Confederates, and were
not captured until their armies in the field had given up, or were about to

give up, the contest

The most important of these expeditions was that which resulted in the

capture of Fort Pulaski, situated on a mud island at the mouth of the Sa-

vannah River, and commanding the approach to the city of Savannah.
After a series of laborious approaches, conducted at first by General T. W.
Sherman, and afterward by Hunter, who succeeded him in the command
of this department, Gilmore succeeded in placing batteries bearing upon
the fort, but at a distance greater than a serious bombardment of a fortifica-

tion had ever been attempted. There were in all eleven batteries, mount-
ing thirty-six mortars and heavy guns, the nearest battery being 1620
yards, almost a mile, from the fort. The batteries being placed, the surren-

der of Pulaski was demanded on the 10th of April. Olmstcad, the Confed-

erate commander, replied that he had been placed there to defend the fort,

not to surrender it. Fire was then opened, and after a bombardment of

eighteen hours the walls were thoroughly breached ; and the fort, having
been rendered untenable, was surrendered, with forty-seven guns, a large

amount of ammunition and stores, and nearly four hundred prisoners. But
Hunter had not sufficient force to warrant him in making any attempt upon
the immediate defenses of the town. Savannah, therefore, remained in the

possession of the Confederates until captured in December, 1864, by W. T.

Sherman. But the possession of Fort Pulaski by the Federals barred all

direct access to Savannah by sea, and the city became of no use to the Con-
federates as a port by which supplies from abroad could reach them.

Galveston, in Texas, was also a port Of considerable importance to the

Confederates, being the main entrepot for the commerce of a great part of
the state. In May a naval force appeared at the town and demanded its

surrender, but for months no effective measures were taken to enforce the

demand. At last, on the 8th of October, the town surrendered, with slight

attempts at resistance, to a naval force of four steam vessels under Commo-
dore Renshaw. Banks, who had succeeded Butler in command of this de-

partment, ordered a regiment to hold Galveston ; a third of it was sent, the

remainder being on its way, when the Confederate General Magruder, who
had just been appointed to the chief command in Texas, formed a bold plan
for the recapture of GalvestoD, which seems to have been most negligently

guarded

The plan was carried into effect before dawn on New Year's clay, 1863.

Galveston stood upon a long, narrow island iu the bay, connected^ with the

main land by a bridge two miles long, built upon piles. This bridge was

not destroyed, and formed a ready means of approach. The town was oc-

cupied by less than three hundred men, without artillery, the naval force

being supposed to be sufficient to hold it. This consisted of eight vessels,

of which only two, the Westfield and the Harriet Lane, were in serviceable

condition. The former, of 1000 tons, had been one of Porter's mortar fleet

in the Mississippi; the latter, of 500 tons, had been built for the revenue

service, of which it was the show vessel. The three infantry companies,

numbering less than three hundred men, were encamped upon a wharf, a

quarter of a mile from the market-place. The Westfield and the Harriet

Lane were stationed in different channels down the bay, the other vessels

being opposite the town. Magruder had collected a land force of five or six

regiments, and several vessels. Two of these, the Neptune and the Bayou
City, were protected by cotton bales piled twenty feet high upon the low

decks, so that from a distance ihey looked like common cotton transports:

they were manned by two or three hundred sharp-shooters. Coming down
the bay, they were perceived in the moonlight from the Harriet Lane, which

steamed up to meet them. Meanwhile the land force of Magruder bad
swarmed across the long bridge, and in overwhelming numbers assailed the

three Federal companies on the wharf; aided by the fire from the weak ves-

sels, these held their ground for a while. As day was dawning, the Harriet

Lane, steaming up the bay, encountered the Neptune and the Bayou City,

the Confederate steamers striking the Federal vessel almost simultaneously

on each side. The Neptune was disabled by the shock, and grounded in

shoal water; the Bayou City, turning, ran again into the Harriet Lane and

grappled with her. A sharp fire was then poured from both vessels into

the Harriet Lane from riflemen thoroughly protected by the barricades of

cotton bales ; the men were driven from their guns, and the Lane was car-

ried by boarding, her commander, Wainwright, being killed in the mGle*e.

This fine vessel fell into the hands of the Confederates almost uninjured, all

her crew being made prisoners.

Meanwhile the Westfield had got under way, and was steaming up to the

scene of conflict, when she grounded fast upon the bar, within full range of

aUBt or anLVEBltm
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batteries which the Confederates had established upon the shore. The oth-

er Federal gun-boats vainly endeavored to drag her off. Renshaw, perceiv-

ing that it was impossible to save his ship, resolved to destroy her, the crew

to escape in boats to the transports lying hard by. A barrel of turpentine

was unbeaded, ready to be set ablaze as soon afl the crew were free from the

vessel. Nearly all had been taken to the other steamers near by, and Ren-

shaw, who was the last to leave, was just stepping into bis boat, in which

were several persons, while another, loaded to the water's edge, was putting

off. By some accident the turpentine was prematurely fired
;

the flames

spread instantly to the forward magazine, and tbc vessel blew up, destroy-

ing the two boats and all on board.

Meanwhile an action had been going on upon the shore. The three com-

panies of infantry, aided by the fire of the gun-boats, repelled the attack of

the Confederate regiments. But the boats were at length withdrawn to at-

tempt to aid the Westfield. The infantry, wholly destitute of artillery, and

now commanded by Confederate batteries, had no alternative but to surren-

der at discretion.

The immediate results of this daring enterprise were that, with the loss

of 26 killed and 117 wounded, the Confederates captured the Harriet Lane,

wholly uninjured, two coal-barges which were lying at the wharf, destroyed

the Westfield, and secured nearly 400 prisoners. But the indirect results

were slili more important. The whole State of Texas came into their al-

most undisturbed possession, and furnished many facilities for running the

blockade. This was done principally by small schooners, which took out

cotton and brought back munitions of war. The supplies thus acquired

were of incalculable advantage to the Confederate government during the

remainder of the war.

The successful career of the Sumter had demonstrated to the Confederate

government the injury which might be inflicted upon the' commerce of the

Union by even a few vessels of a more efficient class. The resignation of

more than two hundred officers of the Federal navy gave the Confederates

an abundance of skillful officers; but, having no facilities at home for con-

structing vessels adapted for service upon the ocean, they were obliged to

have recourse to foreign builders. The ship-yards of Great Britain were
open to them. The first efficient cruiser which sailed under their flag was
built at Birkenhead, near Liverpool, ostensibly for the Italian government. 1

In spite of the remonstrance of the American minister, she was suffered by
the British government to put to sea under the British flag, bearing the

name of the Orcto. After a brief detention at Nassau she was released,

and, proceeding to a little island in the Bahama group, received on board
her armament, which had been brought to the place of rendezvous in a Brit-

ish vessel, and in August, 1862, appeared off the harbor of Mobile, still car-

rying British colors. Commodore Preble, who commanded the blockading
fleet, hesitated to fire upon her, supposing that she must be. what she pro-

fessed, a British man-of-war. "When he discovered his mistake, it was too

late ; she had got beyond effective range, and steamed up the bay to Mobile.

Here she remained until January, 1863, and then, her name having been
changed to the Florida, she was placed under the command of John N. Maf-
fitt, once au officer in the American navy ; she escaped the blockading fleet

under cover of night. The first day of her cruise she made her first prize,

which was pillaged and burned. In three months the Florida captured fif-

teen merchantmen in the Gulf of Mexico, all of which were burned except
two, which were armed, manned, and converted into Confederate privateers.

One of these, the brig Clarence, was placed under the command of Lieu-

tenant C. W. Read, not long before a midshipman in the Federal navy, who
steered northward, and made several prizes, among which was the bark Ta-
cony, a swifter vessel than his own. Transferring his armament and crew
to this, he passed up the coast as far aB Massachusetts Bay, making a score
of prizes. Learning that cruisers were on Ins track, he again shifted his guns
and crew into his last prize, the Archer, burned the Tacony, and steered for

Portland, Maine, where he learned that the steam revenue cutter Gushing
was lying. Anchoring openly and unsuspected at the mouth of the harbor,

when night fell on the 24th of June he sent two boats, fully armed, up to

the city. They succeeded in capturing the Cushing and taking her out to

sea. But two merchant steamers were hastily manned by volunteers, and
overtook the Gushing. The captors abandoned the cutter, blew her up, and
took to their boats and made for the Archer. But the pursuing steamers
were too quick; they picked up the boats, overhauled the Archer, and
brought her crew back to Portland as prisoners.

Meanwhile the Florida, after cruising among the West India Islands un-
til August, steamed across the Atlantic, and on the 4th of September en-
tered the French harbor of Brest, where she was detained a few days by the
French authorities. Released from detention, she recrossed the Atlantic,

cruising along the South American coast for months, but making few prizes,

for the American flag had by this time been almost driven from the ocean.
At length, in October, 1864, the Florida entered the Brazilian harbor of Ba-
bia. Here she was found by the Federal steamer Wachusett, Captain Col-
lins. Relying upon the safeguard of a neutral harbor, Morris, who now
commanded the Florida, was quite at ease. Half his crew were allowed to

go on shore. Collins determined to cut matters short by seizing the Flor-
ida; this was done with scarcely a show of resistance, and the Wachusett,
with the prize, steamed homeward; but, coming into Hampton Roads, the
Florida was run into by a United States vessel, probably designedly, and
sunk. This capture was certainly made in violation of the neutral rights
of Brazil. The Brazilian government put in a formal remonstrance; the

justice of this was conceded so far as the special act was concerned. The
American government disavowed the capture, suspended Collins from com-
mand, and ordered the prisoners to be released, but at the same time took
care to enter a counter complaint against the Brazilians for harboring Con-
federate " piratical ships." The Brazilian government protested, apparently,

as a mere matter of form, and was satisfied with the course of our govern-
ment; and the overthrow of the Confederate cause, which look place while
negotiations were pending, removed all occasion for pressing farther the

complaint against Brazil.

Of still greater importance to the Confederate cause was the Alabnma,
whose active career as a cruiser began some months earlier than that of the

Florida. Among the great English shipbuilders was John Laird, a member
of the British House of Commons. The war had just fairly commenced
when he contracted with the Confederate government to build for it a

steamer which should combine all the qualities of a formidable cruiser.

She was to have sufficient strength, and be provided with an armament
which would render her adequate to cope with any of the largest vessels in

the American navy, while her speed should enable her to escape any su-

perior enemy which she would be likely to encounter.

While this steamer, then known simply as the " 290," lay upon the stocks,

her destination was notorious; but the British officials would not, and the

American minister could not, furnish evidence which the government judged
sufficient to warrant its interference. At length, after she was launched and
ready for sea, evidence was procured which eminent British counsel pro-

nounced sufficient to require her detention. 1 For a week no action was
taken by the British government. The Queen's Advocate had been seized

with sudden illness, and could not attend to business, and other counsel bad
to be consulted. Their opinion was in favor of detention, and orders to that

effect were sent by mail to Liverpool
;

3 but the Confederate agents in Lon-
don learned of this, and notified their friends in Liverpool by telegraph.

No time was to be lost in forestalling the arrival of the order, and on the

morning of the 29th of July the " 290" dropped slowly down the Mcrsev,

under pretense of a simple trial trip.
3 " To give color to this pretense, to

which her even then unfinished condition lent & prima facie sanction, a gay
party was assembled on board." There were women, friends and acquaint-

ances of the builder, and their accompanying gallants. Luncheon and all

the appliances of naval hospitality were provided. But in the midst of the

feasting, at a signal from the " 290," a small steam-tug came alongside, and
the astonished guests were requested to step on board. All that evening

and the next day the bustle of preparation went on, and, two hours before

dawn, the "290" started on her seaward voyage, bound for Nassau, in the

Bahamas, as her crew supposed, but realty for another port. She was away
just in time, for the gold-laced custom-house officials were then coining

down the river with the tardy order for her detention, and, moreover, the

American steam frigate Tuscarora was hurrying—only two days too late

—

to the mouth of the Mersey to intercept the Confederate cruiser, as yet

wholly unarmed.

The real destination of the "290" was the harbor of Porto Praya, in the

Portuguese island of Tereeira, where she was to meet another British vessel

laden with the armament which was to form her equipment as a vessel of

war. She bad sailed under the command of Captain Bullock, who had su-

perintended her construction; but when the farthermost British land was
passed Bullock went ashore, and his place was taken by an Englishman,

' " Our collector at Liverpool Mates that ho bus every reason to believe Mint tbe vessel is for the
Italian govt iament."—Earl liusaeU to Sir. Adams, F«b. 22, I8G2.

1 " Temple, July 23, 1 8G2.—I nm of opinion thnt the Collector r.f Customs would lie juslificd in

detaining the vessel. Indeed, I -hould iliink it Ins duly (o detain her; and thnt if, after tho appli.

ration which has been made to lutn, supported bj tbe evidence which has been laid before me, lie

allows tho vessel to leave Liverpool, lie will incur n heavy responsibility—a responsibility in which
the Board of Customs, under whose directions he appears to lie nitiric. musi tnkr their share. It

appears to bo difficult to mnke out a stronger case of infringement of tbe Foreign Enlistment Act,

"Hi, if not enforced on this occasion, is little better limn a dead letter. It well deserves ci

crotion whether, it" tbe vessel )« allowed to csraj>e, the Federal gov
otis grounds of complaint."—R 1'. Coi.urr, Q. C.

1 Diplomatic Correspondence, 1802-3, i., 1C3.
1 "The Cruise of the Alabama, nnd the Sumter." This work

joarnali of-Scumics, mid wns evidently drawn up under bis supervi

almost exclusively in Iho following account, nil quotations, unless

being taken from it, although it has not been thought necessary, i

Tho work will he cited simply as " Seiiimes."

Weill, I II : have s.

; made, tip mninlv from tho

on. This has been followed

Ilierwiso expressly credited,

all coses, lo cite tbe pages.
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"Captain J. Butcher, late of the Cunard service. Of the other temporary
officers, three out of five were Englishmen." The crew numhered about
seventy men and boys, and were shipped for a feigned voyage, the Confed-
erate captain "trusting to the English love of adventure to induce them to

re-ship when the true destination of the vessel came to be declared."' In
nine days the "290" reached Porto Praya. Soon after arrived a British

vessel, the Agrippina, with coal, ammunition, and guns, and, not long after,

still another British vessel from Liverpool, having on board "a number of
seamen, shipped, like those on hoard the " 290," for a feigned voyage, in the

hope of inducing them to join when the ship was fairly in commission." 3

In this vessel also came Raphael Semmes, who bad been appointed to com-
mand the " 290" when, under a new name, she was to appear upon the ocean
as a Confederate cruiser.

Semmes, now about fifty years of age, was a native of the State of Mary-
land. He had entered the American navy thirty years before. At the out-

break of the war be bad attained the rank of commander in the navy, was a

member of the Light-house Board, and resided at Washington. He wrote
to Stephens, of Georgia, indicating his willingness to fight for the South, but
did not wish to thrust himself upon the new government "until bis State

had moved." On the 14th of February, 1861, he received a telegraphic dis-

patch from the Chairman of the Naval Committee at Montgomery inviting

him to repair to that place. Then, and not before, be sent in his resignation

from the United States navy, and telegraphed back to Montgomery that he
was " a free man to serve his struggling country." He had before this taken
occasion to write to an Alabama Congressman, gi ving his views " of the sit-

uation of the Confederates, as regards their marine, for defense and means
of inflicting damage on their opponents." Leaving his family at Washing-
ton, Semmes repaired to Montgomery, where he was soon dispatched to the

Northern States to make "large purchases, and contracts for machinery and
munitions, or for the manufacture of arms and munitions of war." The Con-
federate Secretary of the Navy had learned that there were for sale, "at or
near New York, two or more steamers of speed, light draught, and strength
sufficient for at least one heavy gun." In April Semmes was recalled to

New Orleans, and placed in command of the Sumter, 3 whose career as a
cruiser has already been narrated.

On the 24th of August, the "290," still under British colors, had received
her armament, and was thus transformed into a man-of-war, and steamed out
of the neutral port. When fairly a maritime league from land, and thus,
according to international law, in the open sea, the common domain of all

nations, Semmes, in full uniform, appeared on deck, and announced that the
vessel was henceforth the Confederate States steam-ship Alabama. At the
instant down came the British (lag, and in its place appeared that of the
Confederacy. The new commander made a speech to the men who had
been entrapped on board under false pretenses, urging them to enlist with
him, telling them that the main purpose of the cruiHc was to prey upon
American commerce, which would give them abundance of prize money.
The crew were a motley gang, all British, swept up " from the groggeries of
Liverpool," in the belief that they were shipping in a sort of privateer,
where they would have a jolly good time and a plenty of license.* "The

1 SanmtM, I, 277. ' Ibid,, i., 2Bs! *Ibul., i., 1-8. « Ibid., ii., 88.

modern sailor," says Semmes, "has greatly changed in character. He now
strikes for pay like a sharper." Semmes was glad to hire them upon their

own terms. "I was afraid," be says, " that a large bounty in addition would
be demanded of me." 1

On the 29th of August the Alabama was fairly in trim to begin her cruise.

The battle of Groveton was at that hour being fought, and the result hung
in even scales. The Alabama had now assumed her true character. She
was a wooden screw steam sloop, bark-rigged, of 1040 tons burden, provided
with two engines of great power, pierced for twelve guns on deck, with two
heavy guns amidships; her whole cost for building and equipment was a
quarter of a million of dollars.2 To man her fully required at least one
hundred men ; Semmes bad only eighty, but he trusted that he could fill up
the complement by volunteers from the prizes which he should make. 3

The Alabama now steered straight for the great highway of commerce
between Europe and America. This was readied in a week, and on the 5th
of September she made her first capture. On that day the Confederate

army crossed the Potomac into Maryland. " This vessel," notes Semmes in

his journal, " was of course taken possession of, her crew brought on board

the Alabama and placed in irons, and a quantity of rigging and small-storea

transferred to the captor. Next morning the prize was fired, the Alabama
having taken from her thirty-six prisoners." 4 The Alabama was now in

the track of commerce, and within the next ten da3*s captured half a score

of vessels. The journal of Semmes describes the disposition made of some
of them

:

September 7. Captured the Starlight, from Fayal to Boston, with a number
of passengers, among others some ladies. " Brought on board all the United

States seamen, seven in number, including the captain, and confined them
in irons." September 9. Several additional prizes having been made, " about

9 A.M. fired the Starlight; at 11, fired the Ocean Rover; and at 4 P.M.,

fired the Alert." September 14. " Captured a whaler, the Benjamin Tucker,

from New Bedford, eight months out, with about 340 barrels of oil ; crew

thirty. Brought every body on board, received some soap and tobacco,

and fired the ship." September 16. Captured* another whaler; stood off to

Flores; when within four or five miles, sent all the prisoners, sixty-eight

in number, ashore in boats, and then, " having taken the prize some eight or

ten miles distant from land, hove her to, called all hands to quarters, and

made a target of her. The practice was pretty fair for green bands. At
dark fired the prize." After this burst of good fortune there was a lull of

a fortnight. The Alabama was crowded with prisoners taken within the

last few days. " These," says Semmes, " were hard times for bhe prisoners,

crowded together on deck, with no shelter but an extemporized tarpaulin

tent between them and the pelting of the pitiless storm, which drenched the

decks alternately with salt water and fresh."5

October passed, and at its close the Alabama, having in the mean time

made twenty-seven captures, was off the American coast, hardly two hund-

red miles from New York. Semmes had hoped to lie off the harbor, and
make some prizes at its very mouth; but his fuel was now running short,

and he was obliged to run southeastward to the island where coal was to

await him. On the 18th of November the Alabama made the French isl-

and of Martinique. Here she fell into sore peril, for the American steamer

San Jacinto, of superior force, appeared off the harbor, and instituted a close

blockade. But the Alabama managed to elude her antagonist under cover

of darkness, and gained the coal rendezvous at the island of Blanquilla.

In the latter days of November the Alabama had got on board coal suf-

ficient for nearly three weeks' steaming, and was ready for a fresh cruise.

She made for the West India Islands, hoping to be able to intercept one of

the treasure-ships conveying gold from the Isthmus to New York. A mil-

lion of dollars in gold was a prize worth waiting for. On Sunday, Decem-
ber 7, a prize came within sight, though not the one which had been hoped
for. A huge side-wheel steamer hove in view, pressing southward. It

could be only a California steamer, bound southward, not northward; to-

ward the Isthmus with passengers, not from it with gold. The Alabama
shot from her lurking-place, and made way to cross the track of the stran-

ger, who bore the Union flag. The Alabama, now carrying the same, was

evidently taken for an American vessel. But as the steamers came within

gun-shot, the stars and stripes fell from the Alabama, and the Confederate

flag took their place, while a blank shot demanded a surrender. The warn-

ing was not heeded; the cbase held on her way with full press of steam.

But a shell from the Alabama, striking the foremast, showed that she was

within the power of her enemy, and, abandoning all effort to escape, she

rounded to and surrendered. The prize proved to be the Ariel, a Califor-

nia steamer bound from New York to the Isthmus, having on board 500

passengers, besides 140 Federal marines, on their way to join the Pacific

squadron.

The Alabama was embarrassed by the magnitude of her prize. There

was much which was of use : three boxes of specie, a 24-pound rifled gun,

a few rifles and swords, and a thousand rounds of ammunition. The Ariel

also would make a bonfire as brilliant as any of the twoscore with which

Semmes had already illuminated the ocean. But this could not be lighted

until the hundreds of prisoners were disposed of. The narrow deck of the

Alabama could not give even standing-room for half of them. Semmes
kept his prize by him for n couple of days, hoping to fall in with a home-

ward-bound California steamer, to which he would transfer bis crowd of

prisoners, and then burn the Ariel; but none appearing, he determined to

take her toward Kingston, Jamaica, land the prisoners in boats, and then

burn the ship. But, learning that the yellow fever was raging at Kingston,

and unwilling to put a crowd of men, women, and children ashore in a
1 Semmu, I., 297. ' Ibid., i., 2 * Ibid., i., 306. ' Ibid,, I, 305, 320.
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plague-stricken port, he had no alter-

native but to release the Ariel upon

bond, and "forego the pleasure ofmak-

ing a bonfire of the splendid steamer

that had fallen into his hands."

The Alabama was still cruising

among the West India Islands when
intelligence came that Banks was

about to dispatch a great naval and

military expedition from NewOrleans
to the coast of Texas, Galveston being

its immediate destination. Semmes
was aware thattbis expedition " would

be accompanied by one or more arm-

ed vessels, but the principal portion

would be composed of troop -ships

crowded with the enemy's soldiers;

and should the Alabama but prove

victoriousin the fight, these transports

would be of more practical importance than all the grain and oil ever carried

in a merchantman's hold." 1 At noon on the 11th of January the Alabama
was off Galveston, ignorant that the place had been recaptured by the Con-

federates, and tlie proposed Banks expedition delayed. Several vessels were

seen, lying oil" the bar. One of these, the gun-boat Hatteras, catching a

glimpse of the Alabama on the distant horizon, stood out to reconnoitre.

The Alabama edged slowly seaward, in order to draw this vessel away from

her consorts, so that in case of a conflict the noise of the guns would not

reach them. The rate at which the Hatteras had approached showed that

she was in speed no match for the Alabama, which could thus escape if she

perceived that she was overmatched in strength. Just after dark the Hatter-

as came within hailing distance, and from her deck came the inquiry, "What
ship is that?" "Her majesty's ship Petrel. What ship is that?" was the

reply from the Alabama. "I will send a boat aboard," was answered by

Lieutenant Blake, the commander of the Ilatteras, who gave orders accord-

ingly, and the boat was lowered and put off. Up to this moment the com-

mander of the Hatteras must have supposed that the Alabama was what
she proclaimed herself, a British vessel, for he would have scarcely seat a

boat on board what he believed to be an armed enemy. Hardly had the

boat left the side of the Hatteras when a new hail, " We are the Confederate

steamer Alabama," was heard, accompanied by the whizzing of a shell over

the deck, followed by a full broadside. The Hatteras returned the fire, and

endeavored to close, hoping to carry the enemy by boarding. But the

greater speed of the Alabama enabled her to thwart the attempt, while her

superior armament placed her opponent at her mercy. The only chance for

the Hatteras was that a shot might strike some vulnerable point of the Ala-

bama. In a few minutes a shell from the Alabama entered the hold of the

Hatteras amidships; almost at the same instant another passed through the

sick-bay, and exploded, both setting the vessel on fire, while another de-

stroyed the steam cylinder, disabling the engine, and rendering the Hatteras

wholly unmanageable. On fire in two places, utterly disabled, a mere
wreck upon the water, there was nothing for Blake to do but to fire a lee

gun in token of surrender, and to ask for assistance for his crew. The ac-

tion had lasted only thirteen minutes, and the Hatteras was rapidly sinking.

The boats from both vessels were emplo}red in conveying the crew of the

vanquished to the deck of the victor. Two minutes after the last man had
left the Hatteras she went down, bow first, with her pennant at the mast-

head, carrying with her every thing but the living men. The Alabama suf-

fered some injury, but not sufficient to cripple her, and had two men slight-

ly wounded. On the Hatteras two were killed and five wounded; the

boat's crew which had put off just before the action rowed back to the

shore, only twenty miles distant; all the others, more than a hundred, were
made prisoners, and carried to Kingston, where they were put ashore.

For two months the Alabama cruised among the West India Islands, and
then, about the middle of March,2 went southward along the coast, reaching

Bahia, in Brazil, by the middle of May, making many prizes all the while.

Here she found the Georgia, another Anglo-Confederate cruiser; took in

coal, and, after being repeatedly warned by the Brazilian authorities that

her stay was not desired, steamed away across the South Atlantic for the

coast of Africa, making port near Cape Town on the 5th of August. She
hovered in these waters for more than a month. Coming into the harbor

of Simon's Town on the 16th of December, she found evil tidings: Vicks-

buig and Port Hudson had fallen ; Lee, foiled at Gettysburg, had rccrossed

the Potomac into Virginia. "Our poor people," he writes, "seem to be ter-

ribly pressed by the Northern hordes; but we shall fight it out to the end,

and the end will be what an all-wise Providence decrees." But, what was
still worse for the Alabama, the Union steamer Vanderbilt, of superior force,

which had been sent to look for the Alabama, was in the neighborhood.

She had left the very harbor where the Alabama was, only five days before,

and might return at any moment. The Confederate cruiser must go to an-

other cruising ground. The Malay Archipelago was chosen, and, after a

fortnight's run through heavy gales, the voyage of 3000 miles was accom-
plished early in November. But the American war-steamer Wyoming was
in these waters, and the Alabama must be wary in encountering an adver-

sary of superior force. The cruise among the intricate channels of the In-

dian Archipelago lasted three months. Few prizes were taken, for the

American (lag had almost disappeared from these waters. On the 13th of
January 3 the Alabama set her head homeward, toward Great Britain, by

1 Semmes, iL, 42. 1863. ' 1664.

way of the Cape of Good Hope. The Cape was reached, after a rough voy-
age, on the 11th of March. Here Semmes got into a controversy with the
governor for a breach of neutrality in bringing a prize into that port. The
case was decided against him, and, entering a protest against the " unfriend-
ly disposition of a government from which, if it represents truly the in-

stincts of Englishmen, the Confederates had a right to expect at least sym-
pathy and kindness in the place of rigor and harshness," 1 he turned the head
of the Alabama toward Europe on the 2oth of March. For a month not a
single vessel was encountered. On the 22d of April " the guano-laden ship
Rockingham was boarded, taken possession of, employed as a target, and
then set fire to." Five days after, the Tycoon shared the same fate. This
was the last prize taken by the Alabama. Nineteen other vessels were
overhauled before the cruiser, a fortnight after, entered the French harbor
of Cherbourg, but not one of them sailed under the American flan.

The Alabama entered Cherbourg on the 11th of June,2 and began to
make some repairs, of which she stood in need after her long cruise. Three
days after, the American steam-sloop Kearsarge, Captain Winslow, which had
been cruising in the British Channel, looking out for several vessels appar-
ently designed for the Confederate service, appeared off Cherbourg. The
vessels were as nearly as possible equal in size and armament, Semmes,
who wished to signalize himself by some exploit other than the burning of
helpless merchantmen, requested Winslow to remain off the port for a day
or two, when he would come out beyond neutral waters and give battle.

Winslow, nowise loth to fight, complied with the request, and lay off the
port. On the 19th the Alabama came out, escorted to the limit of the neu-
tral waters by the French iron-clad Couronne. Following close after, for-

tunately as it happened for the Confederates, was an English steam yacht,

the Deerhound, whose owner, Lancaster, wished to treat his family to the
sight of a naval duel. When the neutral marine league was fairly passed,

the Couronne turned back, leaving the expectant combatants to themselves.
The Kearsarge edged slowly off as the Alabama advanced, wishing to make
sure that the action should take place so far offshore that there should be
no question about the line of national jurisdiction. The distance of seven
miles from land having been gained, the Kearsarge turned, and steered

straight for the enemy. The Alabama opened fire at the distance of a mile,

repeating her broadsides three times. The shot passed harmlessly through
the rigging of the Kearsarge, which kept head on toward the Alabama. At
nine hundred yards the Kearsarge sheered round and delivered her broad-
side. This broadside told fearfully. Then, fearing that the Alabama would
make for the shore, and take shelter in French waters, Winslow put his ves-

sel to full speed, designing to run under the stern of the Alabama and de-

liver a raking fire. To counteract this, the Alabama also sheered, present-

ing her broadside instead of her stern. Both vessels being under full steam,

the Alabama, in order to keep her broadside toward her enemy, and at the

same time to avoid coming into close action, was forced to describe a series

of circles around the Kearsarge, whose object was to come into close action.

The Kearsarge, whose object was to gain a raking position, followed the

course of the Alabama, and the combined result was that the two vessels

1 Sennits, ii., 435,
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described a series of circles around each other ; but the Kearsarge, having a

slight advantage in speed, was able to diminish the orbit. The action lasted

an hour. From the first the superiority of the aim of the Kearsarge had

been apparent. At the seventh revolution around the shifting common

axis, the Alabama perceived that victory was hopeless, and she. headed for

the shore, five miles distant. If she could accomplish but two of these, she

would be within French wateis. 1 But the attempt at retreat came too late.
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The Alabama was disabled, and the Kearsarge, steaming ahead, took a rak-

ing position across her bows. The white flag of surrender was raised; n

boat from the Alabama came alongside, bearing an officer, who said that the

Alabama had surrendered, and was fast sinking. The boats of the Kear-

sarge were lowered to save the drowning enemy. The British Deerhound

also approached, and was requested by Winslow to aid in the rescue of

those who had now become his prisoners. The Alabama was going down;

the officers and crew took to the water. Forty of them, among whom was

the captain, were picked up by the Deerhound and carried to England ; a

dozen were saved by French pilot-boats and taken to Cherbourg; seventy
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were rescued by the Kearsarge. Of the crew of the Alabama seven were

killed in the fight; nineteen, most of whom were wounded, went down with

the vessel. On board the Kearsarge there were three wounded, one mor-

tally.

The life of the Alabama had been two years lacking nine weeks, counting

from Sunday, August 24, 1862, when she first hoisted the Confederate flag,

down to Sunday, June 19, 1S64, when she was sunk, leaving not a wrack be-

hind. No one ship that ever floated ever inflicted such injury upon an en-

emy. In all, she had captured sixty-five vessels, burning all except the few

required to save the lives of her prisoners. She had destroyed vessels and

cargoes valued at ten millions of dollars, and, what was of more injury to

the enemy, bad well-nigh driven the American commercial flag from the

ocean. She was to all intents a British vessel, built at a British dock,

manned by a British crew, and sailing almost always under the British flag.

Iler keel was never wet in Confederate waters, and no man from her deck

ever caught a glimpse of the shores claimed by the Confederates; and she

rarely hoisted the Confederate flag, except when, having decoyed a prize by

the show of false colors, she raised her own in the act of making a prize.

Her long impunity from capture is not a matter for wonder. The whole

wide ocean was her hiding-place. A hundred vessels might be in search

of her, and it would be a matter of chance if one would encounter her. If

heard from to-day at any point, to-morrow she would be hundreds of miles

away, in what direction no man not on board of her could know. "Her

stay in any neutral harbor was necessarily as short as the perching of a

hawk on a bough. Like the hawk's in upper air, the Alabama's safety, as

well as her business, was on the high seas."
1 At the very last, it was a mere

matter of accident that the Kearsarge was at hand when the Alabama ap-

peared at Cherbourg. No one supposed that she was then on this side of

the globe. The last that had been heard of her she was in the Indian

Ocean. Even at Cherbourg she might have declined to enter into combat

with the Kearsarge. Safe while she remained in the neutral harbor, she

might have waited her time, as she had done at Martinique, when watched

by the San Jacinto, and again, fitted for sea, have crept out into the wide

ocean. But Semmes wished to signalize himself by
something more than the capture of defenseless mer-

chantmen, and knowing that the ships were "equal-

ly matched,"' he challenged the Kearsarge to the

contest. It was supposed that- Semmes would soon

be again at sea in command of a still more power-

ful vessel than the one which he had lost. This was
iron-clad, and was almost completed by the builders

of the Alabama; but the British government had

now perceived the danger into which they were rush-

ing by their interpretation of the neutrality laws, and

took possession of the ship. Semmes, after a while,

made his way to the Confederacy, and received tlio

nominal rank of brigadier general in the army, and

as such was, a year after, included in the surrender

of Johnson's army.

The brilliant success which attended the early op-

erations of Burnsidc at the commencement of the

year has been already recorded. 3 The successive

Captures of Roanoke Island, Newbern, Elizabeth

City, Fort Macon, and Beaufort, gave the Union

forces command of the greater part of the coast of

North Carolina, and of the Sound by which it is

bordered. Wilmington, and the intricate approaches

which lead to it, remained to the Confederates, and afforded facilities for

running the blockade. It was supposed that these successes would be fol-

lowed up by a march into the heart of the state, which would seize the lines

of railroad connecting the far South with Richmond. But Burnside's force .

of 15,000 was insufficient for such an enterprise, and the exigencies of the

campaign in Virginia left the Federal government no troops by which he

could be re-enforced. The most that Burnside could do was to hold the

points on and near the coasts which he had seized. When MeClellan re-

treated from the Chiekahominy to the James, Burnside was ordered to bring

to Fortress Monroe all the troops which he could collect, 3 leaving Foster

with just enough to garrison Newbern, Beaufort, and a few-other points..

The Confederates also brought all their available force from North Caro-

lina to Virginia; so that, during the summer and early autumn, there was

little fighting in North Carolina.

When Lee's invasion of Maryland had failed, and the Union and Confed-

erate armies lay confronting each other on the Rappahannock, considerable

re-enforcements were dispatched to Foster in North Carolina, so that he was

able to assume the offensive. Early in November he pushed an expedition

inland toward Tarboro, where he had learned that there were a few regi-

ments of the enemy ; but, finding that they had been largely re-enforced, he

retreated. In December he planned a still more important enterprise, the

main object being to reach Goldsboro, and destroy the railroads centering

at that point. The Confederates meanwhile had strengthened their force in

the Department of North Carolina. In, November they had but 9000 men,

of whom 6000 were reported as present for duty. By December these num-

bers were fully doubled, and Gustavus W. Smith was placed in command.

After the wounding of Johnston at Fair Oaks, Smith had been placed in

command of the army before Richmond. He had held it hardly for a day

when he was struck down by an attack of paralysis, and Lee was appointed

in his place. Foster left Newbern with his entire movable force,* about

10,000 strong, and encountered no serious opposition until he reached

Kingston, half way between Newbern and Goldsboro. Here a sharp fight

occurred,5 the Confederates retreating. Foster pressed on toward Goldsboro,

1 TOid., ii., 2T8. ' Ante, pp. 242-2tD. July i, 18G2. ' Dec. 1 1. ' Dec 14."
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k„™™ to strike the railroad On the 16th he reached Whitehall, where a
|

During the year various movements looking toward a siege of Charleston

brisk "skirmish ensued • the Confederates were driven back, and two gun- were attempted. The most important of these was an attempt on the 16th

boat which were there building were destroyed. Foster then pushed on I of June to take possession of James Island. The Federals were repulsed,

toward Goldsboro, following the course of the Neuse,

and sending detachments in various directions to de-

stroy the railroad bridges. On the 17th another skirm-

ish took place at a point near Goldsboro. In the mean

while the Confederates had gradually concentrated a

superior force at Goldsboro, and Foster found it un-

wise to attempt to reach this place, the point at which

he had aimed. He therefore commenced a rapid re-

treat to Newbern, where his force arrived on the 21th,

having been absent ten days, during which time it had

marched nearly two hundred miles. Foster lost 90

killed and 478 wounded; the Confederates lost 71

killed, 268 wounded, besides 476 prisoners, most of

whom were captured at Kingston, and immediately pa-

roled. The expedition really accomplished nothing.

The slight injury done to the railroad was soon repair-

ed, and the communication between Richmond and thy

far South was hardly interrupted. "With this attempt

closed the active operations for 1862 in North Carolina.

But in February of the ensuing year the Federal force

was considerably strengthened, and Lee, perceiving that

military operations on the Rappahannock would be sus-

pended until spring, ventured to detach Longstreet,

with a considerable part of his corps, from the army in

Virginia, and send him to North Carolina. In March

the Confederate force in this department nominally numbered 73,000 men,

of whom 53,000 were reported as "present," and 45,000 " present for duty.'

with a loss of 700. But the siege of Charleston forms an episode so com

j

plete in itself as to require a separate chapter.
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CHAPTER XXVI.

TTTE WAR. ON THE MISSISSIPPI.

The RiVer —Gun-boat and Mortar Fleet.—Farrog.it's Squadron.—A Succession of Victories.—

Vicksbutg becomes a Military Fost.-Masked Batteries alone the River Shore -Shelling of

Grand Gulf.—General Williams arrives before Vicksbutg.—Farrngut runs the Blockade-

Junction of the Fleets.—Bombardment of Vicksburg.—Escape of the Ham Arkansas.—Baltic

of Baton Itoage, and Destruction of tlic Arkaasns.—licsampiion of Operations against Vicks-

burg —General Grant's Plan of the Winter Campaign.—An cmbarrassiug Sorrendcr.-Sher-

man's Defeat at Chickasaw Bavou.—McCleroand in Command.—Capture of Arkansas Post.—

General Grant's Army at Young's Point.—A Scries of Naval Exploits.—The " pocket-full of

Plans."—General Williams's Canal.—The Lake Providence Route—The Yazoo Pass Expedi-

tion.—The " Deer-Creek Raid."—On to New Carthage.—The Transports run the Blockade—
Grierson's Raid.

'""pHE possession of the Mississippi," said General Sherman, in his speech

X at St. Louis just after the close of the war, "is the possession of

America." 1 That this great river is not to the American what the Nile was

to the Egyptian is owing to the greatness of America herself, who proudly

refuses to be dependent upon even so important an ally; though, next to

the two great oceans which skirt her continent, the river is the most impor-

tant fact of her physical existence, and now (that is, in anno Domini 1866)

has been proved to be the bond, sealed in blood, of her indissoluble union.

Naturally, both in appearance and in fact, the river unites the North with

the South, and, though seeming to divide between the Atlantic and the Pa-

cific slopes, she in reality unites these also. The Algonquin Indians aptly

named her Missi Sepe, " the Great River;" for, if the Missouri is to be con-

sidered—as it would have been but for a natural blunder on the part of the

'early American geographers—the parent, and not merely the tributary

stream, the Mississippi is the longest river in the world. Even if we accept

the more contracted limits which the geographers have given her, and date

her origin from Itasca Lake, she drains a basin of more than a million of

square miles—a basin which by possibility provides for a population of

nearly four hundred millions, or almost one half of the present population

of the entire globe. Even Aaron Burr, in his most splendid calculations re-

specting the destiny of this mighty garden—this granary of the world, un-

der-estimated its gigantic possibilities. In the basin of the Mississippi the

America of the future includes within its limits, as an imperium in imperio,

a region, the population of which will outnumber the almost innumerable

multitudes wbieh have gathered about the Nile and the Ganges. For the

present, however, the Englishman may well compare with the Mississippi

his Thames, and the Gorman his Ebinc. Two centuries and a half go but

a little way in the development of the resources of a nation, and far less

than that period can be said to have been occupied in the real history of

the Mississippi Valley.

The Mississippi is the most tortuous of rivers, and this circumstance, by

the impediment which it offers to the current, doubtless favors navigation.

Frequently the distance which has to be traversed is twelve, and sometimes

even thirty times greater than it would be in a direct line. This circum-

stance also renders the river more capable of defensive fortification. Taken

with its tributaries, the river affords nearly 17,000 miles of water which is

navigable by steam. Its largest tributaries are the Missouri, Ohio, "White,

Arkansas, and Red Rivers. The Missouri is 3000 miles in length
;

it is a

rapid and turbid stream, and asserts its lordship over the Mississippi by im-

parting to the latter a good measure of these characteristics. It enters the

Mississippi a few miles above St. Louis. The Ohio, the largest eastern trib-

utary of the Mississippi, enters the latter stream at Cairo, having previously

received the waters of the Alleghany, the Kentucky, the Cumberland, and

the Tennessee. From Pittsburg, where the Alleghany and Monongahela

unite, to the mouth of the Ohio, is 948 miles ; the river, with its tributaries,

has 6000 miles of navigable waters. Within the limits of Arkansas, and

not far apart, are the mouths of the White and Arkansas Rivers. The lat-

ter, much the more important tributary, is about 2000 miles long, and

drains a basin of 178,000 square miles. The Red River enters the Missis-

sippi from the west, about 200 miles above New Orleans. The greater part

of its course is through fertile prairies of a reddish soil, which gives its col-

or to the waters, and a name to the river. But for "The Raft" which ob-

structs its course, this river would be navigable for 400 miles from its

moutb.

All of the western tributaries of the Mississippi drain the slopes of the

Rocky Mountains, while its great eastern tributary, the Ohio, with its trib-

utaries, drains the western slopes of the Appalachian range. Every one of

these tributary and sub-tributary streams is swollen in the spring from the

moiling snows of the mountains. From the first of March, therefore, until

the last ofMay—or for about ninety days—there is not simply a flood on the

Mississippi, but literally an accumulation of floods. On the Missouri there

is an average rise of fifteen feet, and this, added to the swollen Mississippi,

makes a flood twenty-five feet in height. A second flood is heaped above

this from the Ohio, below whose mouth the rise of the Mississippi is fifty

feet Above Natchez the flood begins to decline. At Baton Rouge it sel-

dom exceeds thirty feet, and at New Orleans seldom twelve. At every

flood the river overflows its banks for a distance of five hundred miles from

its mouth, chiefly on the western side, inundating the country for the space

of from ten to thirty miles. To guard against this, levees have been con-

structed, which confine the river within its original limits. Sometimes

these levees are broken down by the violence of the current, and the conse-

quent destruction of property is immense. To the yearly overflow of the

Mississippi are to be attributed the large number of bayous in its vicinity.

These vary in their extent, some of them scarcely exceeding a small river

in size, while others spread out into lagoons and lakes. 1

' "It is estimated that about 16,000,000 acres of the most fertile and productive lands of the

states of Mi.-.ni.i Atku.i.a,. Mississippi, and Louisiana, are subject to ovcrliow. To protect

these lands fro ,e annual devastation by the water, ha, been Mo object of incess.nl toil and

immense onto of capital by the inhabitant, of the Voile, ol the M,.-,..,pp,

» So carlv a- I M0, Congress made an appropriation for the con, r ... I ... ol ,.
.
'ban of the H>-

drographical B„... if the Mississippi," which was executed by J. N. Nicollet, „. the employ of the

"liS fSo^a^.rpf;Tei,gi',«"T.-, organized under Capiain, now General A. A Humphreys,

which made 'a thorough survey of the Delta with spcc.,1 reference to the discovery of some system

of ..... ks by which the coooiry could be protected from overflow. These obsei

during and subsequent to ibe gteat flood of
'""

Captai

I'hc coostaot incrca-c of the volume of the flood revealed by each successive rise is ascribed by

Humphreys, in his Report, lo the superior drainage produced by the cultivation ol the

o"™ upper tributaries „f .he Mi.sis.ippi. whereby the waters are thrown more rapidly into

the main channel ; the leveeing of the river and its tributaries in the .tales above Louisiana so

a, to prevent the escape of the waters into the swamps and lowland., whence it would be grudu-

nll. .IreineH.o . be river the consti ,„ loo of col-olls; the sli.e tcoiog ol ihc channel, and more

r'adlvcoavcuOBil." water to points below, ood the lengthening of .he Delta, thus extending

tiic level mou'tb of the river, so that the current being retarded, the

channel above.
,

"The remedies suggested ore. Higher and stronger levees
;
pre.™

the eoas.rooiio.i ..f additional cut-offs; formation of now -•

chnctiain; opening of the closed bayous; er

miue, and ihc creation of artificial .csonoirs

s held back i

1 When, at the beginning of this century, Monroe and Pinekney were aegoliatiog wil

Icon I.—then First I 'onsiil of France— in regard to the purchase of Louisiana, Napoleon,

to transfer the province to tho United Slates, lest it should full Into llntisl. possess.-" '

that whatever nation held the Valley of tho Mississippi would cvcutuully be tho mo.

earth.

.marked
powerful on

. by act of Congress, of

ticts to the Lakes Borgne and Pont-

lavgemcnt of the Atchafalaya and Bayou Pluqoe-

lievc the channel of the river in

.e early seniors who selected tho more elevated and fertile lands on tho banks of tho river,

found little Jilli. uliv in protecting themselves from the Hoods. The whole country eras then open

to the wutecs, .....1 a slight raib.inkment, several inches high woo .1 turn o» lie water, which was

drained to tl e lcr*.«nds farther Iron, the river. Other sen er. however, followed the pioneer.;

new plantations were established ; an.l.l.y independent individual notion, the slight embankments

occinolinkc ge.bor for man, mile, along b sides of the river. The waters, by reason of

this coofioon.cn,. roe higher every succeeding year, the embankments were enlarged, strength-

ened and extended until a hoe of lo.. from fifteen to thirty feet w.do at the base, and varying

i .height from live lo twenty feet, -lre.el.cd, with Utile inlet rtiptinn, from the lands on the coast,

belt. Nov Orleans, aloog the channel of .ho river, to the boundatio, of Tennessee and Missouri.

"The sv.ie.ii o» orinn. wits pttivlv n selfish one. Each settler provided for his indi-

vidual protection. If by a cut-oil' ho eoold drain the tenter from his own place and throw It on

the lands below, or l.v closing a bayou ho coold reclaim n.ldtt.oiiol ... to. .be thing was done with-

out tefcrenco to the effect it might have on tho country lower down the stream. Much damage

was ibus douo by shutlooing tho channel of the r

to the st

and by closing s.
- of its natural ontlcts

filed a

e legislation of the states along tho Mississippi has been little better than the individual

The ...... .men!, depended a u|"-'.i the eot.ipi.i .Hoc sn.no.. b ol the parties tots, bene-

,1 injured ll.au ..poo any well-es.oblisbe.l plan for the control of the waters. Under u.l-

-ruv of law, the channel of tho river was shortened by the construciion of cuts across the nar-

row itceks formed l.v the great bonis so frequent In the course of the si.com. Bayous, winch led

from .1.0 maio channel of the river ,.. the gulf, forming Hul-ncndent outlets or mouths, wciC closed,

and tho water forced li te channel, which was unable to carry it to the sea.

"Before the war, tbo, b..e, the Father of Waters had become ,. inaeenJe in t h..hand, of

those who song "..loo bis flood.. During the war. when labor ... had been drccd o ho

ask da, and nigh!, and which nl times was able to grapple suocc-lollv w,.h ihc element, ««

withdrawn, the waters .wept nwuv ,1.0 levee, a. Morgans!,,, « est Baton Kongo, at t him, s and a

Robctlson's pbm.alion, ,„,.. a, other lis both id.oo ood below the month of tho Red liitor, and

inniolotod ,1 o co.inln wo, of the Mi.,i..ippi fro'" Morgans... lo Bowies s Bay.

"An attorn, onol " during ' '"" "' '"'""M
'J"," ,.'

k
",",

"

"""","",' w, Y'lto a
combined effort, of , he stale an.l tie. of Louisiana an, the V, ,„ "epnr.mentat W ash ngtou a

largo number of laborers were employed, and the work 1

oil lo las ufllciontly strong to resist the pressure of tbo flood Many planters nntl n

-- '— -nld bo rebuilt, engaged ... the cultivation of the fertile

the Nor.h behoving lh.it tlioso loco would be rebuilt, engaged il

parishes of I' f We-t Halm. Kongo Iberville, I urel.e Terrebonne, I

•flowed Inst year. Recent reports from I ..una bring tho sad in-

led levees have been swept away, and thai the water .. top-

tho whole cuuntry, driving the homeless inhabitants

lands

parts of others llint

lelligoneo that all these nowlv-cnn.tl

i.llv blliog op the swnmps and spie.uli.ig

liefovo it.

" It is a grave quest

dottako the prelection

for tho consideration of the country whether Congress should not on-

ihc whole Delta of the Mississippi ugatnst overflow. Tho present sts-
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The commercial development of the Mississippi Valley, although very

rapid, has scarcely advanced beyond its first stage. It has been thus far a

purely agricultural growth. The fertility of the valley is infinite, and along

the banks of the river and its affluents large plantations have suddenly

sprung up, and enjoyed an almost incredible prosperity. Oftentimes a sin-

gle cotton or sugar crop has brought its planter a fortune. Necessity has

given rise to towns, sparsely populated, and whose sole importance consists

in their convenience as depots for the shipment of cotton or sugar. The
necessity of securing the sites of these towns against the violence of peren-

nial floods led to their situation upon the bluffs which rise here and there

along the river banks. In the development of these towns—for they could

scarcely be called cities—manufactures and the arts could have but little

scope. In some cases, indeed, an easy communication by railroad with the

Atlantic sea-board gave them some of the characteristics of our Eastern cit-

ies. The principal towns situated upon the banks of the Mississippi are St,

Louis, Cairo, Columbus, Memphis, Vicksburg, Natchez, Baton Rouge, and,

near the mouth of the river, New Orleans, which alone can be said to com-

pare in commercial importance with the great cities of the East.

All of these were in our civil war points of great military importance.

Their very situation, in nearly all cases, was such as to give them many fa-

cilities for defense against a naval attack. The city of New Orleans was,

however, not in itself favorably located in this respect; it was not built upon

bluffs like Memphis and Vicksburg, and had to be defended against inun-

dation by artificial levees. But the approach to the city from the Gulf was

well guarded by Forts Jackson and St Philip. With the exception of these

two forts, there were no military defenses worth considering on the Missis-

sippi at the beginning of the war, and if the nation had possessed any con-

siderable naval strength, the entire river from Cairo to New Orleans might

have been secured at the outset. But, while a navy was being provided,

there were constructed at favorable points fortifications which for some time

secured the greater portion of the river to the Confederacy. The two points

which were the last to surrender to the national arms were Vicksburg and
Fort Hudson. The campaigns—-naval and military—which had for their

object the reduction of these two strong-holds form the main subject of this

and the succeeding chapter. But, before entering directly upon these cam-

paigns, we shall briefly review the previous naval history of the war on the

Mississippi.

The importance of a navy on our Western rivers was early appreciated.

A month after the capture of Fort Sumter, Commander John Rodgers was
Bummoned to Washington, and to him was assigned the duty of creating the

Western navy. In the first stages of the undertaking, the War Department,

under Secretary Cameron, assumed the expense and supervision ; and it was
not until the autumn of 1861 that the matter was transferred to the charge
of the Navy Department, where it properly belonged.

Rodgers, an officer fitly chosen to organize the armed flotilla of the West,
was son of the distinguished Commodore John Rodgers, one of the fathers

of the American Navy. A native of Maryland, he had entered the naval

service of the United States in 1828, at an early age. He had seen much
service as midshipman and lieutenant; had been for two years engaged in

boat service on the coast of Florida, in the war with the Seminoles and in

the Coast Survey Expedition; in 1S52 had been appointed second in com-
mand of the North Pacific and Behring Straits Exploring Expedition, and,

succeeding to the chiefcommand of that expedition on account of the severe

illness of Captain Ringgold, had taken his vessel, the Vincennes, farther into

the Arctic region than aship-of-war had ever before penetrated; and when
the rebellion broke out he had reported for active service, and had been sent

to Norfolk to attempt the rescue of the vessels there, but, arriving too late

to accomplish this, had been assigned to the difficult and dangerous duty of
blowing up the dry-dock. It was from Norfolk that Rodgers was, on May
16, 1861, summoned to Washington to receive orders respecting his mission

to the West. Entering immediately upon this mission, he went to work
heartily. He purchased steamers, which, under his supervision, were fitted,

armed, and armored as gun-boats. But it was a slow and difficult under-
taking, demanding much skill, and more than ordinary perseverance. The
question of the comparative power of even iron-clad gun-boats as against
forts was still one about which a great deal might be said on both sides.

Even as we look back now and consider what the war has taught us in re-

gard to the solution of this vexed problem, we hesitate to pronounce defi-

nitely, satisfying ourselves with the somewhat vague conclusion that the re-

sult depends as much upon one member of the equation as the other. In
the instances of successful reduction of forts by gun-boats, the case might
have been reversed if the enemy had constructed better fortifications. Cer-
tain it is that Foote was severely repulsed at Donclson, though he had been
bo victorious at Henry

;
and that nearly all the captures of forts during the

war were the immediate consequence of assaults with an overwhelming mil-
itary force, the ships accomplishing little beyond the silencing of the ene-
my's guns.

Commander Rodgers never took any of his vessels into action. He be-

[1S62.

tern, or ratter want of system, stems to be a failure
; und, unless some such combination of worksw is suggested by General Humphreys hi, adopted, [.hintinfi ,,n the fertile riv.-i hinds must ever be

a precarious undertaking, with the weight of the chances largely against success. The disiin-
gnitihcd engineer who conducted (he survey referred to estimated the total cost of works to pro-
tect the country from the Ohio to the Gulf at $26,000,000. The country thus reclaimed and pro-
tected would easily bear n tax of an amount sufficient to pay the Interest on this sum, to keop the
works in repair, and, finally, to liquidate the debt. This, "like all other physical problems, must
be capable of determination. The water brought down the Mississippi is not inlinito ; its quan-
tity, lis velocity, its pressure, are measurable j the height and strength of levees, and the capacity
of outlet required to confine and discharge (he annual floods brought down, nro therefore de-
terminable measurements. To solve the problem, it is only necessary that a competent superin-
tendent, clothed with ample authority over every portion of the territory to ho protected, bo
charged with the task, so trial the whole work may bo carried on and completed iu accordance
with eome well-catablbbcd CTalem."—if, Y. Tribune, May 2Gih, 1866.

came the victim of covetous contractors, and, at the suggestion of General
Fremont, who afterward regretted the circumstance, was relieved by A. H.
Foote, September 6, 1861. The new naval commander, on his arrival in the
West, found three wooden vessels in commission, besides which there were,
in process of construction, nine iron-clad gun-boats and thirty-eight mortar-
boats. There was not a single navy yard or depot on any of the rivers.

Much embarrassment was occasioned by the paucity of funds and the want
of ordnauce. Even after the boats were completed it was found difficult to
man them. These obstacles were surmounted by Flag-officer1 Foote " whose
perseverance and courage," says Secretary Welles, "were scarcely surpassed
by the heroic qualities displayed in subsequent well-fought actions on the
decks of the gnu-boats he had under so many discouragements prepared."'

In the month of February Foote was able to bring against Fort Henry
seven gun-boats—the Essex, St. Louis, Carondelet, Cincinnati, Tyler, Lex-
ington, and Conestoga, of which the last three were wooden. In that fio-bt

the Cincinnati and Essex were disabled, and could not be brought against
Fort Donelson a week later. In the naval action at Donclson the Tyler
also was absent on the Tennessee, but the two iron-clads were replaced by
the Louisville and Pittsburg. Foote declared that if the battle could have
been postponed one week, he could also have brought eight of his mortar-
boats into action. Besides the nine gun-boats involved in the attacks on
Henry and Donelson, three others—the Benton, Mound City, and Cairo-
were ready for action in a few days. At Island No. 10, in March, sixteen
mortar-boats were engaged. From a letter written about this time by Gen-
eral Strong to Foote, it appears that the Confederates then had "thirteen
gun-boats independent of the five below New Madrid, and the Manassas, or
ram, at Memphis." These vessels were, however, far inferior to Foote's gun-
boats, as was shown shortly afterward

;
yet they excited considerable appre-

hension, for Farragut's fleet had not then entered the river from below.
From this time additions to the gun-boat fleet of the Western navy were
slowly made. By the close of 18G2, the Tuscumbia, the Baron De Kalb, and
the Osage had been added, and there were in process of construction the Ne-
osho, Indianola, Choctaw, and Chillicothe. The Ozark was completed in

1863. Including these, the gun-boat fleet consisted of twenty vessels, with
an armament ofabout 170 guns, and a tonnage of nearly 10,000 tons. Nine
or ten more gun-boats wore added before the close of the war. 2 Of the gun-
boats added to the Western fleet during the year after the fight at Donelson,
the Tuscumbia was among the largest,3 The Mound City was blown up in

July, 1862, on the White River, and subsequently the Cairo met a similar

fate on the Yazoo.

Next to the vessels known as gun-boats, Ellet's steam-ram fleet held the

most important place in the Mississippi squadron. Charles Ellet bore the

same relation to steam rams as Ericsson to the monitors. He was a native
of Pennsylvania. As a civil engineer he had gained a reputation which was
well earned. His treatise on "The Laws of Trade in Reference to Works
of Internal Improvement," published in Philadelphia iu 1837, was an ex-

haustive work on the subject, and attracted considerable attention. A few
years afterward he was chosen by the War Department to survey the Lower
Mississippi. It was an important object of his life to carry out a scheme
which he had conceived for improving the navigation of the Western riv-

ers.* He was so impressed with this project that, in honor of it, he named
his son Charles Rivers Ellet, It is not more remarkable that De Soto found

lis tide remained in existence until the 0|>eration

i act the officers of the navy mere distributed into n
'commission in each grade, as follows:

1. Rear Admirals.
2. Commodores.
3. Cnptai

an act of Congress of July 16, 10C2.
e grades, taking rank according to tho

r Generals,

mt Colonels.

3. Co

5. Major
6. Captains.

7. First Lieutenants.

8. Second Lieutenants

4. Commanders.
5. Lieutenant Commanders,
ti. Lieutenants.

7. Masters.

8. Ensigns.

0. Midshipmen.

In regard to the change thus introduced, Secretary Welle?, iu his Report for 1862, says: "Tha
net of July 10, I8G2, 'to Establish and Equalize the Grade of Line Officers of the United States
Navy,' does justice in conferring ranks and grades that had until that lime been withheld from
as meritorious and gallant a class of officers as ever devoted their days and periled their lives fur
their country. Though the justice to which they were entitled has been lonfr delayed, it wns grace-
fully and generously rendered by the present Congress, and has been and is appreciated by the
brave men who arc its recipients, and by nil attached to the service, as a just recognition of the
worth and ability of the officers of (be American Navy. . . . The commanders of our squad-
rons now hold rank with those of oilier naval |iowers on the ocean, on distant service, and wher-
ever they carry our Hag, or appear as the representatives of their country."—l'age 40.

Flag-officers Goldsborough, Dupom, Farragut, and Foote were nominated to the Senate for tho
grade of rear-admiral on tho day subsequent to the approval of the act. Other officers—among
whom were captains Stewart. Rein!, Gregory. SirinL'linni, and Paulding—were the same day nom-
inated for rear-admirals on the retired list.

Subsequently, in 1PC4, (he rank of viee-admiral was created by d riiir- .--. ! i m'-puud with ilia

revived grade of lieutenant general in (ho army. The bill creating this tank, originating in the

Senate, passed the House December 20. and was approved on the 2lst by the President, who iho

same day nominated Farragut to the new office. After the close ot the war (' ngre-s created the

rank of general in the army, and the corresponding rank of admiral in the navy, to which ranks
U. S. Grant and David G. Fnrrugnt were respectively assigned.

' There were building in Mnv, ]Sfi4, the following iron-chid vessels fur the Mississippi squad-
ron : Tho Catawba, 2 guns 9TO tons; the Chickasaw, 2 guns, !l 70 Ions; the Etlnh, 2 guns, 614
tons; the Kicknpon, 4 guns, 070 tons; the Khitnatli, 2 guns 014 tons j the Koka, 2 guns, Git
tons ; the Milwaukee, 4 guns, 070 tons ; and the Oncota, 2 guns, 1034 tons.

1 The Tuscumbia had an armament nf live guns—three eleven-inch I i.ihtgrcns forward, and two
100-lb. rifled guns in battery aft. Her sides were plated with three-inch, and her deck with otic-

inch wrought iron ; the plates over the batteries, or gun-rooms, were six inches thick forward, and
four aft. Her timbers were very strong, her build stanch, and her outfit complete. A bulwark
of iron, loop-holed for musketry, was placed around her guards. She had also an apparatus fur

throwing n stream of water 200 feet.

* "Mr. Ellet found that tho uso of dikes, or levees, along tho banks caused the water to rise,

higher between them, because the river was previously wont to fill the swamps adjacent. Either
fresh outlets must be formed for the tremendous accumulation of water somewhere above the pres-

ent Delta, or the levees must be raised Indefinitely, at an enormous cost, and with a continual dan-
cer of breaking away. His remedy proposed for the navigation of the Ohio seemed to lie the most
natural, thu most secure, and tho cheapest, as well as the most beneficial to apply lo the Missis-

sippi, He advocated the building of duiiis on the Ohio or other tributaries, (< improve their nav-
igation and secure tho lower valley from inundation, and urged Congress to adopt tho work for the
general benefit of tho country."

—

Harper'* Hayoxine, vol. xxxii., p. 237.
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his grave in the waters of the Mis3issippi, which he discovered, than that

both the Ellets, father and son, perished in the attempt to secure, by their

warlike invention of rams, that very navigation which the father had sought

to improve by peaceful measures for so many years. 1

After the seizure of the Norfolk Navy Yard, and when uneasiness bad

been aroused by the report that the Confederates were converting frigates

and steamers into iron-clad rams, Ellet appreciated the threatened danger,

and in a printed memorial to Congress, dated Georgetown, February 6, 1862,

a month before the appearance of the Merrimac, he gave the government a

warning as to the consequences which might ensue upon the appearance of

these Confederate rams.2 The government listened to this final appeal,

though it was not until the appearance of the Merrimac, and the events

which followed bad fully vindicated Eliot's judgment, that the latter was

summoned to the aid of Secretary Stanton. Foote was at this time very

anxious on account of Confederate rams on the Mississippi, and be knew be

had no vessels which could meet these rams on equal terms. Here was an
opportunity to test Ellet's favorite project. He was sent West by Secretary

Stanton with authority to purchase and convert into rams such vessels as

he should deem suited to his purposes. With a colonel's commission, he set

out on the 26th of March. At Pittsburg he purchased five powerful tow-

boats, the Lioness, Samson, Mingo,
Fulton, and Homer. The hulls were
strengthened, the bows filled with sol-

id timber, the boilers protected by a

double tier of oak twenty-four inch-

es thick, and the pilot-house plated

against musketry. At Cincinnati he

purchased four side-wheel steamers

of great power, as being more readily

handled in the strong current of the

Mississippi—the Queen of the West,
Monarch, Switzerland, and Lancaster.

But for Colonel Ellet's extraordinary

personal influence he would never

have been able to obtain men for his

rams, although he had permission to

recruit from the army. The project

was deemed not only a visionary, but

a perilous one. His brother, Alfred

W. Ellet, then a captain in the Fifty-

ninth Illinois, brought his own com-
pany, with another from the Sixty-third Illinois, and met the boats at Cairo.

For firemen Ellet was mainly indebted to negroes.

1 In order theit the reader may fully comprehend Mr. Ellet's connection with steam rams pre-
vious to Ibe war, we transcribe a few paragraphs from the article in Ilarjier's Mwjazint, already re-

" It was in the winter of 1854-5, at Lausanne, in Switzerland, that home of wandering savans,
during the siege .if Sebasiopul, when the Russians spoke of sinking their splendid fleet, that Mr.
Ellet first revolved in his mind the plan of protecting and Strengthening war vessels, so that tliey
might he used as rams; that thus, inroad ...f sinking their tloei, ihe Russians might sink that of
the allies, and raise the blockade of the harbor. In December, probably, he wrote to the Rus-
sian government, giving a detailed statement of his plan, which was thankfully received, but, in
consequence of the death of the emperor soon after, was overlooked and never acted upon. In the
following April (26th) he addressed a letter to the Secretary of War, through Mr. John Y. Mason,
our minister at Paris, with the same propositions. These, with a reply and rejoinder from our
Navy Department, were afterward published (Richmond, 1S".">) in pamphlet form, and circulated
widely both in the South and in Europe. We were at that time sligiitlv menaed with war with
England on the Right of Search question.

" In his prefatory note, dated Richmond, December I, 18.15, Mr. Ellet says

:

" ' People are accustomed to regard the art of naval warfare ns the art of manoeuvring cannon,
and throwing shot and shell. I wish them to reflect upon the power of a moling steam-boat
driven against the enemy whe lias no means of resistance but his batteries, and to decide which

I is the moro certain warfare. I wish, therefore, to compare the number of fighting steamers which
may be sent to any port in the United States from the shores of Europe with the number of river
Steamers, coasting steamers, steam-tugs, and even ferry-boats, which might be found readv to meet

I them here.'

"This remarkable pamphlet, upon which must be based his claims to the paternity of the steam
ram, is so forcible and explicit, thai it should be given entire did space allow. Like all he ever
wrote, it is clc:tr, earnest, well reasoned, and nervous in style. He says:

j

'"My plan is simply to convert the steamer into a battering-ram, and to enable her to fight not
With her gaps, but with her momentum. In short, I propose to strengthen the steamer through-

i out m the most substantial manner, so that she may run head on into the enemy, or hurst in his
> ribs, or drive a hole into his hull h.-low the water-line. A bole only two feet square, four feet un-

der water, will sink im ordinary frigate in sixteen minutes.'
"He then minutely detail- ihe alteringor building of--hipsforhispurpose. And then he adds

I have read accounts of hvc or six accidental collisions at sea in the la,t .six months—some-
J

times by steamers running into sailing vessels, and sumctiiiies bv sailing vc-scl- running into steam-
era—and in every case the vessel struck in the waist was sunk, and the vessel which ran into her

I

was able to keep on her course. For harbor defense, however much no may continue to build
;
and arm forts and batteries, I think we should not neglect also to build il,-„,ti;'„, h.ittrries—rams—
great steamers, ns near shot and shell proof as they can be made, with a strength of hull speed

I and power that will en a hie them to crush in the side of a man-of-war by simple collision
"'To my understanding, ihe efficacy of the plan which I recommend is self-evident.' And I

l hold myitlf ready to carry it out in „!l da detail* whenever the day arrive* that the Untied States is
I about to become tn-ii-i.tl in a i.aciil contest.'

I "To this letter the following remarkable answer was returned:

>.<c,„ Tk • . < t , . „ ".' Knvy DtpartmcDt, Washington, n. C, March 31, 1865.

t

Sm,—The receipt of your letter of the 25«h ult. is acknowlede-.d, and the Department tcn-
I flers you its thank-, f,r the views expressed 1 herein. The suggestion to convert steamers into bal-

[Spng-rarns, nnd, by the momentum, make them a means of sinking an enemy's ships, was pro-
posed as long ag„ a- ln:i:, and has been renewed many times sine- In various otlieers of the navy.No practical test has been undertaken

; but with the necessary speed/strength, and weight, a largo
Steamer on the plan proposed by you would introduce an entire change in naval warfare.

"'Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
" ' Charles W. Welch, Acting Secretary of the Navy.

'

1

"
I
",

r
?,

l>' £ "I'*'
Mr- Ellel> on lhe I6tb of August, sent another letter to the Navy Department,

I through Mr. Buchanan, then our minister in London, in which letter he still mora strenuously
urg. is

i

the adoption his ph.n. The Secretary of the Navy, J. C. Dobbin, in a verv courteous re-
,

ply, dismissed the subject, stating that the Department had no power, but bv Special vote of Con-
gress to undertake tho construction of proper vis-eN and machinerv for experimenting.'

1 in the letter which elicited this last n.-plv Mr, Kllet discusses the ohjeetions which arc likely to
Ue raited against bis plan, such as that his own vessel might be sunk or hopele.slv damnged in en-

;
Rino or vital pans 1, v ,he collision or by hostile shot. With our late remarkable experience we
can see that these objections full 10 the ground. But from the data before him ho reasoned cor-
rectly that the danger from collision would he immensely against the vessel struck ; and in Ihe
uanger Iron, , hot, he entered into a nice calculation of ihe probabilities of „ vessel being struck in

a. tl
pn

u'
betwccn

' ,l0 l
J0,nts of extreme range nnd that of closo contact, by which he 6bowcd

inat the chances were reduced to an inappreciable fraction.

We turn now from the Mississippi

squadron, which before the end of

1862 numbered about 80 vessels—
gun-boats, rams, mortar- boats, and
side- wheel steamers— to Farragut's

fleet, which, after the fall of New Or-

leans, occupied the Lower Mississippi.

This fleet consisted of two parts: ves-

sels of the West Gulf squadron, and
Admiral D.D.Porter's mortar flotil-

la.
3 At the close of 1861 the entire

Gulf squadron numbered 21 vessels,

with 282 guns and 1000 men. This
squadron was divided into an Eastern

and Western, February 21, 1862. The
former was under the command of

Flag-officerMcKean, who was relieved

June 4, 1862, by acting Eear-.idmiral

Lardner, who was shortly succeeded by Commodore Theodorus Bailey. Tha
limits of this eastern squadron comprised the southern and western portions
of the Florida coast, commencing at Cape Canaveral and extending to Pen-
sacola. Westward from and including Pensacola, the West Gulf squadron
extended to the Eio Grande. This latter was a very important command,
for two reasons: first, on account of the operations against New Orleans,
which had been contemplated ever since the early autumn of 1861 ; and, sec-

ondly, on account of the importance of the blockade in this quarter, within
the limits of which were included the ocean outlets of the Mississippi Valley,
David G. Farragut, then captain, afterward admiral, vice-admiral, and finally

Admiral of the United States Navy, was wisely chosen to command this de-

" \A hen wc consider how the allied fleet bombarded the fortress of Swenborg, defended by about
800 guns, for lhe space of forty-fivo hours, without Buffering the loss of a single man by ihe ene-
my's shot, 'in consequence of the continunl movement of tbo ships,' ns the Russian general al-
leged, and as we also recall some very remarkable cngngements of our own in the late war we
may appreciate the prevision of our advocate. The bombardment of Fort Roval and the experi-
ence of blockade-runners conlirni the result of his calculations.
"Among ihe coses of accidental collisions cited are several icniaiknhlc ones, all lending to tin

support of his theory. The well-known sinking of the Arctic bv the Veto, with great loss of life

;

the Wellington, of 131 guns, damnged by a sailing ship ; the Imperniricc, steamer, sunk almost
immediately by the schi i».-r Commerce; the Victoria, ship, sunk in two minutes by a small Sar-
dinian steamer

;
the briganiiiie Henry, run into bv a diminutive steamer and lost immediately.

"In 18+2, the Hudson Rivet; steamer Empire, coming into New York with a new pilot on a
misty morning, ran fairly into a new wharf with the full power of the engine, forcing the bow of
the boat through ihe limber facing of logs eighteen inches square, then through a solid stone fill,

ing eight nnd a half feet thick, and then through earth and rubbish seventeen feet farther, making
a chasm of twelve feet wide at the logs, twenty-seven feet long, and seventeen feet deep. The
only injury sustained by the boot was the breaking of one of her oblique braces and a slight leak

"Now, if such is the effect of a frail river steamer upon an object of this son, what must be ex-
pected of a vessel built and armed for the very purpose of a rum ? There is another example,
memorable for the tragical, mysterious manner in which it occurred. It may be recollected that,
a few years ago, an American vessel, with an English captain, was hired, ii" is Supposed, to run
down a Russian ship of war in the Baltic. He strengthened his bows with solid limber, and fol-
lowed the war vessel out of St. Petersburg, and in the gray of dawn next morning, when near the
Categat, while his crew were asleep or below decks, he took the helm himself and ran into the
Russian ship with the power of sails merely, and instantaneously sunk her with her crew of three
hundred souls.

" 'The practical conclusion,' says Mr. Ellet, 'to be drawn from theso facts is apparent. If ves-
sels built for ordinnry commercial purposes, and propelled either by steam or sail, invariably sink
the vessel they strike with their bow when running with any considerable velocity, while them-
selves receiving but linlo injury from the collision, it follows, of necessity and a 'fortiori, that a
steamer expressly designed for such conflict, well fortified at the bow, strongly built throughout,
divided longitudinally and centrally by a solid partition reaching from kelson to deck and from
stem to stern, and transversely by Other partitions, separating the hull into six or eight water-tight
compartments, and horizontally by one or more partitions or floors, of which one shall be below
the water-line when light—I say it follows of necessity that such a vessel, skillfully framed and
properly fastened, may bo driven at high speed apainst any ship of ordinary construction in the
certainty that the ship struck will go down and the battering ship float.'

"All this, which is familiar knowledge to us in 1865, was foreseen and reasoned out in 18E6.
At that time Mr. Ellet was living in Richmond, His views, as set forth by his pumphlet, addresses
to Congress, and by eonversiition and newspaper communications, were all well known. Hero,
indeed, is the germ of tiio idea wrought out but partially by the rebels after their seizure of tho
navy yard at Norfolk. To the suggestion that the enemy could strengthen his ships, and meet
them ram with ram, it is only necessary to add that this is a fundamental condition of all civil-

ized warfare, and will occur under every species of construction, armament, or defense."
1 Wc make the following extract from this memorial

:

"Stkasi ItAits.—It is not generally known that the rebels now have five steam rams nearly
ready for use. Of these, two are on the Lower Mississippi, two are at Mobile, and one is at Nor-
folk. The last of the five is doubtless the most formidable, lieing the steam frigate Merrimac,
which has been so strengthened that, in the opinion of the rebels, it may be used as a ram. But
wc have not yet a single vessel at sea, nor, so far as I know, in course of construction, able to cope
with a. well-built ram. If the Merrimac is permitted to escape from the Elizabeth River, she will

bo almost certain to commit great depredation on our armed or unarmed vessels in Hampton
Roads, and may even be expected to pass out under the guns of Fortress Monroe and prey upon
our commerce in Chesapeake Bay. Indeed, if ihe alterations have been skillfully made, and she
succeed in getting to sen, she will not only be a terrible scourge to our commerce, but may prove
also to be a most dangerous visitor to our blockading squadron off Ihe harbors of our Southern
coasts.

" I havo attempted to call the attention of the Navy Department and of the country so often to
this subject during the last seven years that I almost hesitate to allude to it again, and would not
do so hero but that I think the danger from these tremendous engines is very imminent, but not at
all appreciated."

1 Farragut's fleet was constituted thus:

Bteam-tloopt. Steam-tloop. Mortar FUeC
Hartford 24 guns. Sciotu 4 guns. H. Bcals.
Richmond 26 " SaQSng-iioop. J.Griffith.

Pensacola 24 " Portsmouth 17 " Racer.
Brooklyn 24 " thrtar Fleet. S. Brncn.
MiasUsippi 12 " Norfolk Packet H. Jones.
Colorado 28 " Arietta. Dan. Smith.

G'ln.boati. Sophronia. Vatttli atmmpanying Jfortart,

Iroquois " Para. Harriet Lane 4 guns. -

Oneida 9 " C.P.Williams. Miami 7 "
Varuna 12 " O.H.Lee. Wcsifield G "
Cayuga C " W. Bacon. Clifion G "
Winona 4 " T. A.Ward. Uncus 6 "
Katahdin 4 " A.Dugcl. Owasco 5 "
Itaska 4 " M. Vassnr- Ociorura 10 "
Kiueo 4 " C. Mungbam. Sea Foam 6 "
Wissahickon 4 " M.J.Carlton. A. Houghton 2 "
I'inoln 4 " S, C. Jones. Coast Sumy Vtuel.

Kennebec 4 " Orvettu. Sochem f> "
The Octorara did not arrive until after tho capture nf New Orleans. Each of the mortar-boatl
mounted a bomb and two guns. Some of the Fowls accompanying the mortars were only armed
tuijs.
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partment. After July 11 Pensacola became the

great naval de"pot for the West Gulf squadron.

Farragut sailed from Hampton Roads to take the

command on February 2, 1862, and, arriving at Ship
Island on the 20th, began to organize his Qeet. Two
months were consumed in these preparations, the

greatest difficulty being encountered in landing the

vessels of heavy draught. After every effort had

been made, the Colorado and the Wabash could not

be got over the bar. The entire fleet sent against

New Orleans, including the vessels withdrawn from

the blockade, consisted of 48 vessels, with about 300'

guns and 20 bombs. Porter's mortar flotilla bad

been organized at the Brooklyn Navy Yard in the

winter of 1861-2, and performed a very important

part in the opening of the Mississippi. In Farra-

gut's entire fleet there was not a single iron-clad

vessel.

The most brilliant naval period of the war— if

the brilliancy of naval operations depend upon their

success in actual engagement with the enemy's ship!

and forts— is comprised within the brief space of

four months, beginning February 6, and ending

June 6, 1862. Yet this was far from being the pe

riod of our greatest naval strength. Yery much
stronger expeditions were fitted out afterward, but

they failed of success, except in one or two in-

stances. 1

Let us review the brief, but eventful and satisfac-

tory record of these four months. The capture of

Fort Henry, February 6, was the first of a series of

victories on the Western rivers that aroused the

nation from a situation, if not of doubt, at least of a

negative sort of confidence, to one of positive hope

and courage. The capture of Donelson ten days

later, though it could scarcely be called a naval vic-

tory, still derived a large measure of its importance

from its bearings upon the progress of naval opera-

tions. It gave us command of the Cumberland, as

the victory at Fort Henry bad given us command
of the Tennessee. It was followed, within the space

of a fortnight, by the evacuation of Columbus and

Nashville. The Confederates held New Madrid un-

til March 14-, when their communications bad been

cut off by General Pope. In the capture of Island

No.10, April 7, the army under Pope, and the naval

squadron under Foote, had an equal share. Here

there was no battle, but there were captured nearly

7000 prisoners and a large amount of war material,

including 100 siege-guns. The crossing of Pope's

force to the rear of the enemy, on the west side of

the Mississippi, by the aid of the gun-boats, bad se-

cured the victory without the loss of a single man.

Before the close of April, Farragut, with Lis fleet,

had steamed past Forts Jackson and St. Philip, and,

arriving before New Orleans, held the city under his

guns. Lovell's fleet had been disposed of in a short

but sharp conflict during the passage b}' the forts.

This was purely a naval victory. New Orleans was

conquered by Farragut, and the forts surrendered to

Admiral Porter, commanding the mortarfleet. But-

ler's army,' numbering about 14,000 men, became an

army of occupation. The capture of New Orleans

1 It would bo unfair to infer that because our nnvy was not al-

ways successful in these gigantic expeditions, tlirtt it censed, after

tlic period we have indicated, to bo tin important clement in the

wnr. Our blockading squadrons were from tlio first indispensable

to success. If tlie monitors accomplished little in actual service,

tboy were nono the less a. security against foreign intervention.

The extent of our iron-clad fleet made it useless for ilie Confeder-

ates lo organize a licet of any sort. Though the Confederates could

construct foils which ballled our flcels, yet the latter, co-operating

villi the army, wore of the greatest service, of which service one of

the most memorable instances was the capture of l'ort Fisher. And
the instances arc not a few in which our armies were saved fiuro

disaster by the presence of gun-boat a. Two or three of t lie inferior

gun-boats of the Mississippi stpnnh-oii, in several important Western

battles, were of greater value than an entire military division could

have boon. At Belmont, tho Tyler and Lexington saved Grant's

army from defeat. At Pittsburg Landing, the same gnu-boats, if

they did not save the Bret day's battle, at least, by the moral effect

of their presence, rendered tho defeat far less disastrous than it

might otherwise have been. On February 1,1868, the Lexington,

assisted by tho A. S. Robb and other boots, repulsed 4600 Confeder-

ates at Dover, Tennessee. At Helena, five mouths later, tho Tyler

enabled nn Inferior national forcu to bold the position against an

attack which, under oilier circumstances, might possibly have suc-

ceeded. In the Bnme month |
'.Inly), at Bluffington Island, Indiana,

John Morgan's, force was terribly cut up by tho Alleghany, Nnnra-

kcug, and tbree other boats, Although tho navy, acting alone,

was unable to capture Vick si >urg, it not only rendered some of tho

most brilliant feats of General Grant's campaign against that post

possible, but also, after tho victory, Bccorod tho permanent possession

of tho river far mure effectively than n reserve force of ouo hundred

thousand men could have done. It was due to our great naval

strength nlone that, after tho termination or Hie Vicksburg cam-

paign, tho Confederates hit" compelled to adopt tho lino of defense

running eastward and southward from Chattanooga, keeping aloof

from tho great Western rivers.
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was, thus far, the most substantial triumph of the war. It was to the South

a greater disaster, comparatively, than the loss of New York City would

have been to the North.

In the mean time, Foote was engaged in an expedition against Fort Pil-

low, which he had undertaken directly after the surrender of Island No. 10.

But Pope's army abandoned him April 17th, to join the army moving upon

Corinth, and left him helpless. Early in May, this gallant naval officer,

still suffering from his wound, was, at his own request, relieved, and the

command of the Mississippi squadron was assigned to Captain C. H. Davis.

A little more than a year after his resignation of this command Admiral

Foote died, while making preparations to depart for Charleston, to relieve

Admiral Dupont. The day after Davis assumed the command—May 10

—

the Confederate fleet at Memphis came up the river and engaged the squad-

ron, but withdrew, defeated, after an hour's fight, having, however, succeeded

in badly crippling the Cincinnati and the Mound City. The evacuation of

Corinth gave us Fort Pillow without a battle, June 4, and the next day the

city of Memphis was surrendered.

But before the surrender of Memphis there was a spirited conflict with

Montgomery's fleet, Davis left Fort Pillow, June 5, with a fleet of nine

boats—five gun-boats, two tugs, and two of Colonel EHet's rams, the Queen
of the West and the Monarch. Montgomery, with his eight boats, had

threatened to "send Lincoln's gun-boats to the bottom," and the inhabitants

of Memphis gathered upon the hill-side to witness this expected catastrophe.

The fight which followed has already been described in a previous chapter.

It was here that Ellet redeemed all the promises which he had made for his

rams. The two rams alone could have sunk the entire fleet.
1 Colonel

1 "White the engagement," writes Cnptain Davis, "was going on in this manner, two ves-

sels of the ram-flcci, under command of Colonel Ellet, steamed rapidly by us, and ran boldly

into the enemy's line. Several conflicts had taken place between the rams before the flotilla (of

gun-boats), led by the Benton, moving at a slower rate, could arrive at the closest quarters. In

Ellet in person commanded the Queen of the West, which was his flag-ship.
His brother, Alfred Ellet, commanded the Monarch. During the progress
of the fight, Colonel Ellet, stepping out upon the forward part of the deck
to observe the effect of a blow which be bad given the Lovell, and which
was sinking the latter, received a bullet in his knee. The wound proved to
be a dangerous one, and amputation became necessary

; but the colonel re-
sisted stoutly, declaring that "the life should go first." Two weeks aaer
the battle he was conveyed to Cairo on one of his rams— the Switzerland—
and died on reaching the wharf on the morning of June 21. lie left his
brother Alfred in command of the ram fleet.

After the capture of Memphis, four of the gun-boats, with an Indiana
regiment under Colonel Fitch, were dispatched to the White River to open
communication with General Curtis, who tiad advanced to Batesviile. Some
batteries were carried at St. Charles, but the main object of the expedition
was not accomplished, and General Curtis, in order to find a base of opera-
tions, was obliged to transfer his army from Batesville to Helena, on the
Mississippi.

Meanwhile Farragut's fleet had been advancing up the river. The Iro-

quois, under Commander Palmer, arrived off Baton Rouge May 7. The au-

thorities, ordered to surrender, indulged in the same mock-heroic nonsense
which the mayor and council of New Orleans had been indulging in the

week before. They were determined that the city of Baton Rouge should
not "be surrendered voluntarily to any power on earth." There was no
military force, the mayor added, in the city, and its possession by the Feder-

als " must be without the consent and against the wish of the peaceable in-

habitants." He declined to hoist the national flag because it was "offensive

to the sensibilities of the people." Palmer, "determined to submit to no
such nonsense," took possession of the arsenal, barracks, and other public

property of the United States. No resistance was offered. In a note to

Mayor Bryan, on the 9th, Palmer informed him that he had taken posses-

sion of the arsenal, and hoisted over it the United States flag, and added :

" War is a sad calamity, and often inflicts severer wounds than those upon
the sensibilities. I therefore trust I may be spared from resorting to any
of its dire extremities; but I warn you, Mr. Mayor, that this flag must re-

main unmolested, though I have no force on shore to protect it. The rash

act of some individual may cause your city to pay a bitter penalty." Far-

ragut, having come up on May 10, continued the mayor in office, and encour-

aged the employment which the latter had already made of the foreign

corps as a police guard for the maintenance of good order. Baton Rouge
was the first place of importance above New Orleans, from which it was dis-

tant about 140 miles. It was situated on a plateau 40 or 50 feet above high

water, on the east bank of the river ; was the capital of Louisiana, and had

a population, in I860, of 5498.

Fifteen miles above Baton Rouge is Natchez, in Mississippi. This place

Palmer, with the Iroquois and other gun-boats, reached on the 12th. He
addressed a note to the mayor, which the citizens at the landing refused to

receive. Palmer then seized a ferry-boat which was loading with coal, put

aboard of it a force of seamen, a few marines, and two howitzers, and sent

the expedition across the river, with orders to see that the mayor received

the note. But there was no occasion to land this force, as two members of

the Common Council were already in waiting with the mayor's apology.

Mayor Hunter submitted to the necessities of the situation, if not with re-

markable grace, at least without any heroic bluster. But Natchez was of

the mean time, however, the finny from the gnu-boats was continuous, and exceedingly well di-

rected. The General Beauregard and the Little Rebel were struck in the boilers and blown up.

"The rani, Queen of the West, which C'llurn^l Filet commanded in person, encountered with

full power tho rebel steamer General Lovell, and sunk her, but in so doing sustained pretty seri-

ous damapc. Up to this time the rebel fleet had maintained its position, and used its guns with

great spirit. These disasters compelled tho remaining vessels to resort to their superiority in

speed ns the only means of safely. A running light took place, which lasted nearly an hour, and
earricd us ten miles below the city. Tho attack made by tho two r;ims under Colonel Ellet, which

took place before tho flotilla closed in with the enemy, was bold and successful."
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little military importance, and had never been occupied by any military

force; it was therefore abandoned

Thus far no resistance had been encountered by the fleet since the cap-

ture of New Orleans. It was therefore somewhat of a surprise, doubtless,

to S. P. Lee, commanding the advanced naval division of Farragut's squad-

ron, when, on May 18, in reply to his demand for the surrender of Vicks-

burg, he received the defiant response, " Misstssippians don't know, and re-

fuse to learn, how to surrender to an enemy. If Commodore Farragut or

General Butler can teach them, let them come and try I" Such, indeed, was

the answer returned to the demand by James L. Antry, military governor

and colonel commanding the post. M. L. Smith, a brigadier general in com-

mand of the military defenses of Vicksburg, replied, on his own account,

that he had been ordered to hold the defenses, and that it was his intention

to do so as long as it was in his power. L. Lindsay, mayor of the city, add-

ed his refusal to that of the military authorities. "As far as the municipal

authorities are concerned," he said, " we have erected no defenses, and none

are within the corporative limits of the city." Phillips, on the 21st, gave

Mayor Lindsay notice to remove the women and children of Vicksburg be-

yond the reach of his guns, as any attack upon the defenses must injure or

destroy the town. This notice was given by Phillips for the purpose of

placing it at his own option whether he should fire or not immediately upon

the expiration of the truce. And thus the matter rested. Phillips, how-

ever, did not make an attack.

Above and below Vicksburg the river was now entirely in the possession

of the national forces. A co-operating military force only half as large as

that which secured the victories at New Madrid and Island No. 10 could at

this time have compelled the surrender of Vicksburg, and opened the Mis-

sissippi from Cairo to New Orleans. But the whole available military force

in the West was then being collected together against Beauregard's army at

Corinth. Even Curtis's force in Arkansas had been so far reduced for this

purpose that it was unable to assume the offensive. From General Butler's

department no troops could be spared, since, after garrisoning Forts Jackson

and Si. Philip, Ship Tsland and Baton Rouge, there was left a force barelj

sufficient to defend New Orleans against such an attack as might be ex-

pected.

But for Vicksburg—an obstacle which was not overcome for nearly four-

teen months—the river, we have said, was completely possessed. But armed

vessels and transports, passing up and down, were frequently anuoyed by

attacks from guerrillas and concealed batteries. Porter, on his way up

the river with the mortals, was thus attacked at Ellis's Bluffs on June 3.

^^ —~ <±- BBHii

"Whenever these attacks were made in the vicinity of towns, it was found

necessary to retaliate by holding the inhabitants responsible
;
and if they

were repeated, the villages or towns, as the case might be, were in some in-

stances destroyed. Natchez, Grand Gulf, and Donaklsonville, in the course

of the year, suffered severely from punishments inflicted upon them in this

way. The most serious collision of this nature took place early in June, at

Grand Gulf. The Confederates were just then beginning to fortify that

place, and Commander Palmer, fearing that the passage down the river

might be obstructed, sent down the "Wissahickon and Itaska, under Com-

mander De Camp, to reduce the newly-erected batteries. These vessels ar-

rived off Grand Gulf on the morning of June 9, when they were attacked

from the shore with rifled and other cannon. After an action of two hours,

in which the gnn-boats were quite roughly bandied, one of them being

hulled seventeen and the other twenty-five times, the batteries were silenced.

On the vessels one man was killed and five wounded. Palmer then de-

cided to bring down the rest of the squadron from below Vicksburg. His

position was one of some difficulty. The batteries above him were manned

by a force of 500 artillerists. Their position upon the hill seemed to protect

them against serious injury, and the gun-boats had much to fear from their

plunging fire. He did not dare to leave a few vessels only at Vicksburg.

He expected that at any moment the iron-clad rain Arkansas might come

down from the Yazoo. Fort Pillow, too, had just been evacuated
;
and, not

aware of the destruction of the Confederate fleet at Memphis, he feared that

the vessels of that fleet might, in conjunction with the Arkansas, attempt a

raid against his little squadron. The fortifications of Vicksburg were daily-

being strengthened by the arrival of new guns and ammunition. His gun-

boats were "all of them in a most crippled condition;" the sick-list had

largely increased; the time of the men on the Colorado had expired; be

was almost out of both coal and provisions, and had little oil left for his en-

gines. "Unless supplies come up," be writes, June 10, "we can not stay

here a week longer."

Palmer sent the Katahdin and Itaska down as far as to the mouth of

Red River to discover if there were any more of those formidable obstacles

in the shape of batteries in process of erection, and on the afternoon of the

10th dropped down and shelled the Grand Gulf batteries for an hour. This

effected nothing, and he determined, in case of the repetition of an attack

from the shore, to burn the town. The attack was repeated, and the town

was burned. 1

hj-ib's hldttb.

1 Captain Craven, of the Brooklyn, passing op the river n week afterward, reports that lie was

molested nowhere on his route from Baton Rouge to Vieklbnrg. Speaking ol Grand Gulf, ho

says- "The town there" was in ruins, having been first riddled l>y sliot and then destroyed by fire.

On a small hill just to the right of the town was a small earthwork, which had been but recently

thrown up, and was capable of receiving three or four field-pieces, this work, as well as the

town, WWentirely deserted."

Grand Gulf ha'd been fired upon previously, on which occasion LiQBtenont Commander b. 1.

Nichols of the Winona, had notified the Miivor of ltodiRy, a iVw milcn below, ilmt a similar pun-

ishment would be visited upon that place in the cvtat of the batteries in that vicinity firing upon

the national vessels. This notification led to the following correspondence

:

*- °" '*
"Jncluoo, Mlsslalppl.Jnneiaisea.

" Sir —I have the honor to inclose a copy of a letter received by the -Mayor of Rodney, notify-

ing him, in sobstame. that if the vessels of the United Suites Navy are fired upon by our troops

from or near the town, vengeance will he taken upon the women and children or, as the writer is

pleased to term it, ' punishment fur the offense will bo risired lipon the town
;
and this, loo, that

wo are not here to war upon unarmed and peaceable citiien*.'

'Where two nation* arc at war, it has hcen customary, unions ciulucd people, Mo punish the

offense' of an attack bs- the armed forces of one u|rf>n those of the other by a combat with the at-

tarkinir imrtv. If *ucii nttack bo made from a town, the Mannlting party is not entitled to, anil,

so far as our troops are concerned, docs not claim, anv immunity hy reason or the presence of

women and children. \W-at u*r do claim, however, and insist upon, is, that when your vessels or

transport* are fired upon hy our troop?, they shall not hasten to the nearest collection of ni"

and peaceable women and 'children, and wreak thejr vengeance upon the

Grand Gulf bv United States ves-cls in rctalial

more to do than had the citv of St. Louis.
, , ,

"My batteries are located at such points upon the river as are deemed best Mined for the de-

sired purposes, and without reference to or connection With the people of the town, bbonia too

site happen to fall within a village, you, of course, are at liberty to return the fire. Should it be

n attack with which the u
s done lately at

irn had nothing
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Vicksburg, which, as regards heroic and obstinate resistance to the na-
tional arms, held almost equal rank with Kiehmond and Charleston, lies in
the State of Mississippi, on the east bank of the river, 400 miles above New
Orleans, and about the same distance from Cairo. Its commercial import-
ance is due to its location in the midst of the great cotton-growing coun-
try along the Yazoo. It is connected with Jackson, the state capital, by
railroad; and from De Soto, on the opposite bank, a railroad, running
to Monroe, drains the land commerce of Northern Louisiana. It is the
most important, and, at the same time, the most defensible military position
on the Mississippi. At the time of the capture of New Orleans, this fact

was little appreciated on either side. 1 The population of Vicksburg, before
the war, was, in round numbers, 6000. The town, situated on the shelving
declivity of high hills, with its dwellings scattered in groups on the ter-

races, presents a very picturesque appearance.

On the 20th of June, a month after the first appearance of Farragut'a
fleet off Vicksburg, Brigadier General Thomas Williams left Baton Rouge
with a large portion of the garrison whicb had been there posted, and in

four days' time reached a position on the peninsula opposite Vicksburg. He
had only four regiments and eight field-guns. The force defending Vicks-
burg at this time consisted of about 10,000 men.2 General Williams imme-
diately set about constructing a canal across the narrow neck of the penin-

sula, on the Louisiana side, which, if successful, would throw Vicksburg and
its defenses six miles inland. Of this we shall have more to say hereafter

in connection with the projects for getting a position to the rear of the city.

Porter's mortar fleet of sixteen vessels had in the mean while moved up the

river to Vicksburg. It was now proposed that a junction should be effect-

ed between Farragut's fleet and that under Davis's command, as preliminary

to as formidable an attempt against the city as it was possible for this com-
bined naval force to make.

In two or three instances already the national vessels had run the gaunt-

let of Confederate batteries on the Mississippi. The Carondelet on the

4th, and the Pittsburg on the 6th of April, had run past the enemy's fortifi-

cations on Island No. 10. In the latter part of the same month, Farragut,

with nearly his entire fleet, passed Forts Jackson and St. Philip. He did

not, therefore, reckon it an enterprise of very great magnitude or peril to

run the Vicksburg blockade. It is not likely that he anticipated any very
important results from this operation. He knew well enough that batteries

could be passed with much greater ease than they could be taken. But he
had been ordered by the Navy Department and the President to do some-

thing against Vicksburg, and was disposed to strike the heaviest blow pos-

sible with the force he had in hand; and on the night of the 27th of June
lie had every thing in readiness for the undertaking. The order was given

for a movement the next morning. Porter, who had got his mortar fleet

and his gun-boats in an advantageous position, and who had been for the

past two days employed in ascertaining the range of the enemy's works,

was to open fire upon the latter at four o'clock A.M. He was to perform a

part similar to that which had been assigned him at New Orleans—that is,

he was to stand still and engage the enemy's batteries, while Farragut

should pass them with his fleet. This fleet of Farragut's consisted of the

tlic vicinity of one, however, the usages of civilized » urfnrc do not justify its destruction, unless

winded liy the necessities of attack or defense.

'I enn not bring myself to bclk-ve Mint tin.' Iinrlcuous nrid cowardly poli. y indicated in the in-

set] letter will meet with the approval of any officer of rank or standing in tlic United Suites

vy. 1 have, therefore, thought proper' to transmit it to you under n flag of truce, with the con-
sul expectation that you will direct those under your command to confine their offensive opera-

tions us far ns possible to our troo|>s, nnd forbid the wanton destruction of defenseless towns, tilled

nil unoffending non-combatants, unless required by imperious military necessity,

"The practice of slaying women and children as an act of retaliation has happily fallen into

isuse in this country with the disappearance of the Indian tribes, and I trust it will not be re-

ived by the officers of tho United Stales Navy, but that the demolition and pillage of the unof-

mding little village of Grand Gulf may be permitted to stand alone and without parallel upon
scord. M.Lovki.l, Major General Commanding.
" Couimonillne OfflMT United States Sm-y, HSwlMlppI Ww, Dear llalon Kougis."

[No. 2.]
11 Baton Rouge, Juno 17, 1S02.

" Slit,—T have to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of the 1 2th instant, together

ith it* Enclosure, in which you are pleased to say that vengeance will be visited upon the women
uJ children of Rodney if our vessels arc fired upon from (lie town. Although I find no such Inn-

uagc contained in the letter of Lieutenant Commanding Nichols, or even any from which such

iterance might bo drawn, still I shall meet your general remark on your own terms. You sny

un locate your batteries 'at such points on the river as arc deemed best suited,' etc., without refe-

rence to the people of the town, nnd claim no immunity for your troops. Now, therefore, tho vi-

lation is with yon. Yon choose your own time and place for an attack upon our defenseless

"o, and should therefore see that the innocent and defenseless of your own people are out of

nv before you mako the attack ; for rest assured that the fire will be returned, and we will not

mrselvea answerable for the death of the innocent. If wo have ever fired upon your 'wom-
•I .lid.li en," it was done here nt Baton Rouge, when an attempt was made to kill one of our

r«, landing in a small boat manned by four hoys. They were, when in the act of landing,

y wounded by the fire of some thirty or forty horsemen, who chivalrously galloped out of the

leaving iho women nnd children to bear the brunt of our vengeance. At Grand Gulf, also,

ansporls were fired upon in passing, which caused the place to bo shelled, wiib what effect I

not j but I do know that tho fate of a town is at nil times in tho hands of the military com-
nnt, who mav nt pleasure draw the enemy's fire upun it, nnd the community is made to suf-

r tho net of its military.

'he only instance I have known where tho language of your Idler could possibly apply look

nt New Orleans, on the day when we passed up in front of the city, while it was si ill in your

islon, by your soldion firing on the crowd. I trust, however, that tho time is past when
:ti nnd children w

for thom to be subjected to the incidental httO
" If anv such things haic occurred ns the si.

feel well assured that it win caused by ibe Ml
oillcers ; for, us Lieutenant Commanding Ni.l

less persons, but against those in open rebillio

ishmcnl to them, though it may not lie always
11 Very respectfully, yd

"Major General Mansficlo Lovbll."

1 So little notion was thero of any farther

find, in an intercepted letter from Mr. Davis'

mother in Mississippi, iho following passage

nldri-ii, or innocent people, I

we war not against defense-

end desire to limit our pnn-

D. G. Farragut.

ngglo for the possession of Vicksburg, that no
liece, daied May 7, 18G2, and addressed to her
' Uncle Jeff, thinks you nrc enfo at home, as

... ..ill ha no resistance nt Vicksburg, and tho Yankees will hardly occupy it, and, even if they

did, tho army would gain nothing by marching into the country, and n few soldiers would Ikj

afraid to go so" far Into tho interior."

» This was Captain Craven's estimate (ffr/i. Sec, Nmi). .Irrow^uni/i'iii? Documents, p. 300). This

estimate tallies with that given by A. S. Abiams, one of the Vicksburg gurrisoD. (Seo Ahrams't

SUge of Vkfttbiirg, pp. nnd 70
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three steam-sloops Brooklyn, Hartford, and

Richmond, and the gun-boats Iroquois, Onei-

da,Wissahickon, Sciota,Winona, Pinola, and

Kennebec. The fleet was to form a double

line of sailing, so that the gun-boats, advanc-

ing in the order named, should form a second

line, and fire between the ships. The Hart-

ford, as occasion offered, was to fire her bow

guns on the forts at the upper end of the

town, while the broadside batteries' of all the

ships were to be particularly directed to the

guns in the forts below and on the heights.

" When close enough," ordered Farragut,

"give them grape." Upon reaching the bend

of the river, which was just above Vicks-

burg, the Wissahickon, Sciota, Winona, and

Pinola were in any case to continue their

course, but the other gun-boats were to drop

down the river again if the enemy's batteries

were not thoroughly silenced.

The signal to weigh anchor was given at

2 A.M. on the 28th. At four o'clock, as had

been ordered, Porter opened fire from the

mortars, and almost at the same moment
the Confederates fired their first gun, which

was returned by the leading vessels of the

fleet as they came up. On Farragut's star-

board quarter, Porter brought up the Oc-

torara, Westfield, Clifton, Jackson, Harriet

Lane, and Owasco, and united m the attack.

By the united efforts of the fleet and the mor-

tar flotilla the Confederate guns were soon

silenced, sometimes not replying for several minutes, and then again with

but a single gun. The Hartford, in its attack upon the summit batteries,

succeeded better than had been expected. The passage up the river was

slow, the flag-ship having but eight pouuds of steam, and even stopping

once in order that the vessels in its stern might close up. The Brooklyn,

Kennebec, and Katahdin failed to follow the flag-ship past the batteries, and

turned back. The commanders of these vessels gave various explanations

of this failure, but they do not seem to have been satisfactory to the com-

mander of the fleet The vessels which succeeded in passing received some

injury, not of a serious character, from the upper batteries, after the latter

had been passed, and suffered a loss in men of fifteen killed and thirty

wounded. On the vessels which failed to pass there were no casualties.

General Williams, on the Louisiana side, had a battery in operation during

the action, thus affording a slight support to the fleet.

Tbe whole significance of this bold affair is summed up in a few words by
Admiral Farragut, namely, "that the forts can be passed; and we have

done it, and can do it again as often as may be required of us." And that

was all. We can do no more, he added, than silence the batteries for a

time, as long as the enemy has a large force behind the hills to prevent our

landing and holding the place. He said that it was impossible to take

Vicksburg without an army of from 12,000 to 15,000 men. Admiral Por-

ter, in his official report of the action ou the 28th, says: "It is to be regret-

ted that a combined attack of army and navy had not been made, by which

something more substantial might have been accomplished. Such an at-

tack, I think, would have resulted in the capture of the city. Ships and

mortar vessels can keep full possession of the river and places near the wa-

ter's edge, but they can not crawl up bills 300 feet high, and it is that part

of Vicksburg which must be taken by the army. If it was intended mere-

ly to pass the batteries at Vicksburg, and make a junction with the fleet of

Flag-officer Davis, the navy did it most gallantly and fearlessly. 1 It was as

1 In regard to the conduct of his own men in the Bombardment, Admiral Potior fays: "They
know no weariness, and liny really seem to take a delight in mortar- firing, wliich is painful even
ro those accustomed to it. It requires more than ordinary zeal to stand the ordeal. Though I

may have been nt times exacting and fault-finding with them for not conforming to the rules of
the service (which requires the .education of a lifetime to learn, yet I can not withhold my ap-
plause when 1 see these man working with sncli earnest and untiring devotion to their duties while
under Bre."—Sep. Sic. Navy, IB62, Ace. Doc, p. 410.

handsome a thing as has been done during the war, for the batteries to be

passed extended full three miles, with a three-knot current against ships

that could not make eight knots under the most favorable circumstances."

By six o'clock the batteries were passed, and Farragut met Lieutenant

Colonel Charles Rivers Ellct, of the ram fleet, who had made his way down
the river bank during the night, and who now offered to forward commu-
nications to Flag-officer Davis, and to General Halleck, then at Memphis.

After effecting a junction with Davis, Farragut applied to Halleck for a mil*

itary force to co-operate in an immediate attack on Vicksburg. Halleck's

reply on the 3d of July was an utter disappointment.

In the mean while Vicksburg was subjected to a bombardment from the

mortar-boats above and below. When Farragut passed the batteries there

were but few guns mounted. 1 During the progress of the bombardment

which followed, General Earl Van Dorn2 was sent to Vicksburg, and placed

in command over Brigadier General M. L. Smith. Soon afterward the gar-

rison was re-enforced by Breckinridge's brigade from Beauregard's army.

Van Dom's appointment to this post, for which he certainly had no pecul-

iar fitness, was received by tbe Mississippians with enthusiastic pleasure.

The hope of successful resistance at this point was every day growiug

brighter. It was with no little pride that the citizens of Vicksburg con-

trasted their own position, and the fate of their city thus far, with what they

naturally regarded the too facile surrender of other posts on the river. In

this pride the ladies of the heroic city had their full share. On the morn-

ing of June 28, when Farragut's fleet was on its way past the city, and shells

were falling like hail in the streets, crowds of these enthusiastic ladies might

have been seen on the Court-house, the "Sky Parlor," and other prominent

places in the city, gazing upon " the magnificent scene."3

While Vicksburg was being bombarded by mortars, Farragut and Davis

a probably considerably below1 Abrnms says only seven.

—

Skge Vide*., p. G. This

the mark.
1 "This doughty Confederate cavalier, of Rosecrnns's class at West Point, has greatly nsion.

ished his old associates. West Point men or his time remember him as a small, handsome, mod-
est youth, literally at the foot of his class. In Mexico he was on the staff of General P. I". Smith,

and was very popular, for to his other qualities lie added dashing bravery. His conspicuous

course in tho' rebel interests at the breaking out of ihe wur deceived tliem inlo thinking him a
general. A good soldier he certainly was—brave, dashing, a splendid Imrseninn. hut he Iniked

htad, and was. always taking his men inlo mit •!• sues, lie died by (he hand of a man who be-

lieved he had seduced his wife."—Coppeo's Grant and his Campaigns, p. 133.
1 Ahrams's Siege Vicks., p. 7.
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organized an expedition to ascend the Yazoo River. General Williams of-

fered to send up a few sharp-shooters from hia army to co-operate with the

gun-boats Tyler, Carondelet, and the ram Queen of the West, which formed
the naval part of the expedition. The object of the movement was to pro-

cure correct information concerning the obstructions and defenses of the riv-

er. It was known that eighty miles from the mouth there was a raft ob-

structing the passage with a battery near it below, and above, the new Con-
federate ram Arkansas, "a vessel represented to be well protected by iron,

and very formidable in her battery." To find and capture this ram was the

most important part of the expedition. The gun-boats, early on the morn-
.
ing of July 15, had scarcely passed the mouth of the Yazoo when tbey en-

countered the Arkansas coming down. This vessel, in her construction, re-

sembled the Louisiana and Mississippi, destroyed at New Orleans. She was
built at Memphis, and at the time of the capture of this place she succeeded

in escaping up the Yazoo, while a consort of her?, built in the same man-
ner, was destroyed. She was a sea-going steamer of 1200 tons. Her cut-

water was a sharp, cast-iron, solid beak. She was thoroughly covered with
T rail iron, with heavy bulwarks of thick timber, with cotton-pressed case-

mating, impervious to shot. Her port-holes were small, with heavy iron

shutters; all her machinery was below the water-line, and she had a bat-

tery of ten guns. 1 She was commanded by Isaac N. Brown, and bad a

picked crew. The gun-boats met the ram about six miles above the mouth
of the Yazoo. They were commanded, the Carondelet by Captain H.Walke,
the Tyler by Captain Gwin, and the ram Queen of the West by Colonel
Alfred Ellet. When the ram was discovered, the gun-boats were proceed-

ing at intervals of a mile apart, the Queen of the West ahead, the Tyler
nest, and the Carondelet behind. The result of a conflict with the Arkan-
sas was, to say the least, uncertain, and all the national vessels reversed
their course, and retreated down the river, keeping up a running fight with

[July, 1862.

the ram for about an hour. The firing was distinctly heard by both the
squadrons in the Mississippi, and it was supposed that the gun-boats were
engaging batteries. But the true cause of the firing became apparent when

1 Naval Scenes on the Western Waters, p. 69.

the Tyler was seen to proceed from the month of the Yazoo, with the Ar-
kansas closely following. It was to Admiral Farragut a moment of sur-
prise and of mortification. Had the event been- anticipated, the fate of the
Arkansas could have been decided in thirty minutes. As it was, the ves-
sels of the fleet were lying with low fires, but none of them had steam, or
could get it up in time for so instant an emergency, and the ram escaped
without serious injury, though she received a broadside fire from all the na-
tional vessels. The Benton, it is true, got under way and pursued the Jam
for some distance, but at her snail's pace the pursuit seemed only less ludi-

crous than the situation which would have followed if she had been so un-

fortunate as to overtake and come
into close quarters with her adver-

sary.

Thus far the result of the ram's ap-

pearance had not been seriously dis-

astrous. Indeed, though this was not

known at the time to her opponents,

she was incapable of inflicting a very
severe blow. Her smoke-stack had
been shivered in pieces early in the

action, and for want ofsteam she could

not be used as a ram with any effect.

The Carondelet had run ashore, her

wheel -ropes being shot away, and
would probably have fallen a prey

to the Arkansas if the latter had had

leisure for improving ber opportuni-

ty. The Tyler was partially injured.

About thirty men on the Federal side

were killed, wounded, or missing, and

many of these casualties occurred among Williams's sharp-shooters, who
were especially exposed. The loss on the Arkansas was ten killed and

fifteen wounded.

Partly to support the few vessels of his fleet on the Lower Mississippi,

me HMMHa iimuLuii lui tMu.-i ilJII on vichjuaiiu.
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and partly to make another attempt against the Arkansas, Admiral Farra-

gut determined, on the night of the 15th, to repass the Vicksburg batteries.

lie was supported by Davis's squadron and the mortar flotilla; but the

ram, lodged under the guns of Vicksburg, was so well concealed by her sit-

uation that she escaped the destruction intended for her.

On the 22d another attack was made upon the ram, which now lay be-

tween two forts at the upper bend of the river. Farragut's fleet was four

miles below, and it was understood that he would receive the ram if she

should attempt to escape down the river. The attack was made by the

Queen of the West, commanded by Colonel Ellet, and the Essex, under

Commander W. D. Porter ; but it proved a failure. The Queen of the West
and the Essex passed down under cover of a fire opened upon the upper

batteries by the Benton, Cincinnati, and Louisville. The Essex boldly at-

tacked the ram, but the bow-line of the latter being let go, the current drift-

ed her stern on, and the gun-boat, missing the Arkansas, ran ashore. There

was less than a rod's distance between the two vessels, and in these close

quarters the three nine-inch guns of the Essex told with serious effect upon

the ram. The Queen of the West also ran at the ram, but was so severely

damaged by the fire from the shore that she with difficulty escaped. " This

attempt on the part of Colonel Ellet," says Farrngut," was a daring act, and

one from which both Flag-officer Davis and myself tried to deter him." The
Sumter, which had come down with the other vessels, on account of some
misunderstanding did not join in the attack. The Essex remained aground
for ten minutes, under a heavy lire, and then, getting afloat, ran down to

Farragut's fleet through a storm of shot and shell, but without receiving a

single blow after she left the upper forts. From the latter and from the

ram she was penetrated with three projectiles, one of which went through
her casemates, and, exploding inside, killed one man and wounded three of

her crew. The Queen of the West steamed back, exposed to the fire from
the shore and struggling against the current of the river, to Davis's squad-

ron. She had on board two officers, four soldiers, and three negro firemen,

not one of whom were injured.

Farragut had on the 20th received an order to descend the river to New
Orleans. Owing to the fall in the river, this was becoming an impera-

tive necessity. Waiting only a clay or two after the engagement with the

ram, and until General Williams had completed his arrangements for de-

parture with his small force, be proceeded to obey this order. It was ar-

ranged that the Essex and Sumter, under Commander W. D. Porter, should

take charge of the lower part of the river. Left in this situation, the fleet

on the Mississippi, so far from being competent to make any offensive move-
ment, was likely to have, difficulty in holding its ground against the enemy,
who now had, besides the Arkansas, two gun-boats on the Eed River and
two on the Yazoo. "I presume," says Farragut, writing from New Orleans,

July 29, "Flag-officer Davis will destroy those in the Yazoo; and my gun-
boats chased the Music and Webb up the Red River, but drew too much
water to go far."

The situation before Vicksburg, therefore, at the beginning of August, was
discouraging. There was no longer any co-operating army. Flag-officer

Davis's fleet was reduced in power, both by the absence of a large number
of gun-boats—undergoing repairs or engaged in special duty—and by sick-

ness among the men. 1 The garrison of Vicksburg had been largely in-

creased, nearly doubled, and a large number of additional guns had been
mounted in the batteries. The canal, whicli bad been finished for about ten

days, had proved a failure. The bulkhead was knocked away on the 22d
of July, but the Mississippi, which had so often been known to cban"c its

channel in a single night on the slightest occasion, refused by a singular ca-

price to take the course which General Williams had opened for it, and
Vicksburg, instead of becoming an inland city, had joyful occasion for self-

congratulation and for laughter at the foiled project of " the Yankees."
But, although the canal failed to answer the purpose for which it had been
constructed, it was of great service so long as Williams remained. It had
been made a means of defense " by constructing a continued breastwork and
rifle-pit on the lower border, and an angle on the upper border to enfilade

the canal where it was crossed by the levee. This levee, distinguished as

the new levee, formed in itself a convenient breastwork." 2 When Wil-
liams left, however, it was no longer safe for the ordnance, commissary, hos-

pital, and mail boats to lie at the bank. It was also impossible to maintain
communication with the vessels below Vicksburg across the neck, and the
latter could no longer be used to co-operate in a bombardment from below.
The Sumter and Essex must now depend upon Baton Rouge and New Or-
leans for their supplies. Davis found, moreover, that he would be compel-
led to exhaust a large measure of his force in maintaining his own connec-
tion with Cairo, He determined, therefore, to abandon his position before
Vicksburg, and withdraw to the mouth of the Yazoo River. From this
point there was a lull of five months in the operations against Vicksburg.

The Confederate line of defense in the West at this time ran from Vicks-

' Davis writes, July 23 just before Williams's departure, thus :
• My force is also reduced by

the absence of eight pun-boats, three of which are guarding important puiuu on the river, and five
ofwluch are undergoing repairs. I have eaid that I am in warn of.vin ni-n to in-urc the effieion
cy of the flotilla. In this calculation I make allowance for the return to duly of many of the sick t

but bOO men would not be too many to Bend to me. The most sickly part of .he season U up!
preaching, and ibe Ilq.artin.-ni would bo surprised to sec how the most healthy men wilt and
break down uiul.jr the oe„K-k,s and exhausting heat of I Ins pernicious climate. Men who are ap-
parently .a health at the eh.-c of, he day's work, sink away and die sud.Iculv at night under the
combined effecti of heat and malarial poison. The enemy, however, suffers a prent deal moro
than wo do He counts seventeen or twenty thousand men on hfa rolls, but can hardb
live iliDu-iiml in. Ins ranks. To sickne— —
tions, the want 6f medicines, and the
about to move down the river. Shouh
is one of the point? at whicli the co-op.

• litp. Sec. jVuiy, 1602, Ace Dot., p. 517.

added, in his case, the want of hospital acro'mmodn-
nt of suitable food. I learn that General Williams is

uld it prove so, it will be very unfortunate in its results. This
operation of the army is most essential.''

|!

'Lil'ii ,m ™

„ .
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burg southward parallel with the river, and from the same point deflected

northward to the northern boundary of the State of Mississippi, and thence

turned eastward, following the Virginia and East Tennessee Railroad. Mor-

gan and Forrest had just been raiding through Kentucky and Tennessee,

preparatory to Bragg's invasion. General Grant, on the northern border of

Mississippi, was confronted by large Confederate armies under Price, Lovell,

and Van Dorn. As soon as General Williams left Vicksburg, Breckinridge

withdrew his division in order to attack Baton Rouge, and, in co-operation

with the ram Arkansas, to secure the Lower Mississippi. If the expedition

could have been undertaken a few days sooner, it would have been a suc-

cess so far as Baton Rouge was concerned. Breckinridge doubtless knew
that a large proportion of Williams's troops were suffering from sickness.

He could not have reckoned too strongly upon this element in his favor, for

when Williams left Vicksburg he had scarcely well soldiers enough to take

care of the sick ones.

Breckinridge's force received marching orders on the 26th of July. It

was transported by railroad as far as Tangipahoa, in St. Helena Parish,

Louisiana, which became the base of operations. Between forty and fifty

miles from this place, at Camp Moore, on the Comite River, there was a

body of Louisiana troops being fitted for active duty in the field. There

were only one or two regiments here, with a battery, and a few cavalry, the

whole under the command of General Ruggles. This became one of the two

columns acting against Baton Rouge, and remained under Ruggles's imme-

diate command, while the column from Vicksburg was assigned to General

Charles Clarke. The latter consisted of two brigades, of four regiments, or

parts of regiments, each. The troops of this column were all veterans. The
design was to attack Baton Rouge from the rear, while the Arkansas, with

the help of the Webb and Music from the Red River, engaged the Federal

gun-boats. Several days were occupied in waiting

until the ram should have recovered from the wounds

inflicted upon her in her recent conflicts with the

Mississippi squadron. At length Van Dorn tele-

graphed to Breckinridge that the ram was ready,

and would be due at Baton Rouge on the morning

of August 5th, which time, therefore, was fixed for

the attack.

General Williams had not returned to Baton Rouge

a moment too soon. He was well aware of the ene-

my's design, and industriously provided for the com-

ing battle. On the river were the Essex, Cayuga,

Sumter, Kineo, and Katahdin. On the land Wil-

liams had nearly 2500 men available for action.

These .were encamped in the rear of the city, and it

was determined to meet the enemy just on the skirts

of the town, and there dispute his nearer approach.

The march to Comite River from Tangipahoa, a

distance of about fifty miles, was at this season very

exhausting to the Confederates under Breckinridge.

The heat was intense, and the men fell rapidly out

of the ranks from sickness or fatigue. Almost ev-

ery farm-house on the roadside was converted into

a hospital. There was a brief halt at Camp Moore,

and on the 4th, a little before midnight, the two columns were pushing on

over a smooth sandy road that led through well-cultivated plantations to Ba-

ton Rouge. About dawn, when these columns were within three miles of the

city, there occurred a strange misadventure. They were passing by a piece

of woods when they were fired upon by a company of partisan rangers, who

mistook them for Federal troops. Before the mistake was rectified several

casualties had occurred, and the line had been thrown into confusion. Gen-

eral Helm, commanding one of the brigades, was disabled by the fall of his

horse into a ditch, and was withdrawn from the field. It was here that Cap-

tain Alexander A.Todd, a brother-in-law of President Lincoln and an offi-

cer on General Helm's staff, met his end. He was instantly killed by a shot

from the woods. 1 Order was soon restored, and the columns marched on,

Clarke's to the right and Ruggles's to the left. They first appeared in the

open fields bordering on the Greenwell Springs Road, toward the upper

part of the city and southeast of the Arsenal. Here they attempted without

success to draw out the national forces, Failing in this, they veered to the

southward a little farther, and it was in the position thus taken that the bat-

tle of Baton Rouge was fought.

The streets of the city ran out to the verge of the Federal encampments.

The battle-field was flat in surface, extending in the form of an arc about the

city from the Arsenal grounds to those of the Capitol. Bayou Gross ran

north and east of the Arsenal grounds. Within the latter were two guns,

sweeping the field to the left of the Fourth Wisconsin and Ninth Connecti-

cut, on the opposite or right bank of the bayou. In the rear of the centre

of the Ninth were two guns, and on the other side of a knoll in the Govern-

ment Cemetery two more. Farther to the right was the Fourteenth Maine,

on the left of the Greenwell Springs Road and in rear of the Bayou Sara

Road, which crosses at right angles the two main approaches to the city.

In the road itself were four guns, afterward increased to six. On the right

of the Greenwell Springs Road was the Twenty-first Indiana (which was un-

der cover of a wood), with the Magnolia Cemetery in its front. To the right

of Magnolia Cemetery the Sixth Michigan continued the line across a coun-
try road and another known as the Clay Cut Road, supporting two guns in

the country road. The Seventh Vermont was stationed in the rear of the

two latter regiments, on the right of the Catholic cemetery. The extreme
right was held by the Thirtieth Massachusetts, a short distance in the rear

of the Capitol, and supporting Nims's Battery. Considering that the attack

was expected on the Greenwell Springs Road, this disposition of force was
an admirable one, the only fault consisting in the unfortunate position of

the encampments of the Fourteenth Maine and Twenty-first Indiana, which
were in front of those regiments, and liable to capture in case of their re-

treat, an event which really did occur. 1

The Confederates at daylight drove back the Federal pickets. General

Breckinridge in person led the right wing, his young son, Cabell, acting as

aid-de-camp. The full force of the first determined attack fell upon the In-

diana, Maine, and Michigan regiments. The resistance was obstinate. The
Federal flanks were called in to support the centre ; but the enemy succeed-

ed, after a sharp conflict, in driving in the regiments in the advanced front

and capturing their encampments. The Seventh Vermont failed to give ef-

ficient support at the critical moment, and Colonel Roberts, its commander,

was killed while vainly attempting to urge forward his men. "He was
worthy," said General Butler, "of a better disciplined regiment and a better

fate." The Indiana regiment lost all its field-officers before retreating.

General Williams had just given the order for the line to fall back, when,

seeing the condition of this regiment, he advanced to its front, and told the

Indianians that, in the absence of their officers, he would lead them himself.

Scarcely had the responding cheers died away when he fell, mortally wound-

ed.3 The batteries had done good execution. The soldiers, though many
of them had never seen a battle before, disputed bravely every advance of

interred by gentle and loving hands,"

r-«npca 1)0 Willi

mul hid body v.

the enemy. It had come at length to a hand-to-hand conflict, the result

of which seemed to be in favor of the Confederates. As the national forces

withdrew from the vicinity of Magnolia Cemetery, where had been the dead-

liest conflict, the gun-boats in the river opened on both of the enemy's

flanks, their fire over the city being directed by a system of signals from

the Capitol, instituted by Lieutenant Ransom.

In the mean time Breckinridge was listening anxiously in the intervals

of conflict for the guns of the Arkansas; but he heard them not. About

six miles from the city the ram had stopped in her progress down the river,

unable to proceed on account of her inefficient engine machinery. She had

left Brown, her former commander, sick at Vicksburg, and was now com-

manded by Lieutenant Stevens. Her crew numbered ISO men, well chosen
;

she had ten heavy guns (six 8-inch and four 50'poundere), but could not be

brought into action.

Disappointed at the non-appearance of this indispensable ally, and seeing

1 See WHheta lieport in Ittb. /?«., vol. v.. p. 301, I
war, soys :

" The position docs not np|>e»r to linvo Imci

the line, between the two ronds, wis a large cemetery,

bath cover Tor nn advancing enemy, nnd, when occur

probably true so far an the position »a- related to the i

3 The following General Order (No, 66) «s iswed I

"The commanding general announce* to the Ami)
Brigadier General Tho. '

historian of the
-

1
iii-- centre of

• -. nnd affording

lition." Ti. .- ii

ally took.

nFlho death of

. Roi

"Tho .':, .
the

troops led by General William*, and the destruction of the mail. I id .\.k... .. U I ..[t.n.. I ..mr,

of the Navy— ismadcsorrouf.il by the fall of onr brave, gallant, and MicnWul Mi-

"General Williams graduated at Went I'oinl ia IS.'tT; at unci- ; • ! " 1 Hi Aiiilh-ry in

Florida, whore lie served with distinction ; was thrire breveted for gnllnnt and .nei.tonoas <crv.ces

in Mexico as n member of General Scntfs staff. His life was that of a soldier devoted to fyc coun-

try's service. His country mourns in sympathy wiih his wife and children, now Hint country's core

and precious charge. .... „
"We, bis comrade-! in arms, who had learned lo love him, WCOp the true friend, the gallant gen-

tleman, the brave soldier, tho aeoompli-lied office-, and (lie dev-.ieil Cliii<ii.ni. All this and more

went out when Williams died. By n singular felicity, the manner of bis death illustrated each of

these generous qualities.

_" TIlO clvivolric American gentleman, lie gave tip the vantage of (lie CO

city, forming bis lines in tho open field, lest the women and children of his

in the fight.
" A good general, lie made bis dispositions aw\ prepared for battle at break of day, when he met

his fon.

"A bravo soldier, lie reeeive.l the ileath--hnl 1 bng bis men.
" A patriot hero, he was fighting tho battle, and died as went np Hie cheer of v]ctory.

" A Christian, ho sleeps in the hopo of tlio blessed Redeemer.

"His virtues wo can not exceed ; bis example wo may emulate ;
and, mourning his dentil, wo

pray, ' May our last end ho like his.'

"
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the impossibility or attempting to fight ihe national infantry, artillery, and

gun-boats at the same time, Breckinridge ordered the captured camps to be

burned as a preliminary to withdrawal from the field. His forces found

some shelter from the shells of the fleet in the woods which skirted the bat-

tle-field all around. It was not noon yet when the battle was over, and the

field was left in possession of the national forces, under Colonel Cahill, who
had succeeded to the command after the death of General Williams.

The enemy had suffered severe loss, especially in officers, among whom
General Clarke was left in our hands mortally wounded. His dead, to the

number of seventj', were left upon the field, so hasty had been his retreat.

The battle-field gave striking evidence of the nature of the conflict. In

front of the Indiana and Michigan regiments some of the enemy were found

who had been killed with rails, which the Union soldiers, having lost their

arms, haa used as weapons. " In one spot," says an eye-witness, "behind a

beautiful tornb, with effigies of infant children kneeling, twelve dead rebels

were found in one heap."

The forces engaged in the battle, though variously estimated, were prob-

ably not very far from equal. 1 The loss on the national side was 90 killed

and 250 wounded.

The morning after the battle, the Essex, accompanied by the Cayuga and

Sumter, advanced up the river to where the Arkansas was lying, abandoned

by her companions, the Webb and Music. There was no serious conflict.

Commander W. D. Porter engaged the ram for a short time, when the latter

was fired, deserted, and then blown up. Very soon the vessels of the na-

tional Sleet saw floating past them the shattered fragments of their most for-

midable antagonist on the Mississippi. In informing the Naval Secretary

of this event, Admiral Farragut said :
" It is one of the happiest moments

of my life that I am able to inform the Department of the destruction of the

ram Arkansas, not because I held the iron-clad in such terror, but because

the community did."

A few clays after the battle (August 16) Baton Rouge was evacuated by

the national troops, and the* place was afterward held by the naval force.

Sherman had been confirmed major general of volunteers on the 1st of

May, 1862. In urging this appointment, Halleck, writing from the West
shortly after the battle of Shiloh, said: "It is the unanimous opinion here

that Brigadier General W. T. Sherman saved the fortunes

of the day on the 6th, and contributed largely to the glo-

rious victory of the 7th." At the time when Halleck

wrote thus, Grant was under a cloud ; his military quali-

ties were scarcely appreciated ; he was thrust somewhat
into the background, and subjected to much mortification,

enjoying little of thyt confidence which he afterward won
from the government. But in this unfortunate period of

his career his rightful claims were supported heartily and

in full by General Sherman.2 Afterward when, at the

very close of the war, the latter was for one single act bit-

terly and unjustly calumniated, he received from Gen>

Grant a full return of sympathy and support. Grant
always believed in Sherman, even when the latter h

1 Whatever odd* there may have been were certainly in favor of the C
federates. THo wide discrepancy in tha estimates Riven is uomowhnl i

culm-. Pollard says ISrvekimLlye had less tlmn UOOO men, and Willin
n.'i: Iv lii'iif) Abbott, on ilu- other hand, makes WillianuTs force less tl

23QQ, ami Breckinridge's SO0U. The only authority fur this Inner csiira

of the uncim (ht* is n soldier's letter published in the liehfllinq j;.,

(* I i . ji. ;10T, Oor,). This letter is throughout "hoik unreliable I:

laier statement Abbott estimates the enemy's force nt fiOOO. Cnhill ma
Williams's force 2TO0, and that of the eneinv ten regiments, or 5000
Wcitnol estimates Breckinridge's force nt 0000. Fletcher makes the
bers on both hides about 4000. Tt is possildo that the enemy may

been called insane. He always gave him the most re-

sponsible position under his command. Iu recom-

mending his promotion to the rank of brigadier gen-

eral iu the regular army in 1863, he says: "At the

battle of Shiloh, on the first day, he held, with raw
troops, the key-point of the lauding. It is no dispar-

agement to any other officer to say that I do not be-

lieve there was another division commander on the

field who had the skill and experience to have done
it. To his individual efforts I am indebted for the

success of that battle."

When Halleck was called to Washington in July,

1S62, to assume the duties of general-in-chief, the De-

partment of the Mississippi was assigned to the hero

of Fort Donelson.' There was at that time a lull in

military operations, and Grant had leisure to give at-

tention to the general administration of affairs iu this

department. One of the very first things which he did

was to send Sherman, with his own and Hurlbut's di-

visions, to occupy Memphis as its military commander.

Sherman assumed command of the district, supersed-

ing General Hovey, on the 21st of July, stationiug his

own division in Fort Pickering, Hurlbut's on the river

below, and sending the other troops to Helena. He retained the mayor

and other civil officers of the city in their offices, and confined the action

of provost-marshal guards to persons in the military service, and to build-

ings and grounds used by the army. All citizens were required to yield

obedience to the United States government or leave the district; if they

staid, and gave aid to the enemy, they were to be treated as spies. He did

not exact from all. a formal oath of allegiance. He required no military

passports for inland travel, but be restricted it to the five main roads lead-

ing from the city, and there was a minute inspection of all persons and prop-

erty going in or out. The principal matter requiring stringent regulations

was that of trade. The exportation of salt and of all war material was pro-

hibited. All cotton bought beyond the lines and brought in had to be pur-

chased on contracts for payment at the close of the war, because, if paid for

in coin or in treasury noes, these were almost always sure to find their way
into the coffers of the Confederate treasury.

As the army penetrated the southern districts along the Mississippi, the

temptation to indulge in cotton speculation became a great obstruction to

military discipline. But, notwithstanding this, it was found expedient to al-

low a partial trade in cotton, though every effort was made by General Grant

to prevent this commerce from demoralizing bis subordinate officers. It was

manifestly the policy of the government to drain the South of its cotton.

This important staple was an invaluable aid to the enemy ;
it was a part of

his war material, since his foreign loans were based entirely upon a cotton

basis. It seemed wise, therefore, to make it for the interest of Southern cot-

ton-holders to retain the staple, instead of burning it or allowing it to pass

into the hands of the Confederate government. This temptation was afford-

ed by allowing a partial trade. 3

cm October IU, 181'.:.',
i

: «ns made commander of the Department oC

the Tennessee, tbi. d. [.ailment being made to include Cairo, Forts Henry and DoneUon, North-

ern Mi*siMi|-|>i, and poriiMhs ot Kintiok. and I'l-ntu-sec »-' of the Tennessee Hi vet.

9 The connection of the cotton question with the Coufcdciate conduct of the war is so import-

The first auction sale ot continued cotton from Port Roynltook plnee in New York on the 10th.

of Juno, 1802. At this sale seventy-nine bales were sold, ut an average of sixty cents per pound.

From this time on to the close of the war such sales were quite Frequent. Before a single bale of

cotton had been confiscated, however, the Confederates bud contemplated the possibility of sucll

conquests on the part of the United State.* jtoveniineiit as would bring into its possession n portion

of their accumulated stores. As early ns February '2li, ISGJ, a meeting of cotlon nnd tobacco

planters was held at Richmond to consider the expediency of the purchase by the Confederacy, or

of a voluntary destruction of the entire tobacco nnd cotton crop. The Richmond Examiner de-

scribes the audience as " one of the largest, wealthiest, nnd most intellectual meetings" ever as«

nundiered between 3
* A starf-oflicer of G

lainc truthfully say. '.

traction was busy wkli
Bailed now than at nnv
as being n 'drunkard,
presence, when the hit

; Willinms ccrlninly had
it thus writes of this period : "La Foi
n tlr fleun ne conduit it la gloire.' Di

us tongue. Grant was more bitterly a

n", us a 'butcher.' as 'incompetent,' an
s disparaging Grnnl in Sherman'

vith, 'It v t do, s

Grant is a prcat general ! Ho Blood by mo when I was crazy, and I stood
by aim when he was drunk, and now, sir, we stand by each other.'

"
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Toward the close of October Sherman was summoned to meet Grant at

Columbus for military consultation. The Department of the Mississippi had

[October, 1862.

semblcd in tbat city. The speeches made and the resolutions adopted were certainly character-

istic. General T. J. Green, of North Carolina, having called the meeting to order, the Hon. C. It.

Marshall arose to read the resolnrions. "Wc have it in our power," lie said, by way of preface,

"to do what will have ft serious influence not only within the city of Kiehmoud, but may amelio-

rate the condition of the race of mankind at large."

The following is a copy of the resolutions:

" Whereas, the government of the United States have made an unprovoked, flagrant, and wick-

ed war on the government and [>eop)e of ilie Cuiii'i'derate Stales, ami have conducted that war on

principles hitherto unknown among civilized nations ; and, whereas, we feel that our only safety

against so ruthless and unrelenting a foe is to be found in the courage, patriotism, and sclf-sacri-

ficing spirit of our people; and, whereas, no sacrifice, however enormous, is too great if it only

brings us freedom from our oppressors; and, whereas, ihe tyrants and despots of the North havo

openly proclaimed thoir purpose to desolate our homes and appropriate our property to their own
use, and have, in various instances, carried the infamous threat into practical execution by plun-

dering our people of cotton, tobacco, rice, and other property; and, whereas, fire, when applied by

heroic hands, is more formidable than the sword, therefore it is by ibis meeting
" Resolved, That as a means of national safety, dictated alike by military necessity and true pa-

triotism, we deem it the imperative duty of this government to adopt measures for the purchase of

the entire crops of cotton and tobacco now on hand, with the purpose of ut once preventing the

appropriation of them by the invaders of our soil and country, and making a fair and equitable

compensation for the same to their owners, by such arrangements as anal] enable the government

to meet the debt incurred thereby without involving the public treasury in any serious liability on

account of the said purchase. Certificate of government liability to be given for the entire prop-

" Resolved, That, as the owners of these gnnt staples, the government would hold in its hands

the power of removing so great temptation from the path of the Federal army, now making its

raids into our country, and robbing our citizens under the avowed pledges of supplying, by force,

the markets of the world with these valuable article! of demand, which must necessarily be done,

if those pledges are redeemed, by the total bankruptcy of our planting interests on the one hand,

and the utter subjugation and enslavement of the people of the South on the other.

"Resolved, That, possessed of these products, it would become the solemn duty of the govern-

ment to take immediate action through commissioners appointed for that purpose, or otherwise to

take an account of such portions of said crops as are at exposed places, first furnishing the own-
ers thereof with certificates of the amount and value of their crops as evidences of debt by the gov-

ernment therefor, and consign the properly to the devouring llames.
" Resolved, That in cose the owners of said staples decline to accept the terms offered by the

government, a tax of cents per pound should be assessed and collected from such crops, and
if finally lost or sacrificed, ns a measure of public safety thereafter, such owners should not be al-

lowed any compensation for the same.

"Resolved, That where other articles of produce or stock are exposed to the raids of the enemy,

they should be removed if practicable, and if not practicable, an inventory of them should be taken,

with an estimate of their value, by military authority, or a government agent, or, in the absence of

either, by competent citizens, anil certified to by iliem, uiul said property foithwiih destroyed, and
the parties thus deprived of their property should be indemnified by the government."

Mr. Marshall then made a speech on the resolutions. He alluded in terms so extravagant as

to appear ludicrous, to the expedients to which the Confederates had been driven by the blockade.
" Men," he said, " have seized pikes and lances, for want of proper arms, to defend their wives,

and daughters, and mothers." He thought the Hichmond government did not fully appreciate the

exigency of the times. If it had purchased the first cotton crop the Southern navy might then

have boasted of thirty such vessels as the Mcrrimiic. The last crop was now actually rotting itu.

baled. They had been taught to believe that France and England wanted cotton so badly that

ihey would come and get it. Why didn't they come? He had begun to doubt whether there

were such countries as France and England. "The enemy found cotton at Ship Island ; some, it

is true, they found in flumes, but not enough of it. At Florence they went up and took an incon-

siderable quantity. No one seemed to think of setting fire to it. At Nashville they will perhaps

get fifty thousand bates, and the owners, to save their property, will have to swear allegiance to

that miserable tyrant, Abe Lincoln. And presently they will descend the Mississippi with per-

haps fifty gun-boats, and compel the negroes to load them with cotton, and send it to Europe, and
fay, We have opened a cotton port—there is the evidence. I want us to do something mnnly

—

something grand. I want the Confederate government to bay all the cotton, nml, if need bo, de-

stroy it. If one of those pillars which support this temple were cotton, and the other tobacco, and
England, France, Russia, and the Untied States of America, and owielot i depended on them for

existence, and it were necessary, I would, Snmsoti like, ding them down, nnd let one universal ruin

overwhelm civilization. Suppose, as these resolutions propose, ibe government buys the cotton and
tobacco crops, it is not to be expected that it will soon be able to pay for them. Hardships wilL be
the conseqnenee. Great numbers must snfter. A tax will have to be imposed. I will snppose

that half of the cotton and tobacco crop has been burned. My cotton has been burned, and I havo
received seven cents a pound from the government, while my ticighkir's, w hose crop bus not been

burned, has been enhanced double in value. His small crop of cotton would be a fortune, yet who
among as would hesitate to apply the torch to it sooner than it should fall into the bunds of the

nnemy ? But eappose the government were to buy the whole crop, and determine to burn it (as I

want them to do), that the world may see that this little republic, as iliev may choose in consider

us, can strike a blow that will scud consternation through the world, while they an talking about

conquering the republic and hanging the President. I want lite government to come forward

and say, Here is the money for fun million bales of cotton, and give it to her commissioners, nnd

say, Bum it. I want the government to go in search of the cotton, instead of leaving it to be cap.

tored by her [that is, the enemy's] iron-clad steamers. The government have two million of bales

as a financial measure. There are some gentlemen present who raise as much as four thousand
bales of cotton, and who say they will themselves burn it, indemnity or not, rather than the Yan-
kees shall get possession of it. A lady of my ncquaintunec has said she will not only bum her

crop, but her house itself, and take to the forest, rather than see the enemy possess it. Wo shall

ruin oar own interest by letting this crop lie here, unci putting another crop upon it. Cotton, instead

of being ten cents, will not command more than three cents. Suppose the blockade were opened
now, wo cnald not get it to market by August. The boats which used to transport our cotton are

engaged in making war upon us, and some of them have got well peppered nt Fort Donclson.

They are to-day planting cotton in Texas, nnd next week they will begin to plant farther north.

I needn't enlarge on this to planters. It is evident to llicnt there will tie two crops on the market
before next January. Some will say wo will force- England to go to India for cotton. I will sny

to her, Go! England has spent three hundred and fifty million pounds, nnd gotten Louisiana

planters to go to those distant countries, and hsw ken obliged to give it upas a forlorn hope. But
suppose England finds other cotton- fields, I'd like to know if we can't find other spinners for our

crops, and ha forever independent of her. To the west of us are two little countries, China nnd
Japan. In China they desire to put all their lands in ten, but they fear to discontinue the raising

of cotton. If they could get cotton elsewhere, they would put all the land in teu. Well, then, the

beet spinners and weavers in China can be hired for nine cents a day, and we can get them to spin

nnd weave our cotton long before England can find other cotlon-iields. China and Japan are

not go distant from us as wo were from England when Whitney put the first cotton-gin in opera-

lion in Savannah. I hope Congress will take up and pass these resolutions. I have great hope
from this meeting. So much havo these resolutions to recommend them to the people of the

Southern Confederacy, that, were I addressing them tu-night, I believe I could get an overwhelm-
ing vote for government buying the entire crops of cotton and tobacco, and consigning them to the

Governor Moore, of Kentucky, then addressed the meeting, advocating the resolutions.

On motion of Edmund Ruffin, who fired the first gun of the war, and who blew his brains out

after the defeat of the Confederacy, tho resolutions were put to vote, and unanimously adopted.

Henry S. Footc, the Tennessee senator in the Confederate Congress, was then called to the stand,

and strongly approved of the resolutions.

About the same time, a bill was reported in the Confederate Senate to indemnify planters for

property destroyed to prevent its capture. The bill, as passed, made no such provision, but mndo
it the duty of all military commanders lo destroy all cotton, tobacco, or other property that might
bo useful to the enemy, if the same could not be safely removed, whenever said property was, in

their judgment, liable lo capture. It was estimated that the amount of cotton and tobacco which
wonld thus be destroyed would bo about one twentieth of the entire crop. On the 3d of March a
resolution was passed in the Bonse advising planters to raise provisions and cattle in place of cot-

ton and tobacco. This came before tho Senate Mareii 12, and Mr. Brown, of Mississippi, pro-
posed a substitute, in the form of a bill to curtail the cotton crop for 18C2, the amount being lim-
ited to three bales for each planter, nnd an additional bale per head for ouch bund employed in its

culturo, and inflicting a penalty of forty dollars for every bah' raised above this quota, Ilo thought
the House measure would affect injuriously the patriotic piinters, while it enriched tho disloyal.

Mr. Orr, of South Carolina, thought the number of "patriotic planters" was very small. Wig-
fall, of Texas, was not so sure about the expediency of ncglot ting W raisa cotton. Mr. Barnwell,

.of South Carolina, thought that on tho cultivation' of" cotton, nnd the increase of supplies of that
Staple for the market, depended not only the sources of wealth, but tho Importance, consequence,
and weight of the Confederacy with foreign nations. " Wo must," he said, " raise it, hold it, and
fight for it." Besides, he thought tho power assumed by Mr. Brown's substitute tho grossest ns-
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been broken np, and General Grant was at the head of the Department of

the Tennessee. About this time Kosecrans assumed command of the De-
partment of the Cumberland. Corinth and Perry ville bad been fought, and
both battles—tbat of Corinth especially—had resulted in important national

victories. The objective point in the campaign now contemplated by Gen-
eral Grant was Vicksburg.

During the interval of some
months in which Vicksburg bad
been left undisturbed, the enemy-

had strengthened its fortifications.

Several additional batteries had
been erected above the town, and
a strong line of defenses bad been

thrown up from Chickasaw Bayou
to Haines's Bluff on the Yazoo
River. The bluff itself had been
fortified, and opposed an insuper-

able obstacle to the ascent of the

national fleet farther up the river.

Port Hudson, in the mean time,

had become a strong-hold second

only to Vicksburg in importance,

and between these two points the

Mississippi (as also the Red Riv-

er) was in full possession of the

Confederates, who bad thus an
opportunity of availing them-

selves, to an almost unlimited ex-

tent, of the abundant supplies to

be obtained from Louisiana and
Texas. After Van Dorn's defeat

at Corinth, he had been super-

seded by John C. Pemberton, a

favorite of President Davis, who,

that he might outrank Van Dorn
and Lovell, had been made a lieu-

tenant general. This officer has

been veTy severely criticised by
Southern writers on the ground
of his general incompetency for

the position assigned him, and, in

particular, for his apathy during

this important period, when the

opportunities for provisioning

Vicksburg and increasing its efficiency as a defensive point appear to have
been neglected. He made bis head- quarters, it is said, at this time rather at

Jackson than at Vicksburg, only paying an occasional visit to Vicksburg.

He thought, probably, and with good reason, tbat his presence was impera-

tively demanded to the rear and westward of Vicksburg, to guard against
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of niithoriiy he had ever witnessed. Mr. Hunter, of Virginia, objected on tho ground

that the measure taxed the patriotism of the planters, and was an interference with state rights.

Like Bnrnwell, he thought that reducing the supply would so advance ihe price that other sources
of cotton would be sought. Mr Brown urged that the main object of the United States in de-
scending the river was to get cotton, and that there should bo as little of it to be found as possible.

The idea that cotton could bo raised in India was " played out." He was in favor of burning nil

ihe cotton Ihey bud, and raising no more until the world was disposed to do them justice. Semmcs,
of Louisiana, suid he had long since abandoned the idea that cotton was king. England would not
interfere for it. "Rather than make war with the United States, she would convert her govern-
ment into an eleemosynary for the maintenance of her hordes of starving operatives." He should
vote for the resolution, to warn the people of n lengthy war, nnd that they mnst raise provisions.
Tho resolution, being put to vote, wns lost.

On the Cth of May, in answer to an inquiry made by a Southern firm whether cotton purchased
on foreign account would be exempted from the onler'cn joining the destruction of all cotton about
to fall into Ihe enemy's hands, J. P Benjamin, the Confederate Secretary of State, replied that if

purchases of that sort were made, it must be nt the risk of the purchasers.
The Charleston Courier of May U published a circular which it claimed to bo "the deliberate

expression of the wealthiest anil most influential class of the citizens of New Orleans." For mnn-
ifest reasons no signatures wore attached. After a ebivalric prelude, Ihe circular goes on to urge
iho destruction of every bale of cotton liable to capture on the Western rivers, and Ihe refusal to

ship or sell n bole until the independence of the Confederacy was recognized. "Let the conquest
of the United States," it said, "bo a barren one. Ifwc are true to ourselves there will bo no trado,
nnd tho countless millions of foreign products will be without a purchaser. How long will they
remain idle spectators of such a scene," etc. For copying this circular, the New Orleans Bee was
on the ICth suppressed by General Butler. The same day, for publishing an article of similar pur-
port, the general took possession of the New Orleans Delta.
The planters, for the must part, justified Mr. Orr's doubt of their patriotism. They were very

reluctant to hum their cotton, and in most cases where the destruction was nccomplished it was
by Confederate guerrillas. Such, for instance, was tho case near Memphis, where, toward the last

of June, a large body of Confederate cavalry visited a number of plantations on the lino of the
Memphis and Charleston Huilroad, burning great quantities of cotton, and arresting all persons
found purchasing that 6taplc. But, in spite of every effort made by tllo Confederate government,
largo quantities of cotton wore seized by the United States at every step of the army's progress
southward. A portion of the cotton found belonged to the Confederate government, and a portion

to privato citizens, who hud in many instances secreted it against the very occasion of possible

Mr. Pollard, tho Southern historian, thinks it was n great mistake that the Confederate govern-
ment did nut, in I8G1, purchase iho entire cotton crop, and make it tho basis of its credit. Ho
estimates that there were at this time 3,500,000 bides of cotton in the South, which might have
been secured at ihe rate of seven cents a pound. He enters into nu indignant protest against tho

illicit trado in cotton indulged in by the planters: "Tho country hud taken a solemn resolution

to burn the cotton in advance of the enemy; but the conflagration of this stuplc soon became a

raro event; instead of being committed to the flames it wns spirited to Vnnkeo markets. Nor
wero those o|icrations always disguised. Some commercial houses in the Confederacy counted
their gains by millions of dollars since the war, through the favor of the government iu allowing

thorn to export cotton nt pleasure. . . . The cotton nnd sugar planters of the extreme South, who
prior to the war were loudest for secession, wero at the same Lime known to buy every nrtielo of

their consumption in Yankee markets, and to cherish an ambition of shining in iho society of

Northern hotels. It is not surprising that many of these affected patriots have found congenial

occupation in this war in planting in copartnership with the enemy, or in smuggling cotton into

his lines. The North is snid to have obtained in the progress of this war [Pollard is writing this

in I8G31 from tho Southwest nnd Charleston, enough cotton nt present prices to uphold its whole

system of currency—a dnmning testimony to the nvnrice of the plnnter. Yet it is nothing moro
than n convincing proof, in general, that property, though very pretentions of patriotism, when
identified with selfishness, is ono of the most weak and cowardly t bin,;- in revolutions, and the first

to succumb under tho horrors of war."

—

1'oOard's Second Year of lite War, p. H89.
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the operations of General Grant, which were threatened in that quarter. It

has been said that Pemberton was in favor of evacuating all points held

by the Confederates on the water, and had even recommended the abandon-

ment of Charleston and the destruction of its works. 1 He certainly did not

act upon tbis theory in the Vieksburg campaign.

The first thing to be accomplished by General Grant was the expulsion

of the enemy from the line of the Tallahatchie. Then, while Rosecrans oc-

cupied Bragg, Grant, with Sherman's help, proposed to take Vieksburg. The

details of the campaign were admirably planned, and, so far as the principal

movements were concerned, successfully carried out up to just the last point,

when the whole scheme miscarried, not by reason of a great defeat, but by

the disgraceful and unnecessary surrender of Holly Springs.

In the first stage of the campaign, as arranged by Grant and Sherman,

three columns were to move—one, under Grant, from Jackson, in Tennessee;

a second, under Sherman, from Memphis; and a third, consisting mainly of

a cavalry force, under C. C. Washburne, from Helena—against Pemberton's

army on the Tallahatchie, numbering 40,000 men.2. The success of this

first part of the campaign is thus concisely summed up by Sherman: "Grant

moved direct on Pemberton, while I moved from Memphis, and a smaller

force under General Wasbburne struck directly for Grenada; and the first

thing Pemberton knew, the depot of bis supplies was almost in the grasp of

a small cavalry force, and he fell back in confusion, and gave us the Talla-

hatchie without a battle."
1

From the vantage-ground thus gained Grant could almost see his way
into Vieksburg. To him, then, Jackson seemed almost within his grasp, and

thence it was but a step into the coveted strong-hold. The force sent from

Helena, which had now been recalled (perhaps too soon), bad swept a clear

course for him to Grenada. Pemberton bad fallen back to Canton, a few

miles north of Jackson. On November 29th Grant reached Holly Springs;

on December 3d his head-quarters were at Oxford, and his cavalry in the

advance were driving Van Dom out from Water Valley and Coffeeville.

Not a score of miles from Coffeeville is Grenada ; and if all holds well be-

hind—at the dozen points in the rear where garrisons have been left to keep

open communications—Jackson must fall before Christmas, and Vieksburg

before New Year.

So sure was Grant of his goal, that, while at Oxford (December 8), he dis-

patched General Sherman, commanding the right wing of his army,4 to un-

dertake a co-operative expedition from Memphis against Vieksburg. Sher-

man was to take with him one division of his present command, and all the

spare troops from Memphis and Helena. Scarcely a fortnight was allowed

for the preparation of this important but ill-fated expedition. In the meau

while Grant waited, or pushed on slowly, so as to give the appearance of a

continuous movement. On the 14th of December he wrote to Sherman,

saying that, for a week hence, his head-quarters would be at Coffeeville, and

expressing particular anxiety to have the Helena cavalry back again with

him—evidently not at ease about Van Dorn's movements in his rear. "With

one eye on Vieksburg, he was forced to cast the other suspiciously on Holly

Springs, bis principal depot of provisions and ammunition, garrisoned with

little over a thousand men under Colonel R, C. Murphy. Van Dorn was

leading his cavalry against this place, and Grant, knowing this, gave Mur-

phy timely warning. The blow fell suddenly, on December 20, and found

Murphy unprepared. The place was surrendered, and Grant, cut off from

his base, was obliged to fall back to Grand Junction, and to give up a cam-

paign which, but for this fatal surrender, promised a fortunate issue.

Sherman embarked from Memphis on the 20th of December,5 the very

day on which Holly Springs was surrendered. He had in his command
Morgan's and the two Smiths' divisions—about 30,000 men. At Helena

this army was re-enforced by over 12,000 men under General Frederick

Steele, comprising the brigades of Hovey, Thayer, Blair, and Wyman.
From a letter written by Sherman to Porter (December 8), we gather a

pretty definite idea of the objects which the expedition was intended to ac-

' Abrams. p. 8. ' This is Bowman's estimate,

—

Sherman and his Campaigns, p. 77.
3 Speech at St. Louis after the war.
' General Grunt's nrmy constituted ihe Thirteenth Army Corps, of which the right wing was

under command of General Sherman. This right wing consisted of three divisions

:

The First, commanded by A. J. Smith, and consisting of two new brigades, Burbridge's nnd

The Second, commanded by Morgan L. Smith, consisting of G. A. Smith's nnd David Stuart's

brigades.

The Third, commanded by G. W. Morgan, comprising the new brigades of Ostcrbaus, Lindsay,

and Dc Courcey.
The other brigade* remained at Memphis.
1 Before embarkation General Sherman issued the following characteristic order:
" I. The expedition now fitting out is purely of a military character, and the interests involved

are of too imporrnnt a character to be mixed up with personal or private business. No citizen,

male or female, will be allowed lo accompany it, unless employed as a part of the crew, or ns serv-

ants to the transports. Female chambermaids to the boats nnd nurses to the sick alone will be

allowed, unless the wives of captains and pilots actually belonging to the boats. No laundress,

officer's or soldier's wile, must pass below Helena.
" 11. No person whatever, citizen, officer, or antler, will, on any consideration, buy or deal in

cotton, or other produce of the country. Should any cotton bo brought on board of any trans-

port, going or returning, the brigade quarter-master, r.f which the tioat forms a part, w ill take pof-
tession of it, and invoice it to Captain A. R. Eddy, chief quarter-master at Memphis.

" III. Should any cotton or other produce be brought back to Memphis by any chartered boat,

Captain Eddy will take possession of the same, and sell it for the benefit of the United States, If

accompanied by its actual producer, the planter or factor, the quarter-master will furnish him with

a receipt for the same, to be settled on proof of his loyalty nt the close of the wnr.
"IV. Boats ascending the river may take cotton from the shore for bulkheads to protect their

engines or crew, but on arrival at Memphis it must bo turned over to the quarter-master, with a
statement of the lime, place, and name of its owner. The trade in cotton must nwait a more
peaceful state of affairs.

"V. Should any citizen accomjiany the expedition below Helena in violation qf these orders,

nny colonel of a regiment or captain of a battery will conscript him into the service of the United
Slates for the unexpired term of his command. If ho show a refractory spirit, uti fitting him for

a soldier, the commanding officer present will turn him over to the captain of the boat as n deck-
hand, and compel him to work in that capacity, without wages, until the boat returns to Memphis.
"VI. Any person whatever, whether in the service ot" the United States or transports, found

making report* for publication which might reach the enemy, giving litem information, aid, or

comfort, will be arrested aad treated us spies."

complish. Sherman at this time, and, indeed, up to the time of his own de-

feat, confidently expected that Grant would succeed on the northeast of

Vieksburg—a result which, so far as be was concerned, was chiefly valuable

because it would keep Pemberton on the line of the Yalabusha, and thus

insure bis own success on the Yazoo. " We hope," he writes, " that they

(the rebels) will halt and re-form behind the Yalabusha, with Grenada aa

tbeir centre. If so, General Grant can press their front, while I am ordered

to take all the spare troops from Memphis and LTelena, and proceed with all

dispatch to Vieksburg." He intended first to break the inland communica-

tions of Vieksburg, and then to make a combined attack upon the city by
land and water.Porter co-operating with the fleet. He would "cut the road

to Monroe, Louisiana, to Jackson, Mississippi, and then appear up the Yazoo,

threatening the Mississippi Central Road where it crosses the Big Black,"

thus disconcerting the enemy and throwing him on to Meridian, leaving

Vieksburg an easy capture.

The want of sufficient transportation for Sherman's large force was the

cause of much embarrassment in fitting out the expedition, and of great

confusion and inconvenience on its route to Friar's Point. The confusion

was increased by the necessary baste of the embarkation. The transports,

suddenly pressed into service, were crowded so closely as to afford scarcely

more than standing-room, and, of course, there were no adequate accommo-

dations for the comfort or cleanliness of the men. The discomforts of this

situation were exaggerated by the embarkation of Steele's force at Helena.

The negroes along the river were greatly impressed at sight of an expedi-

tion which they confidently believed had been sent down for the express

purpose of tbeir liberation. Many of them, indeed, came upon the boats,

and were taken under the protection of the flag. The fleet arrived at Mil-

liken's Bend on Christmas eve, and not a few of the enthusiastic soldiers

expected to eat their Christmas dinner in Vieksburg.

The next day troops were landed, and destroyed the railroad leading from

Vieksburg to Texas. The expedition was convoyed by Porter's gun-boats,

on December 26th, to Johnston's Landing, twelve miles up tbe Yazoo Riv-

er. 1 On tbe transport fleet Morgan's division led the advance, followed in

order by Steele, Morgan L. Smith, and A. J. Smith.

Vieksburg itself is situated upon very high bluffs, which extend south-

ward along the river to Warrenton, and northward till they touch the Yazoo,

about fifteen miles from Haines's Bluff. Between these bluffs, upon which

the Confederates were now strongly fortified, and the Yazoo is a low coun-

try, full of swamps, lagoons, sloughs, and bayous. The points of approach

to tbe bluffs from the river are few and difficult—far more difficult than

Sherman had anticipated. In this bed of mire and quicksand the national

troops were landed, on the 27th, near Chickasaw Bayou, which runs from

Vieksburg around the hills in the rear of the city and into the Yazoo, taking

a sharp turn northward before it reaches the river.

Scarcely had Holly Springs fallen into Van Dorn's hands before Pember-

ton was warned of the attempt about to be made against the northern de-

1 "On entering the Yuion. the first object that atiracted the attention was the ruins of a large

brick house and several other buildings, whi. h ucre si ill sni"l,iiig. On inquiry, I learned thai this

was the celebrated plantation of the rebel General Albert Sidney JohnEton, who men killed at Shi-

lob. It was an extensive establishment, working over three hundred negroes. It contained a

large steam sugar refinery, an extensive steam saw-mill, cotton-gins, machine-shop, and a long

line of negro quarters.
" The dwelling was palatial in its proportions and arehitectare, and the grounds aronnd it were

magnificently laid out in alcoves, with arbors, trellises, proves of evergreens, and extensive flower-

beds. All was now a mass of smouldering ruins. Our gnn-boais had gone np there the day be-

fore, nnd a small batterv planted near the mansion announced itself by plngging away at one of

the irun-clads, nnd the marines went ashore after the gun-boats had silenced ihe battery, and

burned and destroyed every thing on the place. If any thing were warning to complete the deso-

late aspect of the place, it was to bo found in the sombre-hue.! pendent moss, peculiar lo Southern

forests, and which gives the trees a funereal aspect, as if they were all draped in mourning, as

nn almost every Southern plantation there were many deadened trees Handing about in lite fields,

from the limbs of all of which long festoons of moss hung, swaying with u melancholy motion in

cvelj brecie."

—

Missouri XJanocrat.
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fenses of Vicksburg. In this respect he bad an overwhelming advantage

over Sherman (who knew nothing of the unfavorable turn which affaire had

taken in the rear of Vicksburg), and Grant's withdrawal to Grand Junction

left him free to pursue his advantage without hinderance. He faced about

with his army ;
and by the time Sherman had landed on the south bank of

the Yazoo, he had not only an equal force to confront the latter, but also an

impregnable line of defense, covered by abatis, constructed from the thicket

in front of his works. Thousands of slaves had for months been engaged

upon these fortifications.

The emergency which Sherman was about to meet was one in which nei-

ther the bravery of his Western soldiers nor his own fertile ingenuity availed

him any thing. It is true, the enemy had a line of works fifteen miles in

extent to defend ; and, suppos-

ing that he was attacking a force

much inferior to his own in point

of numbers, Sherman may well

be justified in the confident hope

that he might, at some point in

this long line, make an impres-

sion, and that, by persistent

pressure, he must succeed in

driving the enemy out of his

fortifications.

Having debarked his troops,

he pushed the enemy's pickets

back toward the bluffs, and on

the 28th inteuded to make a gen-

eral assault. Chickasaw Bayou
proved the chief obstacle to his

plan of attack. Dividing the country in the enemy's front into nearly equal

portions, it could be crossed only at two points, each completely covered by
the enemy's fire. This necessitated either a division of the attacking force,

or the restriction of the assault to the west side of the bayou ; and, as the

bayou turned westward along the base of the bluffs, it covered the enemy's

entire left, and had in this section only four points at which a crossing could

be effected, and even at these only in the face of rifle-pits on the table-land

behind, of rifle-trenches on the hill-sides farther back, and of heavy batteries

posted on the summits of the bills. Along the base of these hills, and back

of the bayou, ran the road from Vicksburg to Yazoo Cit}', serving the enemy
as a covered way along which be could at leisure move his artillery and in-

fantry, concentrating them upon any of the points which might be selected

for crossing the Federal troops.

Steele advanced on the east side of the bayou, but, encountering a swamp
over which there was no passage except by a long corduroy causeway, and
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that, too, at the risk of losing one half of his division, wisely concluded to
give up the, attempt Morgan, on the other side of the bayou, advanced up
to the enemy's ceutre as far as to the bank of the bayou in front of the bluffs,

where his progress was arrested, though he held his ground during the en-

suing night. Morgan L. Smith advanced simultaneously farther to the right.

While reconnoitring the ground he was disabled by a bullet lodged in his

hip, and Brigadier General David Stuart succeeded to the active command.
Where this division reached the bayou there was a crossing by means of fc

narrow sand-slip, but the attempt was deemed too perilous. On the extreme
right General A. J. Smith advanced, and Burbridge's brigade—arriving on
the field about noon, havingjust returned from a raid on the Vicksburg and
Shreveport Railroad—was pushed forward by Smith to the bayou, with or-

ders to cross on rafts under cover of a heavy cannonade. Landrum's brigade
occupied a high position on the main road, within three fourths of a mile of
the enemy's works, and with Vicksburg in plain view on his right.

On the morning of the 29th Steele had been recalled, and held the left,

supporting Morgan. The entire army lay opposite the Confederate centre

and left, with the inevitable bayou on its own left and front. Nothing had
been heard from Grant, but his near presence was conjectured from a sig-

nal rocket which had been seen ascending in the east the first night after

landing.

Sherman determined to assault the hills in Morgan's front, while A. J.

Smith should cross at the sand-spit to the right. The assault was made, and
a lodgment effected on the table-land across the bayou, the heads of the sup-

porting columns being brought well up to the enemy's works. The audac-

ity of the troops up to this point was never surpassed. Blair's brigade, orig-

inally holding a position between Morgan and M. L. Smith, in advancing,

had crossed the track of Morgan's division till it reached the extreme front

on the left, in Steele's van. Here it crossed the bayou at a point where both

banks were covered by tangled abatis, and the quicksand bed of the bayou
was covered by water three feet deep. Through this bed Blair led his bri-

gade across, leaving his horse floundering in the quicksands behind, and car-

ried two lines of rifle-pits beyond, under a fire which struck down one third

of his command. But, despite such instances of valor, beyond the crossing

of a few regiments, and the slight foothold gained on the southern bank of

the bayou, no impression was made ; and so scathing was the fire from the

enemy's rifle-pits, and the cross-fire from his batteries, that the advanced col-

umns faltered and fell back, leaving many dead, wounded, and prisoners.

Still Sherman urged A.J. Smith, on the right, to push his attack across

the sand-bar. The latter had already crossed the Sixth Missouri, who lay

on the other side, under the bank of the bayou, with the enemy's sharp-shoot-

ers directly over their heads. They were about to make a road by under-

mining the bank, when the utter failure of Morgan's assault on the left led

to an order for their withdrawal, which was accomplished, as the advance
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had teen, with heavy loss. All this time Burbridge had been skirmishing

across the bayou, and Landrum pushing ahead through the abatis toward

Vicksburg.

The night of the 29th was spent by the troops in the position of the night

before, lying, exposed to a heavy rain, upon the miry ground, with no shel-

ter but their blankets, and with no consolation from victory for their past

loss or present hardship.

Sherman now gave up all hope of success from his present position. His

only resource left was an attempt to turn the enemy's line by carrying his

extreme right, the batteries upon Drumgould's Bluff, some miles farther up

the Yazoo. While his army was encamped in the swamp on the night of

the 29tb, Sherman visited Admiral Porter on board his flag-boat, where was

concerted the following plan of operations : Porter was to move up the Ya-

zoo and bombard the batteries, while about 10,000 picked troops should

make a determined assault, the rest of the army making a strong demonstra-

tion on the enemy's left. If suoeessful in carrying out this plan, the national

forces would have complete possession of the Yazoo River, and would hold

the key of Vieksburg.

Steele's division, and one of Morgan L. Smith's, were accordingly em-

barked on the night of the 31'st. But a dense fog made it impossible for

Porter to advance his gun-boats, and the expedition was deferred to another

night. But the next night the clear moonlight, which would last till morn-

ing, proved as unfavorable as the fog of the night before, since there would

be no cover of darkness for landing the troops, and the attempt to secure a

lodgment on the ridge between Yazoo and Black Rivers was abandoned.

Porter had previously (on the 24th and 27th) assailed the position at

Haines's Bluff without success. In the second attempt the gun-boat Benton

had been disabled, and Captain Gwin, her gallant commander, received a

wound of which he died January 3, 1S63.

The entire expedition was now a pronounced failure. The loss suffered

by the national forces was 191 killed, 982 wounded, and 766 missing. The

Confederate loss was very slight. It was also evident to General Sherman

that the army under Grant, due a week ago, must have failed to co-operate

with him. On the morning of January 2d the expedition was re-embarked

for Milliken's Bend, and before nightfall the last of the transports had passed

out of the Yazoo. At the mouth of the river Sherman met General McCler-

nand, who had come down on the steamer Tigress with orders to assume

command of the expedition. To him General Sherman resigned his com-

mand. 1

The "War Department had, on December 18, 1862, issued a general order

dividing the Army of the Tennessee into four separate army corps, to he

tested by them on nil occasions. We failed in accomplishing one great purpose of our movement,

the capture of Vicksburg, but wc were part of a whole. OliB WHS but part of a combined move-

ment, in which Others were to assist. Wc were on time. Unforeseen contingencies must have

delayed the others.

"We have destroyed the Shreveport road, we have ruciekeil the .Menses of \ icksburg, and

pushed the attack as far as prudence would justify, ami, having found it too strong for our single

column WO have drawn off in good order mid good Spirits, ready for any new move. A new com-

mander is now here to lead you. He is chosen by the President of the United States, who is

charged by the Constitution to maintain and defend it, and he lias the undoubted right to select

his own agents. I know that nil good off. an and soldiers will give htm the same hearty support

and cheerful obedience thev have hitherto ci>cn me. There are honors enough in reserve for all,

and work enough too. Let each do bfeappronrinte part, rmd our? nation muni in the end emerge

from this dire conflict purified and ennobled bv the tires which now test its strength and purity

All officers of the general stuff not attached to mv person will lioreuftar report i" person and by

letter to Major General McGlentand, commanding the Army of the Mississippi, on board the

steamer Tigrc" ut our rendezvous in Gaines's Landiin.-, nnd »t Montgomery l'oint.

" By order of Major General W. T. SutniiAN.

"J. H. Hamsiond, A. A.G."

The connection of Gencrnl McClemnnd with this expedition against Vicksburg is chiefly worthy

of note ns being so characteristic of the entire want of BYstcm—and, we ought add, ofjudgment—

in the general direction of the national armies at this time, and, indeed, until Grant became lieu-

tenant general. It appears that, independently of any consultation with Grant, of whose winter

campaign Vicksburg whs the objective- point, Mct'lernand had in the autumn of 16li2 been in-

trusted bv the War Department with the organization of mi expedition down the Mississippi.

This wo understand, was done at MeClernand's own instance. There was a long correspondence

l-'u'c-o him and die Department, the latter adopting his suggestions and urging him ti

his preparations. The President and tho_S

ing him to organize the troops remaining ii

all dispatch to Memphis ami Cairo, that

expedition against Vietoburg might be organized under his command.

"subject to the designation of the genenil-in-chicf,"nnd were to bo
.

uch exigencies as the service in his judgment might require." The

ne, but the President, in his indorsement, niton ed MeClcrnnnd to show

is discretion, and expressed his "deep interest" in the proposed ex-

1 On January 4 Sherman issued the following order:

" Pursuant to tho terms of General Order No. 1, made this dny by General McClemnnd, the

title of our army ceases 10 exist, and constitutes in the future the Army of. tho Mississippi, com-

posed of two ' army corps,' one to be commanded by General G. W, Morgan, nnd the other by

myself. In relinquishing the command of tho Army of tho Tennessee, and restricting my au-

thority to my own 'corps,' I desire to express to all commanders, to the soldiers and officers re-

cently operating before Vicksburg, my hearty (banks for tho zeal, alacrity, and courage mani-

10 Secretary of War united in dialling a document ordcr-

g in Indiana, Iowa, nnd Illinois, ond to forward them with

i sufficient force, not required elsewhere,

uld be got together, n

The troops, however, were

employed "according to s

order was a confidential o

it to governors or others a

McCIeruand was all in earnest. On the 16th of December he writes:

"Having substantially accomplished the purpose of ilie order sending

diana, Illinois, and Iowa, by forwarding upward of 40,000 troops, — "

my letter of the 1st instant to the Secretary of War —

'

s ofln-

particulariy explained

- id referred by him to you, I beg to. lio

sent forward in accordance with the order of the Secretary of War on the 21st of. October, giving

rod command of tho Mississippi expedition.'' .

Whether General Hnlleck looked with disfavor upon the arrangements made will, McUcrnnnd

bv the President or Secretary of War, thinking it would be better to leave the disposition of the

troops at Memphis to General Grant, docs m.t appear. Certain it is, however, that when Giant,

enrtv in December, received the order to send expedition down tin- nver, m- in.-mioti ol McLter-

nnnd was made. When Efallcck received Ml demand's letter of the 16th, the 0X| edition was

upon the point of starting under Sherman's command. Yet, two days after the receipt of this

letter, the following telegram was transmitted to Grant from Hallcck:
, • , -

"The troops in vour department, including those from General f'urti-'- mmmiind which join

the down-river expedition, will be divided into foar corps. It is the wish of ihc 1 resident lhat

General MeClernand's corps shall constitute n part of the river expedition, and that lie shall have

the immediate commnnd under your directions."

McClernaod was detained hv his correspondence with the War Department until December

25th when he left Springfield ( Illinois, with his stuff, for Ciiiro-ncurly a week aller Sherman b

expedition had started from Memphis. Grant had dispatched an dMct the same day that he re-

ceived Halleck's telegram, giving McCIemand the command, but tho dispatch was interrupted at

Jackson, Tennessee, and could proceed no farther. -

Finally McClermind received the dispatch aad was ready to leave Memphis December ..lit Ii,

reaching the mouth of the Yaioo, as we have seen, just in time to meet the rctreattng expedition,

with which be had been sit curiously connected.
.

,

' *
-

In regard to Sherman's conduct of the expedition, General Grant, writing after tho capture ot
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known as the Thirteenth, Fifteenth, Sixteenth, and Seventeenth, and to be

commanded respectively by McGlernand, Sherman, Hurlbut, and HcPher-

son, while General Grant was to retain command of the whole. Upon as-

suming command of the expedition, now returned to Milliken's Bend,

McClernand gave the command of bis own corps to General Morgan, this

command comprising the divisions of A. J. Smith and Morgan's own divis-

ion, now commanded by General P. J. Osterhaus. Sherman's corps com-

prised also two divisions, Steele's and M. L. Smith's (now commanded by

Stuart).

These two corps, with McGlernand in chief command, embarked upon the

same transports which had brought them from Memphis, and, under con-

voy of Admiral Porter's gun-boats, proceeded up the river to attack Fort

Hindman, commonly known as Arkansas Post, on the north bank of the

Arkansas River, fifty miles from its mouth, and a little more than twice that

distance below Little Rock. Here a settlement had been made by the

French in 1685. The fort was situated on the first high ground to be found

iu ascending the Arkansas; it had a parapet eighteen feet across, with a

ditch of twenty feet wide by eight deep, strong casemates, and a cordon of

rifle-pits. Its commander was General T. J. Churchill, who had under him

a garrison of about 5000 men. The fort was mounted with eight guns, and

its capture was an affair of no great difficulty. But Churchill had orders

from Lieutenant General Holmes, the Confederate commander iu Arkansas,

" to hold on till help arrived, or till all were dead."

The expedition entered White River, and, after ascending it for fifteen

miles, through a cut-off, moved into Arkansas River January 9, and by

Doon of the next day the troops were all debarked three, miles below the

fort. The story of the capture is soon told. The gun-boats, even while the

troops were landing, had shelled the sharp-shooters out of their rifle-pits

along the levee, and, moving up to the fort, opened a bombardment. By
land the army was pushed up around the fort, across bayous aud swamps,

and during the night of the 10th slept on their arms, in readiness for the

assault of the next day. The gun-boats opened again a little after noon on

the 11th, and in two or three hours the guns of the fort bad been complete-

ly silenced. In the mean time several brigades bad charged up to within

musket-range of the enemy's works, where they_found partial shelter in the

ravines. In this advance General Hovey was wounded, and General Thay-

er had a horse shot under him. General A. J. Smith pressed back the Con-

federate right until, as he sent word to McClernand, be could "almost shake

hands with the enemy." As soon as the guns of the fort were silenced,

McClernand ordered a general assault, when a white flag appeared on the

ramparts, just as the Eighty-third Ohio and Sixteenth Indiana, with General

Burbridge at their head, were entering the iutrenehments on the east side,

while Sherman's and Steele's advanced regimeuts were

on the point of entering on the north and west, and the

fort was in McClernand's hands, with 5000 prisoners,

17 guns, and 3000 small-arms. Churchill professed,

even after the capture, his intention to have held out

till the last man was slain, and said he was only pre-

vented from doing so by the unauthorized display of

the white flag by some of his Texan soldiers. So

much the better, it would seem, for the Texanst The

Confederate loss in killed was 60, and in wounded from

75 to 80. McClernand reports his own loss 129 killed,

831 wounded, and 17 missing. A few days later, the fortifications at Ar-

kansas Post, the command of which had been assigned to General Burbridge,

were dismantled and blown up. The position was of no importance, and

was therefore abandoned. Before the withdrawal from Arkansas, however,

an expedition under General Gorman and Lieutenant Commanding Walker

was sent up the White River, and Pes Arc and Duval's Bluff were captured.

Grant, having attended to the reorganization of bis forces into four army

corps, proceeded to Memphis, and on the 18th of January he went dowir

the river and met Sherman, McClernand, and Porter near the mouth of the

White River, returning from their successful raid into Arkansas, and, ac-

companying them to Helena, be consulted them in regard to farther opera-

tions for the reduction of Vicksburg. Three days later, McClernand's force

reached Young's Point, nine miles above Vicksburg, on the opposite bank

of the river, facing the mouth of the Yazoo. For over two months—until

the movement on New Carthage—Grant's army was engaged in several un-

successful attempts at an approach to Vicksburg from above. Before enter-

ing upon a review of these experiments, let us for a moment turn our atten-

tion to the interesting exploits of some of our gun-boats during this interval.

On the 2d of February, Colonel Charles R. Ellet, with the Queen of the

West, ran past the batteries, with orders to destroy tbe City of Vicksburg, a

vessel which had, after Sherman's failure, been brought down by the enemy

from the Yazoo to the front of Vicksburg. This movement had not escaped

Porter's observation. It was also known to him that supplies were contin-

ually being obtained both at Vicksburg and Port Hudson by means of trans-

ports. To these transports, also, Colonel Ellet was expected to pay his re-

gards. The Queen of tbe West was a wooden steamer, strengthened so as

to carry an iron prow. Her armament consisted of an 80-pounder rifled

Parrott gun on ber main deck, one 20-pounder and three 12-poundcr brass

howitzers on her gun-deck. In order to protect her from the shot and

shells of the batteries, she had had her steering apparatus removed and

placed behind the bulwarks of her bows, and three hundred bales of cotton

covered ber machinery. The change in her steering apparatus proved a

great inconvenience, and, after starting on her trip, it was found necessary

to return it to its origiual position. This caused some delay, and she did'

not pass iuto full view of the batteries before sunrise, thus becoming a fair

target for a hundred guns bearing upon her at once. Only three or four

shots, however, struck her before she reached the City ofVicksburg, which

was made fast to the river's bank at the centre of the bend. Colonel Ellet

made for tbe steamer at once, and struck her, but the force of the blow

was broken by wide guards, which overlapped the prow of the ram, and pre-

vented the latter from reaching the hull of the Vicksburg. The current,

which was very strong at this point, swung the Queen round side by side

Victslniri.', fov*. •' G'li'T.i! SUurmini'- nmiiij-'i.'mpnt as communder nf

troops in the attack mi Cliii krisuw UlulT- l.^t December was ad mi ruble1 .

Seeing the ground from the opposite aide from the uttack afterword, I

aw the impossibility f.f milking it successful."

The account of the expedition published just after its failure in

the Miuouri Democrat abounded in vituperative charges against Gen-
eral Sherman. It accused him of on nrpbition t" anticipate Grant in

order to Rain for himself the entire glory of the capture of Vicksburg
;

it asserted, without any authority, that Sherman knew that MiClemiiitl

was properly the commander of the expedition, and represents him as

exulting in hia shrewdness in "calling that general out;" and it charges

him, in effect, with tbo murder of 2000 soldiers for Hie satisfaction of

his own ambition. It is, however, qnite evident that the motive which
led to this outburst of indignation Wflfl General Sherman's order in rela-

tion to newspaper correspondents.
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with the enemy. At this moment Colonel Ellet fired his starboard bow gun,
loaded with incendiary shells, into the Vicksburg, his own cotton bales be-

ing at the same time set on fire by shells from the batteries. It was impos-
sible to attempt any thing farther at this point, and the Queen, without ma-
terial injury, passed the lower batteries. Below Natchez she captured and
burned three small steamers laden with provisions. During the night a

flat-boat, with a cargo of coal, was cast loose from the fleet above, and float-

ed down to the ram.

A week later (February 10) the Queen started upon another expedition
down the river, accompanied by the De Soto as tender. The next evening
she reached the mouth of Old River, into which Red River runs. On the

12th, leaving the De Soto to guard the mouth of Old River, the Queen en-

tered the Atchafalaya, and made some captures of army wagons and provi-

sions, and, on the way back to her anchorage of the previous night, was fired

upon from the shore and her master mortally wounded. On the 12th the

two steamers passed up into Red River, and, moving up to the mouth of the
Black River, where they anchored for the night, they the nest morning
captured the Era, No. 5, a steamer of 100 tons, with fourteen Texan soldiers,

$28,000 in Confederate money, and 4500 bushels of corn destined for Little

Rock. The pilot of the Era was taken on board the Queen, and, either by
accident or design, be grounded the steamer directly under the guns of Fort
Taylor, located at a bend in the river twenty miles above the spot where the
Era was captured, and where she now lay under guard. The guns of the
fort opened with frightful accuracy upon the unfortunate Queen, nearly ev-
ery shell striking her, and one shot pierced her smoke-pipe, filling the boat
with steam. It was impossible for the Queen to reply to the shots that
were crashing through her machinery. There was the greatest confusion
on board

;
cotton-bales were tumbled into the river, and men, jumping over-

board, clung to them, hoping to float down to the Dc Soto, a mile below

;

negroes, frightened to death, were plunging into the water, where, with no
means of preservation within their reach, they were drowned. The De Soto
endeavored to come to the rescue, but the attempt proved too perilous, and
she withdrew out of range. As she floated down she picked up several of
the crew. Colonel Ellet escaped in this manner. By 11 o'clock P.M. the
De Soto reached the Era, and, proving unmanageable, was blown up. Upon
the Era, with the Confederate ram Webb sixty miles behind him and in

swift pursuit, Colonel Ellet worried his way out of Red River and up the
Mississippi, past Ellis's Cliffs, where he met the Indianola, one of the finest of-

the national gun-boats. Just as the Era came alongside of her unlooked-for
deliverer the fog lifted, and revealed her pursuer, the Webb, not far in the
rear. The tables were then turned, and the Webb was pursued by the two
boats, but, being a swift vessel, she escaped.

The Era was now furnished with supplies, and sent back to Admiral Por-

ter. The Indianola1 had set out from the mouth of the Yazoo on the night
of February 13. She passed the batteries without steam, floating down with
the current at the rate of about four miles an hour. Although her crew
could hear the voices of the Confederate soldiers on the bank, yet she passed
by unobserved until she drifted by a camp-fire on the levee, when she was
discovered by a soldier, who discharged his musket at her. This was the
signal for a general discharge of muskets and cannon. As the Indianola
now put on steam to hasten her progress her position became known, and
she was opened upon from every battery which she had now to pass; but
she suffered no injury. She was commanded by Lieutenant Commander
Brown. How she arrived in time to rescue the Era has been already shown.
The Queen of the West was being repaired by the enemy, and as it would

be difficult to manoeuvre so long a boat as the Indianola in the waters of
the Red River, and no pilots could be obtained, Brown returned with his

boat up the river. When be reached the mouth of the Big Black River,

forty miles below Vicksburg, on the 24tb, the Webb and the Queen of the .

West hove in sight behind him, accompanied by two cotton-clad steamers.

Brown had expected another vessel to come down to assist him in meeting
the emergency which now threatened, but he had been disappointed. It

was now half past nine P.M., and the night was very dark. Clearing for

action, Brown stood down the river to meet them. The Queen of the West
led in the attack, striking through a coal-barge against the Indianola, but

harmlessly
;
then came the Webb. i: Both vessels came together, bows on,"

says Brown, " with a tremendous crash, which knocked nearly every one

down on board both vessels, doing no damage to us, while the Webb's bow
was cut in at least eight feet." Not minding the cotton-clads, which kept
up an incessant fire with small-arms, Brown turned his attention to the rams,

with whom he was now engaged at close charters. From his forward guns

1 "The Indianola was a new iron-clnd gun-boat, one hundred nnd seventy-four feet loan, fifty feet

beam, ten feat from the lop of lior deck to the bottom of her keel, or eight feet four inehus in tlio

clear. Her sides (of wood) for five feel down were thirty-two inches thick; hnvinp beveled sticks

Inid oulsidc the bull (proper), nnd nil of oak. Outside oflliis was thn c-iru h-thi. k plate iron. Her
chimps nnd keelsons were as heavy lis the largest ship's. Her dirk was eight inches solid, with one-

inch iron pinto, nil well boiled. Her casemate stood at an Incline of twenty-six nnd a hnlfdegrccs,

nnd was covered with three-inch iron, ns were also her ports. She had n heavy gritting on |i p of

the. casern nic that no shell could penetrate, and every scuttle nnd hntch was equally well cov-
ered. She wns ironed nil round, except sonic temporary rooms on deck, and, besides the amount
of wood nnd iron already stated, had coal -hunkers seven feet thick alongside of her boilers, the en-
tire machinery boinp; in'tlie bold. Sho bad seven engines—two for working her side wheals, two
for her propellers, two for her capstans, and one for supplying water and working the bilge and
fire pumps. She had five hirer live-lined boiler*, and nmdc nhundnncc of steam. Hoi i rwnrd
ensemnte bnd two eleven-inch Duhlgren cnn=, and her nfter casemate two nine-inch. Her forward
enscmnte wns pierced for two gnus in front, oao on ench side, nnd two uft, so t hut she could fire

two gnus forward, one on each side, nnd four nt nn nnplo sideways nad astern. She had also hose

for throwing scalding water from her boilers that would reach from stem to stern, nnd there was
cnmmunienlion from the rasemntcs to all pnrls of llic vessel without the least exposure. Tho pilot-

house wns also thoroughly iron-clnd, and instant communication could bo had with the gunners
nnd engineers, enabling the pilot to place the vessel in just such position as might bo required for

effective action."

—

AppUlon's Annual Cyctopadia, 1803, p. 44.
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he fired at bis antagonists as opportunity offered. He
received a third blow, which crushed the starboard coal-

barge. Two more blows were struck without serious-

ly damaging the Indianola. The sixth blow from the

Webb crushed the starboard wheel and disabled the

starboard rudder, starting a number ofleaks back of

the shaft. The Webb now struck a fair blow in the

stern, starting tbc timbers of the Indianola, which let

in the water in large volumes. Finally, the gun-boat,

with two feet and a half of water over her floor, was run

ashore. Unable longer to hold out against four vessels,

mounting ten guns, and manned by over a thousand

men, Brown surrendered, after a fight of an hour anil

a half. All his guns had been either thrown overboard

or rendered useless.

The enemy intended immediately to repair the In-

dianola, which was an important accession to bis fleet.

Her destruction afterward was probably the most lu-

dicrous incident of the war. It happened in this way.

Porter observed the Queen of the West on the morning

of February 25th at Warrenton, seven miles below

Vicksburg. He had not heard of the capture of the

Indianola, and the appearance of this boat excited alarm. He had no

expectation that the Queen would so soon be repaired, and began to fear

(too late) for the safety of the Indianola. In a letter written by him on the

26th, he expresses his anxiety on her account. It appears that he stood

in becoming awe of the Queen (whose loss be considered more to be de-

plored than the disaster at Galveston), but had little fear of the Webb, which

really gave the death-blow to the Indianola. The latter vessel (the Indi-

anola) Porter characterizes as weak, the only good thing about her being

her battery. But a trivial instrument of war at this crisis was destined to

effect more than the Queen of the West or the Indianola had been able to

accomplish. Admiral Porter had observed that while the Queen and the

Indianola were running past the batteries, five of the enemy's guns were

burst and dismounted. He therefore tried to provoke the fire of the bat-

teries by placing a mortar so that its fire bore upon that portion of the town

where there was nothing but army supplies. For a time the mortar accom-

plished its object, when the enemy gave up firing.

"Finding," says the admiral, "that they could not be provoked to fire with-

out au object, I thought of getting up an imitation monitor. Ericsson saved

the country with an iron one, why could I not save it with a wooden one?

An old coal-barge, picked up in the river, was the foundation to build on.

It was built of old boards in twelve hours, with pork-barrels on top of each

other for smoke-stacks, and two old canoes for quarter-boats; her furnaces

were built of mud, and only intended to make black smoke and not steam."

Porter considered his "dummy" a very much better-looking affair, after

all, than the Indianola. Well, he let slip this formidable dog of war one

night (that of the 2-ith), hardly expecting of it such good service as it really

accomplished before the enemy discovered how he had been fooled. When
the dark monster, without a soul on board, was disclosed by the first dim

morning light, the Confederates appear to have had no hesitation about

firing. "Never," says Porter, "did the batteries of Vicksburg open with

such a din; the earth fairly trembled, and the shot flew thick around the

devoted monitor." Of course the " dummy" could not be sunk, for the shots

went in one side and out at the other. The soldiers of Grant's army lined

the banks, and " shouted and laughed like mad" to see the fun. In the very

midst of this frolic the Queen of the West appeared off Warrenton, and a

damper was thrown upon the jollity of the spectacle on which all eyes hat]

been fixed, by apprehensions as to the fate of the Indianola.

In the panic occasioned by the appearance of the "dummy," the enemy

bad given warning to the Queen of the West, who, supposing that she was

pursued by a monster gun-boat, and trembling for her life, turned and fled

down the river. The sham monitor, though it deigned no reply to the Con-

federate guns, did pursue the Queen as rapidly as a five-knot current would

allow. Dispatches had been already sent from Vicksburg ordering the In-

dianola to be blown up without delay, that she might be saved from the

clutches of her novel antagonist. The Queen of the West took refuge in

the Red River, but, having no support, was not long afterward blown up to

avoid capture. - The order to blow up the Indianola was obeyed, and the

gun-boat was annihilated. This exploit of the " dummy," 1 strange as it may

iduced by Porter's " dummy," the Richmond Exa r of March' In regard to (he i

7, 18C>3, says:
- " The telegraph iirinRs us tidings of something which is trembling]]; described as a ' turretcd

monster.' Gun-boats are deemed nut mnro dangerous than dug-nuts, but when tlie ensc, is altered

to nn interview with n 'turretcd monster,' then the brave defenders of the Father of Waters can

do nothing better than make two-ton v toward the mountains.
" The reported fate of the Indianola is even more disgraceful than farcical. Here wits perhaps

the finest iron-elad in the Western waters, captured after a heroic struggle, rapidly repaired, and

destined to join the Queen of the West in a series of victories. Next we hear that she was of ne-

cessity blown up, in the true Mcrrimac-Mallory style, mid why ? Laugh and hold your sides, lest
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Been), broke up that naval supremacy of the river below Vicksburg which

had been almost secured by the enemy. If a few more regular gun-boats

had run the blockade with the same results as the Queen of the "West and
Indianola, the Confederates would have soon had a powerful and almost

irresistible fleet. It was certainly ingenious in Admiral Porter to send the

"dummy" down instead.

Precisely a week after the victory of the "dummy" the rams Lancaster

and Switzerland attempted to pass the batteries, being wanted by Admiral
Farragut in the Red River. By some delay, it was daylight when they came
under fire. The Lancaster was sunk, and the Switzerland, though she suc-

ceeded in passing, was badly cut up. Colonel Charles Rivers Ellet' com-

you die of a surfeit of dcri-ion, oh YankeeJom ! Blow it itji because, forsooth, a flat-bnat or mud-
scow, with a small house taken from the back gulden of a plantation put on lop of it, is floated
down the river before the frightened eyes of the Partisan Rangers. A turretcd monsterl
'"A most unfortunate and unnecessary affair,' says the dispatch. Rather so ! 'The rurreted

monster proved to be a flat-boat, with-sundry fixtures to create deception!' Think of that!
'Mho passed Vicksburg on Tuesday night, and llio officers (what officers"?), bellovinc her to be a
turrcted monster, blew up the Indianola, but her puns fell into the enemy's Itnnd9.' That is pass-

ing odd. Her nuns fell into ' the enemy's bands after she was blown up!' Incredible I Mallory
and Tntnall did better than that with the Merrimnc.
'"The Queen of the West,' continue; the Facetious dispatch, 'left in such a hurry as to forget

part of her crew, who were left on shore.' Well done for the Queen of the West and her bravo
officers! 'Taken altogether,' concludes the inimitable dispatch, 'it was a good joke on the Par-
tisan Hangers, who are noti.ritiinly more cunning
than brave.' Truly an excellent joke

—

bo ex-
cellent that every man connected with this affair

(if any resemblance of the truth is contained in

the dispatch) should be branded with the capital
letters 'T. M.,' and enrolled in a detached com-
pany, to be known by the name of ' The Turrct-
ed Monster' henceforth nnd forever."

1 A few weeks afterward, at the close of the
summer, Colonel Charles Rivers Ellet applied fur
leave of absence on account of illness, and in Au-

manded the latter vessel ; the Switzerland was commanded by Lieutenant

Colonel John A. Ellet, brother of Alfred Ellet.

The aspect of military affairs at the close of 1862 was for the nation a dis-

couraging one. The repulse at Fredericksburg in the East had its Western

counterpart in Sherman's defeat on the Yazoo. Indeed, the -whole year just

closed had presented no grand results in favor of the national arms except

the capture of New Orleanfl.

The Yazoo expedition had been an experiment, and a somewhat costly

one; and, following upon its failure, for several weeks, so far as Vicksburg

was concerned, every operation of Grant's army was an experiment, and

proved a failure, The state of the river did not allow of those brilliant op-

erations which in the end were successful. But Grant had a large army,

consisting of McClernand's command, and of his own troops brought down

from Memphis. It would almost seem that it was to keep this immense

force out of idleness that he embarked upon the series of adventures which

preceded the advance to New Carthage in April. __^______^^
gust retired to the home of his uncle, Dr. Ellet, at Bunker Hill, Illinois. He had been troubled

with a severe ntlnek of neuralgia in the face, for which ho was in the habit of taking some opiate.

On lite night of October lGth ho died, cither from nn overdose of morphine or from prostration.

He was little more than twenty years old, was a man of great literary culture nnd refinement,

and had shouldered responsibilities such as few of much ri]>cr years wore called upon to bear.
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First among these was General Williams's Canal, to which allusion has al-

ready been made. Grant came down to Young's Point in person on the 2d
of February, and under his superintendence the work on the canal was re-

opened and vigorously prosecuted. To secure the encampment from inun-

dation, a levee was constructed on the eastern side. The river was rising

rapidly, and it proved difficult, to keep the gathering flood out of the canal

and the camps. While the work was still going on, on the 8th of March
the levee gave way suddenly just west of the canal, and the waters with
great violence rushed in, carrying away the dikes which bad been built and
the implements of the workmen, and, entering the camps, drove the soldiers

to the refuge of the levee. The entire peninsula south of the railroad was
flooded.

Failing to find a route for his transports to a point below "Vicksburg by
means of the canal, Grant directed his attention more prominently toward
another mode of effecting this object, by a route which his engineers had
pronounced practicable. By cutting a channel into Lake Providence from
the Mississippi, it was thought possible that transports might be conveyed

,
through that lake, then through the Tensas, Black, and Bed Rivers into the

Mississippi below Natchez. Work had been begun on the channel shortly

after the work on the canal bad been reopened. This Lake Providence

route would have brought the army down to a point far below Vicksburg,

but it would have enabled Grant to co-operate with Banks at Port Hudson.

The channel, about a mile in length, was completed March 16th. Before,

however, any thing bad been fairly done in making this plan available, the

promise of success by means of a similar route on the east side of the river

created a diversion. The flood, to which a path was opened by the Lake

Providence Canal, inundated a large district of country in Louisiana, some

portion of which was a fine cotton-growing region.

The plan of operations on the east of the Mississippi, by the Yazoo Pass

route, had at first for its object only the destruction ofthe enemy's transports

on the Yazoo, and the gun-boats which were being built on that stream.

Eight miles below Helena (but on the opposite bank) a canal was cut into

Moon Lake, from which, by Yazoo Pass and the Coldwater and Tallahatchie

Rivers, there was a passage into the Yazoo. The navigation by this route

proving better than was expected, Grant entertained a hope of gaining in

this way a foothold on the high land above Haines's Bluff. Major General

J. B. MePherson, commanding the Seventeenth Corps, was directed to hold

his men in readiness to move by this route, and he was re-enforced by one
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division from McClernand's and another from Sherman's corps. "But,"

says General Grant, " while my forces were opening one end of the pass, the

enemy was diligently closing the other end, and in this way succeeded in

gaining time to strongly fortify Greenwood, below the junction of the Talla-

hatchie and Yalabusha." The passage into the Coldwater Kiver was an af-

fair of great difficulty. The flood which had been occasioned by the cutting

of the canal, the swift current of the stream, and the gigantic branches of the

cypress and sycamore overhanging the boats and obstructing their passage,

rendered the progress of the expedition very slow, the rate of speed being

about one mile in four hours. The boats were greatly damaged, but the ex-

pedition succeeded in reaching the junction at Greenwood, where FortPem-

berton opposed such a resistance that it was compelled finally to withdraw.

An unsuccessful attempt was made by the gun-boats to reduce the fort, which

they bombarded for two days. The land about the fort was loose, and at

this time flooded with water, a circumstance which debarred the army from

co-operation in the attack. The Confederate force was estimated at over

mmsf^£^'^
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5000 men, under the command of General Tilgbman, who a year before had

been captured at Fort Henry, in Kentucky.

Another plan was then attempted by which Fort Greenwood might be

avoided and left in the rear. This was to be effected by a passage up the

Yazoo River to Cypress Bayou (opposite the position occupied by Sherman

in the attack on Chickasaw Bluffs the previous December), thence into

Steele's Bayou, and through Little Black Fork into the Big Sunflower

River, and turning at Rolling Fork southward into Deer Creek, which emp-

ties into the Yazoo above Haines's Bluff. The expedition, commanded by

Admiral Porter, consisted of the gun -boats Pittsburg, Louisville, Mound

City, Cincinnati, and Carondelet, with a number of small transports. Porter

found a co-operating military force essential, and a column was sent under

Sherman. "The expedition failed," says Grant, "probably more from want

of knowledge as to what would be required to open this route than from

any impracticability in the navigation of the streams and bayous through

which it was proposed to pass. Want of this knowledge led the expedition

on until difficulties were encountered, and then it would become necessary

to send back to Young's Point for the means of removing them. This gave

the enemy time to move forces to effectually checkmate farther progress,

and the expedition was withdrawn when within a few hundred yards of free

and open navigation to the Yazoo."

Grant then reverted to his original plan of moving his transports to the

south of Vicksburg. His engineers had prospected a route through the

bayous which ran from near Milhken's Bend on the north and New Car-

thage on the south, through Roundabout Bayou into Tensaa River. The

route was opened, and one small steamer and a number ofbarges were taken

through the channel. But about the middle of April, the river beginning

to fall rapidly, the roads became passable between Milliken's Bend and New
Carthage, and communication by water was out of the question.

In the course of the Deer Creek raid a Federal soldier is reported to have

been captured and taken before a Confederate officer, when the following

colloquy took place: "What in the devil is Grant in here for? what does

he expect to do?" "To take Vicksburg," was the reply. "Well, hasn't

the old fool tried this ditching and flanking five times already?" "Yes,"

replied the soldier, " but be has got thirty-seven more plans in his pocket." 1

It is quite impossible to conceive what these other thirty-seven plans could

have been, for certainly, with tbe exception of that which was next put in

operation, and which resulted in the capture of Vicksburg, it seems that

every possible mode of approaching, turning, or avoiding the city had been

tried.

Grant's idea, from bis fiist arrival at Young's Point, was to get his army

across the river at a point below Vicksburg, having

effected which, he proposed to attack the city from

the rear. He was now able to set about this work

in earnest. It was witli this view that he had sought

to open a water communication between Milliken's

Bend and New Carthage. At the same time, he had

determined to occupy the latter place with bis troops.

New Carthage was the first point below Vicksburg

that could be reached by land at the stage of water

then existing. On the 29th of March, McClemand,
with his corps, was ordered to advance and occu-

py this position, to be followed by Sherman's and

McPherson's corps as soon as supplies and ammu-
nition for them could be transported. The roads,

thougli level, were intolerably bad, and as McCler-

nand's advance reached Smith's Plantation, two milts

from New Carthage, it was found that the levee of

Bayou Vidal was broken in several places, and New
Carthage had been insulated. The troops were tbere-

furc compelled to take a more circuitous route by
marching twelve miles around the bayou to Per-

kins's Plantation. Supplies of provisions, ammuni-
tion, and ordnance for the troops had to be hauled

1 loan Colonels and litgimmt), p. 223.

over bad roads for a distance of thirty-five miles from Milliken's Bend.

McClernand's advance was therefore one of extreme difficulty.

As the water fell it was found necessary to get the transports which were

to convey the army across the Mississippi down the river by running the

Vicksburg batteries. The gun-boats selected to convoy the transports were

the Benton, Lafayette, Price, Louisville, Carondelet, Pittsburg, Tuscumbia,

and Mound City—all iron-clad except tbe Price. Three transports were

selected—the Forest Queen, Henry Clay, and Silver Wave—their machinery

being protected by cotton bales. They were laden with supplies. On the

night of April 16th the expedition set out The iron-clads were to pass

down in single file, and when abreast of the batteries were to engage the

latter, covering the transports with the smoke of their cannonade. Fire was

not opened upon the fleet until it was squarely in front of Vicksburg, and
then the gun-boats responded, pouring their full broadside of twenty-five

guns into the city. Into the cloud of smoke which now rolled heavily

above the gun -boats tbe three transports entered. The Forest Queen, in

the advance, received a shot in the hull and another through the steam-

drum, which disabled her instantly. The Henr}' Clay, next in order, was
stopped to prevent her running into the crippled vessel, and at the same
moment received a shell which set fire to her cotton. Her demoralized

crew launched the yawl and made for the shore, while the transport, in a

blaze of flame, floated down the river, finally disappearing below Warrcnton.

The Forest Queen was towed down by a gun-boat, and the Silver Wave
escaped uninjured.

Succeeding in getting these two transports down, Grant ordered six more

to be. sent in the same manner. Five of these, on the 22d, succeeded in

passing the batteries with slight damage; the other was sunk just after pass-

ing the last battery.

Admiral Porter repaired the damaged transports, five of which were

brought into running order, while the other two were in a fit condition to

serve as barges. The limited number of transports in his possession led

Grant to extend bis line of movement to Hard Times, in Louisiana, seventy-

five miles from Milliken's Bend. Here, before the end of April, the Thir-

teenth Corps (McClernand's) was in readiness for the campaign about to be

undertaken across the river.

It was at this crisis that Colonel Grierson's raid was undertaken, under

directions from General Grant. The entire Confederate force in the states

bordering on tbe Mississippi was now being gathered together to meet the

blows which Grant was preparing to strike. Thus the way was open for one

of those bold cavalry incursions for which hitherto only the Confederates

had distinguished themselves, but which, from this time, became a prominent

feature in the national conduct of the war. Morgan, Forrest, arid Van Dorn

had set the example, which was to be followed now by Colonel Grierson in

a bold movement from La Grange, in Tennessee, through tbe State of Mis-

sissippi to Baton Rouge, in Louisiana.

At the outbreak of the war, Colonel Grierson, a, native of Illinois, entered

the army as an aid to General Prentiss. Subsequently colonel of tbe Sixth

Illinois, he soon rose to the command of a brigade in Grant's army. The

force placed at his disposal for bis celebrated raid consisted of a brigade

1700 strong, composed of the Sixth and Seventh Illinois and Second Iowa

Cavalry.

La Grange, the starting-point of the expedition, is an inland town, about

fifty miles east from Memphis, on the southern border of Tennessee. Grier-

son's command set out from this place on the morning of April 17th, the

Sixth Illinois in the advance. At night the head of the column encamped

within four miles of Ripley, the first town reached after crossing tbe Missis-

sippi border. The route of the expedition through Mississippi, as will be

seen from the following map, passed entirely around Pembertou's army, be-

tween the Ohio and Mobile and the New Orleans and Jackson Railroads,

crossing tbe railroad leading east from Vicksburg a little south of Deca-

tur, and the New Orleans Railroadjust in the rear of Natchez. After three

days of adventurous riding, and meeting only inconsiderable detachments

of tbe enemy, which were easily scattered, the command on the night of the

19th reached Mr. Wetherall's plantation, eight miles south of Pontotoc, and
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sixty miles from its first night's encampment.
Forty miles were made the next day ; and on the

21st, Colonel Hatch, with the Iowa regiment, in an
excursion, the object of which was the destruction

of the Mobile Railroad at Columbus, was confront-

ed by a superior force of the enemy. In the' fight

which ensued Colonel Hatch was seriously wound-
ed, and his command dispersed. On the 27th the

expedition reached Pearl River, where it was joined
by a detachment of thirty-five men who about a

week before had been sent from the main column
to cut the telegraph running northward from Ma-
con. This little party had succeeded in marching
to Macon and safely returning to the main col-

umn, under the leadership of Captain Forbes. It

had been in great peril, for the whole state was
now alarmed. Unable to capture Maeon, it was
misled by false information to Enterprise, where,
but for the boldness of Captain Fo'rbes, it would
have fallen into the hands of three thousand Con-
federate soldiers. The captain, understanding his danger, tried to bluff
the enemy, and succeeded, nc rode boldly up to the town with a flag of
truce, and demanded the instant surrender of the place to Colonel Grierson.
Colonel Goodwin, commanding the Confederate force, asked an hour to con-
sider the proposition, to which request Forbes was only too willing to ac-
cede. That hour, with rapid riding, delivered his little company from its

embarrassing situation.

In the mean time, the main column, which, after Hatch's defeat, only num-
bered 1000 men, had been rescued from imminent peril by a deliverance still
more remarkable, because it wasprovidential rather than strategic. Darin"
the 22d and the following night, the expedition "made the must difficult
march of the raid. Waiting in the morning for the return of a battalion
which had been detailed to destroy a large shoe factory near Starkville, it
had been delayed, and toward night found itself entangled in the swamps of
the Okanoxubee River, a few miles south of Louisville. The water m many

places on the roads was four or five feet deep, and the tired horses, after a
march already accomplished of over fifty miles, and now confronted by a
waste of water, without the light of day to guide their path, were many of
them drowned. Fortunately not a man was lost, and the next morning
(that of the 23d) found the entire column hurrying forward to reach the

bridge across Pearl River. Confederate scouts had gone before them, and
if the bridge should.be destroyed there was no hope of escape. It was not
till late in the afternoon that Colonel Prime, with the Seventh Illinois, neared
the bridge. Upon a closer approach it was discovered that the enemy's
scouts were already engaged in the destruction of the bridge, stripping up
the planks and hurling them into the river. The scouts were driven from
the bridge, which in a few minutes more would have been rendered useless.

This was near Decatur, where, on the next day, Gricrson destroyed two ware-

houses full ofcommissary stores, several carloads of ammunition: and burned
the railroad bridges and trestle-work, besides capturing two trains of cars
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and two locomotives. On the morning of the 27tb they reached the Pearl

River at a point sixty miles nearer its mouth. Here again they were fortu-

nate in obtaining ferriage across the river. At Gallatin, on the night of the

27tli, they captured a 32-pounder rifled Parrott gun and 1400 pounds of

powder. At Bahala, on the 28th, four companies, detailed for that purpose,

destroyed the railroad depot and transportation. The next day, at Brook
Haven, on the New Orleans and Jackson Railroad, the Seventh Illinois

dashed through the streets, burned the railroad depot, cars, and bridges, and

pitroled over 200 prisoners. After farther destruction of railroads and stores

at Bogue Chito and Summit, Grierson's command on the 1st of May, near

Osyka, returned to the main road to avail itself of a bridge, its only means
of crossing an important stream. Here it fell into an ambuscade, and Lieu-

tenant Colonel Blackburn was severely wounded. That night it crossed

Arnite River, evading the sleeping pickets of the enemy. Finally, at noon

on May 2, the raiders galloped into the streets of Eaton Rouge, as dusty,

ragged, and wayworn a band of heroes as ever was seen.

In this raid, Grierson's command, by a succession of forced marches, often

through drenching rain and almost impassable swamps, sometimes without

rest for forty-eight hours, had in sixteen days traversed 800 miles of hostile

territory, destroying railroad bridges, transportation, and commissary stores,

paroling a large number of prisoners, and destroying 3000 staud of arms, at

a cost of only twenty-seven men.

As a result of his observations, Grierson writes

:

" The strength of the rebels has been over-estimated. They have neither

the arms nor the resources we have given them credit for. Passing through

their country, I found thousands ofgoodUuion men, who were ready and
anxious to return to their allegiance the moment they could do so with

safety to themselves and families. They will rally around the old flag by
scores whenever our army advances. I could have brought away a thou-

sand with me, who were anxious to come—men whom I found fugitives

from their homes, hid in the swamps and forests, where they were hunted

like wild beasta by conscripting officers with blood-hounds."

Five hundred negroes followed the raiders into Baton Rouge on the cap-

tured horses.

It was Grierson's raid which first demonstrated that

the Confederacy was but a shell, strong at the surface

by reason of organized armies, but hollow within, and
destitute of resources to sustain or ol strength to re-

cruit those armies.

The same day that Grierson entered Baton Rouge
was fought and won the battle of Port Gibson, the

first of a series of victorious battles in the rear of
Vicksburg which in the course of two months had
their crowning success in the capture of the "heroic

city."

CHAPTER XXVII.
TETE WAR ON THE MISSISSIPPI.—(Omtimud.)

Opening of ttic new Campaign against Vicksburg.—Gelling into Po-
sition.—Bui tie of Port Gibson nnd Evncuntion of Grand Gulf.—
Feint Attack at Hnincs's BinIf.—General Bnnka's Progress in Lou-
isiana.—Fort Hudson.—FiUTflgUI runs the Blockade.—Banle nt

Raymond.— Capture of Jnekson. — Bottle of Chnni]>ion Hill.—

McCIeraand's Fight on the Blnck River.—Investment of Vicks-

burg.—First Assault, May IQih.—Second Assnult, May 22<l.—ThO
Siege.—The Capitulation.—Results of the Campaign.—Capture

of Port Hudson.

AT length the campaign was opened which was to result in the capture

of Vicksburg. The transports had been brought down, and three corps

of troops were in motion. McClernand, who had the advance, had been

waiting—"impatiently wailing," according to his report, for an opportuni-

ty, had with considerable difficulty crossed the peninsula from Million's

Bend to New Carthage. "Old roads," says he, "were repaired, new ones

made, boats constructed for the transportation of men and supplies, twenty

miles of levee sleeplessly guarded day and night, and every possible precau-

tion used to prevent the rising flood from breaking through and ingulfing

us." He had also to contend with Harrison's cavalry, which finally retreat-

ed to Perkins's Plantation, six miles below New Carthage. Upon McCler-

nand's approach, New Carthage was hastily abandoned by the enemy, who,

taking refuge at James's Plantation, a mile and a half below, was dislodged

also from that position. The arrival of the transports at this point acceler-

ated the movement of the corps, which advanced from New Carthage to

Perkins's Plantation, General Ilovey constructing on this route nearly 2000

feet of bridging out of extemporized material, thus in the short space of

three days completing the military road from the river above to a point on

the river forty miles below Vicksburg.

On the 22d of April Porter notified McClernand that on the following

morning he would attack Grand Gulf, requesting the latter to send an in-

fantry force to occupy the place so soon as he should succeed in silencing

the enemy's guns. Osterbaus's division was detached for this purpose ; but,

after farther consideration, the attack was postponed. The line being now
extended southward on account of the limited number of transports, McCler-

nand advanced to Hard Times, fifteen miles below Perkins's Plantation, and

seventy miles from Milliken's Bend. This position was three miles above

Grand Gulf. It being desirable to get below this strong-hold, the cavalry,

followed by McCIemand's, and afterward by McPherson's corps, crossed Cof-

fee Point to D'Schron's Plantation, and on to a point opposite Bruinsburg.

While the cavalry were reconnoitring this route, an attack was made (April

29th) on Grand Gulf by the gun-boats, a military force 15,000 strong having

embarked on transports for the purpose of effecting a landing in case the at-

tack succeeded. Seven gun-boats participated in the attack— the Louisville,
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Carondelet, Mound City, Pittsburg, Tuscumbia, Benton, and Lafayette. Tba

tbree last mentioned attacked the upper and more formidable batteries. The

batteries below were soon silenced, and the entire force of the bombardment

was directed against the upper one, which had been hotly engaged by the

Benton and Tuscumbia. Both these vessels were now suffering severely.

Many on board were numbered among tbe killed and wounded; and, just

as tbe Pittsburg came up to their support, a large shell passed through tbe

Benton's pilot-house, wounding her pilot and disabling her wbeel, so that

sbe was forced to drift down and repair her injuries. In a very short time

the Pittsburg had lost eight killed and sixteen wounded. The Tuscumbia,

too, was being badly cut up. General Grant was watching the conflict from

a tug-boat, and to him the prospect of success in this direct attack did not

appear promising. The gun-boats had now fought at a disadvantage for

Dearly six hours in the strong currents and eddies of the stream, and were

being very much crippled, while the guns of the enemy's batteries were ap-

parently uninjured.

It was therefore determined to cross over to Bruinsburg—the landing for

Port Gibson—and to turn tbe position at Grand Gulf. McClernand's corps

was disembarked at Bruinsburg before noon on the 30th, and, after a distri-

bution to the troops of three days' rations, which took up three or four

hours, the army began its advance toward Port Gibson. McPherson's corps

followed as rapidly as possible.

The march began at three o'clock P.M. Carr's division moved in the

van, followed in order by Osterhaus's, Hovey's, and A. J. Smith's. There

was no halting except for the preliminary packing of haversacks, and, in the

case of Benton's brigade, even this had been dispensed with. This brigade,

the first of Carr's division, had moved forward as soon as it was landed, and

had left a detail behind to bring its supplies ; not a light labor, when it is

remembered that tbe brave fellows carried these provisions upon their backs

under a broiling sun for a distance of four miles. Benton's command hav-

ing gained the hills, four miles back from the river, and waited there for its

rations, the whole corps was soon in motion. It marched on until midnight,

when, about eight miles out from Bruinsburg, there was a smart encounter

with the enemy. A fight of two or three hours ensued, in which the artil-

lery took chief part, resulting in tbe withdrawal of the enemy. Farther ad-

vance was impossible, and the soldiers laid down and slept upon their arms

until daylight. They had been awakened the morning before at three

o'clock by the bombardment of Grand Gulf—covering the movement of the

transports down the river—and for twenty-four hours had not had a mo-

ment's sleep. At dawn the march was resumed, and continued for four

miles, when the enemy was encountered in his chosen position on Centre

Creek, three miles west of Port Gibson.

Grant's movement had proved a complete surprise to Pemberton, who,

until the last fortnight, had supposed Tullaboma, in Tennessee, to be the ob-

ject of the impending campaign rather than Vicksburg. As late as April

13th, three days before the first passage of Grant's transports below Vicks-

burg, Pemberton telegraphed to Joe Johnston, then at Tullaboma, " I am sat-

isfied Rosecrans will be re-enforced from Grant's army. Shall I order troops

to Tullahorna?" But on the 17th the descent of the transports had appa-

rently convinced him of his mistake, as he then telegraphed to Johnston

the " return" of Grant, and the " resumption" of operations against Vicks-

burg. From this time he was scarcely allowed either the chance of a doubt

as to Grant's real intentions, or time for preparation. And what time he

had slipped leisurely away without any show of positive energy on his part.

He must have known, when he saw the transports going down, that an at-

tempt would be made by Grant to cross the river somewhere below Vicks-

burg, and that probably it would be made at Grand Gulf. Thus, on the 29th

ofApril, he telegraphed to Johnston, " The enemy is at Hard Times in large

force, with barges and transports, indicating a purpose to attack Grand Gulf,

with a view to Vicksburg."

The only preparation which he had made against this contemplated at-

tack was to send a few thousand troops, under command of General Bowen,

to Grand Gulf. The attempt to occupy Grand Gulf was made, as we have

seen, on the 29th ; it was going on, indeed, while Pemberton was telegraph-

ing the above dispatch to Johnston. But suddenly the attack was given up,

and Bowen, leaving a small force at Grand Gulf, found it necessary, with an

incompetent army, to move southward from the mouth of the Big Black,

putting that river between himself and Vicksburg. Re-enforccments were

on the way; but Grant was moving with precipitate rapidity, and nothing

could now prevent his immediately landing two corps. On the morning of

the 1st of May, Bowen found himself, with only two brigades, in a position

which should have been taken ere this by the greater portion of Pember-

ton's army. His situation made victory for him impossible, for Grant al-

most inevitable. One thing, and but one, was in bis favor; this was tbe

character of the country in which he must venture battle
—"a country,"

said Grant, " the most broken and difficult to operate in I ever saw." It is,

of course, useless to speculate as to what might have happened had Pember-

ton appreciated the importance of the strongest possible resistance at this

point; but it is none the less a damaging fact that he did not appreciate it.

But it was too late now for Pemberton to speculate about the matter; the

Vicksburg campaign was already virtually decided. Bowen, resist however

bravely he might, must retreat; and Grant must advance, carrying with him

the key of Vicksburg.

Bowen's resistance was as gallant and as obstinate as the circumstances of

his situation allowed. His army, if it might be called an army, was posted

on Centre Creek, where, out of the road leading from Bruinsburg, two others

branched in opposite directions, but each conducting to Port Gibson. Upon
the one rested his right, and his left upon the other. He had between five

and six thousand men. Opposed to him were more than twice his own

numbers, supported by a full corps, which was moving rapidly upon tbe

field. But in such a position a small force easily opposes a very much lar-

ger one. The roads run along narrow ridges, with deep and almost impen-

etrable ravines on either side. Only a comparatively small army can be

brought into action at one time in such a field, and it is only by long-con-

tinued fighting that the superiority in numbers is made to tell.

It was McClernand's corps which, on the national side, fought the battle

of Port Gibson. Carr's division held the front, the first brigade on the Tight,

and the second on the left. Hovey's division occupied the ridges on Carr's

right. Osterhaus's confronted the enemy's left, and secured McClernand's

rear. When A. J. Smith's division came up, it moved into the position first

occupied by Hovey, while the latter advanced to the support of Benton's

brigade (Carr's right), which had been fighting against odds for nearly two

hours. Opposite the Eighteenth Indiana regiment, which was Benton's

right, touching the road from Bruinsburg at Magnolia Church, was a Con-

federate battery, situated on an elevated position, and which was a source of

great annoyance. A spirited charge was made by detachments from both

Carr's and Hovey's divisions, resulting in the capture of this battery and

400 prisoners—an achievement which should be credited to both divisions.

From this time the enemy was steadily though slowly driven back. Sev-

eral attempts on his part, directed ngainst McClernand's centre, had already
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failed ; against Osterhaus's position on tbe left he still maintained his ground,

until finally J. B. Smith's brigade, of McPherson's corps, came to the assist-

ance of Osterbaus, when, by a flank movement, Bowen was driven from tbe

field
;
yet, from the nature of tbe ground and the approach of darkness, he

was able to retire in good order. The next morning Port Gibson was oc-

cupied by McPherson's corps, after bridging tbe Bayou Pierre, the enemy

having burned the bridge in his retreat. The national loss in the battle had

been 130 killed and 718 wounded; that of the enemy was in proportion

probably much heavier.

On the 3d of May, as a consequence of his defeat at Port Gibson, the ene-

my evacuated Grand Gulf just as Admiral Porter was about to subject that

position to another bombardment. As soon as the place was abandoned,

Grant determined to make it his base of supplies. His forces had now ad-

vanced fifteen miles out, to Hankinson's Ferry, on the Big Black. Before

any farther progress could be ventured, it was necessary to complete the

arrangements occasioned by the change of base from Bruinsburg to Grand

Gulf, and to wait for Sherman's corps.

This corps bad been left behind until tbe last, as a blind to Pembcrton,

to prevent his sending heavy re-enforcements southward from Vieksburg to

Bowen's army. Sherman, on April 2Stb, received an order from Grant to

make a feint tho nest day against the Confederate batteries on the Yazoo

simultaneously with the attack on Grand Gutf. The field in which this dem-

onstration was to be made was the scene of his repulse four months before,

and tbe associations revived were doubtless not of a pleasant character to

General Sherman, who was now called upon—by a threatening advance, to

be followed by a hasty retreat—to incur the popular suspicion of a second

defeat. But Sherman could afford to look past disaster in the face, and to

defy the popular impression which bis present task must occasion, but which

succeeding events would shortly dispel. So far as his own army was con-

cerned, there would also exist, for a brief period, this unfavorable impression;

but it could not last long enough to cause demoralization, or to impair tbe

confidence of his soldiers in bis military leadership. He embarked General

Blair's division on ten steam-boats, and at 10 A.M. on April 29th entered tbe

waters of tbe Yazoo, where he found the flag-boat Black Hawk, the iron-clads

Choctaw and De Kalb, the gun-boat Tyler, and several smaller wooden boats,

ready for co-operation. During that night this military and naval force lay

off the mouth of Chickasaw Bayou, and early next morning got within range

of the Confederate batteries. A vigorous bombardment of the latter was

kept up for four hours, and, toward evening, Blair's division was disembark-

ed in full view of the enemy, as if intending an assault The ruse succeed-

ed; for, although there was no road across tbe submerged field which lay

between the river and the bluff, it seemed to the enemy, from bis previous

experience of Sherman's movements, more than probable that a real attack

would be ventured. After the landing of the troops, the gun-boats and the

batteries resumed their cannonade. The 1st of May, while the battle of

Port Gibson was being fought, was occupied on the Yazoo in movements

similar to those of tbe day before. In tbe midst of these movements, or-

ders came from Grant hurrying Sherman's corps forward down the river to

Grand Gulf. The force in front of the Yazoo batteries vanished as rapidly

as it had appeared. Sherman, dispatching orders to Steele and Tuttle to

march to Grand Gulf by way of Richmond, silently fell down to Young's

Point on the night of May 1st,

At noon on May6th Sherman's corps reached Hard Times. In tho course

of tbe next two days it had crossed the Mississippi and marched to Hankin-

son's Ferry, where it relieved Crocker's division, and enabled it to join

McPherson's corps in tbe advance movement which had been ordered by

Grant the day previous.

Grant's purpose had originally been to collect all bis forces at Grand Gulf,

accumulate a good supply of provisions and ordnance stores before moving,

and, during the time thus occupied, detach one of bis corps to co-operate

with General Banks in the reduction of Port Hudson, after which, by a

junction of the two armies, be would have an additional force of about

12,000 men to bring against Vieksburg. But, after the advantage be had

gained at the outset in defeating Bowen, he wisely deemed it not worth his

while to wait for Banks, who was now west of tbe Mississippi, and could

not be at Port Hudson before May 10th, and determined, from the foothold

already acquired, to push rapidly northward to the rear of Vieksburg. He
knew that Johnston would, as quickly as possible, re-enforce Pemberton, and

that if be waited for the capture of Port Hudson, while tbe delay might

bring him a few thousand more men, it would bring Pemberton a much lar-

ger Ibrce. He therefore, on the 7th, had ordered a general movement of his

army against the railroad conducting from Vieksburg westward to Jackson.

Before following the course of this campaign through the battles imme-

diately preceding tbe investment of Vieksburg, let us glance at General

Banks's progress in Louisiana np to the commencement of operations against

Port Hudson.

General Banks arrived at New Orleans December 14th, 1862, when he as-

sumed the command of the Department of the Gulf, relieving General But-

ler. He brought with him a military force of about 10,000 men, and the

fleet with which be sailed consisted of twenty-six steam and twenty-five

sailing vessels. The entire Army of tbe Gulf, thus re-enforced, numbered

30,000 men, and was designated the Nineteenth Army Corps. General

Banks's object was threefold—to regulate tbe civil government of Louisi-

ana; to direct the military movements against the rebellion in that state

and in Texas ; and to co-operate in the opening of the Mississippi by the

reduction of Port Hudson. This latter post, lying within his department,
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was on the east bank of tbe Mississippi, at tbc terminus of the Clinton and

Port Hudson Railroad, twenty-five miles above Baton Rouge.

The first notice taken of Port Hudson as a military post was in tbe latter

part of Augusr, 1802, when AV. D. Porter, of the Esses, went up the river to

reconnoitre tbe batteries reported to be in process of erection at this point.

At that time no guns could be discovered, but earthworks were being con-

structed. About a week after this reconnoissance, the Anglo-American, in

passing Port Hudson, was opened upon from three batteries, and received

seventy-three shots.

In March, 1863, General Banks bad concentrated at Baton Rouge, which
he had reoccupied immediately after bis arrival at New Orleans, an army
of 25,000 men, and on the 13th made a strong demonstration against Port
Hudson. All that was intended to be effected by this was a diversion in fa-

vor of Admiral Farragut, who, with a naval force (consisting of the Hart-

ford, Mississippi, Richmond, and Monongaheln, and the gun-boats Albatross,

Genasee, Kineo, Essex, and Sachem, and six schooners), was about to run

tbe Port Hudson batteries, which bad been multiplied and strengthened

during the last six months. Had Banks, instead of merely making a dem-
onstration, invested Port Hudson, it might, according to Halleck's report,

have been easily reduced; but as the garrison consisted at this time of
about 18,000 men, this result would not probably have been reached.

Farragut had to pass a line of batteries commencing below the town and
extending along the bluff" about three and a half miles. Early on the 14th

his fleet reached Prophet's Island, five miles below Port Hudson. In the aft-

ernoon the mortars and two of the gun-boats opened on the batteries, and at

9 30 P.M. the signal to advance was given. The Hartford, with the admiral
on board, took the lead, with tbe gun-boat Albatross lashed to her side.

The Richmond and tbe gun-boat Genesee followed ; the Monongahela, with
the Kineo, came next, and the Mississippi brought up the rear, the mortars
still bombarding tbe batteries. The admiral's ship passed without difficulty,

but the smoke from their fire obscured the river from the vessels following.

The Richmond, receiving a shot through her steam-drum, dropped out of
fire, with three of her crew killed and seven wounded. The captain of the

Mouongabela also dropped down the river and anchored. The gun-boat

Kineo, her propeller fouled by a hawser, and with a shot through her rud-

der-post, followed their example. So accurate was the fire from the batter-

ies that the destruction of the whole fleet was imminent. The Mississippi

grounded, and, after destroying her engines, spiking her guns, and setting

her on fire, Captain Smith, with the officers and crew, abandoned her, escap-

ing to the shore opposite Port Hudson. The vessel soon drifted down the

river, and finally exploded. Such is the story of the fleet. General Banks
had a slight encounter with the enemy, and returned to Baton Rouge. Far-

ragut's object in pass-

ing up the river was
to cut off Vicks-

burg from supplies

brought from the

Red River.

General Banks
now turned his atten-

tion to the borders

of the Bayou Teche.

From Algiers, oppc*

site New Orleans,

starts the New Or "* or FOBT UBI,80N-

leans and Opelousas Railroad, terminating at Brashear City, eighty miles dis-

tant, where Grand Lake forms a junction with the Atchafalaya. Opposite
Brashear City is Berwick, near the entrance of the Bayou Teche into the
Atchafalaya. Starting from a point near Opelousas, the Teche runs south-
eastward^ about two hundred miles. The principal towns on its banks
are Franklin, Martinsville, and Opelousas. It was up this river that, only a
few weeks previous, General Weitzel bad attempted to advance, but, meet-
ing so stubborn a resistance from the Confederate General Mouton, aided
by the gun-boat Cotton, had been compelled to fall back. Apprehending a

second advance, however, the enemy had burned the gun-boat Tbe ob-

structions put in Weitzel'a wmy bad also been swept away by tbe current
of the bayou. But, a few miles above Pattersonville, on the river, Fort Bis-

land bad been constructed, and was held by several thousand Confederates.

This region was the richest in the state, and Banks devoted himself to its

reclamation from the enemy. Having concentrated his forces at Brashear
City, Weitzel's brigade was crossed over to Berwick on the 10th of April,

followed shortly by General Emory's division. As Banks advanced up the

bayou, General Dick Taylor, commanding the Confederates, retired upon
Fort Bisland. On the 12th, Graver's division, embarked on transports, and
accompanied by the national gun-boats Clifton, Estrella, Arizona, and Cal-

houn, entered Grand Lake, the object of the expedition being to get in Tay-
lor's rear, and either to eut off his retreat if be evacuated his works, or, if

he remained, to attack him,, co-operating with the forces in front. On tbe

13th this division landed about three miles west of Franklin. The enemy,
on its approach, blew up the Queen of the West, which he had only recently

captured. A fight occurred at Irish Bend, where Graver landed, and the

enemy retreated, destroying, as he fell back, bis gun-boat Diana, and some
transports at Franklin. Banks meanwhile pushing him in front, Taylor was
obliged to abandon his fortified po-

sition. He was vigorously pursued
;

at New Iberia, on his retreat, be de-

stroyed five transports loaded with

commissary stores and ammunition,

and a gun-boat not yet finished.

This place was reached by Banks's

army on the 17th, and a cannon
foundery was taken, and two regi-

ments sent to destroy a celebrated

salt mine in the town. Already 1500
prisoners had been captured, besides

it large number of horses, mules, and
beeves.

Taylor retreated on Opelousas aft-

er a brief stand against Graver at

Bayou Vermilion. His destruction

of bridges as he fell back occasioned

some delay in Banks's advance, but

the latter reached Opelousas on April

20th, Taylor continuing bis retreat

toward Alexandria, on the Red River.

Tbc gun-boats at the same time oc-
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cupied Butte-a-la-Rose, opening the Atchafalaya to Red River, and thus es-

tablishing communication with Admiral Farragut, who held the mouth of

that ,river. During the first week in May, while Grant was preparing for

an advance from Grand Gulf, Taylor evacuated Fort De Russey and Alex-

andria, falling back to Shreveport, near the border of Texas, with orders

from General Moore to withdraw into the latter state if pressed by General

Banks. On the 6th of May Admiral Porter appeared before Alexandria

with a fleet of gun-boats, and took possession of the town without opposi-

tion. Thus, after the capture of 2000 prisoners, two transports, and twenty

guns, and compelling the destruction by the enemy of eight transports and

three gun-boats, General Banks had conquered all of Louisiana west of New
Orleans and south of the Red River, and had possession of the latter stream

from its mouth to Shreveport.

He now put his army in motion against Port Hudson, sending as many

as possible by water, and marching the remainder to Simmsport, where

they were ferried across the Atchafalaya, and moved down the west bank

of the Mississippi to a point opposite Bayou Sara, where they crossed on the

night of May 23d, and the next day Port Hudson was besieged on the north,

while General C. C. Augur, with 3500 men from Baton Rouge, invested it

on the south. These two investing armies joined hands on tbe 25th, after a

repulse of the enemy by Augur, and a steady advance of tbe right wing, un-

der Generals Weitzel, Grovcr, and Dwight, resulting in the enemy's retiring

within his outer line of intrenchments.

General Frank Gardner commanded tbe garrison at Port Hudson, which

had now been very much reduced to meet the more pressing exigencies of

the Vicksburg campaign. Leaving this position thus invested by an army

of 12,000 men, we return to the battles around Vicksburg.

The movement ordered by General Grant on May
7th, and which had been scarcely begun before the

arrival of Sherman's corps, consisted of an advance

by two parallel roads up the southeast bank of tbe

Big Black River, McPherson hugging the river close-

ly, MeClernand moving on the higher or ridge road,

and Sherman following, with his corps divided on

the two roads. The movements of these two corps

after the battle of Port Gibson bad indicated an im-

mediate advance across Black River at Hankinson's

or Hall's Ferries toward Warrenton. But their real

objective was the Vicksburg and Jackson Railroad,

which Grant wished to reach somewhere between

Bolton and Edwards's Station. He knew what he

had to apprehend from Joe Johnston's army, and

that vigorous efforts would be made by the Confed-

erate authorities of Mississippi to arouse tbe militia

against him (Governor Pettus, indeed, bad, on May
6th, called upon every man in the state to take up

arms) to harass his movements. His eyes were

turned now not directly upon Vicksburg—they look-

ed eastward to Jackson. This was a point which

he must secure at once; the railroads centring there must be destroyed, as

also the military stores there accumulated. This was the special duty as-

signed to McPherson, while MeClernand and Sherman were to strike the

railroad farther to the west.

General Grant moved with Sherman. On the evening of May 11th he
telegraphed to General Halleck that his forces were across Fourteen-mile

Creek, that he should communicate no longer with Grand Gulf, and there-

fore might not be heard from for several weeks. This .telegram, in the gen-

eral's own mind, meant "Success is certain, but no time is to be lost; I must

look to the country for my soldiers' rations, and fight my way round Vicks-

burg to a new base of supplies on the Yazoo 1"

The next day, McPherson, having nearly reached Raymond, a few miles

west of Jackson and south of the railroad, met two brigades of the enemy,

under Generals Gregg and Walker. A battle followed between General

Logan's division, which was in tbe advance, and the Confederates, who held

a strong position on a creek within three miles of Raymond, with two batter-

ies posted on an eminence commanding the road on which McPherson was

moving, and with his infantry lying on the hills to the right of this road,

and in the timber and ravines in front. Although tbe fight was severe

enough to inflict upon Logan a loss of 69 killed and 341 wounded, it was of

short duration. After an unsuccessful attempt to execute a flank movement

on Logan's left, and a furious charge for the purpose of capturing De Gol-

vcr's battery, which was repulsed with severe loss to the assailants, tbe ene-

my was driven from the field, and Logan entered Raymond. The Confed-

erate loss in this battle was severe both in killed and wounded, and on ac-

count of desertion. Tbe killed amounted to 103, the wounded and captured

to 720. The forces engaged were nearly equal. Johnston reports Gregg's

and Walker's force as fiOOO. Logan's division was inferior in numbers, but

Crocker's arrived in time to accelerate the enemy's retreat

At this stage of Grant's progress his army extended from Raymond west-

ward toward Edwards's Station. As the enemy defeated by McPherson re-

treated toward Jackson, where re-enforcements were continually arriving,

and where Johnston was hourly expected to take command in person, both'

Sherman and MeClernand were ordered to move toward Raymond prepara-

tory to an attack on Jackson. McPherson, on the 13tb, advanced to Clin-

ton, the first important position directly west from Jackson, where be de-

stroyed the railroad and telegraph. Sherman approached Jackson from the

southwest by the Mississippi Springs Road, while MeClernand moved to

Raymond, and on the 14th occupied with one division Clinton, with a sec-

ond Mississippi Springs, a third remaining at Raymond.

McPherson and Sherman were the same day moving against Jackson.

When, at about 10 A.M., the former was within three miles of Jackson, he

was met by the bulk of the enemy's forces under General W. H. T. Walker,

whose command, consisting of South Carolina and Georgia troops, had ar-

rived the previous evening. At tbe same time, and about tbe same distance

south of Jackson, Sherman encountered the enemy in a position apparently

of great strength. After some delay, caused by a heavy shower, McPherson

disposed bis forces for an attack. Crocker's division was in the advance.

The battle here was almost an exact repetition of that which took place two

days before at Raymond, though shorter and less severe. A brief artillery

duel was followed by an impetuous charge of Crocker's division across the

ravine in front, up the hill held by the Confederates—a charge which swept

tbe enemy up to and out of their breastworks. The national troops pursued

until they came within range of the guns defending Jackson, when McMur-

ray's and Dillon's batteries were brought up and shelled the flying Confed-

erates.

The resistance offered to Sherman was feeble, tbe enemy soon retreating

into his interior defenses. The town was then immediately abandoned by

tbe Confederates, and at 4 P.M. tbe flag of the Fifty-ninth Indiana was wav-

ing over the Capitol, Mcpherson's and Sherman's commands entering the

place almost simultaneously. McPherson's loss in this battle was 37 killed,

and 228 w^ounded and missing. The Confederate loss in killed, wounded,

and prisoners amounted to 845.

General Joe Johnston had reached Jackson on tbe night of May 13tb.
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He conducted the battle of the lift; superintended the evacuation of Jack-

sou, and then withdrew his army northward. This general—probably the

most able officer in the Confederate service—after his wound at the battle

of Seven Pines, in Virginia, in May, 1862, was incapable of military service

until November following, when he was assigned to the command of the

West. 1 He left Richmond with his staff November 29, and on December

4 reached Chattanooga. The nest day he went to Murfreesborough, but was

still, on account of his wound, prevented from any other than a general su-

pervision of Bragg's army. At this time President Davis was on a tour of

inspection in the West. He visited Murfreesborough with Johnston. The

next notice we have of Johnston he was with Davis (December 26,1862) at

Jackson, before the Mississippi Legislature. On this occasion the Confeder-

ate President addressed a long and eloquent speech to the Legislature. The

fact that Davis belonged to Mississippi imparted an unusual interest to this

address, which was also very characteristic of the man. He had left his con-

stituency two years before to assume his present position. He alluded in

eloquent terms to his political connection with the state, and to his interest

in her welfare ; he glanced backward to the time when he had last addressed

them, and admitted that, while he then had thought war inevitable as the

result of secession, the conflict had assumed proportions more gigantic than

he had anticipated ; this was due to a want of moderation, sagacity, and mo-

rality in the Northern people; he wondered now how it had ever been pos-

sible for the people of the South " to live for so long a time in association

with such miscreants," and loved so rotten a government. They of Missis-

sippi knew as yet but little of the horrors of the war; but he, from his post

at Richmond, had witnessed them in the captivity of old men, and the in-

sults offered by "dirty Federal invaders" to delicate women, in the wanton

destruction of property, and every imaginable outrage. There was a differ-

ence between the two peoples. "Our enemies," he said, "are a tradition-

less, homeless race ;" they had, from the time of Cromwell, been disturbers

of the world's peace, first in England, then in Holland, and again in En-

gland on their return; unable to let Papacy alone in the Old World, they

could not let Quakers and witches alone in the New. Hence, knowing the

savagery of the Yankees, it had been his chosen policy to carry on the war

on the fields of the enemy—a policy which had been thwarted by the supe-

rior power of the North ; and this disparity of power it was which bad ne-

cessitated the rigors of conscription in the South. He appealed to the Mis-

sissippians to send every available man to the front, and alluded in compli-

mentary terms to the bravery of the Mississippian soldiers—to the old men

1 The following is the order issued from (he Adjutant and Inspector General's ofllce nt Rich-

mond, November 24th, 18G2

:

"General J. E. Johnston, Confederate States Armv. is hereby aliened to the following geo-

pjaphical command, to wit : Commencing with the Blue Ridge of monntninn, ninninp throiifih

the western part of North Carolina, nnd following the line of snid mountains through the north-

ern part of Georgia to the railroad 5011th of Chattanooga ; thence by that road to West Point, and

down the west or right bank of the Chattahoochee River to the boundary of Alabama nnd Flor-

ida, following that boundary west to tho Cboutowhatchoo River, nnd down that river to Choctaw-

hatchec Bay—including the waters of thnt bay—to the Gulf of Mexico. All that portion of tho

country west of said line to the Mississippi River i* included in the above command. General

Johnston will, for the purpose of rorrcsTirindcnre nnd reports, .-siiihlisli his head |uarterti nl_ Chat-

tanooga, or such other place as in his judgment may hunt secure facilities for ready communication

with the troop* within the limits of bis command, and will repair in person to nny part of paid

command whenever his presence may for the time be necessary or dcsirable.

" By command of the .Secretary of War. John Withers, A. A. G.

f Hit Preside at, BLcbinood, Vu."

among them, and the gentle boys of sixteen, of whom he had heard on Vir-

ginia battle-fields. He warned them that every effort would be made by
the enemy to capture Vicksburg and Port Hudson, and told them about the

brilliant commanders whom he had chosen to defend these positions; then

again he invoked them, by the glorious dead of Mexico, and by the still

more glorious dead of the battle-fields of the Confederacy, by the desolate

widows and orphans left behind, and by their maimed and wounded heroes,

to rush forward and place themselves at the disposal of the state. Against

the capture of New Orleans he offset the repulse formerly sustained by the

enemy's fleet before Vicksburg, and his recent repulse at Fredericksburg;

he referred to the smiles of the Emperor Napoleon
;
prophesied the conver-.

sion of the Northwest to the Confederate cause
;
pointed to the bright hopes

of the trans-Mississippi campaign ; and, as the climax of hope, mentioned

the interesting fact that the gallant State of Kentucky was "still the object

of the ardent wishes of General Bragg," and that he had even heard that offi-

cer, in an address to his troops, speak longingly of Kentucky and the banks

of the Ohio I Such was the address of President Davis. General Johnston

was then called upon for a speech. " The scar-worn hero," says a report of

the proceedings, "looked a little nervous, while the house rang with loud

and prolonged applause. He rose and said: ' Fellow-citizens, my only re-

gret is that I have done so little to merit such a greeting. I promise you,

however, that hereafter I shall be watchful, energetic, and indefatigable in

your defense.'"

As soon as Davis reached Richmond he was pressed to remove General

Bragg and give Johnston command of the Army of Middle Tennessee.

Davis referred the matter to Johnston, who (February 12, 1863) expressed

his approbation of General Bragg, and his belief that the interests of the

service required that the latter should not be removed. A month later,

while at Mobile, on his way to Mississippi, Johnston received an order to as-

sume command of the Army of Middle Tennessee, and to direct General

Bragg to report to the War Department. When Johnston reached Tulla-

homa he informed the Secretary of War (March 19th) that the change could

not be made, on account of the critical condition of Bragg's family. On the

10th of April he repeated this to President Davis, and added that he him-

self had been sick, and was not now able to serve in the field. On the 9th

of May he was ordered to proceed at once to Mississippi and take chief com-

mand of the forces there. Up to this time Johnston had been physically

unable to undertake any responsibility for the conduct of the war in Mis-

sissippi.

And he assumed the cGinman'i too late for his assistance to be of any

value. Grant's army was alreaa^ within a short distance of Jackson, while

Pemberton, completely deceived by the Federal demonstrations toward War-

rcnton, was holding the main body of his army on the west bank of the Big

Black, in the vicinity of Edwards's Station, where he continued to hold it

until after the capture of Jackson, making no attempt to find out the real

movements of Grant, or to harass his exposed flank and rear.

This was the situation when Johnston reached Jackson, where his little

army of about 6000 men was of course unable to save the place from cap-

ture. In retreating he took the Canton Road, by which alone he could pre-

serve communication with Pemberton. Upon Grant's first landing, John-

ston had urged Pemberton to attack him without delay, and with all his

army. " Success," be said, " will give back what was abandoned to win it."

He telegraphed on May 1st to Richmond that Pemberton was calling for

rc-enforcements, which could not be sent from Bragg's army without giving

up Tennessee. "Could not one or two brigades be sent from the East?"

A week later Johnston again begged for re-en forceme nts.

On the night of his arrival at Jackson, Johnston for the first time knew

what had been the result of the battle at Port Gibson, and the progress of

Grant's army. He urged Pemberton to immediately attack the Federal di-

vision at Clinton, and promised co-operation. But his own hands were tied

the next day by Grant's advance on Jackson. After abandoning the town,

be marched his army six miles the same day, and encamped for the night

ne from this encampment sent a dispatch to Pemberton, informing the lat-

ter of his situation, and that re-enforcements—under General Gist from the

East, and General Maxey from Port Hudson—had been ordered to assemble

at some point forty or fifty miles from Jackson. The re-enforcements, be

said, would, when gathered together, number from 12,000 to 13,000. As

soon as these bad joined the two commands under himself and Pemberton,

the whole army ought to concentrate and fight a decisive battle.

This dispatch Pemberton says he did not receive until the evening ofMay

16th. In the mean time this general had ventured a battle on his own ac-

count. He had disobeyed Johnston's order to move toward Clinton, com-

pliance with which would have secured the junction of the two commands

on the 15th, and proceeded forthwith, against the advice of his subordinate

generals, to make a movement which would render union impossible.' This

' Pemberton, upon the receipt, on tho morning of the Hth of Johnston's ordcr.^nr rather
—

gestion, to attack Sherman at Clinton, replied that he wmdd at o

lion in compliance with the order, though he considered the ~
e from Edwards's Sta-

l a hazardous one. Fcm-

tenon ihoi.gh. to ought I" "main '"hind tlio Big Block, and ne.r yieksburg He called .

eoT.ne"l of
»." on.l the mnjorit, to id.d in favor of tho movement indiemed bv Johnston. Tho

ScS-indid no (!.„. ...l.-T.„ri,.g and S.eveosoo-p.eferred n—I.for .ho rmrposo of CM-

ring^Gr.n. f,,.n, hi. ,„,.|, o .!« Mi..i"i|.pi. Little did r...r.nS nnd to.- know .bout

G,.W .uonlies. or .ho mo'li.v wnh whirl, .ho Inner oouhl feed I... ..... ore,, ,1 .here > .re. no

mch , re n.
". Mi«i>.ip|... IVmher.on .. in favor of neither movement, fea.mg ibOl MlO

™o,"id "remove him fn.n. I.i- bee," ho Irm.inrd frnnllv (i.e., on ,1,0 nf.erooon of .he H.hjlo

Sir
"

nil l.« di.|.....ble f,,r,,-nr...,t 1S.IMI men fprohnl.l, n „w o„,m
;
.e)-.ow.,d Buyn,ond o,

DillooV in G... .' o or. This |.lnn of .!»• ...m.n.ieo oomph-tely ignored .bo existence ofJohu.100

or I is nrrov loho-oio'- .Ion ...» lo o.loek Com., ood 10 oi.nek Mm in tiicli n m.nner as .0 sc-

Z&OSZS* ooTporntion of .ho ... comrn.nd, end .f<«r..«rd .heir concentration, John*.

ignored Vicksburg ; it seemed plain enough I"
' int could not bo beaten in

only osele.. .0 „..•,!„.. kfon-o of Viek.ta.rg nga.n,, a ,„,o, boi .n-olrt-d nioro-

o.or, in the end, tho capture of tho besieged army. lW.-r. ..... on too blhcr hood, "»s "™»6 "

risk"every thing for Vickstaira, nnd wonld risk nothing winch might .nrol.o its abandonment. IB
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movement led to the battle of Champion's Hill, or Baker's Creek. Johnston,

in the mean while, was falling back on Canton, with his hands completely

tied so far as any possible co-operation with Pemberton was concerned.

The capture of Jackson was followed by the destruction of the railway

station, arsenals, workshops, etc., in the town. It would have been well if

the work of destruction had here stopped; but some soldiers of Sherman's

corps got possession of some bad rum, and burned private houses, the Ro-

man Catholic church, the hotel, and the penitentiary.

In the mean time Pemberton was crossing the Big Black. Having re-

mained idle while Johnston was at band and fighting, as soon as the latter

had retreated he advanced and offered battle. Grant became informed of

these movements of the enemy, which were sufficiently convenient to his

own purpose. He was now ready to face about toward Vicksburg with his

three corps.

Early on the morning of the 16th,

Sherman, who had been occupying

Jackson, was ordered to join as rap-

idly as possible the main body of

Grant's army, then in the vicinity

of Bolton. Blair's division of Sher-

man's corps was hurried on to Ed-

wards's Station. This division sup-

ported the left ofMcClernand's corps,

which moved at the same time.

Three roads to the north of Ray-
mond, leading out from the Raymond
ami Bolton Road, conducted to Ed-

wards's Station, uniting two miles

east of that place. The longer of

these roads was a mile and a half

north of Raymond, another was two
miles farther north, and a third ran

out from the Raymond and Bolton

Road one mile south of Bolton, and
was separated from the second or
middle road by a distance of four

miles. Upon these roads McCler-
nand advanced on the morning of
the 16th. Grant had ordered the ad-

vance on the night of the 15th to be
made that morning, and McClernand,

his own plan he acted without consistenc
wns plainly nbsurtl for him to refuse n 'bnltli

with Johnston's cn-npcraiiun, and Forthwith
brinjf on one in which only his own comma
cock] pari icipate.

when be received the order, was ready to move. Ilovey's division was afc

the entrance of the northern road ; A. J. Smith's at that of the southern,

with Blair in support; and Osterhaus's at that of the middle, supported by
General Carr. Grant had already ordered on McPherson's corps, which was

ready to support Hovey's division. As these columns advanced, the several

divisions supporting each other, their position was one equally fitted for de-

fense and attack.

The enemy, under General Pemberton, had taken a strong position along

a ridge of hills east of Edwards's Station, and on the right bank of Baker's

Creek, his front covered by cavalry skirmishers and artillery. Early on the

morning of the 16th (6 30 A.M.) Pemberton received a dispatch from Gen-

eral Johnston instructing him to move northward in order to effect a junc-

tion of the two commands. It was Pemberton's intention to obey this or-
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der. His trains were ordered back to the Big Black, and the army would

have followed had it not been already too late. He wrote to Johnston that

he was coming in obedience to orders; but the most important part of his

communication was the postscript, which told of heavy skirmishing already

begun at the front. The skirmishing went on, and grew into a general en-

gagement. The battle of Champion's Hill had to be fought, and General

Pemberton could not help himself.

Five miles out from Edwards's Station the enemy's skirmishers were first

met on A. J. Smith's front. Haifa mile brought the division within range

of the enemy's artillery, and the advance at this point was delayed till the

opposing guns were silenced. Osterhaus, in the centre, heard the firing on

his left, and soon after came himself into collision with the enemy on the

skirt of a thick wood, "covering," to use McClernand's phrase, "a seeming

chaos of abrupt hills and yawning ravines." Soon he came upon the enemy

in full force. Two hours and a half after the first skirmishing on the left,

McClernand learned from Hovey that the latter "had found the enemy

strongly posted in front," and that McPherson was close on his rear.

McClernand had been ordered to find the enemy, but to risk an engagement

only upon the assurance of certain victory. Grant was on the right, with

Hovey and McPherson. He had left Clinton for the front at an early hour.

When he reached the junction of the Vicksburg Railroad with the Raymond
and Bolton Road, he found McPherson's advance and his pioneer corps re-

building a bridge which Osterhaus's cavalry had destroyed the night before.

Passing on to the front, after seeing McPherson's two divisions well under

way, Grant found Hovey's division ready at any moment to bring on a battle.

The top of the ridge on whicb the enemy rested was covered with dense

forest and undergrowth. On the south side of the Vicksburg Road, which

here makes a sharp turn to the left, was a precipitous height resembling in

character the adjacent ridge. The country to the right of the road sloped

gently through a short reach of timber, then opening into cultivated fields

and into a valley of considerable extent On the road, and into the wooded

ravine on the left, lay Hovey's division disposed for attack. McPherson

operated on the right of the road, threatening the enemy's rear.

McClernand, as we have seen, had been delayed, skirmishing and driving

away the artillery in his front, while Grant, on the right, was waiting to hear

from him. McClernand appears to have been extremely solicitous about

McPherson's supporting Hovey. Grant, having already settled this matter

to his own satisfaction, signified to McClernand a little after noon that he

wished him to push forward with all rapidity, and that he would himself at-

tend to Hovey and McPherson.

The Federal left had been made secure by McClernand's judicious dispo-

sition of his own and Blair's divisions. When the order came urging for-

ward the left and centre, the right, under Hovey, bad been contending for

nearly two hours against superior numbers. Hovey's division bore the

brunt of the whole conflict Directly in his front was the Confederate Gen-

eral Stevenson's division, posted in a strong position on Champion Hill, from

which th? battle is named. One brigade, and then a second, of Crocker's

division, was sent to re-enforce Hovey, who, after a difficult approach to the

enemy's position under a galling fire, was contending against great odds,

and had been borne back by the overwhelming forces of the enemy. Logan

had in the mean time gained an important position on Pemberton's left

flank, and Grant, appreciating the opportunity thus afforded him, again or-

dered Hovey's division forward, re-enforced as above stated, and this attack,

with that upon the flankj finally drove the enemy from the field. Logan's

movement had so far succeeded that the Confederate General Loring's di-

vision was cut off from Pemberton, and was compelled to retreat by a long

detour southward, evading the Federal left, losing all its guns, and narrowly

escaping capture.

Hovey's division lost in this battle

211 killed, 872 wounded, and 119

missing—a total of 1202, about one

third of its entire strength. Oster

haus lost 14 killed, 76 wounded, and

20 missing. In A. J. Smith's divi-

sion the loss was 24 wounded and 4
missing. This record clearly indi-

cates that Hovey, with McPherson's

assistance, had really fought and de-

cided the battle before McClernand's

other divisions had come into any
very serious collision with the ene-

my. He had been repulsed, leaving

behind eleven guns captured from

the enemy; but his men, undaunted,

and under cover of a heavy artillery '•^r-i-

fire, again advanced, and carried the

closely-contested field.

McPherson's corps fought with
equal gallantry — Stevenson's bri-

gade, of Logan's division, making a
brilliant charge on the enemy's flank,

capturing seven guns and several

hundred prisoners, and, gaining the

Vicksburg Road, cutting off Loring.

Carr's and Osterhaus's divisions,

now being well advanced on the
left, were ordered to pursue the re-

treating enemy to the Big Black.

The pursuit was continued till after dark, resulting in the capture of a large

amount of munitions and stores.

Sherman's corps had no part in the battle, not coming upon the field at

all. McPherson fought only two of his divisions, Ransom's brigade not

having yet arrived from Milliken's Bend. The entire Federal loss in the
battle was 426 killed, 1842 wounded, and 189 missing—total, 2457. The
Confederate loss was not probably less in killed and wounded, besides that

of some 2000 prisoners, from fifteen to twenty guns, and thousands of small-

arms. Among the killed was General Lloyd Tilghman, of Fort Henry re-

nown, now commanding one of Loring's brigades, who was shot while at-

tempting to check the Federal pursuit. 1

The pursuit was continued on the 17th, McClernand's corps in the ad
vance. Sherman, having reached Bolton, was turned northward toward
Bridgeport, where Blair soon joined him.

The only stand made by Pemberton's retreating and demoralized army
was on the banks of the Big Black River. Here it was found by McCler-
nand on the 17th, strongly posted on both sides of the river. At this point,

on the west bank—the main position of the enemy—bluffs extend to the

water's edge. On the east bank there is an open bottom a mile wide, sur-

rounded by a stagnant bayou two or three feet in depth and from ten to

twenty in width, extending in the form of a segment from the river above

to the river below ; behind this bayou the enemy had thrown up rifle-pits.

McClernand made the most elaborate disposition of his command for an at-

tack. Carr's division held the right, and Lawler's brigade the extreme right.

After Carr's division had been delayed by the enemy's artillery for two or

three hours, Lawler discovered a way of approach by which the position

could be successfully assaulted. A charge was made at this point by Lawler.

His brigade, coming into close quarters with the enemy, received a volley

in flank, bringing down 150 men
;
but the charge was sustained. No shot

was fired by the gallant assailants until they had crossed the bayou. They
'

then poured in their volley, and, without reloading, swept on with fixed bay-

onets, and the position was abandoned by the Confederates, leaving in their

works eighteen guns, 1500 prisoners, and large quantities of small-arms and

commissary stores. McClernand's loss was 29 killed and 242 wounded.

Those of the enemy who were not captured escaped across the river by a

bridge which had been constructed of three steam-boats. This temporary

bridge and the railroad bridge were burned by the fugitives, and it was im-

possible for the Federals to cross the river in the face of the enemy, whose

sharp-shooters lined the opposite bluffs.

That night Pemberton's disordered army straggled into the streets of

Vicksburg, bringing panic with its approach.2

1 As lo the numbers engaged on tho Confederate side in [he battle ofChampion's Hill, we have
(nken Pemberton's cstimnie (18,000 men). This is, no doubt, below ilie mark. Grant estimates

the enemy's numbers at 26,000. Abrnms, to whom wo have formerly referred, and who was well

acquainted with [he. defense of Vicksburg, gives 1'embcrion a command of from 23,000 to 20,000
mrii, positioned as follows:

" Major General Stevenson's division, composed of ihe brigades commanded by Brigadier Gen-
erals Lee, Barton, and Cummings, nnd Colonel, now Brigadier General Reynolds, in front; Gen-
eral Loring's division, composed of the brigades commanded by Brigadier Generals Tilgbraan,

Fenthersionc, and others, in tho cenlre ; and Bowen's division, composed of two brigades under

Brigadier General Green nnd Colonel Coekrell. There was also tine brigade commanded by

Brigadier General Baldwin, detached from Major General M. L. Smith's division, Waul's legion

ofTcxans, and Wirt Adams's cavalrv regiment, [he ivhole making nn effective force of between

2:1,000 and 20,11110 fighting men."
Abrams thus describes [he entrance of the Confederate army into Vicksbnrg:

"At about 10 o'clock on Sunday night the main body &f the Confederate forces commenced
entering Vicksburg, and then ensued a scene that almost beggars description. Many planters

living near the city, with their families, abandoned [heir homes nnd entered our lines with tho

Confederate forces. Wo were among the troops when they entered, nnd never in our life beheld

any thing to equal tho scene. As if by magic, the stillness of the Sabbath night was broken in

upon by an uproar, in which the blasphemous oath of the soldier and the cry of the child min-

gled, nnd formed a sight which the pen can not depict. I( was a. scene which, once beheld, can

not be forgotten. There were many gentle women and tender children torn from their homes by

the advance of a ruthless foe, and compelled to fly to our lines for protection; nnd mixed up with

them, in one vast crowd, were the gallant men who had left Vicksburg three Bhort weeks before,
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Juhoston, as soon as he le&l&M ais result of the fighting on Baker's

Creek, dispatched to Pemberton: tt If Haines's Bluff be untenable, Vicks-

burg is of no value, and can not be held. If, therefore, you are i avested in

Vicksburg, you must ultimately surrender. Under such circumstances, in-

stead of losing both troops and place, you must, if possible, save the troops.

If it is not too late, evacuate Vicksburg and its dependencies, and march to

the northeast." But before the dispatch was received Pemberton had al-

ready shut himself up in Vicksburg, and Grant had locked him in.

Was Haines's Bluff untenable? Sherman had found it impregnable on

the river side last December. But where was the Confederate army to de-

fend this post now— this post now so absolutely necessary to General

Grant?

While McCIernand was crossing the Big Black on the morning of the

I81I1 by floating bridges a short distance above the scene of the preceding

day's battle, Sherman crossed the same river at Bridgeport. Prom that

point he approached Vicksburg until within about three miles of the town,

when he turned to the right and took possession of Walnut Hills and the

adjacent banks of the Yazoo without resistance.

McPherson struck into and followed Sherman's course up to the point

where the latter had turned eastward. McCleruand advanced on the Jack-

son and Vicksburg Road, and thence, at St. Alban's, turned to the left into

the Baldwin's Ferry Road, so as to cover the approaches to Vicksburg from

the southeast.

That night Vicksburg was fairly invested. It was the night of May 18th,

1863. Precisely one year had elapsed since the first attempt had been made

against Vicksburg, and since, in return to S. P. Lee's demand of surrender,

the authorities of the town had replied that Mississippians did " not know,

and refused to learn, how to surrender to an enemy."

Admiral Porter, in the mean time, having returned to the Yazoo, on May
10th was able to open communication with Grant's army and send it provis-

ions ; he also attacked Haines's Bluff, the evacuation of which had already

begun. On the approach of the gun-boats the garrison made a precipitate

retreat, leaving forts, guns, munitions, tents—every thing. 1

The way was now open to Yazoo City and the whole valley of the Yazoo.

Lieutenant Walker, with five gun-boats, was sent up the river by Admiral

Porter, and, upon reaching Yazoo City (May 20th), found the Confederate

navy yard there in flames and the city defenseless. There were also found

two rams—the Red Republic, 310 feet long by 75 wide, and the Mobile,

ready for plating—and some other vessels. In the hospital were 1500 Con-

federate sick and wounded.

Pemberton's army, as we have seen, began to enter Vicksburg on the

night of the 17th. The eastward or land defenses of the town were not yet

wholly completed, but no time was lost in repairing their defects. While

Haines's Bluff was being evacuated, the Confederate troops were entering

their defenses, distributed as follows: On the left was Major General M. L.

Smith's division, composed of brigades under Shoup,Baldwin,Vaughan, and

Buford; in the centre, Major General J. H. Forney's division, consisting of

Moore's and Herbert's brigades; and on the left, Major General C. L. Ste-

venson's division, consisting of brigades under Barton, Cummings, Lee, and

Reynolds. Bowen's division, consisting of two brigades under Green and

Cockrell, was held in reserve. This army, now the garrison of Vicksburg,

numbered about 25,000 effective men. Including the non-combatants, there

was an accumulation of provisions sufficient to last nearly two months. The

fortifications consisted of strong bastioned forts on the right, centre, and left,

favorably located on high points, and without these ran an exterior line of

intrenchments. The works had been admirably well planned by M. L. Smith,

but the execution had been imperfect They were neither high enough nor

thick enough ; the position of the guns was too much exposed, and the guns

themselves, being en barbette, were easily dismounted. During the interval

which elapsed, however, between the occupation of these intrenchments on

Sunday night, and the first attempt made against them on Tuesday after-

noon (the 19th), the axe and spade were diligently used, and a strong front

was presented to the assailants.

McCIernand's command—the left corps of the besieging army—advanced

on the 19th to Two-mile Creek (so called on account of its distance from

Vicksburg), after driving in the enemy's skirmishers. Overlooking this

creek, a long hill ran north and south in general conformity with the Vicks-

burg defenses, which were in plain view on a similar range a mile westward.

The intervening space between the two ranges consisted of a series of deep

hollows, separated by long, narrow ridges, both the hollows and the ridges

running from the enemy's works toward McCIernand's position until they

terminated in the valley of the creek, being covered near their termination

with a thicket of trees and underbrush. McCIernand had scarcely occupied

the hills across Two-mile Creek, and posted his artillery, when he received

an order from General Grant instructing all the corps commanders to gain

aa close a position to the enemy as possible, preliminary to a general assault,

which was to be made at2 o'clock P.M. A.J.Smith's division, on the right

of the Vicksburg Road, and Osterhaus on the left; with Carr in reserve, by

2 o'clock had approached to within 500 yards of the enemy. General Os-

in nil the priJe and confidence of a just cause, nnd returning to it a demoralized mob and a de-

feated army, nil caused through one man's inenm|ictcncy."
1 Admiral Porter, in his dispatch to itie Secretary of War, May 20th, says :

"The works at Haines's 131 uff were very formidable. Thi're are fourteen of the heaviest fciml

or mounted 8- and 10-iuch and 7A-inch rifled guns, with ammunition enough to last a lone siege.

As the gun-carriages might again fall into the hands of the enemy. I tind them horned, blew iij>

the mngntine, nod destroyed the works generally, I also burned op the encampments, which iverv

permanently and remark uhly well construi'ied, looking us though the reU'ls intended to stay some,

lime. Their works and encampments covered many ncres of ground ; and the fortifications nnd

riile-piu proper of Haines's Bluff extend about a mile and a quarter. Such a network of forts I

acrer .aw.

"
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terhaus, who had been wounded in the fight on the Big Black, was now able
to resume the command of his division.

To the right of A. J. Smith, McPherson's corps, holding the centre, ad-
vanced in like manner. The right was held by Sherman, who had on the
18th pushed forward Tuttle's division, supported by Blair's, on the north-
ernmost approach to Vicksburg, while Steele's division, taking a blind road
still farther to the right, moved toward the Mississippi. On the morning of
the 19th Sherman had his right resting on the Mississippi, in plain view of
Porter's fleet at the mouth of the Yazoo and at Young's Point, while his
front, in sight of Vicksburg, was separated from the enemy by only 400
yards of very difficult ground, cut up by almost impracticable ravines. The
Fourth Iowa Cavalry had taken possession of Haines's Bluff, and communi-
cation had been opened with Admiral Porter.

This was the situation when Grant ordered the general assault on the
19th. Sherman alone was in a position to make a determined attack; and
Grant, counting on the demoralization of the enemy, hoped, by a vigorous
onset against the Confederate left, to win an immediate victory. At the
hour designated Blair's division moved forward, with Ewing's and Giles
Smith's brigades on the right of the road, and T. K. Smith's on the left, ar-
tillery being disposed in the rear to cover the point where the road entered
the Confederate intrenebments. Tuttle's division held the road, Buckland's
brigade, however, being deployed to Blair's rear. The assault was not suc-
cessful, though it was a most gallant affair. The line advanced across the
intervening chasms, filled with standing and fallen timber, up to the trenches,
and the Thirteenth Regulars (Giles Smith's left), reaching the works first,

succeeded in planting its colors upon the outer slope ; but this was effected at
a cost of 77 out of 250 men, the commander of the regiment, Captain Wash-
ington, being mortally wounded, and five other officers more or less severe-
ly. Almost simultaneously, two other regiments (the Eighty-third Indiana
and the One Hundred and Twenty-seventh Illinois) reached the same posi-
tion, but, though able to hold their ground by making it fatally hazardous
for any head to appear above the parapet, they could not enter the works.
Other regiments on either side obtained similar positions, but night carne
on finding them still outside of the works, which they could only°tbreaten
but not take. Under cover of the darkness Sherman withdrew his advanced
columns to a safer position.

The next two days were occupied by the Federals in perfecting their sys-
tem of supplies (twenty days of marching and fighting had now been pass'ed
with but about five days' rations drawn from the commissary), opening mil-
itary roads, and posting artillery in positions more commanding. The ene-
my, inspirited by his own success in resisting Sherman's assault, was em-
ployed meanwhile in a similar task.

On the 22d Grant determined to venture a second assault, this time en-
gaging his whole line. He gives, in his report, four reasons for this second
attempt: 1st, He hoped the assault, from the position already gained, would
be successful. 2d. His present force was inadequate to maintain a complete
investment of Vicksburg and at the same time attend to Johnston's army,
now at Canton, and daily increasing in numbers by re-enforcements from
the East. His own effective army now numbered scarcely more than 30,000
men, being but little superior in this respect to that immediately in his front.
3d. Success would close the campaign, and not only save the government
from sending him large re-enforcements, but also free his own army for far-
ther operations. 4th. Even if the attempt should prove unsucce'ssful, the
troops, impatient now to take Vicksburg, would not work so willingly in
the trenches before as after such an assault. Accordingly, the assauTt was
made. If it had succeeded, it would have been a victory almost unparal-
leled in the annals of war

; for success involved the forcing of a strong line
of intrenchments eight and a half miles in length, by operations carried on
over the most difficult ground; it involved the capture of a strong-hold de-
feuded by a garrison of 25,000 men—one third of which was fresh, and not
yet dispirited by defeat—by an army of about 30,000 men, already exhaust-
ed by twenty days of rapid marching and severe fighting. It was not an
impossible achievement, but its only chance of accomplishment must rest
upon the utter demoralization of the enemy. This demoralization might
have been counted upon in the case of an impetuous attack immediately fol-
lowing upon the entrance into Vicksburg of Pemberton's defeated army

;

but, just as truly, it could hoi be counted upon after the repulse of Sherman
on the 19th. But as Grant had tried every conceivable approach to Vicks-
burg before attempting the only one which really promised success, so now,
with the alternative before him of an almost hopeless assault or of a sie^c
which must result in his favor, he refused to depend upon certain but de-
layed victory until he had first risked a somewhat serious loss upon the pre-
carious chance of instant triumph

; he refused to believe any thing hopeless
until Fortune had added her denial to that furnished by military casuistry
The assault was ordered on the 21st to take place at 10 o'clock A,M. on

the 22d; and so fastidiously was a simultaneous attack insisted upon, that
Grant had the watch of each of his corps commanders timed exactly to his
own. We will follow the fortunes of the battle—the last which was fought
for the possession of Vicksburg—beginning with Sherman's attack on the
right.

At the appointed hour, even at the appointed moment, Sherman's assail-
ing column, consisting of Blair's division (G. A. Smith's and T. K. Smith's
brigades), led by Hugh Ewing's brigade,' advanced along a road selected
the night before. This road followed the crown of an interior ridge, being
thus partially sheltered, and fin ally entered the parapet of the enemy's'worlcs
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at a shoulder of the bastion. Tuttle supported Blair, and Steele, from his
position half a mile to the right, attacked simultaneously the enemy in his
front. As Blair advanced, not a head could be seen above the enemy's
works except now and then that of some sharp-shooter, who quickly dis-

charged his piece and then disappeared. To keep these down a line of
picked skirmishers was placed. The advancing column was led by a vol-
unteer storming-party of 150 men, carrying boards and poles to bridge the
ditch. Meanwhile five batteries concentrated their fire on the bastion com-
manding the approach ; but no enemy appeared, although the assailing col-

umn, as it came upon the crown of the ridge, was fully exposed. Unassai)-
ed the storming-party had reached the salient of the bastion, and passed to-

ward the sally-port, followed closely by Ewing's brigade, when from behind
the parapet rose the enemy in double rank, and poured on the head of the
column a terrific fire, staggering and sweeping it back to cover. The rear
pressed on, but vainly attempted to brave this reserved storm of bullets.

Still undaunted, Ewing's advance shifted to the left, crossed the ditch,

climbed up the outer face of the bastion, and planted its colors near the top,

burrowing in the earth from the fire upon its flank. Giles Smith's brigade
meanwhile formed line in a ravine, and threatened the parapet 300 yards to

the left of the bastion, while Kilby Smith, from the slope of a spur, assisted
by Ewing's brigade, kept up a constant fire on any object appearing above
the parapet

It had been impossible for the two rear brigades to pass the point in the
road where Ewing had been driven back; but Giles Smith had connected
with Ransom's brigade—the right of McPherson's command—and held a po-
sition which Blair reported (at 2 P.M.) as favorable for an assault, Sherman,
therefore, kept up the attack on his front. But Smith and Ransom, charg-
ing up to the parapet, were met, as Ewing had been, with a reserved fire, bs-

fore which they recoiled to the cover of the hill-side. Steele all this while
was fighting with equal desperation on the extreme right, and with as little

profit.

All along the line the battle had been raging for more than three hours.

McPherson's whole corps was engaged. On the left, McClernand had from
dawn until 10 o'clock kept up a bombardment from thirty-nine guns (includ-

ing four 30-, six 20-, and six 10-pounder Parrott's), breaching the enemy's
works at several points, and temporarily silencing his guns. Carr's division

had relieved A. J. Smith's, in advance on the right of the corps, and, at the

time designated for the combined attack, Lawler's brigade of the former di-

vision, and Landrum's of the latter, charged the enemy's line, and in fifteen

minutes had carried the ditch, slope, and bastion of a fort in their front, which
was entered by Sergeant Griffith with eleven men of the Twenty-second
Iowa regiment. All of these fell inside the fort except the sergeant, who
captured and brought off thirteen Confederates. The colors of two Hlinoia
regiments (the Forty-eighth and Seventy-seventh) were planted on the bas-

tion, and those of the Thirteenth Ohio on the counterscarp of the ditch.

Within the next quarter of an hour the ditch and slope of another earth-
work were carried by Benton's and Burbridge's brigades (of Carr's and
Smith's divisions), and their colors were planted on its bastion. Captain
White, of the Chicago Mercantile Battery, vying with Sergeant Griffith,
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carried forward one of his gang by hand to the ditcb, and, double-shotting it,

fired into an embrasure of the work, disabling a gun in it about to be dis-

charged, and cutting down its gunners. The works thus partially occupied

by these two divisions were separated from each other by a curtain. Hovey
and Osterhaus, on the left, advanced on a more extended line of attack, but,

encountering an enfilading fire, were repulsed.

Thus far, the battle on the left bad not in any essential feature differed

from that on the right and centre. Each corps had succeeded in planting

colors on the outer slopes of the enemy's bastions. Thus much had been

effected, and nothing more seemed possible. The works partially carried

were of no value unless the works at their left and right were also carried.

Grant, who had taken a commanding position in McPherson s front, saw all

this, and was almost ready to withdraw bis forces, when be received a dis-

patch from McClernand which excited his astonishment. The dispatch in-

formed him that McClernand bad gained two of the enemy's forts, and asked

for re-enforcements. It found Grant in Sherman's front. Now Grant bad

held a better position during the attack for observation of what was going

on in McClernand's corps than McClernand himself. He had not seen any

possession of forts, nor any necessity for rc-enforccments. In reply to a dis-

patch previously received from the same source, asking for aid, he had or-

dered the latter to re-enforce from his left He knew that, from the nature

of the ground, " each corps had many more men than could be used in the

assault. More men could only avail in case of breaking through the ene-

my's line or in repelling a sortie." Moreover, McArthur's division was on

its way from Warrentoa, and this he ordered McClernand to bring up to

his aid. He showed McClernand's dispatch to General Sherman, who or-

dered a renewal of the attack on his front. While going back to the centre

Grant received from McClernand a third dispatch, stating that the latter had

gained the enemy's intrenchments at several -points, but was brought to a

stand. Grant doubted the accuracy of this information, but lie could not

disregard these reiterated statements, which might, after all, be true, and, that

no possible opportunity of success should be allowed to escape through any
fault of his, he ordered Quinby's division to report to McClernand, leaving

McPherson with only four brigades to hold the centre. The dispatches

were shown to McPherson, to satisfy him of the necessity of making a di-

version in his front. At half past three a fourth dispatch was received from
McClernand, still expressing a hope of forcing the enemy's line, stating that

he had taken several prisoners, and that his men were still in the forts. The
prisoners alluded to were probably the baker's dozen brought in by Sergeant

Griffith"; and the "men still in the forts" were doubtless there, but in the

same condition with the eleven unfortunate braves whom Griffith had left

behind. But Quinby's division did McClernand no good, and McArthur's
did not get up till the next day. The only result of McClernand's illusory

dispatches was a mortality list longer by half than it would have been if

tlie troops had been withdrawn at three instead of at eight o'clock P.M.
Sberman had ordered Tnttle to detail for the assault one of his brigades.

Mower's was selected for this duty, but, upon advancing against the bastion,

encountered a more severe fire, if possible, than that which had repulsed

Ewing in the forenoon. Steele, too, renewed his attack midway between
the bastion and the river. He advanced over ground exposed to a flank

fire, and deeply cut by gullies and washes up to the parapet, which was
found too strongly defended to be carried, and, after holding the bill-side, to

which be bad retreated for cover until night, he withdrew bis division.

Thus ended the assault of the 22d of May, which, though it made no im-

pression upon the Vicksburg defenses, attested the valor of the national

troops. For ten hours they had fought against fortune, but had not won
the battle. Repeatedly they had charged the three strong bastioned forts

on the right, centre, and rear of the enemy's line, only to be swept back
each time with decimated ranks. Partial successes, indeed, they had had,

standing upon the very edge of victory, with their colors flaunting in the

faces of the foe; but these had only excited false hopes and led to greater

carnage ; death had been the sole reward of their enthusiasm. McCler-

nand's loss alone amounted to 1487 killed, wounded, and missing, making
three fourths of the entire loss of this corps during the whole campaign.

Nearly one half (677) of the casualties occurred in Carr's division. A.J.
Smith's loss was nearly as great, amounting to 499. Sherman's corps lost

about 600 men. The casualties in the three corps counted up to almost

3000, of which, therefore, nearly one third must have been in McPberson's
command, which confronted the most formidable redoubt in the whole line

—that commanding the main approach (by the Jaekson Road) to Vicksburg.

The Confederates— mostly drawn from the Cotton States— also fought

with determined bravery. Opposed to Sherman were Baldwin's and Shoup's
brigades (W. L. Smith's division); Herbert's brigade (J. H. Forney's di-

vision) met the persistent attack which was made on both sides of the Jac
son Road, the Third, Twenty-first, and Twenty-third Louisiana regimen

especially distinguishing themselves
; while farther to the right, Moore ai

Lee (the latter of Stevenson's division; held their ground against McCler-
nand. Bowen's two brigades re-enforced the other commands as occasion

required. The Confederate loss was upward of 1000 men. If Pemberton
had not prevented sharp-shooting and artillery duels from the time of the

investment—which he was probably compelled to do in order to save am-
munition—the national troops would have found much greater difficulty in

approaching so near the Confederate line; as it was, however, the Federal

sharp-shooters had got so close that it was dangerous for the enemy's gun-
ners to rise from cover to load their pieces ; and, besides this, many of the
enemy's guns were dismounted. The charges, therefore, made by the Fed-
erals in this battle met with little or no resistance from artillery.

Admiral Porter co-operated in the assault. On the evening of the 21st

he was notified of the proposed attack by General Grant, and ordered to
shell the water batteries before and during the first stage of the engagement
All that night he kept up a bombardment on, the works and the town from
six mortars which he bad stationed in the river, and sent up three gun-boats
to shell at the same time the water batteries. In the morning another gun-
boat was added, and the four vessels crossed the river and opened on the
bill batteries, which they finally silenced. The water batteries were then
engaged for two hours at a distance of 440 yards. Such was the noise and
smoke on the river front that Admiral Porter neither saw nor beard any
thing of the battle in the rear. At 11 o'clock A.M. the spectacle presented
to an occupant of Vicksburg must have been one of terrible sublimity. An
unceasing storm of fire enveloped the city on all sides. The gun-boats en-

gaged the batteries; the mortars and the Parrott guns, mounted on rafts in

the river, and guns posted on the opposite peninsula, shelled the town ; and
Grant's army was concentrating every available gun against the forts in the

rear, while his columns were forming into line for the assault. Still, though
environed by this circle of fire, stores in Vicksburg were opened as usual,

the streets were promenaded by women and children, and only a very few
persons were injured. 1

On the 27th of May the gun-boat Cincinnati was sunk in the attempt to

silence one of the land batteries. She was abreast of the mortals, and
rounding to, when a well-directed shot from a fine piece of ordnance called

"Whistling Dick" entered her magazine, and she began to sink rapidly;

and other shots in quick succession crashed through her iron plating. The
gun-boat managed to reach the right bank of the river, and her crew was
landed before she sank. She was afterward (August, 1863) raised and towed
to Cairo.

After the failure of his second assault, Grant was compelled to resort to a

regular siege of Vicksburg. His army was largely re-euforced.a McArthur
was already on hand; Lauman's division and four regiments had already

been ordered from Memphis; these were soon joined by Smith's and Kim-
ball's divisions of the Sixteenth (Hurlbut's) Army Corps, which were as-

signed to Major General C. C. Washburne. Herron's division, from the De
partment of Missouri, arrived June lltb, and was put on the extreme left,

Lauman's connecting it with McClernand; and, three days later, two divi-

' Says a citizen who occupied Viek-sburg during the siogc, " Such cannon riding has, j,erhaps,

scarcely bvot been equaled; and the city was entirely untenable, though women and children
iverc in the Streets. It was not safe from behind or before, and every part of tho city was nliko

within range of the Federal guns. The gun-boots withdrew after a short engagement, but ihc
mortars kept up" tho shelling, and the armies continued fighting all day It would require
the pen of a poet to depict the awful sublimity of this duy's work—the incessant booming of can-
non nnd the banging of small arms, intermingled with the howling of shells and the whistling o'F

Minn'-I>:ill.-, mude the day most truly hideous."

army, thus re-en forced, consisted of the following sixteen divisions

:

0. J. A. Logan's,1. F. Steele's, "1

2. F.Blair's, L,
3. J. McArthur's, f

Bncr

J. M. Turtle'?, j
6. P. T. Osterhiu

'

G. A. J. Smith's

7. A. P. Hovey's,

8. E. A. Carr's,

There were also hcl'>nging to Washburn*
army numbered nearly 70,1)110 men.

McClernand's Corps.

1- Mcl'herson'a Corps.

12. W.S. i lilh'3,

13. N. Kimball's

14. F. J. Herron's

15. J. Welsh's,
IG. R. B. Potter's,

ommnud I'.nir regime

I Parke's Corps.

its from Memphis. The whole
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sions of the Ninth Army Corps (now belonging to Burnside's Department

of tbe Ohio), under command of J. G. Parke, reached the field, and with

Washburne's command were sent to Haines's Bluff.

On the 28th ofJune General McCIernand's connection with Grant's army
ceased, Major General Ord superseding him in command of the Thirteenth

Corps. His military career had for himself been an unfortunate one. As
to his bravery or his fidelity, no doubt had ever been entertained. A great

favorite in the southern portion of Illinois, he was yet unpopular among his

peers and superiors in the army. He had been very successful in political

life, and had always identified himself with the Democratic party. At twen-

ty years of age he took an honorable position at the bar; he established

(1835) the first Democratic press in Shawneetown, Illinois, his native town

;

in 1836 he was elected to the State Legislature from Gallatin, his native

county; in 1838 the office of lieutenant governor was tendered him, which
he declined, not being of the constitutional age (thirty years) ; he was again

in the Legislature in 1840, and during the session accepted a challenge to

personal combat from Judge J. W. Smith, who had been ofFended by some
strictures made by McClernaud on the conduct of the Supreme Court, but,

the judge not appearing, the duel was not fought; he was again elected in

1842, and the next year was sent as representative to Congress, being re-

elected in 1844, 1846, and 1848 ; in 1850 he prepared and offered the first

draft of the famous compromise measures of that year ; the next year he re-

tired to Jacksonville, Illinois, removing thence to Springfield in 1856, and
in 1859 was elected representative in Congress from the capital district;

twice he had been a presidential elector (for Tan Buren and Pierce); in

April, 1861, at the instance of Governor Yates, he accompanied a volunteer

force to Cairo and occupied that place, and in July he resigned bis seat in

Congress. Such are the naked outlines of his political career. But when
he entered the service of his country against the rebellion he was not with-

out military experience, having at an early age served as a private in the

Black-Hawk War until its close. It was rather to his disadvantage that he
was urged forward in the first stages of the civil war by his political friends.

If be could have done in his military as he had in his political life—taken
his position where circumstance assigned him, and let his aspirations follow

the appreciation of his military merits by his superior officers—be would
then have found his true place, whether high or low. He fought well at

Fort Donelson, and again at Shiloh ; afterward he commanded the army
corps of the reserve in Ilalleck's campaign against Corinth. "Wc next hear
of him in connection with the expedition against Vicksburg at tbe close of

1862. At that time Grant bad command of the Army of the Mississippi.

But Grant's time had not yet come. If the capacities for generalship which
he afterward revealed had been then known, he would, at any rate, have
been allowed to command his army without interference from Washington.
Unhappily, this interference could not then be avoided. Grant assigned

Sherman to command the Vicksburg expedition
; the War Department re-

lieved Sherman, and put McClernand in command. If any attribute was
peculiarly characteristic of Grant, it was his knowledge of men. He bad
faith in Sherman, he had not in McClernand ; but McClernand was forced

upon him. It soon proved that Grant was right. McClernand, in com-

mand of a single corps, very soon assumed to be a quasi commander-in-chief.

Military courtesy as well as military discipline requires absolute subordina-

tion ; but McCIernand's aspirations were disagreeably prominent; he was
officious in advice and suggestions as to bow the campaign ought to be con-

ducted. The assault ofMay 22d, and the false hopes entertained on account
of bis dispatches to Grant, soou brought on a crisis. In addition to this,

McCIernand's congratulatory order to his command, on May 31st, amounted
to an insinuation against his superior officer, and be was promptly relieved.

Afterward we find McClernand engaged in tbe advocacy of McClellan for

President in opposition to Lincoln. He resigned his place in the army in

November, 1865.

Four days after the second assault on Vicksburg, General Banks bad in-

vested Port Hudson. Port Hudson is located on a bend in the Mississippi

River, about twenty-two miles above Baton Rouge, and one hundred and
forty-seven from New Orleans. Batteries had been erected along the river

on high bluffs, extending from Thompson's Creek above tbe town southward
for three and a half miles. The land defenses began from Thompson's Creek,

and ran in a semicircular form for ten miles till they connected with the low-

er battery. The line of investment from right to left was held by Weitzel's

brigade, and Grover's, Paine's, Augur's, and T. W. Sherman's divisions. Tbo
Confederate works had been skillfully planned, consisting, like those around

Vicksburg, of strong redoubts commanding all tbe approaches to the town,

and supporting each other, with rifle-pits between and in front; the garrison,

however, had been reduced to about 6000 men. An attempt was made on

May 27th to carry the works by assault. A heavy bombardment preceded

the attack, which was begun by Weitzel, Grover, and Paine on the right at

10 A.M. The left, under Augur and Sherman, did not attack with any vig-

or until four hours later, and thus all the value of a simultaneous assault was

lost. The river batteries in the mean time were engaged by Farragut's fleet

—tbe Hartford ana Albatross above, and tbe Richmond, Monongahela, Gen-

esee, and Essex below. The naval attack was not entirely unsuccessful ; the

gun-boats compelled the enemy to abandon his southernmost battery, dis-

mounted many of his heavy guns, and even reached the landward defenses

with a fire in reverse.

But on tbe land side the assault was a complete failure. Not because of

any want of gallantry in the troops ; no men ever fought better. The
enemy's rifle-pits were protected by impassable abatis swept by heavy guns.

The battle on the right lasted till 4 o'clock in the afternoon. Weitzel,

Grover, and Paine—neither of whose commands amounted to more than a

brigade—with two regiments of colored troops, crossed Sandy Creek in the

morning, and succeeded in driving tbe enemy through the woods to his for-

tifications. Augur and Sherman in the afternoon achieved a similar success

on the left, moving up to the fortifications until they held the sides of the

parapet opposite the enemy, but, toward night, being exposed to a flank fire,

they withdrew. The position gained on the right was maintained. The

negro troops were posted on tbe extreme right, a position well calculated to

test their steadiness and bravery. They made during the day three charges
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on the enemy's batteries, and, although losing heavily, they held their posi-
tion with the other troops without flinching until nightfall. This was the
first instance in which negro troops fought during the war. In this action
General T, W. Sherman was severely wounded. "The entire National loss
was 1842, of whom 293 were killed. The Confederate loss was inconsid-
erable.

The troops now went to digging, mining, and sharp-shooting. They were
mostly nine-months' men, whose time had nearly expired. In a hostile re-
gion, with a large body of Confederate cavalry in their rear, and all Louisi-
ana left open to Dick Taylor by Banks's concentration against Port Hud-
son, their situation was not an enviable one, and would have been perilous
if, at this time, the attention of the enemy had not been so wholly given to
the more important post of Vicksburg.

After several days' bombardment a second assault was made on Port
Hudson. The chief point of attack was the northeasterly corner of the
enemy's line of intrenchments. The result of the assault was a nearer ap-
proach to the works, and on the left, while Grover aud Weitzel made the
more palpable attack on the right, General Dwight succeeded in carrying
and holding an eminence which commanded a vital point in the defenses
known as "the Citadel." But what had been thus gained had cost 700
more men, and no subsequent assaults were made. Among the wounded
was Genera] Paine.

On the west side of the Mississippi, Dick Taylor had had the field in

Louisiana almost entirely to himself Early in June he reoccupied Alex-
andria and Opelousas. Upon his advance down the Atchafalaya, apparently
threatening New Orleans, the advanced federal posts were withdrawn to

Brashear. To this latter point Lieutenant Colonel Stickney had been sent
by General Emory from New Orleans, to take command. From misman-
agement, and lack of preparation and discipline, the enemy succeeded in

taking Thibodeaux, Terre Bonne, and Bayou Bceuf, capturing their garri-

sons, while another column, under Mouton and Green, threatened Brashear
from Berwick. Brashear was surrounded and captured with 1000 prison-

ers, Fort Buchanan, 10 heavy guns, and thousands of liberated negroes were
reduced to slavery. Ryder, wbo had a few weeks before needlessly burned
Berwick, managed to escape with the only national gun-boat left in the

bayou. The road was now open for Taylor to advance to Algiers, the west-
ern suburb of New Orleans, Lafourche having been evacuated by Stickney.
But the enemy fortunately had too weak a force to attempt the recapture
of New Orleans; therefore he moved northward and threatened Donaldson-
villc; but, even after his storm ing-party had entered the fort, he was repulsed

by the aid of the gun-boats, with a loss of 200 killed and 124 prisoners.

In the mean time Grant's army held its ground before Vicksburg. Five
days after the investment the garrison had been reduced to 144 ounces of
food per day to each man, and it is reported that Pemberton had expressed
his determination never to surrender the town till the last dog had been
eaten and the last man slain. The only hope of relief from the alternative

of starvation or surrender was in Joe Johnston ; but if Pemberton enter-

tained any hope from this source he leaned upon a broken reed. Grant's

re-enforcements enabled him to give Sherman a detached command, con-

sisting of the forces at Haines's Bluff, a division from each of the Thirteenth,

Fifteenth, and Seventeenth corps, and Lanman's division, for the especial

purpose of looking after Johnston. The character of the country was also

in his favor, enabling him by intrenchme nt to secure himself against an at-

tack in his rear, while the Big Black formed a strong defensive line on the

south, and his means of communication were beyond the enemy's reach.

Johnston was also embarrassed by the frequency of straggling and desertion

in his army. The evil was so great and of such extent as to cause Govern-
or Brown, of Georgia, through which state the delinquents found their way
to the East, to issue a proclamation, ordering their arrest by associations of
citizens as well as by state troops.
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The irregularities of the ground between the two lines afforded oppor-

tunities for the construction of winding covered ways leading up to the

outworks of the enemy. This circumstance facilitated the construction of

mines. The excavations were well guarded from the observation of even

the Federal troops. The first mine was sprung on June 25th, under a fort

opposite the centre, in McPherson's front, and to the left of the Jackson

Road, where Logan, early in the siege, had occupied and erected a fort upon

a hill near the enemy, and overlooking his works. The explosion threw

down a part of the face of the fort which had been undermined. An at-

tempt was made to get possession, but without success. The Confederate

General Herbert had built a second fort in the rear, so that the explosion of

the first was of no great importance. A grandson of Henry Clay was killed

iu the struggle with the Federal troops on this occasion. In the same way

other forts were undermined, the enemy countermining at a great disad-

vantage, and often the miners and counterminers approached so nearly that

they could hear each other's picks. If it had been necessary, Grant's army

would, no doubt, have dug itself into Vicksburg.

The garrison, exhausted from an insufficient supply of food, was wearied

moreover by uninterrupted confinement in the rifle-pits, where many, es-

caping the accurate shots of Grant's sharp-shooters, fell victims to disease.

The national troops, on the other hand, sheltered by the kindly covering

of woods from the burning heat of the summer sun, well supplied with food

—for they had the resources of the entire West at their backs and within

their command—and finding innumerable springs of the best water in the

deep ravines, improved daily in health ; thousands of men became available

who were numbered among the non-effectives just after the assault ofMay
22d.

Next to the hardships endured by the brave defenders of Vicksburg

were those suffered daily by the non-combatants. Starvation confronted

these latter in its worst forms. All the beef in the city was exhausted be-

fore the end of June, and mule-meat was resorted to as a last expedient. 1

The poor were without money, and, but for the charily of those possessed

of better means, must have starved, with Hour at $1000 per barrel, meal

§140 per bushel, molasses $10 per gallon, and beef at §2 50 per pound.

The city looked like a pile of half-ruined buildings, so searching were the

Federal shells. For safety, the inhabitants went to caves dug into the sides

of the hills, and here too the missiles of death reached them, not sparing

even innocent. children. The spirits both of the citizens and the troops

were kept up, iu a measure, by the rumors continually reaching them that

Johnston was about to raise the siege. Couriers frequently found their

it for three or four days, und found the flesh tender

nces, a most dtsiruole description of food."
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way through the swamps and thickets of the Yazoo to Grant's rear, and on

their return gave out these vague hints, exciting the most extravagant ex-

pectations. Many believed that Johnston had gathered together an army of

50 000 men for the relief of Vicksburg. By the same route used by these

couriers Pemberton supplied himself with percussion caps during tie siege.

Johnston himself, with an army of about 24,000 men, gathered together

from all possible sources under the pressure of necessity, and poorly equip-

ped had no hope of raising the siege by an attack on the rear of Grants

army He could obtain no assistance from Bragg, who was firmly held by

Hosecrans and the diminution of whose force would have compelled the

abandonment of Tennessee, without securing the possession of Vicksburg.

But it seemed not impossible that some help might come from the west side

of the Mississippi if Kirby Smith and Taylor could re-establish their com-

munieations with the Vicksburg garrison. Even such help could only have

protracted the campaign. But, whatever it promised, it was not to be had

An unsuccessful attempt was made, in April, by the Confederate General

Marmaduke, to capture Cape Girardeau, above Cairo, which, if it had suc-

ceeded would have somewhat seriously embarrassed General Grant s opera-

tions General Kirby Smith's attempt to open communications with Vicks-

bur- proved equally' abortive. An attack was made early in June upon

the Federal camp at Milliken's Bend. The first stage of the attack prom-

ised a favorable result to the Confederates, who succeeded in driving the

small detachment of national troops from their outer line of intrenchments to

the river's bank, but with the aid of a gun-boat the tide of battle was turned,

and the Iowa regiments, assisted by negro troops, rallied and repulsed the

assailants. After another fight at Richmond, nine miles from Milhken s

Bend in which it was defeated, Kirby Smith's army retired into the interior.

His 8000 men, says Johnston, had been mismanaged, and had fallen back to

Delhi. From the West no farther attempt -was made for the relief of Vicks-

burg and Port Hudson. .

A correspondence was kept up between Pemberton and Jackson during

the siege Again and again the latter professed his inability to raise the

siege or to do any thing more than co-operate with Pemberton in an attempt

to intricate the garrison. To urgent appeals from the War Department at

Richmond, Johnston repeatedly replied that he could effect nothing with so

inadequate a command. " If I attack," he said, " there is tie Big Black in

my rear, cutting off my retreat." Finally, on June 21st, Pemberton wrote to

Johnston recommending him to make a demonstration on the Federal right,

and promised to himself move out his garrison, if possible, by the Warren-

ton Road and across Hankinson's Ferry. Upon mature consideration this

plan was deemed impracticable. On the 22d of June, the day after he had

made this bold proposition, Pemberton suggested that Johnston should make

to Grant propositions to pass his army out, with all its arms and equipages.

He could hold out, he said, fifteen days longer. In reply to this, Johnston

complimented Pemberton upon his determined spirit, and held out hopes of

aid from Kirby Smith. He hoped that " something might yet he done to

save Vicksburg" without resorting to any mode of merely extnea ,ng the

aarrison but he declined to confess tis own weakness by making the pro-

posed terms to General Grant. Such terms, if necessary, must come from

Pemberton, though they might be considered as made under his authority.

Johnston, in the mean time, having obtained his field transportation and sup-

plies, marched toward the Big Black, June 29th, hoping better results from

an attack on the south tian on tie norti of tie railroad. On the night ot

July Sd he sent a messenger to notify Pemberton tiat ie was ready to make

a diversion to enable tie garrison to cut its way out, but before the arrival

of this messenger Vicksburg had been surrendered.

It may seem wonderful that Vicksburg should have been surrendered on

tie Fourth of July, a "Yankee anniversary," as the enemy was now pleased

to call it. Pollard, the Southern historian, takes especial umbrage at this

eirenmstanee. Surrendered it must have been, doubtless
;
but why, of a

days of the year, on that day? The explanation must rest with General

Pemberton. He knew that Grant was preparing for an overwhelming at-

tack This attack, he thought, would certainly be made on the 4th. 1
Be

chances in such an event were wholly in Grant's favor. Of the.garrison not

more than 15,000 men could probably be made available for the defense of

aXe eight miles long, and against a brave, well-fed, and confident enemy

numbering over 60,000 men. It was bad enough to surrender on the 4th

of July, but it was still worse to be inglorionsly beaten on that day. More-

over it was quite natural that Pemberton should be confident of securing

bitter terms for his army by indulging the enemy a httle in this particular

At any rate, on the morning of July Sd an unusual quiet rested upon the

defenses of Vicksburg, which was soon explained by the appearance of a

flag of
' rnce upon the°works in front of A.J. Smith. This flag ushered into

ourlmes two Confederate officers, Colonel Montgomery and terfB™»,

with a sealed communication from Pemberton to Grant. The letter pro-

posed the arrangement of terms of capitulate., by the appotntment of com-

niissioners, three on each side. Of course Pemberton sa that h was

"fully able to maintain his position for an indefinite penod. General

Granf replied, refusing to submit to the terms of a commission, and demand-

fng an unconditional surrender. He, however, consented to meet Pember-

ton at 3 o'clock P.M., and to arrange the terms of surrender by a personal

'"The too generals met at the appointed hour under a gigantic oak in

McPherson's front. Many and various have been the accounts published

of this important interview. By some Pemberton ,s represented as having

chatted in an indifferent manner, making arrangements for the surrender of

a large army and of the Mississippi River while chewing s raws "'*">"•

veloiSi mngfioid; others report that he was stormy, traacble, and even .m-
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pertinent. As to General Grant's behavior tbere can be no doubt ; ofcourse
be smoked, and equally, of course, be was cool and imperturbable. Whether
Pemberton chatted or scolded is of little consequence. It is said that the
latter refused to surrender unconditionally, declaring that be would rather
fight it out, and that Grant replied, " Then, sir, you can continue the defense.
My army has never been in a better condition for the prosecution of the
siege." However this may have been, the interview ended with the under-
standing that Pemberton would confer with bis subordinate officers, and re-
turn an answer the following morning. The oak-tree has long since disap-
peared through the ravages of relic-hunters. Upon the spot where it stood
a monument was erected. This also was soon so much defaced that in 1866
it was displaced by a sixty-four-pounder cannon placed in an erect position,
with the muzzle pointing upward. 1

Grant, after consultation with his generals, anticipated any communication
which Pemberton might make by writing him a letter on the evening of the
Sd. He proposed the following scheme: Pemberton's army should be al-
lowed to march out of the city as soon as paroled, the officers taking with
them their regimental clothing

,
while staff, field, and cavalry officers "micht

' The Original monument was , pyramid twenty feet high, surmounted mil a fifteen-inch globeOn one of lis faces was an Amenean eagle sustaining on ils wings the Goddess of Libcrtv. Onanother facojyis thejulhanng in-eri|,li,in : "To tin- meniorv of the surrender of Vicksburg by
o Major General U.S. Grant, on the 3d of July, 1&G3."

Lieutenant General J. d'emberton t

retain one horse each
; the rank and file to be allowed all their clothing but

no other property. The necessary amount of rations could be taken from
the stores in Pemberton's possession, with utensils for cooking ; also thirty
wagons for transportation. The sick and wounded would be subject to sim-
ilar conditions as soon as they should be able to travel. If the terms were
accepted, he would march in one division and take possession at 8 A.M on
the 4th.

Early the next morning Pemberton's reply was received, accepting the
proposed terms in the main, but submitting that, in justice both to the honor
and spirit of his army, manifested in the defense of Tieksburg, it ought to
be allowed to march out with colors and arms, stacking them in front of the
lines, after which Grant should take possession ; that the officers should be
allowed their side-arms and personal property, and that the rights and prop-
erty of citizens should be respected.

Some of these requests were acceded by General Grant; others were re-
fused. He had no objection to paying Pemberton's troops the compliment

s=sLBu uoseaasn
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of allowing them to march to the front

and stack their arms, provided they then

marched back again, remaining as prison-

ers until they were paroled. The parole

was insisted upon in its strictest form, to

be signed in each case by the paroled sol-

diers individually. He refused to be bound

by any stipulations as to the treatment of

citizens, confining himself simply to the as-

surance that he did not propose to' cause

any of thern any undue annoyance or loss.

With these modifications the parley must

close. If the terms were not accepted by 9

A.M. they would be regarded as refused,

and hostilities would recommence. Ac-

ceptance would be indicated on Pember-

ton's part by the display of white flags

along his lines.

These terms were promptly accepted by

Pemberton. Three hours were occupied

by the Confederate army in marching out

and stacking their arms. In the afternoon

the national troops marched in and took

possession. This was the third recurrence

of the national anniversary since the be-

ginning of the war. The first saw Con-

gress convoked to assist the executive in

meeting, for the first time in our history,

an aggressive enemy within our own bor-

ders. The second witnessed McClcllan's

return to Harrison's Landing after a most

disastrous campaign. But on the third was

celebrated the surrender of Vicksburg and

the victory of Gettysburg, the two events

which, taken together, mark the turning-

point of the war against the Southern Con-

federacy,

By 3 o'clock P.M. the national fleet of

rams, gun-boats, and transports lined the

levee. Grant, with McPherson, Logan, and

their several staffs, entered Vicksburg. Af-

ter an active campaign of eighty days

—

counting from the first passage of the trans-

ports below Vicksburg—he had won the

most important and stupendous victory

of the war. His loss had been 8575, 1 of

which 4236 fell before Vicksburg. Not
more than half of the wounded had been

permanently disabled. The enemy's loss

before the surrender amounted to at least

10,000 killed and wounded, not counting

stragglers. In addition to these, 27,000

men were captured with Vicksburg
T
includ-

ing fifteen general officers, one hundred

and twenty-eight pieces of artillery, and

about eighty siege-guns, besides arms and

munitions of war for an army of 60,000,

together with a large amount of public

property, consisting of railroads, locomo-

tives, cars, steam-boats, cotton, etc. Much
property had also been destroyed to pre-

vent its capture.

Grant had acted at his own discretion

in paroling so large a number of troops.

It saved the government the expense of

removing them North, which at this time

would have been very difficult with the

limited transportation on hand, and also

of their subsistence, and it left the army
free to operate against Johnston.

The enthusiasm of the national forces

upon their entrance into Vicksburg sur-

passes description. To Pemberton's army,

in addition to the distressing hardships of

the siege, was added the humiliation of de-

feat. One of the most interesting features

connected with the capture of Vicksburg
was the exultation of the negroes. Crowds
of them congregated upon the side-walks,

1 Grnnt sums up his loss in the series of battles about
oatl before Vicksburg as follows;

Killn'I. Woimikd. MlMlng.
Port Gibson 130 718 6
Fourteen-mile Creek.... 4 24 —
Itnymond 69 341 32
Jackson 40 240 G
Champion'* Hill 42G 1842 180
Big Bluck Bridge 20 242 2
Before Vicksburg 245 3GB8 803

Total 343 7035 687
gnm total 8fl7fi

THE WAP, ON THE MISSISSIPPI.
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welcoming Grant's army with broad grins of satisfaction. On the next day,

which was Sunday, they dressed themselves in the most extravagant style,

and promenaded the streets with a more palpable expression of triumphant

joy than the conquerors themselves.

When Johnston was apprised of the surrender ofVicksburg he withdrew

from the Big Black to Jackson. Immediately after the capture, Grant sent

the remainder of the Thirteenth and Fifteenth Corps to re-enforce the five

divisions already assigned to Sherman for operations against Johnston.

Sherman had constructed a line of defense in Grant's rear from Haines's

Bluff to the Big Black. This line had kept Johnston from his proposed at-

tack north of the railroad, and the surrender ofVicksburg had made a di-

version on the Big Black as unnecessary as it was impracticable.

Johnston's four divisions covering Jackson on the morning of July 9th

were commanded by Major Generals Loring, Walker, French, and Breckin-

ridge, while a division of cavalry, under General Jackson, guarded the fords

of Pearl River above and below the town. Sherman in the mean time had

been marching his command over the intervening fifty miles in the heat and

dust, and through a country almost destitute of water—so destitute, indeed,

that Johnston considered a siege of Jackson impossible. His advance ap-

peared before the enemy's intrenchments on the 9th, and on the 12th had

invested the town, both flanks resting on Pearl River. While skirmishing

was going on in front, the cavalry were operating on the north and south of

Jackson, destroying railroads and other property.

Johnston's position was entirely untenable. Batteries posted upon the sur-

rounding hills were within easy range, commanding the town. Sherman's

army fell but little short of 50,000 men, and he had a hundred guns planted

upon the hills. In this situation he only waited for his ammunition train,

which arrived on the 16th. This delay gave Johnston time for retreat; to

remain was certain disaster.

In a too close approach to the works on the 12th, Lauman's division suf-

fered a severe loss—about 500 men, of whom two hundred were captured,

with the colors of the Twenty -eighth, Forty-first, and Fifty-third Illinois.

This unfortunate loss was the result of a misapprehension of orders. Lau-

man's division was under Ord's command, and held the extr me right, con-

fronting Breckinridge. Ord, thinking the position of the division too much

retired, ordered it forward, so as to connect with Hovey's. This advance

was not designed to bring on an engagement, nor would it have done so but

for a careless misapprehension on Lauman's part. Pugb's brigade, after

crossing the New Orleans and Jackson Railroad at a point about two miles

south of Jnckson, and driving back the enemy's skirmishers, found itself,

with less than 1000 men, confronted by a strong line of works held by two

brigades of the enemy, with two full batteries, and protected by abatis in

front. The intervening space was open, affording no cover to a charging

column. Pugh reported this situation to Lauman ; but the latter repeated

the order to move forward. It was certain death to every other man in the

brigade, but the order was obeyed. No other result was possible but that

which followed, namely, the useless murder of half the column. Well may

Lauman have wept when he looked upon the remnant of his old brigade.

He was afterward relieved of his command by General Ord. 1

Jackson was evacuated on tbe night of July 16th, Johnston retreating

across Pearl River, burning tbe bridges behind him, and through Brandon

toward Meridian, about 100 miles east of Jackson. The town, thus again

left in possession of the national troops, was once more devoted to destruc-

tion. Sherman pursued the enemy as far as Brandon, and then returned

with his army across the Big Black. The Confederate loss at Jackson, by

Johnston's report, was 71 killed, 504 wounded, and about 25 missing. De-

sertions were frequent from his army both during the siege and in the re-

treat.

The navy had necessarily a less conspicuous share than the army in the

capture ofVicksburg, but its co-operation bad been absolutely essential to

Grant's success. The gun-boats bad been constantly engaged in shelling the

town from below. For forty-two days the mortar-boats had also been at

work without intermission, throwing shells into all parts of the city, and

even reaching the works in the rear ofVicksburg, three miles distant, with

a fire in reverse; thirteen guns had been transferred from tbe fleet to the

army ; the river had been patrolled from Cairo to Vicksburg, to clear out

the guerrillas who had on several occasions built batteries on the shore, and

attempted to sink or capture the transports conveying stores, re-enforce-

ments, and ammunition to the besieging army; and tbe gun-boats, with Gen-

eral Ellet's marine brigade, had frustrated tbe schemes of Kirby Smith by

their co-operation with the small force on the right bank of the Mississippi

at Milliken's Bend.3

' Sherman speaking of this affair, attributes the disaster to " misunderstanding or a misinter

K ,,nii f
<'; m n,l Ord's mmute instructions on the pun of General Lauman."

" Immediately after the surrender Sherman penned the following impromptu, but cnaractens.

tic letter to Admiral Porter

:

"I can appreciate the intense satisfaction you must feel at lying before the monster that lira

defied ua with sueh deep nn.l malignant hate, and seeing your once disunited fleet again a unit

;

and, belter Btill, the chain that made an inclosed sea on l.uk in the great river broken forever. In

so magnificent a rwult I stop not to count who did it It IB done and the day of the nat.ons

birth b consccrainl and baptized anew in n victory won by the united navy and army of our coun-

try. God grant that the harmony and mutual respect that exists between our rapec ive com-

mander, and sbaml hv all (l.e true men of the j«int service ,
may continue forever and serve to

elevate our national character, threatened with shipwreck.
;

Thus 1 muse as 1 ill n ™X (°» larJJ

camp out in the w U, fur fr,.m the point for winch we have justly striven so long and _so well
;
and

though personal ,or„.,i,v w.ml.l tempt me to go and see the frowning battery and sunken pita

that have defied ,» so Ion,-, and sent to their silent graves so manyof onr «£?"»"*»
Qn

°

enterprise, I fe,l tl.nl ...her ia«k- lie h.fcre me, anytime must not be lost. Without casting^an-

chor/and despite the heat, and the dns«, and the drought, I must again into the bowela of the land,

to make the conquest of the land fulfill all the conditions >t should ln the progress of tbu war

Whether aneeeu attend ray efforts or not, I kno^v that Adm.rnl Porter will ever accord to mo the

exhibition of a pure and muelfiih zeal in ilic service of our country.

"Though farther apart, the navy and army wll -rill act in concert, and I assure 7™ I«haU

never reach the bank* of the river or sec a gun-boat but I will ibjoi of Admiral Porter, Captain
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The 4th ofJuly, 1863, also witnessed a conflict ofsome importance at Hel-

ena, Arkansas, on the right bank of tbe river, above Vicksburg. This place,

since its occupation in the summer of 1862 by the advance of General Cur-

tis's army, bad rested undisturbed in tbe possession of the national forces,

and had been of great use as a depot of recruits and supplies for operations

farther south. It threatened also the most important points in those por-

tions of the state occupied by the enemy.

Toward the close of the siege of Vicksburg, Lieutenant General Holmes,

the Confederate commander in Arkansas, at the suggestion of Secretary Mal-

lory, and with Kirby Smith's permission, prepared an expedition to attack

Helena. He left Little Rock on the 25th ofJune, and made Clarendon, six-

ty miles cast of the capital, on White Eiver, tbe rendezvous for his forces.

tfagan, Sterling Price, and Marmaduke were to command columns in tbe at-

tacking army. It was Holmes's design to surprise the Federal force; but

Price, owing to high water, was four days behindhand, and in the mean time

General B. M. Prentiss, commanding at Helena, became acquainted with the

enemy's intentions. The garrison numbered about 4000 men, and was in-

trenched behind strong earth-works, well mounted with artillery, and with

their main approaches covered by abatis. Prentiss bad also an important

ally, upon whose presence the enemy had not calculated, in tbe gun-boat

Tyler, commanded by J. M. Pritchett.

The town lies upon the river flat, but near it are high commanding ridges,

wit!) ravines opening toward the river. Upon a low ridge nearer the town

Fort Curtis was located, while upon the higher ridges commanding it out-

works had been constructed by Brigadier General F. Salomon, to whose

charge also had been assigned their defense. These outworks consisted of

four°strong batteries, designated from right to left by tbe first four letters

of the alphabet in their succession. The flauks, which, being between the

ridges and tbe river, were open, were protected by rifle-pits and batteries.

Holmes reports his total force to have been 7646, or about twice tbe

strength of the garrison. The Missourians were under Price, Parsons, and

Marmaduke, while tbe brigades of Fagan, McRae, and Walker consisted of

troops gathered together from Arkansas. The Confederate command was

not lacking in bravery, and tbe attack was admirably conducted, but the as-

sailing force was too 'weak by half for any chance of success against a de-

termined garrison in so strong a position. The Confederate Governor of

Arkansas, Harris Flanagan, with his adjutant general, Colonel Gordon Rear,

were on the field, acting as volunteer aids to General Holmes.

On the morning ofJuly 4tb Holmes's army was within a mile of the out-

works. Price led the brigades of Parsons and McBae (3095 men) against

Battery Cou Grave-yard Hill, and succeeded, after great loss, in carrying the

work, capturing some of its guns, which were either spiked or devoid of fric-

tion-primers, and therefore useless to tbe captors. Price had great difficulty

in bringing bis own artillery over the broken country and up the bill.

Meanwhile his infantry was falling under a fire from all the other works.

Instead of retreating, hundreds of his command pushed forward in disorder

and without support, and encountering a cross fire, until, unable to retreat,

as many as had escaped death surrendered. Price reports a loss in this ac-

tion of over one third of his command.
Fagan 's small command of four regiments had attacked at the same time,

attempting the still more difficult task of carrying Battery D on the left

The charge at this point was exceedingly gallant, but met with only partial

success. Tbe brave Arkansans rushed up the precipitous ravines, and

drove the Federal sharp-shooters out of their rifle-pits; hut every assault

upon the fort itselfonly added to the useless slaughter of the assailants. A
Brecse, and [ho many elegant and accomplished Kcn'lcmen >' ima ^xu mT G°°d fortune to meet

on iiuLn.-d or unarmed decks of tbe Mississippi squadron."

single regiment lost its colonel, lieutenant colonel, and over 100 men. The
remainder withdrew to the rifle-pits already captured, where, exposed to the

fire from the fort, they held their ground until 11 o'clock, when a general re-

treat was ordered.

Marmaduke, with 1750 men, had been ordered to take the fort on Bighton

Hill (Battery A) on the north, but he failed even to make a vigorous assault,

not being supported by Walker's brigade.

Holmes reports his loss in this battle as 173 killed, 687 wounded, and 776

missing. Thus, by bis own admission, he lost over one fifth of his com-

mand. Prentiss says he buried nearly 300 of tbe enemy's killed, and took

1100 prisoners. His own loss was less than 250, all told. The gun-boat

Tyler had a large share in the havoc which was made among the charging

columns of the enemy.

The capture of Port Hudson and its garrison followed as tbe immediate

and necessary consequence of the surrender of Vicksburg. In any case,

Gardner could not have held out much longer. His ammunition for small-

arms was almost gone, only twenty rounds remaining to each man, and the

garrison was on the verge of starvation. Its mill had been fired by a shell,

2000 bushels ot corn being burned with it. No meat was left, and the mutes

were being killed to satisfy the demand
;
even rats, it is reported, were eaten

by the famishing soldiers. Only fifteen serviceable guns remained on the

land defenses, the others having been, one after the other, disabled by the

accurate fire of the Federal guns. Banks's sappers and miners had dug their

way up to the works, and General Dwight had a mine ready on the left,

charged with thirty barrels of powder, in such a position that its explosion

would have destroyed "the Citadel," already referred to as a vital point in

the enemy's defenses. The hospitals were full of the sick, and the men in

the trenches were so exhausted and enfeebled that they were unfit for action.

The capture of Vicksburg, however, precipitated the capitulation of Port

Hudson. Grant had embarked an expedition, under General Herron, to re-

enforce Banks, but scarcely were the men on board when the tidings was

brought of the capture of Port Hudson, and Henon's expedition was or-

dered up the Yazoo.

It was on the 6th of July that the news of the victory at Vicksburg

reached Port Hudson. Gardner could hardly by any possibility have mis-

interpreted the tremendous salute of tbe gun-boats, re-echoed from the land

batteries, or tbe news shouted across his lines. He forthwith convened a

council of war, and a surrender was determined upon. On the 7th he com-

municated with General Banks, asking the latter to give him official assur-

ance of the news. If Vicksburg had really been surrendered, bo asked for

a cessation of hostilities, with a view to the consideration of terms for the

capitulation of Port Hudson. Banks

replied by sending Grant's own dis-

patch, but refusing a cessation of hos-

tilities. Conferees were appointed on

each side, and on July 8th terms of

surrender were concluded upon, and

the next morning formal possession

was taken of the town.

Banks docs not report his loss be-

fore Port Hudson, but it probably fell

not far short of 3000. The enemy
admitted a loss of only 610 men dur-

ing the forty-five days' campaign, but

this, Banks is confident, must have

been too low an estimate, as he found

500 wounded in the hospitals. The

number of prisoners taken was 6408,

of whom 455 were officers. The

captures of tbe whole campaign, in-

cluding the trans-Mississippi opera-

tions, Banks estimates at 10,584 men,

73 guns, 6000 small-arms, three gun-

boats, eight other steam-boats, besides

cotton and cattle of immense value.

The capture of Port Hudson scared

Dick Taylor out of the country east

of the Atchafalaya, compelling him

to evacuate Brasbear City just one

month after its capture. Both Grant

and Banks now urged an immediate

combined movement against Mobile,

but were overruled at Washington. It seems some Texan refugees were

anxious that operations should be recommenced on tbe line of the Red

River, and Banks was advised accordingly. The history of tbe campaign

thus opened we reserve for a subsequent chapter.

Herron, in tbe mean time, having transferred his troops to vessels of

lighter draft, moved up the Yazoo, his transports preceded by the iron-clad

De Kalb and two tin-clad gun-boats under Captain Walker. The expedi-

tion bad for its object the destruction of a large number of Confederate

steam-boats which had run up the Yazoo to find refuge from Porter's fleet.

When nearly opposite Yazoo City the De Kalb was sunk by a torpedo.

The Confederate garrison abandoned the city upon the approach of the ex-

pedition. Only one of the steam-boats was captured, the others making

their escape up the river. The fugitive vessels were, however, pursued by

Herron's cavalry, and all of them, to the number of twenty-two, were burned

or sunk. Three hundred prisoners were captured, six heavy guns, 250 small-

arms, 800 horses, and 2000 bales of cotton.
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Thus ended the campaign for the possession of the Mississippi River,

which now, to use the happy expression of President Lincoln, " ran unvexed

to the sea." On the 16th of July the steam-boat Imperial arrived at New
Orleans from St. Louis, the first steamer which had made the trip for more

than two years.

The foremost man in this campaign was General Grant, the taker of

guns and armies. His name was on every tongue. The shout ofjoy which

arose from a whole people on account of his victory was mingled with a

psean of praise to the victor. He was at once appointed to the vacant ma-

jor generalship in the regular army, to date from July 4th, 1863. In the

midst of these acclamations to bis honor, President Lincoln addressed hirn a

letter 1 acknowledging the inestimable service he had rendered his country,

i
•' tiwollvp Ma_um , Washington, July 13th, ISU3.

" My demi Glnkhal,— I do not remember that you and t over met personally. I write this

now U . grateful acknowledgment fur the almost inettiinable service jou have done the country. I

and adding a personal acknowledgment of hia own error ofjudgment as to

the propriety of re-enforcing Banks after the battle of Port Gibson instead

of moving directly against Vicksburg. In this Vicksburg campaign General

Grant showed bis capacity for the command of a large army, and for the

conduct of movements the most extensive; a remarkable boldness of con-

ception, almost unlimited resources, and a steady persistence of purpose not

to be moved by any obstacle, and not to be conquered by a succession of

partial defeats. As to total defeat with such a commander, that was clearly

impossible.

wish tn say a word farthrr. When you first reached the vicinity of Vicksburg I thought you

should do what you finally did—march the troops across the neck, run the batteries with ihc

transports, and thus go below ; anil I never had any faith, except a general hope thai you knew

belter than I. that the Yazoo Pasa Expedition and the like could sacceed. When yon gut below,

and took Port Gibson, Grand Golf, and vicinity, I thought you should go down the river nod join

General Hanks ; and when you tnrned northward east of the Big Black, I feared it was ft mistake.

I now wish to niuke a perboual acknowledgment thai you were rvjht and I was wroiuj.

"Yours, very truly, A- Liscoln."
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CHAPTER XXVIII.
HOOKER IN COMMAND.—CHANCELLORSVILLE.

Hooker assumes Command.—Bad Condition of the Army.—Hooker's Measures of Reform.—
Hooker's Plan of Operations.—Changes in the Commands.—Strength of the two Armies.

—

Hooker's Orders to Stonemnn.—Cavalry Expedition postponed.—Hooker moves npon Chan-
cel lorevi lie, —The Rappahannock and Rapidnn crossed.—Chancellorsville and the Wilderness.

—Sedgwick crosses near Fredericksburg.—Hooker's Anticipations of Success.—Lee's Move-
ments.—Hooker's Delay at Chancellorsvilla.—He advances toward Fredericksburg, then re-

treats.—Position of the Forces.—Leo and Jackson in Council.—A Flunk Attack resolved

upon.—Jackson marches.—Sickles attacks the Confederate Rear.—Jackson's March.—Leo's

Operations.—Jackson routs the Federal Right.—rioason ton checks the Confederate Advance.
—Lee's Operations in Front.—Tho Advance of Biroey.—Jackson Wounded.—Death ofJack-

son.—His Career.—Wishes the War to bo without Quarter.—Hooker ossumes a. new Position.

—Tho Union Line, of Battle.—Birney's Night Attack.— The Battle of Sunday, May 2 : Forces
Present.—Stuart occupies Haile Grove.—Assails Sickles.—Is forced back.— Sickles asks for

Support.—nooker Disabled.—Sickles fulls back.—French attacks Stuart, and is repulsed.

—

Leo assails the Union Centre.—Unites with Stuart.—Occupies Chancellorsville.—The Fed-
crals Retreat.—Their new Position.—Sedgwick ordered np from Fredericksburg.—His dila-

tory Movement.—Storms the Heights and Advances.—Perilous Situation of Lee.—He sends
Troops to meet Sedgwick.—Tho Fight at Salem Heights.— The Buttle of Monday, Afay 3: Lee
re-enforces McLaws. — F_irly retakes Fredericksburg Heights. — Howe repulses Early and
McLaws.—Hooker's Orders to Sedgwick. — Sedgwick rccrosses the Rappahannock.—The

Council of War.—Hooker rocrosses the Rappahannock.—Movements of Averill and Stone-

man.—Losses at Chancellorsville.—Criticism upon Operations.—Hooker's Errors.—Lee's Errors.

FROM this survey of operations in the West we turn again to Virginia,

where, at the opening of the year, the two great armies of the Union

and the Confederacy lay confronting each other upon the banks of the Rap-

pahannock. 1

Hooker was invested with the command of the Army of the Potomac on

the 2Gth ofJanuary. Just three days before, his predecessor had drawn up

an order dismissing him from the service, and on the very day befor* .t was

doubtful whether that order should be put in force. But the transier of

command was executed with all due military courtesy. "Give," said Burn-

side, in his parting address to the army, "to the brave and skillful general

1 The following arc the leading authorities for Chancellorsville: Testimony before the Com-
mittee on the Conduct of the War, contained in volume i. of the second .series fcircd as Com.

Ity., ii.).—Lee's Report of Chancellorsville (cited as Lee's fieri.) r it embraces his own report

and those of nearly all of his principal commanders.—Hole hki-s and Allan, engineers in the late

Confederate army, have put forth a monograph upon Chancellorsville. It is specially valuable

for its elaborate maps, which clearly represent the topography of the region, and show every move-

ment npon hnih rides.—Dabnej's. Life of Stonewall Jackson embraces some valuable informa-

tion respecting the iterations of that commander. The author had access to many materials

which arc now probably destroyed.
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who has so long been identified with your organization, and who is now to

command you, your full and cordial support aud co-operation, and you will

deserve success." Hooker, in assuming command, said that " he only gives

expression to the feelings of this army when he conveys to our late com-

mander, Major General Burnside, the most cordial good wishes for his fu-

ture."

Hooker took command with a confidence in himself which contrasted

strongly with tbe self-distrust which had been expressed by Burnside. The

position had come to him unsought, but, as he believed, not undeserved.
" No being lives," he averred, " who can say that I ever expressed a desire

for the position. It was conferred on me for my sword, and not for any act

or word of mine indicative of a desire for it" 1 He had, indeed, grave mis-

givings, not as to his own capacity, but as to the state of the force placed

under his command.1 Foremost among these causes of misgiving was the

hostility of Hal leek, wLo for six months had sat, and for thrice as long was

to sit, under the title of general- in -chief, as an incubus upon the- Union arm-

ies. Hooker knew, or at least believed, that Halleck had been hostile to

him from the first, and the sole request that he made of the President was

that he would stand between him and bis superior in command. 3 The con-

dition of the army was a still more grave matter for apprehension. Burn-

side had received it from McClellan strong in numbers, discipline, and spirit.

In three mouths he transmitted it to Hooker reduced in numbers and im-

paired in efficiency. Much of this was owing to causes over which Bum-
side had no control. Lincoln's policy, as finally indicated by his emancipa-

tion proclamation, was looked upon with disfavor by a very considerable

part of the army. Many of the officers in high command, especially those

who had belonged to tbe regular army, were far from hostile to slavery.

McClellan, just escaped from the Chickahominy swamps, had found time

six months before to present his views of the principles upon which the

war should be waged. "The rebellion," he said, "has assumed the charac-

ter of a war
;
as such it should be regarded. It should not be a war look-

ing to the subjugation of the people of any state in any event. It should

not be at all a war upon population, but against armed forces and political

organizations. Neither confiscation of property, political executions of per-

sons, territorial organizations of states, or forcible abolition of slavery, should

be contemplated for a moment Unless the principles governing the future

conduct of our struggle shall be made known and approved, the effort to ob-

tain the requisite forces will be almost hopeless. A declaration of radical

views, especially upon slavery, will rapidly disintegrate our present armies."*

McClellan gave voice to the prevailing feeling among the leading officers of

the army. No inconsiderable part of the private soldiers had been drawn
from a class which looked with bitter aversion upon the negro. This was
especially the case with the regiments raised in the large cities ofthe North.

To them the very name of Abolitionist was a word of reproach. But now
the proclamation issued on New Year's day of 1863 had solemnly pledged

the nation to the abolition of slavery as an essential feature of the future

conduct of the war.

For a time it seemed that McClellan's prophecy that a declaration of radi-

cal views upon the subject of slavery would be verified by the rapid disin-

tegration of the Army of the Potomac. Officers high in rank openly de-

clared that they would never have embarked in the war had they anticipa-

ted this action of the government.6 When rest came to the army after the

disaster of Fredericksburg and the failure of the mud campaign, the disaf-

fected began to show themselves and to make their influence felt. The army
fell into a course of rapid depletion. Express trains, and even tbe mails,

were burdened with civilian clothing, sent to soldiers by their friends to fa-

cilitate their escape from camp. When Hooker took command desertions

numbered 200 a day. In a week the army lost as many men as were killed

in any pitched battle. What with deserters and absentees, 85,000 men, al-

most 4000 of whom were commissioned officers, wellnigh half the nominal

strength of the army, were away from the field, scattered all over the coun-

try.8 The great body of the disaffected, whether in or out of the army, be-

lieved that the government would soon be forced to restore McClellan to

the command, and practically to abandon its declared policy of emancipa-

tion. By these men the appointment of Hooker was looked upon with no
favor. Tbey could not fail to remember the unsparing terms in which he
had attributed the disaster of the Peninsular campaign to the utter want of
capacity of their favorite commander.1 They looked eagerly forward to the

time when he should be placed at the head of the army, and thence, as po-

litical affairs seemed to be shaping themselves, raised to the Presidency of
the United States. The feeling in the army and that in tbe country acted

and reacted upon each other, and for a time it seemed that the policy of the

government would be condemned alike by citizens and soldiers.

In spite of these untoward circumstances and the grave misgivings which
he felt, Hooker grasped the command with a firm hand. It was mid-
winter, and operations in the field must be postponed until early spring

1 Com. Rrp., ii., 112.
• " I entered upon my duties with many misgivings Bud forebodings. When it was announced

to mo that I had been placed in command of the Army of the Potomac, I doubted, and so ex-
pressed myself, if it could be saved to ihe country."

—

Thid., 112.
• ' I was informed by a member ofthe cabinet ibat [when it was first proposed to remove McClel-

lan] the President and five members of it were in favor of placing me at the head of the Army of
the Potomac, and one or two members of the cabinet and General Halleck were opposed to' it."

(nooker, in Com. Reji., ii., 175.)—" I had been reliably informed that I was nsain opposed by him
on the- removal of Major Geaeral Burnside." (Ibid., 1 12.)—" In my interview with the Presi-
dent, among other subjects relating to tbe new- position I had been called to fill, I stated that I
boned to succeed, provided lie would stand between me and the commanding general of the army.
Tliis was tbo orily request I made of the President in assuming command."—Ibid., 111.

• McCIHlnn to the President, July 7, 1862, J/cC.%-., 280-282.
1 Cam. Rep., It., 112. • Ibid., 112.
T " I do not hesitate to say that the failure of the Peninsular campaign is to be attributed to tbo

Want of generalship on tho part of our commander."—Hooker, in Com. Rep., i., 575.

should render the roads passable. In that interval much could be done.
Hooker set himself strenuously at work to improve the condition of the
army. At the very outset he broke up the grand divisions, aud restored its

former organization into corps, each being placed under the command of a
general in whom he had confidence. Then tbe great evil of desertions was
to be encountered. The loose system of furloughs was thoroughly revised.
Hitherto the corps commanders had granted leaves of absence at discretion.
By tbe new regulations no leave of absence could be granted except from
head-quarters to officers of high rank. In no regiment could more than one
field officer or two line officers be absent at the same time. Not more than
two privates out of a hundred in any regiment could be absent on furlough
at the same time, and no man could receive a furlough unless he had a <*ood
record for attention to bis duties. The leaves of absence being of short date,
fifteen days being the utmost limit, even these strict rules enabled all deserv-
ing men who wished it to visit their homes. Disloyal officers were care-
fully weeded out. Express trains were examined, and all citizens' clothing
found therein was burned. The police and commissariat of the army re-

ceived special attention. Comfortable winter huts were built ; vegetables and
fresh bread were ordered to be issued twice a week. The good result of
these measures was soon apparent. Desertions ceased ; absentees returned
to their commands ; tbe ratio of sickness sank from more than ten per cent.
to less than five. The cavalry, which had heretofore beet? scattered among
tbe grand divisions, was organized into a separate corps, and soon grew into
a powerful arm, wanting only a fitting man to wield it ; but Hooker was
not, as commander of this army, to find such a leader. He did the best he
could by giving the cavalry corps to Stoneman, with Averill next in com-
mand. Sheridan was yet to be brought from a subordinate position in the
West. The outpost duty had been grossly neglected; the Confederates
knew what was passing within the Union lines almost as accurately as did
its own commanders. HookeV changed all this. The picket lines were
rendered impenetrable. One division lay encamped on Falmouth Heights,
opposite Fredericksburg, in plain view of the enemy. The camps of the
other divisions, a score or more in number, covering a circuit of a hundred
miles, lay beyond the wooded crests of Stafford What passed beyond this

screen was hidden from the keenest view which the Confederate commander
could gain, saving when some ostentatious demonstration, or a sharp, sudden
dash of pickets was made, with tbe object, as Hooker explained, " to encour-
age and stimulate in the breasts of our men, by successes however small, a

feeling of superiority over our adversaries." Knowing, moreover, that idle-

ness was the bane of all armies, every effort was made to keep the troops

employed, and whenever the weather permitted they were engaged in field

exercises.

As winter wore away and spring opened, the commander felt assured that

he bad at length " a living army well worthy of the republic," or, as he was
wont to express it in larger phrase, " the finest army upon the planet." All
through those winter weeks he had pondered the problem how and where be
should strike.' His instructions were of tbe most general character. Hal-
leck wrote: "In regard to the operations of your own army, you can best

judge when and where it can move to the greatest advantage, keeping in

view always tbe importance of covering Washington and Harper's Ferry,

either directly or by so operating as to punish any force of the enemy sent

against them." 2 Hooker had, however, caught the true idea of the work to

be done. It was not so much to capture Richmond as to destroy the Con-
federate Army of Northern Virginia which lay in his front. Lincoln had
months before vainly sought to impress this idea upon McClellan. 3 Grant
seized upon it months later. In seeking to solve the problem of attack,

Hooker soon came to the decision that it was impossible to cross the Rappa-
hannock and assail the enemy directly in front. The misadventure of Burn-
side had demonstrated this point ; and, moreover, since that luckless attempt,

the Confederate position had been greatly strengthened. The mere passage

of the river in front of the Confederate lines presented, indeed, no very seri-

ous difficulty, for Lee adhered to bis former plan, rather inviting than threat-

ening such an operation. 4 But his long lines of intrenchment, stretching for

a distance of twenty miles along the sides and crests of the heights, were in

plain view. Interspersed with the infantry parapets were epaulements for

artillery which would sweep the hill-sides and bottom-lands over which an

1 "The subject of the campaign Has one to which Genera! Hooker gave much thought and at-

tention. Hot, n hile getting the views of every body else, he did not give his own, but kept his
intentions in regard to the proposed campaign entirely secret from every one, fearing that what
be intended to do might come to the knowledge of the enemy. When he assumed command of
the army tbcic was not n record or document of any kind at headquarters of the army that gave
any information at all in regard to the enemy. There was no means, no organization, and no
apparent effort to obtain such information. Wc were almost as ignorant of the enemy in our
immediate front as if they had been in China. An efficient organization for that purpose was in-

stituted, by which we were soon enabled to get correct and proper information of the enemy,
their strength and movements." (Butterfield, in Com. Titp., ii., 74.)—"Knowing that the passage
of the river would be resisted, and perhaps defeated, if brought to the knowledge of the enemy, I

had taken every precaution to keep it a profound secret. I had not even communicated it to my
corps commanders, or the officers of my staff." (Hooker, in Com. Rep., ii., 1 18.)—A close examina-
tion of Hooker's dispatches and orders, compared with what is now known, sh.m.s that lie was al-

most as well aware of the strength and positions of the Confederate force as of his own.
3 Com. Rep., \l, 115, a8B.
1 "1 would press the enemy closely; fight him if a favorable opportunity should present. If he

make a stand at Winchester, I would fight him there, on tho idea that ifwc can not bent him when
he bears the wastage of coming to us, we can never when wc bear the wastage of coming to him.

Wo should not so operate as merely to drive him away. As wc must beat him somewhere or

fail finally, wc can do it, if at all, easier near to ni than far away. If we can not beat the enemy
where he now is, wc never can, he again being within the intrenchments of Richmond. I think

he should be engaged long before such point is reached." (Lincoln to McClellan, October 13,

] 802. abridged, Com. Rep., i., 525.)—"General Hooker finally determined upon a plan of cam-
paign, the intent and purpose of which was to destroy the army of General Leo where il then

was ; not merely to fight n battle and pain possession "f the battle-ground, and havo the enemy
fall hack to Richmond, but to destroy him there ; fur General Ho. l..-r U-IL-ved that we could bet-

ter afford to fight the enemy nearer Washington than Richmond."--Bullerfield, in Com. Rep., ii.,75.

* "As in th,e battle of Fredericksburg, it was thought best to select positions with a view lo re-

sist tbo advance of the enemy than incur the heavy loss that would attend any attempt to prevent

bis crossing."

—

Lee'* Rep., 6.
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assailing force must march. Abatis of fallen timber guarded every point

between the impassable swamps at the foot of the hills, while in the rear

these outer lines were covered by rifle-pits, and every little rise of ground

bristled with intrenchmcnts like a miniature fortress. To attack these works

in front seemed hopeless. " Previous exposure in attempting it under Burn-

side, when the enemy's preparations were far less complete, had made this a

conviction in the rnind of every private in the ranks."'

The enemy could then be assailed only by turning his position either be-

low or above. Against the former operation was the fact that the river in-

creases so rapidly in width that it would require a thousand feet of bridging,

and the pontoon trains and artillery must march twenty miles over a broken

and wooded country, by roads still axle-deep with clayey mud. This march

could not be concealed from the enemy on the opposite bank, who could

easily extend his intrenchments down the river faster than the assailants

could construct practicable roads. This movement was, then, clearly im-

practicable.2

It only remained to turn the Confederate right far above Fredericksburg,

and this was possible only upon condition that the movement should be a

surprise. Three miles above Fredericksburg, in a straight line, but twice as

far following the bend of the river, is Banks's Ford; seven miles farther is the

United States Ford,3 neither of them to be waded except in the dry season
;

now the water was so high that the passage could be made only by bridges.

These. points were defended by works so strong and strongly held as to pre-

clude all possibility of carrying them. A little above the United States Ford

the Kappa-bannock receives the Rapidan, an affluent almost equal to itself.

Here was the extremity of the Confederate lines, although small detachments

were posted up the Eapidan for some miles. If the Rappahannock should

be crossed above the position, the Eapidan was still to be passed. Lee never

imagined that his opponent would attempt to turn his flank by marching

such a distance, over roads almost impassable, into a region where his army
must subsist upon what it could carry with it, crossing, also, two rivers which

a single shower would so swell as to cut him oil' from his ammunition and

provision trains. Yet this was the bold operation which Hooker resolved

to undertake.

The army of Hooker was divided into seven corps. Many changes had

been made in the principal commands. The Ninth Corps, which Burnside

had brought back from North Carolina, and which had fought under him at

South Mountain and Antietam, was detached from the Army of the Poto-

mac, and, under the immediate command of W. F Smith, 4 sent with its old

leader to the West. Its place was supplied by the Twelfth, under Slocum,

which had been posted at Harper's Ferry. The Eleventh, under Sigel, which
had guarded the approaches to Washington, was brought down to the main

army. Sigel had applied for leave of absence, and, at the urgent request of

Hooker, the command of this corps was given to Howard. Butterfield was
made chief of staff, and the Fifth Corps was assigned to Meade. Stoneman
was placed at the head of the cavalry, and the Third Corps was given to

Sickles. Sedgwick replaced Smith in the command of the Sixth Corps.

Reynolds retained the First Corps, and Couch the Second. The army which
Hooker had in hand numbered in effective men, "present for duty," 120,000

infantry and artillery, besides 13,000 cava! ry. 5 The cavalry, excepting a sin-

gle brigade of perhaps 1000, under Pleasanton, as we shall have to show,

were sent away on an expedition in which they accomplished nothing, and
so must be placed out of the account in estimating the effective force with

which the opposing generals encountered each other in that series of actions

which we call the battle of Chaneellorsville. The Confederate force was far

inferior.6 Three months before it had numbered 80,000 ; but, confident in

[April, 1S63?

1 Warren, in Com. lie/:, ii., 52. a Ibid., 53.
1 More properly, the United States Mine Ford ; sometimes called the Bark Mill Ford.
• As it happened, however, Smith did not accompany the corps to the West. He remained at

the East, anil the command of the corps ma given to Parke.
• There is no absolutely official report, to which I have been able to gain access, showing the

exact strength of Hooker's army, bin scattered through the testimony given in the Report of the
• Committee on the Conduct of tiic War arc data which enable me to iix it without possibility of
any material error. Hooker (Com. Iiep„ ii., 1211) gives the strength "for duty" of the Fifth, Elev-
enth, and Twelfth Corps at -41,(11; I—say 45,000. The Eleventh was the weakest in the army, num-
bering (Com. Rep.,\\., 121) 11,000. There remain 34,000 for the Fifth and Twelfth. These were
apparently of about equal siringih, 17,1100 each. The Sixth was the strongest corps; Sedgwick,
its commander (/W.,!!."), places it at 32,000; Hooker (Ibid, 1 28) says it numbered 2G, 233; bathe
adds, "not the whole of which, by a few thousands, it is reasonable to suppose, appeared in line

Of bottle." This difference between 22,000 ami 20,000 is about the normal discrepancy between
those borne upon the master-rolls as " present" nad those actually at any moment "present for

doty." Sedgwick, who bad for ri time the First and the Third, as well as his own corps, the Sixth,

gives (Ibid., Or,) the numbers of the two former at 35,000. Sickles {Hid., 7) says that the strength
of his corps, the Third, was 18,000, which would leave 17,000 for the First, that of Reynolds.
There then remains only the Second Corps, that of Couch; of the strength of this I find no spe-
cial mention. I assume it to have been 17,000, that being the average number of each of the
Other corps.

• Confederate writers usually place the numbers of Lee's army nt 45,000. But the official re-

turns (see onto, p. 881) show that on the 31st of March there we're present in the Army of North-
ern Virginia 73,370 men, of whom 00.208 were present for duty. The force was certainly not
diminished daring the nest month, for Longstrect was detached a" month before. Lee eays(Rep.,
A), " General Longstrect, with two corps, was detached for service south of the James River in

February." I am inclined to suspect n clerical error here, and that for "two divisions" wo should
read "three;" for Longstreet's Corps consisted of five divisions, those of Anderson, McLaws,
Hood, Hansom, and Pickett. Only the first two are in anv way mentioned in the Reports of the
Battle of Chiincellor&ville, and in the list of regiments I find none belonging to the last three divi-

sions. Moreover, Dsbncy says {SloniwtSAJtmt, BS4); "The three divisions of Hood, Pickett,
nnd Ransom were absent in Southeastern Virginia, making a demonstration ngninst Snftblk,
whither they had been directed by the scarcity of forage and food in Spottsylvania." Dabney,
who scums to have had nceessto authentic reports as to Jackson's force, says: "Sis four divisions
now contained about 28,000 muskets, and an aggregate of more than 80,000 men and officers.

They wore supported by 28 field baitirics, containing IIS guns ; besides these hatterics, the army
was still accompanied by a reserve corps of artillery. Stuart's division of cavalry was also acting
upon the left." Adding the artillery aad cavalry to the 28,000 muskets and mo're than 2000 of-

ficers, will bring the strength of Jackson up to fully 35,000. This writer, indeed, adds :
" Leo

had, in all, an aggregate of about Ifi.OOO men." Hut, even apart from the actual returns which
have been cited, this is clearly an nnder estimate, for Lon (.-street's Corps was always much stron-
ger than that ofJackson, and the divisions of Anderson ami McLaws were much the largest in that
corps, ami had suffered less in the previous actions than the others. They probably numbered,
including artillery and cavalry ncting with them, fully 25,000 men; so that the most reliable in-
direct evidence attainable corroborates tho accuracy of the official returns, which give Lee a little

sore than 60,000 men.

the strength of his position, and somewhat embarrassed by the scarcity of for-
age, Lee had sent Longstreet with half of his corps southward toward North
Carolina, where offensive operations were threatened. There remained on
the Rappahannock the divisions of Anderson and McLaws, and Jackson's
entire corps, consisting of the divisions of A. P. Hill, D. II. Hill, Trimble
(formerly that ofJackson), and Early. ButD. H. Hill had been put in com.
mand of the Department of North Carolina, and his division was now under
Rodes

;
Trimble was at home on sick-leave, and his division was commanded

by Colston. Besides these, there was Stuart's cavalry, reduced to two bri-
gades, and a strong reserve artillery. The entire effective strength of all

arms was something more than 60,000 men. Anderson's and McLaws's di-
visions guarded the line from the United States Ford downward beyond
Fredericksburg, a distance often miles; Early held the intrenchments at
the foot of the hills opposite Franklin's Crossing ; the remainder of Jack-
son's corps lay near Port Royal, twenty miles below Fredericksburg. Both
armies had built for themselves comfortable winter huts in the wooded re-

gion on either side of the Rappahannock, which formed for the time a bar-

rier which neither could overpass.

Hooker, having matured his plan of campaign, wished to commence its

execution as early as possible. The term of enlistment of 40,000 men, a
third of his army, would soon expire, and he knew that there was little use
of putting troops into action just before the close of their time of service.

Before the middle of April, though the roads were still too heavy for artil-

lery and wagon trains, he thought that mounted men might move. On the
12th he ordered Stoneman to take the whole cavalry force, with the excep-
tion of a single brigade, 12,000 sabres strong, turn the hostile position on the
left, throw himself between the enemy and Richmond, isolate him from hia

supplies, and check his retreat. Every where and all told, Stoneman could
not encounter a force half equal to his own. In sharp phrases, which rang
like battle orders, Hooker gave bis directions to Stoneman :

" Harass the

enemy day and night, on the march and in the camp unceasingly. If you
can not cut off from his column large slices, do not fail to take small ones.

Let your watchword be Fight! and let all your orders be Fight I Keep
yourself informed of the enemy's whereabouts, and attack him wherever
you find him. Take the initiative in the forward movement of this grand
army; bear in mind that celerity, audacity, and resolution are every thing

in war." The primary object of this cavalry expedition, to which every
thing was to be subservient, was to cut the enemy's communication with

Richmond by the Fredericksburg route.' The movement was premature.
The cavalry rode two days up the Rappahannock, and threw a division

across, but a sudden storm swelled the capricious stream, and this division,

in order to avoid being isolated, was forced to recross by swimming. Tho
storm continued, the river became wholly impassable, and the cavalry were
ordered to remain where they were.

A fortnight of genial spring weather now intervened. It seemed that the

rainy season was over, the swollen river was confined within its banks, tho

roads grew firmer. Hooker in the mean while had matured his grand enter-

prise. "I concluded," he says, " to change my plan, and strike for the whole
rebel army instead of forcing it back upon its line of retreat, which was as

much as I could hope to accomplish in executing my first design." This
plan was the one which has been already indicated. It was to ascend the

Rappahannock beyond the hostile lines, throw a strong force across, which
should sweep down the opposite bank, " knock away the enemy's force hold-

ing the United States and Banks's Fords by attacking them in their rear,

and, as soon as these fords were opened, to re-enforce the marching column
sufficiently for them to continue the march upon the rebel army until his

whole force was routed, and, if successful, his retreat intercepted. Simul-

taneous with this movement on the right, the left were to cross the Rappa-

hannock below Fredericksburg, and threaten the enemy in that quarter,

including his depot of supplies, to prevent his dispatching an overwhelm-

ing force to his left."2 How near this plan came of success, and bow utterly

it failed, is now to be shown.

On the 26th of April Hooker issued the orders which gave the first inti-

The foregoing was written before the appearance of llotchkiss and Allan's work, previously

noted. Thcv give the force of each division as follows: Jacksun'sCorps—A. P. Hill, 11,100; D.
II.Hill, 0000; Trimble, BOOOj Early, T'100 ; in all, 33,600. Anderson and McLaws, 17,000;
Artillery, 170 pieces, 5000 men ; Cavalry, present, 2700—a total of 58,200. But it is expressly

slated that these are the numbers of " muskets," that is, privates and non-commissioned officers.

They add (pnge 24); "We have not the exact data on which to give the effective strength, but
an addition of +000 to the total above would he a liberal estimate." This addition to the "effect-

ive" must mean the officers, who arc included in the Union returns. This slntemcnt differs only

slightly from mycsiimate as to the total force, hut makes that of Jackson larger, and those of An-
derson and McLaws smaller. Anderson's division contained three more regiments than that of

McLaws, and was probably the stronger by 1000. I adopt their statement, distributing the 3300
"additional," as nearly as may be, among the different organizations.

From these data is framed the following table;

Forces at Chance llorsville.

CMOS.

BeyKOLDS (1st Corps). Divisions:

Doubleday, Eobinson, Wadsworth.. 17,000

Couch (2d Corps). Divisions:

French, Gibbon, Hancock 17,000

Sickles (3d Corps). Divisions:

Berry, Bimcv, Whipple 16,000

Meade (5th Corps). Divisions:

Griffin, Humphrey, Sykes 17,000

Sedgwick (ilth Corns). Divisions:

Brooks, Howe, Newton 22,000

How-Aito (11th Corps). Divisions:

Dcvens, Sehurz, Stcinwchr. ] 1,000

Si.ocrM (12th Corps). Divisions:

Geary, Williams 17,000

PleasoktoH (Cavalry) LOOP

Total Force 120,000

1 Hooker's Instructions, ia Com. Rep., ii., 113.

{A.P.Hill 11,800

Rodc8 9
.
600

Colsion G.400

Early 7,800

LoNosrnEET'sj
Andereon 9

'
500

Co"rs
- (McLurs 8.G00

Artillery 5,400

CftTftlry 3.000

Total Fore* 62,000

' Hooker, in Com. Hep., H, 116.
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mation of his plan. Tbe corps of Meade, Slocum, and Howard were to form

the main turning column. They were to march at sunrise next day, ascend

the Rappahannock to Kelly's Ford, twenty-seven miles above Fredericks-

burg, cross the river, and move for the Rapid.™, cross, and sweep down its

Eouthern bank. They were to move as lightly as possible, the men to carry

eight days 1

rations on their persons ; each corps to have but a single battery

and six ambulances, the small ammunition to be carried on mule-back. Most

of the artillery, and several regiments whose term was about to close, being

left behind, this column marched 36,000 strong. Couch, with two of his

divisions—that of Gibbon being left opposite Fredericksburg—was to follow

after as far as the United States Ford, there halt in readiness to cross the

moment that the hostile force guarding it should be swept away. Sedg-

wick, with his own corps and those of Sickles and Reynolds, were to cross

the Rappahannock below Fredericksburg, and make a vigorous demonstra-

tion to distract the attention of the enemy.
The main turning column pressed rapidly up the Rappahannock, and be-

fore night of Tuesday, the 28th, reached Kelly's Ford. The stream was un-

fordable, but a pontoon bridge was quickly thrown over, and early on tbe

morning of the 29th the crossing was effected. The force, separated into

two columns, pressed rapidly on to the Rapidan. Slocum and Iloward

crossed at Germania Ford ; Meade at Ely's Ford, ten miles below. The

Rapidan was hardly fordable, the water reaching to the armpits of the men

;

but they waded through, bearing their knapsacks on their bayonets. So

wholly unanticipated was this advance, that a small parly of the Confeder-

ates were surprised at Germania Ford in the act of building a bridge; these

were all captured. Meade swept eastward down the right bank of the Rap-

idan, directly toward Fredericksburg, until he came in view of the United

States Ford over the Rappahannock. Two Confederate brigades which bad

been guarding this point fell back. As soon as Couch caught sight through

the mist of the head of Meade's column, pontoon bridges were laid, his divis-

ions passed over, and all the four corps headed straight for Chancel lorsville,

their appointed place of rendezvous, where they were concentrated late in

the afternoon of the 30th.

Chancellorsville was a solitary brick house, with a few insignificant out-

buildings, standing in a clearing on the eastern verge of a wild, wooded re-

gion known as the Wilderness. Looking eastward toward Frederieksbnrg,
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eleven miles distant, are two roads; to the right the Orange plank road, to

the left the turnpike. These diverge for a space, and then, converging, unite

half way between Chancellorsville and Fredericksburg. Both are excellent

roads ; the one planked, the other macadamized. Westward from Chancel-

lorsville they ran together for a couple of miles, and then separate, the turn-

pike running to Culpepper, the plank road to Orange Court-house. This

road is the essential feature of the military position. From the north comes

in another road, which after a mile divides, sending branches to the different

fords of the Eapidan and the Rappahannock. The cleared fields around

Chancellorsville have a circuit of a mile ; the belt of woods surrounding

them eastward toward Fredericksburg, and southward toward Spottsylva-

nia, is a mile or two in breadth. Beyond this, in both directions, lies an

open cultivated country.

The Wilderness, henceforth to be historic, stretches westward from Chan-

cellorsville. The region for a space of a dozen miles is seamed with veins

of iron ore. These have been wrought for live generations. Here indeed

were erected the first regular iron furnaces in North America. The forests

had been cut down to furnish fuel for these furnaces. The soil being gen-

erally too poor to repay culture, the region was left to Nature, which soon

covered it with a dense mass of dwarf pines, scrubby oaks, chinquapins, and

the like. Every stump left by the woodman's axe seat up a cluster ofsprouts

in place of the parent trunk. Whortleberries and brambles of every kind,

availing themselves of the temporary flood of sunshine, twined and matted

themselves into thickets through which the solitary huntsman could make

bis way only by dragging his rifle after him. The surface was an elevated

plateau, swelling every where into low hills and ridges, with swampy inter-

vales between, along which sluggish brooks made their way toward the Eap-

idan on the north and the Mattapony on the south. Here and there is a

little farm-house, or tavern, or church, with a small clearing around it, sur-

rounded by the forests, like an island in the midst of waters. Four miles

west of Chancellorsville, the Brock Road, leaving the turnpike, runs south-

eastward. Besides these, other roads, mostly mere wood-paths, penetrate the

thickets. In this Wilderness, and upon its eastern and western verge, Lee,

with the Confederate army of Northern Virginia, was within a year and a

day thrice to encounter and foil the Union Army of the Potomac under the

successive commands of Hooker, Meade, and Grant,

Hooker's turning movement, apparently the critical point of his whole

plan had been successfully performed. His wary opponent was taken by

surprise. He knew nothing of it until it was practically accomplished: On

the 28th Sedgwick, with his own corps and those of Sickles and Reynolds,

moved downlhc river, screened from the view of the enemy by the inter-

vening heights. All that rainy night they lay upon their arms with no

camp-lires to betray their position. Before dawn, while the flanking col-

umn was crossing the river thirty miles above, the pontoons were borne

silently to the river bank and swung across. When day broke, Jackson

saw a great force of the enemy across the stream, holding the very ground

from which they had dashed upon bis lines four months and a half before,

lie sent the news to the commanding general. " I heard firing, said Lee

to the messenger, "and was beginning to think it was time that some ot

vou lazy young fellows wore coming to tell me what it was all about, bay

to General Jackson that he knows just as well what to do with the enemy

as I do "' Noon came before Lee received tidings that Hooker had crossed

'the Rappahannock and was then pressing toward the Eapidan, the columns

converging upon Chancellorsville. He sent a message to Anderson, who

held the lines, sharply censuring him for his negligence.' During the night

of the 29th Anderson's brigade retired from the ford to Chancellorsville,

but learning of the great force that was advancing against them, fell back

the' next morning six miles farther toward Fredericksburg, where they

intrenched themselves. Saving some skirmisbmg between Pleasoatons

cavalry and the retiring Confederates,' so slight that no Federal commander

reports it Hooker's columns reached Chancellorsville without opposition.

To all human seeming, Hooker was justified in the congratulatory orders

which he issued that evening. "It is with heartfelt satisfaction that the

commanding general announces to the army that the operations of the last

three days have determined that our enemy must either inglonously fly, or

come out from behind bis intrenchments and give us battle on our own

ground, where certain destruction awaits him.'" To those around him be

spoke in the same strain. " The rebel army," he said, " is now the legitimate

property of the Army of the Potomac. They may as well pack up their

haversacks and make for Richmond, and I shall be after them.™ Sedgwick

was ordered, should the enemy in his front show any symptoms of falling

back to pursue him with the utmost vigor along the road leading to Kiel,

mono : "pursue until you destroy or capture."' It was a foregone conclu-

sion with Hooker that Lee must retreat the moment his flank was fairly

turned He hoped to force him to fall back toward Gordonsville rathel

than by the direct route to Richmond, for which place he would then strike

bavin" fifty miles less to march. In anticipation of these results, he bad a

intoraed? I wi.h <o «. J»« » J"! ""'; ™'£""'."
,"

r ..,, , , L I l.f Ch.ncelloivillo, bol,
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million and a half of rations placed on board lighters, with gun-boats ready
to tow them down the Potomac and up the Parauukey, so that his advance
would not be impeded by want of supplies. 1

Hooker had done much, but he left undone the one thing which was
needed to place his complete success beyond all reasonable doubt. On that
Thursday night he halted his force in the Wilderness around Chancellors-
yille, where it was cooped up as effectually as though it had been on an
island, instead of pushing forward another hour's march, which would have
brought it into open country beyond. To oppose this march Lee had then
at hand only the single division of Anderson. McLaws and Early were yet
on the heights at Fredericksburg, the nearest troops fully ten miles away.
The bulk of Jackson's corps were twice as far off. It was not until the
night of the 30th was far spent that Lee was fully assured that the opera-
tions upon bis front were a feint, and that the main danger was to come
from his flauk and rear. He was not minded to retreat without a struggle.
The Union army was divided; if one half could be defeated, the whole
would be neutralized, and if worst came to worst, be could retreat after a
battle as well as before. Leaving Early's division and Barksdalc's brigade— less than 10,000 men in all— to bold the line near Fredericksburg, Lee
began at midnight of the 30th to concentrate the remainder of his force in

front of Hooker. McLaws was hurried up from the extreme left, and Jack-
son, with the divisions of A. P. Hill, Rodes, and Colston, from the right. By
eight o'clock on Friday morning, the Grst of May, the head ofJackson's col-

umn began to come up to Anderson, and three hours later all had arrived
and formed line of battle at the very place upon which Hooker was now
directing his advance.2

For now, as the morning was wearing away, Hooker began to prepare to

move out of the skirts of the Wilderness into the open space beyond. He
had ordered Sickles's corps to join him, and it had come up, raising his force
to more than 60,000, a number greater by a quarter than Lee could bring
against him after providing for the maintenance of the lines at Fredericks-
burg. There were three roads centring at Chancellorsville and running
eastward. Upon each of these a column was to be pushed out. Meade's
corps was to lead: the divisions of Griffin and Humphreys on the left, by
the river road

; Sykes, to be supported by Hancock, of Couch's corps, in the
centre, along the turnpike ; Slocum's corps on the right, by the plunk road,

while French's division of Meade's corps was to strike still farther south.

Two o'clock in the afternoon was assigned for the completion of these move-
ments. After that time the headquarters were to be at Tabernacle Church,
close by the junction of the plank road and the turnpike, half way toward
Fredericksburg.-1

Hooker was destined never, during the war, to see the spot which he had
assigned for his headquarters. The left column moved five miles down the

river road, and came in sight of Banks's Ford without meeting an enemy.
The right column marched unopposed half as far, when it was arrested by
tidings from the central column. This column, Sykes leading, Hancock be-

hind, bad pressed down the plank road, and soon came upon the enemy's
advance. Sykes drove them back for a space, and at noon gained the point

assigned to him. After some sharp fighting he was forced back for a little,

and took up a position winch he desired to-hold. But orders came that he,

with all others, should fall back to the positions from which they had set

out. Warren, who bore the order, had vainly urged that it should not be

sent; Couch protested against it; Hancock thought they should advance in-

stead of retreating. 4

Thus, in opposition to the opinions of every general who had felt the ene-

my, Hooker withdrew his advancing columns, and instead of keeping up the

offensive which he had assumed, threw himself upon the defensive. With

1 Com. Rep., ,145.

IV in onr front, near Fred crick sburg, continued inactive, find it was now apparent

Ihiit the main attack would be made upon our flunk and rear. It was therefore determined to

leave sufficient troops to hold our lines, nod with the main body of the army to give battle to tlio

approaching column. Early's division of Jackson's corps, and Burksdnle's brigade of McLaws'a
division, with pari of the reserve artillery under General Pendleton, were intruded with the de-
fense of our position nt Fredericksburg, ami at midnight on the SOili General McLaws marched
with tho rest of Ins command toward Frederickeburg. General Jackson followed at dawn next

morning with the remaining divisions of Ej is corps, lie reached th-' positimi occupied by General

Anderson at eight A.M., and immediately began preparations to advance."—Zm'j Hep., 7.

5 Hooker's Order, in Com. Rep., ii., 124.

* "On gaining the ridge about one and a quarter mile from Clinnci llorsville, we found the ene-

my advancing and driving back our cavalry. This small force resisted handsomely, riding up and
firing almost in the faces of the Eleventh Virginia infantry, which formed the enemy's advance.

General Sykes moved forward in double-quick time, attacked the em my vigorously, nn'd drove him
hack with loss till he had gained the position assigned to him. This he attained at 'about 12 o'clock.

No sound yet reached us indicating that any other of our columns had encountered the advance of

the enemy. General Si kes bravely resolved to hold the position ns-igncd biiu, which Ilia command
had so gallantly won from the enemy, and I set out with all possible speed to report the condition

to the commanding general. From information received since the advance began, the general

decided to countermand it, and receive the enemy on tho line occupied the night before. "—War-
ren, in Com. Rej:, ii., 56.

"1 was in favor of advancing, and urged it with more zeal than conrincing argument. I

thought with our position and numbers to heat the enemy's right wing. This could he done by

advancing in force upon the two main roads toward Fredericksburg, each being in good support-

ing distance, at the same time throwing a heavy force on the enemy's right Sank by the river

road." (Warren, in Com. Rqi., ii., 68.1— "The ground upon which I had posted Hancock in sup-

port of Sykes was about one and iv half mile from Chancellorsville, and commanded it. Upon

receiving orders from General Hooker to come in, I sent to him urging that on account oft lie.

great advantages of the position it should be held at all hazards. The reply was to return at

once. General Warren also went in person and urged the necessity of holding on." (Couch,

Report ofChanceilorwiUt.)—'' I have no doubt that we ought 10 have held onr advanced positron*,

and still kept pushing on and attempt to make a junction with General Sedgwick."—Hancock, in

Com. Re,>.,H.,CG.

"At II o'clock the troops moved forward upon the plank and turnpike roads—Anderson, with

the brigades ofWright and Posey, leading on the former; McLaws. with his three brigades, preceded

by Mohonc's, on the latter. Wilcox and Perrv, of Anderson's division, co-operator] with McLaws

;

Jackson's troops followed Anderson on the plank road. The enemy was soon encountered oti

both roads, and heavy skirmishing with infantry and artillery ensued, onr troops pressing steadily

forward. A strong attack upon McLaws was reunited with spirit by Semmea's brigade; and

Wright, by direction of Anderson, diverging to the left of the plank road, marched by way of the

unfinished railroad from Fredericksburg to Gordonsville, and turned the enemy's right. UJfl

whole lino thereupon retreated rapidly, vigorously pursued by our troops until they arrived tviltun

about one mile of ChauceUorsriUe."

—

Lei?' Rep-, B.
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a force largely superior, instead of attacking, lie prepared to receive the at-

tack of the enemy. His reasons, as stated by himself, were based wholly

upon the character of the region. "The ground ,in our vicinity," he says,

" was broken, and covered with dense forests, much of which was impene-

trable to infantry. The ravines to the north of the road were deep, and

their general direction was at right angles to the fiappabannock, affording

the enemy a formidable position behind each of them. Here was the ene-

my's entire army, with the exception of about 8000 men which had been

left to hold the line from below Hamilton's crossing to the heights above

Fredericksburg, a distance of between five and six miles. The right and

central corps had proceeded but a short distance when the head of the col-

umn emerged from the heavy forest, and discovered the enemy to be ad-

vancing in line of battle. Nearly all of the Twelfth Corps had emerged

from the forest at that moment, but as the passage-way through the forest

was narrow, I was satisfied that I could not throw troops through it fast

enough to resist the advance of General Lee, and was apprehensive of being

whipped in detail. Accordingly, instructions were given for the troops in

advance to return and establish themselves on the line they had just left, and

to hold themselves in readiness to receive the enemy."" But Warren, who

had scanned the ground with the eye or an engineer, thought the physical

conditions favorable to the Union force. " If," he says, " the attack found

the enemy in extended lines across our front, or in motion toward our right

fiank, it would have secured the defeat of his right wing, and consequently

the retreat of the whole. The advantages of the initiative in a wooded

country like this, obscuring all movements, are incalculable, and so far we

had improved them."2

The defensive position which Hooker now assumed formed a line ol nearly

five miles from cast to west, running mainly parallel and a little south of the

united plank road and turnpike. The left, a short distance east of Chancel-

lorsville was bent back a little northward; the right presented a similar

S, in CW rSp', «''. 56.-Hancock indeed state, ib.i Hoofer loo laic

the order for withdrawal: "General Warren, who brooght the order, suggest, u It

that ho"hould no, fall back, ...hotel, the onto wa, » to* effect. Bat General Couch did no.

feel at liberty lo follow .bat suggestion, having received pcremp

pears, however, ih.t General Warren rode off to Genera Hooker

™i,ion we held, uudcuruo back with au order .hut,.should be held

..._ l.j ...__ _u.„.i i -...J ,b»n, had taken nosscss.on of IL — Uom.IUp.,u*tX.riu l«'-ii .. .n .." neiu. an.. ...u. w..— —• — -- —
. , , „

iho ^oaiiion had been abandoned, and .he enemy had taken poswsflion of IL -

leral Coach

lory orders to fall back. Ii ap.

and explained iho advantage! of

n lime,
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curve. The general shape was nearly that of the letter C, the main front

facing southward, the upper and lower curves looking west anil east. The
corps and divisions were somewhat broken up. The general placing in

front was, Meade on the extreme left, toward Fredericksburg; Slocum in

the centre; Howard on the right. The corps of Couch and Sickles were
mainly in reserve, though a division of each was thrust forward into the

front line, which was strengthened by abatis and breast-works. The right

was weakly posted, but it was, in military phrase, flung out into the air; but

as the enemy were wholly on the left, hardly reaching to the centre, it was
thought that an attack was not to be looked for in that direction, and How-
ard gave assurance that he could hold his position against any force that

could be brought against it.
1

At nightfall Lcc and Jackson, who had "been engaged on different parts

of the field, met upon the brow of a little hill covered by a clump of pines

which had escaped the woodman's axe, whose annual shedding of leaves

formed a soft carpet upon the ground. They retired apart to consult upon

the situation. This was critical. They must either win a battle or retreat.

Hooker having assumed the defensive, they must attack. The Confederate

skirmishers which had been pushed into the belt of wood had succeeded in

ascertaining that the Union lines were unassailable in front of Chancellors-

ville.3 But Stuart, whose cavalry had been reconnoitring westward and

northward, reported that in these directions the Federal camps were open,

and that almost all of his cavalry force was absent. Jackson proposed that

while a part of the Confederate force should demonstrate upon Hooker's

front, the remainder should march clear around his line, and assail it upon
its right flank and rear. The measure was hazardous in the extreme. The
Federals, now in position, outnumbered the whole Confederate force, and

* This map shows, in a general way, the topography of (he region in which Hooker' proposed lo
operate. Though not perfectly iL.xur.iti', ii K t lie best then accessible. Of the actual character of
the Wilderness he was almost wholly ignorant, and had no mean? of becoming acquainted with
it. The essential features of the map are the rcbuivc positions of Ficdcnck-burg and Chancellors-
villo, the fords by which the Rappahannock and Rapid an were to bo passed, and tho roads leading
away from FredrrU-ksburg by which it was supposed that the Confederate army must retreat. The
roads ore: (I.) The railroad to Richmond, and the Telegraph Road, running southwardly nearly
parallel with it

; (2.) The plank road and turnpike. These are represented on the map as one
road from Fredericksburg to the point marked as the " Wilderness," where they diverge. The
road from "Todd's Tavern" to the "Wilderness'' shows nearly the line of Jackson's flank move-
ment. With these exceptions, the roads laid down are mere rnde country roads, hardly passable
Tor an army with artillery and trains. In moving from nonr Falmouth, Meade, Slocum, and How-
ard crossed the Rappahannock at Kelly's Ford, north of GermaniaFurd, on the Rupidan ; Couch,
and subsequently Sickles and Reynold*, at United States Ford. Lee's chief depot was at Guinea's
Station, on the railroad, near which Jackson's corps had its winter quarters; but they had b"cn
mored half way up to Fredericksburg, new which place McLaws and Anderson Were, posted. The
distance between Fredericksburg and Chancollorsviile is 11 miles, which will indicate tho scale
upon which the map is drawn.

' Com. Rep.^l, 56.
1 "The enemy had assumed a position of great natural strength, surrounded on all sides by a

dense forest filled with a tangled undergrowth, in the midst of which breast-Works of logs had
been constructed, with trees felled in front so as to form an almost impenetrable abates. His
artillery swept the few narrow roads by which his position cootd Ik: approached in front, and com-
manded the adjacent woods. Darkness was approaching before the strength and extent of his
line could be ascertained; and as the natnre of the country rendered it bazardnus to attack hy
night, our troops were halted and formed in line of battle in front of Chancellorsville, at right
angles with the plank road, extending on the right to the mine road, and to the left in the direc-
tion of Catharine Furnace."

—

Lee's Btp., 8.

this was to be divided. But it was certain that Hooker must soon learn

how small was the force remaining near Fredericksburg, and would then

bring up Sedgwick from the Rappahannock, increasing the disparity nearly

two to one. And even if the flank attack should miscarry, the Confederate

army, then separated iuto three portions, would still have lines of retreat as

favorable as they now had. Jackson's three divisions would have the

plank road westward, or the road southward through the open country;

McLaws and Anderson had the latter route; Early could fall back toward

the others, and the three bodies could reunite and make a stand upon new

ground, or, if need were, press on to Richmond ; so that, barring the risk,

which must be run, of a total defeat, their position would be no worse than

it now was. 1

This plan was settled, and the two Confederate commanders lay down to

rest without shelter upon the bare ground. Jackson had neither blanket

nor overcoat. He declined an overcoat offered him by one of his staff.

Thinking him asleep, the officer took off the cape, spread it over Jackson,

and fell into slumber. Jackson rose and spread the cape over its owner,

and laid down again uncovered. Before dawn be was seen sitting crouched

over a scanty fire, almost hugging it, and shivering with cold, yet busy study-

ing a rough map of the region, inquiring of his chaplain, who knew some-

thing of the country, if there were no roads by which the Federal flank

might be turned. The chaplain only knew that a little beyond was a blind

forest-path, which, by various windings and turnings, struck the plank road

four miles west of Chancellorsville. The line was traced on the map.

" That is too near," said Jackson ;
" it goes within the lines of the enemy's

pickets. I wish to get well to his rear without being observed." An in-

habitant of the region was now brought up, who said that the furnace road,

upon which they were, ran southward for a few miles, and then was inter-

sected by the Brock road from the northwest, which struck the plank road,

so that by making a circuit of fifteen miles a point would be reached several

miles above Hooker's extremist outposts. This was just what Jackson de-

sired, and at sunrise he began the march with his three divisions.2

SATURDAY, MAY 2.

A mile of dense forest intervened between the road and Hooker's front,

completely hiding the march from observation. But at one point the road

crossed a bare hill just opposite Sickles's position. For two hours the long

column, with its trains and ambulances, filed over the hill in plain view.3

It was clearly a movement in force, but with what purpose was a matter of

doubt It might be for offense upon the right, and so Hooker directed

Howard to be fully prepared, to keep heavy reserves in hand to meet it,

and especially to throw out pickets in his front.* How utterly and crim-

inally this order was disregarded remains to be shown. But the road on

which the column was observed ran here due south, straight away from the

Union lines ; this indicated that the movement was a retreat. Sickles sent

' Dainty, G72. ' Il/id., 67f..

* Hooker's Order, 9.30 A.M., iu Cam. Rtp„ ii.,

' Bircey, io Com. Hip., ii., 34.
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a rifled battery to a point where it could play upon this column, but the
distance, a mile and a half, was too great to permit the fire to produce any
serious effect Birney's division, afterward followed by others, and Pleas-
onion's cavalry, were sent forward through the woods to reconnoitre. Bir-
ney passed down the blind road which Jackson had refused to take, fell

upon a regiment of McLaws's division which had been placed thcro as a
guard, and captured it. This movement of Birney's so seriously threatened
Jackson's trains in the rear that two brigades were hastened back lo pro-
tect them. As it happened, however, Birney did not follow after Jackson's
column, and these two brigades, after seeing the trains well away, followed
after, but were unable to get up in time to take part in the action of this

day. 1

Long before midday, Jackson's column—infantry and artillery, with Stu-
art's cavalry patroling the region between him and the enemy, in all 30,000
strong—were clear out of sight of friend and foe. The troops felt that they
were upon one of those great flank marches which had more than once led

them to victory, and they pressed forward with more than their wonted
speed, every step for hours increasing the distance between them and Lee.
Their march had been southwestward ly until they reached the Brock road;
then it turned at a sharp angle to the northwest. At three o'clock they
struck the plank road at the old Wilderness tavern. By this march of fif-

teen miles Jackson had passed clear around Hooker's position, and was in

a straight line hardly six miles from the point from which he had started

ten hours before. Here, like an oasis in the forest desert, was a broad clear-

ing, which gave him ample space in which to form his corps in battle array.

Barely two miles away, down the road, lay Howard's corps, forming Hook-
er's right. The Confederate pickets, creeping through the thickets, reported
its position. Jackson from the summit of a little bill surveyed it, and made
liis dispositions for an assault.

His column was formed into three lines—Bodes in front, then Colston,

and, last, A. P. Hill, stretching across the plank road for some distance on
each side, completely overlapping the head of the Federal line, thus com-
manding it on front, flank, and rear.

Lee, with parts of the divisions of Anderson and McLaws,3 not 20,000
men in all, had reserved to himself the less brilliant but not less critical task

of keeping in check a force three times as strong. For a whole day the two
corps would be isolated, neither being able to aid or even communicate with

the other. If Hooker changed the position of his right, Jackson's meditated
blow would mi.ss its mark. If, divining the character of the movement, he
should assai! Anderson and MeLaws cither in front from Chancel lorsville, or

on the flank and rear by bringing Sedgwick up from Fredericksburg, their

destruction was inevitable. Between Sedgwick's 30,000 3 and him lay only

Early's 10,000, guarding a line of six miles. Lee confined himself during

the morning to demonstrations all along Hooker's front. Early in the

morning he got a few guns into a position which commanded the field in

front of the Chancellorsville House, and drove all the wagons back into po-

sition. Then, at intervals, his infantry crept into the woods, delivered a yell

and a volley, and disappeared, to reappear at a different point* Sicklcs's ad-

vance was so threatening that Lee was obliged to resist it in force,6 Sick-

les, with Birney's division, maintained his ground successfully, and sent

back for re-enforcements ; his other divisions were promised him, together

with a brigade from Slocum, and one from Howard. Sickles was just about

to open his attack with all this force, fully equal to the whole of Anderson's

and McLaws's, when some officer came clashing up, breathless, with a report

that Stuart's cavalry were moving in his rear, and might cut him off; that

Jackson's infantry were very near; that the Union troops were retreating.

Sickles disbelieved this story. Surely such a thing could not have hap-

pened without a serious engagement, and had there been a battle he would

have heard the noise. But almost instantly an aid came up with tidings

from Howard. The right flank had been turned ; Howard's corps had giv-

en way, and Jackson was right on Sickles's rear. Hooker also sent word

that he could not give the promised re-enforcements; he had to use them to

check the enemy, who had broken through the Eleventh Corps. Sickles

must withdraw bis whole force, and save as many of them as he could.6

Jackson had struck his blow. A little after five o'clock he had formed

his lines, and began to press through the dense thickets which skirted the

plank road, down which, only three miles away, lay a part of Howard's

corps, forming the extreme right of Hooker's army. No assault here had

been dreamed of. Intrenchmcnts had been thrown up, but they were left

unguarded. The men had stacked their arms, and were scattered about

cooking their suppers ; ambulances, ammunition-wagons, pack-mules, and

cattle were huddled together.' Not a picket was thrown out into the woods

in front, nor even up the road, where for more than two hours Jackson had

been deploying his divisions, hardly three miles away. The Union right

was like a militia regiment at the close of a holiday muster rather than an

army in presence of an enemy.8

1 Thomas and Archer, in Lee's fteji., /il-r>8.

'These divisions consisted of nine brigades; 1)"' TlnrksJiilrV, <<f McT.iiv.V-, had been left at

Marvc's Heights, and Wilcox's, of Anderson'?, had him <cm buck to Hanks'* Ford.

' Reynolds's corps was withdrawn from Sedgwick that morning, and ordered to Chancellors-

ville, where it arrived durinc the night. Sedgwick had then his own i-nrps- and Gibbon's division

of Conch's. * Warren, in Com. Rep., ii.,45; Pleuonlon, Ibid., -7; Hooker, Ibid., 127.

' "At midday the enemy appeared in soma force nt the furnace Posey's brigade was sent to

dislodge him, and was soon engaged in a warm skirmish with him. The Increasing numbers of

the encmv m'ude it n<T«ssftrv to move Wright's brigade over to the support of Posey's."—Andcr-

son in Lu'i lirp., 25. ' Sickles, i„ Cm,,. /}(,:, ii„ G. ' Com. lie,,., ii., 45, 127.

Dcvens, whose division occupied the extreme right, testifies COm. R'f-, "., 173): "About two

or three o'clock in the afternoon, two soldiers, who bad been sent out to observe the enemy's lines

as spies from one of the other commands, came in and reported that the enemy were massing

heavily on our right," and that ho sent them to Howard with the tidings. But that no pickets

could have been pushed out upon the road is evident. The attack which came dowo that road,

and on both sides of it, was an utter surprise.
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With a yell and a volley the Confederates dashed out of the woods into

the open space occupied by this unsuspecting division. The regiments

upon whom the onset first fell scattered without firing a shot, and rushed in

wild confusion upon those behind them ; these in turn gave way before the

wild rush of their own comrades. Some of the regiments made a stand to

stem the torrent; but it was vain, and the whole corps was soon streaming

down the road, and through the woods toward Chancellors ville. Bodes,

who commanded the front line of the Confederates, thus describes the con-

flict: "At once the line of battle rushed forward with a yell, and Doles at

the moment debouched from the woods, and encountered a force of the ene-

my and a battery of two guns intrenched. Detaching two regiments to

flank the position, he charged without halting, sweeping every thing before

him ; and pressing on to Talley's, gallantly carried the works there, and cap-

tured five guns by a similar flank movement of his command. So com-

plete was the success of the whole manoeuvre, and such was the surprise of

the enemy, that scarcely any organized resistance was met with after the

first volley was fired. They fled in the wildest confusion, leaving the field

Btrewn with arms, accoutrements, clothing, caissons, and field-pieces in ev-

ery direction. The larger portion of his force, as well as intrencumenti',

were drawn up at right angles to our line ; and being thus taken in the

flank and rear, they did not wait for the attack. On the next side, which

had an extended line of works facing in our direction, an effort was made to

check the flying columns. For a few moments they held this position
;
but

once more my gallant troops dashed at them with a wild shout, and, firing

a hasty volley, they continued their hasty flight to Chancellorsville. It was

at this moment that Trimble's division, which had followed closely in my
rear, headed by Colston, went over the works with my men, and from this

time the two divisions were mingled in inextricable confusion. Pushing

forward as rapidly as possible, the troops soon entered a second piece of

woods, thickly filled with undergrowth. The right, becoming entangled in

an abatis near the enemy's first line of fortifications, caused the line to halt,

and such was the confusion and darkness that it was not deemed advisable

to make a farther advance. I at once sent word to Lieutenant General

Jackson, urging him to push forward the fresh troops of the reserve line, in

order that mine might be reformed. Eiding forward on the plank road, I

satisfied myself that the enemy had no line of battle between our troops and

the heights of Chancellorsville, and on my return informed the chief of ar-

tillery of the fact, and he opened his batteries on that point. The enemy

instantly responded by a most terrific fire, which silenced our guns, but did

little execution on the infantry. When the fire ceased General Hill's troops

were brought up, and, as soon as a portion were deployed in my front, I

commenced withdrawing my troops by order of the lieutenant general." 1

Eodes was right. Between him and Chancellorsville, hardly half a mile

away, there was no line of battle, and nothing from whicb to form one.

Jackson was almost justified in declaring that with half an hour more of

daylight he could have carried that place.2 The check to the Confederate

rush eame from an unexpected quarter. When the tidings came to Sickles

of the flight of Howard, Pleasonton, with two regiments of cavalry, was

riding leisurely back to the rear, for in the dense forest there was nothing

for cavalry to do. He found the open space which he had left a few hours

before filled with fugitives, ambulances, and guns. He had with him a bat-

tery of horse artillery. The moment was critical. The enemy must be

checked then and there, and to do it there was but this battery and those

few horsemen, Turning to Major Keenan, he said, "You must charge

into those woods with your regiment, and hold the rebels in check until I

can get some of these guns into position
;
you must do it at any cost." " I

will do it," responded Keenan, with a smile, though both knew that the or-

der was equivalent to a death-warrant. The charge was made; a quarter

of the regiment fell, their leader at their head. But ten priceless minutes

were gained. Pleasonton brought up his battery at a gallop, double-shotted

the guns with canister, and pointed them at the ground line of the parapet,

telling the gunners to aim low. Then getting a score of guns into position

out of the confused mass around, he had all double-shotted, pointed at the

woods in front, and bade the gunners to await his order to fire. Hardly
was this done when the whole forest, whose verge was a quarter of a mile

distant, seemed alive with men. Just as he was about to give the order to

fire, a Federal flag appeared on the front. He sent an aid to learn wheth-

er these men were friends or foes. "Come on," they shouted; "we are

friends !" The order to fire was suspended for a moment. During that mo-
ment the woods blazed with musketry, and the enemy, leaping over the par-

apet, dashed straight up toward the guns. Then came the order to fire, and
the low-pointed guns swept the whole line away like chaff. They returned

again and again to the charge. At one time they came within fifty yards

of the guns. Had they known it they might have captured them, for the

artillery were utterly without infantry support. Pleasonton had left but
two squadrons of raw cavalry. These he disposed in a single line, with

drawn sabres, in the rear of his batteries, with orders to charge should the

enemy come up to the guns.3

Lee had all day kept up demonstrations against Hooker's front. Ander-
son and McLaws had been ordered, as soon as the sound of Jackson's guns
was heard, to press strongly upon the Union left, to prevent re-enforce-

ments from being sent to the right, but not to make any attack in force,

and inclining all the while to their left, so as to connect with Jackson's

right, as he closed in upon the centre. 4 A fierce artillery fire from several

commanding positions was kept up, accompanied by ostentatious infantry

demonstrations upon the line held by Slocum and Couch. Meade had been
posted upon the extreme Union left, quite out of the reach of the batth

1 £«** Rep., 1H. « Dabncj. 1 PlcasontOQ, in Com. fitp.,ii.,28. *i«'jBgo.,9.

that Hooker bad at hand only Berry's division of Sickles's corps, and a sin-

gle brigade of Couch's, which had been held in reserve at Chancellorsville.

Berry's division was the one which Hooker had commanded, and it bad

never failed him. He pushed this forward at double-quick to meet the

enemy. It was vain to attempt to check the wild rout of the Eleventh

Corps. Hooker ordered the few cavalry with him to charge the flying mass,

sabre in hand. Some of the fugitives were shot down by his staff, but no

human power could arrest their flight, 1 though they had already outstrip-

ped their pursuers. Berry's division, with fixed bayonets, pressed through

the flying mass, hoping to regain the high ground which they had aban-

doned. They were too late; it was in possession of the enemy. The most

that he could do was to take a stand upon a ridge, known as Fairview, upon

the hither side of the forest which bounded the clearing at Chancellorsville,

and thence to pour a fire of artillery and musketry up the road and into

the woods.

Night was closing in. The full moon shone brightly, throwing into

deep shade the forests, just bursting into leaf. The divisions of Eodes and

Colston, which had chased Howard's corps two miles through the dense

thickets, had fallen into inextricable confusion. Seeing no enemy before

them, they had halted, and there was a lull in the contest Jackson, who
had been urging on the pursuit, ordered A. P. Hill's division to come to

the front and take the place of Eodes and Colston, and, accompanied only

by his staff, passed down the road to examine the position. Some of his

companions remonstrated against his exposing himself. "There is no dan-

ger," be replied ;
" the enemy is routed. Go back and tell Hill to press

od." A few minutes after a musketry fire from Berry's pickets pattered

among the trees. Jackson turned back toward bis own lines. Some of

Hill's troops were coming down from the opposite direction. Seeing this

little group of horsemen, they mistook them for Union cavalry, and fired

upon them. Half of Jackson's escort fell dead or wounded. He himself

received three balls at the same instant. One passed through his right

hand, a second through his left, while a third struck the left arm near the

shoulder, severing the main artery and shattering the bone. His fright-

ened horse darted back into the woods toward the Union lines. Jackson

was bruised and almost dismounted by striking his face against the over-

banging bough of a tree. His left arm was useless, but, mastering the

horse with his wounded right band, be turned back to the road, and fell

almost lifeless into the arms of an aid, one of the two who had kept up

with him. One of these remained, while the other rode off in search of a

surgeon. Just then Hill, with his staff, came to the spot. With his own

hand Hill bandaged the broken arm of his commander, and then rode off

toward where the battle was about to reopen.

A little group was soon gathered around, and the wounded general was

placed upon a rude litter and borne back toward the rear. They had gone

but a few rods when Berry's guns poured a fierce fire up the road. One

of the litter-bearers was killed, the others fled, leaving Jackson with but

two companions. These flung themselves flat upon the ground to escape

the canister which hurtled over them. The fire slackening for a moment,

Jackson rose, and, supported on each side by an aid, staggered into the

1 Com. Rsp.,i\.,126.
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wood which bordered the road. He came upon Pender's brigade lying flat

to avoid the shot pouring into the gloom. "I fear," said Pender, recog-

nizing his wounded commander, "that we can not maintain our position

here," "You must bold your ground," replied Jackson, for a moment

blazing into his old battle-fire. This was the last order ever given by

Jackson on the field. He was soon replaced in the litter and borne back

through the tangled brushwood. One of the bearers stumbled and fell.

Jackson was thrown to the ground, striking heanly upon his broken arm,

and bruising his side. An ambulance was soon found, in which he was

borne to the rear, where the broken arm was amputated. The operation

promised well. Two days later he was borne to the hospital a score of

miles away. But pneumonia set in, occasioned probably by the exposure

of that Friday night before his great Hank march, when he had slept un-

sheltered upon the bare ground, aggravated perhaps by the bruise which

he had received when thrown from the litter. He died on Sunday, the 10th

of May. When the supreme hour approached, his mind wandered. Vis-

ions of the battle-field and of Paradise mingled together. "Order Ilill to

prepare for battle—pass the infantry to the front rapidly—tell
—

" Then

a change passed over his delirium; and murmuring gently, "Let us cross

over the river and rest under the shade of the trees," he fell into the sleep

which knows no earthly wakening.

The military career of Thomas Jonathan Jackson as a Confederate com-

mander lasted just two years. On the 2d of May, 1S61, he was placed in

command at Harper's Ferry; on the 2d of May, 1863, he received his mor-

tal wound in the Wilderness of "Virginia. His great fame was won within

the last year of his life, for in May, 18(32, took place his operations in the

Valley of the Shenandoah, wherein, by foiling Fremont and Shields, he

showed that he possessed qualities higher than those of a stubborn fighter

and a daring partisan. Born of a respectable family, fallen into decay, ac-

cident gave him an appointment as cadet at West Point. Passing in due

course from the Military Academy into the army, he served with credit in

the war with Mexico. Soon after he left the army, and became Professor

of Natural and Experimental Philosophy and Artillery Tactics in the Vir-

ginia Military Academy at Lexington. Meanwhile a great change had oc-

curred in his moral nature—that alteration which theologians denominate

" a change of heart." He embraced that form of Christianity which finds

its exponents in Calvin and Edwards. Major Jackson, Professor in the Mil-

itary Academy, was also Deacon Jackson of the Presbyterian Church. His

ten-years' career as professor was far from brilliant. He was rather a laugh-

mg-stock to the gay youths who thronged the Academy. That he was

master of the management of guns was admitted ; that he understood the

science which he was set to teach was possible; but he had little faculty

for imparting his knowledge. There were eccentricities in his mode of life,

arising, materialists would say, rather from a disordered stomach than from

a disturbed brain, but still sufficiently marked to furnish occasion for men

to consider him as " half-cracked." The few who knew him well, however,

saw that these eccentricities were but superficial; that underlying them was

a firmness and persistence of character which would enable him to run a

great career if an opening to such should ever occur. Few even of these

few knew the boundless ambition, and the unquestioning, almost fatalistio

self-confidence which lay hidden below all the outward manifestations of hifj

character.

When the great rebellion broke out, any one would have been justified

in assuming that Jackson would have taken sides with the Union. He

bad been educated by the Union ;
he had fought with honor under the

flag of the Union ; all bis interests, and, as might be supposed, all bis feel-

ings, were with the Union rather than with the Confederacy. His personal

concern in slavery was of the slightest. The region in which he was born

and where he resided was farming rather than planting. Most of the

owners of slaves wrought in the fields as laboriously as their servants.

Unless, as was not often the case, they reared slaves for the Southern mar-

ket, they would have been richer without than with the ownership of these

laborers. Society in the Valley was constructed like that of Massachusetts

rather than like that of South Carolina. But somewhere and somehow

Jackson, during his quiet ten years as Professor, had become imbued with

the extremest Southern ideas; not merely the "State-right" doctrine that

the primary allegiance of the citizen was due to his state— that to the

nation being secondary and dependent—but with the extremest views of

the extremest men of the extreme South. As early as 1856 he was a Dis-

unionist.' He spent a part of the summer of 1860 in New England, and

on bis return said that he had " seen enough to justify the division that bad

just occurred in the Democratic party, which resulted in the defeat of Doug-

las and the election of Lincoln— a division which, he predicted, would

render a dissolution of the Union inevitable.3

When the war broke out, it would have been hard to find a man so

fully prepared for extremes as Jackson. The deacon who had gone round

asking for subscriptions of a few dimes from negroes in aid of the Bible

Society—who had, with infinite misgivings, consented, upon the represen-

tations of his pastor, to "lead in prayer" at "evening meetings"— calmly

declared that no quarter should be given. It was, he said, "the true

policy of the South to take no prisoners in this war."3 He threw himself

' Ibid., 145.

solely upon the assertion of Dnbnev, whose words I quote. This

writer profess to gi"w ihe sut,-rW^ of wh« wns, months after, said by Jackson in justification

of the eruiimi which ho hid turned. The war, he said, as reported by Dubncv. "mi different

from =111 . iviliz, d wars, and therefore should not he bronchi under their rales. Its intention was

a wholesale mtirfor and piracy. It was the John Brown raid resumed and extended
;
and as

Virginia had riirhteonslv put to detlh every one of those cut-thronts upon tin- callows, why were

their comrades in the same crime to claim now a more honorable UtUfM F Snch avnr ftu

on offense against humanity so monstroua that it outlawed those who shared its guiii beyond Iha
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fnto the conflict with all the fervor of a firm but narrow mind, in winch
there was not room for doubt In the long list of enthusiasts who have
devoted themselves to a cause, there is not one whose faith was more un-

doubting than that of Jackson. From the moment that he took the field

his hypochondria vanished. Heretofore he had timed his hours and meas-

ured his food ; thenceforth the hardest lot of a soldier's life was endured
without a thought. He left his home almost without warning, and never

returned to it alive. He was never for a day absent from the field. The
mooning professor was at once inspired with the genius of command.

Iu all the annals of war there can be found no general who held more
absolute sway over his troops. Some have regarded him as the band to

execute what others conceived ; but this certainly falls far below his mili-

tary merit. Two great movements, each of which postponed for a year the

issue of the war, were conceived as well as executed by him. The flank

march whereby Pope was routed in the summer of 1862, and this of the

spring of 1863, whereby alone, as it happened, Lee was saved from destruc-

tion at Chancellorsville, were Jackson's, both in conception and execution.

The Confederates might better have lost a battle than this one man.

Hooker was greatly discouraged by the rout of Howard's corps. His
first impulse was to withdraw from Chancellorsville and the road leading

thence from the Wilderness; but he changed his plan during the night,

and resolved to await the Confederate attack, meanwhile causing Couch to

draw up an entirely new line, to which he might fall back in case of need, 1

and ordering Sedgwick up to bis aid from Fredericksburg. The line of
battle was necessarily somewhat contracted. What had before been the

extreme Union right had been won, and was still held by the enemy. On
the line now assumed, the right, instead of stretching westward parallel with

pato of forbearance." The war, he averred, would soon assume an internecine character; the
North would arm the slaves against their masters ; the Confederate Suites could not, and should
not, submit to this, aad should retaliate, rather, however, "against the instigators than the igno-
rant tools. But," he continued, "by the time this stern necessity had manifested itseir, the
Federal government mifilit have many of our soldiers and much of our territory in their clutches,
so that retaliation would bo encumbered with additional difficulties. It would bo better, there-
fore, to begin upon a plan of warfare which would place none of our citizens in their power
alive;" and ir, he concluded, "quarter was neither given nor asked," the Confederate soldiers
"would he only the more determined, vigilant, and unconquerable;" while the Union soldiers
"would b,' intimidated, and enlistments would be prevented" {flabneg, 1!>2-11H}. It must be
ndded, however, that when the murderous principle upon which Jackson wished the war to be
carried on failed to meet (he approval of the Confederate government, there was no general in
their service who more strictly observed the amenities of warfare. When ho lay wounded almost
within the Uaiou lines, he objected to being removed in case it would do him any injury. " If
the enemy comes," lie said, "I am not afraid of them. I have always been kind to their

e they will be kind to me. "

—

Flotcltkis '
"wounded, and I a

1 "About midnight, or u'fler, I \

ordered to withdraw, I supposed to

!

rear-guard; but at daylight, just n

General Couch informed me tbat w
iaCom. It€p.,u., 67.

is awakened by Genera] Couch, who told me that wc were
ime new j*ositton, and that the Second Corps was to form the
the movement was about to commence, as I understood,
were going to remain there and fight a battjc, "-^Hancock,

the plank road, was bent sharply northward, directly across it. The posi-

tion on the centre and left remained unchanged. Howard's corps, now

partly reorganized, was sent to the extreme left, where no assault was antic-

ipated, Reynolds's corps, which had come up during the night, was halted

some two miles away from the actual right; Meade's was partly in reserve,

and partly guarding the road leading to the river. These two corps took

no part in the action which ensued.

The real line of battle for Sunday, the 3d of May, formed three sides

of an irregular square. The left, facing eastward toward Fredericksburg,

was held by Hancock's division of Couch's corps; the centre, facing south-

ward, by Slocum's corps; the right, facing westward, bySickles's corps, with

French's division of Couch's corps. Sickles's extreme left, on a email pla-

teau known as Hazle Grove, projecting southward beyond the general line,

was somewhat isolated and open to assault; but it commanded the centre

of the Union position. If the enemy won that, he could hold it with artil-

lery, and pour an enfilading fire along Slocum's line. Hazle Grove was

the key to every thing, and should have been held at every hazard; 1 but

Hooker, knowing only of its exposure, and unaware of its vital importance,

ordered Sickles to abandon it, and fall back to the line on the heights at

Fairview. The movement began at daybreak, but before it was completed

the battle of Sunday—the main action at Chancellorsville—was opened.

Jackson bad fallen before he had accomplished half his plan. He bad

intended, after having driven in Hooker's right, to move still farther north-

ward, and intrench himself at the point where the roads unite which lead

from Chancellorsville to the river. He believed tbat be could seize and

hold that point, which was vital, inasmuch as it commanded Hooker's lino

for supplies. "My men," he said, "sometimes fail to drive the enemy

from their positions, but the enemy are never able to drive my men from

theirs."
1 But the execution of this design was impossible, even had Jack-

son been there to attempt it, for Reynolds's corps had come up and occupied

this very point.

Leaving Jackson wounded upon the battle-field, Hill had on Saturday

evening pressed through the woods to the right, where Pleasonton had got

bis guns into position, and renewed the assault. This was repulsed, and

1 "I immediately"—that is, on Saturday night—"set to work, knowing the importance of this

position, to fix it up for the fight of the next morning. I managed to get forty pieces in position,

and I cleared out behind us the debris of the Eleventh Corps, that had gono off—the caissons,

guns, ambulances, etc., all piled up in great confusion in a marsh that was there. I built three

bridges across the marsh, and, with the support of Sicklcs's corps, we could have defeated the whole

of the rebel army there that morning. At 3 o'clock I received an order to full back in rear of the

position at tin- Chancellors* ille llou.^e. Before I left. General Sickles informed me that he also

bad orders to leave with his corps. I mentioned to him the importance of this position, and he

agreed with me that we ought to make an effort to bold it. I feci perfectly gatisRed that, had

General Hooker been able to sec the position that I occupied there, he would never have aban-

doned it; and I looked upon it as a great misfortune that he did not sec that point. The rebels,

having this position, could enfilade our whole line to the Chancellor. ville llmi-.; with their bat.

teries at this point."—Pleasonton, in Com. litp., «., 29. * iAtiney, 700; Hotchkits, 125.
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Ilill was wounded. Kodes was next in rank, but llill sent for Stuart, who
was five miles away, and desired hiin to take command of tbc whole corps.

When he came, Kodes yielded, not with the best grace. 1 Stuart found

every thing in confusion. This was increased by a midnight attack made
by Birney, who forced the Confederates back for a space through the woods,

and recovered some of the guns which had been abandoned by Howard's
corps in its precipitate flight. In the darkness some of the Confederate bri-

gades fired upon each other.1

All that night Stuart was busy in reorganizing the shattered corps which
had so unexpectedly come under his command. He was separated from
Lee by six miles of dense forest. Morning was approaching before he could

inform his commanding general of his position, and receive instructions.

The messenger said that Jackson had urged that "the enemy should be

pressed in the morning." Lee's response was, "Those people shall be
pressed."

The odds on that Sunday morning were greatly in favor of Hooker. At
and about Chancellorsville he still had fully 78,000 effective men. Lee
proposed to press this force in its intrenchments with 30,000 less.

3 More-
over Sedgwick, with his own strong corps, and Gibbon's division of Couch's

corps, quite 27,000 men in all, were near Fredericksburg, not fifteen miles

away. They were confronted by Early with not more than 11,000. It was

1 "Cnj.inin A. 1.urn. of General A. I'. Hill's stall", reached nic pOjt-hnsle, nm! informed me of the
uid BtlnrnWai sfciefa h.ul for the time deprived the troops of the leadership of both Jackson nnd
Hill, nnd of the urgent ilcrannd for me lo come nnd hike command as quickly us possible'

1

(Stnnrt,
ill I.te's !!.•)•., 17j.—Rodos Buys (Ibid., 113)i "I yielded the command to General Stiuirt, not; be-
cause I thought liim entitled to it, belonging as he did lo a different arm of the service, nor be-
cause I was unwilling to assume the responsibility of currying on the attack, as I bad already
lando the ncres-nry urrangi iinins, mid they remained unchanged, but because, from the manner
in which I had been Informed that he had been sent for, I inferred that General Jackson or
General Hill had instructed Major Pendleton to place Jiim in commnnd ; and for the still stronger
reason that I feared that the information that the command hud devolved upon me, unknown
except to my own immediate troops, would, in their shaken condition, bit likely to increase the
demoralization of (he corps."

1 "The attack was made precisely nt midnigul by Ward's brigade, with the remaining part of
Birncy's division in support. It wni admirably (-.inducted under General Bimcv, and was in all
points successful. It win made entirely with the bayonet. We drove Jackson bai k to our original
line, nnd reoccupied General Howard's rifle-pits, nnd recovered severnl pieces of artillery and some
caissons which had been abandoned during the day, Jackson's farce was thrown into great con-
fusion, and his own artillery opened upin his own men" (Sickles, in Com. R'/s., ii., 7).

—"At about
midnight on Saturday, General Sickle- ordered me lo attack Jackson's corps with my division,
driving them from the plank road and the small earthworks. At one o'clock I reported that we
held the road and work-, nnd had recaptured the artillery and caissons taken from 114 during the
stampede of the Eleventh Corps" (Birney, Ibid., 35).—"'There was much confusion on the right,
owing to the fact that some troops mistook friends for the enemy, and fired upon ilicm."—Stuart,
ID Let'* Rep., 18.

' Hooker had with him the corps nf Reynolds, Meade. SiekUs Howard, and two divisions of
Couch, numbering ut the outset 8l,00O. Howard's corps b.id lost 2500, the greater part prison-
ers; all other losses np to this lime could not have exceeded BOO, leaving an effective force of
78,000. Leo's entire force, exclusive of cavalry, was 60,000. Of these. Early's division, and two
brigades from Anderson anil McLaws, about 1 l,00l>, were left ne;.r Fredericksburg. The entire
losses on Friday and Saturday enohl not have exceeded 100H, leaving with Lee, near Chauccllors-
rillc, about 48,000. Wc take no.necount of Iho cavalry, because the character of the region pre-
sented them from being brought iuio uctivo service, ou cither side, in this operation.

clearly possible that Sedgwick would force his way to Hooker, and, assum-

ing that Early should escape destruction and join Lee, the Federal prepon-

derance would be greatly increased. Taking no account of probable losses

on cither side, Hooker would have 95,000 men, Lee 59,000. Apart from

numbers, Hooker's position was far the better. His 78,000 fay together,

Lee's 48,000 were separated, and it depended upon the chances of battle

whether they could be united. Hooker, moreover, was intrenched upon

ground mainly of his own choosing; Lee, assuming the offensive, must assail

these intrenched lines. The region was indeed a difficult one, but the phys-

ical obstacles were as great for the one side as for the other, and the one

venturing the offensive must undertake to overcome them. Considering

that each commander was well informed of the force of his opponent, one

can not but wonder that Lee should have ventured au attack, and that

Hooker should have awaited it.

SUNDAY, MAT 3.

The action was opened at dawn by Stuart, earlier than he had intended.

He had ordered his right to be swung around through the woods, from the

position to which his men had fallen back during the night. This brought

two of bis brigades right in front of Hassle Grove, from which Sickles had

withdrawn every thing exceptGraham's brigade, which formed his rear-guard.

Stuart's direction was mistaken for an order to attack. A sharp conflict

ensued, with loss on both sides; but Graham got safely off to Fairview, and

Stuart took possession of Hazle Grove. A glance showed him the value of

the position which had been abandoned to him. In a few minutes he occu-

pied it with thirty guns. His whole force was then ordered to advance upon

the Union lines, which, as the fog lifted, were seen crowning the Fairview

ridge, a third of a mile in front. Between lay the valley of a little creek

covered with a tangled forest growth, through which the attacking columns

must force their way, in the face of a fierce fire of artillery and musketry.

Again and again they charged down the valley, through the woods, and up

the slope, and as often were thrown back in confusion, only to advance again

with fresh force and unabated resolution.

Sickles, upon whom all this onset fell, first sent word to Hooker that he

could hold his position so long as his ammunition lasted, and then, a little

later, that he needed prompt support. This last urgent demand came in an

evil time. For two hours and more the Confederate guns at Hasile Grove

bad been playing upon Chancel lorsv die. The house was riddled by shot

A ball struck a pillar of the veranda against which Hooker was leaning.

He fell senseless. Those around thought him dead or dying. There was no

one at hand with authority to send the re-enforcements so urgently asked by

Sickles, though the two corps- of Reynolds and Meade were wholly disen-

gaged. Half of either of these sent to Sickles would have been enough to
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have secured the victory. 1 That attack repulsed, the remainder ofHooker's

unengaged force, sweeping around, would have enveloped Stuart's broken

corps, and crushed it to powder. Kcynolds was indeed minded to bring his

corps into the fight. This seems to have been the plan of Hooker, as under-

stood by some of his officers.2 But if such was the purpose of Hooker, its

execution was prevented by the blow which disabled him. For two event-

fid hours the Union army was without a commander. Hooker lay insen-

sible for a time, then, partly recovering, mounted his horse; but pain over-

mastered him, and he lay upon the ground as if in a doze, the Confederate

Bhelts bursting all around him. Now and then he was partially aroused,

when some important dispatch required a prompt answer.3

Sickles's ammunition was almost exhausted. Again he sent to head-

quarters asking for aid, but there was no one there even to reply to his ur-

gent demand. He withdrew his now useless artillery, and fell back with his

infantry to a second line, which he resolved to hold by the bayonet. He
was not followed, and, looking to his front, it seemed that the enemy was

routed. They had the aspect of a disorganized crowd rather than an army.

Just then French, with his division, had advanced upon the Confederate

left, and driven it back.* Stuart concentrated all his force upon this point,

and succeeded in repelling the attack, the only offensive movement made

by the Union forces at Chancellorsvillc on that day. Had it been supported

by a half, or even a quarter of Reynolds's corps, which lay idle only a few

furlongs off, Stuart could not have escaped destruction.

While Stuart was thus with varying fortune pressing the attack upon

the Union right, Lee, with the divisions of Anderson and McLaws, assailed

the centre held by Slocum, under an enfilading fire from the batteries

posted at Hazel Grove. The left, held by Hancock's division of Couch's

corps, was threatened, rather than attacked,6 for Lee was all the time edg-

ing to his left in order to make a junction with Stuart. This was effected

at ten o'clock, at the very moment when the battle hung in even scales.

Both sides had lost terribly. Stuart's three divisions, numbering in the

morning about 27,000, had lost fully 6000 in killed and wounded, and

1500 prisoners. Sickles and French had lost well-nigh 5000 out of 22,000.

The united Confederate force, 40,000 strong after all its losses, pressed on

1 " If Hooker had boon well enough to have nnswered my request for re-enforcements, it would

have turned the whole tide of battle. I have no doubt it would have been won in thirty minutes

;

at least it would have been won in an hour. It would have been won just as soon as you could

have got ten thousand men from tho right or the left to have repulsed that attack."—Sickles, in

Com. Rq>.,i\„ 10.
' " We expected th;it Jackson's forces wmiM assault us in the morning at Chancellorsvillc, and

tho intention was that General Sickles, with all lib force, was to meet him at once ; and Ihc First

Corps, Reynolds's, was also to attack liim and envelop him ; and, if necessary, more forces were

to be drown from the left of onr line, leaving only forces enough 10 hold Lee's forces in check"

(Warren, in Com. Rep., ii., 4C).—" I can not tell why the First Corps was not brought into action.

I thought thnt the simple advance of two corps would take the enemy in flank, and would be very

beneficial in its result. General Reynolds once or twice contemplated making this advance upon

his own responsibility. Colonel Stone made a reconnaissance, showing it to be practicable."

—

Doublcday, in Com. Sep., ii., 17. ' Pleasomon, in Com. Rqi., ii., 31.

• Sickles fin Oam. Bat., ii , 8) thus describes the aspect nt this moment: "Tho enemy seemed

to bo satisfied with having forced mo to withdraw my infantry from their front line to this second

position, and (he battle paused lor half an hour or mure. The loss inflicted upon the enemy, espe-

cially by my artillery, was most severe. Their formation for the attack was entirely broken up,

anil from my head-quarter* they presented to tho eve the appearance of a mass—a crowd without

definite formation."—Stuart tin' />A /»'</>., Ill) thus describes tin? situation : "In the mean time tho

enemy was pressing our left with infantry, and nil the re-enforcements I could obtain were sent

there. Colquitt's brigade of Trimble's division, ordered first to the right, was directed to the left

to support Pender. Johnson's brigade, of the second line, was also encaged there, and tho three

lino* were more or less merged into one line of hattle, and reported hard pressed. Urgent requests

were sent for re-enforcements, and notices that the troops were out of ammunition. I ordered thnt

the ground must be held at all hazards, if necessary with tho bayonet."—Several of the Confeder-

ate brigade commanders report how h.ir.ilv thev were pressed by the advance of French. Thus

Fender (in Lie's Rep, 52) t-avs : Mv men were about ont of ammunition, broken down, and
badly cut up."—Rnmscur I fbul , 7-1) relli how he was obliged to run over the Confederate troops

in his from, and how bis line was "subjected to a horrible enfilade fire, bv which it suffered se-

verely." Out of 1500 men he lost 788.
1 The left, that is of the line as nctonlly engaged, for the corps of Meade nnd Howard, forming

the absolute left, were not engaged at all. Hancock says (Com. Rcp^ ii., 68): " Although the

enemy massed their infantry in the wood* very near me, and attempted to advance, and always

held a threatening attitude, 1 judge they had exhausted their troops so much that tbey dared not

attack me. There was no forcible attack on mo,"

converging toward Chancellorsville. In their way lay Sickles, French,

and Slocum, with some 10,000 less. Barely two miles away on either hand
were Reynolds, Meade, and Howard, with fully 42,000, not a regiment of

whom were moved to the scene of conflict at the supreme moment. The
stress of the Confederate assault now again fell upon Sickles. His ammuni-
tion exhausted, he could only hold his line with the bayonet Five times
the enemy dashed upon him , five times they were thrust back. Then the

whole front melted away, Sickles's corps first yielding the position. 1 Then,
in obedience to orders from Couch, who had in some sort assumed tempo-
rary command, the army retreated to the line which had been traced out

the night before.

As a defensive position to be held against a superior force, a better could

hardly have been desired. It formed a sharp curve, the apex three quarters

of a mile back of Cbancellorsville, the sides stretching back right and left

to the Rappahannock and Kapidan, covering the fords. Each flank was
covered by a little stream bordered by dense woods. An enemy could as-

sail it only by its narrow front, and this was covered by the skill of tho

forest, pierced with only a few rough roads. It was a position which any
general might venture to bold against double his force. Hooker had here

fully 70,000 men, half of whom had not been seriously engaged. Lee had
left barely 40,000; yet, in the face of these odds, he was on the point of

renewing the fight, when he was arrested by ominous tidings. While
the fierce fight had been going on around Chancellorsville, Sedgwick had
marched from below Fredericksburg, stormed the heights, and was advanc-

ing to unite with Hooker.2 Sedgwick had now bis own corps, 22,000

strong. These were across the river, two or three miles below Fredericks-

burg. Gibbon's division of Couch's corps, 5000 strong, which had been

left behind at Falmouth, opposite Fredericksburg, was also under Sedgwick'a

command; thus, all told.be bad 27,000. Confronting him along the heights

was Early, who bad been left from Jackson's corps, and Barksdalc's brigade

of McLaws's, and Wilcox's of Anderson's, in all 11,000 strong. Just after

four o'clock on Saturday afternoon Hooker sent an order to Sedgwick direct-

ing him to march upon Fredericksburg, capture it, and vigorously pursue

the enemy. "We know," be added, though he did not himself believe it,
3

"that the enemy is flying, trying to save his trains. Two of Sickles's divi-

sions are among them." This order did not reach Sedgwick until dusk. Al-

most simultaneously came another, dated three hours later, directing tho

route which should be taken in pursuit. At this time Ja'ckson had struck

his blow and shattered Howard's corps. At an hour before midnight an-

other order came to Sedgwick. Hooker, not aware that he had already cross-

ed the river, and supposing him still to be on the north bank, directed him to

"cross the Rappahannock on the receipt of this order, take up your line of

march on the Chancellorsville road until you connect with the major gen-

eral commanding, and attack and destroy any force you may fall in with on

the road. You will leave all your trains behind except the pack trains of

your ammunition, and march to be in vicinity of the general at daylight.

You will probably fall upon the rear of the force commanded by General

Lee, and between you and the major general commanding he expects to

use bim up. Be sure not to fail." This peremptory and special order was

dispatched after Jackson's assault had been checked.'1 Sedgwick put his

corps in motion at once. The moon shone almost as brightly as day upon

the bills, but thick fogs were gathering in the valley. The Confederates

were on the alert, and their skirmishers presented some annoyance. Still

Sedgwick's march was unaccountably slow. It took the head of his column

until daybreak—a space of fully six hours, to reach Fredericksburg, a dis-

tance of three miles.

Two or three attempts were made to carry the heights on the Confederate

right, which were held by Early with the main strength of his division.

These attempts were repulsed with little difficulty. Gibbon, who had now

crossed the river, made a demonstration against their left, but a deep canal,

the bridges over which bad been removed, prevented any advance. It had

the effect, however, of detaining there a Con led crate brigade which was mov-

ing from that direction toward Maryc's Hill in the centre. This hill was

' "No supports coming up, nnd the enemy meanwhile having bad lime to restore order in his

own lines and bring up fresh reserves, I was again attacked, nnd, having no means of resistance

except the bayonet, after repelling five successive ntlaeks I again fell back to General Hooker's

headquarters, which were then within easy range of the enemy's cannon, and were rapidly be-

coming a pile of ruins, almost every shot telling upon the building" (Sickles, in Out. flip., ii., 9).

—

Hancock, who, from his position on the left, could sc something of what was going on upon the

right, says (Com. Rep.,i\., 67): "The first lines finally melted away, and the whole front appear-

ed to' pass out. First, the Third Corps (Sickles's] went ont ; then the Twelfth Corps (Sloe urn's),

after lighting a long time, and there was nothing left on that part of the line except my own di-

vision. I was directed to hold that posiiinn until a change of line of battle could he made, and

was to hold it until I was notified thnt oil the other troops had gotten off."—The Confederate

reports uniformly give 10 o'clock as the time when Chancellorsvillc was carried; the Federal re-

ports place the time an hour later.

' "Tho troops, having become somewhat scattered by the difficulties of the ground nnd the ar-

dor of the contest, were immediately reformed preparatory io renewing the attack. Tho enemy

had withdrawn to n strong position nearer the Rappahannock, which ho had previously fortified.

His superiority of numbers, the unfavorable nature of the ground, which was densely wooded,

nnd the condition of our K»ps after the arduous and sanguinary conflict in which they had been

engaged, rendered great caution necessary. Our preparations were just completed, when farther

operations were arrested bv intelligence received from Fredericksburg. "—Lcc't Rtp., 10.

a "It was based on a report sent in from General Sickle- that the enemy was Hying nt the time

be was sent out to follow up Jackson's corps. I wns of the impression that the general was

mistaken, bat nevertheless felt that no harm could follow from its transmission to General Sedg-

wick."—Hooker, in Com. Rip., ii., 117.

* Sedgwick (Com. Rep., ii. ,!).'.) says that this di-|.ufch w dated nt ten minutes past 10. lie

probably gave the hour from memory. Hooker (H,U, I'J'.t) giv.-s its date nt It o'clock. There is

no doubt, however, as to the lime when it was received, although Howe (II,ul.,1Z) says it was

"received just after dark, say 8 o'clock; but he evidently confounds it with a previous order.

As to the character of tho night, I have endeavored to reconcile statements which upon their face

appear wholly inconsistent. Hooker and ButK rik-ld say expressly and in almost the same words

(Ibid, 76, 12!)): "It was a bright moonlight night, and clear, sufficiently light for staff officers

to write dispatches hv moonlight." Howe says (Hid., -12): "It was bright starlight, so that I

could see what was in the advance." Sedgwick, on the other Land, lays (Ilad., 100): "In conse-

quence of the enemy and the darkness, it took, tu until daylight to make a Utile over three mile*

It was a very foggy night,"
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held by only two brigades—that of Barksdale occupying the stone wall at

ita base, from which it had so disastrously repulsed Burnside a few weeks

before. The morning was wearing away, and nothing had been effected.

At length Sedgwick, urged by Warren, resolved to assail Marye's Hill in

front. At 11 o'clock, just as the fight at Chancel lorsville was closing, be

funned two strong columns, which dashed at the wall. The enemy reserved

tbefr lire until the nearest column, led by Colonel Johns, was within a few

;:o*re yards; they then poured in a solid sheet of musketry. The column

filtered and (ell back. In a couple of minutes it rallied, and pressed fifty

y.-irds nearer. Again it met the sheet of fire, and again broke. It seemed

that the tragedy of December was to be re-enacted. But Johns, though

wounded, rallied his men for a third charge. This time they did not stop

;

they rushed over and around the wall, and in fifteen minutes from their first

advance carried it, killing or capturing its defenders. Johns was again

wounded and borne from the field. Colonel Spear, who led the other col-

umn, was killed. Other regiments now swarmed up the height from both

sides. The Confederates made a fierce fight, but it was vain. Early fed

back southward along the telegraph road. Sedgwick's corps thqs stood

directly between Early and Lee, with only two brigades in his front. This

little force retreated sullenly along the plank road, closely followed by

Sedgwick.

Such were the tidings which reached Lee at Chancellorsville. His situ-

ation was full of peril. Sedgwick might overwhelm Early, and then the

Confederate lines of communication would be cut, or lie might press straight

on to Chancellorsville, and fall upon Lee's rear. This corps must be defeated

at every cost, or all was lost. Four brigades of McLaws and Anderson,

which had suffered least in the fightof the morning, were sent back to check

the Federal advance. The}' came up with the retreating regiments at Salem

Church, midway between Chancellorsville and Fredericksburg. Here a

brief stand had been made upon a low wooded ridge. This was carried by

the divisions of Brooke and Newton, for Howe had been posted in the rear

to keep Early in check, and Gibbon had been left behind to occupy Freder-

icksburg. The Confederate re-enforcements now pressed Brooke and New-
ton back through the wood with heavy loss, and were in turn checked by

the artillery. Night coming on, both armies slept upon the field. All this

afternoon, Hooker, with 70,000 men, lay supinely behind his intrenchments,

in front of which were barely 30,000 of the enemy. He made no attempt

to aid Sedgwick, who had at length, though tardily, accomplished two thirds

of his march.

MONDAY, MAY i.

No army ever found itself in a more dangerous position than that of Lee

on Monday morning, the 4th of May. All counted, it now numbered less

than 60,000 men. Stuart, with nearly all of Anderson, confronted Hooker

at Chancellorsville. Six miles to the east was McLaws, with less than

10,000, holding Sedgwick in check. Three miles farther to the south was

Early, with 8000. Sedgwick had lost heavily, but he still had quite as

many as McLaws and Early together. It was hardly within the range of

possibility that Hooker would not discover the situation, and either assail

Stuart in front with twofold numbers, or, leaving enough to hold him fast,

fall upon the rear of McLaws, who would thus be crushed between two
fires. Lee's only hope lay in dislodging Sedgwick. To do this he must
still farther weaken his force at Chancellorsville. Anderson's remaining

three brigades were moved down, leaving only Stuart, with 20,000 men, in

front of Hooker. These took position toward Sedgwick's left, threatening

to out him off from the river, while Early marched along the ridge and re-

took Marye's Hill, thus throwing himself in Sedgwick's rear and cutting

linn oft' from Fredericksburg, which was thereupon abandoned by Gibbon,

who recrossed the river. 1 Sedgwick's position was now a defensive one, for

Hooker directed him not to renew the attack upon Salem Heights. By
noon Lee had about 27,000 men opposed to Sedgwick, who had about 18,000,

having lost 3000 on the previous da}'. There was some skirmishing all

through the day, but no serious attack was made until 6 o'clock, when, An-
derson having united with Early, these two divisions fell upon Howe, who,

with 6000 men, was on the Union left Howe met the assault with great

Btubbornncss, and then fell slowly back toward Banks's Ford, to a strong

position which he had previously chosen. The enemj' dashed furiously upon
this, but were met by a galling fire and driven back, broken and apparently

routed. Howe was confident that they would not venture another attack,

as, indeed, tiiey did not. Two hours after dark he was surprised to learn

that Sedgwick was about to fall back to the ford. He refused to abandon
his position without a positive order. The order came, and was obeyed.2

1 Sedgwick appear* in have supposi'd (lull Early's force were re-enforcements from Richmond.
Ho snya (Com. Rep., ii., 10G): "I was informed, nt an early hour, thai a column of i lie enemy,
15,000 strong, coming From ilia direction of Richmond, hud occupied iho heights of Predericks -

burg, culling oft' my cnminn mention with Fredericksburg,"
1 "The movement w;is commenced very hue, mid Hays's and Iluke's brigade* were thrown into

tome confusion by coming in contact ; and it becoming dillicult to distinguish our troops from
those of the enemy, on nccoiint of the growing darkness, they hod therefore to fall back to reform11

(Early, iit Lee's l?e/i.,J15).—"The attack was delivered with a violence Hint I hnd never before
encountered. We resisted the first attack totter than I expected, nnd at a favorable lime the Icfl

of my line was thrown buck pnrlially behind some woods. As I expected, the enemy seemed lo
ho under the impression, from this movement, that we "ore giving way. They advanced until
they reached n point that we should lime dc-ircd above all others they should have advanced upon,
and where a reserve force, which I hnd placed under cover, had an opportunity lo gel a flank fire

upon them with full effect. When the fire from our new position struck them, it was but a short
time before they were entirely broken, nnd fell back in n rout. After this repulse, the position of
the Sixth Corps in my judgment, was less liable to a serious nttaek than it had been at any time
since it crossed ihe Itappahannock, and I saw no necessity for recrussing the river" (Howe, in
Cam. Rep., 21).—"Sometime after we had returned to our old camps. I met General Hooker, and
spoke lo him of the movement-: we had made and the position we held. I stated to him thai nft-
er the tight of the 4th of May I conld have gone with my division to the heights of Fredericks-
burg, and held them, lie expressed his surprise that [hose heights could have boon held on tho
Bight of tho 4tb, nnd tniid, ' If 1 bad knowu that you could have gone on those heights and held

The division marched to the ford without the slightest molestation, having

occupied its strong position two hours after having repulsed the attack.

Hooker all this day lay wholly inactive with his great force of 70,000

men, within two hours' march. Between him and Sedgwick, by the road

along which Meade had marched out on Thursday, there was at no time

more than three brigades. Hooker's orders to Sedgwick indicate the uncer-

tainty under which he labored all that day, even when he had resumed tha

command after his injury. Long before daybreak he directed Sedgwick
not to resume his assault upon Salem Heights unless be himself attacked, for

he hoped that the enemy would assail bim ; but he was too far away to give

any directions; only, if Sedgwick thought best to cross the river, he could

go either to Banks's Ford or Fredericksburg. At 11 o'clock in the morn-

ing he directed Sedgwick not to cross unless compelled to do so, but, if pos-

sible, to hold the position at the ford. Half an hour later, Hooker sent word

that be proposed to advance upon the enemy the nest day, and in that case

Sedgwick's position would be as favorable as could be desired. Sedgwick

had all day been doubtful whether he could maintain himself on the south

side of the river ; but after the repulse of the attack made upon him, lie

wrote that he could hold his position. But, just ten minutes before Hooker

received this, he sent an order to Sedgwick to cross. He immediately coun-

termanded the order, but, before this was received, which was just before

daylight, nearly the whole corps were over, and the enemy had taken a po-

sition which commanded the bridge, and it was too late to return. 1 Sedg-

wick lost in all nearly 5000 in killed, wounded, and missing, the greater por-

tion of them on Sunday, and captured nearly 1400 prisoners. The Confed-

erates lost about 4000. 2

But, during the night, Hooker had resolved to abandon his own position.

He summoned his corps commanders to a consultation. Slocum was not

present. Howard wished an advance Sickles and Couch were in favor

of withdrawing. Reynolds went to sleep, saying his opinion would be the

same as that of Meade. Meade at first opposed the crossing of the river

mainly on the ground that the movement could not be effected in the pres-

ence of an enemy flushed by success ; he, however, ceased to press his ob-

jections upon Hooker's confident assurance that the army could be with-

drawn without loss. Hooker had no doubt that he could hold his position,

and perhaps force the enemy to retire ; but he urged that, as he would fall

back toward Richmond, he would become constantly stronger, while we
were growing weaker; he could be better assailed near Washington than

at Richmond. So the order to cross the river was issued, and a new line of

intrenchments was thrown up close by the United States Ford to cover the

passage. When Sedgwick announced that he could hold his ground, Hook-

er appears to have proposed to recross back again at Banks's Ford, unite

with Sedgwick, and give battle. But this purpose was frustrated by Sedg-

wick's movement. 3

Lee, leaving Early on the heights at Fredericksburg to prevent Sedgwick

from reerossing, reunited his remaining force, now reduced to 40,000, before

the position from which Hooker was preparing to retire. In tho afternoon

of Tuesday a fierce storm sprung up. The river rose rapidly, submerging

the approaches to the bridges. One of these was taken down and used to

piece out the others, over which the army retreated without being perceived

by the enemy. The storm passed away during the night, and Lee had made

preparations to attack the Federal works at daylight ; but, upon advancing

his skirmishers, be found that the great Union army was beyond the river.*

The cavalry movement, upon which Hooker had relied for destroying the

enemy by cutting his communications, proved equally fruitless. Stonernan

divided his corps. Averill,in command of one column, ascended the Rap-

idan some twenty miles. At Rapidan Station, on. the Orange Railroad, lie

came up, on Friday, with W. F, Lee, with 900. He reported the next day

that he bad been engaged with the cavalry of the enemy, and destroying

communications. His loss in this "engagement" was one man killed and

two wounded. On Sunday he retraced his steps, whereupon Hooker dis-

placed him from command, and appointed Pleasonton in his place. But

meanwhile the battles had been fought and lost. Stonernan, with the main

cavalry column, pushed on farther southward. Arriving at a point thirty

miles northwest of Richmond, be divided his force into six bodies. " We
dropped," he says, "like a shell in that region of country, intending to burst

it in every direction, expecting each fragment would do as much harm and

create nearly as much terror as would result from sending the whole shell.

The result of this plan satisfied my most sanguine anticipations." One reg-

iment struck the James River Canal, and attempted ineffectually to destroy

the aqueduct which spans the Rivanna River. They then returned to the

main body. Four others were sent in various directions to break up the

railroad from Richmond to Fredericksburg, which was the primary objeel

of the whole movement. Davis, with one regiment, reached to within seven

litem, I would have reinforced you with the whole array.' I told him that if I had not received

orders lo go hick to Banks's Ford, 1 could have ninrched uninterruptedly to Fredericksburg

Heights after 9 o'clock that night; for, after ihe fight wo hnd had, the rebels abandoned the

Heights, and there was nothing to he seen of them. There was a bright moon that night, nnd wo

could see nn object of ihe size of a man or a horse nt a great disunite" (//<!•/. ,2r,).—"The attack

on Brooks was easily repul^ci, chiefly liy ihe skirmish line and I lie battery of (he First Massachu-

setts. That on Howe was of a more" de'tomimed character. It »»' gallantly reared by our in-

fantry by a counter-charge, while the artillery of the division played with fearful effect upon ihetr

advanced Al length our line was forced hack upon the left, and Howe directed his right to retire

to n loss advanced position. The division reformed promptly, the batteries keeping up a. most

effective tire. The advance of the enemy was cheeked, bin troops were scattered and driven back

with fearful loss, nnd ihe new position was easily maintained uniil nightfall. Several hundred

prisoner"!, including one general officer and many ethers of rank, and three battle-flags, were cap-

tured from ihe oncmv in this engagement."— Sedgwick, in Oim. Rtp., ii., 107.

1 Sedgwick, in Com. Rep., ii., D7 ; Hooker, Ibid., 133.
1 Early, who encountered only Sedgwick, reports his entire loss at U74 ; McLaws, 1889, tho

greater portion being in the action with Sedgwi, k
;
Anderson, 1-H5, probably 'unif here.

1 Bulterfield, in Com. Rep., ii., 77 ; Hooker, Ibid.. 135. 4 Lee's Rep., 13,
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miles of Richmond, tore up a few rails, and destroyed some stores ; captured

a train filled with wounded, who were paroled ; then, finding himself likely

to be cut off, he headed southeastward ly for Williamsburg, but, discovering

Confederate cavalry in his way, turned northward, crossed the Mattapony,

and, following down its bank, reached the Union outposts at Gloucester Point,

opposite Yorktown. Kilpatrick, with another regiment, on Monday struck

the railroad still nearer Richmond, destroyed the depots at Hungary Station,

then rode to within two miles of the city, passing through the outer line of

defenses. With his small force it was useless to attempt any thing farther;

bo he turned eastward, passing the Chickahominy at Meadow Bridge, which

he destroyed, and crossed the Mattapony without having encountered any

opposition. Here he fell in with Davis, and both proceeded to Gloucester

Point Stoneman himself remained near the point where his divisions had

separated, with only 700 men, which he kept as a nucleus around which the

different parties could rally in case of need, having sent out three regiments

to destroy the bridges in his vicinity. These reunited on Tuesday, and

Stoneman set out on a rapid retreat to the Rapidan and Rappahannock,

crossing the latter river at Kelly's Ford on Thursday, the 8th. The alarm

caused by the "explosion of the bomb" was great, but the injury inflicted

was small. In three days the railroad to Fredericksburg was in running

order. Had it been known that almost the whole transportation of the

road was collected at Guinea's Station, eighteen miles from Chancellorsville,

where also were the main depots of supply, and that these were left wholly
unguarded, a rapid dash made by half of the cavalry upon this point at any
time during this eventful week would have changed the whole course of the

campaign. 1

The Federal loss in these operations at Chancellorsville was something
more thau 17,000, of whom 5000 were unwounded prisoners. They also

lost 13 guns, some 20,000 muskets, and a considerable quantity of ammuni-
tion and accoutrements. The Confederate loss was about 13,000, of whom
1581 were killed, 8700 wounded, and about 3000 prisoners.2

Hooker issued an order congratulating his army on its achievements.
" If," said he, " it has not accomplished all that was expected, the reasons

are well known to the army. It is sufficient to say that they were of a
character not to be foreseen or prevented We have made long
marches, crossed rivers, surprised the enemy in his intrenchments, and,
wherever we have fought, have inflicted heavier blows than we have re-

ceived have placed hors dc combed 18,000 of his chosen troops,

destroyed his stores and depots filled with vast amounts of stores, deranged
his communications, captured prisoners within the fortifications of his capi-

tal, and fillud his country with fear and consternation." But no depots were
destroyed or communications deranged except by the cavalry; the stores

destroyed were not sufficient to interfere with Lee's scanty accumulations,
and the interruptions to communications were so slight that they were re-

stored in two or three days. Far more truthful was Lee's statement to his

army :
" Under trying vicissitudes of heat and storm, you attacked the ene-

my, strongly intrenched in the depths of a tingled wilderness, and again on
the hills of Fredericksburg, fifteen miles distant, and, by the valor that has
triumphed on so many fields, forced him once more to seek safety beyond
the Rappahannock."

Hooker declared that when he returned from ChanceHorsville he "felt

that he had fought no battle," for the reason that he could not get his men
into position to do so, though be had more men than he could use; 3 that he
failed in his enterprise from causes " of a character not to be foreseen or pre-

1 "General Lee boil but two rCRiments of rnvnlry, under W. H. F. Leo. to opjiose lo the large
force under Stoncmnu. Tlio whole eouniry in the rear of (he Confederate army, up to the very
fortifications of Richmond, was open to the invader. Nearly all rhe irausportat'ion of that army
was collected at Guinea's Station, ot^Nn-.-n mitei fuun Chance I Inrsvi lie, with little „, no pnini,
ond roipht have been destroyed by one fourth of Stoaeman'a force. Such was the condition of
the railroads and the scarcity of supplies in the country, that the Confederate commander could
never aeeumul ate more [ban tt few days' rations ulir-ad at Frederick share;. To have interrupted his
communications fot any length of time would have Imperiled hi* nnny or forced him to retreat."—fibjcfl&iu, 101-3. See also Hooker and Slooemao, in Com. Rtp,, 137-40.

' The official report of Union losses is given by Hooker in Coin. Rep., ii , 148 ; the Confederate
in Lee's Rep., 131-133. In the Union report, the respective numbers of killed, wounded, and
missing arc not Riven; but Leo {Rep., IB1 Kates that ho took "about 6000 prisoners, exclusive of
wounded." This statement has been adopted, and an attempt has been made to apportion the
missing nmonc the several corps, but the estimate is almost wholly conjectural. The Confeder-
ate report, while civin- separately the kill-; J and wounded in every regiment, makes no mention
of the missine;. But in their separate reports fin Lee's Hip., 27, :'•(, L!G, 1 17), Anderson, McLaws,
Early, and liodes givo the missing in their respective divisions. Hill und Col-wn do not report
their missing

;
but, as tfaoy were in the hottest of the fight on Saturday and Sunday, it is pre-

sumed that their loss in missing was at least equal to the average of the o'tbers. From these data
the following table has been constructed:

Losses at Chancellor; HU.

Ukion. Con nirRiTF.

«";;,'
.'V BtatoB. ToUJ.

w. ...l.i.'V
IflrtlW. feUL

Ilr-t i:.ir|H (l;.-vn..|,|H>.
. I Oil

I£S3

) mh i.'ur]i>(Mi>aili>i B90

Kl.-vfUlln.--rp. I|...'.jN

1M 'V.0
Artillery and Comity.-. s?t

T-ilal
10,377 -::':. 13,0JO

IV.l'JT 6000 i;.i"7

There is reason to suppose that the losses on each side were some hundreds greater than offi-
cially given. Thus Sedgwick reports his loss to have been 49'J.

r
, (Com. Rep., 107), and Sickles

says (/in/., 10) that on Sunday he " lost 2u0 officers and about -IfiOO men in a couple of hours."
Such of the Confederate genernls as gave their losses stale them considerably above those put
down in the general report. In four divisions, the excess is about 4(10 in killed and wounded.
Then, as to the missing, Sedgwick states that he mado abou 1400 prisoners, while in the division
opposed to him the Confederate reports acknowledge only 1000, anil some of these must have been
captored before they encountered Sedgwick , Still we most consider the final official reports on
boAb sides as tho highest authority attaiuablc in this case. ' Com. Rep.

t
ii., 142.

vented by human sagacity or resources." A careful examination of all that
was done, or left undone, evinces that every one of these circumstances was
of a character which lay fairly within the" limits of probability ; and that
there was not, in fact, any moment between Thursday afternoon and Tues-
day morning when success was not wholly within the grasp of the Union
army. The movement by which Chancellorsville was reached, and the Con-
federate position rendered worthless, was brilliantly conceived and admira-
bly executed. The initial error, by which alone all else was rendered pos-

sible, was that halt at Chancellorsville. Had the march been continued for

an hour longer, or even been resumed early in the following morning, the
army would have got clear of the Wilderness without meeting any great op-
posing force, aud then it would have been in a position where its great supe-
riority of numbers would have told. 1 The rout of Howard's corps was pos-

sible only from the grossest neglect of all military precautions. Jackson,
after a toilsome march of ten hours, halted for three hours in open ground
not two miles from the Union lines. A single picket, sent for a mile up a

broad road, would have discovered the whole movement in ample time for

Hooker to have strengthened his position, or to have withdrawn from it

without loss. The blame of this surprise can not, however, fairly be laid

upon Hooker. He had a right to presume that whoever was in command
there would have so picketed his lines as to prevent the possibility of being
surprised in broad daylight. But even as it was, the disaster to the Elev-

enth Corps should have had no serious effect upon the general result. That
was fully remedied when the pursuit was checked. On Sunday morning
Hooker was in a better position than he had been on the evening before.

He had lost 3000 men and had been strengthened by 17,000, and now had
78,000 to oppose to 47,000. The Confederate army was divided, and could

reunite only by winning a battle or by a day's march. The only thing

which could have lost the battle of that day was the abandonment of the

position at Hazle Grove, for from this alone was it possible to enfilade Slo-

cum's line. But surely it is within the limits of military forethought that a

general who has occupied a position for two days and three nights should

have discovered the very key to that position, when it lay within a milo of

his own headquarters. The disabling of Hooker could not, indeed, have

been foreseen
;
but such an accident might happen to any commander upon

any field, aud there should have been somewhere somo man with authority

to have, within the space of three hours, brought into action some of the

more than 30,000 men within sound, and almost sight, of the battle then

raging. Sedgwick's assault upon the heights of Fredericksburg was cer-

tainly dilatory. He could not, indeed, have safely executed to the letter his

orders, which involved a night assault upon the heights; but they could

have been more easily stormed at 5 o'clock than at 11, and this would have

brought him upon Lee's rear by 9, when the action was going sorely against

the Confederates. How the hours from Sunday noon till Monday night

were wasted, has been shown. Hooker, indeed, reiterates that he could not

assail the Confederate lines through the dense forests. But Lee broke
through those very woods on Sunday, and was minded to attempt it again

on Wednesday, when he found that the enemy had disappeared. The golden

opportunity was lost never to be recovered, aud the Confederate Army of

Northern Virginia gained a new lease of life.

If final success were a certain test of the merits of a military plan, we
must accord the highest success to that of Lee. But it succeeded only

through a series of accidents, any one of which failing would have involved

ruin ; and a general, save in the direst emergency, has no right to reckon

upon the favors of fortune. His first movement, that of marching with the

bulk of his army to confront Hooker at Chancellorsville, was wise, for ho

had good reason to suppose that then and there the force of the enemy was

inferior to his own. He had no means of knowing that Sickles's corps had
come thither

;
and, at the worst, he could fall back if he found himself over-

matched, and return to his former position, or retreat upon his communica-

tions, and make a stand at any favorable point But when, on the next

morning, be divided his army, sending three fifths of it a day's march away,

he staked upon an unlikely chance every reasonable possibility of safety.

He had no right to assume that the Union right would be surprised, or that

Hooker would fail to fall with overwhelming force upon one part or the

other of his divided army. So, on Sunday morning, he had no right to an-

ticipate that an attack made by an inferior force upon lines strongly in-

trenched could succeed, or that his opponent would meet him with only half

of his force. How hardly, and by what accidents only, the battle of Sunday
morning was won, has already been shown. He tempted fortune still more

desperately when, on that afternoon and the next morning, he still farther

divided his force. How could he suppose that Stuart's 20,000 would for a

long day hold in check Hooker's 70,000, while a great battle was being

fought close by between forces so equally matched that a tenth of this idle

force added to the enemy would assuredly turn the scale? To retreat

promptly and rapidly upon and along the railroad was the only course

which any man knowing what both commanders knew, and, still more, what

we now know, would have pronounced safe for Lee, when he was startled

by the tidings that Sedgwick had stormed the heights and was advancing

upon his rear. Lee, reversing the words of Hooker, might have said, "We
succeeded only through circumstances of a character not to be foreseen or

brought about by human sagacity or resources."

vith my superior force, the enemy would probably have been beaten."
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! rccrosses the Potomac.

FROM Chan cell orsville and the Wilderness both armies returned to their

old positions on opposite banks of the Rappahannock. '
Hooker medi-

tated repeating, with some modifications, the attempt in which Burnside had

failed.
3 He proposed to pass the river at Franklin's Crossing, and assail the

enemy's intrenchments in front; for he could not anticipate that with their

inferior force tbey would come out of their strong works, and meet bim on

' For this campaign and the ensuing ones in Virginia, the full reports of the Confederate Army

of Northern Virginia are warning. If tl.ey were ever made, I have nol been able to gain access

to them. I presume that they were among the lost archive* ol the < onfederaCT. Genera] Lee,

a few days after the battles of G?ttv>burg, made a Preliminary Report, wh.rh will )* found in the

fain Won Ilrceril vol vii. Sumo myitis luier he made a. mimtwlml more detail"] report. IhlS,

I believe has never been printed. For a MS. copy of it I am indebted to Mr. fl jlliam Sainton.

It however adds little to the information contained in the earlier Report. I find no reports

from corps, divi-inn. and brigade commanders. The testimony given h.iore il„ Congressional

Committee on the Conduct of ihc War is the best authority upon the L'ni.m side. This (cited as

Com Btj> ii ) will be found in the first volume of ihe second scries of tins Report. Not a few of

the newspaper accounts of this battle, Northern and Southern, are very accurate. From these

sources the following nccount has been mainly drawn.
_

j "As soon a> I beard that General S/U^vkk h.i.l rerm^vd the nv.r, Mine n,. ..hjc-et in main-

taining my position where it was. and believing that it would I* mueh mr.ro to my advantage to

hazard an engagement wi.h the enemy at Franklin's Cro-sing, where I had .I.*,*-room, than

where I was, tbe army on the right was directed to recross the river. —Hooker, in Utm. llip., u,,

131.
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the open plain. This was an enterprise which be had before pronounced to

be wholly impracticable. It is vain to inquire what had happened within

the week to make the project more feasible. His army had been much re-

dacted by the departure of the nine-months' and two-years' men. On the 13th

of May be informed the President that his "marchiDg force of infantry was

cut down to 80,000 men ;" he added, "1 hope to commence my movement

to-morrow; but this must not be spoken of to any. one." Lincoln replied

that he did not think any thing was to be gained by an early renewal of the

attempt to cross the Rappahannock ; still, if Hooker believed that he could

renew the attack successfully, he would not restrain him. 1 Whatever the

proposed movement was, it was not attempted.

The result at Chancellorsville had inspired the Confederates with the most

unbounded confidence. There was a universal clamor that the invincible

army of Virginia should assume the offensive, carry the war beyond the

bounds of the Confederacy, and conquer a peace upon Federal soil. To do

this, it was necessary that the entire force, except what was engaged upon

the Mississippi, should be concentrated in Northern Virginia. Before the

close of May it became evident to Hooker that some great operation was in

contemplation. Longstreet'fl three divisions, which had been engaged south

of Richmond, were brought up one by one toward the Rappahannock.

During the month of April he had been besieging Peck at Suffolk. Buton

the 2d of May, the ominous tidings that Hooker had advanced upon Lee

caused Longstreet to abandon the siege, and put his force upon the march

northward. The issue at Chancellorsville caused the movement to be sus-

pended, and the force moved slowly by separate divisions. During the first

week of June the whole army was concentrated near Culpepper, with the

exception of A. P. Hill's division, which was left at Fredericksburg to mask

the contemplated movement. Hooker, discovering that something was in

progress, sent over on the 5th of June a part of Sedgwick's corps for the

purpose of observation. Hill made such a display of his troops as to con-

vince Hooker that the force in his front was not seriously diminished. Pris-

oners reported that the movements were merely a change of camps. Hooker

indeed suspected that the van of the Confederate column would be heading

toward the Potomac, while its rear was still left at Fredericksburg. He

asked permission in that case to cross the river and fall upon their rear : this

was refused, Halleck deeming that it would be perilous to permit the main

force of Lee to move upon the Potomac, while the Union army was attack-

ing a part of it in an intrenched position. The President concurred in this

view, couching his opinion in his own quaint language.2 But if it was

Hooker's purpose to cross at Banks's Ford or the United States Ford, instead

of marching right upon the front of the Confederate intrenchments, one can

hardly see how he could have failed to inflict serious damage upon their

rear, which would be thus severed from the main body at Culpepper, sixty

miles away. Hooker in the mean time had learned that the Confederate

cavalry at least was concentrated at Culpepper, and, in order to break up

their camps, sent Pleasonton with two brigades of cavalry and 3000 infantry

in that direction. This force ascended the north bank of the Rappahannock

on the 9th of June, and marched in two columns toward Culpepper. The

columns soon found themselves in presence of the enemy in large force, both

of cavalry and infantry. A succession of sharp skirmishes ensued, lasting

from early morning until late in the afternoon. The loss was about equal,

four or five hundred on each side; but Pleasonton, finding himself confront-

ed by superior numbers of both arms, retreated. Lee claims to have taken

400 prisoners; Pleasonton claims to have taken 200. This movement, and

subsequent reconnaissances, which showed that the enemy were moving into

and down the Valley of the Shenandoah, clearly indicated that they were

bent cither upon interposing between Hooker's army and Washington, or

crossing the Potomac and invading the North.

Lee's design was first to detach Houkcr from his strong position at Freder-

icksburg, then to free the Valley of the Shenandoah from the Union force

which had occupied it during the winter and spring, "and, if practicable, to

transfer the scene of hostilities north of the Potomac." He also hoped that

there would be an " opportunity to strike a blow at the army commanded by

Hooker;" or, in any case, that "this army would be compelled to leave Vir-

ginia, and perhaps would draw with it troops from other quarters; and so

their plans of the campaign would be disarranged, and a part of the season

for active operations would be consumed in forming new combinations." 3

Apart from these purely miliiary reasons, there were grave political mo-

tives for an invasion of the North. A numerous party, and one active even

beyond its numerical strength, had bitterly opposed the war. The Emancipa-

tion Proclamation had concentrated and intensified this opposition. During

the hundred days which intervened between the announcement of Lincoln's

purpose to put forth this proclamation and its actual issue, elections had been

held in ten of the states of the Union. In these states Mr. Lincoln had, in

1860, a majority of more than 200,000; now the opposition majority was

35,000. In 1860 these states had sent 78 Republican and 37 Democratic

representatives to Congress; now they elected 51 Administration and 67 Op-

position members. This change was specially notable in the large states.

New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, which had sent 65

Republicans and 34 Democrats, now returned 40 Administration and 59 Op-

position members. In Ohio Clement C. Vallandigbam had been arrested on

account of a speech in bitter denunciation of the war; had been tried by a

court-martial, and sentenced to imprisonment in a fortress until the close of

the war. This sentence was commuted by the President to banishment into

the Confederacy. A great Democratic meeting was held at Albany, in whiuh

the leaders of the party in the State of New York inveighed bitterly against

this proceeding; and at home Vallandigbam was nominated by acclamation

as the Democratic candidate for Governor of Ohio. At the time no one

doubted that he would be elected. No one could dream that a state which

had just sent to Congress 14 Opposition and but 5 Administration represent

tives would in a few months give a majority of a hundred thousand for the

administration ; nor could any one presume that a very large portion of the

members of Congress elected as opposition would range themselves on the

side of the administration in upholding the war. The draft, moreover, which

was soon to go into effect, was vehemently denounced, declared to be uncon-

stitutional, and threats were openly made that its enforcement would be vio-

lently resisted. There was fair occasion for the South to be persuaded that

any great success gained over the Union army would elicit such a feeling

throughout the North that the government would be compelled to desist

from the prosecution of the war. " It was hoped," says Lee, " that, in addi-

tion to military advantages, other results might be attained by the success of

our army." Nor was this opinion that the people of the North were becom-

ing weary of the war confined to those whose interests and feelings were so

strongly enlisted. The British minister at Washington had six months before

shared in this opinion, and so informed his government. 1 Since then an

almost uninterrupted scries of successes had been gained by the Confeder-

ates. They had defeated Burnside at Fredericksburg, and foiled Hooker nt

Chancellorsville; Vicksburg and Charleston still held out against all the

Federal assaults; none of the operations on the Lower Mississippi and tho

Gulf had succeeded; the capture of Galveston had given all Texas into the

hands of the Confederates; the Alabama and the Florida had swept Ameri-

can commerce from the high seas. Saving the few miles occupied by the

main armies, the Union forces actually held no part of the Confederate ter-

ritory of which they had taken possession. During the fust six months of

the year 1863 it seemed as though the tide of success had fully set in favor

of the Confederacy, and it appeared that nothing but a successful invasion

of the North was wanting to secure its final triumph, recognized by all the

great powers of Europe.

The invasion once determined upon, the entire disposable strength of tho

Confederacy was placed at the disposal of Lee. Southern Virginia and North

Carolina were almost stripped of troops, to augment the Army of Northern

Virginia. By the middle of June, when the movement toward the North

was fairly commenced, Lee found himself in command of a force of fully

100,000 men of all arms.2 This was divided into three corps, commanded

by Longstreet, A. P. Hill, and Ewell, the cavalry being under Stuart. The

advance of this great army was made with a deliberation in strong contrast

with the hurried invasion of Marylnnd the year before.

Hooker, having learned of the advancing movement on the 12th of June,

withdrew bis army from opposite Fredericksburg, and moved northward so

' Com. Rep., ii., 105.
1 "In case you find Lee coming to the north of the Rappahannock, I w.uild by no means cross

to the south of it. If he should learc a rear force nt Fredericksburg, tempting you to full upon

it, he would fight in intrenchme nts, and have yon ut disadvantage ; and so, man for man, worst

you nt that point, while his main force would in some way be getting nn advantage of yon north-

ward. In one word, I would not take any risk of King entangled up on the river, like an ox
jumped half way over a fence and liable to be torn by dogs, front and rear, without a fair chance

togoru oue way or kiuk the, other."

—

Com. Rep., ii., lfifi. ' LetsRep.

' "The success of the Democratic— or, as it now styles it-.cH", ihe Conservative party—has been

so groat as to manifest a change in public feeling among tho most rapid and the most complete

that has ever been witnessed even in this country. . . . The Conservutivo leaden seemed to hu

persuaded that the result of the elections wouid'bo accepted by the President as the will of tho

people ; that he would seek to terminate the war, not 10 push it to extremity ; that lie would en-

deavor to effect n reconciliation with ihe Smith, ami renounce ihe idea of subjecting or extermin-

ating them." (Dispatch of Lord Lyons, November 17, tSG^.)—The minister iudc. dgo. ,on to say

that at that moment "the Conservative party wore culling loudly for a more vigoraM jr. - niton

of the war;" hut he adds, " I thought I perceived a desire to put nn end lo the war. even nt the risk

of losing tho Southern States altogether." He goes on to affirm that while tiny "would, if possi-

ble, obiain an armistice without the aid of foreign governments, they would !« dtmamd. to accept

an oiler of medimion, if it appeared to lie the onlv means of potting a stop to b.-tilittci."

' Pollurd(£osf Cause, 402) gives the numbers as 7o,0d0 inf.intry am) 16,000 cavalry. Hoi an

the Confederate government in.-vt.-i- piihh*ti^J official rciunis of ihe sirengih oi n- amo. -, tin- -t.iic-

ment must be conjectural. I think it fully 10,000 too low. The captured rc!iirns(,ln(f, p. W.\)

arc wanting for Lee's army for the month of June, which would have given iis stnugih when this

movement commenced. At the close of May ihe numbers of this army were 88,704 "present,"

of whom CS,352 were "present for duty." But it is clear that during'thc ensuing weeks it was

considerablv augmented. The statement in the text is bascil upon the following data:

I. It has been shown that after the close of the aeiioos ai Chum ellorsulle, Lee had with him, ex-

clusive of 9000 wounded, 47,000 iofamry und artillery, ami 8000 cavalry. It maybe assumed that

of the wounded 5000 would in the enduing six weeks be able to return lo duty. This would give

him, apart from re-en forccmcnis, fir., Odd men. The re-enforcements c.n-.-tcd mainly of Long-

street's three corps, which had been sent south of Richmond, and rejoined ihe Army of Northern

Virginia late in May and early in June. The captured returns show ibat in March there wcru

uader Longstreet "present for duty," in the Department of North Carolina and South Virginia,

4.ri,103, and in the Department of Richmond, under Elzey, 6789. In June there wore in these-

departments that of North Carolina now being under D. II. Mill. -".' |, '7. a .iiminoiion of almost

25,000. These were all sent to Lee, and, added to his 65,000, Mould giw him (0,000 infaniry,

apart from new levies raised in tho interim. The number of Ihots new brie* was certainly very

considerable, for we find that the cavalry, which at the close of Apid nuu.U n-l less ihan 15000,

had by the middle of June swelled, according to Pollard, to lo,0G0. It is certain, also, that under

the stringent conscription laws very considerable nri.e--.jons were maJe to the infaniry. For ex-

ample, we find it specially noted that Pettigrew's entire division, which neicd so important a part

nt Gettysbarg, were " raw troops from North Carolina, who hud never been unoVr fire," and con-

sequently formed no part of the former Army or Northern Virginia, which hud fought on the Pen-

insula, n't Grovcton, Antietam.and Fredericksburg. If we allow only id.niiti for ihe absolute in-

crease of infantry during May and early June, these, added to Lee's 80,000 and the 10,000 new

cavalry would give a sum of tliO.OOn, the number set down.

II Longstreet (Swinton\s;l™i/,>///ie/V(.»i.ir, nid) savs that when the army was concentrated

at Chamhershnrg. in I'cnn-vlvania, it numbered lu.'x bayonet.-., " that is, privates; adding to

these the officers, there would be a total of fully 7;',ddd infantry mid anillery, be-ides uhont 5000

cavalry, the remaining 10,l»>0 having been sent elsewhere. This would make the whole force

which crossed the Potomac 90,000. As there was a long line, from tho Rappahannock to the Po-

tomac, to guard, a considerable number must have been left behind for that purpose. Estimating

these at only Id.imO, we havefullv Idd.dtM) as the original number.

III. As the armv pnsse.l through H.iger-town it was carefully counted. Of the results of this

count we have twn 'report*. Hooker snvs (Com. Re,:, ii., 173): "With regard to the enemy's force

I had reliable information. Two Union nun counted them »< they passed through Ilugerstown.

In round numbers Lee bad 1,000 infantry and "Ml pieces of artillery ; marching with that column

were about 6000 cavalry ; a portion of the enemy's cavalry crowed the Potomac below Edwardn
Ferry- this column numbered about BO00 men." Hut tern eld, now his chief of Staff, as he had been

of Hooker's, reported this to Meade (Hid., Vl«). who seems to have adopted it as the basis of his

estimate (Ibid 3;t7)of ihe force oppo-ed lo him, although on the day afier he took command he

had telegraphed to Washington (Ibid., iVJ) that "Mr. Logan, Register of Wills, ami Mr. Prcstoa

ven- tine men in Hagcrstown, have taken pains to count the rebels, and could not make them over

80,000; they counted the artillery, made it 275 guns; 2000 comprise ihe mounted artillery and

cavalry'." These two counts, apparently independent of each other, confirm our estimate that lb*

Confederate force which catered Pennsylvania numbered of all arras fully 00,000 men.
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as to cover Washington. A. P. Hill forthwith left Fredericksburg, and joined
the main army at Culpepper. Leo then pushed forward his divisions one
by one, and by different routes, all centring upon Winchester, the key of
the lower valley of the Shenandoah. Milroy, with 7000 men, had been
long lying at Winchester. On the J2th of June he began to get tidings
that the enemy were pressing down upon him, in what force he could not
learn

;
but on the next day his doubts were solved by authentic tidings

that the Confederates were advancing in overwhelming force. Then was
the time to retreat; but this was delayed until the 16th, when, before dawn,
he destroyed what he could of his stores, spiked his guns, and started for
Harper's Ferry; the Confederates having in the mean while sent a strong
force, which gained his rear, while he was also attacked in front. Milroy's
whole force was dispersed, and 2300 of them were captured. 1 The others
made their way, utterly broken, to and across the Potomac ; some of them
never halted in their wild flight until they had reached Chambersburg, far
into Pennsylvania Ewell's corps, which had gone on in advance, followed
on and entered Maryland, the cavalry pushing as far as Chambersburg.

Lee bad supposed that this partial movement would cause Hooker to leave
Virginia and cross the Potomac to defend the threatened North, rendering an
attack upon Washington feasible. But Hooker was not entrapped by this
manoeuvre, and kept his army near the old battle-add of Manassas, effectually
covering Washington. Lee now began to move the corps of Hill and Long-
street down the Valley of the Shenandoah, along the west side of the Blue
Eidge, Hooker being on the east side. The cavalry of each army, sent out
as feelers, came into frequent collision, sometimes in considerable force, the
advantage, on the whole, being with the Federals,2 Lee hoped by all these
movements to draw Hooker farther from Washington, which had now be-
come his base, and even to induce him to pass the Blue Ridge and venture
an attack. The opportunity seemed, indeed, a favorable one. For some day
the Confederate army was stretched from Culpepper a hundred miles to th„
Potomac. To strike that long line somewhere seemed feasible. So thought
the President. " If," he wrote to Hooker, » the head of Lee's army is at Mar-
tinsburg, and the tail of it on the plank road between Fredericksburg and
Ckancellorsville, the animal must bo very slim somewhere; could you not
break him ?'" But Hooker determined not to make the attempt. In his view,
the wisest course was to move his army on a concentric but inner circle to
that followed by the main body of the enemy, and thus be enabled to thwart
his general design, whatever that should prove to be. Any slight advan-
tages which he might hope to gain over portions of the hostile force would
be more than counterbalanced by the necessity which would be involved of
marching his army away from the point where it was most needed. Although
the rear of the Confederate army was so far away from its front, it was mov-
ing to unite, and there was no probability that a Union force could strike it
strongly any where without encountering a superior force. For the time

1
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the true policy was that adopted by Hooker, and thereafter for a time by
Meade, to be governed in bis operations by those of the main body of the
hostile army. 1

Lee having failed in finding an opportunity to strike a blow at the Union
army in Virginia, or inducing Hooker to assail him upon unfavorable term*
now resolved to transform the raiding operations in Pennsylvania into a
serious invasion by his whole army. Longstreet's and Hill's corps pushed
rapidly to the Potomac. On the 24th and 25th, the river, now so low ns to
be easily fordable, was passed at Williamsport and Shepherdstown, almost
within sight of the battle-field of Antietam, and the columns, uniting at Ha-
gerstown, pressed forward toward Chambersburg. Hooker's course was now
clear. On the 26th his army crossed the Potomac at Edwards's Ferry, the
point where Lee had crossed into Maryland nine months before, and headed
toward Frederick City. Lee had advanced so far from the Potomac as to
leave his base of communications and supply greatly exposed. Hooker's
plan was in the first place to assail these rather than to precipitate a battle

;

for every day would weaken the invaders, while it would give him new
strength. He now, more urgently than ever, urged that every soldier with-
in reach should be added to his available army.

It so happened that there were 10,000 men at Harper's Ferry, under
French, who had not long before been put in command there. The place,
as we have before seen, was utterly worthless for either side. For all mili-
tary purposes, these men might as well have been a thousand miles away as
at Harper's Ferry. The strength of the two opposed armies was so nearly
equal that 10,000 men might make the difference between victory and de-
feat. The force at Harper's Ferry had been in a manner placed under the
command of Hooker; but, in reply to an inquiry whether there was any
reason why the place should not be abandoned, and the troops there brought
into use, Halkck rejoined that much expense and labor had been incurred
in fortifying the works there and thereabout, and he could not approve of
their abandonment except in case of absolute necessity. Hooker thereupon
sent back to Halleck two dispatches at the same time. One, which was to
be shown to the President and the Secretary of War, briefly reiterated his
views as to the retention of Harper's Ferry; the other contained his resigna-
tion of the command of the Army of the Potomac, 3 evidently intended to
be acted upon in case the former should be unavailing. Halleck replied
forthwith that Hooker had been appointed to the command by the Presi-
dent, to whom the application for being relieved must be referred. Brief
time was taken for consideration, for on that same day, already far advanced
into the afternoon, Hooker's resignation had been accepted, and the com-
mand of the Army of the Potomac formally assigned to General Meade.
Viewed simply as an isolated act, this sudden resignation of Hooker at a

moment when the two armies were inevitably approaching a decisive con-

When A. P. Hill s corps "took up its line of march, following those of Ewall and Longstrcct,
1 was clearly of the opinion that it was mv duly to be governed in my operations hy those of the
whole rebel army, and not a part of ii, and accordingly I directed my'marches "iih'that view "—
Hooker, in Com.Rep., ii., 161.

' These dispatches both bear date June 27, 1 P.M. They were received almost at the same
moment, 2.55 and 3 P.M. (See Com. flta., H.,174, :*2.>—No. 1. "I have received yonr tele-
gram in regard lo Harper's Ferry. I found 10,000 men here in condition to take the field. Here
they are of no earthly account. They can not defend a ford of the river ; and, ns far as Harper's
Ferry is concerned, there is nothing of it. As for the fortifications, the work of the troops, they
remain when the troops are withdrawn. No enemy will over take pow*i<.n of them. This ismy opinion All the public property could have been secured to-night, and the troops marched
to where they could have heen of some service. Now ihey are but a bait for the rebels, should
they return. I beg that this may be presented to the Secretary of War and his Excellency the
1 resident. —No. 2. " My original instructions require mc to cover Harper's Ferry and Wash-
ington. I have now imposed upon me, in addition, an enemy in mv front of more than my num.
ber. I beg to be understood that I am unable to comply with this condition with the means atmy disposal, and earnestly request that I may at once be relieved from the position that I occupy-"
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fliot would seem uncalled for and unjustifiable. The immediate occasion

was not of sufficient consequence to warrant a step which involved such

grave consequences. But the question now mooted as to the troops at Har-

per's Ferry was but the culmiuating point of a long course of discord.

Hooker knew that Halleck had opposed and twice defeated his appointment

to the command of the Army of the Potomac. He perceived, or thought

he perceived, a fixed determination to thwart him in every way. 1 This ill

feeling had by this time grown to such a height, and assumed a form so per-

sonal, that it was clearly out of the question for the two men to act together

in the positions which 'they occupied. Halleck took early occasion to vent

his spite. There was an order prohibiting officers from visiting Washing-

ton without permission. Hooker, four days after his supereedure, went to

the capital. He had hardly left his carriage ten minutes when he was put

under arrest by order of the general-in-chief. How many opportunities

were lost, and how many lives sacrificed by the personal ill feeling and pro-

fessional jealousy which had sprung up among officers high in rank in the

army, it would be vain to inquire.

The country and the army were astounded on the 28tb of June by the

announcement that the command of the Army of the Potomac had been re-

linquished by Hooker and was conferred upon Meade. Despite the misad-

venture at Chancellorsville, Hooker atill retained the confidence of the sol-

diera who served under him. There was a kind of self-assured confidence

in the man which begat confidence in others. Of Meade, who was so sud-

denly called upon to replace him, less had been heard than of almost any

other corps commander in the army. Just a year before he had command-

ed a brigade at Cold Harbor. Four days later his brigade made its mark

at Frazier's Farm. Glimpses were caught of him at South Mountain and

Antietam. At Fredericksburg he won a partial success, but this was lost

Bight of in the disasters which accompanied and followed. At Chancellors-

viile, his corps, through no fault of bis, hardly touched the fight. He bad

little of that imposing personal presence to which McCIeltan owed all, and

Hooker much of power. His aspect was that of a scholar rather than of a

captain. Those who knew him best could only say that wherever tried he

had never been found wanting, but that he had never been subjected to a

great trial. If the question had been simply whether Meade should replace

Hooker, it would have been difficult to find a man to favor the change. Hut

things had suddenly come to such a condition that a great change must be

made at a critical moment. Either Halleck must be displaced as general-

in-chief, or Hooker must vacate the command of the Army of the Potomac.

The smaller the change at the urgent crisis involved the less of apparent

peril, and so Hooker's request to be released from command was promptly

granted. What special reasons fixed the choice upon Meade as his success-

or can only be conjectured. There were no open cliques of generals in his

favor, and consequently no ostensible ones against him. Herein, perhaps,

lies the secret.5

No man in or out of the army could have been more surprised than was

Meade when the tidings came that he was appointed to the command. He
i.ook upon himself his new duties in a quiet way, which strongly contrasted

with the self-distrust of Burnside and the self-assertion of Hooker. The

movements planned by his predecessor were carried out by the same staff.

Only that the orders were issued over a new name, the army would scarcely

have known that it had a new commander. The only important changes

made were that Hancock was placed in command of the Second Corps, va-

cated by Couch's appointment to the Department of the Susquehanna, and

Sykes took the Fifth, formerly led by Meade. Reynolds retained the First

Corps, Sickles the Third, Sedgwick the Sixth, Howard the Eleventh, and

Slocum the Twelfth.

Lee, having crossed the Potomac, pushed rapidly forward into Pennsyl-

vania with his whole force. Cutting loose from its supplies, his army was

to live upon the country. But Lee ordered that supplies should be extorted

in an orderly manner, upon formal requisitions duly made, payment being

tendered in Confederate notes; if these were declined, certificates were to

be given showing the amount and value of the property thus taken. If the

local authorities neglected to meet these requisitions, the required supplies

were to be seized. These requisitions were frequently onerous. Thus the

town of York, with but 7000 inhabitants, was called upon, among other

things, for 165 barrels of flour, 3500 pounds of sugar, 32,000 pounds of

beef, 2000 pairs of boots or shoes, and $100,000 in cash. Probably the

whole borough did not contain this amount of stores and mouey. At all

events, only a quarter of the money could be raised.

This formidable invasion aroused the most intense apprehension. Di-

rectly after the rout of Milroy at Winchester, the President issued a proc-

lamation calling for 100,000 militia from the nearest states. Of these,

Pennsylvania was to furnish 50,000, Ohio 30,000, Maryland 10,000, West
Virginia 10,000. These were called out for six months, unless sooner dis-

charged. Besides these, the Governor ofNew York was asked to order out

20,000. Within a few days New York sent nearly 16,000, of whom 14,000

were from the Empire City. Their absence gave opportunity for the fear-

ful riots which ensued in the city of New York about the middle of July.

In Pennsylvania, which was immediately threatened, the President's call was

slightly responded to. In that state the militia system was so imperfect

that there was not a brigade or regimental organization in existence. The

governor called for 60,000 volunteers, who would be " mustered into the

service of the state for ninety days, but would be required to serve only so

much of the period of the muster as the safety of the people and the honor

of the state should require." About 25,000 in all responded to these calls

from Pennsylvania, but so tardily that not a man of them ever came in

sight of the enemy. The Pennsylvania militia did not fire a gun to relievo

their state from invasion. Some of the New York regiments came up in

time to touch the van of the enemy as they halted in their advance. In

New Jersey a few thousand men were raised, and a few companies actually

went as far as Harrisburg. About 2000 were furnished by Delaware to

guard the railroads in Maryland. The other states which were called upon

did absolutely nothing. Before, indeed, any of the militia could be brought

up, the battle of Gettysburg had been fought, and the crisis was past; for

events had been so shaping themselves as to render a great battle inevita-

ble. The time and place of this was determined more by accident and the

physical character of the region than by any purpose on the part of either

commander.

The South Mountain, a continuation of the Blue Ridge of Virginia, runs

northward through a corner of Maryland far into Pennsylvania. Lcc had

crossed the Potomac on the west of this ridge, Hooker on the east. The

line of march of the two armies was nearly parallel, the mountains between

them, and each commander for a few days knew little of the movements of

the other. Meade in the mean time followed out the plans conceived by

Hooker. Lee, having some days the start, was considerably northward of

Meade ; Ewell, in the advance, was as far as Carlisle, and preparing to move

toward Harrisburg, the capital of Pennsylvania, while Longstreet and Hill

halted at Chambersburg. Meade had gone about half as far from the Poto-

mac, and was in such a position that, by a rapid march to the west through

the unobstructed passes of the South Mountain, which his left column had

almost reached, he could throw himself right in the rear of Lee, and effectu-

ally cut him off from his supplies, wholly isolating him in a hostile country.

Tidings of this movement reached Lee on the night of the 28th of June. He
saw at once that the great invasion could be carried no farther, at least until

he had destroyed the army which thus hung menacingly upon his flank and

rear. The whole Confederate army was thereupon ordered to concentrate

toward the enemy. The point of concentration was Gettysburg, beyond

South Mountain. Thither Longstreet and Hill were to march eastward from

Chambersburg, and Ewell southward from Carlisle. 1 Now Meade's left col-

umn, consisting of the corps of Reynolds and Howard— Sickles's corps,

though not so far in advance, forming part thereof, with Buford's cavalry,

had advanced farther northward than the remainder of the army, and on the

30th were close by Gettysburg. On that morning Meade learned that the

enemy were moving against him. He thereupon resolved to concentrate

his forces, which were now_spread over many miles of country. The natural

mode was to withdraw his advance, and bring up his centre and rear. His

leading purposes were to compel the enemy to withdraw from the Susque-

hanna, and then to give or receive battle at the first favorable opportunity.

The position which he selected as most likely to be the scene of conflict was

on Pipe Creek, a little stream fifteen miles southeast from Gettysburg.3

When Lee appointed Gettysburg as the place of rendezvous for his army,

he knew nothing of its supreme strategical importance. Meade, also, knew

1 "Almost every request I made of General Halleck was refused. It was often remarked

that it was of no nso fur me to make a request, as that of itself would lie sufficient cause for Gen-

eral Halleck to refuse it I may add as my conviction that if the geoerul-in-chicf had

been in the. rebel interest, it would have been impossible (<>r him, restrained as lie was by the

President nod the Secretary of War. to havo added to live embarrassment be caused me from the

moment I took command of the Army of the Potomac 10 the time I surrendered it."—Hooker, in

Com. lte]i., ii., 176.
3 " I have said that there were no " open" cliques in favor of Meade as opposed to Hooker.

That there was some secret opposition to Hooker's retention of the command soon after Chaneel-

lorsvillc is clear. On the 1-lth of May the President writes to Hooker (Com. %>., ii., 150): "I

have some painful intimations that some of your corps and division rommnmlcrs are not giving

you their entire confidence. This would be' ruinous if true."—Gencrnl Couch was the ranking

officer of the corps commanders. But early in June he was detached from the Army of the

Potomac and placed in command of the " Department of the Susquehannu," that is, of Pennsyl-

vania. This change seems to have been qnito acceptable to Hooker :
" 1 win [rivo a command

to General Couch," telegraphed the Secretary of War to Hooker on the 9th of June ; "I can

spare General Conch," returned Hooker nt onco (Com. Rep., ii., 252). Just after the battle of

Gettysburg, Unlink notified Couch thru Meade had the command of all the troops in the Depart-

ment of the Susquehanna, and that his orders must be obeyed. To whichCouch rejoined:

"General Meade's wi.hos, instructions, and recommendations have been carried oat so far as

practicable. As I prominently mentioned that officer for his present position, it may be inferred

that I would show no lukewa'miness in carrying out his orders" ( Com. Rep,, ii., Ml).—Now, as

there seems to have been no lime between the resignation of Hooker nnd the appointment of

Meade in which Couch, then in Pennsylvania, could have been consulted, it must be presumed

that this " promincBt mention" by Couch was made at an earlier day.

1 " Preparations were made for the advance u[K>n Harrisburg
;
but on the night of (he 2n th [so

printed, but it should clearly be the night of the L'Sth ; that is, the night before the 20th] informa-

tion was received that the Federal army, having crossed the Potomac, was advancing northward,

and that the head of the column had reached the South Mountain. As our communications with

the Potomac were thus menaced, it was resolved to prevent his further progress in that direction

by concentrating our army on the cast side of the mountains. Accordingly, Long-street nnd Hill

were directed to proceed from Chumbcrshurfi to Gettysburg, to which point Ewell was also in-

structed to march from Carlisle."—Lcc't litji.

1 " I determined to move my army as promptly as possible on the main line from Frederick to

Harrisburg, extending my wings on both sides of that lino as far as 1 could consistently with the

safety and rapid concentration of that army, nnd to continue my movement until I either encoun-

tered' the enemy or had reason to believe that he was about to advance upon me ; my object being,

at all hazards, to force him to loose his hold on the Susquehanna, and meet me in battle at some

point. It was my firm determination to give battle wherever nnd as soon as I could possibly find

the enemy, modified, of course, by such considerations as must govern every general officer. Oo
the night' of the :ttitli 1 hud become satisfied that the enemy was apprised of my movements ; that

he had relinquished his bold on the Susquehanna ; that he wan concentrating his forces, nnd that

I might expect to come in contact with him in a very short time—when and where 1 could not

nt that moment tell. I instructed my engineers to select some genera! ground, having reference

to the existing position of the army, oy which, in ease the enemy should adranec upon me across

the South Mountain, I might be able, by rapid movement of concentration, to occupy this position,

and be prepared to give him battle upon my own terms. The general line of Pipe Creek was se-

lected, and a preliminary order issued notifying the corps commanders that such line might pos-

sibly be adopted, nnd Erecting them how they might move their Jorps, nnd what their positions

should be along Iku line. This order was issued on the night of the BOIh of June, possibly on

the morning of the 1-t of July ; o rtainly before any positive information bad reached me that the

enemy had crossod the mountain and were in conflict with any part of my force." "(Meade, in

Com. Rep., ii., 330.)—This statement is given in full, as it sets at rest the assertion often made

that Meade proposed to retreat before the enemy, and that he was forced to fight at Gettysburg by

an unauthorized attack made hy Reynolds. His purpose of assuming the line of Pipe Creek was

contingent upon circumstances which might or might not arise. It was, na will be seen, accident,

so far as any previous purpose on the pan of either commander was concerned, ihcit made Gettvs-

bnrg the scene of the conflict—the speedy occurrence of which, somewhere hard by, had becimo

inevitable, unless, indeed, Lee should consent to retreat without having fairly attempted any thing

—and this he was by no means inclined to do.
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quite as little thereof. "It was a place," as be told the Congressional Com-
mittee on the Conduct of the "War, ,l which I had never seen in my life, and
had no more knowledge of than you have now." Yet it would seem that a
glance at a map should have revealed its importance. This little town occu-
pies, as it were, the hub of a wheel, from which roads, or spokes, radiate in

every direction: northwestward toward Chambersburg; northeastward to-

ward Harrisburg and Philadelphia; soutli westward toward the Potomac;
southeastward toward Baltimore. Whosoever held Gettysburg, held, if be
knew it, the key to a campaign. It so chanced that one soldier had hap-
pened to study the topographical features of this region, and he had mado
up his mind that Gettysburg was the one spot whereat, if so it could be, to

have a fight. And it so happened, also, that this man was the only rnio,

who, as things stood, could have so ordered events that the fight should have-

happened just then and there. That man was Alfred Pleasonton, now com-
manding the cavalry corps; the man to whom primarily it was owing that

the fierce rush of Jackson had been stayed at Chaucellorsville. In the dis-

tribution of his troopers, he had sent the strongest division, that of Buford,
to cover the left flank of the army, that is, Reynolds's column, which was
nearest the enemy. His order to Buford was to hold Gettysburg to the last

extremity, until the army could be concentrated there. 1 Buford reached

I Gettysburg early on the morning of the last day of June, in advance of thu

|
infantry of Reynolds's column, whereof the First Corps, properly his own,
but now under the immediate command of Doubleday, and the Eleventh,

Howard's, encamped that night four miles from Gettysburg.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 1.

On the morning of the 1st of July Buford pushed his troopers northwest-

ward. At the same time the advance of the Confederate army was approach-

ing from that direction. Lee had moved his force slowly from Chambersburg
and Carlisle, not imagining that any considerable Union force was in the

neighborhood of Gettysburg, for, as it chanced, Stuart, with his vigilant cav-

alry, was far away. lie had been left behind in Virginia to harass the Union
rear, and was then to cross into Maryland. This crossing was made far to

the south of the point where Hooker went over, so that Stuart found llio

whole Union army between him and Lee, and he could reach Carlisle, the

place appointed for rendezvous, only by making a wide circuit. When ho

came there on the 1st of July, he found the place evacuated, and the army
on the way to Gettysburg, whither be hastened, but not in time to take anv

part in the action of the first two days. Reynolds set his command in mo-

tion toward Gettysburg. He had evidently discerned the supreme necessity

of preventing the enemy from seizing this point, 2 No one who looked upon
the ground could fail to perceive this.

The quiet town of Gettysburg nestles in a little hollow ten mile3 east

of the South Mountain range. The surrounding country is rough and
broken, granite ridges cropping up all around. This granite had been, in

the formative period of the earth's history, flung up through the soft shale,

which, worn away by water-currents, left exposed the bare ridges of the

harder stone. The general course of these ridges is north and south; they

are not continuous for any great extent, and are not unfrcqucntly cast into

irregular forms. Looking westward from the town at a distance of half a

mile, one sees a long, wooded height, its centre crowned by the buildings of

a Theological Seminary, whence it receives the name of Seminary Ridge.

Looking southward, at the distance of a mile, is the rounded extremity of

another ridge, broken into several separate hills. Ascending the nearest of

these, the ridge is seen falling away for a space, then, at the distance of three

miles, rising again into a broken spur, closing in a rocky, wooded peak.

This whole range bears the name of Cemetery Ridge, for upon it was the

burying-ground where rest generations of the dwellers of the quiet town.

But now, hard by is a great City of the Dead, made populous in three short

days. This ridge, running first northward, then, with a sharp curve, east-

ward, then, again, bending to the south, is, in shape, not unlike a flab-hook.

Each of the rugged hills which rise from the clearly-marked line of the

crest bears its own name. That at the extremity of the stem of the hook

is Round Top, with Little Round Top its prolongation. Cemetery Hill is

at the bend ; Culp's Hill forms the barb. These two ridges are now histor-

ic, for on Cemetery Ridge the Union Army took its position, the Confeder-

ate force being drawn up on Seminary Ridge. The valley between them,

half a mile wide at its narrowest point, near the town, then gradually spread-

ing southward to twice that breadth, consists of cultivated fields, interspersed

with patches of woodland. In these fields and woodlands, and up the rough

slopes of Cemetery Ridge, was waged for two days the mightiest conflict of

the war.

On Wednesday morning, July 1, Hill, who, leading the Confederate ad-

vance, had encamped the previous night half a dozen miles west of Gettys-

burg, learned, to his surprise, that the town was occupied by the Union cav-

alry. What foree of infantry lay behind he could not know. He put bis

divisions in motion, and sent back to urge forward Longstreet's corps, which

was yet fifteen miles in the rear. Buford had meanwhile gone out two

1 Pleasonton, in Coin. Hep., ii., 353.
5 Oihenvi.sc wo can not explain bis conduct in acting in direct contradiction to the order

which he had just received in fall buck in the opposite direction to Pipe Creek. It was clearly ono

of those cases in which n subordinate commander was justified in disregarding a positive order,

which he knew must have been given in ignorance of the real position of affairs. Sickles, Inter in

the day, did precisely the same thine. He was some fourteen miles behind lieyn olds, and had also

been ordered to fallback; but, learning that an action was going on at Gettysburg, ho marched
directly thither. "I assumed," ho says, "that this new* fact [the action then going on) was not

known to General Jleude when the order to retreat was issued. The emergency did not admit of

the delay that would have been required to cominuniiutc with tii.iier.il Meade, who was ten milei

distant. I moved to Gettysburg on my own responsibility. As soon ns I had determined to do

that, I sent to General Meade informing him of what I hod done, and expressed my anxiety to

have bis sanction of it. I received a communication from him informing me that he approved of

my course."

—

Com. Hep., ii., 2D6.
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miles in that direction, crossing Seminary Ridge. At nine o'clock Hill's

leading division, that of Hetb, came upon Buford, -who, knowing tliat Rey-

nolds was on the march, resolved to contest the Confederate advance. Un-

limberingtbe guns of his horse artillery, and deploying his troopers, he held

the enemy briefly in check, but was soon forced back to the crest of the

ridge. The sound of his guns quickened the march of Reynolds, whose

leading division, under Wadsworth, 4000 strong, was now within a mile of

Gettysburg. These were soon formed, under fire, in line of battle. The

action had scarcely opened when Reynolds fell dead, shot through the bead

by a rifle-ball. There were but few men who could not have been better

spared. There were not wanting those who had begun to look upon him

as the most promising general in the Union army. Doubleday, who had

come up, now took command ; but be brought no re-enforcements to Wads-

worth, for the other divisions of Reynolds's corps, and the whole of How-

ard's, were yet two hours' march behind. For two hours this one division

maintained the fight, and then began slowly to give way. The enemy

pressed on, a part of Archer's brigade so eagerly that they were isolated.

Meredith swung round bis "Iron Brigade," and captured 800 men, includ-

ing their commander. Cutler's brigade of this division was now sorely

pressed, and fell back; but two regiments of the Confederates, advancing

along a deep cutting for an unfinished railway, were swept upon by a flank

movement, and, shut up in this gorge, were forced to surrender. Thus far

the contest had been waged between a single division on each side. The
balance of success was against the Confederates. The two remaining divi-

sions of Reynolds's corps now came up, closely followed by Howard's corps.

Howard assumed command of the field.

But still heavier re-enforcements were coming up to the aid of Heth.

First came Pender's division of Hill's corps, northwestward from toward

Chambersburg; then from the north, Kwell from toward Carlisle, pressing

down upon the Union right. They struck Robiuson's division of Reynolds's

corps. Their first blow was unsuccessful, and three North Carolina regi-

ments were captured. Howard, leaving Stcinwchr's division of his corps

in reserve on the Cemetery Ridge behind Gettysburg, pushed Schura and

Barlow forward to meet the advance of Ewell. The roads by whicli the

Federal troops had advanced diverge from Gettysburg like the spokes of a

wheel, so that at each step the line grew thinner and thinner; while the

Confederates, coming to the centre along these same spokes, were concen-

trating at every moment. As the afternoon wore away, Swell's whole corps,

and two thirds of that of Hill, fully 50,000 strong, were steadily pressing

down upon the two corps of Reynolds and Howard, numbering at the out-

set not more than 21,000 men, including the division of 4000 left in reserve,

which was not brought forward. 1 Howard now sent hack to Sickles, a

dozen miles away to the south, urging him to come up to his relief. Sickles

1 " I do not believe that our (Wee nctimllv ihchm' '1, lul, .limine; In (lie two corps, amounted to

over U,000 men. Tliero wns ft reserve of3000 or 4000 of the Eleventh Corps, which did noi join

actively in the light. It fired some shots from Cemetery Hill, bui the mwi of thorn fell short

inro our own front line." ( Donbledny, in Com. Rep., ii., 300.)—Doubloday adds :
" According to

the reports, rendered to me, we [i. c., apparently Reynolds's cur]*] entered ihe fight iviih 8.100

men, and came out with 24,10." 1 suspect thnl there is heir' nemo error in the printing of tbeso

figures; for Wadsworth stales ilinl in Ids division "uhunt 4000 men went into action," nnd that

of these, on the next morning, he had but about 1600 men to answer to their nnrncs. It is hnrdly

to be supposed that the two remaining divisions of this corps were so greatly inferior in numbers

tn am* of the other.'. I think it snfer, on many grounds, to estimate llic six divisions of these-

two corps at 8,100 each.
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put his corps in motion, but a forced march only enabled him to reach Get-
tysburg after the action was over.

At an hour past noon, Meade, who, with his column of the centre, was at
Taneytown, fourteen miles southeast of Gettysburg, learned that a fight was
going on, and that Reynolds -bad fallen. He perceived "that the matter
was being precipitated very heavily upon him." Of Gettysburg himself he
knew nothing, and the first thing to be done was to ascertain whether it

was a place whereat to give or receive battle. Calling to Hancock, the
corps commander in whom he most confided, he ordered him to hurry to
the field and take command there. Hancock was outranked by Howard,
who was there, and by Sickles, who might be there ;. but it was no time to
regard the niceties of military etiquette. Hancock sprang into an ambu-
lance, that he might study the maps on bis way, and in two hours was on
the field, in time to see a lost battle, which, indeed, bore the aspect of a
rout; 1

for Rodeos division of Ewell's corps had thrust itself right into a
wide gap between the right of the First and the left of the Eleventh Union
Corps, folding completely around the right of the First, pressing it back to-
ward the Seminary. Here, behind a slight rail intrenchment, a stand was
made long enough to permit the trains and ambulances to get off. Double-
day threw his personal guard of twoscore men into the Seminary building,
whose quiet walls had never before witnessed any thing more stirring than
debates upon points of theological controversy. But by this time the whole
region was filled with the advancing lines of the enemy, double, sometimes
triple. When the remnants of this gallant corps finally abandoned their
position, they fell back to Gettysburg, right between two lines of the ene-
my. The Eleventh Corps at the same time was driven back to the same
point, and the two retreating columns became entangled in the streets. The
First Corps, being a little in advance, got well through. The Eleventh was
struck heavily by Ewell's advance, and three fourths of the survivors of its
two divisions engaged were made prisoners. 2 This battle cost the two
Union corps not less than 10,000 men, of whom half were killed or wound-
ed. Well-nigh half of the killed and wounded fell upon Wadsworth's divi-
sion of 4000, which had for six bours withstood the enemy. The loss of
the Confederates was very heavy. Wadsworth thought that his division
inflicted more injury than it received. 3

"I 01 n the ground not Inter than half past three o'clock. I found that, prneticnllv tliongn.™ "Hon over riie irur of jmr column, will, th, cr,,mv in pursuit, «,* ih. „ coming through
the town of GotiyriiurB. General Howard was on Cemctcrv Hill, and ihore In, I ^idcntlv Wnan attempt on hi, port to stop and form some of hi* troops there."—Hancock, in Com. Rep i'i 403

Leo claims to have tnk,'ti here 5im)0 prisoners- thesn must have U-en mainly from the Klev-enh,forWfld SKorth SayS (r m./;f, ).,ii.,413) : '-Ver>-f..wof,mdiM-i,,n were taken prisoners:
but a cre-at many prison..]-* were, bik.-n on the ri K lu from the. Eleventh Corps, and from otic di-
vision oftbeFint i orps ilmt went into jiosiiion on the right."

1 " I am sure that the Blaughter on the side of the enemy was greater than on our own side on

When Hancock rode up to Gettysburg, he bore with him the rcsponsibili
ty of all that was to follow; for bo was charged not only to take the com-
maud of whatever force he should find there, but to decide whether that
force should fall back, or whether the whole army should be brought for-
ward and concentrated there. In a brief interval, what remained of the
First and Eleventh Corps were assembled on the rocky ridge fronting Get-
tysburg, and presented so imposing an appearance as to cause Lee to hesi-
tate to assail them. Looking back in the light of what is now known, the
decision of the Confederate commander was most erroneous ; but for one
knowing only what he could then have known, it was the only safe ona
Of his three corps only two had come up—Longstrect's, the strongest of all,

was still behind. What part of the Union force Jay upon and behind that
rugged ridge he could not know. So the attack was suspended, and the
Confederate army paused, waiting to see what the next day should bring
forth. Hancock sent back to Meade such a report as to determine him to
fight at Gettysburg, and during the night all the army was set in motion
for that point. Sickles had already arrived two hours before night set in.

Hancock's corps, and Slocum's, with that of Meade, now commanded by
Sykes, came up in the morning. Sedgwick's did not reach the ground till

afternoon, after a fatiguing inarch of thirty-five miles.

When the Federal army was finally posted, Slocnm was on the extreme
right, on Culp's HilT, the barb of the fish-hook; next was the remnant of
Wadsworth's division, Howard's corps, on Cemetery Hill ; then, along the
stem of the hook, the corps of Hancock and Sickles.'with Sykes's and Sedg-
wick's on the extreme left, behind the rocky rampart of the Round Topa
Reynolds's corps, to the command of which Newton had now been appoint-
ed, was in reserve behind tbe centre of the whole line, which was three
miles in extent, measured along the ridge ; but, owing to its curving form,
no part of it was an hour's march from any other. As the line was intend-
ed by Meade, two thirds of the entire force could in half an hour have been
concentrated upon any point; but by a misapprehension, arising from the
nature of the ground, Sickles took a position considerably in advance, and
upon this movement hinged the battle of the day. The bulk of the Con-
federate force was drawn up upon the opposite Seminary Ridge, Longstrect's
corps on the right, then Hill's in the centre, that of Ewell on the extreme
left, being at the foot of Culp's Hill. This line, forming an exterior curve,
was fully five miles long, there being, however, an interval of a mile be-
tween Ewell's right and Hill's left. The forces were about equal, each
numbering from 70,000 to 80,000 infantry and artillery. 1 Tbe Federal po-
ihe tirsi day. I know that we almos
(Com. Rep.,i\„ 415.)—More than 2000 prisoners a

federates.
1 Meade (in CW Rep., ii., 337; says: "Includi 3 of the serrice, my 6lrength t

.; , . ,-,L LKI £]
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sition wag very strong, its chief disadvantage being that a great portion of

it waa so broken and rocky as to allow not more than a third of the artillery

to be brought into position. But this was counterbalanced by the advan-

tage which it gave for infantry.

It was evident that Lee could not, for any time, retain his present position.

lie was far from his base of supply, and the country around would not long

subsist bis great army, even could he forage at will, as he had done in the

fertile valley of the Cumberland ; and, moreover, his foraging parties would

he likely to be cut off in the mountain passes. 1 He was then shut up to a

choice of one of three things. He must attack the enemy iu their strong

position, or he must draw them from it by continuing his march, and threat-

ening Washington and Baltimore, or he must retreat to Virginia. The third

course would be a complete abandonment of the enterprise which had been

so deliberately undertaken ; the second was strongly urged by Hood, but it

would only be prolonging the suspense, for an action must soon take place

somewhere, and the enemy would, beyond all doubt, become stronger every

day.2 He decided upon the first. The controlling reason is doubtless to be

found in the temper of his army. They bad won a series of great victories

;

among these they even counted Antietam. At Fredericksburg, with but a

fraction of their available force, they had beaten Burnside, though here they

had position in their favor. At Cbancellorsville, with two thirds of their

present numbers, they had foiled and driven off Hooker, whose force was

known to be much larger than that now led by Meade. There they had suc-

cessfully attacked the enemy in his intrenchments ; why should they not do

so now with equal success? Besides, it would seem that Lee, not without

reason, greatly under-estimated the numbers in his front The force which

he had driven back the day before was certainly small, and there was noth-

ing to indicate the great army which had been concentrated during the night,

and now lay bidden behind that rocky crest,3 So Longstrcet was ordered

to assail the extreme Federal left, while Ewell was at the same time to make

a " demonstration on the right, to be converted into a real attack should op-

portunity offer."
1 The points of attack were fully five miles apart.

Meade bad intended, and so ordered, that his line should occupy the ridge

directly between Cemetery Hill and Round Top ; and from the point where

he was, the course of this ridge was plain enough ; but this crest, at its centre,

where Sickles was to take position, is low, and, sinking down into a valley

in front, rises at a few hundred yards into another wooded ridge, running

diagonally to the one in its rear. To Sickles this seemed the position con-

templated in the order, so he marched out upon it This movement left a

wide gap between him aud Hancock, who was to have connected with bis

right. But he was also to rest his left upon Round Top. Now, as the course

of this ridge is such that its extremity is a mile in advance of this hill, Sick-

les could only fulfill this condition by bending his left back, so that his line

described two sides of a triangle. Birney's division formed the left, facing

soutbwestward ; Humphreys's division the right, facing northwestward. The

Confederate right overlapped the Union left, and, swinging round to attack,

completely enveloped it. At four o'clock, Meade, coming to the front, saw

the perilous position in which Sickles had placed his corps, and commenced

an order to withdraw, but before the sentence was completed the Confeder-

ates opened the attack, and it was thought that it was too late for any change

of position. Meade determined to support Sickles, even at the hazard of

disarranging all his carefully-formed plans. Troops were hurried up from

every part of the field : from Slocum on the extreme right, Hancock iu the

centre, Sykes on the left; Sedgwick, whose corps, wearied by their long

march of twenty hours, bad been baited in the rear. Hood, in the mean lime,

had swung round his overlapping right, and penetrated the interval which

separated Birney's extreme left from Little Round Top. This steep, rocky

ridge, strangely enough, was not occupied. It was the key to the whole po-

sition; for, if the enemy could gain it, they could hold it, and a few guns

planted there would enfilade the whole line2 as far as Cemetery Hill. It

was to Gettysburg what Hazle Grove was to Chancellorsville. They com-

menced scaling its rugged sides, for a time meeting no opposition except

from its steep ascent. But it so happened that Warren, who, with no troops,

had gone out as engineer to survey the field, reached the summit just in

time to take in the peril of the situation. Hurrying back, he encountered

Barnes's division of Sykes's corps marching out to the aid of Sickles. From
this, Vincent's brigade and a single regiment of Ayres's were directed to

scale the ridge on the side opposite to that up which the Confederates were

climbing. The crest was reached from each side almost at once, the Fed-

erals a moment in advance. A fierce hand-to-hand fight ensued among the

gray granite boulders piled up in wild confusion. The Confederates were

flung back from the face of the bill, but, working around through the ravine

at its base, some of them penetrated between the two Round Tops. Vincent's

ammunition was exhausted, but the enemy were driven back by a bayonet

charge, and, as darkness began to close in, this vital point was safe. Regi-

ments from the Eastern, the Western, and the Central States were among the

little band who, on this barren cliff, rendered possible the victory which was

finally to crown the heights of Gettysburg.3

about 95,000." This I understand to bo the entire force nt the commencement of operations;

but the losses on the previous day reduced this number by 10,000; the cavnlry numbered about

10.0D0. hut these took no part in the action of this day. Longstreet (sec tinti, p. 502) states

(hi\t when the three Confederate corps wire concentrated nt Chauibcrsburg, "the morning reports

showed 67,000 bayonets." equivalent to about 75,000 officers and men; they had lost on the- pre-

vious J»y not far from 5000. The Confederate artillery formed a separate corps, probably fiOOO

strong.
'

I am not certain whether these nre to be included In the 1.7,000 "bayonets." If they

are not, then Lee's infantry and artillery would number about 75,000. Some thousands on each

side were left behind with" the trains. Thus, of the Confederates, Pickett's division was in the

rear, and was not brought u|»in ihe field until tho next day. ' />«'* Hep.
1 "The enemy are here," said Lee to Hood, "and if we do not whip him he will whip us."

Langstrect was opposed to making an attack this day ; he wished to wait until Pickett's division

should come up. " He did not want to walk with oiic boot off."—Those facts were narrated after

the close of the war bv General Hood to General Crawford, from wham I receive them.
' Wo infer that Lee" under-estimated the force of Mcnde, not only from tho fact that he nowhere

speaks of the "superior numbers of tho enemy," but also from the nature of tho attacks which he

uaili on this: and tho following day.

1 Lte'slifp.
* "The enemy threw immense mnsses upon General Sieklcs's corps, which, advanced and iso-

lated in this way, it was not in my power to support promptly. At the same time that they threw

these immense masses upon General Sickles, a heavy column was thrown upon the Kound Top
Mountain, which waa the key-point of my whole position. If they had succeeded iu occupying

that, it would have prevented me from holding any of the ground which I subsequently held to tho

last. Immediately upon tbe batteries owning I sent several staff officers to hurry up the column

under General Svke.s, of the Fifth Corps, then on its way, and which I had expected would havo

been there by that time. This column advanced, reached the firound in a short time, and fortu-

nately General Sickles was enabled, by throwing a strong force upon Hound Top Mountain, where a

most desperate and bloody etrugglo ensued, to drive the enemy from it, and secure our fnntliold

upon that important position." (Meade, in Com. llq>„ 3.12.)— " I went to what is called Bald Top,

and from that point I could sec tho enemy's line of buttle. I sent word to General Mcnde that

wo would nt once have to occupy that place very strongly. lie sent, as quickly as possible, a di-

vision of General Sykes's corps; but, before they arrived", the enemy's line of battle, I should think

a mile and a half lunp, begun to advance. The troops under General Sykes arrived barely in lime

to save Round Top Hill, and they bad a very desperate fight to hold it"—Warren, Ibid., 377.) Sco

ah" Crawford, /iW.
t 470.

' The regiments which repelled the attack here were the lllth Michigan, the 44th and 140th

New York, the 33d lVun-ylvama. and the 20th Maine. Vincent was mortally wounded. Early next

morning Meade telegraphed to Hallcck: "I would respectfully request that Colonel Strong Vincent,

33d Vennsylvania Regiment, be made a brigadier general of volunteers for his gallant conduct on

tho field yesterday. He is mortally wounded, and u would gratify his friends as well as myself. It

was my intention to have recommended him with others, should he live." The Secretary of War
replied: "According to your request, Colonel Vincent has been appointed brigadier general for

gallant conduct on the Geld."— Com. Hejt., ii., 402.
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Long3treet, with the remainder of Hood's division, soon joined by that of

McLaws, was pressing fiercely upon Bimey's division. 1 Sickles was borne

from tbe field with bis right leg shattered. Hood was also wounded, losin^

an arm. Bimey's line was so thin that when tbe enemy attacked any point

he was forced to draw regiments thither from other places. Caldwell and
Ayres, of Sykes's corps, were sent to his support They held the ground
Btubbornly, but were forced back, and their retreat soon became almost a

rout 2 Crawford, with tbe Pennsylvania Reserves, was now coming up.

He ordered a charge with his whole division, himself leading. The color-

bearer of his leading regiment had been shot down ; Crawford leaned from
bis horse, snatched the flag, and, waving it over bia bead, shouting "For-
ward, Reserves!" dashed down the slope, and met the enemy's skirmishers

advancing through tbe open wheat-field. They recoiled, and then fled back
to their line of battle, posted behind a stone wall. Here they made a brief

stand, but were driven back, with heavy loss, to a ridge in their rear. Craw-
ford, having advanced without supports, halted, and took position behind tbe

atone wall, the enemy holding the ridge in front and the woods on his left.

It was now dusk, and the action closed upon the extreme left.

For a time Humphreys, whose division bad formed Sickles's extreme
right, bad hardly been molested, but in front of him lay Hill's whole corps,

ready to be launched upon bim at any moment. When Birney found that

be could no longer bold bis ground, he ordered Humphreys to change front,

so as to join with him upon a new line, or rather upon that from which the

corps had originally advanced. Just then the enemy, who had opened a
sharp artillery fire, pressed down upon his front and both flanks. Hum-
phreys fell back deliberately, although suffering fearfully. In a few min-
utes he lost 2000 out of his 5000 men. By the time be reached the crest

of the Cemetery Ridge the enemy were close upon him. Birney's broken
force streamed beyond the crest. But the line had now been formed, patch-

ed up, indeed, by brigades from almost every corps. Some of these, as well

as Birney's, had been fearfully eut up. The Confederates surged up against

this line, but were encountered with a fire so fierce that they baited, then

recoiled. Hancock now ordered a counter-charge. Humphreys's men, who
bad never broken, turned and joined in the charge. The enemy bad ex-

hausted tbe impulse of their onset, and were driven back to the position

where they had fallen upon Sickles.

Ewell's demonstration on the right was delayed until the fight on the left

was drawing to a close. Most of Slocum's corps had been brought away
from Culp's Hill, and the Confederates succeeded in effecting a lodgment
within the exterior intrenchments of the extreme Union right. Elsewhere
the assault was repelled.

The Federal losses on this day were fully 10,000 men, of which three

fifths fell upon Sickles's corps, which lost fully half its numbers.3 The Con-
federate loss could not have been less, and was probably somewhat greater.

Tbe action of this day had decided nothing as to the ultimate issue. Lee in-

deed held the advanced line from which Sickles had been driven, but it was
a line which Meade had never intended to occupy, and from which be would
gladly have receded without a fight. Ewell's foothold upon the left bad no
significance unless it could be extended. Cemetery Ridge, from Round Top
to Culp's Hill, remained intact. Still these "partial successes" encouraged
Lee to hope that a stronger assault the next day might prove successful.*

FRIDAY, JULY 3.

Lee's general plan of attack was the same as that on tbe preceding day.

Ewell was to press his advantage on the extreme right, while tbe main as-

sault was to be upon the centre. But at daybreak Meade assumed the of-

fensive against Ewell, and after a sharp contest, which lasted all the morn-
ing, drove him from the foothold which he had won within the Federal in-

trenchments on the extreme right. Now this point was fully two miles

from the Seminary, where Lee had taken his post, and wholly hidden from
it by the intervening heights. By some strange accident he received no
tidings of the mishap which bad befallen Ewell, and which, in tbe result,

neutralized that third of the Confederate army on their left, leaving Meade
at liberty to use almost his whole force, if need were, at any point. Suppos-
ing that Ewell would be able to aid by a strong demonstration, if not by a

direct attack, upon the Union right, Lee resolved to assail the left centre,

which held the low ridge between Cemetery Hill and Round Top.
All the morning was spent in preparation. Tbe Confederate line alon"

Seminary Ridge afforded an admirable position for artillery. Here, directly

in front of tbe Union centre, at the distance of a mile, were concentrated a
hundred and twenty guns. A great part of the Union line was so rugged
that artillery could not be brought upon it, so that, although Meade had
three hundred guns, he could reply with only about eighty at the same
time. At an hour past noon the Confederates opened with all their bat-

teries. For two hours, from a space of less than two miles, there was an
incessant cannonade from two hundred guns. Upon no battle-field in the

1 It must be burnc in mind that a " division" in the Confederate army corresponded nearly to
a, " corps" in the Fedeml army.

' " t henrd the cheers of the enemy, nnd looking in front across n low ground, I saw our men
retreating in confusion; fugitives wore (lying across in every direction; some of them rushed
through my lines. Tbe plain in front was covered with the flying moo. A wheat-field lav be-
tween two masses of v/aaa directly in my front. The enemy in masse* were coming across this
field, driving every thing Vforc them."—Crawford, in Cam. Rep., ii., 470.

1 On the 10th of June this corps numbered 11,803; on tbe 4th of July there were but 57GC a
lossofGI32. It look no active part in the action of July 3-— Com. Rtp., ii., 428.

* " In front ofGeneral Lonpstreet the enemy held [that is, on Thursday] ii position from which,
if bo could be driven, it was thought that our nnuy could be used to advantage in assailing the
more elevated ground beyond, and thus enable us to reach the crest of the ridge. After a severe
struggle Longstreet succeeded in (.'tiling possesion of nnd holding the desired ground. Ewell
also carried some of the strung position- which be u-suihd, ami tbe result was such as to lead to
the belief that he would ultimately be able to dislodge tbe enemy. These partial successes de-—""ie the assault the nest day."

—

Lee's Rep.termined mo t

world's history bad such a bombardment been witnessed. The Confederate
fire told fearfully upon the Federal guns ; many were disabled, but their
place, as well as that of those which had expended their ammunition, was
supplied by others brought up from the rear. The infantry, sheltered be-
hind tbe crests, suffered little. The contest was not to be decided by artil-

lery. At length Hunt, the chief of artillery, ordered the fire to be slowly
slackened, partly "to see what the enemy were going to do, and also to
make sure that there should be a sufficient supply of ammunition to meet
tbe attack,"' of which this cannonade was the sure prelude.

It was now three o'clock. Lee, supposing that the Federal batteries had
been silenced and the infantry disordered, now slackened his fire, and at the
instant his infantry columns emerged from the woods which crown Seminary
Hill and advanced down its slope. Pickett's strong division of Longstreet'a
corps had early that morning come upon the field. They were veteran Vir-
ginians, and had not been engaged. To them, supported by Wilcox, was as-

signed the right of the attacking force ; Heth's division, supported by two
brigades, bad the left. 2 Lee had proposed to advance bis artillery to the sup-
port of bis infantry, but found too late that it had expended its ammunition. 3

In all, the attacking columus numbered about 18,000 men. They marched
down the slope and across the plain in compact order and swiftly, but not
with the fierce rush and wild yells which were wont to mark the Confederate
onset. Never upon any stricken field since when, at Wagram, Massenn
wedged his column between the Austrian lines, was a more imposing spec-
tacle than that now presented to friend and foe, watching from opposite
crests, as this great column pressed on. All the Federal batteries from Round
Top to Cemetery Hill opened upon them. Great gaps were plowed in their
lines only to be closed again. At first the column headed for the left of
tbe Union centre. Here Doubleday was posted. His division, which had
suffered fearfully on the first day, had been strengthened by Stannard's Ver-
mont brigade, and now numbered 2500 men. They were in lines five deep,
and well strengthened by hasty intrenchments of rails and stones. The Con-
federates turned a little to their left, where Hancock's corps lay only two lines

deep. In making this movement, Pickett's right wing, bending to his left,

exposed bis centre to a flank fire from Stannard, which threw it into some
confusion, 4 and was tbe first of the disasters crowded into the space of a few
minutes. Still the column pressed on, galled by artillery in front, and ob-
liquely from batteries on Round Top and Cemetery Hill. Hancock's infantry
withheld their fire until the enemy were within three hundred yards, anil

then poured in volley after volley. Pettigrew's division, on the left, first

meet this sheet of flame, melted away before it like a snow-bank, and in live

minutes were streaming back in wild confusion, leaving, besides their dead,
a third of their numbers prisoners. Wilcox, meanwhile, had not advanced,
and, Pettigrew being routed, Pickett's division was left alone, but undaunted.
Their fierce onset struck first upon Webb's brigade, which, posted behind a
low stone wall, occupied Gibbon's front line. 3 Tbcy broke this, and charged
right among the batteries, where a fierce hand-to-hand struggle took place.

The officers on each side fought pistol to pistol, the men with clubbed mus-
kets. Gibbon, as it chanced, was a little to the right, urging the regiments
there to follow Pettigrew's routed troops, and was struck down. Webb's
brigade fell back from the stone wall over which the assailants were surg-
ing, but only to the second line behind tbe crest. Gibbon had a little before
sent Lieutenant Haskell to Meade with tidings that the enemy were upon
him. ne was returning, and had just reached the brow of the hill, when he
met Webb's brigade falling back. Without waiting to find Gibbon, Haskell
rode to tbe left, and ordered the whole division to tbe right to meet the ad-
vancing foe. At that critical moment the virtual command was exercised
by this young lieutenant.6 The troops " came up helter-skelter, every body
for himself, their officers among them," the only thought being to throw
themselves into the breach. All that mortal men could do to win victory
was done by Pickett's veterans in the five or ten immortal minutes which
followed the instant when their battle-flags flaunted above the stone wall.

Of his three brigade commanders, Garnet lay dead and Armistead fatally

wounded within the Union lines, and Kemper was borne off to die; of fifteen

field officers but one was unhurt. But all was vain ; they were cheeked in

front, and a murderous fire was poured into their flank. To advance, stand,
or retreat was impossible; they flung themselves upon the ground with
hands uplifted in token of surrender. Of that gallant band not one in four
escaped ; the others were dead or prisoners.

The few shattered remains of Pickett's and Pettigrew's commands were
flying wildly to the rear, pelted by the Federal artillery and by that of the
Confederates, who opened fire from all their batteries.7 Wilcox, who had

1 Hunt, in Com.Rtp.,\\.,ih\. ' Heth's division wus now commanded by Pettigrew.
' "The enemy's tire slackening, Longsircct ordered forward the column of attack, consisting

of Pickett's and Heth's divisions in two lines, Pickett's division on the right ; Wilcox's brigade
marched in rear of Pickett'l right to guard that flank, and Heth's wag supported by Lane's and
Scale's brigades, under General Trimble. . . . Our batteries, having neurly exhausted their
ammunition in the protracted cannonade that preceded the advance of the infantry, were unable
to reply, or render the necessary support to the attacking party. This fact was unknown to me
when the assault took place. "

—

Cte's Rep., MS.
* "The prisoners state that what ruined them was Stannard's brigade on their flank, as they

found it impossible to contend with them in thut position, and tbcy drew off all in a huddle to get
away from it."—Doubleday, in Com. Rep., ii., 310.

Hancock in this action took charge of the whole line of battle, leaving Gibbon in command

my stuff who has heen in every battle with me, and who did
repulse that last assault at Gettysburg, and he did the part of a

of the Second Corps.
' " There was one young

more than any other one mi
general there, yet he has been [April, 1864] only a first lieutenant until within a few weeks,
have now sneceeded in getting the Governor of Wisconsin to appoint him to a colonelcy, and I

have no donbt ho will before long come before the Senate for n slur."— Gibbon, in Com Rrp ii

445.—He never came Ik fore the Senate for n star; among the l,,|lcd at Cold Harbor not two
months later we read the name of the gallant Colonel Franklin A. Haskell, BStli Wisconsin.

' " As soon as thnt attack was over, and the enemy saw that their men bad given np, ihcy
opened their batteries at once, upon their own men and ours at the same time, and ufier that can-
nonade they furmed another column of attack, which advanced, but more upon our left." Hunt.
in Com. Jitp.,ii.,ttl.
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not advanced, moved forward as if to renew the assault. But he was checked

by a hot artillery fire, and never came within musket-shot of the Union line.

To Stannard, who had struck the first sharp blow in this fight, it was re-

served to strike the last. He launched two regiments upon the retreating

force, and cut off some hundreds from its rear.

Meanwhile Bwell on the Confederate left, and Hood and McLaws upon

the right lay wholly inactive. Hood had been held in check by Kilpat-

riek's cavalry upon his rear, and by Crawford upon what was novv-his

flunk. The cavalry had indeed made a sharp attack upon Hood, which,

though disastrous to them, had much to do with the fortune of the day.

Farnsworth's brigade leaped a fence and charged up to the very muzzles

of a Confederate battery, from which they were repulsed with heavy loss,

their commander being among the killed.
1

After the decisive repulse of the Confederate assault there were yet three

hours of daylight. Meade rode to the left of his line and ordered Sykes to

advance his corps. Crawford, who had held the position wb.ch he had won

the night before, pushed a few regiments into the wood in his front ihey

struck Hood's foremost brigade, which broke and fled, running over another

brigade which had thrown up strong intrenchments. These also fled with-

out firing a sbot, and nood's whole division fell back a mile, leaving two or

three hundred prisoners and 7000 stand of arms. Many of these had been

flung away the previous day by Sickles's corps; these were piled up m

heaps in order to be burnt. 2 But before the widely-scattered corps could

be concentrated night was approaching, and the order for pursuit was coun-

termanded.

Another scene in the great drama of the war was being enacted twelve

hundred miles away. At the very moment when the Confederate column

started upon its march to death two guns were fired from the confronting

lines atVicksburg. They were the signal that Grant and Pemberton were

approaching to confer upon the terms of surrender for that strong-hold.

During that hour in which two armies were struggling upon the heights of.

Gettysburg, those two men, seated apart in the shade of a great oak, were

debating upon the conditions upon which the great Western prize should

pass from the hands of those who had so long and stoutly held it into the

hands of those who had so long and stoutly sought to win it. At the mo-

ment when the fragments of the Southern army streamed back in wild rout

from the Northern cliffs, the great river of the "West was permitted to run

unvexed to the sea. The same shadow on the dial marked the time of the

defeat at Gettysburg and the virtual surrender ofVicksburg.

When the Confederate army had, apparently, firmly established itself in

Pennsylvania, it was thought that a favorable opportunity was presented to

open negotiations with the Federal government. Alexander H. Stephens,

the Vice-President, had offered to proceed to Washington as a military com-

missioner. On this 3d of July he set out, bearing a letter signed by Jeffer-

son Davis as Commander-in-Chief of the Confederate forces, addressed to

Abraham Lincoln as Commander-in-Chief of the army and navy of the

United States. In case the President should refuse to receive a letter thus

addressed, Mr. Stephens was to procure a duplicate of it, addressed to Lin-

coln as President of the United States, and signed by Davis as President of

the Confederacy. Apparently there was no political purpose involved in

this mission. Its ostensible object was to enter into stipulations by which

the rigors of war might be mitigated ;
but it can not be doubted that it was

undertaken just at this time in the confident persuasion that Lee had met

with such success in the invasion of Pennsylvania as would dispose the

Federal government to consent to negotiations of wider scope. But, while

Stephens was awaiting permission to pass the Union lines, tidings came of

the great victories at Gettysburg and Vicksburg, and the government re-

fused to receive the commissioner, declaring that "the customary agents

and channels are adequate for all needed communications and conference

between the United States forces and the insurgents."

When Lee saw the remnants of Pickett and Pettigrew rushing back from

their fruitless assault, he perceived that all hope of successful offensive

operations had vanished. "We can not expect always to win great victo-

ries," he said. He could only hope to avoid a total rout He contracted

his lines from the right and left toward tue centre, expecting and perhaps

hoping to be attacked in turn.

When morning broke it became a matter of grave doubt with Meade what

course to pursue. That the enemy had suffered severely was certain, but

how severely could not be known, His own losses were great, and were

supposed to be greateT than they were. The corps commanders made hur-

ried estimates of their remaining force. These summed up only 61,514 in-

fantry.
3 A council of war was held, to which Meade propounded four ques-
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1 "
I have always been of the Opinion," says Plcasonton (Com. Ittji., ii-, 3(10), " that the demon-

strniion of cavalrv on our left materially checked the attack of the enemy on the 3d of July, for

General Hood was attempting to turn our Hank when he met Famsworth's and Merrill's bnfiades

of cavalry ; and the ..Inters reported to me that at least two division! of infantry and a number

of batteries were hi-LJ buck, expecting an attack from us on that Bank."—Gregg, also on the

riant, engaged Smart's troopers, who had now, after a wide detour, ome upon the field in that

quarter. In modem warfare, the creal results of a campaign, when brought to an issue upon a

stricken field, are decided by the shock of infantry and artillery- the hands of an army; the ser-

vices of cavalry— its eves being mninly preliminary. If, in narrating a great campaign the hu-

— ! -p could detail .very -'.liking episode, hi- would find in this campaign nearly it suore of cavalry

- - —it would have ranked as u battle.encounters, nay one of which in the earlier stages of tbo w
1 Crawford, 'in Com. Rri.., ii., 471, and private statement.

'First Corps, iiOOO; Second, GOOO; Third, f>G76; Fifth, 10.000; Sixth. 12,50i>
;

I-.tevemh,

GfiOO Twelfth, 7S3*. These corps hud marched from the Rappahanoek 78,246 strong (Butter-

field, in Com. lirp., ii., 428). and had been re-enforced by fully 6000. This would give a loss or

fully 3.1,1)110. brides that of the cavalry, which had been considerable. Bufurd's division having

been w> severely cut up on the first day that it hod been sent to Westminster, twenty miles to the

rear to protect the trains and to recruit. (Plcasonton. Ibid., BS0. I—This estimated hiss was,

however, half greater than it acta ally proved to be. "This," says Butterfield (JIM., 427), "w
always the case after a bottle. A great manv commanders come in and say that half ilioir force

is gone ; the colonel reports that half his regiment is gone ; that is reported to the brigade com-

nanderj tvbo xoporU that half his brigade is gone, and so on."

tions : Shall the army remain at Gettysburg? If we remain, shall we re-

sume the offensive? Shall we move upon him by way of Emmettsburg?

If the enemy is retreating, shall we pursue on his direct line of retreat?

The decision was to remain. 1 During the day a heavy rain set in, and at

nightfall Lee, finding that an attack would not be ventured upon his posi-

tion, began his retreat to the Potomac. This having been discovered on

the morning of the oth, Sedgwick's corps, which had not been engaged, was

dispatched to follow him up and ascertain his whereabouts. After a march

of eight miles he found their rear-guard strongly posted in the mountain

passes, where a small force could hold him in cheek for a long time, and

thought it uuadvisable to pursue upon that road. Meade thereupon de-

cided, on the 6th, to follow Lee by a flank movement, by way of Frederick

and Boonesboro, involving a march of eighty miles, to Williamsport, on the

Potomac, whither Lee was clearly heading. Lee, having but forty miles to

march, reached the river on the 7th. But the stream which he had crossed

almost dry-shod a fortnight before had been swollen by the heavy rain, and

was uufordable. A bridge which he had flung across had been destroyed

by a sudden cavalry dash made- by-French from Harper's Ferry, and Loo

had no alternative but to iutrench himself, with his back to the river, and

await an attack.

Meade marched slowly, feeling the way with his cavalry, but on the 12th

his army came in front of the Confederate lines. He had been strengthened

by French with 8000 men from Harper's Ferry ;
Couch had sent 5000 militia,

under W. F. Smith, from Carlisle, and, moreover, considerable numbers were

close at hand from Baltimore and elsewhere ; but these were nine months'

men, just brought from North Carolina and the Peninsula, who had only

one or two days more to serve. Meade judged that these would add noth-

ing to the real strength of his army for attack, and left them behind. Still

his actual numbers exceeded those of the enemy by quite a half. Meade,

although he supposed the enemy to be nearly of his own strength, was dis-

posed to attack at once, but submitted the question to his seven corps com-

manders. Wadsworth and Howard were in favor of attack, the other five

were opposed to it until after farther examination of the position. Meade

yielded his opinion, and the next day was spent in reconnoissances. The

result was that in the evening an order was issued for an advance of the

whole army at daylight. But when morning broke the enemy had disap-

peared. Lee had succeeded in patching up a bridge, and the river had fall-

en so that it was barely fordable at a single point Ewell crossed by the

ford, Hill and Longstreet by the bridge. The Confederate army stood once

more in Virginia, and the invasion of Pennsylvania, upon which so much

had been staked, was at an end.

The Federal loss at Gettysburg was 23,190, of whom 2834 were killed,

13,733 wounded, and 6643 missing. The Confederate loss was about 36,000,

of whom 13,733, wounded and unwounded, remained as prisoners. The en-

tire loss to this army during the six weeks from the middle of June, when

it set forth from Culpepper to invade the North, to the close ofJuly, when

it returned to the starting-point, was about 60,000.
a

The Confederates were slow to admit the great disaster at Gettysburg.

Three weeks after the battle Alexander H. Stephens, in a speech at Char-

lotte, N. ft, declared that "General Lee's army bad whipped the enemy on

their own soil, and obtained vast supplies for our own men, and was now

ready to again meet the enemy on a new field. Whatever might be the

movements and objects of General Lee, he had entire confidence in his abil-

ity to accomplish what he undertook. He would come out all right in the

end. The loss ofVicksburg was not an occurrence to cause discouragement

or gloom. It was not as severe a blow as the loss of Fort Pillow, Island

No. 10, or New Orleans. The Confederacy had survived the loss of these

points, and would survive the loss of Port Hudson and other places. If

we were to lose Mobile, Charleston, and Kichmoud, it would not affect the

heart of the Confederacy. After two years' war the enemy had utterly

failed, and if the war continued two years longer they would fail. So far

they had not broken the shell of the Confederacy." 3

Meade, having determined "to act on the defensive, and receive the at-

tack of the enemy, if practicable,"'his dispositions for the battle were to be

mainly determined by the movements of the enemy. He must place his

force so as to meet the assault, at whatever point it should be made, only,

of course, holding the strong points of his position. It is incomprehensible,

therefore, why, during all the day of July 2, the Round Tops were left whol-

ly unguarded; for this, as Meade clearly states, was "the key-point of my

whole position. If the enemy had succeeded in occupying that, it would

' Birney, Sedgwick, Rykcs, Hays, and Warren were for remaining for a day, and await the de-

velopment of the enemv's plans; Slocam and Pleaaonton were for a direct pursuit of the enemy,

if he were retreating- Newton would move byway of Emmetisburg ;
Howard was doubtful.—

N-Ml.itu-rrk-ld.'inf'orH. R-f .. ii., 427 ;
Birney," /tiJ., 368

> The statement of ihe Union loss and of the number of Confederate prisoners la anqaalion-

-hie beinrr civen in Meade's ..iriciul rc|-ort. Of the Confederate hisses no reports wore published,

nd probably n..n- were ever rendered. f„r Lee, in liis report, says that he is not able to pivo

.

r t.___ . .l t k« i,„A m collateral evidence. The only
i
oint ab-olutely hxed is

383), which shows that on July 81 there were -'present

accept Po'llard's statement thnt this army set out 90,000 strong, tho
11 — the original strength be accepted,

them. Recourse must therefore be had t<

ihe report of numbers on July 31 (<&.'

for doty 41.000 men." If we accept

lose would he nearly 40,000. If our estimate of 100,000 a_

he loo will be 00,000. Th„ include, not only the losses at Get.ysbna-, bat those mcorred by

casualty and wastage in the mareh from Culpepper to Gettysburg and hack win. h must liavo

amounted to manv thousands. Lee especially notes that the- cavalry .nflercd .cverely from toil

and i.rimti.-.n Farther if we accept the estimate of the forces actually pre- nl at R«lii>l..irc,

based upon LoncrtttWa statement (mU, p. 602), at 60,000, the losses of all kinds from July 1 to

31 would be 30 (100, including those incurred from wastage and skirmish.-, .,t, ii,r «„> hack rom

the Potomac to the Rappahannock ; allowing 3000 for these, .here remain 3U.IH)0 for Gctlyshurp.

and the davs Immediately following. Of this 14,000 ynwnen we indpe bMWMiMiai
- 8000 were ni nnded—1B00 captured on the field on the 1st of July, 5000 on the 2d, and.

This leaves 28,000 for killed and wounded. Apportioning these' "

federaio army.
d the l'r± n loss, there 'will be about G00O killed and 2,1,000 wounded of the Con.

> Richmond Uvpaleh, June 25,
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have prevented me from holding any of the ground which I subsequently-

held to the last;" and it was only " fortunately that General Sykes was en-

abled, by throwing a strong force upon Bound Top Mountain, where a

most desperate and bloody struggle ensued, to drive the enemy from it,

and secure our foothold upon that important position." 1 It was, indeed, a

fortunate accident that a division of Sykcs's corps, who were marching in

quite a different direction, happened to be near enough to reach the sum-

mit of Round Top as the enemy were on the point of gaining it. " They

arrived barely in time to save it, and they had a very desperate fight to

hold it."
1 Again, if the advanced position taken by Sickles was as disad-

vantageous as it seemed to Meade, one may wonder why he was not with-

drawn. The enemy were indeed advancing to the attack, but there was as

yet some space between, and it would seem to have been easier to withdraw

from an untenable position than to be driven from it.
3

It is not easy to

comprehend why Sedgwick's corps, stronger by half than any other one in

the army, took no active part in the action of either day,* or, at least, was

not held in such a position that, when the enemy broke and fled at the close

of the action, it could have been launched in pursuit,5 for there was yet

three hours of daylight.

But, granting that it was not advisable to pursue and assail the enemy in

the position of unknown strength which he occupied on the evening of the

3d, there can be little hesitancy in condemning Meade's failure to follow
' when it had been ascertained that Lee was in full retreat toward the Poto-

mac. To make a wide detour with the expectation of striking him on the

flank was equivalent to declining a battle ; for Lee had so far the start that

he reached the river at the same time that Meade began his flank march of

eighty miles. He would have crossed at once, had he been able; but the

stream, swollen by rains, was not fordable, and his only bridge had been de-

stroyed. The Confederate army was in bad plight, and looked eagerly for

the "falling of the waters.6 When, upon the 12th, Meade came up with the

enemy, he had every chance in his favor. He was in superior force; his

army was in excellent condition and in high spirits ;
the enemy could not be

other than wearied and disheartened. If the attack was unsuccessful, it could

amount to no more than a check, for he could fall back to the South Moun-

tain, where he would be unassailable ; but if the assault was successful, the

Confederates would be ruined, for they had at their back a swollen river,

which they had no means of crossing. Meade was minded to fight; he had

come for that purpose; but, unfortunately, he submitted the question to a

council of war. He had been hardly a fortnight in command, and would

not assume the responsibility of acting in opposition to the views of his

corps commanders, so he yielded his opinion to theirs;
1 unwisely as it seems

to us, wisely as he was himself afterward convinced. 8 When, after spend-

ing a day or two in reconnoitring, he ordered the attack to be made at

daybreak on the 14th, he was too late. The enemy had crossed, and the

swollen Potomac lay between. "The fruit was so ripe, so ready for pluck-

ing," said Lincoln, " that it was very hard to lose it." The President, indeed,

expressed himself in terms of censure so sharp that Meade asked to be re-

lieved from the command of the army.8 The request was refused.

1 Meade, in Com. Rep., ii.,832.

» Warren, in Com. Hep., ii., 377. See also Crawford, Ibid., 469
5 Sickles indeed affirms that the position which ho took wns a good one. He sayg (Com. Rep.,

ii., 298): "I took up that line, because it enabled mc to hold commanding ground, which, if the

enemy hud been allowed to take—as they would have taken it if I had nor occupied it in force

—

would hove rendered our position on tlio left untenable, nnd, in my judgment, would ha7C turned

the fortunes of the dm hopeluslj against us." But the enemy did actually take the position

held for a time by Sickles at the cost of half his corps, nnd were only repelled from the very line

which Meade bad proposed to bold.
' "My corps did not tnko nny important pan in the battle of Gettysburg. It was frequently

sent to different parts of the field to re-enforco and support other troops that wero more vigor-

ously engaged."—Sedgwick, in Com. Ii'p-, ii., 4G0.
' "I think that our lines should have advanced immediately, nnd I believe that we should have

won a great victory. I was very confident that the attack Would be made. General Meade told

mc before the fight thnt, if the enemy attacked me. he intended to put the Fifth and Sixth Corps

on the enemy's flank. I therefore, when I wa3 wounded, and lying down in my ambulance, and
about leavinc the Bold, dictated a note to General Meade, and told him if he would put in the

Fifth and Sixth Corps, I believed he would win a great victory. I asked him afterward, when I

returned to the arniv, what he had done in the premises, lie said he had ordered the movement,

but the troops were slow in collecting, and moved so slowly that nothing was done before night,

except that some of the Pennsylvania Etesemu 'vent out nnd met Hood's division, and actually

overthrew it. There were only two divisions of the enemy on our extreme left, opposite Round
Top, and there was a gap of one mile that their assault had left ; aod I believe that if our whole

line had advanced with spirit, it is not unlikely that we should have taken all their artillery at

thai point. I think that we should have pushed the enemy there, for we do not often catch them
in that position ; nnd the rule is, nnd it is natural, that when you defeat and repulse an enemy,

you should pursue him."—Hancock, in Com. Rep., ii., 408.
• " The Potomac was found to be so much swollen by the recent rains as to be unfordable. Our

communications with the south side were thus interrupted, and it wns difficult to procure either

ammunition or subsistence. The enemy had not yet mnde his appearance, but, as he wns in con-

dition to obtain large re-en foicemen Is, and our situation, for the reasons above mentioned, was
becoming daily mure o nit 'arraying, it was deemed advisable to recross the river. Part of the

pontoon bridge was recovered, nnd new boats huilt. Our preparations being completed, and the

river, though still deep, being prim mi need fordable, tlio army commenced to withdraw to the

south side on tho night of the 13th."—Lee's Rep.
" The objections of the council were not to fighting, but to attacking them. "Wo nil, "says

Plcasonton (Com Rep., ii., 3G1), "wanted to fight There was one general, General French, I

think, who remarked, niter General Mende declared that he would not order an attack against

the vote of the council, 'Why, it does not make any difterenco what our opinions are. If you
give tho order to attack, we will fighi just ns well under it as if our opinions were not against it."'

> Testimony, in Com. Rep., ii., 336.
* Hnlleck to Meade, July 14 : "1 need hnrdly say to you that the escape of Lee's army without

another battle has created great dissatisfaction in the mind of the President, and it will rcqui
"

nn active nnd energetic pursuit on your part to remove the impression that it has noi been sul

cicntly active heretofore," Meade to Holleck i "Having performed my duty conscientiously and

The operations of Lee at Gettysburg can be justified, or even explained,

only upon the supposition that he was wholly deceived as to the strength of

the enemy in his front. He had, indeed, very good reasons to suppose him-
self to be in greatly superior force. Oq Wednesday, when he had won a

decided advantage, he had clearly two to one on the field. On Thursday
morning he was, after his losses, stronger by more than half, and there was
nothing in the operations of that day to evince that the Federals had been
greatly strengthened. He had, indeed, gained important apparent advan-
tages at two points. Ewell had effected a lodgment within the intrench-

ments on the Union right. On their left, the Federals had been driven back
from what seemed to be a strong part of their chosen line ; and though the

attack had been finally repelled, still the ground contended for had been
won, and was held. Owing to two accidents—the temporary withdrawal

of Slocum's corps on the right, and the advance of Sickles on the left be-

yond the main lines—the Confederates had seen only a force inferior to

their own, and it was reasonable to infer that this formed all which could

have been brought into action by the enemy. On Friday, every thing, up
to the moment of the final charge, confirmed this impression. Lee was ig-

norant that by noon Ewell had been driven out of the intrenohments which
he had won the night before. The fierce cannonade, which was opened an
hour after noon, was replied to by little more than half the number of guns,

and of these the fire was slackened in such a way as to indicate that the

Union batteries were effectually silenced. To suppose that Lee assailed

the heights of Gettysburg knowing, or imagining that they were held by an
ai'tny fully equal in numbers to his own, is to attribute to him a degree of
rashness which is belied by his whole military career.

Lee's attack on the last day has been subjected to grave censure. If it

was made with a knowledge of the numbers opposed to him, it was wholly

indefensible. But it must be judged in the light of what he knew at the

time. He was under no necessity ofgiving or even of receiving battle. The
main object of the invasion had indeed failed. There was no chance that

he could seize Baltimore or Philadelphia ; none, indeed, that he could hold

his position in Pennsylvania. But the way of return to Virginia was open

to htm. He was in a position where a battle which should be less than a

victory so great as to involve the destruction of the army opposed to him
would have been useless, while a defeat could hardly be other than ruinous.

Having decided to attack, the assault should have been made with his whole

force. After all his losses he had certainly 60,000 men ; his plan of attack

involved the use of hardly half of these, including Ewell's proposed demon-

stration. The main assault was committed to only 18,000.' What, asked

Longstrect, would have been the result if the assault had been made by

30,000 men instead of 15,000? There can be no doubt that if this attack

was to be made, it should have been made by twice the force. Yet, in the

light of what we now know, it was well that this was not done. If twice as

many men had been sent in they must have equally failed, and with twice

the loss. The Confederates only just succeeded tn touching the Union line

of defense, and from this they were repelled in utter rout by less than a fifth

of the force which could have been brought there in another twenty min-

utes. Only two divisions of Hancock's corps, with a single other brigade,

were really engaged.2 The other division of that corps, together with the

corps of Howard, Reynolds, and Sickles, which had been badly cut up dur-

ing the two previous days, were at hand ;
Slocum's corps had cleared itself

from Ewell at Culp's Hill, on the right, and could have been brought into

action on the left; moreover, there was Sedgwick's whole corps, which had

not yet even touched the fight, Meade, while holding his right and left,

could easily, if need were, have brought 50,000 men to the defense of hia

centre. What with his artillery, which swept the approach, it is safe to say

that no 50,000 or 80,000 men, if they could have been hurled at once upon

the Cemetery Ridge, could ever have carried it. "The conduct of the

troops," says Lee, " was all that I could desire or expect, and they deserved

success so far as it can be deserved by heroic valor and fortitude. More

may have been required of them than they were able to perform, but my
admiration of their noble qualities, and confidence in their ability to cope

successfully with the enemy, has suffered no abatement from the issue of

this protracted and sanguinary conflict." This task, "more than they were

able to perform," was imposed upon bis votaries by Lee. Upon him, there-

fore, must rest the blame for the failure to execute it.

to the best of my ability, tho censure of the President is in my judgment so undeserved thnt I feel

compelled most" respectfully to ank to be immediately relieved from the command of this army."

Hnlleck to Meade :
" My telegram stating the disappointment of the President at the escape of

Lee's army was not intended as a censure, hut as a stimulus to an active pursuit- It is not deemed

a sufficient cau-e for your application to be relieved."
1 It is indeed said that McLftWS and Hood, with some lf.,Ofi0 more, were to have taken part,

and that Lee was bitterly indignant at the "slow-footed McLaws" for not cominc up. But there

is in his report no indication that such was any part of his plan. The wording of it, indeed, secm9

to exclude any such purpose, and implies thai the carrying of Cemetery Heights was intrusted to

Pickett and Pcttigrcw.
» "The shock of the assault fell npon the second and third division! "f the Second Corps, and

these were the troops, together with the artillery of onr line, which fired from Round Top to Cem-
etery Hill at the enemv as they advanced, whenever they had the opportunity. Those were the

troops that rcallv met the assaiilt. No doubt there were other troops thai fired n little, but these

were the troops that really withstood the shock of the assault and repulsed it. The attack of tho

enemy was met by about sin smnll brigades of our troops, and was finally repulsed after a very

terrific contest at very close quarters."—Hancock, in Com. Rcp^ ii., 408.
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CHAPTER XXX.
MEADE'S CAMPAIGN IN VIRGINIA.

The Armies.—Meade's Advance into Virgin in.—Lee's Rclreat.—The Armies on tbe Rappahan-

nock.—Both Armies reduced.—Cessation of Operations.— Appeals of Davis and Lee.—Lee ad-

vances and Meade retreats.—Fight nt Bristoc.—Meado falls back to Centrovillc.—Lee returns

to the Rappahannock. —Monde slowly follows.—Stuart in Peril.—Imboden's Dash upon Charles-

town.—Cavalry Fight near Wnrrcnton.— Meade proposes to go to Fredcricksburp.—Capture

of Rappahannock Station.—Tho Mino Ron Attempt.—Butlcr'8 Movement toward Richmond.

—Kilpatriek and Dahlgreo's Raid.—The Army in Winicr-qunrtcrs.

IN ft year and a week, from tbe beginning of the Seven Days before Rich-

mond to the close of the battle at Gettysburg, the Union Army of the

Potomac and the Confederate Army of Northern Virginia had encountered

in six desperate struggles, each lasting for days. In four—on the Peninsu-

la, at Groveton, Fredericksburg, and Chancellorsville—the Confederates won
tlie honors and advantages of victory; in two—at Antietam and Gettys-

burg—they had been defeated. Besides these great conflicts, there had

been many minor engagements. Tbe losses upon each side had been singu-

larly alike. In killed, wounded, and prisoners, each had lost about 110,000.

If to these are added the scores of thousands who died from disease in pes-

tilential camps, and upon the long and weary marches, each army lost more

tlian its muster-rolls embraced when at tbe fullest.
1 During nine months

they were to confront each other, neither striking or hardly attempting a

blow; and then to enter upon that terrible campaign of eleven months,

which resulted in the annihilation of the Confederate army, and the over-

throw of the cause which it had so long and valiantly upheld. Of that nine

months' indecisive campaign in Virginia I am now to write.

When Lee, after Gettysburg, had succeeded in making good his escape

1 In the following table an attempt is made to pivc as nearly as possible in round numbers the

losses in the two armies during the period of n year and a week, commencing with the battle of

Mechnnicsville, June 26, 1862, and ending wiih'thnl of Gettysburg, July 3, 18fi3. The number
of killed and wounded can be very closelj ascertained, The errors in one case will be about bal-

anced by contrary onrs in another. The number of prisoners is much less certain. Very mnny
prisoncrs claimed on both sides were also wounded, and entered on the lifts as such. I have en-
deavored to distinguish between the wounded and unwounded prisoners, giving as "prisoners" only
those not left wounded on the field. In the list of prisoners taken by the Confederates I have not
included the 11,000 captured by Jackson at Harper's Ferry, for they were paroled nt once, and
were never actually in tho hands of the enemy. 1 have, however, included the 2500 captured from
Milroy at Winchester, for they were actually held. The "prisoners' " column is therefore to be
taken merely ns a rough estimate. Only the losses in the great actions have been given. Some
thousands besides these fell or were captured in minor engagements, bringing the numbers fully

up to those given in (ho text. Of the lasses from disease no even approximate estimate can be
formed. Fifty thousand upon each side would certainly be a moderate
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across the Potomac, he took up the same position which he bad, after Antie-

tam, assumed ten months before.' To Meade was presented the same ques-

tion which had been offered to McClellan after Antietam. In what manner

should be, with his superior force, assail tbe enemy? Tbe decision was

promptly made. It was the same to which McClellan came after long hes-

itation and delay. Instead of following directly upon Lee's rear, on the

west side of the Blue Eidge, he would threaten bis flank and menace his-

communications by advancing along the east side of this mountain chain.

This decision was based upon the admitted impossibility of supplying bis

great aTmy by tbe single line of railroad which traversed the Valley of the

Shenandoah. Lee would be compelled, as he bad before been compelled, to

retreat up the valley. Meade moreover hoped, having the shorter line, to

be able to throw a heavy column through some gap of the Blue Ridge, and

assail the flank of Lee's "long line as it passed in its retreat.3 On the l7ih

and 18th the Potomac was crossed, and the army commenced its march.

Some slight changes were made in tbe commands. Butterfield bad been

hurt at Gettysburg, and Humphreys was appointed chief of staff, a position

which Meade bad urged upon him when he took command. Sickles and

Hancock had been severely wounded. French's division, from Harper's

Ferry, bad been added to Sickles's corps, which had suffered so terribly,

and French was put at its head. Warren, who had long been chief engi-

neer of the army, was a little after placed in command of Hancock's corps.

As soon as be discovered the Federal advance, Lee broke up bis camps

near Winchestei, and commenced a rapid retreat up the Valley of the She-

nandoah, hoping to pass from it into the Valley of the Rappahannock, and

so reach the radroad leading to Richmond in advance of Meade. Thus the

two armies were moving rapidly in parallel lines, but with the Blue Ridge

between, shutting each from all information as to the movements and posi-

tions of the other, except such as could be gained by scouts posted at some

commanding point of observation.

On the 22d, when the Union army had reached Manassas Gap, Meade

learned that the enemy were marching right opposite to him. This seemed

the desired opportunity to throw a column through the gap, and fall upon

tbe centre of his line. French pushed his corps through, meeting with

slight opposition, and next morning saw the Confederates drawn up at

1 Lee seems to have had in mind some offensive operation when he crossed the Potomac. In

his report ho says : " Owing to the swollen condition of the Shenandoah River, the plan of oper-

ations which had been contemplated when we recrossed the Potomac could not be put in execu-

tion, and before the waters had subsided the movements of the enemy induced me to cross the

Blue Ridge, and tnke position south of the Rappahannock."—We can only conjecture that this

contemplated plan was to march down the south side of the Potomac, and strike a blow at Wash-

ington. If this was the plan, it must have been based on the supposition that Meade would loiter

upon the north bank of the Potomac, as McClellan had done after Antietam.
1 "It was impracticable to pursue the enemv in the Valley of Virginia, because of the difficulty

of supplying an army in that valley with a single-track railroad in very bad order. I therefore

determined to adopt the same plan of movement as thnt adopted the preceding yoar, which was

to move upon the enemy'6 flank through London Valley."—Meade, in Cam. IUp., ii.,339.
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Front Royal in what seemed to be a strong line of battle. Meade now
made dispositions for a fight the next clay, for be believed tbat be had in-

terrupted Lee's retreat, and that he would be compelled to fight in order to

secure bis trains. But when morning dawned the enemy bad vanished.

The seeming strong line of battle was but a rear-guard; the main army

had been all the time swiftly marching by roads farther to the west. Lee,

having thus eluded the threatened attack, pressed on, passed through a low-

er gap out of the Valley of the Shenandoah into that of the Rappahannock,

and at length halted at Culpepper, the goal of the retreat, the point where

he bad sis weeks before reviewed the great army with which he had set

out for the invasion of the North. Meade, having missed bis blow, withdrew

bis forces from the Manassas Gap, and marched leisurely on toward the Rap-

pahannock. 1

On the last day of July the Confederate Army of Northern Virginia

numbered only 41,000 men "present for duty." Besides these there were

12,500 "present," a few more than the wounded whom they bad brought

away from Gettysburg. Through all the week during which Lee bad been

detained by the swollen Potomac, be had been sending bis wounded across

in boats, so tbat be had gained a full fortnight in which to transport them

to Culpepper and beyond without molestation. The Union army could not

have numbered less than 75,000, probably more. Meade knew that he was

greatly superior, how greatly he most likely did not suspect. He wisely

resolved to advance upon Lee, but unwisely consulted the authorities at

Washington. The movement was forbidden. He might only "take up a

threatening attitude upon the Rappahannock." 1 What any attitude upon

the Rappahannock which did not involve the passage of that stream could

threaten, is hard to see. Certainly not the Confederate army which lay be-

yond ; not its communications or sources of supply ; not Richmond, or any

one of its connections with any part of the Confederacy.

Lee's army was strengthened from day to day. On the 31st of August

it numbered 56,000 present for duty. This increase was the first, and, in-

deed, the only fruit of Jefferson Davis's earnest appeal, issued on the 15th

of July, to those "now absent from the army without leave," in which he

promised amnesty and pardon to all who should " with the least possible

delay return to their posts of duty;" but this period of grace was limited

to twenty days. 3 Meade's army was in the mean while considerably dimin-

1 Meade, in Com. /iVyi., ii,, 339.—Lee (MS- fl-p.) t li us describes these ojtcriuions : "As the

Federals continued to advance uIoiik tin: eastern slope of the mountains, apparently with tlio

purpose of cutting its off from the railroad, Longstrcct was ordered, on the 19th of July, to pro-

ceed to Culpepper Court-house by way of Front Royal. Ho succeeded in passing part of fits

command over the Shenandoah in time to prevent the occupation of Mnna'sos and Chester Gaps
by the enemy. As soon as a pontoon bridge could be laid down, the rest of his corps crossed,

and marched tlirouch Chester Gap to Culpepper, where they arrived on the 24th. He was fol-

lowed by Hill's corps. Ewell reached front Royal the 2'id, and encamped near Madison Court-

house on the 2i)th."
' " Upon my arrival nt the Rappahannock, which was toward the closo of July, I communi-

cated my views to the government, in which I expressed the opinion that the farther pursuit of

General Lee should be continued at that time, inasmuch as 1 believed that our relative forces

were more favorable at that time than they would be at any subsequent lime, if we gave him time

10 recuperate. Ii was thought proper, however, by the genera! -in-chief to direct me to take up
a threatening attitude upon the Rappahannock, but not to advance."—Meade, in Com. liejh, ii.,

5 July 30. Leo issued the following General Order to the Army of Northern Virginia: "All
officers and soldiers now absent from this army, who are able to do duty, and are not detached

on special service, arc ordered to return immediately. Too commanding general calls upon all

isbed. A division was sent to South Carolina to aid in the siego of Charles-
ton. The draft riots in New York, which broke out the very day upon
which Lee recrossed the Potomac, bad indeed been suppressed, but the op-
position to the draft was still so strenuous that military aid was deemed
necessary to enforce it, and a large body of troops were taken from the

Army of the Potomac and sent to New York for tbat purpose. During the
first days of September Lee's force was fully equal to that of Meade. But,
in the mean time, Bragg, in Tennessee, was hardly pressed by Rosecrans,

and Longstreet, with his corps, was seut to his aid. Meade was soon aware
of this diminution of the force opposed to him, and this time, without wait-

ing for instructions, moved his army across the Rappahannock, and estab-

lished himself at Culpepper, while Lee fell back beyond the Rapidan, and
took a position strong by nature and strongly fortified.

Meade was now in a region of which he knew nothing, and could learn

nothing except by sending his cavalry in every direction to reconnoitre.

This took time, and be had just decided upon a plan of operations when ho
was told that his army must be reduced. Things had gone badly at tho

West. Rosecrans had been defeated at Chiekamauga, nnd Meade must
spare a quarter of his army to restore the balance in Tennessee. The corps
of Slocum and Howard were chosen. Thereafter these corps ceased to form
a part of the Army of the Potomac, and belong to that of tho West. The
command of these two corps was given to Hooker, who had never lost the

confidence of the President and the Secretary of War. He had, indeed,

soldiers to return to their respective regiments at once. To remain nt home in this 'lie hour of
our country's need, is unworthy of the manhood of a.Southern soldier. .... Tho commanding
general nppeals to the people of the states to send forth every man uhto to bear arms to aid iho
brave soldiers who have so ofien beaten buck our foes."—Tho following are passages from tho
address of Jefferson Davis : "You know too well what tho cnemv mean by success. Their ma-
lignant rage aims nt nothing less than (he extermination of yourselves, your wives, nnd children,
They propose, as the spoils of success, that your homes shall' I* partitioned among tho' wretches
whose atrocious cruelties havo stumped infamy on their government No nltcrontivo is

left you but victory or subjugation, slavery, and the utter ruin of yourselves. Your families, nnd vour
country. The victory is within your reach. The men now absent from their posts would, if

present in the field, suffice to create numerical equality between our force nnd that of the inva-
der I call upon you, then, to hasten to your enmps, in obedience to the dictates of honor
and of duty, and summon those who have absented themselves without leave to repair without de-
lay to their respective commands; nnd I do hereby declare that I grant a general pardon and
amnesty to all officers and men within the Confederacy, now absent without leave, who shall,
with the least possible delay, return to their posts of duty ; hut no excuse will bo received for any
delay beyond twenty days after the first publication of this proclamation in any stnto in which
the absentee may be at the date of the publication. This amnesty shall extend to nil who havo
been accused, or who arc undergone sentence for nbseneo without leave or desertion, except only
those who have been twice convicted of desertion."

uap of ciuriic.i, jclt—sovsebxe, 1363.
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wished to receive the command of a corps under Meade, but one can easilj

understand that this proposition could not be acceptable to that general. 1

Whatever honor Ilooker lost at Chancellorsville was abundantly regained

at Lookout Mountain.

The armies in Virginia, thus again brought to an equality, remained in-

active until early in October. By that time the troops sent to New York

had returned, diminished in number by a third; the draft also furnished

some accessions, but of a character which added little real strength. Still,

according to his own estimate, Meade bad well-nigh 70,000 effective men.

The force of the enemy be thought to be considerably less.3 Now occurred

Meade's retreat to Centreville, which, with McClellan's flight to Malvern

Hill, Hooker's abandonment of Chancellorsville, and Butler's "bottling up"

at Bermuda Hundreds, yet to take place, must stand as the inexplicable in-

cidents of the war.

Early in October there appeared a very evident diminution of the Con-

federate forces along the Bapidan, while cavalry and some infantry were

seen moving toward Meade's right flank. These operations were suscepti-

ble of two interpretations. Lee might be falling back still farther, in which

ease the movements observed on the Union right were simply a demonstra-

tion to throw the enemy off the trnck while the Confederate army was with-

drawing; or it might be the purpose of Lee to gain the rear of the Union

army, and fall upon its communications, which were kept up mainly by the

single line of railroad from Alexandria southward. Meade, corning to the

front, was satisfied that the former was the design of his opponent, 3 and

made preparations to throw his cavalry and two of his five infantry corps

across the Rapidan. But before this was done he became satisfied that the

enemy, instead of retreating, was in full advance. Ec could not believe that

with bis inferior force Lee would venture to assail him at Culpepper, and

therefore the movement must be to turn his right flank and assume a posi-

tion in bis rear which would compel him to attack at disadvantage. Lie

thereupon, on the morning of the 11th, withdrew his whole army across the

Rappahannock. Hardly had this been done, when he learned that the Con-

federate force had actually moved upon Culpepper, as if with the design of

offering battle in the very position which he himself had chosen. Now

Meade°had no desire to avoid a battle, if he could fight upon his own terms,

and so he directed three of his corps to recross the Rappahannock and move

toward Culpepper. Hardly had this been done, when Gregg, whose caval-

ry had been thrown out to the right, came in with reports that he had been

attacked and driven back by a heavy force of all arms, and that the whole

Confederate army, after the-delay of a day at Culpepper, was on the march

to gain the Union rear.

The information proved true in the main. Lee, knowing how greatly the

Union army had been depicted a few weeks before, but ignorant of the

strong accessions which it had received within a few days, meditated a repc-

tition°of the movement by which he had a year before defeated Pope
;
only

instead of, as Meade supposed, marching west of the Bull Run Mountains,

and crossing them at Thoroughfare Gap, he designed to skirt the southern

extremity of this range, and gain a position just in the Union rear, upon ihe

railroad. Meade's communications being thus interrupted, he would be

forced to attack upon the ground which the enemy should select. Lee rea-

soned that Meade, forced to withdraw from the Rappahannock, would not be

able to resume offensive operations that season. Meade presumed that Lee's

desi»n was to occupy the strong position at Centreville, and saw nothing to

be done but to retreat with all speed upon that point, hoping to reach it in

advance of the enemy. But, as it happened, Lee, instead of aiming at Cen-

treville, directed bis march upon Bristoe. He moved also with much less

than his wonted celerity, delaying, indeed, for a whole day, the 13th, at War-

renton, in order to supply his troops with provisions. Thus it hnppened

that when the head of Lee's columns, moving eastward, came on the 14th

near Bristoe, Meade's whole army, moving northward, had passed that point,

with the exception of Warren's corps, which was bringing up the rear. Had

Meade known that the army were behind instead of before him, he would,

as he avers, have paused and given battle;* but, misinformed of the true

position, he' continued his retreat, crossed Bull Run, and took position at

Centreville.

" "When I came to Washington, the Secretary of War informed
I

mo ilinr.ri.Mcrj ""«»>"-

.-retted the step ih»t I had '*'" [»' <™K<""K .he commend of the Army of the 1 oiomnc]
;
that

ft
'
„, tie- int.-mi-.il of .he lWlent ... B i*« me ihe command -.1 all .Ik rroops I had asked for;

but that fact hi..l n-ver been commut.ir.ii.-d ro mo, nor had I any irmmution of,, before. I .n-

q red Of th, fre-id, -nl why he hud n... eiven me a cor,* .,. that arm, ,...<, he had re loved me

and h, -:M i. »i» for the r,a<.„, that he rhought .t would not 1* .icrwuhk- to mc or to General

nicated his desire to this cOeet to General Meade, which wns

"ceded S^SS^i^^'iSS^a^to^ General Mend e. "-Hooker, i Cain.

., 178.

. ii., 343) testified : "As near as I I

ient men equipped and armed such as I could brine; in

>en I think Ihe enemy had about 60,000. I thought I

ipe'rior "—General Howe C/'.iM., 313) relates a convcreal

crv rime. He says: "General Mead.' remarked that our

umbowho said that 68,000 were armed and in a condi

;ren.-ih of Lee's army. He ran ovc

jurccs, nnd made out that Lee could

an judge, mv army contained of efli-

battle, between 00,000 nnd 70.000

,vas probably from 6000 (o 10,000 his

on which he had with Meade at this

strength was 74,000 men, and of ihnl

onto fight. Then he spoke of the

the data that he bad obtained from divers ami sundry

45,000 men. He referred to Ihe different

viih which he

way. That was on Friday" [October 9]—This din .

last day of September Lee's mnsror-roils showed 44,3b7, and

corns and divisions of the rebel army; to the movements that bad been made

e.i.ed to Ik- fmi.liur- and, us I remember, he stated that Lcc's army could not be

men lowingZ we hud s„eh a preponderance of f., .ha. with any thin* l.ke a fu.r ordinary

ehan« we could have our r
' &"' »" ™ ™<*«v» rOetobcr 01-

in; singularly aecurare, fc. _

on the last day of Oet..br-r4r.,014, present for duty.

.Mwid to General Meade, 1 d„ not see but one thing that Lcc ™ d; with adyan ago w,th

his armband .bar ,s to .h. iun,, lf snd.l-nly upon our ,.-..r. General Mead.- re died, Oh, he

can not do that ;
he would n„. think of doing such a thing as that -fc,i \v";X'Jh'm -General Meade, in hi, ^.n,,nv t. fore the Committee on Ha- t o.iduet of the U ur (Import

very full account of his movements at this time, and of the reasons which
ii., 340-342). Rives

governed them. .

.

„„i«n'n- tim
* » Notwithstanding mv losing a day, I hud moved Vrilh Mm celenlv tl.n

If I had known this at the lime, I would li""-

ihf '

v hurtle

Jtoneit Jay in itapo.i.ion .tot I tad mc.jdcd .. Aatarn ul Grccn-.th. -Om. B,,,., .... 241.
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Warren bad in the mean while been delayed at Auburn by a rencounter
with a portion of Ewell's corps. This, after some skirmishing, drew off, and
"Warren followed on after the rest of the array, between which and' him
there was now a considerable interval. When the head of Lee's army came
in the afternoon to Bristoe, they saw Sykes's corps marching out. Hill
made some dispositions to assail the rear of Sykes, when he became aware
of the approach of Warren from the opposite direction. Hill turned to as-

sail Warren, while Sykes, strangely enough, kept on his retreat for a space.*
Warren's position was perilous. His single corps was isolated from the re-
mainder of the army, while the whole force of the enemy was coming up
right upon his flank. Only a part of it was actually up, and on the next
few minutes every thing depended With quick decision, Warren sent his
two leading divisions, which were a mile in advance of the other, to seize
upon a deep cutting in the railroad. They dashed forward at a run, and
were just in time to gain the position when Hill's advancing line of battle

came up. They were received with so hot a lire that they fell back with
considerable loss. Hetli's division—the same which, under Pettigrew, who
had been mortally wounded at Williamsport, had suffered so severely at

Gettysburg—made a feeble attack upon the right Hank, when it encoun-
tered Webb's division, the same which it bad met on Cemetery Ridge ; they
again retreated in confusion. In nil, the Confederates lost 400 killed and
wounded and 450 prisoners—the entire Union loss being about 200. Hill

had been checked, but Warren was far from being free from peril, for Ew-
ell's corps ami the remainder of Hill's were rapidly approaching, while the

other Union corps, apparently ignorant of what was going on, had kept up
the retreat, and were now miles away. Warren could not hope, with his

single corps, long to withstand the whole Confederate army, nor while day-

light lasted could he safely abandon bis strong position and pursue his

march. But night was approaching, and before Lee could make the neces-

sary dispositions for attack, darkness closed in, and under its thrice welcome
cover Warren marched on, and rejoined the main army at Centreville.

Had Meade on that day known the position of the enemy, he would cer-

tainly never have crossed Bull Run, ne would most likely have marched
back to Bristoe, before it had been abandoned by Warren, where there can

be little doubt that a battle would have taken place, under such advantages

that victory would have been certain.2 But so erroneous was Meade's in-

formation that even on the next day Birney's division was ordered to march
on to Fairfax Station, halfway between Centreville and Washington, to hold

that point against an expected attack. Had Lee really purposed to throw

his army through Thoroughfare Gap, Meade should have welcomed such a

movement. The Confederate army, wholly cut oil' from its sources of sup-

ply, would have been hemmed in between Meade's superior forces and the

defenses of Washington. It could have neither food nor ammunition ex-

cept what it bore with it. It could neither hold its position, nor advance

nor retreat without winning a battle, against greatly superior forces. The
case was widely different from what existed a year before, when Lee, fully

twice as strong, had made the same flank march against Pope's disjointed

and dispirited army.

After a couple of days' repose at Centreville, Meade perceived that Lee

was not minded to follow him any farther, and he resolved to retrace his

steps. But now .a storm set in and swelled the little stream of Bull Run
into a foaming torrent, which could be crossed only by pontoonB. These

had been left ten miles behind, and so for two days the army could not

move a mile. Lee pushed a few troops as far as Bull Run, and on the 18th

commenced his retreat toward the Rappahannock, marching along the rail-

road, which he thoroughly destroyed behind hirn. The next day, the Run
having fallen, Meade began his advance. He moved slowly, for there was

nothing to be gained by haste. More than a week was occupied in the

twenty miles' march back to Warrenton, and ten more days were lost in re-

pairing the road so that supplies could be kept up.

Besides Warren's stand at Auburn and his fight at Bristoe, there had been

no fighting except by the cavalry, who were flung out from either army.

On the 13th Stuart was near coming to grief hard by Catlett's Station,

where be had last year performed good though accidental service by the

capture of Pope's dispatch -book. He had pushed forward quite in advance

of the infantry, and, coining upon the head of the leading Federal column,

had fallen back toward Catlett's, where he bivouacked in a low spot among

a dense pine thicket. Meantime the other Federal column had moved by a

parallel road, and Stuart was hemmed in between the two, not two miles

from Meade's head-quarters, and within less than a quarter of a mile from a

ridge whereon Warren had pitched bis camp. Stuart was hidden from ob-

servation by the thicket and by the heavy night mist, while the enemy on

the hill-tops was in plain view. His destruction was inevitable should he

be discovered. Sending two or three soldiers disguised in Federal uniforms

to creep through the hostile lines and notify Lee of his peril, be wailed till

morning was beginning to dawn, and then opened a sudden artillery fire

upon Warren. So unexpected was the attack that the troops upon whom

1 "When I began the fight, the last of General Sykc

Eose that he got more than three or four miles away, n

afore dark. I think the orders were to concentrate a

engaged in hattle, it seemed to mo plain enough that he

otion or orders."—Warren, in Com. Htp., ii., 38-t.

a " Under the conviction that the enemy was moving on, nnJ had moved on, I that night [of

[he 13th] gave orders for a further retrograde movement, until I occupied the line of Centreville

nnd Bull Ron. In performing this movement the next day, I ascertained, when too late to tiifcc

advantage of it, that the enemv had not moved on the pike [leading throagh Thoronghfare Gap

to Centreville], hut that he hod moved across, with the expectation of fulling upon my (tank and

rear and thnt his adinnei.' had cnrniintere.] my renr-pi>ard, under the r„mmam\ of (Ji-nnral War-

ren. 'and had been severely handled."—(Meade, in Coin. Rtp., ii., 34 1 .)—Warren save (Ibid.,

3S7): "We lost another opportunity tvhen the enemy attacked me at Bristoe; perhi

that point exactlv, but during that movement wo mUscd an opportunity that

glad to have again."

s corps was moving off. I do not sup-
d a pan of his corp- did cutne hack just

Centra ill-:- that night ; but it hen I ivas

iught to have helped me without solieit-

c should be very
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it full wore thrown into momentary confusion, and moved across the crest

to escape the cannonade. Stuart sprang to horse, and passing safely with

all his men, rode clear around the Union rear. The scouts whom he had
sent out had in the mean time succeeded in reaching Ewell, who set his col-

umn in motion, and it was the head of this which encountered Warren at

Auburn.

While Meade was resting atCcntrevillc, Imboden, with a division of Con-

federate cavalry, was stationed in the Valley of the Shenandoah. From
Winchester, on the 16th, he made a sudden dash down to Charlestown, close

by Harper's Ferry, where he captured more than 400 prisoners, and secured

a large quantity of supplies, and then, upon the approach of a superior force

from the Ferry, lie fell back, preserving all Lis spoils. On the 19th Kilpat-

rick, with his cavalry division, having crossed Bull Run, pressed on toward

Warrenton. When within a few miles of that place he encountered Hamp-
ton's troopers, who were covering the Confederate rear. Hampton fell back
for a space until joined by Stuart and Fitz Lee. Kilpatrick was in turn

driven back, not without confusion, losing 200 prisoners. What with Im-

boden's captures at Charlestown, the Confederates had made, during these

five days, about 2500 prisoners, and had lost not more than a quarter as

many. In killed and wounded the losses were about equal, not far from

500 on each side. Lee had, however, succeeded in his chief purpose, that

of securing himself against aoy probable attack during the few remaining

weeks of the autumn.

While, however, Meade was waiting at Warrenton for the repair of the

railroad, he meditated an indirect offensive movement, being nothing other

than a repetition of Burnside's, entered upon just a year before. He pro-

posed to march rapidly to Fredericksburg, cross there and seize the height",

and thus transfer his base of operations from the Orange and Alexandria to

the Fredericksburg Railroad. He argued that this movement would be a

complete surprise to the enemy; that the heights of Fredericksburg could

be seized before Lee could get down there ; and then, be says, " if Lee fol-

lowed me down there, it would be just what I wanted ; if he did not, then I

could take up my position there, open my communications, and then ad-

vance upon him or threaten Richmond." But Halleck refused his consent

to this plan ; he was opposed to any change of base

—

a phrase which indeed

had come to have an ominous sound. If Meade chose to make any move-
ment against Lee, he was at liberty to do so, but there must be no change
of base. 1 Why, in November, Halleck should sanction the very operation

which he had positively forbidden in July, is inconceivable. Lee's army
was somewhat stronger now than then ;

! Meade's was considerably weaker.

Then there were four months of favorable weather; now there was no like-

lihood of as many weeks. Then the Union army was flushed by the great

victory, and the Confederate dispirited by the great defeat of Gettysburg;

1 Com. Rep,, ii., 342.
1 Confederate mums: Jnlj 31,41,135; October 31, 45,614 ; November 20, 48,2

now the Confederates were inspirited, and the Federals dispirited by the- re-

sult of the subsequent operations.

The Confederate army lay meanwhile behind the Rappahannock, widely

scattered. Two brigades were on the north bank, occupying intreuchmcnls

at Rappahannock Station which had been thrown up by the Federals. On
the 7th of November Meade put his army in motion. It was formed into

two columns—the First, Second, and Third Corps under French ; the Fifth

and Sixth under Sedgwick. In the early morning Birney's division of

French's corps waded across the river at Kelly's Ford, captured 500 prison-

ers, and prevented any supports from coming up to Rappahannock Station,

where Sedgwick's corps was to cross. Sedgwick was delayed until after-

noon before the works on the north bank. Russell, who led the first divi-

sion, just at sunset reported that he would with his 3000 men undertake to

storm the intrenchments. He charged upon them with fixed bayonets with-

out firing a shot. He met a fire so fierce that in ten minutes his leading

regiment, the Fifth Maine, lost 16 out of its 23 officers, and 123 out of 350

men ; but the works were carried. At the same moment the One Hundred

and Twenty-first New York and the Fifth Maine, firing but a single volley,

swept through the rifle-pits and gained the pontoon bridge, cutting off the

retreat of the garrison. A few escaped by swimming, but 1600 jaut of 2000

surrendered. This brilliant achievement redressed the balance of losses in

this campaign.

It was now dark. Birney, in command of the Third Corps, sent word

to French, across the river, that he would advance at daylight. Ue began

to move, but was checked by an order from Meade. In the afternoon, hav-

ing been joined by Sedgwick's corps, he advanced to Brandy Station, half

way to Culpepper, whither Lee had fallen back, with some 30,000 men, be-

ing all that be could then concentrate from his widely-scattered canton-

ments. Birney was eager to follow, confident that he could strike a telling

blow. But Meade, cautious every where except upon the actual battle-field,

would not consent. He brought up his whole army to the Station, and Lee,

availing himself of the hesitation, recrossed the Rapidan. Meade pushed his

advance posts to Culpepper and beyond, and for nearly three weeks lay in-

active. 1 It is difficult to understand why the signal advantage which had

been gained was not followed up, and the whole day of the 8th -wasted in

uncertain movements. But the golden opportunity of falling with his whole

force upon a portion of the Confederate army was lost; and when Lee had

fallen back behind the Rapidan, it was hazardous to follow until the railroad

could be put in thorough repair.
1

;s the Rappahannock], compcl-
Birney, in Com. Rep., ii., 372 ; Warren, Ibid., 385.

' "I succeeded in surprising (he enemy, forcing a passage f ac-

ting him to retreat hurriedly and rapidlv u, ilic- Rapidan. The arm. ««- ••••• ..j-..™ u...™ ..-,

Rappahannock, nnd placed in position between the Rappahannock and (he Rnpidon, somewhere

position, bnt not quite so far to the front as before, because I had nnt my commu-
indered ncccssnrv until tin- railroad coold he completed— :k, and my communications opened."—Meade, in

^... Here a. farther delay w._ .-

from Warrenton Junction and the Rnppauui

Cbm.lL L.342.
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As November drew near a close, Lee evidently supposed that active op-

erations for the season were over. He therefore scattered bis troops in win-

ter quarters over a wide extent ofcountry. E well's corps, on the right, rest-

ed upon Mine Run, a mere brook, with a depth of water of from a few inches

to two feet, creeping through swamps and dtnse undergrowth. It runs along

the western margin of the Wilderness, and empties into the Rapidan a dozen

miles west of Chancellorsvilie. Along this stream intrenchments bad been

formed and abatis constructed. These were not very strongly held ; and all

the lower fords of the Rapidan were left wholly unguarded. The Confed-

erate army was somewhat stronger than at any period since Longstreet's de-

parture for the West. The returns of November 20 showed 56,000 men, of

whom 48,000 were present for duty; but it was widely scattered. E well's

corps was posted along Mine Run, thence stretching southward as far as Or-

ange Court-house, a distance of fully fifteen miles. Still farther lay Hill's

corps, its extremity being at Charlottesville, thirty miles farther. The dis-

tance from the extreme right to. the extreme left was forty-five miles, and

there was an interval of some miles between Ewell and Hill. Meade had in

all about 70,000 men, closely concentrated within a few miles of Lee's right

at Mine Run ; of these, about 60,000 were brought forward in aid of the op-

eration which was now to be undertaken. 1

It seemed to Meade that by suddenly crossing the Rapidan at the fords

where Hooker had before crossed, then striking the plank road and turnpike

leading westward toward Orange Court-house, he would, by a rapid march

of barely twenty miles, fall upon Ewell's corps, crush that before Hill could

come up, and then turn upon that corps, drive it back, and thus gain an ef-

fective lodgment at Orange Court-house and Gordonsville. The movement

was undoubtedly a feasible one, provided no mischance occurred, and every

part of it was conducted precisely as planned ; but its success depended upon

the contingencies of time, space, and weather.

The 24th of November was the time set for the movement; but, a3 if by

way of premonition, a furious storm arose, which delayed every thing for

two days. On the 26tb the march was begun. The several corps marched

in two separate columns, by several different roads. It was supposed that

all would reach their points of concentration beyond what had been ascer-

tained to be the extremity of the Confederate intrenchments on Mine Run

by noon of the 27th. Warren reached the Rapidan at Germania Ford at

the time appointed ; but French, who was to cross hard by, was three hours

behind time, and thus the passage was delayed, for Meade would not send

one corps over alone. Then, again, somebody had blundered in measuring

the width of the stream ; every pontoon bridge was just one boat .too short,

and the difficulty had to be supplied by bridging. Thus almost a day was

lost in taking the first step, the passage of the Rapidan, which was not ef-

fected until the 27th. Warren then pushed on rapidly. He had, indeed, a

good road from the Rapidan southward, and within an hour of the appoint-

ed time was at the point where he was to be joined by the Third Corps.

But French got entangled in the labyrinth or paths, and halted four miles

short of the place for junction, where he was held in check by a body of the

enemy who bad been pushed forward in advance of their line of intrench-

ments. These two corps, with the First, which was to follow, formed the

left column ; the right—the First and Fifth Corps—liad not got within com-

municating distance, and till this was effected Meade would not venture an

advance. Next morning this was made, but the enemy bad fallen back to

his intrenched position, and all that day and the next were spent in recon-

noitring the position and fixing upon some point for attack. As Sunday,

the 29th, drew to a close, Sedgwick, on the right, and Warren, on the left,

reported that an attack was feasible on their fronts. Warren indeed, at 9

o'clock, assured Meade that he was confident that the enemy would not be

found before him in the morning. 2 French was opposed to attacking on his

own front, in the centre, so it was resolved to attack on the left and right,

Warren being strengthened by two of French's divisions, giving him a force

of 2(3,000. Sedgwick opened fire with his artillery, and was just about ad-

vancing to the assault, when an aid came from Warren with a dispatch stat-

ing that he had suspended his assault, finding that the enemy was in great

force on bis front. There had been ample time to bring up the bulk of the

Confederate army, and Warren had the day before demonstrated so ostenta-

tiously that Lee's attention was strongly directed to that part of his line,

which he had strengthened by weakening the others.3 Meade rode over to

Warren's position, and was reluctantly obliged to acknowledge that he bad
done wisely in not making the attack. Sedgwick now reported that the

enemy had strengthened himself also in his front; so the order to attack was
reversed, and Birnej, who had actually begun a strong demonstration upon
the centre, was surprised by being ordered to fall back again. Meade was
indeed half-minded to accede to Warreu's suggestion—to keep on until he
bad passed beyond the extremity of the Confederate works, and assail them

1 Meade mention* incidentally tlml in tin; course of those operations Warren had about 23,000
or 2G.000 men, and thai this ivos " nearly half of his whole army.—See Com. Hep., ii., 345, G.

1 So Meade testifies ( Com. Rep., ii., 31',, GJ, and tlmt Wnnen the next day wrote tliot he had
suspended the attack which lie had been directed to make, hvi-iiitsc the order Inn) been based upon
hi- judgment, and he round tho enemy had been largely re-enforced. But Warren affirms (luiil.,

3Sti, 7): "I Wish ii to be distinctly understood that it was -no scheme of mine nt all to attack at
this plncc - • _ - My idea was that, as we had plenty of provisions, we should keep on until ive
had passed their left and their intrenchments there, and attack the enemy where ho had not any
thiuR That the plan of the fight did not depend upon any thing that I said that night is

apparent from the fact that the troops on the tight "ere already in position for the attack before
I got to General Meade. I put the best face that I coidd on it "then."

* " My moYemeni had been apparent to the enemy, for I had made all the fires I could, my ob-
ject being to make a demonstration us of a heavy force. The enemy saw also other troops mov-
ing, and during the night concentrated a large force there also In one space, where there
was not a gun before, ae could then count seventeen puns in a comiiiiiiulirie. |...-ition." (Wnwcn,
ill Cam. Ar/k, ii.. 38G. T.)-Birney says (7/-tU, :)7.1): "I think Warren's plan failed because it was
attended with too much reconnoitring, fire-building, and delay, all of which fully advertised the
movement to tho watchful enemy, and prevented a surprise. When Warren was readv to attack
he IVuud the enemy ready to receive him. 1 think that in extending their tight they"had weak-
ened their ventre,"

in some position where they would not have time to intrench themselves be-

fore the attack could be made. But it was now winter, and favorable weath-
er could not be anticipated from day to day; any sudden storm would pre-

vent the bringing forward of supplies, and of those which had been brought
half were exhausted. 1 So Meade concluded that, under the circumstances,

nothing more—and nothing more was equivalent to nothing at all—could

be done. He withdrew his army to its former position.

With the Mine Run attempt—an enterprise which could have been suc-

cessful ODly in case that out of a score of untoward circumstances, all of

which were probable, and some or which were almost certain—the closing

campaign of 1SG3 in Virginia came to an end, and both armies retired to

winter quarters to await the opening spring.

That during the autumn and winter Richmond had been left almost

wholly without troops, was ascertained from sure sources. Between Octo-

ber, 1863, and March, 1864, there were there at no time more than 7000 ef-

fective troops, while fully 10,000 Union prisoners were known to be con-

fined in the military prisons. Several plans were formed of making a sud-

den dash upon the Confederate capital, and at all events liberating these

prisoners. Early in February, General Butler, now in command at Fortress

Monroe, sent a considerable body of cavalry, supported by infantry, from

Yorktown toward Richmond. The cavalry reached Bottom's Bridge, on
the Chickahominy, on the 7th ; but tidings of the expedition had somehow
preceded them, and the roads were so thoroughly obstructed as to be im-

passable for cavalry, and the expedition returned, having effected nothing.

At the close of the month a more formidable expedition was fitted out

from the Army of the Potomac for the same purpose. Kilpatriek, with

4000 cavalry, crossed the Rapidan, and passed Spottsylvania Court-house, and
pushed rapidly on toward Richmond. On the first of March he had reached

within less than four miles of the city, penetrating the two outer lines of

defenses; but, being stopped at the third, he fell back, and the next day,

concluding that the enterprise was not feasible, retreated to Yorktown.

Meanwhile, at Spottsylvania Court-house, Colonel Ubie Dahlgren, with a

picked body of 400 cavalry, had been detached to the right, with the view

of skirting to the south, and assailing Richmond in that direction. His

guide had led him out of the way. Dahlgren, believing that this was done

treacherously, hung him on the spol, and rode on his way till he reached

the inner line of defenses. Here he was repulsed, as Kilpatriek had been

on the other side. Endeavoring to make his way eastward, he encountered

a body of militia, and was shot dead, his command dispersing, a third of

them being made prisoners, The Confederates assert that on his body were,

found an address to his men, and orders and instructions, declaring his ob-

ject to be to "destroy and burn the hateful city, and not to allow the rebel

leader Davis and his traitorous crew to escape Once in the city, it

must be destroyed, and Davis and his cabinet killed." The genuineness of

these papers has been strenuously denied ; and, apart from the intrinsic im-

probability, the account given of the transaction is so suspicious as to leave

little doubt that these papers were either absolute forgeries or grossly in-

terpolated. Dahlgren's bod}', after having been interred, was dug up and

buried again secretly, and with every indignity, as that of an outlaw.

With this unfortunate enterprise closed Meade's campaign in Virginia.

On the day when Kilpatriek came within sight of Richmond, Ulysses S.

Grant was commissioned Lieutenant General of the Armies of the United

States. The campaign soon to be opened, lasting a year lacking a month,

was conducted by Grant.

1 Meade, in Com. Hep , ii., 345.
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CHAPTER XXXI.
THE CHATTANOOGA CAMPAIGN.

I. THE ARMY OF THE CUMBERLAND.

The Beginnings of the Army.—Ilous-'eao'a Command be Camp Joe Holt, 1861.—Creation of the

Department of the Cumberland ; it includes Kentucky and Tennessee ; General Robert Ander-

son its first Commander.—General W. T. Sherman succeed* Anderson, October, 1861.—Is sne-

reeded by Diicll in November.—The Department of the Cumberland becomes the Department

of the Ohio, including Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan.—Kentucky and Tennessee soon absorbed

by Ilflllcck'a Department of the Missouri.—Buell's Command styled " the District of the Ohio."

—Rosccrana succeeds Buoll, October 80, 18G2, and the Department of the Cumberland is re-

vived.—The Fourteenth Army Corps.— General Bucll's Record.—Estimate of Rosecrans's Mili-

tary Career; his Disadvantages; his subordinate Commanders, Generals Thomas, McCook,

Crittenden, and Stanley.—The Organisation of the Army.—Deficiency in Cavalry.—The Battle

of Stone Ilivcr undecisive.—Fortification of Murfreesborough.—Confederate Attack on Fort

Donclson.—Actions at Spring Hill and Franklin.—Capture of McMinnville.—Colonel Suvight's

Raid ; his Capture and Escape.—Rosecrans urged to Advance.—Decision of bis War Council.

—Waiting for Grant.

THE campaign for tbe possession of Chattanooga began with Rosecrans's

advance from Murfreesborough on the 24th of June, 1863, and termi-

nated with General Bragg'a defeat on the 25th of November, just five months

and one day afterward. The secure tenure of Chattanooga cost two great

battles, involving a loss on both sides—if we include the killed and wound-

ed in these battles and during the siege of Knoxville—of over 50,000 men.

This campaign had two well-defined periods. With the first of these, which

closed when General Rosecrans was relieved of his command (October 19th,

1863), the Army of the Cumberland is alone directly connected.

The organization of this army had its beginning in a little band of Ken-

tuckians, summoned to Camp Joe Uolt, near Louisville, early in 1861. This

body of volunteers was commanded by Colonel, afterward Major General

Lovell II. Rousseau, who, understanding that war must for a time silence

statesmanship, had left his seat in the Kentucky Senate, and rallied about

him the loyalists of his Suite. His eloquence, courage, and patriotism found

a clear and positive utterance in this unsettled period, when Kentuckians

were wavering between secession and loyalty, bound on one side by the ties

of kindred and association, on the other by a strong sentiment in favor of

the Union. Under the influence of the words and examples of such men
as Rousseau and Anderson, this sentiment became dominant over sectional

interests, and was ardently espoused by the greater portion of the state.

In answer to Rousseau's call, a force of nearly 2000 men was soon assem-

bled in his encampment. At Camp Dick Robinson there was a similar

force under General Nelson, and on the loth of August, 1861, Kentucky and

Tennessee were constituted a separate military district, known as the Depart-

ment of the Cumberland. General Robert Anderson, the hero of Fort

Sumter, was the first commander of this department. General W. T. Sher-

man being second in command. Sherman succeeded Anderson in October,

1861, and established bis camp on Muldraugh's Hill, about 40 miles south

of Louisville. Here he awaited the arrival of troops from the states north

of the Ohio. These came promptly forward, so that before the close of

the year there was assembled an army of 70,000 men, over 20,000 of whom
were Keniuekians.

In November Sherman was succeeded by Buell. With this change of

command the Department of the Cumberland became the Department of the

Ohio—Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio being added to its content, while that

portion of Kentucky lying west of the Cumberland River was transferred to

the Department of the Missouri, then commanded by General Halleck. Sub-

sequently {in March, 1862), Halleck's department was extended eastward to

a north and south line passing through Knoxville, and was designated the

Department of the Mississippi ; three months later it included all of Ken-
tucky and Tennessee, Buell's command being then known as the "District

of the Ohio." When Rosecrans succeeded Buell (October 30, 1862), the title

of his command was again changed, the Department of the Cumberland be-

ing revived, including all of Tennessee and Kentucky cast of the Tennessee

River, and such parts of Northern Alabama and Georgia as should be con-

quered by the United States troops. At tbe same time, the Department of

the Tennessee, General Grant's command, comprised Cairo, Forts Henry and
Donelson, and all of Kentucky and Tennessee west of the Tennessee River.

Grant's troops were designated the Thirteenth, and those of Rosecrans the

Fourteenth Army Corps.

The army which thus came under Rosecrans's command had an unstained

record. Under Anderson and Sherman it had been but the nucleus of an
army. Rucll made it formidable in numbers, and perfect in organization

and discipline; he created the Army of the Cumberland. Portions of it

fought at Pikcton, Prestonburg, Middle Creek, Pound Gap, and Mill Sprint,

but the whole army was engaged in battle for the first time at Shiloh, where,

on the second day, it went into the fight in as perfect order as if it had
fought a score of battles.

The supersedure of Buell by Rosecrans was owing to a general lack of
confidence in the former commander. During the space of nearly a year he
had organized and disciplined a great army, but he had done little with it;

he had gained no grand, positive success The defeat of Bragg in Kentucky
would have made Buell the great military hero of 1862. But Bragg es-

caped, after having compelled the Federal army to abandon its advanced
position—escaped without a battle, except that of Perryville, which was pre-

cipitated by General MeCook's disobedience of orders. The people were
disappointed. Halleck had become dissatisfied with General Buell. Noth-
ing but Thomas's urgent remonstrance had prevented him from making a

change in the command when the Federal army reached Louisville, in the

fall of 1862. Tbomas declined the command which was then offered him,

and urged the retention, of Buell. After Bragg's retreat, Buell was court-

martialed for the affair at Perryville, but was acquitted and restored to the
command. But scarcely had this been done when be was again removed,
and ordered to relieve General Banks in the Department of the Gulf. Learn-
ing that the change had been made by the President immediately on the
receipt of a protest from Andrew Johnson, then Military Governor of Ten-
nessee, he very properly declined to accept the new appointment. The
command of the Army of the Cumberland should have naturally devolved
upon General Tbomas after Buell's removal, but it so happened that just at

this time it bad become impossible for General Rosecrans to remain any
longer in the same military department with General Grant, and Halleck
gave him the Army of the Cumberland. General Buell in some respects

bore a remarkable resemblance to General Thomas. In temperament they
were alike. Both were cool in the presence of danger. Both were perfect
soldieis in bearing, courage, and honor. It is impossible fairly to criticise

Buell's military career, because it was so soon concluded. If he had any
great military fault, it was an excessive regard for regularity. This was of
great value in the discipline of a large army, but might easily prove an im-
pediment in the conduct of a campaign. He was a good tactician

; he was
a general of extraordinary energy; yet be lacked dash and brilliancy oF
movement. He excited no enthusiasm, and enthusiasm is the element upon
which a volunteer army mainly lives and moves. If he lacked some of the
excellencies which characterized our more brilliant leaders, he was also free

from many of their prominent weaknesses. He was never petulant or im-
patient, and never lost his dignity. He was incapable of dishonor, and the
charges which were made against him in 1862, impeaching his patriotism,

were unjust, and, on the part of those who ought to have known Mm better,

were malicious.

No general cc-uld have been more widely different to Buell than his suc-

cessor, General Rosecrans. Personally, and as regards physical tempera-
ment, they were as far apart as the antipodes. Nature had done little to fit

Rosecrans for the highest requirements of generalship. He was too cour-

ageous to avoid danger or responsibility, yet the most critical moment of a
battle would sometimes find him beside himself with nervous excitement.

To such a temperament, in any large field of human effort, the highest or-

der of achievements is denied. Other things being equal, the best general

is he who has the most self-control at the decisive moment, whose powers
are in most instant command, and to whom the hour of embarrassment or

of peril comes, not fraught with confusion, but pregnant with suggestion.

It is in such hours that battles are lost or won—lost, in nearly every in-

stance, by the over-excitable general ; and, in nearly every instance, won by
the cool, self-possessed commander, who, seeing only the chances of success,

is blind to the tokens of possible defeat. Rosecrans fought unequally. His
early campaigns in West Virginia were in every particular admirably con-

ducted. He very soon had the mortification of seeing other officers, who
had effected less, absorb his command, and other and less promising plans

adopted in preference to his own. After assuming command of the Army
of the Mississippi (June 27, 1862), he fought well at Iuka and Corinth. He
had never lost a battle before he took the Army of the Cumberland. His
military career had been so successful as to command popular confidence,

and great expueiations were entertained of him, which were not fully real-

ized.

Rosecrans was a general of more than ordinary ability. His plans were
often brilliant, and led often to successful results. Then, again, they would
be elaborate to an almost absurd degree, and so faulty as to embarrass him-

self rather than the enemy. His strategy at one time excites our admira-

tion, and at another appals us with its manifest weakness. Now we feel

that he is conducting a magnificent campaign, and the next moment he
seems to be playing with his army. After weeks of steady and almost

sleepless activity in preparing for movement, we behold him advancing, and
at length—after a series of manoeuvres, some of them admirable, and some
of them, as likely as not, desperately short-sighted—in the presence of the

enemy, we find him in a state of undue excitement, without any definite

plan, knowing nothing about tbe hostile army, and incompetent to take his

proper place as a commander on the field. Military critics will differ widely

in their estimate of General Rosecrans; but he must be unjust who can not

find much in him to admire, and he must be a very partial judge indeed

who, after a mature consideration of Rosecrans's campaigns from Novem-
ber, 1862, to October, 1863, can pronounce him fully equal to his duties as a

commander. At the same time it must be remembered that Rosecrans la-

bored under great disadvantages, both from the difficult nature of the coun-

try through which he moved, and from the inadequate support which he re-

ceived from the War Department. And so much is due to accident, or to

favoring circumstances, in the final estimate which is made of public men,

that probably Rosecrans, if he bad had competent subordinates, and had out-

numbered the enemy in his later campaigns, instead of being himself out-

numbered, would to-day rank among the first generals of the war, and his

faults have all been forgotten. Faults, so easily forgiven in those who suc-

ceed (upon whatsoever their success may have depended), fall with crushing

weight upon those who fail.

The army which Rosecrans received from Buell was not what it had

been. The ardor with which its soldiers had enlisted had been quenched

by a year of fruitless labor. Over one third of the army (33,000 men) were

in hospitals, on furlough, or numbered among the deserters. Every stage

of Rosecrans's advance called for a strong detail of men for garrison duty.

The cavalry arm of the service was far inferior to that of the cnerny, and

long lines of communication had to be guarded with extreme caution. -The

enemy, on the other hand, operating in a friendly country, could make his

entire force effective agamst Rosecrans, ——
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Very little alteration was made in tbe organization of the Army of the

Cumberland on the change of its commanders. Its composition remained

the same. It consisted, in about equal proportions, of veterans and raw re-

cruits—tbe latter, of course, destitute of discipline, and the former poorly

clothed and equipped. Thomas was given an active command, and Briga-

dier General Gilbert was relieved, and detailed for the protection of the rail-

road north of Bowling Green.

Major General George H. Thomas, commanding the centre of the army,

consisting of Fry's, Rousseau's, Negley's, Dumont's, and Palmer's divisions,

was Itosecrans's best general. He was now forty-six years of age. He bad

received a thorough military education, and acquired considerable military

experience in the Florida and Mexican campaigns. At the beginning of

the civil war be fought in Virginia, under Patterson and Banks, and re-

ceived his appointment as brigadier general of volunteers August 17, 1861,

when he was removed from Virginia to General Anderson's command.

Here, early in 1862, he fought the battle of Mill Spring. From March of

that year until tbe advance upon Corinth, his division, located at Nashville,

constituted the reserve of Buell's army. He was, on the 25th of April, 1862,

appointed major general of volunteers. A week later bis division was trans-

ferred to the Army of the Tennessee, and be was assigned by General Hal-

leck to the command of the right wing of that army. In June his com-

mand rejoined Bucll. Upon the retreat of the latter to Louisville, Thomas
was appointed his second in command. After the battle of Stone River,

the Army of the Cumberland, under Rosecrans, was divided into three corps

—the Fourteenth, Twentieth, and Twenty-first—General Thomas command-
ing the Fourteenth, which consisted of five divisions, under Rousseau, Neg-

ley, J. J. Reynolds, Fry, and R. B. Mitchell.

Major General Alexander McDowell McCook, who commanded the Twen-
tieth Corps of Rosecrans's army, was a native of Ohio, and about thirty

years of age. He was a graduate of West Point, and in 1858 had been as-

signed to that institution as instructor in tactics and in the art of war. He
was relieved from this position at the opening of the war, and appointed

colonel of the First Ohio Regiment. With this regiment he fought at Bull

Run. On the 3d of September, 1861, he was made a brigadier general of

volunteers, and given a command in Kentucky. In his camp on Green

River he organized the Second Division, with which he fought at Shilob on

the second day of that battle. In the movement on Corinth he commanded
the advance of Buell's army. He fought the battle of Perryville against

orders, but with determined bravery. He commanded tbe right wing of

Rosecrans's army at Stone River, where he was driven back by the over-

whelming forces of the enemy. Although a brave soldier, he was better

fitted for a division than a corps commander.

The same judgment may be passed upon Major General Crittenden, com-

manding the Twenty-first Corps. Before the war his military education

and experience had been confined to his service in the Mexican War as aid-

de-camp to General Taylor. He was a Kentuckian, being the second son of

Hon. John J. Crittenden. His elder brother George was in the Confederate

army. He was of about the same age as General Thomas. If Generals

McCook and Crittenden, who may be termed two of Rosecrans's " disad-

vantages," bad been displaced by more competent officers, tbe history of

the Army of the Cumberland would have been materially changed.

Major General David S. Stanley, who had been, at Rosecrans's request,

transferred from the Army of the Mississippi to take the command of the

cavalry oF the Army of the Cumberland, was an officer whose great worth

Rosecrans had already learned to appreciate. He graduated at West Point

in the class of 1852, which numbered among its members McCook, Hartsuff,

Slocum, and Sheridan. At the beginning of the war be was stationed at

Fort Smith, in Arkansas. He' fought under Lyon at Dug Springs and

Wilson's Creek, and afterward joined Fremont in tbe movement on Spring-

field. He was appointed brigadier general of volunteers September 28th,

1861. Early in 1S62 be joined General Pope's command, and his division

was the first to occupy the trenches before New Madrid. In the advance

on Corinth he commanded the Second Division of the Army of the Missis-

sippi. In the battle of Corinth this division especially distinguished itself,

holding the left centre, supporting Battery Robinette. Stanley joined Rose-

crans at Nashville in November, 1862, and devoted himself to the reorgani-

zation of tbe cavalry of the Army of the Cumberland.

The departments of no army were ever more completely organized or

more efficient in their operation than those of Rosecrans's. Take tbe matter

of supplies for an example. No general ever was beset by greater difficul-

ties in this respect. He was in a barren and hostile country, and the entire

subsistence of his army must be transported over a distance of from one to

more than two hundred miles, either by a railroad exposed at many points

to interruption from the enemy's cavalry, or by the Cumberland River,

which, during a considerable portion of the year, was too low for navigation.

Yet the soldiers never wanted food. In other respects they were equally

well provided for. To facilitate the advance of the army, a Pioneer brigade

was organized, consisting of about 3000 men, commanded by James St. Clair

Morton. Every measure was taken to learn the plans and forces of the

enemy ; the secret scrvice_ of the Army of the Cumberland was one of its

characteristic excellencies, and well repaid the $10,000 per month which it

cost the government. It was a service to which Rosecrans was very partial.

He was the most Jesuitical of generals, and would himself have made a capi-

tal spy. It was in appreciation, probably, of his abundant mental resources

in this direction that the title of" the wily Dutchman" was given him, both

by ourselves and the enemy.

Before and for a long time after the battle of Stone River tbe enemy's su-

*»erior cavalry force was a source of great anxiety and embarrassment to

[January, 1S63.

Rosecrans. He fought stubbornly with the War Department for the means
of increasing the numbers and efficiency of this arm of the service. He
wanted good horses, saddles, and revolving carbines, and his importunity in
asking for them seems to have only bad the effect of vexing General Hal-
leck. His requests were always urgent, but respectful. "I must have," he
writes, January 14,1863, "cavalry or mounted infantry. I could mount in-

fantry had I horses and saddles With mounted infantry I can drive
the rebel cavalry to the wall, and keep the roads open in my rear. Not so
now.

. . . Will you authorize the purchase of saddles and horses for mount-
ing, when requisite, 5000 more infantry?" "Why," he asks, two weeks
later, " should the rebels command the country which, with its resources,

would belong to our army, because they can muster the small percentage of
six or eight thousand more cavalry than we?" Toward the close of Mfirch
he again reminds the general-in-chief of his need. "Let it be clearly un-
derstood," he writes, "that the enemy have five to our one, and can, there-

fore, command the resources of the country and the services of the inhabit-

ants." 1 By this time he had gained permission to mount 5000 infantry, and
had succeeded in mounting 2000. But be was unable to mass his cavalry
for expeditions, because they were occupied on picket duty. General Rous-
seau offered to raise 8000 or 10,000 infantry to increase tbe cavalry force

if the government would mount and arm them, but he seems to have re-

ceived no assurance that this would be done until tbe middle of summer.
Of the cavalry force in hand, only forty per cent, was available for want
of horses. This deficiency was repeatedly urged, but the horses were not

furnished. 2

Let ns do Rosecrans ample justice in this matter. We can not over-esti-

mate his embarrassment arising from a delicient cavalry force. What was
done for Grant by the gun-boats could be done for Rosecrans only by a

large and well-equipped force of cavalry or mounted infantry. It is proba-

ble that his urgent representations at length opened the eyes of the War De-

Report of I \»tfir?sfio<ial I 'outinitti-<> on Rusti-rans's < 'nui/iniyns, p. 39.
5 The two following letters to Genera] Meigs mid Secretary Stanton indicate Rosecrans's situ-

ation in respect of cavalry:
" Muruwboroogh, M«y in, ltC3.

"General,—

i

our letter of the l>t in-tan t, nn the subject of cavalry Imrscs, was yestcrdny re-
ceived and carefully considered. 1 ihnnk yon for Inking pains to write so fully. I will explain
to yon, willi equal cure, the true statu of the case in litis army, for I find you haio fallen into <|uito

a number of errors on the subject.
11 1st. It it" n fnct tlmt ii|> lo the 1st instant our tntol supply of cnvnlry horses was as follows

:

Cavnlry horses on linnd 6fi87

Mounted infnniry i!i;i8

Tolnl 8*75
Less, at least one quarter, aro not serviceable.. 2II!I

Making' cnvnlry mounted not over ca~'i6

" But when these troop* ore called out, wc have nt no timo been nblc lo turn out mere than
6000 for nctivo duty. Tho other cavalry horses, repotted by Colonel Taylor, were

:

Escorts and orderlies 20l!8
Unserviceable 'n Nashville 97ft

8008
" You will thus sec that wo have nol the- cavnlry you suppose. Wc are using the most strenu-

ous and 1 1 ore nut line efforts to increase in care of horses nud the efficiency of this arm.
" 2d. Rut I must call your attention lo ihe fact that ibis small cavalry forte, ilTectiv.dy not linlf

thatisrcnnirr.lforu pirmancm g-irn-..n ofmfantrj oqaa1 lo that of this army, have to furnish piefc-

aU, scouts, and couriers for Fort Done lion, CteritsriU . Nn-hu lie. Gall at in, Carthage, and thu front

of this nnny from Franklin u> ti"- phot, tvaatv-cighl miles. You may thus form some idea of

the labor im|mscd on our cavalry, and how our hnracs arc worn out so rapidly.

"3d. As to the actual work uf this arm, besides the routine labor, you will find it has sritno cx-
jiediiiun hi fight in mass nearly every neck, and as jet without a single failure.

" 4th. As [o expeditions, wo have nut a sufficn inly »tronp cnvnlry force lo drive tlint of the en-
emy lo the wall, or to risk detachments fur the eno rpri-es of which you speak to the rear of the
rebels. The one which I did send out under Colonel Strcight, in spile of our prccaotions, wan
captured by Ihe superior cavalry force of the enemy, detached from Granger's front at Franklin,

where Van Dorn has still left about four to our one.

"5th. As to forage, our want is for long forage, and is owing to the impossibility of getting

transportation cither by water or mil. You must remember wc nre TM miles from our brtso of

supplies at Louisville. Yon may rely on it, I am fully alive lo all you have —ygepf r 1, and ask for

nothing which I nin not fully satisfied will be nn ample economy to tin- terries. Hi I wo a cav-
alry force equal to lhat of the enemy, we would lime commanded all the Forage of the country

—

commanded information 'jf its inhabitants, upon whose fears wc, instead of iliev, would thus be able

" As to ihe comparative number of cavalry in our and other armies, I am sure you arc mistaken
as lo Russia nt least, which has B0,000 regular cavalry, while all ibe OUIpost, picket, and courier

July is done by irregular cavalry. But, even were it otherwise, I know wlini . nvnlry would do for

us here. I am mil mistaken in living lliut this great army would gain more from 10,000 effect-

ive cavalry than from 20,000 infantry. YV. S. RoSEOBANB, Major General Commonding.
" Uriijadier General M. (J. Meigs, QuartsKnUter General, U. H. Army, Washington, I>. C."

••YV[nrJiMtcr,July2a,18C3.
" Hon. E. M. St.stos-, Secretory of War:
" As you approve of General Ron-semi's suggestions and views ns to the advantage of raising

nn nddiiional amount of force of 10,(100 men to operate against tbe rebels from ibis direction, I

have sent him to Washington wilb letters to yourself nud General Halleek, and directed him to

lay before you Ihe plan which he has of obtaining from the disciplined troops recently mustered
nut of service In the East such a mounted force ns would enable us to command ihe country south

of us, and control its resources, cut oil" the enemy's menus of drawing supplies from the country,

destroy his lines of communication, and restore law and order to the entire coon try from which we
have expelled the insurgents—a thing now impossible, because no one desires to avow his senti-

ments for fenr the rebel cnvnlry or guerrillas will wreak vengeance on him. At the expense of

repeating what I have so oficn laid before the War Department when urging the necessity of

cavalry arms for the force we actually had in pay, but badly nrmed and mounted, I beg leave to

" lit. An adequate cavalry force would have given u9 control of ull Middle Tennessee, with all

its forage, horses, cattle, and mules, and driven the enemy from it without the battle of Stone Riv-

er, and re-established civil order.
" 2d. It would save us 5000 infantry now guarding our lines of communication, and the attend-

ant expense.

"3d. We could have dcsiroyed the enemy's lines of communication, and compelled him lo re-

linquish East Tennessee and Chattanooga, and rciurn to Atlania.

"4th. We could have developed, by giving protection to the Uni^n sentiment, which docs nol

manifest itself much beyond the limits of our infantry lines, for fear of tailing down the vengeance

of the rebel cnvnlry and guerrillas, whose superior numbers and knowledge of the country hove

hitherto given almost exclusive control of it. As we advance we shall hnvc the same condition

of things "renewed on our front, and most take with us a superior cavalry force lo insure success.

Wo should, moreover, require additional mounted force to control ihe country, protect the roods

in our rear, cxterminnie guerrilla?, nod give confidence to ihe population, who « ill then readily

furnish us with supplies, and givi- us information that will aid us to put down brigandage, and
thus relieve us from the neccssiiies of detachments of infantry at many points where otherwise

they will bo indispensable. The importance of General Rousseau.'* mission mny he inferred from

the value I attach to cavalry force to operate in connection with this army. To ull these uses of

cavalry I will add another no less important. Should wc succeed in disorganizing the enemy's

force, a powerful cavalry force will enable us to harass and destroy his communications, and ibus

make him an easy prey. Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
" W, S. Rosechahs, Major General."
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partment for the first time to the incalculable value of well-mounted caval-

ry. We find, at any rate, that after tlm period the Federal cavalry force

was gradually increased and improved: but the change came too late to

very materially assist Bosecrans, who, of all our commanders, was in most

need of it.

Just before the battle of Stone River the Army of the Cumberland num-

bered 47,000 men, of whom little more than 3000 were cavalry. We have

already, in a previous chapter, brought down the military operations of this

army to the conclusion of the battle of Stone River. Before this battle Eose-

crans had for some time been pressed to advance, but he found it hazardous

to do so until Bragg had sent away his cavalry on distant expeditions. Yet

so little were his real difficulties appreciated atWashington, that Ilalleck, iu

a long letter of instructions, had directed him to march to East Tennessee, a

distance of over 240 miles, through a barren and mountainous region, and

at the beginning of the most inclement season of the year. Even if the ad-

vance had been possible, Rosccrans's cavalry would have been ludicrously

incompetent to protect his long line of communications, thus leaving the

way open for Bragg to Nashville and the Ohio Eiver.

The battle of Stone Eiver was not decisive. Rosecrans inflicted upon

Bragg greater damage than he received, and drove him from the field. It

is a fact which can not be disputed, that the enemy had the advantage of

superior numbers. The Federal army went into the battle 43,000 strong,

and when it occupied Murfreesborough, January 5, numbered little more
than 30,000. Neither army was in a condition, after the battle, to resume

the offensive. The Army of the Cumberland had lost some of its bravest

officers. Among these were its youngest brigadier general, J. W. Sill, who
had been one of the first to join Sherman at Muldraiigh's Hill in 1861 ; Col-

onel J. P. Garcschd, chief of staff to General Rosecrans, whose head was

blown away by a cannon ball while he was riding over the field in cxeci*

tion of a special mission for his commander; and Colonels Roberts, Milli-

ken, Shaeffer, McKee, Reed, Fonnan, Jones, Hawkins, and Kelt. Brigadier

General James A. Garfield, the hero of Middle Creek, succeeded GareschiS as

Eosecrans's chief of staff. This officer's skill and bravery on the battle-field

was only equaled by the talent and uncompromising patriotism which ho
afterward displayed in the political arena.

After its occupation by the Army of the Cumberland, Murfreesborough
was fortified and made a depot of supplies. Here the army remained en-

camped for sis months, while General Grant was conducting the Yicksburg
campaign. The rainy season soon began, but, while interfering with offen-

sive operations, it swelled the waters of the Cumberland, and facilitated the

accumulation of supplies. The monotony of camp life was relieved only by
foraging excursions and encounters with the Confederate cavalry. Theso
were conducted at some risk. Not unfrequently the men and wagons were
picked up by the enemy, who succeeded sometimes, also, in capturing and
burning a transport on the river.

An attempt was made by the Confederates, early in February, to obstruct

the navigation of the Cumberland by the recapture of Fort Donelson. On
the third of that month, Forrest, Wheeler, and Wharton advanced upon the

fort from above and below, with eleven regiments of cavalry and nine guns.

Tbc garrison defending Fort Donelson at this time consisted of nine compa-

nies of the Eighty-third Illinois, with a battalion of the Filth Iowa cavalry,

and numbered less than S00 men, under the command of Colonel A. C. Hard-
ing. The only artillery defense was a battery of four rifled pieces and a sin-

gle 32-pounder siege gun. A little after noon Harding was summoned to

surrender, and promptly refused. The attack was then commenced. The
defense was gallantly conducted, and after repeated charges, which cost them
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upward of 1000 men, the Confederates retired. Harding's loss was 16 kill-

ed, 60 wounded, and 50 prisoners.

On the oth of March a Federal brigade, numbering 1306 men, under Col-

onel John Coburn, was surrounded and captured by Forrest's and Tan

Dorn's cavalry near Spring Hill. The cavalry and artillery of the com-

mand escaped. The Confederate force consisted of sis brigades, under Gen-

eralsVan Dorn, French, Armstrong, Crosby, Martin, and Jackson.

A fortnight later, Colonel A. S. Hall, with about 1400 men, encountered

the Confederate General John Morgan at Milton, twelve miles northeast of

Murfreesborough. Morgan attacked with a force numbering nearly 2000

men, and, after a
1

fight of three and a half hours, withdrew from the field,

defeated. The Confederate loss was about 400. Hall lost 60, killed, wound-

ed, and missing.

About the middle of April, Van Dorn, with 9000 men, attacked General

Gordon Granger's force at Franklin, consisting of Baird's and Gilbert's divi-

sions, 1600 men and 16 guns, and Generals Smith's and Stanley's cavalry

brigades of 2700 men, with four guns. The defense was materially assisted

by an uncompleted fort, mounting two siege and two rifled guns, and com-

manding the northern approaches to Franklin. The attack was repulsed,

the enemy losing about 300 men, and General Granger 37.

McMinnville, a few miles southeast of Murfreesborough, was captured on

the 21st of April by General Reynolds's division, Colonel Wilder's mounted

brigade, and a cavalry force under Colonel Minty, 1700 strong. About

700 Confederates were dispersed, and a few wagons taken.

In the mean time Colonel A. D. Streight had been given the command

of an independent provisional brigade, consisting of his own regiment (the

Fifty-first Indiana), the Eightieth Illinois, and portions of two Obio regi-

ments, numbering all together about 1800 men. Colonel Streight early in

April received instructions to proceed to Northern Georgia, to cut the rail-

roads in Bragg's rear, and destroy all depots of supplies, manufactories of

arms, clothing, etc. 1

1 The following is a copy of the instructions given to Colonel Streight:

11 II rad quarter?, IVrnrtinent of the CnmherlU J, Uurfnyabvtvrigh
. April 8, ISfiS.

"Colon*! A I"' -T^i-ifim-. nt'ty-iir-i Indium. Volunteer*:

"By Special Field Orders No. 0i, 1'nragruph VITL, you have been assigned to the command
of nil independent provisional brigade for temporary purposes. After fitting out your command
with equipments mid supplies, as von linve nl ready been directed in the verbal instructions of tho

general commanding this department, yon "ill proceed, bj a route of which you will bo advised by
telegraph, to some good tteambont-ltrading on the Tenuessoc Hivet, not far above, Fort Henry,
where you "ill embark your command urn! proceed tip the ris-cr. At Hamburg you will commu-
nicate with Brigadier General Dodge, wlm will probably have ji messenger thoro nwniling your
arrival. If it should then appear unsafe to move farther up the river, you will debark at Ham-
burg, and without delay join tho force of General Dodge, which will then bo en route for luka,

Mississippi. If, however, it should be deemed safe, you will land lit Emlporl and form a junc-
tion with General Dodge. From that point you will then march in conjunction with him to

menace Tnscumbia; bin you will not wait to join in the attack onion it should be necessary for

tho safety of General Dodge's command or your own, or unless some considerable advantage can
bo gained over the enemy without interfering with the general object of your expedition. After
having marched long enough wilh General Dodge to create a general impression that you are it

part of h is cxjivditi.-.ii, vmi will jui^h t.i tie southward, and reach Itus.-'billc or Moult. in. From
there your route will 1m governed by circumstances; but you will, wilh nil reasonable dispatch, push
on to Western Georgia and cut the railroads which supply the rebel army by way of Chattanoo-
ga. To accomplish this is tho chief object of your expedition, nnd yon must not allow collateral

or incidental schemes, even though promising great results, to delay you so us to endanger your

return. Your quarter-master has been furnished with funds sufficient for the necessary expenses

of your command. You will draw jour supplies nnd keep your command well mounted from the

country through which you pass. For nil property taken for the legitimate use of your command,
you wi'll make cash payments in full to men of undoubted loyally; give the usual conditional re-

ceipts to men whose loyalty is doubtful ; but to rebels nothing. You are particularly commanded to

restrain your command from pillage and marauding. You will destroy all dopfttj of supplies for

the rebel army, nil manufactories of guns, ammunition, equipments, nnd clothing for thoir into,

which you can, without delaying you so as to endanger your return. That you may not be tram-

meled with minute in strut-no us. m /thing, fart her will be ordered than this general outline of policy and

operation. In intrusting this highly iui|M>rtnnt and somewhat perilous expedition to your charge,

the general commanding place- great reliance upon your prurience, energy, mid valor, and the well-

attested bravery nnd endurance of the officers and men in your command. Whonovor it i« pos-

sible and reasonably safe, send us word of your progress. You may return by way of Northern
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Streigbt'a command was of about tbe same strength as tbe column nn- I A few days later, the Yicksburg campaign seeming so near its successful

der Griereon which was at the same time setting out from La Grange for
]

termination, andit being understood that General Burnside would co-operate

the raid through Mississippi, described in a previous chapter. It was taken

ua steam-boats up the Tennessee to Eastport, Alabama, where it was joined

by an infantry force under General Dodge. After the capture of Tuscum-

bia by Straight, the two columns separated. General Dodge made a sweep-

in" raid through Northern Alabama, and returned to Corinth. Streight

etmck for Northern Georgia, intending to capture Rome and Atlanta, de-

stroying there large manufactories and magazines. lie was closely followed

by Forrest and Roddy, with a superior force of Confederate cavalry. He

kept up a running fight for over a hundred miles, when his command, ex-

hausted and out ol ammunition, was surrendered about 6fteen miles from

Rome. The privates were exchanged, but Streight and his officers were

kept in close confinement in Richmond, being charged with felony for hav-

ing incited slaves to rebellion. Streight finally, on February 9, 1864, with

107 other Federal officers, escaped from Libby Prison. He succeeded, with

about sixty of the fugitives, in making his way into the Federal lines. He

surrendered 1365, and lost in the actions with Forrest 100 men. The Con-

federate loss in killed and wounded he claims to have been five times as

large as his own.

For six months, as already stated, Rosecrans remained in camp at Mur-

frecsborough. The Confederate army, under Bragg, lay about thirty miles

south, on a branch of the Nashville Railroad running from Wartrace to

Shelbyville. In May Grant was across the Mississippi fighting Pemberton

and Johnston, and before the close of the month had shut up the former in

Vicksburg, while the latter was straining every nerve to gather an army

sufficiently large to raise the siege. At about this time the authorities at

Washington supposed that Johnston was being heavily re-enforced for this

purpose from General Bragg's army. Early in June, therefore, Halleck

urged Rosecrans to take advantage of Bragg's weakness and drive him into

Georgia, when East Tennessee would become an easy prey to the Federal

forces. But the matter was looked upon in quite a different light at Rose-

crans's headquarters. There it seemed better that Bragg should stay where

he was. It was not believed that be had been materially weakened: it

seemed evident that the Confederate War Department was resolved upon

keeping its foothold in Tennessee as well as in Mississippi. 1 Again, if

Rosecrans advanced and compelled Bragg's retreat, his army, for want of

an adequate cavalry force, was in no condition to pursue, and the conse-

quence would be unfavorable to Grant, who would then have to meet the

bulk of Bragg's army. At a council of war called by Rosecrans, composed

of seventeen officers (corps and division commanders and generals of cav-

alry), it was the opinion of eleven that Bragg had not been materially weak-

ened, the other six thinkiug that 10,000 men had been sent to Johnston.

Only four of the seventeen thought the Army of the Cumberland could then

advance with ft reasonable prospect of fighting a great and successful bat-

tle, and even these were doubtful. The council unanimously agreed that

an advance was (.inadvisable.

Alabama or Ni.nh.TTi Georgia. Should you be surrounded by rebel forces and jour rotrenl

off, defend yourself as long as possible, ivnil make the surrender of your command cost the. enemy

as runny times your number ns possible. A copy of the general order from the War Departmei

iu regard lo paroling prisoner?, together with the necessary blanks, ore herewith furnished yo

You nre authorised to enlist nil able-Wlicd men who desire to join the 'nrmy of the Union.' Yi

must return us soon as the main objects of your expedition nre accomplished.

"Very respectfully, vour ohi-licni servant,

" J. A. Garfield, Brigadier General nnd Chief of Staff."

" Additional by Telegraph.
"April 0,1SB3.

"The written instructions you have received arc designed [o cover the. cases you allude to.

is not necessary thai a iiinniifiictory DO directly In the employ of the rebels to come under the rule

thorc Iniil down. If it produces nny considerable quantity of supplies which are likely to reach

the rebel army, it is to lie destroyed. Of course small mill*, that can only supply the necessaries

Of life to the inliahiinnis, should" not be injured. Any considerable amount of supplies likely
"

reach the rebel nrmy are lo be destroyed. If you dress your soldiers in the costume of the or

my, they will be liable to be treated ns spice ; you should not do [bis without tbe consent of the

men, after they have been Hilly advised of the po^idle consequences.

"(Signed), J. A. Garfield, Brigadier General nnd Chief of Staff."

1 This was against Gencr.il Joe Johnston's advice, who snid that the Confederate government

must choose between Mississippi nnd Tennessee. He urged the retention of Tennessee, which he

declared to be "the shield of the South."
5 Tho following is the correspondence which passed between Rosecrans nud Halleck in refer-

ence to en immediate advance:
•' Murfweburough. Teno., June llll>, IMS.

" Your dispatch of to-dny is received. You remember that I gave you, as a necessary condition

of success, nn adequate cavalry force. Since that time I have not lost a moment in mounting our

dismounted cavalry as fust as we could get horses. Not more than three hundred remain to be

mounted. The Fifth Iowa, ordered up from Donelson, arrived to-day. Tho First Wisconsin

will be here by Saturday. My preliminary infantry movements have nearly nil been compleicd,

and I am preparing to strike n blow that will tell. But to show you how differently things nre

viewed here. I colled on my corps and divisiou commanders and generals of cavalry for answers

"B ML Fr.'iu fwmi best information, do you think the enemy materially weakened in our front?

Second. l).i vnii 'think this nrmv can advance at this lime with reasonable prospect of fighting n

Brent and successful battle? Third. Do you think nn advance advisable nt this lime? To the

first, eleven answered no ; six, yes, to the extent of ten thousand. To the second, four, yes, with

doubts; tbirtcen.no. To the third, not one yes ; seventeen, no.

"Not one thinks an advance advisablt! umil Vicksburg's fate is determined. Admitting these

officers to have a reasonable share of military sagacity, courage, nnd patriotism, you perceivo

that there are graver and stronger reasons than probably appear at Washington for the attitude

of this armv. I therefore counsel caution and patience at headquarters. Better wait a little to

get all we can ready to iusnrc tho heat result. If by so doing we. perforce of I-Vividcoce, obscrvo

a great military roa'xim—not to risk two great nnd decisive battles nt the same time—we might

have cause lo bo thankful for it. At all events, you see that, to expect success, I must have such

thorough grounds that when I say ' Forward,' my word will inspire conviction and confidence

where both are now wanting. I should like to have yonr suggestion.

"W. S. Rosecrans, Major General.
" To Mnjor General II. W. Halleae, Gerund- la- Chief."

" Washington, Judo 13, 1603.

"Gekeral,—Your telegram of yesterday is just received. I do not understand your applica-

tion of iho military maxim not to" fight two great battles at the same time. It will apply to a

single nrmy, but not to two armies actine; independent)} of each other. Johnston and Bragg are

acting on interior lines between you nnd Grant, and it is for their interest, not ours, that ihcy

should fight at different times, so as to use the some force against both of yon. It is for our in-

terest lo fight them, if possible, while divided. If you arc not strong enough to fight Bragg with

a part of his force absent, yon will not be able to light him after the affair ut Vicksburg is over,

and his troops return lo vour front.

"There is another military maxim, ' that councils of wax never fight.' If yon say that yoa

by an advance into East Tennessee, the Army of the Cumberland was set in

motion. This advance—made under great disadvantages, which the reader

has already been taught to appreciate— and the brilliant movements by
which General Bragg was driven from Shelbyville to, Chattanooga, form the

subject of the next chapter.

CHAPTER XXXII
TITE CHATTANOOGA CAMPAIGN.

II. THE ADVANCE FROM MUREREESBOROUGH.

The Confederate Sitnati

at Liberty and IIoovc

abandons Middle Ten

i in Tennessee.—Estimate ofForccs.—The Order loAdvnnco.—Actions

3 Gaps.—Occupation of Shelbyville.—The Raoo for Elk River.—Bragg
cssec.—Rosecrans brought to a Holt.

BRAGG'S army held the line of Duck River, guarding the railroad from

Nashville to Chattanooga. Polk, with 18,000 men, was strongly in-

trenched at Shelbyville-, where, by the forced labor of 3000 slaves sent from

Georgia and Alabama, a line of earth-works had been constructed five miles

in extent. On his right, atWartrace, and holding the railroad, was Hardee's

corps, 12,000 strong, with outposts at Liberty and Hoover's Gnps, guarding

the mountain approaches from the north. In the rear, eighteen miles south

of Duck River, another intrenched camp lay behind a difficult mountain

range at Tullaboma. Besides Polk's and Hardee's corps north of Duck Riv-

er, Bragg had another, under Buckner, in East Tennessee, numbering 10,000

effective men.

The entire Confederate army of Tennessee on the 20th of June, 1863,

numbered 46,000 effective men. 1 Rosecrans's army at that time was not

less than 60,000 strong, but this superiority of numbers was balanced by the

inferiority of his cavalry, and by the necessity of a detachment of force at

every stage of his advance into the enemy's country. It was, therefore, the

obvious policy of the Federal commander to compel Bragg to fight a battlo

in Tennessee. It was with this idea that Rosecrans planned his summer
campaign, waiting only the assurance that the retreat of Bragg's army,

which must be reckoned among the things possible, would not seriously af-

fect the Vicksburg campaign.

The Confederate General.John Morgan having been sent, with a large de-

tachment of cavalry, northward for an excursion into Kentucky, it seemed

an opportune season for an advance against the enemy, orders for which

were issued on the 23d ofJune. The movement began the next day. The

direct road to Shelbyville was the easiest approach, while those farther east-

ward led through difficult mountain passes, strongly guarded by the enemy,

Au advance by the former would have terminated in a battle with the ene-

ro not prepared to fight Bragg, I shall r

r refusing to tight ai a particular time <

land ; it can not be shared by a coniici

it order you to do so, for the responsibility of fighting
' place must rest upon the general in immediate com-
of war, nor will tho authentic* here make you light

igainst your will, ion ask me 10 counsel tbeni lo caution nnd patience. I have done so very

often, but after five or six months of inactivity, with your force nil the time diminishing, and no
ho|tc of any immediate increase, you must not 1« surprised that their patience is pretty well cx-

hausicd. If you do not deem it prudent to risk a general battle with Bragg, why can you not

harass him, or make such demonstrations as to prevent his sending more re-enfurcements to

Johnston ? I do not write lliis in a spirit of fault-finding, but to assure you that the prolonged

inactivity of so large an nrmy in the field is causing much complaint and dissatisfaction, not only

in Washington, but throughout the country.

"Very respectfully, your obedient servant, H. W. Halleck, General-in-Chief.

"MuJor Geoc-rul IIumi .-u.i-..s, Murirri^l>.ir.iD(,'li, Toaucsfoa."

"lleiil'innnr r^. I't|.nrliar.ot "f tin? llnml-rlnn'l, Miiriiti-b"rini;;li, .Tunc 21, 1803.

"GENERAL,—In your favor of the 12th instant you say you do not sec how the maxim of not

fighting two great battles ai the same time applies to the case of this army nnd lo Grant's. Look-

ing at the mutter practically, we and our opposing forces are so widely separated that for Bragg

to mater i ally aid Johnston he must abandon our front substantially, and then we can move to our

ultimate work with more rapidity, nnd less waste of material on natural obstacles. If Grant ia

defeated, both forces will come here, nnd then wo ought to bo near our base. Tho same maxim
that forbids, as you take it, a single army lighting two great battles nt the same lime—by the way,

n very awkward thing to do—would forbid this nation's engaging all its forces in the great Wcsl

at the same time, so as to leave it without a single reserve to stem the current of possible disaster.

This is, ! think, sustained by high military nnd political considerations. We ought lo fight here,

if we have a strung prospect of winning n decisive battle over the opposing force, and upon this

ground I shall act. I shall be careful not to risk our last reserve without Strong grounds to cx-

|*Ct success. W. S. RoSEOBAIFfl, Major General.

"Mnjor General II. W. II \ileok, Gcm-rsi-in-CTilcf."

In Hosoernns's letter (Inst quoted) lo Halleck there is unnecessary impertinence. A single nrmy

might cosily fight two great battles at the same time. Rosecrans speaks of it ns " a very awk-

ward thing lo do," as if it were impossible.

In his testimony befme the Congressional Committee "ii the Conduct of the War (see Rose-

crnns'a Campaigns,^. 21), Rosecrans says : "I felt it my duly to sacrifice nil personal gratification,

nnd even to fill in the esiimiition, temporarily, of the country and friends who had high hopes

and expectations of the Army of the Cumberland, to secure Genera! Grant, in bis operations be-

fore Vicksburg, from the consequences of compelling Bragg to retire, when it would not be possi-

ble for ns so to pursue as to prevent him from re-enforcing Johnston, whoso relative numbers to

our troops under General Grunt was deemed more formidable than I subsequently learned it to

have been."
1 Estimated from official returns. The following are tho returns of this urmy from November

20, ISO-', to June 2u, 1803, inclusive:

'V'"'-/;,
1 ".'.'

'PEE? *"£?,!"

n,fn
S3,«l
63,750
8T.IS3
36,301
93,'JIT

03,917
S3.5:i7

3C.G56
G9.0T6
40,331
66,188
60,694
6'MO
04,725

51,030
£8.931

40,913
OL,'<C1

00,233
i5,«n

January, W-3
February S"-1*a

These returns show

:

1. That Brngj: outnumbered Rosecrans at the battle of Stone Ri

eflccciTO Federal force at the lime of that battle being only 43,400 mi

2. That Bragg lost at Stone River about 14,000 men, as will appear by comparing

of those present for duty in December, 18G2, and in January, 1863. Rosecrans's Jos.

killed nnd wounded, nnd" nearly 8000 prisoners, altogether between 10,000 and 11,000.

3. That Bragg had not been weakened materially by any re-enforcements sent to Johnston,

since the returns for April, May-, and June of those present for duty do not vary by

r by nearly 8000 men, tho

s 8778

4. That at the date of Rosecrans's ad

gate present of 60,000, of whom 40,000 i

ance, June 24, 166.1, Bragg's army n

mid be brought into battle,

than 6000

.bcred an aggre-
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my in his well-iutrenched and chosen position—a battle which, if successful,

would be gained at great sacrifice, and leave Bragg an open door for retreat.

The mountain roads led to Bragg's right and rear. A strong demonstration

on the Slielbyville road would compel that general to uncover the difficult

approaches on bis right, and once beyond these, Eosecrans, by a very rapid

movement to Manchester or Winchester, would cut off retreat, and force the

enemy to a battle, the conditions of which would be equal as to the field of

conflict, and as to numbers much in his favor. With Morgan's command
out of the way, his cavalry was able to cope with Bragg's, while he was su-

perior in infantry by at least 20,000 men.

McCook's corps began its march early on the morning of the 24th. Phil

Sheridan's division took the direct road to Shclbyville, preceded by five com-

panies of mouuted infantry, The other two divisions, under Generals Jeff

C. Davis and R. W. Johnson, followed for six miles, and then turned to the

left into the road to Liberty Gap. Tbornas's corps, starting at the same
time, moved directly on Manchester by way of Hoover's Gap. Crittenden's

corps, the last to move, made a long detour to McMinnville, about forty miles

southeast from Murfreesborough. Granger, commanding a reserve corps,

supported McCook and Thomas. The cavalry was divided—Turchin, with

one brigade, going with Crittenden, while the rest, under Stanley, were

thrown out on the right flank.

For several clays the weather bad been clear and promising, but on the

very morning of the advance from Murfreesboroujrh it began to rain. For
seventeen successive days the rain continued, swelling streams, and so badly

cutting up the roads that rapid progress, the most essential element entering

into the campaign, was impossible. One division occupied three days in

marching twenty-one miles. Such a season at this period of the year had
not been known in Tennessee for a score of years.

Both Liberty and Hoover's Gaps, about ten miles from Murfreesborough,

were carried by McCook and Thomas on the 24th. The works at the en-
trance of Hoover's Gap, the eastern pass, were unoccupied by the enemy
when Wilder's mounted infantry approached them, so sudden and unex-
pected was the advance, and a train of nine wagons was captured on its way
to camp, with a drove of beef cattle and some prisoners. At the southern
extremity of the Gap, in the vicinity of the enemy's camp at Beech Grove,
there was some resistance. A miniature battle was fought between a few
regiments of Wilder's brigade and a superior Confederate force, in which
the Federal detachment was almost overpowered before Reynolds's division
could come to its aid. The loss in Wilder's command, after two hours of
fighting, was 63 killed and wounded; deserters and prisoners estimated the
enemy's loss at over 500. The Confederate force defending the Gap was a
part ofGeneral Pat Cleburne's division.

Another portion of Cleburne's command guarded Liberty Gap, which had
in the mean time been carried by Willich's brigade of Johnson's division.

Willich charged with his men, and, turning the enemy's flanks, drove him
from the position, capturing his tents, baggage, and supplies. The other
end of the Gap was carried with equal gallantry by Baldwin's brigade. The
next day Johnson held the Gap, to keep up the delusion as to a direct ad-

vance upon Bragg's intrenchments. In the afternoon an attempt was made
by the enemy to regain his lost position, and the attack was sufficiently se-

rious to compel Johnson to send in Carlin's brigade of Davis's division.

Davis was ill, but, bearing the noise of the battle, left his couch, and reached
the front in time to witness the charge of Carlin's brigade ami! the defeat

of the enemy.

Eosecrans now pushed his army on to Manchester, flanking Bragg, who
immediately abandoned his useless intrenchments. These were occupied
by Granger and Stanley on the 27th, Stanley, with his cavalry, had joined
Granger at Christiana. Advancing on Guy's Gap, covering Shclbyville, that

position was carried after a little brief skirmish. The enemy was already
in retreat, and Slielbyville was captured that evening, with three guns, COO
prisoners, 3000 sacks of corn, and other supplies. The main body of Wheel-
er's cavalry, which had covered the retreat, escaped by swimming Duck
River.

By this time all of McCook's and Thomas's corps were at Manchester.

Wilder's command was ordered to Decherd to destroy the bridge over Elk
River, but this was found too strongly guarded. In the race for Elk River,

Bragg had come out ahead, securing his military road, which he had con-

structed five miles east of the railroad. Covered again by Wheeler's cav-

alry, he bad left Tullaboma on the 30th of June, to escape the blow which
Rosecrans was prepared to strike on his right flank, and succeeded in cross-

ing the Elk at Estelle Springs without a battle. Negley's and Sheridan's

divisions, with Turebin's cavalry, came up with tho enemy's rear-guard,

under Wheeler, July 25. Skirmishing followed, but the resistance was so

stubborn that Bragg did not lose a gun. When the river, then swollen by
the rains of the last nine days, was crossed by Rosecrans on the 3d, the ene-

my had vanished. Crittenden's corps, brought down from McMinnville,

had taken possession of the road leading from Decherd by way of Tracy

City to Chattanooga, thus compelling Bragg to retreat through the moun-
tains westward. McCook had also advanced so as to keep him to the west

of Winchester. But Bragg had a fair start, and these movements proved

of little consequence. The Confederate army retreated across the Cumber-
land Mountains to Chattanooga, destroying the railroad in its rear, and cross-

ing the Tennessee at Bridgeport.

Eosecrans was disappointed. He had hoped to fight a battle in Tennessee.

He had scarcely counted upon the rapid backward movement made by
Bragg. Something had been gained. He had recovered Middle Tennes-
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see at a cost of leas than 600 men, and had, besides causing the enemy an

equal loss in killed and wounded, captnred over 1600 prisoners. But Bragg

had escaped. The thing which had been accomplished was not the thing

which bad been planned.

The worst feature of the situation in which Rosecrans found himself after

Bragg's retreat, was the impossibility of pursuit. His army occupied a line

extending from McMinnville to Winchester; but bis cavalry posts bad fol-

lowed the enemy to the Tennessee, and outposts were established from Ste-

venson on the right to Pelham on the left. In this position Kosecrans was

brought to a halt, in order to establish his line ofcommunications with Mur-

freesborough. The Middle Tennessee campaign had been concluded. The

movements made by Rosecrans in this campaign were brilliant; but be bad

made a great mistake in too readily assuming that the enemy would fight

instead of retreating. If, in place of waiting at Manchester for Crittenden,

he had moved directly on Estelle Springs, Bragg must either have fought or

have fallen back with an utterly demoralized army, and with great loss of

artillery. If Crittenden was necessary, then he ought not, in the first in-

stance, to have been sent so far out of the way. That which, more than any

thing else, disarranged Rosecrans's plans, was the never-ceasing rain ; a cir-

cumstance for which he, of course, was not accountable, and one upon which

he could not have counted. Fair weather would have been the ruin of the

Confederate Army of Tennessee. As it was, Rosecrans was farther than

ever from his military base, and, looking forward to the next stage of his

campaign, could not expect to fight a battle with the enemy under condi-

tions as favorable as those which had just been offered him.

But Bragg's army lost by retreating. His effective force after reaching

Chattanooga was only about 40,000 men, or 6000 short of his strength at

She'.byville. Two thirds of this loss is to be accounted for by straggling

and desertion. His retreat, occurring at the same time with the surrender

of Vicksburg and the defeat at Gettysburg, contributed much to the general

despondency in the South which followed those disasters to the Confederate

cause.

CHAPTER XXXIII.
Trrrc ciiattanooga campaign.

III. THE ARMY OF THE OHIO.—It-COVERY OF EAST TENNESSEE.

Bumaide's Department; iW Limits; Political and military Situation.—The Ninth Corps trans-

ferred from Newport News to ilio West.—Pcgram's Raid; liis Defeat at Somerset.—New En-

ffland troops nt Louisville.—Tho three Military Districts of Kentucky and their Commanders.

—

Organization of the Twenty-third Corps.—The Ninth Corps is sent to Vicksburg.—This upsets

UurOBidc's Plan for the immediate recovery of East Tennessee.—Colonel Sanders's Expedition
;

lie breaks the East Tennessee and Virginia Railroad, and threatens Knoxvillc.—John Morgan's

Raid.—He starts from Sparta, June 27th.—Estimate of his Force.—Fight at Tebbs's Bend, July

4th.—Colonel Moore refuses to surrender on the Glorious Fourth; his successful Defense.

—

Morgnn crosses Green River.—Colonel Hanson surrenders Lebanon, July 5th, after seven

hours' fighting; Morgan's Rrullier killed.— Ilenerah Udbsuii, Judrdi, and Sh<i< klcford in pur-

suit of Morgan.—Morgan crosses the Ohio into Southern Indiana.—He sweeps nrouud Cincin-

nati.—His perilous Situation.—He is surrounded and captured with his Command.—His sub-

sequent Escape.—Burnsidc's March across the Mountains into East Tennessee.—Dillicultics of

the March.—Knoxvillc is captured without a Battle,—Burnsidc's deception by the Loyalists.

—

Capture of Cumberland Gap.

GENERAL BURNSIDE was assigned to the Department of the Ohio

on the 15th of March, 1863. He had been relieved of the command of

the Army of the Potomac on the 25th of January. The interval had been

spent by the general at his home in Providence, Rhode Island. One week
after bis new appointment he reached Cincinnati, and there established his

headquarters. General Horatio G.Wright had been the commander of the

Department of the Ohio, which now comprised the states of Ohio, Indiana,

Illinois, Michigan, Eastern Kentucky, and East Tennessee, as soon as the lat-

ter should be occupied. The situation, political and military, of the depart-

ment required the utmost tact and sagacity on the part of its commander.
The Confederate cavalry was ravaging a large portion of Kentucky, and in

the more northern states there existed considerable disaffection toward the

national government. Martial law had been proclaimed in Kentucky, but
in Indiana, Ohio, and Illinois there was no lnndcrance to the most licentious

freedom on the part of public speakers and of the press.

In such a state of affairs, the military force then existing was not suffi-

cient either to meet the hostile incursions of the enemy or to silence disloy-

alists. Burnside, therefore, had two divisions of the Ninth Army Corps,

then in camp at Newport News, under Generals Willcox and Sturgis, trans-

ferred to his department. Upon this change, Sturgis was succeeded in the

command of his division by General Robert B. Potter. At this time the

Confederate General Pegram, with a force of 3000 men, was marching
through Central Kentucky, capturing towns and plundering citizens, and
had with feeble opposition penetrated as far as Danville. Louisville was
almost in danger of being captured, and Indiana open to invasion. To meet
these hostile intentions of Pegram, the Ninth Corps was hurried westward,
and the small detachments of Federal troops scattered over Central Ken-
tucky were concentrated at Lebanon and Fliekman's Bridge, under Generals
Q. A. Gillmore and Boyle. Willi these latter Burnside ordered an advance
against Pegram on the 28th of March. The enemy was driven rapidly

southward, and at Somerset, on the 30th, Gillmore, with his cavalry, routed
and drove him across the Cumberland River, inflicting upon him a loss of
500 killed, wounded, and prisoners.

The two divisions of the Ninth Corps, now commanded by General John
G. Parke, who had relieved " Baldy" Smith, arrived at Louisville early in

April. The corps was composed for the most part of New England troops,

against whom, as Yankees par excellence, the Kentuckians were prejudiced.

This sentiment, however, was soon overcome by the courtesy of the oflicera

and the general good conduct of the soldiers. Kentucky was at this time

divided into three military districts: the Eastern, with headquarters at

Louisa, under General Julius White ; the Central, under General Q. A. Gill-

more, with headquarters at Lexington ; and the Western, under General J.

T. Boyle, with headquarters at Louisville. Gillmore, after Pegram's defeat,

was relieved by General Willcox. The line held by the troops in these

three districts extended from the Big Sandy to the Cumberland River. The
Ninth Corps, upon its arrival, was sent to the front. It was a part of Burn-

side's duty to protect so much of Rosecrans's lines of communication as lay

within his department. For this purpose fortified posts were established on

the railroads leading to Western Kentucky and Tennessee, and the utmost

precaution was used to prevent raids on the part of guerrillas and the ene-

my's cavalry.

On the 27th of April, in compliance with an order from Washington, all

the troops in Kentucky not belonging to the Ninth began to be organized

into another corps, to be designated as the Twenty-third, and to be under

the command of Major General G. L. Hartsuff. This organization was com-

pleted by the 22d of May, and a plan of operations was consulted between

Burnside and Rosecrans for an immediate advance, the former marching

with Ins two corps directly itito East Tennessee, while the latter moved upon

Chattanooga. Preparations were made for the campaign by both armies,

and on the 2d of June Burnside moved his headquarters from Cincinnati to

Lexington; but, at the very last moment, the Ninth Corps was withdrawn

from Burnside to re-enforce General Grant before Vicksburg, and the East

Tennessee campaign was postponed.

About the middle ofJune Colonel H. S. Saunders led an expedition into

East Tennessee, and, striking the Virginia and Tennessee Railroad at Lenoir,

moved up the road, breaking up portions of it on his route. He threatened

Knoxvillc, burned the bridge— 1600 feet long— across Holston River at

Strawberry Plains, captured 10 guns and 400 prisoners, and, after destroying

stores of great value, returned to Lexington on the 26th.

It was at zboat this time that the Confederate General John Morgan was

planning his grand raid into Kentucky and the states north of ihe Ohio.

His scheme was daring, contemplating a bold march through Kentucky,

breaking through Burnside's lines, now weakened by the absence of Parke's

corps, then across the Ohio River and through the southern counties of Ohio

and Indiana, finally sweeping down into West Virginia, or, if fortune favor-

ed, through Pennsylvania, to join General Lee's invading army.

Morgan, starting from Sparta June 27, crossed the Cumberland River

near Burkesville on the 2d ofJuly, accompanied by General Basil Duke as

second in command. His force has been variously estimated, the Confed-

erate statements putting it at 2028 men, with four guns, and the Federal of-

ficers in Kentucky at from 4000 to 5000. The truth probably lies about

midway between these estimates. Pollard states the force to have been

3000 strong, in two brigades. Burnside was scarcely prepared for this sud-

den invasion. His best troops were away. Saunders, with his most effi-

cient cavalry, had only just returned from an exhausting raid. Custer's

troops were at a distance from the Cumberland. Morgan's command was

well organized, and would have little trouble in supplying itself in the fer-

tile valleys of the Cumberland and Ohio. Confined to no strictly-defined

line of march, it easily evaded the troops first sent to intercept it, and ob-

tained a start of two days, moving on Columbia.
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Passing through Columbia, Morgan attempted to cross Green River
Bridge, at Tebbs's Bend, on the 4th. Guarding the river at this point were
five companies of the Twenty-fifth Michigan, under Colonel Orlando H.
Moore. The position was well selected for defense, and when Morgan ap-

proached, before daylight, demanding its surrender, Moore replied, " The
Fourth of July is not a proper day for me to entertain such a proposition."
Morgan attacked, and was driven off with a loss of nearly 50 men, among
whom were some of his best officers. 1

It had been an obstinate, and at

times a hand-to-hand struggle, and the 200 brave defenders of the stockade

» filooro gives the Confedcm it loss as 50 killed and 2jQ wouudsii.
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well earned the thanks which were afterward tendered them by the Kentucky Legislature. Morgan had attacked with two regiments, the rest of
his iorce crossing the river, m the mean time, by another ford.
FrT tbe

m?
reeD River Sl0rgan swePl nortb™rd, striking Lebanon the

next day. I he garrison at this place consisted of 400 men of the Twentieth
Kentucky, under Colonel Hanson, who stood out for seven hours against
Morgan s attack, placing his men in the dep6t and the neighboring houses.
Surrender at length became inevitable, the enemy having charged into the
town and set fire to the houses from which the garrison were lirin" Here
Morgan s young brother was killed while leading a charge. With the Fed-
eral cavalry now close upon bim-riding swiftly on his track while he was
fighting at Tebbs s Bend and Lebanon—Morgan had not time to parole his
prisoners, whom he compelled to keep pace with him to Springfield, making
ten miles in an hour and a half. Those who faltered were ruthlessly shot
and left upon the road.

A formidable force of infantry, cavalry, and artillery, under Generals
?bson, Judah, and Shackleford, joined by Colonel Wolford, were rapidly

pursuing Morgan, who was boldly advancing to the Ohio River by way of
Bardstown. The experienced raider had still the best of the race, scouring
the country for supplies and horses on his route, leaving behind him empty
larders and stables, thus compelling his pursuers to make the most of their
jaded animals. On the 7th, when the Federals reached Shcpardsville, Mor-
gan had twenty hours the start; but the exciting race was continued Mor-
gan, having crossed Rolling Fork, burning the bridges behind him, reached
the Ohio at Brandenburg, 40 miles below Louisville, on the 8th. On board
ofcaptured steamers he ferried his command across, and his pursuers reached
the southern bank just in time to witness the burning of his transports. On
its swift march the Confederate command had gathered fresh accessions of
force, and was now ready to fall upon the southern counties of Indiana with
an army of 4000 men and 10 guns.
Taking Corydon, Greenville, and Palmyra in his way, Morgan hastened

on the 9th to Salem, capturing there 350 Home Guards, breaking up the
railroad, and burning the town. It was the portion of Indiana most disaf-
fected toward the national government which Morgan was visiting with hi?
wrath

;
but he had no time to distinguish friend from foe, and went on burn-

ing and ravaging. He dared not halt even to figbt, and every place was se-
cure against him which offered any serious resistance. From Salem his
-course veered eastward toward Lexington, which he reached on the morn-
ing of the 10th. From that point, passing northward and eastward, he men-
aced at once Madison and Vernon, 20 miles apart, but, finding a consider-
able force at the latter point, he did not venture battle, but skirmished eva-
sively, while his men were destroying the railroads north, south, east, and
west of the town. Thence he moved eastward, passing through VcrsnillcM
on the 12th, seizing fresh horses as he marched, and reaching Harrison, on
the Ohio border, the next day, where he gathered in his detached columns,
and made a clean sweep around Cincinnati, at distances of from 7 to 18
miles. Daylight of the 14th found him 18 miles east of Cincinnati, anxious-
ly looking for some avenue of escape.

For his position was now one of great peril. He had embarked upon a
great adventure, which might have had some military consequence if he bud
been let alone

; but, as must have been apparent to him now, it had proved
little more than a bold march across one state and a portion of two others.
Indeed, from a military point of view, he was more a necessity to Bragg in

Tennessee than he was an injury to the Federal cause in his present position
north of the Ohio. So closely had he been pursued that he had stepped
lightly over the country which he had meant to crush under the heels of
his horsemen. He had captured hundreds (thousands it may be, so Pollard
reports) of militia, but he could do nothing with them, and their paroles
placed them just where they were before. He had destroyed a large amount
of property, and had broken railroad communications, but the ravages had
been so slight that a single week would repair the ruin. He had only made
a bold march, scarcely worthy the record which we have given it, in the

event of his escape. It is the denouement of the little episode which gives it

any historic interest. How and where did the bold march end ? is the ques-
tion which the reader waits to have answered. And this was the question

which Morgan was trying to answer prospectively when, on the 14th, after

crossing the Miami, he moved southward to the Ohio to find a crossing for

his closely-meshed command.
Generals Judah, Hobson, and Shackleford had crossed the Ohio on the

8th, following Morgan in the route which we have traced. When the raid-

ers crossed the Miami they bad only four hours the start of their pursuers.

Such a disposition of the Federal forces had been made as would secure

Hamilton and Cincinnati against attack. Gunboats were brought up to pa-

trol the Ohio, and to prevent Morgan's escape southward across that river.

A column under Judah moved along the river roads, while Hobson and
Shackleford took those in the interior. The militia sent down by Govern-
or Morgan, of Indiana, halted at the eastern border of their own state, but

the people of Ohio, along the roads in Morgan's front, blocked up his route

with fallen trees, while the Federal troops hemmed him in upon the north

and in his rear. For 160 miles Morgan continued his desperate flight

through Williamsburg, "Winchester, Piketon, and Jackson, as if running a

race with the gun-boats. But the latter, under the direction of Lieutenant

Commander Fitch, had been warped over the shoals, and thus had succeed-

ed in forcing their way up the Rapids, so that when Morgan attempted to

cross the river at Buffinston Island, near Pomeroy, he found the " web-fnot-

ed" monsters still in his front, and was driven back in confusion, and brought

face to face with his pursuers, near Chester, on the 19th. Here Shackleford

met him, and soou Judah, also, was upon his flank, and Hobson upon his
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rear There was a good hour's fight, when Shackleford ordered a charge,

and the enemy, with infantry, cavalry, and artillery attacking him upon all

sides, sent in a flag of truce, and surrendered 700 men, including Dick Mor-

gan and Basil Duke. But this was only a portion of Morgan's command.

The leader himself, with the main body, had pushed up the river some 14

miles to Belleville, where he was already (about 3 P.M.) crossing his horses.

Before he had got 400 men, under Colonel A. R. Johnson, across, Hobson

and Shackleford were again upon him, and General Scammon's gun-boats

made their appearance in his front. Here 1000 more of the raiders were

surrendered. .

Bat Morgan was not among the captured, having again disappeared with

a small body of his adherents. His guns and weapons were gone, and the

great raid had dwindled down into a run for dear life on Morgan's part.

He fled inland to McArthur on the 21st, and thence toward Marietta, where

he again made a vain attempt to cross into Virginia. Then he veered

northward again to Eastport. But Shackleford, with 500 men who had vol-

unteered to stay in the saddle without eating or drinking until Morgan

should be captured, overtook the flying partisan near New Lisbon, where

the latter's flight had been interrupted by an irregular force of militia and

home guards. Driven to a high bluff, Morgan finally surrendered at discre-

tion on the 27th. It was now exactly a month since he bad marched from

Sparta, in Tennessee. Of the command with which he first set forth, less

than 400 bad escaped, over 500 bad been killed or wounded ; the rest, with

their leader, were prisoners of war.

Morgan and his officers were carried to Cincinnati, and delivered over to

General Burnside. By direction of the President they were confined ir

Ohio penitentiaries, their heads being shaved like those of felons. Morgan

with six of bis officers, managed to escape on the night of November 26 by

digging their way out of their cells. Those who escaped had been confined

at Columbus. Morgan, with a certain Captain Hines, took the midnight

train for Cincinnati, and, just before reaching the city, put on the brakes,

jumped off, and was ferried across the Ohio into Kentucky. Through

Kentucky, Tennessee, and Northern Georgia, Morgan—having lost his com-

panion by the way—proceeded to Richmond, where he was feted and made

much of. His escape from his cell, his disguise, and bis flight to Virginia

had been accomplished through the assistance of Confederate sympathizers

outside his prison walls.

About three weeks after Morgan's capture, Burnside bad at Camp Nel-

6on, near Richmond, Kentucky, a thoroughly organized force of 20,000 men.

Without waiting for the return of the Ninth Corps, be, on the 10th of Au-

gust, commenced his advance to East Tennessee. Rosccrans had already

driven Bragg to Chattanooga. The occupation of East Tennessee was at

this time of very great importance, in order, by the destruction or possession

of the railroad from Virginia, to cut off communications between Lee's and

Bragg's armies. Besides, from Knoxville, Burnside could easily and effect-

ively co-operate with Rosecrans's next movement upon Bragg.

East Tennessee lies in the Valley of the Tennessee and Holston Rivers,

and between the Cumberland and Blue Ridge ranges of mountains. It is a

mountainous district, and its inhabitants were for the most part loyal to the

national government. For the latter reason, it was not advisable to occupy

this region before it could be permanently held. Hitherto the people had

been harassed by the enemy, who had exercised his power to the utmost

in order to crush out and overawe the Uniomsts, many of whom were al-

ready refugees.

Burnside's advance was simultaneous with Rosecrans's march from Win-

chester upon Chattanooga, of which we treat in the next chapter. Concen-

trating his forces at Crab Orchard, he moved directly upon Knoxville,

through Mount Vernon, London, Williamsburg, and thence southward into

Tennessee, with Hartsuffs columns upon his right, proceeding through Som-

erset, and Colonel Foster's cavalry upon his left. The routes taken by the

several columns were those least likely to be defended by the enemy. After

crossing the Cumberland River a force was sent, under command of Colonel

De Courcy, to threaten Cumberland Gap, then held by Frazier's brigade of

Buckner's command, while Burnside, with his main body, crossed the moun-

tains by the gaps farther westward. It was a most difficult route; but the

troops were in light marching order, and many of them mounted, with pnek-

mules for transportation, the few wagon trains following on the best roads,

while the soldiers, on foot or on horseback, climbed over the mountains by

comparatively unfrequented paths. During the fortnight after Burnside'3

departure from Crab Orchard, on the 21st of August, the whole army, mules

and men, were tasked to the utmost limits of endurance. Up the rugged

heights the artillery was with difficulty drawn, and when the mules failed

from exhaustion their places were filled by the soldiers. At length the

summit was reached, and the army descended into East Tennessee, its con-

querors; for, surprised by the sudden and apparently formidable move-

ment, General Buckner evacuated Knoxville and fell back to the Tennes-

see, leaving Frazier's command at Cumberland Gap without orders, without

intelligence of his retreat, and without support.

Burnside's army bad moved in five columns. The first and second joined

at Jamestown, Tennessee, and, moving to Montgomery, were joined on the

30th by the third and fourth. The other column, composed of cavalry,

moved directly on Jacksborough, and thence through Wheeler's Gap to

Knoxville. Burnside's headquarters were established at Kingston on the

1st and at Knoxville on the 3d of September. In fourteen days he had

marched bis army 250 miles.

On the 5th he dispatched Shackleford to the rear of Cumberland Gap,

VWC7WM 1
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winch De Courcy threatened from the north. Frassier, who occupied the

Gap with four Confederate regiments, was well supplied, and confident of

his ability to hold the position. But some of Sbackleford's men succeeded
on the 7th in creeping through the lines and burning the mill upon -which

the garrison depended for flour. Burnside arrived in person on the 9th,

when Frazicr surrendered 2000 men and 14 guns. The pursuit of a small

Confederate force under Sam Jones into Virginia completed the long-sought

conquest of East Tennessee. The campaign had been accomplished with-

out a single battle.

By the Loyalists along his line of march and at Knoxville Burnside was
hailed as a deliverer. His entrance into Knoxville was an ovation which
might have flattered the greatest ofconquerors. His wayworn troops shared
the generous welcome. National flags, long concealed, came forth from the
houses, and made the 3d of September seem like a 4th of July.' General
Burnside captured at Knoxville a large quantity of ammunition, 2000 stand
of small-arms, 11 guns, and 2r300 prisoners.

CHAPTER XXXIV.
THE CHATTANOOGA CAMPAIGN.

IV. THE BATTLE OF CHICKAMAUGA.
Rosccrnmi crosses ihc Tennessee.—

M

noogn.— Over-confidence of Roseci

tnnitv.—General Ncglev's l'igbi i

Horriod Concentration mid narroi

September 18.—Battboftia 19(A.-

Loss of the "I.oomi-" H.ittcrv.—

B

tlie Afternoon; Vim Clove driven

Night Attack.—Bosnia of tlio Da]

ements of liis three Corps.—Bragg retreats from Chatte-

ls.—Why Burnside did not co-operate.—-Bragg's Oppor-
Dug Gap discovers (he Enemy.—Roseerans alarmed.

—

iscupo of his Army.—The Situation on the Evening of

Jcneral Thomas strikes the first Blow.—Bnird's Repulse;

my driven, and Guns recaptured,—Confederate Attack in

Hazen repulses the Enemy with Artillery.—Pot Cleburne's

Figh ting.—Council of War at the Widow Glenn's,—The

1 Dr.W. H. Church, of Uurnside's siaff, thus describes tho reception of the troops on the way to
ami in Knoxville:

" The East Tennessee troops, of whom Goneral Burnside had a considerable number, were kept
constantly in the advance, and were received with expressions of the profoundost gratitude by the
people, who are described as lite most heartily and generally loyal people in the United States.
There were many thrilling scenes of the meeting of our East Tennessee soldiers with their fami-
lies, from whom iliey had lieen so lung separated.
"The East Tonnesseean* were so glad to see oar soldiers that they cooked everything they hail

and gave it to iliem freely, not asking |mv, and tip|.aremli nut thinking of it. Women Blood by
tlm road side with pails of water, and displayed Union lings. The wonder was where nil the stars
and stripes came from. Knoxville was radiant with flags. At a point on tho road from Kings-
ton to Knoxvill,' sixty women and girls stood hv ilie mad side waving Union lings, and shouting
'Hurrah for the Union !' Old Indies nnhed out of iheir houses and wanted to see General Burn-
side, npJ Ihakc hands with him, and cried Welcome, welcome, General Burnside ! welcome to
East Tennessee!" A mooting of the Union i-iiizen* of Knoxville was held, and addressed by Gen-
eral Burnside ami General Uartor. It was attended by about five hundred men, and a large num-
ber of women and children. The demonstrations were nut boisterous, but there was intense, quiet
rejoicing. Men who had been bidden for months came in, full of gratitude for their deliverance."

Confederate General Longslrcet's Arrival.—Ballk of the 20(/i.—Bosccrnns's Dispositions.

—

Bragg's Plan of Attack.—Polk's Delay.—Thomas is hard pressed, but holds his Position.

—

Longstreet's Attack.—Hindman breaks through tho Right of tho Federal Line.—How the Gap

was made—Roseerans, McCook, and Crittenden swept from the Field.—Extent of the Disor-

der.— Garfield goes lo Thomas.—Formation of a new Line on the Slope of Mission Ridge.—

General Ncgley's Position.—Weakness of the new Line.—Longslrcet's Assault delayed.—Gran-

ger arrives in time to meet it and lo save the Day.—Withdrawal of llic Army by Night to Ross-

v'ille and thence to Chattanooga.—Estimate of Losses.—Review of the Campaign.

WE left Eosecrans's army at "Winchester, south of Elk River, with its

left and rear toward MeMinnville well guarded, and its outposts ad-

vanced to Pelham and Stevenson. If its progress thus far had been diffi-

cult, it was yet mere play when compared with a farther advance across the

Cumberland Mountains and tbe broad Tennessee to Chattanooga, whither

Bragg bad retreated. A direct attack upon the enemy, strongly intrenched

in Chattanooga, was out of the question, even if Eosecrans's army had been

a hundred thousand strong. Tbe campaign against Bragg, therefore, neces-

sarily involved an attack upon the railroad running southward from Chat-

tanooga through Dalton to Atlanta. The railroad connecting Chattanooga

with the East would very soon be rendered useless to the Confederates by

Burnside's advance to Knoxville. The valley through which the Atlanta

Road runs could be reached in two ways : westwardly, by turning the head

of Sequatchie Valley, or by crossing the valley atDunlap or Tburman's, and

then moving across Walden's Ridge, crossing the Tennessee above Chatta-

nooga ; or southwardly, by moving across the Cumberland range, crossing

the Tennessee below Chattanooga, and then the four ranges south of the riv-

er—Raccoon, Lookout, Mission, and Taylor's. 1 Roseerans chose the latter,

or southward route, leaving the natural valley from East Tennessee to North-

ern Georgia open to the co-operative movement which he expected would be

undertaken by Burnside.

Upon whatsoever route Roseerans might advance, there could he little de-

pendence upon the country for forage, none at all fur tbe subsistence of hia

soldiers. Supplies of food and ammunition sufficient for the campaign must

be accumulated before moving, and must he carried with the army, thus in-

creasing the difficulties of tbe march. The necessity of a long halt after

Bragg's retreat was therefore inevitable; yet, strange as it may seem, Gen-

eral Halleck, at Washington, not appreciating Napoleon's maxim that "an

army crawls upon its belly," wondered and chafed at this delay, and finally

issued a peremptory order directing Roseerans to advance, and report bis

progress daily to the War Department2 Very fortunately, Roseerans was

1 Or, striking farther sotjlhword, after crossing the Tennessee, there would be Sand, Lookout,

and Pigeon Mountains, and Tailor's Ridge.
1 Tho order was i«ne<l i-arlv in Angii=t. On tin.- +th IWeomns writes:

"Tour dispatch, ordering me to move forward withoni farther delay, reporting the movement

of each corps until I cro<s the Tenne-ee, is received. As I have been determined to cross tho

river as soon as practicable, and have been making all preparations, and getting soeb information
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nearly ready to move. He had completed the railroad from Murfteesbor-

ough to Stevenson, and thence to Bridgeport, by the 25tb of July, and only

waited for the opening of the road from Cowan to Tracy City. By strain-

ing to the utmost the capacities of the Stevenson Road, he had accumulated

by the 8th of August a sufficient quantity of supplies to warrant his imme-

diate advance. The enemy was in no condition to disturb his communica-

tions or to resist his advance to the Tennessee. So far, therefore, he was re-

lieved of anxiety. While bis own army covered the approaches to his rear

and right, Burnside's was more than adequate to the protection of his left.

Sheridan's division had already occupied Stevenson and Bridgeport before

Halleck's order was issued. The movement of the main army began on the

morning of August 10th. Two of Crittenden's columns crossed the Cumber-

land Mountains—Palmer by Dunlap, and Wood by Tburman's—into the Se-

quatchie Valley, while a third, under Van Cleve, struck Pikevillc at the

head of the Valley. Crittenden's left, in this movement, was covered by Col-

onel Mi nty's cavalry. Thomas's and MeCook's corps advanced southward

to the Tennessee, occupying positions above and below Stevenson, prepara-

tory to crossing the river. Three brigades of cavalry moved on the right,

making a long detour by way of Fayetteville and Athens, to guard the river

below as far as Whitesburg, about eighty miles from Stevenson.

Crittenden, upon reaching Sequatchie Valley, sent reconnoitring columns

of infantry and cavalry across Walden's Ridge, Wagner's brigade andWild-

er's cavalry advancing to a point opposite Chattanooga, and shelling the

town on the 21st, silencing the Confederate artillery, and creating great con-

sternation among the citizens. Another brigade [Tlazen's) had also crossed

the ridge farther north, at Poe's, and, with Wilder's cavalry, reconnoitred

the country to Harrison's Landing, twelve miles above Chattanooga. The
rest of Crittenden's command moved down the Sequatchie to the Tcunessee,

below Chattanooga.

On the 21st, the whole arm}', having crossed the Cumberland Mountains,

lay upon the right bank of the Tennessee, extending over a line of 150

miles. Along this'linc the river flows in a southwest direction, forcing its

passage through the Cumberland range, and cutering Alabama at Bridge-

port. The two brigades east of Walden's Ridge were prepared to enter

Chattanooga in the event of its evacuation by Bragg ; to force this evacua-

tion, or to cut off the enemy from his southern communications, was the

work of the main army. The preparations for crossing the river consumed

ten days. During this time reconnoissauces were made to discover the most

available points for this purpose; the pontoons and trains were brought for-

ward, and trestle-work and materials for improvised bridges were prepared

with the utmost secrecy. The pontoons were sufficient for only two bridges,

and twice that number were needed to secure rapidity of movement The
facility with which the enemy could, from the high spurs abutting on the

river, overlook the whole length of the valley, prevented absolute secrecy
;

this, however, was of little consequence, as the intervening mountains made
it impossible for Bragg to oppose any serious resistance to the movements

on his left. The troops began to cross on the 29th of August, and by Sep-

tember 4th all were on the south side except a brigade of regulars of Baird's

division, left to guard the railroad until it should be relieved by Gordon

Granger's reserve corps. The crossing was conducted at four points—Shell-

mound, the mouth of Battle Creek, Bridgeport, and Caperton's Ferry, at the

mouth of Big Crow Creek. The bridge at Bridgeport was the one mainly

used for the crossing of trains. Thomas crossed one division at each of the

points named ; McCook crossed Woods's and Van Cleve's at Caperton's (the

lowest crossing), and Sheridan's at Bridgeport; Crittenden (except Wagner's

and Hazen's brigades) crossed at Shcllmound, at the mouth of Battle Greek,

and at Bridgeport. An accident to the bridge at Bridgeport delayed the

crossing at that point for four days. The cavalry, under General Stanley,

still keeping the left, crossed with McCook at Caperton's.

The plan nf Rosecrans 's campaign, after crossing the Tennessee, was very

simple in its idea, though attended with many difficulties in its execution.

Crittenden was to threaten Chattanooga by a direct advance ; Thomas was
to cross Raccoon Mountain, and seize Stevens's and Cooper's Gaps, leading

through Lookout Mountain into McLemore's Cove, twenty miles south of

Chattanooga ; McCook and Stanley, in the mean time, were to move twenty

miles farther southward across the mountains to Valley Head, turning tbe

southern extremity of Pigeon Mountain, and threatening an advance on
Rome. Except in its topographical features, this plan was very similar to

that adopted by Hooker in his Chancellorsville campaign. In cither case

the enemy was flanked by the crossing of a river and an advance upon his

left and rear. Hooker thought Lee would retreat, falling back upon Rich-

mond or Gordonsville. Rosecrans was equally confident that Bragg, aban-

doning Chattanooga, would fall back to Rome. Both were alike mistaken

;

each, finding that the enemy had indeed abandoned his position, but was
ready to meet the advance squarely in front, refusing to acknowledge defeat

until after the test of battle. But there were three important points of dif-

ference between the Chickamauga and Chancellorsville campaigns. Hooker
was able to encounter the enemy with nearly double the force of the latter,

while Rosecrans, at a greater distance from his base of supplies, accepted bat-

tle with tbe advantage of numerical superiority against him and in Bragg's

ns raav onnbla me to do so without being driven back lite Hooker, I wish to know if your order is

intended to take away my discretion as en the lime and mnnner of moving my troops?"
And the following is General Hallcck's reply (August 5) :

"The orders for the advance of your army, and that its progress bo reported daily, are per-

emptory."

Rosecrans appears to have received all this in good feeling. ITe writes (Aligns! 7):
"Your dispatch received. I can only repeat the assurance given before the issue of the order.

This army shall move with all the dtspnlfb rc-npatiblo with the successful execution ynn wish.
«c are preparing every thing to bring up forage for our animals; the present rolling stock of the
road will hardly suffice id k<vp us day by day here, but I have bought fifty more freight cars,

"hich arc arriving. Will advise you daily."

favor. Again, Rosecrans had a more difficult country in which to operate,
though this was in some degree compensated by the circumstance that the
very obstacles in bis own way afforded security to his rear. Finally, the
sequel of the two campaigns was far different; for, although both Hooker
and Rosecrans each succeeded in inflicting greater injury upon the enemy
than he suffered himself, yet the former sustained a complete defeat as re-
garded the" object of his campaign, while Rosecrans, retiring from the battle-
field of Chickamauga, secured Chattanooga, the professed object of his ad-
vance from Mnrfreesborougb.

But in carrying out this comparison we are anticipating our narrative.
By the time the last divisions of the army had crossed the Tennessee, Thom-
as's and MeCook's corps were already far advanced. Negley's division had
crossed Sand Mountain into Lookout Valley, and was encamped at Brown's
Spring; at the foot of the mountain, on the west side, and ready to begin
the ascent, was Reynolds's division; Brannan's had reached the summit-
Jeff Davis's division, of MeCook's corps, had crossed Lookout Mountain into
Wills's Valley, seizing Winston's Gap ; Johnson's was across Sand Moun-
tain, while Sheridan had just reached the left bank of the Tennessee, On
the 8th all the preliminary movements of the campaign had been success-

fully carried out Their effect upon the enemy was immediate. Chatta-
nooga was evidently no longer tenable. Bragg's effective force at this time
was about 45,000 men. 1 He could not well afford to divide this force by
sending a detachment of his army to fight the enemy, nor could he stay
in Chattanooga. The capture of Vicksburg, with its garrison, was an in-

stance, too recent to be forgotten, of the consequence of holding a position

simply because of its strength, and in defiance of starvation. The nature of
the country, and the presence on his right front of Burnside's army (at Knox-
ville on the 3d), made a counter attack upon the Federal rear, if not impos-
sible, extremely hazardous. Reluctantly he abandoned Chattanooga, but not
the campaign for its possession. The prize must be fought for, but with
Rosecrans must be left the choice of the battle-field. If the Federal army
emerged from the passes of Lookout Mountain into McLemore's Cove or

Wills's Valley, he would meet it there; if it drew in its left in order to oc-

cupy Chattanooga in full force, and successfully evaded battle, he would still

maintain the offensive, sitting down in front of the strong-hold he had so un-
willingly abandoned, with his own supplies close at hand, while those of the

enemy must be brought over the mountains from Murfreesborough, a hund-
red miles distant. His confidence in the final result was heightened by the

expectation that his army, now very little inferior to that of the enemy,
would soon be nearly doubled by re-enforcements from Mississippi and Vir-

ginia. Chattanooga was evacuated on the 7th and 8th. On the morning
of the 9th Crittenden was apprised of tin's event by General Rosecrans, and
ordered to push forward his entire command, with four days' rations, and
make a vigorous pursuit. Bragg had waited at Chattanooga until Rosecrans
had fully developed his movements southward. He then took position from
Lee and Gordon's Mill to Lafayette, on the road leading southward from Chat-

tanooga, facing the eastern slope of Pigeon Mountain. In this position he
was nearer to either of Rosccrans's three corps than they were to each other. 3

And just here Rosecrans began to base the future of his campaign upon
a false calculation. His impression that Bragg's army was retreating upon
Rome, demoralized and conscious of defeat, amounted to a conviction, al-

most to an infatuation. There was some ground for the presumption. Bragg
had been flanked out of Middle Tennessee. "Why not out of East Tennes-

see and Northern Georgia? But here Rosecrans should have remembered
that in the summer campaign, his strength, as compared with that of the en-

emy, had been much greater than it was now. Besides its additional strength

from the accession of Buckner's command, Bragg's army was now within

easier reach not only of abundant supplies, but also of extensive re-enforce-

ments. Under the circumstances, the greatest peril lurked in that presump-

tuous confidence with which Rosecrans was now prepared to push forward

his columns. 3 There was really nothing in the way of Burnside's co-opera-

tion with over 20,000 effective men. There was every argument in its fa-

vor, and no good one against it. The moment Knoxville had been secured,

Burnside ought to bave been ordered to Chattanooga. He could have made

1 The official returns from the Army of Tennessee for August 31, 1803, give; Presentfor duty,

45, Oil ; aggregate present, !Jfl,l>-'7 ; itgiireyute present and ahs,nt, S3, 273. Bragg, in his official re-

port of the battle of ChicknmLiugn. says that tit this time ( September 8.) his etFecliie force, exclu-

sive of cnvnlry, was a little over 35,000 men. lie includes "two small divisions" just nrrived from
Johnston's army. The estimate given in the text is no doubt correct, as the official returns of an
nrmy are always more likely to be accurate thun the numbers given in the report of a bnltJe. It

includes the cavalry force and Buckner's command.
5 Thomas was twenty-six miles from Crittenden, on his left, and the distance to MeCook's corps,

on the right, was nearly ns great. Rosecrans makes the distance " from flank to flank, by the near-

est practicable roads," fifty miles.
3 The idea that Bragg's army would make no stand on Ilosecrnns's present front seems also to

linvc prevailed with General llnllcck. On the 6th lie had telegraphed to the latter: "There is

no reason now to suppose that any of his troops have b?cn detached, except, perhaps, a small force

at Charleston." On the lltb he gives the following instructions: "After holding the mountain
passes on the west andPalton, nr some other point on the railroad, to prevent the retarn of Bragg's
nrmy, it will be decided whether your army shall move farther south into Georgia and Alabama."
So far is Halleck at this time from being aware of Rosccrans's danger, that he urges the latter to

find out whether Bragg's army is re-enforcing Lee! If he had himself taken some pains to ascer-

tain whether Lee was re-enforcing Bragg, a mistake on Rosccrans's part which proved next to fa-

tal might have been avoided. As early ns September 7th Rosecrans seems to have been aware of
Bragg's having received re-enforcements from Johnston's army. On that day, in reply to a dis-

patch from IliUl i k ('(luted .September Gthj, inquiring about the position of Bragg and Buckner,
and suggesting that, in the event of their anion, it would be necessary for him to unite with Burn-
side, he writes:

"Tour dispatch of yesterday rcceiieJ with surprise. You havo been often nnd fully advised that

the nature of the country makes it impossible for this army to prevent Johnston from combining
with Bragg. When orders for an advance of the army were made, it mast have been known that

those two rebel forces could combine against it, and to some extent choose their place of fighting

us. This has doubtless been done, and liackner, Bragg, and Johnston are all near Chattanooga.

The movement on East Tennessee was independent of mine. Your apprehensions arc just, and
the legitimate consequences of your orders. The best that can now be done is fur Burnside to

close his cavalry down on our left, supporting it with his infantry, and, refu»inj, nis lefi, threaten

the enemy without getting into his grasp, while we get him in our grip, and strangle him, or per-

isb in the' attempt."
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the march in eight days, 1 connecting with Rosecrans's left within three days

after Bragg's evacuation. The very fact of Buckner's precipitate withdrawal

from a country abounding in strong positions for defense was sufficient evi-

dence that the movement was something el Be than a mere retreat. But nei-

ther Halleck nor Rosecrans understood its real import. The former was too

far from the field of operations; the latter was over-confident of the demor-

alization of the enemy. Before the 14th Rosecrans never asked or seemed

to expect any thing "from Burnside beyond a demonstration with cavalry.

His chief anxiety was lest Burnside might be withdrawn to North Carolina.

Even as late as the 12tb he felt sufficient for the enemy in his front, but, in

the cose of Bragg's retreat to the Coosa Eiver, he apprehended an advance

from the line of that river into Tennessee, and thought a force from the

Army of Tennessee ought to shut up that avenue.1

After the capture of Cumberland Gap3 Burnside was ordered by General

Halleck to concentrate on the Tennessee, connecting with Eosecrans. If

this order had been issued when Burnside first reached Knoxville, and had

been promptly executed, the two armies would have been by this time in

co-operation.* ___
1 Judging from the lime occupied by Sherman in his march with 25,000 men to the relief of

Knoxville: November 28th—December fith.

' The following letter was written by Rosecrans, September 13th, to General Halleck, from Chat-

tanooga :

"I think it would be very unwise, in the present attitude of affairs, for General Burnside to

make any move in the direction of North Carolina; it would leave my left flank entirely unpro-

tected, and open the way into Kentucky. I trust I am sufficient for the enemy now in my front;

but, should lie fall back to the line of the Coosa, the roods from there are short and comparatively

good to the Tennessee, where it is necessary for me to cross two ranges of mountains, over very

barren, rough, and difficult roads, to reach the Tennessee, mil then move from thirty to fifty miles

to reach the flank of a column moving from Guntcr's Landing or Whitesburg on Nashville. It is

desirable to have that avenue shut up. Can not vou send n force from the Army of Tennessee to

do it?" ' September 9.

* "The main body of General Buruside's army was now ordered to concentrate on the Tennes-

see River, from Loudon west, so as to connect with Genera! Rosecrans's army, which reached

Chattanooga on the 9th. ... As the country between Dnlton and the Little Tennessee was still

open to the enemy. General Burnside was cautioned to move down hy the north bank of the river,

so its to secure Us fords, and cover his own and General Rosecrans's communications from rebel

raids. With our forces concentrated near Chattanooga, the enemy would be compelled to either

attack us in position or to retreat farther south into Georgia. If he. should attempt a flank move-

ment on Cleveland, his own communications would be cut off and his own army destroyed. But,

although repeatedly urged to effect this junction with the Army of the Cumberland, General Born-

side retained most of his command in the upper valley, which was still threatened, near the Vir-

ginia line, by a small force under Sam Jones."—Halbck's Report, 1863. This Is the statement

made by General Halleck, which reflects upon Burnside. But the iptiaima verba of the dispatch

sent toE-urns'ide on the 11th do not indicate that the order to co-operate with Rosecrans was very

explicit, or was based upon any definite idea of the. enemy's movements. The dispatch reads

:

"I congratulate you on your success. Hold the gaps of the North Carolina mountains, the line

of the Hokton River, or some point, if there be one, to prevent access from Virginia, and connect

vrith General Rosecrans, at least with your cavalry. General Rosecrans will occupy Dalton, or

Rosecrans does not fairly admit the fact, but it ia nevertheless beyond

question that, during the three days following the occupation of Chattanoo-

ga by Crittenden's corps, be had not the shadow of a doubt either as to the

enemy's retreat to Rome, or as to his own secure and full possession of the

object of his campaign. His only fear was that the enemy might turn his

right and advance north of the Tennessee. For Rosecrans to deny that lie

was conducting his army under this mistaken impression is to convict him-

self ofa folly of which the most stupid colonel in his army could not be capa-

ble. Of course he preferred the peaceable possession of Chattanooga, if that

were possible. Therefore, if he bad not felt secure of the place, he would

have secured himself. There was nothing, absolutely nothing, in the way of

his doing so. Three days, or at the most four, would have sufficed for the

concentration of his entire army at Chattanooga, the fortifications of which

would in the mean while have been strengthened by Crittenden. This move-

ment demanded not one half the strategy which he had shown on numerous

occasions, nor did it expose his army to any special peril. Between him

and the enemy rose Lookout Mountain, " a perpendicular wall of limestone

over which no wheel could pass." No change of position, open to Bragg's

observation, was necessary. With the cavalry still demonstrating on the

extreme right, beyond Winston's, and a portion of Thomas's corps stilt hold-

ing Stevens's Gap, the main army could stealthily, rapidly, and without dan-

ger in twenty -four hours' time, have passed beyond the reach of any possi-

ble'interruption from the enemy. The only thing necessary was expedition.'

some wanton the railroad to close all access from Atlanta, and also the mountain passes in the

west This being d.,n e, it will he determined whether the avail. lU.- force shall advance .nlo Geor-

gia and Alabama, or into the Valley of Virginia and North Carolina.
P
Two days uft, r ,hi- di-pat. h v-as'sen,, it became apparent M Gen- -.,1 Ha !eck that t™op.«™

moving westward from Lee's army. He then instructed Bumble to move do« nj"""£W7 «
rapidly as possible toward Chattanooga." But the reason givrr. for I he m-.w-ment tru.mlj. /'

cue again-, an ad« ™. e < > Uropg's army into Tennessee and hentucky) gave Burmude.no>h in

of Rosecrans's immediate danu-er. And, in any case, the order came too late to secure the armal

rf^^»lSaSSS^ ££ time'by Burnside directly from Rosecrans indicated that

the latter, so far from being in embarrassment, was getting on ^un.n.m^ly ,n Georgia, sweeping

every thine before him. On the 10th Crittenden writes from < halttncflgo,!

<"
am directed by the general commanding the Department of the (.imb. rlu.,1 to-nforra^

ihatIaminA//pa™M>-"northi<M»--.-.ha^
The enelv has retreated in the J r,n,.,n of r;..me, Georgia, the last of hia force, cavalry, faw.ng

left a few Imu" before mv arrival. At davl,,h, I made a rapid pursuit with my corp,. and hope

hat ho will

b
*inSp£d by the centre and right, the latter of « Inch was at Rome. The gen-

era commanding depaWnt request, .hat you move down your cavalry and
I

occupy-the

recently covered by Colonel Minty, who will report particulars to you, and who has been orderttl

ipossiblc. He says, in his evidence

thTCondnct of the War (Itrp.Com., flosecrinu's

recently c

to cross tt
' Rosecrans, of course, swears that this r

before the Congressional Cora

/.afffiw.p.31): "It has been a ropular impression, possibly encouraged, I t believed, in high
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Eosecrans's movements, more clearly than any thing else, indicate his mis-

apprehension as to the situation of the Confederate arm}'. On the evening

of the 9th McCook was informed that Bragg was retreating southward, and

ordered " to move rapidly upon Alpine and Surnmerville, Georgia, in pur-

suit, to intercept his line of retreat, and attack him in flank." 1 Thomas was

at the same time ordered to move on Lafayette. 3 Crittenden was sent to

Ringgold in pursuit. By this disposition of his army Rosecrans exposed

each of his three corps to a separate and overwhelming attack of Bragg's

army, which, instead of retreating to Kome, fronted the western slope of

Pigeon Mountain, and was ready, holding a central position, to strike Thomas

when he should emerge from Dug Gap on the way to Lafayette, Crittenden

on his right, or McCook on his left. Rosecrans and his corps commanders

had been alike misled by the reports of citizens and deserters, sent by Bragg

within the Federal lines for the direct purpose of conveying an impression

or his rapid retreat to Rome. 3 This ruse had been successful. Bragg fully

appreciated his opportunity. Even on the 9th—the very day of the occu-

pation of Chattanooga by the national troops, and while Koseeraus was urg-

ing a "vigorous pursuit" of the enemy by Crittenden, an advance by McCook
and Stanley upon his flank and rear, and of Thomas's columns through the

military quarters, that because a |n .rrii.n of our com in ;i ml. including myself, entered Challauuoga,

we had possession of if, in the sense of being so established there thru wc could him) retained it

without u buttle. This is an error into which no good military mind cognizant of the facts could

fur it raomont full. Bragg was compolled or induced to fill b ieh from Chattanooga by the men-
acing attitude of Thomas's corps at Frick's and Cooper's Gaps, twenty-six miles south, anil of

McCook 's, with the cavalry corps, at Valley Head, forty-two mil - froth Chattanooga. Critten-

den's corps, n part of which was cmpl'iyed n) making the <i- rnon-trntion above Chattanooga, and
tlio remainder in wntchin.: ami covering the pass ov-r the extremity of Lookout, passed into Chat-

tanooga when Bragg fell lack, and repaired at once to that point to ascertain the movement of

tlio enemy ; and all that BUS done was done promptly, and to that end only. And the instant

these movcincnH were di-cove red, and the enemy was foumi to have retired slowly toward Lafay-

ette, not a moment was lo^-t in making the necessary disposition, first, to secure our troops against

being cot up in detail, and, secondly, to effect a most expeditious concentration nt an eligible

]>oint between the enemy and Chattanooga, tin* goal of our efforts.''

Now this is cool. Apart from the fact that Rosecrans docs not here adduce the slightest argu-

ment to show why he could not on the 9th have commenced the concentration of his army at Chat-
tanooga, or why such a movement must he discarded by any "good military mind cognizant of

llie facts" as impracticable, his entire statement give? a ful.e impression of the theory upon which
lie conducted the i-iiiti jiiii^n imm diaiely nfur ISrugg's nh .iiid'innietit of Chattanooga. He had
only just ordered Crittenden 10 cnicr Chattanonga and vigorously pursue the retreaiing enemy,
when he telcgra]died to General llalleck (from Trenton, September 9th, 8 80 P.M): "Clintin-
noogo is ours without a struggle, and Ci-t 'lYon--.ec is free. Our move on the enemy'sy/anA and
rrar progrcs.ts, while the hiil of hit rttrtatinp column urill not escape wmioItstaL Onr troops from
this side entered Chattanooga about noon. Those north of iho river there are crossing." This

dispatch, the instructions given to Humside, through Crittenden, that he was in full possession of
Chattanoogn, and the tenor of all his dispatches to Hiillcck at this time, indicate, as clearly as

words any way can, that Rosecrans believed that the campaign fur Chattanooga was virtually

ended, and that lie did not concentrate nt Chattanooga for the simple reason that ho deemed it

unnecessary, and hopod, through his adv.im vd position, to prevent "the tail of Bragg's retreating

column" from escaping unmolested. As to b'iug '' cognizant of the facts," it U certain that Rose-
crans not only did not unl rsi.mj Br.igg'- ru ..wnn nts, hut no-a|>]irrhendcd them, and acted npon
Ids misapprehension. As we have -aid in the text, it is i.nly under cover of his mistake that he
can evnde the imputation of fully. Hat no arguments, not even from Rosecrans himself, can make
us believe that he was foolish enough to expose three corps of bis army—each separated from the
other by mountain barriers, and by a distance greater than that intervening between either of them
and the enemy— to the danger of being cot up in detail, if wc were not so compelled by all the
circumstances of the case, wo ihonH still prefer to believe that it was a mistake, rather than de.

liberate recklessness, that led him to keep Ins army for even n single day in sneh n position. It

is true that, ufier he found our his mi-take, he succeeded in extricating his army from destruction,
bat, us wo shall see, this was due to the dilatory movements of the enemy. And his manner of
extricating it compelled liitn to accept the wager of a doubifal battle; whereas, if he had been less

confident of the enemy's discomfiture, he might previously have evaded a battle, and, with his nrmy
strongly posted in Chattanooga, awaited re-enforcements. ' McCook's lirporl.

' Rosecrans does not publish this order, nor even allude lo it in his report. But there is con-
clusive proof this order was given in the fact that, nt 8 P.M. on the !>th, General Negley (<

nanding the advance of Thomas's corps) received instructions t

Negley writes to Thomas nt this date, " Your order, directing I

row, has been received. I will start at 8 A.M."
1 "Thrown off his guard by our rnpid movement, apparently

concentrated opposite his centre, and deceived by the informal!-.. ..

into his lines, the enemy pressed on his columns to intercept us, and thus exposed himself in de
tail."—Bragy's Report.

gaps of Pigeon Mountain npon Lafayette—Bragg was preparing to strike
Thomas in McLernore's Cove, and by moving around his left, betweon him
and Crittenden, to secure an easy victory over both, reserving for MeCook's
corps the final blow. Five hours after Rosecrans had telegraphed to Wash-
ington that Chattanooga was his " without a struggle," Bragg issued written
orders to Hindman and Hill to move against Thomas. 1 The Confederate
force thus ordered to move on Stevens's Gap outnumbered General Neftey's
division, holding that position, more than two to one.a Celerity was abso-
lutely necessary to tbe accomplishment ofBragg's scheme. Either he should
not disclose his position, waiting for the enemy to put himself more com-
pletely in his power before springing his trap, or, if he unmasked his force,

he should strike a sudden and decisive blow. In this he was foiled by the
dilatory execution or the refractoriness of his subordinate generals. Hill

reported the order to move on Negley to be impracticable, " as General Cle-

burne was sick, and both the gaps, Dug and Catlett's, had been blocked by
felling timber, which would require twenty-four hours for its removal."3

Early on the morning of the 10th Bragg ordered General Buckner to exe-

cute with bis corps the order issued to General Hill. Hindman hud ad-

vanced promptly, and was at Morgan's (three or four miles from Davis's

Cross-roads, but east of Pigeon Mountain), ready to move forward into the

cove upon the arrival of a supporting column. Buckner joined him in tlio

afternoon. To secure promptness of action, Bragg transferred his headquar-

ters from Lee and Gordon's Mill to Lafayette. Polk was ordered to send
Cheatham's division to cover Uindman's rear, and Cleburne, at Dug Gap,
was instructed to attack in front. During the night of the 10th the obstruc-

tions were removed from the gap, and Walker's reserve corps was directed

to join Cleburne in the front attack. Thus more than 25,000 men, besides

cavalry, were, on the morning of the 11th, ready to spring upon Ncgley'a

division.

Negley in the mean time had advanced from Stevens's Gap to Bailey's

Cross-roads, and thence, on the 10th, to Davis's, one mile west of Dug Gap.
Until he had reached this latter position he was in utter ignorance of the

fact that only the obstructions in the passes of Pigeon Mountain separated

him from an overwhelming force of the enemy on bis front and left; but

then, just in time to save his division, his eyes began to he opened through

information received from the citizens and his scouts. 4 He immediately

urged Baird to support him, and made dispositions to meet the enemy.

Baird was up by 8 A.M. on the morning of the 11th, with two brigades, and
was posted in reserve at Davis's Cross-roads. Bragg's attack was fortunate-

ly delayed. At daylight on the 11th he went to Cleburne's position, and
found him awaiting the opening of Hindman's guns, which were not heard

until tbe middle of the afternoon, and Cleburne, on advancing, found that

Negley had fallen back to Bailey's Cross-roads. 6 General Negley had found

1 The following are the orders, dated nt Leo and Gordon's Mill, 11 45 P.M., September DlU;

"Major General Hindman, Commanding Division :

" Gknkkal,—You will move with your division immediate! v 10 Davis's Cross-roads, on the road
from Lafayette to Stevens's Gap. At this point you will put yourself in communication with the
column of General Hill, ordered to move to the same point, and take command of the force?, or
report to the officer commanding il ill's column, according to rank. If in command, you will movo
upon the enemy, reported to be 4000 or flOOO strong, encamped at the foot of Lookout Mountain,
at Stevens's Gup. Another column of the enemy is reported to be at Cooper's Gap, number not
.known."

" Lieutenant General Hill, <_\>nimnndln[; Corpi

:

" GENERAL,— I inclose orders given lo General Hindman. GcnOI »1 Bragg dire tl that yon send
or take, as your judgment dictates, Cleburne's division, to unite wtib General Hindman at Davis's

Cross-roads to-morrow morning. Hindman starts at 12 o'clock to-night, mid lie bus thirteen miles

to make. The commander of the column thus united will move upon the enemy, enrnmped at

the fool of Stevens's Gap, said to be 4000 or r.mjO. If unforeseen riii iimilwmi rtnH prevent

your movement, notify Ilindnmn. A cavalry force should accompany your column. Hindman
litis none. Open communication with Hindman with your cavalry in advance of the junction.

He marches on the road from Dr. Anderson's to Davis's Cross-roads."
3 Negloy's division numbered .1000 men. Build's division, however, of nearly G000 men, was

moving up to his support. Brannan and Reynolds were still at Trenton, on the other side of

Lookout. The two divisions ordered to move on Negley were Hindman's and I'at Cleburne's,

numbering together over 11,000, with a large cavalry force, and with Bragg's whole army within

easy supporting distnncc. ' Bragg's Itqtort.

* At 8 P.M. on the Bin he writes to Thomas, "All tbe information I have received this even-
ing from my scouts and others induces llie belief that there is no considerable rebel force this

side of Dalton." Twenty-six hours later, having discovered his danger, he writes the following

dispatch lo General Baird:
"Widow Davis's, Scpieruiicr lOib, t«3-l« P.SI.

•' UrlKudler General IIauto:
" Sin,—There are indication!! of a superior force nf the ein'mj iri position near Dug Gap. An-

other column, estimated as a division, with twelve pieces of artillery, near Morgan's Mills, ihreo

miles to my left, in the direction of Callctl's Gap. Also a cavalry force, under Forrest, nt Culp's

Mills, nenr'the road from Pond Spring to Cooper's Gap—there with the iniention {as cilinens and
deserters report) of attacking our rear in the morning.

"My scouts all report the appearance of »n offensive movement in this direction, and they con-

firm the reports I received this morning of a considerable force of llie enemy being in the vicinity

of Lafavcttc and Dug Gnp.
"My position is somewhat advanced, and excised lo a Hunk approach h/ two roads leading

from Catlett's Gap ; but it is ft favorable one to light ihe enemy providing your division is within

supporting distance, which I understood from General Thomas would be the case, mid that your
division would move up to Chiekauiauga Creek to-night. Please inform me if this will be the

" Have the kindness to send this information to General Thomas to-night.

"I have the honor to remain, yours very truly, Jas. S. NEOLEr, Major General."

* "A careful cxaminntion of the ground we occupied, which was n long, low ridge, covered

with a heavy growth of small timber, descending abruptly on the north end to rhe Chickamnnga,

while the cast, south, and west sides were skirted by corn-lb Ids and commanded hv high ridges,

demonstrating the fact thai it would be impossible lo hold this or any other position south of Bai-

ley's Cross-roads, and fight a battle, without involving the certain destruction of our trains, which,

from the contonr of these ridges and uneven nature of the ground, we would be obliged to purk in

close proximity to our position.

"The preservation o( the trains, perhaps the safety of the entire command, demanded that I

should retire to Bailey's Cross-roads, two miles northwest of our posiiion, while we could get our

trains under cover and fight the enemy to better advantage. I therefore directed thai the trains

should commence moving back slowly and in good order, and also directed General Baird to hold

Widow" Davis's Cross-roads until I conld withdraw a portion of the second division, and take po-

sition on the north side of Chickamauga Creek, to cover the withdrawal of his two brigades and
prevent the enemy from flanking its on our left,

" At 1 P.M. a heavy column of cavalry was seen moving steadily on oar left flank, with the

evident intention of gaining my renr. I immediately had four pieces of artillery placed in posi-

tion on the ridge nt John Davis's house, which commanded the valley on my left ; also sent Gen-
eral Beany, with one regiment ami a section of artillery, to seize and hold Bailey's Cross-roads,

which was reported to be in possession of the enemv's advance.

•At 2 P.M. Ihe trains were all in motion, falling back lo Bailey's Cross-roods'. General Beatry

and Colonel Scribner, of General Baird's din-ion, i\cre directed to proceed to that point without
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bis position untenable, and, after Borne .severe fighting, retired without losing

any of his artillery or transportation. His caution in observing, by means

of scouts, the operations of the enemy, and his skillful disposition of his

forces on the 11th, had saved his division from otherwise certain destruc-

tion. He reached Stevens's Gap with his trains at 10 o'clock P.M., and

forthwith dispatched to Thomas an account of the day's operations, suggest-

ing that the troops (Reynolds's and Brannan'a divisions) moving via Coop-

er's Gap take the most direct route to Stevens's Gap, reaching that point at

the earliest possible moment. He anticipated an immediate attack from the

enemy; but Bragg bad withdrawn his forces from the cove.

The army was still in danger. Eosecrans was as yet ignorant of the enemy's

position. The weight of evidence (received through Bragg's ingenious ruse

of sending deserters and citizens within the Federal lines with false informa-

tion) had indicated that Bragg was moving on Rome. Information received

on the 10th made it certain that the enemy had retreated by the Lafayette

Road, but gave no hint of bis present position. The next morning Critten-

den was ordered to Ringgold, from which point he was to send a reconnois-

sancc to Lee and Gordon's Mill. If the enemy was found in the vicinity of

Lafayette, Crittenden was to support Thomas, otherwise he was to advance

toward Rome.' In making the movement to Lee and Gordon's Mill, Crit-

tenden drove "squads of the enemy" before him, indicating that the main

body of the Confederate army was not far distant. At 3 P.M. on the 11th,

Rosecrans warned Crittenden that a heavy force of the enemy was in Chat-

tanooga Valley, and urged him to move his whole force promptly to the

Eossville and Lafayette Road. This Crittenden began to do on the follow-

ing morning (the 12th), moving his whole command that day to Lee and

Gordon's Mill. The same day Brannan's division, of Thomas's corps, reached

Negley's left, via Cooper's Gap, Reynolds's following close behind. In the

mean while, MeCook, having reached Alpine on the 10th, found "that the

enemy had not retreated very far from Chattanooga." 2 He had been or-

dered (the day before) to move rapidly on Alpine and Summerville to in-

tercept Bragg's line of retreat, and to attack him in flank. Finding that,

after all, he was not on the enemy's flank, be communicated with Thomas,

and was surprised to learn that the latter "bad not reached Lafayette, as

ordered." The movement to Summerville, therefore, was not made. Thomas

informed MeCook on the 10th that he could not reach Lafayette before the

13th. MeCook, beginning to be alarmed on account of the isolated situa-

tion of his corps, on the 12th wisely returned his trains to the summit of

Lookout Mountain, remaining with his command near Alpine to await the

result of a cavalry reconnoissance sent out by General Stanley to ascertain

the whereabouts of the enemy.

Bragg, having failed in his designs against Thomas, retired from McLe-

more's Cove, and sent Polk and Walker's corps in the direction of Lee and

Gordon's Mill. It might not be too late for a movement northward-against

Crittenden. Learning from General Pegram.the Confederate cavalry com-

mander in that direction, that this corps of the Federal army was divided, one

division being at Ringgold, Bragg ordered Polk to attack this division on the

morning of the 13th. His plan now was to crush Crittenden's divisions in

detail, and then to turn again upon Thomas's corps in the Cove. 3 Here

again he was disappointed. Polk, with double the numbers of the enemy

which lay between him and Chattanooga, dispatched to Bragg (11 P.M. on the

12th) that he had taken a strong position for defense, and requesting heavy

re-enforcements. He was again ordered not to delay his attack, his force al-

ready being numerically superior to the enemy, and was promised Buckner's

corps the next morning. On proceeding to the front, early on the 13th,

Bragg found that his orders had not been obeyed, and that Crittenden's

forces were united, and on the west side of the Chickamauga.4

delay, and protect the (rain from the attack of a large force of cavalry approaching with tha

" At 3 o'clock the skirmishers of General Buird's division were ordered bock across the creek,

where they were placed in position to hold tho enemy in check until I could get my artillery in

position on the ridge this side. Two companies of the Nineteenth Illinois Infantry, concealed be-

hind a stone fence, poured into the rauks of the enemy a destructive volley, killing, us I have since

learned, thirty on the spot. This partially checked the enemy, who was advancing in three henry

liaes. Meantime I had ten pieces of artillery planted on the ridge to the rear of Davis's house,

which commanded that position, until another new line eonld he formed on a ridge to the reRr.

"The enemy now occupied the south side of the creek with a heavy force, and opened two bat-

teries of anility at a distance of -100 yards. Two of his brigades were parallel to our position on

the right. Buckner's corps was deployed, and moving up steadily on our left, within short ranee.

Colonel Stanley's and n jiortion of General Starkweather's brigades sustained here u well-directed

and terrific fire, which our troops returned with spirit and marked effect. The firing increased,

and indicated an immediate general engagement alone: oar entire front, and would have termin-

ated in an nssaiilt from tho enemy in a few moments, which would hove been disastrous to us,

considering the overwhelming force of the enemy and our very unfavorable position.

"By direction, General liaird deployed General Starkweather's brigade to Our right, which

checked tho enemy's advance in that direction, and enabled Colon..;! Stanley to withdraw his bri-

gade, which being done, wo retired slowly nnd in good order to Bailey's Cross-roads, where a

strong position of defense was a^unied, nnd tho troops were bivouacked tor the night, with irnins

parked tit Stevens's Gup. During the night the enemy withdrew to Dug Gap."

—

GmeralNtgla/'i
Report. ' Crittenden's Report. 3 McCook's RejiOrt.

1 His orders to Polk were explicit, and were thrice repeated, as follows

:

" Lafayette, Geor^ln, G P.M., September 13th.

" Lleuteninl Genera! Pole:
"Geskbal,—I inclose you a dispatch from General Pecram. This presents yon a fine oppor-

tunity of striking Crittenden in detail, and I hope you will avail yourself of it at daylight to-mor-

row." This division crushed, and the others are jours. We can then turn on tho force in the

Cove. Wheeler's cavalry will move on Wilder so as to cover your right. I shall be delighted to

hear of your success. Very truly yours, Biuxton Bkagg.
"To attack at daylight on the 13th."

ii Lafayette, Georgia, P.M., September 12ih, 1SC3.
" Lieutenant General Por.K, i'.unrounding Corp)

:

" General,—I inclose you a dispatch marked ' A,' and I now give you the orders of the com-
manding general, vii., to attack at daylight to-morrow the infantry column reported in said dis-

patch at three quarters of a mile beyond l'eavine Church, on the rond to Gn-yMille from Lafay-
ette. I 'am, general, etc., George W. Bukst, A. A. G.

n

" Lafayette, Georgia, September 13th, 1S63.

"General,—The enemy is approaching from the south, and it is highly important that your
attack in the morning should be quick ami decided. Let no time be lost.

"I am, general, etc.. Georgk W. Bbext, A. A.G."
1 Bragg's Report, It appears, however, from Crittenden's own report, thai his corps had already

Eosecrans was at length assured from every possible source that his army
was in peril, and that the theory of his movements since the occupation of
Chattanooga had been founded upon a gigantic mistake. 1 He had already
(on the 11th and 12th) ordered Crittenden to Lee and Gordon's Alill, bring-

ing in his detached forces from the cast side of Chickamauga Creek, 1 and
directed Thomas to bring MeCook and Stanley within supporting distance

of his own corps. On the 13th, fully aware of his exposed situation, and
that, to use his own words, "it was a matter of life and death to effect a

concentration of bis army," he began to hurry up his columns with the

idea of shutting off the enemy from an advance on Chattanooga by the

Lafayette Road. Instead of getting on the rear and flank of the enemy, bis

task was now to get in his front.

General Thomas, when he received, during the night of September
12th-13tb, the order brought by General Mitchell from Rosecrans to bring

MeCook and Stanley up to his support, understood more perfectly than his

commander the nature of the emergency which confronted the Union
army. He immediately directed MeCook to move two divisions of the

Twentieth Corps over the mountain to the left of the Fourteenth, leaving

the other divisions to guard the trains. Crittenden, under instructions from
Rosecrans, on the 14th, leaving Wood's division at Lee and Gordon's Mill,

moved the remainder of his command to Mission Ridge, and sent Wilder's

cavalry up Chickamauga Creek to connect with Thomas, whose extreme
left under Reynolds then touched Pond Spring.

MeCook in the mean time was moving in execution of the orders which
he had received ; but, unfortunately, instead of taking the mountain road

direct to Stevens's Gap, he crossed Lookout Mountain, and, moving down
the valley, was obliged to recross at Cooper's Gap, thus losing at least a

whole day at the most critical stage of the campaign. 3 This delay came
near being fatal to the army.* By the night of the 17th McCook's com-

mand was in McLemore's Cove, and the three corps of the command were

within supporting distance for the first time since the crossing of the Ten-

nessee. The day previous Rosecrans was satisfied that Bragg was receiving

re-enforcements from Lee's army. LTe bad been advised by General Hal-

leck to that effect on the 15th. s He now calls stoutly for Burnside's assist-

ance. But it is already far too late for that to reach him.

From the morning of the 13th to the night of the 17th Bragg has now
had five days since he abandoned his attempt against the detached corps of

Rosecrans's army. During this time be has been contemplating an advance

around the Federal left to secure the only available approaches to Chatta-

nooga from McLemore's Cove. He has dispatched Wheeler's cavalry to the

left to press the Federal forces in the Cove, in order to divert attention from

been concentrated at Lcc aud Gordon's Mill on the I2fb, before the order to attack had been is-

sued to Gcnerul Polk.
1 When was it that Rosecrans first became acquainted with the actual situation of Bragg's

army? This question is not answered in his report with any degree of precision. On the even-
ing of the 10th he was certain (hat the main body >>f limb's array "retired by the LafnyclteRond,
but uncertain whether he had gone far." At 3 30 P.M. on the 11th, he informed Crittenden

that " tho enemy was in heavy force in the Valley of the Chattanooga." At 3 P.M. on tho

12th, he sent General H. B. Mitchell, of the cavalry corps, to General Thomas with verbal orders

instructing tho latter to direct MeCook and Stanley to move up within supporting distance of his

corps. The reason given for this movement does not imply that Itoscernns then knew that tho

Confederate army was near Lafayette ; it was ordered " with a view of moving upon the enemy at

the earliest practical moment." Mitchell (probably by inking the road east of Lookout Mountain)
struck Negley's headquarters. Tho following is u copy of the letter written by Ncgley to Thomas
upon Mitchell's arrival (I A.M. on the 13thj:

>L Major General Thomas :

" General,—General Mitchell, of the cavalry coqifl, has just arrived from General Rosecrans's
headquarters, having left there at 3 o'clock P.M. He brings verbal orders from General Itose-

crans to the following eti'eet, wliieh he desires me to communicate to you:
"That you order General MeCook and Stanley, with his cavalry, to move at once within sup-

porting distance of your corps, with a view of moving upon the enemy at the earliest practicable

"General Rosecrans complain! of a want of information in regard to your movemonls nnd poii-

tion, and of the numbers and position of the enemy.
"Feeling confident, from the remarks that General Rosecrans made to General Mitdicll, that he, is

totally misinformed as to the character of the country in this vicinity, and of the position,fotre, and in-

tentions ofthe enemy, I write you on that point, so that you can communicate with him at once.

"Also, to inform you that one of my scouts (yuung Bailey), who is intelligent and reliable, has

just returned from the vicinity of Bird's Mills, suiting that ho was informed by Mr. Paine, and
other citizens, that in the affair of yesterday our force was confronted by Buckner's entire com-
mand, two other divisions of infantry from the vicinity of Dug Gap, and a force of live or six

thousand cavalry. That the enemy expected lo hold us at Dug Giip, \s bile Buekncr and the cav-

alry eonld pass to our rear, and take possession of Stevens's and Cooper's Gaps. That Breckin-

ridge's command was on Pigeon Ridge, or at Lafayette. That Bragg was concentrating his en-

tire force at or near Lafayette. That the rebel cavalry west of Pigeon Ridge had | u»cd through

Worthing Gap, nnd the infantry had fallen back to the top of the ridge and beyond. The Muoko
from their line of encampment was visible this evening.

"A similar statement was made by two other citizens on hearsay General Brannnn re-

turned from his recoil noissa nee this evening, lie advanced as far as Widow Davis's Cross-roads.

He met with only a small cavalry picket, which lied at his approach. Indication^ were that the

enemy were on and beyond Pigeon Ridge
"I have tho honor to remain yours very truly, Jas. S. NeoleT, Major General."

The whole tenor of ihis letter indicates that tho order brought by Mitchell was based upon no

accurate knowledge by Rosecrans of the enemy's position. Yet it is clear, both from this order

nnd from the instructions already i.-sned to Crittenden to move to Lee and Gordon's Mill, that

llosccrnns was, on the I2th, beginning to lose confidence in his scheme for striking the tail end of

Bragg's army, and to bo alarmed for his own safety. His petulant complain I of Thomas's negli-

gence in forwarding infurmntion uas an indication of his own fears. On the 13lh the ground
upon which he had stood slipped clean away from antler bis feet. On that day he received from

Thomas, from MeCook, nnd from Crittenden information which only too clearly demonstrated

that Bragg's entire army was concentrated at Lafayette and along the eastern slope of Pigeon
Mountain.

' What is throughout this chapter called "Cbiekamaagtt' Creek" Is really the West Fork of

Chii kamauga Creek.
1 MeCook probably moved upon the best instractions he had in regard to the roads. There is

some discrepancy, however, between his own and Rosecrans's statements. MeCook says, "It

was my desire to join General Thomas by the mountain rond, cia Stevens's Gap; but not having

any guide, and all the citizens concurring that no such road existed, and General Thomas also

sta'ting that the route by Valley Head was the only practicable one, I determined to join him by

it." Rosecrans, in his report, States that MeCook »os ordered to take the mountain road. This

might be explained on the supposition that MeCook received an order from Rosecrans subsequent

to the one received from Thomas.
* "The tardy arrival of McCook's corps came near being fatal to us."~/iWcranj'j Testimony

before the Congressional Committee.
1 Rosecrans thus writes to Ilalleek from near Gordon's Mill, 1 30 P. M., September IS: "From

information derived from various sources from my front, I have reason to believe what you as-

sert in your dispatch of yesterday, \ 30 P.M., is true, and that they [i.e., Longstreel's forces] have

arrived ut Atlanta at last. Push Burnaidc down,"
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bis real movement, and Forrest's to the right to cover his advance. Bnt he

baa nut advanced. His forces, on the night of the 17th, lie along Peavine

Creek, cast of Pigeon Mountain. Nothing has been in bis front between

him and Chattanooga, except cavalry, with a small detachment of infantry,

for the past four days. Chattanooga itself has only been held by Wagner's

brigade, and all the while Bragg appears to have taken it for granted that

the°Federal army was concentrated in bis front He has been waiting also

for Longstreet's corps, three brigades of which, under General Hood, have

just arrived, and now, when Rosecrans's army is really concentrated in

his front, he issues his orders for the crossing of Cbickarnauga Creek. 1 It

is impossible to calculate the advantage of this delay to Rosecrans's army.

West Cbickarnauga Creek, which now separated the opposing armies,

takes its rise from the junction of Mission Ridge with Pigeon Mountain at

the southern extremity of the Cove, and runs northeastwardly down the

Cove by Pond and Crawfish Springs, touching the Lafayette and Chatta-

nooga Road at Lee and Gordon's Mill, and, after its junction with the main

creek, empties into the Tennessee four miles above Chattanooga. About

four and a half miles below Lee and Gordon's Mill, in a straight line, is

Reed's Bridge, on one of the roads from Ringgold to Rossville. Here was

the extreme right of Bragg's line on the night of the 17th. Between this

point and Lee and Gordon's Mill there are several available crossings—at

Alexander's Bridge, and at Byron's, Tedford's, Dalton's, and several other

fords. The roads leading to these from the east were bad, both from their

narrowness and from the mountainous character of the country. The stub-

born resistance of Minty's and Wilder's cavalry delayed the crossing of

Bragg's forces on the 18th. The right column, proceeding from Ringgold,

was commanded by General Bushrod R. Johnson, and consisted of his divi-

sion—made up of three improvised brigades from Mississippi—and Hood's,3

which also consisted of three brigades. The two divisions numbered over

7000 men. Forrest's cavalry co-operated with this column, covering its

front and right upon the march. At Peavine Creek, between Cbickarnauga

Hill and Pigeon Mountain, an attempt was made by a small detachment of

Minty's cavalry to resist the progress ofJohnson's column, but without suc-

cess. The attempt was repeated when the Confederates reached Reed's

Bridge, agniu with insufficient force, and with no better result than before.

Johnson succeeded in saving the bridge from destruction, and began to

cross his command at 3 o'clock P.M., partly by the bridge, and partly by the

ford above. Me then swept southward in front of the points where Walker's

and Buckner's corps had been ordered to cross.

Walker's corps, nearly 6000 strong, encountered stout resistance at Alex-

ander's Bridge (about three miles south of Reed's), and, the Federal cavalry

having, after a sharp skirmish, succeeded in destroying the bridge, was com-

pelled to cross by night at Byron's Ford. One brigade was left east of the

creek to guard the ordnance train, which could not cross with the troops.

Buckner's corps, 10,000 strong, started from a point near Rock Spring

Church, and crossed Pigeon Mountain, following the route taken by Walk-

er's, but, turning southward upon approaching the Cbickarnauga, secured the

crossing at Tedford's Ford,,but, waiting Walker's movements on the right,

did not cross till the next morning.

Thus, before daylight on the 19th, Bragg had, including cavalry, over

15,000 men across the creek. Buckner's corps consisted of Stewart's and

Preston's divisions. It was ready to cross, as was also Cheatham's division

of Polk's corps. These, crossing early on the morning of the 19th, increased

the force on the east of the creek by 16,000 meu. Hindman's division of

Polk's corps, and Breckinridge's and Cleburne's of Hill's corps, held the left,

south and west of Lee aud Gordon's Mill, on the opposite side of the creek,

and did not cross until the afternoon and night of the 19th.

These movements indicate clearly the enemy's plan of operations. Antici-

pating no serious opposition on his extreme right, Bragg expected to secure

the approach to Chattanooga by the Lafayette Road, and then to close down

upon the Federal army and fight the battle upon a field from which, even in

the improbable event of his defeat, he could fall back upon the strong-hold

which a fortnight before he had been compelled to abandon on account of

his weakness, but which now, with his army heavily re-enforced— nearly

doubled, in fact
3—he could easily hold against the combined armies of Burn-

Bide and Rosecrans. For Bragg to gain the front which he sought, and ex-

tend his army across the Lafayette and Dry Valley Roads and the intervening

ridges, would have been to win the battle's prize before the battle itself had

been fought. But here Bragg was again disappointed. His advance had

been too long delayed, and his movements on the 18th had been unexpect-

edly retarded. And thus it happened that the battle of Cbickarnauga came

to be fought for the very position which Bragg had hoped to gain before

fighting it

1 The following is a copy of these orders

.

"I. Johnson's column, on crossing at or near Reed's Bridge, will iurn lo the left by the most
practicable route, and sweep np the Chickami\ugn toward Lee and Gordon's Mill.

" II. Walker, crossing at Alexander's Bridge, will unite in this move, and pnsh vigorously od

the enemy's flank and rear in the same direction.

"III. Buckncr, crossing :it Teilf.ivil's Ford, will juin in the movement lo the left, and press the

enemy up the stream from Polk's front ut Lee and Gordon's Mill.

" IV. Polk "ill press hia forces to the front of Lee and Gordon's Mill, and, if met by too strong

resistance to cross, will bear to the right, and cross at Dalton's Ford, or at Tedford's, as may be

necessary, and join the attack wherever the enemy may he.

"V. Hill will cover our left flank from an advance of the enemy from the Cove, and, by pressing

the cavalry in bis front, ucertnin if the enemy is re-enforcing at Lue and Gordon's Mill, in which

event he will attack them in flank.

" VI. Wheeler's cavalry trill hold the Gup in Pigeon Mountain, and cover onr rear and left, and
bring up the stragglers.

" VII. All teams, etc., not with the troops, should go toward Ringgold and T)a1ton, Georgia,

beyond Taylor's Ridge. All cooking should t>e done nt the trains ; rations, when cooked, will be

forwarded to the troops.

"VTII. The above movements will be executed with the utmost promptitude and perseverance."
* Hood did not take command of his division until it IwJ crossed the creek.

* "Nearly half our army consisted of re -enforcements just before the battle."

—

Bragg's Report.

For Rosecrans's army had been, the last five days, marching for dear life,

and when Bragg crossed the Cbickarnauga he found this army, which he

had expected to strike near Lee and Gordon's Mill, upon his front and right,

prepared to contest inch by inch the possession of the Lafayette and Chatta-

nooga Road. 1 Its own celerity of movement, and Bragg's delay (in this case

due to excessive caution), had again saved the Federal army.

While awaiting the arrival of McCook's corps, Thomas's and Crittenden's

extended from the Dry Valley Road in front of Stevenson's Gap to Crawfish

Spring, being connected at Pond Spring by Wilder's cavalry. Wood's divi-

sion of Crittenden's corps still held a strong defensive position at Lee and

Gordon's Mill,3 and the river below that point was guarded by Minty's cav-

alry, which crossed and reconnoitred the country on the left front, occasion-

ally meeting and skirmishing with the enemy. The gaps (if Pigeon Moun-
tain to the south were also carefully guarded by Thomas's command. As
soon as McCook came up he closed in on Thomas's right, and Crittenden

drewin his right upon Crawfish Spring, to give place forThomas. Wilder's

cavalry was tbeu detached and sent lo the left.

The 18th was a day of terrible anxiety to General Rosecrans. Reports at

different periods of the day came in from Wood and Wilder of the enemy's

advance upon the left. The Lafayette Road must be secured, if possible, at

any hazard. Before night Palmer's and Van Cleve's divisions of Critten-

den's corps were upon the creek to Wood's left and right, and all night long

Thomas was marching by the road to Widow Glenn's, and past the slopes of

Mission Ridge, toward Kelly's Farm on Cbickarnauga Creek, away off' to

the left of Crittenden ; so that on the morning of the 19th the right of the

army rested at Crawfish Spring, which the day before had been its left.

Negley's division had been left by Thomas to guard the fords of the Upper
Cbickarnauga in the vicinity of Crawfish Spring. Granger, with the reserve

corps, was at Rossville.

The battle of the 19th was opened by General Thomas. The head of his

column reached Kelly's at daylight, and went in on the left of Wilder (who

had the night before been driven back to the heights east of the Widow
Glenn's), Baird taking position first, then Bran nan upon his left. At this

point, Dan MeCook, commanding a brigade of Granger's reserve corps, re-

ported the presence of an isolated brigade of the enemy between Kelly's

house and Reed's Bridge, and Brannan, with two brigades, was advanced on

the road to the bridge to secure the capture of this detached force. Baird

also advanced to keep in line with Brannan. These dispositions were made

at 9 A.M. Soon after, Palmer's division, of Crittenden's corps, came up on

Baird's right. The fight began at about ten o'clock.3 It consisted at first

of sharp skirmishing with Forrest on the Reed's Bridge Road. The move-

ments ofJohnston and Hood the night before toward Lee and Gordon's Mill

had left Walker's corps in a somewhat isolated position on the Confederate

right Wilson's brigade, of this corps, after conducting the ordnance train

across the creek, was called upon to support Forrest. Coining in contact

with this force, Croxton's brigade, of Braunan's division, had become en-

gaged, and drove the enemy for half a mile, when the latter was rc-enforccd

by Ector's brigade, aud it was necessary to send in Baird's division. The

small force of the enemy engaged at this point was steadily pressed back

until it was supported by the remainder of Walker's corps.* After an

hour's severe fighting, Croxton's brigade had been withdrawn, aud Baird

and Brannan, uniting their forces, drove the enemy from their front.

In the mean time, Cheatham's division came up to Walker's support at

noon, and, forming in rear of the latter, advanced upon Baird, striking him

in the flank, and throwing two of his brigades into confusion. Baird was

driven back before overwhelming numbers for some distance, when the for-

tunate arrival of Reynolds's and Johnson's divisions on his right again

turned the tide of battle. These fresh divisions, advancing with Palmer's

(which had been opportunely sent by Crittenden), struck Cheatham's flank,

and thrust him back in disorder upon Walker's corps, Braunan's troops at-

tacking him at the same time in front, and recapturing the artillery which

Baird had lost in his retreat. While Cheatham was thus hotly engaged,

and being driven in confusion, Stewart's division, of Buckner's corps, coin-

ing from the Confederate left to his support, attempted in vain to drive

Thomas back from his advanced position. His three brigades— Clayton's,

Brown's, and Bate's— advanced each in its turn. In one hour's fighting

Clayton lost nearly 400 officers and men, 5 and, being withdrawn, Brown

took bis place, and gallantly charged through a dense underwood extend-

ing along his front, when he encountered a terrific fire from all arms. He
was unable to use bis artillery, while the batteries in bis front and on his

ri"ht flank poured into bis ranks murderous volleys of grape and canister.

Checked for a brief moment, he again pushed forward and up the slope,

where the strength of the Federal position and an attack on his right com-

pelled him to retreat, after the loss of many of his best officers and a large

number of his men. Bate relieved him then, meeting the same fire which

had driven back his brother commanders, but, with Clayton's support, suc-

ceeded in driving the Federal force in his front beyond the Chattanooga

Road.

1 "The enemy, whose left was at Lee and Gordon's Mill when our movement commenced, had

rapidly trnnsferred forces from his extreme right, th.tngiug his entire line, and seemed disposed

to dispute, with nil his ability, our effort to gain the main road to Chattanooga in his rcor."

—

Braqg's lit/tort.

5 "A stronger position naturally toon that which General Wood occupied con scarcely bo

imagined. The creek i.t Gordon's Mill bends round in the form of a semicircle, the convexity be-

ing toward the sonth, whence the enemy would have advanced toward Genenil Wood. An emi-

nence, forming what would be a diameter of the circle if completed, runs from east lo ne-t, unit-

ing the extremities of the bend. Upon this General Wood had placed his artillery. The creek

itself, of considerable depth, nnd with a bank several feet high upon our side of it, constituted a

.splendid ditch, nnd nil alone its bank 'av Wood's men, behind a mdo-bnt efficient breastwork of

logs and rails. "—National Account, RtUUion Record, vii., p.4Q9. ' ThomaM'i.Rtjxn-t.

* Forrest reports the capture of two batteries at an early stage of the engagement, but that he

was unable to bring them oil fur want of horses. * General A. P. Stewarft Report.
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The battle had already extended far op the creek. By two o'clock Hood

and Johnson bad become involved in the struggle, and the entire Confeder-

ate line, as it then stood, below Lee and Gordon's Mill, bad been engaged

with the exception of two brigades of Preston's division (Buckner's corps),

which, on rising ground, held the extreme left of Bragg's army west of the

Cbickamauga. On the Federal line, division after division had been sent

in—

Y

an Cleve's, of Crittenden's corps; then Davis's, of McCook's; then

"Wood's, from Lee and Gordon's Mill ; and, finally, Sheridan's. Each in its

turn had driven the enemy, and then, outflanked, had been thrust back The

arrival of Sheridan's division finally-stayed the enemy's progress on the Fed-

eral right.

On the centre the Confederates had in the mean time gained considerable

advantage, and the shells from their batteries almost reached the Widow
Glenn's house, where Rosecrans's headquarters were. Negley's division had

therefore been withdrawn from Crawfish Spring, arriving upon the field at

4 30 P.M. This division was dispatched to the centre, where it found that

Van Cleve had been dislodged from the line. Negley immediately attacked,

and drove the enemy steadily till night. Palmer had been endangered by

the disaster to Van Cleve, but the advance of the enemy upon his flank was

checked by General Hazen, who, driven back upon an elevation of ground,

promptly manned twenty guns and poured a cross-fire into the enemy's

charging column, which threw it back in disorder.

The attack which had for a time broken the Federal centre bad begun on

Reynolds's right, After Cheatham's repulse there had been a lull in the bat-

tle' in front of the Federal left from 4 o'clock till about 5, during which

Brannan and Baird had reorganized their commands, and had been with-

drawn to a strong position on the extreme left, in which direction Thomas

expected the next attack. But the enemy made his advance some distance

farther to the right. Brannan's division and the greater portion of Baird's

were promptly sent to Reynolds's assistance, arrivingjust in time to prevent

disaster. Even while Van Cleve was being driven in the centre, Thomas

was driving the enemy on the left.

In pursuing the enemy Thomas's lines became very much extended, and

were now concentrated upon more commanding ground. It was supposed

that the battle for that day was over. But Thomas bad scarcely completed

the disposition of his forces before he was again attacked by the enemy.

Pat Cleburne's division, of Hill's corps, having crossed the river at Tedford's

Ford, had reached the Confederate right soon after sunset Passing over

the line which Thomas had just driven back, and supported on his left by

Cheatham, he made an unexpected charge upon Johnson and Baird's divi-

sions, producing considerable confusion in their ranks; but order was soon

restored, and the enemy repulsed. 1 In this night attack General Preston

Smith, of Cheatham's division, was killed. This engagement terminated the

battle of the 19th.

The battle thus far bad been waged for a position. When it began in

the morning neither of the two armies had formed its line, though in this

respect the advantage had been with the Confederates. IfBragg had been

aware of Thomas's movement made on the night of the 18th, the result of

the morning's, and, probably, of the whole day's fighting would have been

far dift'erent. Supposing the Federal forces to be in the neighborhood of

Lee and Gordon's Mill, Bragg had moved his own too far up the creek, leav-

ing Forrest only on his extreme right ; and while be had been moving them

back to the right to meet the emergencies arising out of the engagemeut

with Thomas, Rosecrans was given time to bring up his divisions to Thom-

as's support. In this way Thomas's movement to the left had spoiled the

enemy's preconceived plan of operations. Every assault wbicb had been

made during the day upon the vital point of the Federal line, its extreme

left, had been severely repulsed. Whatever ground had been gained by

Bragg had been upon the centre, where Van Cleve had been driven back

so far that, until Negley's arrival, the communication was cut off between

Thomas and Rosecrans's headquarters at theWidowGlenn's.1 Earlierin the

day (say at 2 o'clock P.M.) the line of each army bad extended along the La-

fayette and Chattanooga Road. But upon the restoration of the Federal line,

after the break on its centre, the left and centre had been refused, leaving

this road, from Lee and Gordon's Mill to within less than a mile of Kelly's

bouse, in possession of the Confederates. This refusal of the line was rather

an advantage to Rosecrans than to Bragg, since it gave the Federal army a

stronger position.

It is impossible to estimate, with any degree of precision, the comparative

injury inflicted upon the two armies in this first day's battle. Unquestion-

ably the Confederates sustained the heavier loss. They had little opportu-

nity for using artillery, on account of the thickly wooded country over

which they moved. 3 Of the Federal divisions, Baird's and Johnson's had

suffered the most severely. The former, when flanked and driven back by

Walker's corps, had lost a regiment of regulars, 411 strong, besides 100 oth-

er prisoners and two batteries. One of these was the First Michigan, for-

merly "Loomis's" battery. Its commander, Lieutenant Van Pelt, stood by

his guns to the last, and gave up his life with them, falling into the bands

of the enemy mortally wounded.*

1 Thomas's Report. But Cleburne claims lhat ho drove the Federals a mile and a half, taking

two or three hundred prisoner* and two or three gtm;.
1 Thomas, hearing if this break, reared that the entire ripht would be routed, and began to dis-

pose his line with reference to covering its retreat to the Dry Valley Itoad, but he was soon re-

lieved of his apprehensions by N ('(.'ley's arrival.
1 "As most of the ground over which the battle was fonght was very thickly wooded, we could

not see more than throe hundred yards to the front, consequently could seldom use artillery."

—

Rqwt of Major Potter, comtiamdinrf the .Artillery of Bwl-ncr'sCorps.
* Bragg reports the capture of several batteries by Walker's corps, but only these two were se-

cured. A. I', tilewart reports the capture of twelve nuns, but only four were sent to his rear. Jaek-
•on, of Cheatham's division, reports; the capture of sis guns, but thwe were probably among the

Rosecrans's headquarters had been all day at the Widow Glenn's, where
he could receive by a direct road communications from General Thomas.
His immediate presence upon the field was at some portions of the day ex-

tremely necessary. If, just before noon, he had been with Crittenden, he
would have sent in supports to Thomas's right with such promptness that

Walker's corps must have been completely destroyed or driven into the

river. Instead of being there, he was pacing his headquarters nt theWidow
Glenn's in nervous excitement, while his aids, with the assistance of the dis-

tressed widow, were attempting to locate the line of battle by the sound of

the firing. The general ought to have known that ho could most effectu-

ally assist Thomas by his personal direction of the battle to the right of the

latter.

Leaving out the reserve corps under General Granger at Rossville, Rose-

crans's whole army on the field, except two brigades, had been engaged on
the 19th. Curiously, both General Bragg and General Rosecrans claim that

they were opposed to superior numbers on this day. In fact, however, the

forces engaged bad not been far from equal ; if there was any superiority, it

was in Rosecrans's favor. But Bragg had full 10,000 men who had not

been under fire, if we include Kershaw's and Humphreys's brigades of Long-

street's corps, which came up in time for the next day's battle. Breckin-

ridge's and HimJ man's divisions were across the river by night, but had

taken no part in tbe battle.

A council of war was held after dark at Rosecrans's headquarters, and the

disposition of forces and the conduct of the battle of the next day wero de-

termined upon. That it would be a desperate conflict was certain. The
battle already fought bad been for the road to Chattanooga. The attempt

to secure this road would be renewed the next day with forces which it

would be hard to withstand. Failing of success at this point, the enemy
would do his best to crush the army which stood in his way.

General Longstreet, in person, arrived at Bragg's headquarters before mid-

night. To him was given the command of the left wing of the Confederate

army, consisting of that portion of the troops which during the day had

been under Hood's command—Buckner's corps, nnd Hood's and Johnson's

divisions—with the fresh troops under Ilindman and McLaws. The acces-

sion of Breckinridge's division was the only change made in the right wing,

which had been and would still remain under the command of General Polk.

Bragg ordered Polk to attack the next morning at daybreak, meaning that

from his extreme right the battle should extend, division by division, to the

extreme left.

The Federal line during the night was reorganized. Thomas's front re-

mained as he had already established it, with part of Brannan's division in

reserve. It extended in a semicircular form (at least its formation may be

thus characterized with sufficient accuracy for our purpose) around Kelly's

bouse, covering the road in front and on either flank. From the point

where it crossed tbe road on the south side it was refused, to conform with

tbe refusal of the left and centre extending south westwardly. McCook's

corps closed up on Thomas, and refused its right upon the ground north of

and covering tbe Widow Glenn's house. Wood's and Van Cleve's divisions

were placed in reserve, in a position to support either Thomas or McCook.

Neither of tbe corps organizations was intact. Palmer, of Crittenden's, and

Johnson, of McCook's corps, were with Thomas, while Negley, who belonged

to Thomas, was with McCook. The line extended thus from left to right:

Baird (his left refused to cover the road), Johnson, Palmer, Reynolds, Bran-

nan, Negley, Davis, Sheridan ; with Wood and Van Cleve in reserve. John-

son's and Palmer's divisions extended from Baird's lines to the road south

of Kelly's bouse, Reynolds's and the other divisions being to the west of the

road. In the rear of Johnson and Palmer was an open field, while farther

back, on the other side of tbe road, were dense woods. Tbe road from Ring-

gold to Rossville was well guarded by the cavalry and Granger's corps.

The Confederate right wing, confronting the three divisions of Thomas

east of the Lafayette Road, consisted of four divisions—Breckinridge's, Cle-

burne's, Cheatham's, and Walker's. The two latter were in reserve. Long-

street's command extended from Cleburne's position, with Stewart on the

right, then Johnson, then Hindman holding the left Hood was in reserve,

to Johnson's rear. Preston was held in reserve on the left rear. Humphrey
and Kershaw, when they came up, were also held Id reserve.

Bragg's army bad a bard day's work before it, and it was all-important

that it should be begun early. But bis orders to Polk were for some rea-

sons (certainly unsatisfactory ones to Bragg) not carried out The attack

was not begun on the right until nearly 10 o'clock A.M. Every moment

of this delay bad been of great advantage to Thomas, whose troops bad been

all night felling timber and strengthening their line by temporary breast-

works. 1 And when the tight began it progressed slowly. The work assigned

to Polk—namely, to thrust Thomas back from bis position, and thus double

recaptured by Brannan. Hood captured a battery from Jeff O. Davis's division, but it was after-

ward recaptured. On the Federal side it was claimed that there was a balance against the Con-

federates of three guns.
1 "At dawn General Bragg was in the saddle, surrounded by his staff, eagerly listening for the

sound of Polk's guns. The sun rose and was mounting in the sky, and still there was no note of

attack from the right wing. Bragg chared witli impatience, and at last dispatched one of his

staff officers, Major Lee. to ascertain the cause of Polk's delay, and urge him to a prompt and

speedy movement. General Polk, notwithstanding his ck-riea] antecedents;, was noted for his fond-

ness for military o-ti m.iti'.n. and carried a train of staff officer! whose numbers and saperb dress

were the occasion of singular remark. Major Lee found him seated at a comfortable breakfast,

surrounded hv brilliurulv Urc-"d MlKcr'. and delivered his message with military bluntness and

brevity. General Polk replied that he had ordered Hill to open the action, that he was waiting

for him, nnd he added, ' Do tell General Bragg that my heart is overflowing with anxiety for tbe

attack—overflowing with onxictv, sir.' Major Lee relumed to the commanding general, and re-

ported the reply- litemllv. Bragg uttered a terrible explanation, in which Polk, Hill, and all his

generals were included. 'Major Lcc," he cried, 'ride along the line, and order erery captain to

take his men instantly into action.' In fifteen minutes the battle was joined, but three hoars of

valuable time had been lost, in which Rosecrans was desperately busy in strengthening bis posi-

tion."

—

I'eUarift Lost (Muse, p. 450.
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op the Federal line, pressing it back upon Longstreet—was not found easy

to execute,

Breckinridge opened the attack. He had not reached Cleburne's right

until after dawn, and knew nothing of the ground. Of his three brigades

Helm held the left, Stovall the centre, and Adams the right, being the ex-

treme right of the whole line. The division extended so far to the right

that only a portion of Helm's brigade encountered the Federal line in a di-

rect advance westward, and thus Stovall and Adams, meeting no resistance,

pushed forward, seriously threatening Thomas's flank. Baird's division did

not quite reach the Lafayette Road ; Thomas had, therefore, as early as two
o'clock A.M., written to Rosecrans, asking for Negley's division to supple-

ment hid line. Rosecrans had promised that it should be sent forthwith.

Seven o'clock came, an attack was momentarily expected, but Negley had
not arrived. The request was repeated, and was received by Rosecrans at

eight o'clock. Some demonstration of the enemy in Negley's front led

Rosecrans to retain this division until it was relieved by McCook. McCook
having been ordered to promptly relieve Negley, Rosecrans, accompanied

by General Garfield, rode along his entire line. Upon returning to the

right he found Negley where he had left him, not having been relieved.

Beatty's brigade was immediately sent to Thomas, the other two being or-

dered to follow as soon as other troops were ready to take their position.

Beatty reached Thomas in time, fortunately, to secure his line. Breckin-

ridge's left brigade had already been severely cut up, having been exposed
to a front and enfilading fire from a foe concealed behind breastworks, and,

after two assaults, in which General Helm, commanding the brigade, and a

large number of his subordinate officers, had been killed, this portion of the

line was withdrawn. Stovall and Adams, however, had advanced, driving

back two lines of Baird's skirmishers. Stovall halted at the road, but

Adams pressed forward, his line and Stovall's being now formed perpendic-

ular to the road, to conform to Baird's position. The advance now was
through the woods west of the road. Stovall attacked the angle of the

works, and was soon forced to retire. Adams, encountering Baird's left,

now re-enforccd by Beatty and some regiments from Johnson's. Brannan's,

and Wood's divisions, was severely beaten. Adams, wounded, and a large

number of prisoners, were captured. Thus, before noon, Breckinridge had
been driven from the field. To prevent a repetition of the attack at this

point, Negley was ordered to mass all the artillery which could be spared
upon a position commanding the enemy's approach, but, from some misun-

derstanding, Negley took a very different position from that which had been
indicated.

Cleburne, on Breckinridge's left, had advanced against Johnson's, Palm-
er's, and Reynolds's divisions with no better success. Owing to Polk's ut-

ter neglect of his line in the morning, there was no well-arranged plan of

attack. Cleburne, in the hurry occasioned by orders to dress upon Breckin-
ridge's left, had got into some confusion. His left, also, in advancing, con-

verged with Longstreet's line of advance in such a manner that part of
Wood's brigade passed over some of Stewart's division, and Deshler's was
thrown entirely out of line in Stuart's rear. Thus a part of Wood's brigade
moved against that part of Thomas's line which turned westward upon the

road. Crossing a field bordering the road, near Poe's house, this brigade
received a heavy oblique fire, and in a few minutes sustained a loss of 500
men, killed and wounded. Deshler might then have been sent in ; but
Polk's brigade, on Wood's right, had also been repulsed, and Cleburne's

whole line was withdrawn to a safe position some 400 yards in the rear.

On the retreat General Deshler was killed, a shell piercing "fair through
his chest." 1

In the mean Lime, the Federal divisions on Thomas's right have met with
a terrible misfortune. Upon the failure of McCook to relieve Negley in the

morning, Crittenden had been ordered to do so, sending in Wood's division.

But this movement had been delayed until half past nine o'clock. McCook's
line, holding the extreme right, was not satisfactory to Rosecrans, being too

far removed from the troops on its left. After repeated orders from Rose-
crans, this difficulty was only partially remedied. Messages still continued
to come from Thomas, asking for re-enforcements. Van Cleve's division

was sent to his aid. Shortly after this a most unfortunate event took place.

Captain Kellogg, coming across the field to bring further tidings to Rose-
crans that Thomas was still heavily pressed, thought he discovered a break
in the line on Reynolds's right In fact there was no such break, but Bran-
nan's division, from its arrangement in echelon at this point, had occasioned
the delusion. Rosecrans forthwith ordered Wood, who had relieved Neg-
ley, to close up and support Reynolds. Wood, misapprehending the intent

of the order, moved his division entirely out of line, " at double quick," and
passed to Brannan's rear. Thus a gap ivas made where previously none had
existed, and through this gap the enemy advanced, throwing the entire right

wing into confusion, from which it did not recover. 2

^ to Adjutant General

has been n

1 C/tfbitrne'.i Report.
* General Wood having claimed that he did right in moving ont o

to do otherwise, General Rosecrans, on the I2th of January, 186i,
Thomas the following loner;
^General,—The report of the general in chief shows that n teller from one of my division

""it the balilc ..I ('hickumaiiga, cuninuniiing "n tlie report of Ins commanding antral,
vod at the War Department, and subsequently published lv its authority. The gen-

emi in chief refers to that loiter as a rival authority to roy own, and as raising n doubt on the ac-
curacy _of a point in my report. The letter, dated October 23. u!t„ four days after I left the com-
mand, is baaed on a quotation from my official report, to which, evidently, ihe writer was not at
that time entitled, and which, therefore, primnfade, was surreptitiously obtained. It has been re-
ceived and publicly used as a document disparaging my report, without having been referred to

^pawjnejhroneh my hands, a* required by military courtesy and army regulations,

especially requested, as no art of justi
The War Department is therefore r

i follov n appendix y official report ofwing observations to be filed and published
the battle of ChieinmnagB

:

" Brigadier General T.J. Wood writes and sends to the War Department a clandestine letter to
show, contrary to the inference drawn in my report, that he did right, under on order to ' close op

Longstreet had waited until 11 o'clock, and then, seeing that Polk was
making no serious impression upon the enemy, began the attack with the
left wing. Stewart was closed up to the right, to make room for Hood in the
front line. Humphreys's and Kershaw's brigades (McLaws's division), were,
on their arrival, brought up as supports to Hood, whose division was made
the main column of attack. Longstreet's order of battle was entirely re-

versed by the character which the conflict had assumed on the right. His
left, instead of his right, became the movable column. Stewart's division,
upon reaching the Lafayette Road, was there stationed, forming the pivot
upon which Longstreet's wing turned. Hood's column was up just in time
to take advantage of the break occasioned by Wood's sudden withdrawal,
above alluded to, and the troops on his right and left pushed the attach with
great vigor. General Hood received a severe, and it was then thought mor
tal wound, just after his column had penetrated the Federal lines, and Gen-
eral Law, commanding one of his brigades, succeeded to the command.
But, notwithstanding the loss of their old commander, the troops pressed
their advantage, flanking Jeff Davis on the one side, and Brannan on the
other, cutting off five brigades from the right of the army, and driving them
to the rear. The blow bad fallen just as Rosecrans was weakening his right

by sending two of Sheridan's brigades to Thomas. These brigades were re-

called to oppose the enemy's advance, and Davis closed up to the left for the

same purpose. But the enemy's charge could not thus be resisted. The
attack now extended from beyond Brannan's right to n point west of the
Dry Valley Road. Tlie Confederates at the weak point outnumbered the

Federals three to one. McCook's five brigades were driven back, with a

loss of nearly half their men. The right of Brannan was driven back, and
two of his batteries, moving to a new position, were taken in flunk, and
thrown back through two of Van Cleve's brigades, then on their way to

Thomas, producing inextricable confusion. In this way these two brigades
of Van Cleve, with the five already mentioned, were driven from the field

on the road to Rossvillc. Davis and Sheridan strove in vain to make a
stand. Hindman's division had advanced far to their right, making resist-

ance useless. Johnson had advanced on Hindman's right, swelling the vol.

ume of the assaulting column. In this charge of Longstreet's command tho
Confederates claimed a capture of seventeen guns.

Rosecrans, McCook, and Crittenden had all been swept from the battle-

field. Thomas alone was left, with one of Negley's brigades, and the divis-

ions of Baird, Johnson, Palmer, Reynolds, and such portions of Wood's and
Brannan's as had not been involved in the disaster, to withstand the entire

Confederate army., Negley had taken some fifty pieces of artillery to tho

rear, in obedience, as he supposed, of Thomas's orders. He thus saved a
large number of guns from capture, and offered a somewhat formidable re-

sistance to the enemy's advance. But the Confederate success against

McCook's line compelled him to withdraw, and he went to Rossville, where
he was very efficient in the reorganization of Rosecrans's scattered troops. 1

on General Reynolds and support him,' in taking his division out of the tine of battle nnd in rear
of Brannan's division, to a reserve position in rear of Reynolds. My report, dealing with facta,

nnd avoiding personal censure, shows that General Reynolds sent me word, by Captain Kellogp,
A.D.C. to General Thomas, that there were no troops on his immediate right, and t'-at ho wanted
support there ; that, supposing Brannan's division had been called away, I told an aid to write to
General Wood an order to close op on Reynolds nnd support him, who wrote as follows:

" < IIl!AiJi|iiurli.TH, S.|.|.ihUr';<l, III .Ifi A.M." ' Brigadier Ucair.ilT. J. Wi.mi., r..nnuaaJini; [tlvttloo, etc :

" 'The general commanding directs [hot you close up i>n Reynolds as roil as possible, nnd sup-
port him. Respectfully, Fjiank S. Bosd, Major nnd A.D.C*
"Now, with ill is order in his hand:
" 1st. When General Wood found there was no interval to close, because Brannan's troops had

not left, his plain duty as a division commander was to have reported that fact to the general com-
manding, w!io was not more than six hundred yards from him, nnd asked further orders. His
failure to do so was a grove mistake, showing want of military discrelion.

"2d. When aboul to move, notwithstanding this, his duty, on l*ing informed, as he was by one
of his brigade commanders, thai his skirmishers were engaged, and the enemy in line of battle op-
posite his position. General Wood was rcnewedly bound to have reported the fans and taken orders
before leaving his position at such n critical lime. But, instead of doing so, he privately withdraw
his troops from the line, nnd let the enemy in, in the face of an order the wording of which shows
that no such operation as tin opmjnn, but, on ihe contrary, the closing of a gap, was intended by it.

"3d. This conduct of General Wood, treated in the report with all the reserve eonsislcnt with
the truth of history, cont rusts most unfavorably with that of General Brannan, commanding iho
division next on his left, who, a liltle earlier in the day, when he received an order to li me his
position and support the left, finding his skirmishers engaged, reported (lie fact to General Thom-
as, desiring to know if, under such circumstances, he should execute the order. He was told.
' No ; stay where you arc."

"4th. It also contrasts with General Wood's own conduct and correspondence only a few days
previously, when he protested against n reprimand or his corps commander for not occupying a
position at Wnuhnlebie, lecturing his senior on ilic impropriety of whut he termed ' blind obe-
dience to orders, 'and in upward of fifty pages of manuscript trying to prove liis conduct consist-

ent with that sound discretion which a division commander ought to exertisc in removing his
troops, from ilie danger threatened by tlie literal execution of orders.

"The material difference of circumstances in the two eases, as appears from his own writings,
being that the discretion he exercises at Wanliatchie, and the 'blind obedience' he pleads at
Cliickamaoga, both have the effect of getting his troops out of danger.

" As the best of generals are liable to mistakes, I should have been content to leave Ihow of
General Wood to the simple historical statement of tliem, presuming tie regretied them fur more
deeply than even myself. And, so feeling, I called alien Iion to his military virtues— vigilance,

discipline, providence of his commissariat, and en re of bis transportation. But his mean and un-
soldieriy defense of error shows him wrong both in head and heart.

"Respectful I v, your humble servant, (Signed;, W. S. liu-i cims.", Mnj..r General.
"BriR»dlcrCto.-ral !_ Tu-mh, A-IJuUmt Oeneml U. H. A.

l
Officio] : It B. Tiigkn, OptofQ, A.D.C"

i their reports, e o disparage General Negley's
1 Both Generals Wood and Branmir

conduct in this connection. Bronnnn
"General Negley, so far from holding my right as he had promised, retired with extraordinary

deliberation to Rossville at an early period of the day, taking with him a portion of my division, as

will be seen by the report of Colonel Oonwell, , i.mmamling First Brigade, leaving mc open to at-
tack from the right, as well as from the left and front (Tram which point the rebels nUn< Red sim-
ultaneously on four several occasions), and my rear so far exposed that my staff officers, sent back
for nmrnnnitiun, were surr-f-- fully cut off, anil ihe ammunition, of such vital iinin.rlnncc at that

time, prevented from reaching me, thus necessitating the use of the bayonet as my only means
of defense."

eneral Wood says:

Before closine. my report, I deem it my duty to tiring to the notice of the commanding gener-
rtain facts which fell nnder my observation dnring the progress of the conflict on tlie 'JUih.

was moving along the valley with my command, to the support of General Reynolds, in cou-
ity with the order of the commanding general, I observed on my left, to the west of me, a
; posted high up on the ridge. I inquired what force it was, and was informed that it was a

part (ft brigade, perbapsj of General Negley's division. I was informed that General Negley was
with the force in person. J remember distinctly seeing a battery on the bill-side with it. At the
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On the Federal right there was indescribable confusion. The trains had

all been poshed along the Dry Valley Road, and, mingled with the disorgan-

ized troops, blocked up the road to Rossvdle. Rosecrans and Garfield, his

chief of staff, left the field together, taking the Rossville Road. To a retreat

from this part of the field there was no alternative. As far as the eye

could reach, there was no orderly array of battle, and no direct communi-
cation with the left. Was Thomas beaten also? This was the question

which now agitated the minds of the general and his staff officer. If be

was routed, then clearly Rosecrans's place was at Chattanooga, where he

could best provide for the safety of his army and of his trains. Finally, the

two officers, before reaching Rossville, came to a point where two roads led,

one to Chattanooga, and the other around to Tbomas's position. Firing

could be heard in the latter direction with considerable distinctness. Apart
from this firing, there was no bint to guide General Rosecrans. The two of-

ficers listened most intently, and reached exactly opposite conclusions. Rose-

crans had already arrived at a conviction that the entire army was defeat-

ed. He judged that the firing which he heard was scattered, and indicated

disorganization. Garfield, who doubtless had a more correct car, thought it

was the firing of men who were standing their ground. He felt that Thomas
was not beaten, and, as General Rosecrans was determined himself to go to

Chattanooga, he asked permission to go to Thomas. This was given. Rose-

crans went to Chattanooga, and telegraphed to General Halleck that bis

army was beaten. Garfield went to Thomas
;
what he found Oiere we shall

soon discover.

It is scarcely strange that Rosecrans should have jumped at the conclu-

sion that Thomas was defeated. That he was not seems almost a miracle;

but it was just such a miracle as bad twice already during this campaign

saved the army from destruction. If Longstreet had known the full extent

of the disorder which his first assault had produced, he would have thrown

caution to the wind, and have pursued with abandon. But, fortunately, he

did not know. His divisions on the right had met with obstinate resistance.

Ilindman, instead of pursuing the advantage gained on the extreme left,

was moved eastward to support Johnson. Thus time was given for the

formation of a new Federal line from Thomas's right, across the command-
ing heights which constitute the southern spurs of Mission Ridge, east of

MeFarland's Gap.

Thomas, meanwhile, knew nothing of the disaster to the Federal right.

Just before the repulse of the enemy on his extreme left, a little after noon,

he sent to Rosecrans to hurry up Sheridan's division, which had been prom-
ised him. Captain Kellogg, his aid sent for this purpose, proceeding to the

right, met a large force of the enemy in the open corn-field to the rear of

Reynolds, advancing cautiously. This force was at first supposed to be

Sheridan's troops, but the mistake was soon discovered, and the enemy was

driven back. The gap between Reynolds and Brannan was filled, and
Wood's division—so much of it as remained—was placed on the right, in

prolongation of Brannan's line.

It can easily be seen that if, during the formation of this line, or previous,

time it was certainly out of reach of any fire from the enemy. This was between 11 and 12
o'clock in the liny, A little Inter in iho day, perhaps half or three qitnrters of nn hour, when I

became severely engaged, ns already described, with the large hostile force that had pierced out-

lines and turned Btuuimn> ri^lit, compelling him to full hack, I looked fur the lore.- that I had seen
posted on the ridge, and which, as already remarked, I had been informed was a part of General
Negley 's division, hoping, if I became severely pressed, it mi^ht re-enforce me, for I was resolved

to check the enemy if possible. Bur it had entirely dHii|>|H-nred ; whither it had cone I did not
then know, hut was informed Inter in the day it had retired to I!ossvillp, and this information I

believe was correct. By whose orders this force retired from the bnttlc-fiebl I do not know; hut
of one fact I am perfectly convinced : that there was no necessity for its retiring. It is impossible
it could have been nt all seriously pressed by the enemy at the time—in fact, I think it extremely
doubtful whether it was engaged at nil."

It is not necessary here to attempt any defense of so brave and skillful nn officer as Gener-
nl N'egluy against such charges as these. We will simply quote the opinion of the Court of In-
quiry called upon to investigate General Negley 's conduct in the spring of 18154. The finding of

" Kr\ question bos any where been raised ns to the conduct of General Negley on the 19th of
September, the first day of the battle of Chickamuugn. He commanded on that dny bis entire
division, and it appears from the evidence that his conduct throughout was creditable
" Early on the second day General Negley was assigned a position in the line on the right of

G » trnl Brannan, from which he was relieved between S and 10 o'clock by Wood's division.
" He was then ordered to tnkc a position on the extreme left ; but his division having been re-

lieved at a later hour tlitm wna expected, his reserve brigade was sent meantime in advance of
the others, and became separated from him, taking a place in the line under General Bnird.
Subsequently another of his brigades was placed in line on the left of General Brannan, and un-
der the command of that officer. A little later in the day, as General Negley was moving to a
position on Missionary llidge, to which ho had been ordered by General Thomas, ho gave up to

General Brannan, on his urgent appeal for support, the largest rcuiment of his I ait brigade, re-

taining fur himself only two weak regiments and four companies- of another regiment. The point
to which he was directed was in rear uf the centre of the line. Here he found a battery ; other
batteries and pans of batteries joined hi in, and it nppenrs on evidence that he had at Inst fifty

puns under bis care, with only tbo small infantry support above referred to, namely, two small
regiments and four companies uf an<<iiicr regiment, in all COO or 700 men.
"The gap in the line made by the withdrawal of Wood's division, the rout of the entire right,

and the uuresi-ii;d advance of lite enemy from that direction, as well as the advance of the enemy
from the left of tho line, the enemy having outflanked and driven in a portion of the left also,

subjected General Nogloy to such hazard of losing this large park of artillery as made it expedi-
ent, in his judgment, to withdraw it to a point on the Dry Valley Road, about two or three miles
from Rossville. It nppcurs in evidence that this movement was executed in good order, and all

the artillery saved.

"Hero General Negley met Generals Davis and Sheridan, with portions of their command,
and considerable, bodies of disorganised troops from various commands. He co-operated with the
division commanders above referred to in taking such measures as the exigencies of the occasion
seemed to require, and toward evening retired to Rossville.

"General Negley exhibited throughout the day (the second of the battle) and the following
night great activity and zeal In the discharge of his duties, and the court do not find in the evi-

dence before them any ground of censure.
"Tho impression which seems to have been entertained by General Brannan that General

Negley bud ordered one of his brigades to the roar is not sustained by the tcstimonv.
"It appears in tho evidence that Brigadier General Wood, on one or more occasions, at the

headquarters of the Army of the Cumberland, and in presence of the commander of that army
nnd a portion of bis staff,' indulged in severe reflections upon the conduct of Major General Neg-
ley, applying to him coarse and offensive epithets. When placed upon the stand before the court
lie failed entirely to substantiate any charge or ground of Accusation ngninst him. The court
deem It their duty to express their marked condemnation of such conduct, lending to vexation
and unpr<>fitali|-.- implication prejudicial to the service.

"II- The record and opinions in the foregoing cases have been submitted to the President of
the United States. He is of opinion that no fnrther action is required, nnd the Court of Inquiry
is dissolved. By order of tho Secretary of War, E. D. Towssesd, A. A. G."

the enemy had assaulted the Federal right with any considerable force, ho
must have made himself complete master of the position. Not less fortu-
nate, Dor less decisive than Longstreet's delay, was General Gordon Granger's
arrival upon this part of the field just as Wood had got into position on the
new line. Granger had started from Eossville at 11 o'clock with General
Whittaker's and Colonel Mitchell's brigades, under the immediate command
of General Steedman, leaving Colonel Dan McCook's brigade to guard tho
Ringgold Road. He had heard heavy firing, and judging, from the sound,
that Thomas was being hard pressed, he felt that his presence upon the field

was necessary. It was about three and a half miles from Rossville to the
point where Thomas was then engaging Breckinridge. Granger bad gono
over two thirds of this distance when the enemy made his appearance in

the woods to the left. This hostile force was found to be only a party of
observation, and Granger pressed on with his column, leaving tho enemy at
this point to be taken care of by Dan McCook.
While Granger is advancing the battle has been steadily swaying to tho

left along Thomas's line, until it has reached Reynolds's and Brannan's divis-

ions. Against these McLaws and Stewart, with a part of Cleburne's divis-

ion, have been directing assaults as violent as those which Breckinridge and
Cleburne have been making against the stronger line north and west of tho
Lafayette Road—stronger, because situated on more favorable ground, and
more thoroughly fortified by breastworks. The result had been different:

while Breckinridge and Cleburne are being driven back, Longstreet's divis-

ion, though sustaining terrible loss and repeated repulse, are at length gain-

ing ground. It is at this point that Wood withdraws from Brannan's right,

and the disaster follows on the Federal right which we have already de-

scribed. Brannan now withdraws from his works, and tho whole of
Thomas's line east of the Lafayette Road is refused, moving back upon tlio

spurs of Mission Ridge. All this lias taken place as Granger is marching
for the field. Longstreet is preparing for a fresh assault upon the new po-

sition with overwhelming numbers, and, when that assault comes, Thomas
feels that, so far as he can see, there is no hope for his army—no possible

alternative to defeat.

At this critical moment clouds of dust are seen rising to the left and rear.

In those phantom-like columns lurk hope or disaster. Some new element
is about to enter into the chemistry of this doubtful battle, which now
waits for the development of this approaching force for its solution. Tho
direction from which this force is coming gives no clew as to its character:

it is as like to prove hostile as friendly. At length long lines of men are

seen emerging from the woods, crossing the Lafayette Road in perfect disci-

pline, their banners fluttering above, and their bayonets glittering in tho

sunlight. An aid has reconnoitred, and reports that it is an infantry force.

But whose? Soon this vital question was answered from the advanced
colors—the red and blue, with the white crescent, marking Granger's battle-

flag.

Granger had come up in time. Already Longstreet had gathered his col-

umns for an assault in front and on either flank. He had called for assist-

ance from General Polk, but the latter had been too badly beaten to respond. 1

Thomas's right rested upon a chain of heights beginning about a fourth of

a mile west of Kelly's house, and extending westward about one mile to-

ward the Dry Valley Road. These heights are covered with open woods,
have a gentle but irregular slope on the south, north, and east, and their sum-
mits are a hundred feet above the level of the surrounding country. 2 MeFar-
land's Gap—now the great strategic point of the battle-field—was on the ex-

treme right. This gap is the entrance from the battle-field into Chattanooga

Valley. The Dry Valley Road from this point to Rossville was crowded
with the trains of the Federal army. The stand which was now taken hy
Thomas, if obstinately held till nightfall, would secure the safe retreat of

the army to Rossville.

Granger, as he came up, was sent in on Brannan's right. Wood had al-

ready been formed on Brannan's left. Steedman led Granger's men up the

crest of the hill, contending as he advanced against an assaulting column of

the enemy which had gained the summit of the ridge. Moving forward his

artillery, he dislodged the enemy and drove him down the southern slope,

inflicting upon him a fearful loss in killed and wounded, The arrival of

fresh troops had revived the courage of the Federals at this point, and ev-

ery assault of the enemy from this time until nightfall was repulsed with

great slaughter. The conflict here was desperate. Granger's command con-

sisted in great part of troops which had never before tasted battle ; but they

fought with heroic obstinacy, losing nearly half their numbers. With great

difficulty Longstreet succeeded in bringing his men to charge again, after

they had been driven from the ridge and the gorge to the south of it. He
had put in now his last division, and his troops were exhausted by their re-

peated assaults.

In the mean time, General Garfield, about (our o'elock P.M., after running

the gauntlet of the enemy's fire on the left, reached Thomas, bringing him

the first official intelligence of the disaster which had befallen the right of

the army at noon. Garfield bad left the field with Rosecrans, as we have

seen, at the time of the disaster; as be now returned to it, he found the

ridge just in rear of the point where the right had been beaten, held by

1 "About 3 o'elock in tho afternoon I asked the commanding general for some of the troops nf

the right wing, but was informed by him that they had been beaten so badly that they cuuld be

of no service to me. I had but one' division [Preston's] that had not been engnged, and henflufcd

to put it in, ns our distress upon our right seemed to be almost as great as that of the em my upon
his right."

—

Ijongitrttt's Rtjiorl.

' Such is the description given in Tlnckner's report. In regard to (he topography of rite battle-

field, the writer of this chapter has been compelled to depend ujon Confederate reports, noi find-

ing nny fair description cl.-euli'-rc. Jtosccrnns is usually very minute in the docripiinn of tl.e to-

pography of his campaigns ; but he probably never sufficiently explored the baitle-ficld of C'hkk-

amanga ut describe it with any degree of accuracy.
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Thomas's line, which at the same time still retained the Lafayette Road. It

was to him a glorious moment. He alone, of all the army which then held

the field, bad witnessed the advance of Hood's irresistible columns and the

wreck of a whole line of battle; and he alone, of all those who had left the

field, was permitted to witness the magnificent spectacle of Longstreet's re-

pulse from the ridge. It was the fulfillment of the promise which his own
heart had whispered to itself when he parted company with Rosecrans near

Rossvillc. 1

Shortly after Garfield's arrival, Thomas received a dispatch from General

Rosecrans suggesting the withdrawal of the army to Rossville. Rosecrans

had already learned from Garfield that Thomas was making a bold stand in

the old tracks of the morning, and that the enemy was being repulsed. At
half past five General Thomas ordered Reynolds to withdraw from his posi-

tion. The line which had been assumed and obstinately held thus far,

though strong in position, was weak in numbers. Only about twenty thou-

sand men held the entire front from the Lafayette to the Dry Valley Road.

Thomas, since noon, had been with his right. He saw that against the over-

whelming numerical superiority of the enemy he could not hold out much
longer. He, therefore, prepared to retire from the field. In passing from
Wood's rear to Reynolds's position, to point out to the latter officer the po-

sition where he wished him to form line to cover the retirement of the divi-

sions farther to the left, he found the enemy advancing in this direction to

his rear. Upon this hostile force Reynolds was ordered to charge, and the

enemy was driven beyond the left of the line. Wood, Brannan, and Gran-

ger were then withdrawn. Johnson's and Baird's divisions were attacked

just as they were retiring, but they succeeded in moving from the field in

order, and without serious loss.
2

General Negley's presence at Rossville, where, with Sheridan's and Davis's

assistance, he had rallied a considerable body of troops, and provided them
with rations, was of very material assistance to General Thomas. But for

these generals the retreat of the disorganized troops would have been con-

tinued to Chattanooga. Upon Thomas's arrival at Rossville, he posted Neg-
ley's division on the Ringgold Road ; Reynolds's on Negley's light, stretch-

ing to the Dry Valley Road; Brannan's in reserve to Reynolds's right and
rear; while McCook's corps extended from the Dry Valley Road nearly to

Chattanooga Creek.

Bragg's army was too tired and too sadly worsted to attempt pursuit on
the night of the 20th. On the 21st a few straggling blows were directed

against the Federal army at Rossville. Thomas, feeling that he could not

hold his position there against the Confederate army, suggested to Rose-

crans that he be ordered to Chattanooga. The order was issued at 6 P.M.
on the 21st, and by 7 o'clock the next morning Roseerans's army was with-

drawn to that place without opposition from the enemy.

Thus ended the battle. Though driven from the battle-field, the Federal

army had succeeded in shutting the enemy out of Chattanooga. It had
fought bravely, and had retired in good order, after having for two days
held its position. Even the disaster upon its right on the 20th, taking from
the field over 10,000 men, had not crushed its power of resistance. While
it held the battle-field it repulsed every assault of the enemy, and withdrew
only when its ammunition and supplies had given out, and it had become
certain that its position could not be held for another day. The solitary

advantage which the enemy had to show as a proof of his victory was his

final possession of the battle-field. As to the numbers engaged on the Con-
federate side there are widely varying estimates. 3 After an investigation

1 There is a general misapprehension in regard to this rido oFGarfloId's to the front from Ross-
ville, caused probably by tho publication of explanatory letters from sources which ought to bo au-
thentic, but which arc not so. Of this nature is n lector recently (during Mutch, looi) published
In the New York dli:cn. This letter, eutitlcd "Rosecrans nt Chicknmaugu— The Question
Salved," is based ontircly upon information given by a member of Roseerans's stuff. Now this

member of Roseerans's staff knew nbsointalj nothing of what ho relates as to this matter. Ho
makes Rosccran- * L

full in" with QorfiaU at or near Renville, whereas it was at this very point
that Garfield parted with Rosecrans, after hwilf mm »nh bfm nil the time from the beginning
of the battle on the 10th. By a nill w idcr error he makes Itosecrnos receive reports at this point
that Thunia- t i.mi'i i !. h i In- j„ -it l m. It n-.nn. r . ]ved no such reports. Neither Gar-
field nor Rosecram had any thing to guide them in their conduct at this time save their own in-
ferences. As tn llu.-e-r.iin " knowing that the fate of our army depended upon our holding Chat-
tanooga," it is cleat* that any such dependence ii[ i ("hattnnoogii could only follow upon the de-
feat of the entire army. Until this utter rout was established the cose was exactly reversed r the
ability to hold Chuitanoo-a depended upon the fate of the army. Again, Rosecrans is made to
send Thomas orders by Garfield " lo hold his position nt nil hazards until nightfall, and then to
retire to Rossville." Rosecrans sent no order to Thomas hi- Garfield. A dispatch was sent later
in the day lo Thomas, ordering the latter to retire to Rossvillc. Moreover, it is stated that the
only way for Rosecrans to reach Thomas " was Ha Rossville, and thence om on the cast side of
tho ridge, it being impossible to cross the ridge at <iny intermediate point." Certainly the advance
of the enemy had not been continued so far as to prevent the Crossing of the ridge at any point
north of McFurland's Gap j and there was no other difficulty. Erom Mi : Fa Hand's Gap Rosecrans
could have certainly gone on horseback to Thomas with as much ease as troops were a short lime
afterward brought over prteadg tilt same mute which he would have taken, tho only difference be-
ing that the direction was opposite. The enemy nt no time during the battle penetrated to the
road which Rosecrans would have taken. Hut did Rnscerans know that this route was clear for
him? We answer, no. And it is here, and not in the fact that there was no each route, that
Rosecrans can find his only apology. From what ho could see. he suspected that Thomas was
also dcleiitcd. He says in liis official report:

"Giving the troops direction to rally behind the ridge west of the Drv Valley Road, I passed
down it, accompanied by Learnd Garfield, .Major McMkhacl, and Major Bond! of mv staff, and
a few of the escort, under a shower of Krii]w uiul CIU1

-

slcr „, ld musketry, for two or three hundred
yards, and attempted to rejoin General Thomas and the troops sent to his support by passing to
the rear of the broken, portion of our lines, hat found ihc routed troops far toward the left! and,
hearing the enemy s advancing musketry and cheers, I became doubtful whether the left had held
its ground, and >tarWi..r lio-vilte. tin cavitation and farther reflection, however, I determ-
ined to send General Garfield there, while I went to Chattanooga to give orders for the securi-
ty of the pontoon bridges at Rattle Creek and Bridgeport, and to make preliminary depositions
either to forward ammunition aud supplies, should we hold our ground, or to withdraw the troops
into good position.

r

The simple fact is that Rosecrans mndc a great mistake. He arrived too soon at the conviction
that his whole army was defeated, and upon that conviction ho went to Chattanooga, because he
deemed it his duty to do so. The charge of cowardice, or of an apathetic abandonment of the
Held, which have been made against him, are too ridiculous to be even mentioned. Rosecrans
was a general against whose bravery or patriotism there can rest nn reproach.

* The Confederate report* indicate that tho entire line was carried bv assault, and that Thomas
was driven. This was not the case There was no serious assault. The enemy simply occupied
a position deliberately abandoned by Thomas.

'Roseerans's estimate of tho numbers opposed to him seems to ns to be extravagant. He says

of the official returns of numbers from Bragg's army before the battle, and
of the Confederate reports of the battle (which are very minute), we judge
that the effective force of the enemy, including re-en forcemeuts, amounted
to 70,000 men, of whom 55,000 infantry and cavalry were directly engaged
on the battle-field. Rosecrans was clearly outnumbered. 1 His entire army
including cavalry, was not far from 60,000 strong. His force actually en-
gaged in the battle amounted to from 43,000 to 47,000 men.
The Federal army lost in the battle 1644 killed, and 9262 wounded.

Bragg reports a capture of 8000 prisoners. Halleck's report (for 1863) esti-

mates Roseerans's missing as 4945. The loss in cavalry was 500, ninkiiip a
total Federal loss of 16,351. The Federal loss in artillery Bra<rg nukes' 51
guns, and Rosecrans 36 (meaning probably the net loss, subtracting from
his entire loss the guns which had been captured from the enemy). The
Confederate loss in killed and wounded largely exceeded that sustained bv
Rosecrans. Bragg reports a loss of two firths of his command, but doca
not give the exact figures. Halleck.in his report, says thnt the Confederate
journals admitted a total loss of 18,000. This is probably not far from tho
truth.2 Bragg lost 2003 prisoners, leaving his loss in killed and wounded
about 16,000.

(in a letter published after the battle): "The enemy rcjnrU a lost of 18,700 killed and Wounded,
and admits his loss to have been '.'0 per cent, of his entire command—a very largo loss which
gave him 33, GOO at Chickamnugn." But this calculation is based upon a mistake which would
actually (foilWe the enemy's numbers. Bragg distinctly states in his report thnt hi- \.-- .on. unled
to ucoji/ths (40 per cent.) of his entire command, which would give him—eupnoffoghjaL w IB, TOO
(Bragg, however, does not stale tho exact number), -IU",7."il instead of 98,600. I' - . ran' thinks
one fifth of the I liters engaged ''n wry large loss." Hut in his official rrjmri . t tin- h.ittli- ho
says,"I am fully satisfied that the enemy's loss largely exceeds ours." Now liuscctans lust in
killed and wounded 1 1,4011, or more than one fifth of his own army.
Rosecrans (in the letter alluded In) arrives at this estimate of the enemy's numbers in nnolher

way. "Bragg," tie says, "bad 32,000 troops when driven from his intrenched camps at Shelhy-
villeandTullahomn, across the mountains and the Tennessee. liuckner joined with nhniii 10, i till)

troops from East Tennessee, .Johnston with at t 25,000, and I.ougMrcct'with nt-. :r _'
. i.i n .,'

,

-

f

Riving again 92,000 as Ids whole fnrce." This also is a cross mUnleiihuion, Itr.i, _ - t r nol
Buckner's united, on Juno 20th (four days before Rosecrans advanced from M h)
amounted to 40,'HM.> effect ives- a jargcr estimate than R..sccnins cues. Jtut lu ..in lint] noovl-
dence that Bragg hud received 50,000 re-enforecmeu Is. At nny rate, no such number was en-
gaged in the battle. From the Army of Virginia about 12,000 men were sent under Longs tract,
but Bragg reports that only MOO of these arrived in time to participate in the battle. Tho rc-
enforcements from other source, actually engaged were B. It. Johnson'a ami Walker's commands,
or about 15,000 men. Of Bragg's own army (the Army ofTeniKsseo, im lading BuckntO, tho
Confedernto reports indicate that there were engaged abont 87,000, axctechx . t . nvulry. This
estimate would give the enemy about 47,000 infantry actually eugag. d at Chickamauga,
Tho estimate, ns made up from the Confederate official reports, is the following:

Ilucknc
l..e..,-TCj:r r'a Cowhand.

0,507
0,123
3,6=3

r.,noo

24,013

y- nii-i-i

per), rawWhig c.

« DI via torn

JlntkinrMi-e i )>ivi»u.ll fl,76ir

I'li'hurne'x llivl-lull ., n,11(V
Wslfcerl Carpi 0,910
(.'liCullmui'ti lliveiiuii (.,]l|i[in limit (1 7,000

Tnt*l, acdatlve of I'avnliy 41,811
There is good reason to believe that Bragg underestimates the nanihcr of Longstreet's own

troops when he puts it nt fiOOO. Longstrcot had live brigades, three under Hood (Law's, Bcn-
tting's, and Robertson's), and two under McLnws (Kershaw's mid Ilninplireys's). Kershaw hud
all (he regiments which he had at Cbanccllorsvillo, and tho Eighth North Carolina in addition
He must hnvo had at least 2000 men. Giving Humphreys 1500 men, and Hood's three brigades
3600 (n^moderatc estimate in either case), Lon est reel's" proper command (engaged) numbered

.ke the entiro infantry force of the enemy, in round numbers, 60,000. The
3tal of 55,000.
eleven Confederate States, and fror

ind II battalions; and tho battalion
The average for each r> gfani al a t

o third of tho army—w re tr.ui 1. u

cavalry force engaged probably numbered 5000, m.iki

This army was comjioscd of regiiacnrs from each
Kentucky. All together there were about 115 rcgirr

would have made about Boat regiments of the avcrapi
little over 400 men. Forty -four regiments—a little o
nesseo. Over 20 trer* from Alabama; I!) from Mississippi; 5 from Kcntuc
sas, and about the same number from South Carolina ; 5 from Texas ; IS or 18 t'i. i GeorjrJnj
(> from Louisiana; 8 from Florida; 7 from North Carolina; and from Viiginin only 2. The
Virginians were all in Kuckncr's command. B.R.Johnson's command, which Gn . h v (Am. Con-
flict, vol. ii., p. 4 IS) makes consist of Virginians, had not a Virginia regiment. Cheat hnm's di-
vision consisted almost wholly ofTennessccans. Iluniplircv.-,'s brigude was made tip ofMississip-
plans entirely, nnd Kershaw's entirely of Carolinians.
The estimate of Bragg's army which we have been considering is for the forces actually en-

gaged. The estimate for his whole army would ho largely above this. Just before his retreat
from Chattanooga h,- ]i„d 45,000 effectives. His re-enforcements, and iho additions made to his
cavalry by recruiting, before the battle, increased this force to over 70,000.

1 The Inst olTiiea] returns from Roseerans's army before the battle are those of August 31st.
C". Goddard, A. A.C of Roseerans's sfntf, quoting from these returns, gives the following ns tiro
effective force of the several divisions:
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It is probable that much more than 3000 men were detailed— it would not be unfair to say
5000. Deducting this and Granger's force—which only came up at the close of the buttle, nnd
nfier n force more than double bis own had been swept from the field— utnl we have left 4r,.'i:>2.

As the cavalry on the IDth and 20lh was almost entirely detached to guard the exposed flanks
of the army, it ought not to be estimated as a port of the force actually engaged on the field.
Roseerans's army, nil told, cavalry and infantry, numbered nearly (10,000 just before the bntlle.

1 The Confederate rcporis give the losses in all the brigades excepting those of Gist's, Ector's,

and Cheatham's divisions. Leaving out these 10 brigades, the lo^s
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From precise data
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Cheatham's Division (estimated)

ilson's. Ector nnd Wilson* brigades numbered together

t more than half. Gist's loss is not reported, but was at

n's division was held in reserve on the 20th ; bnt his loss

have lost IG0O men. Thus, leaving out the casualties in

160*1

.3,850, or abont 34 per cent
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Eighteen days after the Array of the Cumberland crossed the Tennessee
it was concentrated in Chattanooga. The campaign, so far as it concerned
this army alone, was over. It had been a tedious campaign of wearisome
marches, terminating in a doubtful and unnecessary battle. Many mistakes
had been made by both the Federal and Confederate commanders. Risks
had been run on the one side which imperiled a whole army, and the disas-

trous results of which were only averted by delays and neglect of opportu-
nities on the oilier. The battle itself was badly managed by General Rosc-

crans. His personal supervision of its details on the 19th would bave en-

abled Thomas to strike blows so decisive that it is doubtful if there would
bave been a second day's battle. On the 20th there was, from the begin-

ning of the fight, nothing but disorder and confusion on the right; nearly

every order was either disobeyed or misunderstood. If on this day Rose-
crans had devoted himself to seeing that Thomas was supported, and to such
a disposition of his right as the transfer.of troops to the left made necessary,

there would have been no disaster, no serious loss of artillery or prisoners,

and no necessity of abandoning the field to the foe. Rosecrans relied upon
McCook and Crittenden to do what he ought to have known—if he knew
any thing of men—would not be done by those commanders. Herein con-

sisted his greatest blunder at Chickamauga. 1 All else— that, indeed, for

which he was chiefly blamed—the historian will regard as the result of a

natural mistake.

It would be fair to sun-
's division would i

us far estimated, \

The missing, ns precisely reported, we have round amounted to 8P
pose that (do missing of koior's nnd G-t'.s brigades and of Chcnthi
iliin number to at least 1 00(1. Subtracting this from thu entire loss
left 12,650 as the killed nnd wounded, leaving out those or Longstrcut's corps. Now, taking thi_
very lowest esiimato or Bragg's infantry forte (as made up from official reports), it nmuunts to
48,000. Forty per cent, uf this would give 19,200 as the number uf killed and wounded in in-
fantry nlonc. This would make the loss in Longstreet's corps the difference between 19,300 and
12,830, or 03S0. But Bragg reports that only .Mion ...f L.mgstrcct's corps took part in the battle.
This estimate excludes prisoners captured from Bragg, which Rosecrans reports as SW03. We
have already estimated the missing from all the other commands except Longstreet's corps as
1I1IJ0; the other thousand, therefore, must have been from this corps. This would make the
entire Confederate loss in infantry—killed, wounded, and missing—21,200, and Longstreet's en-
tire loss 7.130, or 2330 mom men lost than, according to Bragg'* report, he brought into buttle.
The precise reports wo are com|-ellcd lo assume ns correct. The error, therefore, is cither in an

extravagant overestimate on Bragg's part or his loss, or an equally extravagant underestimate of
the number of I street's corps engaged in the battle. One tiling, however, is certain—namely,
that the loss in Lougstrcct's corps was considerably above the general average Hood's [br.ee
brigades fought belli days, nnd suffered severely on both. Kershaw'* and Humphreys's brigades
were engaged only on clia ZOtli, but they sustained a fearful loss in their assaults on the afternoon
of that day. It would nut he extravagant, tliorefnrc, to e.siimate Longstreefs loss as 45 per cent, of
his command. Thin, supposing ihr n I.,.- ..itlie army to have been nbonl what Hnlleck says
the Confederate journal* sLit-d ir, 1 -.mm, .ml deducting 1000 for disunities in the cavalry force,
Loiig*iioct'-.J..- wool. II.- di.' -l.d.-i. I., i, 1,-,-n 17,000 nnd 13,860, Ot »150, which would be 45

i he Liter In in.- the iiumb->r which in a preceding note we gave as the probable
tidly crigiig-il. This cah iilmion would drerea.se the percentage
'" -o aliouL 30 per cent., and give Longsirect 2000 more men

The battle lea Rosecrans with an array in nnd about Chattanooga 45,000
strong. Bragg was left with an army numbering over 50,000 men to
which re-enforcements were daily being added. It was evident, therefore,
that nothing farther could be accomplished by the Army of the Cumberland
untd it should be largely re-enforced. Rosecrans proceeded to fortify Chat-
tanooga. Hooker's corps was sent to him from the East on the 28d of Sep-
tember. Other re-enforcements were on the way from Grant's army As
soon as the latter arrived Rosecrans was relieved of his command on the
19th of October, 1 and General Grant, with the armies of the Cumberland,
the Ohio, and the Tennessee, entered upon that brilliant campaign which
terminated in General Bragg's utter defeat before the close of the year 3

of loss it

limn lti,i

The 1c

lost M02..ut
BOtb, Grade's
corps reports

!> liii.- i.h's of lii-ugg's army was almost incredible. Helm's brigade, of Breckin-
.vent iniohatllewitli I7(i3 men, and came out with +32. h.-iag over two thirds, bo-
lder. Hum's brigade, of Baekiiers corps, lost COS out of 1085. Liddell's division
.1175, nearly 50 per cent. In the spue of a single hour, on the afternoon of the
igailv, of the same corps, lost 60S -"it of 2003. Another brigade (Kelly's) of this
oss of 300 out or 870. Still another rcfiorts ,i loss of 50 per cent. B. R. John-

puii B mvismii out of 8G88 lost I 135, nearly one half, Maney's brigade, of Cheatham's division
lost hnir its numbers. Jackson's brigade, of the same division, lost 4110 out of 1405; the loss in
one of its regiments (the. Fifth Georgia) was 55 per cent. WiUon's brigade lost CO per cent., and
Ector's in the sumo proportion.

1 Bosecruns made no charges against McCook or Crittenden. On the contrary, in his report,
ho accorded them only praise. The court of inquiry which no stipnted Negley's conduct also
considered the crises of McCook and Crittenden. Wo quote below the findings of the court in
each cose. But these opinions do not in the least affect General Rosccrans's responsibility.

Decision in MeCook's Case.

"It appears from the investigation that Major General McCaofc commanded the Twentieth
Army Corps, composed of Sheridan's, John-on's, nnd Davis's divisions.
"His command on the lf*th of .September, 1803 (the first day of the battle of Chickamauga),

consisted of Davis's and Sheridan's divifioris, and of Negley's temporarily, end occupied the right
of the line, Johnson's having t-.cn detached to Thomas's' command. The evidence shows that
General Me Cook did his whole duly faithfully on that day with activity and intelligence.

"Early on the 20ih of September General' McCook had under his 'command the divisioi
Shondnn and Davis (the latter only 1300 to 1400 strong), nnd Wilder's brigade, and the n
officers of the cavalry were told they must take orders from him, though attend to their own

"The posting of these troops was not satisfactory to the commanding general, who in person
directed several changes between 8 and 1(H o'clock P.M.
"During these changes, involving a flank movement or the whole right to the left, the enemy

made a hercc attack, taking advantage of a break in the line caused by the precipitate nnd inop-
purliiNi- withdrjiHal ..I lo- divi-mii by Brigadier General T. J. Wood, passing through the interval.
and routing the whole right and centre up to Brnnnan's position.
"The court deem it unnecessary to express nn opinion as to the relative merits of the position

taken by General Mel.'ook ami that snh-i q.ientlv ordered to he taken by the commanding general,
but it is apparent from the testimony that General McCook was not resin. n^ble for the delay in
forming the new lino on that occasion.

" It further appears that General McCook not only had impressed on him the vital importance
of keeping well clo-cd to the hit and of maintaining a compact centre, but he was also ordered to
hold the Dry Valley Road. This caused the lino to be 'attenuated,' as stated in the testimony
of the commanding general, who savs that its length was greater than he thought it was when as-
sumed.

"It is shown, too, that the cavalry did not obey General MeCook's orders.

_
" 1 ho above fan,, and the additional one that the small force at General MeCook's disposal was

immediate to defend against greatly superior numbers the long line hastily taken under instruc-
tion-, relieve General Mel 'ook entirely from the responsibility for the reverse which ensued.

It is fully established that General McCook did every thing he could to rally nnd hold his
troops after the line was broken, giviiij: the necessary orders, etc., to his subordinates.

'VI ho court are of opinion, however, that in leaving the field to go to Chattanooga, General
McCook commuted ,, unmake, hat hi-, galhnit conduct in the engagements forbids the idea that
no was influence.! by ee.iiMdcruti.ms of personal safety.

"Bearing in i I that, the commanding general having previously gone to Chattanooga, it was
natural mr General McCook to infer that all the disiomlite.l troops' were expected to rally there,
as well as to presume that a conference with the commanding general on that important subject
was both desirable and net essflry, the court can not regard this act of General McCook as other
than an error of judgment."

Decision In Crittenden's Case.
''General Crittenden commanded the Twenty-first Army Corps, composed of Palmer's, Wood's,

and Van Cleve's divisions.
J ^ ^ ' '

"On the 19th of September, 1SG3 (the first day of the battle of Chickamauga), his command
consisted of those divisions, except Wagner's brigade, which garrisoned Chatinnoogn.

Ihe evidence adduced respecting General Crittenden's operations on that day not only shows
no raii-e tor censure, but, on the contrary, that his whole conduct was most creditable ; for bv his
watchtulaess, and prompt nnd judicious support nf troop* engaged wrious consequences to" ourarmy were prevented, and the enemy', plnns lor the day di -concerted.

Early on the morning of ihe 20th General Critienden's rommnnd consisted of Wood's andVan Clevcs divisions
; but ns, about 8 o'clock A.M . Wood's .lesion „ ns detached, to take post

in^Ihomn-ss line. (,.. t .eral (. riticnden is not responsible for its subsequent conduct.
Van Chvcs division was shortly after ordered to the left, and General Crittenden was to ac-company it.

CHAPTER XXXV.
THE CHATTANOOGA CAMPAIGN.

V. TUB SII'GE OF KNOXVILLE.
The Campaign for Chattanooga involved the East Tennessee Problem.-Hallcck'a Mistake; bh

Contradictory Orders. -The tardy nnd feeble Effort toward co-operation with Kcccrans.-
Plans for subsequent Movement suggested by Burnside.—Hnlleck still iusisis upon the Occu-
pation of the Upper Valley of Ihe Ilolston and Co-operation with Itoseernns nl the same Time—Why Bragg did not move on Rosccrans's Hear directly after the Battle or Chickamauga.—
The Confederates occupy Lookout Mountain, abandoned by Hosccraua.—The Mistake of Hoso-
crans deprives him of his shortest Lino of Communication.—Wheeler's Raid north of tlio Ten-
nessee—Destruction of a Federal Train.—Capture of McMinnville.—Conflict with Crooks's
Federal Cavalry near Fnrmington.—The Difficulty of supplying Chattanooga pnmmts the ac
cession of Burnside's Army to the Defense of that l'hue.— I

) igninn Sam .Tones
in East Tennessee.— Long-tnet ero-.es the 'I'.-inie--'. \*

. .
I .

; I] i -.,
; ]i „,

, m ni ,

cordnncc with Grant's Instructions, falls back toward EnuxriDe.—The Battle nt Campbell's
Station.—Bumsidc's Situation nficr reaching Knoxvillc.—Longs t veer, needed by Bragg, cnu
not afford to wait, and Assaults on the 18th.—Donlh or General Santlert.—Defeat or Long-
street's second Assault, November 2<lth.—Grant sends Sherman to the Relief or Knoxvillc—
The Siege is raised, and Longstreet retreats eastward.

IN the campaign of General Rosecrans against Bragg, General Burnside's
army had been utilized only to a very small extent. The advance upon

Knoxville hnd been unresisted. The occupation of that point was of con-
siderable importance. By his possession of the railroad connecting East
Tennessee with Virginia, Burnside compelled the Confederate re-en Ibice-
menta to Bragg's army from the east to make an extensive detour by way
of Atlanta. His presence on Rosecrnns's left, and rear made his army a
large reserve force relatively to Rosecrans; but the Army of the Ohio was
too distant to answer the chief use of a reserve corps—that of active co-op-
eration in case of necessity. The idea that Burnside's army, by remaining
in the Valley of the Ilolston, secured the possession of East Tennessee, ia

simply absurd. It was security enough, doubtless, against Sam Jones's lit-

tle army, or any other inconsiderable detachments which might straggle
across the mountains from West Virginia. But these were only demonstra-
ting columns sent for the purpose of keeping Burnside's nrmy where it was.
The Confederate force which was really fighting for East Tennessee was
Bragg's army. The only force which actually contested Bragg's possession
of this prize was the Artny of the Cumberland; and it maintained the con-
test single-handed, while Burnside's army accomplished little beyond the il-

lustration of General Halleck's pet theories. The enemy thoroughly under-
stood that the defeat of General Rosecrans was the recovery not only of
Chattanooga, but of all else which Bragg and Buckncr bad abandoned. If
Rosecrans could be cut off from Chattanooga—and at one stage of the cam-
paign this seemed likely to be accomplished—there was no alternative to

Burnside's retreat but overwhelming disaster. The continued separation

of the two armies was too auspicious to the Confederate government to be
counted upon, and, therefore, Longstreet bad been sent to Bragg,

"As it was moving the attack took place, and the troops were broken by our retreating artil-
lery and infantry, as well as by the furious attack of the enemy.
"For the disaster which ensued he is in no way responsible.

"Changes were ordered to be made in the line. The break which occurred while the troops
were moving by 8nnk from the right to the left to conform to these changes was taken advantage
of by the enemy, and disaster and rout ensued. It is amply proven that General Crittenden did
every thing he could, by example and personal exertion, to rally and hold his troops, nnd to pre-
vent tho evils resulting from such a condition of affairs, but without nvnil.

" Believing that hy his presence on the field nothing more could be effected, be left for Ross-
ville, where he lenmed little cIbo than that the commanding general had gone to Chattanooga.

" He repaired thither, where one of his brigades was stationed.
" In the opinion r,r the court, General Crittenden is not censurable for this act."
1 The following is a copy of General Rosccruns's order upon leaving his anny

:

" General Orders, Ab. 2*2.
" HoarfrjiinrtprB n.^artmejit or tb^ Camt»rl*n<5, GutlUkMg*. Term., October 19th, 1B<3.

"The general commanding announces to the officers and soldiers of the Army of the Cumber-
land ilmt he leaves [hem, under orders from the President.

" Major General George H. Thomas, in compliance with orders, will assume tho command of
this army and department.
. "The chiefs or all the slat? departments will report to him.
"In taking leave of you, his brothers in arms— officers and soldiers—ho congratulates yon that

your new commander conies not to you as he did, a. stranger. General Thomas has been identi-
fied with this army from its first organization. Fie has led you often in battle. To his known
prudence, dauntless courage, and true patriotism you may look with confidence that under God
he h ill lead you to victory.

"The general commanding doubts not you will be as true lo yourselves and your country in tho
future as yon have been in the past.

"To the division and brigade commanders he tenders his cordial thanks for their valuable and
hearty co-operation in all that he has undertaken.
"To the chief- ..f the -!atf departments and their sul-ordinntes whom he leaves behind he owes

a debt of gratitude for their liilelily and untiring devotion to duty.
" Companions in arms—officers and soldiers— farcivell ; and may God bless you I

"W. S. RoJECRjUfs, Major General."
5 We have dealt thus elaborately with the history of Rosecrsms's Chickamauga campaign on

account of the general misapprehension which exists in regard to many of its most important fea-
tures. We have endeavored to do justice to all the actors concerned. The writer has made no
statement in regard to any point in dispute without suirstnniinting it. His materials have been
abundant, consoling in no small proportion of ajij.uMi-lir .1 official documents. If he has erred in
nny important particular, it has not been from prejudice, but because the evidence before him was,
after all, incomplete. Whntcvcr mistakes may have been made on this accoant, time alone can
correct. A fair history of any event is not often written while the historian rests under its shad-
ow. If the present writer has failed to do justice, still justice will be done; if he has aot told the
exact truth, still, sooner or later, the exact truth will be told.
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Burnside had received orders instructing him to co-operate with Eose-
arans, but it had all the while been insisted upon that he must hold the Val-
ley of the Holston from Rosecrans's left to the Virginia boundary, a line of
nearly 200 miles. Not till it was too late did he receive an explicit order
to move to Chattanooga. The first order to this effect he got on the 16th,
only three days before the battle of Chickamauga. The Ninth Corps, which
had been resting for the last fortnight after its struggle in Mississippi, was
now ordered to move. But the necessity for haste does not seem to have
been appreciated. The next night a more urgent dispatch was received
from General Halleck, who wrote, "There are several reasons why you
should re-enforce Rosecrans with all possible dispatch. It is believed the
enemy will concentrate to give him battle. You must be there to help
him." On the 21st a peremptory order came from the President, command-
ing Burnside to join Eosecrans without delay. By this time all the forces
had been, with great deliberation, put in motion, except a small detachment
of infantry and cavalry confronting the enemy on the Watauga Eivcr.
With this latter force Burnside remained. Not venturing to withdraw
while the enemy was in his front, he determined to wait until the next morn-
ing, and fight a battle before obeying the President's order. The nest morn-
ing disclosed the fact that the enemy had retreated, burning the bridge be-
hind him. The Federal column at this point was then started for Knox-
ville, where, by the 25th, the troops were all concentrated. It was then
known that the battle of Chickamauga had been fought, and the emergency
was past. Some correspondence followed between Halleck and Burnside,
the result of which was that the command of the latter remained in East
Tennessee. Burnside proposed to the general-in-cliief three separate plans
for the future operations of bis army.
The first of these contemplated the abandonment of tbe railroad and East

Tennessee, leaving only a small garrison at Cumberland Gap. This would
leave free an army of full 20,000 men to move down the Tennessee and re-

enforce Rosecrans.

The second plan suggested the movement of his main body—say 18,000
men—along the line of the railroad against Bragg's right at Cleveland, leav-
ing garrisons at Knoxville and Loudon, also at Cumberland Gap, and at
Bull's Gap and Eogersville, to cover Cumberland Gap.
The third plan proposed the movement of a force, consisting of 7000 in-

fantry and 5000 cavalry, south of the Tennessee Biver, through Athens,
Columbus, and Benton, past the right flank of the enemy, "down the line
of the East Tennessee and Georgia Eailroad to Dalton, destroying the ene-
my's communications, sending a cavalry force to Eome to destroy the ma-
chine works and powder-mills at that place, the main body moving on the
direct road to Atlanta, the railroad centre of Georgia, and there entirely de-
stroying the enemy's communications, breaking up the depots, etc., thence
moving to some point on tbe coast where cover could be obtained." No
trains were to be taken. The troops were to live upon the country. This
would divert the attention of the enemy, and materially relieve Eosecrans.
The chances of escape from pursuing columns of the enemy Burnside
thought were in his favor.

Burnside was partial to the plan last described, which, by the way, on a
miniature scale resembled Sherman's brilliant march from" Atlanta to the
sea, undertaken more than a year afterward. Halleck replied somewhat
testily, decidedly objecting to Burnside's proposed raid. He was in favor
of immediately co-operating with Eosecrans by a movement on the north
side of the Tennessee. But he still insisted upon Burnside's holding the
upper valley of the Holston, 200 miles away from Chattanooga. 1

Eosecrans favored the first of the plans proposed by Burnside, but events
soon occurred which made this impracticable. While tbe Federal com-
manders had been forming plans, General Bragg had not been idle. The
very next day after the battle of Chickamauga, Longstreet had suggested a
movement to Eosecrans's rear, above Chattanooga, to cut off his communica-
tions, and compel him to fall back to Nashville. At first Bragg seemed in-
clined to adopt this plan—at least Longstreet so understood. °But if Bragg
for a moment entertained such a scheme, he soon gave it up as impractica-
ble, 3 But, while keeping his main army south of the Tennessee, Bragg as-
sumed the offensive with considerable euergy.

Rosecrans's most convenient line of communication with Murfreesborouo-b

was through Bndgeport, and the shortest road from Chattanoo-a to thispomt lay along the south bank of the Tennessee. This route could be ren-
dered secure only by holding the point of Lookout Mountain, and Stevens's
and Coopers Gaps. Eosecrans, after retreating to Chattanooga, gave up
these important portions to the enemy. He claims that he could not have
held them and Chattanooga at the same time.' The enemy immediately oc-
cupied Lookout Mountain, and thus compelled Rosecrans to transport his
supplies by tbe more difficult route across the mountains. But even this
latter route was not left undisturbed. Bragg sent Wheeler, with a lanre
cavalry force-Wharton's, Martin's, Davidson's, and Armstrong's commands
-against this line of communication. Wheeler's command crossed the
Tennessee above Chattanooga, and on the 2d of November reached the
Sequatchie Valley. Proceeding around Chattanooga on the north side to
Jasper and Anderson's Cross-roads, two i gon trains were captured, one of

Halleck snys; "Tlie purport of all your instructions lias been that you should hold some
point near the upper end of the mllev, and with all vour available force move to the n^si-iance ..f
Rosecrans. Since trie battle of Chickamauga, and the wear of our force to paprr, vou have 1*011
repeatedly told that 11 would be dangerous to form a conniption 011 tlto south side- of the Ton n es-
se* Hivcr, mid consequently that you ought to march on the north side. Rosecrans has now tele-

" necessary to join him at Clint tanooga, but only to move down to such
assistance should be require it. You are in direct communiea-

nnd wants sooner than I cnn. Distant oxpedt-
buld East Tennessee by forcing

a position thnt yon can gi
tion with Ko-.ee rans, and can learn his coiiditii
lions into Georgia are not now contemplated. The object is t.

the enemy south of the passes, und closing tbe passes against his
"The suggestion of n movement by our right, Immediately after the battle to the north of the

1 en 11 is.ee, and thence uj-.n Na.bville, requires notice only because it will hud a place amone the
files of the department. Such « movement was utterly impossible for want of transportation
nearly Hall ,,ur army consist",! ol re-cul'oreemcnts jii^t before the battle without a wagon or an
artillery horse, find nearly, if not quite a third of the artillery horses on the Ik- Id had he, n Ir.st
i hu railroad bridges, too. had I. -en destroyed to a point south of Ringgold, and in all the road
iroiu 1. levelaudto km.xvillo. To these insurmountable ditlkulties w, re added ihe entire absence
ol means to cross the river, except by fording at n few precarious points too deep for amilcrv. and
.''." V!l

\:

k
.

" fT "' =Uli ' 1 '" rises
'
bv ,vhich n" communication would be cut-a contingency

"icti did actually happen a k-w davs alter the visionary scheme was proposed. But the most
serious objection to tho proposition was its entire want of military propriety. It abandoned totne enemy our entire line of c municalioii, and laid ..pen to him our depots of supplies while it
placed us, with a greatly inferior force, beyond a difficult, and, at times, impassable river in acountry nliordmg no sul-is^nc- 10 men or animals. It also left open to the enemy, at a distance
01 only ten miles, our battle-field, with thousands of our wounded and his own, and all the iro-
•niei and supplies we had won. All this was to be risked and given up for what ? To ga,n the

him off from hi* ddpOt of supplies by tho route over ihe mountains, when
lolested use the better and more practicable route of half

them ten miles in length, consisting of from 800 to 1500 wagons, and heav-
ily loaded with ordnance and provisions. This train was destroyed, and
during the night Wheeler crossed the Cumberland Mountains, and the next
morning beaded his columns toward McMinnville. Although the Federal
cavalry was m close pursuit, he succeeded in capturing the place, with its
fortifications, and its garrison of 587 men and 2U0 horses. Then he moved
westward to Murfreesborough. Only time was allowed for a feint on this
potnt, but the stockade guarding the railroad bridge over Stone River was
captured, and the bridge, together with the track for a distance of thrco
miles, was destroyed. On the 5th the railroad bridges and trestles between
Murlreesborougb and Wartrace were destroyed, also a larr-e quantity of stores
at Shelbyville. Wheeler was now ready to withdraw; but Davidson on the
Duck River, did not retire with sufficient promptness, and was overtaken by
the Feaeral cavalry. Rosecrans, after the battle of Chickamauga had sent
most of his cavalry north of the Tennessee to guard the fords of the river
Those nearest Chattanooga were guarded by Colonel Miller, commanding
Wilder s brigade. Farther up the river were Minty's and Long's brigades
under the command of General Crook. Wheeler, as we have «en, was not
thus prevented from crossing into Sequatchie Valley; but, as soon as bo
had crossed, the cavalry brigades along tbe river combined under General
Crook's command, and pressed on in the pursuit. This force was soon
joined by Mitchell's cavalry division. Tbe pursuit wns close, though it did
not prevent the enemy from doing very great injury. There were some in-
considerable fights with the rear of Wheeler's column, but no battle until
Davidson's command was engaged near Farmington. Wheeler, with Mar-
tin's division, came up just in time to relieve Davidson from bis perilous sit-
uation. Both Crook and Wheeler claim each to have driven the other.
Certainly Wheeler stood only long enough to secure the safety of his trains,
when be withdrew.

There was, apart from any interruption from the enemy, great difficulty
in supplying Rosecrans's army. Wheeler's movement bad added to the em-
barrassment rising from this cause. Under such circumstances, the addi-
tion of Burnside's army to that which was already encamped at Chattanoo-
ga was inexpedient, unless absolutely necessary.

In tbe mean time the enemy, under General Sam Jones, was a^ain threat-
eningBurnside's left. He had advanced, by the 8tb ofOctober, as°far as Blue
Springs. Burnside had a small body of infantry at Morristown and a cav-
alry brigade at Bull's Gap. The Ninth Corps, re-enforced by Willcox'e
division and Shackle ford's cavalry, were on the 10th led against tbe enemy
in front, while Colonel Foster's brigade of cavalry was sent via Rogersville to
the enemy's rear, to intercept bis retreat. The Confederates were driven by
the attack in front, but escaped Foster's blow by withdrawing during the
night. Shacldeford pursued, driving the enemy into Virginia. Burnside
lost about 100 killed and wounded, and took 150 prisoners.
A week or more after the fight at Blue Springs General Grant assumed

command of the " Military Division of the Mississippi," which was now
made to comprise the three departments of the Ohio, the Cumberland, and
tbe Tennessee. Thomas succeeded Rosecrans as commander of the Army
of the Cumberland, and McCook and Crittenden were ordered to Cincinnati.
Sherman commanded the Army of tbe Tennessee, and Burnside retained his
present command. Hooker's corps bad come from tbe East, and there were
now four different Federal armies operating upon the soil of Tennessee.
Halleck, after so long a time, saw the necessity of unity in the action of
these various commands in order to their effective eo-operation, and tbe con-
trol of these four armies was therefore given to General Grant.

Bays: " General ITalleck, in bij

leaving flic public lo imagine
d their abandonment notjutli.
ihe fact that one of ihc.»e passes
i-eniy-six miles tooth of Choi-
front of our lines. Thin latter

the very movement abandoned to tiL
the length on the south side of the river. It is Imrdlv necessary 1° """'the proposition was
^coeutertaiued, whatever may bo the inferences drawn from subsequent movements."—Bragtf

1 In his evidence before the Congressional Committee, Ilosccrn
annual report, says 1 abandoned the parses of Lookout Mouutt
that iIilsc pns.vigi-s wcrcwiihin ihe pos-ihie control of niynrmy,
ficd as a military measure. I call tho attention of the committee
was forty-two mik-s south of Chattanooga, and the next nenrcs
tanoogs, and the nearest at the extremity of Lookout Mountain
may haye been the one which gave rise to his report, and if so it ought to have lieen so slated. Iwas siiti.hed tlutt I could not even hold t/iis pass and Chattanooga at ih,- same lime if the enemy
did hi. duly, and therefore " ilhd.ew inv in.,.,., fr, ni it, hut i.Xnhli-la-d I eri-s on the other side
of the river, which rendered it practically of little, if any use lo them. Subsequent events- amply
justified the wisdom ol tins decision, for the enemv. wilh a division and a ball' were unable to
hold it against General Hooker, and it was their attempt to cover this point uhi.h Mas one of ihe
causes of their being beaten so easily at Missionary Ridge."
This apology is exceedingly weak. In ihe lirs't place, Kosecran?, nfter abandoning the point

ofLookout Mountain ov. i|o,,king Chattanooga and ils approach n,i tin- south l„mk of the Ten-
nessee, and finding that tin- enemy had immediately occupied it, saw iliai he had mode a mistake
in giving it ap, and ordered McCook to storm and recapture ihe position. McCook mouiIv object-
ed that the thing couldn't be done, and was supported in this opinion bv the judgment ofVomc of
the heal officers in the army. As to the other point, namelv, the enemy's inability io hold tho
sume position subsequently against Hooker, the argument is no more pertinent. Hooker did not
and could not have succeeded in a direct attack upon the position, such as McCook was ordered
to make. He surprised the enemy l.v taking their works in flank. Now such a movement was
impossible to ihe enemy m the ease of Koseerjui.'s holding tbe position. This is as clear as day-
light. For, of course, the Federal works would have fronted the enemy, and the entire disposi-
tion, both of the forces holding the position as well as of the fortificationl themselves, would have
been altered, so that Bragg most have assaulted in front, or not at alL
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About the middle of October, just after Wheeler's return from Middle

Tennessee, there bad been indications of a movement by the enemy toward

Knoxville. Bragg's right flank bad begun to extend beyond Cleveland.

On the 20th, Colonel Woolford, holding the Sweetwater Valley, south of

the Tennessee, was attacked by a superior force of the enemy near Philadel-

phia, and, after several hours' fighting, finding that he was being surround-

ed, retired to Loudon, leaving in the enemy's hands tbirty-eigut wagons,

six small howitzers, and between 300 and 400 prisoners. It soon became
evident that Bragg was threatening Burnside with a formidable force, and

the latter withdrew all bis troops to the north side of the river, occupying

the heights about Loudon. To this point Burnside moved his headquarters

on the 28tb, where he remained until the 31st, when the emergency appeared

to have passed, and he returned to Knoxville. The enemy, in bis operations

south of the river, had captured 650 prisoners. On the lOtb of November
the Federal garrison at Rogersville was attacked by forces from Virginia

and driven back to Morristown, with a loss of 500 prisoners, four guns, and
thirty-six wagons.

Early in November, Longstreet's corps, now consisting of 12,000 men,
was detached from Bragg's army, and, accompanied by 5000 cavalry under

Wheeler, began to move against Burnside. Upon learning this fact, Gen-

eral Grant urged Burnside to concentrate his army at Kingston, where he

would be in more intimate connection with the forces at Chattanooga. Burn-

side preferred Knoxville to Kingston. It had already been partially forti-

fied under the superintendence of Captain O. M. Poe, who had erected two

earth-works near the town. His reluctance to abandon East Tennessee was
also an argument in favor of this point. About this time Charles A. Dana,

Assistant Secretary of War, and Colonel Wilson, of Grant's staff, visited

Knoxvdle. These gentlemen agreed with General Burnside, and Grant

yielded the point. It seemed also to be a great advantage to Grant that

Longstreet should be diverted as far as possible from Chattanooga. The
movement of his corps into East Tennessee, though he had urged it at an

earlier period, was at this time, it appears, opposed by Longstreet; but both

Davis and Bragg insisted upon the undertaking. Longstreet was promised

the support of Stevenson's and Cheatham's divisions, which would have in-

creased bis strength to over 27,000 men ; but upon reaching Sweetwater
(near Loudon) he discovered that they were ordered in the opposite direc-

tion. There were no indications, either, of the supplies, of which be was in

pressing need, and which nad been promised him. He was obliged to halt

%r some days at Sweetwater, losing most precious time, while be sent out
Ins foraging expeditions in every direction to gather up corn stacked in the

fields, which was then threshed and baked. His men were thinly clad

;

their shoes were unserviceable; they had few blankets, and no tents; but
they had marched before in the same plight, and uttered no complaint

On the morning of November 14th Longstreet's advance crossed the Ten-

nessee at Hough's Ferry, six miles below Loudon, demonstrating against

Knoxville with his cavalry at the same time. At Lenoir's General Potter

was stationed, with the Ninth Corps and one division of the Twenty-third,

under Brigadier General Julius White. Longstreet did not cross the river

without resistance. General White fell upon his advance in the afternoon,

and drove it back for two miles to the river. Burnside would have attacked

again on the morning of the 15th, but he received late at night an order

from General Grant to withdraw his troops. The design was to draw Long-

street on to Knoxville. The order was promptly obeyed. " If General

Grant," said Burnside, " can destroy Bragg, it is of no great consequenoe

what becomes of ourselves. Order the troops to be ready to march in tho

morning." Burnside fell back to Lenoir's on the 15th, and on the night of

that day prepared to continue his retreat to Campbell's Station.

Tbe enemy endeavored by a flank movement to anticipate General Bum-
side in the possession of Campbell's Station, but the Federal troops reached

this important position first. Here a stand was made on the 16th by Har-

tranft's division, while the main portion of the Federal army and the trains

passed along the Loudon Road toward Knoxville. Hartranft had reached

the Station a quarter of an hour before Longstreet's advance came up. He
succeeded in holding his ground and covering the retreat until the army
and the trains had passed the threatened point. Then Burnside, forming

his army upon a low range of hills, half a mile from Campbell's, covering

the approaches to Knoxville, awaited the enemy's attack. Several assaults

were made upon this position, which were repulsed with great loss to the

enemy. Longstreet advancing upon bis rear in the afternoon, Burnside

withdrew to a second position, equally strong, 1000 yards in rear of the first.

The enemy repeated his attack with determination, but was finally forced to

withdraw, and that night Burnside's army retired within its intrenebments

at Knoxville.

In the mean time General Sanders had met the enemy's cavalry south

of the Holston, on the opposite bank from Knoxville. General Parke, now
Burnside's chief of staff, had been left in command of the town. A pontoon

bridge was thrown across the Holston, by means of which Sanders kept up

communication with tbe garrison defending the town. Holding this posi-

tion, General Sanders successfully maintained it until Burnside's army en-

tered Knoxville.

General Burnside held a position of great strength. His force was fully

equal to that of the enemy, and the hills around Knoxville, previously forti-

fied by General Buckner, and now connected by means of rifle-pits, formed

a vast fortified camp. General Sanders's force was now drawn across the

river, and covered the Loudon Road. Longstreet had already lost much
time. Grant was ready to move upon Bragg, and if Longstreet would be
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back in time to assist the latter, his work at Knoxville must proceed rapid-

ly. This necessity of haste led Longstrcet to make an immediate assault on

the Federal works on the ISth. During the 17th there had been skirmish-

ing on the Lenoir Road, while the Federal army was busily occupied in get-

ting into position, collecting supplies, and strengthening its fortifications.

The attack of the 18th fell mainly upon Sanders's cavalry. It was the en-

emy's design to push back this cavalry force into the town, and then enter

with a triumphant charge; but Sanders's men, though unrelieved for sev-

eral days, and though opposed by superior numbers, were not thus easily

driven. After a gallant resistance of three hours they were pushed back,

but Ferrero's guns at Rebel Point checked the enemy. Sanders then re-

newed the unequal conflict. He made a charge, and was repulsed by supe-

rior numbers. At -i o'clock P.M. he fell, mortally wounded, and the hill

and the fort which he had maintained so long was surrendered to the ene-

my. His death was a sad misfortune to the army. Three weeks before, he

had been promoted to a brigadier generalship at General Burnside's earnest

solicitation, and had been assigned to the command of a cavalry division.

Burnsidc felt his loss most keenly, and ordered that the earth-work in front

of which he fell should be named Fort Sanders in honor of hia memory.

On being informed that the -wound was mortal, General Sanders replied,

"Well, I am not afraid to die. ... I have done my duty, and have served

my country as well as I could." Burnside and his staff stood by his bed-

side when he died. His midnight burial was the saddest among the many

Bad incidents connected with the siege of Knoxville.

The partial success gained by Longstreet on the 18lh proved of little

value. To push this slight advantage against works so gallantly defended

could only result in increased loss to hia command, without any reasonable

chance of victory. He therefore determined to reduce the garrison to aur-

render by famine. Burnside's army held the roads approaching Knoxville

from the west; on each side of the city ran the Holston. The assault on

the 18th had been on the Federal left.

Burnside was fairly besieged on the night of the 18th. The enemy had

cut off communication with Cumberland Gap, and held the approaches to

Knoxville on the northwest and southwest. The Federal army was sup-

plied for three weeks ; the fortifications were hourly strengthened ;
a chevaux

defrise of pikes was set up in front of the rifle-pits, and the heights on the

opposite side of the Holston were securely held and fortified. Burnside

was urged by Grant to hold on to Knoxville. Fortunately, he was better

supplied with provisions than the enemy conjectured, and bad lost no time

in his work upon the fortifications, which had become almost impregnable.

His only hope now was Grant's speedy victory over Bragg, and the ap-

proach of a relieving force.

Grant's work, as we shall see in the next chapter, was speedily and

effectually accomplished. One week after Longatreet'a assault on the 18tb,

Bragg was defeated before Chattanooga, and Longstreet's position was ren-

dered"extremelv perilous. But the latter determined to make a final effort,

risking every thing upon the chances of a bold assault on Burnside's lines

beforea Federal force conld reach his own rear. He had in the mean while
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been re-enforced by two brigades of B.R Johnson's division. The morning

of the 29th of November was fixed for the assault.

The point selected for the attack was Fort Sanders, which commanded

the Kingston Road, and overlooked Knoxville. The capture of this fort

would be decisive, and every nerve was strained for its accomplishment.

This position was held by a portion of the Ninth Corps. It was well pro-

tected by a wide ditch in front, by thickly laid abatis, and by a network of

wires stretched from stump to stump.

In the gray of the morning three picked brigades of McLaws's division

appeared in front of the fort, while a Georgia regiment of sharp-shooters

silenced the Federal guns. Leaving the shelter of the woods, the storming

column advanced up the slope. Only at the edge of the ditch did the ene

my halt Here it was found that an important feature in the assault bad
been forgotten. There were no means at hand for crossing this ditch'. It

was now the momeDt of glorious opportunity to the defenders of the foit^

who poured a deadly fire upou the hesitating column, cheeking the first im-

petus of its assault. But, though retarded iu their movement, [he courage

of the assailants was indomitable. They broke through the entanglement

of wires, they cut their way through the abatis ; the carnage made among
them by musketry and artillery could not daunt their brave spirits; they

filled tlie ditch
;
some of them assailed the scarp of the fort, pushing each

other up to reach the parapet; a few forced their way through the embra-

sures. Here, with these few, a hand-to-hand conflict was waged. One offi-

cer advanced with a flag and boldly demanded the surrender of the fort,

and was dragged inside a prisoner. Those who had reached the parapet

were shot and hurled back into the ditch, which now writhed with its dead

and wounded, while, to increase the maddening torment, hand grenades wcro

thrown into their midst. Meanwhile, into the renr the artillery hurled its

fatal missiles, until at length, entirely baffled, this column was withdrawn

and another took its place, and the carnage was renewed. But no impres-

sion was made upon the garrison. After a display of courage probably

unequaled by that exhibited in any assault during this war, and never sur-

passed in any other "war, the attack was abandoned. There followed a

truce, to permit the enemy to gather up his dead and wounded—over 600

all told—and here from the lips of the enemy was heard the first tidings of

Grant's victory. The loss in the fort was 8 killed, 5 wounded, and about

30 captured. An assault made at the same time upon General Shaekleford

on the south side of the Holston had also been repulsed.

This repulse of the enemy, though it did not immediately terminate the

siege, was its last important event. The day before the assault Sherman
had been ordered with 25,000 men to march to the relief of Knoxville.

Elliot's cavalry division were sent in the same direction. Sherman ad-

vanced along the south side of the Tennessee, cutting ofl' Longstrcct's re-

treat, and by the 4th of December his army was within two or three

marches of Knoxville. On the 5th the enemy retired and the siege was

raised. Longstreet retired up the Holston River, but there was no pursuit.

He did not entirely abandon East Tennessee until the following spring,

when his command rejoined the Army of Northern Virginia. 1

1 With the siege of Knoxville elnsed the active services of General Burn-kip in East Tennessee.

The cumin and woa transferred to General Foster. The transfer was actually made on the 11th

of December. Three days afterward Bunufdn loft Knoxville, and reached his home in Provi-

dence, li. I., on the 23d.
" On January 28ih,]8lU, President Lincoln approved n resolution "that

the thanks of Congress be, and they hereby are, presented to Major General Ambrose E.Burn-

side, and through him to the officers and men who have fought under his command, for [licit

gallantry, good conduct, and soldierlike endurance."
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CHAPTER XXXVI.
TIIE CHATTANOOGA CAMPAIGN.

VT. DEFEAT OF BRAGG.
General Grant after the Vickshurg Campaign.—He assumes Command of the Military District

of the Mississippi, and of tho Armies und.T Sherman, Thomas, Rurnside, olid Hooker.—His
available Force for the final Struggle of the Chattanooga Campaign.—The Condition of his
four Armies.—Hooker's Arrival in tho West.—Chattanooga besieged by Bragg's Army.—Rose-
crans's Plan for the Recovery of Lookout Valley executed by Grant.—Longstree t's Signal* from
Lookout Mountain interpreted hy General Geary.—The. Battle of Wauhatchie.—Importance of
this Success.— Chattanooga relieved.— The. Understanding between Grant and Burnside —
Longstrcot sent against Knoxville.—Position of Bragg's Army.—Confidence of the Confeder-
ate Commander.—Grant's Plan of Attack.—Waiting for Sherman.—March of the Army of the
Tennessee.—Sherman confers with Grant at Chattanooga.—Rumor of Bragg's intended He-
treat.—Thomas's Reconnoissanee, November 23d. -Orchard Knob carried.—Bragg strengthens
his Right—Openaiota on the 24M.—Sherman's attack on Tunnel Hill.—Hooker carries Look-
out Mountain

;
the." Battle above the Clouds."— Operation* on the 250.—Bragg's altered Po-

sition.—General Corse's assault on Cleburne's Position.—Waiting for Hooker.—Thomas storms
Missionary Ridge.—Tho Confederate Centre broken.—Hooker drives the Left.—Retreat and
Pursuit.—A decisive Victory.

"\\7"E wil1 now tarn from the sieSe of Knoxville—an important episode
T T in the Chattanooga campaign—to the movements of Grant's army at

Chattanooga, which terminated on November 25th in the expulsion of
Bragg's forces from Missionary Ridge.
Immediately after the reduction of Vicksburg, Grant dispatched expedi-

tions m various directions in the State of Mississippi. In one of these, sent
to Natchez, under General Ransom, 5000 head of cattle, which were bein"
crossed over the Mississippi at that point for the enemy's supply, were cap°
tured. His army now became dispersed. Ord and Herron were sent to the
Department of the Gulf. Steele was dispatched to Helena, to re-enforce
Scbofield in the Department of the Missouri. Toward the last of August
General Grant proceeded upon a tour of inspection through his department
He reached New Orleans on the 2d of September. As he was returning to
his note! in that city from a review of Ord's corps, on the 4th, his horaebe-

came frightened, and, violently striking a carriage, General Grant was thrown
into the street, and so severely injured in the hip that he was unable cither
to walk, or mount his horse without assistance, until his arrival at Chatta-
nooga, toward the close of October. Secretary Stanton met him at Indian-
apolis, and both together proceeded to Louisville. Here, on the 18th, the
Secretary handed him the order of the President, giving him the command
of the " Military District of the Mississippi," comprising the departments of
the Tennessee, the Ohio, and the Cumberland. By the same order Rosccrans
was relieved of bis command, being superseded by General Thomas.

This order gave Grant the military control of all the territory in posses-

sion of the government from the Mississippi River to the Alleghany Moun-
tains, and of four large armies under Sherman (who succeeded Grant in the
command of the Department and Army of the Tennessee), Thomas, Burn-
side, and Hooker. These armies, together, numbered probably 150,000 ef-

fective men. Two thirds of this force, or about 100,000 men, was available
for the Chattanooga campaign. Deducting 20,000 for Burnside's effective

command, and we have left a force 80,000 strong, which could be used di-

rectly against General Bragg. General Hooker's army was 23,000 strong,

and consisted of the Eleventh and Twelfth Corps. The Army of the Cum-
berland, now reduced to a little over 40,000 men, had been reorganized.

McCook and Crittenden had been sent to Cincinnati, and their two com-
mands, consolidated with the reserves, now constituted the Fourth Corpg,

under Gordon Granger. General Palmer commanded the Fourteenth, Thom-
as's old corps. The remaining portion of the forces brought against Bragg
were to come from the Army of the Tennessee. Of this latter army, McPhcr-
son's corps remained at Vicksburg, and, by demonstrations along the Big
Black, prevented Johnston from sending farther re-enforcements to Bragg.
Hurlbut's corps was retained at Memphis. Upon Sherman's taking com-
mand of the Army of the Tennessee, General Blair had been assigned to

that of the Fifteenth Corps.

The transfer of General Hooker's army westward to the Tennessee was
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accomplished with marvelous expedition. Although accompanied by its ar-

tillciy, trains, baggage, and animals, this arm}' moved from the Rapidan, in

Virginia, to Stevenson, in Alabama, a distance of 1192 miles, in seven days,

crossing the Ohio twice. 1 General Uooker reached Cincinnati in person on
the 29th of September, and during the first week in October his army was
on Rosecrans's right flank at Stevenson. At the time of, and for a long

period subsequent to Ilooker's arrival, Rosecrans's army -was in a state of

partial siege. Bragg commanded the river road to Bridgeport, and his cav-

alry interrupted the communications with Bridgeport by waj of Walden's
Riclge, and even assailed the Nashville Railroad.2 Rosecrans feared that

the enemy would cross above Chattanooga, on his left, separating him from
Burnside ; but this was not bis greatest danger. What Rosecrans had most
reason to be apprehensive about was the subsistence of his army. To re-

cover Lookout Valley, and the command of the river road to Bridgeport,

was the important necessity of the moment. Rosecrans had already planned
the movement which was to secure this road when he was relieved.

Grant met Rosecrans and Hooker at Nashville October 21st, He imme-
diately put into execution the plan which bad been adopted, and there could

be no delay, The route from Stevenson over Walden's Ridge was from GO
to 70 miles in length, and the supply trains were shelled from Lookout
Mountain from the very day that Rosecrans had abandoned tbat important

position to the enemy. The roads were so bad that Wheeler's cavalry did

not venture upon a raid. The animals were walking skeletons, and were
dying by thousands for want of forage, and the wagons were worn out by
the difficult roads. The troops were reduced to half rations. On the 19th,

immediately after assuming his new command, Grant had telegraphed to

Tliomas to hold on to Chattanooga. Thomas replied, " I will hold the town
till we starve." 3 Aud, as matters stood, bis chance of starving was very

' Stcrttan/ Stanton's l!q\ort, November 2d, 18C5.
* Rosecrans's letters to Hallccfe, at this time, indicate great anxiety for the safety of Hie Federal

army. October I2tb,hc writes:
" Line from here to Kingston long; our side is barren mountain; rebel side has railroad. Our

danger is subsistence; we can not hring up Hooker to cover fur kit, ngninst a crossing above us,

for want of means to transport provisions and horse-feed. Enemy's side of valley full of com.
Every exertion will bo made to bold what wo have, and gain more, after which we must put our
trust in God, who never fails tbose who truly trust."

Again, on the IGth:
" Evidence increases that the enemy intend a desperate effort to destroy this army. Thev are

bringing up troops to our front. They huve prepared pontoons, and will probublv operate on our
lefr flank, either to cross the river and force us to quit this place and fight them, 'or lose our com-
munication. They will thus separate ua from Burnside. We can not feed Hooker's troops on
our left, nor can we spare them from our right de'piits and communications; nor has he transpor-
tation. The ruins have raised the river, and interrupted our pontoon bridge ; the roads arc very
heavy. Our future is not bright, nad we the railroad from here to Bridgeport, the whole of
Sherman's and Hooker's troops brought up, we should not, probablv, outnumber the enemy. This
army, with its back to the barren mountains, ronds narrow and difficult, while the enemy has the
railroad and the corn in his rear, is at much disadvantage. To secure this position, at least,
McMinnviile should be made n strum:, fiTtthVd >te'pi>t, Kingston the same, and, for ulterior opera-
tions, 20,000 or 30,000 more iroops put into Tennessee, at ensy points to cover the railroad, and
subsist until culled to the front for advance on the enemy. Additional cavalry forte is indispen-
sable to a good future for this nrmv. Burnside must be within supporting distance of us; if wo
lose this point, bis hold on East Tennessee is gone; if we bold it, the Robs can not make much nso
of tho country above, and wo -lull dispossess them."

* The accompanying illustration is a fac-siraite of a medal presented to General Thomas by tho
Elate of Tennessee, after the defeat of Hood at Nashville. The resolution in favor of tho prescnt-

good. Two weeks longer, and without relief from its embarrassment, the
Federal army must have abandoned its position.

Grant reached Chattanooga on the 23d of October. The next day, with
General Thomas and W. F. (" Baldy") Smith, chief engineer, he made a re-
connoissance of Brown's Ferry (below the mouth of Lookout Creek) and of
the country lying southward It was then decided that, in accordance with
the plans already formed by Rosecrans, Ilooker should cross at Bridgeport,
and advance to Wauhatchie in Lookout Valley, threatening the enemy's
flank. This movement was open to the observation of the enemy. So also
was the movement of one of Palmer's divisions down the river to a point
opposite Whiteside (11 miles west of Wauhatchie), where he was to cross
and move up to Hooker's support. While attention was fixed on these
movements, General Smith, with -4000 men, was to move secretly, under
cover of tho night, across Brown's Ferry, and seize the range of steep hills
at the head of Lookout Valley, three miles below Lookout Mountain. A
pontoon bridge was then to be thrown across the river nt Brown's Ferry,
and a line of communication being thus opened between Tliomas and Hook-
er, the latter would be enabled to advance without danger of an attack on
his left flank.

This plan was successfully carried out The position to bo gained was
held by a portion of Longstrcct's command, which had not yet been de-
tached from Bragg's army. The enemy's line stretched from Lookout
Mountain to Missionary Ridge. But a single brigade was posted in Look-
out Valley, though the Confederate pickets lined the river down to Bridge-
port The position, from the occupation of which there was especial appre-
hension on the part of the Federal army, was the most feebly defended of
any on the Confederate line. Hooker sent Geary's division, of Slocum'a
corps, across on the 26th, and by the 28th this force had reached Wauhatchie.
Howard, with the Eleventh Corps, held Geary's left toward Brown's Ferry.
Palmer, with the Fourteenth Corps, was moving up in the rear. Smith also
had accomplished the duty assigned to his command. Of the 4000 men de-
tailed to this command, 1800, under Hazen, embarked on sixty pontoon-
boats, had floated down the river from Chattanooga on tho night of the 27th,
past the Confederate pickets lining the left bank, and, landing at Brown's
Ferry, had taken their appointed post with a loss of only four or five men
wounded. The rest of Smith's force was ferried across and joined Hazcn
before morning. By 10 A.M. on the 28th a pontoon bridge had been
thrown across the river at Brown's Ferry, and before night Howard had
connected with Smith.

This movement was, however, not accomplished without a struggle.

Longstreet had a signal-station on the top of Lookout Mountain, overlooking
the whole field over which Howard and Geary moved. When, on the even-
ing of the 23th, he saw, too late, the vital importance to the Federal army
of the position seized by Hooker's command, lie at once communicated with
Bragg, explaining the altered situation, and was directed to attack and drive

back Geary and Howard at all hazards, Longstreet had already seen enough
from "SigDal Rock" to convince him that it was useless to attack the supe-
rior numbers on his flank directly or by daylight; but, noting the situation

tion passed the LilH -Inure November 1', lsi;.
r

i. The medal is of gold, is three i

;r, and was wrought by Tiffany and Co., of New York City.
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of Geary's weak division at Wauhatchie, holding the road leading from Kel-

ly's Ferry up Lookout Valley, he conceived the plan of striking this force

by surprise during the night. If he succeeded in routing this force—Hook-
er's right flank—an easy matter as it seemed to him then—he would pursue
the advantage thus gained by extending his attack against Hooker's centre

and left. It was an admirable conception. But there was an important ele-

ment involved in its execution which Longstreet was not, and could not be
aware of, namely, Geary's precise knowledge of every movement which he
might order from " Signal Rock." For some months the Federal officers

had been in possession of the signal code of the enemy, and every flourish

of Longstreet's signal torches on the top of Lookout, directing the assault,

was at the same moment as significant to Geary as it was to Longstreet's

commanders.

Thus, when, a little after midnight on the morning of the 29th, Law's di-

vision attacked Geary, the latter was fully prepared. Between the force at

Wauhatchie and Howard's right was an interval of three miles. For three
hours Geary defended his position without assistance, and repulsed every
charge of the enemy, finally driving him from the field.

1 The success of
the enemy at this point might have easily defeated the entire movement of
Hooker. Of the two roads leading to Kelly's Ferry from Lookout Valley,
Howard held one and Geary the other ; the abandonment of one of these
roads would have seriously imperiled the force holding the other.

A portion of Howard's command had in the mean time been engaged
on Geary's left with equal success, and Longstreet was compelled to with-
draw his command east of Lookout Creek. He still continued, however, to
hold Lookout Mountain. Hooker's success, gained at the expense of only
437 men, recovered Lookout Valley, and gave Grant two good roads to
Bridgeport from Brown's Ferry—one thirty-five miles long, running through
Wauhatchie, Whiteside, and Shelhnound ;' the other, from Brown's to Kel-
ly's Ferry, a distance of eight miles by wagon, and thence by boat to Bridge-
port. The enemy's position on Lookout commanded these roads, but the
batteries which had been posted on Moccasin Point, north of the river, pre-
vented the Confederate artillery from inflicting any serious damage to the
supply trains. The siege of Chattanooga bad been raised, and Bragg from
this time was put upon the defensive. The only aggressive movement pos-
sible to him was that which he now attempted against Burnside with Long-
street's column

;
and this movement, unsuccessful in its special object, only

accelerated his ruin. Longstreet's campaign against Knoxville was proba-
bly the result of President Davis's visit to Bra-rg's army, October 12.

" For nlm

Teloped him
with
Hook.

three hours, without assistance, ho repelled the repeated attacks of vastly snpe-
mbers, and in the end drove them ingloriotwlj from the field. At one time Ihey had cn-

ihre* sides under circumstances thit would have dUimnved nnv officer endowed
ill and tno most exalted courage. Sack is the character of General Geary."—

When Grant first heard of the proposed movement against Knoxville, he

seems to have regarded it as unfavorable to the development of his own
plans, and intended to immediately attack Missionary Ridge in order to de-

tain Longstreet. But after a reconnoissance he found that such an assault

did not promise success, and determined to await the arrival of Sherman's

troops, now well on their way from Memphis. In the mean time he estab-

lished between himself and Burnside a good understanding as to the plao
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of operations which be was now about to adopt 1 He confided to him the

whole scheme of his movements against Bragg, and promised to send a force

to the relief of Knoxville as soon as he had carried it out. Two things

strike us forcibly in his correspondence with Burnside: first, the clearness

of bis plans, which read more like a history of his brief campaign, rather

than a scheme of movements contemplated; and, secondly, his confidence

as to their success. He almost seems to loot regretfully after Longstreet's

force, as if, by marching northward, it was escaping its share in the destruc-

tion which he was preparing for Bragg's entire army.

The Confederate army was intrenched upon tlie western slopes of Mission-

ary Ridge, and stretched across Chattanooga Valley to the western slopes

of Lookout Mountain, which, since Longstreet's departure, had been held by

the divisions of Walker, Stevenson, and Cheatham.2 His line of works,

twelve miles in length, was occupied by less than 50,000 effective troops.

His army was outnumbered by Grant's in about the same proportion that it

had exceeded Rosecrans's at the battle ofCbickamauga Creek. Nor was this

inferiority in numbers balanced by superiority of position. His line, though

apparently strong, was too much extended for tbe number of its defenders,

and was really very weak. If he held the two ridges, his centre must be

left vulnerable; the exposure of either of his flanks, by tbe abandonment

of Lookout Mountain or Missionary Ridge, must be soon followed by an en-

tire withdrawal of his army from before Chattanooga. Yet, so confident

was he of the strength of his position, that when Grant moved upon his

works he wasjust on the point of sending Cleburne's and Buekner's divi-

sions to re-enforce Longstrcet.

Grant's plan of attack was brilliant, but exceedingly simple in its general

features. It involved an assault upon tbe strongest points in the enemy's

lines—its two extremes—by Hooker and Sberman, to be followed by a crush-

ing blow from Thomas upon its centre.

But Sherman's army was not yet upon the field. It was now nearly two

months since, just after the battle of Cbickamauga, Sherman had been or-

dered to re-enforce Roseerans. His corps, the Fifteenth, about 16,000

strong, consisted of four divisions, under P.J. Osterhaus, Morgan L. Smith, I.

M. Tuttle, and Hugh Ewing.3 Osterbaus's division had embarked for

Memphis on the 23d. The other divisions followed a day later. The last

of tbe fleet reached Memphis on the 4th of October. As soon as he reach-

ed Memphis, General Sherman was ordered to proceed with his own corps,

and as mauy troops as could be spared from the line of the Memphis and

Charleston Railroad, to Athens, Alabama. He was to look out for his own

supplies. Osterhaus by this had got as far as Corinth, and J. E. Smith was

on the way from Memphis. On tbe 11th of October the rear of the column

was put in motion, and Sherman started in person for Corinth, escorted by the

Thirteenth Regulars. At Collierville, about twenty-five miles cast ofMem-
phis, a Confederate cavalry force was encountered, and the general, with

bis staff, narrowly escaped capture. D. C. Anthony was defending the post

with the Sixty-ninth Illinois against the enemy, who numbered about 3000

horse, with eight guns, under General Chalmers. Sherman's escort joined

Antbouy, and the Confederates were repulsed. Sherman reached Corinth

on the 12th, and sent Blair forward with the divisions of Osterhaus and Mor-

gan L. Smith. The railroad was repaired as the troops advanced. A Con-

federate pavalry force, about 5000 strong, kept in Sherman's front. Under

these circumstances, his progress was necessarily slow. Anticipating that

1 On the 14th of November lie tilfpraplii'd to Burnside:
" Your dispatch and Dana's" [in regard to the preference for Knoxville U the point to be held]

•just received. Being there, you can tell better how to resist Longstreet's attack than I can di-

rect. With your showing, you bad better Rive U|i Kingston nt the last moment, nnd save the

most productive part of your possession. Every arrangement is now mude to throw Sherman's

forca nerms the river just at nnd below tho mouth <>f Chickamauga Creek as soon as it arrives.

Thomn* will attack on his" [the cnemv's] " left at the same time, and together it is expected to

earn- Missionary Itidgc, nnd from there mill a force on to the railroad between Cleveland and

Dnlt'on. Hooker will at the same time attack, and, if he can, carry Lookout M itoin. The en-

emy now seems to I* looking for on attack on lit? left flank. This favors us. To further confirm

this, .Sherman'* advance division will march direct from Whin side to Trenton. The remainder

of the force will puss over a new road just made from Whiteside to Kelly's Ferry, thus being con-

cealed from the cnemv, and lcavo him to suppose tho whole force is going up Lookout Valley.

Sherman's advance liris only just reached Bridgeport. The rear will only [each there on the IGth.

This will bring it to the 19th as the earliest day for making the combined movement as desired.

Inform me if you think you can sustain yourself till that time. I can hardly conceive of the en-

emy breaking through n't Kingston, and pushing for Kentucky. If thoy should, however, a new
problem would be k-l'i for uulntion. Thomas has ordered a division or cavalry to the vicinity of

Sparta. I will ascertain if thev have started, and inform tou. It will be entirely out of the

question to send for 10,000 men, not because they can not be spared, but how could they be fed

after they got one day east of here?"
On the lcth he telegraphed again as follows:

"I do not know bow to impress on you the neees-ity of holding on to K.v-t Tennessee in strong

enough terms. According to the dispatches ofMr. Dana and Colonel Wilson, it would seem that

you should, if pressed to do it, hold on to Knoxville, and that portion of the valley you will

necessarily possess holding to that point. Should Longstree I move his whole force across the Lit-

tle Tennessee, an effort should be made to cut his pontoons on that stream, even if it sacrificed

half the cavalry of the Ohio Army. . By holding on, and placing Longstrcet between the Little

Tennessee and Knoxvilli.-, he should not be allowed to escape with an army capable of doing nny

thing this winter. I can hardly conceive the necessity of retreating from East Tennessee. If I

did it nt all, it would be after losing most of the army, and thou necessity would suggest the route.

I will not attempt to lay out a lino of retreat. Kingston, lookiug nt the map, I thought of more
importance than any one point in East Tennessee. But my attention being called moro closely to

it, I can see that it might bo passed by, and Knoxville, and the rich valley about it, possessed,

ignoring that place entirely. I should not think it advisable to concentrate a force near Little

Tennessee to resist tho crossing, if it would be in danger of capture ; but I would harass nnd em-
barrass progress in every way )cjs-ilile. reflect inc. on tho fact that the Army of the Ohio is not tho

only army to resist the onward progress of the enemy." ' Sec map on page 5C5.

f,„„ n™., f.t. o,,^™, {'^J&X*^-*™-
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f First Brigade. J. A. Mower.
Tuino Division, J.W. Tuttle

:

< Second Brigade, B. B. Backhand.

( Third Brigade, J. J. Wood.

( First Brigade, J. M. Corse.

Fouhtii DIVISION, Hugh Ewing: -! Second Brigade, Colonel Loomis.

( Third Brigade, J. R. Cockrell.

Tattle's (Third) division was left with Mcl'hcrson at Vicksburp, and its place taken by J. E.
Smith's (of tho Seventeenth Corps), which was also styled the Third Division. This division con-

sisted of threw bri^udcj, cuiumamkJ by General Matthias, J. B. Itaum, and J. J. Alexander.

resistance would be made to his crossing of the Tennessee, he had requested

Admiral Porter to send him two guu-boats, which he found ready upon his

arrival at Eastport. Blair, after considerable skirmishing, drove the enemy
from his front, and occupied Tuscumbia on the 27th.

In the mean time Sherman had been notified of bis appointment to tho

command of Grant's former department, nnd had made such a disposition

of the troops in his rear as would secure Mississippi and West Tennessee,

leaving the former under McPberson's, and the latter under Hurlbut's con-

trol. Blair was assigned to the command of tbe Fifteenth Corps, and Gen-

eral George W. Dodge was ordered to organize from the Sixteenth a select

force of 8000 men, with which he was to follow Sherman eastward. Ewing,

on the 27tb, was ordered to cross bis division at Eastport, and advance to

Florence. On the same day, a messenger, having floated down the river

from Chattanooga, reached Sherman with orders to stop the work on the

railroad, and advance toward Bridgeport. On the 1st of November Slier-

man crossed the river iu person, passed to the head of the column at Flor-

ence, and, leaving the rear to be brought up by Blair, marched toward tho

Elk River. Not having time for ferriage or bridge-building, it was neces-

sary to advance up that stream as far as Fayetteville, where tho command
crossed. Here Sherman received orders to bring the Fifteenth Corps to

Bridgeport, leaving Dodge's command ou the railroad at Pulaski. Blair was

instructed to conduct the first and second divisions, by way of Larkinsvillc,

to Bellefonte, while Sherman took a more northern route, vin Winchester

and Decherd, reaching Bridgeport by night ou the 13th of November, Tel-

egraphing to General Grant information of his arrival and of the disposition

of his divisions, he was summoned to Chattanooga. Proceeding by boat to

Kelly's Ferry, he reached Grant's headquarters on the 16lh. Here bis part

in the coming drama was explained to him, and he was shown the enemy's

fortified position on Missionary Ridge; the point which he was to attack,

and the details of his march across the river at Brown's Ferry, around the

mountains north of the river to the mouth of Chickamauga Creek, were here

determined upon. The entire movement of his corps, after crossing Brown's

Ferry till it emerged upon Bragg's right flank, was so arranged as lo be con-

cealed from the enemy by covering mountains, lie saw all the arrange-

ments which had been made for him in anticipation. "Pontoons," says

Sherman, in his report, " with a full supply of bulks and chesses, had been

prepared for the bridge over the Tennessee, and all things prearranged with

a foresight that elicited my admiration. From the hills we looked down

upon the amphitheatre of Chattanooga as on a mnp, and nothing remained

but for me to'put my troops in the desired position." To convince the en-

emy that his left was tbe especial point of attack, a division of Sherman's

corps was to make a feint against Lookout Mountain from a point in tbe vi-

cinity of Trenton. Sherman, from this visit to Chattanooga, was also en-

abled to understand the necessity of the utmost expedition on his part.

The whole army be found "impatient for action, rendered almost acute by

the natural apprehension felt for the safety of General Burnside in East Ten-

nesseee." 1

It was expected that Sherman would be in position on the 19th, but the

difficult roads delayed his movements. J. E. Smith's division was the first

to cross. Morgan L. Smith's division crossed to the north bank at Brown's

Ferry on the 21st. Ewing's was ready to cross, when the bridge broke, and

occasioned a delay of two days. Ewing crossed on the 23d, when the bridge

again broke, with Osterhaus on the south bank. It was therefore determ-

ined to leave Osterhaus to support Hooker, while Jeff C. Davis was sent to

Sherman in his place. It was evident that Sherman could not participate

in the battle before the 24th.

But, in tbe mean while, deserters reported that Bragg was about to full

back. A letter received by flag of truce from the Confederate commander,

warning General Grant to withdraw from Chattanooga whatever non-com-

batants still remained, seemed to corroborate these reports. Grant had no

idea of suffering Bragg to retreat without a battle, and determined to attack

before Sherman's arrival.

Howard's corps bad been brought to Chattanooga, and this corps, with

Granger's and Palmer's, was ordered to assail the enemy's centre with such

vigor as to develop his lines and detain him in front. In obedience to this

order, Granger and Palmer, with Howard in support, drove in tbe enemy's

pickets on the 23d, and carried his first line of works between Chattanooga

and Citico Creeks. Although Thomas's operations had been made in full

view of tbe Confederate pickets, no attack was expected by the enemy. The

Federal troops, clad in their best uniforms, and accompanied by their bands

of music, thus rapidly mustering in open view, seemed to be parading for a

"rand review rather than for an assault upon the outposts of Missionary

Ridcre. The sentries occupying the advanced rifle-pits watched the display

without alarm, but about noon they discovered, to their amazement, that

the spectacle was one in which they were more intimately concerned as act-

ors than as spectators. At 1 o'clock P.M.Wood's and Sheridan's divisions,

of Granger's corps, advanced in front and under the guns of Fort Wood,

Palmer occupying at the same time a threatening position on their right,

while Howard was held in reserve on their left. Sheridan and Wood ad-

vanced at double-quick, and drove first the enemy's pickets, then their re-

serves, and, capturing about 200 men, including nine commissioned officers,

carried Orchard Knob before the Confederates had fairly recovered from

their surprise. Upon this important position Granger intrenched himself,

and the advance of the troops on his left and right obliterated the front line

of the Confederate works in Thomas's front. This success was won with a

loss of 111 men. But the next day promised work of a more serious char-

acter.

1 Sherman's Report.
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It dow became evident to Bragg that an attempt would be made against

his right flank, with a view of severing bis communication with Longstreet.

To strengthen this portion of his line, Walker's division was withdrawn

from the western slope of Lookout Mountain, leaving Stevenson and Cheat-

ham to bold the left

During the night of the 23d, Giles A. Smith's brigade, of Morgan L.

Smith's division, consisting of about 3000 men, manned the boats of which

the pontoon bridge was to be constructed, and, dropping down the river at

midnight, captured the Confederate pickets above the North Chickamauga,

and landed below the mouth of the creek. By means of these boats and

the steamer Dunbar, the rest of the division, together with John E. Smith's,

were ferried across before daylight, so that on the morning of the 2-ith

Sherman had a force of 8000 men ready to advance against the enemy's

right. The whole valley between Citico and Chickamauga Creeks was an

immense corn-field. Through this valley Iloward moved on the forenoon

of the 24th to connect with Sherman. The pontoon bridge had in the mean

time been constructed, under "Baldy" Smith's immediate supervision. "I
have never," says Sherman, "beheld any work done so quickly, so well;

and I doubt if the history of the war can show a bridge of that extent

(namely, 1350 feet) laid down so noiselessly and well in so short a time. I

attribute it to the genius and intelligence of General TV. F. Smith." By 1

o'clock P.M. the whole corps had crossed, and Davis's division was prepared

to co-operate, as a reserve force, in the attack on Missionary Ridge.

Sherman's three divisions were now ordered to advance, M. L. Smith on

the left, J. E. Smith in the centre, and Ewing on the right. A drizzling rain

began to fall, and the clouds, resting upon the river, and low down upon

the mountain sides, cloaked Sherman's movement. By 3 o'clock the north-

ern spurs of the ridge were gained without loss. The enemy had not occu-

pied these bills (north of the railroad tunnel) with any considerable force.

Sherman fortified the heights gained by his troops, and brought up his ar-

tillery, lie had supposed, from the map, that the ridge was continuous, but

he now found that he was separated from the enemy by a deep gorge. The
enemy attempted, later in the day, to regain the hill, attacking Sherman's

left. The attack was repulsed, but in the fight Giles A. Smith was severely

wounded, and carried to the rear. -

While Sherman was thus confronting tbe enemy across the railroad on

Missionary Ridge, Hooker had made better progress in his movement against

the Confederate left on Lookout Mountain. The idea of an advance from

Lookout Valley had been abandoned when Howard's corps was withdrawn

from Hooker on the 22d. Indeed, Hooker, wishing to be with that portion

of his command which would be in the fight, was on the point of following

Howard, when he was ordered to remain and make a demonstration against

Lookout Mountain, to divert the attention of the enemy from Sherman's

movements. His command consisted of Geary's division of the Twelfth

Corps, Ostcrhaus's of the Fifteenth, and Craft's of the Fourth, with a small

detachment of cavalry, making an aggregate of about 10,000 men. It was
a conglomerate organization, no one of these three divisions having ever

before seen either of the others. The presence of Ostcrhaus's division at

this point led General Grant to resume his original plan, and he ordered

Hooker to make a determined attack, and to carry the mountain if possible.

The enemy's pickets lined the east bank of Lookout Creek. His main

force, under Cheatham, was encamped in a hollow midway up the slope of

the mountain. The summit east of the palisaded crest was held by three

brigades of Stevenson's division. The Confederate position was well pro-

tected by batteries and rifle-pits against an attack from the Tennessee or

from tbe valleys on either side, and in the valleys also were strong lines of

earth-works.

Geary, who had ascended Lookout Creek, supported by Whittaker's bri-

gade of Cruft's division, crossed nearWauhatchie at 8 A.M. on the 24tb, sur-

prising and capturing the Confederate picket of -±2 men on the river bank,

and moved down tbe valley,his right keeping close up under the palisades,

and thus avoiding the batteries on the crest. Osterhaus, with Cruft's other

brigade (Grose's), at the same time gained a bridge on the road just below

the point where the railroad to Chattanooga crosses the creek, and began to

repair it The enemy, not aware of the force marching in its rear, filed

down from his encampment and moved into his rifle-pits in Osterhaus's

front, a small force taking a position behind the embankment, which en-

abled it to enfilade the road which the Federal troops must take if they

crossed the creek at this point Holding the enemy here, another crossing

was prepared 800 yards above. Batteries were posted enfilading the route

by which the Confederates had left their encampment, and also preventing
- their sending re-enforcements to oppose Geary.

Before noon Geary had advanced close up to tbe Confederate rear.

Grose's brigade, with another (Wood's) of Ostcrhaus's division, sprang across

the creek and connected'with Geary's left. All the batteries opened, and
those of the enemy who escaped their fury were captured by the Federals in

their rear. Meanwhile Geary, winding around the palisades, passed, says

Hooker, " directly under the muzzles of the enemy's guns on the summit,

climbing over ledges and boulders, up hill and down, driving the enemy
from his camp, and from position after position."

By noon Geary's advance rounded tbe peak of the mountain. Direc-

tions had been given to halt here, as it was not known to what extent the

Confederates farther to the east might have been re-enforced. But there

was no such thing as "halt" for troops who, fired with success, were pressing

on toward the consummation of their victory ! Passing around to the east-

ern slope of the mountain, Osterhaus on the left, Cruft in tbe centre, and
Geary on the right, Hooker's columns met with no formidable resistance

until they emerged from the woods against the enemy's intrenchmeuts,

which ran diagonally across an open field covering the road wbicb leads up
the mountain from Chattanooga to Summertown. Here progress was for a
time interrupted. Much had been already gained. Upward of 2000 pris.

oners bad been captured, and communication was now open across Chat-
tanooga Creek with General Thomas. But Hooker's success thus far had
been mainly tbe result of strategy. The enemy had been surprised. But
for this, Lookout Mountain could easily have been held against Hooker's
10,000 men. The main object of the battle at this point had been secured.
All that remained was to make the victory decisive by breaking Cheat-
ham's line on the eastern slope of the mountain, thus cutting off the bri-

gades still holding the summit.
During the operations thus far the batteries on Moccasin Point, north of

the Tennessee, had been engaging tbe enemy's artillery on the extreme point
and highest peak of Lookout. The heavy clouds, winch in the morning
bad enveloped the mountain's summit, and thus, to some extent, favored
Hooker's movement, had gradually settled into the valley, veiling it com-
pletely from view. Thus the battle of tbe afternoon was literally "a Battle
above tbe Clouds."

The. Confederate line had been contracted in order to give it greater
strength, so that there was a considerable interval between the plateau
which it held and the palisades. Geary, taking advantage of this interval,

got in upon the enemy's left flank, mid an advance being made by Cruft and
Osterhaus in front, tbe entire line was carried. But it was not held by the

Federals undisturbed. No sooner had it-been occupied by them than tbe

enemy turned upon it and made an assault. In the continual skirmishing
whieb bad been going on, Hooker's troops had now nearly exhausted their

ammunition, and unless a fresh supply could be had from some source it

seemed probable that the position which had been gained would havo to bo
abandoned. Hooker hail sent for ammunition, but it had been delayed.

Just in time, fortunately, Carlin's brigade of Johnson's division arrived from
Thomas, having crossed Chattanooga Creek, and brought with it 120,000
rounds strapped on the backs of the men. This fresh brigade relieved

Geary's exhausted troops. Tbe enemy was repulsed, driven back from the

Inst position where he could make a stand, and hurled over the rocky
heights down into the valley.

By this time the darkness upon tbe mountain rendered farther progress

extremely dangerous, and Hooker's troops encamped for the night on the

slope which they bad so gallantly won. Lookout Mountain had been cap-

tured. The only drawback to the utmost completion of the victory was
tbe fact that a route was left open for tbe retreat of Stevenson's brigades

from tbe crest above. Before daylight tbe colors of the Eighth Kentucky
waved from tbe peak of Lookout, But the enemy hud abandoned hia en-

campment, leaving behind him, in the hurry of his flight, all bis camp and
garrison equipage.

The morning of November 25th found Bragg's entire army stretched

along Missionary Ridge from Tunnel Hill to Rossvilte, tbe valley of the

Chattanooga being entirely abandoned. Lieutenant General Hardee com-
manded the right wing, consisting of Cleburne's, Walker's, Cheatham's, and
Stevenson's divisions. Tbe left wing—consisting of Breckinridge's old di-

vision, 1 and those of Stewart and Anderson—was under General Breckin-

ridge. The breastworks at the foot of the rugged slope were occupied by
pickets, while the infantry and artillery stretched along the ridge. Where
tbe ascent was easy, special fortifications had been constructed to resist an

assailing force. The troops on Breckinridge's right bad been beaten at

Lookout Mountain, had taken their position hurriedly, and had not yet re-

covered from tbe demoralization of defeat. Breckinridge's left was refused

at McFarland's Gap, occupying the breastworks in which the Federals had

stood in their retreat from McLemore's Cove two months before. This

point connected the old battle-field of Chickamauga with that upon which

tbe opposing forces were now contending.

About midnight on the 24th orders came from Grant, whose headquarters

were on Orahard Knob, for Sherman to attack at daylight the next morn-

ing. Sherman was early in the saddle. The clouds of the previous day

had cleared away, and his own position, as well as that of the enemy, was

fully revealed to him as he rode along from Ligbtburn's brigade on the left

to the position held by Ewing's division on tbe right Tbe hill held by the

enemy on his front was of steep ascent, its crest narrow and wooded. Cle-

burne's position was well protected by log breastworks, and a higher hill be-

yond was held by the enemy, commanding the disputed ground. Three

brigades—Lightburn's, Alexander's, and Cockrell's—one from each division,

were to bold the hill, and Corse's brigade, of Ewing's division, on the right

centre, was to form the assaulting column, assisted by a regiment from Light-

burn, and three brigades— Loomis's, of Ewing's, and Matthias's and Kaurn's,

of John E. Smith's divisions. Morgan L. Smith, with his remaining bri-

gade, was to connect with Corse's left, and move around the eastern base of

the ridge.

Corse moved to tbe attack at sunrise, and, advancing to within eighty

yards of the enemy's intrenchments, established himself upon a secondary

ridge. To this point tbe reserves were brought up. His preparations hav-

ing been completed, Corse assaulted the works on Tunnel Hill. A severe

conflict of more than an hour's duration followed, the issue of which was

that, after gaining and losing ground, Corse made no progress beyond the

1 Generals Polk nnd Ilill hnd been relieretl Tor disobedience

campaign. We also min Hindman nnd Buclcncr. Walker, to

cammnnded by Genernl GTsi. Hnrdec comes from Emi rprfe, ?i

end "f Aupusl taken toinninnil of ' [lie ['iirolcd pri^ir, r- i.t M --;

as, nnd I.oui-i:ni.i, recently firming tlic piirrifons of \ irk'bnrtr ai

oners had no! Invn exchanged u[i to tin: lime of which ive arc v

vision, including its commander, must have violated their parole.
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position originally taken. Morgan L. Smith, in tbe mean time, had made

considerable progress on the eastern slope. Loomis's brigade had got abreast

of the tunnel, and, by diverting the enemy's attention, afforded some relief

to General Corse. The two reserve brigades (those of John E. Smith) sup-

porting Corse's movement had been repulsed, but tbe real attack was sus-

tained. The enemy had brought to this part of the field extensive re-en-

forecrnents, and the most that Sherman could do was to maintain his posi-

tion until the succ?s3 of Thomas and Hooker, on the centre and right, should

give bim an opportunity to attack with advantage.

But the centre and right of the Federal army had been delayed. Thom-

as's attack was to depend upon the movements of Hooker. The latter was

unexpectedly retarded in his movement from Lookout Mountain. Oster-

hsus's division began its march to Rossville at 10 o'clock, and the rest of

Hooker's command followed, with the exception of two regiments left upon

the summit of Lookout. On arriving at Chattanooga Creek it was found

that the enemy had destroyed the bridge, and here Hooker was delayed for

full three hours. Ostcrhaus was soon got across, and, pushing on to tbe gap

in Missionary Ridge, flanked the enemy at this point, capturiug artillery,

ammunition, and wagons. Hooker's entire command was ready for the at-

tack upon the enemy's left by 3 30 P.M. Cruft advanced upon the ridge,

Odterhaus to the east of it, and Geary, with tbe artillery, along the valley,

against the western slope.

Thomas in the mean time had sentEaird's division to the support of Sher-

man, on Granger's left. This division got into position at 2 30 P.M. Thomas
then assaulted the enemy's line with his whole force, driving the enemy from

his rifle-pits at the foot of the hill on the centre of his line. Tbe troops to

the right of Wood advanced up to the crest, and gained the summit of the

ridge, capturing large numbers of the enemy in their trenches. 1 Against

Sherman, and Baird's and Wood's divisions, the enemy still held his ground

;

but Hooker was well up against bis left, which now, attacked in front and

flank, was entirely routed, leaving behind forty pieces of artillery. Here a

large number of prisoners, drivqn by Hooker against Palmer and Johnson,

were captured. Osterhaus alone took 2000 prisoners. It was not until

nightfall, however, that the enemy's right was dislodged, and the entire ridge

abandoned.

At daylight on the 26th Sherman and Hooker pursued the enemy's

routed columns, the former by way of Chickamauga Station, the latter by
Grcvsville and Ringgold. The rear-guard, under Gist, was overtaken and

broken up, and three more guns captured. Hooker's force came upon Cle-

burne in a gap in Tavlor's Ridge, near Ringgold, and, attacking him, was se-

verely repulsed, losing 65 killed and 367 wounded. Finally Cleburne was

flanked and driven from his strong position, leaving 130 killed and wound-

ed on tbe field. There was no farther pursuit. Grose's brigade visited the

battle-field of Chickamauga, and buried the remains of many of tbe Federal

dead, which had been left by Bragg to lie mouldering where they had fallen.

Bragg attributes his defeat to a disgraceful panic on the part of his men. 2
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ener.il Thomas gives tho fnlloiiing tlcsci

nr troop advancing steadily in n ewutea
ni llic foot nf the Mil and retreat .
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troops, who, apparently iu-pircd by tl»

different points, mid so closely upon tin

crs in ihe trenches. We captured nil tli

destroyed, After linking

ncmy, seized with panic, abandoned the

:rest, whither they were closely followed

rulory, carried the hill simultnneously

fnemy that many of them were taken
id ammunition hefure thej could be ro-

i reorganize the troops, who bad become
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, and drove in our picket lino

! ivhut scattered

drove (hose in his front

Buird, being obstinately i c— <. -I l.y n MteesMHI (mm tM NN^1
) r\trrtiM- right, continued

fighting until dnrknc-; set in. but -t.adily ilinii-c the nmraj B tore then In moving upon
Rossville, lienor— . .nokcr encountered Ste«nii '- division and other tr. up* binding hi* (.-ft flunk

threatened, iitc» art attempted fa cscnpo hy retreating tonnrd Grcysvillc; hut some of his force,

finding thair retreat thrcntoncd in that quarter, retired in disorder toward their right, along the

crest of the rider, where- they wore met by another portion nf General Honker'* command, and
were driven by these troops in the luce of Johnson's division of Palmer's corps, by whom they were

nearly all made prisoners."
' The following is General Bragg's report of the battle

:

" UcAd,marO'rr< Array nf Tvanesn 1 .', 13

"General S. i 'nor in, Adjutani nail \u.*\f lor tienrrul, Iticlioioad :

"5lH,—On Mon. lay, the J 3d, the enemy advanced in heavy fi

in front of Mi-si, mary liidgc, hot made no farther effort.

" On Tuesday morning early they throw over the river a heavy force opposite the north end of the

ridge, andjust Mow the moiiili of the I 'hick a mini en, in the same tutu- displaying a heavy force in uur

immediate front. After visiting the right, mid milking dispositions there fur the new development
in that direction, I returned toward the left, to find n heavy cannonading going on from the enemy's
h.itii lie- ..ii i.iir f.-n i-s occupying the slope of Lookout Mountain, between the crest and the river.

A very heavy fore.' soon advanced to the assault, and was met by one brigade only, Walthall's,

» In. b in i.i a desperate resistance, but was filially compelled to yield ground. Why this com-
mand was not unstained is yet nne\plained. The commander on that part of the field, Major Gen-
eral Stevenson, had six brigades at his disposal. Upon his urgent appeal, another brigade was
dispatched in the afternoon to his support— though it nppcored his own forces bad not been

brought into aclion—and I proceeded to the scone.

"Arriving just before sunset, I found that wo had lost all the advantages of the position. Or-
ders were immediately given for the ground to he disputed until we could withdraw our forces

across Chattanooga Creek, and the movement was commenced. This having been successfully

accomplished, our whole forces were concentrated on tbe ridge, and extended to the right to meet
the movement in thai direction.

"On Wednesday, the 2'ith, I again visited the extreme right, now under Lieutenant General
Hardee, and threatened by a heavy force, while strong columns could be seen marching in that di-

rection. A very heavy force in line of buttle confronted our left and ccntre.

"On my return to this point, about II A.M., the enemy's forces were being moved in heavy
masses from Lookout and beyond to our front, while tln.se in front extended to our right. They
formed their Hues with great deliberation, just beyond the range of our guns, and in plain view of

our position.

"TBoligti greatly outnumbered, such was the strength of onr position that no doubt was enter-

tained Of Otlr ability to hold it, and every disposition was mode for that purpose. During this

time Ihey lind made several attempts on onr extreme right, and had been handsomely repulsed,

wilh very heavy loss, by Major General Olebame's command, under the immediate- direction of
Lieutenant General Hardee. By the road across the ridge at Rossrille, far to our left, a rontc was
open to onr rear. Major General Breckinridge, commanding on the left, had occupied this with
two regiments and a battery. It being reported to mo thai a force of ihe enemy had moved in

that direction, the general was ordered to have it reconnoitred, and to make every disposition nec-
essary to secure his flunk, which he proceeded to do.

r Abo> t half past :l P.M., the immense force in the front of our left and centre advanced in

thrtc lines, preceded by heavy skirmishers. Oar batteries opened with fine effect, and much con-
fusion was produced before they reached musket range. In a short time the roar of musketry bc-

camo very heavy, and it was soon apparent that tbe enemv had been repulsed in mv immediate
front.
" While riding along the crest congrutnlntiug tbe troops, intelligence reached me tru tar lme

The real causes were tbe weakness of his line—a weakness not of position,

but of numbers—and the demoralization which had resulted trom the defeat

on Lookout Mountain.

Tbe Federal losses in the battles of the 2Sd, 2-ith, 2oth, and 26th were
757 killed, 4529 wounded, and 330 missing; total, 5616. The Confederate
loss in killed and wounded was probably much less ; but Brngg's loss in

prisoners aione amounted to 6142, of whom 239 were commissioned officers'

7000 stand of small arms bad also been captured by Grant's army. By
these battles Bragg's army must have been diminished by at least 10,000
men. Grant probably bad engaged about 65,000 men, and Bragg between
40,000 and 45,000.

General Bragg's defeat terminated the contest for Chattanooga and East
Tennessee. The tidings of Grant's victory electrified the loyal portion of
the country, and President Lincoln, on the 7th of December, issued a proc-

lamation recommending the people " to assemble at their places of worship,

and render special homage and gratitude to Almighty God fur this great

advancement of the national cause." From this time the prospects of the

Southern Confederacy were indeed desperate. The resources of the South-

ern States were rapidly being exhausted, while the national armies were
being recruited by immense numbers, at whose backs stood thousands more
ready to take the held the moment their services should beeomc necessary.

Thus closed the year 1863. It had begun with the disaster at Fredericks-

burg, followed soon by the defeat at Chaueellorsville
; but the victories of

Gettysburg, Vicksburg, and Missionary Ridge crowned it with imperishable

glory. 1

was broken on my right, and the enemy had crowned tho ridge. Assistnnco was promptly dis-

patched to that point, under Brigadier General Hale, who had si successfully maintained tho

ground in my front, and I proceeded to the rear uf the broken Hue to rally our retiring troops and
return them to the crest to drive the enemy back. General Bate found tho disaster so great thai

his small force could not repair it. About this time I learned that our extreme left had also given
way, and that my position was almost surrounded. Bute was immediately directed to form a sec-

ond line in the rear, "here, by the efforts of my staff, a nucleus ofStragglers hud been formed upon
which to rally.

" Lieutenant General Hardee, leaving Major General Cleburne in commnnd of tho extreme
right, moved toward the left when he heard the heavy living in that direction. He reached tho
right of Anderson's division ju-t in time to lind it hail nearly all fallen back, commencing on ita

right, where tho enemy hud lii-i eroiwi, d the ridge. By a piompi I jii'lu torn mnicmcnl, ho
threw a portion of Cheathan't dni-i.n ,lin eily acnes th rWff,

i : nig am i n>my, «ho was now
ii H >vm ii a mi out: ton i-

i in in. ili iirlv i.ii In- 1
1
ft i'.M'k . Hi ii .[. . i I. .1 -t in I In-. .-, tlii i i,i mv mis en-

tirely checked, and that portion of our force to the right remained intact. All to llic "left, how-
ever, except a portion of Bute's division, was entirely routed, iind in rapid (light, nearly all the ar-
tillery having been shameful !y [ihiiinli.TieJ |. v its infantry support, livery .Kurt which could bo

made by, myself and stuff, anil by many other mounted officers, availed but little. A panic, which
I hud never helbr, niiiu ^-e,l, -< t med to h.iie s.'i/. rl upon officers and men, and each seemed to

be struggling fur hi- jer-.ual ..if, I v. r. gar, lies- of Jo, duty n r his character. In this distressing

and alarming state of affairs, General Bute wax ordered to hold his position, covering the road for

the retreat of Dm '- inn lg, '» . i-nm. jtiJ, <;i.| nln-v.-r. immediately sent to Generals Harden and
Breckinridge to retire their forces upon the Jejijt at (.'hickumauga. Fortunately, it was now near
nightfall, and tho country nnd roads in our rear were fully known to as, but equally unknown to

the enemy. The routed left made its way back in great disorder, effectually covered, however, by
Bate's small command, which had a sharp conflict with the enemy's advance, driving it back.

After night, all being quiet, Bate retired In goud order, the enemy attempting no pursuit, Lieu-
tenant General Hardee's command, under his judicious management, retired in good order nnd
unmolested.

"As soon as all tho troops had crossed, the bridges over the Chickamauga were destroyed, to

impede tbe enemy, though the stream was fordable in several places.

" No satisfactory excuse can possibly be given for the shameful conduct of our troops on tbe left

in allowing their line to be penetrated. The position was one which ought to have been held by
a line of skirmishers unani~t imy iL-saaliing column; nnd, wherever resistance was made, the en-

emy lied in disorder, after suffering heiivy loss. Those who reached the ridge did so in a condi-
tion of exhaustion, from the grout physical exertion in climbing, uhicli rendered them powerless,

and tho slightest effort would have destroyed them.
"Having secured much of our artillery, iliev soon availed themselves of our panic, and, turning

our guns upon us, enfiladed our lines both ri^lit and left, rendering them entirely untenable. Had
all parts nf tho line been maintained with equal gallantry and persistence, no enemy could ever

hove di-hnlged us; and but one possible reason pie.-ems itself to my mind in explanation of this

bad conduct tu veteran troops, who had never before failed in any duty assigned them, however
difficult and hniardous. They bad for two days confronted the enemy, mar-haling his immense
force* in plnin iiew, and exhibiting to their sight such n superiority in numbers us may have in-

timidated weak minds ami untried soldiers. But our veterans had so often encountered nimilnr

hosts when the strength of position was against ns, and with perfect success, that not a doubt
crossed my mind. As yet, I am not fully informed as to tho commands which first lied, and
brought this great disasler nnd disgrace upon our arms. Investigation will bring out tho truth,

however, and fall justice shall bo done to the good nnd the bud.

"After arriving nt Chickamauga, nod informing myself of the full condition of pffnirv, it was
decided to put the army in motion for u point farther removed from a |>owerful nnd victorious

army, that we might have some little time to replenish and recuperate for another struggle. The
enemy made pursuit as fur ns Hinggold, hut was so hand.-oinely cheeked by Major General Cle-

burne nnd Brigadier General GUt, ill command uf their re-J'Cclive division*, that he gave us but

lin If annoyance.
"Our losses arc not yet ascertained, but in killed and wounded it is known to have been very

small. In prisoners ami stragglers I fear it is much larger.

"The chief of artillery reports tbe loss of forty (10) pieces.

"I am, sir, very respectfully, your ol-jilient servant,

"Braxtom Bkaoo, General Commanding."

President Davis also seems to hnvo concarred with General Bragg in attributing the blame to

the troops. In his message to Congress (December 7th, 18113) hesnys:
" After n long and severe battle:, in which great carnage »;is iailieied on him, some of our troops

inexplicably abandoned positions of great strength, arid hy a disorderly retreat comjielled the com-
mander to withdraw the fortes elsewhere successful, an<). finally, to retire with his whole nrmy to

n position some twenty or thirty miles to the rear. It is believed that if the troops who yielded to

the assault had fought with the valor which they hod displayed on previous occasions, nnd which
was manifested in this battle on other ports of the lines, the enemy would have been repulsed

with very great slaughter, and onr country would have escaped the misfortune, and the army the

mufti nVatiun, of the first defeat that lias resulted from miseunduet by the troops."
' Near the clojc of I SC3 General Grant issued the following congratulatory order to his soldiers;

"Cliiiltanoo-„-«, DtMRibrr 10th, 16W.

"The general commiinding takes this opportunity of returning his sincere thanks and con-

gratulations to the brave armies of the Cumberland, the Ohio, the Tennessee, and their comrades
from the I'otomfic, for the recent splendid ant] decisive successes achieved over the enemy. In a
Short flme JOII hflve njCOV&rcd from iiim the control of the Tennessee Hirer from Bridgeport to

Knctsvlllt". . Yon di'llvlRed him from his grout stronghold npon Lookout Mountain, drove him
Trom Clitltlnrtooga Valley, wrested from his determined gnup the possession of Missionary Ridge,

repelled with heavy loss to him his repeated auaalts npon Knoxville, forcing him to raise the

siege there, driving bim at all points, utterly routed and discomfited, beyond the limits of the

stnte. By your noble heroism and determined courage you have most effectually defeated the

plans of the enemy for regaining the possession of the slates of Kentucky and Tennessee. Yof

have secured positions from which no rebellions power can lirive or dislodge you. For all this

the general commanding thanks you collectively and individually. The loyal people of the United
Stales tbank and bless you. Their hopes and prayers for your success against this nnholy rebel-

lion are with yon daily. Their faith in yon will not be in vain. Their hopes will not be blasted.

Their prayer* to Almighty God will bo answered. Yoa will yet go to other fields of strife ; and
wilh the invincible bravery and unflinching loyalty to justice ami right which have characteriicd

Sm In the fast, ytra will prove that no enemy can withstand yoa, and that no defenses, however

rmldnble, tan check your onward march."
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CHAPTER XXXVIL
SHERMANS MERIDIAN CAMPAIGN.

Object of the Meridian Expedition.—Condition of the Confederate Commissary.—Sherman's Plan.

—Co-operative Column under W. S.Smith.—Sherman starts from Vicksburg February 3d, 1864.

||h third Visit to Jackson.—The Confederate Forces, under Polk, iu the Department of

Miuiuippi.—I'ulk retires into Alabama.—Sherman's March unopposed.—He enters Meridian

on the 14lh.—Defeat of Smith's Column by General Forrest.—Sherman's Return to Vicksburg.

—Forrest's Raid into Tennessee.—The Fort Pillow Massacre.—Expeditions sent against Gen-

eral Forrest from Memphis, under Stnrgis and A. J. Smith.

SINCE the capture of Vicksburg there had been do important mili-

tary movements in Mississippi during 1863. About the middle of

August a small force of 1600 men, sent from General Hurlbut's command,

had penetrated through the northern portion of the state to Grenada, where

it captured and destroyed over 50 locomotives and about 500 cars. Gener-

al McPherson two months later, with about 8000 men, comprising Logan's

and Tuttle's divisions, and Colonel Winslow's cavalry, pushed out from

Vicksburg nearly to Canton, driving back Wirt Adams's cavalry and three

brigades of Confederate infantry. Finding himself confronted by a supe-

rior force of the enemy, he retreated to Vicksburg.

After Bragg's defeat a more formidable expedition was organized by Gen-

eral Sherman, having for its object the completion of the work which had

been begun by the reduction of Vicksburg and Port Hudson. By the cap-

ture of those strong-holds the river itself had been conquered, and Arkansas,

Louisiana, and Tennessee had been cut off from any possible connection

with the main theatre of the war, which was now confined to Virginia, the

two Carolinas, Georgia, Northern Florida, Alabama, and Mississippi. Win-

ter had proclaimed a truce, so far as conflicts between the main armies were

concerned. But the possession by the national troops of the east bank of

the Mississippi furnished a convenient basis for a winter campaign in Mis-

sissippi and Alabama. Such a campaign would be an important prepara-

tion for the advance upon Atlanta in the following spring. If the reader

will examine the map he will observe that, by the successful issue of the

Chattanooga campaign, the entire network of railroads north of and includ-

ing the road running from Memphis eastward to Virginia, had been secured

by the national government. By General Grant's victory not only had

Bragg's army been defeated and driven, but had been deprived of one of

the cbief sources upon which it bad relied for subsistence. 1 It was forced

1 Says the Kuoxvillc Rnjutcr (published at Atlanta, Georgia, after the Federal occupation of

East Tennessee ). "If any one doubts the necessity which would compel President Davis to sacri-

fice Richmond, Charleston, and Mobile, all to reacquire East Tennessee, he need only ask the

commissary general by what agencies and from what sources the armies of the Smith have been

bub leinod during the lirst years of the war. East Tennessee furnished the Confederate States with

25,0(10,1)00 pound* of bacon. Last year the Slate of Tennessee fed the army." The Richmond
Eraminer of October 31st corroborates this testimony in the following terms: "Except what was

furtively obtained from Kentucky, the whole army supply ofpork came from East Tennessee, and

the contiguous counties uf the adjoining elates. The product of corn in that region was very

heavy, and no portion of the Confederacy, equal in extent, afforded as large a supply of forage

and winter pasturnpe."

The following circular, issued in November, 1SG3, from the office of the eliief commissary in

Florid n, indicates the beginning of n sad era for the armies of the Confederacy:

" Office of Chief Commlsinrv, Qntntrf , Fit, November 2, 186S,

"It has been a subject of anxious consideration how I could, without injury to our cause, expose

to the peoplo throughout the stale the present perilous condition of our army. To do this through

the public press would point out our source of danger to our enemies. To see each one in person,

or even a sufficient number to effect the object contemplated, is impossible; yet the necessity of

general and immediate action is imperative to save our army, and with it our cause, from disaster.

The issues of this coolest arc now transferred to the people at home. If they fail to do their duty

and sustain the army in iis present position, it must fall back. If ihe enemy break through our

present line, tho wave of desolation may roll oven to the shores of the Gulf and Atlantic. In dis-

cipline, valor, and the skill of its leaders, our army has proven more than a match for the enemy.

But tho best-appointed army can not maintain its position without support at homo. The people

should never suffer it to ho said thai they valued theit entile and hogs, their com and money, more

than their liberties and honor, and that thoy had to be compelled to snpport an army they bad

sent to battle in their defense. We hope ii will not become necessary to resort to impressments

among a peoplo fighting for their oxistence, and in dc Tense of their homes, and country, and in-

citations. Wc prefer rather to appeal to them by every motive of duty and honor— by tho lovo

they bear their wives and daughters— by the memory oTihe heroic dead, and ihe future glory and

iod'opendenco of their couniry, to come to iis rescue in this darkest hour of its peril,

"A country which can afford to send forth in its defense the flower of its youth, and the best of

its manhood, can afford, and are in honor bound to sustain them at any cost and sacrifice of money
and property. They havo sacrificed home and ease, and -u fieri'' I untold hardships, imd with their

lives are now defending every thing we hold most sacred. Florida has done nobly in this contest.

Her sons have achieved the highest character for their state, and won Imperishable honors for

themselves. These bravo men are now suffering for want of food. Not only the men from Flori-

da, bat the whole army oT the South, nre in this condition. Oar honor as o people demands that

we do our duty to tbem. They must be fed. The following extracts from official letters in my
possession do but partially represent the present condition of the armies of Generals Bragg and

Beanrognrd, and their gloomy prospect for future supplies:

"Major J. F. Camming, who supplies General Bragg's array, writes, 'It is absolutely and
vitally important that all the cattle that can possibly be brought here shall be brought as prompt-

ly as possible.' And again, on the 5th of October, he says, 'I can not too strongly urge upon you
the necessity, yes, the urgent necessity, of sending forward cattle promptly. It nppears that nil

other sources are exhausted, and iluil wc are now dependent upon your state for liccf for the very

large army of General Bragg. I know you will leave no stone unturned, and I must say all is

now dependent on your exertions, so fur as beef is concerned. In regard to bacon, the stock is

about exhausted—hence beef is our only hope. I know ihe prospect is very discouraging, and it

only remains with those of us having chargo of this important work to do all we can to exhaust
our resources; and when we have done this our country can not complain of us. If we fail to do
all that can bo done, and our cause shall fail, upon us will rest ihe re.'i uti-il.iiliiy ;

therefore let

us employ every means nt our command.' Again, on ihe 6th, he says, ' Major A. can explain to

you the great and absolute necessity fur prompt action in the matter ; for, major, I assure you,

that nearly all now depends on you.' And on the 10th of October he says ' Captain Townsend,
A, C. S., having a leave of absence for thirty days from the Army of Tennessee, I have prevailed
on bim to see you and explain to you my straitened condition, and ihe imminent danger of our
army suffering for ihe want of beef.' And on the 20th of October he wrote, 'The army to-day is

on half-rations of beef, and I fear within a few days will have nothing but bread to eat. This is

truly n dark hour with us and I can not see what is to be done. All that is left for us to do is

to do all we can, and then we will have a clear conscience, no mutier what the world may say.'

" Major Locke, Chief Commissary of Georgia, wrote, 'I pray you, major, to put every agency
in moiiou that you can to send cattle without a moment's delay toward the Georgia borders. The
troops in Charleston are in great cxiremitv. We look alone to you for cattle ; those in Georgia
are exhausted.'

"Major Guerin. Chief Commissary of Souili Carolinn. wrote, ' We are almost entirely depend-
ent on Florida, and it is of the last importance, at this lime, that the troops here should be subsist-
ed.' Again he says, ' As it is, our situation is full of danger from want of meat, and extraordi-
nary efforts are required to prevent disaster.' And on the 9th of October he says, ' We have now
40,000 troops and laborers to subsist. The supply of bacon on hand in the city is 20,000 pounds,
and the cattle furnished by this state is not one tenth of what is required. My anxieties and ap-
prehensions, as you may suppose, arc greatly excited.'

"Major Milieu, of Savannah, on the 10th of October says, 'I assure you, major, that the stock

01 bacon and beef fur the urmies of the Confederate States is now exhausted, and wc must depend

to mainly depend upon Florida for its meat, while its supply of corn was
principally derived from the rich valleys of the Alabama and Tombigbee
Rivers. The Confederate Army of the West was already cut off from the

immense cattle-growing region west of the Mississippi, and from the corn

and bacon of Tennessee. It was proposed to still farther restrict its de-

pendencies by operations, during the winter of 1863—1, directed against the

railroads leading to Atlanta from Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida, Thus
the campaigns undertaken in the beginning of 1864 by Seymour in Flori-

da, and Sherman in Mississippi, were calculated to have an important benr-

ing upon the progress of the main Federal army southward in the spring

and summer.

Probably the principal object of Sherman's expedition against the rail-

roads west of Atlanta was to prevent the possibility of the future concentra-

tion of a Confederate army on the east bank of the Mississippi. The de-

struction of these railroads would Tender it impossible for the enemy to ap-

proach the river with artillery and trains, and the occupation of prominent

points in the interior would subject any Confederate infantry column, seek-

ing to gain a position on the river, to an attack in its rear. In this way
Sherman's army would be liberated from the necessity, hitherto imposed

upon it, of remaining in strong force at Vicksburg, or some other point on

the Mississippi.

The plan adopted by General Sherman was the following: He was

himself to move from Vicksburg with four divisions of infantry—two of

McPhcrson's and two of Hurlbut's corps—and Colonel Winslow's cavalry

brigade, and, advancing westward, was to destroy the Southern Mississippi

Railroad. At Meridian, General William Sooy Smith, General Grant's chief

of cavalry, was to meet bim with all the cavalry of the department, having

advanced along the line of the Mobile and Ohio Railroad from Memphis,

destroying the road as he moved. General Smith bad a long ride of 250

miles, which he was expected to accomplish in ten days, starting from Mem-
phis on or before the 1st of February, moving by way of Pontotoc, Okalona,

and Columbus, and reaching Meridian on the 10th. He was instructed to

disregard all small detachments of the enemy, and to advance rapidly to his

appointed destination. Simultaneously with these movements, the Eleventh

Illinois and a colored regiment, with five tin-clad gun-boats, were sent up

the Yazoo to create a diversion and to protect the plantations along the

banks of that river; and another force, under Brigadier General Hawkins,

was to patrol the country toward the Big Black, in the rear of Vicksburg,

and to collect 50 skiffs, by" means of which detachments of 200 or 300 men
might be moved at pleasure through the labyrinth of bayous between tho

Yazoo and the Mississippi, for the purpose of suppressing the bands ofguer-

rillas then infesting that region.

Sherman began his march on the 3d of February. Hurlbut moved across

the Big Black by way of Messenger's Ferry, and McPherson by the railroad

bridge six miles below. The two columns, with the cavalry, numbered

about 25,000 men. On the 5th both columns met the enemy, Hurlbut's at

Joe Davis's plantation, and McPherson's at Champion Hills, and there was

skirmishing all day, with small loss on either side, but without materially

impeding the progress of the troops, who the next day entered Jackson,

This was the third time that Sherman's troops had entered and occupied the

capital of Mississippi, and it is fair to presume that this third occupation

pretty nearly completed the work of destruction so shamelessly indulged in

on two previous occasions. 1

entirely upon whnt we may gather weekly. Starvation Blares the army in the face—the hand-

Writing is on the wall.' On the 26th of October he says, ' From the best information I have, the

resources of food (meat) of both the Tennessee niid Virginia armies are exhausted. The remark

now applies wilh equal force to South Carolina and Georgia, and rhc army must hcncefnrih de-

pend upon tho energy of the purchasing commissaries, through their daily or weekly colleciions.

I have exhausted the' beef cattle, and am now obliged to kill Mock cattle,'

'From these you perceive that there is too much cause for the deep solicitude mnnifesird by

the writers. They should excite the fears and apprehensions of every lover uf his couniry. Truly

tho rcsponsibilitv'upon us is great, when we arc expected to feed these vast armies, whether the

producers will se'll to us or not. The slightest reflect inn would tench any one that it is Impossible

to provide for such armies by impressments nlone. The people must cheerfully yield their sup-

plies, or make up their minds to surrender their cause. It is their cause. It is not the canse of

the government. The government is theirs. The army, the government, you and I, and every

one and every thing we have, are staked upon this contest. To fail i- total and irretrievable ruin,

universal confiscation of every thing, and abject and ignominious submission and slavery to the

most despicable and infamous race on earth. Whoever has any other thought bat to fight on, nt

any cost of life and property, until we achieve our independence, or all perish in the straggle, de-

serves lo be the slave of such an enemy. Bui, under ihe guidance of Providence, our cause is

safe in the hands of our army, provided we do our duty at home. Bat Providence will not help n

people who will not help themselves. Our enemies have no hope of conquering us by arms. Their

only hope is that we will bo untrue to ourselves, and in [he blind pursuit of gain, lose sight of our

country, and thus suffer our army, and with it our cause, to perish. How slonds the case? You

know the resources of Tennessee are lost to ue
;
the hog cholera and other causes have cut short

the prospect in Georgia and other states. It is ascertained that the Inst year's crop ofbacon is

about exhausted, and it is certain that tho crop of this will be much shorter than that of last year.

Now two large armies look almost solely to Florida lo supply one entire article of subsistence.

The entire surplus of this year's crop of bacon throughout the Confederacy, even when husbondid

with the inmost economy, will be inadequate to the demands of the government. This makes it

the duty of every man to economize as much as possible—to sell not a pound to any one else

while there is any danger of our army suffering, and to pledge at schedule rates bis entire surplus

—bacon, beef, sugar, and sirup— to tho government. I solemnly believe our cattsc is hopeless un.

less our people can be brought to this point.

"
I have ihought it my dnty to address this confidential circular to Ihe principal men in various

sections of the state, and invoke their aid and co-opcraiion with the purchasing commissaries and

government agents in their districts, in inaugurating and putting into operation some system Dy

which our armies can be more promptly snpplicd, nnd all of our resources which are necessary

secured to ihe government. The appeal's to me nre more and more urgent every day
; the press-

ure upon our slate is very great. Should she now respond to the call made upon her resources as

she has upon the Moodiest battle-field of the war, the measure of her glory will be full. But if

we withhold our supplies, we cripple our army, and render it impossible for them to advance after

achieving the most signal victories. The peoplo at home must put themselves upon a war fooling.

This they have never yet done. They must sow, and plant, and gather for the government.

Then, and not till then," will the bright rays of peace break through the clouds of war which over-

hang us. P. W. White, Major and Chief Commissary."
' The Northern accounts of Sherman's march indicate its character in this respect. The fol-

lowing extract is taken from " A National Account," published in volume viii. of the RtbdUin

fitcord:

"It was the expectation, when the expedition started out, ihnt ibey would draw most of their

supplies, and all their forage for horses and moles, from the country There wns very linle diffi-

culty in finding enough for our purpose, even in the most barren parts of ihe country we passed
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Sherman's troops marched with little other baggage than their ammuni-
tion and twenty days' provisions, and the rapidity of Lis movements met
with very few obstacles from the enemy, who was too weak to oppose to

them any formidable resistance. The entire Confederate force in the De-
partment of Mississippi (now under General Polk's command), amounted to

less than 16,000 effective men. The most which General Polk could do
was to transport the supplies accumulated at the 'several railway stations

into Alabama, behind the Tombigbee River.

Tims Unopposed by the enemy, Sherman's march to Meridian was simply
a promenade. He crossed the Pearl River on the pontoons which the cne-

passage, and ii the peoplethrough. There was nothing loft, however, nfler o
mint suffer for Want of food."

This wns no doubt legilimato warfare, hut wo question whether tho same exen'e may be nreed
for tho destruction of prnportv ot J:nk-f.ii. ile^crikd :.- fallows tiv a Foldicr of Sherman's army
(F. McC, of the Sixteenth Iowa):

."ft was truly a vivid picture of war to see the streets filled with armed men, jqnaros of large
brick bnildings on fire, furniture of overr description, fmm rocking-cradles to pianos, clothing,
boots—in fact, almost every article of domestic utility nod otoament, piled upon the sidewalks.
women and children running liitber nnd thither, pictn'res of the most abject despair. There was
no protection giren the town, and bat little mercy shown, as this was the third lime oar army had
been compelled to come bcre, and we judL-c General Sherman rightly concluded that he wonld ob-
Tiate all necessity of having w como again."

my had left behind in his hurried retreat from Jackson. On his route be

was joined by thousands of negroes— men, women, and children— who
swelled the vast column of the march. The railroad was completely demol-

ished along the route. On the 14tb, having marched 150 miles in 11 days,

Sherman entered Meridian.

But where was General Smith, due four days ago? While the enemy

was giving Sherman "a wide berth," he had not been blind to the import-

ance of cutting off the supporting column of cavalry on its way to Meridian

from Memphis. In fact, it was only Smith's junction with Sherman that

Polk really feared. That must be prevented at all hazards. The accession

of this cavalry force to Sherman's army would be the preliminary to a suc-

cessful advance to Selma and Montgomery, and where not? Polk, covering

his infantry behind the Tombigbee, ordered his cavalry lo join Forrest, to

whom was assigned the difficult task of heading off Smith's column.

Associated with General Smith was General B. F. Gricrson, who had be-

come thoroughly acquainted with the country on his previous raid. The

column had not left Memphis till the 11th, and thus the enemy had been

given time to organize his forces for effective resistance. The Federal force

numbered 7000 men, and to oppose this Forrest had at length collected to-
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gether about the same number at Okalona, nearly 100 miles north of Me-

ridian. Up to this point Smith and Grierson continued their march without

serious resistance. Thus far they were permitted by the enemy to revel in

a carnival of devastation, destroying corn estimated by the millions of bush-

els (one account makes it 1,000,000 bushels, another 3,000,000), and two or

three thousand bales of cotton. Either by lack of discipline, owing to the

character of such a march, or on account of the sudden and formidable op-

position encountered, the Federal command did not behave well when on

the 22d it reached Okaloua, as was its wont in the presence of the enemy.

Almost the first onset of Forrest's cavalry was decisive. Six guns were

lost by the Federals in the first attack. Probably even after the first re-

verse the Confederates would have been checked had it not been for the

impediment to Smith's fighting force of the crowd of camp-followers, who
gave way to panic, and fled to tbe rear, sweeping with them a portion of

the troops coming into position. It was with great difficulty that Smith

covered his retreat and saved his trains. The Fourth Missouri Cavalry,

acting as rear-guard, stood well its ground, checking the 'enemy until night-

fall. Under cover of night the Federals fell back to Okalona (the battle

had been fought south of that place, on the border of the prairie country),

where order was restored. Smith and Grierson, after losing over 300 men
and a large number of horses, continued their retreat over the country

which for ten days they had been laying waste.

This disaster, of course, forbid any farther advance on the part of Sher-

man, who had in the mean time been destroying the railroads centring in

Meridian. 1 He then, with one of his columns, marched northward to Can-

ton, continuing his work of destruction in that direction. Finding that the

column from Memphis had been driven back, he returned to Vicksburg.

His loss had been probably about 200 men. He brought away with him
1000 white and 5000 colored refugees. He had done the enemy very great

injury, which, unfortunately, in a large measure, fell upon the population

rather than the army; had, by the destruction of the railroads between Vicks-

burg and Meridian, secured the east bank of the Mississippi against any fu-

ture attack on the part of the enemy—one of the chief objects of the raid

—

and had learned a lesson in regard lo the facility of marching through the

southern portion of the Confederacy, which was of the greatest value to him
at a later period of the war.

It is possible that, but for the failure of Sherman's supporting cavalry

column, an attempt would have been made in conjunction with Farragut's

naval force against Mobile. Farragut did indeed make a strong demon-
stration against Mobile, assaulting Fort Powell, and losing a gun-boat in the

operation. But this attack was only a feint, to divert attention from a pet

project which the government was at this time nursing, and which regarded
affairs on the other side of the Mississippi.

Forrest did not stop with his defeat of Smith and Grierson at Okalona.
If he could meet all the cavalry of Grant's department in the open field,

what was to hinder him—now that the garrisons of Tennessee were con-

tinually being weakened by the concentration of forces for the spring cam-
paign—from moving into Western Tennessee and Kentucky? He passed

"The dtfpots, store-houses, arsenals, offices, hospitaU, holds, and cantonments in the town
were burned, and, daring ihe next five days, with axes, pledges, crow-bars, clivm-b.irs, and fire,

Hiirlbm's corns destroyed on the north and east GO miles of lies and iron, one locomotive, nnd
viicln lirj,^.,.* ,U |,i Mel'linr-iin's corns, on the south and west, fi5 miles of railway, C3 bridges,
61,075 feci ofirestlc-work, 10 locomotives, 2S steam-cars, nnd 3 steam saw-mills. Thus was com-
pleted the destruction of railwaya for 100 miles from Jackson to Meridian, and for 20 miles
around the latter place, in such a manner that they could not be used against us in the approach-
ing campaigns."—Bowman's Sherman and his Canipaigns, p. 163.

over the frontier of Tennessee late in March, and his expedition throughout
was characterized by brutality and cowardice such as is not surpassed in
the record of even savage warfare. It is possible that his command was
infuriated by the devastation which had marked the progress of Sherman's
Mississippi expedition. But this is no fair excuse for such conduct as that
which it is now our duty to expose. Wherever Sherman's troops departed
from the recognized customs of war, the reader will bear us witness that we
have offered no excuse in their behalf But if against them rubukc natu-
rally rises to our lips, our cheeks burn with shame for the brutal capabili-
ties of our human nature as we follow the career of General Forrest from
his entrance into Tennessee to the massacre at Fort Pillow.

Forrest advanced from Okalona northward by the Mobile and Ohio Rail-
road. His command numbered between 5000 and 6000 men. 1 The force
which stood in his way, even if he looked to Cairo as his destination, did not
amount to more than half his own. Jackson, in Tennessee, was captured
on the 23d of March. Forrest's line of march was west of the Tennessee
River, toward the Mississippi. He captured Union City, near the northern
border of Tennessee, on the 24th of March. This post had been occupied
by Colonel Hawkins with about 500 men. Hawkins was attacked by over
three times lb at number, but easily repulsed lour several charges of tho
enemy. Then a flag of truce was sent demanding a surrender, and throw-
ing upon Colonel Hawkins the consequence of a refusal. Against tho
wishes of the garrison the demand was complied with, although a relieving

force of 2000 men was within six miles of him. His conduct was probably
influenced by the fear that the enemy in his front would soon be strongly
re-enforced.J

The Mississippi from Paducah to Island No. 10, about 1(30 miles, together
with the adjacent portions of Tennessee and Kentucky, was under the com-
mand of Brigadier General Mason Brayman. His whole force—distributed
at Paducah, Cairo, Columbus, Hickman, Island No. 10, and Union City-
amounted to 2329 men, three fourths of whom were negroes. General
Hurlbut, in command of the department, had, in compliance with orders
from the War Department, sent all his veteran regiments home on furlough.
All his cavalry was gone save about 2000. He did not dare to leave Mem-
phis exposed, and was therefore able to afford very little assistance to tho
garrisons on the Mississippi River against which Forrest was moving. As
soon as Forrest approached Jackson, Grierson, with his cavalry, was sent out
to develop his force, and soon reported that the enemy "was a little too
strong for him."

From Union City Forrest moved upon Hickman, about fourteen miles dis-

tant on the Mississippi. The garrison at this point was withdrawn. Tbe
enemy then advanced to Waylield, Kentucky, which is about equally dis-

tant from Paducah, Cairo, and Columbus. He was at the centre of a circle,

about the edge of which General Bray man's forces were situated. The lat-

1 Hurlbut thinks it could not have been less than 80(H).—Jle/.oit on the Conduct oftin War.
' General Hurlbut says, " Contrary to the entreaties, |iniyci>, and advice of all his oflicirs u:id

all his men, he did surrender his |>ost with a relieving force within six miles of liini, and Miri or-
dered it, as I have no doabt, from pure cowardice."

—

Rtport on the Cvnil'ict of the. War. Ii was a
tame surrender, doubtless, but other testimony before the committee fully relieves Colonel Haw-
kins df the charge of cowardice.
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ter could only await attack, and send re-enforcements to such weak points

in turn as the emergency might demand. "One evening," he says, "I sent

400 men to Columbo3, expecting trouble there, and the next morning had

them at Paducab, seventy-five miles distant.'" No such thing as an offens-

ive movement against Forrest could of course be contemplated, and the lat-

ter remained for three weeks subsisting upon captured stores in the very

heart of a region which, almost from the beginning of the war, had been se-

curely held by the national government. On the 25th of March an attack

was made on Paducah, held by Colonel S. G. Hicks with a garrison of 650

men. The garrison retired into Fort Anderson, and there made a stand,

assisted by two gun-boats, effectually repelling the enemy's assaults. For-

rest then, failing to make an impression upon the defenders of the fort, de-

manded an unconditional surrender, closing his communication to Colonel

Hicks in these words: "If you surrender you shall be treated as prisoners

of war, but if I have to storm your works you may expect no quarter." Hicks

refused, stating, like a faithful soldier, that he had been placed there by his

government to defend that post, and he should do so. Three assaults from

the enemy followed, each of which was repulsed with heavy loss to the as-

sailants. In the last, one of the Confederate general officers, General Thomp-
son, was killed.

1 The next day Forrest retired, having suffered a loss of

nearly 1500 men. The national loss was 14 killed and 46 wounded.2 Co-

lumbus, on the Mississippi, stood out as defiantly as bad Paducah, and the

enemy retired without making an attack.

General Forrest appeared before Fort Pillow, 65 miles above Memphis, on

the 12th of April. The garrison at this point consisted of 19 officers and

538 men, of whom 262 were negroes, commanded by Major L. F. Booth.

The attack was sudden, no intimation of it being given before the pickets

were driven in. Major Booth was killed early in the engagement, and Ma-
jor W. F. Bradford succeeded to the command, and withdrew the forces from

their outer intrcnebments into the fort. The fort was situated on a high
bluff', which descended precipitately to the river's edge. On either side was
a ravine—the one below the fort containing several private stores and a few
dwellings, constituting what is called the town. In front of the fort was an
open space of level ground. The artillery defense consisted of 6 guns. The
troops fought gallantly, aided by a gun-boat, and up to 2 P.M. the enemy had
not gained any decisive advantage. A flag of truce was then sent in, con-

veying a demand for the unconditional surrender of the fort. Major Brad-

ford asked an hour for consideration. Shortly a second flag appeared, and
Bradford was allow jd 20 minutes; if not out of the fort by that time an as-

sault would be made. Bradford replied that he would not surrender. Dur-
ing all this time the enemy, regardless of his own flag of truce, was gaining

an advantageous position for the assault. His forces were now within 100
yards of the fort, closely surrounding it. As soon as Major Bradford's re-

ply was received, the bugle was sounded, and the Confederates, with a yell,

rushed over the fortifications, raising the cry of "No quarter 1" The troops

composing the garrison, black and white, threw down their arms and sought

to escape by running down the steep bluff on the river side, hiding behind
trees, logs, bushes—any thing which could afford them cover against the

maddest fiends which at that moment the sun shone upon. No wonder they

fled, as it soon clearly appeared it was not a contest of men with men, but
of men with brutal, fiendish murderers. The captured fort and its vicinity

became at once a human shambles. Without discrimination of age or sex,

and without mercy, men, women, and children were butchered until night

put an end to the horrible tragedy, which was again renewed on the follow-

ing morning. Not even sleep could quench the fiery hate of Forrest's men.
^ven the officers, with a few exceptions, assisted in the bloody carnival. It

was exactly three years to a day since the attack on Fort Sumter had been
made, and the same violence which had incited men to treason against their

government was perhaps fitly displayed on this anniversary by the shame-
less massacre of United States soldiers at Fort Pillow. 3

1 Report ™ the Conduct of the War.
' General Slumnm writes lo Colonel Hicks from Nashville, April .1th, 18G4:
"Your defense nt Paducah was exactly right. Keep cool, unci give the enemy a second edition

if he comes again. I want Forrest to stay just where he is and the longer the belter. Don't
credit any of the foolish and exaggerated rumors that are pot afloat by design. I know what For-
rest has, and will attend to him in time."

1 "The operations of the enemy at Paducah wore characterized by the snme bad fnith and
treachery that seemed to have become the settled polio; Of Forrest and bin command. The flag

of truce was taken advantage of there, as elsewhere, to secure desirable positions which the rebels

were unable to obtain by fair and honorable means, and also to afford opportunities for plundering
private stores as well as government property. At Paducah the rebels were guilty of acts more
cowardly, if possible, than any they have practiced elsewhere. When the attack was made, the
officers of the fort and of the gun-bouts advised the women nnd children to go down to the river
for the purpose of being taken across out of danger. As they were leaving the town for that pur-
pose, the rebel sharp-shooters mingled with them, nnd, shielded by their presence, advanced nnd
fired upon the gun-boats, wounding somn of our officers and men. Our forces could not return
tho fire ivithout endangering the lives of the ivomea nnd children. The rebels also placed women
in front of their lines as they moved on the fort, or were proceeding to lake positions while the flag
of truce was at the fort, in order to compel our men to withhold their fire out of regard for the
lives of the women who were made use of in this most cowardly manner."— Report ori tl.e Omducl
Of the War.

' We have not described this disgraceful tragedy in iis details. The following extract from the
report of the Committee on the Conduct of the War will enable the reader to examine its features
more minutely. All the statements made are supported by abundant and unimpeachable evi-

"Then followed a scene of cruelty and murder without a parallel in civilized warfare, which
needed but the tomahawk nnd n-aljiing-knife t.> >--.\.-voi the worst atrocities ever committed by
savages. Tho rebels commenced an indiscriminate slaughter, sparing neither age nor sex, white
nor black, soldier or civilian. The officers and men seemed to vie with each other in the devilish
work ; men, women, and even children, wherever found, were deliberately shot down, beaten, and
backed with sabres ; some of the children, not more than ten years old," were forced to stand np
nd face their murderers while being shot; the sick and the wounded were butchered without
mere*, the rebels even entering the hospital building and dragging them out to be shot, or killing
them is they lay there unable to offer the least resistance. All over the hill-side the work of mur-
der wits going on; cumbers of our men were collected together in lines or groups and deliber-
ately shot ; some were shot while in the river, while others on the bank were shot and their bodies
kicked into the water, many of them still living, but unable to make any exertions to save them-
selves from drowning. Some of the rebels stood on the top of the hill, or a short distance down
its side, and called to our soldiers to come up to them, nnd as they approached, shot them down in
cold blood ; if their guns or pistols missed fire, forcing them to stand there until they were again

Forrest, in the face of his own statement that, whil. est onlv 20 kill-

ed aud 60 wonnded, he buried 228 Federals on the ei„r»„j of the assault,
coolly claims that all these were killed in fair fight 1 After this affair the
enemy retreated into Mississippi. A fortnight later General S. D. Sturgia,
with 12,000 men, was sent after Forrest, but the movements of the enemy
were so rapid that he easily escaped this pursuing column. Early in June
Sturgis was again sent against Forrest, with instructions to find and defeat
his command, in order to prevent itsjunction with General Johnston, then re-
sisting General Sherman's advance in Northern Georgia. The Federal col-
umn dispatched for this purpose consisted of 9000 infantry (including most
of A. J. Smith's division), and 3000 cavalry under General Grierson. The
campaign was terribly mismanaged by Sturgis. After advancing through
West Tennessee and Northern Mississippi to Guntown on the Mobile Rail-
road, Grierson's cavalry encountered Forrest, pushing bis cavalry back on
his infantry, which was strongly posted on a semicircular ridge, protected
by a creek in front Sturgis, with the infantry, was five or six miles be-
hind. Getting information of Grierson's position, he pushed his command
forward at double-quick, and as it was a very hot day, the troops, upon eon-
fronting the enemy, were thoroughly exhausted. To make matters still

worse, the train of over 200 wagons was allowed by Sturgis to rush forward
with his men, filling the road and impeding their movements. No rest was
given the troops, who were immediately sent to the support of the cavalry
already engaged. No attempt was made to turn the enemy's strong posi-
tion, and from the attack which was made no other consequence could bo
expected than that which followed. Both cavalry and infantry were soon
routed, and driven in disorder back upon and over the abandoned train.

The pursuit was momentarily checked at Ripley, but was continued with
some vigor almost to Memphis. In this expedition Sturgis lost between
3000 and 4000 men, most ofwhom were captured.

A month later (July 7th) another command was sent against Forrest, con-
sisting of the same number of men, but this time under command of A. J.

prepared to fire. All nn
niggers; shoot them dm
and sneers. Some were
cruelty. No cruelly which the most fiendish n
crs. One white soldier, who was wounded in

hile his tormentors shot hin

unil were heard cries of ' No quarter!' 'No quarter 1' 'Kill the damned
n!' All who n-ked for mercy were answered hv the most cruel taunts
spared fur a lime, only to be murdered under circilmilances of greater

'ignity could devise was untitled by these murder-
leg bo ns to be unable lo walk, was made lo stand

. olhcrs who wc.re wuuiiibd and unable lo Maud were held up and
again shot. One negro, who bad been ordered by a rebel officer lo hold his horse, was killed hv bint
when he remounted

; another, n mere child, whom an officer had token up behind him o'n bis
horse, was seen hv Chalmers, who nt once ordered the officer to put him down nnd shoot hint,
which was done. The |mis nnd tents in which many of the wounded bail sought shelter wore tn
on fire, both that night rind the next morning, while tho wounded were still in them—thoso only
eseuping who were ublc to get themselves out, or who could prevnil on others less injured lhan
themselves to help them oul ; and even some of those (bus seeking lo escajj; ihc flames were met
by those rufbans mid bruiully shot itoun, or hnd thei, run ins [eiitnn out. tine ninn win dt-liher-

atcly fastened down to the floor of a tent, face upward, by means of nails driven thmugh his cloth-
ing nnd into the boards under him, so that he could not possibly escape, and then the lent sel on
fire; another was nailed to the side of a building outside of tho fort, nnd then ihe building hot on
fire and burned. The charred remains or five or six bodies wen' afterward found, all hut ono no
much disfigured nnd consumed by the Humes thut they could not be Eden lifted, and the identifica-
tion of (bat one is not absolutely certain, although there tan hardly be a doubt lhat it was the
body of Lieutenant Akcrsirom, quarlcrmnster uf the Thirteenth Tennessee Cm airy, and a native
Tennesseean ; several witnesses who saw the remains, and who were personally acquainted with
him while living, have testified that it is their firm belief that it was his bodv that was thus
treated.

" These deeds of murder and cruelly censed when night ramo on, only to be renewed tho next
morning, when the demons carefully sought among the dead King about in nil directions for any
of the wounded jet nlive, and those they found were deliberately shot. Scores of the dead and
wounded were found there the duy after the massacre by the men from snme of our gon-boats who
were permitted to go on shore and collect the wounded and bury the dead. The rebels themselves
hod made a pretense of burying a great many of their victims, but they hnd merely thrown ihcm,
without the least regard to care or decency, into the trenches nnd ditches about the fort, or Iho
little hollows and ravines on the hill-side, covering them but partially with earth. Portions of
heads and faces, hands nnd feel, wero found protruding through the enrlh in every direction.
The testimony also establishes the fact that the rebels buried some of the living with tho dead, a
few of whom succeeded afterward in digging themselves out, or were dug out hy others, one of
whom your committee found in Mound City Hospital, nnd there examined. And even when your
committee, visited the spot, two weeks afterward, although parlies of men had been sent on shora
from time to lime to bury the bodies unburied nnd reborj the others, and were even then engaged
in the same work, we found the evidences of this murder nnd cruelty still most painful\j apparent

;

wo saw bodies still unburied fat some distance from the fort) of some sick men who had been met
fleeing from the hospital, and bearcn down and brutally murdered, and their bodies left where they
had fallen. We could still sec the faces, hands, and feet of men, while and black, prolrnding out
of tho ground, whose graves had not been reached by those engaged in rtinierring the victims of
the massacre ; and although a great deal of rain had fallen within the preceding two week*, lha
ground, more especially on the side and at the foot of the bluff, where the most of the murders
had been committed, was still discolored by the blood of our brave but unfortunate men, and tho
logs and trees showed hut too plainly the evidences of ihe nlrnciiies perpetrated there.
"Many other instances of equally atrocious cruelty might be enumerated, but your committee

feel compelled to refrain from giving here more of tho heart-sickening delnils, and refer to the
statements contained in tho voluminous testimony herewith submitted. Those statements were
obtained by tbem from eyewitnesses and sufferers ; many ofthem, as they were examined by your
committee, were lying upon beds of pain and suffering, some so feeble that their lips could with
difficulty frame the words by which they endeavored to convey some idea of the cruelties which
had been inflicted on them, and which they bad seen inflicted on others.
"How many of our troops thus fell victims to the malignity and barbarity or Forrest and his

followers can not yet be definitely ascertained. Two officers belonging to the garrison were absent
at tho time of the capture aud massacre. Of tho remaining officers hut Iwo arc known to b»
living, and they are wounded and now in the hospital at Mound City. One of them. Captain Tot-
ter, may even now be dead, a= the surgeon", when your committee were there, expressed no hope
of his recovery. Of the men, from three hundred to fonr hundred are known to have been killed
at Fort Pillow, of whom ai least three hundred were murdered in cold blood after the post was
in possession of the rebels, and our men had ihrown down their arms and ceased lo offer resist*
nnce. Of the survivors, except the wounded in the hospiial at Mound Cily, and the few who suc-
ceeded in making their escape unhurt, nothing definite is known ; and it is to be feared that man?
have been murdered after being taken awny from the fort,

"In reference to the fale of Major Bradford, who was in command of the fort when it was cap-
tured, nnd who had up to that time received no injury, there seems to be no doubt. The general
understanding every where seemed to be that he bad been brutally murdered the day after he wa«
taken prisoner.

"There is some discrepancy in the testimony, bnt your committee do not see how the one wbo
professed to hove been an eyewitness of his death could have been mistaken. There may bu
some uncertainty in regard to his fate.

" When yoor committee arrived at Memphis, Tennessee, they found and examined a men (Mr
McLagan ) who had been conscripted by some of Forrest's forces, hot who, with other conscriptj,
had succeeded in makiog his escape. He testifies that while two companies of rebel troops, with
Major Bradford and many other prisoners, were on their march from Brownsville to Jackson,
Tennessee, Major Bradford was taken by five rebels—one on officer—led about fifty yards from
the line of march, and deliberately murdered in view of all there assembled. He fell—killed in-

stantly by three musket-balls, even while asking that his life might be spared, as he had foughl
them manfully, and was deserving of a better fate. The motive for the murder of Major Brad-
ford seems to have been the simple fact that, although a native of the South, he remained loyal 14

his government,"
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Smith, who advanced to Tupelo, where the enemy, about 14,000 strong, was
then concentrated. A battle- was here fought (Jul}' 14th), in which the en-

emy, thrice attacking the Federal lines, was each time repulsed. It was a

drawn battle, and Smith, without advancing farther, retreated to Memphis,
whence he again set out with 10,000 men on the 4th of August, moving by
way of Holly Springs- to the Tallahatchie River. But this time Forrest was
not to be found, and Smith, after remaining in this vicinity for several days,

again returned to Memphis, and was sent to the Department of the Missouri.

While General Smith was looking for Forrest in Mississippi, the latter had

moved upon Memphis with 3000 men. He charged into the town on the

morning of August 18th. He had heard that Generals Hurlbut, Wasb-
burne, and Buckland made their quarters at the Gayoso Hotel, but, paying

them a visit at that place, he found them " not at home." He captured sev-

eral staff and other officers, however, and about 300 soldiers. A number of

Confederate prisoners were confined in Irving Prison. Failing in an at-

tempt to gain possession of this prison, General Forrest left the town, and

beat a hasty retreat back into Mississippi.

CHAPTER XXXVIII.
THE FLOKIDA EXPEDITION.

Gillmore lands 10,000 Men nt Jacksonville.—Object of [lie Expedition in large measure Political.

—Lincoln's Amnesty Proclamation.—The President's Motives,—The Enemy surprised.—Num-
ber of Confederate Troops in Florida,—The Federal Troops occupy Baldwin.—Gillmoro re-

turns to Hilton Head.—His Instructions to General Seymour disregarded by the latter.—The
Battle of Ohmcc,—Seymour'* Blunder.—Disastrous Termination of the Expedition.

WHILE Sherman was advancing upon Meridian, a force of 10,000 men

was landed at Jacksonville, on the eastern coast of Florida. These

were a portion of the Tenth Army Corps, under General Q. A. Gillmore,

who, on the 16th of July, 1863, had succeeded General Hunter in command
of the trocps operating in South Carolina. The object of this Florida expe-

dition wa3 in large measure a political one. President Lincoln had included

in his first message to the Thirty-eighth Congress (December 7th, 1863) a

proclamation of amnesty, offering a free pardon to all such rebels as would

take an oath to support the Federal Constitution and Union, " and abide by

and faithfully support all acts of Congress passed during the existing rebel-

lion having reference to slaves, so long and so far as not repealed, modified,

or held void by Congress, or by decision of the Supreme Court." Excep-

tions were made in the cases of those who were or had been officers or agents

of the Confederate government; of those who had left judicial stations un-

der the United States, or seats in Congress, or had resigned commissions in

the Federal army or navy to take part in the rebellion; of Confederate mil-

itary and naval officers above the rank of colonel in the army or lieutenant

in the navy ; and of all who had in any way treated white or black soldiers

otherwise than as prisoners of war. It was also proclaimed that, as soon as

in any of the Confederate States "a number of persons, not less than one

tenth in number of the votes cast in such state at the presidential election

of I860, each having taken the oath aforesaid, and not having since violated

it, and being a qualified voter by the election law of the state existing im-

mediately before the so-called act of secession, and excluding all others, shall

re-establish a state government which shall be republican, and in nowise

contravening said oath, such shall be recognized as the true government of

the state : and the state shall receive thereunder the benefits of the constitu-

tional provision which declares that ' the United States shall guarantee to

every state in this Union a republican form ofgovernment, and shall protect

each of them against invasion, and, on application of the Legislature or the

executive (when the Legislature can not be convened), against domestic vi-

olence.' " The President entertained somewhat extravagant expectations as

to .the results of this proclamation. It is not necessary to say that he had
no partisan motive in issuing it; he only wished to begin the reorganization

of governments in the Southern States. The movement was premature;

perhaps it was ill considered. If successful, some foreign complications

might be avoided ; but, so far aa any real reconstruction was concerned, that

could only come as the consequence of final victory in the war. Unfortu-

nately, the President's too sanguine hopes conduced to the embarrassment of

military operations. Expeditions were undertaken which distracted forces

from vital centres, and which, contemplating nothing beyond the possession

of a small slice of territory in Florida and Texas, and being undertaken with
numbers only adequate to such a result, had not the remotest connection

with the progress of the war from a military stand-point. The disastrous re-

sults of these expeditions are not fairly attributable to the President's plan
;

but, apart from their unfortunate results, no such half-military and half-po-

litical projects were in place.

The objects sought to be attained by the Florida expedition arc thus

stated by General Gillmore :

1. To procure an outlet for cotton, lumber, timber, etc.

2. To cut off one of the enemy's sources, of commissary supplies.
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3. To obtain recruits for any colored regiments.

4. To inaugurate measures for the speedy restoration of Florida to her al-

legiance, in accordance with instructions which I had received from the

President by the bands of Major John Hay, Assistant Adjutant General. 1

The troops, consisting of twelve regiments— one half of them colored

troops—under the immediate command of Brigadier General Truman Sey-

mour, left Hilton Head on the 6th of February, and landed the next day at

Jacksonville, at the mouth of St John's River. The landing of this force

was a complete surprise to the enemy. In the Confederate Departments of

South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida, there were at this time about 33,000

effective troops. Of these there were about 5000 in Florida, under the com-

mand of General Finnegan. The progress of the Federal troops from Jack-

sonville to Baldwin, in the interior, met with no opposition. Finnegan made

an attempt to stand at Camp Vinegar, seven miles west of Jacksonville, but

on the approach of the Federal columns he abandoned his position, hav-

ing sunk the steamer St. Mary's, and burned 270 bales of cotton. On the

morning of the 9th General Gillmore reports: "We have taken, without the

loss of a man, about 100 prisoners, eight pieces of artillery in serviceable or-

der and one well supplied with ammunition, and other valuable property to

n large amount" Baldwin, which the Federal troops now occupied, was

eighteen miles west of Jacksonville, and was the point of junction of two

railroads, one running from Fernandina, a short distance north of Jackson-

ville, southwestwardly to Cedar Keys, on the western coast: the other from

Jacksonville-, across the northern part of the state to Tallahassee, the state

capital. A portion of Seymour's command, under Colonel Henry, pursued

the enemy almost to Lake City.

General Gillmore had accompanied the exy 'dition in person, and remained

until the 15th, when he returned to Hilton Head. On the llth he had in-

structed General Seymour not to risk a repulse by an advance on Lake City,

but, if possible, to hold Sanderson (forty miles west of Jacksonville), and,

at any rate, the south fork of the St. Mary's. The next day he ordered the

entire force to concentrate at Baldwin. Before his departure for Hilton

Head he made arrangements for the construction of fortifications at Jack-

sonville, Baldwin, and on the south fork of the St. Mary's. At that time it

was understood that no advance should be made without farther instructions

from Gillmore, nor until the defensive works were well advanced. 2

General Gillmore was therefore astonished by receiving a communication

from Seymour on the 18th (dated the 17th), stating that he intended to ad-

vance to the Suwanee River, 100 miles distant from Jacksonville, and that

he was already moving his troops westward. Not being able to accumu-

late supplies sufficient to permit him to make the movement, Seymour de-

clared his purpose to move without supplies, even if compelled to retrace

his steps to procure them. He urged Gillmore to prevent any force re-en-

forcing the enemy from Georgia by a naval demonstration against Savan-

nah. He asked, also, for a general to be sent him to command his advanced

troops. General Gillmore, having no intention to occupy the western part

of Florida, at once dispatched General Turner, his chief of staff', to Jackson-

ville to prevent the movement. Upon arriving in Florida with a letter to

Seymour from Gillmore protesting against the advance of the former, Tur-

ner found that the troops were already at Olustce, and engaged with the

enemy. 3

s addressed to General Uillinoru by President Lincoln, January 13th,

en to reconstruct a legal state

not unlikely that you may he
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11 explain as to the munnor of
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" Major Gedct*! Cillmokc:
" I understand an .Hurt is Winn made by sorao worthy gonth

government in Florida. Florida is in your department, and it

there in person. I have given Mr. liny a commission uf major

blank books and other blanks, to aid in the reconstruction. lie

using the blanks, and also my general views on the subject. It

hut if irreconcilable diffcrencci of opinion shitll arise, yon are ni

the most speedy way i»>s-ihle, so xlint when done it may l>cwiihii

lion on the subject. The detail labor will of course have to be dor

obliged if you will give it such general supervision as you can

Strictly military duties.

On the 31st of January General Gillmore issued the fcllowing order:

"llcadqimrlcra Department of tho Sooth, Hilton HcaJ, South Carolina,Januli? fll«l, ]»H.

"In accordance with the provisions of the presidential pn.elaiuurinn of pardon and amnesty,

pivcu at Washington on the 9th day of December, in (he year of our Lord 18G3. and in pursuance

of instructions received from the President of the United'Sinlcs, Major John Hny, Assistant Ad-
jumnl General, will proceed to Fernandinn, Florida, and other convenient points in that state, for

iho purpose of extending to the citizens of (Ik State of Florida an opportunity to avail themselves

of the benefit of that proclamation, by offering Tor their sigiiuturc the oaib of allegiance therein

prescribed, and by issuing to all thi-c subscribing to -said oath cerrilienres entitling them to the

benefits of tho proclamation. Fugitive ciliuns of the Stale of Florida within the limits of this de-

partment will have an opportunity to subscribe to the same oath, and secure certificates in the of-

fice of the post commander at Baton Hood, South t'uroltna.
" By command of Major Geueral Q. A. Gilluore.

" E. W. Smith, Assistant Adjutant General."

' General Gitlmonfs Report.
' The following are copies of the letters—General Seymour's announcing his movement, and

General Gillmore'a reply:
"Headquarter* ni'pirtnuHU ...f the s.ulh, 1". tinmry 17th, 1S6).

"Gknkb.il,—The excessive and unexpected delays experienced with regard to the locomotive,

which will not be. ready fur two days vet, if ni all, has compelled me to remain where my com-
mand could be fed. Not en^n^h supplies couid be accumulated to permit me to execute my in-

tention of moving to the Suwanee Itiver.

" But I now propose to go withoui supplies, even if compelled in retrace my steps to procure

them, and with ihe object of bo destroying the railroad near the Suwanee that there will be no

danger of carrying away any ]«jrlioii of the track.

''AH troops are therefore Wing moved up to Barber's, nod probably by the time yon receive

this I shall bo in motion in advance of thai point. ,

"That a force may not be brought from Georgia (Savannah) t" interfere with my movements,
it is desirable lhat a display be made in ihe Savannah River ; and I therefore uriic thai upon the

reception of this, such naval force, transports, Bailing vessels, etc., M can he so devoted, may ren-

dezvous near Pulaski, aud that the iron-eUds in Warsaw push up with as much activity as they

" I look upon this as of great importance, and shall rely upon it as a demonstration in ray

"There is reason to beliore that General Hardee is in Lake City, now possibly in command,
and with same force at his disposal.

"But nothing is visible this side of Sanderson. Saddles, ete.. fur mounting the Seventh New
llampbsbire as rapidly as possible, are greatly needed, and I shall send a portion of that regiment

to this point as soon as it can be spared subsequent to my advance.

General Seymour had begun his movement on the ISth, and expected uO

encounter with the enemy before reaching Lake City. On the night of the

19th he halted at Barber's, a small station on the railroad 30 miles west of

Jacksonville. The Confederate General Finnegan had, in the mean time,

been apprized of the hostile movement, and, instead of awaiting attack at

Lake City, he preferred to choose his own battle-ground, and advanced to

Olustce, about 16 miles eastward, where his army took a strong position on
a swamp which runs southward some distance from Ocean Pond, a small

lake north of the railroad. His centre was protected by the swamp; his

right rested on an earthwork protected by rifle-pits, while his left was post-

ed on a slight elevation, sheltered by pines, and still farther guarded by cav-

alry. It was a position absolutely impregnable against double the numbers
which held it, and the force under General Seymour was only about equal

to that of the enemy; his only advantage was in artillery, of which he had

sixteen pieces to the enemy's four. 1

Seymour, without knowing any thing of the enemy's position, advanced

from Barber's on the 20lh, and, after a wennsome march of 15 miles over

the sandy road, came suddenly.upon the enemy's pickets near Olustce. The
road at this point crossed the railroad to the right, to avoid the swamp on

the south side. There was also a swamp on the right of the road, and be-

tween these two swamps lay the sole approach to the enemy's position. The
action commenced about 2 o'clock P.M. The Federal troops, tired by their

long march, went into battle under a great disadvantage. The artillery wa3

pushed up so far to the front that both the gunners and horses were shot

down with such rapidity that some of the guns were abandoned and others

rendered useless. The infantry, poorly armed, were put in regiment by

regiment as it arrived on the ground. There was no tactics, and the situa-

tion gave no opportunity for any. The road was so narrow that many of

the men had to wade knee-deep in mud and water in order to get into ac-

tion. One regiment after another went in beyond the swamps, and each

fired away its ammunition, and, exposed to a murderous fire from the enemy,

retired, giving place to another. The Seventh Connecticut, under the bravo

Colonel J. 11. Uawley (late governor of Connecticut), held the advance after

the preliminary skirmish. The field soon becomes too hot for this regiment,

"I have sent for the Twenty-fourth Massachusetts entire to come to this point. The Tenth
Conneciieut (eight companies) is to remain at St. Augustine, two companies to go to l'itolalu.

" I shall not occupy Picolata or Magnolia ut tliis moment ; when I do, portions of the Twenty-

fourth Massachusetts will bo sent from Jacksonville. The Fifty-fifth Massachusetts will remain

here for the present, or until the Twenty-fourth relieves it.

" Tho Second .South Carolina and Third South Carolina arc at Camp Shaw (late Finnegan), for

instruction and organization.

"The First North Carolina will be left nt Baldwin, del aching three companies to Barber's.

"Colonel Barton will havo the Forty-seventh, Forty-eighth, and One Hundred nnd Fifteen ih ;

Colonel Ilanlny will have the Seventh Coimeetieiit. Seventh New Hampshire, and Eighth United

States Colored ; Colonel Montgomery the Third United States nnd Fifty-fourth Mussni uusetU

Colored ; Colonel Henry the cavalry nnd Elder's buttery, nnd Captain Hamilton the artillery. As
soon as possible, Metcal'fs section will he sent Luck. At present I should like to use it.

"Colonel Goss is ordered to keep six companies in runt inn fr<>rn Kerr and inn constantly, and nt

lenst five days out of seven (every seven) toward and beyond Camp Cooper.

"Nothing appears to have been done upon tho locomotive whilo at Fernandina. So it is re-

ported to me.
" The prompt use of n locomotive and n printing-press with this movement were of the most

vital importance, and will continue so to be. I trust boih will be economized.
" And I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

"T. Sbymour, Brigadier General Commanding.
" Brigadier General 8. W, TtmNEH, Ohlsf of SMT:

"Send me a general for tho command of the advanced troops, or I shall be in a state of con-

stant uncertainty. T. S."

"lnttoa Hosd, Sooth Carolina, February 18th, IBM.
"Brlk'adlrr Goaeril T. BIYH001, ComauntUng DUlrtot of Florirln;

" I am just in receipt of your two letters of the sixteenth and one of the seventeenth, nnd am
very much surprised nt the tone of the latter, and the character of yonr plans as therein stated.

You say that by iho time your letter of tbo seventeenth should reach these headquarters, your

forces would be' in motion beyond Barber's, moving toward the Suwanee River, and that you shall

rely opon my making a display in the Suwanee River 'with naval force, transports, and sailing

vessels,' and with iron-dads up from Warsaw, etc., as a demonstration in your favor, which you

look upon as of 'great importance.' All this is upon the presumption rhat the demonstration

can and will be made, although contingent not only upon my power and disposition to do so, hilt

upon the consent of Admiral Dahlgrcn, with whom I can not communicate in less than ten daya.

Yon must have forgotten my last instructions, which were for the present to hold Baldwin nnd

tho St. Mary's south prong ns your outposts to tho westward of Jacksonville, nnd to occupy Tiro-

lata and Magnolia on the St. John's.

"Yonr prospect distinctly nnd avowedly ignores these operations, and substitutes a plan which

not only involves your command in a distant movement without provisions, far beyond a point

from which you onco withdrew on nccoont of precisely the same necessity, hut presupposes a sim-

ultaneous demonstration of 'great imimrtauee' to you elsewhere, over which you have no control,

and which requires die co-operation of the navy. It is impossible for me to determine what your

views arc with respect to Florida matters, and this is the reason why I have endeavored to make

mine known to you so fully. From your letter of the eleventh Instant from Baldwin (a very sin-

gular letter, by the way, and which you did not modify or refer to at all when. yon afterward saw

me), I extract ns follows:
" '

I am convinced thut a movement noon I.uke (. iiy is not, in the present r-muition ol trans-

portation, advisable, and, indeed, that what bus been said of the desire of Florida to come back

now is a delusion. This movement is in i.j.|.-i-.iti-.-i t 1 •hm- r'.' etc.

" And again :
' The Uaiou cause would have been for more brn. I by Ji (1 Davis having re-

moved this railroad to Virginia, than by ai.y trivial or non-strategic succcm yon may meet. By

all means, therefore, fall back to Jacksonville.'

"So much from your letters of the eleventh ; and yet, five days Inter, you propose to push for-

ward without instructions and without provisions, with a view* tu destroying the railroad which

you say it would ha-i been belter for Jeff Davis tr> hove got; and furthermore, you say in your

letter of the sixteenth: 'There is but little doubt in my mind (but) lhat ihe |«-np]e of this stale,

kindly treated by us, will soon be ready to return lo the Union. They are heartily lired of the

"As may bo supposed, I am very much confused by these conflicting views, and am thrown

into doubt 03 to whether my intentions with regard to Florida are fully understood by yon. I will,

therefore, reannonnce them brieQv.
_

" 1st. I desire to bring Florida into the Union under the President's proclamation of December

8th, 1SC3, as accessory lo the above.
" 2d. To revive the trade on the St. John's River.

"3d. To recruit my colored regiments, and organize a regiment of Florida white troops; and,

"-lih. To cut off in part the enemv's supplies drawn from Florida.

' After you had withdrawn your advance, ii was arranged between ns, at a present im-mew,

that the places to be permanently held for the present would be the south prong of ihe St. Mary's,

Baldwin, Jacksonville, Magnolia, and Picolata, and that Henry's mounted forces should be kept

moving as circumstances might justify or require. This is my plan of present operations. A
raid to tear np the railroad west of Lake City will be of service, but I have no intention to occupy

now that part of the state.

"Very respectfnllv, etc., Q. A. Gillmore, Major General Commanding.
"EodcbtN. sv.-jti, i jiptain '( (". S. Infintrv, A. D. C.

" UesdquarttrB of the Army, Wellington, March lfith,I8&l."

1 Only about half of Seymour's force was engaged, the rest being left to bold the posts on tba

coast and Sr,J olio's River.
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and the Seventh New Hampshire is brought up to its support, and this be-

coming confaaed, the Eighth United States colored regiment comes into ac-

tion, some of the men with empty guns, standing its ground with heavy loss

for nearly two hours. Barton's brigade of New York troops has at length

formed on the right of the line, and Colonel Montgomery, with the Fifty-

fourth Massachusetts and First North Carolina (colored), has got into posi-

tion on the left. All the troop3, black and white, fight nobly ; but their loss

had already been heavy, particularly in officers. Along the railroad an un-

interrupted stream of wounded men flows to the rear, and hundreds more

of wounded are left behind upon the field, as the line now is driven back,

having lost nearly thirteen hundred men in this brief battle. The enemy

has lost little over half that number, and nothing but the exhaustion of his

ammunition holds him back from pursuit.

Such was the battle of Olustce, fought against orders, and upon the ene-

my's chosen field, General Seymour was present in the hottest of the fight,

but neither his bravery nor that of his troops could avert the disaster which

followed inevitably from the very conditions of the conflict. _ With this de-

feat active operations in Florida terminated, though the Federal troops con-

tinued to bold their position upon the coast.

CHAPTER XXXIX.
THE RED RIVER CAMPAIGN.

Another scmi-P..liiir id F,\pcdiiion.—Diplomatic Considerations.— Apprehensions of French In-

tervention.—Every milllnry Motive in favor of a Campaign against Mobile—The Government

decides in favor of n Campaign in Texas.—The Sabine Toss Expedition
;

its Failure.—Coast

Operation*.—Occupation of Brazos Knntingo, November 2, IB63; of Brownsville, November

Gtli; of I'.iin' bah ;. N. pi Dtbn Btb ; »f Aransas l'ass, November I7tli; and of Cavnllo l'ass,

ITuranilm 19th Hitfoka mad. ta continuing a tram-Mi ssissippi offensive Campaign,—Hal-

led* rnlvi.i . a Mot ii! "ii Shn i. port.—Banks's Opinion of the Conditions necessary to a

siirrr— fid I{> d liurr ('uinp.ii^ii —Tin -e Requirements not met.—Halleek leaves the whole Af-

fair tn bu settled b-twecn II inks. Shrrniaii, and Steele.—Banks ought to have decided against

the Movement,—Extent nf Us Itcc] -ibility.—Sherman meets Bunks at New Orlcnns.—He
sends A. J. Smith's Co wwd t.p Batumi] Bunks.—Steele not prepared,— Kirby Smith's Com-

mand,—Bun It I being ditnincd at Sow Orleans, General Franklin in in trutted with the unmedi-

ttto command of the Expedition.—Franklin reaches Alexandria March ZCtb, 18G4.— Admiral

fori or'i Co-operation.—Capture uf Fort De Hussy.— Difficulty in getting the Guu-boois over the

Rapid* at Alexandria.—I)e'|.ot established nt Alexandria, and Grower's Division detached to

(innr.l ii — I IM's Marine DrtajHU tettdlad to Yicbiburg.—T. K. Smith's division used for the

li . r li. ( i,-, .iu — Ti.c Miht.in Branch reduced by 6.".(I ft men on account of these Dc-
tnchiiieui-. — (\>ioiii Seitmm—Tin- Army reaches Natchitoches April 2d nnd 3d, while

. ilio Navy

proceeds to Grand Qcoro.—The Difficulty of Navigation increases.—Tho Advance toward

Mansfield,—Skirmishing wilh Confederate Cavalry.—The Enemy encountered beyond I'leasaut

I] ill,—Bunks arrives nt the Front and renin res an Engagement-—He make' a great Mistake.

—Federal Defeat at Sahino Cross-roads.—Causes of the Disaster.—A Stand made at Pleasant

Gnuc —Emery rtpnl-.-. the Enrmy nnd covers the Hetreat.—The Retreat continued lo Pleas-

ant Hill— Battle of rlea-ant Hill, April 9th.—Importance- of this Conflict.—It is decided

ngnin-t the t'onfed<-rnirv— Itetrent continued to Grand Ecore.—Admiral Porter'* Troubles.

—

The l\>nfi'dciatc Infmitiv ehaige upon the Gun-boats, and are worsted.—The Army and Fleet

return lo Alexandria.—(In the way General Banks defeats the Enemy at Cane River.—Tho
He. i inn not pata the Rapids, ami is relieved by Lieutenant Colonel Bailey's Dams.—The
Army rctiiats to Simnilport.—Operations of General Steele's Co-operative Column.— Review

of tho military Operations in Arkansas in 1808.—Quant roll's Raid.—Capture of Liitle Hock by

General Steele.—Steele advances upon Shreveport from the North.—A Slow Match.—Fight at

Prairie d'Anne.—Steele hears of Banks's Reverse, and retreats to Little Rock.—The Political

Situation in Arkansas as affected by the Campaign.

1JVROM the Florida expedition we turn naturally to the Red River cam-

- pnign. This latter was also urged by the government without much
regard to its military importance. The motives which led to its inception

were more complex than those which led to the Florida expedition. In

addition to political reasons, there were diplomatic considerations of still

greater importance. In defiance of the Monroe Doctrine—a doctrine first

promulgated in President Monroe's message of December 2, 1823, and in-

dorsed by the whole American people, and which pronounced any interfer-

ence with the affaire or destiny of any portion of the New World by the

powers of the Old a hostile measure to this country, "dangerous to our

peace and safety"—three European nations, France, England, and Spain, had

in 1861 embarked upon an expedition against Mexico. The originally de-

clared purposes of this joint expedition had appeared to be perfectly legiti-

mate. The civil commotions in Mexico had endangered the liberties of for-

eign residents in that country, and undermined the security for its large lia-

bilities by debt to foreign powers. The expedition proposed simply to rem
edy these abuses. The United States government, although its grievances

were greater than those of either of the allied powers, except Great Britain,

had refused to participate in the expedition, but acceded the legitimacy of

its objects as openly declared. Afterward, however, the character of the

movement against Mexico was essentially changed. England and Spain

Withdrew from the alliance, and the Emperor Napoleon entered upon the

execution of a scheme which was intended to revolutionize the Mexican
government, and to erect an empire upon the ruins of the republic. This
was a policy hostile to this country, and, taken in connection with Louis

Napoleon's expressed desire to unite with the British government in the rec-

ognition of the Confederacy, excited serious apprehension. It was deemed
necessary, therefore, that the Federal government should occupy and strong-

ly hold some point in Texas, in order to meet any emergency which might
arise out of this foreign complication.

Both General Banks and General Grant, after the capture of Port Hudson
and Vicksburg, were in favor of an immediate expedition against Mobile.

There were good military reasons for such a movement. The full reward
for the sacrifice of the army which had purchased the Mississippi could only
be realized by leaving the entire trans-Mississippi region—at least all below

the Arkansas River—out of the field of active military operations. The
navy, with the co-operation of a few small garrisons, not amounting in the

aggregate to more than 20,000 men, would have held the Mississippi against

any operations of the enemy. The coast of Texas should have been occu-

pied, and held by about 10,000 men. There should also have been an armv
of 20,000 men to keep down guerrillas in Missouri and Arkansas, and to

prevent the enemy from advancing north of the Arkansas. Thus a Federal
army, amounting in all to 50,000 men, would have maintained the defensive

on and west of the Mississippi, and 50,000 men 1 would thus have been lib-

erated for the more important, because more decisive operations in Tennes-
see, Georgia, and Alabama. The campaign against Mobile, if it had beea
undertaken immediately after the opening of the Mississippi, would have ac-

complished four important results:

1. It would have relieved Rosecrans—then operating against Chattanoo-

ga—more effectively than any other movement could have done.

2. It would have forestalled Sherman's Meridian raid.

3. It would have resulted in the possession of Mobile and of the fertile

valleys of the Alabama and Tombigbee Rivers, upon which the Confederate

Army of the West mainly relied for corn, and would have secured the Mis-

sissippi River against hostile operations from the cast.

4. It would have acquired the best possible base for co-operative move-
ments in the event either of an advance of the Federal armies southward
upon Atlanta, or westward from South Carolina and Fiorda. Its success

would have justified more formidable expeditions in the two latter states in

the winter of 1863-1864, and these would in turn have materially weakened
Lee's army in Virginia.

These advantages were fully appreciated by General Grant. But the

government decided in favor of a trans-Mississippi campaign, the motives

for which were purely of a diplomatic and political character. 3 The earliest

' The entire Federal force west of the Mississippi numbered at hast 100,000 men.
1 For farther illustration, wo copv the correspondence on this subject between fi-nerals Banks,

Holleck, and Grunt.

On the 18th of July, 1863, Banks writes to Grunt

:

"It is my belief that Johnston, when defeated by yon will fall back upon Mobile.
Such it also the expectation of the rebels. The capture of Mobile u of importance, second only
in the history of the war to the opening of the Mississippi. I hope you will be able to follow- him.
I ean aid yott somewhat by hind and by sea, if that should be your destination. Mobile is ilia

Inst stroB^hold in Hie West nnd Sou I Invest. No pains should be spared to elfeet its reduction."
On the- LMIih ..f J,,lj be writes Ii. I eck :

''There is -till Mrcngth in Mobile and in Texas which will constantly threaten Louisiana, and
which ought tu l» deatnmd wbttonl delay. The possession of Mobile and the occupation of
Texas would quiet the while of lha Southwest, and every effort should bo made to accomplish
this. Its importance can hardly lie overestimated."

And again, July 30:
" Information from Mobile leads us to believe that the foree at that point is now ahout fiOOO,

which is engaged industriously on the hind side in strengthening the position. Mv belief Is that

Johnston's forces are moving to the East, and that tho garrison of Mobile will not be HrcliKlll-

ened, unless it be by paroled men from Vicksburg and Tort Hudson; while the rebel aimy of the
East is occupied at Charleston nuil nt Richmond by our forces, it would be Imposilbla for them to

strengthen Mobile to any great extent. It seems to be a favorable opportunity for a movement
ill that direction. An attack should lie mude by hind. Troo|ts can be transported by tho river

to Mobile, with the intervention of a mnrch of 2G miles from I'ort-isville, on the west side of tho
liny and the rear of the city. We have outlines of their works, nil I ean estimate very well their

strength. I am confident that a sudden movement, such as can be made with ir.,000 or 20,000
men on this line, mil reduce ihnt imbition with certainty and without delay. The troops of the
West need rest, nnd are incapable of long or rapid man hes. It is therefore impracticable to at-.

tacit Mobile except by the river nnd Mu-sksippi Sound. A portion of General Grant's forces

could be transported there with bat little labor to themselves, and the place could he invested bo-
fore the enemy could anticipate our movement."
On August 1 be writes:

"The possession of Mobile gives the government the control of the Alabama River and the line

of railways ensi nnd west from Charleston and Savannah lo Vicksburg, via Montgomery, and
places the whole of the State of Mississippi nnd Southern Ahibnmn in position to return to tho
Union. If the rebel government loses i his position, if has no outlet to the Gulfexcept Galveston.

Tho operation need not last more than 30 days, and can scarcely interfere with any other move-
ments East or West. I understand it to meet with General Grunt's approvnl, if it be consistent
with the general plans of the government, upon which condition only I urge it."

August 10, Banks writes to Grant:
" I have the honor to inclose you some memoranda concerning Mobile. I still think it of tho

utmost moment that that post should he in our hands. Except for Johnston's army, we should
have no difficulty. Ho seems to occupy n position intended to cover Mobile, and if ho is in force
30,000 or 40,000 strong, as I suppose, he could embarrass the operations ngniiist lhat point very
seriously. I am unable, however, to see how he ean hold his position in the Southwest with Rose-
crans's army pressing down upon the rebel centre. A line extending frrm Mobile to Richmond, in

the present shattered condition of the rebel armies—the riubt, centre, and left having been disas-
trously defeated— it seems to me impossible that they con maintain their positions if Rosecrans,
with a heavy force, pushes down upon their centre," or if Charleston shall fall into our hands
through the operations of the Bool and army combined, A successful movement in either direc-

tion, from Charleston or by Rosecrans, will cut their centre, nnd place Bragg and Johnston with
their forces between the troops under Rosecrans, your troops, and mine at New Orleans. I do not
believe that that condition of things can be mainiained."

Halleek, on the 12th of August, replies to Banks's dispatches in regard to Mobile

:

" I fully npprcei-itc tho importance of the operation proposed by you in these dispatches, but
there are reasons ott.er than military why those heretofore directed should be undertaken first. On
this mutter we have no choice, but must carry out the views of the government."
The operations "heretofore directed" were against Texas.
On the 8th of January, 1 SG-t, Halleek writes to Grant

:

"In regard to General E:inks's campaign against Texas, it is proper to remark that it was un-
dertaken Usefor military reasons than as a mnlter of' slate paKcg. As a military measure simply, it

perhaps presented less advantage than a movement on Mobile and the Alabama Hirer, so as to threaten

the enemy's interior Una, and effect a diversion in favor of our armies at Chattanooga and in Halt
Tennessee. But, however this may have been, it was deemed necessary, us a matter of political or
state policy connected with our foreign relations, and especially with France and Mexico, that our
troops should occupy and hold at least a portion of Texas. The President so considered, for rea-

sons satisfactory to himself and to his cabinet, and it was therefore unnecessary for us to inquire

whether or not the troops could have been employed elsewhere with greater military advantage."
When Geneml Banks assumed the command of tho Gulf Department, his inductions from

General Halleek (dated November 9, 18G2) allude to operations to be undertaken after the open-
ing of the Mississippi in tho following terms:
"The river being opened, the question arises how the troops and naval forces there can be em-

ployed to the best advantage. Two objects arc.suggested as worthy of your attention:
" First, on the capture of Vicksburg, to send a military force directly East to destroy the rail-

roads at Jackson and Marion, and thu3 eat off nil connection by rail between Northern Mississippi

and Mobile and Atlanta. The latter place is now the chief military depot of the rebel armies in

tho West.
" Second, To ascend, with a naval and military force, the Red River as far as it is naviga-

ble, nnd thus open an outlet for the snear and cotton of Northern Louisiana. Possibly both of
these objects may be accomplished, if the circumstances shoald be favorable. It is also saggest-

ed lhat, having Red River in our possession, it would form the best base for operations in Texas."
On July 24, 18G3. Halleek writes to Banks

:

"I suppose the first thing done by jour army, after the fall of Port Hudson, was to clean out
the Teche and Atchafnlaya couatics. That being accomplished, your next operations must de-

pend very much upon the then condition of affair-. Texas and Mobile will present themselves to

your attention. The navy ore very anxious for au attack npou tbe latter place, bat I think Tex-
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instructions which General Banks received, pointing to Texas as the imme-
diate field of operations, were issued during the last week in July, 1863,

shortly after the reduction of Port Hudson. They were not definite as to

as much the most important. It is possible that Johnston may full back toward Mobile, but I
think ho will unite with Bragg. While your army is engaged in" cleaning out Southwestern Lou-
isiana, every preparation should he made for an expedition into Texas. Should Johnston be
driven from Mississippi, General Grant can send you considerable ro-cnforceincnts."

July 31, 18(13, he writes:
" It is important that we immediately occupy some point or points in Texas. Whether the

movement should be made by land or water is not yet decided If by water, Admiral
Farragut will cc-operuic. The Navy Department recommends Iudianola as the" point of landing.
It seems to me that this point is too distant, as it will leave the expedition isolated from New Or-
leans. If the landing can bo made at Galveston, the country between that place and New Or-
leans can soon bo cleared out, and the enemy be prevented from operating successively upon those
places. In other words, you can venture to send a larger force to Galveston thnn to Indinnola.
I merely throw out these suggestions, without deciding upon buy definite plan till I receive your
answer to the former dispatch" [that of July 21],
On the Gth of August Hulled; sends the following dispatch to Banks, no Vickshurp

:

"There are important reasons why one flag should he restored in some point ofTexas with the
least possible delay. Do this by land, at Galveston, at Indianola, or at anv other point vou may
deem preferable. If by sea. Admiral Farragut will co-operate. There aro reasons why the move-
ment should be U prompt al possible."

On the 10th, fsur days later, Halleck explains this order thus:
"That order, as I understood it at the time, was of a diplomatic rather than of a military char*

the plan to be pursued, insisting only upon the occupation of some portion

of Texas. Distinctly permission was given Banks to choose his own object-

ive. The movement was again urged in a dispatch from Haileck, dated

acter, and resulted from

to prevent such complicate
e European e properly speaking, \

Perhaps the following from General Banks to Halleck, August 17, 18G3, will throw some light

upon the nature of these "foreign" complications:
" I think it my duty to represent that among the French residents of this city [New Orleans]

thorn is evidently an expectation of some assistance from the government of France. This comes

informally from the conversation of the French residents here, hut too frequently to leave room

for doubt that thev have some grounds upon which to ground the remarks that are commonly

made. This is undoubtedly the conversation of the officers of the French frigate Cutinet, which

has recently nrrived at this port. I do not think it is more than mere surmise on their part, but

have thought it worth while to direct the provost-mnrshal general of the depanment to investi-

gate the subject and to report the facts as they arc, of which I shall give you due notice."

August 20, Halleck writes:

"Mexican and French complications render it exceedingly important that the movement or-

dered against Texas should bo undertaken witbqut delay,"

On the 28th he writes:
" Your note in repard to reports in New Orleans respecting French intervention only confirms

what we hnve already received from other sources. While observing every caution to give no

cause of offense to that government, it will bo necessary to carefully observe the movements of its

fleets, and to be continnally on your guard. You will readily perceive the object of our immedi-

ately occupying some part of Texas.''
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August 6th, and Admiral Farragut's co-operation was promised, if the attack
should be upon the coast. General Banks immediately made preparations

for a movement against Houston by way of Sabine Pass. Grant, in obedi-
ence to orders from Washington, now sent the Thirteenth Corps to the De-
partment of the Gulf. Including these re-enforcements, Banks had by the
first of September an army of 30,000 men. 1

If the reader will examine the map of Texas, he will find that state inter-

sected by rivers—the Neehes, Trinidad, San Jacinto, Brazos, Colorado, Guada-
lupe, San Antonio, and Nueces—which run from the elevated region ofNorth-
ern Texas into the Gulf. The Red River, forming the northern boundary
of the state, runs through Louisiana into the Mississippi; while the Rio
Grande, separating Texas from Mexico, flows into the Gulf On the east-

ern or Louisiana border runs the Sabine River, empyting, as does also the
Neehes, into Lake Sabine, which, by a narrow pass of the same name, com-
municates with the Gulf. From Sabine Pass, at the eastern extremity of
the Texan coast, to Brazos Santiago, near the mouth of the Rio Grande, is

about 375 miles. About 70 miles west of Sabine Pass is the entrance to

Galveston Bay, which receives the waters of the Trinidad. Galveston Island
stretches from the entrance of the harbor some 30 miles southwesterly.

Houston lies west of Galveston Bay, about 40 miles inland, and by its cen-
tral position as the junction of all the roads between the bay and the Rio
Brazos, commands Galveston and the large and fertile district south of
Montgomery. From the entrance to Galveston Bay to Velasco, the mouth
of the Rio Brazos, is about 40 miles ; following down the coast from this
point, we reach Cavallo Pass, the entrance to Matagorda Bay, with which
Aransas Bay communicates, the inlet to the latter being distant about 50

[September, \SGB.

miles from Cavallo Pass. Into Aransas Bay flows the Guadalupe and San
Antonio Rivers. Corpus Christi Bay, shut. out from the gulf by Mustang
Island, joins Aransas. From its inlet to Brazos Santiago is about 90 miles.
Forty miles up the Rio Grande lies Brownsville, opposite Matomoms, The
population aud the commerce of the state is concentrated in a belt of coun-
ties along the Red and Sabine Rivers aud the coast. This belt is narrow
on the north and east as far as Shelbyville, where it widens, and from the
coast stretches inhnd from 150 to 200 miles. It will readily be seen that
the occupation of this coast by the Federal forces would command the most
valuable portion of Texas, while it would also fully meet the peculiar diplo.
malic emergency which then confronted the government. 1

The expedition sailed from New Orleans on the 5th of September under
the command of Major General W. B. Franklin. The military force con-
sisted of 5000 men of the Nineteenth Corps, the number beino- limited to
suit the means of transportation at band. The naval force consisted offour
l.gl.t-draught gun-boats-the Clifton, Arizona, Sachem, and Granite City—
under the command of Lieutenant Crocker. The aim of the expedition wna
to secure Sabine City at the mouth of Sabine River. The Pass was strong-
ly protected by works, and the only chance of piercing or capturing these
was by surprising the enemy. It was supposed that the defenses of these
works consisted of two 34-pounders, a battery of field-pieces, and two boats
converted into rams. The arrangement made between the navnl and mili-
tary commanders contemplated an attack at early dawn on the morning of

' "The occunnlion or Houston would placo in o,.r hands U» control of ,ill tbc railway ..-o.mW-
[luniinns Willi lexiut; pre in comrm.rul of rlic most populous „„,| p t„ (Lotire

t
„in of ilio siitfo-

enn Lie as to more ,,t ,„„ luomc-nl ml.. Hi- interior in „,,,- .lirvciion, ..r t., mil hm-k upon iha UlunJ
of GnWeMon, wind, con Id be maintained w.th « v,ry Mnall fore,-, t.oldw,; .1, ,n',nv ll,o

of Texas, and leaving tlio Army of tlw Gulf free to more upon Mobile in accofunr
rigmni plnn, or wherever it sLonld be runui '

"
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September 7th by the gun-boata, assisted by about 180 sharp-shootera from

the army. After driving the enemy from the works, and repulsing the

rams, the troops were to land under cover of the gun-boats, and capture the

town. The gun-boats, originally lightly-built merchant vessels, were mere

shells as against a well -defended fortress, and it was not expected that they

would have any such encounter. If resistance was offered, General Frank-

lin was instructed to land his troops ten or twelve miles below the Pass, and

advance by land against the fortifications. 1

The plan proposed was not carried out, and the expedition proved an ut-

ter failure. There was over a day's delay in getting into position, and for

28 hours the fleet was open to the observation of the enemy, who was thus

given abundant time for preparation. Captain Crocker, with foolhardy dar-

ing, ventured upon a direet attack at 3 P.M. on the 8th. Of course the

gun-boats were unable to make any impression upon the works. At 6 A.M.

the Clifton stood in the bay, and opened upon the fort, which deigned no

reply. The other boats soon followed, and in the afternoon the Sachem, fol-

lowed bv the Arizona, advanced up tne eastern channel of tlie Pass to draw

the fire of the fort, while the Clifton and Granite City moved up the west-

ern channel to cover the landing of a division under General Weitzel. The

fort was silent until the gun-boats were clean abreast of it, when a fire was

opened upon them from eight guns. The Clifton on one side, and the

Sachem on the other, ran aground in the shallow water under the enemy's

guns, and, being disabled, were compelled to surrender. The garrison of the

fort consisted only of 47 men—not more than sufficient to man the guns

—

but it did its work as efficiently as if it had numbered a thousand. It was

with great difficulty that the Arizona and Granite City escaped. "With

these vessels Franklin probably might still have landed the expedition be-

low the pass, but no such attempt was made, and the troops returned on the

11th to New Orleans.2

Tlie concentration of the enemy forbade any attempt to repeat the move-

ment. Banks now directed his attention to the chances for a movement

overland into Texas, either across Southern Louisiana to the Sabine, or up

the lied River to Shreveport.. For this purpose his troops were rapidly

transferred to tlie Bayou Teche region. But neither of the movements iu

view were found practicable. That from the Teche to the Sabine proceed-

ed over a barren country, with little water, for a distance of 300 miles from

New Orleans. The route to Shreveport was 200 miles longer, through a

country equally destitute of supplies, having been repeatedly overrun by

both armies, and occupied by a hostile population. In either movement the

army must depend entirely upon wagon transportation.

In the mean time General Llerron had been sent to Mbrganzia, on the Mis-

sissippi, above Port Hudson, but on the opposite side. He had established

a post several miles inland, garrisoned with about 700 men, under command
of Major Montgomery. On the night of September 30th this force was sur-

prised by a detachment of the enemy, who crossed the bayou, surrounded

the Federal camp, and captured the artillery and 400 infantry.

The government urged the prompt occupation "of some point in Texas."

If it could not be by land, it must be by sea. Accordingly, General Banks

again turned to the coast, and organized a small expedition, to be under the

command of Major General N. J. T. Dana, for the occupation of the lower

Rio Grande. The concentration of the enemy in the southeastern part of

Texas seemed to favor this movement.

Dana's expedition, consisting of 4000 men and three gun-boats—the Mo-

nongabcla, Virginia, and Owasco—and accompanied by General Banks, left

New Orleans October 26th. The all-important affair of raising the flag on

some portion of the soil of Texas was at length accomplished on the 2d of

November. On that day Brazos Santiago was occupied, and on the next the

enemy was driven from his position, and tbc troops ordered up the Rio

Grande to Brownsville, which was occupied without resistance on the 6th.

The establishment of communications with the mouth of the river was assist-

ed by the friendly offices of the Mexican government, who furnished boats for

this purpose. General Dana was left in command of Brownsville, and

Banks began to operate against the coast adjacent to Brazos. Point Isabel

was occupied on the 8th, and by means of boats troops were transported to

Mustang Island, off Corpus Christi Bay. Aransas Pass, east of this island,

was occupied on the 17th by a detachment under General T. E. G. Ransom,

the works defending the point having been taken by assault, with 100 pris-

oners and three guns. On the 19th General C. C. Washburn e, of the Thir-

teenth Corps, moved upon Pass Cavallo, commanding the entrance to Mata-

gorda Bay, and defended by strong works and a force of about 2000 men.

Fort Espernnza was invested, and, after a brief but gallant resistance, the en-

emy blew up his magazines, partially dismantled the works, and evacuated

the position, retreating to the main land by way of the peninsula near the

mouth of Rio Brazos.

Thus, in about three weeks from the occupation of the mouth of the Rio

Grande, General Banks was in possession of the whole coast of Texas, with

tlie exception oF the works at the mouth of Rio Brazos and the island of

Galveston, which were still firmly held by the enemy, who would not aban-

don them without a desperate struggle. In order to gain possession of these

remaining points on the coast—more important than all the others combined
—it would be necessary to move inland, and attack them from the rear.

In this case the enemy must be encountered in full force. At this point the

misfortune of Franklin's failure to obtain Sabine City was painfully evident

1 Banks') Report. These instructions must have been verbal The written orders allude to no
olhcr than a direct attack.

3 "Hud n landing been effected, even after the Kiss of the boats, in accordance with the origi-

nal plan, iho lUGCea of the movement would have been complete, both 03 it regarded the occupa-
tion of Sabine Pass, and operations against Hooston and Galveston. The enemy had at this time
all tn- forces in thai quarter, and less iban a hundred men on the Sabine."—Banks's Report.

in its full extent, and tbe regret which it occasioned General Banks was in-

tense and lasting. Still he felt confident that, by withdrawing tbe forces

which he bad left in the Teche region to the coast, he might suececd in bis

cherished plans against Houston and Galveston. lie asked HaUeck for re-

enforcements to secure this object, which ho deemed of the utmost import-

ance.1

All tbe diplomatic or political measures involved in General Banks's
Texas campaign had been successfully carried out. Henceforth the prob-

lem was purely military. Unquestionably the best solution of this problem
would have been upon the theory of a defensive traos-Mississippi campaign.

Upon this theory General Banks would have been allowed to complete his

operations against Galveston, and after that would have simply held the

coast of Texas with a few small garrisons, and so much of tbe Teche conn-

try as would suffice for the protection of New Orleans on the western side.

The remainder of his army, with as many troops from the armies north of

the Arkansas as could be spared after guarding against Kirby Smith's ad-

vance north of that river, would have been withdrawn to the cast of the Mis-

sissippi, where they would have been occupied in offensive operations : first,

during the winter, in conjunction with Sherman's troops, against Mobile, and
the railroads connecting Atlanta with Montgomery in Alabama, and with

Tallahassee in Florida; and, secondly, in the spring of 1S64 against Atlanta,

co-operating with tbe army advancing upon that point from Chattanooga.

No greater military mistake could have been made than that which was in-

volved in an offensive trans-Mississippi campaign. By such a campaign all

that had been gained strategically by the possession of tbe Mississippi Riv-

er would be thrown away. For what teas the real strategic importance of

this possession except in so far as it made the trans- Mississippi region, then

in the hands of tbe enemy, and also the trans-Mississippi armies of the Con-

federacy, of as little worth to the Confederacy ns if they had not existed?

But to send large Federal armies into this region for offensive operations

was to neutralize the vast advantage gained by this isolation—was to give

tbe trans-Mississippi territory all the value to the Confederacy which it

could possibly have had if the great river had slill remained within Confed-

erate control.

It was precisely this mistake which the government now insisted upon

making, While General Banks was perfecting his plans for the capture of

Galveston, be was diverted from that movement by the urgency with which

preparations for an advance up the Red River were recommended by Hal-

leck and other officers.
2 As we have seen, the political designs of the cam-

1 " I intended to withdraw my troops to the island of Galveston, which could have been held
with perfect security by less thun 1000 nun, which would have left me tree to resume operations,

suggested in Augu.-t ami September, against Mobile. Tbe Kio Grande and tlie inland of Galves-

ton could have been held with ^UOO or 3000 men. This would have cut off' Iho contraband
trade of the enemy at Matnmoraa and on tbe Texas coast. The forces occupying the island of

Galveston could hnve been etrengtbened by sea at any moment from Berwick's Hay, connecting
with New Orleans by railway or by the river, compiling the enemy to maintain an army near
Houston, and preventing bis concentrating his b>ire- for the invasion of Louisiana, Arkansas, or

Missouri. The occupation of the Rio Giunde, Galveston, und Mobile would have led to ihe cap-

tiiro or destruction of all the enemy's river and sea transportation on the Gulf const, and loft tlio

Western Gulf bloekjidiug squadron, numbering mo vessels, and mourning 1'iOgniis, free to pursue

the pirates [hat infested our coast and preyed upon our commerce. The army would have been
at liberty to ofl KM "ii the Mississippi, or to co operate with the Army of the Tennessee by iho

Alabama Riyi r nnd Montgomery in the campaign again*! Atlanta It would have ena-

bled the government tu concentrate tho entire forces of the Department of the Gulf, as occasion

might require, ni tiny point on the river or coast, against an enemy without water transportation

or other menus of operation than by heavy bind man In™, or to rnuve hy bind into tbe rebel states

east or west of the Mississippi. The winter months offered a favorable opportunity for such en-

terprise."

—

Banks's Report.
' In order to illustrate the details of the inception of the Red River campaign more fully than

is possible in the text, wo give the substance of tbe correspondence submitted as evidence before

the Committee on the Conduct of the War. General Ilallcck, from tin- beginning, was partial to

operations on the line of the Red River us preferable to movements on Ihe Tcxau coast,

August 10, 18G3, he writes:
" In my opinion, miitier Indinnola nor Galveston is the proper point of attack. If it is neces-

sary, as urged by Mr. Seward, that the dug be restored to some one point in Texas, llint can be best

and most safely effected by a combined military and naval movement up the lied River to Alex-

nndrin, Natchitoches, or Shreveport, and the military occupation of Noitliurn Texas. This would
be merely carrying out the plnn proposed hy you at the, beginning of the campaign [the begin-

ning of the Louisiana campaign, in the spring of ImI:'.]. and, in my opinion, far superior in its mili-

tary character to the occupation of Galveston or Indinnola. Nevertheless, your choice is left nn-

rcstrieted. In the first place, by adopting the lino of the Red River you retain your connection

with your own base, and separate still more the two points of the r- I, I •
.
nfi l< ey. Moreover,

you cut Northern Louisiana anil Soul liem Arkansas in i rely <il fnun -
;

• - ,n ! i --nforcemcnis

"from Texas. They are already cut off from the rebel slates call of the Mi--i.-ippi. If von occupy
Galveston or Indiaoola you divide your own troops and enable the enemy tu concentrate all hi*

forces upon cither of these points, or on New Orlcnns."

To this Banks replies, August 26:
"To enter Texas from Alexandria or Shreveport would bring il- ai the nearest point to Hern-

rille, in Sabine county, or Marshall, in Harrison, due west of Alexandria and Shreveport respect-

ively. These points are accessible only by heavy marches, for which the iri>o|* are hardly prepared

ut this season of the year; und the points occupied would attract but little attention; and if our

purpose was to penetrate farther inio the interior, ihcy would become exposed in sudden attacks

of the enemy, and defensible only hy a strong and permanent force of troops.

"The serious objection to moving on this line in the present condition of the forces of this de-

partment is the distance it carries us from New Orleans—our base of operations necessarily—nnd
tho great difficulty and the length of time required to return, if tbe exigencies of the service

should demand, which is quite possible. In the event of long absence, Johnston threatens us from

the East. The enemy will concentrate between Alexandria and Franklin, on the Teche, until our

purpose is developed. As soon as wc move any distance, they will operate against tbc river and

New Orleans. It is true wo could follow up such a movement by falling on their rear, but that

would compel ns to abandon the position in Texas, or teavo it exposed with but slender defenses

and garrison. This view is based, as yon will see, upon theimpossibility of moving even to Alexan-

dria, at the present low stage of the rivers, by water, and the inability of the troops to, accomplish

extended marches."
September 30, after the failure of the Sabine Fa* Expedition, General Flallcclt writes

:

" The failure of tbe attempt ro land at Sabine is only another of (he numerous examples of the

arieerlain and unreliable character of maritime descents. The chances arc against their success."

General Banks writes, October 16

:

"The movement upon Shreveport and Marshall i) impracticable at present. It would require

a march from Brashear City of between four hundred nnd five hundred miles. The enemy de-

stroying; all supplies in tbe country as he retreals, nnd the low stage of the water making it im-

possible for us to avail ourselves of any water communications, except upon the Teche as fur as

Vcrmillionville, it requires communication for this distance by wagon trains. Later in the season

this can be done, making Alexandria ihe base of operations; but it could not be done now. Tho
rivers and bayous have not been so low in this stale for fifty years, and Admiral Porter informs

me that the mouth of the Red River, and also the mouth of the Atchafnbiya, are both hermetically

scaled to his vessels by almost dry sand-bars, so that he can not get any vessels into any of the

streams. It is supposed that the first rise of the season will occur early in tbc next month."

Tho following, from Geoeral HaUeck lo Banks, December 7, 1863, could only be construed by

tho latter as a ceosure of his coast operations i
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paign bad been effected. Both General Grant and General Banks would

then have preferred, after securing Galveston, that all the troops which

" In regard to your ' Sabine' and ' Rio Grande' expeditions, no notice* of jonr intention to make

ihem were receded here till they were actually undertaken. The danger, however, of dividing

roar army, with the enemy between the two posts, ready to fa)] upon either with his enure force,

was pointed out from the firm, and I have continually urged that you must not expect any consid-

erable re-enforcements from other departments. "

To this Bank." replies, December 23;
.

"My orders from the department were to establish the flag of the government m Texas at the

earliest possible moment. J understood that the point and the means were left at my discretion.

It was implied if not slated, that time was an element of great importance in this matter, and

that the ohj-ct should he accomplished as speedily as possible. In addition to the instructions re-

ceived from your department upon this subject, Hi" l'rc.nknt uddrcs-cd me a hitter, borne by

Brigadier General Hamilton, military governor of Texas dated Spombcr I'.i, lsi',3, in which he

expressed the hf>^ that I had already accomplished the gbject so much desired. In the execution

of this order my first desire was to obtain possession of Houston ; and the expedition which

failed to cffi'ci n landing at the Sabine was designed to secure (hat object. The failure of that

expedition made u impo«ihlo to secure a landing at that point. I immediately concentrated nil

my di-posnMo force upon the Teche. with a View to enter Texas hy the way of N.blett » Bluff, on

the Sabine, or by Alexandria, at some more northern point. The low since ol water in all the

rivers, and the cxlinustion of supplies in lliat country, made it apparent that this route was im-

practicable at this season of the year—I might say impos,il.|. within any reason nhle lime—and it

would Iw accomplished by imminent peril, owing to the condition of the country the length of

marches, and the strength of the enemy, making this certain by thorough reconnaissance of llie

country but without withdrawing my troops, I concluded to make another effort to effect a land-

ing at some point upon the const of Texan, in the execution of what 1 understood to lie imperative

orders. For this purpose I withdrew a small force stationed nt Morganzia, on the Mississippi,

which had been under command of General Bcrroo, nod was then under Major General Dana, and

put them in a state of preparation for this movement.

"Assisted hv tin' commander of the naval forces, Commodore Bell, I directed a rcconnoissance

of the, coast of Texas as far as Brazos SontingO, mnklng my movements entirely dependent upon

that report. A relnrn from this rcconnoissancc was mnde October IG, and my troops lining in read-

iness for movement somewhere, without the delay of a single day, except that which the state of

me weather mndts neccasnrv, I moved for the Brazos. You will sec from iliese facts that it was

impossible for me to give you sufficient notice of this intention to receive instructions from you

Upon this atll.ject but as soon as I hail received the infoiminion necessary, or arrived at the- determ-

ination to land at the Brazos, I gave you full information of all the facts in the cose. It is my
purpose always to keep you informed of all movements that are contemplated in this department,

but it did not seem to me tu be possible to do more in this instance ; and, upon n review of the

rireumstanccs, 1 can not now see where or when I could have given you more complete and satis-

factory information thnn my dispatches conveyed.

"I repeat ray suggesiion that the best line of defense for Louisiana, as well as for operations

against Texas is hv Bern iek's llav and the Aichnfulayn, and I also recall the suggestions made hy

you upon the same, subject. But that line was impracticable nt the lime when I received your or-

ders upon the subject of Texas. I ought to udd that the line of the Atehafalaya is available for

offensive or defensive purposes only when the stato of the water admits the operations of n strong

naval force. At the time when I made this suggestion to you it was impossible to get a boat into

Die Atehafalaya, cither from lied River or from the Gulf, owing to the Ion stage of the water, and

there were very few, if any, bouts on the Mississippi or in this department that could have navi-

gated these waters at that time, It was therefore impossible to avail myself of this natural line—

first, for the reason that we hud not sufficient naval force for ihis purpose, nod that the navigation

was impossible. As soon as the Mississippi aud Red ltivcrs shall rise, the government can make

available the advantages prc-seiiied by this lino of water communication."

A week later Banks again writes, urging the importance of the capture of Galveston before en-

tering upon the Ucd River campaign :

"

"It is my desire, if pos-iible, to get possession of Gulve.-ton. Tins. H effected, will give us con-

trol of the entire coast of Texas, and require but two small garrisons, one on the Bio Grande, ami

the other on Galveston Island, unless it lie the wish of the Department of War that extensive

opcraliuns should lie made in the Stale of Texas. A sufficient number of men can probably ha

recruited in (hat state for the permanent occupation of these two posts. Ii "ill relieve a very

largo number of naval vessels, whoso service is now indispensable to us, on the Mississippi and in

the Gulf. This can occupy but a. short time, and, if executed, will leave my whole force in hand

lo mnm to any other point on the Red River, or wherever the government may direct, Once pos-

sessed of Galveston, and my command ready for operation in any other direction, I shall nwait iho

orders of the government ; but I trull that this may be accomplished before and -nuking any other

enterprise. It is impossible, at this lime, to move as far north as Alexandria by water. The Red

River is not open to iho navigation of our gun-boats, and it is commanded by Fort Dc Russy,

which has been remounted -inre our occupation of Alexandria. This position must be turned by

moons of a largo force on land before the gun-boats can pass. To co-operate with General Steele

in Arkansas, or north of the lied River, will bring nearly the whole rebel force of Texas' and Lou-

isiana between New Orleans and my command, without the possibility of dispersing or defeating

them, as their movement would be directed south, and mine to the north. It is necessary that

this force should first be dispersed or destroyed before I can safely opcrotc in conjunction with

General Steele. Once possessed of the coast of Texas, and the naval and land forces relieved, I

can then operate against the forces in Louisiana or Texas, and I can disperse or destroy the land

forces in Louisiana, and safely cu-opcrate with General Steele, or with any other portion of iho

army of the United Stales. It was in this manner that we captured Port Hudson. It would have

been impracticable to proceed against Port Hudson from the Mississippi without having first dis-

persed the army of Texas and LouLsiaaa on the wesi of that river.

••
I bear in mind the danger consequent upon the division of forces, but must suggest to

_

thai mv department is extended, and many posts must be occupied ; and while I would be very

glad to' keep my forces concentrated, it is impossible to do so. The orders of the governmi-
scetned lo be peremptory thai I was to occupy a position in Texas, and those which I have m
view, Brownsville and Galveston, required as little force as any other positions in that state. To

this fact it may b* added that there were supplies and recruits which can not be found in any

other portion of this department. In nil my operations you may rely upon the bulk of my forces

being kept together, and prepared for any movements of the enemy. It is possible, but nut prub-

nble, that they may make a successful assault upon some of the isolated positions. We shall en-

deavor lo prevent this by all possible means, I repeat, thai in any movements in which I engage

I shall concentrate the available forces of my command, and peril nothing by an unnecessary di-

"The true lino of occupation, in my judgment, offensive and defensive, for this department is

the Atehafalaya and the Mississippi. The Teche country, and that between the Atehafalaya and

the Mississippi, can be defended only by the assistance of the navy. It is impossible for land

forces to operate on that lino success fully without the assistance of gun-boats. The best position

that wo could occupy will bo to defend this lino by the aid of a strong naval force of light and

heavy draught gun-boats for the different waters in which they may operate, and the disposable

land forces so held as to be able to move from one point lo another in a body. Wc should then

havo one completo line of water navigation from the Rio Grande to Alexandria or Shrcvcport dur-

ing the winter and spring, and from the mouth of the Mississippi to Key West, in the Gulf, and
could throw our entire force against any point of iho territory occupied hy the enemy, without tho

possibility of their anticipating our movements or purposes. I am endeavoring constantly lo se-

cure means fur offensive and defensive war npon this plan, and am confident that it can be very

speedily accomplished."
Hallcck, in his reply lo Banks, January II, ISfil, makes no allusion la Galveston. He says:

"I am assured by tho Navy Department that Admiral Porter will lie prepared to co-operate

with you as soon as" tho stage of the water in ihc Southwest will admit of the uso of his flotilla

there. General Steele's command is now under the general orders of General Grant, mid ii is

hoped lhat he and General Sherman may also be able to co-operate with you nt an early day.

Goaeral Sherman is now on ihc Mississippi River, and General Grant expects to soon be nblc to

re-enforec him It has never been expected that your iroops would operate north of

the Rod River, unless the rebel forces in Texas should lie withdrawn into Arkansas; but it was

proposed that General Steele should advance to Red River if ho could rely upon your co-operation,

and ho could be certain of receiving supplies upon that line. Being uncertain on these points, he

determined not lo attempt nn advance, but to occupy the Arkansas River as his line of defense.

"Tho best military opinions of the generals in the West seem to favor operations on the Red
River, provided the stage of water will enable guu-boats lo co-operate. I presume General Sher-

man will communicate with yon on this subject. If the rebels a aid be driven south of that river,

it would serve as a shorter and better line of defense for Arkansas and Missouri than (hat now oc-

cupied by General Steele ; moreover, it would open to us the cotton and slaves of Northeastern

Louisiana and Southern Arkansas. I am inclined to think that this opens a better field of ojiera-

tions than any other for soch troops ns General Grant can spare during the winter. I have writ-

ten to him and also to General Steele upon the subject."

General Banks, it will be remembered, has all along conceded that the lino of the Rod River was

the best base of operations against Texas, hut it was only practicable at high water. There were
also some important difficulties connected with an advance by this route which he considered it

bis duly to lay before General Holleck. Hence the following correspondence. Jan. 23 he writes:

coald be spared from the Department of the Gulf should be withdrawn to

the east side of the Mississippi for operations against Mobile. General

"With theforces you propose, I concur in your opinion, and with Generals Sherman and Steele,
' that the Red River is the shorn-sl and best line of defense for Louisiana and Arkansas, and as n

base of operaiions against Texas,' but it would be too much for General Sic. le or myself to un-

dertake separately. With our united forces, and the assistance of General Sherman, the success

of movements on that line will be certain and important. I shall most cordially co-operate with

them in executing yonr orders. With my own command I can operate with safety only on tho

coast of Texas, bui'from the coast I could not penetrate far into the interior, nor secure* control

of more than tbe country west of San Antonio. On the ether line, tcith commensurateJorcis, iho

whole state, as well as Arkansas and Louisiana, will be ours, and their people "ill gladly renew

allegiance to the government. The occupation of Shreveport will be to the country west of tho

Mississippi what that of Chatianooga is to the east, and as soon as this can be accomplished tho

country west of Shrcvcport will be in condition for a movement into Texas. I have written to

General Sherman and General Steele in accordance with these views, and shall be ready to uct

with them as soon as the All hafalava and Red River will admit the navigation of our giili-boMS.

Our supplies can be transported by the Red River until April, nt least. In ihc mean time, tho

railway from Vicksburg to Shreveport ought to be completed, which would furnish communication
very comfortably for the whole of Eastern Texas. I do not mean that operations should bo de-

ferred fur this purpose, but, as an ultimate advantage in the occupation of these states mid the es-

tablishment of governments, it would be of great importance.
" I inclose to you with this communication a very complete map uf the Red River country and

Texas, which embraces all the information we have been able tit olilain up to this time. Il hns

been prepared by Mojur D. C. Houston, of the Engineer Corps, nnd will show thni we have not

overlooked the importance of this line. Accompanying this map i- n memorial which exhibits

the difficulties that are to be overcome. To this I respectfully invite your attention. 1 havo scut

to General Sherman and General Socio rrjp.ics of this map.
" I shall be ready to move on Alexandria ns soon ns the rivers are up, most probably mnrchiug

hy Opclousas. This will be necessary to turn the forts on thu Red River and open the urnv for the

gun-boats. From thni point I con o]*oralc with General Sleelc, north or south of Id d fitter, in

the direction of Shreveport, or from thence await your instruction. 1 do not think oj'-rnti..us

will lie delayed on my account. I have received a dispatch from General Slnrmaii. in arhtcfc he

expresses a wish to enter upon the campaign, but hud not nt thni time rcceiicd or.hrs upon tho

subject I can concentrate on Red River all my four available for active service, ex-

cept the garrisons at Matagorda and Brownsville, which will be small.''

Ho adds, January 'l'i :

" I shall be ready to operate with General Sherman and General Steele ns soon ns I receive

definite information of the time when they will lie ready to move. I can take possession of Alex-

andria nt any lime, but could not inaintuin the position without ihc support of the forces on tho

upper river l'cnding information nnd orders in regard to the movement on Red
River, but little change has occurred in the position of troops. .... Anxiously waiting

information aud instructions in regard to operntions on Red River, I have done nothing in Texas
except provide for the security of the positions held."

Tho following is n copy ot Major Houston'! memorial, dated January 22, I8C4 :

"I have the honor to submit the following information concerning tho routes from ihc Missis-

sippi to ihe interior of Texas:
•' Table of Instances.

ir City Ic

utity UMiir.
I .i ! Rock to SI

Nitlchcc to NeUhiWctiM.

.

Vlduburs to Shreveport..

"The water via Red Ri

river for most of our gun-boats and transports is not reliable after that time. Tho months of

March and April are unfavorable for operation! t" N""l" nJ an.! I .-:. - - ! \ ring to lb l.igh

stage of water in tho Sabine, NueCaB [meant f..r NY- bi •] and Trinity [Trinidad] llni r. and iUir

tributaries, nod ihc overflow 10 winch iliHt banks nic MbJM I. Tfce conrcmiati-n of all llie funis

available for operaiions nest of ' hi- Mississippi, in [lie o, nuty r.f Muck pori, niJBirVl iloil ilu boo

of supply with the Mississippi i<c k> pi up. It would nut be practicable lo bInmot the bora «nli

so targe u force, with a line of n|*r»iinu» «f three liundn-d mile- tht-.iieh n i ..i,iiin ncN| 'cd by

the enemy lo lie overcome before ruinmono nti-n could 1 M> be cm ml «ub
]
on.i- In Id lo in

on the const. The water rommirnirniion to Alexandria can nut l»* uVp« ndrd on after the Ut ot

May, nnd ii would be nrrev-arr to depend on Ihe rood from Natchez, a distance of olgtily miles

and possibl) ftom Harrison burg, a distance of fifty miles.

"Bunts of n vrrr light iltniujlii. my Ihree or ihrrc nnd a half feel of nnlrr, mm go in Alexan-

dria (luring low "liter ni ordinary uwKins, but the larger majority of our honis and guu-boats are

"Tho most reliable rouic would be by railroad from Wkhburg lo Shrcvcport. The track is

now laid from Vick-burg to Monroe. The mud is firuded from Monroe to Shicvepnrt, and moiily

bridged ; Hie distance is ninoty-six miles. There is a good wagon-road from Monroe to Shreve-

port, crossing the'Vnshiin River and other streams. It would require at least three months to

rebuild this railroad, which is indispensable to Ihe supply r.f our army in Northeastern Texas,

"To insure success nnd permanent results to the operations of a force lo operate against Texas,

or rather against the rebel forces west of the Mississippi, it is essential lliat the forces nvnilnble for

Ihis purpose, vis., those now west of the Mississippi, ami any additional forces that may be assign-

ed, should bt placed under llie command of a single general. The rebel forces west of the Mississippi

have a single head, and so should (he force npcraiing against (hem.
" Prr)>aratioits should bt made to establish a line of nay'ly independent of the water-courses, Other-

wise,>V the lime the forces arc concentrated and ready to move forward, they will be compelled

to hali'nntil a new line of supply is established, thus giving ihc enemy u breathing spell, and an

opportunity to harass our communications with their mounted troops. It is of vital importance in

operations of this kind, » here the distances traveled ore so groin, that (here should be no delays,

for our main security ngninst raids on our communications consists in keeping the enemy so well

occupied in taking cure ,,f himself that ho will have no time or opportunity to trouble us. Hence

Ihc importance of thorough preparation and perfect concert of action among the different corps.

"Suppose it is determined to concentrate the forces near Mir. v< port preliminary to a movement

into Texas. This point is [he principal depot of the enemy west of the Mississippi- There nro

some machine-shop) and dock-vards there, nnd ihe place is fortified hy a line of works with a.

radius of two or three miles. The position is a strong one, lieitig on a bluff, and commanding the

eastern bank. This point suggests itself at once ns the proper one for such n concentration.

'flit most direct and only reliable line of supply to this point would bt the roadfrom Vickibarg to

Monroe—railroad us far as Monroe, fifty- two miles, and a graded road [he rest of the way, ninety-

six miles. It would be necessary to put the road in running order, and procure materials for

completing the road. The security of this road requires that the onemy be driven out of Northern

I,, .ui;,ana and Southern Arkansas.' This line r oiild he held no. re .^i-ilv 'linn the If.-d River, "lo.h

is very narrow and crooked, and has in many places high Mull' banks. „|,ere field artillery could

bo placed to enfilade the channels, and havo no fear of guu-boats. Such a point is Grand Ecorc,

where the bluff is one hundred nnd twenty feet high. This point, I have been informed by spies,

is fortified. Concerning the mode of uniting the forces near Shrcvcpon, 1 will mormon no details,

as it will depend much upon the enemy's movements and ihe character of the routes in Southern

Arkansas which I have not hud time to examine fully. Our forces there have doubtless the in-

formation necessary to arrange this matter. These movements, however, should be so arranged as

to drive the onomv out of Arkansas and Sorthem Louisiana.
_

" I anticipate no danger from any large force moving on Sew Orleans Louisiana, from Texas.

In case of this movement, our forces would immediately come

it off.

"The enemy will, I (hint, be unable to interfere seriously w

will then mass his whole force, except that at Golveston, ncai

rcliro on the line he mav sclcci.

"Suppose our force lo be united at Shreveport, which would pn.l ably ho effected during Ihc

season of high water, and lhat arrangements have been perfected to supply ihe army by ihc road

from Vicksburg via Monroe, Arkansas and Louisiana clear of rebels, rti'-l the enemy in re I rent.

I assume lhai be will do this, as our forces should ]><• much larger ihnn bis, nnd ihnt he will con-

tinue to retreat, knowing thai we will be weakened thereby, while he can select n defensive posi-

tion far from our base. Whatever way he takes we must follow, and expect ir. have our puih dis-

puted at even- point, as he will be driven in desperate efforts. The nnmerrms wreoma with high

banks will afford him a favorable opportunity to retard our progress and effect a secure retreat to

any point he mav select. •

""Our subsequent movements can not well be foreseen. It does 00( seem probable lliai tlio

enemy will retire to Houston unless his force is large, and he should propose to draw us into a

imp." Il is more probable lhat he will retire farther we,t, and use bi^avalrv [o harass our flanks

nud rear, a species of war peculiarly adapted to Central and Western Texas, We should then be

prepared for a most active campaign, nnd our force of cavalry should be especially large nnd cfiV

C1P
" Again recurring to the line of supply, ii will be seen that the Vicksburg and Shreveport Road

extends lo Marshall, where there is an interval of 40 miles to Henderson, whence the road is

completed to Galveston. The road from Marsboll to Henderson, however, is graded, and could

r of ihis force and cut
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Banks was bj no means averse to an offensive campaign west of the Missis-

sippi. In bis evidence before the Committee on the Conduct of the War,

be says :
" If you cripple or scatter the enemy's army of the James, be will

take refuge first in the Appalachian range of mountains, and ultimately in

tbe country west of the Mississippi, and there reorganize. Therefore it was

wise and expedient for us first to have cleared that country and held it, so

that they could not cross tbe Mississippi. The enemy should be held on

be completed in a short lime. In case Che enemy should abandon [lie tons!, this road will fall

into our jrasscssion, and supplies could be obtained from two directions. Our colored troops, who
nro especially qualified for lighting guerrillas, would be usefully employed in guarding the entire

line of tlie r'oud from Vicksburg to Galveston. Texas is said to be full of blacks, who will be a
vnlunble auxiliary in our operations in that state.

"The campaign above sketched would, 1 believe, be a long one. Much preparation and labor
will bo required to insure the army against vexatious delays, whieb permit the enemy constantly

io elude us.

" I should estimate roughly that it would require until some time in May to effect the union of

forces and be prepared with transportation for a movement into the interior. This would be jibout

the commencement of the season most favorable for active operations in Texas. I suppose Ibat
by that time wagon trains will bo provided (n haul supplies from Monroe to Shreveport, thnt the
railroad will be in running order to Monroe, and the work of completing tbe road well under way.
The time required for subsequent o)-cmtions ran not lie well estimated. It is highly probable
that the rebel army will suffer greatly from desertion—an easy matter in active campaigning.
Tlie Arkansiuns will probably leave in tbe greatest numbers. Should their army, however, hold
together, they will be able to prolong the contest some time.

"The result." of this campaign will be very great. As lung as we are able to keep the enemy
netively engaged m Texas, Arkansas and Louisiana will be safe, and the process or reconstruction
can be carried on without interruption

; and should those states establish loyal slate governments,
there can bo no doubt that desertions would be very numerous.

"This plan of operations has these ndvantages over that of operations from the coast of Texas.
It nlso has the advantage of enabling us to bring a much larger force of cavalry into the field.

" It is, however, a much more difficult plan to execute, requires much more time, and is much
more uncertain as to the time it will require to accomplish any of the objects undertaken.
"The movement by the coast of Texas possesses the great udi.image of enabling us to deceive

tbe enemy as to our intention?, which is not the case with the other plan. Our troops and supplies

can ho quickly moved by steamers to any point on the coast, landing can be threatened at differ-

ent points, and the enemy kept in ignorance of our intentions. We now bold the harbor ofMatn-
pordn, the best on the const next to Galveston. We have n secure point for the debavkntion of
troops and supplies. The distance by land to Houston is 150 miles, over good roads, three in

number; one via Tex.ina and Wharton ; one da Matagorda and Columbia; tbe third along the
bcaeh to the mouth of Brazos lliver. Very little baggage need be required on the march, as the
point of supply can be transferred to Brazos River and Sabine Pass in succession. A much less

force would be required for this operation than the other. The rebel forces now in Arkansas will

remain there as long as our forces are opposed to them, and we would only have to meet the force

in Lower Texas. To direct and draw oil this force as much as possible, the following plan could
be adopted: Every preparation should be made for debarking the troops at Matagorda and trans-

ferring them to the main land. The troops intended to be sent should be designated and collect-

ed at Now Orleans, so ns to go aboard at a moment's notice. The steamers should bo got ready
and the troops assigned. All the heavy niaieri.il. artillery, hones, etc, should be placed on board
the light-draught vessels, having only men and light stores to be lightened. A demonstration of
gun-boats, and troops' in transports, could then be made at Alexandria in moderate forces, the ef-

fect of which would be to withdraw the enemy from Lower Texas. This having been effected,

the forte at New Orleans should be sent u itb all dispatch to Texas, the forces marched to Hous-
ton without delay, and Galveston be invested, and the garrison captured unless they hurriedly
evacuated. This would give us entire control of the coast of Texas in a comparatively short

" For subsequent operations we would not be as well prepared ns we would be at Shreveport
with out forces concentrated. The object wo started out with would have been accomplished,
viz., the possession of tlic coast. The object proposed by the movement via Shreveport is ranch
greater than the other, and hence requires more tinic and means. That direct object is no less

than (ho complete destruction or scattering of the rebel forces west of the Mississippi, and it will

be impracticable to stop short of this result.

"To attempt simply to hold Shreveport as a post would subject us to continued annovance as
long as an organized force remains in Texas. They would make continued raids on o'nr flank
and rear, and our resource; would be gradually frittered away. The rebel army must be pursued
till it is broken up, and then we can occupy the country and restore order.

"I have written the above in some haste necessarily, and have endeavored to moke my ideas
clear, though they may be somewhat boldly expressed, A strict comparison between the two
plans of operations can hardly be made, as their objects are different. The only question is, which
can be most successfully carried out. The results provided by the first plan arc much more satis-

factory, and they include (bust of the second. I do not lielieve, with some, in the impossibility of
long land marches with a large,farce, but I am fullv aware of the difficulties to be overcome, and
the uncertainty of foreseeing results."

On the receipt of this memorial, General Hnlleck writes Februury 1

:

"Your dispatches of January '!?,. transmitting report and map or Major Houston, are received.
This report and map contain very important and valuable information.

"Tbe geographical theatre of the war west of the Mississippi indicates Shreveport as tho most
important objective point of tho operations of a campaign for troops moving from the Teche, tbe
Mississippi, and Arkansas Rivers.

"Of course, the strategic advantages of this point may be more than counterbalanced by disad-
vantages of communications and supplies General Steele reports that ho can not ndvanee to
Shreveport this month unless certain of finding supplies on the Red River, and of having there
tbe co-nperntion of your forces or those of General Sherman.

"If the Red River is not navigable, and it will require months to open any other communica-
tion to Shreveport, there seems very little prospect of the requisite co-operation or transportation
of supplies. It has, therefore, been left entirely to your discretion, after fully investigating the
question, to adopt this line or substitute any other. It wns proper, however, that you should have
an understanding with Generals Steele and Sherman, us it would probably bo hazardous for either
of those officers to attempt the movement without the co-operation of other troops.

"If tbe country between the Arkansas and Red Rivers is impassable during the winter, as has
been represented, it was thought that a portion of General Steele's command might be tcmporarily
spared to operate with Sherman from the Mississippi. The Department of Arkansas was there-
fore made subject to the orders of General Grnnt.

"It is quite probable that the condition of affairs in East Tennessee, so different from what
General Grant anticipated when he detached General Sherman, may have caused him to modify
his plans, or, at least, to postpone their execution. This may also prevent your receiving tho ex-
pected aid from Sherman. Comma mentions by tho Mississippi River nro so often interrupted,
and dispatches delayed, that 1 am not advised where General Sherman now is, or what are bis
present plans.

" So many delays have already occurred, and the winter is now so far advanced, that I greatly
fi'ar no important operations west of the Mississippi will be concluded in lime for General Grant's
proposed campaign in tbe spring. This is greatly to be regretted, but perhaps is unavoidable, ns
all our nrmics are greatly reduced by furloughs,' and tho raising of new troops progresses very
slowly. Re-enforcements, hon cv, r, are being sent to \uu as rapidly as we can possibly get them
ready for the field.

V ' ,b

"Hove you not over-estimated the strength of the enemy west of tho Mississippi River? All
the information we can get makes the whole rebel force under Magruder, Smith, nud Riico much
less than ours under you and General Steele. Of course vou have belter suurees of information
than we have here."

On the 1 1th of February General nnllcck writes:
"Your dispatches of January 2(1 and February 2 arc received. In the former you speak of

awaiting "orders" and "instructions" in regard to operations on Red River. If by this is meant
that you are waiting for orders from Washington, there must be some misapprehension. The sub-
Blnl

J

ce of my dispatches to you on this subject was communicated to the President and Secretary
of War, and it was understood thai, while Mating mv own views in regard to operations, I should
leave you free to adopt sneh lines ami plans or campaign as vou might, after a full consideration
of the subject, deem liest. Such, I nm confident, is the [airport of my dispatches, and it certainly
was not intended that any of your movements should be dclavcd to await insti unions from hero.
It was to avoid nnv delay of this kind thnt you were requested in communicatu directly with Gen-
erals Sherman ami Steele, ami concert with them such plans of co-operation ns vou might doom
best, under all the circumstances of tho enso.
"My last communication from General Sherman is dated January 20, 18G*,nnd received hero

to-day. He fays the Mage of water in lied H.ver is such thnt he cannot operate in that direction
earlier than March or April, and that in the mean time be would operate on tho cast side of tbe
Mississippi River. I think ho bad not then communicated with you."
Turning now for a moment from the coricspotidouco between Hullcck and Banks, we find that

this side of the Mississippi, between tbe mountains and the Atlantic and the
Gulf coasts." Nor was he opposed to tbe line of the Red River as a base
of operations against Texas, He repeatedly admitted that this was- the short
est and best line for that purpose. But he did insist upon certain condi-
tions as necessary to operations from this base.

1. In the first place, the Red River campaign could not be undertaken un-
til the waters of the river were high enough to admit Porter's gun-boats
and heavy-draught transports.

the former, in, bis dispatches to General Grant on the subject of tho trans-Mississippi campaign,
clearly inumulcs that Hanks* operations west of the river must continue during the winter, and
thnt, while he partially recommends the Red River campaign, he leaves it to General Grant's dis-
cretion as to how far or in what manner he will allow Generals Steele and Sherman to co-operate
On January 8th lie writes to Grant

:

'

"Keeping in mind that General Banks's operations in Texas, either on tho Gulf coast or bv
the Louisiana frontier, must te continued during the winter, it is to ho considered whether it will
not be better to direct our efforts, for the present, to the entire breaking up of the rebel forces
west Of the Mts.,..,,,,,, I{,ver, rather than div.de them bv operating against Mobile and the Ala-
bama. If the forte; ol Mnitii, Pierce, and Magruder could be so scattered or broken us to enable
Meek- and Hanks to occupy Red Riveras a line of defense, a part of tJieir armies would prohihly
become available for operations elsewhere. General Banks reports |,js present force ns inadequate
for the defense of his position and for operations in the interior ; and General Steele is of tho
opinion that he can not advance beyond ttie Arkansas or Snbino unless he can be certain of co-
operation and supplies on Red River. Under these circumstances, it is worth considering whether
such forces as Sherman can move down the Mississippi River should not co-operate with the ar-
mies of Steele and Banks on the west side. Of course, operations of nnv of your troops in that
direction must be subordinate, and subsequent to those which vou have proposed fur Enst and
West Tennessee. I therelore [.resent these views at this time merely that they may receive your
attention and consideration m determining upon your ulterior movements."

Again, on tho 17th of January:
"General Banks represents tho condition of affairs in his department to be such as to require

all tbe re-enforcements thai wo can possibly send him. As soon ns I foond that he had divided
Ins forces by operating upon the Gulf coast, I urged that troops should bo sent him from South
Carolina, and that the attack on Charleston should be abandoned. It was decided otherwiso
My opinion bus been, and still is, thai nil troops not required to bold our position in Virginia and
on the Atlantic coast should bo sent to you and to General Banks for operations this winter and
as preparatory to n. spring campaign. I hoped thnt bv this means Tennessee, Arkansas, M„-.,s,w
pi, and Louisiana w,.uld be secured, and the rebel force in Texas be so reduced and hemmed in
ns to give ns but little trouble hereafter. Our armies in the west and south could then have been
so concentrated, or at least could have so co-operated .is to indict some terrible blows upon tho
rebels. But I fear that the unexpected condition ol'iitlairs in Eu-t Time-see will prevent the ac-
complishment of these objects, or at least n part of them, this winter, and thnt we must soon pre-
pare for a spring campaign. The furloughing of so nuinv troop- has greatly reduced our forces
in the North, hut I hope to send some more to General Banks. There is, however, much difficulty
and delay m obtaining transportation by sea. This makes it still more important that the navi-
gation ot the Mississippi should be well protected, and thnt Sherman and Steele should so operate
as to assist General Banks ns much as possible. I leave it entirely to your judgment to determ-
ine how and to what extent sin h assistance can be rendered."
Grant appears to have been willing that Sherman, after his Meridian campaign, should co-op-

erate v,iih lie al Banks in the movement on Shreveport, provided the time occupied in this op-
eration would not interfere with the spring campaign against Atlanta. Sherman was himself very
partial to the project. (In the Hist of January he writes to General Banks:
"The Mississippi, though low for the season, is free from ice and in good boating order, but I

understand Red River is still low. I had a man in from Alexandria yesterday, who reported tho
falls or rapids at that place impassable save to the smallest boats.
"My inland expedition is now working, and will be of)' for Jackson, etc., to-morrow. The

only fear I have is in the weather. . . . My orders from General Grant will not, ns yet, justify
embarking for Red River, though I am very anxious to operate in lbat direction. The
it I learned thnt you were preparing fur it, I sent communication to Admiral Porter, and

dispatched to General Grant at Chattanooga, asking if he wanted me and Steele to co-operate
with yon against Shreveport, and I will have his answer in time, for vou can not do any thing till

Red River has twelve feet of water on the rapids of Alexandria. That will be from March to
June. I have lived on Red River, and know somewhat of tbe phases of that stream. The expe-
dition on Shreveport should be made rapidly, by simultaneous movements from Little Rock on
Shreveport, from Opelousas on Alexandria, and n combined force of gun-boats and transports
directly up Red River. Admiral Porter « ill be able to have a splendid fleet bv March 1. I think
Steele could move with 10,000 infantry and B000 cavalry. I could take about 10,000, and you
could, I suppose, the same. Your movement from Opelousas simultaneous » ith mine up the river
would compel nick Taylor to leave Fort ]>c Ratty, near Marksville, and the whole could appear
at Shreveport about a day appointed. 1 doubt if the enemy would risk a siege, although they
are, I nm informed, fortin iog. and placing many heavy gun's. It would be better for us that
they should stand at Shreieport, as we might make large and important captures.
"But I do not believe the enemy would light a force of 80,000 men with gun-boats.- I will be

most happy to take part in the proposed expedition, and hope, before you have made tip your dis-
positions, I will hnve the necessary permission I think by March 1 I could put ofloat for
Shreveport 10,000 men. provided I succeed in my present plan of clearing the Mississippi, and
breaking up the railroad about Meridian."
By the 1st of March it is clear thnt the Red River campaign had been fullv decided upon, so fur

as. Generals Grant, Sherman, and Banks, and Admiral Porter were concerned. Banks writes to
Hallcck March Gth :

" Major General Sherman, of General Grant's department, arrived in this city [New Orleans]
on tho evening of tho 1st instant, having completed his expedition to Meridian to bis entire satis-
faction. He returned to Vicksburg on the evening of the 3d, to arrange for his co-operation in
the Red River movement. Unless delayed by want of steam transportation, of which wo have put
every thing wo have at his command, he will" be ready io join me on the Red River by the 17lh,
where I hope to bo at that date. He expects to furnish 10,000 men for that purpose.

"Captain Dunham, of my staff, returned from the headquarters of General Steele yesterday,
benring communications from him, copies of which will be forwarded to you. General Steele ap-
pears to have changed the plan entertained when he last communicated with me. Copies of his
dispatches at that time have been forwarded to you. He then proposed to move by the way of
Monroe for the Red River. He is now apprehensive, in consequence of the reduction of his force,
that ho can only enter upon n movement for the diversion of the enemy in the direction ofArkn-
dclphia, without any expectation of joining us nt Shreveport, or nny other position on the river.
General Sherman and myself have earnestly urged him to abandon" this idea, that, in any event,
the three forces in tbe course of thirty days would meet nt Shreveport, General Steele represents
that he will havo ahont G000 men nt his command. I respectfully request that orders may bo
given to him to co-opernte with us upon the point named, in accordance with the plans originally
proposed by you. I sec nothing to defeat its success Admiral l'ortcr is ready to move up tho
river in co-oporation with us ns soon as his vessels can be admitted. General McClcrnand has
been ossigncd to the command of the troops in Texas, nnd will leave for an examination of the
posts nt Matagorda Bay and Brownsville to-morrow. Brigadier General Ransom will have com-
mand of tho Thirteenth Army Corps, which participates in the movement on the Red River."

General Stcclo said the movement was earlier thaa he had anticipated. A large number of his
troops wore on furlough, nnd the presence of the remainder whs necessary in order to secure tho
success of an election to be held March 14th. He writes to General llalfcck March 12:

"General Banks with 17,000, and 10,000 of Sherman's, will lie nt Alexandria on the 17th in-
stant. This is more than canal for any thing Kirhy Smith can bring against them. Smith will

run. By holding the line or tho Arkansas secure, i can soon Tree this state from armed rebels.

Sherman insists upon my moving upon Shreveport to co-epcrnto with the above-mentioned forces
with. all my effective force. I havo prepared to do so against my own judgment and thnt of tho
best-informed people here. Tho roads are most, if not quite impracticable ; tho country is desti-

tute of provisions on tho roitto we should be obliged to fako. I made n proposition to General
Banks to threaten the enemy's flunk and rear with all my cavalry, and to mate a feint with in-

fantry on the Washington Road. I yielded to Sherman, so far ns this plan is concerned. Blunt
wished mo to move by Monroe to Red River

; Sherman wants mo to go by Camden nnd Overton
Io Shreveport. The latter is impracticable, nnd tho former would expose tho line of the Arkan-
sas and Missouri to cavalry raids. Holmes has a largo mounted force. I agreed to movo by Ark-
adelphia pr Hot Springs and Washington to Shreveport. I san move with 7000, including tho
frontier. Our scniiling-purtics frequently have skirmishes with detached parties all over the state,

and if they should form in my rear ia considerable force I should bo obliged to fall back to save
my depots, etc."

On tho 13th of March Hallook aduscd Steele to co-oporate with tho movement ofBunks and
Shormnn on Shravoport. Tho nppointmont of Grant us lieutenant general rendered Sherman's
presence necessary at Chattanooga, so that he did not in person direct (he movements of his troops

in (be Rc'd Sivor campaign.
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2. It should be undertaken with a commensurate force.

3. Time must be given sufficient for tbe accomplishment of its great ob-

ject— tbe defeat of Kirby Smith's armies.

4. And as this prolongation of the campaign would compel the army,

after the 1st of May at least, to depend upon sinne line of supply independ-

ent of the water-courses, it was necessary that the railroad from Vicksburg

to Shreveport should be put in running order.

5. Finally, as forces from other departments must participate in the cam-
paign, Banks urged the necessity that the operations of all should be under
tbe control of a single general.

All these conditions were distinctly insisted upon by General Banks, and
the importance of each was fully explained. If tbey had all been met; if

the campaign had been in season, undertaken with adequate forces, free from
any arbitrary limitations in regard to lime, supported by land communication
with Vicksburg, and controlled by a single head, even then the difficulties

encountered would have been as great as in any other campaign of the war.

The requirements of the campaign could not be answered—at least not in

the spring of 1864.

1. The time at which the movement might commence could not be calcu-

lated with certainty. It would have been safe ordinarily to have predicted

a sufficient rise of tbe Red River in March. But in 1861 it was not safe.

The Mississippi and Red Rivers, during the winter, had been lower than tbey
had been for years. It was reasonable, therefore, not only to anticipate un-

usual delay in the spring flood
(
but also to doubt whether, when it came, it

would answer tbe purpose. And, if the river had been left out of view ; if

the possibility of efficient naval support had been left to depend upon cir-

cumstances, and reliance had been placed only upon the railroad from
Shreveport, in that case not only must three months be occupied in putting

the railroad in running order, but expeditions, which would occupy consider-

able time, must be undertaken to clear Southern Arkansas of all such hostile

forces as might, if left there, interrupt this land line of supply. It was im-
possible, therefore, to count upon an earhj commencement of the campaign.
And if not commenced early, it could not be undertaken at all, without in-

terfering with tbe progress of the war east of the Mississippi. 1

2. And this leads us to tbe second requirement—a sufficient force. No
period of the war could have been more inopportune in this respect. Tbe
term of three years, for which tbe greater portion of the army had enlisted,

was now expiring. It could not be safely asserted as certain that the ma-
jority of the veteran soldiers would re-enlist, though that was a probable
event. The solution of the important problem thus arising ought to have
been anticipated by proper measures on the part of the government. Such
measures had been tried, but the result was exceedingly unsatisfactory. The
conscription of 1863 had furnished only a meagre re-enforcement to the na-

tional armies. Thus, although General Halleck was partial to operations in

the West, and especially partial in his estimate of the importance of the trans-

Mississippi campaign, he found it extremely difficult to increase General
Banks's command. He advised that operations in South Carolina be post-

poned for this purpose; but the government took a different view. In
North Carolina the defensive could hardly be maintained, and no troops
could be withdrawn from that state. To farther deplete the Army of tbe
Potomac was also impossible. General Longstreet, after abandoning the
Biege of Knoxville, had occupied a position which seriously threatened East
Tennessee, and from General Grant's department only about 10,000 men of
Sherman's army could be detached for operations elsewhere. This small
corps, and a few regiments, chiefly of cavalry, which, with great difficulty, had
been secured from the East by General Halleck, were all that could be sent
to the Department of the Gulf, and Sherman's troops could not co-operate
with Banks until the conclusion of the Meridian expedition. The only
other possible source of aid in the proposed Red River campaign must come
from General Steele's department. At the most, Steele could not bring to

bear upon tbe campaign more than 10,000 men, and his column must be in-

dependent of the direct movement on Shreveport. Advancing from Little

Rock, his route to Shreveport was, at this season of the vear, so difficult, and
almost impracticable, that it might reasonably be apprehended that he would
not be able to strike an effective blow. General Banks's own force, which
could be made available for the campaign, amounted to 15,000 or 17,000
men. 2 Thus less than 40,000 troops could engage in the campaign, and only
about 28,000 could'he certainly counted upon in the event of an encounter
with the enemy, should the latter determine to fight a battle below Shreve-
port.

3. The time allowed for the campaign was limited to thirty days. It was
for this period, and no longer, that Sherman's troops were "loaned" to Gen-
eral Banks. This force was indispensable to the continuance of the cam-
paign after reaching Shreveport. The difficulties incident to Steele's ad-
vance from Little Rock were so great that no absolute reliance could be
placed upon that movement. Tbe main dependence was upon A.J.Smith's

1 General Grant's idon of the Roil River expedition is shown in Iho fallowing extract from a let-
ter, written !.v linn to Sh.-irmin, .Intel Nnshvillc, February 18, I8G4;

"Wliile I look upon such an expedition ns is proposed as of Ihe greatest importance, I recrat
l nit any force lias 1<> he taken fy„m cast nf the Mississippi for it. T.inr troops will want rest for
ili- purpoio of preparing fur n spring campaign, anil all the veterans should he got oil" on furlough

,,
".^ r

!

lcM >'?" R" '" ' ommand of the proposed expedition, I fear nny troops you mny send with
it inn be entirely lost from forth, r scrvi. e in this command. This, however, is ii.,t the reason for
"> Mi|_.K r.Hti<in thai yi.u bo sent. Your neqtiaintnncc with the coonirv, mid otherwise fitness wore
tli..' n-asuiiu. I ran give no positive orders that yon send no troop- "up Red Kiver hat what I do
wnnl

:

it
i
their speedy return, if ihev do go.uml thai the minimum niniilter ncecssm v he SCnL .

."
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command—that portion of Sherman's troops which was loaned to Banks for
a month. If the campaign was not concluded within that time, it must evi-
dently be abandoned, except in the very improbable event of Steele's prompt
arrival at Shreveport. The uncertainty of Steele's success in advancing,
and the limited time allowed for the co-operation of Sherman's troops, made
General Banks's command the only one to be relied upon as a permanent
force.

4. This limitation as regards time of course made it out of the question
to occupy several months in the establishment of communications between
Vicksburg and Shreveport. For this reason, if for no other, the campaign
must be concluded before the fall of the Red River, or be then abandoned?

6. No attention whatever seems to have been given to General Banks's
suggestion that all the operations of tbe campaign should be under a single
general. Four distinct commands were thus allowed to participate in the
campaign— Porter's, Steele's, A. J.Smith's, and Banks's—each independent
of the others. That this was the ease was, in great part, General Banks's
fault. In accordance with military usage, he ought to have assumed the
command of Smith's troops. But he did not do so, and there was, therefore,
no unity of command. 1

The whole affair seems rather to have happened than to have been order-
ed. General Halleck had been recommending the campaign for months, but
he would not assume the responsibility of ordering it. He left the decision
entirely with Banks, Sherman, and Steele. The two former, in spite of cir-

cumstances which made failure almost certain, while success was a bare pos-
sibility, seem to have been confident nf a fortunate issue. Partly from this

confidence, and probably still more from the urgency with which Halleck
had formerly pressed the matter, they entered upon the campaign. It is dif-

ficult to conceive what objects they expected to attain within the space of a
single month. It is conceded on all hands that, even if Shreveport were
reached, nothing beyond that could be accomplished, and a speedy retreat to

tbe Mississippi was inevitable.2 To march to Shreveport— the" Richmond
of tbe trans-Mississippi territory—to capture that place, possibly, and destroy
its manufactories, and then tn march back again

—

tin's certainly was no ob-
ject commensurate with the risk or expense of the campaign, or with the
forces employed. Halleck certainly dissuaded Banks from undertaking the
movement unless, within the period allowed for its accomplishment, it prom-
ised an important success.

That the campaign ought not, under the circumstances, to have been un-
dertaken, is evident. But upon whom rests the responsibility? This must
lie between Halleck and Banks. Neither of them would have assumed ihe
responsibility of ordering the movement. Banks very clearly stated the
conditions upon which he could enter upon the campaign, and, upon consid-
eration of this statement, Halleck ought to have abandoned the affair as im-
practicable. But he did not. He communicated with General Sherman,
and the latter seemed to favor the undertaking. He reported this opinion
to Banks, and advised him to communicate wilh Generals Steele and Sher-
man upon the subject General Banks knew that his own decision was ab-"

solute in regard to the matter. He ought to have decided promptly against
the movement But, with the re-enforcements from Sherman, and General
Steele's co-operation, he seems to have thought success possible. Besides,

Genera] Halleck's scarcely disguised censure of his coast operations, and the
urgency with which the latter had pressed the Red River route upon his at-

tention from the beginning, seemed to render farther opposition on his part

indecorous. The matter being left to his discretion, any such consideration
ought not to have influenced him. He ought to have fullowed his better

judgment To do otherwise was an inexcusable exhibition of weakness.
We are compelled, therefore, to assume that he either weakly yielded his

consent, or that his judgment had been altered in view of the co-operation

which he would receive, and by "the best military opinions of the generals
in the West," which Halleck urged as favorable to operations on the Red
River.3 Whichever way we may determine, ho certainly consented to the
campaign, and is, in so far, responsible for its results.

1 General Sherman's orders, issued to General .Smith March 4, 1864, ccrtninlv contemplated that
the latter would he under General Hunks's eomminid. Sherman writes to Smith to ji,in B:.nfs nt
Alexandria. He snvs

i
" You will meet him there, report to him, and act aiderMs order.:"—Sher-

man's Report to the Qammitttem the Conduct of the War, p. 7.
2 The evidence before the Committee on the Conduct of the War is conclusive on this point.

General Banks says (p. 20) : " I believe, if any of our forces had taken Shreveport, they could not
have held it for one month We might have gone there, destroyed the place, and then
come hack again

;
hut I think if the enemy had allowed in to go up Ihere, wo should never have

got back with the army to the fleet." The question was asked, " How could that have been Hip-
posed lo conform to the iden of going into Texas with nn army?" To which Bunks replied :

"That is not forme to say. It Was the purpose of the expedition to occupv Shreveport, and hold
it. General Steele's forces were to hold it if we occupied it. But without sonic communication
on that line, independent of river navigation, .... General Steele could not have got his sup-
plies. It would have taken at least 10,000 men to hold Shreveport hgninst the concentrated forces
of the enemy. There wan nothing in the country upon which he could subsist. They would have
cutoff his communications, and he would have Ix'en compelled to surrender. Hut theVo is another
view of operations west of the Mississippi which, if I had had command of the forces, I should
have been disposed to adopt. There were about 100,000 men west of the Mississippi, in Louisi-
unn, Arkansas, and Missouri. If a campaign without limit of lime hud been set on fool, with iho
purpose of concentrating all disposable forces In these states, with means of supply independent
of the river, and orders t<> follow up the enemy wherever he could he found, and then destroy him,
we would have cleared the country wot of the Mississippi of any organized force of iho enemy;
then, by constructing a railroad from the Mississippi liner to Slucvcporf, fortifying thai place, and
getting supplies there snllicieiii for a year, and leaving (roups enough there (o hold it, we could
cover Louisiana, Arkansas, and Missouri. The occupation ofShrevcport at the conclusion of such
n. campaign would have been nn importnnt achievement."

3 General Banks says in his report:
" Having made known my plan of operations on the const, and fully slnled, at different limes,

the difficulties to he encountered in movements by hind in the direction of Alexandria and Shreve-
port, I did not feel at liberty to decline participation in the campaign, which bud been prosed upon
my nitcnlion from tbe limo I wns assigned lo the command of this department, and which was now
suppnrlcdhy tbe concurrent opinions of the general officers in ihe West, on account of difficulties

which might be obviated by personal conference with commanders, or by orders from ihe pcncral-
in-chicf. It was not, however, without well-fo led apprehensions of the result of the campaign,
and a elenrview of Iho mensures (which 1 suggcMe.l) inilispensnhlo to success, thai I entered upon
Ibis new campaign. . . . In iho instructions I rcc. iic.tfrom government, it was left lo mv discretion

whether or not I would join in this expedition, but I Mas directed to communicate with General
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Sherman, on the conclusion of his Mississippi expedition, went to New Or-

leans, and there and then the principal features of the campaign seem to have

been determined upon. Returning to Vicksburg, he, on the 6th of March,

instructed General A.J. Smith to report to General Banks with 7500 men of

Hurlbut's (Sixteenth), and 2500 of McPherson's (Seventeenth) Corps. It

was intended that Banks, Smith, and Porter should be at Alexandria by the

17th of March. General Steele was notified of this intention, and replied

that he had not anticipated so early a movement; that the presence of his

troops was necessary to secure the success of an election to be held at Little

Rock March 14, and that he would probably only be able to make a demon-
stration against Shreveport. 1 After some delay, by the 13th, orders were

dispatched to him to move upon Shreveport "with all his available force."

The enemy had a force nearly equal to that which was sent against him.

From the official returns of the trans-Mississippi department, Kirby Smith's

entire force amounted to 41,000 men, of whom 35,000 were serviceable.

The greater portion of this force, probably about 20,000 men, under General
Magruder, covered Galveston and Houston. General Taylor, with about
5000, held the line of the Atchafalaya and Red Rivers, while General Price,

with 6000 infantry and 3000 cavalry., confronted Steele in Southern Arkan-
sas. Probably 10,000 men could be sent from Magruders army to re-enforce

Price and Taylor. The enemy was strongly fortified at Fort De Russy, on
the Red River, and at Camden, on the Washita River, in Arkansas.

Political affairs which had been set on foot by the President required Gen-
eral Banks's personal presence in New Orleans, and the organization of the

expedition, so far as it involved his department, was intrusted to General

Franklin. It was only on the 10th of March that General Franklin knew
that the expedition was expected to reach Alexandria on the 17th. As Al-

exandria is 117 miles from Franklin, where the troops were to be concen-

trated for the advance, it was, of course, impossible to fulfill this expectation.

Only 3000 men were then at Franklin ; the remainder of the infantry, just

arrived from Texas, was at Berwick's Bay, and the cavalry was still at New
Orleans. On the 13th the movement commenced. General A. L. Lee, with

3300 cavalry, held the advance. Then followed two divisions of the Thir-

teenth Corps—Landrum's and Cameron's—under General T. E. G. Ransom,
and the Nineteenth Corps under General Emory. The whole command,
numbering about 18,000 men, reached Alexandria on the 25th of March.

In the mean time, Admiral Porter2 bad already arrived at Alexandria.

Shortnan, and General Steele, and Admiral Porter upon the subject. I expressed [lie satisfaction

I should find in co-operating with tltcm in a movement deemed of so much importance by the
government, to which my own command was unequal, and my belief that, with the forces desig-

nated, it would he entirely successful. Having received from them similar assurances, both my
discretion and my authority, so far us the organization of iho expedition was concerned, were at

' Sherman writes to Steele, March G :
" I confess I feel unensv at your assertion that yon can

only move with 7000 infantry, and that you prefer to wait until after ilio election of the 14th. If
we huec to m»,li/}/ iiiilituri/ ylius fur ,-ii-if tlcc/ions, we had hitter ijo home."
'The following statement '* m" <1'' ,lv Porter boforo the Committee on the Conduct of the War:
"The lied River e\|*ilition was originally proposed In General Sherman and myself; wo were

to have gone up Inert together. Hut while we were 'making the preparations 'for it, General
Bunk* notified (Jencral Sherman Hint he was nhout to ascend the Red River with 80,000 men.
General Banks also requested co-operation from me, showing me certain orders from General llal-
Icck, in which he was directed to go as far ns Shreveporl," etc.

In explanation of this statement, it should bo said that Sherman's confidence in the success of
the expedition was based upon u full aupply of water in Red River. Id his instructions to General

On the 7th he had at the mouth of Red River a fleet of fifteen iron-clad and
four lighter vessels. 1 On the 11th he was joined by General Smith's com-
mand, embarked on thirty transports. There was found just sufficient water

to allow the larger boats to enter the river. The Eastport was ordered to

take the lead, and remove the obstructions which the enemy had placed be-

low Fort De Russy. A portion of the fleet then accompanied the transports

down the Atchafalaya, and covered the landing of troops at Simmsport
Dick Taylor's force retreated to Fort De Russy, followed by General A. J.

Smith's command, and the gun -boats returned to Red River. In the

A. J. Smith (March 4), he says :
" Now Red River U loo low for the season, and I doubt if the

boats can pass the falls or rapids of Alexandria. What General Banks proposes to do in that

event, I do not know ; bnt my own judgment is that Shreveport ought not to bo attacked until

the gun-boats can reach it. Not that a force marching by land can not do it alone, but it would
be bad economy in war to invest the ploce with an army so for from heavy gans, mortars, ammu-
nition, and provisions, which can alone reach Shreveport bj water." Again (March 7) ho writes

to Admiral Porter: "I . . . . authorize you to use my name with General Bunks thnt a farther

move ought not to bo attempted above Alexandria unless the Red River admits the navigation by

your first-class gun-bonts and large transports, viz., seven feet of water on tho 'rapids' of Alex-
andria."

1 1'oricr's fleet consisted of the Essex, Benton, Lafayette, Choctaw, Chillicoihc, Ozark, Louis-

ville, Carondelet, Ea-Lport. Pittsburg, Mound City, U-age. Neosho, Ouachiti
—

the lighter boots Lexington, Cricket, Gazelle, and Block Hawk.
i. Fort Hindraan, .
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mean time, tbe obstructions, consist-

ing of heavy piles driven into the

mud, clamped with iron plates and

chains, had been removed. Just as

the fleet, on the afternoon of the

14th, approached the fort, the latter

was, at the same time, surrounded by

tbe troops, who then assaulted and

captured the work, with eight guns

and 250 prisoners. General Smith

had done a good day's work with his

command. He had marched twenty-

eight miles, being detained two hours

to build abridge, and had, after an ac-

tion of two hours, captured the only

fort which the enemy had on Red
River below Shreveport. Two days

afterward the fleet reached Alexan-

dria. 1

The work of getting tbe gun-boats

over tbe rocky rapids at Alexandria

was slow and difficult. Indeed, it

was hazardous to advance farther

up the river with the fleet, which,

if it should ever reach Shreveport,

would probably never return. Gen-

ei'al Banks arrived at Alexandria on

the 24th. Tbe delay caused by the

slow progress of the fleet above the

rapids rendered it necessary to estab-

lish a dep6t of supplies at Alexandria, and aline of wagon transportation

from the steamers below to those above the falls. To guard this point, there-

fore, Grover's division of the Nineteenth Corps (3000 strong) had to be left

behind. Ellet's marine brigade of 3000 men, of A. J. Smith's command, was

recalled to Vicksburg. It was necessary that T. K. Smith's division of the

same command (2500 men) should go with the fleet for the protection of the

transports. Thus, when the army left for Alexandria, April 1, its number of

men available for active operations on land had been reduced by 8500.

Just after the occupation of Alexandria the troops were in good spirits

;

indeed, the impression prevailed in the army that the Confederates in this

region were demoralized, and that Shreveport would be reached without a

battle. General Steele had the same feeling. This is shown in his dispatch

to Halleck on March 12, where be says that Sherman's and Banks's troops

were "more than equal for every thing Kirby Smith can bring against them."

Smith, he said, would run. With this conviction, his co-operation must have

been inefficient. At Alexandria there seems to have been some bad feeling

between the military and naval forces on account of the seizure by the lat-

ter of cotton as a naval prize. Porter, during the period in which he was

waiting for the army, and for the passage of his fleet above the falls, took

possession of a considerable quantity of cotton. It would have been wiser

to have refrained from the seizure at this time for two reasons. In the first

place, it naturally created jealousy among the military forces. Then, again,

it caused the cotton within tbe reach of the Federal forces to be burned by

the inhabitants, who would otherwise have gladly disposed of it to the

United States on terms advantageous to themselves and to the government.

If, however, the cotton was to become a naval prize, there was no motive for

its preservation. It would have been better if the existence of cotton bad

been ignored by the navy as well as the army until the territory in which

the staple was found should be thoroughly subjugated. This was General

Grant's policy. General Banks's theory was that the products of the coun-

try ought to be bought at a reasonable price. This policy was open to the

objection that it added largely to the resources of the enemy, and in so far

prolonged the war.

While the army was at Alexandria, a movement was made to Henderson's

Hill, twenty-five miles up the river, resulting in a surprise of tbe enemy at

that point, and tbe capture of 250 prisoners, 200 horses, and four guns.

Three brigades of Smith's command, and one of Emory's, participated in

this expedition.

On the 2d and 3d of April tbe army reached Natchitoches, eighty miles

from Alexandria, and 100 below Shreveport This place was about four miles

inland from Grand Ecore. It is situated on the old channel of the Red River,

while Grand Ecorc is on the new. Lee's cavalry had skirmished with the

enemy all the way to Natchitoches. The navy proceeded up to Grand

Ecore. The difficulties of navigation had increased rather than diminished.

The river was falling, and it was found impossible for the larger gun-boats to

pass Grand Ecore. A.J.Smith's command was forced to abandon tbe trans-

ports and march by land. Here there was a delay of four days. On the

6th of April the army advanced from Natchitoches. Tbe only practicable

road to Shreveport lay through Pleasant Hill and Mansfield, through a bar-

ren, sandy country, with little water and scarcely any forage, and, for tbe most

1 Admiral Porter, nl this lime, does not seem to have hud a very exalted idea of the enemy's
pluck. Writing from Alexandria on the 16th, lie Baya: "Colonel Do Itus.iv, from appearances, is

a most excellent engineer to build forls, but don't seem to know what to do with them after they

ore constructed. The same remark may imply to his obstructions, which look well on paper, but

don't stop our advance. The efforts of these people to keep up the war remind one very much
oF the amies of Chinamen, who build canvas forts, paint hideous dragons on their shields, turn
somersets, and yell in the face of their enemies to frighten them, and then run away at the first

sign of an engagement. It puts the sailors and soldiers out of oil patiunco with them, after the

trouble they have had in Retting here. Now and then the army have a little brush with their

fickcts, but that don't often happen. It is not the intention of these rebels to fight." Admiral
oner probably had occasion to reverse his judgment before the campaign was over.

part, an unbroken pine forest. Notwithstanding the failure of Franklin at

Sabine Pass, Banks still intrusted to him the active command and the regu-

lation of the march, while he remained at Grand Ecore until the fleet ad-

vanced, on the 7th.

Lee's cavalry found tbe enemy in his front all the way to Pleasant Hill,

thirty-six miles distant. Kirby Smith's design was to draw tbe Federal

force as far as possible from its base before a general engagement. The de-

lay of the fleet had given him time for concentration, and Green's cavalry

had been -withdrawn from Southern Texas.

General Banks intended that the fleet, with its six lightest boats, should

reach Loggy Bayou, opposite Springfield, where communications would be
established with the land forces at Sabine Cross-roads, near Mansfield, fifty*

four miles from Natchitoches. The navy, with twenty transports, succeeded,

though with great difficulty, in reaching Springfield. But on the way to

Mansfield the army, encountering the enemy in strong force, sustained a dis-

astrous reverse, which caused it to retreat, and finally to abandon the .expe

dition.

On the 7th of April the advance of tbe Federal army reached Pleasant

Hill, and there encamped for the night General Lee had driven a small

force of the enemy to Pleasant Hill and about three miles beyond, to Wil-

son's farm, where a fight occurred in which Lee lost sixty-two in killed,

wounded, and missing. The enemy, after losing severely, was driven to St.

Patrick's Bayou, nine miles from Pleasant Hill. During the action, Lee had

called upon Franklin for a brigade of infantry. This was dispatched ; but

the firing having ceased, it was withdrawn.

As to the force of the enemy in his front, General Franklin seems to have

been totally ignorant. He certainly did not expect' soon to fight a battle,

otherwise his order of march would not have been what it was. General

Lee, with about 5000 cavalry, held tbe advance, skirmishing with and deyel-
"

oping tbe enemy, who, whatever his force, seemed determined to retreat

Then came the train of tbe cavalry, consisting of over 200 wagons. 1 This

size of this train is partly accounted for by the fact that it carried 20,000 ra-

tions; but even with this allowance it was very much larger than was neces-

sary. After it came Ransom's command, consisting of two divisions of the

Thirteenth Corps ; then the Nineteenth Corps, Franklin's proper command,
followed by A. J. Smith's troops. From tbe front to the rear, the line ex-

tended from twenty to thirty miles, over a single road. The cavalry train

delayed the columns in the rear, and the difficulties thus experienced were

increased by a rain-storm, which, lasting all day on the 7th, rendered the

road next to impassable by the Nineteenth Corps and Smith's command.

General Banks rode along tbe line that day, after having seen the fleet off

from Grand Ecore, and urged on the impeded columns. He reached Frank-

lin's headquarters, at Pleasant Hill, on the evening of the 7th, at about 9 P.

M. At about the same time, Colonel Clarke, of Banks's staff, returned from

the front, and reported that Lee was anxious to have infantry support, hav-

ing met with strong opposition. Franklin declined to send support. If

General Lee could not hold his position, he must fall back. Franklin bad

previously ordered Lee to crowd the enemy vigorously, and keep his train

well up. 2 Lee bad found his train a source of great annoyance, being

obliged to detach from one third to one half of his force to guard it. He
had parked about a third of his wagons, and forced the others to the rear.

Franklin's order led him to keep his train close up to his column. There

was evidently no proper understanding between Franklin and Lee. It

ought to have been Lee's proper business to develop tbe enemy's force and

report to his superior officer. This General Lee failed to do. All he knew
of the enemy's force in his front was that it was "considerable." General

Franklin's impression that the enemy would not fight interfered with the

proper operations of tbe cavalry. Lee expected a fight near Pleasant Hill,

and strongly insisted upon the probability of a battle at that point. His

advice was disregarded, and the orders which he received indicated that

Franklin thought him advancing too cautiously, and that tbe cavalry was in

the way.

General Banks's arrival at Pleasant Hill on tbe evening of the 7tb does

not seem to have helped matters at all. Without being aware of the situa-

tion in the front, he ordered that a brigade of infantry should be dispatched

in accordance with Lee's request. His only reason for doing this was his no-

tion that "the advance-guard should be composed of cavalry for celerity, ar-

tillery for force, and infantry for solidity." 3 He had no idea of bringing on

a general engagement. He knew what was the position of his rear columns,

for he had just rode past them. Franklin's objection to moving forward the

infantry was that he thought it would bring on a battle. This is clear from

the conversation between him and General Banks at 11 A.M. on the 8th.

At that time Franklin bad moved forward with the advance of the infantry

to a point about ten miles from Pleasant Hill, and was building a bridge for

his train, when he was joined by Banks.. He remarked to the latter that

there would be no fight. Banks replied, "I will go forward and see." Lee

was then five miles beyond this point. One of Ransom's brigades had been

sent to him, reaching him that morning. He now reported that this brigade

was much exhausted, and asked for another, which Franklin ordered for-

ward, instructing Ransom to go with it in person. General Banks arrived

1 The number of wngons is variously estimated. Banks speaks of it as 1GG. J. G.Wilson,

Banks's nid-dc-cajnp, makes it 180. General Lee, who certainly ought 10 have known, makes the

number from 3 'JO to 3fi0. The enemy claims that he captured 221} at Sabine Cross-roads.

' These were verbal orders as delivered through Colonel Clarke in the afternoon. The written

dispatch reads thus

:

"The commanding general hns received your dispfiich of 2 IVST. A brigade of infantry went

to the front; but the fire having ceased, it was withdrawn. The infantry is nil here. The gen-

eral commanding directs that you proceed to-night as far as possible with your whole'train, In or-

der to give the infantty room to advance to-morrow."
' Btparl on the Conduct of tl,e War, p. 11,
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at tbe extreme front at 1 P.M. He found there an unexpected force of the

enemy. He felt, he says, instinctively that " we were in presence of the

whole force of the enemy." He then saw with his own eyes the disadvan-

tageous position of the cavalry train, which was stretched along for a "dis-

tance of two or three miles in the rear. Skirmishing with the enemy had

already commenced; a battle was imminent, and could not be avoided.

There bad been mismanagement, the injurious results of which it was now
too late to avert entirely. The extent of the injury must depend upon tbe

decision made at this critical moment by General Banks. If be fell back,

declining a general battle, it was at some risk to the train ; but if be determ-

ined upon a battle at that point, bringing up his infantry to Lee's support,

tbe risk was much greater. Indeed, it was, under the circumstances, almost

certain that be would be defeated if he ventured battle. General Banks de-

termined to take the greater risk. He hurried up the infantry in tbe rear,

and brought up fourteen pieces of artillery in addition to the twelve already

with General Lee. Notwithstanding his own admission that be felt himself

to be confronted by the full force of tbe enemy, Banks docs not seem to

have appreciated the risk which be was running. In his dispatch to Frank-

lin half an hour after he reached Lee, he advises him that the enemy seems
prepared to make a strong stand, and that be had better make arrangements

to bring up his infantry, and concludes: "You bad better send back and
push up tbe trains, as manifestly we shall be able to rest here."

General Franklin, on receipt of this order, was at the point where Banks
had passed him in the morning, where he bad the remainder of tbe Thir-

teenth Corps under General Cameron, and Emory's division of tbe Nine-
teenth. The order to move forward quickly followed the dispatch above
mentioned, and before ^o'clock P.M.Franklin was on the field with Came-
ron's command. Tbe battle had been going on then fur half an hour. Ran-
som had reached the field at 1 30 P.M., and found that the enemy had been
driven across an open field. Landrum, with the brigade sent in the morn-
ing, was advancing to a ridge which the Confederates bad abandoned, and
which he now occupied (at 2 P.M.), tbe other brigade brought up by Ransom
going in to his support. Landrum's third brigade arrived soon afterward,

making the infantry force under Ransom 2413 strong. This, with Lee's

cavalry, made the entire force between G000 and 7000 men. Tbe position

taken was about four miles from Mansfield, at a place called Sabine Cross-

roads. It was about fifty miles south of Shreveport, and twenty miles west

of Red River. Nims's battery, posted on a hill near the road, was near the

left of tbe line, supported on either side by tbe Twenty-third Wisconsin and
Sixty-seventh Indiana regiments. Then came tbe Seventy-seventh Illinois,

reaching to a belt of timber 200 yards to tbe right of the hill. The right of
the line consisted of the One Hundred and Thirtieth Illinois, the Forty -eighth
Ohio, the Nineteenth Kentucky, the Ninety-sixth and Eighty-third Ohio,

with a section of artillery. The Chicago Mercantile and the First Indiana
batteries, brought up at a later period, were posted on a ridge in tbe rear,

near Banks's headquarters. The cavalry was posted on the two flanks.

The ground in front was open, and descended in the rear to a creek, from
which it again ascended to a covered ridge.

The Confederate force was under the command of General Dick Taylor,

and consisted of Walker's and Mouton's divisions, and Green's cavalry, in

all probably amounting to 12,000 men. Taylor had been ordered to retreat

steadily before the advance of the Federal army, leading it on to Shreve-
port. Two circumstances led bim to disobey this order. In the first place,

he saw that it would be giving Banks a great advantage to leave him in pos-

session of the roads in tbe open country near Mansfield, since these would
enable him to communicate with the advancing fleet. In the second place,

the opportunity offered for defeating General Banks, was too tempting to be
rejected. Taylor had already retreated beyond Mansfield, when, acting upon
these considerations, he directed Walker and Mouton to retrace their steps

through the town, and take up a position three miles beyond. Thus Green,
who bad been skirmishing and retreating steadily, found himself, on tbe 8th,

supported by two infantry divisions. Taylor was still undecided whether
to fight the battle, when Mouton, occupying the left, advanced without or-

ders, and gained such a decisive advantage that Walker also was ordered
forward.

The attack commenced about 4 P.M. The Federal right maintained its

position, but the left was soon turned, and Nims's battery was captured.

The hill was now occupied by the enemy, and the position first taken by
the Federals was no longer tenable. The routed cavalry, galloping to the
rear, rushed through the infantry line, throwing it into confusion, and some
of the regiments were cut off from retreat and surrounded. The arrival of
Franklin with Cameron's command was loo late to retrieve the misfortune.

Out of 26 pieces of artillery engaged, all but eight had been captured. To
make a stand with Cameron's fresh division, and so mnny of the routed
troops as might be rallied, would have resulted in fresh disaster. The Thir-
teenth Corps and the cavalry abandoned the field in as good order as was
possible under the circumstances, leaving the train in possession of the ene-
my. But for the position of this train fewer prisoners would have been
taken by the enemy, and probably a much larger portion of the artilitiy

would have been saved. General Banlts's loss in this unfortunate battle

was over 3000 men, killed, wounded, and prisoners. 1 -The enemy lost

1 The responsibility for this disaster I [on between Genotnls Banks nnd Franklin. The mnjorilv of
the Commi'ieenn the Conduct of tlitsWnr throw the weight or o-pon-ihiliiv ii|,nn Hunks. Thcv
claim thru il was his duly m lie co^ni/nnt of I lie details of the march; ih'il if he dill not know
these details on the 7rh, lie certainly did on ihc 6th, before rhe ninth- ,n Snbino ( Voss-ronds : nnd
that with this knowledge he osaijmcd the rcfponsibiliry of the position by remaining where he was
nnd sending for the troops

D.W.Gooch submits n scpnn
connection with ilie disaster. Ho Hun
by our forces us a good

in fore.

ujort, in which he Hikes n different view nf General Hunks's
''•'•': boili Leo nnd Ransom '.'regarded the position held

11 to the cavalry mid artillery which liud composed
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about 1000. The disaster at Sabine Cross-roads must be attributed to sev-
eral causes: 1st. The failure of tbe cavalry to obtain prompt and full infor-

Lcc's advance, there were on the field, also, at tbnt time, two brigades of infantry, and that tha
balance of the Thirteenth and Nineteenth t_'«-r[> were respectively about five mid' seven miles in

that lime advancing." " Under these circumstance:", " says Gooch, "Gen-
,-ed upon the field, was obliged [.. decide I.. abandon tin. favorable po-ilion.

which ho would bo compelled to pass in order to eslahli-h bis pita—cd eomiuiiuiroiion will, the
-cport; withdraw his artillery mid the large haeeage„r-rior force of the enemy, on the uam,w and difficult

id which ha. ,:,n de-uibcd, ,.r remain upon the field nnd order op to his as-,-tance tbe troops
of the Ihnieenth nnd Nineteenth Army Corps from the points heretofore moniioned. H L. decided

transports at Loggy Bayou, and t<

of the cavalry, in the presence of a superior force of the etiQinv.c.
been described, or remain ujion the field nnd order up ti

h nnd Nineteenth Army Corp- from the points heretofore
upon the field and take the chances of n bnltlc. Had the cneinv deferred the nllnck

one hour longer, or had it been possible for our troops to reach the field one hoar earlier, the rcsolt
of lh.it battle woald undoubtedly have been reversed."
But the attack was not dofoi red, and Hanks had no reason to suppose that it would be nor

could Cnmeron and the Nineteenth Corps have been up in time. Banks admits thnt ho
thought the enemy in fall force in his front. But his dhnalch to Fmiikliufn > rredl t tin Inter
at 8 P.M. on the Sth) only ordered him to make arrangements to bring op the infan'irv mid to
await instructions before advancing. He also urdered Franklin to [m-li^iij. bis (rains foicr seven
hundred wagons), "as manifestly," says Banks, wc -hall be aide i,, rest hci, 1, n minutes
later the order came to move, anil Franklin promptly advanced willi Cameron'- division ...nuiirr
upon the field too late to prevent disaster. The Nineteenth Cc-ps, which was al-o
w.od. being -till f.irtlicrin the rear, could not have been brought up in lime to effect a
i- plain, therefore, that in vent urine; a battle instead of v. iihdrnwing the train mi lev
troops already in front, General Bank- made himself responsible for ibe cuii-emi'iici
no testimony 10 the effect thai the cavalry eon Id not lone fallen back
The responsibility for the order of mnrc'h rests with General Franklin. General Banks testifies-

?h was perfectly proper, but it was not compact enough. The diflerent parts of"

uticeof each 01 her; they were extended for from twenty
eat fault that the ndvnnce-giinrd, with ft possible chnnco
ti.-ioi.i -e upon us rear. That w. is inexcusable. . . ,

Die ««s the (stabb-lied order which had continued from
I; addition was that General Smith's forces hroucht an

deied for-

thing. It

iverof (ho

e not within s>the colomn w
tn thirty mile
of meeting the enemy, should huvi

The order in which the divisions si

our movement from Alexandria,
the rear. Every thing in that resj

said to have been changed by me >

increasing in strength, 1 gave dire
the cavalry. But the fact that this force was stretched out more than twenty miles was necessa-
rily without my knowledge, and I am not responsible for it in any way. The responsibility rests
with General Franklin. General Lee, who is responsible for (lie advance, received written instruc-
tions from General Franklin, which are slated in General Leo's re]>ort. My own staff officers look
written instructions to General Lee from General Franklin io keep bis (rains clo-e up the theory
probably being that they would not meet the cnemv. When I posted General Franklin on the
morning of the 8th of April, he said, 'There will be no battle.' Besides, in bis instructions to
General Lee he evidently supposes that the enemy was not there ; for he says, 'Genera! Bank- and
General Hansom hnve gone to the front ; but it is not exacted that they will remain there.'"

In answer to the question, "At what point in your advance were yon expecting to meet the
enemy ?'' Banks replies:

" My expectation was that we should meet the enemy between Mansfield nnd Shreveport ; bul
it was never certain whether we should or not I had information, upon which I relied im-
plicitly, from a man who bad been through that country, ihat wc would have to light at some poinl
belwecn Mansfield and Shreve|».i t, at some point near'Mnnsfield. My belief is that the plans of
the enemy were changed as wc approached Mansfield. [This belief is" confirmed bv the Confeder-
ate rcpoils.] And it bus been slated thai the rebel General Taylor was suspended from his com-
mand for having attacked us at Sabine Cross-roads. General Kiihv .Smith heme confident ihat if
his orders bod been complied with, and wc bnd been allowed to reach Shreveport, wc would have
been unable to return. And of thnt I am assured myself. If General Taylor had not attacked
us, I do not know what we would have done. But be was templed by our position, knowing that
we were in a condition where we eould not get our forces together, and he knew he could gain an
advantage over us. lie was thereby induced to attack as against orders."

General Franklin testifies (hat ho diH'ered with Banks nnd Lee ns to the policy of making the
advance-guard include infantry. "If any fighting occurs, it is most likely that ibe infantry will
do it, while the cavalry looks on ; nnd if there be merely a march, the cavalry exhausts the in-
fantry, or itmii5t regulate its march by the infantry rnic." He claims that thc'lrains" had noth-
ing to do with the defeating of the infantry ami cavalry. But when the rout began, then the trains
were in the way, and nothing could be got nwny, becnusc the train was jammed up to where the
infantry was driven back

; and when the time came to turn the artillery back, theie was no place
for it to get through I suppose that to a certain extent I urn responsible thus fur. The
cavalry general had nlwnys been a-king me to put his train behind the infantry troops, and lot it

march in front of the infantry train. I had always refused to do thnt ; I told bim it was hie busi-
ness to take care of his own train. The reasons which actuated main ibis were these: I had about
seven hundred wagons with me, which the infantry had to take care of. If it had taken the two
hundred and fifty h hich the eavahy had, and put them in front of my infantry train, my infantry
wagons would never have got into camp the day of my march. The consequence would have been
that the cavalry would have hud their wagons up, but at the expense of the infaniry. I therefore
told General Lee that he must take care of his own wagons. To that extent I am responsible for his
wagons being where they were. But he writes me, at 7 30 A.M. on the 8th, ' I am keeping my
train back in order that I may sec the thing settled before I bring it up to tbe from.' That re-
lieved my mind entirely about the train, and I had no idea that I would find it w here I did find it.

I was so anxious about ihc trains that I ordered them to close up during the Any, finding thnt the
wagons struggled badly ns they passed my camp. I understand that General Lee has interpreted
thnt to mean that I ordered his train forward, which I did not. I gave no orders to General Lee's
train that day except to close up. There were several open places, between the point where the
infantry was to encamp and the battle-ground, where a train much larger than the cavalry train
could have been parked. The general in command at the front should, I think, have ordered the
train in park at one of these places when he saw that a general battle was imminent. I could
not, becnusc I was with my immediate command."
But could not Franklin, when he received Lee's report that the train was n great annoyance to

him, have issued this order to park the artillery? He could have done so but for his impression
that there would be no battle at this stage of the march. It seems, therefore, that while General
Franklin mast bo held exclusively responsible for the detached order of march, n large share of
the blame attached to the position of the cavalry train should be attributed to General! Lee and
Bunks, either of whom ought to have seen the necessity of parking the trains before engaging an
enemy which Banks Miovcd to be from lo.uuo to If, linn siiong. If tiny failed io attend to this,

it was the business of Brigadier General C. I'. Stone, General Banks's chief of slaff, to do so. He
was on the field, and this was one of his especial duties.

Brigadier General Dwight, who, a week after the bnt tic, succeeded General Stone ns chief of
staff, corroborates General Franklin's testimony as to tbe feasibility of parking the train. He
testifies: "There was no objection to the train being on the road, provided the cavalry wos nut so
heavily engaged with the enemy as to endanger it. There were a great manv places on the road
wdicre the train could have been parked." lie denies that the wagons in anv way impeded the
march of the Nineteenth Cor]>s. General Lee, he suys, " should by no means have pcrmilted his

train to be between tbe infantry of the army and the cavalry of the army when he »vas going^ to

fight n battle. But he ought to have known whether there was danger of n battle ; he ought'to
have known ihc enemy's force in front of him; fur he had n very large force. But it is to lie re-

marked here that he did not seem to know well ; that he did not manage ns if he knew the whole
force of tho enemy was in his front. The moment ihat ho found tin- c ni uij was in In- from in
force, hn should have parked the trail] where it would lie safe; nnd if he found that he hud got it

loo far in the front, be should have turned it to I he rear. That i. n mailer of his o» n rcM-ousi-
bility, of which he ought (o be a competent judge.'' Dwlgbt cudeiuli think- that Loo misman-
aged the entire conduct of the advaace-guard. He says the cavalry oueht to hnve been still far-

ther in advance of the infantry than it was ; that Lee had too large a I

was, it could have been parked in ilirec hours; that it was Lee's bus:

likely to be attacked, anil thus have gained lima for preparation
; "it

tho world in which to tell when you are going to he attacked, or when
tack, because it wns comparatively a narrow country. A strong nd'

less than the i

the enemy wi

thus describe innd:

in; hat that, large as it

ss to know that be was
s the cosiest country in

ire was a liability to nt-

giinrd of cavalry, inacb
mid have always told where [he mnin body of
red until the nriuy wns prepared for it." He

died, of General Lee consisted of cavalry proper, of mounted in-

, of artillery for such n force. It was really mure infantry than
cavalry proper it was utterly unlit. The men were not good
w to lake care of their horses properly. They were infantry

sebaek ; they were not properly cavalry. General Lee's force,

Ihercforc, consisted of some of the very best infantry regiments that were ever in ihc Department
nf tho Gulf, with cavalry pm|>er, and a large amount of artillery. ConsaJerino the character of
Ihat force, it was an eminently proper disposition io place trio whole of it, or so moeh of il <" 'kos

in advance, in advance. The whole of it was not in advance ; one brigade of it, at least, was in tv

fiintry, and a very large proporiioi

it waa cavalry. For ihe ivork of

riders, and did not understand hi

soldiers wdin had been put
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mation concerning the enemy. 2d. General Lee's neglect to park his trains

before fighting. 3d. Tlie detached order of march, the column of infant-

ry with its head fronting the enemy on a field over twenty miles distant

from its rear. And, 4th. The decision of General Banks to venture a bat-

tle under these unfavorable circumstances. This last was the great mis-

take, and gave each of the disadvantages mentioned its operative force ; but
for this decision there need have been no defeat, at least not at this point.

It would probably have been better if Banks bad staid behind at Grand
Ecore, or any where else, as in that case the battle, if fought at all, would
have been fought with a concentrated command. For, notwithstanding Gen-
eral Franklin's conviction that there would be no fighting, it is clear that

on the morning of the 8th his plan was to concentrate his whole command
before marching beyond St. Patrick's Bayou. Had this been done, the ad-

vance would have continued to Shreveport without fighting a battle, and
there it would have confronted a force of the enemy superior in numbers

—

Price's command united with Dick Taylor's. Still, even in that event, a far

greater disaster would have befallen General Banks's army, with its im-

mense baggage trains, and 400 miles from its base. Most certainly, in that

event, the fleet—so much of it as could wriggle its way up to Shreveport

—

together with the transports, would have been exposed to utter destruction.

"While the Thirteenth Corps and Lee's cavalry were falling back in a dis-

organized mass from Sabine Cross-roads, General Emory's division of the

Nineteenth Corps was advancing to the field of battle. At Pleasant Grove,
three miles back of where the fighting bad been, this division met the fugi-

tives, who passed through their ranks to the rear. Following these came
the pursuing enemy, who just at nightfall fell upon Emory's unbroken wall

of bayonets, and were repulsed after an engagement of an hour and a half.

General Mouton was killed in the first onset. "The first division of the

Nineteenth Corps," says General Banks, " by its great bravery in this action,

. Ic reo of cavalry, mounted infantry, etc., was badly commanded ; that
the officer commanding it did not well understand the manner of leading an advance, of obtaining
pro|ier information concerning tho enemy, or of |icneiratinp; any little curtain of troops winch tlie
enemy miuht throw in front of him to prevent hiB obtaining information which he ought lo huvo
had. Our force, or that portion of the force which, on the 8th of April, advanced to the posiiiun
in which it was attacked by lite enemy, stood dormant in rhe presence of tho enemy nntil the ene-
my completely enveloped it. There can be but one solution of such a conduct of Affaire, and that
is, that whoever directed tlu.t on oar part w.iS incapable."

" Question. Then, if I understand von, it is your opinion mat that disasier occurred in conse-
quence of the failure of the cavalry and it* officers to do that which tliey should have donu?"

"Answer. I consider that was the cause of otir not having proper informal ion. I consider I hat
the cause of the disaster of that day wag that tho infantry of the army was in three detachments,
one near the scene of action, ami the oilier two respectively nine anil twenty-four mites from it,

and that a buttle never ought lo have occurred under those circumstance*. The infantry of the
army was not concentrated; it was in exactly the proper jui-iii.m to he beaten in detail, which, in
fact. Kin what incurred."

General Darin's opinion of General Lee's inefficiency seems to have been concurred in hv a
majority of tho general officers of tho unity. General Banks snya in his testimony: "General
Lee was relieved from .lie cmmurid of the cavalry subsequent to this affair at Snhi no 'Cross-roads,
butit was not on account of this fiction. It was because the general officers expressed to mo so
positively their wnni of confidence in the organization and condition of the cavalry, and advised
so earnestly a ohango, This was an act which I afterward regretted. It was done because of I lie

dcniorah/A'il cumin ion in which the cavalry found itself after this affair, and tho very important
part it must hnvu in subsequent movements. [ have no complaint 10 make of General Lee's gen-
ernl conduct. He was active, willing, and brave, and suffered mure or less unjustly, as all of us
did.for hcing connected with (hut affair." Gencnd Arnold, formerly Chief of Artillery, succeeded
Geuerul Lee.

saved the army and navy." The enemy now retreated to Mansfield, so that
during the night the Federal forces occupied both battle-fields.

It was then decided to fall back to Pleasant Hill. A renewal of the at-

tack was expected on the morning of the 9th, and it was not likely that
General Smith's command would be able to reach Pleasant Grove in time
to participate in the action

; without his presence it would be impossible for
Banks, with the Nineteenth Corps and the demoralized troops who had been
driven from Sabine Cross-roads, to maintain his position. The movement
to Pleasant Ilill began before daylight, Emory's division covering the rear,

burying the dead, and bringing off the wounded. At 8 30 A.M. the retreat

had been completed, and a junction effected with Smith's command.
In the mean time the enemy had been re-enforced by Churchill's division

of infantry from Arkansas—there being no immediate apprehension as to
Steele's advance—so that he was able to bring into the field upward of
20,000 men. Kirby Smith had ordered Taylor to follow up Banks's force.

To meet this force Banks had only 15,000 men. But a battle for the safety

of the fleet would have to be fought somewhere, and General Banks con-
cluded that it might as well take place at Pleasant Ilill as farther back. A
strong position was taken, and this time the trains were sent to the rear un-
der a strong cavalry guard. The forenoon passed quietly by. The Con-
federates, wearied by their previous battles, and—in the case of Churchill's

command—by a long march, advanced slowly, and it was not until 4 o'clock

P.M. that Green's cavalry encountered the Nineteenth Corps, guarding the
approaches to the open ground surrounding Pleasant Hill. The army un-
der Banks now consisted of the Nineteenth Corps and the Western troops

under A. J. Smith. The remainder had been sent to the rear with the bag-
gage and wounded. The greater part of A. J. Smith's command was held in

reserve. The troops most advanced were soon driven in, and so easily that

Taylor was led to believe that he was about to fight only ihe rear-guard of

a retreating army. "Walker was ordered to attack in front, Polignac—

a

French gentleman of aristocratic birth who had espoused the Confederate
cause— having succeeded to General Mouton's command, was held in re-

serve. Churchill was ordered to make a detour and strike the Federal left

dank. The conflict that followed was desperate, and for a long time doubt-
ful. The Federals held rising ground, and presented a stubborn front to ev-

ery attack. Churchill found the resistance so strong in bis front that he had
to be supported by a brigade from Walker's division. Even with this re-

enforcement he was roughly handled, and driven back across the open to

the cover of the woods. Walker, supported by Polignac (who was shel-

tered by woods), in the mean time had advanced across the valley under a
galling fire, from which he suffered severe loss, against the Federal right flank.

Re-enforced by Polignac, he kept advancing, and, toward night, seemed to be
gaining a decisive advantage, having driven back the force in his front. But
Smith's reserves were then brought up, and the Confederates were driven
from the field, fairly beaten. Some guns which had been taken by the en-

emy in the early stage of the action were afterward recaptured. The battle

bad been fought by Banks for the existence of his army and of Porter's

fleet, and had resulted in victory.

But what then? Should the army advance or continue its retreat?

Smith, with his Western soldiers, cried out for an advance. Banks's judg-

ment was in favor of advance; but Franklin, more wisely, advised retreat.

Indeed, no folly could Lave been greater than to renew the attempt against

Shreveport. For the army to remain where it was involved peril. A sin-

gle day could add to the enemy's force sufficient re-enforcements to give

him a decided advantage against Banks. With this increased force, and
with proper management on Kirby Smith's part, the defeat of the Union
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army was inevitable, and, following this, the capture of the gun-boats, and
possibly the repossession of the Mississippi by the Confederates. Besides
this, there were also other reasons for a retreat. It would consume much
valuable time to turn the train back again toward Shreveport and to reor-

ganize the army. And the enemy would certainly have attacked before
Banks was fully prepared to meet him. There was no water at Pleasant
Hill for man or beast. All the horses with the army had been without food
for 36 hours. Without rations and without water, without tidings of the

fleet with which was the supply of ammunition, General Banks, reluctantly

following Franklin's advice, determined to fall back to Grand Ecore, where
he could reorganize his army and be sure of communication with Porter.

The losses in the campaign thus far amounted to nearly 4000 men, besides

artillery, mules, and wagons. Grant was now lieutenant general, and in

1 The following is the testimony of Surgeon Eugene F. Sanger on this point:
Qfiulion, "What isyniir [n^itiou in (he nrmy?"
Antwtr. " Surgeon of United States Voluntcera."
Question. "Did you accompany the Red River expedition under General Bunks?"
Answer. " I did."
Question. " Were you present tit the battles of Sabino Cross-roads and Pleasant Hill ?"

March had ordered General Banks to send back Smith's command if tho

expedition could not be terminated successfully by the 1st of May, saying

that if it should be continued beyond that date he would much rather it

had never been begun. This was an additional reason for retreat. How
General Banks or General A. J. Smith could have for a moment contem-

plated an advance under these circumstances it is difficult to imagine.

But orders for such an advance had been given, and the train had been or

dered to return, and it was only after consultation with his general officers

that Banks countermanded these orders, and at midnight on the 9th direct-

ed preparations to be made for the return of the army to Grand Ecore. It

was an unfortunate circumstance that, although this withdrawal was accom-

plished at leisure, a large number of the wounded were left behind for want

of transportation.'

Question. "What was tlio condition ofour wounded there?"

Ansicer. "Wo brought o IT about hnlf our wounded in the first battle, and in the second battle

we broil eh t off nil that could walk off."

Question. " It has been said that at Pleasant Hill wo won a victory; how happened it that W9
left onr wounded in the bands of tho enemy ?"
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The fleet had reacted Loggy Bayou on the 10th, when, learning of the

disaster which had happened to the army, it began to return down the nar-

row, snaggy channel which it had with great difficulty just ascended. Re-

moved from the military force (except that ofT. K. Smith's command, which

accompanied the transports), the fleet was peculiarly exposed to attack from

the bluffs on either side. Failing to destroy the army, the Confederates

turned their attention to the gun-boats and transports. The river was fall-

ing, and the progress of the fleet was slow—about thirty miles per day—so
that the enemy easily followed him down, continually increasing in numbers.

The first attack was made at Coushutta, and a second, with 1900 of Green's

cavalry and four guns, at Harrison. Both these attacks were easily met and

repulsed. On the 12th of April a more determined onset was made by 2000

infantry, infuriated by Louisiana rum, from the right bank. It was a novel

conflict, this, in which these reckless Texans charged upon Porter's gun-boats

with the assistance of two guns! The crazy attempt was persisted in for two

hours. Detachment after detachment, they were brought to the river's edge

and mown down by the guns of the fleet, until at length their leader, Gen-

eral Tom Green, lost his head, blown off by a shell, when the enemy with-

drew, leaving the river bank strewn with his killed and wounded, whose

bodies, says Admiral Porter, "actually smelled" of the rum which had be-

deviled them. This affair seems to have satisfied the enemy as to the chances

of success in an attack by infantry upon gun-boats. On the 15th the fleet

reached Grand Ecore. Here Porter found most of bis larger gun-boats

aground, drawing a foot more water than there was on the bar. While he

was extricating them, the Eastport, eight miles below, was sunk, and was

with great difficulty got afloat again.

The retreat of the army was continued on the 22d to Alexandria. The

fleet followed soon, but was delayed by Porter's anxious and persistent ef-

forts to get away the Eastport, which, finally, he was obliged to destroy.

When the fleet reached Cane River, ninety miles below Grand Ecore, it was

attacked by eighteen Confederate guns. Every shot from these struck the

Cricket, the admiral's flag-ship, whose decks were rapidly cleared. The aft-

er gun was disabled, and every man in attendance killed or wounded. An-

other shell exploded her forward gun, sweeping away the crew from it,

and, passing into the fire-room, left but one man there unwounded. Admi-

ral Porter made up a crew from contrabands for the after gun, put an assist-

ant in the place of the chief engineer, who had been killed, and ordered the

Answer. "Tliat is a great mystery to lino. I was at that time medical director cif the Nine-

teenth Army Corps. I saw General Franklin immediately after our victory, as we assume it to

be. I told him that in the harry of sending off the supply trains in the morning, they had sent off

my medical supply train. He said at that time that it should be ordered to rctnrn at once. To
make sure of this matter, I went to see Major Drake, General Banks's adjutant gcncrnl. He tuld

mo to give myself oo uneasiness nlioni the mutter, as he wuuld send "If a courier ni onto and order

up the medical supply train. I saw General Franklin, and told him thai I should be busy ail night,

nad in case the armv moved ell' in any direction he must Apprise me. J was told that I should be

informed. That was the last I know of the mutter until between U and 7 o'clock the next morn-
ing, when, observing a little squad of cavalry drawn up in front of my hospital, 1 went out and in-

'I'lirjd. and found that the army had retired daring the night, and that this cavalry wuj the rear-

guard ahuut leaving the place. They said they had seen the enemy approaching in the distance,

whereupon I left one or two assistant surgeon-i with instructions, mounted my horse, and rode off."

Qutilion. "Did yoa sec any real necessity for leaving our wounded in the hands of the enemy
there?"

Answer. "Yes, sir; we had no transportation at that time of any kind. There was not a wag-
on of any kind there."

vessel to run by the battery, " which was done," says the admiral, " under
the heaviest fire I have ever witnessed." Driving around the point on which

were posted the enemy's guns, he shelled the latter in the rear, and by this

diversion the light-draught Juliet and pump-boat Champion, lashed together,

eseaped from under the hank where they had drifted. The Hindman from
above co-operated with the Cricket by pouring an enfilading fire into the

Confederate batteries, but dared not pass them. Porter therefore went down
to obtain the assistance of some of the iron-clads below, but in the trip he
got aground, and was delayed for three hours. After proceeding three miles

he found the Osage and Lexington engaging another Confederate battery,

the latter having been hulled fifteen times, with only one man killed. It

was now night, and impossible to return to the Hindman, yet the latter ves-

sel succeeded in running the battery, but, having her wheel-ropes cut away
by the enemy's fire, got badly cut up in drifting down. Three of her men
were killed and four wounded. The Juliet also passed, sustaining severe

injuries. The Champion was disabled and set on fire. During these opera-

tions the Cricket was hulled thirty-eight times, and fifteen of her crew were

killed or wounded. After such difficulties as we have described, the fleet

at length arrived at Alexandria. Admiral Porter estimates that on his way
down he killed and wounded at least 500 Confederates, his own loss being

less than 100.

General Banks had also met with formidable resistance on his way to

Alexandria, at the crossing of Cane River, where he met a Confederate

force of 8000 men, with 16 guns, under General Bee. This force, flanked

by the river on one side and an impenetrable swamp on the other, was con-

fident of checking Banks until the rest of the Confederate army could come
up in his rear. Banks's only safety was in rapidity of movement. Aware
of the enemy's designs, he commenced his march from Grand Ecore on the

morning of the 22d, and that day and night marched 40 miles, moving upon

the enemy at Monet's Bluff, on Cane River, before daybreak of the 23d.

General Emory, with his own division of the Nineteenth Corps, one of the

Thirteenth, and Arnold's cavalry, was ordered to attack the enemy in front.

The position was found too strong to be carried by a direct attack. There-

fore General H. W. Birgc, with a command consisting of his own brigade

(the Third of Emory's division) and Cameron's division, was dispatched

across the river, three miles above, to strike the enemy's flank. Birgc, after

a difficult march through swamps and dense woods, reached his destination

late in the afternoon. Fessenden, commanding Birge's brigade, assaulted

and carried two strong positions, whose occupation forced the enemy to re-

treat southwestwardly into Texas. Kilby Smith, covering Banks's rear,

was on the next morning unsuccessfully attacked by the Confederate force

which was co-operating with Bee. The Federal loss in these engagements

was 250 men. General Banks, by his promptness, had prevented the enemy

from concentrating his forces and fortifying his position, otherwise the Fed-

eral army would have been compelled to cross Red River above the bluff

in the presence of the enemy on both sides of both Cane and Red Rivers.

The army reached Alexandria on the 25th and 26th of April, precisely a

month after its occupation of the town in March.

Here, also, it was impossible to remain without the support of A. J.Smith,
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whose time for co-operation with Banks bnr] already expired. But, before

retreating farther, it was necessary to rescue the fleet from its perilous situa-

tion by getting it below the falls. The difficulty had been foreseen b\

Lieutenant Colonel Joseph Bailey, engineer of the Nineteenth Corps, who,

as early as the battle of Pleasant Hill, had suggested to General Franklin a

plan for its removal by means of dams. Franklin approved the project

Admiral Porter does not seem to have had much faith in it He remarked,

when the plan was first proposed to him, that "if damming would get the

fleet off, he would have been afloat long before."

The plan was carried out by the army under Bailey's supervision. Be-

tween two and three thousand men were engaged in the work of damming
the river, which was commenced on the 2d and completed on the 8th of

May. Tbe rapids, or falls at Alexandria, are over a mile long. At the

foot of these the main darn was constructed, tbe river at this point being

758 feet wide, and the depth of water from four to six feet, with a swift

current of about ten miles per hour. Two wing-dams were also constructed

at the head of the rapids. By means of these dams the depth of water was

increased by 6| feet, and eight valuable giin-boata were thus saved from

destruction. Four of the gun-boats passed immediately upon the comple-

tion of the work. Tbe rest might have passed at the same time if Porter

had been prepared to avail himself of the advantage. The pressure of the

water upon the dam was very great, as might have been expected, and be-

fore the admiral was ready to get down his other boats, the works gave

way. Additional wing-dams were then constructed, and on the 13th the

entire fleet was safe below tbe falls.

Before the relief of the fleet Banks had received a dispatch from Lieuten-

ant General Grant directing that no troops should be withdrawn from the

operations against Sbreveport, which were to be continued until farther

orders.

But the continuance of the campaign was, of course, impracticable. As
soon as the fleet bad been relieved Banks evacuated Alexandria, moving
from that point to Simmsport, on tbe Atchafalaya. On the morning of his

departure a fire broke out in a building on the levee, and, under a high

wind, extended to a large portion of tbe town.

Previous to the evacuation of Alexandria, the light gun-boats Signal and

Covington, passing down the river with the transport Warner, were fired on

by a large Confederate force. Tbe Covington was burned, and the Signal,

with the transport, were surrendered, with 150 soldiers. Soon afterward the

transport City Belle was captured, with 225 men, who were being conveyed

up to Alexandria.

Tbe march to Simmsport was interrupted for a few hours at Mansura,

near Marksville, by a Confederate cavalry force, which, after a spirited

skirmish, was driven away. Simmsport was reached on the evening of

May 16th. Here the army crossed tbe Atehafalaya by a bridge built of

steam-boats on the 20th. "While tbe wagon train was crossing the bridge,

a Confederate force under Polignac attacked the rear of the army, but was

repulsed by A.J. Smith's command. Having crossed the river, Banks met

General E. R. S. Canby, who had been sent 'to relieve him of the command
of tbe Department of the Gulf, and to whom General Banks turned over the

army, proceeding himself to New Orleans. General A. S. Smith now re-

turned to his own department. Admiral Porter descended tbe Red River

and resumed his patrol of tbe Mississippi.

Before tracing the progress of Steele's co-operative column from Little

Ruck, let us rapidly review the military events which had taken place in

Missouri and Arkansas up to the inception of the Red River campaign.
Sliortly after Hindman's defeat at Prairie Grove in the latter part of 1863,

a Confederate force of about 4000 men, under General Marmaduke, moved
around General Blunt's command in Northern Arkansas, and marched on

Springfield, in Missouri. This important station, the de'pofc of munitions

and supplies for the Federal troops operating in Arkansas, was partially

fortified, and was held by a garrison of 1200 men under Brigadier General

E. B. Brown, consisting of state militia, a small portion of the Eighteenth
Iowa, and about 300 convalescent soldiers known as tbe "Quinine Brigade."

The main body of the Federal army under General Blunt was in tbe vicini-

ty of Fayetteville, on the Arkansas border, too distant to furnish assistance,

and yet dependent for its own safety upon the secure possession of Spring-

field. Marmaduke attacked Brown on the 8th of January, 1863, and after

fighting from 10 A.M. till dark, losing some 200 men, withdrew without
gaining any other advantage than the capture of a single gun. The loss of

the garrison was 164 men, of whom 14 were killed. Among the wounded
was General Brown, who had managed the defense of his post with great

skill and bravery.

At Hartsville, 40 miles east of Springfield, Marmaduke encountered on
the 10th a small detachment of Federal troops under Colonel Merrill, con-

sisting of the Twenty-first Iowa and Ninety-ninth Illinois, with portions of
the Third Missouri and Third Iowa cavalry, and a battery of artillery.

Here, after a sharp skirmish, he was repulsed with a loss of 800 men ; Mer-
rill's loss amounting to 78, including 7 killed. While the Federal forces

were being concentrated to intercept his retreat, Marmaduke retreated into

Arkansas. At Batesville, on the 4th of February, a part of his force was
attacked by Colonel Waring, who, with the Fourth Missouri cavalry, drovo
him across the White River.

General Curtis on the 9th of March, 1863, was relieved of the command
i if the Missouri Department, which about a month later was assigned to

General Schofield.

In the latter part of April, Marmaduke, with a considerable force, again

entered Missouri, and made an attempt on Cape Girardeau, the capture of

which would have very much disturbed Grant's Vicksburg campaign, but

tbe timely appearance of tbe Federal gun-boats frightened him off, sending

hint back to Arkansas. A month later an engagement occurred at Fort

Blunt, in Indian Territory, which was occupied by the Federal Colonel Phil-

lips with 800 cavalry and an Indian regiment. A Confederate force about

3000 strong was led by Colonel Coffey against this fort. The defense was
successfully maintained, and the enemy driven south of the Arkansas.

During the summer of 1863, the more important military operations in

Mississippi and Tennessee reduced both the Federal and Confederate forces

in the trans-Mississippi territory to such an extent that there were no hos-

tilities in that region of any moment. Blunt had an encounter in July with

a force of the enemy under General Cooper, which was menacing Fort Blunt.

The fight took place on Elk River. Cooper had about 6000 men, and'Blunt

3000 infantry, 250 cavalry, and 4 guns, General Blunt crossed the river,

and, after a fight of two hours, drove tbe enemy, who left on the field 150

killed and 77 prisoners, besides 400 wounded, which were removed. The
Federal loss was 17 killed and 60 wounded. Immediately after Cooper's

defeat, 3000 Texans arrived under Cabell to re-enforce the enemy, but re-

tired during the night without a battle.

In August, 1863, tbe Confederate partisan "Quantrell" made his notori-

ous raid through Western Missouri into Kansas. With a force of 300 ban-

dits, gathered together in Western Missouri, be crossed the Kansas border,

and on tbe morning of August 22 entered Lawrence and commenced a sack

of that town. The citizens were murdered without discrimination. For a

citizen to appear in the street with a defensive weapon of any sort, or to be

a German or a negro, were deemed sufficient reasons why he should be shot

The finest dwellings and the public buildings were committed to the flames.

The banks and stores were pillaged. Many private citizens, after surren-

dering to these merciless fiends all their money, were killed. Eighteen re-

cruits found without arms in their hands were cowardly butchered. J. H.

Lane, a United States senator, was at Lawrence, but, with Colonel Deitzler

and others, managed to escape. General Collamore, taking refuge in a well,

was suffocated, and two men in an attempt to rescue him suffered a similar

fate. By 10 o'clock A.M. 140 men had been killed and nearly 200 build-

ings burned, when the savage monsters left the scene of their cruelties. Aa
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they were leaviDg three of them were killed by the fire of some soldiers

who had just reached the opposite bank of the Kansas River. The band
was pursued by a small force of cavalry, but, with the loss of a few men,
effected its escape.

The day after this event, Colonel Woodson, with 600 men from Pilot

Knob, captured at Pocahontas, Arkansas, General Jeff. Thompson and about
50 of his men.

At the close of July, 1863, General Steele was sent to Helena to organize

an expedition for the capture of Little Rock, Arkansas. The force assigned

to him for this purpose consisted of 6000 men, including 500 cavalry and
22 guns. He was afterward re-enforced by General Davidson with nearly

6000 more men, most of them mounted, and 18 guns. He advanced from

Helena on the 10th of August, crossing the White River at Clarendon, 60
miles east of Little Rock, on the 17th, with Davidson's cavalry in the ad-

vance. His sick at this time numbered about 1000. These were sent to

Duvall's Bluff, which was made the de"pot of supplies. On the 25th David-

son reached Brownsville, 25 miles distant from Little Rock, driving Mar-
maduke before him to his intrenchments at Bayou Metea, from which he

was dislodged and driven across the bayou. Meanwhile Steele had con-

centrated his forces—re-enforced by General True's brigade from Memphis
—at Brownsville. Shut off from an advance north of Bayou Metea by the

nature of the country, which, on account of swamps, was impracticable, he

determined to advance to the Arkansas, and threaten with his cavalry the

enemy's communications southward.. Davidson crossed the Arkansas to

carry out this plan. Marmaduke, sent out by General Holmes to resist him,

was completely routed. General Price, the Confederate commander in Ar-

kansas, then evacuated Little Rock, which was occupied by Steele on the

10th of September. Price, in some disorder and in great haste, fell back to

Arkadelphia, eluding pursuit. Steele had started out on his campaign with

12,000 men, and entered Little Rock with only 7000. Of this Joss less than

one fiftieth was caused in battle, the remainder arising from sickness.

On the 4th of October we again bear from Quantrell, who, with 600 guer-

rillas disguised in Federal uniform, attacks General Blunt on his way to Fort

Smith (captured by a Union force a month previous) with an escort of about

100 cavalry. General Blunt, with about 15 men, fortunately escaped. The

remainder were captured, and then murdered in cold blood.

Pine Bluff, fifty miles below Little Rock, on the south bank of the Ar-

kansas, was occupied early in October by Colonel Clayton with 350 men of

the Fifth Kansas Cavalry and four guns. Marmaduke advanced against

this point on the 25th of October with 12 guns and a cavalry force of be-

tween 2000 and 3000 men. In the mean time Clayton had been re-enforced

by the First Indiana Cavalry and five guns. Marmaduke's attack failed.

His loss was 150 killed and wounded, and 33 captured. Clayton lost 17

killed and 40 wounded.

The Confederate General Shelby, of Cabell's command, having failed in a

series of unimportant attempts in Indian Territory, about this time under-

took a raid into Missouri. Crossing the Arkansas between Fort Smith and

Little Rock, he was joined in Southwestern Missouri by a force under Gen-

eral Coffey, their combined command numbering possibly 2500 men. This

expedition advanced as far north as Booneville, on the Missouri River, when

it commenced to retreat, pursued by General E.B.Brown with a detach-

ment of state militia. The enemy was brought to a stand near Arrow Rock

on the 13th of October. Here there was an engagement which lasted five

hours resulting finally in the defeat of the Confederates, who, besides all

their artillery and baggage, lost 300 men, killed, wounded, and prisoners.

On the 18th of December General McNeil superseded General Blunt as

commander of the Army of the Frontier.

General Steele commenced his movement southward from Little Rock to

co-operate with Banks's advance to Shreveport on the 23d of March, 1864,

or about the time of Franklin's arrival at Alexandria. His army was 7000

stron^. General Thayer at the same time marched from Fort Smith with

5000 men intending to unite with Steele at Arkadelphia, while Colonel

Clayton, with a small force, advanced from Pine Bluff on Steele's left.

Steele reached Arkadelphia on the 29th of March ; but Thayer, owing to

heavy rains and almost impracticable roads, was delayed, and after wailing

for bim two days, the main column continued its advance. The Confeder-

ate cavalry under Shelby and Marmaduke had skirmished with its front all

the way from the Sabine River, and farther down the Washita was a con-

siderable force of infantry under General Price. Two days after Banks's

defeat at Sabine Cross-roads this latter force was encountered at Prairie

d'Anne, and a sharp fight, chiefly with artillery, followed. A charge of the

enemy upon Steele's artillery was repulsed, and Price fell back to Washing-

ton near the Upper Red River. From prisoners and spies, intelligence was

now received of Banks's defeat This report turned Steele from bis pursuit

of Price eastward to Camden. The Confederates then became bolder, at-

tacking on the 23d of April a train of 240 wagons, which had arrived from

Pine Bluff three days before, and was then returning, guarded by one of

General Salomon's brigades. The attack was made 12 miles from Camden

by Shelby's cavalry, and was easily repulsed. The train proceeded six

miles farther, and was then parked for the nigbt. The road was bad, and

much of the distance had to be corduroyed; thus, on the 24th only 22

miles had been made. The next morning, while crawling through a long

swamp the guard was again attacked at Marks's Mdls by General Fagan 8

command, reported 6000 strong. The advance being cut off from the rear

after a gallant resistance, which cost the Federals 250 killed and wounded

— one fourth of the entire brigade—both columns surrendered, and the

wagons were either captured or destroyed. According to custom, all ne-

gro^ found in the command were shot after the surrender.
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On the 28th of April Steele abandoned Camden, crossed the Washita,

and, continually skirmishing with the enemy's cavalry, proceeded to the Sa-

bine. By this retreat he had just escaped disaster. Kirby Smith, having
thrust back General Banks, was now prepared to strike Steele. As it was,

Smith assailed the rear of the retreating column as the latter was crossing

the Sabine at Jenkins's Ferry. A portion of the army was already across

the river, and thus the brunt of the attack fell upon the two rear brigades

until re-enforcements were brought up by General Rice. The enemy suc-

ceeded finally in turning the left, but the line was restored, and by noon the

attack was repulsed, and the army crossed the bridge. No artillery could

be used on account of the nature of the ground. The Federal loss was 700
killed and wounded. That of the enemy was estimated as over three times

that number.

With Fagan in bis front menacing Little Rock, Steele's position was one
of great peril. His animals were starving, compelling the destruction of
nearly all his wagons. The roads were n'ixt to impassable, and over these

the exhausted and hungry troops dragged their guns. Notwithstanding
these difficulties, Steele succeeded in reaching Little Rock on the 2d of May.
By Steele's reverses about two thirds of the state were recovered by the

Confederates, whose cavalry and partisan rangers, avoiding the few Federal
strong-holds, ravaged the country without molestation or resistance. This
situation was full of discomforts to those who bad previously, encouraged
by the prospects of restoration, which had been so flattering at the time of
the capture of Little Rock in the previous autumn, committed themselves to

the Union cause. During the winter of 1863-1 measures bad been taken to
restore the state to the Union. A Constitutional Convention was assembled
at Little Rock on the 8th of January, in which 42 out of 54 counties were
represented. A uew State Constitution was framed, in which slavery was
forever prohibited. Dr. Isaac Murphy was inaugurated provisional govern-
or on the 22d of January. In March the new Constitution was submitted
to the people, and ratified by over 12,000 votes; and state officers, three
members of Congress, and a Legislature were elected. In April the Legi
lature convened, and elected United States senators. But all these acts
were in great measure annulled by the helplessness of Steele's military
force. In the autumn of 1864 a Confederate Legislature met at Washing-
ton, in Southwestern Arkansas. A message was sent to it by the Confeder-
ate Governor Hannigan, and A. P. Garland was elected to represent the
state in the Confederate Senate at Richmond.
The command of the entire trans- Mississippi military division was in

1864 given to General Canby. The garrison at Matagorda bad been with-
drawn. After the Red River campaign, with the exception of Price's raid
into Missouri in the autumn, there was no military campaign of any import-
ance undertaken before the close of the war in 1865. Although this raid
overlaps the Atlantic campaign, this is the proper connection in which it

should be placed before the reader.

CHAPTER XL.
PKICE'S MISSOURI RAID.

Bosecrans assnme3 Command of ihe Department oF the Missouri January 28, 1864.—Extent and
Distribution oNiis Command.—The" Paw-paw" Militia.—Feud between Radicals and Conserv-
atives.—Secret Organizations in Northern Missouri.—Price advances northward in September.—
Kusccrans is re-enfurced by A. J. Smith's Division.—Defense of St. Louis.—Price attacks Pilot
linob; Kwing retreats upon Rolla.—Rosecrans assumes the Offensive—Plcasonton takes com-
mand oF the Cavalry.—Progress of Prico westward, and Movements of the Federal Forces.
General Curtis is attacked at Marshall and driven—A good Opportunity thrown away by the
Federals.—Pleasonion's Pursuit of Price.—Fight on the Big Blue.—Price is defeated, but es-
capes Southward.—Fight with his Rear-guard on the Osage.—Criticism of the Campaign.

ROSECRANS, after having been superseded by Thomas as commander
of the Department of the Cumberland, was, on the 28th of January,

1864, assigned to the command of the Department of the Missouri. His
force consisted of about 12,000 men, mainly composed of state militia, out
of ten regiments of which all but one were mounted men. To this there
were added four regiments of three-years' volunteers, and a similar force of
cavalry. There was also in process of organization a regiment (the Second
Missouri) of heavy artillery. This command was distributed through the
suite at the most important posts— at Springfield, Rolla, Pilot Knob, Cape
Girardeau, Jefferson City, Sedalia, Macon City, and, north of the Missouri
River, at St. Joseph.

There was also a force of Missouri militia, 2800 in number, in the north-
western part of the state, " provisionally enrolled," and armed by the state
government. It was composed in great proportion of disloyal citizens, a
large number of whom had returned home from Price's army. Pledged to
obey the laws of the state and of the general government, their especial
business, aa they understood it, was to take care of the peaceful sympathizers
with rebellion, protecting them against the indignation of the Unionists.
They were called the " Paw-paw militia," to identify them with "bush-
whackers"—the paw-paw being the sort of fruit upon which this class of
rebel sympathizers was supposed to subsist when it took to the bush.

This Paw-paw militia was a great element of disturbance in Missouri.
There was a feud at this time between the two classes of citizens in the state
known respectively as Radicals, or Abolitionists, and Conservatives—the lat-

ter class being generally understood to entertain a secret preference in favor
of the Confederacy. It was confidently believed that the Paw-paws were, to-

gether with the Conservatives, in league with General Price, and that they
only waited hi:; approach to throw aside their assumed disguise. The dis-

guise, after all, seemed only partial, especially in the great slavebolding

counties on the river, where the so-called Conservatives, evidently expecting
a visit shortly from Price's army, warned the Union citizens " that the Loy-
alists had pretty nearly had their time, and that it would soon come to an
end, and then the Disloyalists would have their time." Carefully observino-
these indications, and finding that arms were plentifully coming into the
northern part of the state, Rosecrans felt that the apprehensions of the Un-
ionists were well grounded, and, determined to be on his guard, he in the
mean time quietly investigated the situation. Of course Rosecrans succeed-
ed in detecting the whole plot. If the Confederates had been leagued with
the powers of darkness, Rosecrans's spies would in some way have ferreted
out their machinations

; and even if the delicate business had required a trip
to Hades, they would surely have accomplished it and reported to head-
quarters 1

Rosecrans soon found that the basis of the hopes of the Confederate sym-
pathizers in Missouri was a secret society. The organization of this society
took the shape of lodges, in Northern Missouri mainly. The leaders proved
to be Confederates. There seemed to be no limit to the organization, which
existed even in Union settlements, and extended to the backwoods. It was
apparent that its designs were military in character as well as political. An
intelligent physician was employed by Rosecrans, and sent into Northern
Missouri with a roving commission. This man made his way into one of
the lodges, and advanced in degree until finally he obtained a ritual from the
grand commander of the state. A closer scrutiny detected an extension of
the organization into Indiana, Kentucky, and Illinois, and finally traced it

to New York. In Missouri it was designated "The Order of American
Knights," or "Sons of Liberty." The exiled Val land igham was the su-
preme commander in the North, and General Sterling Price in the South.
It was found that about 23,000 men were sworn to join Price on his ap-
pearance in Missouri. Under the auspices of this secret society, Vallandi-
gham was to return to Ohio to attend the Democratic Convention at Chicago
on the 4th of July. Simultaneously a rising was to occur in all the states
in which the order existed, the existing officials were to be put out of the
way, and the arsenals, forts, and public property were to be seized. A gen-
era! Northern invasion was to be made at the same time by the Confeder-
ates.

In view of these developments, Rosecrans asked for an augmentation of
his force in Missouri. General Hunt was seut by General Grant to that
state on a tour of observation, and reported his belief that the inhabitants
would behave themselves, that Rosecrans was too apprehensive, and that the
force already in the department was larger than was needed.

Rosecrans went on with his investigation, and having accumulated 1000
pages of testimony, wrote a note to General Garfield at Washington, asking
the latter to state to President Lincoln that he had this testimony, and ob-
tain permission for him to send on a staff officer to lay the whole matter
before the President 1 President Lincoln requested Rosecrans to send bis
depositions by mail or express. Rosecrans replied that that would not be
safe. The President then sent one of his private secretaries, Major Hay, to

Missouri. He read the testimony, and reported to the President. No espe-
cial notice at this time seems to have been taken of the affair at Washington.

In the mean time, it was boldly proposed in one of the lodges of the Or-
der of American Knights to commence the assassination of Union officers in
St. Louis, "beginning with the provost-marshal, and then wind up with a
grab at department headquarters." This startling proposition was laid over
to the next meeting. Rosecrans immediately arrested the state commander
of the society— the Belgian consul at St. Louis— the deputy commander,
grand secretary, lecturer, and thirty or forty leading members, and commit-
ted them to prison. A dispatch was soon received from the War Depart-
ment ordering the release of the Belgian consul. Rosecrans refused to com-
ply with the order, knowing that it would not have been given if the gov-
ernment had been acquainted with all the facts of the case. A full repre-
sentation of the matter having been laid before the President upon the return
of Major Hay, the order of release was countermanded. Rosecrans was so
impressed with the necessity of his action that he would have sooner re-

signed his command than have released the consul. -ft

The Democratic Convention at Chicago was postponed, bu \ Confed-
erate schemes in Missouri were so fully matured that they could not be thus
postponed. The hostile flag was hoisted in Platte County on the 7tb of
July, and these peculiar exemplars of American knighthood commenced
their operations. " From that time," says Rosecrans, " until after the expi-
ration of the invasion and the expulsion of Price, there was nothing but
murder and rapine wherever they could operate."

After the Fort Pillow massacre, the four regiments of three-years' volun-

1 "Having about a thousand pages of testimony, obtained in tho way I have just mentioned,!
wrote a note to Gcnvr.il (iiiriitld, in Washington, requesting him to stale to tho President that I
had this, and to say that, as the time for the denouement was npprcachipg rapidly, and that as
tho thing was not in n sufficiently perfect state to take action on without submitting it to him,
more particularly as it concerned nut only my u«n department, but the whole West of the nation,
I wished permission from him to send a staff officer, who understood the subject, with tho frag-
ments of the testimony we had collected, to lay the whole matter before him, and answer such
questions as the President desired to put ; that I made (his request, not because I doubted my
right to aend a staff officer In Washington, hut because, when I had before sent a sinfT officer on
a similar occasion, on a business of importance, he hnd been arrested by the Secretary of War, and
I did not wish to subject another officer unnecessarily to tho samo indignity."— Testimony bt/ore
the Committee on the Cnmlurt i,/ the War. Ttoie-rans's Comjiaitpi, p.fi2.

In regard to the arrest by tho Secretary of War of one of his stuff officers, General RosccranB
testified

:
" He [tho secretary] arrested my senior aid, who brought letters to General Halleck and

General Grant respecting the condition of Missouri, and tho measures which I thought immedi-
ately necessary there to lie of advantage to the government and to tho stale. Ho was arrested on
the pretense that he hud no permission to come bore, under an old order that no officer should
visit Washington without permission from tho Secretary or War. Major Bond returned home un-
der arrest

; and, considering that the shortest way to get rid of bis arrest would be to have hiai
tried, I ordered his trial by a court composed of the highest officers in Missouri. Major GencrtJ
Plcasonton being president. That court unanimously and honorably acquitted him."—P. 64,
ibidem.
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teera which Roseerans had at St. Louis were withdrawn from his department,
as was also most of his three-years' cavalry. To supply their place, eleven
regiments of twelve-months' volunteers were raised during the summer.
Price's movement did not commence as early as Rosecrans had been led to

anticipate. Perhaps he was deceived as to the extent find intimacy of the
correspondence between the Confederate military leaders and the "Sons of
Liberty ;" but as to the existence of some connection between them, or as to
its intent, there could be no doubt. The first sign of the invasion appeared
in Arkansas early in September, 1864. On the 3d Washburn warned Rose-
crans that a junction was about to be formed of Shelby's cavalry at Bates-
ville with Price's army for the invasion of Missouri. At this time A.J.
Smith's command was passing Cairo on its way to Sherman's army in North-
ern Georgia. At Rosecrans's request, this division was halted by order of
General Halleck, and sent to St. Louis. It was decided to await Price's
movements instead of advancing against him before he should cross the
border.

Price by the 23d of September had crossed the Arkansas River, and was
reported to be near Batesville with two divisions of mounted men, three bat-

teries, and a large wagon train ; bis force probably numbered 15,000 men.
He entered the southeastern portion of Missouri, and advanced northward
toward Rolla, with a detachment thrown out toward Pilot Knob. General
Ewing was now ordered to concentrate the troops of his district at Pilot

Knob and Cape Girardeau, and two of Smith's brigades were pushed out to-

ward the front so far as seemed consistent with the safety of St. Louis. St
Louis must be protected at all hazards, being the great depot of supplies for

the trans-Mississippi armies. This city has three approaches by railroad

south of the Missouri River: one from the east, via Independence and Jef-

ferson City ; another, that against which Price was marching, from the south-

west, via Rolla; and a third from Memphis, via Pilot Knob. It was import-

ant to maintain Springfield, Rolla, Jefferson City, and Pilot Knob if possible,

but the capture of either of these positions by the enemy must be suffered

rather than that, by a general engagement at any of these points, the safety

of St. Louis should be endangered. The Federal General Mower's division

was daily expected from Arkansas, but, until the arrival of this re-enforce-

ment, it was evident that Price had a free course open to him through the

state.
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A portion of Price's army on the 27th of September attacked Pilot Knob,

which was held by one brigade under General Ewing. The fortifications at

this post were rude, but sufficiently strong to enable the garrison of 1200

men to maintain an obstinate and successful stand against several times that

number. But the enemy gained commanding positions, which would have

finally compelled the surrender of the post. Therefore, during the night,

Ewing, having blown up his magazines and spiked his heavy guns, retreated

toward Rolla. In the repulse at Pilot Knob the enemy lost over 1000 men
(Ewing says 1500), while the Federal loss was less than 100. Price had al-

ready a column at Potosi, little more than twenty miles north of Pilot Knob,

thus compelling Ewing to retreat in the direction of Rolla, and apparently

threatening St. Louis.

Perhaps it was on account of the lesson which he had learned at Pilot

Knob that Price did not make an attempt to capture St.Louis. Certainly

he did not continue bis advance in that direction, but turned westward, and

moved on Jefferson City. Ewing retreated rapidly to Webster, and there

veered northward, and struck the railroad to Springfield at Harrison, having

marched about sixty-sis miles in thirty-nine hours, pursued by Shelby's cav-

alry. The latter made an attack at this point, but Ewing held his ground

for thirty hours, until re-enforced by a detachment of Sanborn's cavalry,

sent from Rolla to his assistance. The apparent helplessness of Rosecrans

encouraged the "conservative" guerrillas in Northern Missouri, who now

grew bolder in their work of murder and plunder.'

It was at first hard to tell whether Price would strike for St.Louis, or for

Jefferson City, or for Rolla. His delay to strike a decisive blow enabled

Eosecrans to accumulate a force large enough for offensive operations. Five

regiments of 100-days' men were brought from Illinois before the 1st of

October, and were placed in the fortifications of St Louis, relieving General

Smith's command. A cavalry force had been raised of about 1500 men.

Out of the East Missouri militia about 5000 men were organized into an ef-

fective division under General Pike. Besides these, under the direction of

the mayor of St.Louis, about 5000 citizen soldiers volunteered for the de-

fense of the city. A. J. Smith's command numbered 4500 men. General

Mower's veteran division, 5000 strong, arrived at Cnpe Girardeau on the 5th

of October. Adding to these the detachments at Eolla and Jefferson City,

with Ewing's force, Eosecrans must, during the first week of October, have

had a veteran army full 20,000 strong, besides over 12,000 citizen soldiers.

In the mean time the enemy, moving by Potosi, had advanced across tbe

Meramee to Richwood, only 40 miles distant from St.Louis. Between this

force and the city was A. J. Smith's command and 1500 cavalry. Demon-
strating against Smith with a portion of his army, Price, on tbe 1st of Octo-

' ber, after burning the railroad bridge across the Meramee at Moselle, turned

toward Jefferson City, having crossed the Gasconade and the Osage by the

6 th, burning Herman and the railroad bridge on his way. On the 7th he

appeared before Jefferson City, garrisoned by troops from Rolla under San-

born and McNeil, and fortified by hastily-constructed intrenchmen ts. The
garrison consisted of about 7000 men, nearly three fifths of whom was cav-

alry. Price drew up bis forces, forming a line ot battle three or four miles

long about the city, but did not venture to assault; for, in addition to the

intrenched force in bis front, Smith, and Mower, and Winslow'a cavalry

were rapidly following, and would soon be upon his rear. Waiting only for

his train to gat a fair start, he resumed his march westward. On the 8th

the Federal General Pleasontorj, who had distinguished himself as a cavalry

leader in Virginia, arrived at Jefferson City and assumed command. He
dispatched Sanborn's cavalry with instructions to harass and delay the ene-

my until Mower and Smith could join the forces then in the capital. San-

born advanced, and, in accordance with these orders, attacked Price's rear-

1 "Rebel agents, amnesty oath-takers, recruits, 'fiympiithirers,' O. A. K.'s, and traitors of every
hue and stripe, bad warmed into life at the approach of the great invasioa. Women's fingers

were busy making doilies fur rebel soldiers out of goods plimdcivd by the guerrillas; women's
tongues were basy telling Union neighbors ' their timf. teas tuna co-iiiny.' General Fisk, with all his

force, had been seouriup, the bosh for weeks in the river counties in pursuit of hostile bunds, com-
posed largely of recroiis from among that class of the inhabitants who claim protectioo, yet decline

to perform the fall duties of citizens, on the ground that they' never tuck no sides.' A few facts

will convey some idea of this warfare, carried on by Confederate agents here, while the agents
abroad of thejf bloody and hypocritical despotism—Mason, Slidell, end Mann in Earope—havo
the effrontery «. tell die nations of Christendom our government 'carries on the war with increas-

ing ferocity, regardless of the laws of civilized warfare.' These pangs of rebels, whoso families had
been living in peace among their loyal neighbors, committed the mast eold-bloodcd and diabolical

murders, such as riding up to a farm-house, asking .'or water, and, while receiving it, shooting
down tho giver, an aged, inoffensive farmer, beennse lie was a radical ' Union man.' In the single

sub-district of Mexico the commanding officer furnished a list of near 100 Union men who, in the

course of six weeks, had been killed, maimed, or 'run ulF' because they were 'radical Union men'
or d—d Abolitionists. Aboot the 1st of September Anderson's gang attacked u railroad train on
the North Missouri, took from it twenty-two unarmed soldiers—many of them were on sick-leave

—sad, after robbiog, placed them in a row aod shot them in cold blood ; some of the bodies tbey
scalped, and put others across the track and ran tho engine over them. On the 27th, this Ranc,
with numbers swollen to 300 or 480 men, attacked Major Johnson, with about 120 men of the

Thirty-ninth Missouri Volunteer Infantry, raw recruits, and, after stampeding their horses, shot

every man, most of them in cold blood. Anderson, a few days later, was recognized by General
Price at Boonevillc as a Confederate captain, and, with n verba! admoniiion to behave himself, or-

dered by Colonel Maclane, chief of Price's staff, to proceed to North Missouri and destroy (he rail-

roads, which orders were found on the miscreant when killed by Lieutenant Colonel Cox, about

the 27tn of October."

—

RoseeraTis's Report.

guard at Versailles, and found that the enemy was moving to Booneville,
on tbe Missouri. Pushing his attack with vigor, he compelled the enemy
to form in line of battle; but soon finding that if he remained he would
probably be surrounded, Sanborn fell back: a few miles to California, where
he was joined by Colonel Catherwood with A. J. Smith's cavalry on the
14th. Smith's infantry in tbe mean time reached Jefferson City, followed
on tbe 16th by Winslow'a cavalry, and on tbe 17th by nearly all of Mower's
division.

By this time Price had reached Marshall, 25 miles west of Booneville.

A detachment of cavalry under Shelby had crossed the Missouri at Arrow
Rock, about midway between tbe two places last mentioned, and, moving up
the river to Glasgow, which be took after a fight of seven hours, captured

a part of Colonel Harding's regiment—the Forty-third Missouri—with small
detachments of the Ninth Missouri militia and Seventeenth Illinois Cavalry.

The Federal forces were fast closing in upon the enemy's rear, and more
vigorous movement on their part ought to have resulted in an important

and decisive victory. Smith and Mower had reached the Lamitic River,

and on the 18th and 19th the former advanced westward to Dunksburg,
while still farther to the left General Pleasonton, now in command of the

entire cavalry force, extended to Warrensburg.

Price leisurely proceeded to Lexington, 40 miles west of Marshall, where
on the 19th he attacked General Curtis, who, after a slight skirmish, retreat-

ed to Independence. The enemy pursued to the Little Blue, where he
struck General Blunt's Kansas division with such force that the retreat was
continued to the Big Blue. When Rosecrans learned that the enemy was
at Lexington, he ordered Pleasonton, who was demonstrating toward Wav-
erly, to push on to Lexington, and Smith to follow. Of course the enemy
had left before their arrival. Supposing that Price would be unable to

cross the Big Blue in the face of Curtis's force, and would therefore move
southward, Rosecrans ordered Pleasonton to harass tbe enemy's rear with

McNeil's brigade, moving tbe remainder of his command to Lone Jack, to

which point Smith was hurrying, having returned from his mistaken chase

after the enemy. This order was unfortunately conditional; and Pleason-

ton, instead of complying with it, supposing that the enemy would continue

his flight westward, kept on in pursuit, crossing Little Blue on the 22d, and,

driving Price's rear-guard to Independence, made a charge at nightfall, cap-

turing the place and taking two guns. Dispatching McNeil's brigade to

Santa Fc: to intercept the enemy, he telegraphed to Rosecrans requesting

him to send Smith to Lexington. Rosecrans reluctantly complied with his

request. On the morning of tbe 23d Pleasonton moved against the enemy
at the crossing of the Big Blue, where a general engagement was fought,

beginning at 7 A.M., and lasting until 1 P.M., when Shelby, finding that

Marmaduke and Fagan were giving way, turned on Pleasonton, and for a

moment shook Sanborn's brigade; but the skillful use of artillery and a gal-

lant charge of the cavalry decided the fortunes of the day against tbe ene-

my, who now retired, pursued by Pleasonton and Curtis. Smith, reaching

Independence at 5 P.M., was ordered to move by a forced march that night

to Hickman's Mill, to strike the enemy in flank while passing that point
" Had he been ordered," reports Rosecrans, " and marched for that point in-

stead of Independence the day before, General Smith would have arrived in

time to strike tbe enemy's compact column and train with 9000 infantry and

five batteries; but it was too late. He did not reach the mill until long aft-

er not only the enemy's, but our own columns had passed there."

Pleasonton continued the pursuit, the infantry following as rapidly as

possible for support. On the banks of the Osage Price's rear-guard, com-

posed of Marmaduke's cavalry, was overtaken, after a chase of 60 miles,

on tbe 25th. Pleasonton here, by a furious charge, routed this Confederate

force, capturing eight guns, several wagons, and nearly 1000 prisoners, in-

cluding Generals Marmaduke and Cabell.

This campaign had lasted 48 days. Rosecrans reports his loss as 174

killed, 336 wounded, and 171 prisoners. Price bad lost 1958 prisoners and

10 guns, and bad succeeded in none of tbe objects for which his expedition

had been undertaken. Missouri remained henceforth undisturbed by the

enemy, and Price's invasion was tbe last important event of the war west

of the Mississippi River.

Strategically the campaign on Rosecrans's part was not managed with that

vigor and comprehension which we should have expected. But it was so

ably conducted that, while the enemy was not made to suffer the full extent

of punishment to which his audacity exposed him, he did not, on the other

hand, inflict any material damage upon the Federal cause. 1

1 General Grant savs of this campaign

:

"The impunity with which Price was enabled to roam over tho State of Missouri for a long time,

and the incalculable mischief done by him, shows to how littlu purpose a superior force may be used.

There is no reason why General Rosec'rorm should not have coocentrated his forces, and beaten and

driven Price before the latter reached Pilot Knob."
In view of all the circumstances of tho ea.se, and especially i-nn-i-li-nhi:; (lie (ivi'-~(i'.' dillinilties

which Rosecrans encountered in Missouri, (his criiii isin, notwithstanding its high military authori-

ty, docs nut scum to us to be quite fairly sustained by facts.
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GENERAL WILLI.

CHAPTER XLI.
THE ATLANTA CAMPAIGN.

The general Military Situation at the opening of the Spring Campaign of 1884.—Richmond and
Atlanta, held by the Annies of Lee and Johnston, were the Helmet and Shield of the Confeder-
acy.—The Progress of the National Arms thus far had been in the West.—Importance or the

Victories ofVickaborg and Chattanooga.—The Exhaustion of the Confederate Strength forbids

offensive Operations on a large Scale by the Confederate Annies.—Comparison of the Operations
daring the Last Stage of the War to those of a Siege.—President Davis's Conduct of his West-
ern Army.—Lack of Unity in Military Operations had been a great Fault on both Sides.— U.S.
Grant is made Lieutenant General of the- Armies of the United States.—Tie is ordered to Wash-
ington to receive his Commission.—His Letter to General Sherman, and Sherman's Reply.

—

General Sherman succeeds to Grant's former Command, and General J. It. McPherson to Sher-
man's.—Sherman goes to Nashville, and accompanies Grant thence to Cincinnati.—Lieutenant
General Grant's Theory of prospective Operations.—Sherman's To:ir of Observation.—Compo-
sition of his Army.—His Preparations for tho Atlanta Campaign.—He orders the People of Ten-
nessee to supply their own Rations.—Ho is ready for movement May fith.—Heview of General
Thomas's Operations during the Winter.—Difficult Task assigned to General Johnston, com-
manding the Confederate Army.—His Correspondence with Bragg.—Can have no Re-enforce-
ments for a Defensive Campaign.—Whilo Johnston and Bragg discuss, Sherman moves against

Dalton.—McPherson's Movement through Snake Creek Gap, threatening Rcsaca.—His Attack
Is delayed, and Hood is sent to Rcsaca.—Sherman moves his entire Army ngaiiiBt Rcsaca.

—

Johnston evacuates DaJton.—The Bottles of May Uth and loth.—Johnston, again flanked,

abandons llesaca, and, crossing the Oostcnniibi, retreats to Cassville.—Jeff. C. Davis's Division oc-
cupies Rome, Sherman's forces, in the mean time, ndvnncing against Cassville.—Johnston con-
sults with his Corps Commanders ; Hardee advises Battle, Hood and Polk a Retreat.—Johnston,
May 20th, crosses the Etowah.—Sherman follows May 23d, and, avoiding Allatoona, moves to the
right against Dallas—He finds tho Enemy in his front, May 2Gth, at New Hope Church.—Thc
Battle of New Hope Church.—Sherman develops toward the Left.—Battles of May 27th and
28th.—Sherman, continning the Movement to tho Left, secures the Railroad at Aekworth, Juno
Glh, fortifies Allatoona as a secondary Base, and is re-enforced by Blair's Corps and Long's Cav-
alry.—Johnston also shifts his Position, and occupies Renesnw in Sherman's Front.—Sherman

i cf Morgan'* Defeat in Kentucky, and of Forrest's Victory over SUirgis in Mississippi.—

it General Poik is killed June H, und Pine and Lost Mountains axe abandoned by the

EMBER I, 1B83

Enemy.—The new Confederate Line nroand Kenesaiv.—"Villainously bud" Weather delays

Sherman.—Hooker is attacked by Hood and repulsed, June 22, near the Kulp House.—Sher-

man assaults the Confederate Position at Keiiosaw, June 27, without success.—Ho extends his

Right toward Marietta, and on July 2 threatens Turner's Ferry on tho Chattahoochee. —The ne.\t

Doy Johnston abandons Kenesaw.—Sherman is fuiled in the Attempt to strike the Enemy while

crossing the Chattahoochee.—He secures three Crossings above Johnston's Tele de Pont, and de-

stroys the Rosswell Factories.—Johnston crosses on the night of July 0th, and takes Position

on I'eneh-trcc Creek.—The Situation nt this Stage of the Campaign.—Rousseau's Ron] on tho

West Point Railroad.—Sherman crosses the Chattahoochee July 17th.—The sumt daj Jotarton

is removed from command and succeeded by 1 food.

—

The Battle of Peach-tree < ireek, July 20.

—The Buttle of the 22d.—General McPherson's Death.—Stonemun's and McCook's Raids.—

Sherman gives Howard command of the Army and Department of thu Tennessee, and transfers

that Army to the west of Atlanta.—Honker's Resignation.—Tho Battle of July 2Hth.—Sher-

man extends his Lines toward East Point.—His Objective (lie Miicon Railroad.—Hood sends

Wheeler North.—Kilpatrick's Raid.—The Siege abandoned, August 25th ; the Twentieth Corps

guards the Chattahoochee Bridge, and the rest of Sherman's Army moves against Jonesborough

and the Macon Road.—The Battles of Jonesborough, August 31st and Septemher 1st.— Hood

evacuates Atlanta on the morning of September 2d.—General Sherman occupies the City, and

orders tho Inhabitants to Leave.—Tho Exodus.— Correspondence between Generals Sherman

and Hood.

IN the four last chapters we have passed round the skirts of that central

field in which, during the summer and autumn of 1864, the fate of the

attempted Southern Confederacy was decided. From the eastern coast of

Florida to the Missouri River our survey has ranged—embracing within its

scope the brief Florida campaign of General Seymour, begun February 6th,

1864, and terminating on the 20th in the disastrous battle of Oltistec; Gen-

eral Sherman's successful expedition to Meridian, February 3-26, 1864;

General Banks's operations against tlie coast of Texas, September 5ih,1863-

January 12th, 1S64; the ill-advised and mismanaged Red River expedition

in the spring of 1864 ; the military operations in Arkansas, January S, 1863

-May 2,1864; and Eosecraus's campaign against Price in September aod
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October, 1864. From a chronological stand-point this survey ought perhaps

to have included the siege of Charleston in the summer of 1863, and the

operations of Admiral Farragut against the forts in Mobile Bay, August,

1864. We have determined otherwise, and shall treat of these operations

in other connections—those against Mobile as a preliminary part of the cam-

paign which finally resulted in the capture of that city, and the siege of

Charleston in connection with Sherman's march from Atlanta to Goldsbor-

ough.

We turn, therefore, immediately to the consideration of Sherman's cam

paign against Johnston, terminating, after four months of strategical ma-

noeuvring, in the capture of Atlanta.

The spring of 1864 opened a new era for the armies of the Union. The

war against the rebellion had now been going on for three years. Secretary

Seward's prophetic period had already been multiplied by twelve, and still

two great armies protected the Confederacy—covering Richmond, its head,

and Atlanta, its heart. The helmet of the rebellion was Lee's Army of

Northern Virginia; the shield before its heart was Johnston's Army of the

Tennessee, To crush the one or pierce the other would be a deatb-blow.

Thus far the Army of Northern Virginia bad protected Richmond against

the successive approaches of McDowell, McClellan, Burnside, and Hooker,

and, after the repulse of the last, had boldly reversed the order of move-

ment and invaded Pennsylvania, almost touching the Susquehanna in its

northward march. This audacity had met its rebuke at Gettysburg, but

Lee's army had resumed the defensive and still defied attack. Whatever

progress had been made by the national arms had been in the West, The

possession of the Mississippi had severed the western from the eastern half

of the Confederacy. We*st of that river Kirby Smith's armies were secure

from attack, not so much by their own strength as by the wastes of Texas

—a sort of American Russia—from which, while they could safely whisper

"Moscow" to any invader, they could not advance north of the Arkansas

without disaster. Between the Mississippi River and the Appalachian

range of mountains the waves of conflict had fluctuated, swaying northward

and southward under the varying conditions of the war. President Davis

was partial to an aggressive system of warfare. At an earlier period the

invasion of the Northwestern States with a large army was practicable, and

disorganized the plans of the Federal generals for pushing the war south-

ward. Bragg's invasion of Kentucky was the last of these attempts which

assumed formidable proportions. Its only success had been in the delay

which it occasioned in the progress of the Union army. The secure posses-

sion of Chattanooga at the close of 1863 stayed this tendency of the war to

fluctuate northward. After that the Confederate invasions were undertaken

only with cavalry; flying tempests they were, sometimes violent in their

ravages, but the work which they accomplished was of little military im-

portance. These petty storms were soon past, and their wreck obliterated.

It is true that, even after the capture of Nashville, Hood's army advanced

northward to Nashville, but it was a desperate resort, and, as we shall soon

see, illustrated at the same time its danger and its folly. But, beaten back

to the mountains of Northern Georgia, the Army of the Tennessee still pre-

sented a bold front, covering the central and vital portion of the Confedera-

cy. From Richmond to Atlanta, and on the coast from Wilmington to Mo-

bile, the outside barriers of the Confederacy stood. 1 But let this outward

shell be broken, even at a single strong point, and the whole structure must

crumble into ruin. For the three past years had nearly exhausted the in-

ternal resources of the rebellion. Nearly all the strength and wealth sus-

taining it had been drawn to the surface. Very few able-bodied men were

1 The following extract from Lieutenant fieueral Gram's I Uncial Kepori shows very clearly the

relative situation of the Confederate mid Kedci ,il forces 10 May, ltj(i+:

"At the dnte when this report begins the situation of the contending forces was about ns fol-

lows: The Mississippi Hirer was strongly garrisoned by Federal troops from St. Louis, Missouri,

to its mouth. The line of the Arkansas was nl-o held, [bus giving us armed possession of nil west

of the Mississippi north of that stream. A few points in Southern Louisiana, not remote from the

river, were held by us, together with a small garrison at and near the mouth of the Kio Grande.

All the balance of the v;i-t territory of Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas mils in the almost undisput-

ed possesion of the eneniv, with nn army of lirohubly not less than so, effective men, that could

have been brought into the field had there been sufficient opposition to have brought them out.

The let-alone policy hud demoralised this force so that probably but little more than one half of it

was ever present in garrison at any one time. But the one half, or lo.inili men, with the bauds of

guerrillas scattered through Missouri, Arkansas, nod along the Mississippi Hirer, and the disloyal

character of much of the population, compelled the use of n large number of troops to keep nnliga-

tion open on the river end to protect the loyal people to the wear of it. To the east of the Missis-

sippi we held substantial! v with the line of the Tennessee und llol-mn Divers, running eastward to

include nearly nil (if the State of Tennessee. South of Chattanooga n small foothold luid been ob-

tained in Guinea, Mimdent to protect Kast Tennessee from incursions from the enemy's force at

Dotton, Georgia. West Virginia was substantially within our lines. Virginia, with the exception

of the northern border, the l'otomne liiver, a small urea about the mouth of.lames River, covered by

the troops at Norfolk and Fortress Monroe, und the territory covered by the Army of the Potomac

lying along the Uapidun, was in the possession of the enemy. Along the sen-coast footholds bad

lieen obtained at I'lvmonth, Washington, and Newhem. in North Carolina: Beaufort, Folly und

Morris Islands, Hilton Head, Fort Pulaski, and l'ort Royal, in South Carolina; Fernutiditui and

St. Augustine, in Florida. Key West and l'cnsncola were also in oar possession, while all the im-

portant ports were blockaded by the navy. The accompanying map, a copy of which was sent to

General Sherman and other commanders in Mnrch, 16ti4, shows, by red lines, the territory occu-

pied by us at the beginning of the rebellion and at the opening of the campaign of1804, while those

in blue are the lines which it was proposed to occupy.
" Behind the Union lines there were many hands of guerrillas nod a large population disloyal to

the government, making it necessary to guard every foot of mad or river used in supplying our ar-

mies. In the South a reign of military dc-poii-m prevailed, which made every man and hoy capa-

ble of hearing anus a soldier, and those who could not bear arms in the held acted as provosts for

collecting deserters and reluming them. This enabled the enemy to bring almost his entire

strength into the field.

"The enemy hud concentrated the hulk of his forces east of the Mississippi into two urmies,

commanded by Generals It. E. Lee and J. E. Johnston, his ablest and best genernls. The army

commanded by Lee occupied the south bunk of the Uapidun, extending from Mine Hun westward,

strongly intrenched, covering and defending Richmond, the rebel capital, against the Army of the

Potomac. The army under Johnston occupied a strongly intrenched position nl Dalton, Georgiu,

covering and defending Atlanta, ( leorgiu, u place of great importance its n railroad centre, against

the armies under Mnjor tienernl \V. T. Sherman. In addition to these armies, he luid ft largo cav-

alry force, under h'orrcst, in Northeast Mississippi ; a considerable force of all nnns in tlio Shenan-

doah Vulloy, and in the western part of Virginia and extreme eastern part of Tennessee, and also

confronting our sea-coast garrisons, and holding blockaded [ions where we had no foothold upon

"These two nnnics, and the citifc covered and defended by them, were the main objective points

of the campaign,"

left at home ; there was no reserved force upon which to draw, in any event.
Money no longer remained a standard for the valuation of property. Gar-
dens were now the Southern treasury; those who shared the possession of
these, who were producers of any thing which sustained life, were rich to

the extent of their producing power, and all others lived upon them—the sol-

diers by a legitimate claim, and non-combatants by the claim of necessity.

The theory of the war from this time was strictly that ot a siege; it had
been that from the beginning, but not by so strict a construction of the term.
To the garrison one problem was presented, What would be the best dispo-

sition of its forces for defense ? Offensive operations on the part of the Con-
federate armies were henceforth unwise: in the first place, they could result

in no materia] advantage, and, in the second, they involved a too rapid and
extensive waste of force. Early's Shenandoah campaign, and Hood's ad-

vance to Nashville, will furnish illustrations of the folly of offensive opera-

tions in these later stages of the war. They were like sallies from a be-

sieged fort, made by a force necessary to the defense of the fori, and at the

same time insufficient to raise the siege. Certainly—whatever may have
been the final result—the contest, would have been prolonged if, on the part

of the Confederates, a wise policy, one purely defensive, had been adopted
from the commencement of the Atlanta campaign. The Confederate execu-

tive does not seem to have appreciated the full importance of the situation

which was now presented. No measures were taken to secure unity oi op-

eration. To no single mind was given the control of military movements.

President Davis conducted the Western campaigns, ns he had done for the

year past, after a very whimsical manner. By the pressure of popular opin-

ion he bad-been compelled to give General Johnston command of the Army
of the Tennessee, but he gave him little support, and at the first opportunity

relieved him of the command. Not until it was too late was the general

control of all the armies given to General Lee.

But, while the Confederate government conducted the war upon ils for-

mer method, adhesion to the theories of the past was no longer suffered on

the part of the general government. It is not necessary, nor would it be

altogether just, to criticise with a great degree of harshness the Federal con-

duct of the war during these three years now concluded. The United

States was not at all eminent as a military nation at the commencement of

the war. The graduates of the Military Academy' at West Point had not

been trained in the face of war, as are European students. Besides, the

study of the campaigns on the Continent of Europe during the last century,

while it might have prevented very many blunders which were actually

committed on both sides, would, in many important respects, have been in-

applicable, on account of the peculiar topographical features of the cam-

paigns of our civil war, and the extended area over which they were con-

ducted. For two years, at the least, the war thus became a series of costly

experiments. Then came the winnowing of our generals, and much of the

chaff was blown away, though not all. A few military leaders had exhib-

ited characteristics which entitled them to the more prominent positions in

the army. Pre-eminent above all others was General Grant, who had not

only been most successful, but had shown rare knowledge of men, remarka-

ble common sense, and a persistence of purpose which was unconquerable.

Gradually his sphere of control had been extended, until in 1864 he com-

manded all the armies in the West except that of the Gulf.' But still the

general disposition of all the armies was subject to General Halleck at

Washington. Now, without criticising Halleck's generalship, it is clear that

there were several reasons why it was impossible for any officer in his posi-

tion— whatever his military capacity— to wisely control all the military

movements in so extensive a conflict. In the first place, his management

must be simply theoretical. For Halleck bad no large practical experience

in war. In the Mexican War, for some successful skirmishing with the ene-

my he had been breveted captain. He had graduated at West Point the

third in his class, and for a year was an assistant professor of engineering at

the Academy. He had published some important military works. In this

Civil War he had not fought a single battle, and the only march he had

made was that of his Western Army to the evacuated fortifications at Cor-

inth. Without practical experience, he must resort to theory
;
and frequent-

ly his theories wore based upon insufficient premises. In the second place,

his distance from the actual fields of conflict, and his subseqent ignorance of

the circumstances which must regulate the military operations of his subor-

dinates, led him either to make great mistakes in cases where he gave posi-

tive and peremptory orders, or to fall into the exactly opposite error of let-

ting campaigns manage themselves in such a manner that no one could be

strictly and fully responsible for their being undertaken or for their results.

He assumed too much when he exercised positive and responsible control;

and in cases where he was negative, and left every thing to the discretion of

his subordinates, as in the case of the Eed Kiver expedition, there was no-

unity of action, and no absolute control by any one. The only exception

to this military anarchy was in General Grant's command, simply because

to him was surrendered* the most complete control of the armies in his vast

department. Here was a partial solution of the difficulty. Why not make

an entire solution by giving to General Grant control of all the armies of

the United States under the President? The voice of the people was loud

and universal in favor of this; and the Thirty-eighth Congress, before the

close of its first session, revived, for this purpose, the grnde of lieutenant

general. On the 2d of March, Grant, having been assigned to this grade

1 Sherman fiiiggcstcd to Grant (Jnnunn-I, IBCt), in connection with the Red River cxpeattton, that

ho ought to intve tin- entire command of' the Mi-^si-sippi Valley. In u letter of that date, he .says:

''There is no doubt the whole mutter would be simplified it" yon had . ..inuiaod of the Mis-i>s.|ij>]

Valley below Cairo. I think, if you were to name the subject to llctinnl I In Hit!;, linn be would or-

der it", for its propriety is better known to him than to any other. Admiral Toner's command ex-

tends to and below New Urleans, and ours should also."
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by the President, waa confirmed by the Senate in executive session. Two
days after, General Grant, then in Nashville, was ordered to report in person

at Washington. This order was to him an assurance of his confirmation;

and his first feeling upon receiving it seems to have been one of generous

gratitude to his faithful subordinates who had so ably seconded the enter-

prise for which he was now to receive the highest reward which it was in

the power of the people and the government to bestow. 1

General "Washington alone had previously been honored with the full ti-

tle conferred upon General Grant. In 1798 our relations with France

threatened war, and at this crisis Washington was made lieutenant general.

In another year, if he had lived, he would have been made full general.

After General Scott's unsuccessful campaign for the Presidency, the grade

of lieutenant general by brevet was conferred upon him. The latter, by the

provisions of the bill promoting General Grant to the full grade, was still to

retain his "rank, pay, and allowances."

At one o'clock on the afternoon of the 9th of March, General Grant was

received by the President in the cabinet chamber at Washington, and re-

ceived his commission. There was no pomp, no gathering of the populace,

no splendid celebration of the honor conferred. The President was there

with his cabinet; General Halleck, the retiring general-in-chief; General

Rawlins, Grant's chief of staff ; Colonel Comstock, his chief engineer; the

President's private secretary, Mr. Nicolay, and the Honorable Owen Love-

icy, of Illinois. The only other person forming a part of the group was

General Grant's eldest son, a boy of fourteen years. President Lincoln hav-

ing presented General Grant to the cabinet, addressed him thus:

"General Grant,—The nation's appreciation of what you have done,

and its reliance upon you for what remains to be done in the existing great

stiwle, are now presented with this commission constituting you lieuten-

ant general in the army of the United States. With this high honor de-

volves upon you also a corresponding responsibility. As the country here-

in trusts you, so, under God, it will sustain you. I scarcely need to add,

that with what I here speak for the nation goes my own hearty personal

concurrence."

General Grant's response was equally brief. He replied:

" Mr. President,—I accept the commission with gratitude for the nigh

honor conferred. With the aid of the noble armies that have fought on so

many fields for our common country, it will be my earnest endeavor not to

disappoint your expectations. I feel the full weight of the responsibilities

now devolving on me, and I know that if they are met it will be due to

those armies, and, above all, to the favor of that Providence which leads

both nations and men."2

1 Before starting for Washington ho writes thus to General Sherman r

"Deak Shebiian,—The bill reviving the grade of lieutenant general in the army has become a

law, and ray name has been tent to the Senate for tbc place. I now receive orders to report to

Washington immediatelv in person, which indicates a confirmation, or a likelihood of confirmation.

I start this morning to comply with the order.
" While I have been eminently successful in this war in at least gaining the confidence of the

public, no one feels more than I how much of this success is due to the energy, skill, and the har-

monious putting forth of that energy and skill, of those whom it has been my good fortune to have

occupying subordinate position! under me.
" There arc mnnv officers to whom these remarks are applicable to a greater or less degree, pro-

portionate to their ability as soldiers; butwhnt I want is to express ray thanks to you and Mcl'h er-

gon as the men to whom, above all others, I feel indebted for whatever I have bad of success.

How far your advice and assistance have Wen nf help to me, you know. How far your execution

of whatever has been given to you to do entitles vou to the reward I am receiving, you can not

know as well as I.

"I feel all the gratitude this letter would express, giving it the most flattering construction.

" The word t/oa I use in the plural, intending it for HcPhewon also. I should write to him, and

will some dav, but, starting in the morning, I do not know that I will find time just now.

"Your friend, U.S.Grant, Major General."

Sherman's reply, written near Memphis March 10th, is equally characteristic. Ho says:

" Dbak General,—I have your more than kind and characteristic letter of the 4th instant. I

will send a copy to General Mcl'herson at once.

"You.do yourself injustice: ami us too much honor in assigning to us too large a share of the

merits which have led to your advancement. I know you approve the friendship I have ever pro-

fessed to you, and will permit mo to continue, as heretofore, to manifest it on nil proper occasions.

"You are nmv Washington's legitimate successor, ami imiipv a position of almost dangerous el-

evation; but if vou can continue, as heretofore, to be yourself, simple, honest, and unpretending,

you will enjoy through life the respect and love of friends, and the homage of millions of human be-

ings, that will award you a large share in securing to them and their descendants a government of

law and stability.

"I repeat, you do General Mcl'herson and myself too much honor. At Belmont you manifested

your traits, neither of us being near. At Dnnelson, also, you illustrated your whole character. I

was not ne-jr, and i leuerul Mcl'hersoTi was in too subordinate a capacity to influence you.
" Until you had won Donelson, I confess I was almost cowed by the terrible ray of anarchical

elements that presented thumrdves at every point; but that admitted a ray of light I have followed

ever since.

"I believe you areas brave, patriotic, and just as the great prototype Washington—as unselfish,

kiod-henrted, and honest as n man should lie—but the chief characteristic is the simple faith in suc-

cess yon have always manifested, which I can liken to nothing else than the laith a Christian has

"This faith gnvo yon victory at Shiloh and Vicksburg. Also, when you have completed your

best preparations, you go into but lie (Fithonl hesitation, ils at Chattanooga—no doubts—no reserves;

and I tell you, it was this that made us act with confidence. I knew, wherever I was, that you

thought of"me, nnd if I got in a tight place you would help me out, if nlive.

"My only point of doubts was in your knowledge of grand strategy, and of books of science and

history; but, I confess, your common sense seems to have supplied all these.

" Now as to the future. Don't stay in Washington. Come West : take to yourself the whole

Mississippi Valley. Let us make it dead sure ; and I tell you the Atlantic slopes and the Pacific

shores will follow its destiny, as sure as the limbs of n tree live or die with the main trunk. Wo
have done much, but still much remains, 'lime, anil lime's influences, uto with us. Wc could al-

most afford to sit still and let these Influences work.
" Here lies the scat of the coming empire ; and from the West, when our task is done, wo will

make short work of Charleston and lib bmond, and the impoverished coast of the Atlantic.

" Your sincere friend, W. T. Sherman."

a The bill for reviving the grade of lieutenant general was presented to Congress by the Hon. E.

B. Wasbburne, of Dlinois. It was [.lightly amended, nnd wns pa--cd under the following form

:

"Be it enuct.d l„, the Senate an-l //»»w of liepresenta lives of the United States of America, in

Congress assembled, That the grude of lieutenant general be, nnd the same is hereby revived in the

Army of the Uuited States of America; and the 1'resident is hereby authorized, whenever ho shall

deem it expedient. 10 appoint, bv and with the advice and consent of the Senate, a commander ol

the army, to be selected during war from among those ollioers in the military service of the United

States, not below the grade of major general, most distinguished for courage, skill, and ability; nnd
who, being commissioned us lieutenant general. shall lie authorized, under the direction of the Pres-

ident, to command the armies of the United Slates.

"Sbc-H. And be itfarther enacted, That the lieutenant general appointed as is hereinbefore pro-

On the 12th of March General Halleck was relieved, and made Lieutenan*

General Grant's chief of staff. By the same order Sherman succeeded to

General Grant's former command of the Military Division of the Mississippi,

and General McPberson was assigned to the command of the Department
and Army of the Tennessee. 1

Upon the receipt of the order placing him in command of all the armies,

with headquarters in the field, General Grant was at Nashville, whither Sher-

man was forthwith summoned. Arriving at Nashville on March 17th, Sher-

man accompanied the lieutenant general as far on his way to Washington as

Cincinnati. On this journey the two generals consulted freely together as

to the plan of their future campaigns. The consultation was continued in

the parlor of the Burnet House, at Cincinnati, where, over their maps, was
planned the simultaneous assault upon the armies covering Richmond and
Atlanta. To attack: these two armies at once counteracted to a great degree

the advantage of interior lines which was possessed by the enemy. To at-

tack with vigor, and without pause, regardless of seasons, would prevent any

portion of the Confederate forces from returning borne on furlough during

the winter to plant crops for their own sustenance. Grant's whole theory

may be summed up in two sentences. Unity of operations. The attrition

to powder of the Confederate armies by a continuous series of battles. 2 The
main objects of attack were Lee's and Johnston's armies rather than the im-

portant strategical points which they covered. But the details of the cam-

paigns about to be opened would necessarily depend upon the theory of de-

fense adopted by these two Confederate generals.3

General Sherman's new command consisted of four departments, with their

armies, those of the Ohio, the Cumberland, the Tennessee, and Arkansas.

The Army of the Ohio, now under the command of Major General John

M. ScboBeld, consisted of the Ninth and Twenty-third Corps. Longstreet

having joined Lee, the Ninth Corps was sent to re-enforce the Army of the

Potomac. Two divisions of the Twenty-third Corps, those of M. S. Hascall

and J. D. Cox, took the field, the other three being retained to garrison Ken-

tucky and East Tennessee.

The Army of the Cumberland, at Chattanooga, commanded by General

Thomas, consisted of the Fourth, Fourteenth, and Twentieth Corps, com-

manded respectively by Generals O.O. Howard, John M. Palmer, and Joseph

Hooker. The Fourth Corps comprised three divisions, under Stanley, John

Newton, and Wood ; the Fourteenth three, under Jeff. C. Davis, R. W. John-

son, and Baird ; and the Twentieth three, under A. S. Williams, Geary, and

Butterfield.*

videil shall bo entitled to the pay, allowances, and staff' specified in the fifth section of the act ap-

proved Muy 1'IS I7!IH; and also "the allowances described in tbc sixth section of the net approved

August 28, 1842, granting additional rations to certain officers; Provided, That nothing in this

bill contained shall be construed in any way in affect die, rank, pay, or allowances of Winlicld Scott,

lieutenant general by brevet, now on the retired list of the army."

' " Genera/ Orders, No. 58.

"War Department, Adjutnnt General's Office, Washington, March 19, 1841.

" The Frcsident of the United States orders as follows

:

" 1st. Major General Halleck is, at bis own request, relieved from duty a- generol-in-chicfof the

army, and Lieutenant General U. S. (train is aligned to the command of the armies of the United

States. The headquarters of the army will he in Washington, nnd also with Lieutenant Geneml
Grant in the field.

"2d. Major General Halleck is assigned to duty in Washington as chief of staff of the army, un-

der the direction of the Secretary of War and the Lieutenant General commanding. His orders

will be obeyed and re-pected accordingly.

"3d. Major General W. T. Sherman is assigned to the command of the Military Division of the

Mississippi, VoiiijHi-ed of the Departments of the Ohio, the Cumberland, the Tennessee, and the j\r-

" 4th. Major General John B. HcPherson is assigned to the command of the Department and

Artnv of the Tennessee.

"5th. In relieving Major General Halleck from duty as gcnernl-in-cliicf. the I're-idcnt desires

to express his approbation and thanks for the zealous manner in which the urinous and responsible

duties of that position have been performed.
" By order of the Secretary of War. D. E. Townsf.sd, Assistant Adj. General."

1 "from nn early period in the rebellion I hud been impressed with the idea that active and

continuous operations of all the troops that could be brought into the liehl, regardless of season and

weather, were necessary to n speedy termination of the war. The resources of the enemy, nnd lus

numerical strength, were fur inferior to ours ; but, as an offset to this, we bad a vast territory, with

a population hostile to the government, to garrison, and long lines of riier and railroad communi-

cations to protect, to enable as to -apply the operating armies,

"The armies in the East and West acted independently ami iiilbout concert, like a balky team,

no two over pulling together, enabling the enemy to use to great advantage bis interior lines of com-

munication for transporting troops from east to west, rt-enforciug ibe army most vigorously pressed,

and to furlough large numbers, during seasons ol" inactivity on our part, to go to their homes, and

do the work of producing for the support of their armies. It wns n question whether our numer-

ical strength nnd resources were not more than bnJanced by these disadvantages and the enemy's

superior position.
" From the lirst I was firm in the rotivicfion that u<> peace culd be bud that would be stable,

nnd conducive to the happiness of ihe people both North and South, until the military power of llm

rebellion wns entirely broken. I therefore- deicrmined, first, to use the greatest number of troops

practicable against the armed force of the enemy; preventing him from using the same force at

different seasons against first one and then another of our armies, and the possibility of repose for

refitting and producing necessary supplies tor carrying on resistance. Second, to bummer ci

oiisly against the armed force of the enemy und his resources, until by mere nttriti

way, there should be nothing left to him but nn enuul submi-- uitb the lioal sc. ..

mo'u country to the Constitution and laws of the land."—Li-ut. Genial Grunt's Ojlirial Report.

' From n letter written by Lieutenant General Gram in Sherman, dated Washington, April 4,

18(14, it appears [bat. in conjunction with the operations of his own and Sherman's armies, ho in-

tended that an attack should be made on Mobile. We give those portions of this letter which bear

Optra We-teru operations:

"It is mv design, if the enemv keep quiet and allow rue t<> take the initiative m the spring cam-

paign, to work all parts of the armv together, and somewhat toward a c ion centre I

have sent orders to Hanks bv private mc.-seniters to tini-ti up his pie-eat ci>eihiu.n against Snrevc-

port with nil dispatch; to turn over the defense of the lied liner I.. General Steele nnd the navy,

and return your troops to you, nnd his own to New Orleans; to abandon all of'le\as except tho

liio Grande' and to hold that with not to exceed -HUM) men ; to reduce the number of troops on the

Mississippi to the lowest number necessarv to hold it, ami to collect Irt.iu Ins command not less than

"'. dim) men To this I will add riiiim nun from Mi-souri. With this lone be is to commence op-

erations against Mobile as soon as he can. It will lie impossible for him [ c ueuee too early.. . .

"Vou I propose (> move against Johnston's armv, to break it up, nnd to get into the interior of

tho enemy's COiintrv us far as vou can, inflicting all the damage yni can against their war resources.

I do not promise to lav down for vou a plan of campaign, but -imply to lay down the work it is de-

fiirnblo to have done, and leave vou free to execute in your o»n way. Submit to me, however, as

early ns yon can, your plan of operations I know you mil have dillu -nines n> encounter get-

ting through the til. ains to where supplies are abundant, but I believe yon will accomplish it.

* Several changes had taken place in the Armv of the Cumberland >inee the battle ot 1 luitlano-

ea. Tito Eleventh and Twelfth Cups uen- e..a-olidaie.l, forming the Twentieth d GcneralSfo-

enm bnd as u cou-cpicncc. been displaced, ami trau-ferred to Vicksburg. Howard, who hud com-

manded the Eleventh, relieved General Granger in command of the Fourth Corps, l'lul Micndnn

luidbeen relieved of his command (second division, Fourth CorjisJ, and bad been succeeded by John

Newton,
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The Army of the Tennessee, at Huntsvillc, Alabama, commanded by

McPherson, comprised the Fifteenth, and portions of tbe Sixteenth and Sev-

enteenth Corps, under Logan, G. M. Dodge, and Frank P. Blair, Jr. The re-

mainder of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Corps was at Memphis and Vicks-

biirg, under Hurlbut and Slocum, or absent on the Red River expedition.

The Fifteenth Corps comprised four divisions, under Osterhaus, Herron,

Morgan L. Smith, and John E. Smith ; the Sixteenth three, under Ransom,

Corse, and T. W. Sweeny ; and the Seventeenth two, under C. R. Woods

and M. D. Leggett

The cavalry in the Army of the Ohio consisted of McCook's division, in

the Army of the Cumberland of Kilpatrick's and Garrard's, and in the Army

of the Tennessee of Edward McCook's brigade.

Tbe Department and Army of Arkansas, under General Steele, was in

May assigned to General Canby's trans-Mississippi division. Steele's army,

therefore, must be counted out of the forces engaged in the Atlanta cam-

paign.

General Sherman immediately prepared for active operations. On the

25th of March he set out on a general tour of inspection through his depart-

ment, consulting with McPherson, Thomas, and Schofield. The value of

the possession of Chattanooga was now manifest. This position was the cen-

tral buttress of the Federal position. On its left East Tennessee was firmly

grasped by Scuofield's army; on its right the Tennessee River was guard-

ed by aline of garrisons, which permitted the access northward of cavalry

only. In tbe rear were two good and reliable lines of railway communi-

cation from Nashville and Memphis. During the season of navigation the

Tennessee River affords a third line. Having arranged with his subordinates

the disposition of their several armies—how many should take the field, and

how many be retained for garrison duty—Sherman returned to Nashville.

At this time the citizens of Tennessee in his rear were in large measure sus-

tained by stores which they shared with the army. Finding that this dou-

ble want could not be supplied with safety to the army, he issued orders

cutting off the supply of the citizens, and leaving them to other sources of

relief.
1 The 1st of May was the time fixed for the completion of prepara-

tions, and by that time the store-houses of Chattanooga contained provisions

for thirty days, and the ammunition trains were fully supplied. Tbe vet-

eran regiments, whose time had expired, and who had been released on fur-

lough, now returned with their ranks filled by new recruits.

Sherman had intended to move against the enemy with 100,000 men of

all arms, and 2o0 guns. His actual force on the 1st of May was 98,797

men and 254 guns. The Army of the Cumberland, numbering 60,773 men,

with 130 guns, constituted three fifths of his entire command. The Army
of tbe Tennessee numbered 24,465, with 96 guns, and that of the Ohio

13,559, with 28 guns. Sberman's whole force was distributed as follows

among the three arms of the service : the infantry of the three armies

numbered 88,188 men; the artillery 4450, with 254 guns; the cavalry

6149 =

To General Johnston, of the Confederate army, who had succeeded Bragg at

the close of1863, was assigned a difficult task. With an army half as large as

that opposing him,3 he was to resist tbe approach ofthe latter to Atlanta. His

forces were concentrated at Dalton, which he had strongly fortified. Presi-

dent Davis having given Johnston the command of tbe army much against

his will, 4 did not support him by any considerable re-enforcements. Yet he

1 "At first," ha says, in his report, "my orders operated very hardly, but the prolific soil soon

afforded early vegetables, and ox-wagons hauled meat and bread from Kentucky, so that no actu-

al suffering resulted, and I trust that those who clamored at the cruelty and hardships of the day

have already seen in the result a perfect justification of my course,"

On May nth Sherman writes to President Lincoln :

" We have worked hnrdwi:h the best talent of the country, imJ it is demons inn c-d that the rail-

road can not supply the ormv and rhe people too. One- or the other must quit, and the army don't

intend to unless .hie Johnnou makes us. The issues to citizens have been enormous, and the some

weight of com or oats would have saved thousands of the mules, whose carcasses now corduroy the

roads, and which we need so much.
" We have paid back to Tcnne--ee ten for cue of provisions taken in war. I will not change

my orders, and I beg of you to be. satisfied that the clamor is portly humbug and for effect;

and to test it, I advise you to tell the bearers of it to hurry to Kentucky, and make up a caravan

of cattle and wagons, and come over the mountains by I 'timlierluwl ilap and S.meiset, to relieve

their suffering friends, on foot, as they used to do before a railroad was built. Tell them that they

have no time to lose. Wo can relieve nil actual suffering by each company or regiment giving of

their savings. Every man who is willing to fight or work gets a full ration
;
and all who won't

fight or work should "go nwnv, and we offer them free parage in the care."

'.Sherman evidently did "not intend to lie encumbered with baggage. April 11 he writes to

Thomas: "When we move wo will take no tents or baggage, but one change of clothing on our

horses, or to be carried by the men, and on pack-animals by company officers, live days' bacon,

twentv days' bread, and thirty days' Milt, sugar, and coffee. Nothing else but nrms and ammuni-

tion in quantitv proportioued'to our ability. Even (his will be a heavy encumbrance, but is rather

the limit of our aim than what we can really accomplish Look well to our supply of beef

cattle on the hoof, and salt in large excess of the rations. Encourage drills, by brigades and divi-

sions, and let the recruits practice at the target all the time."
1 Johnston's effective, force at the commencement of rhe All.mlu .anipaign numbered about l-!,tl.lrt

men, one tenth cavalry. The following are the official returns from his army from December 31,

1868, to Jniw 30, 18U4

:

called loudly for an advance into Tennessee. Of course this would have

proved immediately ruinous. Johnston, therefore, wisely declined to at-

tempt any offensive movement-, and spent the winter in preparation for the

assault which he knew he must meet in the spring. During the winter de-

sertions from his army were frequent. General Thomas reports that they

averaged thirty per day, nearly all of whom desired to take the amnesty

oath, and to comply with General Grant's orders in regard to deserters. 1

Partly as a demonstration in favor of Sherman's Meridian expedition, and

partly to prevent Johnston from re-enforcing Longstreet in East Tennessee,

Thomas had moved against Dalton in the latter part of February, 1864.

Palmer, with Johnson's and Baird's divisions, occupied Ringgold on the 22d.

That night he reported to Thomas that he had reliable information that

Johnston bad dispatched Cheatham's and Cleburne's divisions to the relief

of Polk in Alabama. This information was not correct; but, to test the en-

emy's strength, the next day, Davis's division having joined the two others

at Ringgold, and Cruft's, of the Fourteenth Corps, with Matthias's brigade,

of the Fifteenth Corps, and Long's cavalry brigade, having been sent to co-

operate with Palmer, Johnston's advanced outposts beyond Tunnel Hill were

attacked and driven in. Dalton is covered on its western side by Rocky

Face Ridge, which runs north and south, and through whicb, at the pass call-

ed Buzzard Roost, passes the road from Ringgold. East of the Ringgold

Road and in front of Rocky Face Ridge lies Tunnel Hill, whicb was occu-

pied by Thomas on the 24th. On the 25th an attempt was made against

Buzzard Roost Pass; but the enemy, contrary to anticipation, was found in

full strength, and, after becoming satisfied of this, Thomas withdrew his

forces to the vicinity of Ringgold. His loss in this reconnoissance was 17

killed and 255 wounded.

As soon as Johnston assumed command of the Confederate Army of the

Tennessee, both the President and Secretary Seddon urged an offensive cam-

paign. " The relative forces," reports Johnston, " including tbe moral effect

of the affair of Missionary Ridge, condition of the artillery horses and most

of those of the cavalry, and want of field transportation, made it impractica-

ble to effect the wishes of the executive." Immediately after Thomas's re-

connoissance, General Johnston, on the 27th of February, suggested to Pres-

ident Davis, through General Bragg, that " preparations for a forward move-

ment should be made without farther delay." In reply, Bragg (March 4th)

desired him to prepare for such a movement. He then reminded Bragg

that these preparations, by the regulations of the War Department, were not

left to commanders of troops, but to officers receiving orders directly from

Richmond. On the 18th of March Johnston received a letter from Bragg,

sketching a plan of offensive operations, and enumerating the troops to be

used by the former. He replied to this letter, suggesting modifications, and

urging that the re-enforcements named should be sent immediately to Dal-

ton. General Bragg on the 21st telegraphed to Johnston: "Troops can

only be drawn from other points for advance. Upon your decision of that

point farther action must depend." Johnston believed that the enemy would,

be prepared for a movement sooner than he himself could. He wished to

be prepared for the defensive as well as the offensive. From Brngg's dis-

patch it was evident that there were troops which might be sent to the Army

of the Tennessee, but that these would not be sent for a defensive campaign.

Johnston, on the 22d, explained his view of the situation to General Bragg,

showing the probability of Sherman's advancing first, and urging the neces-

sity of preparing for defensive as well as for offensive movements. No no-

tice whatever was taken of this appeal. On the 25th Johnston renewed his

request for re-cnforcements, " because the enemy was collecting a larger force

than that of the last campaign, while ours was less than it had been then."

The only response which he received was the arrival of 1400 men, under

Brigadier General Mercer, on the 2d of May, after Sherman's preparations

hatfalready been completed. Considering that Johnston might have been

supported, it seems strange that, in the face of an advance, the success or re-
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We have estimated bis army at 4K.000, becnuso, in addition to the forces included in tho rctunm

for AprU 80, there were xianc'fmiii c.iwdrv scattered northward, which wen- afterward recalled.

•According to the foll..»iag a.,,.. int of'llenry S. FooteC \V,ir of ih li-Mli-m, p. :v,ii), it appears

that Davis's hostility to John-ion begun at an early period of I lie war, or. at any rate, deforc Benja-

min, the Confederate Secretory of Wnr, "as displaced by Seddon. This author, Confederate rep-

resentative from Tennessee, says:

'Must about the time 1 was laboring uio.t us-iduously to relieve the Department of Wnr of Mr.

Benjamin by calling forth, as £ir in it inifclit lie ill my power to do so, ro-operativo reS[Kiiises from

the people, an occurrence took pl.oc in -.-id I • - in li'ichmoud which had much effect, not only upon

the fate of Mr. Benjamin, but v. hi. h. in ihe -c.pi.-l, had much inlluencc also u|mn tho course of pub-

lic events. I chanced to be invited to a dinner party, where some twenty of tho most prominent

members of the two houses of the I oufedcrute < ..ugrc.s were congregated, including the speaker of

the House of Kcprejcntutive-, Mr. Orr, of South Carolina, and others of equal rank. General

Joseph E. Johnston was also an invited guest. While the banquet was proceeding, Mr. Benjamin s

gross acts of official mi-conduct becoming the -abject of > uiiversation, one of llic Company tunica

to General .!..linslno, and inquired whether be thought it even /,<».•.,!,/. tli.it the I oiifcdcrute uiuso

,,,al.l succeed with Mr. Benjamin as war minister. To this ni-iniry licnenil Johnston, atter a lit-

tle pause, emphatically re-ponded in the negative. This high au.li. any was named, atcly cited in

holli tioa-es of Congress against Mr. lieniaiiiin, and was in the end lata! tolas hope ..1 remaining

in the Department of War.' Mr. Davis, alicr the sending hi of his nominations lov cabinet appoint-

ment- under the permanent Constitution, lor nearly four weeks, in order to have it in Ins power to

oer.uadc the Scale to conltrrn Mr. Benjamin as Secretary ol War, in the cent ..I his being renomi-

nated ultimately relinquished ibis objccL in dc-| \ thai body, houe.er accommodating it wits in

gencr'd to executive fancies, having been found umulliug to participate in the terrible responsibility

of such all act Mr lieni.nniu was Jiuallv nominated (<" 'he Depart incut ol State, nod was con-

firmed by a verv -mull majority, for that place, where he bad it in his power, both abroad mid at

home, to" perpetrate more barefaced acts of corruption 1 profligacy than any -om-le in.ioi.lual

has ever been known to commit in the same space of time in any part r.i I lin-letulom. I will here

remark, in passing, that this frank and manly ,k-clumi...n ot lieiiend Johnston rendered hah Mr.

D.ni- and Mr. Bei.iamm alike hostile to him, and he was fated to experience the ellect of their

mile.olcnce on more than one subsequent occasion previous to his ultimate deprivation ol
.
umm.rnu.

1 This order, No. 10, was issued by General I i rani at Chattanooga, December 12, 1 8G3, and was

freely distributed among the Confederate soldiers. Its terms were as follow :

"I. All deserters from the enemy coming within our lines "ill be conducted to the commander

of dmoi-n or detached brigade who shall be nearest the place ol surrender.

"II If such commander is saii-tied that the dc-erter- de-ire to .put the I. ..nleileratc service, tio

mav permit them to go to their l.i.t lies, if v, thin our lines, on taking the t..]lou ,ag ,.,th

:

"I do solemnly swear, in the presence of Almighty I bid, that 1 will henna.. nl tliiulk sup-

port ,-rotcct, and"defend the 1 on-motion of the Tinted Slates, and the union ..I slates thereunder,

an.l thai I will in like maimer abide bv and faithfully support all acts ot l.ongre.-- pi.-ed daring

the CM-ting rebellion ici.h reference to slaves, SO far as not yet repealed, n,.,l,lie,l. or l.-l.l v..,. by

t ',„,..,.-- or bv de. i-i .f lla- Supreme Court, and that I will in like manner abide by and taitlilal-

!v s.,,, riuMpiorlamatioiisofthe ]'re.,J,a,t made during the existing rebellion having reference 10

sieves, so long and so far us not modified or declared void by decision of the Supreme Court, so

help mo God. .

" III. Deserters from the enemy will at once bo disarmed, and incir

nearest ordnance olliccr, win. \\ ill -mint for them.
" IV. Passes uud rations may be given to deserters to carry them to their homes, and free pusses

over military railroads and on steam-boats in government employ.

" V. Employment at fair wages will, when practicable, bo given to deserters: by officers of llio

ounrlcrinuster 1 engineer departments,

"VI. To avoid the danger of recapture ..f Mich deserters by the

from military service in tho armies of tho United Stales."

lerny, they will be exempt
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THE ATLANTA CAMPAIGN.

pulse of which was so important to the Confederacy, he should have been
left for three months with an army half as large as that which he confront-
ed. On the 4th of May he asked for a portion of Polk's command, and was
informed that this request would be granted. 1

While the Confederate officials were disputing, Sherman had been prepar-
ing to advance. By the 1st of May, as we have before shown, he was ready
to move and to strike. From Ringgold, the advanced front of the Federal
army, to Atlanta was nearly one hundred miles, across a difficult country,
but not bo difficult as that over which Rosccrans had advanced from Mnr-
freeaborough to Chattanooga. Atlanta, the heart of Georgia, and of the Con-
federacy itself, was not only the principal Confederate granary, but was also
the centre of a manufacturing district which supplied the Southern armies
with cannon, ammunition, clothing, and equipments. To reach this point

—

the local objective of the campaign—three rivers had to be crossed, the Ons-
tcnaula, Etowah, and Chattahoochee. Ringgold lies amid the mountains of

General lirugg, nflcr he was relieved from Hie commmid nt CliaUnnooKq, wag called to Rich-
m..n.|.v.l„. r .. |'r..,„),.„i Ijavi-, ,¥ ]|„«u L-i.ei-inl f.iv.irifu he wnj», plnred him inn i-.-iiim. very iimilnr
i" il'..i .'.)„.), )„„] Ik.,.,, ,„,:„|,„.,] \,y ,|„. |.,.,|,. rj ,| c^.nernj Hallcck nt WashinL-ifjii. Certainly the
management of the one was only paralleled, in the uiinnla of war, by that of the other

Taylor's Ridge, on the road from Chattanooga to Dalton. Ten miles distant,

by the road from Ringgold, is Buzzard's Roost, in Rocky Face Ridge, about

four miles northwest of Dalton. The enemy held Dalton, strongly fortified,

the ridge covering it, and strong outposts on the road to Ringgold. His po-

sition was almost impregnable. Sherman's command on May 7th was sit-

uated thus: On the right, at Lee and Gordon's Mill, lay the Army of the

Tennessee, under McPherson ; the Army of the Cumberland, under Thomaa,
held the centre, at and near Ringgold, more directly confronting the enemy

;

and under Schofield, on the Georgia border, and on the road from Cleveland

southward to Dalton, which runs east of Rocky Face Ridge, was the Army
of the Ohio. We have said that Atlanta was the local objective of Sher-

man's campaign ; the vital objective, however, was Johnston's army at Dal-

ton. The obvious policy of the Federal commander was to force a battle

upon his opponent at the earliest stage of the campaign. Johnston's equal-

ly obvious policy—a difficult one to be pursued under the circumstances

—

was to evade a general engagement, opposing as obstinate resistance as was
possible in his front consistent with the protection of his communications

with Atlanta.
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On the 4th of May the Arm}' of the Potomac crossed the Rnpidan, and on

the same day Grant telegraphed to Sherman, reminding him that the time

for his advance against Johnston had come. Sherman neither intended, nor

did Johnston expect, an assault on the position covering Dalton—Buzzard's

Roost Pass, which was obstructed by abatis, and flooded by means of dams
across Mill Creek. Probably in no campaign of the war did the two op-

posing commanders so completely fathom each other's purposes, or so care-

fully estimate the possibilities, the one for attack and the other for defense.

Sherman, on the 6th of May, with Ins largest army, that of the Cumberland,
menaced Rocky Face Ridge with such vigor that it would seem as if an at-

tempt like that made five months before against Missionary Ridge was to be
repeated against the formidable position held by Johnston at Buzzard's Roost.

Schofield threatened at the same time the enemy's right flank. McPherson's
army, from Lee and Gordon's Mill, was thrown to the left and rear, moving
by way of Ship's Gap, Vil lanow, and Snake Creek Gap to Resaca, eighteen

miles south of Dalton, on the Atlanta Railroad. With this flanking column
McPherson was ordered to break the railroad to the extent of his opportu
nity, and then to retire to Snake Creek Gap and there fortify himself.'

On the first day of the campaign Thomas occupied Tunnel Hill. Two
days afterward Schofield closed upon Johnston's right, and Thomas renewed
his demonstration upon Rocky Face with such vigor that Newton's division,

of Howard's (Fourth) corps, carried a portion of the ridge; but, upon a far-

ther advance, the crest was found too well protected by rock epaukmonts to

hope for success in gaining the gorge. Geary's division, of Hooker's corps,

in the mean time made a reconnoissance up a precipitous ridge south of Buz-
zard's Roost; but, though the men fought their way well up to the enemy's
retrenchments on the crest, they could not gain possession of the Gap. But
these movements were only demonstrations. Upon'McPherson's flank move-
ment through Snake Creek Gap Sherman bad made the success of his plan

to depend. But Johnston, who had expected this method of attack, had sent

Canty's brigade to Resaca two days before the attack in his front had been
developed. For weeks, also, he had been preparing roads in his rear, upon

1 This Snake Creek I ;ap movement seems to luive been nri(,'iiinllv Miggc-icd bv ( iunural Thomas.
The latter, in his report lo the ( ominittee on the < oniluel of the War, snvs :

" Shortly after hi.i as-
signment to the command of the Military Division of the Mississippi, General Sherman come to see
mo at Chattanooga to consult about the poMtiuti of iilluir-, and adopt a plan liir a spring campaign.
At that interview 1 propo-cl to I icrienil Sherman lliut if lie. would u-r- Mr I'ln-rsoii's mid Schnlicld's
armies to demonstrate on the em-toy's portion nt Dulion by the dim t r 1- through Hu/znrd's Koost
Gap, and from the direction of Clevolund, 1 would throw mi whole force through Snake Creek Gap,
which I know to he unguarded, fall upon the enemy 'b communication- between Dalton and Hesoco,
thereby taming his position complolclv, ami force "him either to retreat toward the oast through a
liiHlnill country, poorly uupplied with provisions I forage, with a strong pi.ambiHtv „f total (lisor-
giimxiitic.ii ut his force, or attiick me, in which latter event 1 Mi ronlident that mv nrmv was suf-
ficiently strong to beat him, especially as I hoped to K„in a position on his communications before
ho could l«! made aware of my movement. General Sherman objected to this plan for the reason
that ho desired my army to form the reserve of the united armitsi, Dud to BCrvo as a rally iiitf-puii it

for liie lnu wini;-, .... Kj o|iOruto from."

which his own troops could move more rapidly than Sherman's flanking

columns. McPherson had reached Snake Creek Gap on the 8th, with Lo-

gan's and Dodge's corps, preceded by Kilpatrick's division of cavalry. De-

bouching from the gap, McPherson found Resaca occupied by Canty's bri-

gade. If he had made rm immediate attack his success would have been

certain; 1 but he overestimated the enemy's strength both in position and

numbers. While he was waiting before Resaca, and unable to get upon the

railroad above or below the town, the position in his front was strengthened.

On the afternoon of the 9th, Johnston, warned by Canty of this movement

on Resaca, promptly dispatched to the latter point three infantry divisions

under General Hood. The orders which McPherson had received had not

been so explicit, perhaps, as to cover the precise case now presented for Ids

consideration. His discretion must supply the place of definite orders. His

force, over 20,000 strong, was largely superior to that of the garrison defend-

ing Resaca. The manifest intent of his orders would have favored an attack,

and the probability of success, even now, was unquestionably in his favor

;

but there was much to be said on the other side. He was detached from

the main body of the army, and the easy approaches from Dalton toward his

left and rear suggested the possibility that he might be cut oft' and defeated.

He took the safer of the alternatives offered bim, and fell back to Snake

Creek Gap. In doing so he probably made a mistake. Rocky Face Ridge

had perfectly covered his pear during the movement He could now easily

withstand any assault which might be made on his left if he had refused

that flank toward the ridge. Even if he had taken such a position without

making an attack, he could have held it until he received support. But the

decisive advantage gained over the enemy by his flank movement had been

thrown away by his failure to attack on the 9th. The attack would have

been made if General Logan bad been in command, or if he had been in the

advance instead of Dodge. McPherson's wagon train, which ought never to

have entered the Gap at all, offered serious obstructions to the march of col-

umns which might be sent to his support. Sherman confesses himself

" somewhat disappointed at the result"2 of his plans, but imputes no blame

to McPherson. On the 11th he withdrew his army from Johnston's front,

and followed McPherson, leaving only Howard's corps and a small infantry

force to keep up the demonstration against Dalton. On the night of the

12th Johnston abandoned Dalton, and moved his whole army to a position

1 The following is apart of the instructions givon to McPherson: "1

cnvolrywill he at Vil lanow as soon as you But, in any event, h

right rear, mid ennhlc you to leave all encumbrances at Ship's. Gap o

in hopes that Garrard's

Dvemont will cover your

Villannw, as you deem

I h'npo the enemy will fight nt Dalton, in which easo ho can have no force there that con in-

terfero with voil ; hut should his policy ho to fall hack along the railroad, you will hit him in Hank.

Do not fail, in that event, to make the most of the opportunity, by the most vigorous attack possi

hlo, as it may save us what wo have most reason to apprehend, n slow pursuit, in which ho gain*

strength us wo !oso it. In either event you may bo auro the fortes north of you will prove

r

turning on you alone
" ' ™fl* Sherman'* Jiyiorl.
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covering Resaca on the west In the mean time Poik had reached Johnston

with Loring's division. Polk, Hardee, and Hood were now the corps com-

manders of the Confederate Army of Tennessee.

DaJton, evacuated by the enemy, was immediately occupied by Howard,
who pressed on in pursuit. Sherman's columns, following upon each other's

heels through Snake Creek Gap, had the advantage of Johnston in point of

time. But this was counterbalanced by the more practicable and shorter

route taken by the Confederates. On the 12th Sherman moved upon Re-

saca, McPherson on the direct road, preceded, as in his former advance, by

Kilpatrick's cavalry; Thomas closed in upon McPherson's left, and Scho-

field upon the left of Thomas. But it was not until the 14th that Sherman

was prepared to attack, and by that time he was confronted by the whole

force of the enemy, who occupied the forts of Resaca behind Camp Creek,

Polk's left resting on the Oostenaula, Hardee holding the centre, and Hood

the right, extending northeastwardly around Resaca to the Connesauga.

Loring's division, added to those already at Resaca under Hood, had on the

13lb delayed Sherman's advance, thus giving time for the disposition of

Hardee's and Polk's troops, then just arriving. JohnstonJs foresight and

promptness bad saved his army. 1

Sherman now repeated against Resaca the strategic movement which had

forced the enemy from Dalton ; but there was this difference, that he now

proceeded to threaten the enemy's communications with a lighter column,

keeping almost his entire army in the enemy's front. General Sweeny's

division of the Sixteenth Corps (Dodge's) crossed the Oostenaula by pon-

toons at Lay's Ferry and threatened Calhoun, and Garrard's cavalry divi-

sion moved from its position at Villanow across tbe same river lower down,

to destroy the railroad between Calhoun and Kingston. While these move-

ments were in progress, Sherman attacked Johnston at Resaca, pressing him

at all points during the afternoon of May 14th. Thomas, in the centre,

pressed through Camp Creek Valley, sending Hooker across the creek. On

the right and centre, however, the enemy successfully resisted Schofield and

Thomas, and at nightfall Hood advanced from his intrenchmen ts, and re-

covered a portion of the ground which tbe Federals had gained in the morn-

ing. McPherson's attack on Polk was more successful, the latter being

driven from his position, which, commanding the Confederate bridges across

the river, was immediately occupied with Federal artillery. Johnston had

already given orders to Hood to attack the next morning, when he was in-

formed of the movement by Sweeny menacing Calhoun, and of Polk's mis-

fortune. He countermanded the orders, and sent Walker's'division to Cal-

houn. Tbe next day there was skirmishing along the entire front, develop-

ing on Hood's line into a severe battle in the afternoon. It appears that

Walker had reported no movement on Calhoun, and Hood had been again

ordered to attack, but that when the latter was prepared to do so, intelli-

gence was received by Johnston indicating that the Federal right was cross-

ing the river in his rear, and the order to attack was again countermanded.

One of Hood's divisions—A. P. Stewart's—not being aware of this, attacked.

Schofield by this time had closed down upon Hood's right, and Hooker, ad-

vancing, drove the enemy from several hills, capturing four guns and many

prisoners. That night Johnston abandoned Resaca, and, crossing the Oos-

tenaula southward, burned tbe railroad bridge behind him. Sherman's

troops entered on the morning of the 16th just in time to save the turnpike

bridge, and the whole army started in pursuit, Schofield moving by blind

roads to tbe left, Thomas in Johnston's immediate rear, and McPherson by

Lay's Ferry. In the operations around Resaca the Federal loss was be-

tween 4000 and 5000 killed and wounded. At Resaca Sherman reported

to Grant that he had 1000 prisoners and eight guns.

General Sherman was now entering upon the third stage of the campaign.

Johnston retreated to Cassviile, four miles north ofKingston.2 At Calhoun

on the 16th, Hardee, bringing up the Confederate rear, skirmished with

Howard's column. At Adairsville, farther south, there was a fight between

Polk's cavalry, under Jackson, and the advance of Thomas's army, under

General Newton. Polk and Hood, on the 18th, took the road from Adairs-

ville to Cassviile, while Hardee took that to Kingston. Sherman's left and

centre had been delayed, Thomas having to build additional bridges across

the Oostenaula, and Schofield making a detour across tbe two tributaries of

tiiat river—the Connesauga and Coosawattie. On the 17th the three Feder-

al armies moved southward by different roads, and the division of Jeff. C.

Davis meanwhile marched westwardly to Rome, where, meeting no resist-

ance, it captured eight or ten heavy guns, together with some valuable mills

and founderies.

On the 19th it appeared as if the enemy would make a stand at Cassviile.

French's division, of Polk's command, bad arrived from the south, and

Johnston, intrenched upon a ridge in the rear of the town, confidently or-

dered an advance against Thomas, who was moving southward from Adairs-

ville. Hood, on the right, moved two miles in execution of this order, but,

being deceived by the report that a Federal column was marching from

i "Nothinc saved Johnston's nrmv at Rcsacn bul ihe impracticnble nature of (lie country,

which made the passnee of "™P* "«<*s tho valley nlinoit impossible. Tin- fi..-i .m.l.k-l l..«

"to reach Heine* from ]>»lt..n nh.nK «» compnri.iiv.-ly RD..J road- .onstmct.d beforehand

partly from the topoErephicnl noluro of the country, and partly from the foresight of the rebel

chief At all events, on the 14th of May wo found the rebel n

Camp Creek, Ooeunyinp tho foils at Resneu, and hia right on i

of the town."—Shirman'a Report.

' Johnston thus explains hii continued rr' '

Tho fact tllM a part of folk's troops w -, and tho fireftt numerical snporiori-

ty onto Fcdcrn'i'ariny^in'ndVilVjtpcdienl to risk battle only when |-,Mti..n . j sr.mo Wi.nder «jf ihe

on°r iv miBht eive us" counterbalancinc ndvantne.es. I then-fore determined to fall l.a.-k -1 y

antil circumstance, should pat the chance, of battle it, our favor, keep.n« so „,,,, Ito United

SWIM annv a- to prevent ii* KondinB r,-enforcements lo Grant; and In.pinR hy inking ndvan-

rn« ofTsiti n,l ..ppnm.nm,.. « r.-dnre lh- odd, up.inst ,„ by part.nl e„,„ecmen a. I

,Z. exuded it to to materially reduced tof-re the end of June by the expiration <* I to terms

of Mrvice of many of the regiment* which had not re-cntistcd."
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Canton to the rear and rigbt of Cassville, he withdrew his troops to resist

the approach of this fictitious column. The Federal army in the mean
while concentrated about Cassville, and attacked Johnston's intrenched posi-

tion wiLh artillery. On the evening of the 19th the Confederate command-
ers dilfered as to the policy which ought now to be adopted. Hood and

Polk thought that the Federal artillery would render the position untena-

ble on the morrow, and urged immediate retreat across the Etowah River.

Hardee, whose position Johnston thought much weaker than Polk's or

Hood's, was still confident of his ability to hold it. Johnston inclined to

Hardee's opinion, but the other commanders "were so earnest and unwilling

to depend upon the ability of their corps to hold the ground," that retreat

was determined upon, and on the 20th the Confederate army crossed the

Etowah— " a step," reports Johnston, " which I have regretted ever since."

This movement, without a battle, abandoned the whole of Etowah Valley to

the Federal army. Here Sherman gave his troops rest, while supplies could

be brought forward for the next stage of the campaign.

But the period of rest was brief. On the 23d of May, taking supplies in

its trains for twenty days, and leaving a garrison at Rome and Kingston,

Sherman's army crossed the Etowah. Satisfied that Johnston would at-,

tempt to hold Allatoona Pass, just south of the river, the Federal command-
er did not attempt even a demonstration against that position, but leaving

the railroad, moved to the right for Dallas, southwest of Allatoona. John-
Bton, who had not stopped at Allatoona, but continued his retreat to the

range of hills north of and covering Dallas and Marietta, detected Sherman's

whole plan from the start, and concentrated bis army near New Hope
Church, where three roads met—from Ackwortb on the north, Dallas on
the southwest, and Marietta on the east. Hood's corps was posted with its

centre at the church, while Polk and Hardee extended the line eastward

across the Atlanta Road. Sherman's army, after crossing the Etowah, moved
in three columns in the accustomed order—Sehofield on the left, Thomas in

the centre, and McPherson on the right. McPherson, crossing the Etowah
near Kingston, joined by Davis's division from Rome, was ordered to move
via Van Wert to a point south of Dallas. Thomas advanced via Euharley
and Burnt Hickory, and Sehofield by the road from Cassville.

Thomas's advance, under Hooker, approached New Hope Church on the

25th, and encountered the enemy's cavalry. Geary's division skirmished up
to the Confederate line held by Hood, and Hooker's other divisions being
well in hand by 4 P.M., Sherman ordered a bold push to be made for the

cross-roads, A severe battle was fought in this position, Stewart's division

by night being finally driven back to the church, but still retaining the main
position. Sherman now occupied several days in deploying up to the ene-

my's well-intrenched lines, which extended from New Hope Church to a

point north of Marietta. McPherson was pushed close up to Dallas, Thomas
still confronted Hood, and Sehofield was ordered to move around to the

left, in order to reach and turn Johnston's right (lank. Garrard's cavalry

operated with McPherson, and Stoneman's with Sehofield, McCook's guard-
ing the Federal rear. The movement of the whole army was now gradunlly

to the left, proceeding slowly over difficult, densely-wooded ground. In the

Course of this development there were several sharp encounters with the en-

emy, the results of which sometimes favored one side and sometimes the

other. On the 27th Howard's corps assailed Cleburne's division, and was

repulsed, Johnston reports, " with great slaughter." 1 In this action, and the

battle of New Hope Church, Johnston estimates his own loss as 900, and

that of Sherman as 6000. On the 28th the enemy attacked McPherson
while the latter was on the point of closing up on Thomas. " Fortunately,"

says Sherman, " our men had erected good breastworks, and gave the enemy
a terrible and bloody repulse." The enemy's loss in this attack was nearly

3000, and McPherson's not more than one tenth of that number. There were

ten days of this undecisive work (May 25th-June 4th), when Sherman de-

termined to leave Johnston in his intrenchmen ts, and move eastward to Ack-
wortb, on the railroad.2 The roads leading back to Ackwortb and Allatoo-

na Pass were now in his possession, and he had rebuilt the railroad bridge

across the Etowah and occupied the pass with his cavalry. When, on the

6th of June, he had established himself at Ackwortb, he fortified and garri-

soned Allatoona Pass, making it a secondary base of supplies.

Johnston, adapting his movements to those of Sherman, transferred his

whole army to a point on the railroad north of Marietta, where Kenesaw on

his right, Pine Mountain in the advanced centre, and Lost Mountain on his

left, interposed a natural barrier to a direct approach from the north. 3

While the Confederate army was intrenching itself in this formidable posi-

tion, Sherman repaired the railroad in his rear, and brought forward to his

camp an abundant supply of provisions. He also received re-enforcements.

General Blair, with two divisions of the Seventeenth Corps (10,500 men)

' Howard reports his Joss as " very heavy, being upward of 1 100 killed, wounded, and missing in

General Wood's division alone. " lit adds, "'I'll. inch Ilic assault was repulsed, yet n position was
secured near Picket!'* Mill- of the crcate-t importance to the subsequent movement of the army,

and it has been subsequently usi eriuincd thut the trni'iny sniffred immensely in the action, and re-

garded it as the severest attack made during the cveniful campaign."
' Sherman writes to General II alleck, Grant's thief of staff, from "Near Dallas,"May 28:

"The enemy discovered my move to tarn AlLitn-mii, and mined to meet us here. Our columns

met about one mile cost of i'umpkiii-vinc Creek, and ue pushed them hack about three miles, to

the point [New Hope Church] where the road forks to Allatoona and Marietta. Here Johnston

has chosen a sirnri^ Inn.-

, mid made lui-ly hut strong parapets of timber and earth, nnd has thus far

stopped US. My right is 1 lulbi.s, centre ahout three miles north, and I urn gradually working round

by the left to npprom h the railroad anywhere in front of Atkworth. Country very dcasclv wooded
and broken; no roads of any consequence. We have had many sharp, severe erii iters, but noth-

ing decisive. Roth sides dulv cautious in the obscurity of the ambushed ground."

letter to ITalleck, May l!!i, he thus alludes to the enemy's attack on McPherson the day be-

orking to my left Inward the nnlinml cast of Allatoona, I ordered Gen-
.vilhdrnw bis armv and lake Cciictnl Thomas's present position, while

i,i*« .,r„.;,v, will be n

'•With thoint

oral McPherson . . .

all of General Tlinnuis's and ( iencral N'liofield's armies will be moved farther to the east, working

roand the enemv to the loft. The enemy, who had observed, etc., .... massed against General

McPherson and attacked him at U P.M. yesterday, but was repulsed with great slaughter and at

little cost to us. The enemy lied 'hack to liis breastworks mi tin; rid^-e, leaving in our hands his

dead and wounded. His loss. Mini, and about :liui prisoners. Cenernl Mcpherson's men being

covered by log breast works, like our old Corinth lines, were comparatively unhurt, his loss not being

uveriHHiinnU."
' " Kenesaw, tbo hold nnd striking twin mountain, lay before us, with a high range of chestnut

hills trending olFto the northeast, tenniniiling to our view in another peak called Brushy Mountain.

To our right was the smaller lull called l'ine Mountain, and Uwond it, in the distance, Lost Mount-
uin. All these, though linki in a, continuous chain, prc-ent u sharp, conical appearance, prominent

in the vast landscape that presents itself from any of ilie hill- ilmt abound in that region, Kene-

saw, Pine Mountain, and Lost Mountain form a triangle—Pino Mountain the apex, and Kenesaw
and Lost Mountain the husc—covering perfectly the town of Marietta mid the railroad back to the

Chattahoochee. On each of those peaks the enemy had his signal stations. The summits were

covered with batteries, and the spurs wore alive with men, busy in felling trees, digging pits, and

preparing for the grand struggle iroponding,
'

'

—b'/itfinorit Report.
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that bad been on furlough, and Colonel Long's brigade of cavalry, arrived at

Ackworth June 8tb. This accession supplied the gaps which had been
made in the original army by losses in battle and the detachments from
garrison at Resaea, Rome, Kingston, and Allatoona Pass. 1 On the 9th the

army moved to Big Shanty, a station on the railroad midway between Ack-
worth and Kenesaw. A triangular mountain fortress, of nature's construc-

tion, here confronted Sherman. Even war could not quench in Sherman
his love of nature, nor interrupt "communion with her visible forms."

"The scene," he says, " was enchanting—too beautiful to be disturbed by
the harsh clamors of war; but the Chattahoochee lay beyond, and I had to

reach it." Just beyond the Chattahoochee Jay Atlanta—the object of the
campaign.

While waiting before Kenesaw, Sherman received intelligence from Gen-
eral S. G. Burbridge, who had been left in command of the forces in Ken-
tucky, that the Confederate General Morgan had entered that state through
Pound Gap, June 4 ; that on the 9th he bad been brought to battle and de-

feated with a loss of 600 prisoners ; tbat on the 12th be had been again de-

feated, losing 500 killed and 400 prisoners, besides the wounded; and that

his forces were scattered, demoralized, and being " pursued and picked up in

every direction." Here also Sherman beard of Sturgis's defeat by Forrest,

narrated in a previous chapter, and ordered a second expedition against For-
rest to proceed immediately from Memphis.
Sherman paused for a brief moment and carefully scrutinized the Confed-

erate position. He found that the enemy's line extended two miles in

length, "more than be could bold with his force." 1 He had moved his ar-

mies close up by the 11th, McPberson on the left of the railroad toward
Marietta, Schofield away to the right against Lost Mountain, and the larger

army, under Thomas, confronting Pine and Kenesaw Mountains. It was

1 The losses in Sherman's command <!

Thomns reports his

l of Mil)' nrc e

Sherman's object to break the line between Pine and Kenesaw. Flank
movements, at this distance from his base, were too serious affairs to be at-

tempted until they were plainly seen to be necessary. For more than 20
days Sherman tried the enemy's lines in front by cannonade, skirmish, and
assault On the 14th of June, General Polk, commanding the Confederate
centre on Pine Mountain, four miles southwest of Kenesaw, was killed

by a cannon-ball, 1 and was succeeded by General Loring, who immediately
withdrew from his advanced position, and on the 19th Johnston's line was
contracted, abandoning Pine and Lost Mountains. Hood's right rested on
the Marietta Road, Loring held the centre, now transferred to Kenesaw
Mountain, and Hardee extended across the Lost Mountain and Marietta

Road on the left. A division of militia had in the mean time been sent to

Johnston by Governor Brown. This division, commanded by General Gus-
tavus W. Smith, was employed to guard the crossings of the Chattahoochee,
to prevent the surprise of Atlanta by Federal cavalry. "The whole coun-

try," Sherman (June 23) writes to Halleck, " is one vast fort, and Johnston
must have fully 50 miles of connected trenches, with abatis and finished

batteries."

Sherman pressed on through the forests and difficult ravines, and finally

came upon the enemy's new position, of which Kenesaw was the salient,

Hood thrown back to cover Marietta, and Hardee to cover the railroad to

the Chattahoochee. During these operations the weather, according to Sher-

man's report, "was villainously bad." Rain fell almost without pause for

three weeks, making mud gullies of the narrow roads, and preventing a gen-

1 "It vril on the afternoon of Ji

(junrtcrti to mukc some lelescop

hri-k artillery lire ifuiii-r on hetiv

C I'll I?, ili-lin'iLlilliic. 1- nlkcil In I hi

fired. Their aim was too snece
about the elbow, [ihi-mii! ttirinwli

He died on the spot, and his re

i 14th thai Johnston, Hardee, and Polk rode out from their

iiliM.'niitious of the Pcdend pusiiinii. At the time there was a
i the two mimes, hut nu eiiiriigetnem uf ilie infantry. The geu-
ont, where some of the enemy's artillerists, uii-ervinj; the party,

ill. One of the projectiles 'Inick ( ienerol Polk mi the left [inn,

i body, coii!.idurnt.'h- mun^lm;; it, and carried off the right arm.
ins were immediately tukon t" Marietta, iind thence to Atlanta,
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era] movement; but the Federal lines with every opportunity were ad-

vanced closer to the enemy. It will be seen that Sherman had not accom-

plished his purpose of penetrating the Confederate line, but had only thrown

it in upon itself, contracting and strengthening it. Johnston had seen the

mistake of his original position, and had corrected it in time to prevent dis-

aster. On the 21st Hood was shifted to Hardee's left, while at the same time

Sherman was developing his right flank southward of Kenesaw. The next

day, Hooker, having advanced his line, with Schofield on his right, was sud-

denly attacked by Hood near the Kulp House, southwest of Marietta, Hood
appears to have gained some advantage at first, falling thus unexpectedly

upon Williams's division of Hooker's corps and Hascall's of'Schofield's, and

driving them back ; but he was checked upon reaching the main line, and

himself driven back in confusion, leaving behind his dead, wounded, and

many prisoners. 1

Sherman now determined to assault Kenesaw. It was a bold and Sher-

man-like thing to do, and certainly failure could not have been reckoned in-

1 General Thorn a 5 give* the I'olluwing arrount of this affair:

"Williams's division of Hooker's corps skirmished itself into a position on the right of Geary's

division, the right of Williams resting at Knit's House, on the Powder .Spring and Marietta Road.

Aboat 4 P. M. the enemv, in heavy force, at miked Knipe's brigade in it- hi hunted position, before

his men had time to throw up any works, and persisted in the assault until sundown, when they

withdrew, their ranks hopelessly broken, each assatdt baling been repelled with heavy loss."

evitable. 1 The order was given on the 24th, and executed on the 27th.

Two points were selected on the enemy's left centre-^-one at Little Kenesaw,

in McPherson's front, the other a mile farther south, in front of Thomas.

On the appointed day, after a vigorous cannonade, the armies of the Ten>

nessee and the Cumberland leaped forward to their terrible work, their as-

sault falling mainly on Loring's and Hardee's corps. With a loss of less

than 500 men the Confederate position was maintained, and McPherson and

Thomas were completely repulsed, losing altogether 3000 men, including

General Harker, Colonel Dan. McCook, Colonel Rice, and other valuable of-

ficers. Success in this assault would have been decisive of the campaign

;

it would have cut the enemy in two, prevented his retreat, and exposed him

to defeat in detail. But the assault was not a success.2 Sherman gives the

following explanation of his reasons for making this assault:

"Upon studying the ground, I had no alternative but to assault or turn

the enemy's position. Either course had its difficulties and dangers. And

1 Perhaps (be explanation of Sherman';, hope of -u(.-..e-~ is to he f.jiind in bis dispatch to Hnlleck,

Juno 2/ith, which says :
" I shall aim to make him [Johnston] stretch his line until be weakens it,

and then break through."
3 General darker nimmundcd a brigade of Newton's division of Howard's ("Fourth) rorps. lie

led one column of the assault in Howard's front, and Wagner another. Palmer's (Fourteenth)

corps at the same time assaulted on Howard's right. In regard to the result, Howard reports:
" My experience is that a line of works thoroughly constructed, with tlie front well covered with

abatis and other entanglements, well manned with infantry, whether with our own or that of the

enemy, can not he Mrricd by direr c assault ; the exceptions are when some one of the above eondi.

tions are wan tiny, or "litre die defender- me taken hv surprise. The strength of such a line is of

course increased by well-arranged batteries. Notwithstanding the probabilities against success,

it is sometimes necessary to assault strong works, as has occurred in several instances during this

campaign."
Colonels Dan. McCook ttnd T. J. Mitchell (commanding brigades of Jeff. C. Davis's division) led

the assaulting columns of Palmer's corps. McCook fell, dangerously wounded, and subsequently

died at bis home in Oltio.
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I perceived that the enemy and our own officers had settled down into a

conviction that I would not assault fortified lines. All looked to me to out-

flank. An army, to be efficient, must not settle down to one single mode
of offense, but must be prepared to execute any plan that promises success.

I wished, therefore, for the moral effect, to make a successful assault, on the |

enemy behind his breastworks Failure as it was, and for which I as-

sume the entire responsibility, I yet claim that it produced good fruits, as it

demonstrated to General Johnston that I would assault, and that boldly ; and

we also gained and held ground so close to the enemy's parapets that he

could not show a head above them." 1

After this repulse there was but one resource left—another flank move-

ment. On the night of July 2d, McPherson, in front of Kcnesaw, was re-

ieved by Garrard's cavalry, and thrown around the right of the army, with

instructions to advance to Nickajack Creek, and threaten Turner's Ferry,

where the railroad in Johnston's rear crossed the Chattahoochee. The Con-

federate commander at once saw the meaning of this movement, and on the

morning of the 3d Thomas found no enemy iti his front. A view of the

Federal skirmishers on the top ofKenesaw was the first sight which greeted

Sherman's eyes at daybreak. Thomas moved forward in pursuit by tiie rail-

road, and at 8 30 A.M. Sherman in person entered Marietta just as the ene-

my's cavalry left the place. He hoped to strike the enemy in the confusion

of crossing the Chattahoochee. Drawing Logan from MePherson's column

lo Marietta, the remainder of the Army of the Tennessee, with that of the

Ohio, were ordered to cross the Nickajack, and attack the enemy in flank

and rear.
2 Johnston, however, had covered his movement with great care,

having constructed a strong tete depont at the Chattahoochee, opposing also

an advanced intrenched line at the Smyrna camp-meeting ground, five miles

south of Marietta, his flanks resting behind Nickajack and Rottenwood

Creeks. On the 5th of July this advanced position was abandoned on ac-

count of Sherman's threatening movements toward Turner's Ferry. Logan

had been returned to McPherson, and Thomas was moving on Smyrna,

when the enemy fell back to his tele de font. The Confederate cavalry

crossed the Chattahoochee, Wheeler observing the river for twenty miles

above, and Jackson for the same distance below. There was skirmishing

between the two armies until the 9th, Thomas's and MePherson's commands

touching the river above and below the enemy, with Schofield's in reserve.

While these operations were going on, Schofield had been withdrawn to

Smyrna, and sent across the Chattahoochee at the mouth of Soap Creek

(July 7th). This movement was successfully accomplished, Schofield sur-

prising the Confederate guard, capturing a gun, laying a pontoon bridge

across the river, and establishing himself on commanding ground on the

east bank. At the same time Garrard's cavalry moved to Bosswell, farther

up the river, where he destroyed the factories which had for years supplied

cloth to the Confederate armies. A facetious owner of one of these mills, in-

tent upon having his joke, even if he lost his factory, displayed a French

flag above the building.3 Having destroyed these works, Garrard secured a

shallow ford, and held it until the arrival of an infantry division from

Thomas's army. MePherson's whole army was soon transferred to this

quarter from the Nickajack. Howard's corps, of Thomas's army, had also

built a bridge at Powers's Ferry, two miles below the mouth of Soap Creek,

crossed over and occupied a position on Schofield's right. These move-

ments, securing three points of crossing the Chattahoochee above the enemy,

and also a position on the east bank, from which good roads ran to Atlanta,

threatened to leave Johnston at his tete depont at Turner's Ferry, and turn-

ing his flank, to bring Sherman's army into Atlanta forthwith. Johnston,

seeing this, followed his cavalry across the Chattahoochee on the night of

the 9tb, and took up a position on Peach-tree Creek and the river below,

1 Sherman gives a similar explanation to Halleck shortly after tlie assault. He says :
" The as-

sault I made was no mistake j
I hod to do it. The enemy', and our own army nnd officers, had set-

tled down into the conviction that the assault of line.-, formed no part of my game, nml ihe moment

the enemy mi found behind anv thing like a parapet, why, even,- body would deploy, throw up

counter works, und take it eusv, leaving it to the 'old mini' [moaning Sherman] lo turn [lie po.-ilion.

Had the assault been made with cue fourth more vigor (mailicruaticallyt, I would hnve put the

head of George Thomas's whole army right through Johnston's deployed lino, on the bcsl gi d

for'go ahead',' while mv eniirc forces were well in ham) on roads converging to my then object,

Marietta. Hud Harker and McCook not been struck so early, the assault would have succeeded,

and then the battle would have idl been in our favor, on account of our superiority in numbers and

As to the possibility of success if Harker and McCook hnd not fallen, General Thomas is the

original authority. He report! to Sherman just after the assault: "Both General Darker and

Colonel McCook" were wounded on the enemy's breastworks, uud all say bad they not been wound-

ed we would have driven the enemy from his works."
5 "If you ever worked in your life," writes Sherman to McPherson on the evening of July 3,

"work at duvhreak tomorrow on the flank, crossing Nickajack somehow, and the moment yon

discover confusion pour in vour lire. You know what a retreating mass across pontoon bridges

means Feel strong to-night, and make feints of pursuit with urnllery. I know Johnston s with-

drawal is not strategic, but for go.«i reasons after he crosses the Chattahoochee; bur his situation

with that river behind him is not comfortable at nil 1 don't confine you to any crossing,

but press the enemy oil the time in Hank till he is across tho Cliauahooch.ee."

To Thomas, at the same time, he writes: ,

"The more I reflect, tho more I know Johnston's halt i- i" save lime to cross his material and

men No general sucb as he would invite battle with the Chattahoochee behind him. 1 have or-

dered McPherson and Schofield, at any cost, nnd work night and day, in gel the enemy started in

confusion toward his bridges. I know you appreciate the situation. We will never have such a

chance again, and I wont you to impress on Hooker, Howard, ami l'nlmer the importance of Ilia

most intense energy of attack h.-mglit and in llie morning, and to pre.-s with vehemence, at any

cost of life nnd material. Even- inch of his line should be felt, and the moment there is a give,

pursuit should l>e made bv duv with lines, and bv night with n single hea.l -i '"""'" ""' -":llon

of urtilletv to each corns following a road. Hooker -l,..,,|.| , ..ium< tic »nh .M.I le-.-oii |.v a cir-
of artillery to each corps following a road. Hooker should ci

cuit if necessary, and act in concert. You know what loss would Olibuo <•• uumuLiiu .. .... v,™«
his bridges ut night in confusion, with artillery thumierine: at random on Ins rear

3 This joke might easilv have co-t the perpetrator hi* hi". Sherman evutes to I ,„rn,nl, .July -

j

"I will see as to anv man in America hoisting the French flag, and then devoting Ills labor and

capital to supplying armies in ope., hostility to our government, ami churning the l-euent oi his neu-

tral Hug. Should vou, under the iuipiiUe of anger, nntural ill cunlemplaiuig such pe.lalv hang the

wretch, I approve ihe act hefaelialid." Ho adds; "I repeat my orders that yon arret all people,

male and female. , onnccted will, those factories, no matter what the clamor, and lei m loot it,

under guard, to Marietta, whence I will send them hy cars to the North. . .. . . . I be poor wom-

en will make a howl. Let them take along their children and clothing, providing they have the

means of hauling, or you can spare them. We will retain them unOl thoy con reach u country where

they con live in pence: and security." - .
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covering Atlanta. Tlifis was abandoned to Sherman all ofGeorgia between
tbe Tennessee and tbe Chattahoochee Rivers. In the pursuit of Johnston
to the Chattahoochee, 2000 prisoners were taken.

And here let us halt to review what has already been accomplished in

the two months since Sherman opened the attack upon .Johnston at Buzzard's
Roost. Johnston had been driven south of the Chattahoochee

; he had not
retreated from strategic motives, though his retreat had been conducted with
so great skill and so little waste of force that it places him in the foremost
rank of Confederate generals. No great battle had been fought in the cam-
paign, which had been a series of sieges. Assaults there had been on both
sides, and in these the loss had been severe, failing mainly upon the assail

ants. Johnston's losses altogether had been, according to his own report,
about 10,000 in killed and wounded, and 4700 from other causes. This
does not include deserters, which probably numbered 2500 at the lowest,
thus bringing the total loss to about 20,000. This loss had been just about
covered by re-enforcements. Sherman's losses it is difficult to estimate ex-

actly. In the Army of the Cumberland the casualties for May and June
amounted to 14,521, as reported by General Thomas. Supposing the loss

in McPhcrson'a and Schofield's commands to have been in proportion, we
have a total of 25,000 for the casualties of battle. These losses, and others
from sickness and detachment of troops for garrison, had been made up for

by re-enforcements, so that the two armies, in respect of numbers, were
now nearly the same as at the opening of the campaign. In the first sta^e
of his advance, Sherman had it in his power to compel Johnston to fight a bat-
tle upon conditions which involved the destruction of the Confederate army.
It is wonderful that Johnston should have left Snake Creek Gap unguard-
ed, but it is still more wonderful that, once having gained access through
this pass to the enemy's rear, McPherson did not appreciate his advantage,
and push it to the utmost. If he had done so, and bad been promptly sup-
ported, Johnston's army must have been ground to powder. No such op-
portunity again offered. But, notwithstanding this disappointment, the fact
that Johnston could hold no position north of the Chattahoochee was really
a conclusive argument that he could not hold Atlanta. Sherman's sole
weakness was his long line of communications; but this was so well pro-
tected that, although Johnston, after crossing the Etowah, had sent five suc-
cessive detachments of cavalry to destroy it, none of these had succeeded.

Sherman's army was now within sight of Atlanta, only eight miles inter-

vening. Atlanta is the centre of the entire network nf railroads in Georgia.
From it start three railway lines of communication. The road running north
to Chattanooga was occupied in its entire length by Sherman. Eastward,
through Decatur, another road runs to Augusta, and thence to Charleston.
The road running south divides into two branches at East Point, six miles
from Atlanta; one running southeastwardly through Macon to Savannah,
the other southwestwardly through West Point and Opelika to Montgom-

ery, and thence with slight interruption to Pensacola. To destroy this lat-

ter or West Point Eoad, an expedition had been prepared, and General Rous-
seau bad been assigned to its command. As early as the 10th of Apri),Gen-
eral Sherman, believing that Johnston would finally fall back beyond the
Chattahoochee, had had this raid in view. The time for its operation had
now come. On the 10th ofJuly, when it was ascertained that Johnston had
crossed the river, Rousseau started from Decatur, Alabama, with 2500 cav-
alry and two pieces of artillery. 1 No time more favorable could have been
selected for the expedition. A.J.Smith was occupying Forrest's cavalry in

Mississippi
; expeditions were out inland from Vicksburg and Baton Rouge,

and Canby was understood to be threatening Mobile. Rousseau's force con-
sisted of the following cavalry regiments—the Fifth Indiana, Fifth Iowa,
Second Kentucky, Fourth Tennessee, and Ninth Ohio. The party possessed
1000 Spencer repeating-riflcs. At the crossing of Coosa River, on the 13th,
a ferry-boat was captured, and a part of the command having crossed and
effected a lodgment on the south bank.it was attacked by General Clanton
with two regiments of Alabama cavalry. This Confederate detachment was
routed after a few hours' skirmishing by an attack in flank, and Rousseau
proceeded to Talladega on the railroad to Selma. Here a camp of about
700 conscripts was dispersed. The West Point Railroad was first struck at

Chehaw Station, where the enemy was again encountered under Clanton,
but was obliged to retire after a loss of 40 killed and a large number of

1 The following instructions lo Rousseau were dispatched by Sherman June 3(Uh :

"The movement llmt I want you to study unci be prepared for is contingent on the fact [hat
Genera] A. J. Smith defeat- I-'orreM. or holds him well in thcik, and nfter I sue<eed in milking Joe
Johnston pa--, the t 'liiiituhooetiee with Ins army, "hen I want yon 10 go in person, or 10 lend some
good officer, with 2.11)0 good cavalry well nrmed, and n sufficient number of pack- mules loaded
with iimmunirion, salt, sugar, and coffee, nnd some bread or flour, depending on the country for
forage, meat, and rorn-mcnl. The party might lake two light Rodman cutis, with orders, in case
of very rapid movemenls, to cut the wheels nnd burn the carriages, inking sledges ulong in break
off trunnions and wedge them into ihe muzzles. The expedition should start from I lecntur [Aln-
bnmn], move slowly to UhumtM'ille nnd Ashville, and, if the way is clear, cross the Coosa at the
Ten Islands, or the rnihund bridge, destroying it after their passage, then rnnio rapidly for Talla-
dega or Oxford, nnd then to the nearest foul ( .r bridge over the Tallapoosa. Thai passed, the ex-
pedition should inn>e with rapidity on the railroad between Tuskcgee and Opelika, breaking up the
road nnd twisting the liars of iron. They should work on that road nigh I day, doing all tho
Uniniijje possible, toward and iiiehidmg < Ipclikn. Ifn-p serious opposition oiler, the! should lltreat-
cn Columbus, Georgia, and then turn up the ( 'hmtuhooc liee lo join us between Marietta and At-
lanta, doing all the tnisihief possible. No infantry in position 'should he attacked, and the parly
should avoid all fighting possible., hearing in mind,* for their own safety, that ['cusaeolu, Homo, the
Ktowah, and my army are all places of relume. IT compelled to make I'cusai-ohi, iliev .should leave
their horses, embark for New Orleans, ami come round to Nashville. Study this well, and lie pre-
pared to act on orders when tho time comes. .Selniu, though important, is more easily defended
than the route I have aamed."
On July L'd the li.Mowing dispatch was sent to Hoitssonu :

" Now is tho time for the raid to Opelika Forrest is in Mississippi, and Roddy has ulso
gone there. All other rebel cavalry is here."
On Julyfith the order was repeated as follows:
" That cavalry expedition must now be off, and must proceed with tho utmost energy nnd confi-

dence. Every thing here is favorable, and I have nllirinl information that General A.* J. Smith is
out from Memphis with force enough to give l-orresi full occupation. Expeditions inland are also
out from Vicksburg and Bulon Rouge, as well as against Mobile. If managed with rapidity, the
expedition can not fail of success, and will accomplish much good."
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wounrleci. At Opelika n large quantity of stores was captured, and the rail-

road was obliterated. From tbis point, on the 19th, Rousseau began to re-

turn to Marietta, where he arrived by way of Carrol ton and Villa Rica on

the 22d. He had destroyed 30 miles of the railroad toward Montgomery,

three miles toward Columbus, and two toward West Point. His entire loss

had been 12 killed and 30 wounded. He brought in 400 mules and 300

horses.

After having collected an abundant supply of stores at Allatoona, Mari-

etta, and Vining's Station, and strengthened the railroad guards and garri-

sons in tiie rear, General Sherman, on the 17tb, crossed the Chattahoochee,

a matter of no small difficulty, effected, as it was, in the face of an army

50,000 strong. Scbofield was already across in an impregnable position,

and was ordered to New Cross Keys. Thomas crossed at Powers's and

Paice's Ferries, and was to move by way of Buckhead
;
and MePherson

was instructed to move straight from Rosswell to a point east of Decatur

on the Augusta Railroad. Garrard's cavalry acted with MePherson, while

Stoneman and McCook watched the rivers and roads below the railway.

At this most critical stage of the campaign, General Johnston, command-
ing the Confederate army, was relieved of his command. He received at

10 o'clock P.M. on the 17th a telegram from Secretary Seddon
;
the purport

of which was that, as he had failed to arrest the Federal approach to the

vicinity of Atlanta, and had expressed no confidence in his ability to defeat

or repulse General Sherman, he would immediately turn the army over to

General Hood. 1 Johnston, at Hood's request, continued to give orders until

rqiorts General1 "Besides the causes of my removal alleged in tlie telegram annoim
Johnston, "various other invitation- have been made against me—somi
in such a manner as to appear to have official authority, and others circulated orally in Georgia
nntl Alahama, and imputed to General Bragg. The principal are, that J |« r-i-unik d>-n carded
the ins[ructions of the President ; thai 1 Mould not fight the enemy ; that I refused to defend At-
lanta; thai I refused to communicate with General Bragg in relation to (he Operations of the

army ; that I disregarded his entreaties to change my course and attack the enemy ; and gross

exaggerations of the losses of the army.
"I hod not the advantage of receiving the President's instruction* in relation to the manner of

conducting the campaign. But as the conduct of my predecessor, in retrenting before odds leu
than those confronting me, has apparently been approved ; and as General Lee, in keeping on the

defensive and retreating toward Giant's objective point, under circumstances I i
k.>- mine, was add-

ing to his great fume, both in the estimation of the administration and people, I Supjiosod thin my
course would not be censored. I believed then, as I do now, thut it was the only one ut my com-
mand which promised success.

"I think that the foregoing narrative shows thut the Army of Tennessee did light, and with at

least as much affect an it bus ever done before.

"The proofs that 1 intended to hold Atlanta ore the fact that under my orders the work of
Strengthening its defense* was going on vigorously, the communication on the subject mndc bv me
to General Hood, and the fact that my family was in the (own. That the public workshops were
removed and no large supplies deposited in the town, as alleged by (i-nera! Bragg, were measures
of common prudence, and no more indicated the intention to abandon ihe place than the sending
the wagons of an army to the rear on a day of battle proves a foregone determination to abandon
the field.

"While General Bragg was at Atlanta, about the middle of July, we had no other conversa-
tion concerning the army there than such as 1 introduced. He miked mo no questions: regarding
its operations, past or future ; mnde no ro omenta npon them nor suggestions, and hnd not (he
slightest reason to suppose that Atlanta Mould not be defended. He told me thnt the object of his
journey was to confer with Lieutenant General Lee, and cuitiinuuiraie nit It Gi nerai E. K. Smith
in relation to re-enforccments for me. He talked much more of fiain in Virginia than in Geor-
gia, asserting, what I believed, thnt Sherman's armv outnumbered Grant's and impressed me with
the belii'f that his visits to me were mwffli inl."

And here it is proper to consider General Hood's estimate of the Atlnntn campaign. In the
first place, he estimate* General Johns ' effi olive forre on (he Glli of Mnv, 1SG4, ns 70 000
men. For this stateme.it there is no authority whatsoever. " The Suuih," he sues, -'had been
denuded of troops to fill the strength of the Army ..f tl„- Tcon. Mi*-i-.ippi 'ami Alabama
were without military support, and looked for protection m dci i-i\o hank- in the motmruins of
Georgia." Here again Hood is belied by all (c-liinunv. F.n-n -t. nl«-" .i—i.imiie Johnston ask-
ed for, was kopt in Mississippi by orders" fiom Kulnnoml. and not pormrUed to attack Sherman's
communications. Besides putting Johnston's Force nearly SO,000 higher than it really was,
Hood says that "re-cuforeements were within supporting distance." These re-enforcements wore
absolutely tefuscd in a defensive campaign on Johnston's part, and no other campaign was pos-
sible.

Hood then goes on to rcprimnnd Johnston's rel rent. "In such condition," ho says, "was that
Splendid army when the active campaign fairly opened. The enemy, but Utile Kupi-riu'r in numbers,
none in organization nnd discipline, inferior io spirit nud confidence, commenced bis advance.
Tho Confederate forces, whose face* nud hopes were to the north, almost simultaneously com-
menced to retreat. They soon reached positions favorable for resistance. Great ranges of mount-
ains running across the line of march, and deep rivers, arc stands from which a well-directed
army is not easily driven or turned. At each ndvanro oftbc enemy, the Confederate nrmy.with-
out serious resistance, fell back to tho next range or river in the rear. Tho habit to retreat snnn
became a routine of tho army, and was substituted for tho hope and confidence with which the
campaign opened. The enemy soon perceived this. Willi perfect security he divided his forces,

o threaten in rear. The uaunl order to retreat.e column K a front nod o

the afternoon of tbe 18th, placing his troops on the position which he had
selected near Peach-tree Creek, He also fully explained to Hood the plana

not strike in detail, was issued and obeyed. Those retreats were always at night. Tho day was
consumed in hard labor. Daily temporary works were thrown up, behind which it was never in.
tended to fight. The men became travelers by night and laborers by dny. Thcv were ceasing

,

to be soldiers by the disuse of military duty. Thus for seventy-four days and nights, that noble s.

army, which, if ordered to resist, no force that tbe enemy could assemble could dislodge from a
battle-field, continued to abandon their country, to see their strength dopaiiing, and their flag

waving only in retreat or in partial engagements. At tho end of that time, after descending
from the mountains, where the last advantage of jiosilimi v. ns abandoned, and camping without
fortifications on the open plains of Georgia, the army had lost 22.700 of its best soldiers. Nearly
one third was gone, no gcmml bank fought, much of our stnie abandoned, two others uncovered,
and the organization and efficiency of every command, by loss of officers, nun, nud (one, seriously

diminished. These things were the inevitable result of the strategy udopted. It is impossible for

n large array to retreat in (he fnee of a pursuing enemy without such a fate. In a retreat the
losses are constant and permanent. Stragglers are overtaken, the fatigued fall by the wayside,
and are gathered by the advancing enemy. Every position by the rear-guard, if taken, yields its

trounded to the victors. The soldiers, always awakened from rest at night (o continue tho re-

treat, leave many of their comrades asleep in trenches. This is the lime for desertion. The loss-

es of a single dny are not largo. Those of seventy-four (74) days will embrace the strength of an
army. If a battle be fought and the field held »t the close, however great the si a lighter, tbe loss

will be less than to rctrent in the face of an enemy. There will bo no stragglers. Desertions

nro in rctrent, rarely, if ever, on the field of buttle. Tbe wounded Ore gathered to ihe rear, nnd
soon recover, nntl in a few weeks the entire loss consists only of (be killed and permanently dis-

abled, which is not one fifth of tho apparent loss on the night of the battle. The enemy is check-

ed, his plans deranged, territory saved, the campaign suspended or won. If a retreat still be nec-

essary, it enn then be done with no enemy pressing and no loss following. The advancing party

loses nothing but its killed nnd permanently disabled. Neither stragglers nor deserters'thin its

ranks. It reaches tbe. end of its mnrch Stronger f> r battle than when it starter). The army
commanded by General Sherman and that commanded by General Jobnttop, not greatly unequal
at the commencement of the campaign, illustrate what I have written. General Sherman, in his

official report, state, that bis forces when thev entered Atlanta were nearly the same in number as

when thcv left Dnlton. The Armv of Tennessee lost iwcmv-lwo tfa—

i

d hvh hundred nnd
fifty (22,750) men. nearly ono third of its strength. I have nothing to my of the statement of

losses mnde by General Johnston in bis official report, except to BUle thnt, bj his o«n figures, ho
understates his losses some thousands; thut he excludes the idea of any ]a isoncr-, although his

previous official returns show more than seven thousand (7000) nndcr t lie head of 'absent with-

out leave ;' and that the returns of the army while he was in command, corrected nud increased

by the records of the army which has not been fully reported io the government, and the return

signed by me, bat made up under him, ns soon us I assumed command, show the losses of the

Army of Tennessee to ho what I have sinted, and a careful examination of the returns with the

army will show the losses to be more than stated."

Hood's own statements belie Imn. He says Johnston lost 22,750 men. He gives him at the

outset 70,000. This would leave 47,350. The re-en forccincnls during this period amounted to

nearly 20,000; so that Hood should have hnd about as fair a start as Johnston had hud. Bui
how does Hood estimate the force which he received from Johnston? He says : "Its effective

strength was, infantry, 33,750; artillery, 3500; cavalry, 10,000, with 15t)0 Georgia militia . . .

milking a total of 47,750 men. 1
' This is sufficient reason I'm- doubting the reliability of General

Hood's estimntes. for, by his calculation, Johnston hud received onk about 500 additional men
since the commencement oftbc campaign. Tbe official documents tell a different story.

And here let us submit the report made bv Mr.Wigfall in the Confederate Senate, March IG,

1865:
" Mr, President,—I return (he Report of General Hood, with a recommendation from the

Committee on Military Affairs that it be printed. I am instructed by the committee to sny thnt

this recommendation would not have been made had the House not already ordered it to be pub-

lished. No action of ihe Senate can now keep the report from the public, however desirable it

might he. Indeed, having been sent to both houses in open session by tbe President without nny
warning as to ' its tendency to induce controversy' or cause ' prejudice to the public service,' n8

in tho ense of General Johnston's Report, (he damage was already done— if damage should result

from its contents being made known. The official report of the Secretary of War at the begin-

ning of this Congress contained an attack upon General Johnston. It was sent to us by the Pres-

ident in open session, and published by order of Congress. General Johnston's Report, which

contained his defense against this attack, was asked fur promptly, but was withheld for months.

It was finally sent to us in teerel tuition, with n protest against its publication, A report of tho

operations of the Army of Tennessee ahih wider the command of General Hood is asked for, and
we receive this paper in open speston as soon ns it can be copied. No word of warning ns to its

character is given.

"Much of i( is but a repetition of the charges made by the late Secretary of War, and, if they

can be sustained, it is manifest thnt our present disasters are not to be attributed to General John-
ston's removal, but to his ever having been appointed. It follows, too, that he should not be con-

tinued in his present command. It become- necessary, therefore, to eMuniiic into ihe correctness

of these charges. The Senate did nut usk for it review ol General Johnston's campaign, but for

n report of the operations of the army while under the command of General Hood. Though un.

called for, it is before us nnd the people, and 1 propose to give it a fair nnd calm consideration.
" In reviewing the review, I shall refer to the official 'Field Returns' on file in the Adjutant

nnd Inspector General's Office, made and signed by Colonel Mason, A. A. G., and npproved by
General Johnston, nnd not to those with the army, revised nnd 'corrected,' which I have never

seen. The field returns on tile here are, or should be, duplicates of those with the army, which

are mnde up from the returns of the corps commanders. Not having the honor of n personal ac-

quaint.ime with (' l.iiicl Falconer,! do not know what reliance is to be placed on his corrections

of official documents. I do know Colonel Mason nnd Genernl Johnston, and I do not believe

cither cnpuble of making a false or fraudulent return.

"General floor], in his review, gives the effective totnl of General Johnston's nrmy 'at nnd near
Dnlton' to be 70,000 on the (jib of May, 18G4. These returns nppcnr to have been made trt-

monthly, on the 1st, 10th, and 20th of each mouth. The Inst official 'field return,' previously to

the Gth of May, on iile in the Adjutant nnd Inspector General's Office, is of the 1st of May. It

shows his effective total to be 40,013 infantry and artillery and 2974 cavalry, amounting in all to

43,887. This return shows, however, that two brigades of cavalry, under the comuinm! of Gen-
eral Johnston, were in (be rear recruiting their horses the effective total of which is not given.

General Johnston, in his report, i-timates bis cavalry at this lime at 'about 4000,' which would
make the effective total of dies.- brigades 1028, which, added to the 2374 „[ Dalion, makes the

4000. Estimating his cavalry there at 4000. it is obvious that from the official returns he had but

44,013 effective totnl 'at nnd near' Dalion on tbe 1st of May, the date of the last return before tho

Gth of thnt month. The official records show, then, that General Hood over-estimated General

Johnston's forces 'at and near Dnlton' by 25,087 men.
"If General Hood, by the term 'ut or near Dnlton,' refers to tbe forces after this date received

by General Johnston from General Folk, he in again in error as to numlters. It was not till the

4th of May that General Polk was ordered to ' move with Loring's division nnd other mailable

forces nt your command, to Rome; Georgia, nnd thence unite with Geaernl Johnston.' On the

Gth, the day on which General I loud says this iirtny ' lay nt and rem Dab on, waiting the advance

of the enemy,' General Polk telegraph- 10 Genernl Cooper from Ifrmv/io/is .- ' My troops nre con-

centrating and moving as directed.' On (ho lOih, at Kerne, he telegraphs the President: 'Tho
first of Loring's brigade arrived and sent forward to Resaca ;

the second just in ; the third will

arrive curly to-morrow morning. • * * French's brigade was to leave Blue Mountain this morn-

ing. Tbc'otbers will follow in succcv-inn
; Ferguson will be in supporting distance day Biter 10-

mon-ow; Jackson's division thirty-six Bonn after.' Yet General Hood asserts that four days he-

fore this the army was ' assent hied' at and lie. 11 I hi I ton, and ' williin the en-i d reeiioii of a single

commander.' The last of these re-enforccments j ed General Johnston m Xi w l!.u l i.ok h

the Mib of Mnv, nearly three weeks after they were alleged (0 be ' at nnd near Dalton,' and

amounted to less (ban 10,000 men. If none was lost by sickness, desertion, or the casualties of

battle, which is not probable, General Johnston hail nt New Hope about sixty-four thousand men
on tho 2Gth ofMay, instead of seventy thousand, at Dalton, on the Gth. A difference of six thou-

sand ; not very great, it is admitted, yet it shows Genernl Hood to bo not quite accurate in his esti-

" General Hood asserts (hat General Johnston lost twenty-two thousand seven hundred men in

his retreat, nnd offers to prove that hy the record. At New Hope he had about sixty-four thou-

sand men. Tho field returns of the'lOth of July, the lust nuulo while the nrmy was under his

command, shows, nt Atlanta, 40,bT.G infantry and artillery, and 10,276 cavalry—50,032—say

51,000. Deduct ibis from (14.111)0, and it leaves 13,000 loss 'in artillery, infantry, nnd cnvnlry, in-

stead of 22,700. as alleged bv Gem nil Hood. General Johnston dues not give the losses of his

cnvali v fnr wnnt of reports.
' Ho hnd 4000 ut Dnlton, and received 4000 fi'olk's) nt A.lnirsvillo

on the lTihof May—6000. At Atlanta he bad 10,876, showing that he had re. raited his cavalry

227G over nud above his losses. Leaving out hi- envaln .
I- h.l a.VI f .

Io 1, , t .lolv, -10,6515

infantry nud nrtillery. At New llopo lie hud, of all arm-, III.OtHr I if ihe-.-, Htuni cavalry,

supposing it not to Inivo inereii.-oil hi recruiting up 10 Mint nine. I hat gne. him ."iii.tHHI uilantiy

and artillery. At Atlanta he had, of these arms, 40.G5G, which deduct from tbe fiG.000, und it

shows bis losses to be, in infantry and artillery, 10,344.
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upon which he had proposed to conduct the defense of Atlanta. In the

first place, lie had proposed to attack Sherman while crossing the creek,

where success would be of the greatest advantage, since, in that event, both

the creek and the river would intercept the Federal retreat. If he failed in

this attack, his design had been to keep back the enemy by means of in-

trenchmcnts constructed between the Marietta and Decatur Roads until the

arrival of the state troops which had been promised by Governor Brown at

the end of the month. These intrenchments he would line with the state

militia which he already had, while with bis main array he would attack

Sherman in flank whenever the latter should approach Atlanta.

The Confederate army was now posted on high ground on the west bank

of Peach-tree Creek, extending from Turner's Ferry to the Augusta Road.

MeFherson, on the 18th, reached a point seven miles east of Decatur, and,

with Garrard's cavalry, broke up four miles of the road. Schofield the same

day reached Decatur. On the 19th McPherson turned into Decatur, Schofield

following a road to the right leading toward Atlanta, while Thomas, by numer-

ous bridges, crossed Peach-tree Creek in the face of the enemy. Hood had

disposed bis troops so that Cheatham's (formerly Hood's) corps on the right

would cut off Thomas from Schofield and McPherson. Hardee held the

centre, and Stewart (commanding Polk's old corps) the left These two

" Under repeated orders from the Wax Department, General Johnston had before this time sent

off tlirco recitnents. Supposing thom to average two hundred effective total, tbey would amouni
to six hundred each ; deduct that amount from the 16,844, and ii leaves but 14,7-14 total loss in

killed, miunded, deserters, stragglers, and prisoner! of hin infantry and artillery. From this

amount deduct 10,0110 tilled nnd wounded, nnd we have 4744 lost from all other causes in these

arms. But it appears that the cavalry had increased "J2"l!. Deduct this from the 4744, and Ids

losses in all arms, except in killed and wounded, amount to but 24G8.
" We have, then, n loss by desertion, and straggling, and prisoners of only some 2500 from the

'dinging nnd retreating' policy. The demoralization of the army coold not have been as great

as General Hood supposes, or its losses from these causes would have been greater. The 'working

by night nnd traveling by day' would seem, too, not to bo a very bad policy where the army has

confidence in its leader.

" General Hood asserts that a retreating army must lose more by straggling and desertion, if it

does not fight, than it would in killed and wounded if it does. He attempts to show this by what
he regards well-established principles, and not by figures. Napier differs from General Hood on
this point. In discussing the losses of Mussena from tlto Torres Vedras, ho says: 'It is unques-

tionable that a retreaJing army should fij:ht at iitttt ai potable.'

"General Hood also insists that the army at Atlanta was greatly demoralized by the loss of
men and officers, and by constant falling back. I do not recollect any general officer, except
General Polk, who was killed while Johnston was in command ; there may have been others, but

certainly not many. What were bis losses in general officers from Atlanta to Nashville? His
march from Jonesborougn to the Tennessee line was a retreat, and from Nashville to Tupelo

; yet

he lost by desertion but 300, and left the army in fine spirits. The demoralization of Johnston's
army can not be accounted for on this theory. But was it demoralized ? It fought well when he
first took command. His disasters around Atlanta arc not attributed by him to a want of spirit

in the men, but to incompetency in the officers. He could not have his orders execatcd. I in-

cline to the opinion ih.it he is mistaken as much as to his facts as he is in his theory.
" General Hood innQuotes that General Johnston attempts to dodge an acknowledgment of his

full lossc* by 'excluding the idea of prisoners,' nnd charges that his official returns show more
than 7000 under the hend of ' absent without leave.' This is a very grave charge against an offi-

cer and a gentleman. General Hood should know that the usual, if not only mode of stilting

the loss of prisoners is in a marginal note opposite the column of ' absent without leave.' It can
never be other than an approximate estimate; for no general can know how many of his 'absent

without leave,' after a buttle, hare gone voluntarily to the enemy, nnd how many have been cap-
tured. General Hood shonld know also that the absent and prisoners of an army are continued
on its rolls from time to time, as the ' Field Returns' are made out, without reference to a change
of commanders, and that it is very possible, therefore, that a part, or even the whole, of the 7000
prisoners may have been lost when the army was under the command of General Bragg, The
rout at Missionary Ridge had occurred before General Johnston took command. This is a mat-
ter, however, which pspeeiiilly concerns General IIiwvl. The field return of the 10th of July shows
a loss of not quite 7000 prisoners (6994). Opposite General Hood's corps is this note: "238 offi-

cers and 4697 men, prisoners of war, arc reported among the "absent without leave.*'" This shows
that, out of not quite 7000 prisoners of war, nearly 5000

I
[4886) were captured from his corps. Ho

knows whether they were last by him under Jnhoston, or by some one else under Bragg. For the
accuracy of the statement, he, and not General Johnston, is responsible. The returns of the army
is only a consolidation w the returns of the corps commanders.
"But if there were 7000 prisoners taken during the retreat from Dalton, how does be account

for the fact shown by the official returns that General Johnston hod, at Atlanta, on the 10th of
July, leaving out his killed and wounded, within 2500 men of iho number put under his command
previously? How con this excess of loss in prisoners over his total loss (except in killed nnd
wounded) be explained? Upon no other hypothesis than that his army increased by recruiting
more rapidly than it decreased by Straggling and loss of prisoners. The mora/eofthe army, then,

could not hove been Very bud— nt least not as bad as it i- supposed by General Hood to have been.
Nor could the people of the territory which General Johnston was ' abandoning' have lost oil con-
fidence in him. It must have been from them that his recruits were gathered.

"It if alleged that at Dalton 'the enemy was hut little superior in numbers, none in organiza-
tion and discipline, and inferior in spirit and confidence.' The army which is described as 'in-
ferior in spirit ond confidence' to Johnston's was the one which had lately routed it at Missionary
Ridge, under Bragg. An army flushed with victory is not usually wonting 'in spirit and confi-
dence.' Did the presence of Johnston cause them to douht their future success? What infused
'spirit ond confidence' in the Army ofTennessee? Was it the consciousness that it, at lost, hod a
commander who, careless of his own blood, was careful of that of his men, who knew when to lake
thom under fire and how to bring ihern out, and whose thorough soldiership would save them from
ever being uselessly slaughtered by being led to battle except when some good purpose wos to be
accomplished or some brilliant victory achieved ? If the ' discipline and organization' of the army
were as perfect as described, who produced it? For four months it hud been under the control
ofJohnston. Wliot evidence has General Hood to sustain his assertion that nt Dalton the enemy
was but little sujicrior to us in numbers? He relies upon Sherman's statement that he was ns
strong nt Atlanta as when the campaign opened. His army nt Missionary Ridge was estimated
ot 80,000. He was afterward re-enforced by the army from 'Knoxvi lie nnd the troops from North
Alabama, besides others. Our scouts reported that he had been re-enforced with at least 30,000
men. General Sherman told General Guvan, or said in his presence, that he had commenced the
campaign with 110,000. I have never heard it estimated ot less than flO',000 infantry and artil-

lery. In July General Wheeler estimated it at between fir. nnd 70,000. The Northern papers,
about that lime, admitted his losses to be4r,,00O. His cavalry was estimated bv General Wheeler
nt not lews than 15,000.

_
Johnston, in the mean time, under orders of the War Department, sent

off two brigades and received one.

"General Hood charges that General Johnston did not intend to hold Atlanta. As evidence
of this, he says that no officer or soldier believed it, and that General Johnston hnd thrown up no
intrenchments in front of his lines opposite I'ench-trco Creek. If General Johnston intended, as
he says he did, to strike the head of .Sherman's columns os Bonn m thev appeared across Pcoch-
tree Creek, and before they were intrenched, or hnd time even to deploy into line of battle, what
use had be for field-works? They would have been in his way if creeled, nnd his men would
hove been uselessly fatigued in constructing tbera. Not having been present, I con nut speak of
the opinion of the army. But, admitting the fact, I submit thut the opinion of the nrmv is not
always evidence of the intentions of the general. Is it not possible, too, that General Hood moy
hove mistoken his own opinion for tlint of the ormy? The evidence [lint General Johnston did
intend to hold the place is given in his report. In addition, it mnv he added that he held Now
Hope for a fortnight, nnd only left it because the enemy left their intrenchments confronting it,

moving to the railroad nnd to the rear. Ho then held a position in Trout of Kenesnw for a month,
and left that, ot last, because, by extending his Intrench illon IS, Sherman had got nearer to Atlanta
by several miles than wo were. In all the lighting we li.nl hecn sue.e.-l'ul, and that in positions
frequently prepared for defense in a few hours. Is it probable, then, that General Johnston woi'H
not hovo attempted to In. hi a place fortified already to his haad under the direction of tho Engi-
neer Bureau, and previously inspected by Major General Gilmer, the chief engineer of our army ?
Why had he beun strengthening it from the fitli of July, with oil tho labor he could commnnd, if
he-did not intend to defend it, in the event of his failing to crush the enemy nt Feacb-lreo Creek?
Why was he strengthening it at tho very moment of his removal? If tho position was as weak as
described by General lloud, why did Sherman not attempt to cony it by assault?"

were ordered by Hood to attack Thomas at one P.M. on the 20th, before
the latter could fortify himself. But the Federal movement threatened to

flank Hood's right, and must be met by an extension of Cheatham's corps in

that direction. This led to a displacement of Hardee's and Stewart's origi-

nal line to close up the interval. In these manoeuvres much time was con-
sumed, and it was not till four P.M. that the attack was made. Hood's left

corps, under Stewart, advanced toward Buckhead, and struck the Federal
line at a point where a gap had been left between Thomas and Schofield,

and which Sherman was trying to fill. The blow was sudden, and fell upon
Newton's division on the road, Hooker's corps to the south, and Johnson's
division of Palmer's corps. Johnson was well intrenched; Newton had
hastily thrown up a line of rail breastworks in his front ; but Hooker's corps
was entirely uncovered, and fought on comparatively open ground. The
assault was partially successful at first, Stewart gaining a temporary work in

his front. But Newton's division, though exposed on the left, repelled every
charge of the enemy. The battle then swayed toward the Federal right

against Hooker and Johnson, who yielded not a foot of ground, nnd after a
severe battle, which lasted until sundown, the enemy was hurled back to his

works. 1 Thomas's loss was heavy, amounting to 1600 in killed and wound-
ed, the greatest number of casualties being in Hooker's corps. The Con-
federate loss must have been still heavier. Five hundred dead were left

upon the field, and 1000 severely wounded, and 300 Confederate prisoners

were captured. Sherman estimates the loss of the enemy at 5000. a

A task had devolved upon General Hood to which his faculties were in-

adequate; it was a task which might have discouraged the most skillful

general the world ever saw. Johnston had understood its difficulty, and
had met the emergency in the only possible way which either military

science or military experience suggested. His removal from command was
a denunciation of his method of conducting the campaign. Hood, who,
while a brave soldier, was no general, adopted an exactly opposite method.
It was his well-known habit to fight battles and disregard strategy, and for

this reason he had been assigned to the command. If Sherman could have
made the appointment himself, he could not have more certainly or more
completely served his own purpose. Hood was the commander, and Hood's
theory of war was the policy which secured for him the opportunity for

which he had been waiting, and out of which Johnston bad all along been
cheating him.

Genera] Hood, having failed in bis first plan, proceeded to execute the sec-

ond, which involved an attack on McPherson. The movement of the latter

to Hood's right, if not checked, would compel the evacuation of Atlanta.

Thus, on the morning of the 22d, Sherman, to his surprise, found the Confed-

erate works on Peach-tree Creek abandoned, and pushed his whole line up
close to Atlanta. Hood in the mean time was constructing new fortifica-

tions, and, leaving Cheatham and Stewart to defend the city, had ordered

Hardee to move south with his corps during the night of the 21st on tho

McDonough Road. This movement bad for its object the turning of

McPberson's flank. "Wheeler's cavalry moved on Hardee's right, and both

were to attack at daylight, or as soon thereafter as possible. Hardee's suc-

cess would be followed by an attack of Cheatham on Thomas, and then, as

the engagement became general, by a movement from the centre.

These combinations led to the battle of July 22. McPherson had the

night before crossed the Augusta Railroad two miles west of Decatur, after

severe skirmishing, and Blair, on the left of the road, had pushed forward

and seized a commanding eminence not two miles distant from Atlanta.

The general advance of Sherman's line on the morning of the 22d had been
contracted and strengthened. Dodge's (Sixteenth) corps, on Logan's right,

bad been in this way displaced, and was sent around to Blair', left, to

Strengthen the commanding position which had been gained the previous

night. Sherman in the morning had supposed that Atlanta was abandon-

ed; but before noon Thomas and Schofield found the enemy well intrench-

ed in their front, covering the city, and away to the left about eleven o'clock

was heard the fire of musketry and artillery. In a moment Hood's design

was fathomed; but it was already too late to completely avert the danger

which threatened McPherson.

Sherman was at the Howard House at this time, on Thomas's left. Here
McPherson met bim and Schofield, and described the condition of affairs on

his flank. Sherman had proposed to extend to the right, and was, there-

fore, not desirous to gain on tho left But the nature of the position gained

by Blair led him to send Dodgo to trengthen that point. This point hav-

ing been settled, McPherson started from the Howard House to return to his

army, reports having already reached him of an attempt on his left. The
sound of musketry, increasing in volume and accompanied by artillery, led

Sherman to order an advance from the right and centre, and to hold as large

a portion of Schofield's corps as possible in reserve to await developments.

About half an hour after McPberson's departure, bis adjutant general, Lieu-

tenant Colonel Clark, rode up with the sad and startling intelligence that his

commander was either dead or a prisoner; that, riding from Sherman's head-

quarters to Dodge's column, and having dismissed his orderlies and staff offi-

cers on various errands, he had passed into a narrow path leading off from the

extreme left of his line, and a few minutes later a sharp volley was heard in

that direction, and McPherson's horse had come out riderless, with two

wounds. "The suddenness of this calamity," says General Sherman, "would
have overwhelmed me with grief, but the living demanded my whole

thought." 3 General Logan, commanding the Fifteenth Corps, was ordered

1 Thome's Report.
1 General Hood attributes the failure of the ntlock lo delay, and to Hardee's failure " to push

tho attack as ordered."
1 Two days after this event, it was reported as follows by Genera! Sbermun to Adjutant Gen-

eral Thomas;
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to take command of the Army of the Tennessee. Sherman instructed Lo-

gan that be did not wish to gain ground on the left, but that the Augusta

Railroad must be held at all hazards.

Hardee had swung around and struck the left flank of Sherman's army,

his movement being covered by dense woods. Enveloping Blair's division,

the attack was extended to the rear until it reached Dodge's corps iu mo-

tion. There was between Blair and Dodge au interval of half a mile. The

last order ever given by McPherson was that Colonel Wangelin's brigade,

of Logan's corps, should cross the railroad and occupy this gap. The order

had been obeyed, and its execution checked the ene-

my's advance. Wheeler's cavalry at the same time,

having taken a wider circuit, broke in upon Decatur,

capturing a portion of the trains there stationed, and

driving the rest toward the Chattahoochee. Hardee

had been checked, but Stewart's corps, on his left, at-

tacked in front, sweeping across a portion of the bill

which Blair was fortifying, capturing the intrenching

party with its tools, and bearing down upon G. A.

Smith's division, which was driven back upon that of

Leggett, who still obstinately clung to the crest Smith's

line was now formed with its right touching Leggett,

and the left refused, facing southeast. This position

was firmly held for four hours, unmoved by the as-

saults of the enemy. On the extreme left Hardee had

captured six guns, and Smith, in refusing his left, had

abandoned two more. Hood still persisted in the at-

tempt to turn Sherman's left flank. There was a lull J

at four P.M., during which the enemy felt his way to -

the railroad, and, suddenly breaking forth upon a regi-

ment, which, with a section of artillery, had been ad-
'

vanced as a sort of picket, captured two more guns.

"It is my pHinful duty to report tTiiit Brigadier General James B.
McPherson, United Mure* Army, Major Genial of Volunteers, and
comninnilcr of the Army of the Tennessee iu the field, was killed by n.

shot from ambuscade ntioui ii'xm yesterday. At ihe time of lliis fatal /
shot he was on horseback, placinj;his troops in position near the city of
Atlanta, and was purine by a cross-riMd from n moving column toward
the flank of troops that had already been (Maligned 011 [be line. Ho
hod quitted me but a few minutes before, and was on his way to see in

person [o the eNccution of my orders. About ihi.' time ol this sad event
the enemy hail sallied from his intrcnchmenta ofAtlanta, and hy a cir-

cuit had got to the left and rear of this very line, and hud began an at- t

tack which resulted in serious battle; so that General McPherson rellin

battle, booted and spurred, as the gallant kniphl and gi-inletmiri should 5

wish. Not bis the lo-s, hut the country's ; and this army will mourn
his death and cherish his memory as that of one. who. though compara-
tively young, had risen by his merit and ability to the command of one
of the best armies which the nation had called into existence to vindi-

cate its honor and integrity.
" History telLs of hut few who so blended the grace nnd gentleness of

the friend with 'be dignity, courage, faith, and manliness of the soldier.

His public enemies, oven tlio men who directed the fatal shot, ne'er
spoke or wrote of him without expressions of marked respect; those
whom he commanded loved him even to idolatry ; and I, his associate
and commander, fail in words adequate to express my opinion of Ilia

great worth. I feel assured that every patriot in America, on hearing
this sad news, will feel a sense ofpersonal loss, and the country gener-
ally will realize that we have lost not only nn able military leader, but a
man who, hud he survived, was qualified to heal the national strife which
hog been raised by designing and ambitious men. His body hai been
sent North in charge of Major Willard, Captains Steele and 'jiles, his

personal staff,"

Advancing and driving back Lightburn's brigade, which held that portion

of the line, he captured two full batteries, one of them 20-pouuder Parrotts.

By this advance of the enemy, Wood's and Harrow's divisions of Logan's

corps were separated. It was important that the position, should be recov-

ered. Batteries were moved from Scho'field's liue to a commanding position

enfilading the enemy, and while these poured in their continuous fire, Logan
and a portion of Schofield's force drove the enemy from the field, recapturing

the two batteries. Thus terminated the battle of the 22d. Sherman re-

ports his loss in killed, wounded, and prisoners as 3722, and estimates that

of the enemy as 8000. In this battle the Confederate general W. H. T.

Walker was killed.

This day ended Sherman's operations east of Atlanta. Garrard's cavalry,

whose absence had materially assisted Hood on the 22d,had been employed

in the destruction of the Augusta Railroad 42 miles east of Atlanta. This

movement, together with Rousseau's operations on the West Point Road, left

the enemy but a single line of uninterrupted communication, that by the

Macon Railroad. In order to reach this remaining road Sherman determ-

ined to transfer his army to the west of Atlanta. Rousseau, upon his re-

turn to Marietta witli 2000 cavalry, was ordered to relieve Stoneman on the

Chattahoochee, and to the latter was given the command of his own and

Garrard's division, amounting to 5000 men. General E. M. McCook, with

his own and Rousseau's cavalry, had a force 4000 strong. With these com-

mands Stoneman and McCook were ordered to make a concerted movement

against the Macon Road, while Sherman was extending bis army on the right

toward East Point. In respect of numbers, the cavalry designated for this

expedition was sufficient for the accomplishment of its object against any

opposition which it was possible for the enemy to make. Stoneman was to

move by the left around Atlanta to McDonough, and McCook by the right

to Fayetteville, and on the night of the 28th the two bodies were to effect a

junction on the Macon Road near Lovejoy's, far south of Atlanta, and break

it effectually. At the very moment of starting Stoneman begged permis-

sion, after executing the orders already given him, to proceed with his own
proper command to Macon and Andersonville, and release the Union pris-

oners there confined. " There was something most captivating in the idea,"

reports Sherman, "and the execution was within the bounds of probability

of success." He therefore consented.

The expedition proved a failure. There seems to have been no attempt

on Stoneman's part to effect a junction at Lovejoy's with Garrard and

McCook. Garrard soon returned. McCook went down the west bank of

the Chattahoochee to a point near Rivertown, where he crossed, and, moving

on Palmetto Station, tore up a section of the West Point Road. Thence he

advanced to Fayetteville, where he destroyed about 500 wagons belonging

to the enemy. Pushing on to the railroad at Lovejoy's, he burned the de"pot

and destroyed a portion of the road. In the mean time the enemy was ac-
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cumulating forces around him, and, receiving no tidings from Stoneman, he
moved south and west to Newman, on the West Point Road, where ho en-
countered a body of infantry on the way from Mississippi to Hood's army.
This body, delayed by the break at Palmetto, together
with the cavalry which had been pursuing MeCook,
completely surrounded the latter and compelled him to
fight. MeCook cut his way out with great difficulty,
losing 500 men. Stoneman, disregarding all the instruc-
tions which he had received, seems never to have come
near Lovejoy's. Keeping cast of the Ocmulgee to Clin-
ton, he sent detachments eastward, which succeeded in
inflicting great damage upon the railroad, burning the
bridges over Walnut Creek and the Oeonee. With his
main force he appeared before Macon. He made no at-

tempt upon the town, however, nor did he proceed to-
ward Andersonville, but began to retrace his steps, close-
ly followed by various detachments of Confederate cav-
alry under General Iverson. He was soon hemmed in
by the enemy

;
and giving his consent to two thirds of

his command to escape, with the remainder and a sec-
tion of light guns he occupied the enemy. A brigade
under Colonel Adams returned to Sherman almost in-
tact. Another, commanded by Colonel Caprou, was sur-
prised on its way back, and, being scattered, a large num-
ber were killed and captured. Stoneman surrendered
himself, and the small portion of his command wbich
remained with him. Very much was sacrificed in this
expedition, and very little was gained, as the breaks
made in the Macon Boad were of sueh a character as
to be easily repaired.

On the 27th of July, one week after the battle of
Peaeh-tree Creek, the Army of the Tennessee was moved
from its position on the left, around Sehofield and Thom-

as, to the west side of Proctor's Creek, where it prolonged the Federal lire

southward on the hills northwest of Atlanta—a position exactly opposite ;o

that occupied by this army in the battle of the 22d. By orders of the Pres-
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ident, giveD at Sherman's suggestion, General 0. 0. Howard bad been, on
the 27th, assigned to the command of the Army of the Tennessee, General
Stanley succeeding to the command of the Fourth Corps. This appointment
led to General Hooker's departure from Sherman's army. Howard was a
junior officer as compared with Hooker, and the latter resented his promo-
tion on the ground that, in the natural course, be should himself bave been
preferred. Hooker therefore threw up his command of the Twentieth Corps,
and was succeeded by General H. W. Slocum. General Sherman bad very
properly considered that a good department commander must be selected,
and for this purpose he preferred Howard to either Logan or Hooker, whom
also he wished to retain in their present positions on account of their emi-
nent efficiency as corps commanders. 1

' The following letter, addressed by Sherman to Hallcck, August 16, 18G4, fully cxplnins this

" It occurs to me that, preliminary to a future report of the history of this campaign, I should
record cerium runs r.f great prr-mal interest 10 officers of this command.

General Mcpherson was killed hv the musketry firo at the beginning of the- hattlo of July 22.
lie had in person selected the ground f.,r his iroi.ji^, constituting the left wine of the army, I be-
ing in

r,:,r-.,ii with the rcutre. Gem-ru] Selir. field. Tim moment the iiifurmutiun reached me, IM
'fK °D

C
a

1" m> fi"liT l" " I1,lo"'":c ",0 r" ct w Genernl John A. J.opan, the senior officer present
With the Army of the Tennessee, with general instructions to maintain the ground chosen by Gcn-

Dodge, with the Sixteenth Corps, took a position just west of Proctor's

Creek on the evening of the 27th. The next morning, Blair, with the Sev-

ern! McPhcrson if possible, but, if pressed too hard, lo refuse his left (lank, but, at all events, to

hold the railroad and main Decatnr Road ; that I did not propose to move or gain ground by that

flank, hut rather by the right, and that I wanted the Army nf the Tennessee to light ii out unaid-

ed. General Logan admirably conceived my orders nod executed (hem
;
and, if be gave ground

on the left of the Seventeenth Corps, it was properly dune by my orders ; but he held n certain hill

by the right division of the Seventeenth Corps, the only ground on tlint line the possession of

which by an enemy wonld liave damaged us by giving a reverse fire on the remainder of the

troops. General Logan fought that battle out as required, unaided Mive hv a small brigade sent

by my orders from General Scho field to tlie Decatur Road, well to the rear, where it was reported

the enemy's cavalry hud got into the town of Decatur, and was operating directly on the rear of

Logan ; hut that brigade was not disturbed, and was replaced that night by a part of the Fif-

teenth Corps next to General Schofield, and General Schofield's brigade brought back so us to bo

kept together on its own line.

" General Lognn managed the Army of the Tennessee well during his command, and it may bo

that an unfair inference might be drnwn to his prejudice because lie did not succeed to the perma-
nent command. I nm forced to choose a command
tlie I'll purr me nt of I lie T'-Tiiic.-see. cuivring a vast ex

It whs n delicate and difficult task, and I gave prefer,

command of the Fourth Army Corps in the Depart
my reasons, I prefer that the wisdom of the choice

kindly ratified my choice, and I am willing to iuun
to any officer; nnd hereby declare that General Logan submitted with tho grace and dignity of a
soldier, gentleman, and patriot, resumed tho command of lib carps proper (Fifteenth), and enjoys

it only for the nrmy in the field, but of

t of country, with troops much dispersed,

c to Major General O. O. Howard, (hen in

nt of the Cumberland. Instcnd of giving

left to tho test of time. The President

espnnsibility. I meant no disrespect
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enteenth Corps, extended the lino south and west to Ezra Church, on the

Bell's Ferry or Lickskillet Road ; and Logan came in on Blair's right, bis

own right being refused along a well-wooded ridge south of the road. By
10 A.M. on the 28th Howard's army was in position, and was rapidly forti-

fying itself with breastworks of rails and logs. From that time until noon

there was heavy artillery firing from the Confederate position. Evidently

Hood was about to repeat the tactics of the 22d. Lieutenant General S. D.

Lee, who on the 25th had relieved General Cheatham of the command of

Hood's former corps, was ordered to advance and attack Howard's right, and

cover the Lickskillet Road. The attack about noon fell upon the corps of

General Logan, who fought alone the battle which ensued. Several assaults

were made by Cheatham until 4 P.M., but were each repulsed with great

loss to the enemy. Logan's loss was less than 700. But when Cheatham

abandoned the field he left 642 killed, which were counted and buried, be-

sides many others buried but not counted. Sherman estimates the Confeder-

ate loss in this battle of the 28th as " not less than 5000." He had antici-

pated this attack, and had made dispositions which, but for his ignorance of

the topography on his right rear, must have converted Cheatham's repulse

into a disastrous rout. Up to this point Hood had been acting upon the

plans which General Johnston had formed, but it is very doubtful whether

the latter general would have executed them in the same manner. Certainly

Johnston would not have attacked Howard's army on the 28th, knowing

ihu love and respect of his nrmy nnd of his comran nil ere. It so happened that on the 28th of July

I had again thrown the snine army to the extreme right, the exposed flank, where the enemy re-

peated the same mnnmuvro, striking in mass; the extreme corps deployed in line, and refused us

a (lank the Fifteenth, Major General Logan, and he commanded in person, General Howard and
myself being near; nnd that corps, ns heretofore reported, repulsed the rebel army completely, and

next day advanced and occupied t lie ground fought over and the road the enemy Bought to cover.

General Howard, who had that very day assumed Lb new command, unequivocally gave General

Lncan all the credit possible; and I also beg to add my unqualified admiration of the bravery

and skill, and, mi ire yet, jjuod sense dint influenced him to hear a natural disappointment, nnd do
his whole duty like a man. If I could bestow upon him substantial reward, it would afford me
unalloyed satisfaction ; but I do believe, in the cousin usurps ...f nets done from noble impulses, and
gracefully admitted by his superiors in authority, he will be contented. He already holds the

highest commission known in the army, nnd it is hnrd to say how we enn better manifest our

applause.

"At the nnio of Genn.il H-wan] - -rl.-eri.in. M.'ij'ir Geiiu-al Hooker commanded the Twentieth

Army Corps in the Army of the Cumberland, made up for his spccinl accommodation out of the

old Eleventh and Twelfth Corps, whereby Major General Slooum ivn deprived of his corps com-
mand. Both the law nnd practice arc and have been to fill the higher army commands by selec-

tion. Ranks or date.' of commission have not controlled, nor nm I aware that any reflection can
be inferred, unless the junior be placed immediately over the senior; but in this case General
Hooker's command was in no manner disturbed. General Howard was not put over him, but in

charge of a distinct and tqiarnte army. No indignity was offered or intended; and I must say

that General Hooker was not justified in retiring. At all events, had he spoken or written to me,
I would have made every explanation and concession he could have expected, but could not have
changed toy course, because then, as now, I believed it right, and for the good of our country and

"Asa matter of justice. Gen-uil Slocum.lia
cil by General Thomas as entitled to the vnc
drawnl, and has received it."

g been displaced by the consolidation, was decm-
cv created by General Hooker's voluntary with-
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that the latter was intrenched. Half a dozen of such battles would have left

Hood without an army. At any rate, no farther attempt was made by Gen-
eral Hood to oppose Sherman's extension by flank southward. As the Fed-
eral army developed toward East Point, the enemy, without attacking, ex-
tended his intrenched line in the same direction.

By the 1st of August the Fifteenth and Seventeenth Corps had advanced
beyond the Lickskillet Road. On that day Sehofield's army was transferred

to Howard's right, Palmer's corps, of the Army of the Cumberland, follow-

ing. Palmertook a position below Utoy Creek, and Schofieki extended the
line to near East Point. Here a question of rank arose between Schofield
and Palmer, the former being instructed by General Sherman to give orders
to the latter. This difficulty finally (on the 6th of August) led to Palmer's
resignation, General Jeff. C. Davis succeeding him in command of the Four-
teen ih Corps.

By this extension of his army southward, Sherman compelled Hood to

lengthen the line of defense ; and while Schofield attempted to turn the Con-
federate left, and reach the Macon Road, Thomas and Howard pressed vig-

orously on Hood's right .and .centre. . .But, though the enemy's line was fif-

teen miles long, extending from Decatur around to below East Point, it could
easily be held by militia, and was so well masked by the shape of the ground
that it was impossible for Sherman to discover its weak points. It was be-

ginning to be evident that, in order to reach the Macon Road, the whole of

Sherman's army would have to be transferred to the east and south of At-
lanta. An attempt was first made to destroy the city by means of four 4£-

inch rifled guns, which on the 10th arrived from Chattanooga. These did

gnod execution, but Hood was not willing to abandon the city so long as he

could keep the forts, and the battering down of every building in Atlanta
would not have altered his determination.

In the mean time Hood had dispatched Wheeler, with a cavalry force

4500 strong, against the railroad in Sherman's rear. This, without frighten-

ing the Federal commander, who had no immediate cause for concern as to

supplies, greatly enhanced his opportunity for offensive operations. It then

seemed possible that, without moving the entire army, a raid might be made
by Kilpatrick which should break up the Macon Road. Kilpatriek started

out and broke the road to West Point, and then advnnced to Jonesborougb,
on the Macon Road, where he encountered and defeated a portion of the

Confederate cavalry under Ross, and held the railroad for five hours, doing
it sufficient damage to give' the enemy about ten days' work in repairing it.

A brigade of Confederate infantry, with Jackson's cavalry, put a stop to his

work here. Moving east, he again encountered the enemy at Lovejoy's, and,

after defeating him and capturing four guns and a large number of prison

ers, returned to Sherman's army by way of Decatur.

Not satisfied with what had been accomplished in this raid, Sherman, on
the night of August 25th, raised the siege of Atlanta. General A. S. Wil-
liams, 1 with the Twentieth Corps, was ordered back to hold the intrenched

position at the Chattahoochee bridge, and the remainder of the army, with
15 days' rations, was set in motion toward a position on the Macon Road, at

or near Jonesborougb. On the first night of the movement, Stanley, with

the Fourth Corps, drew out from the extreme left to a position west of Proc-

tor's Creek, and Williams moved back, as ordered, to the Chattahoochee, both

movements being effected without loss. The next night the Army of the

Tennessee moved south, well toward Sandtown, and the Army of the Cum-
berland to a position south of Utoy Creek, Schofield remaining in position-

Only one casualty occurred in this second stage of the army's progress. A
third movement, on the 27th, brought Howard's command to the West Point
Road, above Fairburn, Thomas's army to Red Oak, Schofield at the same
tune closing in on the left. The 28th was spent in the destruction of the

West Point Road, a break being made of over 12 miles.

The railroad from Atlanta to Macon follows the ridge dividing the Flint

from the Ocmulgee River, and between East Point and Jonesborough makes
a wide bend to the east. It was against this ridge that the Federal army
moved on the 29th—Howard toward Jonesborough on the right; Thomaa,in
the centre, toward Couch's, on the Fayetteville Road, and Schofield on the

left. As soon as Hood learned of this movement ofSherman, which, if suc-

cessful, would compel the evacuation of Atlanta, he sent (on the 30th) Lee's

and Hardee's corps to Jonesborough. To Hardee was given the command,
Hood remaining with Stewart's corps in Atlanta, intending, in case of Har-

dee's success, to attack in flank. Hood does not seem to have been aware

of the extent of the operation which Sherman was conducting, and supposed

that Hardee, at Jonesborough, would encounter a force inferior to his own.

The battle ofJonesborough was fought on the 31st of August. Sherman
was making dispositions to advance Sehofield's and Davis's corps to Rough
and Ready, between Atlanta and Jonesborough, when Hardee, coming out

of ihe latter place, attacked Howard in his intrenched position. Hardee was

well aware of the importance of this battle, and fought his troops with des-

perate obstinacy for two hours, when he withdrew from the field thoroughly

beaten, having lost 1400 killed and wounded.2

While the battle had been in progress, Stand's and Sehofield's, and a

portion of Davis's corps, had struck the railroad at several points, and wero

engaged in its destruction. A splendid opportunity was now offered for the

destruction of Hardee's command. Sherman saw this, and ordered his three

corps to turn against Jonesborough. Howard was to occupy Hardee while

Thomas and Schofield moved down upon him from the north, destroying

the railroad on their march. What was done must be done on the 1st of

September. By noon of that day Davis's corps reached Howard's left, aud

faced southward across the railroad. Blair was then with the Seventeenth

1 Williams commanded (bo Twentieth Corps until Stociim should nrrivo from Vicksburg.
3 prmr""1 " udmatea Hardeo'e Iom aa 2G00. Wo have followed General Hood's report.
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Corps, and Kilpatrick's cavalry thrown across the road south of Jonesbor-

ough. About 4 P.M. Davis assaulted the enemy's lines across the open,

sweeping all before him, and capturing the greater part of Govan's brigade,

including its commaader. Repeated orders were sent hurrying up Scho-

field and Stanley, but^ owing to the difficult nature of the country, these two

corps did not arrive until night rendered farther operations impossible;

and during the nigbt the enemy retreated southward.

During the same night, at 2 A.M. on the morning of September 2, the

sound of heavy explosions was beard from the direction of Atlanta, 20 miles

distant, indicating the evacuation of that place by General Hood. Without

regarding these tokens, Sherman pressed on the next morning in pursuit of

Hardee, but found it impossible to intercept his retreat On the 2d Slocum

entered Atlanta, followed by the whole army on the 7th. In this last move-

ment of his army General Sherman had captured 3000 prisoners and 16

guns. His loss had been 1500 men.

In the mean time Wheeler's raid on Sherman's communications had been

productive of little damage. He had broken the railroad near Calhoun, but

had been checked by Colonel Laibold at Dalton until Steedman could ar-

rive from Chattanooga, when he was headed off into East Tennessee. Fi-

nally, Rousseau, Steedman, and R, S. Granger, with their combined forces,

drove bim out of Tennessee.

"Atlanta is ours," telegraphed Sherman to Washington on the 3d.of Sep-

tember, "and fairly won." The loss of this position by the Confederates

was an irreparable misfortune. The wall which had hitherto protected the

Cotton States was now obliterated. The victory electrified the nation ; it

was felt to be the consummation of the triumphs won at Vicksburg and

Chattanooga, and its political effect in the loyal states can not be too highly

estimated. President Lincoln wrote a letter of thanks to Sherman and his

army. " The marches, battles, sieges, and other military operations that

have signalized the campaign must render it famous in the annals of war,

and have entitled those who have participated therein to the applause and

thanks of the nation." Lieutenant General Grant, before Petersburg, on the

4th, ordered a salute to be fired in honor of the victory " with shotted guns

from everv battery bearing upon the .enemy." On the 12th, General Sher-

man received from the President a commission making him a major general

in the regular army. 1

Sherman's outlook from Atlanta was magnificent. Though be had lost

over 30,000 men in the numerous battles of the campaign, his army was as

large as when he set out four months before. The Confederate loss must

have been nearly equal to Sherman's.2 G. A. Smith's militia bad been sent

to Griffin, and Ilood now confronted Sherman with an army of 40,000 men
of all arms. The next objective, if Hood attempted to cover Georgia, was

Macon—103 miles east of Atlanta. But Sherman determined to give his

army a brief period of rest before another advance. The Army of the Cum-
berland went into camp about Atlanta, the Army of the Tennessee about

East Point, and the Army of the Ohio at Decatur. 3 At the latter point was

also stationed Garrard's cavalr-y division, while Kilpatrick's, at Sandtown,

guarded the western flank. To strengthen the railroad in the rear, two di-

visions—Newton's, of the Fourth, and Morgan's, of the Fourteenth Corps

—

were dispatched to Chattanooga, and Corse's division, of the Fifteenth Corps,

to Rome. A new and more compact system of fortifications was also con-

structed about Atlanta, which town Sherman now proposed to make exclu-

sively a military post.

To carry out this design, every thing in Atlanta, except churches and

dwelling-bouses, was burned. On the 4th of September Sherman issued an

order commanding the inhabitants of the town to leave at once. " I am not

willing," said Sherman, " to have Atlanta encumbered by the families of our

enemies; I want it a pure Gibraltar, and will have it so by the first ofOcto-

ber."4 This order was a surprise to the citizens, and doubtless occasioned

them much hardship. But Sherman had broken through the protecting

walls of the Confederacy, and now resolved that the people of the Cotton

States should feel the heavy hand of war. He would not acknowledge the

impunity of treason. The city authorities and General Hood protested

against the order as unnecessary and cruel. But Sherman's reply crushed

all the meaning out of their words, brought them face to face with the war
demon whom they themselves had invoked, and laughed to scorn their weak
and impudent claims.' A cessation of hostilities was agreed upon between

1 Lieut i! !i lint General Grant says in his oflieiol report

:

"General Sherman's movement from Chattanooga In Atlanta wan prompt, skillful, and brilliant.

Tho history of his Hank movements and battles during that memorable campaign will ever be read
with an interest un-urjmssed by any tiling in history."

1 Hood reports his loss in battle, since lie essoined the command on the 17th of July, ns "i2t7.

It was probably, however, much higher ihmi that. Indeed, in tho fonr severe battles of July SOth,
22d, nod HWlh, and l"-cptetnbcr l.«i, the ni.su uhies could not have been less than 111,(11111. We can
place no confidence in Hood's official estimates.

1 Several changes now took place in the army, in consequence of the expiration of the terms of
service ofmany of the regiments. "The Army of the Tennesseewu consolidated into two corps,
the Fifteenth and Seventeenth, rosj-e< -lively commanded by Major General P. J. Oslerhnus and
Brigadier I ioriend Tin arias !",.

1 i. Hun-mo ; the former ciunprising (lie fmir divisions of Brigadier
Generals Charles R. Woods, William I!. I la/en, John E. Smith, and John M. Corse; the latter

those of Major General Jorcph A. Mower, nnd Brigadier Generals Miles 1). I.cggett and Giles A.
Smith, with the First Alabama I 'avalry and ibe First Mis-ouri Kngiticer regiment, having in charge
u largo pontoon-bridge train. This organisation was effected by transferring all tho troops of tho
Seventeenth Corps remaining on the Mississippi to the Sixteenth Corps, breaking ap tho detach-
ment of the latter corps in the held, and transferring Hansom's division, now commanded bv Briga-
dier General Giles A. Smith, and Corse's division to the Seventeenth Corps. Major Generals Lo-
gan and Blair were tem]>ornrily absent, engaged in the important imlitical canvass then in progress.
Major General Seleplicld returned (o (be headquarters of ilie Department of (ho Ohio, at Knoxville,
to give his personal attention lo affairs in that quarter, leaving Brigadier General Jacob D. Cox in

command of the Twenty-third Corps. Tho cavalry was reorganised so as to consist of two divi-

sions, under Brigadier Generals Garrard and Judson Kilpatrick."

—

liowiiinna Sherman and his
Campaigni,

* Ditpaieh to General Balleck, September 0, 1804.
* Wo quote tho correspondence which followed, as given in Bowman's " Sherman and his Cam-

paign""
"On thollih of September, the town authorities addressed the following petitioD to General

Sherman, proving tho rcroeatron of his orders;

Sherman and Hood, to continue for ten days following the 12th of Septem-
ber. During this time 446 families were removed south from Atlanta, com-
prising 1(344 persons, of whom 860 were children and 79 servants. During
the same period arrangements were made between Hood and Sherman for

the mutual exchange of 2000 prisoners.

" ' SlB,—The undersigned, mayor and two members of Council for the citv of Atlanta, for tho
time being the only legal organ of the people of the said city to express their wants and wishes,
ask leave most earnestly, but respectfully, to petition you to reconsider the order requiring them
to leave Atlanta.

" 'At first view, it struck us that the measure would involve extraordinary hardship nnd loss;
but since we have seen the practical execution of it, so far as it has progressed, and the individual
condition of many of the people, and heard their statements ns to the inconveniences, loss, and
suffering unending it, we are satisfied thai it will involve, in the aggregate, consequences appall-
ing and heart-reading.

" 'Many poor women are in an advanced stale of pregnancy; others now having young chil-
dren, and whose husbands are either in the nrmv, prisoners, or dead. Some snv, " I have such a
one sick at home; who will wait on them when I nm gone?" Others sny, "What are wo to do?
wo have no houses to gu (o, and no means to buy, build, or to rent any—no parents, friends,
or relatives to go to." Another says, "I will try and take this or that article of properly, but
such and such things I must leave behind, though I need llicm much." We reply lo ihem,
"General Sherman will carry your property to Bough and Ready, and General Hood "will take it

from there on." And they will reply lo Hint, "But I want to leave the railway at such a point,
nnd can not get conveyance from there on."

" 'We only refer to a few facts to try to illusirale in part how this measure will operate in
practice. As you advnnccd, the people north of us fell back, and before your arrival hero ft largo
portion of the people had retired South, so that the country south of this is already crowded, and
without houses to accommodate the people, and wo are informed Hint many are now sinning in
churches nnd other out-building3. This being so, bow is it possible for the people still hero
(mostly women nnd children) lo find any shelter? And how can they live through the winter in
the woods—no shelter nor subsistence—in the midst of strangers who know ihem not, nnd with-
out the power to assist them, if ibey were willing to do so?
" 'This is bat a feeble picture of (be consequences- of this measure. You know the woe, tho

horror, and the Buffering can not be described by words. Imagination can only conceive of it,

and we ask you to take these things into consideration.
" ' Wo know your mind and time are constantly occupied with ihe duties of your command,

which almost deters us from asking your attention to this matter, but thought it might be that
you hud not considered the subject in nil its awful consequences, and that, on more reflection
yon, we hoped, would not make this people an exception to all mankind, for we know of no such
instance ever having occurred—surely none such in ilie United Slates; and what has this helpless
people done that they should be driven from their homes, to wander aa strangers, outcasts, nnd
exiles, and to subsist on charity?

" ' We do not know, as yet, the number of people still here. Of those who are here, we are
satisfied a respectable number, if allowed to remain nt home, could subsist for several months
without assistance, and u respectable number for a much longer time, and who might not need

"'In conclusion, wo must earnestly and solemnly petition you to reconsider this order, or
modify it, aud sutler this unfortunate people to remain nt home and enjoy what link- means they
havo. Respectfully submitted, JajiesM. Cauio-uk, Mayor.

E. E. Rawson, Councilman.

L. C. Wklls, Councilman:
" To this General Sherman replied, in full nnd clear terms, on the following day

:

"'Gbsti.kmen,— I have your letter of the 11th, in the nature of a petition to revoke my orders
removing all the inhabitants from Atlanta. I have read it carefully, and give full credit to your
stntcmenis uf the distress thai will lie occasioned by it, and yet shall not revoke my order, simply
because my orders are not designed lo meet the huniaaiiies of the case, but lo prepare for the fu-
ture struggles in which billions, yen, hundreds of millions of good people outside of Atlanta have
n deep interest. We must have peace, not only at Atlanta, but in all America. To secure ibis,

we must stop the war that now desolates our once happy and favored country. To slop the war,
we must defeat the rebel armies that are arrayed against thu Inws and Constitution, which all

must respect nnd obey. To defeat these armies, wo must prepare tho way to roach them in their
recesses, provided with the arms and instruments which enable us to accomplish our purposed

" 'Now I know the vindictive nature of our enemy, nnd that we moy have many years of mili-

tary operations from tins quarter, and therefore deem ii wise and prudent lo prepare in lime. The
use of Atlanta for warlike purposes is inconsistent with its diameter ns a home fur families. There
will be no manufactures, commerce, or agriculture here for the maintenance of families, and
sooner or Inter want will compel the inhabitants to go. Why not go noir, when all the arrange-
ments arc completed for the transfer, instead of wailing uniil the plunging shot of contending
armies will renew Ihe 6Cone3 of the past month? Of course I do not apprehend any such thing
at this moment, but you do not suppose this army will be here till the war is over, I can not dis-

cuss this subject with you fairly, because I can not impart to you what I propose to do, but I as-

sert that my mililnry plana make it necessary for the inhabitants to go away, and I can only renew
my offer of services lo make their exodus in any direction as cosy ond comfortable as possible.
You can not qualify war in harsher terms than I will.

" ' War is cruelty, and you can not refine it; aud those who brought war on our country
deserve all the curses and maledictions d people can pour out. I know I had no hand in making
this war, and 1 know I will make more sacrifices to-day than any of you to secure peace. But
you can not have peace and a division of our country. If the United States Submit to a division
now, it will not stop, bat will go on till we reap the fate of Mexico, which is eternal war. The
United States docs and must assert its authority wherever it has power; if it relaxes one hit to

pressure, it is gone, nnd I know that such is not the national feeling. This feeling assumes various
shapes, but always comes back to that of U'lnon. Once admit (he Union, onco more acknowl-
edge the authority of the national government, and, insiend of devoting your houses, nnd streets,

and roads to the drend uses of war, I and this army become nt once your protectors nnd sup-
porters, shielding yon from danger, let it come from whnl quarter it may. I know lhat n few in-

dividaals can not resist n torrent of error and passion such ns lias swept the South into rebellion

;

but you can [joint out, so that we may know those who desire it government nnd those who insist

on war and its desolation.
" 'You might ns well appeal against the thander-stnrm as against iheso terrible hardships of

war. They are inevitable; and the only way the people of AllHn Ia can hope once more to live

in peace and quiet at home is to Stop this war, which can alone be done by admitting thnt it began
in error nnd is perpetuated in pride. We don't want your negroes, or your horses, or your bind,

or any thing you have ; bat we do nam, and will have, a just obedience to the laws of the United
States. That wo will have ; and if it involves the destruction of your improvements, wo enn not

" ' You have heretofore read public sent'ment in your newspapers, lhai live by falsehood nnd ex-

citement, and the quicker you seek for truth in other quarters the better for you. I repeat, then,

that by the original compact of government, the United Stales had ecriain righls in Georgia which
have never been relinquished, and never will be, that the South began tho war by seining furls,

arsenals, mints, custom -houses, etc., etc., long before Mr. Lincoln was installed, and before ilio

South hud one jot or tittle of provocation. I myself have seen, ia Missouri. Kentucky, Tennessee,

and Mississippi, hundreds ami thousands of women and children Meting from your armies and
desperadoes, hungry, and with bleeding feet. In Memphis, Vicksburg, and Mississippi, we fed ihou-

snnds upon thousands of ihe families of rebel soldiers left on our hands, and whom wo could not

see starve. Now thnt wnr comes homo to you, you feel very differently—you deprecate its horrors,

but did not feel them when you sent car-loads of soldiers nnd ammunition, nnd moulded shells

nnd shot to carry wnr into Kentucky nnd Tennessee, and desolate the homes of hundreds nnd

thousands of good people, who only asked lo live in peace ai their old homes, and under the gov-

ernment of their inheritance. But these comparisons nre idle. I want pence, and I believe it

can only bo reached through Union and war, and I will ever conduct wnr purely with a view to

perfect iiud early success.
" 'But, my dear sirs, when that peace does come you may cull upon me for any thing. Then

will I share with you tho last cracker, nnd watch wilh yon to shield your home and families agaiasl

danger from every quarter. Now you must go, and lake wiib you the old and feeble; feed nnd
nurse ihem, and build for them in more quiet places proper hnbiiaiions lo .shield them ngninst ihe

weather, until the mild passions of men cool down, and allow the Union and peace once more to

setilo on your old homes at Atlanta."

"As soon as his arrangements were completed, General Sherman wrote to General Hood, by a

flag of truce, notifying him uf bis orders, mid proposing a cessation oT hostilities for ion dnys from

tho 12th of September, in tho country included within n radius of two miles around Rough and
Ready Station, to enable him lo complete tile removal of those families clcciing lo go to ihn

south. Ilood immediately replied on llio 0th, acceding lo the proposed truce, but protesting

against Sherman's order. Ho concluded

:

" 'Ponnit mo to sny, tho unprecedented measure you propose transcends in studied nnd ini-

quitous cruelty all acts ever before brought to my attention in this dark history of thu war. _
In

tho nnmo of God and humanity, I protest, believing you are expelling from homes and firesides

wives and children of a brave people.'
"
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CHAPTER XLn.
THE CAMPAIGN IN VIRGINIA.—FROM THE RAFIDAH TO THE JAMES.

Result of Jleade's Campaign. —Action of the Committee on the Conduct of t.-.c War.—Grant ap-

pointed Lieutenant General.—lii-tirement uf Hallo k.—Arrangements for (lie Campaign of 18(14.

—The Union Forces.—Changes in Organization and Commund.—Hancock, Warren, Sedgwkk,
Bnmside.—Sykes, French, Newton.—Kilpatrick, Pleasonton, Sheridan, Sherman.—Meade re-

tained in command of the Army of the Potomac.—Grant's Plans of Campaign.—Position and
Strength of Leo's Army.—Lee's Right Flank to be turned.—Opening of the Campaign.—How
conducted by Lee and Grant.— The Battles in the Wilderness : Passaga of the Rapidan.—Posi-
tions in the Wilderness.—Military Features of the Region.— Lee moves to the Wilderness.—
Grant's proposed Line of March.—Ewell encounters Warren.—Forces him down the Turnpike.

—Hill checks him on the Plank Road.—Hancock ordered up.— Getty holds the Brock Road.
—Sedgwick attacks on the Right.— Hancock arrives, and attacks Hill.— The Wndworth
Movement.—Hancock repulsed.—CIo;e of the Action of May 6.— Its Results.—Preparations
for the Battle of tho filh.—Simultaneous Attack by both Armies.—Slight Engagement between
Ewcll and Hancock.—Hancock attacks Hill, and forces him back.—Lee on the Field,—Han-
cock checked.—Longstrect arrives.—Hancock forced back.—Wadsworth Killed.—Loo gstreel

moves toward Hancock's Rear.—Is Wounded.—Burn side's Movements.—Lee assails Hancock's
Intrenchments.—Close of the Action on the Left.—Night Assault upon Sedgwick.—Seymour's
Division captured.—Results of the Battle.—Losses.—Grant and Lee move toward Spottsylvania.

—Lee arrives First.—The whole of both Armies come up.—Fighting on the 7th.—The Action of
the Sth.—Death of Sedgwick.—Fighting on the 10th.—Grant's Dispatch.—Washington Bulle-

tins.—Losses in these Actions.—The Battle of the 1 2th.—Hancock carries Works, and captures

Johnson's Division.—Tho Confederates rally.—Hancock repelled.—Other Operations.—Close
of the Battle.—Results and Losses.—Grant moves for the North Anna.—Lee assails and is re-

pulsed.—Leo's Plan of defending Rivers.—Grant crosses the North Anna.—Recroeses.—Both
Annies re-enforced.—Si gel defeated at New Market.—Ho is superseded by Hunter.—Crook s's

fruitless Expedition,—Hunter advances.—Defeats Jones at Piedmont, and move upon Lynch-
burg.—Retreats northwestward.—Loses his Trains,—Butler moves up the James.—Intrenches
at Bermuda Hundred.— Knut/. cuts the Weldon Railroad.—Beauregard in Virginia.—Grant's
Plan for Butler.—Butler attacks Fort Darling.—He is assailed by Beauregard, and retreats to

his Intrenchments.—Beauregard's Plans.—Tho "Bottling-tip" at Bermuda Hundred.—Grant
moves toward tin-

1
.'hit kalmminy.—Lee's curre^pi-inding Movement.—Pruirtons assumed.—-Sheri-

dan occupies Cold Harbor.—Is assailed.—Smith brought from Bermuda Hundred.—Action of
June 1.—Value of Intrenched Positions.—Grant's Purposes.—Battle of Cold Harbor, June 3.—
Hancock, Wright, and Smith attack and are repulsed.—Burnsidc's Movement.—Defeat of the
Federal Army.— Losses.—Results of tho Battle.—Both onnios intrench.—Skirmishing.—Grant
moves to the James River.—Lee falls back to Richmond.

fpHE result of tlie ineffective campaigns at tbe East brought with it the
J- conviction that the command of the armies in Virginia must be com-
mitted to other and stronger bands. The Congressional Committee on the
Conduct of the War had hardly begun their investigations into the opera-
tions conducted by General Meade when the two members by whom it had
been mainly conducted 1 repaired to the President and Secretary of War,
and " demanded the removal ofGeneral Meade, and the appointment of some
one more competent to command." They suggested the reinstatement of
Hooker, but would acquiesce in that of any other general whom the Presi-

1 Sonators Wade and Chandler) sea Com. Hep., ii.,xvil.-xlx.

dent might think better fitted for the place, but declared emphatically that

unless some change was made "it would become their duty to make the tes-

timony public which they had taken, with such comments as the circum-

stances of the case seemed to require." But events had been so shaping

themselves as to obviate the necessity of farther action. Congress, after

much deliberation, had passed a bill reviving the grade of lieutenant gen-

eral, which had never been held except by Washington, for Scott was such

only by brevet. Congress also recommended that this appointment should

be conferred upon General Grant, and that he should be placed in actual

command of all the armies of the United States. The bill was passed, and

approved on the 2d of March, and on the 9th Grant was formally presented

with his commission. " The nation's appreciation of what you have done,"

said the President, " and its reliance upon you for what remains to be done

in the existing great struggle, are now presented with this commission con-

stituting you lieutenant general in the armies of the United States. With

this high honor devolves upon you a corresponding responsibility. As the

country herein trusts you, so, under God, it will sustain you. I need scarce-

ly add that with what I here speak for the nation goes my own hearty per-

sonal concurrence."

No man was ever more heartily rejoiced at being relieved from an oner-

ous task than was the President when thus enabled virtually to resign his

position as commander-in-chief of the army. He had at length found a

man into whose hands that trust might be confided. Halleck's occupation

as general-in -chief was gone. He was relieved from active duty, and made

chief of staff of the army, under the direction of the President, the Secre-

tary of War, and the Lieutenant General. He was to remain at Washington,

while Grant's headquarters were to be with the Army of the Potomac in tbe

field, whence the operations of all tbe Union armies were to be directed.

Henceforth the war was to be carried on by a soldier uncontrolled by civil-

ian direction. Even the strong-willed Secretary ofWar ceased from inter-

fering with operations in tbe field. 1

The arrangements for tbe spring campaign of 1864 were made for a force

of a million of men. On the first of May all the armies nominally counted

within 30,000 of that number; but of these 109,000 were on detached serv-

ice, 117,000 were in hospitals or unfit for duty, 66,000 were absent on fur-

lough or prisoners of war, 15,000 were absent without leave. The entire

force "available and present for duty" was 662,345. Nothing was left un-

done to put this immense force into a condition of the utmost efficiency.

Congress made appropriations with unsparing hand. "Vast amounts of arms.

rithn
1 "So far as the Secretary of War and myself are concerned, ho has never interfered v.

dntics, never thrown anv oh/tades in the way of any supple I have called lor. lie lias never dic-

tated a course of campaign to me. mid never inquired what I was jfiinH |o do.
f

sei-nn'il PHtislkxl with what I did, and bus heartily co-operated with m
lB,180B,inCfam,flg).,U.,D24.

s al troys

—Grant's Testimony, M«y
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ammunition, stores, clothing, and medical supplies were provided and dis-
tributed in depots. Tbe means of transportation, by land and water, were
multiplied. Of this great army 810,000 men were in Virginia and upon its

borders, and in the Carolinas. Tbe Army of the Potomac numbered 140,000,
including the Ninth Corps, which acted with it from the first, and was soon
formally incorporated with it. In and around Washington were 42,000. In
Western Virginia were 31,000. In the Department of Virginia and North
Carolina were 59,000; of these, fully 25,000, known as the Army of the
James, were available for active service in the field. In South Carolina and
Georgia, the Department of the South, were 18,000. In tbe various minor
departments were 20,000. To oppose these, the Confederates had in the
field not more than 125,000, in Virginia and the Carolinas. The immediate
struggle was to be between the Union Army of thePotomac, 140,000 strong,
and the Confederate Army of Northern Virginia, of less than half that num-
ber, probably not much exceeding 60,000.'

_ Considerable changes were made in the organization of the Army of the

My estimates of the Confederate fortes dilTcr cot
Hereafter give tba data upon which mine are based

iderably (ram tho^e generally given. I shall

Potomac. The five corps of which it had consisted were concentrated into

three, 1 to be known as the Second, Fifth, and Sixth. The former First and

Third Corps were broken up, the troops being distributed among the Second

and Fifth. There was little room for hesitation as to the choice of corps

commanders. Hancock, having recovered from his wound at Gettysburg

resumed tbe command of the Second. Warren, who had manifested great

military capacity, was placed at the head of the Fifth. There was no ques-

tion as to continuing Sedgwick in command of the Sixth. Hooker had in-

deed sharply censured his operations near Chancellorsville,2 but when men,

came to learn the history of the disastrous operations at that place, they

' This change was suggested by Warren on fhe day following Grant's fnrmnl investiture. He
said: "I wonld consolidate the armv info Ihrec corps. Then I would get the best man to com-
mand the army; then I wonld allow him (o have the choice of his corps commanders

;
then I would

allow these corps commnndcrs to choose their own sulionliiiare iTimniumliT-. and huh) (hem to n

strict accountability for what (hey did— let them understand that their posiiion depiiuli'd upon their

doing well ; not merely oxniMiiji (heiri°Hvi."i, hut (hiine ^onirtliini;."

—

dim. /?>/).. ii.,J!H4.

* " By his movements [after carrying the heights at Frederieksbnrg] I think that no one wonld
infer (hat ho was confident in himielf, and the enemy took advantage <>r It. He was n perfectly

brave man, and a good one; hut when it come to mano'tivrino; troops, or judging of positions, then
in my judgment, ho was not ablo or expert."—Hooker, in Com. Rcp./ii., 146,
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could not fail to perceive that, wherever lay the blame for that inexplicable

disaster, it did not rest upon Sedgwick. Had Hooker shown half the

promptitude and energy displayed Dy Sedgwick, the result would have been

far other than what it was. The command of the Army of the Potomac had

been more than once urged upon Sedgwick, and as often declined by him.

Besides these three corps, there was the Ninth, under Burnside, which had just

returned from Tennessee, having lately been recruited, notably by a division

of colored troops. The original intention was to send it to North Carolina,

and it was not until within a week of the opening of the campaign that it

was decided to retain it in Virginia. Then it was proposed to hold it in

reserve, but the exigencies of the campaign rendered it necessary to bring it

forward. It really formed, from the first, a part of the Army of the Poto-

mac, although for three weeks it was not under the command of Meade, but

received its°orders directly from Grant. Burnside was superior in rank to

Meade, and could not, in military etiquette, be called upon to serve under

him, but, with characteristic unselfishness, he waived his priority in rank,

and served under his former subordinate.

The change in organization involved many changes in officers of high

rank. Generals Sykes, French, and Newton, who bad commanded corps,

were relieved from services in this army, and sent to other departments.

Kilpatrick was sent to Sherman to act as his chief of cavalry. Pleasonton,

who had led the cavalry with great vigor, was sent to Missouri ; for Grant

had already fixed upon a leader for his cavalry. This was Philip Sheridan,

a young man of barely thirty, who, in command of an army division in the

"West, bad manifested a dashing bravery and a genius for command which,

to the keen eye of the lieutenant general, pointed him out as the man to

lead his cavalry. The people had before—not altogether unreasonably

—

complained that the Federal cavalry had not performed service commensu-

rate with that of the Confederates. The fault rested not upon the men, nor

of Ifcte upon the leaders, but rather upon the commanding generals, who

failed to appreciate the true work of this arm of the service. Tbey bad

been mainly employed as scouts and in guarding trains. Sheridan " took

up the idea that our cavalry ought to fight the enemy's cavalry, and our in-

fantry his infantry;" and he resolved to correct "the want of appreciation

on the part of infantry commanders as to the power of a large and well-

managed body of horse," which led to " tbe established custom of wasting

cavalry for the protection of trains, and for the establishment of cordons

around a sleeping infantry force." 1

The general command of all the forces of the Union had been conferred

upon and assumed by Grant, East of the Mississippi the bulk of these

forces was concentrated into two great armies, confronting the two main

armies of the Confederacy—that in Virginia under Lee, and that in Georgia

under Johnston. It was evidently necessary that each of the main Union

armies, so widely separated, should be under the immediate command of

one general. There was no question that all the forces operating against

Johnston should be confided to Sherman. No two men of great military

capacity could well differ more widely in the type of their genius than did

Grant and Sherman. But they had planned together for months during

and after the wearisome Vicksburg campaign, and each had interpenetrated

the other with his own ideas, so that it would be bard for either to say how

much belonged to each other in the scheme of operations in the Southwest

They were in perfect accord ; and Sherman was left in command of the

great military division of the Mississippi. "I had," says Grant, " talked over

with him the plans of the campaign, and was satisfied that he understood

them, and would execute them to the fullest extent possible,"

Grant having decided to take his position with the Army of the Potomac

in the field, the choice of an immediate commander of that army involved

very different considerations. By the necessity of the case, Grant must taka

upon himself tbe supreme direction of operations. "What he here needed

was an executive officer able and willing to carry out his designs. The

choice fell upon Meade. The very defects which he had exhibited during

his command—defects which showed him to be ill fitted for the actual lead-

ership of a great army, proved him to be admirably fitted for any position

short of the first. His patriotism and earnestness were beyond doubt; his

bravery upon the field was unquestioned ;
his tactical abilities had been

proved. His failures had all arisen from want of self-confidence. Instead

of directing, he was ever in search of some one to direct bim. In default

of better authority, he was perpetually calling consultations and councils of

war, and yielding to their decision instead of acting upon his own respons-

ibility. A council of war, not tbe general in command, decided that the

army should not abandon the heights of Gettysburg on the night before the

last decisive day. A council of war decided by a bare majority that Lee

should not be followed up when he retreated from that lost field. A coun-

cil of war decided, against Meade's own judgment, that the Confederate

army should not be assailed when brought to bay on the banks of the swol-

len Potomac. The lack of moral courage on the part of Meade caused the

unaccountable retreat from Culpepper to Centreviile. Fear of responsibili-

ty led him to abandon tbe Mine Run expedition. If Senators Wade and

Cbandler, of tbe Congressional Committee, bad waited but two days more,

until General Meade's own testimony had been given, they could have made

out a much stronger case for demanding his removal. But if Meade lacked

the faculty of command—the first requisite of a great general, he possessed

the second requisite—the faculty of comprehending and executing tbe or-

ders of another. As commander of the Army of the Potomac, under the

immediate direction of a higher intelligence and a stronger will, he proved

himself, in the long campaign which followed, to be " tbe right man in the

right place." 1

Grant had, in the mean while, matured his plans for the campaign. His

purpose was to attack simultaneously the two great armies of tbe Confeder-

acy "to hammer continuously against the armed force of the enemy and

bis resources, until by mere attrition, if in no other way," they should be de-

stroyed. Sherman, in the West, was simply instructed to "move against

Johnston's army, break it up, and go into the interior of the enemy's coun-

try as far as he could, inflicting all tbe damage he could upon their war re-

sources." With what vigor and skill this order was executed will be shown

hereafter. The Army of the Potomac, under Grant's own eye, was to he

directed upon a principle altogether new to it. The instructions to Meade

read like a covert censure upon all previous operations of the Army of the

Potomac. "Lee's army is to be your objective point; wherever that goes

you must go." There was to be no more of that indecisive manoeuvring

whereby had been lost tbe fruit so ripe and ready for plucking at Antietam

and Gettysburg. The Army of the Potomac was to move, not from, nor

merely toward tbe enemy, but upon him. Butler, with the Army of the

James, was to co-operate, at first indirectly, in this movement upon Lee.

With at least 20,000 men he was to go up the James River, lay siege to

Richmond, if possible, or, at all events, take up a position so threatening to

the Confederate capital as to insure that none of the force which it was fore-

seen would be brought up from the Carolinas would be pushed forward to

Lee. Sigel's 30,000 men were actually confronted by not a third of their

number; but he had a large frontier to defend against raids and partisan

adventurers. Yet this defense could be better performed by pushing for-

ward a large part of his force than by lying idly in garrison. He was there-

fore to organize two columns, one to march up the Valley of the Shenandoah,

the other to move down the western flank of the Alleghanies, and then,

crossing that ridge, to fall upon the Virginia and Tennessee Railroad, one of

the great avenues of supply for the Confederate army and capital, destroy-

ng also the salt-works whence was derived the main portion of the supply

of this great necessary of life. All these movements were to commence sim-

ultaneously, as nearly as possible on the first of May.

The Confederate Army of Northern Virginia had lain in winter quarters

along the bluffs which skirt the south bank of the Rapidan, the lines estend
;

in" for a distance of twenty miles. The position, strong by nature, had

been industriously fortified. Rifle-pits commanded every ford, and mtrench-

ments crowned every hill-top. So little had an advance during the winter

been apprehended, that after the demonstration at Mine Run a third of the

soldiers had been allowed leave of absence upon furlough. In January and

rolls showed but 35,000 men present for duty. A

' ShmdaiCt Ib/iorl,

February the muster-rui.a

spring opened the absentees were gradually recalled. On the 10th of March

there were about 40,000; on the 10th of April, 53,000. The returns for

May arc wanting, but it may be assumed that on the first of the month,

when the campaign opened, the numbers had increased to fully 6U,UUU,

probably somewhat more. Before these, at and around Culpepper, from ten

to thirty miles distant, was tbe Union Army of the Potomac, 140,000 strong,

Burnside's corps included. ,.

An assault in front upon the Confederate lines was neither meditated oy

Grant nor apprehended by Lee. The attack would be made by turni ng,

possible, to leave General Meade in

_ndependent command of the I

thr.>»i;li liifi), mid wcro general — -

The nimpiugiis tlial followed proved hum to bo tlio nght

Julj 22, 186G.
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either upon the right or left. There were many advantages and many dis-

advantages in either case. If the lines were turned by the left, the Union

army would still cover Washington ; but if the enemy fell back, as it was

assumed lie would do, every step would carry the assailing force farther and

farther from its base of supply. Practically it must do all that it did while

the rations with which it started held out If the turning was by the right,

the distance to be marched, in case the enemy fell back to Richmond, would

be much greater, and, moreover, Washington would be uncovered, and the

way open for another invasion of Maryland and Pennsylvania, should Lee

dare to venture it. But, on the other hand, should the enemy fait back to-

ward Richmond, the Union base of supply could be shifted as the army

moved—from Brandy Station to Aequia Creek, thence down the Rappahan-

nock to the York, or even, as it proved, to the James. Moreover, Grant

seems not to have shared in the nervous apprehension for the safety of the

capital which had for two years paralyzed every fresh movement; and he

had good reason to be assured that Lee, taught by Antietam and Gettysburg,

would not venture to renew the experiment of crossing the border. With

60,000 men he would not attempt to perform that in which he bad twice

failed to succeed with 100,000. So it was decided that the turning should

be made on llie Confederate right, that is, to the east, not by the left, to the

west. But it so happened that Lee, bearing in mind the result which had

followed the movement of Burnside, and reasoning from what he presumed

to be tl*i views of the authorities at Washington— not knowing that the mil-

itary power bad passed from their bands—assumed that the movement

would be made upon his left. He therefore massed the bulk of his force in

that direction. Of the three corps of which his army was composed, those

of Ewell and Hill lay behind the defenses of the Rapidan, the mass being at

Orange Court-house, near the centre, while Longstreet's corps, just returned

from its disastrous expedition to Tennessee, was at Gordonsville, thirteen

miles farther to the southwest.

The combined operations of all the Union armies was to take place in the

early days of May. On the 1st Sigel began his movement up the Valley

of the Shenandoah. On the 6th, Sherman, with the combined armies of the

Cumberland, the Tennessee, and the Ohio, advanced from Chattanooga. On
the 4th, Butler, with the Army of the James, moved up the James River.

On the night of the 3d the Army of the Potomac broke up its camps around

Culpepper, and inarched for the Rapidan. With this movement began the

closing campaign of the war. The campaign lasted for eleven months. On
the part of Lee it soon resolved itself into a purely defensive scheme, and, as

such, will stand among the great defensive campaigns of history. Two of

the campaigns of Frederick of Prussia may be fairly set down as its equal.

That of Napoleon in 1814, when, with not more than 110,000 men, he well-

nigh foiled 600,000 which the Great Alliance poured into France, is its only

superior. That the one, after a hundred days, closed with the exile to Elba,

and the other, after more than three hundred, with the surrender at Appo-
mattox Court-house, detracts nothing from their merits. All that skill on

the part of the Confederate commander, all that bravery on the part of his

troops could do, was done to win victory in the teeth of impossibilities,

I have had occasion more than once to take exceptions to the generalship

of Lee where he was successful, and where he avoided what should have
been certain destruction. In this final campaign, which resulted in his total

overthrow, I fiud little done which should have been left undone, nothing
left undone which should have been done, to insure success. It has been
the fashion to say that with the death ofJackson expired the dash and vigoi

of the Confederate Army of Virginia. Impartial history will record that its

greatest achievements, whether of daring or endurance, were performed
thereafter. Lee was indeed overcome, but be was overcome by forces great-

ly superior, wielded by generalship certainly not inferior to his own. It

has sometimes been asked what would have been the result bad the two
commanders changed places. The careful military student will answer that

the result would have been just what it was. Lee, in command of Grant's

army, would have won
;
Grant, in command of Lee's army, would have fail-

ed. What would have been the result had each general had an equality of
force and situation, no wise man will venture to say.

It has been alleged against Grant that the campaign at last assumed a

shape wholly different from what he had proposed. This is only partly

true. He indeed expected to fight and win a decisive battle north of Rich-

mond ; but, failing in this, he from the outset proposed to take his army to

the south of the James. 1 It has also been said that after two months of

marching and fighting, wherein he suffered losses far greater than he inflict-

ed, he gained a position which he might have reached in a fortnight, with-

out the loss of a man. But those who urge this overlook the cardinal point,

that the army of Lee, not merely the geographical spot known as the capi-

tal of the Confederacy, was the thing aimed at. If that army were destroy

ed, the capital and all else was won. If that army remained, it mattered lit

tie where the capital of the Confederacy was placed. The army of Lee was,

relatively to its opponent, far weaker when it fell back to Richmond and
Petersburg than it would have been had not the great battles been fought in

the Wilderness, at Spottsylvania, on the North Anna, and at Cold Harbor.

War is a game in which there are two players, and it is the one who is upon
the whole the stronger that wins. Looking forward, as Grant could only

do, there could be little doubt as to the wisdom of his plans. Looking back,

as we now can, we must still conclude that it was the wisest which could

have been adopted, and brought the war to a more speedy and decisive close

than any other which lay before him.

THE WILDERNESS.

Before daybreak on the morning of the 4th of May the Army of the Po-

tomac broke up camps and commenced its march for the fords of the Rap-

idan. It moved in two columns—Warren's corps, followed by that ofSedg-

wick, on the right for Gcrmania Ford; Hancock's, with the bulk of the

trains, for Ely's Ford, six miles to the east. Burnside's corps was to remain

in its position on the Alexandria Railroad, stretching as far back as Bull

Run, until the passage of the Rapidan had been effected, when it was to ad-

1 " My idea, from [he start, had been to beat Lee's army north t>fRichmond, if possible. Then,
after destroying bis lines of cumm niii.it inn north of tlie .Tjiitici River, to transfer ilic army to Urn

south side, and besiege Lee in Richmond, or fouW him BOatli if lie should retreat,"

—

Grant's Re-
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vance. The march of so great an army could not be effected without being

perceived by a watchful enemy, and as the columns approached the fords the

Confederate signal-fires were seen blazing from bill-top to hill-top, summon-

ing the corps to concentrate. But the crossing was to be made ten miles

below the extreme of the Confederate lines, at Raccoon Ford, held by Ewell,

and as much farther from Orange Court-house, where Hill's corps was lying,

while Longstreet was thirteen miles farther away. It was therefore impos-

sible for Lee, had he been so inclined, to oppose the passage of the Rapidan.

The vedettes at the fords were swept back by Sheridan's cavalry, and both

columns, with their great train of 4000 wagons, crossed in the afternoon.

Grant believed, as Hooker had done a twelvemonth before, that with the

passage of the Rapidan the great danger was overpast That evening War-

ren's corps, the advance of the right column, pressed on half a dozen miles,

and encamped in the very heart of the Wilderness. Sedgwick halted near

the bank of the river. Hancock moved to Chancellorsvi lie, which he reach-

ed a little after noon.

On the evening of Wednesday, the 4th, the entire Army of the Potomac

was thus encamped in the very heart of the Wilderness, the two columns

being about five miles apart. Grant assumed that Lee, finding his position

turned by a greatly superior force, would fall back toward Richmond, and

his order for the next day was based upon that assumption. But Lee bad

resolved upon a wholly different movement—a movement apparently peril-

ous and even desperate. With his 60,000 men, he resolved to fling himself

upon the enemy, whom he knew to have twice that number. This determ-

ination was justified by the soundest military reasons. To set these forth, it

is necessary to take a survey of the region.

We have before 1 described the general features of the " Wilderness,"

touching mainly upon that portion of it wherein were fought the battles

of Chancellorsville. The Wilderness Tavern, where Grant and Meade es-

tablished their headquarters on the evening of the 4th, is at the very centre

of this wild region. Six miles northward is the Rapidan
;
as far southward

begin the cleared fields of Spottsylvania ; eight miles westward is Mine

Run; just as far eastward is Chancellorsville. The Wilderness, stretching

from a dozen to i score of miles in either direction, is traversed north and

south, west and east, by two systems of roads, which, in conjunction with the

jungles and chaparrals pierced by them, constitute its military features.

From north to south, or more accurately from northwest to southeast, start-

ing from Germania Ford, runs a tolerable plank road, continued after a few

miles by the " Brock Road," over which Jackson in May, 1863, marched to

the attack upon Hooker's weak right. Nearly parallel to this, some six

miles away, storting from Ely's Ford, and passing by Chancellorsville, goes

another road. These two, after many windings and turnings, come together

near Spottsylvania Court-bouse, eight miles southeast of Chancellorsville.

These are the main roads running southwardly by which Grant's, two col-

umns were to pass through the Wilderness. Running from west to east are

two good roads, the northern known as the Old Turnpike, the southern as

the Orange Plank Road. These, starting from Orange Court-house, run

nearly parallel at a distance of about three miles, coming together again near

Chancellorsville. They strike at a right angle those by which Grant would

move, and the Confederates, pressing down these roads would strike square-

ly upon the flank of the long Union columns slowly defiling through the

tangled mazes of the Wilderness, with every probability of cutting them

in two. In these labyrinths of forests, thickets, and swamps, which no eye

could penetrate for more than a few yards, and where artillery could not be

brought into action, Grant's preponderance of numbers would be neutral-

ized; and indeed Lee, having two good parallel roads, might reasonably

expect to be able to throw a superior force upon the decisive point. He
had, moreover, the great advantage of a thorough knowledge of the country,

which was wholly unknown to his opponent.

When, therefore, on the morning of the 4tb, Lee learned that the Union

army was heading for the Rapidan, he put his columns in motion to inter-

cept it on its march through the Wilderness. Ewell moved by the turn-

pike, and the bead of his column lay that night within three miles of the

camp of Warren at the Wilderness Tavern. Hill moved by the plank road,

but, having a longer march, was somewhat farther away. Longstreet, a day

behind, was ordered up with all speed. Grant's plan for the ensuing day

contemplated a leisurely march mainly for the purpose of concentrating his

somewhat scattered corps. Warren was to march by a wood path south-

westward till he struck the plank road, up which he was to proceed three

miles to Parker's store ; Sedgwick was to follow, joining upon Warren's

right; Haucock was to move from Chancellorsville southward to Shady

Grove Church, and stretch his right to unite with Warren's left Meade's

whole army, none of it having marched more than ten miles, would them

have cleared the Wilderness, its movements being masked in front by

Sheridan's cavalry. Burnside's corps would have reached Germania Fold,

ready to cross and follow in the track of Meade. Grant would then be pre-

pared for a rapid advance toward Gordonsville, whither it was taken for

granted that Lee would retire.

Warren began to move at five o'clock on the morning of Thursday, the

5tb. Wilson's division of cavalry had on the preceding afternoon scouted

for some distance up the turnpike without encountering any enemy, for

Ewell, who was coming down the road, was yet miles away. Warren, bow-

ever, by way of precaution, threw Griffin's division westward up the turn-

pike. Ewell at the same time moved eastward down the road, and the head

of the columns eame unexpectedly in collision. Even now the Union com-

manders were wholly unaware that the enemy were approaching in force.

"They have left a division here to fool us," said Meade, "while they con-

1 Ante, p. 488.

centrate and prepare a position toward the North Anna, and what I want

to prevent these fellows from getting back to Mine Run." Only a single

division— that of Johnson, forming the van of Swell's corps—had as yet

come up. Griffin fell furiously upon this, and drove it back for a space.

Strongly re-enforced, the Confederates turned atba3r,held their .ground, and

soon advanced in turn, and forced Griffin back over all the space which he

had won. Wadsworth, endeavoring to join Griffin, missed his way through

the woods, and exposed his naked flank to a fierce fire, from which his di-

vision recoiled in confusion. In the mean time, Crawford, who had struck

the plank road, and was moving up it toward Parker's store, encountered

the cavalry scouts dashing back with tidings that a heavy force was pour-

ing down that road. Crawford's movement was suspended, and his divis-

ion withdrawn; one brigade, however, became isolated, and lost in prisoners

nearly the whole of two regiments.

It was an hour past noon. Two hours before, Grant, perceiving that the

enemy were in force and bent upon delivering battle in the Wilderness, had

sent orders to Hancock to suspend his southward march, and, taking the

Brock Road, to hurry to the scene of conflict. He had also sent Getty, with

his division of Sedgwick's corps, to the junction of this road with the Orange

Flank, with orders to hold the position, at all hazards, until Hancock, who
was ten miles away, should come up. Thus far the brunt of the fight bad

been borne by Warren's corps, opposed to that of Ewell. Warren had been

pressed back to the line whence he had started in the early morning, where

he stood stoutly at bay. E well's on-coming brigades, spreading northward,

threatened to turn Warren's right Sedgwick's corps, or, rather, two of its

three divisions, for the strongest, under Getty, had been sent elsewhere, was

ordered to advance through the thick woods upon Warren's right. As they

pressed on through the dense undergrowth, broken here and there by a

slight clearing, they would encounter a body of Confederate skirmishers,

hidden in the skirts of the chaparral. These would deliver a sharp fire,

and disappear in the thickets. At length they came square in front of a

strong line of battle. The Confederates charged fiercely and unavailingly

upon the leading brigades, and then, with equal ill success, endeavored to

turn their flank. At four o'clock they suspended their offensive movements,

fell back, and began to fortify their position. The confronting lines now
lay upon the opposite slopes of a swampy, wooded hollow. They were but

a hundred or two yards apart, and though the ring of axes felling trees to

form breastworks and abatis filled the air, not a man on either side could

be discerned from the other.

At four o'clock the fight had lulled upon Warren's and Sedgwick's front.

But in the mean while, and thereafter, it was raging on the plank road,

barely three miles to the southward. Here Getty held grimly to the vital

point at the junction of the Brock and Plank Roads, which he had been or-

dered to maintain, toward which Hancock was advancing. Hill's corps of

the Confederates was pressing strongly down the Plank Road. Getty seem-

ed on the point of being overwhelmed, when at three o'clock the welcome

sound of Hancock's approach up the Brock Road was heard. Hancock

drew up his force fronting that of Hill, and began to level the woods and

throw up breastworks, designing simply to receive an assault. But Meade

had ordered Getty to take the offensive, and drive Hill up the plank road.

Getty had but three hundred paces to go to encounter the Confederate line.

He found them in superior force, lying hidden in the woods bordering the

road. Hancock backed up the attack by divisions from his own corps.

The assaults were hot and furious—"repeated and desperate assaults," as

Lee styles them ; "a fierce fight, the lines being exceedingly close, the mus-

ketry continuous and deadly along the entire line," says Hancock. It waa
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all in vain. Hill could not be pushed back, and the hot volleys of musket-

ry caused more than one of the assailing divisions to waver and break. In

the effort to repair one such break, General Alexander Hays, who had won

high renown at Gettysburg, was shot dead, while leading his command into

the heart of the fight. So for four hours, until night closed in, the contest

ra"ed with no decisive advantage on either side.

Late in the afternoon, the fight in front of Warren and Sedgwick having

been suspended, Wadsworth's division was ordered to press southward

through the forest, and thus fall upon the flank and rear of Hill, who was

holding his position against the hot assaults of Hancock. But, though the

distance was hardly three miles, the appointed position was only reached at

nightfall, when the conflict was over. Wadsworth rested on the field, in

line of battle, in a position where he could strike when the fight should be

opened the next morning. Hancock's and Hill's forces, wbo bad been

marching and fighting all day, lay upon their arms upon the opposite side

of the Brock Road, awaiting what the next day should bring forth. But as

darkness closed in, an irregular contest was opened io the woods on the ex-

treme Union right, and the gloom of the forest was lighted up by volleys

of musketry which rolled along the opposing lines. At two hours past mid-

night, and three hours before dawn, the noise sank away into silence.

The engagement of this day can hardly be styled a battle. It was rather

a series of fierce encounters between portions of two armies, each ignorant

of the position, strength, and force of the other. Neither commander had

succeeded in effecting his purpose. Lee had hoped to fall upon the flank

of Grant's columns while stretched out in a long, feeble line of march, cut

them in two, and annihilate one portion while it was isolated from the oth-

er. If the collision had taken place two hours later, when the whole of

Hill's and Ewell'a divisions would have come up, while the Federals were

fairly on the march, it could hardly have failed to succeed. But Grant had

now been able to place his force in line of battle, opposing his front instead

of his flank to the enemy. He bad failed, however, to push the Confeder-

ates back upon the roads by which they had advanced. But the state of

affairs was such as to warrant both in renewing the issue the next day.

Grant, indeed, had no choice but to fight. He was still enmeshed in the

Wilderness. He could not go southward without exposing himself to a dis-

astrous flank assault. It would have been equally perilous to have attempt-

ed to recross tbe Eapidan, even had he been of a temper to give up his for-

ward purpose. He might, indeed, have fallen back eastward toward Freder-

icksburg by way of the Brock Road, plank, and turnpike, and thus have got

clear of the Wilderness, but there was nothing in the position of affairs to

warrant such a resort. Moreover, neither general had used his whole force.

Bumside's corps, 20,000 strong, had pushed on by forced marches, were

crossing at Germania Ford, and could be brought into action tbe next day.

Lee could not be aware of this accession to the numbers to be opposed to

him. He also had fresh forces at hand. Longstreet's veteran corps was

moving on from its cantonments forty miles away. During the afternoon

he had reached a position ten miles from where the battle was raging, but

in these close woods the noise of the musketry was unheard, and he was ig-

norant that a battle was being fought until midnight, when he received or-

ders from Lee to advance. Two hours later he was on the march, and

would come up. Anderson's division, moreover, one third of Hill's strong

corps, had been left behind to watch the upper fords of the Rapidan. These

were now close at hand. Longstreet and Anderson would add 20,000 fresh

men to Lee's force on the field. With two thirds of his army he had gained

some apparent advantage ; with this addition it was not unreasonable to

hope that be could win a decisive victory.

So both commanders resolved to fight ; and, a rare occurrence in warfare,

each proposed at daybreak to assault the lines of the other. Grant united

hi3 heretofore disjointed line by bringing forward Burnside and posting him

between Warren and Hancock, so that tbe line from right to left ran thus

:

Sedgwick, as before, on the right; then Warren, who had been severely

bandied on the preceding day ; then Burnside ; then, on the left, Hancock,

strengthened by detachments from Sedgwick and Warren. There was no

room for the display of elaborate manoeuvres or skillful combinations.

Grant's plan of battle was simply a simultaneous assault along the whole

line of five miles, each division attacking whatever appeared in its front

Lee, however, had two good avenues of approach. His plan was more elab-

orate. The main attack was to be made by Longstreet and Hill upon the

Union left, while Ewell was to make an assault, or, rather, demonstration

upon the right. If Longstreet succeeded, Hancock would be forced back

upon the centre, and the whole Union army flung together in inextricable

confusion in the almost impenetrable forests, where it could not act as an

army.

Five o'clock, the hour when the gray dawn was breaking into day, was

tbe time fixed by Grant for attack. But Ewell anticipated him by fifteen

minutes, moving out of his lines upon Sedgwick's extreme right. The at-

tack was not seriously made, and probably not seriously intended. It was

easily repelled. Sedgwick and Warren then advanced, pushing the enemy
back for a space until he regained the strong position from which he had

sallied. Upon this no impression could be made, and the contest ceased to

be a battle at this point.

Hancock, in the mean while, deploying his skirmishers, pushed half of

his force through the thickets on each side of the plank road, straight west-

ward upon Hill's front. Wadsworth, who had slept the night before bard

by, advanced southward upon the Confederate flank, The attack was wholly

unexpected. Longstreet, who was just coming up, was to take the position

in front, relieving Hill, whose front divisions, those of Hcth and Wilcox,

were just preparing to retire. These divisions broke and fled back in disor-

der for a mile and a half, overrunning Leo's headquarters, which were in the

way, and not halting until they touched the bead of Longstreet's advancing

column. But here they met three regiments of Kershaw's division, who
briefly stayed the flight. Other troops were hurrying up; the whole line

seemed wavering and on the point of again breaking. Lee, who had nar-

rowly escaped being shot down, flung himself at the head of Gregg's Tex-

ans, and ordered them to follow him in a charge. First one soldier, and then

the whole brigade, shouted out a remonstrance, and refused to advance until

tbeir commander bad retired from the front. But in the fierce rush through

the pathless woods the Federal troops had likewise lost all semblance of bat-

tle array—every thing which distinguishes an army from isolated groups of

Indian fighters. Coming upon a line somewhat firm, it was necessary to hall

and readjust their own broken formation. This, in a tangled wilderness, was

a work of time. Two hours passed—from seven to nine—before the Union

line was reformed. Those hours had wrought an entire change in the as-

pect of the field. Longstreet's whole corps bad come up, Hill's entire corps

was concentrated, and the Confederate line had gained such force that it was

able not only to repel assault, but to give attack. The Union force was

swept back over all the space which it had won, and reformed only upon the

Brock Road, whence it bad started. In a vain attempt to stay the retreat

of his command, which had fallen into disorder, Wadsworth wns mortally

wounded, and his body remained in tbe enemy's hands. Few as noble men

have ever fallen upon the field of battle. He was the largest landholder,

and one of the wealthiest men of Western New York. Past the prime of

life, verging closely upon threescore, his years bad been devoted to peaceful

pursuits. When the war broke out he offered his purse and his person

to the government. At the battle of Bull Run he acted as aid-de-camp to

McDowell. Appointed brigadier general, he for a time acted as Military

Governor of the District of Columbia. In the dark year of 1862 he was the

Republican candidate for Governor of New York, but was defeated by Ho-

ratio Seymour. Then assigned to the command of a division in the Army

of the Potomac, he did good service at Fredericksburg and Chancellorsville.

At Gettysburg the heaviest brunt of the first day's fighting, whereby the

Confederates were prevented from occupying the heights, fell upon his di-

vision.

Hancock had sallied out from his intrenchments with only half the force

under his command. The reason of this was that Longstreet was said to be

coming up by a way which, passing south of the plank road, would bring

him upon the left of his position on the Brock Road, and so, if that point was

abandoned, by an advance the enemy would be upon his rear. Longstreet

was, indeed, at six o'clock, making this very movement; but so urgent was

the stress caused by the unlooked-for attack upon Hill, that Lee was obliged

to change tbe direction of Longstreet, and bring him to the front. When

now Hancock's advance had been stayed, Lee reverted to his original plan,

tbe. execution of which was committed to Longstreet, who was to send a por-

tion of his corps to make a detour beyond the extreme Union left, gain the

Brock Road, and thus fall upon its rear. Not until this force was well in po-

sition was the front assault to be made. This took until noon, by winch

time Hancock's advanced right had been forced back to its intrenchments.

Longstreet then rode down the plank road to direct the turning column.

He met General Jenkins, an old comrade whom he had not seen for months.

Mahone's brigade, a portion of his own flanking force, lay hidden in the

bushes. They mistook Longstreet and others for Federal officers, and fired

upon them. Jenkins fell dead, anil Longstreet received a ball in his throat,

which passed out through the shoulder. He was borne away fatally

wounded, as was thought. But he survived, and months afterward was

able to take part in the closing scenes of the war, the only survivor of the

three lieutenants of Lee who fought in the battles of the Army ofNorthern
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Virginia, for Hill fell almost a year later, and Jackson had a year before re-

ceived his death-wound hardly sis miles from the spot where Longstreet fell

wounded.

The fall of Longstreet checked for a space the execution of the operation

which had been committed to him. Lee assumed immediate command of

this part of the field, and at length., as the afternoon was wearing away, urged

the whole strength of the two corps of Longstreet and Hill against Hancock's

lines, then resting behind their intrenchments, but also preparing for a re-

newed assault, Much had been hoped from an advance of Burnside's corps

through the woods between Hancock and Warren. Two of his three white

divisions—for the colored one had been left behind to guard the trains

—

touched the fight somewhat sharply, losing a thousand men ;
but they failed

to attain a place wherein their action seriously affected the fortunes of the

day. Now the woods wherein the battle of the morning had been fought

were on fire, and a strong westerly wind blew the flames right down upon

the Federal intrenchments, forcing the foremost lines to abandon the works.

The Confederates, following the fire, swept down, the foremost troops crown-

ing the parapet and planting their colors upon the blazing breastworks.

But they were met by a rush from Carroll's brigade, which came up first by

flank and then straight forward, and driven back in wild disorder. With

this sharp assault ended the fighting upon the left. Each side had advanced

upon the other, and each, after winning some success, had been repelled.

Both, as night again fell, occupied substantially the same positions which

they had held when morning broke.

The battle of the day was over on the left of the field, where Hancock

was struggling against Longstreet and Hill. But on the right, where the

contest had lulled for hours, there was at dusk one more stirring episode.

The Confederate left overlapped the Union right, held by some brigades ofraw

troops of Sedgwick's corps. They had wearily kept their post for thirty hours

in front of breastworks which had been thrown up, behind which they might

retire in case of attack. None having been made, they at dusk began to re-

tire to this sheltered line. The vigilant enemy, perceiving this movement,

made a sudden rush upon their flank, and threw every thing into confusion.

One of these brigades had on that very day been given to Seymour, just re-

leased from captivity, into which he had fallen at the battle of Olustee, in

Florida; another was commanded by Staler. These brigades, four thou-

sand strong, were enveloped, and, with their commander, captured, almost to

a man. For a space it seemed that the fatal rout of the Eleventh Corps at

Chancellorsville was to be renewed. But the sudden assault was soon re-

pelled, and the Confederates fell back to the lines from which they had so

suddenly emerged. This brilliant feat, wherein they made three thousand

prisoners, cost the Confederates, it is said, only twenty-seven men. 1

The morning ofSaturday found both armies in a mood different from that

of the day before. Each, while quite willing to be assailed in its intrench-

ments, was indisposed to attack the other. The losses had been heavy.

1 Ko Polhinl, douhtfnl authority, says : Lout Cau
count, describing n lint fight, with charge, wi'l to

Year* in the Sixth Corp*,p. 311-313.

ntorohnrges, ho is referred to Stevci

Those of the Federals numbered fully 20,000 men, of whom about 5000

were prisoners. The Confederate loss was hardly 10,000, of whom few were

captured. The two days' action had otherwise been a fairly drawn battle.

Both commanders had failed in their purpose. Grant had turned the im-

pregnable position of the Rapidan only to find himself confronted in the

Wilderness by the enemy in a new position equally unassailable. In this

first blow the hammer had suffered more than the anvil. According to all

precedent in the Army of the Potomac, Grant should have abandoned the

enterprise, and cast about for something new. But of this he had no

thought. To strike and keep striking, as he had done at Vicksburg, was his

fixed purpose.

The first thing to be done was to flank the enemy from the Wilderness.

The movement was to be upon Spottsylvania Court-house, fifteen miles

southwest of the battle-field. The direct route was by the Brock Road ; a

more indirect one was by a detour eastward to Chancellorsville, then south-

ward to the point of destination. Warren's and Hancock's corps were to

follow the first route; Sedgwick's and Burnside's, with all the trains, were

to take the latter. The wounded were to be sent through Chancellorsville

to Fredericksburg. Warren was to commence his march at half past eight

in the evening. If he met no obstruction he would soon after daylight

reach the Court-house, of which possession in the mean time was to be taken

by Wilson's cavalry. The other corps would not be long behind. Then

the whole army would be again upon Lee's flank, ready to fling itself be-

tween him and Richmond.

SPOTTSYXVANIA.

But Warren, upon reaching Todd's Tavern, about halfway, found the nar-

row road obstructed by Meade's cavalry escort, and it was an hour and a

half before the way could be cleared. Two miles beyond that point the road

was blocked by Stuart's Confederate cavalry, who had been posted there

the day before, and which Merrttt's troopers, who were in advance, had not

succeeded in dislodging. It was now daylight. Warren, advancing, cleared

the way and pressed on slowly, for barricades had been formed by felling

trees, which could be removed only by the axe. Here and there, also, there

was a slight show of opposition by dismounted troopers. At last, at half

past eight, four hours behind time, the head of the column emerged from the

woods into an open clearing, beyond which rose the wooded ridge whereon

is the Court-house, still two miles away. Thus far there had been no inti-

mation of any enemy except the few dismounted troopers. But when half

way across the clearing the advancing column encountered a fierce musketry

fire from infantry lying hidden in the opposite wood, nnd fell back across

the plain. By one of those accidents which sometimes change the course of

a whole campaign, the Confederates were first at Spottsylvania.
^

When Lee, on the afternoon and evening, saw the Federal trains moving

due east toward Chancellorsville, he at once inferred that the enemy was

heading for Fredericksburg- the Brock Road also at first trends in that di-

rection ;
and when columns were perceived defiling down that road, the con-

clusion was confirmed. Lee was not undeceived until the next day
;
for on
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the 8th he sent a dispatch to Richmond stating that " the enemy have aban-

doned their position, and arc marching toward Fredericksburg. I am mov-

ing on their right flank"—that is, toward Spottsylvania. The march was at

first leisurely, for it was not his purpose to overtake the Federal army, but

simply to interpose between it and what was assumed to be its march down
the Fredericksburg Railroad toward Richmond. It was, indeed, by accident

that this march was commenced during the night of the 7th. At ten in the

evening,Anderson, who now commanded Longstreet's corps, was ordered to

withdraw his troops from the breastworks from before which the enemy had

disappeared, and encamp in readiness to march next morning. Anderson,

finding no good place to bivouac in the burning woods, kept on. Thus, dur-

ing that night.'Warren and Anderson were moving by roads nearly parallel

upon Spottsylvania. Although Warren had the start by an hour or two,

Anderson, meeting with no obstructions, as day broke was ahead. Then for

the first time learning the approach of the enemy, he double-quicked his

march and reached the Court-house some hours in advance. The Federal

cavalry who held the place abandoned it, and Anderson drew up his men
across the road by which Warren, ignorant of his presence, was advancing.

He had time to throw up slight breastworks, behind which, and hidden in

the woods, he awaited the approach of his enemy. Some sharp fighting

here took place, continuing all the morning; and at last Warren began to

intrench close in front of the Confederate line. Hancock's corps, which was
following that of Warren, was delayed all day at Todd's Tavern in readiness

to repel an attack upon the rear, which was apparently threatened by Lee,

who, now perceiving the real aim of the Federal movement, was hurrying his

whole force on toward Spottsylvania. Some time in the afternoon Sedgwick

came up from Chancellorsville and took command of the field. Toward
evening a slight attack was made upon the Confederate line, but nothing of

importance was effected. Lee, with his whole fiirce, was firmly posted upon

Spottsylvania ridge, and every hour was strengthening his position, from

which it was clear that he could he driven only by hard fighting. Grant,

whose entire army was now well in hand, and notwithstanding its severe

losses in the Wilderness, was in sound heart, resolved to try what could he

effected by heavy blows.

Monday, the 9tb, was mainly employed by Grant in making his disposi-

tions, and by Lee in fortifying his lines, which mainly followed the course

of a wooded ridge, from the Court-house on the east, sweeping in an irreg-

ular semicircle to the north and east- Artillery and musketry firing was

kept up at points from the Confederate lines, especially upon points where

batteries were being established. At one of these points Sedgwick was su-

perintending the placing of a battery. The men seemed to wince at the fire

poured in upon them. " Pooh 1" said Sedgwick, drawing himself up to liis

full height, " they can't hit an elephant at that distance." At that moment

a rifle-shot struck him fairly in the face, and he fell dead. The command
of the Sixth Corps now devolved upon Wright.

The 10th was spent in tentatives upon the left of the Confederate lines.

These, though fiercely made, were unsuccessful, though Grant at the close

sent an encouraging dispatch to Washington, which was duly published,

and, for the time, was held to announce a victory ; at all events, it indicated

a determination which, in view of his known superiority in numbers, was

held to be a sure presage of speedy and decided success. 1 He "proposed

to fight it out on that line, if it took all summer." If he bad known it, he

was to fight all summer, and autumn, and winter, and far into the next

spring. The "indecisive actions of these three days had cost wellnigh

10,000 men, the very flower of the Army of the Potomac. The enemy,

fighting almost wholly behind intrenchments, could have suffered hardly a

third as much." 2

Lee's left had been found, by bitter experience, to be impregnable. But

it seemed that his centre presented a weak point through which an entrance

might be forced. Here his lines were thrust forward in a sharp salient

which might be carried by a sudden dash. All the day of the 11th' was

spent in arrangements. Toward night a heavy rain set in, and under the

cover of this and the darkness, Hancock's corps was brought around from

the left, and posted twelve hundred yards from this salient angle. This

point seemed to be so difficult of approach that it was weakly held and care-

lessly guarded. In the gray dawn, and through a dense fog, Hancock's men

moved softly and noiselessly, sweeping over tha Confederate pickets with-

out firing a shot; then, with a shout and a rush, they dashed through ihe

abatis, and over the breastworks on every side. Johnson's division of

nt's Dispatch, May 1 lib, R P.M. " Wo have now ended the sixth day of very hard fighting-

ult to till* tiint! is'very much in our favor. Our losses, have been heavy, as well as those of

the enemy. I think the hiss of the eootnv musi lie lieavier. Wo hnve taken over 5lH"> prisoners

wbile ho has taken from ns but few except strappers. I propose to fight it out on this lino if it

takes all summer." In his report a year Intor, ho says, "The 9th, tilth, and 11th wore spent in

manoeuvring and fighting, without decisive results." It is worth while in recall yrnit of the official

dispatches of this period put forth by the Wur Department. Sunday, May 9(ft.' "Lee's army com-

menced falling back on Friday. Our army commenced the pursuit on Saturday. The rebels were

in full retrofit fur Richmond by tbu direct road. Hancock passed through Spottsylvania Court-

house nt daylight vestenhiy." Sumo dm/.- " Dmiaiihes have just reached here direct from General

Grant. They urn not fully deciphered yet ; bill lie is on to Richmond." The President appointed

a day of thanksgiving for the victories of the hist llvo days.
5 No returns have been rendered of the separate losses during the seven davs, from May fi tall.

The entire number is given together ns follows : killed, ,'lL'ss-, uwnulrd, V.<:ilv musiim, oxll;

total, 29,410. Allowing, as wu have done, B0, for the Wilderness, there remnin fully 1
<».(MH»

for these three day- at Spoltsylvanfo. The Confederate loss is wholly a matter of cstinmto In

placing It at Ifi.OUU during this period, wo can not very groutly err.
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Ewell's corps, 4000 strong, were nearly all captured. Hancock sent back a

hasty note to Grant, " I have finished up Johnson, and am now going into

Early." But this salient was after all an outwork, adopted because the
heights swelled out in that direction. Behind it, at the distance of half a
mile, a second line had been laid out and partly completed. Here the Con-
federates rallied, Ewell in the centre, Hill rushing in from the right, and
Longstreet from the left. The position was vital. If these works were car-

ried the Confederate line would be cut in two, and their whole position forced.

Hancock, struggling alone—for so rapid had been his rush that he bad far

outstripped Wright who was to support him—was speedily thrown back to

tbe captured salient The Sixth Corps now came up, and the Confederates
could not gain another inch. Half of Warren's corps were sent to support
Hancock and Wright, and the battle raged with hardly an interval during
the whole day and far into the night. Five several assaults were made by
the Confederates, and five times they were bloodily repelled. At midnight
Lee withdrew to his interior line, which was still intact. During the day
Burnside and Warren had demonstrated strongly upon their fronts. Bum-
side carried the rifle-pits, but could make no impression upon the intrencb-
ments behind them. "The resistance," says Grant, "was so obstinate that

the advantage gained did not prove decisive." The Union loss this day
was probably 10,000, that of the Confederates quite as many. 1

Grant had struck a heavy blow, but the enemy were by no means crushed.
For six days longer he manceuvred in the hope of turning the lines; but, in
whatever direction he moved, he found himself confronted by intrencbments
which forbade assault. He was, moreover, awaiting re-enforcements which
were hurried on from Washington. On the 18th, orders were given to

break up the position at Spottsylvania, and move southward to the North
Anna. Lee, who now seemed to divine the purposes of his opponent, saw
in the preparatory movements a chance for a blow. He launched Ewell
through the woods upon Grant's right flank; but the attack was easily re-

pelled, and Ewell, after heavy loss, fell back to his intrencbments. This
demonstration delayed Grant's movement until the night of the 21st. Next
morning Lee saw before him no trace of the great army by which he had
been confronted. Breaking up his camps, he hastened once more to fling

himself athwart the line of the enemy's advance.

THE NORTH ANNA.

When, after a two days' march through a fertile region as yet untrodden
by armies, Grant reached the North Anna River, he ibund his vigilant ad-
versary confronting him upon the opposite bank. Lee's settled policy was
never strongly to oppose the passage of a river in his front. He bad not
seriously contested the passage of the Cbickabominy, the Rappahannock,
the Antietam, or the Rapidan. He chose rather to intrench himself a little

distance back, allow his adversary to cross, hoping to fight him with a stream
in his rear. Here, however, he made some show of opposition to the pas-
sage, though his main line of defense was some distance beyond the stream.
Tbe opposition was speedily brushed away. Hancock and Warren crossed
at two points four miles apart. But now Lee thrust his army like a sharp
wedge right between the two Union columns, repelled all attempts to unite
them, and was in a position to strike either. The manoeuvre was a brilliant
one. Grant, perceiving his peril, and the impossibility of assailing his op-
ponent, after two days recrossed the river, and on the 26th resumed his
old turning movement, which was to bring him within view of the Clncka-
hominy.

While at Spottsylvania Grant had received re-enforcements fully equal

The losses m tbe Army of the Potomac are grouped together for tlio period from tlio 1 2th to

SSu?.
1 ,,rMu>'- They 6llm "I 1 m.381

;
bot ofter the 12th there were probably not more- rhan

-000, leaving K'.si f„r the I L'tl.. ( if Hie i 'nofederate losses wc have, no reliable statement. Pol-
lard Mys(/j,if Cause fil'ii), "The entinv hnd taken iwentv-fivc pieces of iiriilkrv and nboiit 2000
men m Jornuwn - division

; bo bad inflicted n )ou of MOO or 7000." Whether ha means to in-
clude the L'UIHl prisoners in the "loss" is oneertnin ; but the prisoners certainly numbered ,'!uai>-,

1 1

1

-:..'.'"!"''HV'V!10 ehuriirfcr ..f (lie linlnine, it enn not be doubted ihni. in the main action nt tlio

it heavily. On the other parts of the held it is prohnhlo that the
salient, the CuitVder

Ihe nasaikuu suffer u
It rnuy be safely assumed that in u persi.sleul assault, which b repulsed.

to alt his losses. Here, upon tbe North Anna, Lee was joined by Pickett's

division and Hoke's brigade from North Carolina, and Breckinridge's com-

mand from the Valley of the Shenandoah. All told, they numbered some

15,000 men, considerably less than his losses, so that Grant was relatively

stronger than at the opening of the campaign. To understand how it was

possible for these re-enforcements to be given to the Army of Northern

Virginia requires a rapid survey of operations in other quarters.

OPERATIONS OF SIGEL, HUNTER, AND BUTLER.

It had been a part of Grant's plan that Sigel, with 7000 men, should move
up the Valley ot the Shenandoah, and Crook, with 10,000, up the Kanawha.

These two columns weie designed to hold in check the scattered Confeder-

ate forces in that reDion, a d destroy tbe salt-works in the Valley of the

Kanawha, and threaten the communications between Richmond and the

Wert by way of tbe Tennessee Railway. Sigel moved from Winchester

on the 1st of May. On the 15th he reached Newmarket, a distance of fifty

miles, havi..g encountered no serious opposition. Here he encountered

Breckinridge with a force somewhat superior. 1 Sigel suffered a severe and

mortifying defeat, and fell back, leaving behind him his trains and 700 pris-

oners. At the instance of Grant be was superseded by Hunter. The col-

umn under Crook met with somewhat better fortune, inasmuch as it suffer-

ed no actual defeat, although Averill, who bad been detached with 2000

men to destroy the lead-works at Wytheville, was foiled by Morgan
;
and

Crook, having reached the railroad, destroyed the track for a short distance,

and, on a slight encounter, defeated McCausland. But, finding the enemy

gathering in his front, he retreated by the way he came. Breckinridge,

thus relieved from immediate pressure, was free to join Lee with the whole

of his movable force.2 Hunter, a fortnight later, collected 20,000 men, and

and moved up the valley. He encountered W.E.Jones at Piedmont on tbe

5th of June, defeated him, took 1500 prisoners, and, crossing tbe mountains,

advanced upon Lynchburg. So important was tbe possession of this place,

as the key to one of his main avenues of supply, that Lee, although Grant's

whole army was in his immediate front near Cold Harbor, detached Early

with a quarter of the whole Army of Northern Virginia to oppose the ad-

vance of Hunter. They reached the vicinity of Lynchburg at about the

same time with Hunter. Some skirmishing ensued; but Hunter was now

quite destitute of ammunition, and, not daring to seek a battle, retreated.

From some unaccountable reason, instead of falling back northward down

tbe valley, he struck northwestward down the Kanawha. His supplies

were nearly exhausted, but large quantities had been collected at a point a

few marches on the way. These were guarded only by a few cavalry, two

regiments of hundred-days' men. Gilmor, an active partisan, dashed upon

the train, -destroyed the whole, and disappeared. Hunter kept up his re-

treat by a long detour by way of the Kanawha and Ohio, through the

mountains of We-tern Virginia, and it was several weeks before he was

able to regain the Potomac. This absence of Hunter's force gave oppor-

tunity for th annoying invasion of Maryland by Early, whereby tbe safety

of the Federil capital was seriously endangered.

Another simultaneous co-operative movement was to be made from York-

town by Butler. His available force consisted of the Tenth Corps under

W. F. Smith,; and the Eighteenth under Gillmore, which had not long before

been brought from before Charleston, numbering together about 25,000 men,

besides 3000 cavalry undor Kautz, who were posted at Suffolk. To this

force was given the name of- the Army of the James. The army lay at

Yorktown, apparently threatening a movement upon Richmond across the

peninsula, by the route followed by McClellan two years before. Butler, on

the 4th of May, embarked his infantry on board transports, passed down the

1 Breckinridge's retnms for April show G438 men ; but, besides these, he collected many scot-

tered bands, nmorjp; them a rompuny of Jf.i't buys, cadets in the Military Academy at Lexington.

Thi-f cutlets ivtfre poshed to (he front, nod ii .until like veterans. Ii.-inj; a third of their number.
» According to Early. Breckinridge brought only J.'. I

ill men. I.illh' relinnce, Imwcver, enn l»o

plnced upon any statement of this ullicer. Tims he slates [lint the fi.ree villi «hi.h he was soma

months later defeated bv Sheridan was onlv Will men. whereas Sheridan r-howod thai he had taken

more tlmn Uiut number"of prisoners, uud Early's lu^es in lulled uud wounded were very eeve.ro.
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York River and up the James, and next day occupied City Point, at the

junction of that river and the Appomattox, and Bermuda Hundred, a nar-

row-necked peninsula between those rivers. Here he intrenched himself

in a position which he affirmed he " could hold against the whole of Lee's

army." Kautz, at the same time, made a dash upon the Weldon Railroad,

by which it was known that troops from South and North Carolina were

approaching Richmond.

Beauregard, who had been conducting the defense of Charleston, had not

long before been placed in command of the Department of South Virginia

and North Carolina. The departure of Gillmore rendered it safe to with-

draw nearly all the force from South Carolina. Hoke, also, had, about the

middle of April, captured Plymouth, North Carolina, almost the only point

yet held by the Federals in that state, and he had been able to bring to Rich-

mond Pickett's division, then under his command. On the 21st of April

Beauregard passed through "Wilmington with a considerable force, and pro-

ceeded toward Richmond. Butler supposed that most of them were still on

the way, and when he found that Kautz had cut the railroad he assumed

that they could not advance. 1

Having intrenched himself at Bermuda Hundred, Butler, on the 7tb, made
a demonstration against the railroad from Petersburg to Richmond, and suc-

ceeded in destroying a small portion of it. Had he pushed straight to Pe-

tersburg that city would have been easily taken, for the defenses which had

been begun two years before were of little account, and there were there few

or no troops. But the capture of Petersburg formed no part of the plan

which had been agreed upon between him and Grant The essential part

of it was that, as soon as Grant should approach Richmond from the north-

east, Butler should move up southeastwardly, and the two armies would
then invest Richmond on the south, west, and north, thus avoiding the al-

most impregnable lines of works which protected the city on the east. On
the 9th he resumed his attack upon the railroad in considerable force, and

with favorable results, and proposed to follow up the success next day. But
that night he received the glowing dispatches from Washington announcing
that Lee was in full retreat for Richmond, with Grant close upon his heels.

Pausing for two days to strengthen his lines at Bermuda Hundred, on the

13th he began an attempt to carry out his part of the programme. On the

13th a portion of the outer lines near Fort Darling, which formed the ex-

treme southern point of the defenses of Richmond, were carried. But the

1 On the 0[h tit: it-li'i;r:i| >li i'il in [lie Secretary r.rWur ;
" Beauregard, with n lnrge portion of" his

for'.-c, was left S.j\.rli bj the cutting of the railroad by Kautz. Thnt portion which reached Peters-

burg under Hill I have whipped to-day, killing and wounding many, and taking many prisoners,

after a, severe and woll-contested fight. General Grant will not bo troubled with any farther re-

onforcementa to Lee from Beauregard's army."

interior lines were strong, and their extent was unknown. Butler, after

spending two days in examination and concentrating his force, determined

to attack on the morning of the 16th.

But, in the mean 'while, Beauregard, with all the force which he could

gather, had reached the scene. What with the former garrison of Richmond
of some 7000 men, and these additions, there were there some 20,000 men.

Beauregard, who had studied the position from the lines at Fort Darling,

conceived a bold plan for the destruction of Butler. He proposed that

15,000 men from Lee's army should be brought by rail and temporarily

added to his command; with these lie would overwhelm Butler's army,

which lay weakly stretched over a considerable space, and then, with the

whole of his victorious force, march northward. Lee was to fall back to-

ward Richmond, Grant, of course, following. Beauregard would then fall

upon Grant's left flank when on the march, while Lee, turning, should assail

him in front. But Davis, who kept in his own hands the direction of all

military matters, saving that he rarely interfered with Lee's operations, re-

fused his consent, and ordered Beauregard to attack with what force he had.

The evening of the 15th was somewhat overcast, but not dark, for tbo

moon was up. There were no indications of any movement among the Con-

federates. About midnight a fog arose from the river so dense that nothing

could be seen at a distance of ten yards. Under this dense pall Beauregard

quietly assembled his whole force, and before dawn burst upon the sleeping

Federal camps. Butler, not dreaming that he would be assailed, had made
the worst possible disposition of his force to resist an attack. His front was

widely extended, and his right was a mile and a half from the river. Through
this gap, only watched by a few cavalry, Beauregard proposed to strike this

flank, cutting it oft" from Bermuda Hundred: this was the main assault, to

be conducted by Ransom. The left was to be more lightly assaulted by

Hoke, while Colquitt, held in reserve, was to act as occasion should require.

But the dense fog interfered with these plans. Ransom, after gaining some

ground against Smith, suffered heavy loss, and his division fell into disorder,

and even with the aid of Colquitt could hardly hold its own; Gillmore, on

the left, pressed severely upon Hoke ; Whiting, who, with 4000 men, was to

have come up from Petersburg and fall upon Butler's rear, did not make bis

appearance. When the fog fairly cleared away it seemed as though Beau-

regard had utterly failed. His elaborate plan of assault had wholly miscar-

ried, and there was nothing to replace it But Smith, though he had foiled

every effort against him, was apprehensive that be would be cut off by a

turning movement from Bermuda Hundred, and fell back a little ;
Gillmore,

instead of swinging around and taking Beauregard in reverse, fell back

to the same line with Smith; and then Butler ordered a general retreat.

Beauregard began to follow, hut a

heavy rain came up, and he could

do no more than open a distant ar-

tillery fire upon the retreating col-

umns. And so, as night fell, Butler

found himself unassailed behind his

intrenchments. A more insignifi-

cant action, save for the loss which

it involved, was never fought. Beau-

regard took 1400 prisoners. Apart

from these, the Union loss was about

2500 ; that of the Confederates, in

killed and wounded, somewhat great-

er; but they lost no prisoners. But-

ler now began to set about strength-

ening his intrenchments across the

narrow neck of the peninsula to keep

the Confederates out. Beauregard

threw up parallel works, to keep
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the Federals in. Either line could be held against double the force that

could be brought against it. Butler found himself, as he phrased it, securely

"bottled up" 1 at Bermuda Hundred. And thus it happened that Beaure-

gard was enabled to send a large part of his force to the aid of Lee ; but

Graat was also able, as soon as he saw Jit, to draw still larger re-enforce-

ments from the Army of the James.

1 This phrase of Butler's, repeated by Gram, who also speaks of Butler's being " hermetically

sealed up," baa really very little pertinence. Butler could not, indeed, get out toward Richmond
;

hut he could ai any uroe move his army down the James, as he hud come, Of cross tho Appomattox

toward Petersburg, or cross the James, having pontoons for these purposes. All three of these

movements were in tuallv ituuk at diltyh.-ni tinn.'- ivnl t ijp|»p-inon. "r, miked, the possibility of

any by the enemy. Gram, in fact, was as mui-h "boithnl up" at Spoiisylvania and on the North

Anna as was Butler ni Dcrmudn Hundred, Neither could mnrch straight upoo Richmond, but

either could move in any other direction.

COLD HARBOR.

Grant's turning movement from the North Anna brought him, by a wide

detour, to the Pamuukey River, formed by the junction of the North and

South Anna, and this, uniting with the Mattapony, forms the York. At the

head of this was the White House, where Grant's base of supplies was to be

established. Hitherto his great army had to be supplied from an ever-shift-

ing base by wagons, over narrow roads through a densely wooded country.

Now they could be brought by water close to his lines, wherever they should

be posted. The Pamunkey was crossed, after several sharp skirmishes,

on the 28th of May, and after three days Lee was found in his new posi-

tion. The Union losses at the North Anna, and in the actions from the 21st

cioMina toi
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to the 31st, were 1607, of whom 327 were prisoners.

The loss of the Confederates was much greater.

From the North Anna Lee had fallen back in a
straight line, and assumed a position still covering

Bichmond. The two armies were now verging to-

ward the scene where they had contended two years

before. Since then, in anticipation of what was soou

to happen, the ground had been thoroughly survey-

ed by the Confederates, lines of intrenchments and
barricades laid out and partly constructed. The
lines covered the upper fords and bridges of the

Chickahominy. As finally developed, they formed

a curve, the convex side turned toward the quarter

from which Grant was advancing. The southern

extremity, which was as yet only slightly held, was
as far southward as Cold Harbor, a mere point where

converge several roads from the fords of the Chick-

ahominy to the Pamunkey and York. Here, in a

quite isolated position, was a body of Confederate

horse and foot, posted behind some slight breast-

works. Torbert's and Custer's cavalry had scouted

in this direction, and these generals had formed a

plan to seize this point by a sudden dash. Sheri-

dan, coming down, agreed to this. The atlack was

made on the 21st, and the place carried. Sheridan

notified Meade of this, but said that he could not re-

tain it, for the enemy was hard by in considerable

force. He was directed to hold it at all hazards

until relieved by infantry. Grant had some days

before embarked two thirds of the Army of the

James from Bermuda Hundred, and ordered them

to join the Army of the Potomac; tbey were now

on the march, but still some miles distant. On the

morning of June 1st the enemy made efforts to drive

out Sheridan ; they were twice repulsed with severe

loss. Meanwhile Wright's Sixth corps was sent by

Grant, and Longstreet's corps by Lee, marching by

roads almost parallel, to the point. Wright came

up at 10 o'clock, arriving first, Longstreet halting

behind intrenchments in a thick wood hard by.

Smith came up soon after, and the two corps made

an attack upon the Confederate position. An ad-

vanced line of rifle trenches was carried, and six

hundred prisoners taken. But the second line was

too strong to be forced. But the possession of Cold

Harbor had been secured, though at a cost of two

thousand men. Hancock's corps was now brought

down and posted on the right of Wright's.

Grant had proposed to cross the Chickahominy

here, having thus swung two thirds of his army

around the Confederate left. Lee, anticipating this,

moved Hill and Ewell in the same direction, so that

now, on the 2d of June, be occupied almost the po-

sition which Fitz John Porter had occupied two

years before, while Grant held that from which Lee

and Jackson had advanced. The fords were then

covered by Lee, as they had before been by Porter,

and to cross without a battle was clearly impossible.

These movements had not been effected without col-

lision. Lee sallied out upon Burnside's corps, which

was moving to take post behind Warren, who was to

hold the extreme right. His skirmish line was driv-

en through a swamp, and some hundreds of prison-

ers taken. But the movement had no real signifi-

cance.

The Confederate position, as finally assumed, was

exceedingly strong ; breastworks had been thrown

up, which eould only be reached by passing through

thickets and swamps. These thickets and swamps

had, indeed, opposed Lee's advance two years be-

fore* but the breastworks and intrenchments had

been wanting, for officers of that day were opposed

to field-works. "It made men timid," they said.

Had there been in Porter's army axes with which

to have felled a few trees in his front, it is believed,

by those who took part in his battle, that Lee would

have suffered a disastrous repulse, and the whole

issue of the seven days have been changed. Por-

ter had that morning called for re-enforcements and

axes, but the messenger, being somewhat deaf, heard

only half of his order, and so the axes never came.

Both armies had now grown wiser; they had learn-

ed that even a slight intrenchment will stop three

fourths of the bullets which would otherwise have

borne wounds or death, while an abatis that will de-

tain an attacking force under direct fire for fifteen

minutes, with the present improvements in fire-arms,

more than doubles the defensive- power of its defend
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ers. There is, indeed, hardly an iustance in our war in which a line of
works stoutly defended by half the assailing force lias been carried.

Still, things had now come to such a pass that it seemed necessary to
Grant to drive the enemy from his position. There was no longer room
for any turning movement which should do more than cause Lee to retire
within the defenses of Eichmond, and then the campaign would resolve
itself into a long siege of that city. It was his last chance to hammer
against Lee in the field, and a blow sufficiently weighty might shatter to
fragments the Confederate army. So he resolved to assault the enemy in
his lines. If he could be forced from these he would be thrown back upon
the Chickahominy, or at least be driven pell-mell up its bank, pressed in the
rear by the victorious columns, while Sheridan's 10,000 horsemen, flushed
by a long series of success, would assail his flank, and throw themselves in
his front. The catastrophe which began at Five Forks, and ended at Ap-
pomattox Court-house, would have been antedated by ten weary months.
If numbers could avail against position, Grant had good reason to hope for
success. Now that he had been joined by Smith's corps, he had fully
150,000 men, while Lee had barely a third as many.
The 2d of June was spent in getting the troops into position for the bat-

tle. Hancock's corps was placed on the left, next Wright's, then Smith's,
closely massed opposite the Confederate right. Then came Warren's,
stretched in a long thin line, continued by Burnside's, with his right flung
back. The plan of attack was simple. Hancock, Wright, and Smith, at
daybreak, were to make a simultaneous assault upon the lines in their front.

_

In the gray dawn, under a drizzling rain, these corps, already formed into
line, sprang forward from their rude parapets—for now neither army rested
for a moment in front of the enemy without intrenching themselves as best
they might, using, in default of better implements, the tin cups slung by
their haversacks. Barlow's division, formed into two lines, was the left of
Hancock's corps. The first line in a few minutes came upon a sunken road
in front of the Confederate intrenchments, strongly held. This was cleared
with a rush, the defenders flying to their works, the assailants hard on their
heels, capturing, indeed, some hundreds of prisoners; but a solid mass of
lead and flame was poured into the advancing line; for a few minutes—not
fifteen, it is said, they held their ground—the second line fortunately, perhaps,
lingering a little behind. It was the tragedy of Fredericksburg and Gettys-
burg re-enacted. The division, leaving a third of its numbers behind, re-

coiled, but not in rout, and only some twoscore yards, where a slight swell
of ground sheltered them from the fierce fire. Gibbon's division, which
had won the honors on the last day of Gettysburg, supported by Birney's,
dashed on simultaneously. The story of their charge reads like that* of
Pickett against Cemetery Hill. They had to pass a swamp ; skirting this on
either side, they swept clear up to the very works, breasting the torrent of
musketry. Some even mounted the parapets, crowning them with their

colors. But it was all in vain ; tbey could not pass the intrenchments, but
clung to them for a space. Wright and Smith assaulted with equal and
equally unavailing valor, though the contest was of longer endurance. But
in an hour the contest was over. It had been virtually decided by the re-

pulse of Barlow. Warren's division was not expected to do more than hold
in check the force in its front; but Burnside, his left pivoting upon War-
ren's right, was to swing round and strike the Confederate left flank. The
movement was made, but not till the main action had been decided. The
Confederate outposts were driven in, and n little before noon Burnside was
in position to make an assault upon the Confederate left. He was directed

to attack at one o'clock. But just before that hour the order was counter-
manded, Meade judging that the failure on the right had rendered it useless.

The skirmish Hue was drawn in, and the corps began to intrench itself in its

position. The enemy made a rather feeble sortie upon this point, but was
repulsed. With this closed the battle of Cold Harbor. 1 Grant's blow had
utterly failed. His loss had been severe—not less than 7000, mostly in less

than half an hour. That of the Confederates was far less—probably not
half as many.2

The result of the battle of Cold Harbor decided conclusively that the

campaign was to take the shape of a siege of Eichmond. However Grant
might manoeuvre, the result would be that Lee would fall back to the lines

so elaborately fortified. Two courses lay open to the Uuion commander.
He might move around Lee's left, and invest the city upon the north ; or

around his right, crossing the James Eiver, and invest it from the south.

Both plans had been considered by Grant in case he should fail, as he had
done, to crush the enemy in the field. Then the former seemed most feasi-

ble ; but, now that the Army of the James could not co-operate in it, he de-

termined upon the latter, meanwhile sending Sheridan's cavalry to endeav-

or to cut the railway connections between Eichmond and the Shenandoah
Valley and Lynchburg, one of the main avenues of supply for the capital

and the great army soon to hold it. Meanwhile, fbr a few days, the army
was left essentially in its position, now intrenched, facing the Confederate

intrenchments upon the Chickahominy. The lines lay so close together

that the sharp-shooters on either side were able to pick off many men when

1 Rwinton (Army /' (!,• P,;tmanr, 1ST) suys. "Nome hours iifier idc failure <>r rtic first ussnult,

General Meade lent instructions in each corps commander to renew tha nttuck without reference

to the. troops on his right or left. The order whs issued through these oifii ers lu their subordi-

nate commanders, and from them descended through the wonted channel*; but no mnn stirred,

and the immobile line- pronounced o verdict silent, yet omjihutU'. uguin-t limber sluui;hlar." This
statement is accepted by niuVcn,ucnt writers

; but it is so utterly ut vuriuneo with the wbnlo con-

duct of the army, before und after, that I do not admit it into the text, even upon the Authority of

Mr. Swiutor., whose statements of lints I rarely find occasion to question.
5 "The loss on iho Union side." says Mr. Swinton. p. 487, "in this sanguinary action was over

1.1,Win, while on Ihc part of the fonfcilermes it is doubtful ivhctbcr it reached as many hundreds."

This is a singular Inpswt of the author, for the very tables which be citea as authority give iho en-

tire loss, killed, wounded, and missing, during the ten days from Juno 1 to 10, ut 13,103. Nearly

every day during this period was marked by severe lighting.
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they showed themselves in the trenches. For ten days the army remained

nearly in the same position, only gradually extending its lines to the south,

and approaching the Chickahominy, covering itself with intrenchments as it

moved. Lee, presuming that the purpose of Grant was to effect a crossing

at Bottom's Bridge, made correspondent movements, extending his right far-

ther and farther down the stream, likewise intrenching at every step, so that

the whole arid plain was dug over until it resembled an immense prairie-

dog town. General officers had their tents pitched in deep excavations

fronted by high embankments. Pickets and outposts excavated burrows,

in which they lay unsheltered under the fierce sun. High breastworks were
thrown up, and deep trenches dug at every conceivable angle, under shel-

ter of which the men pessed to and fro, from front to rear, without being

observed. The intricate system of mounds and trenches, which still scar the

plain upon the north bank of the Chickahominy, were the work of these

days. Tbe Confederates made several sallies upon portions of the line, but

were invariably repulsed, and after the third day ceased from formal offen-

sive operations
;
yet the lines were within rifle range, and a continual fire

of sharp-shooters was kept up. Not an hour passed without its quota of

dead and wounded. This was interrupted only for two hours on the 7th,

when a truce was entered into for removing the wounded and burying the

dead.

Grant, while making preparations to transfer his army to the south bank
of tbe James, still hoped that the enemy would make some movement which
would give a favorable opportunity for a renewed attack. But Lee re-

mained immovable in bis intrenchments, which tbe experience of Cold Har-

bor had shown to be inexpugnable. On the evening of the 12th the move-
ment for the passage of the James began. Warren, preceded by Wilson's

cavalry, marched six miles down to tbe Long Bridge over the Chicka-

hominy, where he crossed, masking the movements of the other corps.

Hancock followed, and then, taking the advance, marched down to the

James, which it struck a little below the point where McClellan had lain

after tbe battle of Malvern HilL Wright and Burnside moved by an ex-

terior and longer route, crossing the Chickahominy at Jones's Bridge, six

miles below the Long Bridge. The trains, making a wide detour to the

south, crossed at a ferry twelve miles below. Tbe columns moved rapidly

over the sandy road, hardly stopping for a moment until tbe night of the

13th, when the wearied troops bivouacked upon the high lands from which
they could behold the James lying broad before them, bordered by fields

now ripening for the harvest. Smith's corps had in the mean while marched
to the White House, whence, embarking on transports, it sailed down the

York and up the James, rejoining Butler at Bermuda Hundred on the

14th, while the Army of the Potomac was crossing the James fifteen miles

below.

Lee, of course, could not be for many hours ignorant of the general move-
ment, but he was in no position to offer any resistance. He had already

extended his line so far that it was as weak as he dared make it. He evi-

dently supposed that it was Grant's purpose to marcb toward Richmond by
the north bank of the James instead of crossing and transferring operations

to the south bank. Warren, indeed, was so posted for two days near White
Oak Swamp as to give color to this supposition. Lee, therefore, hastily

abandoned his position, and, crossing the Chick aborainy, fell back to Rich-

mond.

The cavalry under Sheridan, 10,000 strong, bad in tbe mean while been
active. No sooner had Grant taken his position near Spottsylvania, than, on
the 9th of May, Sheridan was sent toward Richmond to operate upon the

enemy's lines of communication. The design was masked by a movement
eastward toward Fredericksburg, which drew Stuart's Confederate cavalry

in that direction. Sheridan, then turning sharply southward, struck straight

for the railroad between Lee's army and Richmond. Stuart followed for a

space, and ineffectually assailed Sheridan's rear. Then, imagining that Rich-

mond was the aim of the enemy, he urged his horsemen to their utmost

speed, and gained Sheridan's front, placing himself between him and Rich-

mond. Sheridan meanwhile moved leisurely, destroying the railroad as he

advanced. At Ashland Station he fell upon Lee's provision trains, which
had been brought down from Orange Court-house, and destroyed a million

and a half of rations, and most of the medical stores. On the 11th a sharp
encounter took place between the opposing cavalry forces at Yellow Stone
Tavern, a few miles north of Richmond; the Confederates were repulsed,

and in the me'le'e, Stuart, their ablest cavalry leader, was mortally wounded.
The loss was irreparable. The Union cavalry had by this time been raised

to a higher state of efficiency than that of the enemy, and, now that their

ablest commander was gone, the disparity became marked. From this time
forth the Union cavalry always went into action with the prestige of success.

Pursuing his advantage, Sheridan crossed the Chickahominy, passed the ex-

terior line of the defenses of Richmond, but, reaching the inner line, he found
it unassailable by a cavalry force. Turning back, he crossed the Cbickabom-
iny at Meadow Bridge, skirted down its northern bank, and recrossed at a
lower passage. He bad been misinformed by negroes, who told him that

Butler had taken up a position on the north side of the James. Then, after

communicating with Butler on the James, be again recrossed the Chicka-
hominy, made a wide detour across the Peninsula, and at length, on the 25th
of May, rejoined the Army of the Potomac, and aided in its forcing the pas-

sage of the Pamunkey, and in the earlier operations at Cold Harbor.
Hunter was now supposed to be moving down the Valley of the Shenan-

doah toward Lynchburg, and on the 7th of June, Sheridan, with two of his

three divisions, was sent in that direction to join him, and, after breaking up
the Virginia Central Railroad, to unite with Hunter, when both were to join

the Army of the Potomac. Sheridan did some damage to tbe road, and

bad several sharp encounters with the Confederate cavalry, the severest being
on the 12th of June, at Trevillian Station, where each side lost wellnigh a

thousand men, of whom a third were prisoners. Sheridan here found that

Hunter, instead of coming by way of Charlottesville, as was supposed, had
turned off westward toward Lexington, and, moreover, Lee had dispatched

a large force toward Lynchburg, which lay right in his way. The ammuni-
tion which he had brought with, him was nearly expended ; his horses were
fast becoming exhausted, for the region was destitute of forage. He turned

eastward, passed over the battle-field of Spottsylvania, thence down the Pa-
munkey to the White House. The Confederate cavalry were just then
about to attack the depot, which bad not been wholly withdrawn. Sheridan
drove them off after a sharp conflict, and then, crossing the James, on the

25th ofJune rejoined the Army of the Potomac. In these two raids he had
lost 5000 men, but had inflicted a loss quite as great.

During tbe thirty-seven days from the Battle of tbe Wilderness, May 5,

to the close of the fighting on the Chickahominy, Grant had lost 5.4,551, of

whom 7289 were killed, 37,406 wounded, 9856 missing. Of the killed,

539 were officers, and 6750 privates; of the wounded, 1764 were officers,

35,642 privates; of the missing, 262 were officers, 9594 privates. This does

not include the losses of the Army of the James at Bermuda Hundred. The
Confederate losses, exclusive of those of Beauregard at Bermuda Hundred,

were about 32,000, of whom about 8500 were prisoners, 4000 having been

captured at Spottsylvania, and 2000 by Sheridan's cavalry.

CHAPTER XLIII.
THE INVESTMENT OF PETERSBURG.

Richmond to be besieged.—Prospects for its Defense.—Napoleon on the Defease of fortified Cities.

—Forces of Lee and Grant.— Character of the Fortifications.— Butler's unsuccessful Attempt
upon Petersburg.—Importance of Petersburg in relation to Richmond.—Smith ordered to assail

Petersburg, Junelo.—Delays and Misapprehensions.—The Attack suspended.—Renewed on tlio

ICth.—The Confederates re-enforced by Beauregard.—The Confederates driven from their

Lines.—Beauregard cheeks the Flight.—Withdraws to an inner Line, where ho intrenches.

—

Butler advances from Bermuda Hundred, and is driven back.—Actions of June 17 and 18.

—

The Confederates hold their new Line.—Forces and Losses from May 5 to June 20.

EVENTS had now so shaped themselves that it was apparent that, in-

stead of a conflict in the open field, the campaign was to resolve itself

into a siege of Richmond, held by the entire Army of Northern Virginia,

with such re-enforcements as could be gathered from the Carolinas and

Georgia. The Confederate authorities had good right to believe, upon the

soundest military reasons, that, provided they could supply their army,

Richmond could hold out against any besieging force. "Empires," said

Napoleon, " frequently stand in need of soldiers, but men are never wanting

for internal defense if a place be provided where their energies can be

brought into action. Fifty thousand National Guards, with three thousand

gunners, will defend a fortified capital against an army of three hundred

thousand men. The same fifty thousand men in the open field, if they are

not experienced soldiers, commanded by skilled officers, will be thrown into

confusion by the charge of a few thousand horse." When Lee fell back

within tbe lines of Richmond, be had about 70,000' men, nearly half more

than tbe great master of war pronounced sufficient to hold a fortified capital

against 300,000; Grant had, including the Army of the James, about 150,000,

half tbe number which Napoleon judged could be foiled by 50,000. The

fortifications, indeed, bore little resemblance to the formidable works consti-

tuting tbe defenses of the fortified cities of Europe, which Napoleon bad

probably in mind. They consisted of redoubts of low profile, with ditches,

parapets, and abatis, and forts at all salient points from which tbe lines

could be swept by artillery. But Todtleben had demonstrated at Sebasto-

pol, and Lee was to demonstrate at Petersburg, that the defensive power of

such works, resolutely held by an adequate force, is fully equal to the elab-

orate masonry of Vauban and Cohorn. Indeed, with modern artillery, of

which Napoleon never dreamed, it is doubtful whether any system of forti-

fications of extent sufficient to protect a great capital can be constructed on

any other plan. At all events, Lee's works were never pierced until, con-

strained by the menaces upon his lines of supply, he virtually abandoned

them.

Strangely enough, the vital importance of Petersburg seems not to have

been at all appreciated on either side. While McClellan lay at Harrison's

Landing, some works had been commenced on the northern and eastern

sides, but upon his retreat nothing farther was done. Again, a year later,

about the time of the battle of Chan eel lorsvi lie, when an advance from Suf-

folk was threatened by Peck, a trench, not unlike the first parallel of a siege,

had been dug upon the south; but there were then no works over which

even cavalry could not pass. There was now here scarcely the semblance

of a garrison. Butler could easily have taken it from the east at any time

up to three days before he settled himself at Bermuda Hundred. On the

10th of May he made such an attempt. He had—Smith being yet with

Grant—barely 7000 men in the " bottle," which was tightly enough corked

at the mouth, but had no bottom. Gillmore, with 3500 men, was sent across

1 The Confederate muster-roll of the Army of Northern Virginia, on the 30th of June, showed

C1,B33 "present for duty." In the Department of Hkhmond, that is, the proper garrison of the

city, now commanded by Ewell, who hud fur some time been disabled from acting in the field,

were G17fi. In the Department of South Virginia and North Carolina, under Beauregard, were

I Vi!l2 n[ Richmond and Petersburg. It will be borne in mind that I.ee whs at this time merely

commander of the Armv of Northern Virginia, Davis, with Bragg for his " military adviser," keep-

ing ill his own hands the direction of all the other force-. Some months Inter, Lee having l.een

appointed gen era!-in-chief of nil the armies, nil of the troops at Richmond excepting the garrison'

proper, which was still a separate organization, was consul iiln led inm the Army of Northern Vir-

ginia. In November this numbered liii^'.nt " present lor iliny,"uU>ut 20,000 more being returned

as "present," the tiggregato" present and absent" being 181,826.
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tbe Appomattox to attack from the north, while Kautz, with 1500 cavalry,
was to dash in from tbe south. Gillmore advanced to witbin two miles of
the city, driving tbe enemy's skirmishers before him until he came to their
works. These, though feeble and feebly manned, he thought yet too strong
to be assailed by his small force; so he retreated. Kautz, meanwhile, had
rode straight over tbe ditch on tbe south, and penetrated the town ; but the
retreat of Gillmore permitted the enemy to return, and Kautz was easily
forced back. The whole assailing force was too weak to effect any thin"
unless by sheer surprise

; and even if it had succeeded, they could not have
held Petersburg, and Butler could spare no more to re-enforce them.
Grant now went in person to Bermuda Hundred, and saw at a glance the

vital importance of Petersburg, and tbe ease with which it could be taken
by an adequate force, provided only the attempt were made in time. Hence
it was that he directed Smith's corps to be sent by water so as to reach tbe
scene at the earliest moment, before, it was hoped, it could be re-enforced
from Richmond.

Petersburg was a quiet town of 18,000 inhabitants, on tbe southern bank
of the Appomattox. In itself it was of little consequence to either army.
Its military importance arose solely from its relations to the system of rail-
roads which connected Richmond with the region from which its supplies
were almost wholly to be drawn. Had the Confederate capital been provi-
sioned for a siege, Petersburg might safely have been abandoned. But at
no time were full rations for a fortnight in advance ever accumulated—often-
er there was not three days' supply in de"p6t. Northward from Richmond
runs tbe Virginia Central Railroad, which, crossing the Orange Road at Gor-
donsville, penetrates the fertile region known by way of eminence as " The
Valley," the granary of Virginia. Tbe Orange Road, running southwest-
ward through Lynchburg, merges into the Virginia and Tennessee Railroad,
which, with its connections, penetrates into the extreme southwest It is the
great artery of communication between the Atlantic and tbe Mississippi.
From Lynchburg, following the windings of the James, is the James River
Canal. 1 bis place, therefore, became one of the natural depots of the Con-
federacy. Next, starting from Richmond, and running southwestward, is the
Danville Road, passing through North Carolina, and uniting with all the rail-
ways brushing through the Camlinas and Georgia. Next, running south,
is the railway to Petersburg. From Petersburg, running southward to
Lynchburg where it connects with the Tennessee Road, is the Southside
Railroad. Then, running south to Wilmington, where it joins with the
southern system ,s the Weldon Railroad. Now the occupation of Peters-
burg by the Federals would not only give them the control of the Weldon
and feouths.de Roads, but would place tbem in a position to strike the Dan-
ville Road at any point south of Richmond. The possession of Petersburg
would insure the capture of Richmond by giving to tbe assailants the abso-
lute control of the Weldon and Southside, and rendering almost certain that
ot the Danville railways; two certainly, and almost inevitably a third, of
the five avenues of supply for the Confederate army. Moreover, Grant
hoped, by means of his cavalry, and Hunter's expedition, to destroy the
Untral Road and the James River Canal. But. even should these latter

fail, the Danville and Central roads and the canal would be inadequate to
transport supplies to tbe army of the capital.

Smith's corps reached Bermuda Hundred on the Uth of June, crossed the
Appomattox that night, and next day were pushed forward toward Peters-
burg, seven miles distant. By noon, having been somewhat delayed by
carrying an advanced line of rifle trenches covered with a light battery, be
came upon tbe works, two and a half miles from tbe town. 1 These works
were not strong, and were only feebly held. In and around Petersburg,
apart from a few militia, there were but two infantry and two cavalry regi-

ments.2 There was, however, a considerable quantity of artillery, which wa3
briskly served, and it was assumed that there must be a strong infantry sup-
port, Smith wore away the whole afternoon in reconnoitring and making
bis dispositions, and then, at sundown, instead of attacking in force, threw
forward a heavy line of skirmishers. Even these were successful, and tlio

feebly-manned lines were fairly carried at every point where they were
assailed, fifteen guns and three hundred prisoners being taken. Hancock,
with two divisions of his corps, now came up. He had been marching since
ten o'clock, but, owing to an incorrect map, in a direction quite different
from that which was intended. By some strange misadventure, also, be bad
not even been notified that be was to assist Smith in an attack upon Pe-
tersburg; this notice only reached him between five and six o'clock. He
reached Smith's position just as the attack had been suspended. Waiving
his superior rank to Smith, whom he naturally supposed must be the best
judge of what should be done, he placed his troops at the disposal of that

officer. Smith, instead of taking these troops and pushing straight into

Petersburg, merely requested Hancock to occupy a part of the captured
works.3

Grant came on the ground next morning. Burnside's corps was advanc-
ing, and, to give tbem time to aid, the attack was postponed until six in the

afternoon. Another unaccountable delay ;< for, although some slight re-en-

1 Grant says in his Report that Smith "confronted the enemy's pickets near Petersburg before
daylight." He -ccm* i» have fallen into nn error as to time, fof the march from [he Appomattox
did not lieirin until after daylight. He Nnd ordered Butler to send Smith forward the ni-Iu heturo,
and prol,.il,[ v [turned ilmt lie had marched straight on; Grunt himself returned to the Army of
the Potomac to hurry it on, division by division, us rupidly a.-, p., .-si hie. assuring Holler that "we
could rc-cntorie our armies more rnpidlv than the cucmv could tiring troops nguinsi us." But thil
discrepancy as to time is ol' no real importance. There was, even ufier nuon, us \s ill he scon, abun-
dant time to have assailed Petersburg with u force fourfold the Dumber by which it v/aa that day
defended.

1 For tho details of the actions of this and the ensuing days on the Confederate side I am in-
debted In FIct.-her's Jlhiun/ n/i/,e American War. The author, a colonel in the British serine,
derived his iiitiinnuiion maiiik fnun (ieiiend Iicnnrcgurd, mid ofticers of his staff.

1 Grant's Ucport. mid Hancock's, the hitter us vet unpublished, hut uuoied in Nuinton Annuo/
the Potomac, r,02, G0!J.

* To whom this delay is to be attributed is not clear. Sninton says (p. f.08, r.OfJ) that "Han-
cock, to whom, in the absence of Grant and Meade, the command of the Held [ell, was fully alive
to the importance of se. oriag all the comnumdiiig ground before heavy Confederate re-enforco-
tnetits should arrive," ion! hud the uighl before iuslnuted llirnev mid Gilil to attack and tnko
all these positions before din light, I tliul the-e instructions were oat complied with For au-
thority he refers to, hot dots not ipiole, Hancock's lteport. He ol-o states that "Hancock was
admonished by General Meade to retrain from attack until the remaining ninn of the army, tho
Fifth and the Ninth, should arrive. Of these, tho Ninth reached the front at noon and nn as-
sault was ordered to bo made nbout 4 P.M. by Hancock and Huni-ide—Smith to 'demonstruU
merely." Grant places the time of tho attack at six o'clock. From a comparison ivith Men hei

in. 2lil), I judge tho utiatk must huvo been mudn nut hiier than four. Grant seems to imply thai
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forcements bad arrived, the Federals were in overwhelming force, and had

full possession of all the defensive works. Beauregard had hastened down
from Richmond. By withdrawing every thing from the intrenchments at

Bermuda Hundred, he had gathered 8000 men at Petersburg. In vain he

telegraphed to Richmond for re-enforcements, or at least for orders. Should

he abandon Petersburg or Bermuda Hundred? be could not hold both.

He received neither help or orders ; so, acting on bis own responsibility, he

evacuated the intrenchments at Bermuda Hundred, leaving only a few sen-

tries—took the cork out of the broken bottle—and during the day concen-

trated his command before Petersburg. The attack on the afternoon of

the 16th was made with great vigor. The Confederates held their ground
stoutly, but at length began to give way. Late in the day Beauregard had

left the front to snatch a hasty meal. All at once a horseman, galloping at

full speed, dashed through the streets, announcing that all was lost; the

enemy had broken through the defenses, and were now entering the city.

Beauregard, ordering the man to be arrested and shot if his report should

prove false, mounted and galloped to the front. He soon met crowds of

fugitives, unarmed, hatless, panic-stricken, swarming along all the roads.

In vain he essayed to check the wild rout. The fugitives poured onward,

and the day seemed hopelessly lost. Just then Grade's single brigade from

Bermuda Hundred came on. Beauregard formed these and his escort

across the road, with orders to shoot down every man who refused to come
into line. At length order was restored; the Confederates regained their

abandoned line, from which, indeed, they had not been pursued. The 6ght-

ing was by no means over, but continued long after dark. It died away by
midnight, and under cover of the thrice-welcome darkness Beauregard with-

drew his weary troops to an inner and shorter line, which he had chosen

with the quick eye of an engineer. This line was as yet wholly unfortified,

and must be intrenched in the brief hours before morning should most like-

ly renew the conflict. With bayonets, split canteens, and hands—for tbey

bad no intrenching tools—the men dug in the darkness and through the

hours of the early morning. By noon of the 17th the intrenchments had
assumed a defensive character, and, moreover, their defenders had been
largely re-enforced. These intrenchments, so hastily flung up, were the

beginning of those great works which for so long a time held in check the

Union army before Petersburg. 1

Butler meanwhile, perceiving that the lines in his front were abandoned,

moved out a force upon the railroad from Petersburg to Richmond. But
be had hardly touched it when he was forced back by a heavy column com-
ing down from Richmond; for Lee, fully alive to the necessity of holding
Petersburg, had sent Longstreet's corps, now commanded by Anderson, to

the aid of the sorely -pressed Beauregard. Butler returned to his old posi-

tion. Anderson, leaving as he passed a force to bold the lines from which
Gracie had been withdrawn, hurried on his remaining troops to the defense
of Petersburg.

The morning of the 17th bad begun to wear away before the fighting

was renewed. It was fierce but undecisive. The contest was mainly for

some portion of the original Confederate line, which had not as yet been
abandoned, and which, as events proved, was of great value. At heavy
cost, hardly less than 4000 men, Hancock and Burnside, upon whom the

brunt fell, succeeded in winning and holding these points. "The advan-
tages of position gained," says Grant, " were very great" Nest day, the

18th, a general assault was to be made early in the morning; but when
the skirmishers moved forward it was found that the enemy had abandoned
every point which was to be assailed, and had firmly taken up their new
and interior position, from which, says Grant, " they could not be dis-

lodged."

These attempts upon Petersburg, lasting four days, had cost fully 9000
men.2 The result was, as expressed by Grant, that while "the advantages
of position gained by us were very great, yet the enemy were merely forced

into an interior position from which he could not be dislodged," and, con-

sequently, "the army proceeded to envelop Petersburg, as far as possible

without attacking fortifications."

Petersburg, which on the 10th of June had been an easy prey, which, in

effect, was already taken by Smith, who needed only to have pushed on to

have marched straight into the town, defended by only a mere handful of
men, was now garrisoned by almost the whole of the Confederate army.
Two days of heavy fighting, in which Grant employed fully 'three fourths

of his army, had demonstrated, at a cost of wellnigh 10,000 men, that Beau-
regard's intrenchments, hastily flung up, but growing stronger hour by hour,
could not be taken by assault, and that nothing now remained but to lay
regular siege to them. The siege of Petersburg, upon which was soon con-
centrated the interest of the war in the East, fairly began on the 19th of
June.

NOTF- ON FORCES AND LOSSES FROM MAY fi TO JUNE 20.

The Humbert of tlic Confederate Army of Northern Virginia during (lie whole of this cam-
paign, down to its final close in April, 1HIJ5, have boon hIiuNoiihIv mid pemisiently understated.
Tin.' Confederate authorities after 18II2 never made public their force or losses. Pollard, the only
formal historian upon lite Confederate side, lind no nccuralo means of information. Writing
nfter the close of the war, he had every motive to understate. Ue says

;

he was on the ground, and that the delay for Bunisidc's arrival was by bis order. Ilia words aro

:

"By the time I arrived next morning [the Uiili] tho enemy was in force. An attack was ordered
to be made at nix o'clock that evening l.v the troops under Siniili and the Second and Ninth
Cory*. It required until that time- for the Ninth ( lorpa to gel up and into position

"
1 Fletcher, p. 200-203.
'Louses from Juno 10 to 20: killed, HUB ; wounded, G6G8 J

missing, 1014—in all, 9GG5 Of
uitee, all except a few hundred wcro during the days from iU loth to iho 18th.

"The Confederate Army on the Rapidan, at the beginning of the campaign, consisted of two
divisions of Loogstreeffl corps, Enroll"* corps, A. P. Hill's corps, three divisions or cavalry and
the artillery. Ewcll's corps did not exceed H.uilO muskets at the beginning of the campaign
On the 8th of May the cftV.- rive strength „f II, It's corps was less than ];;, > mnskcts, and it could
not have exceeded 1 s.itOO in the beginning of flic month. Longstreet's corps was the weakest of
the three when all the divisions were present, and the two with him bad just returned from an
arduous and exhausting winter campaign in East Tennessee. His effective strength could not
have exceeded 8000 muskets. General Lee's whole effective infantry, therefore did not exceed
40,000 muskets, if it reached that number. The cavalry divisions were wink, neither of them
exceeding the strength of a good brigade. General Lee's whole effective strength at the opening
of the campaign was not over 50,000 men of all arms. There were no means or recruiting the
ranks of the army, and no re-enforcements were received until the 23d of May."
The captured Confederate relume (cited ante, p. 383, ne f.ir as relate to this army) cnnble ua

to fix the number lar more accurately. On the 10th of April the returns of the Army or North-
em Virginia show a nominal forte of 07,570, of whom 01,218 were "present," and o2,'G2G "pres-
ent for duty." The conscription was in operation, and nautili rigorously enforced. During the
preceding month Lee's army was augmented by 12,000, sent in from the Various compa of instruc-
tion, and, according to their judicious system, incorporated at once into regiments already in the
field. It is not at all probable that these accessions during the three weeks preceding the open-
ing of the campaign could have been less than lO.OOti or 15,1100, which would mi* Lees ^trengili
at the beginning of May to between 60,000 and 70,000. This continual access went on all
through the summer, quite compensating for the losses in action and from sickness. Thus, on
the 30th of June, his army had present fur duly 51, KG3—within eight hundred u many as on the
10th of April—While its nominal strength was 92,885, which include- those absent from all causes
—sick, disabled, and deserters. This was after a series of sharp actions, including rttose of June
15 to 18, and those which, from June 23 to 28, hereafter to be described, resulting from the first

attempts made upon the Weldon, Southside, and Danville Railroads. On the 10th of July the
nominal force, present and absent, was 136,803, so that within ten days 43,000 were added to the
muster-rolls of the army; but of these only C8.844 were present, and 57,097 present for duty,
showing an actual increase of effective men only about C00O, to which tliould be odded some
small losses suffered in the interval. At the cli.se of August the nominal strength was 140,833,
of whom there were present for duty but 44,247. But at this time Early, with some 15,000 of
this army, was on detached service in the Valley of the Shenandoah, and this bod; is not counted
among those "present for duty" with the Army of Northern Virginia. Owing to a clerical enor
in copying the returns, this number, 44,247, is given in our table (p. 363) ns the force for May
instead of August. This is of some importance, as it vitiates an estimate by Mr. Swinton of Con-
federate losses, which will presently (>e referred to. The considerable apparent access to tha
Army of Northern Virginia after October is owing to the return of the remnants of Early's force,
and the incorporation of the troops heretofore formally under Beauregard at Petersburg.
Of the losses of the Confederates during this period (May .

r
. to June Hi) there is no report even

approximating to an official character. The "impression" of General Lee's adjutant general
{Swinton, 492) was that it was about 18,000. Mr. Swinton finds corroboration of this estimate
in a comparison of figures. He says, in substance, that Lee opened the campaign with 53,826

;

that he received re-enforcements (Tiiljij under l'iekett und 2iti.il) under Breckinridge) of flOOO,
making in all 01,626; that on the 31st of May he bad (4,248] the difference showing a los«, up
to the battle of Cold Harbor, of 17,478. To this ho adds less than 1000 for Cold Harbor, making
18,000. Ho, however, is dubious as to the correctness of these figures, and I Miniates the entire
loss at 20,000. This estimate is worthless, from the fact that each one of the elementary data
upon which it is based is erroneous. The original force (52,626), us shown by the returns which
he cites, was that of April 10 instead of May 5, during which interval it must have been consid-
erably augmented. The re-enforcements are considerably understated. Pulhud says that Breck-
inridge brought "2000 mnskcts with a battalioo of artillery." Certainly not less than 3000, and
probably more, for in April he had present for duty 6500, and after the defeat of Sigcl at New-
market there was no immediate necessity for retaining a man of these in the Valley. The re-
enforcements brought from North Carolina were certainly more than 7000. They consisted, ac-
cording to Pollard (Lost Cause, 505), of "Pickett's division of Longstreet's corps, and one small
brigade of Early's division of Ewcll's corps, which bed been in North Carolina with Hoke"—Pick-
ett being ill, and not then in actual command. Now we find that in February Pickett and
Whiting had in North Carolina about 18,f.00[ at the close of April Whiting had there about
5000; Hoke must then have brought to Richmond early in May some 12,000 or 15,000. They
lost considerably in the nit ion of May 10, winch resulted in the shutting up of Batler at Berniutla
Hundred ; but the bulk of the command, which could hardly have been less than 10,000, were
thereby at liberty to join Lee, which they did during the lust week in May, simultaneously with
the arrival of Breckinridge liutn the Valley. These conjoined re-cnforectnents must have been
fully 15,000 instead of 9000, as stated. Finally, the numlier (44,247) given bj Mr. Swinton as
Lee's effective strength on the 31st of May should be put down as the number of the army of
Northern Virginiu on the 31st of August, when a quarter or more of its force was with Early in

the Valley of the Shenandoah. I, as well as Mr. Swinton, was misled bv a clerical error in copy-
ing these returns, whereby "May" appeared io place of "August," which error will be found in

the table heretofore given.

All statements of the Confederate losses, whether bused urion the impressions o( officers, or upon
assumed calculation of forces, being wholly unreliable, we are driven to a consideration of the

character of the lighting for an approximate, estimate of the loss. There can be no doubt that in

the two days' battles in the Wilderness, and in the five days which followed (May 5 to II), the

Confederate loss was far less than the Federal. During these days the Federal loss including
wellnigh 7000 missing, was 23,410, of which 20,000—12,000 killed and wounded—were lost on
the 5th uud 6th ; the Confederate loss was probably about 10,0011, of whom not more than 1000
were prisoners. At Spottsvlvnnin, previous to the great buttle of the 12th, the Federal loss was
about 10,000; that of the Confederates not more than G000. In the battle of the 12th the Fed-
erals lost about 8000, and in the operations which followed up to the 20th about 2000, of whom
not 300 were prisoners. The Confederate loss must have been quite equal, including the 3000
prisoners. At the North Anno, and in the turning operation which followed (May 21 to 31), the

losses wore about equal, not far from 2000 upon each .-iile. At Cold Hart.nr, including the sharp

engagement of June 1, the main action of June 3, and the subsequent skirmishing up to the 10th,

the Federal loss was 13,000, of whom 2400 wore captured. The Confederate loss duriag this

time could hardly have exceeded r>0OO, im hiding 201111 prisoners brought in by Sheridan from his

cavalry raid. In the main assault on the 3d, where the Federals lost BOM in less than an hour,

the Confederates lost hardly 1000. On the 2d, when the Federals lost 2000, the Confederates
suffered far less, probably not more than 1000, of whom 600 were prisoners. In the subsequent
skirmishing and sharp-shooting from the 4tli to the 10th, the losses were about equal. The entire

Confederate loss from Mny 5 to June 10, thus npproximntely estimated, is 33,000. There is no

statement of the Confederate losses in the actions before Petersburg from June 15 to 18, in which
the Union loss in killed, wounded, and prisoners was 9666, there being iniJO prisoners. The
Confederates, fighting mainly behind slight intrenchments, certainly suffered fur less—probably

not more than F.00O, of whom about 1000 were prisoners.

The Union force at the opening of the campaign is officially given. The Army of the Potomac,
including Bitrnside's corps, numbered, according t0 the Kcpurt of the Secretary of War, 141,164,

of whom 10,000 were cavalry. While renting at Spoitsylvnuiu, re-enforcements were received

from Washington fully equaling the losses which bad been sustained, At Cold Harbor, the ac-

cession of Smith's command raised the Union force to fully 150,0110; after the battles there, other

re-enforcements arrived, so that when the crossing of the James was effected, Grant bad still, in-

cluding Butler's command, at least 140,000.

The losses in the Army of the Potomac during this period are accurately given. The follow-

ing statement was furnished Mr. Cuppce (r,'rai:i ««,/ /in C'i"<i"ii.jns, 3!l',i) by a member of Grant's

staff, tho report being subsequently officially iudurscd. Wu pltlCC with it our approximate esti-

mate of Confederate losses, merely attempting to discriminate between the killed and wounded
and the prisoners. Meade, in his congratulatory address, issued May |:t, claims 8000 prisoner!

—considerably in excess of the true numbers captured up to that time. The number actually re-

ported from May t to 12 is 7000, of whom many WOrO taken by .Sheridan, of whom, at that time,

Meada could know nothing. In the 2BOO put down as taken at Cold Harbor arc included the

captures by the cavalry during the whole series of operations. With these explanations, wo think

that tho summation in tho following tublo gives very closely the respective losses duriug tho period

thorein embraced.

Losses from May C to Junk 16.

Wilderness, Mnyfi-ll
Spottsylvanin, May 12-20...

North Anna, May 21-31

Culd Harbor, June 1-10

Petersburg, Juno 15-18 .

Wouaileil.

19,278

7,950
1,130

9,042
C,8r.3

44,259

29,410
10,381

1,607

13,153
_o.ixr.

64,216

1 3, 1mo
7,000
1,000

2,50(1

4,000

2. tun'

5,000
6,0M
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CHAPTER XLTV.
POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS OF 16G3.

Tho Reaction against the Administration in the Autumn of 1862.—The Elections show a Loss in

the Republican Vote.—The President ahead of the People in his Emancipation Proclamation.—

Tho need of decisive Military Victories.—The Elections in the Spring of 1863 show no better

Result.—Meeting of the Second Regular Session of the Thirty-seventh Congress, December I,

1BG2.—The President's Message.—His proposed Plan for compensated Emancipation.—Tho

Arguments in ita Favor.—It is not adopted by Congress.—Tho Changs produced in tho popular

Sentiment by two Tears of Civd War.—Repudiation of Compromise.—The political Problem

made subservient to the Military—The Tactics of the Opposition.—The Action of Congress in

regard to Military Amite.—The Case of Vnllundigham—He is arrested under Order No. 38 by

General Burnside, May 1, 18133.—His Trial by a Military Commission.—His Application for a

Writ of Habeas Corpus refused by Judge Leantt.—The Sentence of Imprisonment commuted

by the President, who orders Vallundigham to be transjtortcd beyond the Federal Lines, not to

return during the War.—VaUandigham is nominated the Democratic Candidate for Governor

of Ohio.—Indignation of the Democratic Party at his Arrest and Punishment.—Correspondence

with President Lincoln.—The Conscription Act adopted by Congress.—Necessity and Justice of

the Measure.—Its Constitutionality.—Debate upon its Passage.—The Features of the Bill.—De-

bate in the House on the Relation of the Insurgent States to the General Government.—Tbad-

dcus Stevens states his Position.—Lovejoy repudiates Stevens's Theory of Subjugation.—Passage

of the Bill to provide a National Currency.—Admission of West Virginia.—The Members from

Louisiana admitted to the House.— Resolutions against Foreign Mediation.—Correspondence be-

tween Secretary Seward and M. Mercier.—Dissolution of the Thirty-seventh Congress, March

4, 1808.—'The Political Situation in the following Summer.—The Efforts of the Opposition.

—

Fourth of July Speeches by Seymour and Pierce.—The New York Draft Riots ; their Cause and

Meaning.—The Influence of the Victories of Gettysburg and Vicksburg upon the National Poli-

tico.
—

'j'he Autumn Elections.—Overwhelming Triumph of the Administration.

THE policy of the Federal and Confederate governments has already

been followed in this history down to the close of the year 1862. ' We
purpose in this and the following chapter to continue the political history of

the war down to the close of President Lincoln's administration. The Unit-

ed States government, while contending against the armies arrayed for its

destruction, was from an early period of the contest embarrassed by a pe-

culiar form of treason in the loyal states at the same time that it was also

menaced by hostile intentions on the part of European powers.

The conflict with armed rebels was in itself sufficiently difficult, from its

gigantic proportions, to overwhelm any other government, and at times its

final issue appeared doubtful. In the darkest hours of the struggle was

tested the patient endurance of the patriotic, and the treacherous infidelity

of the disloyal was exposed. The universal enthusiasm which had glorified

the few months immediately following the capture of Fort Sumter by the

insurgents could not be sustained through a long war. This was not to be

expected. Thousands upon thousands of those who had, in the April of

1861, been carried along by the tide of popular emotion when the first

check was given to the progress of the national arms, wavered, hesitated,

and fell back to their old landmarks. The reaction was natural. Men do

not from momentary impulse, however strong, abandon sentiments which

have become habitual. A majority of the Democratic party in the North

were undoubtedly faithful adherents to the cause of loyalty; but a consid-

erable number of that party believed that the Southern revolution was jus.

tifiable, both on the basis of state sovereignty, and because the long-contin-

ued and ever-increasing agitation on the subject of slavery had so menaced

the slaveholding states that instant revolution was the only means of re-

dress. Naturally, therefore, this portion of the Democratic party sympa-

thized with the revolutionists. It was overawed for a season ; but when it

became evident that the rebellion was not to be put down in a few months,

and that the war would be long and burdensome, then this faction found

room and opportunity for political rnanteuvre, and began to throw aside its

disguise. Every disaster to the Union army, every doubt as to ultimate

victory for the nation, furnished these rebel sympathizers with arguments

against the war. The boldest among them maintained their position by an

open and direct appeal in favor of peace, even at the price of disunion. The

more cautious resorted to strategy. Instead of making a direct assault, they

moved by the flank, and sought to reach and destroy the base of supplies.

Their political batteries were masked by various pretexts. Under that of

conservatism they opposed the emancipation of slaves; in the name of lib-

erty they cried out against conscription, and against interference with their

own licentious use of speech and of the press; and the pretext of economy

served them in their opposition to the appropriation of such vast sums of

money as were needed for the prosecution of the war. The defeat of this

cunning political strategy was a glorious national triumph, deserving to rank

with the decisive victories achieved on the field of battle.

In any war politics becomes subservient. Whenever men appeal to the

arbitration of arms, logic is silent, and waits upon victory or defeat The

victories of Vicksburg and Gettysburg, as we shall see, materially altered the

political situation. There had been Union victories early in 1862—princi-

pal among them the capture of New Orleans—but they were not of a deci-

sive character ; they were not so positive as to counterbalance political prej-

udice against the action of the President on the question of slavery. Thus

we find that, in the autumn elections of 1862, the administration was by no

means supported by the popular vote. Even where the opposition candi-

dates were not elected there was a noticeable falling off of the administra-

tional support, as compared with the presidential election of 1860. By these

elections Horatio Seymour was made governor of New York in place of

Morton ; Joel Parker, of New Jersey, in place of Olden ; and in Pennsylva-

nia, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois there were opposition majorities.2

Thus it is clear that the President, in his proclamation for emancipation,

iustead of following, was far ahead of the majority of the voters in the loyal

Btates. Of course, the other elements involved had much to do with the re-

sult of these state elections, but the sentiment in regard to slavery was the

paramount and determining motive.

The elections in the spring of 1863, in New Hampshire, Ehode Island,

and Connecticut, though resulting in a triumph for the administration, were

closely contested, and showed a falling off in the Republican party vote as

compared with that of 1860. The election in New Hampshire took place

on the 10th of March ; a governor and members of Congress were to be

chosen. For the first time in several years a Democratic representative was

returned to Congress from that state. For the office of governor there were

three candidates. EastmaD, the Democratic, polled 32,823 votes ; Gilmore,

the Republican, 29,035; Harriman, War Democrat, 4372. Eastman lack-

ng 574 of a majority, the election devolved upon the state Legislature, and

only by this circumstance was a Republican victor}' secured.

On the first of April, in Rhode Island, the Republicans carried both the

state and congressional ticket, electing Governor Smith over Cozzens by a.

majority of a little over 3000—a decided reduction from that of previous

years.

In Connecticut the election.was.held.on. the 6th of April. Here the two

candidates for governor were exactly opposed to each other on the war

question. The Republicans nominated the then incumbent, William A.

Buckingham, a strenuous advocate of " coercion." Colonel Thomas H. Sey-

mour, the Democratic nominee, was as distinctly recognized as an opponent

of the war. Buckingham was elected by a majority of less than three thou-

sand votes.

The second regular session of the Thirty-seventh Congress opened on the

1st of December, 1862. ' The political complexion of Congress remained es-

sentially the same as in the previous session. The President's message, in

so far as it related to foreign affairs, contained very little of special importance.

He announced that the treaty with Great Britain for the suppression of the

slave-trade had been put into operation, with a good prospect of complete

success. He alluded to the subject of African colonization. The Spanish-

American republics had protested against the sending of negro colonies to

their territories ; only in Liberia and Hayti would the negro be received

and adopted as a citizen. The negroes, however, did not seem so willing to

migrate to these countries as to some others—not so willing, the President

thought, as their interest demanded.

Turning from foreign to domestic affairs, the President alluded to the

prosperity of our Territories, which had, with unimportant exceptions, been

exempt from the ravages of war. He recommended to Congress measures

for the rapid development of the mineral resources of these Territories as rt

means of increasing the national revenues. While he justified as necessary

and expedient the legalization of the paper currency during the last session,

he advised Congress to keep ever in view the speediest return to specie pay-

ments which would be compatible with the public interest. To meet the

demand for a circulating medium, and at the same time to secure the advan-

lSCl—Pnr-siiENT. !"; Fi-i(iii..vrr.'.oii.-.iti rj^ui-jja.

Lincoln. All Other*. Ad.i,lul.lrr,ll..,n Opposition.

362,646
58,324
268,030
231. 610
139.033

172,161

88,480
ec.no
70,409
92,069

812,510
C2,801

208,412
210,831
133,110

1G0.21G

66,267
6G,O70
67,922
12,668

295,8117

46,710
21G.616
178,755
118.517
120,116
28,710
GG.801
66,014

15,754

306,619
61,307
219,140
184,332

128,160
136,662

62,102

67,985
50.69B
11,442

1,498,872 1,290,806 1,192,806 1,228,677

1860—Lincoln's majority, 208,060. 1862—Opposition majority, 85,781.

a the comparison in regard to Representm

1M0. 1 SOS

Republican, Democratic. Admlnldtnillon. Opposition.

2

18
13

7
1
4

3
2

10

3

7

8
4
5

14

12

S
4
5
5
3

G

17
4

12
14

7
9
1

3

78 37 r<7 67

I860—Republi ao majority, 4 . 1862—Opp. 10.

' Sec Chapters VII., VIII., and IX,
* The following table ahowa the results of theso elections, i

election of 1860:

compared with the presidential

1 The following changes in the constitution of this session 6houId be noticed.

In the Senate, Samuel G- Arnold, of Rhode Island, succeeded .Limes F. Simmons, resigned.

Richard 8. Field hud hen a|.[K.imed for New Jersey, in place of J.ilni U. Thompson, deceased

On the 21st of January 1803, Field was soeceeded by James VF.Wnll, who had been elected to

fill the vacancy. January 14th, 1863. Thomas H. Hicks, of Maryland, succeeded, first by appoint-

ment and then by election, James A. Fierce, deceased. Garret Davis, of Kentucky, succeeded

John C Breckinridge, expelled December 4th, 1862. Joseph A. Wright, of Indiana, succeeded

Jesse D. Bright, expelled. Wright waa, on tho 22J of January, 1868, superseded by David Tur-

pic January 30th, 1863, William A. Kicluirdson, of III s supers.'.].'.
I
by election <>. II. Brown-

ing Waldo Johnson, of Missouri, expelled, li.id been succeeded by li. Wilson, mid Truston Polk,

of the same state, expelled, by John B. Henderson. Jacob M. Howard, of Michigan, had sue

cceded K. S. Bingham, deceased. Edward D. Baker, of Oregon, killed at Ball's Bluil', hnd been

succeeded by Benjamin F. Harding. .

In the House, Thomas A. D. Fessendcn, of Maine, had succeeded Charles A. \\ niton, reigned.

Amasa Walker, of .\ launch use" ", succeeded I mldsniilh F. Bailey, decensed. Samuel Hooper, o(

the same state, had (December 2d, 1861) succeeded William AppIelOIJ, resigned. John D. Stiles,

of Pennsylvania, June 3d, 1862, had succeeded J. B. Cooper, deceased. George 11. Teaman, ol

Kentucky, succeeded James S. Jackson, deceased; Samuel L.Casey had, on March )0lh, 1803,

succeeded Henry C. Burnett, expelled. February 2Sth, 1 803, George W. Bridges, of Tcmi.-sser,

i%-i- oiiiilirkd. A.L. Knapp, of Illinois, had i'1W..'hi1*t l-'ih. I8iil) b'.'i) i|ii:ililicd in plac

A. McClernund, resigned
;
June 2d, 186'.', William J. Allen had been qualified in pine

A. Logan, resigned; and on January 80th, 1808, Willinm A. Richardson w '
'

: ho Senate. Thomas L. I'riee, of Mis.'—

-

:

cof J.

e of John
withdrew 'to lake a seal

leded John W. Reid, expelled
;
Willinm

A, Hall had succeeded John B. Clark, expelled'. James F.Wilson, of Iowa, had succeeded Samuel

R Curtis, resigned. On tho 26th of January, 1863, Walter D. Mdndoe, of Wi,coumii. succeeded

Luther Hnnchott, deceased. In February, 1863, Michael Uahn and Bcnjor"" < - '

Louisiana, were confirmed.

a i\ Flanders, of
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tages of a safe and uniform currency, he recommended the organization of

bank associations by the act and subject to the regulation of Congress. For

the year ending June 30tb, 1862, the receipts from all sources, including

loans and the balance from the preceding year, had been §583,885,247. The

balance from the preceding year was $2,257,065. The loans of all forms had

amounted to $529,692,460. From customs, direct tax, public lands, and

miscellaneous sources, the receipts amounted to nearly $52,000,000. The

balance left in the treasury, July 1st, 1862, was $13,053,546. Ofthe expend-

itures, $437,042,977 had been for the army and navy.

Notwithstanding the burdens laid upon the nation by the war, the Presi-

dent had favored the project for connecting the United States with Europe

by an Atlantic telegraph, and a similar project to extend the telegraph from

San Francisco, to connect by a Pacific telegraph with the line then being

laid across Russian Asia. A Department of Agriculture had been estab-

lished, and the President pressed upon Congress the claims of the Pacific

Railroad project.

A very prominent feature of the President's message was his recom-

mendation of a constitutional amendment providing for the compensated

emancipation of slaves. This provision was to the effect that every slave

state which should abolish slavery before January 1, 1900, should receive

compensation from the United States; that this compensation should be ex-

tended to all loyal owners of slaves freed by the chances of the war ; and

that Congress might appropriate money, and otherwise provide for coloniz-

ing free negroes, with their own consent, at any place outside ofthe United

States.' The President's proposition, coming in this form, indicates that be

was not at this time fully convinced as to the justice of abolishing slavery

in the loyal states, even by a constitutional amendment, without compensa-

tion to the slave owners. In regard to those states which were in open war

against the government, he had no hesitation either as to the powers ofthe

government to abolish slavery, or as to the justice ofthe measure. He still

adhered to his proclamation of September 22d, and on the 1st of January,

1863, consummated the act therein contemplated. He believed that " with-

out slavery the rebellion could never have existed ; without slavery it could

not continue." In the loyal slave states he was disposed to compromise, and
would respect the opinions of all classes.

"Among the friends of the Union," he says, "there is great diversity of

sentiment and of policy in regard to slavery and the African race among
us. Some would perpetuate slavery; some would abolish it suddenly and
without compensation ; some would abolish it gradually and with compen-
sation; some would remove the freed people from us, and some would re-

tain them with us; and there are yet other minor diversities. Because of

these diversities we waste much strength in struggles among ourselves. By
mutual concessions we should harmonize and act together. This would be

compromise; but it would be compromise among the friends, and not with

the enemies ofthe Union."

The length of time contemplated in the proposed amendment, and the

compensation of the owners of slaves, would, thought the President, weaken
the opposition of those who did not favor emancipation. They would yield

something by conceding emancipation as a fact to be accomplished, while

those already in favor of emancipation would sustain the disappointment

occasioned by the delay, and bear their portion ofthe financial burden im-

posed upon the country by compensation. Besides, he argued, immediate
emancipation would lead to vagrant destitution ; therefore the system of
gradual abolition would be best for the generation of slaves now passing

away, while it promised freedom to their posterity. While, by offering

compensation, the government presented to every state a strong motive for

adopting emancipation before the close ofthe century, it left to each state

within that limit freedom to choose its own time and mode of effecting the

object in view. In answer to the objection that by this plan some must
pay who would receive nothing in return, he replied that the measure was
both just and economical.

In the first place, it was just. "In a certain sense, the liberation of slaves

is the destruction of property; property acquired by descent or by pur-

chase, the same as any other property. It is no less true for having been
often said that people ofthe South are not more responsible for the original

introduction of this property than arc the people ofthe North ; and when
it is remembered how unhesitatingly we all use cotton and sugar, and share

the profits of dealing in them, it may not be quite safe to say that the South
has been more responsible than the North for its continuance. If, then, for

a common object, this property is to be sacrificed, is it not just that it be
done at a common charge?"

1 The following is a copy of the resolution recommended by the President:
" lUioktd tit/ the Senate and House of Beprtiealatiata of the United States of America, in Con-

press asuemlkd (two thirds of both houses concurring), That the followini; amides be proposed to
tlit- legislatures for Conventions) ofthe several state* us Amendments to the Constitution of the
United States, all or any of which articles, when ratified bv three fourths of the said Legislatures
(or Conventions), to be valid as part or parts of the said Constitution, viz.

:

"Article 1. Every stale wherein slavery now exists, which shall abolish the same therein at
any time or limes before the first day of Jnnunrv, in the venr of our Lord one thousand and nine
hundred, shall revive compensation from the L'niied States as follows, to wit

:

"The President of the United State* shall deliver to every such slate bonds of the United
Slates, benrini: interest at the rate of— per cent, per annum, lo an amount equal to the aggregate
Hum of § for each slave shown to hnve been therein by the eighth census of the United
Stales, said bonds to be delivered to such state by installments or in one parcel, nt the completion
of Die abolishment, accordingly as the fame shall hnve been grndnnl or at ono time within such
state

;
and interest -thill Ix.'^in to run up. in any sneli bund only from the proper lime nf its deliv-

ery db aforesaid. Any state bavin;; received bonds as aforesaid, and afterward reintroducing or
tolerating slavery therein, shall refund to the United .States the bonds so received, or the value
thereof, ami all interest paid thereon.

"Artici.k 2. All slaves who ahull liavo enjoyed actual freedom by the chances of the war nt
any time before the end of the rebellion shall be forever free ; but all owners, of such who shall not
hnve been disloyal shall be compensated for ilicm at the suuie rates as is provided for stales adopt-
ing abolishment of slavery, but in such way that no slave shall l« twice accounted for.

" Anncj.E 3. Congress may appropriate money, and othcrv, Ese provide for colonizing frco col-
ore*! jwreons, with their own consent, ui any place or places, without the United Stales."

It was also economical. The adoption of this plan, by securing an earlier

termination of the war, would save more than it would cost. Besides, the
expense caused by the war was an immediate burden, and must be borne
all at once, whether we would or no; while the cost of compensation would
be gradually incurred, and the full burden would fall upon the people thir-

ty-seven years hence, when it would be sustained by one hundred millions
instead of thirty-one millions. 1

While the President was strongly in favor ofthe colonization, with their

own consent, ofthe freed negroes, he thought the objection to their remain-
ing in the country on the ground that they displaced white laborers was
"largely imaginary, if not sometimes malicious." 2

Even if this plan should not be adopted by the slave states, the President
proclaimed his willingness that the national authority should be restored

without it; also, that notwithstanding its recommendation, neither the war,
nor proceedings under the proclamation of September 22d, would be stayed.

It is evident, however, that in the event of the universal and immediate
adoption of this plan, the President contemplated its substitution in place of
sudden emancipation, except in the cases of those slaves who had been or

might be freed by the chances of war, and even in these cases loyal owners
would receive compensation,

"The plan is proposed," said the President, "as permanent constitutional

law. It can not become such without the concurrence of, first, two thirds

of Congress, and, afterward, three fourths of the states. The requisite three

fourths ofthe states will necessarily include seven ofthe slave states. Their
concurrence, if obtained, will give assurance of their severally adopting
emancipation, at no very distant day, upon the new constitutional terms.

Tbis assurance would end the struggle now, and save the Union forever.
" I do not forget the gravity which should characterize a paper addressed

to the Congress ofthe nation by the chief magistrate of the nation, nor
do I forget that some of you are my seniors, nor that many of you have
more experience than I in the conduct of public affairs

;
yet I trust that,

in view of the great responsibility resting upon me, you will perceive no
want of respect to yourselves in any undue earnestness I may seem to dis-

play.

"Is it doubted, then, that the plan I propose, if adopted, would shorten

the war, and thus lessen its expenditure of money and of blood? Is it

doubted that it would restore the national authority and national prosper-

ity, and perpetuate both indefinitely ? Is it doubted that we here—Congress
and executive—can secure its adoption ? Will not the good people-respond

to a united and earnest appeal from us? Can we, can they, by any other

means, so certainly or so speedily assure these vital objects? We can suc-

ceed only by concert. It is not, 'Can any of us imagine belter?' but, 'Can
we all do better?' Object whatsoever is possible, still the question recurs,

'Can ffe do better?' The dogmas of the quiet past are inadequate to the

stormy present. The occasion is piled high with difficulty, and we must
rise with the occasion. As our case is new, so we must think anew, and act

anew. We must disenthrall ourselves, and then we shall save our country.
" Fellow -citizens, tve can not escape history. We, of this Congress and

1 "Taking I ho nation in the aggregate, and we find its population and ratio of increase, for tho
several decennial periods, to be ns follows

:

1790 8,929,827
1800 0,305,937 35.02 per cent, ratio of increase.
1810 7,239,814 30.45 "
1820 9,038,131 83.13 " " "
1830 12,800,020 33.49 "
1840 I7,0G9,453 32.67 "

1850 23,191,870 35.87 "
1800 81,443,790 35.68 " " "

"This shows nil annual decennial increase of 31.09
|
er cent, in population through the 70 year*

from our first to our last census yet token. It is seen that the ratio of increase at no one of these
seven periods is either 2 per cent, below or 2 per cent, above the average, thus showing how in-

flexible, and, consequently, how reliable the luw of increase in our case is. Assuming that it will

gives the following results:

1870 42,323,341
1880 5G,9G7,210
1890 76,677,872
1900 108,808,415

1910 138,018,520
1920 lb'U,9S4,S35
1930 251,080,914

populous ns Europe now is a

73} persons to the squai , being of

"These figures show that our country may bo a

tween 1920 and KI30—suv about HIL'G—our torritc

capacity to contain 217, 180,000.
" And we mill reach this, too, if wo do not ourselves relinquish the chance by the folly and evils

of disunion, or by the lone "'"1 exhausting war springing from the only great element of national
discord among us. While it can not be foreseen exactly how much one huge example of seces-
sion, breeding lesser ones indefinitely, would retard population, no ono can doubt that the extent
of it would bo very great and injurious. The proposed emancipation would shorten the war, per-
petuate peace, insure this increase of population, and proportionately the wealth ofthe country.
With these, we should pay all that emancipation would cost, together with our other debt, ensier
th^n we should pay our other debt without it. If wo had allowed our old national debt to run
nt G per ci.-iM.pcr annum, simple interest, from the end of our revolutionary Struggle until to-day,
without paying any thing on either principal or interest, each man of us would owe less upon that

debt now than each man owed upon it then
; and this because our increase of men through the

whole period has been greater than G per cent.—has run foster than tho interest opon tbo debt.

Thus time alone relieves a debtor nation 60 long as its population increases faster than unpoid
interest accumulates on its debt A dollar trill bo much harder to pay for (ho war than
will be a dollar for emancipation on tho proposed plan. And, then, the latter will cost no blood,
no precious life."

—

I'resilent's Message.
' "It is insisted that their presence would injure and displace white labor und white laborers.

. ... Is it true, then, that colored people run displace any more "hue labor bv being free than by
remaining slaves ? If they stay in their oil place.-, theyjo'stle no white laborers: if they leave then-

old places, they leave litem open to white IdDOfOra. J.ogicnllv, there is neither more nor less of it.

Emancipation, even without deportation, would probably enhance the wage- of while labor, and
very surely would not reduce them But it is dreaded that the freed people will swarm
forth and cover tbo wholo land. Are they not already in the land ? Will liberation make them
any more numerous ? Kipmlly distril I among ihe whites ofthe whole country, and there would
be but one colored to seven whites. Could the one, in nny way, great lv disturb the -even? There
are many communities now baling more thmi one free colored person lo seven whites, and this

without any apparent consciousness of evil from it. Tho lii.-trict of Columbia, and the States of

Maryland and IJclnwure, are all in this condition But why should emancipation South sond
the freed people North? l'eojilo of any color seldom run unless there be something to run from.

Heretofore colored people, to some extent, have lied North from bondage, ami now. perhaps, from
both hondago nnd destitution. But if gradual emancipation an J deportation he adopted, 1hey will

hnve neither to flee from Again, as priu lice proves more than theory, ius there been any
irruption of colored people northward because of thu abolishment of shivery iu this district lutf

spring 't"
—PretUknl'a Message.
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this administration, will be remembered in spite of ourselves. No personal

significance or insignificance can spare one or another of us. The fiery trial

through which we pass will light us down, in honor or dishonor, to the latest

generation. We say we are for the Union. The world will not forget that

we say this. We know how to save the Union. The world knows we do

know how to save it. We—even we here—hold the power, and bear the re-

sponsibility. In giving freedom to the slave, we assure freedom to the free

—honorable alike in what we give and what we preserve. We shall nobly

save, or meanly lose, the last best hope of earth. Other means may succeed

;

this could not fail. The way is plain, peaceful, generous, just—a way which,

if followed, the world will forever applaud, and God must forever bless."

It is clear from this proposed plan of the President, urged with such earn-

estness, that, notwithstanding his proclamation of September 22d, he prefer-

red gradual and compensated to sudden and arbitrary emancipation. His

reasons for this preference have already been given at some length. They
may be briefly enumerated thus:

1. Gradual emancipation was better for the slave. While freedom was

secured to all future generations, the present would be relieved of the desti-

tution which it might be presumed would follow their sudden emancipation.

2. The measure proposed would reconcile differences of opinion, and

therefore meet with less opposition. Undoubtedly the autumn elections of

1862 gave cogency to this argument.

3. The measure was dictated by justice, the North being no less responsi-

ble for slavery than the South.

4. By its tendency to restore peace, it would substitute for * war debt

another, less in amount, and more easily borne.

The President, in a previous message to Congress (March 6, 1862), had

recommended the passage of a joint resolution, declaring that the United

States ought to co-operate with any state which should adopt the gradual

abolition of slavery, by giving pecuniary aid to such state ;' and this resolu-

tion had been passed by the House March 11th, 1862, and by the Senate on
the 2d of April following. The President had urged the border states to

embrace this opportunity, but no state had responded. It is not strange,

therefore, that when the President, iu the Message of December 1st, 1862,

again brought the subject before Congress, it met with little consideration.

Oa the 6tli of January a bill passed the House, 83 to 60, offering compensa-

tion to Missouri in the event of that state adopting immediate emancipation.

In the Senate the bill came up for consideration, and on the 14th ofJanuary
Mr. Trumbull reported a substitute granting compensation to Missouri if,

within twelve months, thai state should adopt measures either for immediate

or gradual emancipation. This substitute passed the Senate, 23 to 18, on

the 12tb of February ; but, returning to the House, it was six days later re-

committed, and never again considered. A similar bill in regard to Mary-
land was submitted in the House on the 19th of January, was on the 25th

recommitted, and Dever heard of again ; it did not even reach the Senate.

No proposition was ever offered in Congress to incorporate iuto the Consti-

tution the articles recommended by the President.

The President's proclamation of September 22d more completely met the

views of Congress on the subject of slavery. This proclamation cut the

Gordian knot with a single blow of the sword. By this, all the slaves with-

in the limits of the Confederacy were henceforth and forever free. This act

might be extreme; it might be arbitrary, and involve, in some measure, in-

justice to certain owners of slaves; it might even involve distress to the

slaves thus suddenly released from bondage ; but its advantage to the coun-

try was deemed so great as to outweigh such petty considerations. It was
emphatically a war measure, and none but war measures, in the opinion of

Congress, could hasten the termination of the war. It was bold, positive,

and conclusive. It said plainly to Southern Eevolutionists, " The decree of

the nation has gone forth declaring absolute freedom in your fortified strong-

holds of slavery ; only by the destruction of the nation can you nullify this

decree." Clearly nothing was to be gained, as against the Confederacy, by
any measure less decisive ; and among Loyalists what was to be gained by a

weak compromise? The offer of compensation in return for gradual eman-
cipation had already been held out to the border states, and had been re-

fused. Congress must choose between renewing this offer, which would cer-

tainly be again rejected, or declaring that henceforth the preservation of the

nation was identified with the destruction of slavery. The moral strength

thus gathered up, to be hurled against the rebellion, was as a mountain to a

mole-hill when compared to the injury which could come to the nation by
the repulsion of those who would identify the safety of their country with

the perpetration of a monstrous wrong.

On the loth of December, 1862, a resolution, offered by Mr, S. C. Fessen-

den, was adopted in the House, 78 to 52, declaring that the President's proc-

lamation of September 22d indicated a policy of emancipation well adapted

to hasten the restoration of peace, was well chosen as a war measure, and

was an exercise of power with proper regard for the rights of the states and
the perpetuity of free government. Two Democrats voted in favor of the

resolution, and six Republicans against it
'

And here it is proper to remark the change which had been effected in

Congressional sentiment by two years of civil war. The burden of the con-

flict now began to be palpable. Every day the public debt increased by
hundreds of thousands of dollars. The credit of the natipn was disturbed

not so much by this daily augmentation of the debt as by a prevailing disqui-

etude as to the final success of the war. Once it had beeri confidently pre-

dicted that three months would conclude the struggle. But the tremendous
energies which had been enlisted in the rebellion were not then appreciated.

It had been hoped that compromise might neutralize anddisarm treason;

1 Sec Chutitcr VIII. of thu History, p, 201.

and in the special session of 1861, Congress had distinctly proclaimed its

willingness to restore every rebellious state to its former position in the

Union, with all its ancient rights and institutions undisturbed, upon the sim-

ple condition of returned allegiance. This attitude of Congress only pro-

voked the scorn of the Eevolutionists, and was interpreted by them as a sign

of weakness in the national government " We have," said these rebels,

"given our challenge. We have appealed to arms. Subdue us if you can.

If you can not, grant us our independence. But by no political overtures
"
"ich you can make will we be induced either to resume our allegiance, or

to abate the violence of our attempted revolution." After two years of

fighting, with the exception of the capture of New Orleans, no great nation-

al victory had been won. The national reverses bad been many, and were
balanced only by temporary advantages and indecisive battles. One mili-

tary leader and then another had been tried and set aside, but as yet no
masterly generalship had been developed. The first outburst of martial en-

thusiasm had given place to partial discouragement. Still, the nation was
not dismayed, nor did its armies shrink from the conflict because the latter

had become doubtful and difficult If the sentiment of patriotism had been

in great measure exhausted, its place had been taken by patriotic good'

sense. As the strength and persistency of the rebellion became manifest,

all attempts at political compromise were summarily set aside. The defi-

ance of armed rebels could only be met by the confidence of the nation in

its power to maintain itself by the strength of arms. In such a struggle the

wisest political theories were useless, because such a struggle was, in the

first instance, an appeal from the decision of statesmen to the decision of

battles, in which physical and material conditions were the controlling ele-

ments—in which even moral forces could only be considered in their rela-

tions to a purely military problem. Legislation had not been able to pre-

vent civil war, and the direct and primary authority of law was now equal-

ly powerless to procure peace. Inter arma leges silent. The very existence

of the government was threatened, and so long as the menace endured, so

long must the government stand behind its army, which was at once its rep-

resentative, its shield against treason, and its uplifted arm for the punish-

ment of traitors. The executive, the legislative, and the judicial functions

of the government, in their bearing upon the war, had no significance or

value except in so far as they subordinated all things else to the support of

the army, and to measures which would secure its ultimate success. If this

lesson had not been learned at once, two years of bitter experience had im-

pressed it upon the popular mind. Thus the political problem which was

presented for immediate solution became very simple by its subordination to

military necessity. In this way there was also furnished a palpable line of sep-

aration between parties—between those who were willing to surrender every

thing for national preservation, and those who preferred national dissolution

to any surrender or any sacrifice whatsoever. Those who heartily support-

ed the war did so because only by war could the nation be saved, and these

were willing to legalize any method, not in itself dishonorable, which would

help to secure military success, even if it involved a violation of the Consti-

tution. In justification, no resort need be had to extraordinary statesman-

ship; the dictates of common sense were sufficient. The Constitution, and,

& fortiori, all laws growing out of the Constitution, can never override the

law of national existence itself. This principle needs no argument to sup-

port it, nor any amplification.

But, in fact, no great strain need be put on the Constitution, which, though

not contemplating a violent civil war, yet in most respects adequately pro-

vided for the national safety in any event.

Those who opposed the war based their opposition on various grounds.

Some held it to be unjust—an opinion very nearly allied to treason, and

acts of opposition based upon it were treason. Others expected defeat, and

this timidity was an insult to patriotism. Others counted the success of the

war a poor recompense for its burdens; such were unworthy of their title

to citizenship in the great republic. Still others, while disguising their di-

rect opposition to the war, opposed all means proposed for its effective pros-

ecution on the ground that they were unconstitutional. Their arguments

in support of the unconstitutionality of measures thus adopted were gener-

ally baseless, and in any case were not worthy of respect.

The conflict between the two parties began early in this session of the

Thirty-seventh Congress. On the first day of the session a resolution was

offered by Cox, of Ohio, declaring that all'arrests previously made by the

United States authorities of citizens in states where there was no insurrec-

tion, were unwarranted by the Constitution, and a usurpation of power. This

was laid upon the table, 80 to 40. A similar resolution offered the next

day in the Senate met the same fate. A week later (December Stb), in the

Senate, a resolution was offered by Saulsbury, of Delaware, calling upon the

Secretary of War for information in regard to the arrest of two citizens of

his state—Dr. John Laws and Whitely Meredith. In the debate which fol-

lowed, Mr. Wilson, of Massachusetts, opposed the resolution on the ground

that the government had been too lenient in this matter. "Instead," said

be, " of the few hundred arrests we have had, we ought to have had several

thousand." John Sherman, of Ohio, a leading Republican, took a different

view. He thought that arrests should not be made except upon a reason

which could be definitely stated to Congress. Congress ought to demand

this. "The power to suspend the writ ofhabeas corpus should only be ex-

ercised with all the guards that can be thrown by wise legislation around it.

Such a power, uncurbed, unregulated, and unchecked, would make this gov-

ernment a despotism worse than England ever saw, worse than France was

in the time when Mires de cachet were used for the arrest of citizens, and

they were confined for 40 years." Powell, of Kentucky, claimed that the

right to suspend the writ of habeas corpus did not involve the right to make
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arrests. The object of tbe writ was to relieve a man once arrested from il-

legal imprisonment. Neither the President nor his ministers had a right to

arrest any man who was not in the military service of the United States.

The claim made by Powell was not disputed by any senator. The right of

tbe executive to make arrests in time of war, and when the public safety de-

manded, was too well established to admit of debate. Davis, Powell's col-

league, claimed that tbe suspension of the writ was not within tbe scope of

executive power. After a prolonged debate, Salisbury's resolution was laid

upon the table, 29 to 13. At the same time, a bill was passed in tbe House
by a vote of 90 to 45, indemnifying the President and his subordinate of-

ficers for his action in making arrests, and in the suspension ofhabeas corpus.'1

This bill went to the Senate, where it was amended. In its final shape it

authorized the President to suspend the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus

in any case throughout the United States ; it directed that tbe Secretary of
War and the Secretary of State should furnish to the judges of the Circuit and
District Courts of the United States the names of all state prisoners then con-

fined, or who should thereafter be confined, with tbe date of each arrest, and
that those prisoners against whom the grand jury should find no indictment
during the session sitting when the list was furnished should be released upon
taking tbe oath of allegiance, either witli or without recognizance or bond,
as the judges of the respective courts might determine ; it provided that any
order of the President should be a sufficient defense in any case of prosecu-
tion for arrests made under such order, and that in any such prosecution the

defendant might, by filing a petition, have it "removed from the State Court
to the Circuit Court of the United States. By a writ of error any case might
even be transferred to the United States Supreme Court.

Not long after the close of this session Mr. Vallandigham was arrested in

Ohio. The busy and persistent efforts made by domestic enemies to thwart
tbe plans of the national government, and to prevent the enlistment of

1 A fortnight after the passage of this bill, a resolution in the nature of a protest was submitted
1

to the House, signed by 37 representatives. These protested for tlie following reasons

:

" I. Became it purports 10 deprive the ciiiien of nil oxi=iinp, peaceful, legal modes of redress
for admitted wrongs, and thus constrains him tamely to submit to the injury inflicted, or to seek
ilk-C.il and (in ihle remedial.

" 2. Because it purports to indemnify the President and all acting under his authority for acta
admitted to be wnmutiil, at the expense nf the citizen upon whom the wrongful nets have been
perpctrnted, in violation of the plainest principles ofjust ice, and the most fumiliur precepts of con-

s antl imprison-

utionnl In

"3. Beeuuse it purports to confirm nnd mnke'valid, by net of Congress, anesi
nn'iiis wliiuli were nut only nut warranted by the Constitution of the United Sli. ,

.,.:
palpable violation of it* eyjuv-s prohibitions.

" i. Because it purports to authorize- the President, during this rebellion, nt any time, ns to any
perwrn, and .very where throughout tbe limits ,.f the Uniicd .States, to suspend the privilege of the
writ nfWw. r„7„«, wbcrea-, by the Constitution, tbe power to sii*]"'Tid the privilege of that writ
is confided to the discretion of Congress alone, and is limited to the places threatened bv the dan-
gers of invasion or insurrection.

"5. Because, for these and other reasons, it is unjust and unwise, an invasion of private rights,
an encouragement to lawless violence, and a precedent full of hope to all who would usurp dci-
|tolir |Miwer and perpetimie it by the nrbitrarv arrest and imprisonment oftbose who oppose them.

' C. And, finally, because in both its sections it is ' a deliberate, palpable, nnd dangerous1 viola-
tion of the Constitution, 'according (o the plain sense nnd intention of that instrument,' nnd is

therefore utterly null nnd void."
It was sinned by tbe following members : Geo. II. Pendleton. W. A. Richardson, J. C. Robin-

son P. B. Fotlltc, Jns. It Morris, A. L. Knnpp, C. L. Vnllnndigl-am, C. A. White, Warren P. No-
ble W. Allen, William J. Allen, S. 8. Cox, lv II. Norton, Geo. K, Sbiel, S. J. Ancona, J. Lnienr,
£.:ti.'iniiih Perry. (

'. Vihluud, John Law, ( \ A. Wi.kliffe. Chns. .1. Middle, J. A. Cravens, Elijah
Wnrd, Philip Johnson, John I). Stiles, I). W, Voorhec, (J. W. IJanlap. Ilendriek B. Wright, II.
Gnder, W, II. Wads>vorth, A. Harding, Clms. B. Calvert, Jos. E. Kerrigan, Henry May, R. H. Nu-
gent, Geo. II. Yeumuii, B. V. Granger.

troops, led to the famous Order No. 38, issued by General Burnside from bis
headquarters at Cincinnati on the 13th of April. By this order, all persons
found within his lines affording aid or comfort to the enemy were to be tried
as spies or traitors, and upon conviction to suffer death.

Within the scope and meaning of this order were included "carriers of
secret mails

;
writers of letters sent by secret mails ; secret recruiting officers

within the lines; persons who have entered into an agreement to pass our
lines for the purpose ofjoining the enemy

;
persons found concealed within

our lines belonging to the service of the enemy, and, in fact, all persons found
improperly within our lines who could give private information to the ene-
my

;
all persons within our lines who harbor, protect, conceal, feed, clothe, or

m any way aid the enemies of our country." All those who declared their
sympathy with the enemy were to be arrested, either to be tried as spies or
to be sent beyond the lines. This order had a very beneficial influence in
Kentucky. In the states north of the Ohio it was construed by the disaf-
fected as an extraordinary instance of military despotism.
Foremost among those who bade defiance to this order was Clement L.

Vallandigham, of Ohio, lately a member of the Thirty-seventh Congress, and
tbe leader in his state of what was known as the "Copperhead" wing of the
Democratic party. He had been defeated as a candidate for the Thirty-
eighth Congress by General Robert C. Schenck, but was tbe prospective
Democratic candidate for Governor of Ohio. He was opposed to the war,
and bitterly reviled tbe administration of President Lincoln. He was not!
strictly speaking, an advocate for the rebellion

; but, for the sake of peace!
ie was in favor of surrendering to tbe rebels all for which they were fight-

ing. He preferred the re-establishment of the Union to its dissolution, if

such a result could be reached by a compromise reinstating the slave oli-

garchy with its former prestige and power; failing in that, he would have
acquiesced in secession, yielding tbe Confederacy its independence without
farther struggle. That there should have been a war for the Union at all

lie denied; that this war should continue be held to be a national misfor-
tune and manifest injustice. His voice, from first to last, was against the
war; and in his opposition be was tbe most unscrupulous of demagogues.
His convictions were strong—and to these he had a right. But at this crit-

ical period his open and violent opposition could not be without injury to
the national cause, if maintained with impunity. No distinction could prac-
tically be made between a traitor in arms against the government and Val-
landigham hurling against it his violent philippics, whatever distinction in

favor of the latter might have existed in theory. For the government to

have winked at his opposition while it was on the battle-field crushing those
with whom he sympathized, and for whom his energetic co-operation was
worth more than an additional army corps, would have been to convict it-

self of the most palpable folly and inconsistency.

It was in this light that Burnside looked upon Vallandighara's conduct,
and accordingly, after an address made by the latter at Mount Vernon, about
the 18th of May, he dispatched Captain Charles G. Hutton, his aid-de-camp,
to Dayton, where Vallandigham resided, with orders for the arrest of tbe of-

fender and bis conveyance to Cincinnati for trial. The arrest took place on
the night of May 4th, Hutton bringing his prisoner to Cincinnati without
disturbance. The next day a charge was preferred against him for "public-
ly expressing, in violation of General Orders No. 38, from Headquarters De-
partment of tbe Ohio, sympathy for those in arms against tbe government
of the United States, and declaring disloyal sentiments and opinions with the

object and purpose of weakening the power of the government in its efforts

to suppress an unlawful rebellion." The specific charge was that be had
declared tbe war to be " wicked, cruel, and unnecessary," " for the purpose of

crushing out liberty and erecting a despotism," "for the freedom of the

blacks and the enslavement of the whites;" had stated that "if the admin-
istration bad so wished, the war could have been honorably terminated

months ago ;" had characterized the order No. 38 as a " base usurpation of

arbitrary authority ;" had invited resistance to this order by saying " the

sooner the people inform the minions of usurped power that they will not

submit to such restrictions upon their liberties, the better ;" and bad declared

himself resolved at all times and upon all occasions " to do what he could to

defeat the attempts now being made to build up a monarchy upon tbe ruins

of our free government."

Vallandigham was tried by a military commission, of which General R. B.

Potter was President, and %vhich consisted of Colonel J. F.Dc Courcy, Lieu-

tenant Colonel E. R. Goodrich, Major J. M. Brown, Major J. L. Van Buren,

Major C. H. Fitch, Captain P. M. Lydig, with Captain J.M. Cutis, of the Elev-

enth United States Infantry, as judge advocate. The trial continued for

two days. Vallandigham protested against the jurisdiction of the commis-

sion, declaring that no such charge could apply to him, as he belonged to

neither the naval or military service of the United States, and that he was

subject to arrest only by due process of law. 1 He demanded to be tried by

1 Tho President had issued the proclamation of martial law on the 24 1h of September, 1SC2.

The following arc tbe important clauses of tho proclamation :

1. "During the existing insurrection, and as a necessary means for suppressing t lie snmc, nil

rebels nnd insurgents, their aiders nnd abettors, within the United States, nnd all persons discour-

aging volunteer enlistments, resisting militin drafts, or guilty of any disloyal practice, nffording

aid nnd comfort to the rebels, against tho authority of the United States, shall be subject to martial

law, nnd liable to trinl by cotirts-ninrtinl or military commission.

2. "That the writ of habeas corpus is suspended in respect to nil persons arrested, or who are

now, or hereafter during the rebellion shall be. imprisoned in nny fort, camp, arscnnl, militnry

prison, or other place of confinement, by any military authority, or by tho sentence of any court-

martial or military commission."

This proclamation received the unction belli <.( Congress and of the jiidicinry. It violated

noiiher tho letter nor iho spirit of thu Constitution ; and if the Constitution did not explicitly

provide for martini law in case of war, it must bo remembered that war proceeds not according to

rules laid down by constitutions, but Recording to established usages. And under no government
is any use more established (ban that-of the proclamation and enforcement of martial Imv in time

of rebellion. When the illustrious Lord Brougham addressed tho House of Peers in support of a
bill which empowered tho Lord Lieutenant of Ireland to nppniheud all parsons tusjxeled of coo*
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a civil court, and in accordance witb the ordinary usages adopted in his stats.

Witnesses were examined on both sides. But the case was submitted with-

out argument, The validity of the prisoner's protest was not admitted, and

Mr.Vallandigham was found guilty and sentenced to close confinement iu

some fortress of the United States, to be designated by General Burnside,

there to be kept until the close of the war. Burnside, approving the finding

of the court, ordered the prisoner to be confined in Fort Warren, in Boston

Unrbor.

In the mean time, Vallandigham, through the Hon. George H.Pugh,had

applied to the Circuit Uourt of the United States for the Southern District

of Ohio for a writ of habeas corpus. The case was argued before Judge H.

II.Leavitt,who refused the writ. "It is clearly not a time," said the judge,

" when any one connected with the judicial department of the government

should allow himself, except from the most stringent obligations of duty, to

embarrass or thwart the executive in his efforts to deliver the country from

the dangers which press so heavily upon it." He argued that the legality

of the arrest depended upon the necessity of making it, and that must be de-

termined by the military commander. "Men should know," he said, "and

lay the truth to heart, that there is a course of conduct not involving overt

treason, and not, therefore, subject to punishment as such, which nevertheless

implies moral guilt and a gross offense against the country. Those who

ive under the protection and enjoy the blessings of our benignant govern-

ment must learn that they can not stab its vitals with impunity. If they

cherish hatred and hostility to it, and desire its subversion, let them with-

draw from its jurisdiction, and seek the fellowship and protection of those

with whom they are in sympathy. If they remain with us while they are

not of us, they must be subject to such a course of dealing as the great law

of self-preservation prescribes and will enforce. And let them not complain

if the stringent doctrine of military necessity should find them to be the le-

gitimate subjects of its action. I have no fear that the recognition of this

doctrine will lead to an arbitrary invasion of the personal security or per-

sonal liberty of the citizen. It is rare indeed that a charge of disloyalty will

be made on insufficient grounds. But if there should be an occasional mis-

take, such an occurrence is not to be put into competition with the preser-

vation of the nation ; and I confess I am but little moved by the eloquent

anpeals of those who, while they indignantly denounce violation of personal

liberty, look witb no horror upon a despotism as unmitigated as the world

has ever witnessed."

Burnside only awaited the President's confirmation of the sentence before

carrying it out. But Mr. Lincoln decided to commute the punishment award-

ed by the military commission, and ordered the prisoner to be sent, "under a

secure guard, to the headquarters of General Rosecrans, to be put by him be-

yond our military lines, and that, in case of his return within our lines, he be

arrested and kept in close custody for the term specified in his sentence."

This order was executed. General Bragg transferred the involuntary exile

to Richmond, where be was very coldly received. He left the Confederacy

as speedily as possible, and found an asylum in Canada, where he remained

during the following autumn and winter. In the mean time he was made

the Democratic candidate for Governor of Ohio, and sustained at the polls

tho most overwhelming defeat recorded in the political annals of this coun-

try. He returned home toward the close of the war, but it was not then

considered worth while to molest him. 1

spirney against the British government, he said :
" A friend of liberty I have lived, nnd such will

I dio; nor care I how MOn the tatter event may happen if I can not be a friend of liberty without

being a friend of traitors at the same time—n protector of criminals of the deepest dye— an ac-

complice of foul rebellion and of its concomitant, civil war, with all its atrocities and all its fear-

ful consequences."1

The Constitution provides thot " no person ihall be held to answer for a capiral or otherwise

infamous crime unless on a presentment or indictment of a grant! jury, except in cases arising in

the land or naval forces, or in the miliiio, when in actual service in time of ivar or public danger."

Hut ihii provision only applies in time of peace. It tins do bearing upon martial law. Says

Chancellor Kent: "Military law is a system of regulations fur the government "f the armies in

the service of the Unite J Statu, nuthoii«ed by the act of Congress of April 10, 1806, known as the

Articles ofWar; nnd naval law is a similar system for the government trf the navy, under the act

of Congress of April 28, lBttf). But martial law is quite a distinct thing, and is founded upon
paramount necessity, and proclaimed by a miliUiry chief."

1 The arrest of Vallandigham created considerable excitement in the Democratic party, and a

vain attempt was made at bis canonization as n martyr to liberty. A mass meeting was held at

Albany, May 10, and strong resolutions were adopted dimnineing Bumble's action. The follow-

ing is a record ofihe meeting, as transmitted by Honorable Erastus Corning, its chairman, to Pres-

ident Lincoln, to which we append the President's reply:
"Albany, Hay 10,1883.

"To lit* r:i.:.l|.'ll'V Hie Prr-M.nt ,jf tin' I'nllfd StAtw :

"The undersigned, officers 'if a public moiling held at the city of Albany on the 16th day of

Hay, instant, herewith transmit to your excellency a copy of the resolutions adopted at the said

meeting, and respectfully request your earnest consideration of them. They deem it proper, on
their personal responsibility, to state that the meeting wat one of the most respectable as to num-
bers and character, and one of the most earnest in the support of the Union, ever held iu this city.

"Yours, with great regard,
" Erastus Corning, President. Wit. S. Padook, Vice-President,

"Eli Peuiiv, Vice-President. J. B. Sasdeiis, Vice-President.

"PtTF.it G.knskvo'iht, Vice-President. Edward Mm caiiv, Vice-President.

"Peter Mostkith, Vice-President. D. V. N. Radcliffk, Vice-President.

"Samuel W, Gibus, Vice-President William A. Hick, Secretary.

"John Niiilack, Vice-President. Edward Nkwoovb, Secretary.
" H. W. McClbllAN, Vice-President. B. W. Peckiiam, Jr., Secretary.

"Lesidei. W. Itonr.KRs, Vice-President. M. A. Ni.lan, Secretary.

"William SbyMODR, Vice-President. John It. Nesbel, Secretary.

"Jeremiah Osbohn, Vice-President. C. W. Weeks, Secretory.

" liuohtlons adopted at the Meelinn held in Albany, N.Y.,on the lfjf/i day of ;1%, 1863.

" Resolved, Thnt the Democrats of New York |ioint to their uniform course of action during (he

two years of civil war through which we have passed, to tho alacrity which they have evinced in

filling the ranks of the army, to their contribui ions and sacrifices, as the evidence of their patriot-

ism and devotion to the cause of our imperiled country. Never, in tho history of civil wars, has

a government lieeu sustained with such ample resources of means and men as the people have vol-

untarily placed in the hands of this administration.

"Jlrsotvftt, Thnt u Democrats we arc determined to maintain this patriotic attitude, and, de-

spite adverse and disheartening circumstances, to devote all our energies to sustain the cause of

the Union ; to secure peace through victory, and to bring back the restoration of all tho states un-
der the safeguard of the Constitution.

" ftttotvnl, That while we will not con.seiit to be misapprehend' d upon the.se points, we are de-

termined not to he misunderstood in regard to others not less essential. Wo demand that tho

administration shall bo true to the Constitution; shall recognize and maintain the rights of the

• Hansard 1

* Dtbatu,U Seruw, mi. 100, p. 015.

Burnside did not content himself with banishing Vallandigham, but laid

his hand upon such organs of the press as maintained the exile's cause.

id the liberties of the citizen ; shall every where, outside of the lines of necessary military
occapotion nnd the scenes of insurrection, exert all its powers to maintain the supreniacv of tbo
civil over military law.

"Resolved, That, in view of these principles, we denounce the recent axsumptio
commander to seize and try a citizen of Ohio, Clement L. Vallandigham, for no other r
than words addressed to a public meeting, in criticism of the course of tho administration anil in
condemnation of the military orders of that general.

"Resolved, That this assumption of power by a military tribunal, if successfully assorted, not
only abrogates the right of-the people to assemble aad discuss the nrtmrs of government, tho lib-

erty of speech and of the press, the right of trial by jury, the law of evidence, nnd the privilege of
habeas cor/ius, but it strikes a fatal blow at tbo supremacy of law and the authority of tho stato
and federal Constitutions.
" Resolved,'l'bni tho Constitution of the United States— the supremo law of tho land—has de-

fined the crime of treason against the United States to consist ' only in levying war ngainst them,
or adhering to their enemies, giving them aid and comfon,' and has provided that ' no person shall
be convicted of treason unless on the testimony of two witnesses to the same overt act, or on con-
fession in open court.' And it farther provides that ' no person shall be held to answer for a cap-
ital or otherwise infamous crime unless on a presentment or indictment of a grand jury, except in
cases arising in the land or naval forces, or in the militiii, when in actual service in lime of war

blic danger;' and farther, that 'in all criminal prosecutions the accused shall enjoy the right
poedy and public trial by on impartial jury of the state and district wherein the'erime was

pnbli

of a purpose t<

port the ndministra
secondly, a dcclnraiio

peace through victory, nnd to sup-

urc to suppress the rebellion ; and,

for supposed unconstitutional action,

propositions, a third is deduced, which

" Resolved, That these safeguards of the rights of tho citizen ngninst the pretentions of arbitra-
ry power were intended more especially for his protection in times of civil commotion. They
were secured substantially io the English people after years of protracted civil war, and wero
adopted into our Constitution at the close of the Revolution. They have stood the test of seventy-
six years of trial under our republican sysiem, under circumstances which show that, while they
constitute the foundation or all free government, they are the elements of the enduring stability

of the republic.

"Resolved, That, in adopting the language of Daniel Webster, wo declare ' it is the ancient nnd
undoubted prerogative of this people to canvass public measures and the merits of public men.'
It is a 'homebred right,' a fireside privilege. It had been enjoyed in every house, cottage, nnd cabin
in the nation. It is as undoubted as the right of breathing the nil or walking on the earth. Be-
longing to private life ns a right, it belongs to public life as a duly, and it is the last duty which
thoso whose representatives we urc shall find us to abandon. Aiming at all times to be courteous
and temperate in iis use, except when the right itself is questioned, we shall place ourselves on tho

extreme boundary of our own right, and bid defiance to any arm that would move us from our
ground. 'This high constitutional privilege we shall defend and exercise in all places— in time
of peace, in lime of war, and at all times. Living, we shall assert it ; and should we leave no oth-

er inheritance to our children, by the blessing of God we will leave ihcm the inheritance of free

principles, and the example of a manly, independent, and constitutional defense of them.'
"Resolved, That in the election of Governor Seymour, tho people of this state, by an emphatic

majority, declared their condemnation of the system of arbitrary arrests and their determination
to stand by the Constitution. That the revival of this lawless sysiem can have but one result—to
divide and distract the North, and destroy its confidence in the purposes of tho administration.

That we deprecate it as an element of confusion at home, of weakness to our armies in the field,

and as calculated to lower the estimate of American character, and magnify the apparent peril of

our cause abroad. And that, regarding the blow struck at a citizen of Ohio as aimed at the

rights of every citizen of the North, we denounce it as against the spirit of our laws and Consti-
tution, nnd most earnestly call upon the President of the United States to reverse the action of the

military tribunal which has passed 'a cruel and unusual pnnishmenl' upon the party arrested,

prohibited in terms by the Constitution, nnd to restore him to tho liberty of which ho has boon de-

" Resolved, That the president, vice-presidents, and secretary of this meeting be requested to

transmit a copy of these resolutions to his excellency the President of the United States, with the
assurance of this mooting of their hearty nnd earnest desire to support the government in every
constitutional aad lawful measure to suppress the existing rebellion."

President Lincoln's Reply.

"Executive Mansion, TV n."rilDgton, .luuo 12,18(3.
"Hon. Enutus Cnruing, and others

:

"Gentlemen,—Your letter of May 19, inclosing ihe resolutions of n public meeting held at

Albany, New York, on the 16th of the same raoulh, was received several days ago.

The rcsolations, as I understand them, are resolvable into two propositions— firEt, the exprcs-

in the cause of the Union, to sec

every constitutional and lawful n
censure upon the administrate'

such as the making of military arrests. And, from the t\

is, that the gentlemen composing the mooting are resolved on doing their part to maintain o

common government and country, despite the folly or wickedness, as they may conceive, of any
ail ministration. This position is emiurntli patriotic, and, as such, I thank the melting and con-

gratulate the nation for it. My own purpose is tho same ; so that the meeting and myself have

a common object, and can have no difference, except in the choice of means or measures for effect-

ing thnt object.

"And here I ought to close this paper, and would close it if there were no apprehension that

more injurious consequences than any meiely personal to myself might follow the censures system-

atically cost upon me for doing what, in my view of duty, I could not furbeur. The resolutions

promise io support me in every constitutional and lawful measure to suppress the rebellion, and I

have not knowingly employed, nor shall knowingly employ, any other. But the meeting, by their

resolutions, assert nnd argue that certain military arrests, and proceedings following tin m, for which
I am ultimately responsible, are unconstitutional. I think they arc not. The resolutions quote

from the Constitution the definition of treason, and nlsr> the limiting safeguards and guarantees

therein provided for the citizen on trials of treason, and on his being held to answer for capital or

otherwise infamous crimes, and, in criminal prosecutions, his right to a speedy ami public trial by
an impartial jury. They proceed to resolve 'that these safeguards of the rights of the citizen

against the pretensions of arbitrary power were intended more (spuiiJly for his protection in limes

of civil commotion.' And, apparently to demonstrate the proposition, the resolutions proceed:

'They were secured substantially to the English people after years of protracted civil war, and
were adopted into oar Constitution at tho close of the Revolution.' Would not the demonstration

have been better if it could have been truly said Mint these safeguards had been adopted and ap-

plied during the civil wars and during our Revolution, instead of after the one nnd at the close of

the other? I, too, am devotedly for them after civil war, and before civil war, nnd nt all times

'except when, in cases of rebellion or invasion, the public safety may require' their suspension.

The resolutions proceed to toll us thnt these safeguards ' have stood the test of seventy-six years

of trial under our republican system, under circumstances which show thnt, while they constitute

the foundation of nil free government, they nrc elements of the enduring stability of the republic'

No one denies thnt they have so stood the test up to ihe beginning of the present rebellion, if we
except a certain occurrence at New Orleans, nor does any one question that they "ill stand the

same tcsumtich longer after the rebellion closes. But ih'cse provisions of tho Constitution have

no application to the case we have in hand, because the arrests complained of wore not made for

treason—that is, not for the treason defined in the Constitution, nnd upon conviction of which tho

punishment is death ; nor yet wero they made to hold persons to answer for any capital or other-

wise infamous crimes; nor wore tho proceedings following, in any constitutional or legal sense,

'criminal prosecutions.' The arrests were made on totally different grounds, and the proceedings

following accorded with ihe grounds of the arrests. Let us consider the real case with which we
aro dealing, and apply to it the parts of the Constitution plainly made for such cases.

"Prior to my installation hero it had been inculcated that any slate had a lawful right to se-

cede from the national Union, and that it would bo expedient to exorcise the right whenever the

devotees of the doctrine should fail to elect a President to their own liking. I was elected con-

trary to their liking; and, accordingly, so far as it was legally possible, they had laken seven slates

out of the Union, had seized many of the United Stales forts, and had fired upon the United Slates

dag, all before 1 was inaugurated, nnd, of course, More 1 bad done any official act whatever. The
rebellion thus began soon ran into the present civil war ; and, in certain respects, it began on very

unequal terms between the parties. Tho insurgents had been preparing for it more than thirty

years, while tho government had taken no steps to resist them. The former had carefully consid-

ered all the moans which could bo turned to their account. It undoubtedly was a well-pondered

reliance with them that, in their own unrestricted efforts to destroy Union, Constitution, and law

all together, tho government would, in great degree, be restrained by Ihe tamo Constitution nnd

law from arresting their progress. Their sympathisers pervaded all departments of the govern-

ment, and nearly all communities of tho people. From this material, under cover of 'liberty of

speech," liberty of the press, 'and 'habeas corpus,' Ihey hoped to keep on foot among us a most ef-

ficient corps of spies, informers, suppliers, nnd aiders nnd abettors of their cause in a thousand

ways. They knew that in times eueh ns wo wero now inaugurating, by the Constitution itself tho

'habeas corpus' might be suspended; but they also knew they had friends who would make n ques-

tion as to who was to suspend it ; meanwhile their spies and others might remain nt largo to help

on tbeir cause. Or if, as has happened, the executive should suspend tbo writ, without ruinous
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The Chicago Times was suppressed, and a military guard placed over the of-

fice; and the circulation of the New York World was prohibited within the

waste of lime, iastnnces of arresting innocent persons might occur, as arc always likely to occur

in such cases, and then a clamor could be raised in regard to this which might be, at least, of

some service to the insurgent cause. It needed no very keen perception 10 discover this part of

the enemy's programme 60 soon as by open hostilities their machinery wai fairly put in motion.

Yet, thoroughly imbued with a reverence for [he guaranteed rights of individuals, I was slow to

adopt the strong measures which, by decrees, I have been forced to regard as being within the ex-

ceptions of the Constitution, and as indispensable to tin. public safety, Nothing is better known
to history than thai courts of justice are utterly incompetent to such cases. Civil conrts are or-

ganized chiefly for trials of individuals, or, at most, n few individuals acting in concert, anil this

in quiet times," and on charges of crimes well defined in the law. Even in limes of peace bands

of horse-thieves and robbers frequently grow too numerous and powerful for ordinary courts of

justice. But what comparison, in numbers, have such bands ever borne to the insurgent sympa-
thizers even in many of the loyal states ? Again, n jury too frequently has at least one member
more ready to bang the panel than to hang the traitor. And yet, again, he who dissuades one
man from volunteering, or induces one soldier to desert, weakens the Union cause as much ns he

who kills a Union soldier in battle. Yet this dissuasion or inducement mny he so conducted as to

be no defined crime of which any civil court would take cognisance.

"Ours is a case of rcliclliriu—so culled by the resolutions before me—in fact, a clear, flagrant,

and gignntic case of rebellion ; and the provision of the Constitution [lint ' the privilege of the

writ of habeas corpus shall not he suspended, unless when, in cases of rebellion or invasion, the pub-

lic safety may require it, is the provision which spceially applies to our prc.-cnt ease. This provi-

sion plainly attests the understanding of those who made the Constitution that ordinary courts

of justice arc inadequate to ' cases of rebellion'—attests their purpose that, in such cases, men
may be held in custody whom the courts, acting on ordinary rules, would discharge, Habeas cor-

pus docs not discharge men who are proved to be guilty of defined crime; and its suspension is

allowed by the Constitution on purpose that men may be arrested and held who can not be proved

to be guilty of defined crime, ' when, in cases of rebellion or invasion, the public safety mny re-

"This is precisely our present case

—

a case of rebellion, wherein the public safety does require

the suspension. Indeed, arrests by process of courts, and arrests in eases of rebellion, do not pro-

ceed altogether upon the same basis. The former is directed at the small percentage of ordinary

and continuous perpetration of crime, while the latter is directed at sudden and extensive upris-

ings against the government, which, at most, will succeed or fail in no great length of time. In

the latter case, nrresls are made not so much for what has been done as fur what probably would

be done. The latter is more for the preventive and less for the vindictive than the former. In

such cases the purposes of men arc much more easily understood than in eases of ordinary crime.

The man who stands by nod says nothing when the peril of bis government is discussed can not

be misunderstood. If not hindered, he is sure to help the enemy
;
much more if he talks ambig-

uously—talks for his country with 'but?,' and 'ifs,' and 'amis.' Of how little valoo the consti-

tutional provisions I have quoted will 1* rendered if arrests shall never he made until defined

crimes shall have been committed may be illustrated by a few notable examples. General John
C. Breckinridge. General Robert E. Lee, General Joseph E. Johnston, General John B. Magru-
der, General William B. Preston, General Simon B. Backnor, and Commodore Franklin Bu-
chanan, now occupying the very highest places in the rebel war service, were nil within the power
of the government since ihe war began, and were nearly ns well known to be traitors then as now.
Unquestionably, if we had seized and held them, the insurgent cause would be much weaker.

But no one of them hud then committed any ciime defined in the law. Every one of them, if

arrested, would have been discharged on habeas corpus, were the writ allowed to operate. In view

of these and similar cases, I think the time not unlikely to come when I shall be blamed for hav-
ing made too few arrests rather than too many.
"By the third resolution the meeting indicate their opinion that military arrests may be con-

stitutional in localities where rebellion actually exists, but that such arrests are unconstitutional

in localities where rebellion or insurrection does not actually exist. They insist that such arrests

shall not be mode 'outside of the lines of necessary military occupation and the scenes of insur-

rection.' Inasmuch, however, as the Constitution itself makes no «itch distinction,! am unable to

believe that there is any such constitutional distinction. I concede that the class of arrests com-
plained "f can lie constitutional only when, in cases of rebellion or invasion, the public safety may
require them, and I insist thnt in such cases they are constitutional wktrevtr the public safety

does require them, ns well in places to which they may prevent the rebellion extending ns in

those where it may he already prevailing; as well where they may restrain mischievous interfer-

ence with the raising and supplying of armies to suppress the rebellion, as where the rebellion

may actually be; ns well where they may restrain the enticing men out of the army, as where
they would prevent mutiny in the army; equally constitutional ut nil places where they will con-
duce to the public safety, ns against the dangers of rebellion or invasion. Take the peculiar case

mentioned by the meeting. It is asserted, in substance, that Mr.Valiandigham was, by a military
commander, seized and tried ' for no other reason than words addressed to a public meeting, in

criticism of the course of the administration, and in condemnation of the military orders of the

general.' Now, if there be no mistake about this; if this assertion is the truth and the whole
troth ; if there was no other reason for the arrest, then I concede that the arrest was wrong. But
the arrest, as I understand, was made for a very different reason. Mr. Vallandigbam avows his

hostility to the war on the part of the Union; and his arrest was made because he was laboring,

with some effect, to prevent the raising of troops, to encourage desertions from the army, and to

leave the rebellion without an adequate military force to suppress it. Ho was not arrested be-

cause ho was damaging the political prospects of the administration or the personal interests of
the commanding general, but because bo was damaging the army, upon the existence and vigor
of which the life of the nation depends. He was warring upon the military, and this gave the
militnry constitutional jurisdiction to lay hands upon him. If Mr.Vnlhindigliam was not damag-
ing the militnry power of the country, then his arrest was made on mistake of fuel, which I would
be glnd to correct on reasonably satisfactory evidence.

"I understand the meeting, whose resolutions I am considering, to be in favor of suppressing
the rebellion by militnry force—by armies. Long experience bus shown that armies can not be
maintained unless desertion shall be punished by the severe penalty of death. Tho case requires,

and the law and the Constitution sanction, this punishment. Must I shoot a simple-minded sol-

dier-boy who deserts, while I must not touch a hair of a wily agitator who induces him to desert ?

This is none the less injurious when effected by getting a father, or brother, or friend into a pub-
lic meeting, and there working upun his feelings till be is persuaded to write the soldier-boy thnt
he is fighting in a bad cause, for a wicked administration of a contemptible government, too' weak
to arrest and punish him if he shall desert. I think that, in such a case, to silence the agitator
and save the boy is not only constitutional, but. withal, a great mercy.

" If I bo wrong on this question of constitutional power, inv error lies in believing that certain
proceedings are constitutional when, in eases of rebellion or invasion, tho public safety requires
them, which would not be constitutional when, in absence of rebellion or invasion, the public safe-

ty does not require them ; in other words, that the Constitution is not, in its application, in all re-
spects the name in cases of rebellion or invasion involving the public safety, as it is in times of
profound peace and public security. The Constitution itself makes tho distinction; and II |. Ill.hr ,.
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" In giving the resolutions (hat earnest consideration which you request of me, I can not over-
look the fact that the meeting speak as 'Democrats.' Nor can I, with full respect for their known
intelligence, and the fairly presumed deliberation with which they prepared llieir resolutions, bo
permitted to suppose that ibis occurred by accident, or in auv way other than that they preferred
to designate themselves 'Democrats' rather than 'American citizen?.' In this time of national
peril I would have preferred to meet you on a level one step higher than any party platform, be-
cause I nm sure that, from such more elevated position, wo could do better battle for the country
wo all love than wo possibly can from those lower ones where, from the force of habit, the preju-
dices of the post, and hclli-h hopes of the future, we arc sure to expend much of our ingenuity and
strength in finding fault with, and aiming blows ut, each other. Hut, since you have denied mo
this, I will yet ho thankful, for the country's sake, that not nil Democrats have done so. Ho an
whose discrclionary judgment Mr. Valhindighatii was arrested and tried is n Democrat, halving no
obi party affinity with me; and the judge who rejected the constitutional view expressed in these
resolution*, by lefusing to discharge Mr. Valbindigbar i Imhrin mrpui, is a Democrat of better
dnys ihnn thee, having received Ins jailieial mantle at the hands of President Jackson. And Still

more, of nil those Democrats who are nohlv exposing their lues ami shedding their blood on the
battle-field, I have learned that many approve tho course taken with Mr. Vnllnndighnm, while I
have not heard of a single one condemning it. I can not assert thnt there arc none such. And
the namo of I'rcsidonl Jackson recalls an instance of pertinent history. After the bnttle of New
Orleans, and while the fact that tho treat* of peace had been cunclu'dcd was well known in tho

lines of the department These latter acts were soon afterward annulled by
the President.

The most important measure adopted in the last session of the Thirty-sev-
enth Congress was the act of conscription. It was one of the latest acts
passed by this Congress. Almost a year had passed since the Confederate
government had resorted to conscription as a means of recruiting its armies.
Hitherto no such measure had been adopted by the national government.
But the time had now come when both necessity aud justice demanded its

adoption.

The necessity of such a measure was obvious. Over a million of men
had volunteered for periods varying from three months to three years. 1 Of
these there remained in the service between 600,000 and 700,000. About
160,000 of those who had disappeared from the field had been enlisted for

three or nine months. Over one fourth, therefore, of those who had volun-
teered had been killed or wounded in battle, had become the victims of dis-

ease, had been discharged for physical disability, or had deserted. The large

number of men drawn from industrial pursuits had increased the demand for

labor, and the price thereof. The depreciation of the national currency had
still farther increased the price of labor. These circumstances, taken in con-
nection with the diminution of marlial enthusiasm, made it impossible any
longer to depend upon volunteers.

But, apart from this consideration, it was not fitting that the entire burden
of the battle should be borne by those alone whose patriotism was sufficient

for the sacrifice. Especially in a struggle which involved national honor,

and even national existence, was it the duty of the government to insist upon
its claim to the military service of every able-bodied citizen. By enroll
ing the entire militia of the states, which would thus become the grand re-

serve of the army, and by drafting from the whole number as many men,
and at such periods, as the exigencies of the service might demand, seemed
both the most efficient and the most impartial method of obtaining recruits.

There could be no question either as to the constitutional power of Congress
to enroll the militia, or as to the power of the executive, with the consent of

Congress, to make requisition by draft. The Constitution authorizes Con-
gress

—

" To provide for calling forth the militia to execute the laws of the Union,
suppress insurrections, and repel invasions;

city, but before official knowledge of it had arrived, General Jockson still maintained martial or
military law. Now, that it could be said the war was over, the clamor against martial law, which
had existed from the first, grew more furious. Among other things, a Mr. Louaillier published a
denunciatory newspaper article. General Jackson arrested him. A lawyer bv the namo of Mo-
rcl procured the U. S. Judge Hall to order a writ of /lulivnn rorpus to relieve Mr! Louaillier. Gen-
eral Jackson arrested both the lawyer and the judge. A Mr. Hollander ventured to say of sumo
part of the matter that 'it was a dirty trick.' General Jackson arrested him. When tho officer

undertook to serve the writ of liol>tas corpus. General Jackson took it from him, and 6cnt him owny
with n copy. Holding the judge in custody a few days, the general sent him beyond the limits

of his encampment, and set him at liberty, with nn order to remain till the ratification of pence
should bo regularly announced, or until the British should have left the southern coast. A day
or two more elapsed, the ratification of the treaty of pence was regularly announced, and tho

judge and others were fully liberated. A few days more, and the judge called General Jackson into
court and fined him $1000 for having arrested him and the others named. The General paid the

fine, and there the matter rested for nearly thirty years, when Congress refunded principal and
interest. The late Senator Douglas, then in the House of Representatives, took a leading part in

the debates, in which the constitutional question was ninth discussed. I am not prepared to say
whom the journnls would show to have voted for the measure.

"It may be remarked, First, that we had the same Constitution then as now; secondly, that

we then had a, case of invasion, and now we have a case of rebellion ; and, thirdly, that the per-

manent right of the people to public discussion, the liberty of speech and the press, the trial by
jury, tho law of evidence, and the habeas corpus, suffered no detriment whatever by thnt conduct
of General Jackson, or its subsequent approval by the American Congress.
"And yet let mo say that, in my own discretion, I do not know whether I should have order-

ed the arrest of Mr. Vallandigham. While I can not shift the responsibility from myself, I bold

that, ns 11 general rule, the commander in the field is I lie belter judge of the necessity 'in any par-

ticular case. Of course, I must practice a general directory and revisory power in the matter.
"One of the resolutions expresses the opinion of the meeting that arbitrary arrests will havo

the effect 10 divide and distract those who should be united in suppressing the rebellion, and I nm
specifically called on 10 discharge Mr. Vallandigham. I regard this a=, at least, a fair nppenl 10 mo
on the expediency of exercising a constitutional power which I think exists. In response to such
appeal, I have to say, it gave me pnin when 1 learned lhat Mr. Vnllandighnm had been arrested—
that is, I was pained that there should have seemed to be a necessity for am sting him—and that

it will afford me great pleasure to discharge him so soon ns I enn, by any means, believe the pub-

lic safety will not suffer by it.

"I farther say, that as the war progresses, it appears to me opinion and action, which were in

great confusion nt first, take shape and fall into more regular channels, so that the necessity for

strong dealing with them gradually decreases. I have every reason to desire that it should censo

altogether, and far from the least is my regard for the opinion and wishes of those who, like tho

meeting at Albany, declare their purple to sustain the government in every constitutional and
lawful measure to suppress the rebellion. Still, I must continue to do so much ns mny
Squired for the public safety.

1
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does not include 30,131 men enlisted in New York for two years, 2589 twelve-

months' men enlisted in Pennsylvania, nor 15,853 men raised for the defense of Maine, Pennsyl-

vania, Missouri, nod Kentucky. Including these, the Brand total reaches 1,276,331.
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"To provide for organizing, arming, and disciplining the militia, and for

governing such part of them as may be employed in the service of the

United States, reserving to the states respectively the appointment of the of-

ficers, and the authority of training the militia according to the discipline

prescribed by Congress."

With the exception of official appointments and the authority of train-

in" the militia, the state governments, under the Constitution, have nothing

whatsoever to do with the raising of armies for the United States service.

On the 5th of February a bill for enrolling and drafting the militia was

reported to the Senate by Mr. Wilson, of Massachusetts, chairman of the Com-

mittee on Military Affairs. The batteries of the opposition were immedi-

ately opened against it. As there was no valid constitutional objection to

the bill, it is fair to consider the attempt on the part of certain members in

the two bouses to defeat it as an indication of their opposition to the war it-

self. Apart from this, they were also influenced by a political motive of the

most contemptible sort They knew that so long as the nation depended

upon volunteers its armies would be filled from the ranks ot those who

heartily supported the administration, while those who were politically op-

posed to the war would remain at home, and support by their votes the op-

position party. If, however, the government called upon all its citizens

alike, in the method proposed by this bill, then the soldiers would be drawn

in just proportion from among the supporters and opponents of the admin-

istration. The bill would also, if successful, defeat the purposes of the op-

position leaders, who hoped to see the army dwindle away under the volun-

teer system, which, they knew, must prove inadequate. It is easy to under-

stand, therefore, how these men in Congress pronounced the bill one "of

doubtful propriety and doubtful constitutionality," "despotic," "conferring

upon the President of the United States more power than belongs to any

despot in Europe or any where else."
1 This bill passed the Senate, the yeas

and nays not being called. The vote on Mr. Bayard's motion, that the meas-

ure be indefinitely postponed, shows the exact strength of the opposition.

Eleven Democrats voted in favor of postponement ; 35 voted against it, in-

cluding every Republican present, with Messrs. McDougall, of California, and

Harding and Nesmith, of Oregon.

The bill came up for consideration in the House on the 23d of February.

The same objections were urged which had been offered in the Senate. Mr.

Thomas, of Maryland, who was strongly opposed to emancipation, to the use

of ne°ro soldiers, and to confiscation, but who yet had no sympathy with re-

bellion, supported the measure as necessary. 2 Mr. Crittenden, of Kentucky,

1 In the Senate Mr. Wilson strongly urged the passage of the bill. "We are now," he said,

" en(weed in a gigantic simple for the preservation of the lift' of the nation, menaced by the foul-

est and most w kk d rebellion recorded in the annals of mankind. The young men of the repub-

lic for more than twenty months have been thronging to the field to uphold the cause of their per-

iled country. They left their homes in the pride and bloom, and filled with the high hopes of

young manhood. Thaw noble regiments of volunteers that left their homes full of lusty life, and

in all the pride and strength of assured manhood, are now thinned and wasted by the diseases of

the camp and the storms of battle.

"The old regiments, Imrdlv average now more than four hundred men in the field fit for the

stern duties of war. Many who rallied at the call of their country, and who followed its flag with

unswerving devotion, now sleep in blood v graves, or linger in hospitals, or, bending beneath disease

and wounds, can no longer till the ranks of our legions in camp or on the battle-field. If wo

mean to maintain the supremacy of the Constitution and the laws, if we mean to preserve the

unity of the republic, if «c mcan'that America shall live and have n position and name among llie

nations, we must till the broken and thinned ranks of our wasted battalions.

"The issue is now clearly presented to the country for the acceptance or rejection of the Ameri-

can people an inglorious peace, with n dismembered Union and a broken nation on the one hand,

or icir, fought out DDtH the rebellion is crashed beneath its iron heel. Patriotism, as well as free-

dom, humanity, and relicion, accepts the bloody issues of war, rather than peace purchased wilh

the dismemberment of the republic and the death of the nation.

" If we accept peace, disunion, death, then we may speedily summon home again our armies

;

if we accept war until the flag of the republic waves over every foot of our united country, then

we must see to it that the ranks of our armies, broken by toil, disease, and death, arc filled again

with the health and vigor of life. To till the thinned ranks of our battalions we must agnin call

upon the people. The immense numbers already summoned to the field, the scarcity and high re-

wards of labor, press upon all of us the conviction that the ranks of our wasted regiments enn not

be filled again by the old system of volunteering. If volunteers will not respond to the call of

the countrv, then we must resort to the involuntary system."
1 "The policy," said he, " inaugurated on the 1st of December, 1881, has been fruitless of good.

It has changed the ostensible, if not the real issue of the war. That policy, and the want of per-

sistent vigor in our rnilir.tr.- counsels, render any further reliance upon voluntary enlistments futile.

The nostrums have all failed. Confiscation, emancipation by Congress, emancipation by the

proclamation of the President, compensated emancipation, arbitrary arrests, paj*r made legal ten-

der, negro armies, will not do tho mighty work. Nothing will sava us now but victories in the field

and on llie sea, and then the proffer of the olive-branch, with the most liberal terms of reconcili

tion and reunion. Wo can get armies in no other way but by measures substantially those in the

bill before us, unless the administration will retrace its steps, and return to the way of the Consti-

tution—fur us the strait nnd narrow way which leads unto life. At any rate, the war on paper

is at an end. The people have, for a time, been deluded by it. That delusion exists no longer.

If you are to suppress thin rebellion, all instrumentalities will fail you but the power of your owl

right arm. Mr. Speaker, the measures and policy heretofore pursued have not been merely fruit

less of good, tbev have been fruitful of evil. They have made, or largely contributed to makr -

united South ; they have made for vnn a divided North ; ibey have alienated from the adt-'""'

tion the confidence and atVeeti-.n of large portions of the people ; they have paralyzed yo

and divided your counsels. Gentlemen flatter themselves this ahenati.ui and disaffection

work of Democrats ; that the people have been misled and deceived by their wiles. Sir, tho people

of tins country read, and keep their eyes open, and comprehend, and the plain fact is, yon can not

unite them upon the policy you now pursue. They do not believe in destroying the Union and

the Constitution in the le.pe'of building up better by force of arms. You may unite them on the

issue of maintaining the Union and the government at every price nnd cost, hut upon no other.

"Having distracted the public mind, having alienated to a great degree the affection and confi-

dence or the country, what is left to you? To resort to those constitutional powers vested in you

for the preservation of the government which you have in trust, and which yon must use or bo

false to that trust. Gentlemen say tho peoplo will not bear this measure. I will not believe it.

I believe the people of this country arc ready to do and to endure every thing for the preservation

of their unity, their nnti tl life, and, through that unity and that nuiionnl life, all that makes life

precious to men. They will submit to it. In view of the infinite interests at slake in this great

controversy ; in tho solemn conviction that there is to-day no hope of peace except in disintegra-

tion ; that as n nation wc must conquer in arms or perish, they will meet and respond to this im-

perative call of duty. Such is my hope aud trust.
'

' But, Sir. Speaker, suppose they -hesitate ; suppose they do not submit
;
you enn but try ; you

have no other hope ; tho negro will not save you, paper money will not save you, your infractions

of j^rsonsl liberty will not save you. If persisted in in the peaceful and loyal states, they will

ruin you. Go firmly to the people, and present to them the issue. They will understand tho ter-

rible exigency in which the country is placed, and they will be true to that country if you show

elcurlv to their comprebetibi.ni the length, and breadth, and height, and depth of that exigency.

Mr. Speaker, the issue must be met at all hnsards. If the people will not support you, if they will

not do this highest act at duly, the dnys of this republic uro numbered, and ilie end is nigh. Sat-

isfv Ihctn that you mean to bo true to the Constitution and the Union, and they will be truo to you.

"The issue,' I repeat, must he met. You die without this measure; you can do no mora with

It, exceptyou die, as cowards die, mutiy times. I go, therefore, for appealing from these panaceas.

bile agreeing 'with Mr. Thomas as to the causes of the difficulty experi-

enced by the government in sustaining its military strength by the volun-

teer system, still opposed the measure. 1 The bill was finally passed, on the

3d of March, by a vote of 115 to 49.

and makeshifts, and paper bullets, ro this highest, most solemn, and imperative duty of the citizen

to proteet tho life of the stute, and I believe that appeal will be answered."
1 "Tho measure, it seems to me," said he, "is but the natural result of tho course of policy

hicb this Congress has pursued from the commencement, or very near tho commencement of this

"When this war first broke out, it was a national war, with a single national object ; nnd upon
that one purpose and object all hearts wore united. That object was tho re-establishment of this

great republic—our republic. Upon that great object, I repeat, we were all united. There was no
"ivision ; and in order to satisfy the country mure effectually of the fact of our unity, but litllo

ore than eighteen months ago a resolution offered by me was passed, almost unanimously, dcclar-

g that this was our sole object. Wc then declared (hat this was our only object. Wc pledged
irselves that no interfercni e should be made in any of the Mill tut ions of llie s rules having a spe-

cial reference to the institution of slavery.

" Mr. Speaker, had the pledges then solemnly made by this Congress been adhered to, how dif-

ferent would be the condition of the country to-day! There was then but one sentiment pervad-

ing the whole people of the country. The people then flocked to your standard by hundreds of

thousands, filling the ranks of such an army as the world never saw. There was then hut one
sentiment in tho people of the countrv. No coercion was then talked of. What has produced
the change that now presents itself? What, as my friend from Massachusetts says, has united tho

South in one solid iron phalanx? What has crushed out, nnd destroyed to a great extent, if not

wholly, the confidence and enthusiasm that swelled up in the heart o'f the people of the nation? -

What has done all (his? It is our departing from our faith. It is our departing from that object

which we declared to be the only jusi and patriotic one. What else has done it? Have you not

departed from the policy of that, faith ? Have you not, in a manner considered perfidious, violated

pledges which you gave tho country more than oighici n mniith- ngo? Was there any discontent

expressed at that time? I heard of none. The hearts of the loyal people North ami South were

fired with a common purpose to preserve the integrity and honor of the republic. Every man felt

himself onder every honorable obligation to step forward, and abandon hi- private affairs, and look

after tho welfare of tho Union. That was tho undivided, pervading, patriotic sentiment of the

whole body of the people. Nowhere in the North or Northwest was heard a murmur of discon-

tent; and the somo confidence and patriotic feeling was as strong among the Union men of tho

border stutes as it was any where in the North and West. It was every where the same. Wo
were willing (o suffer to the last extremity to preserve the government. That was the feeling of

the people then ; wc nil know it.

"What has brought this mighty change? What has done it, Mr. Speaker? Do not wo oil

know ? Can there bo any doubt on the subject ? It has been our infidelity to the pledges made
to tho people. It has been because of the reckless course of llie dominant power. It is because

of the impolicy of which Congress has been guilty. Is it not time to leorn that the course wc have

pursued and are pursuing has produced a state of division and dissension even in tho remaining

states? Yes, sir, the policy that hns been recently pursued bus been the fruitful source of these

disastrous dissensions. It has been our departure from our polity of not attacking the institution

of slavery, and fighting only for the government, for the Union, nnd the Constitution.

"What have we seen at this session? We have passed bills changing llie rules and articles of

war in order that slavery might bo encroached upon. We deprive the loyal people of the South

of all protection by the army for their properly. You have passed a law taking the slaves from

any of tho citizens of the country. You have passed n law for organizing an army of three hund-

red thousand negroes. This, you know, is against tho dec|>-rooied prejudices of at least one half

-

our people. Such a bill would have been rejected with one common voice eighteen months ago.

Even the mention of the subject created profound indignation. You have done this and more.

You have passed laws, in the opinion of the people, which violate the Constitution. You have

scorned the friends of the government. You have turned away from us the hearts of the people

hy these measures. Wc have sown deep the seeds of future disasters to the government. I itm

plore the House to pause before it sunciions any more measures of that kind.

"Mr. Speaker, can wo carry on tbo war more successfully by transcending the Constitution

than wc can by obeying it? I have always said that the Constitution was our bulwark ; that it

was the best defense ; that our strongest defense was to keep within the clearly-defined powers of

that instrument. But what have we done? Wo have assumed powers not delegated by the Con-

stitution. Wo have acted, not according to the provisions of tho Constitution, but according to

the sentiment which actuated us at the moment. We seem to have been conirolled by the pelty

spirit of party rather than by the spirit of patriotism and n determination 10 obey llie Constitution

and the laws. You have lost the heart of tbo people, and you have lost it by the dogmas you

have inaugurated and established rather than f.ijbuv the Constitution.

"Tbo gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr Stevens] said the other day that we have every man
in the field that we can get voluntarily, Why is that? Because the object is clearly proclaimed

of abolishing shivery throughout Hie United Stales. You have done this while you have had an

accidental majority here. Hence it is that the people have changed This is the only time when

that party ever had a majority in the House— I mean a majority ofAbolitionists. With this occi-

dental power, what hns it done ? It has declared emancipation by law. Il has declared by law

for the raising of negro armies. It has declared emancipation and confiscation by law. By these

means, I My, you have lost the beans of t lie people. Why do not the people have the same enthu-

siasm in the war that they had at first? Then they pot n million of men into the field. Tho

country is still in peril, in more peril than at first, and why is not an army of iwo million men
now put into tiie field ? It is only because of the bad policy by which you have established the

dogmas of the Abolitionists, of emancipation of slavery throughout tho country. It is that which

has induced them to lose confidence in you. It is not for the country, it is not for the white roan,

it is for the negro this war is to be waged ; and for that war I nm not. The logical conclusion

from the impolitic course wo buvc pursued is, that we have lost the hearts of the people.

"You say thai this Mil i> framed on the idea that the people will no longer volunteer—that the

peoplo will" no longer stand a draft. Why not? Because the people will not do one thing or

another; they will neither v.,Uinteor nor stand a draft, and yon are ..hliged by law to coerce them.

That is the condition in which we arc placed, and ibis bill is nothing more ihnn ihc logical con-

clusion of what we have previously done. Wc have created a necessity for it. The people are no

longer with us, and therefore we must force the people, by coercive and penal laws, by new juris-

dictions, provost-marshals scattered through the land, and by a now sort of military judicature to

which the people have not been accustomed. And knowing ibut you have an un« illing people to

deal wilh, you make that law as coercive a3 possible, and accompany it with every sort of inquisi-

torial and compulsory power, judicial and executive, in order to insure obedience, willing or unwil-

ling, to that law. Is not that our condition fairly considered ?

"There is but ono sort of consistency which deserves the respect of honest men, and that is to

let your acts be consistent with your convictions m the time you ore called upon 10 vote. It is not

what wo did yesterday ihat we are to consider alone. We have lived through a lime of trial and

of trouble. Have we learned nothing ? Up to this time I fear we have learned very little. Our

lessons have been very severe, and the fear of more dangerous lesson 6 hereafter ought to instruct

us. The life of the country is attacked, and that life is upon your bands, and its preservation de-

pends in a great measure upon yonr wisdom, upon your solemn deliberations, nnd your solemn

consideration of all the mighty questions upon us.

" If wo want to get back the Union, how- must wc do it? Wc must change our policy. Thia

will not answer your purpose. You must get back what you have lost. You have losl the heart

of the people, and the confidence of ibe people. The people's atle. ti.-ns arc turned away from us,

and will thev bear more exactions and burdens laid upon them ? No, sir; you are mistaken in

tho remedy." Your only remedy is to regain the confidence nnd heart of the peoplo, to subsiiitiio

for the distrust which now exists confidence that your object is a nuiionnl one, and not a mere

public one; not the abolition of slavery, but the salvation of the country. Get (but back, and you

do not want this bill; fail to get it bock, and this bill will be just as inoperative as if tiicro was not

a word written upon it.

" You say a draft will not do ; that a draft will not be submitted (o. I know- nothing about

that. Will, then, this more exacting provision be submitted to? In a country like ours, luws

which do not carry along with them the assent or the people are but blank paper. Have you not

cause to fear that unless you win back the hearts of llie people, ami iheir eon ti deuce, tins hill will

do no cood? You are mistaking the disease altogether. The dis.-a.-c of the public heart is loss

of confidence in us, members of Congress. It ts .he Al lion element h'-re win, h has destroyed

everything; that hai clouded the great ideas of nationality—the pndc ol the American heart.

"That is the disease of the public heart, nnd you should endeavor to administer measures

which will reclaim it, and that will heal discontent. And yet in the last moments of our existence

you are endeavoring to consummate n policy which the people hnvc condemned, and to put tho

people beyond the means of redress. The remedv, and the sole remedy, is by reversion, by retrac-

ing our steps, and making this again a national war. Then you will not want this bill, nor will

you want a draft. You will have volunteers enough. I do not speak rashly, because you bad vo -

untocrs enough, and more than von knew what to do with, when yon siood upon that ground.

But VOU chose to change that ground. Political iib,,1iti..nisl* ihosight ill- time had come lor taem

to introduce the sword and the spear into tbo public arena, and to make use of this war to carry

out tho cuJ-i wuitth they have long cherished—tho aboliliou of slavery.
'
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Mr. Lovejoy, of Illi-

Tliis act, as passed by Congress, included, as a part of the national forces,

all able-bodied male citizens of the United States between the ages of twen-

ty-one and forty-five years, except such as should be rejected as physically

or mentally unlit for the service. Tbe militia thus enrolled were to be di-

vided into two classes—the first to contain those under thirty-five and all

unmarried persons under forty-five; the second, all others liable to military

duty. The country was to be divided into districts, in each of which an en-

rollment board was to be established. Those enrolled were subject to be

called into service for two years from July 1st, 1863, and to continue in serv-

ice for three years. Any person drafted might furnish au acceptable sub-

stitute, or pay $300, and be discharged from farther liability under that draft.

Those who, after being drafted, failed to report, were to be treated as desert-

ers. No choice was given to those drafted as to the corps or regiment, or as

to the branch of the service in which they should serve. 1

In the House a bill had already been passed, 83 to 54, authorizing the

President " to enroll, arm, and equip, and receive into the land or naval serv-

ice of the United States, such numbers of volunteers of African descent as be

may deem useful to suppress the present rebellion, for such term as be may
prescribe, not exceeding five years." This bill was not passed by the Sen-

ate, on the ground that the authority thereby granted had already been giv-

en in the act of July 17, 1862.

Early in the session a discussion was opened in the House which brought

out an expression of views as to the position of the insurgent states in their

relation to the general government. On the 8 th ofJanuary, the appropria-

tion bill being under consideration, an amendment was offered to add to the

clause for the compensation of thirty-three revenue commissioners and twelve

clerks (with salaries amounting to $112,000) a proviso that their compensa-

tion should be collected in the insurgent states. Thaddeus Stevens, of Penn-

sylvania, insisted that the Constitution did not embrace a state in arms
against the government. " The establishment of a blockade," he said, " ad-

mitted the Southern States, the Confederates, to be a belligerent power.

Foreign nations have all admitted them as a belligerent power. Whenever
that came to be admitted by us and by foreign nations, it placed the rebel-

lious states precisely in the position of an alien enemy with regard to duties

and obligations." He held, therefore, that all obligations or contracts previ-

ously existing between these states and the general government were abro-

gated, and that the former were to be treated simply in accordance with the

laws of war. " With regard to all tbe Southern states in rebellion the Con-

stitution has no binding influence and no application." In bis opinion these

states were not members of the Union, nor under tbe laws of the govern-

ment. He proposed to levy the tax and collect it as a war measure.

In this expression of opinion Mr. Stevens was not sustained by his party.

Abram Olin, of New York, held this doctrine in utter abhorrence—equally

unsound and mischievous as that of the so-called right of secession. Mr.

Thomas, of Massachusetts, favored the amendment, but would collect the

tax under the provisions of the Constitution, " because to-day, as always

heretofore, the authority of the national government covers every inch of

the territory of the national domain; because that law which we call the

Constitution is to-day the supreme law of the land.'

nois, emphatically repudiated Mr. Stevens's theory. 2

On the 18th of February the bill to provide a national currency came up
for consideration in the Senate. The President, in his message, had uro-ed

the passage of this bill. It passed the Senate by a majority of two votes

—

23 to 21—and the House by a vote of 78 to 643

1 The following persons were exempted : TheVice-President, the judges of United Stales courts,

tha heads of executive departments, and the governors of the several states ; the only eon, Iniblo

to military service, of n widow dependent upon his lutior for support; the only son of aged or in-

firm parent or ptireotH dependent upon his labur for support; also, wlicrc thurc are two or more
sons of aged or infirm parents subject to draft, the futlier, or, if he be dead, the mother, may elect

which son should bo exempt ; also the father of motherless children under twelve years of age,
dependent upon his labor for support ; also, where there were a father and sons in the same fam-
ily and household, and two of them were in the military service as non-commissioned officers, mu-
sician*, or privates, the residue of such family should be exempt; and all wore exempt who had
'•-i'.n convicted of any felony.

1 Mr. Stevens did not claim to speak for his party. "I desire," he said, "to say that I know
perfectly well ... . I do not speak the sentimeuts of this side of the house as a party. I
know mora than that : that, for the lost fifteen years, I have always been a step ahead of the party
I have acted with in these matters; bat I have" never been so far' ahead, with the exception of the
principles I now enunciate, but that the members of the parly hove overtaken me and gone ahead
and they, together with the gentleman from New York (Mr. Ulin), will again overtake me, ami
go with me, before tin? infamous nod bloody rebellion is ended. They will find that they can not
execute the Constitution in the seceding states; that it is a total nullity there, and that this war
must be carried on upon principles wholly independent of it. They will come to the conclusion
that the adoption of the measures I advocated nt the outset of the war—the arming of the ne-
groes, the slaves of the rebels— is the only way left on earth by which these rebels can be exterm-
inated. They will find that they must'treat those states now outside of the Union us con-
quered provinces, and settle ibem with new men, and drive the present rebels as exiles from this

conutry ; for I tell you they have the pluck and endurance fur which I nave them credit n year and
a half ago, in a speech which I made, but which was not relished on this side of the house, nor by
the people in the free states. They have such determination, energy, and endurance, that noth-
ing but actual extermination, or exile, or starvation will ever indtico them to surrender to this goy-
erunicnt. 1 do not now ask gentlemen to indorse my views, nor do I speak for any body hut my-
self; but, in order that I tnny have some credit for sagacity, I ask that gentlemen will write tliis

down in their memories. It will not be two years before they will call it up, or before they will

adopt my views, or adopt the other alternative of a disgraceful submission by this side of the
- ntrv.'*

" 1 repudiate," said he, " the theory which, if I understand the gentleman from Pennsylvania,
is theory, that, if I own n vessel, tbe mere fact that pirates come and take possession of it de-
ws the validity of my title to it. I may not be in possession ; I mB_v go and demand the pos-
iun to which I am legally and constitutionally entitled, and force may prevent my taking pos-
ion ; but that does not inialiilute my rightful claim.

1

1 hold that if oae third of tlie citizens of Kentucky arc loyal, the stale belongs to that third

,

that if one fourth of the citizens ofTennessee arc loynl, the state belongs to that fourth; and that

list as soon as the government can enforce their rights, it is bound to enforce them ; and tha

hole machinery of state government can be set going by those who remain, who are loyal,

hether onu half, one fourth, one tenth, or one hundredth. The right of the federal government
ever was invalidated, and never ceased for a moment."
3 The provisions of the bill, the objections to it, and the arguments in its favor,will bo best shown

by the following speeches of Senators t.'ullamer, of Vermont, and Sherman, of Ohio:
Mr. Colinmer opposed the bill. "What," asked he, "are its great purposes and objects as slat-

ed by those who framed, recommended, and support it f It is said to be to institute a great na-
tional paper currency through the medium of bunks, to be organized under this act, who are to

lake United States stocks and deposit them in the Treasury, and take ninety per cent, of them in

notes to circulate as money, with which to do bunking business, and that they shall have twemy-
r cent, more than this circulating pan as a permanent capital to work upon. They nre to

pay two per cent, on their circulation to the United States government annually, or one per cent,

every six months, and the United States are to pay them six per cent, per annum on the bonds in

gold. The United States further agree that they will take all this money in circulation, receive

it for and pay it out on all public dues, and declare it to be in the act a national currency. Be-
sides that, the United Stares agree that they will guarantee to the bill-holders the payment of these

bills nt tlio Treasury. If the banks do not redeem them in currency when asked for their redemp-
tion, they may be protested and presented at the Treasury, and the Treasury is to pay them, and
to pay them in full, whether the stocks left upon deposit are able to meet them or not. Besides

this investment, the property put into these associations is itself to be clear of taxation.
" Now, Mr. President, it is to be further onderstood, and is an integral part of the very system,

without which it is good for nothing, that the circulation of the existing banks of the country is to

be withdrawn. Measures ore to be taken with those banks that shall induce or compel them to

take home their circulation and put it out no more, so that this shall be a national currency. Un-
less this latter part of the scheme is secured, its great professed object of making a uniform na-

tional currency throughout the United States is not and can not be effected. It therefore implies

all this, and we must understand that if we enter upon this proposition and entertain this plan,

we arc to take measarcs in order to perfect it to do the other thing; that is, to destroy, put out of

existence, the circulation of the present state banks.
"The Supreme Court, in the case of McCullough vs. Maryland, decided tbat the United States

had the right to make a United States Bank, with branches' in different states, and they snid the

states could not tax that United States Bank. Why ? Because the exorcise of that power in the

cxtromo would destroy it, and therefore you would make it out that the Congress had a power to

establish a bank ; but, alter all, it was subject to the power of the states to put it down. In the

case of Kentucky, the Supreme Court decided that the long-continued usage in this country in

states to make banks was constitutional, and that a state had a right to make a bank of issue.

There were other questions in that cose which it is not necessary now to bring in here. It was

decided that a statu had a right, not to make a hank to issue the state paper, but a hank to issue

paper currency.

"Now, sir, if a state has that right, it has that right certainly independent of the consent of

Congress. Does it hold it at the will of Congress f Certainly cot. The United States, in mak-
ing a United States Bank, held it independent of stale action, and it was so decided. If the state

has this right, und has it independent of the consent of Congress, it can not have that right if tho

United States can lax it out of existence. Hence I say the United States has no more power to

tax a state institution out of existence than a state has to tax a United States institution out of

existence. I should like to seo that answered. I have sometimes proposed that question, but I

havo never received any answer to it. In most of the states, the State of New York, for instance,

almost all their banks are founded upon their own state stocks. It is apart of their financial sys-

tem to make their stocks valuable, and to enable them to make internal improvements. All these

state bunks are more or le^s connected B illi ami ramified in with the business of their several states.

Can they he taxed out of existence by the United States? Why, sir, you might just as well tell

me that the United States, under the power of taxation, could go on and extinguish all the schools

in New England by taxing its schools, its colleges, and its ncademies, and their bonks, and their

buildings, and the salaries of tho professors, and in that way destroy them under the very general

principle of the power of universal taxation. I shall not dwell any longer upon that point. I have

stated my view upon it.

" But, Mr. President, there is another principle involved in this measure, and I am looking at it

now in its great national nspects, as n nntionai principle1
,
without regard to the lime. I say it is

to establish corporations in all the states and Territories, entirely independent of any power of vis-

itation by those states or Territories. This, to say tho least of it, is na extremely quest inuuMe

power. What may be the number of these institutions? As the capital is to be §3i)l>,ni)i.i,0W,

that will make three thousand banks of $100,000 each; and the bill provides that they may bo

made $50,000 banks, which will make six thousand $60,000 banks. I believe we have now, in

what are called the loyal states, between thirteen and fourteen hundred banks altogether ;
and this

bill proposes to make nt least throe thousand, or perhaps six thousand of these bank corporations,

established all over the states.

"That is not all. It is proposed that there shall be no other banks but these; the whole bank-

ing capital is to bo put iato these banks, and tho whole or that property is removed from all eiato

taxation. I ask gentlemen to reflect on what will be the effect In their different states of closing

up the present banks, and taking the capital belonging to the stoekhol tiers, putting it into tho banks

under this hill, and removing tho whole of it From all the tonus of state taxation—slate, county,

city, and town. Many of our states derive their school-fund from what they obtain from these

stato banks. I believe it is so in New Hampshire. They have their school-fund in that way.

"The next point to which I desire to call attention is tho propriety of our undertaking as a

nation to say that we will be responsible for the ultimate redemption of these bills by llie securities

that are deposited. I am aware that the honorable senator who is the parent of the bill here trunk*

he has got in it something vcrv valuable, in the provision about the liability of individual stock-

holders, and requiring twenty-five per cent, of the amount of their circulation to be kepi on band.

All these things, to mv mind, are hardly worth the paper on which they are written; they are

good for nothing nt all. How can von follow the rMpoiisil.iliiv.-i- stockholders? The very nocts

nre assignable
j
they are porsonnl property, They are bought and sold in the market every day

for moro or less, according lo their worth. Although one of these banks may start With some

very responsible men when it first sets up, the moment it becomes at all doubtful or UanblHMHnl

it quickly passes off into the hands of men who have no responsibility. You can never pursue it

in that way. As to the provision that thev shall retain twoniy-livo per cent, on their emulatiuu

on hand, that is their own money ; it is not United States money, The fact is just this
:

"'""J

1
"

ever your bonds that you hold for vour security to redeem those bills depreciate essentially."10

hank will wind up, and they will doll without any sort of disparagement or any dishonesty. ",8

stockholders will soj at onco to themselves, ' Wo' hove noticed tho fall of these Blocks ;
wo know
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The bill for the admission of "West Virginia passed both houses during

this session. It first came up before the House of Representatives on the

that they lire very much down; we will not redeem any more of these bills; we will leave them

tube redeemed by the govern men i j we tjaw them §100,000 And deposited it with them in bonds;

they unlv allowed us §!10,000; that is all we have had of them ; we leave these notes in their

hands to' redeem ; we will let them redeem them ; we gave them a great deal more than ihey ever

(rave us, and la them redeem them.' When would tlint occur? Why, sir, io great national ca-

[amities such as those under which we already suffer by the unfortunate proceedings of this war,

we know that public stocks ri.se and fall willi the prosperity or decline of the nation.

" Again, I will take the very reverse of this state of things. Suppose we should close this un-

fortunate controversy and return to peace. The moment you arc at peace every man wants all

the money he has got to go into business. Ho has lent it to the United Slates, taken this, that,

or the other sort of slock, in order to have it earn something while this public controversy and

difficulty was going on. The moment that is ended he wants his money to go into business again

in our cities and towns—importing and the like. He immediately caaba these bonds, and a very

large portion of these bonds will at once bo thrown on the market at a discount the moment you

are at pence. In either of these eases, whether from public calamity or from peace, thero comes

a deterioration upon the value of these bonds; these banks are wound pp, the bills arc protested

and presented to tho Treasury hero ia bundles for payment. What will yon do? It is said in

ihe bill that they are 10 be paid here. You may lake the stocks the- bunk Kir as security and go

und sell them in the market, and thus get money to pay them. If they have deteriorated so

much that the banks do not want to pay their bills, it will be a pretty hard bnrgnin for us to pay

rhem with those bonds. Wo should have to sell at as much discount as they. Besides, we do

not get rid of any thing in that way. We have to anticipate our bonds. They run twenty years.

We have got to pay these notes when thev are presented ; and if we sell our bonds at a discount

ia the market to get sumo money to redeem them with, we have got to meet that bond in the end,

have we not ? We do not get rid of it at all ; but we arc compelled to get the money about twen-

ty years before it is due. I do not see the policy, the Expediency, or (lie profit of such u bargain.
'

''The nest aspect to which I will call attention is this : we once had, or twice had, a United

States Rank. The history of the hist one i= within the recollection of most of those who hear me.

That bank had a capital 'of §:k"i,OiiO,i.Kn.p. The proposition now is ro make United States banks

with n capital of -y:;OD,i>oo,iniil. The United Slates took §;.n0O,0un of that stock. They paid

nothing in, but put in their stock for it on time. They had directors of their own appointed to

keep watch of that bunk. They had the right to borrow money at that bank. The bank was

bound to loan it to them at a certain rate and limitation. They went on with that bank during

the whole period of its existence. They took their dividends from year to year by extinguishing

the payment of interest on their bonds; and at the close of the whole they received back their

stock and ten percent, upon it of accumulated profits tbnl hud not been divided. Every body con-

cerned in it was paid , the stock was paid hack ; and the United States made that money.

"Now, air, why' did that institution go down; or, rather, why was it not renewed, and enlarged,

and adapted to tho condition of the country? Il was because it was said to be a dangerous polit-

ical engine in the hnnds of whatever political party existed at the time
;
that it would bo used as

a great machine in the different states by the favor which the government would give it, or the

control which thev would exercise over it ; nud it was dangerous, us it was said then, and I think

it was demonstrable.
" Mr. President, look at tho proposition now before us in this aspect. It provides that the Sec-

retary of tho Treasury shall tiomioate the Comptroller of the Currency. He can be appointed by

the President only on" tho nomination of the Secretary of the Treasury
;
and he is given any num-

ber fnot limited at all) of clerks and agcals. There are established, if you please, three thousand

of these banks under tin- bill, of §100.000 each, scattered through all the country. They can be

visited by agents appointed here under this bill, and inspected from time to time, and reported

upon. The Secretary is authnriicd to make such of them as he thinks proper depositories of the

public revenue, and he is to distribute this stock, one half of the 8300,000,000 10 the different

suites according to their representative population, and the other half according to the banking

resources of the country ; there is no limitation u)>on him whatever. If the old United Stales

Hank liuiii-h.J well-grounded apprehensions of its dangerous political tendency as a political

i. . panwit me to ask gentlemen to reflect for a moment on what you have got here, with

§,;ili.>,nuii,Oi>0 of e.ipitul, wiih three thousand banks subject to inspection, and to be troubled just

ns much as the head of the Treasury Department pleases, if they do not support bis views ; or to

receive favors bv way of being made depositories for the public dues; and the Secretary having

the power to appoint agents and clerks ml libitum. I do not wish to enlarge upon this point at

all, but I sny this ; if n Secretary of the Treasury can be furnished with these powers and choosta

to use them, he must be a very bunding politician if he can not make himself President any day.

"Then, pulling it in plain Eagli-h, juii propose to hire these people logo into these associations,

take these bonds, and deposit them. They are to pay two per cent, on their circulation, and you

pay them six un their bouds. I will call it four per cent. ; though it is more, as the gentleman

knows, because the two per cent, thev pay in currency, and the six per cent, we pay in gold. The

amount of it is this: an sav to them', 'If'voo will do this to the amount of $800,000,000, and put

ont notes to the extent of ninety per cent." of the bonds, wo will pay yon $12,000,000 in gold every

year for doing it.' You muy talk about its Wing in the Form of bunds, hut that does not alter it

at all. Wc are to enfr into that arrangement with them. If they take their money, buy these

bonds, put them on deposit, issue pivper io the extent of ninety per cent, of those bonds and circu-

late it, and pay two per cent- on that circulation, wc pay them six on the bonds ; that is, wc pay

them four percent, on the bonds, if they will do us this great service! There is nil there is about

it. You may discuss it as you please, and use n great many financial expressions aad schemes;

but thnt is the English of it ; that is the simple common sense of it. Instead of circulating that

amount of our own currency upon our own responsibility und paying nothing, we are to hire them
lu circulate that amount of t.ur currency . and pay ilieru §1J,I'0(),IHNJ a year in gold fur doing it;

andwearo to lie responsible alter all. That is aft there is of it. Vunkee as lam, lam unable to

perceive how it is possible that that can be a good trade for us, or how any shrewd man would ever

think of entering into an agreement of that kind.

"It is said, however, that it is a fair tax ia proportion to our other war taxes. Let us look at

this for a momeni. My neighbor here bus $100,000 saved, wo will say, and having retired from

business, he lives by loaning our that money, and he realizes six percent, u year on it. How much
do we tax him? One hundred and eighty dollars, three per cent, on what he gels. I am going

now upon the ground ihul he has got $0000 income in some other way. Wo tax him three per

cent, on bis join,- and that is $IS0, although he has used §100,000. Here arc three other neigh-

bors of mine—I will not include myself, because that would make the supposition too improbable

—who have $100,000, and thev bank with it according to the law of their state. What do they

make? 1'crhaps they make eight per cent. If they do make §SiJIU)oii the §100,000, they have

to pay a tax of three per cent, on that now, and it goes into the Treasury. But what is tho prop-

osition here? The government says to them, 'You have got §100,000 'invested in banking; you

will therefore probably have ubout $160,000 of circulation ; we will tax you on the §150,000 one

per cent, every sis months, or two per cent, a year.' How much will that be ? Three thousand

dollars. 'For the use ol'youi § Hui.ui.hi in banking you shall pay si'.UMO a year.' The other man,

fur the use of his 8100,000, pays bat §180 a year." Do you call that fair and equal taxation?

The one pays $ 1 BO, while the other, on the same amount of capital, pays §3000. It is perfectly

monstrous.

"But, in the next place, I think it a mere matter of figures, and capable of mathematical cer-

tainty about this problem of whether banks will beset up in my part of the country under this bill,

even if the existing banks arc all destroyed. To illustrate it, I will take the plain case of a

§100,000 bank, because that is the ordinary sito of a country bank in my part of the country, and
it is, in round numbers, easy of calculation. You are to take §100,000, go and buy bonds with it,

leave them there, and take out §00,000 of circulating notes. As to exchange, thnt is to be the

same all over the country, and that is to be il- item in the profit of a bank hereafter.

"Now let us see how it will work. In the first place, I believe I am borne out by examination

of experienced men in saving that yon can no! operate u country bank, or any bank of the amount

of §100,000, with le-s than 82500 per year. Pity your cashier, open your office, warm it, light it,

take care of it, pay your expresses, and' do all your business, and it can nut be done for less than

$3300, and that is putting it very low. Now s §100,000 bank, under this bill, will, in Ihe first

place, get from thu government of the United States $4000 a year interest, after paying the tax.

id they get six per cent, inter-

ing.

st? It costs §2300 to opernte the bank, the ordinary

expenses, and IktrlM the sm of* $32,600 for that year, because they are to keep on band twenty-

five per cent, on tie ir circalaiion. Thev have kept'that on band, and of coarse the use of it is lost.

That is over $1:100. That cx|ienso and loss makes §oB00. The interest from the government

and the interest on tho §00,000 amounts to $9400. Deducting the one from the other, it leaves

§5000. Now what did it make that on ? On tho §100,000 put in, and the §22,300 which was

kept on hand. The investment was §122,300, and the profit is §3btHI ; that is, about four per

cent. That is nil thnt can bo mnde under it. They are to run the risk in their loans of all the

loanings of §00,000, and gelling it out and in, and can not make live per cent., if all works

smoothly and there nrc no losses at nil. 1 sny that is not a matter of speculation; that is a mat-

ter of certainty. Those figures which 1 have given in this instance can not lie,"

Mr. Sherman, of Ohio, followed in defense of the hill. "That bankers can make a reasonable

profit under this bill I have no doubt. They have thu benefit or four per cent, on the bonds de-

posited by them. They have the benefit ofinterest on the notes given them for circulation. They

9th of December, 1862. The senators elected by "West Virginia had already

been admitted into the Senate. The questiun as to the admission of West
Virginia as a separate state was involved in great difficulty. While it was

consistent to recognize the Legislature of this portion of Virginia as the

Legislature of the state, to the exclusion of that assembled at Richmond, it

was still a violation of the Constitution to admit West Virginia as a separate

state. To do this was to lake the ground which Mr. Stevens held— that tho

Constitution had no longer any application to the states engaged in rebel-

lion. Probably not more than one third of the proposed new state were in

favor of its separation from Virginia. But the bill passed the House Q6 to

55, and the Senate without debate.

On the 9th of February, 1863, resolutions were adopted by the House ad-

mitting to seats in that body Benjamin F.Flanders and Michael Hahn, elect-

ed from the first and second Congressional districts of Louisiana. The adop-

tion of these resolutions was a protest on the part of the House against the

political theories of Thaddeus Stevens.

Resolutions were adopted in both houses toward the close of the session

repudiating foreign mediation in our civil war. These were passed in the

Senate 31 to 5, and in the House 103 to 28. 1 The occasion for this action

\Vo understand that. They lend the §!Mi,tl00 which thev receive, and they get six percent, i

est on that. That inter-stV.iLld amount to $.3+00. There is all they can make without Men

have the benefit of exchange; not the rates of exchange f.irmerly paid, but that incidental exchange

which every bank charges in drawing a draft, probably a quarter or a half of one per cent. They
have the profits they can make from deposits. They have other profits from the ordinary incident!

of banking. I have no doubt, from all these various profits, they will make what bunks in ordina-

ry times under specie payments could make, that is, seven or eight per cent, u year.

" But, sir, the principal point made by ihe honorable senator, and one most likely to inlluenre

the judgment of senators, is this : he asks what benefit the United Suites del ivcs from this ar-

rangement, nud he eudeuvors by argument to show that the United Mules derives no benefit. I

would put to him this simple proposition : there are now §107,000,000 of local bank circulution

in the country. Suppose wo can induce through their interests— I no not prop a to do it by any

arbitrary mode—the retirement of §100,000,000 of this circulation, taking the smallest sum that

will probably be used in the course of a ycur; suppose wo can induce the banks to withdraw

8100,000,000 of their circulation, is it no benefit to the United States ? Now the United Stales

gets no benefit whatever from their circulation, The United Slates enn not receive it in their or-

dinary business transactions. It fills the channels of circulation la the exclusion of the green-

backs. Suppose we can induce the banks to withdraw §100,111111, mm of their circulution, and in-

vest that much money in our bonds, and receive United States circulution, does not the honorable

senator see that we should derive a ureal advantage from it? Thnt is the object of this bill. The
object is, by appealing to the patriotism and the interest of the people and the hanks, to induce the

banks to withdraw their local circulation and convert it into a national circulation. If it fails, as

a matter of course it does no barm. Bat suppose it succeeds, docs not the United States derive a

benefit from it? Certainly; because at once a demand is created for the purchase of (100,000,000

of United States bonds. We are anxious to sell these bonds. They are now below the par of gold.

The creation of a demand for §100,000,000 will, as I showed yesterday, by the well-known and

recognized laws of trade, probably create u demand for $600,000,000. There is the benefit, there

is the advantage W0 seek to derive. We shall make a market at once for the sale of $100,000,000

worth of our bonds, and the additional market which is always crcaied by making n demand for

a particular commodity, which is equivalent at least to five times the amount of the real demand.

Tho government of the United States is willing to borrow money from the honorable senator at

six per cent, and pay the interest in gold coin. Any person who desires to loan money to the

United States may receive six jier cent, interest on it, and we arc very glad to sell our bonds at

'

™t rate in this time of war; but to those who avail themselves of the privileges of this law we

ly pay four per cent., so that we save oae third of the interest on the amount of our bonds used

for banking; and more than that, we get a circulation which by the laws of the United States

maybe used in the collection of our dues; and in the ordinary operations of OUT government these

banking agencies may be made useful and beneficial us depositories. There is the answer. Tho

benefit derived to the government is by making a market for its bonds, by having fiscal agencies

throughout the United Suites, so that i'l may the more readily collect its debts, and by saving one

third of the interest on the payment of its bonds, and by securing to the people of the country a

uniform national currency which can be passed from bund to baud in all parts of the coantry

without loss by exchange, or deterioration, or alteration.

"But the honorable senator says that the power granted by this bill would render the Secreta-

ry of the Treasury a very dangerous person, or a very powerful person ;
probably that is the mean-

ing. He says that this bill would create a danger. 'us political power. A< c-rdiug to all experi-

ence, if you invest in any particular person the power to appoint men to office, or the power to

manage banks or control a scheme of this kind, it rather weakens him. Sir, it will be a danger-

ous power in one sense; not to tho American people, bin it will he dangerous to the individual

who exercises the power. Any man in this country who is clothed with the power of appointing

men to office, or selecting certain persons ro have certain priiilcg. s, Io- » un.ie than he makes, by

the well-known law that he disappoints more than he benefits. And if y-m BWfM upon the Sec-

retary ofWar or the Secretary of the Treasury the power to appoint twenty chik-, as we did tho

other day, there arc five hundred applicants at once; und yon disappoint font hut d'ed and eighty,

and make them enemies, for the sake of gaining twenty friends. So, sir, the administration of

patron nge, the power to select depositories, all the power conferred by ibis lull, ihe power of visit-

ation, all these are powers which tend rather to decrease the influence of tho Secretary of tho

Treasury, because they are more likely to make him enemies than friends."

1 The following is the text of the resolutions as offered in the Senate, March 3d,by Mr. Sumner:
" Whereas, it appears from the diplomatic correspond enee submitted to Congress that a propo-

sition, friendly in form, looking to pacification through foreign mediation, has been made to tho

UniteJ States by the Kmperor of the trench, and promptly declined by the 1'tc-ident ; and where-

as tho idea, of mediation or intervention in some shape may be regarded by foreign governments as

practicable, and such governments, through this misunderstanding, may he led m proceedings tend-

ing to embarrass the friendly relations which now exist between rhem and ihe United Slates; and

whereas, in order to remove for tho future all chance of misunderstanding >-n this subject, and to

secure for the United States the full enjoyment of thnt freed. mi from foreign interference which is

one of tho highest rights of independent states, it seems fit that Congress should declare its convic-

tions thereon : Therefore,
.

"Resolved (the House of Representatives concurring), That while. 111 times past, the I mud
States have sought and accepted the friendly median..u or arbitration i.f foreign powers for the pa-

cific adjustment of international questions, where the 1'nited States were the party of the one part

and some other sovereign power the party of the other part ; and while they are not disposed to

misconstrue the natural and humane desire of foreign powers 10 aid in arre-ting dmnc-tic troubles,

which, widening in their inliueiiec, have alllieted other countries ;
especially in view of the circum-

stance, deeply regretted by the American people, that the bl..w aimed bv the rebellion at the nation-

al hie has fallen heavily upon the lab. -ring population of Europe ;
yet. nolwiihstunding these things,

Congress can not hesitate to regard even proposition of foreign interference in the present conle-t

as SO far unreasonable arid inadmissible, that its only explanation will be found in a misundcrstand-

ing of the true statu of tho question, and of the real character of the war in which the republic is

" litsoh-rd. That the United States are now grappling with un unprovoked and wicked rebellion,

which is seeking the destruction of the republic- that it may build 11 new power, whose c..rner-s(one,

according to the confession of its chiefs, shall bo slavery; that for the suppie-si I [bis rebellion,

und thus to sa\c the republic and prevent tho establishment of such 11 power, the national govern-

ment is now employing armies und Meets, in full faith that through ihc-e efforts nil the purposes of

conspirators arid rebels will be crushed; that while engaged 111 this struggle. 011 which so much de-

pends, anv proposition from a foreign power, whatever form it may take, having for 11- object the.

arrest of these efforts, is, just in proportion to its influence, 1111 e-m-ouragemcnt Io the rebellion and

ro ils declared pretention., and. on this account, is calculated to prolong and embitter (he conflict,

10 cause increii-.d expenditure of blood und treasure, ami to jH.stpoiie ihe iniah-desired day of pence ;

licit with the.-e convi, lions, and not doubting lh.it everv surh pr..p.c-itioii. alihuiigh made with good

intent is injurious to the national inlercsis. Congre-s will be obliged m look upon any further at-

tempt in the same direction as an unfriendly net, which it earnestly deprecates, to ,be end that noth-

ing may occur abroad to strengthen the rebellion or to weaken those relations ofgood- will with for-

eign powers which the United States are happy to cultivate.

" {{..wired, Thnt the rebellion from its beginning, and far l.u k even in the c.,n,pmi<-y which

preceded its outbreak, was encouraged bv the hope of support from foreign powers; that its chiefs

frequently l-ou,1cd that (lie. people of I-ur-po were s„ far dependent upon regular supplies ol the

great Southern .tuple, that sooner or later their governments would be constrained I., lake -ide with

the rebellion in s..mc cffe.tive form. e. en to the extent of forcible intervention, it the milder form

did not prevail; that the rebellion is now sustained by this hope, which every proposition of foreign
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on the part of Congress was the offer of mediation made by the French gov-

ernment early in the year. During the year 1862 the Emperor Napoleon
had proposed to the Russian and British governments to join him in trying

to bring about an armistice of six months between "the federal govi

ment and the Confederates of the South." The proposition was in both cases

declined. On the 9th of January, 1863, M. Drouyn de l'Huys, the French
Minister of Foreign Affairs, addressed M. Mercier, the French minister at

Washington, on this subject. The government, he said, in proffering its

good offices, had been guided by its friendship toward the United States.
" We can not," he added, " regard without profound regret this war, worse
than civil, comparable to the most terrible distractions of the ancient repub-

lics, and whose disasters multiply in proportion to the resources and valor

which each of the belligerent parties develop." It was urged, also, that re-

course to the good offices of one or several neutral powers contained noth-

ing incompatible with the pride of a great nation, and that mediation might
be as useful in civd as in international wars. Plainly the French emperor
ill understood the real temper of the government to which he made this of-

fer. Undoubtedly he would have been joined by the British government
in his offer had not the latter been recently (November, 1S62) advised by
Lord Lyons that such an offer at the present crisis would be injurious to the

peace party in the North. Perhaps, also, Napoleon was deceived as to the

real import of the autumn elections of 1862, mistaking them for an indica-

tion of a popular desire for peace even at the price of disunion.

Secretary Seward's reply was at once courteous and firm. It was ac-

knowledged that the people of France were "faultless sharers with the

American nation" in the misfortunes of the war. The traditional friendship

between France and the United States bad not been forgotten. The land

and naval forces of the United States bad steadily advanced, until now the

Confederates retained "only the states of Georgia, Alabama, and Texas, with
half of Virginia, half of North Carolina, two thirds of South Carolina, half of
Mississippi, and one third respectively of Arkansas and Louisiana." The
determination to preserve the integrity of the country had not relaxed.

"This government," said the secretary, " if required, does not hesitate to sub-

mit its achievements to the test of comparison
; and it maintains that, in no

part of the world, and in no times, ancient or modern, has a nation, when ren-

dered all unready for combat by the enjoyment of eighty years of almost un-
broken peace, so quickly awakened at the alarm of sedition, put forth ener-

gies so vigorous, and achieved successes so signal and effective as those which
nave marked the progress of this contest on the part of the Union. M.
Drouyn de l'Huys, I fear, has taken other light than the correspondence of
this government for his guidance in ascertaining its temper and firmness.

He has probably read of divisions of sentiment among those who hold them-
selves forth as organs of public opinion here, and has given to them an un-
due importance While there has been much difference of popular
opinion and favor concerning the agents who shall carry on the war, the
principles on which it shall be waged, and the means with which it shall be
prosecuted, M. Drouyn de l'Huys has only to refer to the statute-book of
Congress, and the executive ordinances, to learn that the national activity

has hitherto been, and yet is, as efficient as that of any other nation—what-
ever its form of government—ever was under circumstances of equally
grave import to its peace, safety, and welfare. Not one voice has been
raised any where, out of the immediate field of the insurrection, in favor of
foreign intervention, mediation, or arbitration, or ofcompromise, with the re-

linquishment of one acre of the national domain, or the surrender of even
one constitutional franchise. At the same time, it is manifest to the world
that our resources are yet abundant, and our credit adequate to the existing
emergency." To surrender the subject to neutral arbitration amounted to

nothing less than for the government, while engaged in the suppression of
insurrection, to enter into diplomatic discussion with the insurgents. Either
the government or the insurgents must yield the whole question in dispute,

which neither was prepared to do; therefore the end of arbitration would
only be a recommittal of the question to the decision of battle. "It is a
great mistake," continued the secretary, " that European statesmen make if

they suppose this people are demoralized. Whatever, in the case of an in-

surrection, the people of France, or of Great Britain, or of Switzerland, or the
Netherlands would do to save their national existence, no matter how the
strife might be regarded by or affect foreign nations, just so much, and cer-

tainly no less, the people of the United States will do, if necessary, to save
for the common benefit the region which is bounded by the Pacific and At-
lantic coasts, and by the shores of the Gulfs of St Lawrence and Mexico, to-

gether with the free and common navigation of the Kio Grande, Missouri,
Arkansas, Mississippi, Ohio, St. Lawrence, Hudson, Delaware, Potomac, and
other national highways by which this land—which to them is at once the

[July, 1863.

interference quickens anew, and that without this life-giving support it must soon vicld to the just
and patemill uuthurity ol'the mitionul government

; that, considering these things, which ere aggra-
vated by the motive of the resistance thus encouraged, the United Suites regret tli.it foreign pow-
ers have not fninkly told the chiefs of the rebellion thai the work in which thev tire engaged i- hate-
ful, and thiil u new government, such ns they seek to found, with shivery an its i.ckikiw led ceil rot-

und with no other declared object or siepiimte existence, is so fur shocking to civilization
—it expect welcome or recognition in

'a of mnnkind, that iland the moral
wealth of nations.

" HetoluciJ, That (he United States, confident in tho justice of their cause, which is tho cause also
of" good government and of human rights every where among men ; anxious for the speedy restora-
tion of pence, which skull secure trniiijuillity at home, rind remove nil ocfu.siiui of complaint abroad;
and awaiting with well-assured trust the final suppression of the rebellion, through which all these
things, rc-ciicd from present dancer, will ho secured forever, and the republic, one and indivisible,
triumphant over its enemies, will continue to stand an example to mankind, hereby announce, as
their iin.doTiibh.. pio-po-c, tluit the war will be vigorously prosecuted, according to the humane prin-
ciples of Christian slates, until the rebellion shall be overcome

; and thev revercntlv invoke iiimn
their cause the bk sine; of Almighty God.

'

" ZttMolved, Thnl the I'n-iib-ni be requested to transmit a copy of these resolutions, through the
Secretary ,,f State, -,, the minister* of the ( 'nitcd Mutes in foreign countries, that the declaration
and protect herein set forth muy be cotuinuniuuted by them to the governments to which thev are
accredited." '

land of inheritance and a land of promise—is opened and watered. Even
if the agents of the American people now exercising their power should
through fear or faction, fall below this height of the national virtue, they
would be speedily.yct constitutionally replaced by others of sterner charac-
ter and patriotism." The time for peace would finally come, and then there
would be conference, but it would be between states and in the congression-
al forum, and not between the United States and foreign powera.
The Thirty-seventh Congress was dissolved on the 4th of March, 1863, at

a time of great national despondency. This Congress had first been con-
vened at the special call of the President, on the 4th of July, 1861, to meet
the emergencies of a rebellion already inaugurated. It had witnessed the
conclusion of the first period of the war—that in which the enthusiasm of
the nation at first aroused had proved sufficient for its safety. It had also
anticipated the second period—in which the government must put forth its

utmost power, setting aside compromise, striking at the very heart of trea-
son, compelling the services of every citizen, and at the same time sealing
the mouths and binding the hands of such opponents as, in the midst of the
loyal, sought to perfect the work begun by traitors.

The spring and early summer of 1863 was the most doubtful period of
the war. The Confederate armies were at their maximum of strength. At
Vicksburg they held Grant at bay; in middle Tennessee they defied Rose-
crans, and in Virginia they were preparing for an invasion of the Northern
states. These were the days of sunshine in which the opposition leaders
made hay which they never could garner. Vallandigham, indeed, rushed
into the clutches of martial law, was arrested, sentenced, and banished, as

has been already related; but the others thundered at their will against the
administration. As the national anniversary approacbed.it seemed as if it

were to be a repetition of its gloomy predecessor of 1862. The " Copper-
heads"— as the peace-at-any-price party in the North was styled— looked
forward to the Fourth of July as the grand harvest-day of the rebellion, and,
when it came, their leaders were prepared for its celebration. On that day
Franklin Pierce, a former President of the United States, in an oration deliv-

ered to the citizens of his own state, at Concord,New Hampshire, while he had
not one word to say against the sectionalism which had raised its arm against

the nation, denounced the war for the Union as sectional and parricidal.

"Nor is that all," said he; "for in those states which are exempt from the

actual ravages of war, in which the roar of the cannon, and the rattle of the

musketry, and the groans of the dying are heard but as a faint echo from
other lands, even here in the loyal states the mailed hand of military usurpa-

tion strikes down the liberties of the people, and its foot tramples on a dese-

crated Constitution." Not a word had he to say about the desecration of

the Constitution by traitors. The chief grievance of which he complained
was that it was " made criminal for that noble martyr of free speech, Mr.
Vallandigham, to discuss public affairs in Ohio." And for this speech
Franklin Pierce, of New Hampshire, will go down to history hand in hand
with Vallandigham, who could enlist a larger share of bis sympathy than

his own nation in peril.

On the same day Governor Seymour addressed a large audience assem-

bled at the Academy of Music in New York City. The prelusion of his

elaborate oration was an amplification of the calamities of the nation.

These calamities, he said, had been predicted years ago by Democrats as the

consequence of the refusal of the people to be ruled by a Southern policy.

But the fears of Democrats had been laughed at. When the war com-
menced they had implored for compromise. Their prayers had-bcen un-

heeded. On this account the country had been brought " to tho ver}' verge

of destruction." He therefore had come before them to repeat the warning
and the prayer which had hitherto been scorned. There was not only a

bloody civil war, but the hostile attitude of the two parties at the North
threatened a second revolution. "Remember," he warned Republicans,

"that the bloody, and treasonable, and revolutionary doctrine of public ne-

cessity can be proclaimed by a mob as well as by a government."

But Governor Seymour and ex-President Pierce were moderate in ex-

prossion when compared to others throughout the North, who threatened

to revolutionize the government if a Democratic success could be gained in

no other way. Among the motives used to excite to violence, the principal

was that furnished by the impending conscription. These harangues pro-

duced their natural effect upon the ignorant and the evil-disposed. Un-

doubtedly there would have been an immediate explosion of this inflamed

sedition but for the fact that even while these demagogues were throwing

their torches into the magazine, their malicious work was spoiled by the two

greatest and most decisive national victories of the war. It is scarcely too

much to declare that Gettysburg and Vicksburg prevented a Democratic

revolution in the North. It is true they did not prevent an attempt at rev-

olution, but they deprived the opposition of popular support Our Sey-

mours, Vallandighams, and Pierces suffered pangs as keen, on account of

these great national victories, as did their confederates in the South. With

lowering faces they witnessed the revival of martial enthusiasm, which, dur-

"ng months of disaster and discouragement, they had seen diminish and fail.

They had been ready to ring its knell when it rose from the dead and over-

came them with its fury. Henceforth they could number among their friends

and supporters only the most ignorant and debased—the offscouring of our

great cities. But they did not therefore desist from their base efforts.

Willingly they accepted the only alliance left them, and bravely defied the

sure verdict of history.

Thus it was that, during the month of July, New York city became the

scene of the most disgraceful drama ever enacted in America. Three jour-

nals which hnd surrendered themselves to the enemies of the jjovernment

sounded the prelude and announced the argument. The draft winch had
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been ordered to begin in the city on Saturday, July 11th, these journals pro-

nounced the work of evil-minded men, intended to accomplish their own
selfish ends. Those who had determined to strike at slavery, the chief

support of the rebellion, were styled " neither more nor less than murder-

ers." The administrators of the government were styled "weak and reck-

less men." The draft was declared to be " a measure which could not have

been ventured upon io England, even in those dark days when the press-

gang filled the English ships-of-war with slaves, and dimmed the glory of

England's noblest naval heroes—a measure wholly repugnant to the habits

and prejudices of our people." It was asserted that the aim of the govern-

ment, in conscription, was " to lessen the number of Democratic votes at the

next election." " The miscreants at the head of the government," said the

Daily News, " are bending all their powers, as was revealed in the late speech

of Wendell Phillips at Framingham, to securing a perpetuation of their as-

cendency for another four years; and their triple method of accomplishing

this purpose is to kill off Democrats, stuff the ballot-boxes with bogus sol-

diers' votes, and deluge recusant districts with negro suffrage." The opera-

tion of the draft was declared to have been unfair. One out of about two

and a half of our citizens was to be brought off into Lincoln's charnel-house.

Governor Seymour was quoted as having openly expressed " his belief that

neither the President nor Congress, without the consent of the state author-

ities, has any right to enforce such an act as is now being carried out under

the auspices of the War Department." Every possible argument was ad-

duced to excite violence on the part of the people against the government

On Saturday, the 11th, after several postponements, Colonel Nugent, the

provost-marshal of New York city, was directed to proceed with the draft,

and the several deputies were instructed accordingly. In compliance with

these instructions, Provost-marshal Jenkins, of the Ninth Congressional dis-

trict, commenced operations at a building on the corner of Forty-sixth Street

and Third Avenue. There was a large crowd assembled at the place of

drawing, and it seemed to be in good humor, saluting well-known names

with cheers. No disturbance was apprehended, and the draft was to be con-

tinued on the following Monday. But in the vicinity there were residing a

large number of foreigners of Irish birth, and some of these had been draft-

ed on Saturday. Here the turbulent element, encouraged by the utterances

of a disloyal press, began to exhibit itself. Secret meetings were held, and
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it was determined to resort to force. On Monday morning organized par-

ties proceeded from place to place, compelling workmen to desist from thei r

accustomed labors, and join the processions already wending their way to the

corner of Third Avenue and Forty-sixth Street.

Scarcely had the drawing recommenced when it was interrupted by the

turbulent crowd assembled outside. Paving-stones were hurled through

the windows. The crowd was in an instant transformed into a mob. The
doors were broken down, and the crowd rushed in, demolishing every thing

connected with the office, and taking complete possession. Only the draft-

ing-wheel escaped destruction. Provost-marshal Jenkins escaped, and the

reporters; but one of the deputies, Lieutenant Vanderpoel, was badly beaten,

and taken home for dead. Having possession of the office, the rioters, re-

gardless of the women and children residing in the stories above, poured

camphene over the floor and set the place ablaze. In two hours the entire

block was a smoking ruin. Officers of the Fire Department, under Chief

Engineer Decker, arrived, but the hydrants were in possession of the mob,

and it was only after the most persistent persuasion on the part of Decker

that the firemen were allowed to prevent the farther progress of the confla-

gration. In the mean time, Police Superintendent Kennedy had been at-

tacked by the mob and nearly killed.

There were no troops in the city, the militia being absent on duty in

Pennsylvania. A small force of the Invalid Corps appeared on the ground

soon after the disturbance commenced, armed with muskets loaded with

blank cartridges. Of course these were promptly overpowered by the mob,

which had now swollen to thousands. A detachment of the police was In

like manner beaten and forced to retreat. The mob was composed almost

entirely of Irishmen. Now it is a curious circumstance that, while no class

of our foreign population is more jealous of its own liberties than the Irish,

there is also none which more strongly resents every liberty accorded to the

negro race. The rioters took possession of hotels and restaurants whose

servants were negroes, destroyed the furniture, maltreated the guests, and

sought the lives of the poor servants. These things were done deliberately,

and not in the heat of passion. The writer of this chapter passed through

the mob on the afternoon of the 14th, as they were burning down the Col-

ored Orphan Asylum at the corner of Fifth Avenue and Forty-sixth Street

He saw no tumult, no exhibition of rage, but only a cruel, fiendish, and de-

liberate purpose to persecute to the death an innocent race, against whom
they were only moved by a political prejudice. The asylum was burned to

ashes, while the female friends of the rioters lugged off to their shanties the

plundered furniture. At about the same hour the armory on Twenty-ninth

Street and Second Avenue was burned. Another portion of the mob had

made its way to the City Hall Park, and made an attack upon the Tribune

office, but were severely bandied and dispersed by the police.

It is supposed that about a dozen negroes were, on Monday, brutally

murdered by the rioters. A colored man residing in Carmine Street was

seized by the mob, and, after his life had been nearly beaten out, his body

was suspended from a tree, a fire was kindled under him, aud, in the midst

of excruciating torments, be expired.

On Tuesday the spirit of the rioters was even more malignant. Gover-

nor Seymour, who had been absent in New Jersey, arrived in the city, and

issued proclamations commanding the rioters to disperse, and declaring the

city and county of New York to be in a state of insurrection. In the after-

noon he addressed the mob from the steps of the City Hall. After their

courteous acknowledgment of his leadership, he could not well address them

otherwise than as his " friends." He assured them of his friendship, and in-

formed them that he had sent his adjutant general to Washington " to con-
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fer with the authorities there, and to have this draft suspended and stopped."

He gave over to these friends of his the charge over the property and per-

sons of all other citizens, and the good order of the city, and then advised

them to retire peaceably. This step on the part of the governor had little

effect. The riot continued for four days, and this day was the worst of them

all. All stores were closed, and no business was transacted. A small mili-

tary force bad been marshaled, and, wherever it encountered the mob, the

latter was dispersed. But the police were far more efficient than the mili-

tary, and in every conflict subdued the rioters. But neither the police nor

tbe small military force eould be omnipresent, and the most cruel atrocities

were inflicted upon negroes wherever they were found. It was on Tuesday

that Colonel O'Brien was killed. Commissioned to disperse a mob in Third

Avenue, he had successfully accomplished his duty with the troops in his

command. lie had sprained his ankle in the excitement, and, stepping into

a drug-store, bad become separated from his troops. Here he was surround-

ed by the mob, and suffered a cruel death.

On the 16th several militia regiments returned from Pennsylvania, and

after that there was no farther trouble. It is estimated that during the ex-

citement over 1000 of tbe rioters bad been killed, while of those opposed to

them less than 50 lives were lost. The property destroyed by the mob was

estimated at $2,000,000. The municipal authorities had, in the mean time,

passed a relief bill, to pay $300 commutation, or substitute money, to every

drafted man unable to pay that sum for himself.

Riots of a less serious nature occurred at tbe same time in Boston and

other cities, but in all these foreigners were principally the disturbing ele-

ment.

Governor Seymour strongly urged upon the President to postpone the

draft until its constitutionality was determined upon by the courts. The
President replied that he did not object to abide the decision of the courts,

Out he could not consent to lose the time while it was being obtained.

Tbe subjects which had for the past few months agitated tbe loyal states

—

the emancipation proclamation, the enlistment of negro soldiers, arbitrary

arrests, and tbe conscription—were submitted in the autumnal elections of

1863 for the decision of the people. The result was a decisive success for

the administration. In Vermont, on the 1st of September, J. G. Smith, the

Republican candidate for governor, was elected by a majority of nearly

18,000. In California, two days later, a Republican governor, F. F. Low, was

elected by 20,000 majority. On the 14th of September Maine gave 18,000

majority to Governor Cony, Republican. In October Pennsylvania re-elect-

ed Governor Curtin by a majority of 15,000. His opponent was George W.
"Woodward, a peace man, whose election was regarded by General McCIellan

as " called for by the interests of the nation." In the Bame election Chief

Justice Lowrie, who bad declared the enrollment act unconstitutional, was
defeated by over 12,000 votes. In the State of Ohio the success of the ad-

ministration was most strongly marked. In 1862 the Democratic Secretary

of State had received a majority of 5000 votes. But now a governor was
to be elected, and the opposing candidates were the exiled " martyr" Val-

landigham and Brough. Vallandigham was defeated by over 100,000
vot-^s, of which 40,000 were polled by soldiers. The Legislature of this

Btate, elected at the same time, stood 27 to 5 in the Senate, and 73 to 24 in

the House. Iowa elected a Legislature almost entirely Republican, and a

Republican governor and judge. Similar results followed in Wisconsin,

Minnesota, and Michigan. In New York the Republican majority amount-

ed to 30,000, against a Democratic majority in 1862 of over 10,000. In

Massachusetts the Republican majority was over 40,000. Even Maryland

supported the administration by a majority of 20,000. When we compare

these results with those of the preceding year, it is clear that the people of

tbe loyal states had not yet deserted the administration, and that their de-

termination to sustain the war had increased rather than diminished.

CHAPTER XLV.
POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS OF 1864.
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Peace Commission at Hampton Roads.

IN the spring elections of 1864 we can estimate the weight of General

Grant's success in the battles around Chattanooga, won in November,

1863. In New Hampshire, Gilmorc, the Republican candidate for govern-

or, was elected by a majority of nearly 6000 votes over Harrington. In

Connecticut, Buckingham (Republican) was elected over O. S. Seymour by

a majority of 5658 votes. In Rhode Island, also, the Republican candidate

for governor, J. Y. Smith, was elected over G. H. Browne by a majority of

1538.

The first session of the Thirty-ninth Congress assembled on the 7th ot

December, 1863. 1 The position of parties was not far different to that of the

1 The following is a list of tho members of the Thirty-eighth Congress, with their political
I

desig-

nation. Those marked A. wore adliuronts of tho administration j
its opponents are marKcu \j.

An asterisk prei'cdes those who wore members: of tho Thirty-seventh Congress.

California John Conness, A.
*Jnmcs A. McDongull, O.

Connecticut •James Dixon, A.
"Lafayette S. Foster, A.

. 'James A. Bayard. O,

*Willard Saulshnry, V.

, William A. Richardson, U:

•Lyman Trumbull, A.
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previous Congress. In the Senate there was a gain of two members for the

administration. Of 40 senators, only 13 were in the ranks of the opposi-

tion. In the House of Representatives, of 183 members, 101 were adher-

ents of the administration. There were 115 new members in the House

and 12 in the Senate. Thus there were in the Thirty-eighth Congress

Indiana Thomas A. Hendricks, 0. Neta Jersey.....

•Henry S. Lane, A.

low* Moines W. Grimes, A. AW York

Moines llurliui, A.
Kansas.- *Samufll C. l'omeroy, A. Ohio

•James II. Lane, A.
Kentucky •Garrett Davis, O. Oregon

•I.ajanis W. Powell, O.

Maine *Vt illinm I'. I'essendca, A. Pennsylvania...

•Lot M. Morrill, A.

Massachusetts 'Charles Sumner, A. Rliode Island...

•Henry Wilson, A.
Maryland •Tliomns II. Hicks, A. Vermont

Revenly Johnson, O.

Michigan. *'/.» hariah i handler, A. Virginia

•Jacob M. Howard, A.
Minnesota 'Morton S. Wilkinson, A. West Virginia.

Alexander Hamsay, A.
Missouri *.rolin B. Henderson, A. Wisconsin

It. Grain Brown, A.

New Hampshire... 'Daniel Clark, A.
•John 1'. Hale, A.

Lemuel J. Bowden, of Virginia, died January 2, IBB4. His

Bayard, of Delaware, resigned January 20, lHo'4, and Ilia place W
HOUSE OP REPntSESTATlVES.

. 'John C. Ten Eyck, A.
William Wright, O.

. "Ira Harris, A.
Edwin D. Morgan, A.

. •Benjamin F. Wade, A.
".lului Sherman, A.

. "Benjamin F. Harding, 0.
•James W. Neamith, O.

. 'Kdgar Cowan, A.
Charles I{. Buckulew, O.

. *IIenry B. Anthony, A.
William Spragnc, A.

. 'Solomon Fool, A.
•Jacob I ollamcr, A.

. 'John S. Carlile, O.

Lemuel J. Bowden, A.
. 1'. G. Von Winkle, A.
•Waitmnn T. Willey, A.

. 'James H. Doolittle, A.
•Timothy 0. Howe, A.

Californii.. Thomas B. Shannon, A.

William Higby, A.
Cornelius Cole, A.

Connecticut Henry C. Doming, A.
•James E. English, O.

Augustus lirondegee, A.
John H. Hubbard, A.

Delaware Nathaniel B. Smithers, A.
Illinois 'Isaac N. Arnold, A.

John F. Farnsworth, A.
•ElihuB. Wasliburne.A.

Charles M. Harris, O.
•Owen Lovejoy, A.

Jesse O. Norton, A.
John It. Eden, O.

John T. Stewart, 0.
Lewis \V. Boss, O.
•Anthony L. Knapp, O.

•James C. Robinson, U.

William 11. Morrison, U.

William J. Allen, O.

James C. Allen, O.
Indiana 'John Law, 0.

•James A. Cravens, 0.

Henrv W. Harrington, 0.

•William S. llolman, 0.

•George W. Julian, A.
Ebencitcr Dumont,A.
•Daniel W. Vorbees, 0.
Godlovc K. Orth, A.

•Schuyler Colfax, A.
Joseph K. Edgerton, 0.
James F. McDowell, 0.

Iowa 'James F.Wilsou, A.
Hiram lVice, A.
William B. Allison, A,
J. B.Grinnell, A.
John A. Kasson, A.
A.W. Hubbard, A.

Kansas A. Carter Wilder, A.
Kentucky Lucien Anderson, A.

•George H. Yeamnn, O.
•Henry G rider, O.
•Aaron Harding, O.
•Robert Mallory, O.
Green Clay Smith, A.
Brutus J.Clav, 0.
William H. U'andrdl, A.
•WiUiam II. Wadjwonh, O.

Maine Lorenzo D. M. Sweat, 0.

Sidney l'erham, A.
James G. Blaine, A.
•John H. Rise, A.
•Frederick A. Pike, A.

Maryland John A. J. Creswell, A.
•Edwin H. Webster, A.
Henrv Winter Davis, A.

•Francis Thomas, A.
Benjamin G. Harris, O.

Massachusetts Thomas D. Eliot, A.
Oakes Ames, A.
•Alexander H. Rice, A.
•Samuel Hooper, A.
•John B. Alloy, A.
•Daniel W. Gooch, A.
George S. Boutwell, A.
John D. Baldwin, A.
William B. Washburn, A.
•Henry L. Dawes, A.

Miirhi'jun •Fcrnnud'i C. Hcumiiti, A.
Charles Upson, A.
John W. Longycar, A.
•Francis W. Kellogg, A.
Augustus C. Baldwin, O.
John F. Driggs, A.

Minnesota •William Windoin, A.
Ignatius Donnelly, A.

Missouri 'Francis I'. Blair, Jr., A.
Henrv T. Blow, A.
John'G. Scott, O.
Joseph W. McClurg, A.
Samuel II. Boyd, A.
Austin A. King, O.
Benjamin V. Loan, A.
•William A. Hall, O.
•James S. Rollins, 0.

A'eio Hampahirc... Daniel Murey, O.
•Edward H. Rollins, A-
James W. Patterson, A.

New Jersey John F. Starr, A.
George Middleton, 0.
•William G. Steele, O.

On the llth of June, 1 81H, Fraud a 1*. Blair. Jr
ward Samuel Kimx was rjimlitiud in his place.

*£bcn C. Ingcrsoll was imiditiial as his successor.

New Jersey .

.

... Andrew J. Rogers, 0.

•Neheminh Perry, O.
... llonryG. Stcbbins.O.

Martin Kalbflcisch, O.
•Moses F. Odcll, 0.

•Benjamin Wood, O.

Fernando Wood, O.
•Elijah Ward, O.
John W. Chanler, 0.

Jnmes Brooks, O.
Anson Herrick, 0.
William Radford, O.
Charles H. Winfield, 0.

Homer A. Nelson, 0.

•John B. Steele, 0.

John V. L. Pruvn, O.
John Q, Griswoid, O.
Orlando Kellogg, A.
Calvin T. Hulhurd, A.
James W. Marvin, A.
Samuel F. Miller, A.
•Ambrose W. Clark, A.
Francis Keman,0.
Dc Witt C. Littlejohn, A.

Thomas T. Davis, A.

•Theodore M. Pomeroy, A.
Daniel Morris, A.

Giles W. Hotchkiss, A,

•Robt. B.Van Vulkenburg,A.
Freeman Clark, A.
•Augustus Frank, A.
John B. Gunson, O.
•Reuben E. Fenton, A.

... *George H. Pendleton, 0.

Alexander Long, O.

Robert C. Sebcnck, A.

J. F. McKinncy, O.
Frank C. Lc Blond, 0.

•Chilton A. White, O.

•Samuel S. Cox, O.

William Johnson, 0.

•Warren P. Noble, 0.

•James M. Ashley, A.

WeUs A. Hutehins, O.
William E. Finck, 0.

John O'Neill, O.
George Bliss, O.

•James R. Morris, O.
Joseph W. White, 0.

Ephraim E. Eekley, A.
Rufus V. Spaulding, A-.

James A. Garfield, A.
... John R. McBride, A.

... Samuel J. Randall, O.

Charles O'Neill, A.
Leonard Myers, A.

•William D. Kelley, A.

M. Russell Thayer, A.

•John D. Stiles, 0.

John M. Broomall, A.

•Svdenham E. Ancona, 0.

•Thaddeus Stevens, A.
Myer Strause, O.

•1'hilip Johnson, O,
Charles Dennison, O.

Henry M. Traty, A.

William H. Miller, 0.

•Joseph Bailv. O.
Alexander H. ColTroth, 0.

Arthihald McAllister, O.

•James T. Hale. A.
Gleani W. Seofiold, A.
Amos Myers, A.
John L. Dawson, 0.

•James K. Moorhead, A.
Thomas Williams, A.
•Jesse Lazear, O.

... Thomas A. Jcnckcs, A.
Nathan F. Dixon, A.

... Fredk. E Woodbridgo, A.
•Justin S. Morrill, A.
•Portus Baxter, A.

... "Jacob B.Blair, A.
•William G. Brown, A.
•Killinn V. Whulcy. A.

... James S. Brown, 0.
•Ithamor C. Sloan, A.
Amasa Cobb, 0.

Charles A. Eldridge, O.
Eire Wheeler, O.
•Walter D. Mclndoe, A.

:i> unseated, and fuiir day- iificr-

i, ISO'4, Owen Lovejoy died, and

106, or nearly one half of the members which had composed the Thirty,

seventh.

Colfax, of Indiana, and Cos, of Ohio, were the prominent candidates for

speaker—the former representing the administration, and the latter the op-

position. Colfax was elected on the first ballot, receiving 101 votes, every
Republican member supporting him except Francis P. Blair, who was ab-

sent, and one Democrat, Brutus J. Clay, of Kentucky. Cox received 42
votes.

The President's Message was communicated to Congress on the second
day of the session. After commenting upon the foreign relations of the

government, which were undisturbed at this time, the President announced
the successful conduct of the Treasury under the national banking law of
the previous Congress. Every demand had been promptly met, and the

people had cheerfully borne the burden of taxation. The receipts for the

fiscal year had been $901,125,674 86; the expenditures §895,796,630 65.

The naval force of the United States had been increased to 588 vessels, com-
pleted or in process of construction, of which 75 were iron-elad steamers.

Since the blockade had been instituted over 1000 vessels had been captured,

and the prizes already sent in for adjudication amounted to more than

$13,000,000. The number of seamen in the public service had since the

spring of 1861 increased from 7500 men to about 34,000, notwithstanding

the injurious effect of the high bounties paid to army recruits.

The President contrasted the present condition of the country with that

which had confronted the previous session. "When Congress assembled a
year ago," said he, "the war had already lasted twenty months, and there

had been many conflicts on both land and sea, with varying results. The
rebellion had been pressed back into reduced limits; yet the tone of public

feeling and opinion, at home and abroad, was not satisfactory. With other

signs, the popular election, just then past, indicated uneasiness among our-

selves, while, amid much that was cold and menacing, the kindest words
coming from Europe were uttered in accents of pity that we were too blind

to surrender a hopeless cause. Our commerce was suffering greatly by a

few armed vessels built upon and furnished from foreign shores, and we
were threatened with such additions from the same quarter as would sweep
our trade from the sea and raise our blockade. We had failed to elicit from
European governments any thing hopeful upon this subject. The prelimi-

nary emancipation proclamation, issued in September, was running its assign-

ed period to the beginning of the new year. A month later the final procla-

mation came, including the announcement that colored men of suitable con-

dition would be received into the war service. The policy of emancipation

and of employing black soldiers gave to the future a new aspect, about

which hope, and fear, and doubt contended in uncertain conflict. Accord-

ing to our political system, as a matter of civil administration, the general

government had no right to effect emancipation in any state, and for a long

time it had been hoped that the rebellion could be suppressed without re-

sorting to it as a military measure. It was all the while deemed possible

that the necessity for it might come, and that, if it should, the crisis of tho

contest would then be presented. It came, and, as we anticipated, it was fol-

lowed by dark and doubtful days.

" Eleven months having now passed, we are permitted to take another

view. The rebel hordes are pressed still farther back, and, by the complete

opening of the Mississippi, the country dominated by the rebellion is di-

vided into distinct parts, with no practical communication between them;

Tennessee and Arkansas have been substantially cleared of insurgent con-

trot, and influential citizens in each, owners of slaves and advocates of slav-

ery at the beginning of the rebellion, now declare openly for emancipation

in their respective states. Of those states not included in the emancipation

proclamation, Maryland and Missouri, neither of which three years ago

would tolerate any restraint upon the extension of slavery into new terri-

tories, only dispute now as to the best mode of removing it within their own
limits. Of those who were slaves at the beginning of the rebellion, full one

hundred thousand "are in the United States military service, about one half

of which number actually bear arms in the ranks, thus giving the double

advantage of taking so much labor from the insurgent cause, and supplying

the places which otherwise must be filled with so many white men. So far

as tested, it is difficult to say they are not as good soldiers as any. No ser-

vile insurrection, or tendency to violence or cruelty, has marked the meas-

ures of emancipation or arming the blacks. These measures have been

much discussed in foreign countries, and contemporary with such discussion

the tone of public sentiment there is much improved. At home the same

measures have been fully discussed, supported, criticised, and denounced,

and the annual elections following are highly encouraging to those whose

official duty it is to bear the country through this great trial. Thus we
have the new reckoning. The crisis which threatened to divide the friends

of the Union is past."

In this changed condition of public affairs the President had seen fit to

put forth an amnesty proclamation. The Constitution authorized the Pres-

ident to grant or withhold pardon for offenses committed against the United

States at his own absolute discretion, and this involved the power to grant

pardon on terms. The constitutional obligation to guarantee to every state

in the Union a republican form of government was- explicit and full. But

why tender the benefits of this provision to governments only in such states

as could show a loyal tenth of their population ready to take the oath of al-

legiance to the government and of support to the enactments of Congress

which had been occasioned by the war? "This section of the Constitution,"

said the President, "contemplates a case wherein the element within a

state favorable to republican government in the Union may be too feeble

for an opposite and hostile element external to or even within a state, and
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such are precisely the cases with which we are now dealing There

must be a test by which to separate the opposing elements, so as to build

only from the sound; and that test is a sufficiently liberal one which ac-

cepts as sound whoever will make a sworn recantation of his former un

soundness." "I shall not attempt," he added, "to retract or modify the

emancipation proclamation, nor shall I return to slavery any person who is

free by that proclamation, or by any of the acts of Congress. For these and

other reasons, it is thought best that the support of these measures shall be

included in the oath ; and it is believed the executive may lawfully claim it

in return for pardon and restoration of forfeited rights, which he has clear

constitutional power to withhold altogether, or to grant upon the terms which

he shall deem wisest for the public interest."

The message thus concluded:

"In the midst of other cares, however important, we must not lose sight

of the fact that the war power is still our main reliance. To that power

alone can we look, yet for a time, to give confidence to the people in the con-

tested regions, that the insurgent power will not again overrun them. Un-

til that confidence shall be established, little can be done any where for

what is called reconstruction. Hence our chiefest care must still be direct-

ed to the army and navy, who have thus far borne their harder part so no-

bly and well. And it may be esteemed fortunate that, in giving the great-

est efficiency to these indispensable arms, we do also honorably recognize

the gallant men, from commander to sentinel, who compose them, and to

whom, more than to others, the world must stand indebted for the home of

freedom disenthralled, regenerated, enlarged, and perpetuated."

It was a new Congress, and many of the contests already decided in favor

of the administration had to be fought over again. The House had been in

session scarcely a week when the subject of arbitrary arrests was introduced.

By a vote of 90 to 67 the decision of the previous Congress was reaffirmed.

This was purely a party vote, if we except the name of Brutus J. Clay, who,

though nominally a Democrat, in all important matters supported the ad-

ministration. On the 29th of February, Pendleton, of Ohio, offered a reso-

lution denouncing the arrest of Vallandigham as an arbitrary act, and a vio-

lation of the Constitution, which the House rejected by 77 votes against 47.

Here also Clay was the only Democrat in favor of rejection. Other resolu-

tions of a similar character in regard to the general subject of arrests were

introduced during the session, but were invariably tabled.

In the Senate, on the 17th of December, Sumner offered as a new rule

for the Senate that the oath prescribed for senators by the act of July 2,

1862, should be taken and subscribed by every senator in open Senate be-

fore entering upon his duties. Thus the whole subject was again laid open

to discussion, and the next day a substitute was moved by Saulsbury,of

Delaware, instructing the Judiciary Committee to inquire whether members

of Congress were included within the provisions of the act of July 2, 1862,

and whether this act was constitutional. The substitute was rejected, and

Sumner's resolution was adopted. Bayard, of Delaware, who had been re-

elected for the term ending March 3, 1869, was the only senator who bad

not taken the oath. On the 26th of January he subscribed to the oath,

and then resigned his seat. 1 His place was supplied by George R. Kiddle,

a supporter of the administration.

It is curious and suggestive to trace the steady progress of negro emanci-

pation in the congressional history of the war. Undoubtedly this progress

was in a large degree due to a sense of moral justice on the part of the

Northern people, which had been for many years repressed by the supposed

necessity of sanctioning and actually upholding a system of gross injustice,

in order to preserve the Constitution and the Union. But when it became

evident that this system, thus nursed, was a serpent in the bosom of the peo-

ple—a serpent whose fangs were now thrust into both the Union and the

Constitution—this monstrous incubus was thrown off, and justice breathed

unshackled. And it should also be remembered that in this case the dic-

tates of freedom and justice were uttered in the very teeth of a prejudice

against the negro race which was far stronger in the North than it was in

the South. No greater tribute could be paid to the virtue of republican in

stitutions than this victory of the moral sense over prejudice. But in this

case the suppression of the prejudice against the negro was made easy by

the aid of a stronger prejudice against treason. Then, again, the military

necessity of striking at slavery in order to weaken treason, and the political

necessity of emancipation in order to prevent a future reign of discord,

were overmastering motives, helping on the great revolution in behalf of

an oppressed race—a moral revolution, in comparison with which the war

itself, and its immense sacrifices of blood and treasure, would become almost

insignificant, were they not inseparably linked therewith in the sequences

of Providence.

During this session a bill " to repeal the Fugitive Slave Law of 1850, and

all acts and parts of acts for the rendition of fugitive slaves," was passed.

It was reported in the Senate by Sumner on the 19th of April. An amend-

ment offered by Sherman, of Ohio, excepting the act of 1793, was adopted

24 to 17. Among those voting in the affirmative were Senators Collamer,

' With n firm rem vielion," said lie, " that your decision inflicts n vital wound upon free rep-

t eovemment, I can nnt, liv continuing to bold the -eat I nmv ucctipv u ruler it, give my
pennnnl assent and sanction to its propriety. To tlo so, I mirsl forfeit irry own self-respect, nnd
sacrifice my clear com-ici ion of duty, for the wike merely of retaining it high Iritsi nnd station with
its emolument*. Thnt will I never do; hut, retiring into private life, shall await. I trust, with
calmness and firmness, though certainly with despondency, the farther progress of a war which it

is apparent to my vision will, in its continuance, sulnrri r< ;nit.li< ;<n i11-.1ii11ii1.n7i, mid sever thii Fed-
eral Union into many arbitrary governments.
"Among these, wars for dominion will arise ami coniiniio until, from exhalation, tho different

divisions subside into separate nationidirics. leaving in -i the vestige of « republic remaining. If

lire lessons of history ' ''''< deceptive and valueless. mmIi will be rbe inevitable result of protracted
war; for n single centralized government over so vast a territory, Inhabited by so intelligent and
energetic u people, could it \*: organized through ruiliturv genius and power, nnd be successful for

the hour, would not outlive the generation 111 which it was established.

Cowan, Dixon, and Doolittle. Fessenden voted in the negative. This bit!

was not again acted upon. But on the 18th of June the House passed a
bill reported from the Judiciary Committee by Morris, of New York re-

pealing the acts of 1793 and 1850 by a vote of 90 to 62, Griswold, of New
York, being the only opposition member voting in the affirmative. On the
22d of June the bill passed the Senate 27 to 12, and was approved by Pres-
ident Lincoln on the 28th.

On the 26th of February a bill was reported in the Senate proposing to

repeal the law prohibiting negroes from being employed as carriers of the

mail, with an amendment providing that in the courts of the United States
there should be no exclusion of any witnesses on account of color. The
amendment was not passed in this connection, but subsequently was attach-

ed as a provision to the Civil Appropriation Bill—a favorite device of Sena-
tor Sumner. 1 It was afterward approved in the House and became a law.

On the 31st of March the House bill, in the usual form, providing a tem-

porary government for Montana, was considered in the Senate, and an
amendment was passed ignoring any distinction based on color in the organ-

ization of the territorial government. The House refused to concur. A
conference committee was appointed, and the bill was finally passed without

the amendment. As there was not a negro in the territory, the subject was
of no practical importance, but in any case probably the amendment would

not have been adopted ; for, in a joint resolution amending the charter of

the District of Columbia, which passed both houses a few weeks later, Sum.
ner's amendment providing that there should be no exclusion from the reg.

ister on account of color was rejected. Congress at this time certainly was

not in favor of negro suffrage even in the district over which it had legisla-

tive control. In the bill, however, incorporating the Metropolitan Railroad

Company of the District of Columbia, which passed both houses, provision

was incorporated that there should be no regulation excluding any person

from any car on account of color. On the 24th of June Sumner succeeded

in attaching to the Civil Appropriation Bill a section prohibiting the coast-

wise slave-trade, which passed both houses.

About the end of March a joint resolution was offered in the Senate, pro-

posing to the Legislatures of the several states the following article as an

amendment to the Constitution :

" Article XIII., Section 1. Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, ex-

cept as a punishment for crime, whereof the party shall have been duly con-

victed, shall exist within the United States, or in any place subject to their

jurisdiction.

" Section 2. Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appropri-

ate legislation."

"When this amendment shall be consummated," said Senator Wilson,

" the shackles will fall from the limbs of the hapless bondsman, and the lasb

drop from the weary hand of the task-master. .... Then the slave-mart,

pen, and auction block, with their clanking fetters for human limbs, will dis-

appear from the land they have brutalized, and the school-house will rise to

enlighten the darkened intellect of a race imbruted by long years of enforced

ignorance. Then the sacred rights of human nature, the hallowed family

relations of husband and wife, parent and child, will be protected by the

guardian spirit of the law which makes sacred alike the proud homes and

lowly cabins of freedom. Then the sacred earth, blighted by the sweat and

tears of bondage, will bloorn again under the quickening culture of reward-

ed toil. Then the wronged victim of the slave system, the poor white man,

and sand-hiller, the clay-eater of the wasted fields of California, impoverish-

ed, debased, dishonored by the system that makes toil a badge of disgrace,

and the instruction of the brain and soul of man a crime, will lift his abash-

ed forehead to the skies, and begin to run the race of improvement, progress,

and elevation. Then the nation, 'regenerated, and disenthralled by the genius

of universal emancipation,' will run the career of development, power, and

glory, animated and guided by the spirit of the Christian Democracy, that

1 pulls not the highest down, but lifts the lowest up.' " The resolution was

adopted by a vote of 38 to 6. In the House it failed of the necessary two

thirds majority. Reverdy Johnson, of Maryland, on most subjects a mem-

ber of the opposition, and himself a slaveholder, strongly advocated the

passage of the amendment in the Senate. "There was a period," said he,

"in our own time when there was but one opinion upon the question of

right, or almost but one opinion upon that question. The men who fought

through the Revolution, those who survived its peril and shared in its glory,

and who were called to the Convention by which the Constitution of the

United States was drafted and recommended to the adoption of the Ameri-

can people, almost without exception, thought that slavery was not only an

evil to any people among whom it might exist, but that it was an evil of

the highest character, which it was the duty of all Christian people, if possi-

ble, to remove, because it was a sin as well as an evil.

" I think the history of those times will bear me out in the statement, that

if the men by whom that Constitution was framed, nnd the people by whom

it was adopted, had anticipated the times in which we live, they would have

provided by constitutional enactment that that evil and that sin should at

some comparatively remote day be removed. Without recurring to author-

ity, the writings, public or private, of the men of that day, it is sufficient for

my purpose to state what the facts will justify me in saying, that every man

of them who largely shared in the dangers of the revolutionary struggle, nnd

who largely participated in the deliberations of the Convention by which

the Constitution wns adopted, earnestly desired, not only upon grounds of

politicnl economy, not only upon reasons material in their character, but

1 The entire amendment reads thus

:

Proritlei/, That in tire courts of the United States there shall ho no exclusion of any witncSJ on

iccount of color, nor iu civil actions bccaaEo ho is it nnrty to or interested in the issuo tried,
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upon grounds of morality and religion, that sooner or later the institution

should terminate.

"The present incumbent of the presidential chair was elected—elected by
a sectional vote—and the moment the news reached Charleston, where some
or the leading conspirators were, and here in this chamber, where others were
to be found, it waa bailed, not with regret, but with delight. "Why? Be-
cause, as they thought, it would enable them to drive the South to mad-
ness by appealing to the danger in which such an event involved this

institution, which the people were made to believe was so essential to
their power and to their happiness, and that will bo repeated over and over
^ain just as long as the institution is suffered to remain. Terminate it,

fnin the wit of man will, as I think, be unable to devise any other topic upon
Wnich we can be involved in a fratricidal strife. God and nature, judging

by the history of the past, intend us to be one. Our unity is written in the

mountains and rivers in which we all have an interest. The very differ-

ence of climate render each important to the other and alike important.

That mighty horde which from time to time have gone from the Atlantic,

imbued with all the principles of human freedom which animated their fa-

thers in running the perils of the mighty deep and seeking liberty here, are

now there, and as they have said, and will continue to say until time shall bo

no more: 'We mean that the government in the future shall be as in the

past, one, an example of human freedom for the light and example of the

world, and illustrating in the blessings and the happiness it confers the

truth of the principles incorporated into the Declaration of Independence,

that life and liberty are man's inalienable right.'
"

This able senator, on a former occasion during this session, when the seo
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tion providing for tbe freedom of negro soldiers, their wives and their chil-

dren was under discussion, had very plainly demonstrated the wickedness of

slavery " I doubt very much," he said, " if any member of tbe Senate is

more anxious to have tbe country composed of free men and free women

than I am I understand tbe bill to provide that upon the enlistment as

a soldier of any man of African descent, bis wife and children are at once

to be free. No provision is made to compensate tbe owner of tbe wife and

children if they happen to be slaves, and it of course only applies to such

wives and children as are slaves-those who are to be set free, and not those

who are now free.

"The bill provides that a slave enlisted any where, no matter where he

may be whether be be within Maryland or out of Maryland, whether he be

within any of tbe loyal states or out of the loyal states altogether, is at once

to work the emancipation of his wife and his children. He may be in South

Carolina ; and many a slave in South Carolina, I am sorry to say it, can well

claim to have a wife, and perhaps wives and children, within die limits of Ma-

ryland It is one of the vices, and tbe horrible vices of tbe institution—one

tbat has shocked me from infancy to the present hour—the whole marital re-

lation is disregarded. They are made to be, practically and by educatiou

forgetful or ignorant of that relation. When I say they are educated, I

mean to say tbey are kept in absolute ignorance, and out of that immorality

of every description arises, and among tbe otber immoralities is that the con-

nubial relation does not exist-,

"The men who were here preaching their treason from these desks, tele-

graphing from these desks—I saw it, though I was not a member, and my

heart burned within me—for their minions, or the deluded masses at home,

to seize upon the public property of the United States, its forts, its means,

its treasure, its material of war, and who were seeking to seduce from

their allegiance officers of the army and navy of the United States—tbey

have done it; and tbey were told that such would be the result They did

not believe it. They believed that your representatives would not have tbe

firmness to try tbe wager of battle. They believed—I have heard them say

so—that a Southern regiment could march without resistance successfully

from Washington to Boston, and challenge for themselves independence in

Faneuil Hall. Sad delusion! Gross ignorance of the character of your

people ! You were free, and you knew its value. You are free, and you

are brave because you are free; and as I have told them over and over

a«ain, let the day come when in their madness they should throw down tbe

gage of battle to the free states of tbe Union, and the day of their domestic

institution will have ended. They have done it. I have said it was, as

against tliem, retributive justice. Hoping and believing tbat their effort

will be fruitless, that their treason will fail in its object, that the authority

of tbe government will be sustained, and the Union be preserved, I thank

God that as a compensation for the blood, tbe treasure, and the agony which

have been brought into our households, and into yours, it has stricken now

and forever this institution from its place among our states."
_ _

Though tbe section providing for tbe freedom of the families of negroes

engaged in the military service was not passed, yet tbe soldiers themselves

were°by another act declared free, and provision was made for their receiv-

ing tbe same payment as white soldiers. 1

In legislating upon slavery, Congress did not forget the army. One of

the first acta of the session was a joint resolution directing that the thanks

of Congress be presented to Genera'. Grant, and to tbe officers and soldiers

under him, and requesting tbe President to cause a gold medal to be struck,

with suitable emblems, devices, and inscriptions, to be presented to General

Grant. A copy of the joint resolutions engrossed on parchment was direct-

ed to be transmitted with the medal, to be presented to the general iu the

name of the people of the United States.

No act of Congress relating to the war was of so much importance as that

approved by the President on the 29th of February, reviving the grade of

lieutenant general. Tbe circumstances connected with General Giant's nom-

ination to and confirmation in this office have already been narrated in a

previous chapter.

Resolutions were offered in December by Johnson, of Pennsylvania, and

by Eidridge, of Wisconsin, in opposition to tbe Conscription Act of tbe pre-

vious Congress, but these were promptly laid on tbe table. Toward the

close of the session the commutation clause was repealed, and no exemption

was allowed except for alienage, previous service of two years, or physical

disability.

The President's Amnesty Proclamation naturally introduced the subject

of reconstruction early in the Bession. On the 15th of December, Henry

[December, 1863.

1 Tbe American Ammnl Ct/chpcedia for 1864 lima enumerates the several nets relating to flavor;

which were passed bv Hie Thirty-seventh and during the first region of (he Thirty-eighth Congress

"Slaves used fur military |inrr»oses by the enemy were doctored I be free; nil [idililiunnl iirtkli.-

lines of the iinnies; three thousand slavi™ ...

sliiveholdme. fiirhiililcti ; it whs enacted tint '..hired ]h.tm.iii- in the 1 n-(n. r should be tried for tho

Barne offentjea, i') the BOKO miiiiner, nnd be subject to tbe mime punishment us whito persons, tuicf

that such persons hIk.uIiI not he excluded as witnesses on account of color; and that colored

schools should he provided, and the mine rate of iipproiiriation niiide to I hem as to schools for white

children; und that there should lie no evhision from nnv railway car in the District on account

of color; slavery was forever prohibited in nil territory of the Hinted States; a joint resolution was

passed pledging the faith of tho nation lo uid non-secedine, suite* to emancipate their slaves
;

nil

slaves of persons aiding the enemy who should tnko refuge within the lines of tho army wore de-

clared free ; it was enacted that no slave should be surrendered to any claimant until such person

had mode oath that he had not given aid and comfort to tho rebellion ; tbe President was author-

ised to receive into the military service persons of African descent, and sneh parson, hia mother,

wife, and children, owine; serine to uov per-ori givine. aid to the rebellion, were declared free; tho

mutual right of search was arranged within certain limits with I "irent Uritnia in order to suppress

tho slave-trade ; the independence nf llayti and Liberia were recognized, and diplomatic relations

with them authorized ; colored persons, free or slave, to be enrolled nnd drafted the snmon* whiles,

tho former to haVO tho MRU pav as the latter, and the slave to bo free ; all fugitive slave acts woro

repealed; the coastwise slave-trade was declared illegal; colored persons enabled to. testify in all

the tnurts of the United States; colored persons were iniliiorincd to curry the maila of tho Ucited

Staves. Other measures were introduced, but failed <- miss."

Winter Davis, of Maryland, moved the reference of that portion of the Pres-

ident's message which related to reconstruction to a select committee of

nine, to be named by the speaker. He objected to the use of tbe term re-

construction as vague and i n accurate, a3 there had been " no destruction of

the Uuion, no breaking up of the government." "Tbe fact," said he, "as

wel! as the constitutional view of affairs in tbe states enveloped by rebel-

lion, is tbat a force has overthrown, or the people, in a moment of madness,

have abrogated the governments which existed in those states under the

Constitution, and were recognized by tbe United States prior to the break-

ing out of the rebellion. The government of the United States is engaged

in two operations. One is the suppression of armed resistance to the su-

preme authority of the United States, and which is endeavoring to suppress

that opposition by arms. Another—a very delicate and perhaps as high a

duty—is to see, when armed resistance shall be removed, tbat governments

shall be restored in those states republican in their form."

Lovejoy, of Illinois, expressed very similar views of the subject. "I do

not believe," said he, " strictly speaking, that there are any rebel states. I

know there are states which rebels have taken possession of and overthrown

the legitimate governments for the time being; and I hold, with the gentle-

man from Maryland, as I understood him, that those governments still re-

main, and that as soon as we can get possession of them we will breathe into

them tbe spirit of republican life—a free soul once again. I am for the Con-

stitution as it is and the Union as it was. Yes, I am for tbe Constitution as

it is, and not as it has been falsely interpreted, and for the Union as it was

before it was taken possession of by slavebolding tyrants."

The House adopted Davis's proposition' by a vote of 91 to 80. Thus it

will be seen that even at this time there was a great difference of opinion in

regard to the restoration of the insurrectionary states to their normal rela-

tions in the Union. The dividing line was already being drawn between

those who were willing to base restoration upon the returning allegiance to

tbe Constitution of tbe people of the South, and upon their support of the

action of the government in regard to slavery, and those who, insisting upon

the right and expediency of treating the Southern people as a conquered

nation of aliens, would impose additional conditions of a harsher and more

humiliating character. The majority of tbe members of Congress belonged

at this time to the former class, and adopted the views of Henry Winter Da-

vis and Lovejoy. Tbe President's Amnesty Proclamation was a practical

expression of the same views. Tbe proclamation consists of two parts-

one decl. ring the executive pardon upon certain conditions and with cer-

tain exceptions; tbe other declaring the willingness of the government to

recognize state governments, republican in form, whenever re-established by

loyal voters, not less than one tenth in number of tbe votes cast in tbe re-

spective states at the presidential election of 1860.

1. The subject of pardon was purely within executive control. Tbe Con-

stitution expressly declares that the President "shall have power to grant

reprieves and pardons for offenses against the United States, except in cases

of impeachment." Of course, the power to grant pardon includes the pow-

er to grant it upon conditions and with exceptions. Tbe condition required

by the President was the taking of the following oath:
' «

J
(

. do solemnly swear, in presence of Almighty God, that I

will hencefor'b faithfully support, protect, and defend the Constitution of the

United States and the Uuion of the states thereunder; and that I will, in

like manner, abide by anl faithfully support all acts of Congress passed dur-

ing tbe existing rebellion with reference to slaves, so long and so far as not

repealed, modified, or held void by Congress, or by decision of the Supreme

Court; and that I will, in like manner, abide by, and faithfully support all

proclamations of the President made during tbe existing rebellion, having

reference to slaves, so long and so far as not modified or declared void by

decision of the Supreme Court So help me God."

Tbe following persons were excepted: " All who are or shall have been

civil or diplomatic officers of the so-called Confederate government; all who

have left judicial stations under tbe United States to aid the rebellion
;

all

who are, or shall have been, military or naval officers of said so-called Con-

federate government above the rank of colonel in the army, or of lieutenant

in the navy ; all who lea seats in tbe United States Congress to aid the re-

bellion ;
all who resigned commissions in the army or navy of the United

States, and afterward aided the rebellion ; and all who have engaged in any

way in treating colored persons, or white persons in charge of such, other-

wise than lawfully as prisoners of war, nnd which persons may have been

found in the United States service as soldiers, seamen, or in any other ca-

PIl

2 The second part of tbe proclamation also rested upon a constitutional

basis. Tbe Constitution provides that "the United States shall guarantee

to every state in this Union a republican form of government, and shall pro-

tect each of them against invasion, and, on application of tbe Leg1™8*^9^
the executive (when the Legislature can not be convened), against domesti

violence." It was only in cases like this—where loyal governments naa

been subverted—that such a guaranty could become necessary. It was

guaranty to loyal men as against rebels—a guaranty backed by the wu

military power of tbe government. It was granted in good faith, anas

taincd by every pledge which it was in the power of the executive ta g

So far as it went, it was authoritative, without the sanction of any leS,sl

^\
or judicial body. It was a proclamation by the executive declaring a

by which loyal men in the disturbed atatea might restore thejattert__,

~"
Thu7B

~
much or :hc 1 rodent's me* r.^ ui< 7 j1.:I .'-' := :lw W '

>
f •"-" < ^'^Jw^V *•

antce a republican form of t
,,.ernm.,it ... the stat, «Wh the ,.,, „ * -^ N

Holed State- l,,iv, I , nbr^-atcd or overthrown, be relerred .. a s. 1c ;t .
.

r. »"
U0Q

named by the Speaker, « Inch shall report tho bills necessary and proper for earrj.ng

the foregoing guarantee."
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i of tbese states
normal relations with the executive. The direct participation

in the Federal government by means of representation was left entirely '°

Congress " Whether members sent to Congress from any state shall be ad-

mitted to seats constitutionally, rests exclusively-wi/i the respective houses,

and not to any extent, with the executive." We have said that the provis-

ions of this proclamation were made for loyal men
;
yet the proclamation

was by its very terms addressed to rebels, to induce them to return to their

allegiance to the government, and time was given for its operation upon the

minds of the people. The amnesty had no reference to the past, but only

to prospective allegiance. Only those were excluded from participation in

the work of restoration who refused to take this oath, and who were not

Qualified voters by the election laws of their respective states. I his work

might proceed in any of the eleven so-called Confederate States » whenever

(not if note, or if immediately) one tenth ofthe voters in the state should have

taken the amnesty oath in good faith.

Thus the real burden of restoration, according (o President Lincoln s

method was thrown upon the people of the disturbed states. The only

conditions imposed were the modification of the new governments to suit

the altered situation of the negro, and that the governments should be re-

publican in form. That otherwise than in regard to slavery Lincoln s

method did not contemplate any radical revolution in the revived state

governments is evident from the fact that he saw no impropriety in main-

raining " the name of the state, the boundary, the subdivisions, the Consti-

tution and the general code of laws, as before the rebellion. Negro suf-

frage was not even alluded to either as necessary or desirable. It was sim-

ply declared that any provision which might be adopted in relation to tbe

freed people, recognizing and declaring their permanent freedom, providing

for their education, or meeting their present condition as a laboring, land-

less and homeless class, would " not be objected to by the executive.

It must be remembered that this plan, so liberal in its provisions, was of-

fered while the war was vet in progress, though no longer doubtful as to its

result. Perhaps there is no stronger evidence of the blindness and persist-

encv of the rebellion, or of the want of foresight among its leaders, than the

fact that this generous plan was not immediately and universally adopted.

The nation would have been thus delivered not only from sixteen months

of useless strife, but also from the dissensions which, after the close of the

war arose in regard to the methods of restoration. Whether, on the whole,

so sudden a deliverance would have been better for the interests o freedom

on this continent, there is room for doubt. If treason had thus suddenly and

of its own motion been transformed into loyalty, in order to save itself from

impending woes, it would not then have been utterly slain; if it had thus

willingly put off its own armor, and resigned the conflict while yet in its

full might of resistance, might it not then again have proudly stepped into

the political arena, changed only in respect ofprudence ? The nation would

have lost that complete sense of the victory of right over wrong which fol-

lowed the forced surrender of the Confederate armies; and who can estimate

the moral power lodged in that sublime exaltation which thrilled the whole

loyal people in tbe spring of 1865 ? But in that way also lay fearful tempta-

tion and possible madness, arising out of the very completeness of a victor,

by which the people of an entire section were laid prostrate at the feet ot tbat

of another. But even this test, if it could be borne, it were a pity to have

lost—losing, as we should have done, at the same lime, so much of moral

force; escaping at once inestimable good and the possibility of inestimable

harm If the war had thus concluded, slavery would have been abolished

indeed ; but whatever of positive liberty the negro might gain he must owe

to the magnanimity or the fears of his former masters, or else to bis own

utility as a political dummy.

By the amnesty proclamation, property forfeited under the Confiscation

Act of Congress, and not already sold, was restored to all persons taking the

oath of allegiance.

having risen from the condition of insurgents to the position of an independ

ent power defacto, and having been acknowledged as a belligerent both by

foreign nations and our own government, the Constitution and laws of the

Union are abrogated so far as they are concerned, and that, as between the

two belligerents, tbey are under the laws of war and the laws of nations

alone, and that whichever power conquers may treat tbe vanquished as con- _

quered provinces, and may impose upon them such conditions and laws as

it may deem best.

" It is obvious tbat this question is of vast importance. If the first posi-

tion should be established, then the rebel states, after having been conquered

and reduced to helplessness through the expenditure of many billions of

money and the shedding or oceans of loyal blood, may lay down their arms,

which they can no longer wield, claim to be legitimate members of the

Union, send senators and representatives to Congress, retain all their lands

and possessions, and leave the loyal states burdened with an immense debt,

with no indemnity for their sufferings and damages, and with no security

for the future.
11
If the latter proposition prevails, then Congress will readjust the govern-

ment on the firm basis of individual and public justice ; will protect the in-

nocent and pardon the least guilty ; will punish the leading traitors, seize

their lands and estates, sell them in fee-simple, pay the proceeds into the na-

tional treasury to discharge the expenses and damages of the war, and pro-

vide a permanent fund for pensions to the widows and orphans, and the

maimed and mangled survivors of this infamous war ; and, above all, will

forever exclude tbe infernal cause of this rebellion—human bondage—from

the continent of North America."

Stevens then proceeded to argue—from the corporate capacity in which

tbe war was waged by the Confederate Suites, and from the concession to

them of belligerent rights, both by ourselves and foreign powers—that tho

operation of the war was exactly the same as if it were being waged between

two hostile nations, and that all treaties or compacts previously existing be-

tween the same were therefore annulled.' The concession of belligerent

riohts to the seceding states, he claimed, was an admission that they were

out of the Union. These states, as minor corporations, and also as confed-

In Congress the general subject of reconstruction came up i the course

of a discussion relating to the Confiscation Act of 1862, and its application to

the perpetual forfeiture of property. During the debate in the House on

the 22d of January, Thaddeus Stevens reiterated tbe views upon which he

had so strongly insisted in the previous session. It had been argued by

some members that the Constitution permitted no forfeiture of real estate

beyond the natural life of tbe offender, and by others that no such meaning

was intended by the framers, whose design was merely to prevent the act

of forfeiture from original application after the offender's decease. Stevens

claimed that tho Confiscation Act was not affected, either directly or indirect-

ly by the provisions of the Constitution ; tbat its operation was not under

the Constitution, but in accordance with the laws of war. The seizure of

property operated not as against traitors, but as against alien enemies. " It

is, however," said he, " essential to ascertain what relation the seceded states

bear to the United States, that we may know how to deal with them in re-

establishing the national government. There seems to be great confusion

of ideas and diversity of opinion on that subject. Some think that those

Btales are still in the Union, and entitled to the protection of the Constitu-

tion and laws of tbe United States, and that, notwithstanding all they have

done tbey may at any time, without any legislation, come back, send sena-

tors and representatives to Congress, and enjoy all the privileges and immuni-

ties of loyal members of the United States ; that whenever those ' wayward

sisters' choose to abandon their frivolities and present themselves at the door

of the Union and demand admission, we must receive them with open arms

and throw over them the protecting shield of the Union, of which it is said

they had never ceased to be members. Others hold that, having committed

treason, renounced their allegiance to the Union, discarded its Constitution

and laws, organized a distinct aud hostile government, and by lorce of arms

erated together in a major corporation, styled the "Confederate States,

were waging war against the United States. It was idle to claim " that

townships, and counties, and parishes within snob states are at peace, while

tbe states, by acknowledged majorities, have declared war;" and still more

idle was the claim that tbe loyal individuals, who were a small minority, in

each of the belligerent states, constituted the state, and that hence the states

were not at war. "This," said he, "is ignoring the fundamental principle

of democratic republics, which is, that majorities must rule; tbat tbe voice of

the majority, however wicked and abandoned, is the law of the state. If

the minority choose to stay within the misgoverned territory, they are its

citizens and subject to its conditions. The innocence of individuals forms

no protection (except in a personal point of view) to those residing in a bos-

tile territory Even the innocence of women and children does not screen

them from the fate of their nation." There could be no neutrals in a hos-

tile state "From all this," said be, " the legitimate conclusion is, that all

the people and all the territory within the limits of the organized states

which by a legitimate majority of their citizens, renounced the Constitution,

took their states out of the Union, and made war upon the government, are,

so far as they are concerned, subject to the laws of the state, and, so far as

the United States government is concerned, subject to the laws of war and

of nations, both while the war continues and when it shall be ended If the

United States succeed, bow may she treat the vanquished belligerent?

Must she treat her precisely as if she had always been at peace? If so,

then this war on the part of the United States has been not only a foolish,

but a very wicked one. But there is no such absurd principle to restrain

the hands of the injured victor. By the laws of war, tbe conqueror may

seize and convert to his own use every thing that belongs to the enemy.

This may be done when the war is raging, to weaken the enemy, and when

it is ended the things seized may be retained to pay the expenses of the war

and tbe damages caused by it. Towns, cities, and provinces may be held as

a punishment for an unjust war, and as security against future aggressions.

The property thus taken is not confiscated under the Constitution after con-

vietion for treason, but is held by virtue of the laws of war. No mdiv.dua

crime need be proved against the owners. The fact of being a bclhgerent

enemy carries the forfeiture with it. To my mind there can be no doubt as

to what we have a, right to da if, as I will not permit myself to doubt we

should finally conquer the Confederate States What ,t ,v,H be pokey to do

may be more difficult to determine. My mind ,s fixed. The rebels I ave

wa^ed tbe most unjust, cruel, and causeless war that was ever prosecuted by

ruthless murderers and pirates. They have compelled the government in

self-defense to expend billions of money. Every inch of the sod of he

guilty portion of this usurping power should be held responsible to reim-

burse all the costs of the war, to pay all the damages to private property of

loyal men, and to create an ample fund to pay pensions to wounded soldiers

the bereaved Mends of the slain. Who will object to ihis? Who
and to I

1 Ho quoted from Vattcl, p. -124, 42;

" Wlicn, in n republic, the nation is divided into two opposi! e lUclkms, nnd both sides take up

two nntio^ who engage in n contest, wA, Wing unable to come to at. agreement, Lave

AIm> fmm
'"Ilio con

between the i

iio Mine, book iii.,ehnp. x.,soe. 125:
_

unions, the treaties iniido with o. nati'

ratetiding parties."

n, aro broken or annulled by e r urisin£
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will consent that bis constituents and their posterity shall be burdened with

an immense load caused by these bloody traitors? Their lands, if sold in

fee, would produce enough for all these purposes, and leave a large surplus."

Broomall, of Pennsylvania, thought that the government should be con-

fined absolutely neither to the position of those who would for all purposes

treat those engaged in the rebellion as public enemies, nor to that of those

who would for all purposes treat them as "our fellow-citizens, and entitled

to the benefits of the Constitution and laws of the United States." The

rebels were wrong by their own voluntary act, and, while not entitled to any

of the advantages of their position, were subject to all its disadvantages.

They could not claim to be treated either as subjects or as public enemies,

but the government might at its own election treat them in either capacity.

Sometimes, as in the case of prisoners, the more humane laws of war ought

to step in in the place of civil law. But the power to enforce civil " vw still

remained. In regard to the property of rebels either code might be applied.

This property might be confiscated absolutely under the iaws of war. ..nd in

this case the confiscation would not be penal in its nature, would hr.ve noth-

ing to do with attainder for treason, and would therefore fall outside of the

scope of constitutional provisions; or, under the civil code this property

could be fined or forfeited as a penalty of treason, and in the latter case the

effects of the attainder could not extend beyond the life of the offender.

But both Stevens and Broomall were wrong in assuming that because the

general laws of war are applicable to civil wars, therefore under and by vir-

tue of those laws private property on land belonging to the enemy might

be confiscated. By modern usage, the private property of a public enemy

on land is exempt from capture except when taken as a penalty for military

offenses, as a forced contribution for the support of invading armies, or to

pay the expenses of maintaining order and affording protection to the con-

quered. It was necessaiy, therefore, to resort to the civil code in order to

reach the private property of rebels. The inhabitants of the states engaged

in rebellion must, in this respect at least, be regarded as subjects, or escape

the penalty of confiscation.

Tlie House was disposed, therefore, to consider the provision of the Con-

stitution in regard to attainder for treason as applicable to the Confiscation

Act. By a vote of 83 to 74, a joint resolution was passed amending the

joint resolution explanatory of the Confiscation Act, and adopted at the

President's suggestion, so that no punishment or proceeding under the act

might be construed to work the forfeiture of the offender's estate contrary

to the Constitution. In the Senate, the clause of the joint resolution of 1862,

limiting forfeiture to the life of the offender, was repealed, 23 to 15. Keturn-

ing to the House, the subject was postponed to the next session, and the act

of 1862 remained as it was.

The President's amnesty proclamation had only spoken for the executive.

It was also deemed necessary that Congress should speak for itself ii. terms

equally explicit, either adapting the President's plan or proposing some oth-

er. Accordingly, in the House, on the 15th of February, Eenry Winter

Davis, from the Select Committee, reported a bill to guarantee to certain

states a republican form of government. 1 The plan thus offered differed

from that proposed by the President in several important particulars. It

provided for the supervision, by a provisional governor, of the work of

restoration. It postponed this work in any state until the rebellion in that

state should have been suppressed, and until a majority had taken the

oath of allegiance. No person was allowed to vote for, or act as a dele-

gate in the Convention who had held any civil, military, state, or Confederate

office under the rebel occupation, or who had voluntarily borne arms against

the United States. Three distinct articles were dictated to the Convention

for insertion in the state Constitution: the first disfranchising, in elections

for governor and Legislature, all citizens who had held any military or civil

office (except offices merely ministerial and military offices below that of

colonel) under the usurpng power; the second abolished slavery, and guar-

1 The bill Authorized the President to appoint in each of the states declared in rebellion n provi-

sional governor, with the pay anJ em "hi mem.- "i" a linpnin'r. 10 l>e charged v. iih the civil admin-
istration until a state government therein shall be recognised. As soon as the military resistance

to the Unitod States shall have bean auppressed, and Mil' people Buffli [en fly returned to their obe-

dience to the Constitution and the laws, the governor shall direct Iho Marshal of the United States;

to enroll nil the white mole citizens of the United Slate.-. re-blent in the state, in their respective

counties; nnd wherever a majority of them take the oath of allegiance, the loyal people of the

state shall be entitled to elect delegates to a i 'utivctiiion to net upon the re-establishment of a stale

government—the proclamation to contain details prescribed, tiualilied voters in the army may
vote in their camps. No penon who has held or exercised any civil, military, state, or Confederate

office under the rebel occupation, and who has voluntarily borne arms against the United States,

ahull vote or bo eligible as it delegate. The Convention is required to insert in the Constitution

provisions

—

" 1. No person who has held or exercised any civil or military olh'ce (except offices merely min-
isterial and military offices below a colonel), state or Confederate, under the usurping power, shall

vote for, or be a member of the Legislature or governor.
"2. Involuntary servitude is forever prohibited, and the freedom of all persons guaranteed in

:ated by or under the of the usurping power, shall"3. No debt, state or Confodomte
bo recogni/.cd or paid by the state."

Upon the adoption of the t 'onstiiuthin by the Convention, nnd it* ratification by the electors of
the state, the provisional government shall so certify to the President, who, after obtaining the ns-

sent of Congress, shall, by proclamation, recognize "the government ns established, and none Other,

as the constitute ami government of the state ; nnd from the date of such recognition, and not be-

fore, senators and representatives, nnd electors for President and Vice- President may ho elected in

such state. Until reorganization, the provisional governor shall enforce the laws of the Union and
of the state before rebellion.

The remaining sections are us follows:

"Sec. 12. That nil persons held to Involuntary servitude or labor in the slates aforesaid nro

hereby emancipated nnd discharged therefrom, and they nnd their posterity shall bo forever freo.

And if any such person or their posterity shall lie restrained of their liberty, under pretense of any
claim to such service or labor, the courts of the United State, shall on habeas corpus discharge them.
" Stc. 13. That if any person declurcil free by this net, or nny law of the United States, or nny

proclamation of the President, bo restrained of "liberty, with intent to be held in or restored to in-

voluntary labor, the |ierson convicted before a court of competent jurisdiction of such nit eh nil bo
punished by fine of not less than $lfi00, and bo imprisoned not less than five nor more than twen-
ty years.

''Stc. 14. That every person who shall hereafter hold or exercise nny nflirc, civil or military, ex-
cept offices merely ministerial and military Offices below the grade of colonel, in the rebel service,

state or Confederate, is hereby declared not to bo a citizen of tho United States."

anteed the freedom of all persons; and the third prohibited tho recognition
or payment of the Confederate debt. The assent of Congress was made a
necessary condition precedent to the President's proclamation recognizing
the government thus established. From the date of such recognition, and
not before, could senators, representatives, and presidential electors be elect-
ed in any of the states included within the provisions of the bill. The
bill also emancipated all slaves in these states, and affixed a distinct pen-
alty to any attempt to re-enslave those who bad been thus declared free. It
disfranchised all those whom it required the several state Conventions to
disfranchise. It agreed with the President's proclamation in ignoring negro
suffrage.

This bill was passed hy the House on the 4th of May, 74 to 66. Every
affirmative vote was Republican, and only six Republicans voted in opposi-
tion. On the 27th, B. F. Wade, of Ohio, reported the bill in the Senate. In
the course of the discussion which followed, Wade, in the most emphatic
terms, repudiated as " most hazardous" the theory that the states could lose

their organization, their rights as states, or their corporate capacity by rebel-

lion. 1 The Senate passed the bill July 2d, yeas 18, and nays 14. Amon°-
those voting nay were Senators Doolittle, Lane (of Indiana), and Trumbull.
The President refused to sign the bill, but on the 9th of July he issued a
proclamation concerning it. It bad, he said, been presented to bim less than
one hour previous to the close of the session, and he had not signed it. He
declared that he was " unprepared, by the formal approval of this bill, to be
inflexibly committed to any single plan of restoration;" to set aside the free

state constitutions and governments already adopted and installed i Arkan-
sas and Louisiana, thus discouraging loyal citizens from farther effort; or

to declare the constitutional competency of Congress to abolish slavery in

the states. Yet he was " fully satisfied with the system for restoration con-

tained in the bill as one very proper for the loyal people of any state choos-

ing to adopt it," and was prepared to give executive aid and assistance in

carrying out such a method, "and he would appoint military governors for

this purpose so soon as military resistance to the government should have

been suppressed in any state, and the people thereof sufficiently returned to

their obedience to the Constitution and laws of the United Slates. This

proclamation called forth a political manifesto from Davis and Wade, which

was published in the New York Tribune for August 5, 1864, censuring the

President, and charging him with usurpation and unworthy motives.3

1 The following is an extract from Mr. Wade's speech

:

"It has been contended in die House of Representatives, it has been contended upon this floor,

that the states may lose their unionization, may lose their rights ns states, mnv lose their corporate
capacity by rebellion. I utterly deny that doctrine. I hold that once ft state of this Union, al-

ways a state; that you can not by wrong nnd violence displace the rights of any body or disorgan-

ize the state. It would be a most hazardous principle to assert that. No, sir; the framers of

your Constitution intended no such thing. They did not leave this great question untouched ; and
when we study that great instrument, I can hardly help hut stop and contemplate the all-embracing

wisdom that teemed to nctuate them, for you can find hardly an exigency ihut mnv arise in the

complicated tifliiirs of government that they did not anticipate and provide for. They did foresee

that in the progress of the government some of the states might go into rebellion ; tha't they might
undertake themselves to absolve their connection with the general government nnd set up some
hostile government of their own ; nnd they expressly provided for just such a ease ; and how gen-

tlemen with this principle of the Constitution staring them in the race can fancy that states can

lose their rights because more or less of the people have gone oil' into rebellion, is marvelous to me.
The principle of law every where is that no honest man sbidl lose a right by wrong or usurpation.

The act of rebellion is void. It may hove physical force fur the moment to displace rights; but

the law never yields to any such power ns that. The law never any v. here acknowledges that right

can he overthrown by wrongful action. They, then, who contend that the stale covernments are

lost, obliterated, blotted out, are contending against the face and eyes of the Constitution. Has
that said nny such thing? No, sir. It has said that the Federal government shall guarantee to

every state a republican form of government ; nnd if a portion of the people undertake to overthrow

their governmint and set up another, it is the manifest duty of the general government immediate-

ly to interfere, and, if necessary, to interpose the strong nrm of its power to prevent such a state of

things. Precisely that state of things is upon us, and this bill proceeds upon that idea, nnd dis-

cards' absolutely the notion that states may lose their rights, and that they may he abrogated and

may be reduced to tho condition of Territories. It denies any such thing as that. No sound prin-

ciple can be adopted that warrants any such thing."

1 Protest of Senator Wade and H. Winter Davis, M. C, to the supporters of the Government.

"Wo have read without surprise, but not without indignation, the proclamation of the President

of the 8th of July, 1804.

"The supporters of the administration are responsible to the country for its conduct; nnd it is

their right and duty to cheek the encroachments of the executive on the authority of Congress, arA

to reunite it to confine itself to its proper sphere.

"It is impossible to puss in silence tins proclamation without neglecting that duty; and, having

taken ns much responsibility ns any oilier- in supporting the administration, ive are not disposed lo

fail in the other doty of asserting the rights of Congress.

"The President did not sign the bill 'to guarantee to certain states whose government have

been usurped, a republican form of government'—passed by the supporters of his ndministration in

both houses of Congress after mature deliberation.

" The bill did not, therefore, hecome a law, nnd it is, therefore, nothing.

"The proclamation is neither an approval nor a veto of the bill ; it is, therefore, n document un-

known to the laws and Constitution of the United .States.

"So fur ns it contains an apology for not signing the bill, it is n political manifesto against the

friends of the uovenuncnt.
"So far as it proposes to execute the bill which is not a law, it is a grave executive usurpation.

" It is fitting that tho facts necessary to enable the friends of the administration to appreciate

the apology and the usurpation be spread lieforc them.

"The proclamation says:
" ' And whereas the said bill h as presented to the President of the United Stales for his approval

less than one hour before tho sine die adjournment of said session, nnd was not signed by lum
—

'

"If that benccurnte, still this bill was presented with other bills which were signed.
" Within that hour the time for the sinr dk adjournment was three times postponed by tho voles

of both houses ; nnd tho least intimation of a desire for move time by the President to consider this

bill would have secured u farther postponement.
" Yet tho committee sent to ascertain if the President had any further communication for tbu

House of Representatives reported that he had none; and the friends of the bill, who had anxiously

wnilcd on him to ascertain its bite, had already been informed that the President had resolved not

"The time of presentation, therefore, had nothing to do with his failure to approve it.

"The bill has been discussed and considered fur more thnn n month iti the House of Representa-

tives, which It passed on the 4th of May. It was reported to tho Sennit) on the 27th of May, with-

out material amendment, nnd passed the Senate absolute! v as it camu from tho Houso on the 2d

of July.

"Ignorance of its contents is nut of tho question.
" Indeed, at his request, a draft of a bill substantially tho same in materild points, and Identical

in lite points objected to bv the proclamation, bud been laid before him for his consideration in tho

winter of 18112-3.

"There is, therefore, no reason to suppose tho provisions uf tho hill took tho President by snr-

" On the contrary, wo have reason to believe them to have been so well known that this method

of preventing the bill from becoming n law without tho constitutional responsibility of a veto bud

been resolved on tonp before tho bill passed tho Senate,
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The Senate, a short time before its adjournment, declared by a vote 27
we ore informed by n geatleman entilled to entire confidence, that before die !Sd of June in

r,e« l "]-»; ! was Mai.-.1 hi u member of General Banks's stall', in the prance of other gentle-men >r. ..th.-iel
F<J";»»n. Mini Senator 1 h.. little had written U letter I., the dep^tm-nt that the House

l(c,o,istn,ct,on Dill would I* staved oft in the Semite to ,, period too late in the -e.s-,on I,, rcumre
the J resident in vein it in order to defeat it, and that Mr. Lincoln ,v„,Ud return t

!-- hill if nece-
sary, and thereby defeat it. '

ucvc^
" The experience of Senator Wade, in his various efforts to get the bill considered in the Senate

was quite in aecordiiNce with that plan
; and the fate of the bill wa- a, craieh urolc led l,v letter-

...- encd from New Orleans tjcf..ie it bud passed the .Senate.
"

" Had the proclamation Stopped there, it would have been only one other defeat of the will of the
people by the e\eeiiir,e pener-um of the Constitution.

" But it goes farther. The President Kays

:

'

" And whereas the said bill contains, among other tilings, a plan for restoring the states in re-
1 mi the Union, which plan express e» tlie sense of Co tigress

v thought (it to lay before the people for (heir eoiisideru-

!
that TV. M.Fisbback and Elishn Baxter, claiming seata from Arkansas,

liellion to their proper pnii-iic.il relation ii

upon that subject, and which plan
'

"By what authority of the Constitution ? In what forms ? Tlio result to be declared by whom ?
\\,ih what eflect when ascertained ?

l]l'p

Si,

H 'V
'aW bj

' th° Uppr0Vnl of tbo S* ^' without the approval of Congress, at the will of

" Will the President, on his opinion of the popular approval, execute it as a law ?i>r i- this merely n .Iru.e i., moid the sen,. it- rc-poii-ihihn of dele-mug a law on which «omam loyal hearts repo-ed f.r security?
"But the reasons now assigned for not approving the bill are full of oi
The President proceeds:

" 'Now, therefore, I, Abrabntn Lincoln, PiesitletH of the United States, do proe/aim declare and
lake; known that, while I ,„,, fns I mi3 in Decomlior last, when bv procl,in,ut 1 propounded a

plan fur reslorelionj unprepared by i, formal nj.i-h.uil of ibis bill t ,, be inllexil.lv i ..uinnttcd t,, any
single p],,n of restoration—

'

J J

"That is to say, the President is resolved tbat people shall not by fc'w take am securities from
the rebel Mates against u renewal of the rel-chW before restoring the,,- power I,. govern ns

Ills wisdom arid prudence are to be our .sulheient guumnlecs! He further says:
And while I sin also unprepared to declare ihul llie free state l/onstuimou- and governments

a
1

ready adopted and m-tallcd in Arkun-as and Louisiana shall be ,et aside arid held f.,r naught"
thereby repcLinc; and di-cunigmg ,|, e ],, V al citizens who have set up the same a- ... farther effort-'™Jsif'^v.the] re-idL.nt,i«r,ist,in^,eiit/inKtli-.-e>hadowsofp,v enm 1eiiisinAj*an^
!"" L -""" ul! "- 1

' ' ••'W< •""•My deJ.re.1 -h ,1 ..... I- re,
, ,g,,ized--who.e r,,,. mauve-

,.i. 1 l-ei,a.,,rs ll erere,,,lle,lbv ll ,rn,al v-tes ..fbud, ln.nses ,,f( Vnigress-wbich it Was declared form-alh should have no electonil vole t..r President and Vice-President.
'They are mere creatures of his will. They tire mere oligarchies, imposed on the people by

"'I
,,,,rj tm)e"

l r"
di

;

r ""' '

' '"
V

1*' 1""' at ,lllil }l V"-"^ I" t-.n.oh'js. -,,ldie,s, and amii
f. .Mowers were the duct actors, ns.,-,ed by a handful of resident , „,;,„, and urged ..„

, anu.ure
action by private letters from the President,

prcinuiure

"In neither Louisiana nor Arkansas, before Banks's defeat, did the United States control half
"' ";' ';,'°/"\ ,,IC l'"J>"b'ii,.n. In Louisiana, General Banks's proclamation randidlv de-

clared, 'lie Fundamental WW Of llu state is martial law.'
"On that foundation of freedom lie erected what the President calls ' the free Constitution andgovernment of Louisiana.'
" But of this state, whose fundamental law was martial law, only sixteen parishes out of fttrtT-

eighl
:

panshes were held by th, Timed States; a„d in live ..f the ..xteea we held onlv ou, eanjs,

hddhv fiTBTl
M "'C sullsllLn,",ll

-
v heId imd ^33.185 inhabitants

j
the. residue' of the state

in election, the officers of General Hanks returned that 11,346 ballots were
r I

iy "bom the people of the I'nited .State- have no lepil nssunnicc : but
ere cast by soldiers or emploves >( llie United Stale-, military < .r mni.i. i-

3 any law, slate or national, und 7000 ballots represent the Stale of Lou-

ti that condition,

imposing it.

' sincerely hop-

ic House or Rep-
igh

uent, in the face of his own proclamation, does not venture to object toNor will the country tolerate its abandonment—vet he defeated the onl
But when be dcsi.-nl.es himself, m -pite of this /,-reat blow at eraai

ing and expecting ibni a constitutional amendment uMi-hiug skvci'i
be adopted,' we curiuusly in,|uirc on w bat hi, e^j.c. tation rests, after tl
re-i-ntiiui,'- ai the recent session, and in the face of the political compl
..l.he-.aieyopr,,,,!, the lability of ,ts adoption within any reasonable time; and why he "dTd"

woul'S hie Sn^T ^™h *° '^ "" W^hnEDt °f the h^"'B M J,is "PP™1 ** 'be bid

" After this assigiiment of his reasons for preventing the bill fc,m becoming a law, the Presidentproceeds to declare his purpose to execute it a. a law bv his
,
].,,,,, da tat..n ,l „.,,..'

He says- • Neu-rtbde,-. I an, f.illy satisfied with the sy,tcm for restorat.on <oni;uned in tl.O
bill 0= one very proper plan lor the h.yal people of any state cljo..sii.K to adopt „ ami that I amand at a time- -ball I.e. prepared to K iv„ the executive aid and a,sismnee to unv s „,|, p,,,,l, lksoon a.s the mill tary re,,-,a,„e ... il.c I m,,d Slates shall h.ue been -uppr.-ed in auv su.-h sta.e,ad. |,e people e,c .hall l,..ve siilb.-ivntly returned to their obeben' e ... the t .,:„„ „ lin ,

iissssifjsszs? whioh """ mu,,at5' eovemor8 wm » '**«* mth dircciiu-

|;
A more studied

1
outrage on (he legislative authority of the people has never been perpetrated"Congas pa--e.l a bill; the Preside,,, refo-ed to :Wr„e ,,. and the,,, b, , li.J,,, ,„ '„

a» inueli .,| ,, ,„ ,
, r , e a- he -ee- 111. and propo-e.s to execute those pan- by officer, unknown to theUa, .be n,;, ,1 Stares, and not subject to the confirmation of the Senate

Of tbi&note.
flPP°'"""ent of prorisional governors by and with the advice and consent

Jdl~^fT^ (>er defty
;f

ine 'he «* Panoses to appoint, without law nod without the advieoand consent of the Senate, military governors for the rebel states'

vein Us limitat^
e™C'SQd lkis dictnlor' ,il usurpation in Louisiana, and defeated the bill lo pre-

"HencefuriU we must regard tbo following precedent as the presidential law of the rebel stales

;

Mansion, Wusbiiigluu.alnrcb IB, 18W." 'IIIh Excellency Michael Huhn, Govern
'Until further orders, you are hereby

tan' governors of Louisiana.
:ised biiherlo by the

"At the farce called u
cast ; but whether any oi

it is probable that WOO is

pal, but none according ti

s of the

s which elect a

m ,w I k /^
6 CoP8tIi;*J"'

nn|l government of Louisiana; and like it is that of Arkansas
INo lung but the failure oi a military expedition deprived u> of a 1dec one in tho swamps of ¥iJut'ami be ..re the president, id election like ones may be organized in every rebel state where the United
Dtotea have a camp.
"The President, by prcvenling this biU from becoming a law, holds the electoral

rel«'l siatcs at the dictation of his personal ambition.
"If those votes turn the balance in his favor, is it to bo supposed thut his competitor, defeatedby such means, will acquiesce?
"If the rebel majority assert their supremacv in those states, and send

enemy of the government, will we not repel his claims?
And Ls not that civil war for the Presidency inaugurated br the votes of rebel iiates ?
.Seriously impressed with these dangers, Congre^, the proper constitutional authority * form-

ally dclared that there are no slate government- in the rcM state-, and provided f,„ then' ere. t,o„
at ii proper t, me; and both the Senate ami tile Ibai-e of Uepre-entative, reje.-icd tin- -enators andreprv-cntatives chosen under the authority of what llie President vail, the Ire- L'.-ii-iui.tion and
t'oieniment of Arkansus.
"The President's prwlamation 'holds for nnugbt' this judgment, and discards Ihe authoritv" ofthe Supreme Lourt, and strides headlong toward the auareb- his proibimatio,, of ,be ,s,|, „,'j|,..

cciuber inaugurated.

"If olecton for _ President be allowed to bo chosen in either of those states, a sinister light willbe casi on the monies whirl, induced the President lo ' hold for naught' llie will .,( L'.,ii.-re- rather(ban tus i;overnmei,i in Louisiana and Arkansas.
" riiat judgment of Congre-s which ihe J'resident defies was the exertibo of an authority ex-

il.i-ncly vested in Congress by (he Constitution, lo determine wlint is the establi-hed government
it, a smie and in its oivn nature and by the highest judicial autboruv binding ,,,i all ..tl.er dei.an-ment. of (he govenmient. '

" The Supreme Court has formally declared that, under Ihe 4th section of the IVth article of the'.-:, union, requiring the I.'n.ted Stales (o guarantee to every state a republican form of govern-
ment, it rests with Congress to de.-ule what government is the established one in a state ' nndwhen senators and repr.-e, natives of a state are admitted into .he councils of the Urn,.,,, the uu-
horu.

>
ol t be government ,u„l „ |, they are appointed, as well ns its republican character, is

i. .ogi.i/.cd hi the p r„per eon-lit.it.oual authority, ami its dension is binding on every other depart-
mi-nl of the government, ami c.mld u,,, be questioned in a judicial tribunal. ]t w true tli-i iliacomet i„ this case did noi last long enough to bring the matter to this issue; and as no senators
!" rc l"^-cnt.-iuves nere ele.-lcd under .he authority of (be government of m bull Mr ]i,,,r wis theheaiL Congress was not called upon to decide the controversy. Yet the right to decide is placed

"Even the President's proclaraalioo of the Bth of December formally declares- that 'whethermembers sent to Congress from any slate snail be admitted to seats constitutionally rest- esHu-MHiv win, [be respective houses, nnd not to any extent with the executive.'
And that is not (he less true because wholly inconsistent will, ihe President's assumption in

'ii rr... .uui.i.0.1 of „ rigl.t I., institute and rccogm.e Mate government, in the rebel states, nor
ho President is unable to perceive tbat his recognition is a nullity if it bo not conclusive

of Loaleltinn

;

vested wiili the powers e.

This Michael Unhn is no officer of the United States! the President, without low, without iho
ce and consent i e senaie, by a private note not even countersigned bv the Secretary of

Mat..-, make- him dictator of Louisiana!
The bill provided for the civil administration of the laws of the state—but It should be in a fit

temper to govern itself—repealing nil laws recognizing slavery, and making all men equal beforo

"These beneficent provisions the President has annulled. People will die, and marry and
transfer properly, and bay and sell; ami to ibe.-e acts of civil life courts and ollicers of ihe law aro
necessary. I'ougre-s legislated lor these nc e.-arv thing-, and the I'le-uk-nt deprives the '

iho
protection of Ihe law!

" The President's purpose to instruct his military governors ' to proceed according lo the bill'—a tnake.-lnl. m calm the .1,-appi.mimcH! it- defeat ha- .i.easioncd—n not merely a crave usurpa-
tion, but a transparent delusion.

J y

not ' proceed according to the bill' after preventing it from becoming a law.
'—i will be at his will and pleasure, by per-ons re-| -ible lo no law, and more

e interests an.
I
execute the will of ihe Pre-idonl than of the people; and tho

be ' held for naught,' ' unless the loyal people of the rebel stales choose to

"Whalevi
interested to secure

will of Congress is

"If they should graciously prefer the stringent bill to the easy proclamation, still the registration
' - — legal sanction; ii will ghe ,u, assurance ilmin ni:i.j..rii v of the people of tho

lb; if administered, u will be without legal aiuh,,riiv ami void; no indict-
earing ai ihe election,..,- t„r adi,lining bad or icjLTluig g.-.d voles

; it will
a and Arkansas acted over again, under the forms of this bill, bin not by

and representatives is inseparable from a

absolute.

presentatives chosen,
expressly declared to be i he sole judge, of their own members.-— admitted, the state government under whose

n Congress

"Under the Constitution, the right to
government.

" If there be a state government the rig

.'!ii.
tUErC l>C DtJ • hit ': ^""'muieiil lliere

^Tbe two houses of Congress aro expremi/ u
WTien,.therefore, senators nnd rcpresentativ-.,, ,.,

,

m homy they were chosen is conclusively c.^ubli-hed
; when they lire rejeeied, its esisleilCO

-'"; I i-iveL.v rejected and denied
; and to (his judgment Ihe President is bound m -i,l,i,Jt

ia fon l"\
l

;

r",

,

wllH "' cs
l
,reM "'w 'mwillmgness ' to declare a constitutional competency

"" ^
'gre-s to ar,,|„h sdn-roiy in states' as unolber reason for not signing the bill.

F '

,,',!" ""-* '"" nowhere pr..po-cs t„ abolish slavery in slates.

f

the lull, |,d provide lLal all ,/,u . v in Ihe rebelslatc. si Id be manumitted

Mat..it !
"

,

C ]
'

,,J " ,1 " ,

!

I •»»! «;lro...U- signed three I manumitting so eral cla-ses of slaves in

I*' II '> :- j". nng whb l"he is'sil^m
entertained any scruples toaching thut provision of the

slaves

1

in

1^ f^',
, ' ilnsclf

,

llssll

1

meJ \ riB>" by P™"nnwtlon to free much the larger number of

re- , , I'"'

"'" V
~;

!

m
:

lLT ""' » ul, '»rity given him by .'ongress lo u.-e rn.lnarv power to snp-r.
-
lie ret/ebon

:
und it is ,,uite inconceivable thai llie I'.e-ident shodd think

'(

,„,,r l-s could>>-t n bun a di-. rction II .ould not exercise itself.
''I. ,- the more nnuit.-lhgil,], ,,„„, .be fact that, except in respect to a sm.dl pan of Virginia

I' in-,aoa, the bill covered ..,.lv u|,a. the pro.lamati.,,, .-
, ,

.].._.,.
i

.
i
.-.

1 „ C,,, -r.-ioriril title

;' J); .Mi; remedie- lo la, ,., the disputed ,,!l b, the p, M lamatmn. a,,,, perf^ledle work

*'S1
l"^"^-"'' 1 "' hr t" ""X s lo accomplish.

t,,,,;
':"; ;;-", """"'""n. l.e..bol,-be.lo„lyb)a,-li,,ngU of tho Constitution of tho UnitedDiaics, or of the lav. ol the stat.ss

; and lin- is the principle of Iho hill
It required the new Constitution of the state to provide for that prohibition ; and the Prcsi-

will he mudu under n

slates have taken the oi

meiit will lie for false s'

be the farce of Lomsia
authority of law.

"But when we come to the guaranties of future peace which Congress meant to enact, the forms,
a_- well as tie- -ub-tameofthe bill. inuM yield to llie I'residerit'- mil lliat e .|i,..i,|J be imposed.

It was the solemn resolve of Congress to protect the lotal men of (be nation against three
great dangers: (I) the return to power of the guilty leader- of the rebellion; , -_

, ,Le ."oiitiuuau, e
of slavery, and (.1) the burden of the rebel debt.
"Congress required assent to those provisions bv [lie Convention of the state; and if refused, it

was to be dissolved.

"The President 'holds for naught" that resolve of Congress, because he :s unwilling 'to bo in-
flexibly committed to anyone plan of restoration,' and the people of ihe United Slates are not to
be allowed lo prolect themselu- unless rfn;ir enemies agree to it.

"The order to proceed according to ihe bill i- therefore merely at the will of the rebel states;
and they have the option to reject it, accept the proclamation of the Hih of December, and demand
the Pi e-ideut - recognition '.

"Mark (he contrast I The bid requires a majority, the proclamation is satisfied with one tenth;
the lull rcijinrcs one oath, the pro. lamali.m another; the bill ascertains inters bv registering tbo
proclamation by gne.-s

;
the hill exiiels adherence to existing territorial limits, ihe pro. lama'timi

admits of others; the bill governs the rebel slates /,.,/.«, e.piali/.mg nil before it— [he pro. Lunation
commas ihem to the lawless disereti f mihtarv governor., and provo-i-mar.hals

; ihe bill forbids
electors for Pre-i.l. ni, the proclamation ami deleat of the bill threaten us with civil war for tho
admission or exclusion of such voles; Ihe bill exacted exclusion of dangerous enemies from power
nnd ihe rebel ol ihe nation from the rebel debt, and the prohibition a" slavery forever, so thut the
suppression of the rebellion will double our resources to bear or pay tho national debt, free tbo
'-•sses from (he old domination of the rebel leaders, and eradicate ihe cause of the war— the proc-

secures neither of these guaranties.
silent respecting the rebel debt nnd the pobtical exclusion of rebel leaders, leaving slav-

ery exactly where ii was by law at the outbreak of the rebellion, mid adds no guaranty even of tho
ireednm ol (I... -lave- be undertook to manumit.

is summed up in an illegal oath, without sanction, and therefore void.
u oath is to support all protlamaliuus of the Presidcat, during the rebellion, having refcr-

be accepted at the hands of oi e tenth of the people not c

lor adds any security to the freedom of

n of freedom merely professed

"Any government
tbat oath.

"Now that oath neither secures the abolition of slavery,
the slaves the l'residenl declared free.

" It docs not secure the abolition of slavery ; for the proch
to free certain slaves while it recognized Ihe institution.
"Every Constitution of ihe rebel slates at the outbreak of tho rebellion may he adopted without

the change of a letter ; for none of ihem contravene that proclamation ; none of them establish

" It adds no security to the freedom of the slaves, for their title is the proclamation offrecdom.
"If it bo unconstitutional, an oath to support it is void. Whether constitutional or not, the oath

is without authority of law, and therefore void.
" If it he valid and observed, ii exacts no enactment by the state, either in law or Constitution,

to add a state guaranty to the proclamation title ; aad the right of a slave to freedom is an open
question before ihe stale courts on the relative authority of the state law and the proclamation.
"If tho oath binds Iho one tenth who take it, it is not exacted of the oilier nine tenths who suc-

ceed to the control of the state government, so that it is annulled instantly by the act of rccog-

"Whut the state courts would say of the proclamation, who can doubt?
" But the muster would not go into court—he would seize his slaves.
"What the Supreme Court would say, who can tell?
"When and how is the question to get Ihere?
"No AaAcuj corpus lies for him in a Uuited States court ; and tho President defeated with this

bill the extension of thut writ lo his ease.

"Such are the fruits of this rash and fatal act of the President—a blow nt the friends of his ad-
mi lliblrat ion, nt ihe rights of humanity, and at the principles of republican government.
"Tho President has greatly presumed on the forbearance which ihe supporters of bis adminis-

tratioa have so long pru. tired, in view of the arduous conflict in which we aro engaged, aud tbs
reckless ferocity of our political opponents.
"But ho must undecsiand that our support is of a cause and not of a man; that the authority

of Congress is paramount and must be respected; that the whole body of the Unioa men of Con-
gress will not submit to he impeached by him of rash and unconsiumi il legislation ; and if ha
wishes our support, he must confine himself to his executive duties— to obey and execute, not make
Ihe laws— to -upprc.-s by arms armed rebellion, aud leave poli.ieul reorgani/alion to Congress.

If the supporters of the government fail to insist on [his, thev become rcs| -ible for the usur-
pations which they fail lo rebuke, and are ju-lly liable to the indignation of the people whoso right*
and security, committed to their keeping, they sacrifice.

"Let [bom consider the remedy of these umirpniions, nnd, buying found il, fearlessly execute IL
"B. P. WmL, Chairman Senate Committee,
" II. WiKTiiit Davis, Chairman Com. House of Ilep. ou the Rebellious States."
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were not entitled to them. This was as emphatic a rejection of the Presi-

dent's plan of restoration as was possible. In the House, A. 0. Rogers,

J. M. Johnson, and T M. Jacks, claiming seats from Arkansas, were not ad-

mitted. In the same body the claims of A. P. Fields and Thomas Cotton,

from Louisiana, were rejected by a vote of 100 to 71.

During this session several resolutions were offered concerning the object

and conduct of the war. A number of these reiterated the resolutions

adopted by the Thirty-seventh Congress to the effect that the war was not

waged for the purpose of conquest or subjugation, or of overthrowing or in-

terfering with the rights or established institutions of the insurgent states,

"but to defend and maintain the supremacy of the Constitution, and to pre-

serve the Union with all the dignity, equality, and rights of the several states

unimpaired." Such resolutions were invariably tabled, laid over, or refer-

red to the Select Committee, never to be heard of again.

On the 8th of April, the House sitting in Committee of the Whole on the

State of the Union, Alexander Long, of Ohio, rose, and in a long speech

prophesied the ultimate failure of the war, and declared himself in favor of

the recognition of the Confederacy. General Garfield.his patriotic colleague,

as soon as Long took his seat, rose and asked that a white flag might be placed

between his colleague and himself. " I recollect," said he, " that on one oc-

casion, when two great armies stood face to face, that under a white flag just

planted I approached a company of men dressed in the uniform of the reb-

el Confederacy, and reached out my hand to one of the number, and told him

I respected him as a brave man. Though he wore the emblems of disloyal-

ty and treason, still underneath his vestments I beheld a brave and honest

soul. I would reproduce that scene here this afternoon. I say were there

such a flag of truce—but God forgive me if I should do it under other cir-

cumstances!—I would reach out this right band and ask that gentleman to

take it, because I honor his bravery and honesty He has done a

brave thing. It is braver than to face cannon and musketry." Then, in a

speech—the most thrilling of that session—General Garfield analyzed and

developed the significance of Long's proposition. " Now," said he, "when

hundreds of thousands of brave souls have gone up to God under the shad-

ow of the flag, and when thousands more, maimed and shattered in the con-

test, are sadly awaiting the deliverance of death ;
now, when three years of

terrific warfare have raged over us, when our armies have pushed the rebel-

lion back over mountains and rivers, and crowded it into narrow limits, un-

til a wall of Are girds it ; now, when the uplifted hand of a majestic people

is about to let fall the lightning of its conquering power upon the rebellion

;

now, in the quiet of this hall, batched in the lowest depths of a similar dark

treason, there rises a Benedict Arnold and proposes to surrender us all up,

body and spirit, the nation and the flag, its genius and its honor, now and

forever, to the accursed traitors to our country I And that proposition comes

—God forgive and pity my beloved state 1—it comes from a citizen of the

honored and loyal commonwealth of Ohio

"For the first time in the history of this contest, it is proposed in this

hall to give up the struggle, to abandon the war, and let treason run riot

through the land ! * * * *
" Suppose the policy of the gentleman were adopted to-day. Let the or-

der go forth ;
sound the ' recall' on your bugles, and let it ring from Texas

to the far Atlantic, and tell the armies to come back. Call tbe victorious

legions back over the battle-fields of blood, forever now disgraced. Call

them back over tbe territory they have conquered and redeemed. Call them

back, and let the minions of secession chase them with derision and jeers as

they come. And then tell them tbat that man across the aisle, from the free

State of Ohio, gave birth to tbe monstrous proposition."

The next day Speaker Colfax took the floor, and offered a resolution for

the expulsion of Long. He did this, he said, in the performance of a high

public duty—a duty to his constituents and to the soldiers in tbe field.

He believed in the freedom of speech, and had during this Congress beard

nothing, save this single speech, which could have prompted him to offer

such a resolution. The flag of the Confederacy bad been boldly unfurled

by a gentleman who had taken an oath at the opening of the session tbat

up to tbat time he had not given aid, countenance, or encouragement to the

enemies of tbe United States. If such an oath was necessary to member-

ship, then he who could thus publicly give tbe encouragement which be had

sworn not to have given in the past was an unworthy member, and ought

not to remain. Tbe soldiers who deserted did not more surely turn their

backs upon the obligation they had assumed than bad the member from

Ohio. If the House allowed such sentiments to go unquestioned, they

should stop shooting deserters. Could tbe United States go to war with a

foreign nation recognizing the Confederacy, while from the halls of Congress

an opinion was permitted to go forth in favor of such recognition, and unac-

companied by tbe highest expression of Congressional censure ?

Cox, of Ohio, while opposing tbe resolution, and pleading for the utmost

freedom of discussion, emphatically disavowed for himself and his Democrat-

ic colleagues tbe sentiments expressed by Long. On tbe other band, Harris,

of Maryland, as emphatically indorsed those sentiments, and in terms far

more distinct than Long bad adopted. " I am," said he, " a peace man, a

radical peace man, and I am for peace by the recognition of the Confederacy.

I am for acquiescence in tbe doctrine of secession. I thought I was alone;

but now, thank God 1 there is another soul saved The South asked

you to let tbem go in peace. But no, you said you would bring them into

subjection. That is not done yet, and God Almighty grant that it may nev-

er be. I hope tbat you may never subjugate the South." Wnshburne, of

Hlinois, called him to order, and then moved bis expulsion. The vote upon

this motion was 81 ayes to 68 nays, and thus lacked the necessary two thirds

majority. But a motion of censure was voted 93 to 18.

Probably there was no man who more completely commanded the atten-

tion of the House, whenever he spoke, than Henry Winter Davis, His elo-

quence and impressiveness were only matched by his profound culture and

his elegance of expression. On this occasion he addressed a silent and

crowded house in support of tbe resolution for Long's expulsion. In tbe

course of his speech, he said

:

" Mr. Speaker, if it be said tbat a time may come when the question of

recognizing the Southern Confederacy will have to be answered, I admit it

;

and it is answering the strongest and tbe extreme case that gentlemen on

the other side can present, I admit it. When a Democrat shall darken tins

Wbite House and the land ; when a Democratic majority here shall proclaim

that freedom of speech secures impunity to treason, and declare recognition

better than extermination of traitors ; when McClellan and Fitz John Por-

ter shall have again brought the rebel armies within sight of Washington

City, and the successor of James Buchanan shall withdraw our armies from

the unconstitutional invasion ofVirginia to the north of the Potomac; when

exultant rebels shall sweep over the fortifications and their bomb-shells stall

crash against the dome of the Capitol ; when thousands throughout Penn-

sylvania shall seek refuge on the shores of Lake Erie from the rebel inva-

sion, cheered and welcomed by the opponents of extermination ;
when Val-

landigham shall be Governor of Ohio, and Bright Governor of Indiana, and

Woodward Governor of Pennsylvania, and Seymour Governor of Connecti-

cut, and Wall be Governor of New Jersey, and the gentleman from New

York city sit in Seymour's seat, and thus, possessed of power over the great

centre of the country, tbey shall do what they attempted in vain before in

the midst of rebel triumphs—to array the authorities of the states against

those of the United States ; to oppose the militia to the army of the United

States; to invoke the halms corpus to discharge confined traitors; to deny

to tbe government tbe benefit of the laws of war, lest it exterminate its ene-

mies ;
when the Democrats, as in the fall of 1862, shall again, with more

permanent success, persuade the people of the country that the war should

not be waged till the integrity of the territory of the Union is restored, cost

what it might, but that such a war violates the spirit of free institutions,

which those who advocate it wish to overthrow, and should stop, for the

benefit of the Democratic party, somewhere this side of absolute triumph,

lest there be no room for a compromise; when gentlemen of tbat party in

New York shall again, as in November, 1862, bold illegal and criminal ne-

gotiations with Lord Lyons, and avow their purposes to him, the representa-

tive of a foreign and unfriendly power, and urge him to arrange the time

of proffering mediation with a view to their possession of power and their

preparation of tbe minds of the public to receive suggestions from abroad,

and when mediation shall appear by the event to be tbe first step towaro

foreign intervention, swiftly and surely followed by foreign armed enemies

upon our shores to join the domestic enemies; when the war in the cam

shall begin, which was menaced at the outbreak of the rebellion, and tw

friends of Seymour shall make the streets of New York run with blood on

the eve of another Gettysburg less damaging to their hopes; when the peo-

ple, exhausted by taxation, weary of sacrifices, drained of blood, betrayed oy

their rulers, deluded by demagogues into believing that peace is the way w

union, and submission tbo path to victory, shall throw down their arms w
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fore the advancing foe ; when vast chasms across every state shall make ap-

parent to every eye, when too late to remedy it, that division from the South

is inauguration of anarchy at the North, and that peace without union is

the end of the republic—THEN the independenc - of the South will be an ac-

complished fact, and gentlemen may, without treason to the dead republic,

rise in this migratory house, wherever it may then be iu America, and de-

clare themselves for recognizing their masters at the South rather than ex-

terminating them! Until that day, in the name of the American nation

—

in the name of every house in the land where there is one dead for the holy

cause—in the name of those who stand before us in the ranks of battle—in

the name of the liberty our aucestors have confided to us, I devote to eter-

nal execration the name of him who shall propose to destroy this blessed

land rather than its enemies." 1

On the side of the opposition, Pendleton, of Ohio, one of the most popu-

lar leaders of his party, closed the debate with an able argument in favor of

free discussion. It was in reply to Davis's speech of the night before.

" The gentleman from Maryland," said he, " told us last night, in terms of

eloquence which I can not emulate, that when Lord Chatham, aged, feeble,

wrapped in flannel and suffering from disease, came, resting upon the arm

of his still greater son, to address for the last time the British House of Lords,

and to die upon the floor, he came to speak against the dismemberment of

the British empire. It is true ; and what did he say ? ' I lold you this war

would be disastrous ; I predicted its consequences ; I told you you could not

conquer America; I begged you to conciliate America; you would not heed

my advice. You have exhausted the country
;
you have sacrificed its men

;

you have wasted its treasures; you have driven these colonies to declare

their independence; you have driven them into the arms ofour ancient and

iiated enemy, and now, without striking a blow, without firing a shot, cow-

ardly under difficulties as you were truculent in success, you propose to yield

through fear to France what you have refused as justice to America.' Did

it not occur to the gentleman from Maryland that possibly at a future day,

when the history of that civil strife shall have been reproduced in this land,

another Chatham may come to this House, and hurl against those who are

now in power these bitter denunciations because they have shown themselves

unable to make an honorable peace even as tbey have been unable to make
a victorious war? ....

"Sir, if there be depths of public opinion where eternal stillness reigns,

there gather, even as festering death lies in those ocean depths, the decaying

forms of truth, and right, and freedom. Eternal motion is the condition of

their purity. Did he think this resolution would for one instant retard its

progress? Did he not know that the surging waves would wash away ev-

ery trace of its existence ? Did he suppose this puny effort would avail him ?

The rocks of the eternal hills alone can stay the waves of the ever-rolling

sea. Nothing but the principles of truth and right can stay the onward pro-

gress of public opinion in this our country as it swells, and sways, and sur-

ges in this rnad tempest of passion, and seeks to find a secure resting-place."

Tlie resolution was finally changed to one of censure in place of expul-

sion, and in that shape passed 80 to 70. If any evidence were needed of

the jealous regard for freedom of debate in the American Congress, it is fur-

nished by the fact that Harris and Long were only censured and not ex-

pelled.

During the session enabling acts were passed for the formation of state

governments in Colorado, Nevada, and Nebraska. The people of Colorado

voted against a Convention, preferring to remain for the present under the

territorial organization. The pay of soldiers was increased to §16 per month,3

and a Bureau of Military Justice was established. The government was au-

thorized to borrow §400,000,000 on coupon bonds running from 5 to 30

years, at not less than 6 per cent, interest, payable in coin. These and the

5.20 bonds might be disposed of in Europe at the discretion of the Secreta-

ry of the Treasury. All United States bonds were declared exempt from

taxation. 1 Provision was also made for the issue of §50,000,000 in fraction-

al or postage currency. A separate bureau was established, to be charged

with the execution of all laws respecting a national currency, secured by

United States bonds.
1

' At the head of this bureau the President placed

1 Mr. Davis thus ilbistratcd the freedom mf ojiiri j.iii and ils limitations

:

" Surely, sir, opinion is the life of our nation. It is the measure of every right, the guarantee

of every priiidegc, the proieitiou of e\ery blessing;. It is opinion which creates our rulers. It is

opinion that nerves or pal-ies their arms. It is opinion which casts down tlie proud and elevates

the humlilc. Its fluctuations are the rise and full of parties ; its currents hear the nation on to

prosperity or ruin. Its free play is tlie condition of its purity. It is like the ocean, whose tides

rise and fall day bv day at the tickle bidding of the moon
;
yet it is the great scientific level from

which every height is measured—the horizon to which astronomers refer the motion of the stars,

lint, like die ocean, it has depths whose denial stillness is the coudiiiun of iis stability. Those
dapths of opinion are not free, and it is tbey I lint arc touched by the words which have so moved
the House. Men must not commit treason and say its guilt is a matter of opinion, and its punish-

ment a violation of its freedom. Men can not swear to maintain the integrity of the nation, and
avow their intention to destroy it, and cover that double crime by the freedom if speech. That is

to break up the fountains of the ureal deep on which all iron- no rant is borne, and to pour its flood

iu revolutionary ruin over the laud. To punish that is not a violation of the freedom of opinion or

its expression. It is to protect its normal cbli and flow, its free and Healthy fluctuations that wo
desire to relieve it from [lie opprobrium of lieing coiifouiipled with the declarations of treasonable

purposes here, in the high and solemn assemblage of the Union." ' Chapter cxlv.

' Chapter clxxii. This act ulso provided that in lieu of so much of this loan, the secretary

might issue 8200,000)000 of treasury notes redeemable within three years, bearing interest of sev-

en and three tenths per cent., convertible into bonds. The secretary might also cancel all treasury

notes heretofore issacd, ami issue these in their stead. These noies were not to be a loyal tender.

Bonds might be exchanged for seven and threo tenths notes. The secretary might receive tem-
porary loans, and issue certificates of deposit therefor, at -ix per cent., the certificates to be payable

on ton days' notice—such deposits not to exceed $ I no,000,000,
* Chapter cri.

—

National Currency—establishes a separate bureau, to be charged with the execu-

tion of this and all laws respc line, a national currency, secured by United States bonds, and names
the officers of said bureau, together with the securities conditioned by their assumption of office.

Every certificate, assignment, and conveyance, shall lie as valid as when the comptroller's sent is

stamped on the paper. Associations for cumins on tlie business of banking may be formed hy
nny iinmber of jairsons not los than live, who shall enter into articles of association, signed by the

memliers of the association, a copy of which shall be forwarded to the Comptroller of the Currency.
The requisite capital for the orgutii nation of il-sih unions or this kind shall ho not less than two
hundred [hotuanu dollars in a city exceeding fifty thousand inhabitants, und noi less than ooohund-

Hugh HcCullough, afterward Secretary of the Treasury. A special income

tax was levied at the rate of five per cent ou all sums exceeding $600 clear

income, to be collected under the rules of the Internal Revenue Depart-

ment.

At this time the relations between this government and that of France

were exceedingly critical, and it required all the skill and prudence of Sec-

retary Seward to avert war.

Maximilian, the oldest brother of the reigning Emperor of Austria, had
been proclaimed Emperor of Mexico, July 10th, 1863, by an assembly of

"Notables" summoned by a government established under the auspices of

the French army. The choice of Maximilian was of course made by Louis

Napoleon. But the French emperor had commanded that the question aa

between an empire and a republic should be submitted to the Mexican peo-

ple. Accordingly, at the same time that the Mexican deputation was pro-

ceeding to Europe with the vote of the Notables engrossed on parchment and

inclosed in a golden sceptre, instructions were on their way from Paris to the

French commander in Mexico to carry out the emperor's instructions to

the letter. TJius Maximilian's acceptance was delayed. An election was

held under the impressive authority of French bayonets, and on the 10th of

April, 186-1, the Mexican deputation was again at Miramar, and Maximilian

was informed that the vote of the "Notables" had been ratified by an im-

mense majority. Maximilian accepted the sceptre, which, at first the badge

of empire, became in the end, to him, the wand of martyrdom. He visited

the Pope, and, having received the blessing of the latter, embarked with his

consort, the Empress Carlotta, for Mexico, where he arrived on the 28th of

May, and entered upon his imperial career.

The French occupation of Mexico, resulting in the subversion of its repub-

lican government, was construed as an act of hostility both by the people and

the government of the United States. The full expression of this feeling

ou the part of the executive was held in check by the civil war. No pledge

was given to France that this question—now held in abeyance—would not

arise for settlement, and in the mean while every honorable effort was made
by the government to prevent a foreign war. That this was the wisest pol-

icy is too evident to require argument It was the policy adopted both by

the President and the Senate. In the latter body, McDougall, of California,

on January 11th, introduced a series of resolutions, declaring that the French

attempt to subvert the Mexican republic was an act hostile to the United

States, and that it was the duty of our government to require France to

withdraw her armed forces from Mexico. These resolutions were referred

to the Committee on Foreign Relations, and not heard of again. On the

14th of June McDougall sought in vain to introduce a resolution, which

was in form a general expression of the Monroe doctrine.

The House took an entirely different view as to the question of an imme-

diate protest On the 4th of April, Henry Winter Davis reported from the

Committee on Foreign Affairs the following joint resolution, which passed

without a single dissentient voice: "That the Congress of the United States

are unwilling, by silence, to leave the nations of the world under the impres-

sion that they are indifferent spectators of the deplorable events now trans-

piring in the republic of Mexico, and they therefore think fit to declare that

it does not accord with the policy of the United States to acknowledge a

monarchical government erected on the ruins of any republican government

in America, under the auspices of any European power." The resolution

red thousand dollars in a city whose population is less than fifty thousand ;
provided, however,

that banks may he organized, with a capital of not less than tifiv thousand dollars, in any place not

exceeding sis ihuiisund inhabitants, with the approval of tlie Secretary of the Treasury. .Such us-

socinliou shall transact no business, cxcepl sin h as may he incidental to its own organization, until

authorized bv the Comptroller of tlie Currency. The number of directors must be not less than

five, one of w'hoiu shall be prc-idem. The capital stock of any association shall be iu shares of one

hundred dollars each, deemed personal property, and transferable on the books of the association.

The shareholders shall be held individually responsible, eipndly and ratably, and not one for anoth-

er, for all contrail?, debts, and engagements, of their nssui iaiiou, according to the par value of their

amount of stock therein, in addition to the amount invc-ted in such shares; except in the case of

shareholders in present existing Mute hanking institutions, of not less than live millions of dollars

of capital, and a surplus of twenty per centum on hand, who abaTJ be liable only to the amount in-

vested in their shares. It shall lie lawful for an association, formed under this act, to provide for

nn increase of its capital from time to time, subject to the limitations of this act ; provided that

the maximum of such increase shall he determined by the comptroller
; und that no increase of cap-

ital shall he valid until the whole amount of such increase shall bo paid in And every association

shall have power, by a vote of shareholders owning two thirds of its stock, to reduce the capital of

such association to" any amount not below the amount required by this ecl for its outstanding cir-

culation. Every association, preliminary to commencing business, shall deliver to tho Treasurer

of the United (Slates United Males registered bonds to an amount equal to one third of iho capita)

Stock ; the deposit to he increased as the capita] is paid tl] or increased
;
w bile an association, de-

siring to diminish its capital or to close up its busings, may lake up its bonds, upon returning to

the comptroller its circulating notes. The . uuipiroLler shall" examine and determine if any associ-

ation can commence business. All transfer- of f'aucd N.ite- bunds, shall he made to the Treasurer

of the United Stales, in trust fir the association, the comptroller to keep the transfer-book. Ab-

soi-iiilions, after the transfer and delivery of bo- ds to the treasurer, may receive from the comp-

troller circulating notes, iu blank, equal in amount to ninety per centum of the current market val-

ue of the United States bonds so transferred ; but at no time shall the total amount of such notes

exceed the amount of its capital stock actually paid in. The entire amount of circulating notes

to be issued under this act shall not exceed three hundred millions of dollars. .Such notes shall

ho received nt par in payment of nil indebtedness to the United States except for duties on im-

ports; and also for all indchiedin -s of the United States except interest on the public debt, and

in redemption of the national currency. Associations shrill, annually or ouvner, examine its bonds

deposited, und execute to tho treasurer a certificate, selling forth the different kinds, and tho

amounts thereof : such examination to he made bv a duly iipjiointed officer or agent of the associ-

ation, whose certificate shall be of full for. e and validity. The deposited bonds shall he held exclu-

sively for the security of the association's ciri aiming note-, the association having the benefit of

the interest on the bonds which it may have deposited so long as it may redeem its circulating

notes. The total liabilities to nuy association, of any person, company, eoqioralmn, or firm, shall

nt no time exceed one tenth part of the capital stock 'of such association actually paid in
;
provided

that the discount ofrommcrci.il paper actually owned by tlie person, company, etc., Herniating the

same, shall not tie considered as money borrowed. The established interest of the state or territo-

ry wherein tho hanking association is located shall govern its charge of interest on loans, notes,

bills, etc., and, when there is no established interest in such siale or territory, 'lie association may

tako interest mil exceeding seven per centum The penalty for taking greater interest than herein

prescribed shall he a forfeiture of the entire interest which has been agreed to he paid; and the

person or persons who may have paid a greater interest may recover bark from the association ro-

ceiving the same twice the amount of the interest thus paid, provided thai such action for recov-

ery is commenced within two years afler the occurrence of tho usurious transaction. The circula-

ting notes of tlie different associations shall he redeemed in Now York lit par by associations se-

lected for that purposo.
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was introduced into the Senate and referred, but not again reported during

the session.

This torch, which the House had thrown into a magazine already almost

on the point of explosion from other causes, was snatched away by the Sec-

retary of State before it had done its destructive work. A letter of instruc-

tions was immediately forwarded to Mr. Dayton, our minister at the French

court A copy of the resolution was inclosed. It was admitted by the sec-

retary that this resolution truly interpreted the unanimous sentiment of the

people of the United States. But it had not passed the Senate, and, even if

it had, the form of expression which the government might choose to adopt

toward that of France on this subject depended, not upon Congress, but upon
the executive. "While the President," he added, "receives the declaration

of the House of Representatives with the profound respect to which it is en-

titled as an exposition of its sentiments on a grave and important subject,

he directs that you inform the government of France that he does not at

present contemplate any departure from the policy which this government
has hitherto pursued in regard to the war which exists between France and
Mexico."

The passage of the resolution produced a great degree of excitement in

France. When Mr. Dayton visited M. Drouyn de l'Huys on the 21st of

April, the first words addressed to him by the latter were, "Do you bring

us peace or bring us war?" Mr. Dayton bad not then received his instruc-

tions from the secretary. When these were made known to the French
government the excitement subsided, and the Moniteur, the official organ of

the emperor, announced that satisfactory explanations had been received

from the United States government.

On the 27th Mr. Davis made a long report, closing with a recommendation
that a resolution be passed declaring the constitutional right of Congress to

an authoritative voice in determining the foreign policy of the United
States, and that a proposition in regard to such policy while pending and
undetermined is not a flt topic of diplomatic explanation with any foreign

power. This report was ordered to be printed, but did not again come up
for action during the session.

The people of Kentucky—so strongly opposed to secession and to sym-
pathizers with rebellion that tbey bad (August 3, 1863) elected Bramlette,

the Union candidate, over Wickliffe, the Democratic, by a majority of over
50,000—were still so bitterly opposed to emancipation and to the enrollment
of negroes for military service, that their governor was compelled, when
these measures were adopted, to issue a proclamation, counseling them
against unlawful resistance. But the President remained firm. He had
130,000 soldiers to show as the result of a policy which had been tried for

one year, and this, to him, was a sufficient argument why that policy should
be maintained. The fact that the Union delegates from Kentucky would
be sent to the Democratic Convention to be assembled at Chicago for the

nomination of a presidential ticket was not deemed a compensatory argu-

ment to the contrary.

In the autumn of 1864 a presidential election was to be decided in the
midst of war, as the one four years previous had been decided under its pro-
jected shadow. Many of the more radical members of the Republican
party were dissatisfied with Abraham Lincoln for various reasons, but

chiefly because he was considered too slow to adopt their own revolutionary
theories on the subject of emancipation and reconstruc'tion. This faction of
the party held its National Convention at Cleveland, Ohio, on the 31st of
May, pursuant to a call addressed " to the Radical Men of the Nation." Of
the 350 persons who answered this call, few, if any, were properly delegates
representing constituencies. These men, representing their own principles

rather than the people, nominated General John C.Fremont for President
and for Vice-President General John Cochrane. The distinctive articles of
the platform adopted by this Convention were those declaring that the Pres-
ident ought to be elected for a single term and by a direct vote of the peo-
ple , that the question of reconstruction belonged to Congress and not to the

executive; and that justice required the confiscation of rebel property and
its distribution among "the soldiers and actual settlers." This policy of
general confiscation was repudiated by General Fremont in his letter accept-

ing the nomination.

Just a week later—June 7th—the Republican Convention proper assem-

bled at Baltimore, in response to a call issued by the Executive Committee
which had been created by the Chicago Convention of 1860. Senator Mor-
gan, of New York, chairman of that committee, called the Convention to

order, and proposed Dr. Robert J. Breckinridge, of Kentucky, as temporary
president. Breckinridge and the ten other delegates from Kentucky did

not claim to fairly represent that parly in their state which would cast ihe

majority of votes. Hon. William Dennison, of Ohio, was elected president

in the permanent organization of the Convention." The work of the Conven-

tion was soon accomplished. The platform of resolutions, as reported by
H.J. Raymond, of New York, and unanimously adopted, maintained the in-

tegrity of the Union ;
the paramount authority of the Constitution and laws

of the United States; the suppression of the rebellion and the punishment

of rebels ; the repudiation of compromise, and of any terms of peace except

those based on the unconditional surrender of hostility on the part of the

enemies arrayed against the government; the abolition of slavery by con-

stitutional amendment; the policy and measures of the administration, espe-

cially the Emancipation Proclamation and the employment of negro sol-

diers ; the recognition of the valor and patriotism of the soldiers and sailors,

and provision— ample and permanent— for those disabled by wounds;

prompt and full redress for the violation of the laws of war in the treatment

by the enemy of our soldiers, without distinction of color; the encourage-

ment of immigration ; the inviolability of the public debt ; and the Monroe

doctrine.2

e 520 delegates admitted, from the following States

From Murylnnd, 14.P, 1 ,

Ha

Mast uieh

k, 00.

New Jenny.tt.

olid Territories:

From lVl-confin, 10.

Io»n, 16.

Mlnnwota, 3.

L'ftlLforniD, 10.

Oreo™, 0.

West Virginia, 10,

KriDFiu, o:

Nclimskn. 6.

Colorado, 0.

Ncrailn, 6.

5 Tbe following in a copy of lliese resolutions

:

Raolvtd, Thnt it is the highest duty of every American citizen to maintain i«Koinst nil their en-

oies the integrity of the Union, and the paramount authority of Ihe Constitution and laws of the

United Mates; and that, laying aside all differences of political opinion, we pledge ourselves as

object, to do every thing

ihe rebellion now raging against

cs ihe rebels and traitors arrayed

of the United States not to

may be based u|ion ai

Union men, unimnted by a common sentiment, and aiming

in our power to aid the government in quelling by force of

its authority, and in bringing to the punishment due to their

against it.

Resolved, That we approve ihe determination of the gov
compromise with rebel-, nor w oiler any tonus of peace oxcei

conditional surrender" of their hostility and a return to their just allegiance m ihe Constitution uuu

laws of tho United States, and that we call upon the government to maintain this position and to

prosecute tho war with tho inmost possible vigor to Ihe complete suppression of the rebellion, in

full reliance upon the self-sacrifice, the patriotism, the heroic valor, and the undying devotion of

the American people to their country and its free institutions.

Et-sofrnl, That, as sinvery was the cause, and now roiislitutcs (ho strength of this rebellion, and

o9 it must he always and every where hostile t<> thej.riiii iples of republican government, justice and

the national safety demand its utter mid complete exiirpatiun i'mm the soil of the republic; and

that we uphold and maintain the acts and proclamations by which the govern men t, in its own de-

fense, has aimed a death-blow at lids gigantic evil. We are in favor, furthermore, of such an

amendment to tbe Constitution, to he made by ihe people in conformity with its provisions, as shall

terminate and forever prohibit the existence of slavery within the limits of the jurisdiction of tho

United Stales.

Rmolvrd, That the thanks of the Anieri' an people are due to the soldiers and sailors "f the

ormv and navy, who have periled their lives in defense of their country and in vindication of the

honor of the ling ; Hint the nation owes to them some permanent recognition of their patriotism and

valor, ond ample and permanent provision for those of their survivors who have receive! disabling

and honorable wounds in the service of the country ; and that the memories of those who have

fallen in its defense shall bo held in grateful and everlasting remembrance.

limalwit. That we approve and applaud ihe practical wisdom, [he uusellisli patriotism, and un-

swerving fidelity to the Constitution and the principles of American liberty with which Abraham

Lincoln has discharged, under circumstances of unparalleled difficulty, the great duties and respons-

ibilities of Hie presidential office ; that wo approve and indorse, as demanded by the emergency

and essential to the preservation of the nation, and us within the Constitution, the measures and

acts which be has adopted to defend the nation against its open and secret foes
;
that we approve

especially the Pnnhuuiition of Kmunciputi nnd the employment as Union soldiers of men here-

tofore held in shivery
;
and that we have fall confidence iu bis determination to carry these and

all other constitutional measures essential to the salvation of tho country into full nud complete

Resolved, That wo deem it essentia! to tho general welfare that harmony should prevail in the

national councils, and we regard as worthy of public confidence and oflii nil trust tho-e only who

cordially indorse tbe principle- proclaimed in these resolutions, nnd which should chanicteriie the

administration of tho government. ,.

Jtcsolvtd,1-bat tbe government owes to all men employed in us artnic-. without regard lo dis-

tinction of color, Ihe full protection of Hie laws of war ; and that any violation of these laws or 01

tho usages of civilised nations in the time of war by the rebels now in arms, should be made tie

subject of full and prompt redress. . . ,

Resolved, That tho foreign immigration, which in the past has added so mudi Iodic »c»ltti nnu

development of resources and increase of power to this nation, the asylum of tho oppressed ol on

nutiotlH, should be fostered and en iraged hv a liberal and just policy.

Resolved, That wo are in favor of the spco.lv construction of a railroad to Hie 1'acific.

Resolved. That the national laitli. pledge! f,.r the redemption <•( the public debt, must be Kepi

inviolate.; and thai for this purpose we recommend economy and rigid rc-poii-ability in the puDlic

expenditures, and a vigorous and just system of taxation ; that it is tho duty of every loyal state to

sustain tho credit nnd promote the uso of Ihe national currency.

Resolved, That wo approve the position taken by thi

States never regarded with indifference the attempt of any European power to ovormrm. >> ---

or to supplant by fraud, the institutions of any republican government on the Western I

''

i

"' , '" 1
',

l,r

and that tbey view with extreme ieahaisv, ns menacing to the peace and independence of tllis

country, tho efforts of any such power to obtain new foot la-Id-. nV monarchical governments, our

Mined by n foreign military force, in near proximity to the United States.

that tho people of tho United
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The nomination of*Mr. Lincoln for President was already a foregone con-

clusion when the Convention met. On the first ballot be received the vote

of every delegation except that from Missouri, which had been instructed to

vote for General Grant. This delegation changing its vote, the nomination

was made unanimous.

For Vice-President there were three candidates—Andrew Johnson, Mili-

tary Governor of Tennessee, Hannibal Hamlin, the then incumbent, and Dan-

iel S. Dickinson. On the first ballot the vote stood, Johnson, 200 ; Dickin-

son, 108; Hamlin, 150; scattering, 59. Several delegations changed their

vote in favor of Johnson, who, on the second ballot, received 494 votes, and

was then declared unanimously nominated.

In hi3 letter accepting the nomination, President Lincoln announced, to

avoid misunderstanding, that the position of the government in relation to

the action of France in Mexico, as assumed through the State Department,

and indorsed by the Convention, would be maintained so long as it was per-

tinent and applicable.

When the Republican Convention met it was confidently expected that

the war would soon close by the downfall of Atlanta and Richmond. But

in the interval that elapsed before the meeting of the Democratic Conven-

tion, which was postponed from July 4th to August 29th, the situation was
materially changed. Grant, in his march from tlie Rapidan to the James,

inflicted great losses upon the Confederate army, but he suffered far greater

losses himself, and had not captured Richmond. The progress of the Atlanta

campaign seemed slow to the people who, a few weeks before, were confident

of speedy victory. Since the defeat of Bragg at Chattanooga, no important

and decisive triumph had been won by the Union armies. Numerous fail-

ures there had been, and, though none of them were of great magnitude or

decisive in character, yet they added a sting to the disappointment of look-

ing over a nine months' calendar barren of any palpable success. There was
no doubt as to final results—it was simply a period of gloomy disappoint-

ment. There was no flinching either on the part of the army or the people.

The army pushed grimly on, and met partial discomfiture with soldierly for-

titude; the people afforded it a grim but determined support, though their

efforts had been unrewarded by immediate success.

If there was much in the military situation which gave encouragement to

the opposition party, the financial aspect of the country afforded them a still

more palpable fulcrum upon which to swing their lever for the overthrow

of the administration. The amount of the public debt was rapidly climbing
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up to two billions. 1 In July, 1864, gold was quoted at 290, having reached

that point from 195 since Grant and Sherman began their campaigns in

May.
Just at this crisis, Salmon P. Chase, the Secretary of the Treasury, resigned,

and there were cot a few who attributed his resignation to the financial diffi-

culties of the nation. It is probable, however, that he was influenced chiefly

by political reasons, arising out of the relations which, during the presiden-

tial canvass, had grown up between himself and Mr. Lincoln. That there

was no hostility toward the secretary on the part of the President is evident

from the fact that, upon the death of Roger B. Taney, October 12, 1864, he

appointed Mr. Chase chief justice of the United States Supreme Court. 2

[DULY, 1864.

1 The public debt was thus estimated at the close of each fiscal yu
lSOO—June EOth S <H.TG9,Tffl 1S63^Jud«:
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3 John Jat, the first chief justice of iho United Slates, was born in New York, December 12,

174.1. He graduated at King's [now Columbia) CoDego in 1764, and was admitted to the bur four

years' later. When the Revolutionary troubles came on be took a prominent pari in the contest.

Ho was the youngest member of the. first Congress which convened in 1774. In 1777 he prepared

the draft of'the Constitution of the Statu of New York, and mis appointed the lira! chief justice

of the state. In 1779 he was sent on a mission to Spain. That government demanded as n con-

dition of rcco^ui/iiig the independence of the United States that (he po-e.ssiou of Florida and the

exclusive right i" navigate (lie Mississippi should lie guaranteed to Spain. Jay refused to consent

that die moulh of our great river should be shut up by a foreign power. In conjunction with

Adams. Franklin, and Laurens, Mr Jay negotiated the treaty by which Great Hritain recognized

the Independence of the United States. In 1784 he returned to Ids country, and was appointed

Secretary for Foreign Affairs. When the Union took the place of the old Confederation, Wash-

ington requested him to -elect sinv office which he miuht prefer. He chose that of Chief Justice

of the United States, to which he' was appointed in 1789. In 1794 he was sent to Great Britain

as envoy extraordinary to negotiate an important treaty, This treaty, which settled the questions

in dispute- between the two nations, was violently opposed by die Democratic party, especially at

tbo South, lie na.* absent a year, dining which time he was elected Governor of New York. He
then resigned the chief justiceship, was twice re-elected governor, nnd then, in 1*01, at the age

of fifty-six, resolved to retire from public life. President Adams, wishing to retain his services

for the public, nominated him for hi* former place as chief justice, then vacant by the resignation

of Oliver Ellsworth, Jay declined, on the ground that he had deliberately made up his mind to

retire from public lira, and dutv to his country did not then require him to accept office. He re-

tired to his farm in Bedford, New York, where he died May 17, 1820, in the eighty-fourth year of

his age. Mr. Jay was one of the noblest and purest characters in our history. No man, except

a few violent partisans in South Carolina, however much he might oppose his public policy, dared

to asperse the perfect integrity of John Jay.

Upon the resignation of Mr. Jay, John Rutlbdgb was nominated by the President as chief

justice of the United States, but was not confirmed.

The President then nominated as chief justice Judge William Ci'shinc, or Massachusetts
;

the nomination was confirmed; hut Mr. Cashing, after holding the commission a few days, re-

signed on account of ill health. As he never acted in that capacity, his name does not properly

belong to the list of chief justices.

Olivkk Ellswobtii was then nominated and confirmed as chief justice. He was born at

Windsor. Connecticut, April 29, 1745. His studies commenced at Yale, were completed ut Prince-

ton, where bo graduated at the age of twenty-three. For a time he was a teacher, then com-

menced the study of theology, but subsequently Jci ided on the pnilc-sion of law. He hud then

married, and his rather gave mm a farm of wild laud and an axe. While slowly working his way

at the bar he cleared his" wild farm with his own bauds. His early career gave no promise of fu-

ture eminence j but the first upward steps once taken, his progress was sure. He was appointed

state's attorney, nnd yearly Blected to the General Assembly. In 1777 he was chosen delegate to

Congress, 17*4 Judge of the Superior Conn of Connecticut, und in 1789 senator in Congress. In

1790 he was appointed chief justice of the United States. His unquestioued probity and the

soundness of his judicial decisions gained him the highest respect. In 1799 he was sent, against

his wishes, as minister to France, though still retaining for two years his seat on the bench. His

health failing, he resigned his office in 1801. He died November 2U, 1807, at the age of sixty-

two.
John Marshall, the mo-t eminent of our chief justices, was born in Fauquier County, Vir

ginia, September 24, 1 76S. His father was a farmer in narrow circumstances, hut oF decided nbd-

iry. By his own unaided exertions he subsequently became a fair classical scholar, and was inti-

mately acquainted « ith Enghah literature. He had just begun the study of law when the war of

the Revolution broke out. In 177"- ho was appointed lieutenant in a company of minute-men.

He afterward became captain in a Virginia regiment of the Continental army, and was present at

the bat lies of Itrandvwiue, (.icrmuntown, and Monmouth. He pursued his legal studies ut inter-

vals during the war, 'and at its close commenced practice. He soon roso to eminence at the bar

and in politics. He was one of the small hut distinguished body of im-ti through whose influence

Virginia was induced to accept the Federal Constitution. In Kill Washington offered him the

post of attorney general, and subsequently the mission to France. Both offers were declined.

The French government having refused to receive Mr, Pincltney as minister, Mr. Adams, who was

then President, appointed Mr. Marshall as one of three envoy™' to that country. Shortly after his

return he yielded lo tin' personal solicitations of Washington, and consented lo become a candi-

date for Compress. Pr.-ident Adams ai the same time offered him a seat on the bench of the

Supreme Chart, whiih was declined. He was elected to Congress after a sharp contest, taking his

seat in December, 170ft, During the excited session which followed he was one of the ablest sup-

porters of the administration of Mr. Adams, In May, 1800, he was nominated and confirmed as

Secretary of War, but he declined to accept the appointment, Shortly after he accepted the post

of Secretary of State. On the 31st of January, l«)l , he wits appointed clncl justice of tho United

States, a position which he held for thirty-live years, until his death in July, ItWfi, at the age of

eighty years. His unquestioned character, sound judgment, and felicitous diction, added to the

long period during which lie held his seat, and the magnitude of the question* which came before

him for decision, entitle Mr. Marshall beyond all question to the first place in the noble list of our

chief justices. Resides his judicial labors, he was the author of a History of the American Colo-

nies and of a Life of Washington.
Kogeh Broosb Taney was born in Calvert County, Maryland, March 17, 1777. In 18111

President Jackson appointed him attorney general of the United States. Two years later, Mr.
Dunne, then Secretary of the Treasury, refused to remove the government deposit-, from the United

States Bank ; ho was removed, aud Mr. Taney whs appointed in his place. The Senate refused to

confirm tho nomination ; hut in the mean while Mr. Taney bad obeyed the orders of the President

and removed the de]>osits. Jackson then nominated him as associate justice of the Supremo
Court, to fill a vacancy occasioned by the resignation dfjudge I Jural The .Senate refused to con-

firm tho nomination." Cluef Justice Marshall died in I *;!'>, and Jackson at once nominuted Mr.
Taney for the place. The Demoi ruts, having now a majority in the Senate, cmilirmed tho nomina-
tion, and Mr. Taney faacaaaa chief justice—a piMtion he retained until his death, October 12,

1SG4, a period of taralj wu\m yean. Cbief Justice Taney is best known by his famous "decis-

ion," or rather '•opinion," in the 1 ired S ott <\i-c, in which, going beyond the question before tbo

court, he endeavored to settle the general question of the xinlns of persons of African descent in

the United States. Undeserved obloquy h.is been attached to him on account of a sentence in this

opinion which apparently affirmed that blacks had no rights which whites were bound to respect.

The context shows that this was the very revor-e of the meaning intended to be conveyed by Judge
Taney, lie says that it is now difficult to realize the state of opinion on this subject held at the

formation of our government. Blacks were then regarded ns beings, of an inferior order, "nnrf™
far inferior thnt thiy had no ri-jlit.-: which the wkitt man wat bound to reaptet." This outrageous
sentiment is mentioned only to be impliedly condemned. The "opinion" of tho chief justice,

harsh enough ns he gave it, being to tho affect thut no person whose ancestors were imported to

this country and sold as slaves bad any right to sue in a court of the United States, or could be-

come citizens of the United Mutes. It is due to the honor of our hig!ie-t judicial tribunal to state

that the opinion of the chief jn-t ice did not affirm, but did by plain implication condemn, the doc-

trine that such persons " had »n rights which w bites were bound to respect." Mr. Taney's lust

notable public act was in May, 1861, when the case of John Merrvmnn came before him. This
man was arrested ne:ir Baltimore, on ihurgc of being an oliiccr io a company nu.-ed to aid tbo re-

bellion. He was imprisoned by the military authorities in Fort M'llenry. lie prayed for a writ

of Itahtas ror/itw, which was granted by Judge Taney . General ( 'adwnlader, the commander, re-

fused to obey, on the ground that the execution of the writ of hnhia.i r<.tr/,un hud been suspended
by the President in the State of Maryland. Tho judge issued an order for the arrest of General
Cadwalader. The marshal was not allowed to servo tho writ. Judge Taney thereupon prepared
an opinion, denying the' right of the President to suspend the writ, and allirming thut it was tho
duty of all military officers to obey it. I le ndded thut if the olllcer hud been brought before him
he should have punish.;. 1 him by fliic and imprisonment ; but us ho had no force capable of carry-
ing his order into effect, bo should report the whole case to tho President, and call upou him to cu-

During the summer of 1864, two attempts were made by irresponsible par.
ties, apparently having for their object the conclusion of the war through
mutual accommodation, but in reality influenced solely by political motives.

It is a curious fact that, at the same time, President Lincoln was sounded on
the subject of peace by Confederate agents in Canada, for the express pur-

pose of drawing out of him a distinct refusal to afford accommodation—a re-

fusal which might be used both to incite the South to renewed efforts to gain

Confederate independence, and to strengthen the cause of the opposition in

the North ; and President Davis was sounded upon the same subject for the

purpose of drawing out from him a like refusal, to be used for a similar pur-

pose in behalf of the supporters of the administration.

On the 5th of July, George N.Sanders, from the Clifton House, Niagara
Falls, addressed a letter to Horace Greeley, stating that he himself, and Clem-

ent C. Clay, of Alabama, and James P. Holcombe, of Virginia, were willing

to go to Washington if full protection were accorded them. Nothing was
said in the letter as to the object of the proposed visit to Washington. But
from other sources Greeley understood that Clay and Holcombe had full

powers from Richmond to treat on the subject of peace. He therefore for-

warded the application to President Lincoln, urging a response, and suggest-

ing terms of accommodation. The " plan of adjustment" suggested by him

proposed the restoration of the Union ; the abolition of slavery, the Union
paying $-400,000,000 in 5 per cent, bonds as compensation to the owners of

slaves, whether loyal or rebel ; the representation in Congress of the slave

states on the basis of their total population ; and a National Convention, to

be convened as soon as possible, for the ratification of these terms. He
added : "I do not say that a just peace is now attainable, though I believe

it to be so. But I do say that a frank offer by you to the insurgents of

terms which the impartial must say ought to be accepted, will, at the worst,

prove an immense and sorely needed advantage to the national cause. It

may save us from a Northern insurrection."

The President forthwith deputed Greeley to Niagara to communicate with

the Confederate agents. Greeley went to Niagara, and on the 17th informed

Messrs. Clay and Holcombe that, if they were duly accredited agents from

Richmond, the President would grant them a safe-conduct to Washington-

These gentlemen replied that tbey were not accredited agents, but thorough-

ly understood the views of the Confederate government on the subject of

peace. Upon learning this the President sent a message, addressed "to

whom it may concern," in the following terms:

"Any proposition which embraces the restoration of peace, the integrity

of the whole Union, and the abandonment of slavery, and which conies by

and with an authority that can control the armies now at war with the

United States, will be received and considered by the executive govern-

ment of the United States, and will be met by liberal terms on other sub-

stantial and collateral points, and the bearer or bearers thereof shall have

safe-conduct both ways."

This, of course, was final, being all the Confederate gentlemen had waited

for. They had now their text, aud they issued their manifesto against the

tyranny which could thus rudely spurn the offer of peace. But President

Lincoln had simply been honest with them, and certainly had not been dis-

courteous. Nor had he rejected their overtures. His design in addressing

his mission "to all whom it may concern" is evident. These gentlemen had

admitted that they were not accredited agents of the Confederate govern-

ment, but had expressed their confidence that they could obtain the requisite

power. But they might be, and probably were, indulging false hopes ns to

the accommodation which the government would be willing to grant. It

was only fair, therefore, that both they and the Confederate government

—

all whom it might concern—should be made to undeistand' the ultimatum

of the government which must be met before the door could be open to ne-

force tho process of ihe court. No farther action was bad on the case. Mr. Taney died October

12, 1864, at the age of eighty-Beyen, baring Idled the chiefjudicial chair of the nation for twenty-

seven years, lie owed his appointment to the purely partisan services which he rendered to Pres-

ident Jackson. As a jurist ho can not he ranked with the great men who had occupied his seat

before him. His judicial integrity has never heen impeached, even in the ease of his unfortunate

opinion in the Dred Scott case, or the Inter and equally unfortunate course in the Merryman case,

by which ho will he chiefly remembered in after years.

Salmon Poiiti-anh Chase, now chief justice' of the United States, was born in Cornish, New

Hampshire, January- 13; 1808. His father having died, he was sent at the ago of twelve to Ohio,

and placed under the care of his uncle. P.i-hop Chase. After studying for a year at Ciucimnui

College, ho entered Dartmouth College in New Hampshire, from uhich lie graduated in I8!M. Ho

went to Washington, where lie opened a school, at tho same lime studying law under the direction

of William Wirt. Having been admitted to the bar, he went to Cincinnati, and entered upon the

practico of hia profession. To this for some years he applied himself exclusively, taking no prom-

inent part in politics, although he belonged to the Democratic party. In ItUI he first took a de-

cided part in politics. He was then it member of the Convention of those opposed to the farther

extension of slavery, nnd was the author of tho address unanimously adopted by thnt body. Ho

took a prominent part in all the subsequent movement." having this end in view, aud was president

of tho Free Soil Democratic Convention at Uumiln in lslK. The Democratic party in Ohio had

at this time assumed the posit" f hostility to slavery in tho Territories. Mr. Clui.se was clio'Cin

United States Senator in 1'cbmnry, 1H1H, receiring the votes of nil the Democratic members ol iho

Legislature, together with those of others who were in favor of free soil. Though elected as a

Democrat, be .lei hired that if the party withdrew in mi us position in regard to slavery he diouM

withdraw from it. This he did formally, in consequence of the action ol the Democratic Com ca-

tion held at Daltimoro in 1852. When the Republican parly was organised, Mr. I 'lin.-e took Ho

position of one of its acknowledged leaders. Soon after the close of his senatorial term in I
,-.">,• he

was elected Governor of Ohio. He wan re-elected, his second term closing in I860. In 'he Re-

publican Convention at Chicago in that year, ho wits, next after Mr. Lincoln and Mr. Seward. H"'

leading candidate for tho presidency. He had in the mean time been again elected to the Senate

of tho United States, and had he taken his place would undoubtedly have been the leader in that

body. But he resigned his seat in order to accept the position of Secretary of tho Treasury—a po-

sition for which he was especially pointed out by the success of his limincial policy v. bile I oocrner

of Ohio. As the presidential canvass ,.f I HIM approached, a strong effort was made to bruiK >•'<'

word Mr. Cliase ns the Union candidate ; but the current of popular feeling was so unmistakably

in favor of the re-election of Mr. Lincoln that Mr. t'luise refused to become n candidate, audgaic

his cordial support to Mr. Lincoln. Meanwhile, finding that Congress hesitated lo carry out the

financial system which he proposed, Mr. I 'base hud. on tho .'Itlth of Juno, 1 sill ,
resigned the po-i

of Secretary of the Treasury. Almost the first important public net of Mr. Lincoln after In- "

election has been to appoint Mr. Chase to the most important position wiihui the oxeeiitiVO nomi

nation. Mr. Chase enters upon tbo duties of his high office at the age. of fifty-six, with a soiinu

legal reputation, nnd with a physical vigor which gives reason to hope thut ho may be able to per-

form its duties for ii period us long as that of bis predecessor.
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gotlation. This ultimatum was simply the integrity of the Union and the

abandonment of slavery.

Undoubtedly the people of the South longed for peace. The whole peo-

ple longed for peace, except a few to whom war was money. But peace was

impossible until either the government or the rebels were defeated, except

by the abandonment on one side or the other of the very object for which

it was fighting. No proposition indicating the willingness of the Confeder-

ate government to surrender its independence upon any conditions had ever

been made. That no such disposition existed in the summer of 1864 is

shown by the result of a visit made to Richmond by Colonel Jacques and

J. R.Gilmore while Greeley was in communication with Clay and Holcombe

at Niagara. These gentlemen went to Richmond with no credentials. They

were not sent by the government. They did not expect to accomplish any

thing in the way of peace. Yet in a certain sense they were commissioners,

not of the government, but of a party, sent to receive a distinct expression

of the unwillingness of Mr. Davis to negotiate for peace except on the basis

of Confederate independence. This they obtained in the most explicit terms.

Davis told them that the " war must go on till the last of this generation

falls in his tracks, and his children seize his musket and fight our battle, un-

less you acknowledge our right to self-government We are not fighting

for slavery ; we are fighting ior independence, and that or extermination we
will have." Certainly his declaration did not improve the prospects of the

opposition party in the North in the approaching elections.

On the 29th of August the National Democratic Convention assembled at

Chicago. The next day it was permanently organized, with Governor Sey-

mour, oi' New York, as president. Upward of 250 delegates were present.

Among these, and master spirits of the Convention, were Vallandigham—re-

cently returned from exile—Price, and Long. A large portion of the au-

dience consisted of the most disaffected men of the Northwestern states,

among whom were mingled Confederate spies from Canada, who, with their

friends, were at this very moment meditating a scheme for the liberation of

the 8000 Confederate prisoners at Camp Douglas, near the city, the execu-

tion of which scheme was to be followed by a general uprising of the dis-

loyal in all the Northwestern states. This movement was only prevented

by the preparations which had been made to thwart it through the vigilance

of Colonel B.J. Sweet, the commander at Camp Douglas.

Governor Seymour, upon assuming the chair, addressed the delegates and

the audience Seymour, while he was thoroughly identified with the peace

party, was the most astute and prudent member of that party. Not turbu-

lent himself, be rejoiced in the turbulence of others. His style of eloquence

was modeled upon that whicn Mark Antony (as rendered by Shakspeare)

adopted over the corpse of Ccesar. His thunderbolts, like those of Wendell

Phillips, always fell out of a clear sky. There was no measure of the oppo-

sition, however extreme, which he did not heartily indorse; and yet the

problem to be solved in this Convention, as it seemed to him, was to at the

same time apparently ignore all such measures, and adopt such as would

secure their execution. The task was not an easy one. There was a great

diversity of opinion among the members of the Convention. Only the ut-

most tact could prevent such a division as had occurred at the Charleston

Convention four years ago. Seymour counseled them to select such men
for their candidates as enjoyed the popular confidence. He reminded them

of the Republican Convention held in that city in 1860, and that while the

party which it represented bad there declared that it would not interfere

with the rights of states, the sentiment by which it was animated—its sec-

tional prejudices and fanaticism— had overruled this declaration. Even
now, under the shadow of impending ruin, this party would not let the

shedding of blood cease even for a little, " to see if Christian charity or the

wisdom of statesmanship" might not save the Union. But, even if it would,

the administration could not save the country. It had, by its proclamations

and vindictive legislation, placed obstacles in its own way which it could not

overcome; its freedom of action was hampered by its own unconstitutional

acts. Seymour then proceeded to pay a tribute to our soldiers, which falls

upon our ears like mockery when we remember that he did all he could to

weaken the armies in the field by his opposition to conscription. But his

compliment to the soldiers was of a very doubtful sort when he intimated

that they were more lenient toward traitors than was the administration.

"But if the administration can not save the Union," said he, "we can. . .

There are no hinderances to our pathways to union and to peace." He for-

got under what administrations disunion had blossomed and matured to

ripeness. And when he added, " we have no hates, no prejudices, no pas-

Bions," did he remember the fiendish, negro-hunting mob, whom a little more

than a year ago he had addressed in New York city as "my friends?" Yes,

this astute statesman could look down into the face of Long, who had a few

weeks before, in the halls of Congress, advocated the recognition of the Con-

federacy, and into the faces of others who had applauded his words to the

echo, and say, "the administration can not save the Union, but we can do it."

He had complained of the lack of wise statesmanship in the Republican

parly to secure the fruit of victories won in the field. Was wise statesman-

ship in this trying hour of the nation's life confined to such men as Price,

Vallandigham, and the Seymours? With remarkable coolness he alluded

to the military edict which three days before had gone forth, forbidding the

transportation of arms or ammunition into Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Mich-

igan. Did be know of the existence of secret organizations in those states,

the members of which were the sworn cne.~nies of the national government,

waiting only their opportunity to aid the Confederate armies by domestic

insurrection in the North ? Did he know that he was addressing men who
directly controlled and snstainpd these orpanizatioris? So well did he under-

stand the character of hi3 audience, that he especially guarded those who

were not delegates against au unbecoming expression of their opinion by
applause or condemnation. He had noticed with chagrin that the loudest

cheers followed the expression of disloyal sentiments, and feared the result

of the impression which would thus be made upon the people at large. In-

deed, he had scarcely given this prudent bit of advice when he was inter-

rupted by loud calls for Vallandigham.

Seymour to a great degree succeeded in impressing his own temper upon
the Convention, but he could not control the members in their conduct out-

side of the wigwam. From the balconies of hotels and on street-corners

sentiments were uttered which more fully represented the temper of the

crowd which had naturally gathered about this Democratic Convention.

Here C. Chauncey Burr, Vallandigham, and Henry C. Dean could speak out

clearly their sympathy with rebels without disguise or circumlocution.

Here they could charge Lincoln with spoon -stealing and negro-stealing;

could declare that the South, fighting for her honor, could not honorably lay

down her arms, and that Lincoln's army, already the slaughter-pen of two
millions of men, could not. again be filled either by enlistment or conscrip-

tion
;
and could utter their prayers for the failure of the national arms. Here

they could call Lincoln a usurper, traitor, tyrant, blood-thirsty old monster,

or any other odious name which the Democratic vocabulary of that day
readily furnished. And yet these men belonged to a party which, Seymour
said, had " no hates, no prejudices, no passions." War-Democrats received

their share of this wholesale vituperation and execration. Between a War-
Democrat and an Abolitionist, said Judge Miller, of Ohio, there is no real

difference ;
" they are links of one sausage, made out of the same dog," and

the crowd yelled its applause. Judge Miller was a fair representative of

that " insulted judiciary" which Seymour in his speech had declared " would
again administer the laws of the land" when the Democratic administration

should have displaced that of Mr. Lincoln.

The platform of resolutions was constructed by a committee, of which Val-

landigham was a member. In the contest for the chairmanship of this com-
mittee, Vallandigham received 8 votes and Guthrie 12. This man was the

master-spirit of the Convention, so far as its objects were concerned, while

Seymour furnished the model for its style of utterance. In the Committee'

on Resolutions, James Guthrie, of Kentucky, its chairman, acted the same
part which Seymour played in the conduct of the entire Convention. Val-

landigham was the irrepressible soul of the resolutions, and it was the busi-

ness of Guthrie to hide this wretched soul within a becoming body, to disguise

sympathy with treason by sandwiching it in between a declaraiion of fidelity

to the Union and one of pity toward unnecessarily slaughtered soldiers. 1

The resolutions as adopted pretended to speak fur a party, a large and the

most respectable and patriotic portion of which repudiated them; they de-

clared as a sentiment of the Convention "unswerving fidelity to the Union
under the Constitution." But how many members of this Convention had

publicly declared that under the Constitution the right of secession was jus-

tifiable ? They declared in behalf of the Convention and as the sense of the

American people that the experiment of war, tried for four years, had proved

a failure, and that "justice, humanity, liberty, and the public welfare demand
that immediate efforts be made for a cessation of hostilities, with a view to

an ultimate Convention of the states, or other peaceable means, to the end

that at the earliest practicable moment peace may be restored on the basis

of the Federal Union of the states." 2 It is in vain that one inquires after

the reasons for this demand by either "justice," " humanity," " liberty," or

the "public welfare." It was known—it had been the undeviating declara-

tion of the Confederate government, one fiom which it had not swerved even

in order to assist this peace party of the North—that no peace was practica-

ble (except a conquered peace) on any other basis than that of Confederate

independence. And this Convention knew that the peace for which they

declared must result in the recognition of the Confederacy. How justice,

or humanity, or liberty, or the public welfare were to be advanced by that

inglorious consummation it is not easy to discover. Let us suppose for an

instant that this peace party should succeed, and that the leaders who con-

trolled its action should come into possession of the executive and legislative

1 The following is tin- platform adopted l>y the Convention

:

Resolved, Tluit in the future, as in the past, we will adhere with unswerving fidelity to the Union
under the Constitution, as the only solid foundation of nor strength, security, and happiness as a
people, and as a framework ofgovernment eipiully condunie to the welfare mid prosperity of all tho

Elates, both Northern and Southern.

Resolved, That this Convention does explicitly declare, ils the sense of the American people, that,

after four years of failure to restore the Union by the experiment of war. during which, under the

pretense of n military necessity of a war power higher than the Constituti the Constitution itself

has been disregarded in every part, rind public liberty and private right r.hl.e trodden down, and the

material prosperity of the country essentially impaired, justice, humanity, liberty, and the public

welfare demand that immediate efforts be made for n cessation of Inutilities, with a view to an ul-

timate Convention of all the states, or other peaceable means, Id the end that at the curliest prac-

ticable moment peace nmv he restored on the basis of the Federal Union of the states.

Resolved, That the dire' I interfered c ol the military authority of the I'nited Stales in the recent

election* held in Ketituckv. Man hind, Mi.-sotiri, and I Manure, was a shauu'ful violation of the Con-
stitution, and the re|rctition of such acts in the apprcan.hirig election will be held as revolutionary,

and resisted with nil the means and power under our control.

Resolved, That the aim and object of the 1 Icmoerntii' party is to preserve the Federal Union and
the rights: of states unimpaired ; and they hereby declare that they con-i.h-r the administrative usur-

pation of extraordinary and dangeroas powers not granted by the Constitution, the subversion of

the civil by military law in states not in insurrection, the arbitrary military arre.-t, imprisonment,

trial, and sentence of American citi/ens in stales where civil law exists in lull fone, the suppression

offreedom of speech and of the press, the denial of the right of a>ylum. the open and avowed disre-

gard of state rights, the employment of unusual test-oaths, and the interference with and denial of

the right of the people to bear arms, us calculated to prevent a restoration of the Union and tho

perpetuation of u government deriving its just powers from the consent of the governed.

Resolveil, That the sliiiinefiil disregard of the administration to its duty in respect to our fellow-

citizens who now- and long have been prisoners of war in a suffering condition, deserve* the severest

reprobation, on the scon' alike of public interest and common humanity.

Resolved, That the sympathv or the Democratic parly is heartily and earnestly extended to tho

soldiery of our army, who are and have been in the Held nailer tho ling of our country ;
and, in the

event of our attaining power, they will receive all the care and protection, regard and kindness, that

the bravo soldiers of tlie republic have so nobly earned.
5 This resolution, the second and most important one of the platform, was written by Vnllnndi-

gliam. So Vallaiidieham himself states iu a letter written lu tho New York Jjaili/ News from

Chicago, October 22d.
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powers of tbe nation. Suppose an armistice declared under such auspices.

The armies, with ultimate victory already in sight, rest upon their arms, while
these men try their boasted "statesmanship" in the interests of peace. Sol-
diers levied by conscription, and on their way to the field, are halted, released
from obligation, and returned to their homes. Recruiting and conscription
cease. Military ardor is already dead, or this peace party could not else

have come into power. What would be the action of Davis and his associ-

ates, and of the Southern people ? They seceded under the auspices of Bu-
chanan's administration; but now an administration is in power which is

pledged to desist from war in any event. The storming of cannon, the
musketry attack, the strong hands of soldiers already about to clutch, this

demon of treason and strangle it to death, silently vanish from the scene, and
are replaced by this nest of cooing doves, who from the national capital seek
to woo traitors back to their spurned allegiance. Can there be any doubt
as to the result of this innocent, amicable sport? Would the Confederacy
dance to the piping of these men of peace? No, it would claim the right of
secession, which these men would instantly yield ; it would become a nation
which these doters would forthwith recognize. The armies in the field

would then slink back to their homes, cursing the people who had betrayed
them. Grant, and Sherman, and Thomas, and Farragut, would hide their

faces for shame, and quietly receive their reward—the brand of murder
placed upon their foreheads by Peace Democrats and an unworthy people.
The uncoffined, living corpse of Lincoln—more than murdered by these po-

litical assassins—would proceed from Washington to Springfield amid the
jeers of faithless multitudes. And this was to be the Democratic apotheosis
of justice, humanity, and liberty !

We do not wonder, after this declaration, that the Convention tendered
its sympathy to the Union soldiers, who would need so much sympathy in

the event of its political success.

The members of the Convention, after the adoption of this platform, named
various candidates for President, and spent the remainder of the day in dis-

cussing their comparative merits. General McClellan was the only nominee
who stood any fair chance of success, but there was certainly room for dis-

cussion as to the propriety of asking a major general of the United States
army to stand upon the platform adopted by the Convention. On the 31st
the voting commenced. On the first ballot it stood : McClellan, 174 ; Thom-
as H. Seymour, 38

;
Horatio Seymour, 12. This was revised so that McClel-

lan stood 202^, and Thomas H. Seymour 28J. On the motion ofVallandi-
gham, the nomination of McClellan was made unanimous. No less than
eight candidates were offered on the first ballot for Vice-President. James
Guthrie received the largest number of votes—65 ; George E. Pendleton stood
next, receiving 55 ; and the third on the list was Lazarus W. Powell, who re-

ceived 36. But the New York delegation, commanding 33 votes, went over
to Pendleton, who was finally declared the nominee of the Convention.

McCIellan's letter accepting the nomination expressed sentiments at vari-

ance with those of the Convention. "If a frank, earnest, and persistent ef-

fort," said he, " to obtain these objects [peace and union] should fail, the re-

sponsibility for ulterior consequences will fall upon those who remain in

arms against the Union. But the Union must be preserved at all hazards."

This idea—that of resuming the war in the event of the failure to obtain

peace on the basis of the Union—came up before the Committee on Resolu-

tions in the Convention, and was unanimously rejected. 1 "I could not,"

adds McClellan, in allusion to one of the resolutions adopted at Chicago,
" look in the face of my gallant comrades of the army and navy, who have

survived so many bloody battles, and tell them that their labors and the sac-

rifice of so many of our slain and wounded brethren had been in vain ;
that

we had abandoned that Union for which we have so often periled our lives.

A vast majority of our people, whether in the army and navy or at home,

would, as I would, hail with unbounded joy the permanent restoration of

peace on the basis of the Union under the Constitution, without the effusion

of another drop of blood. But no peace can be permanent without the

Union." He differed with the Convention also in postponing the effort to

procure peace by the exhaustion of " all tbe resources ofstatesmanship" un-

til it should become clear or probable " that our present adversaries are

ready for peace upon the basis of the Union." A similar proposition com-

ing before the Convention Committee on Resolutions in exactly the same

terms used in this letter, received only three votes out of twenty-four.2

Pendleton very cautiously refused to commit himself except in so far as

to state that he deprecated and would persistently oppose the establishmeat

of another government over any portion of the territory within the limits

of the Union. With one hand he clung to Vallandigham, and with the other

to McClellan, while the latter shouldered Pendleton, Vallandigham, and the

Chicago platform—protesting against the burden, but still bearing it—and

with this incubus ran the race with Lincoln for the presidential chair. Even

without these entanglements his prospects of success were doubtful, as his

success involved the abandonment of the emancipation policy, which had al-

ready grown as dear to the American people as to President Lincoln.

Scarcely had the members of the Convention returned home, and begun

to mingle with the people again, when they discovered too late that they had

made a great mistake. As Gettysburg and Vicksburg bad followed the ha-

rangues of Seymour, Pierce, and others on the 4th of July, 1863, so now the

people got up from reading the Chicago platform to celebrate the capture

of Atlanta, which was the sternest rebuke and most striking refutation of

that document. Men who were disposed to split hairs with the Chicago

statesmen were knocked down by Sherman's more palpable arguments. As

Seward truly said at the time, "Sherman and Farragut had knocked the

bottom out of the Chicago nominations,"

1 Vn liondigham, in si public upeedi at Sidney, Ohio, Squcmbcr 34th, mokes ibis gtuterocnt in

tlio most positive Iemu, find it hns never been denied.
' Seo Vallandighata's speech alluded to in the previous note.
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Fremont now withdrew from the contest, and while still pronouncing

Lincoln's administration "politically, militarily, and financially a failure," he
abandoned the field, "not to aid the triumph of Lincoln," but to do his part

to prevent the election of McClellan. The latter would establish the Union
with slavery, while the former was pledged to re-establish it without slaver}',

and thus the great issues of the day were fairly joined, and there ought to

enter into the contest no disturbing element to diminish the full strength of

the victory of emancipation. Sheridan's victories over Early in the Valley

of the Shenandoah, though not necessary to a Republican triumph, doubt-

less increased the popular majority for Lincoln,

The state elections in October and November, preceding that for presi-

dential electors, betokened a certain victory for the administration. In Ver-

mont the Republican candidate for governor was ejected by a majority larger

than that of 1863. In Maine there was a slight loss as compared with the

election of 1863. In Indiana, O. P. Morton, the Republican candidate for

governor, was elected by a majority of over 20,000. In Pennsylvania there

was no general election for state officers, but the delegation from that state

to Congress was changed from 12 against 12 to 15 against 9—a gain of three

Republican Congressmen. Id New York, Reuben E. Fenton was elected by
8000 majority over Seymour.

The; presidential election, November 8th, resulted in an overwhelming vic-

tory for the administration. McClellan received the electoral votes of three

states—Delaware, New Jersey, and Kentucky—21 in all ; the remainder

—

212—were cast for Lincoln and Johnson. Lincoln's popular majority was
411,428.' In the twelve states whose vote by soldiers was counted so as to

be distinguished, the success of the administration was even more signal,

its majority being over 3 to 1. Such was the decision of the soldiers on
the questions of peace and emancipation.2

An important issue in this election had been to secure a House of Repre-

sentatives which would adopt the constitutional amendment abolishing slav-

ery. The returns indicated that in the Thirty-ninth Congress the Republi-

can majority would be so great that the members of that party, as compared
with the Democrats, would number over 4 to 1. But it was not necessary

to wait for another Congress.

The Thirty-eighth Congress reassembled for its second session December
5th, 1864.' The important act of this short session was the passage by the
House of the joint resolution to amend the Constitution so as to abolish

slavery. The President had in his message strongly urged this action. On
the 31st of January the question was brought to a final issue. The form of

the amendment remained the same as when it came from the Senate, The
resolution passed by the requisite majority, receiving 119 ayes to 56 nays.

In this connection it is proper to mention the death of Owen Lovejoy, of

Illinois, which occurred on the 25th of March, 1S64. This old advocate of
emancipation did not live to see the anti-slavery amendment passed, but he
died in the faith that both Congress and the President would maintain jus-

tice.

In Maryland, on the 24th of June, in Constitutional Convention, the aboli-

tion of slavery in that state was declared as the twenty-third article of the

Bill of Rights. In the following October this article was ratified by the

people of the state. The vote stood 30,174 for, to 29,699 against the ratifi-

cation. The majority was very small, and the measure would have failed

but for the preponderance of the soldiers' vote in its favor. The soldiers'

vote stood 2633 to 163.

Early in February, 1865, an attempt was made to open negotiations for

peace. Alexander H. Stephens, the Confederate Vice-President, R. M. T.

Hunter, and John A. Campbell, were permitted to pass through Grant's lines

to Hampton Roads, where they were met by President Lincoln and Secre-

tary Seward. The conference was soon concluded, President Lincoln re-

fusing to treat on the basis of Confederate independence. Upon the return

of the Confederate commissioners a great meeting was held to revive the

drooping spirits of the Confederacy, and it was unanimously resolved that

; the conditions of peace offered by President Lincoln were a gross and pre-

meditated insult to the Southern people. Three days later a war meeting
i was held, R.M.T. Hunter presiding, and it was there resolved that the Con-
federates would never lay down their arms until they should have achieved
their independence.

The events—political and military—which from this point followed fast

upon each other—the reinauguration of President Lincoln ; the surrender of
the Confederate armies; the attempt of a conspiracy to overthrow the gov-
ernment by the assassination of its principal officers; the succession of Presi-

dent Johnson
; and the detailed history of reconstruction, belong properly to

other chapters.

1 The vote in the twenty five loyal

it -:-

. so.wo

u.mi

states stood

4TJ30
33,U34
13,335
K,7+0
8,718

•13,253

361.0S0

09,014
270,008

8,767
92,738
04,301

205,003

ns follows

:

Lncou. UcClill.b.

07,370

Wl*cr>n»in 19,501 03, STB

3,6T1

10,107

Tolnl .... 2,213,005 1,3U2,93T

1 The army vote is shown in the following table. Tho soldiers of New York sent their ballots
litimo to be deposited there, and BO can not be distinguished. The vote of Minnesota soldiers, and
n large portion of tho Vermont soldiers' rates reached Eha canvassers too late to be counted:

090
49

13,3-10

831
3,823

2.000 1ST

1 The following changes occurred from the last session : In the Sonata, Wm, Pitt Fessendcn, of
Maine, resigned to Wcme Secretary of the Trensury, was succeeded by Nathan A. Furwell. On
the 1st of February, UMtfi, William W. Stewart and James W. Nye took their seats as senators
from Nevada—the former for the term expiring March ;i,

I St; 7. the Inner for (he term expiring
March il, 18110. On the 1 3th of February, Thomas II. I licks, of Miirylaiid. His successor, John
A. Cresswell, was not qualified uutd March 10th, during the special executive session of the
Senate.

In the House, Dwight Gfownsend, of New York, succeeded Henry G. Stabbing, resigned. De-
cember Kl, Henry G. Worthing! of Nevada, was qualified.

' Tho vote in detail wi> as follows:

Alley Mas.",

Albson lows.

Anderson Ky.
Arnold III.

Ashley Ohio.

Uailey... Pa.
Baldwin, A. C. ...Mich.

Baldwin, J. 1). ...Maw.

Baxter Ve.

ltcamon Mich.
Blninc Me.
Blair W. Va.
Blow Mo.
M. ..•«, II M ...

Boyil Mo.
Brnndagee Conn.
Itrooraal) fa.

Browii W. Va.
Clarke, A. W N.Y.
Clarke, Freeman.. N.Y.
Cobb Wis.
Co(froth Pa.
Colo Col. 1

Colfex Ind.

Creswoll... Mil.'

Davis, H.W Md.
Davis, T. T. N.Y.
Dawen Mass,
Doming Conn,

Allen, J.C....

Allen, W. U. .

ID.

111.

Broun, J. S. .

Chardcr

-..NY.
nv

...N.Y.

Ind.

Pa.

I'll -a

Ind.

Dixon R I

Donnelly Minn,
Driggs Mich,
Duiuont Ind.

Eckloy Ohio.

Elliot Mass,
F.nglisb Conn.
Furnswiirih III.

Frank N.Y.
Gnnsnn N.Y.
Garfield Ohio.

Guoch Moss.
GrinneU Iowa.

C.risnold N.Y.
Halo Pa
Hcrrick N.Y.
Highy Cal.

Hooper Mass
Hotchkis* N.Y.
I [aboard, A. W. . , Iown.
Hubbard, J, H, ..Conn
Hnrlburd N. Y.
Hutching Ohio.
Iiigerwill. III.

Jonckcs R.I.
Julian Ind.

Knsson Io«n.

'Kcllcy Pa.

Kellogg, F. W. ...Mich

. Kellogg, O N.Y.

Ehlridgo Wis.
Finck Ohio
(i rider Ky.
Hall Mo.
Hording Ky.
Harrington Ind.

Harris, B.G Md.
Harris, CM 111.

Holmon Ind.

Johnson, P Pa.

Johnson, W Ohio,
Kalbflcisch N.Y.
Kornnn. N.Y.
Knopp 111.

King,
Knox Mo.
Littlejohn N.Y

-Mo.La
Loogyear Mich.
Marvin N.Y,
McAllister Pn.
McBridc Oregon.
McChtrg filo.

Mclndoc Wis.
Miller N.Y,
Moorhead Pa.
Morrill Vt.

Morris N.Y.
Mvers, A Pa.

Myers, L Pa.

Nelson N.Y.
Nortoo Dl.

Odell N.Y.
ONedl.C Pa.
Orth Ind
Patterson N. H
Perham Me.
Pike i Me.
Poraeroy N.Y,
Price Iown.

Itadford N.Y.
Rnn.hU! Ky.
Rice, A. H Mass,
Rico, J. H. .- Mo.

Rollins, E. H N. II.

RoUins.J.S Mo.
Scbeork Ohio.
Schofinld Pn.

-Cal.
Sloan Wis,
Smith Ky.
Smithcrs Del.
Spaulding Ohio.

Starr N.J.
Steele N.Y.

...Po,

Thayer...
Thomas Md.
Tracy Pa.
Upson Mich.
Vnn Valkenburg..N.Y.
Washhurne III.

Washburno Moss.
Webster Md.
Wholoy W. Va.
Wheeler Wis.
Wilder Kansas.
Williams Pa.
Wilson Iowa.
Windom Minn.
Woodbridge Vt
Worthington Nov.
" inn Ky.

Law

. . V.y

Miller, W. H. Pa.

...Ohio.

IU.

O'Neill, J ...Ohio.

...Ohio.

...N.J.

...N. Y.
Randall, S J. . Pn.

ni.

Scott

Steele, W.G..
Stiles

Strouse

Swot
111.

..Mo.
Toivnscnd N. Y.
Wadsnorth Ky.
Ward N.Y.
White, C. A Ohio.
While, J W Ohio.

Winfield N.Y.
Wood.B N.Y.
Wood, F N.Y.
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CHAPTER XLVI
AFTER ATLANTA.

Sherman's Position after tho Cuprum ofAtlanta.—What to do nest ?—Hood's Army in his Front,

and the Railroad to Chattanooga antenable—Hood gets out of Sherman's Way.—President
Davis makes another Western Tour.—His Speech at Macon.—He discloses his Plans to tho

Enemy.—An Advance northward determined on.—Forrest's prelusive Invasion of Tennessee.

—Thomas is sent to Nashville.—Hood shifts to tho West Point lloud, and at length crosses the

Chattahoochee—Sherman follows to Kcnosaw.—Sloeam left at Atlanta.—Tho Untile of Alln-

toona is fought, nod the Confederates are repulsed.— Hood across the Coosa, followed by Sher-

man through AUntoona Pass.—Resaco held, but Hood takes Dalton, and, avoiding a Battle, re-

treats to Gadsden,—Is joined there by Beauregard.—The Confederate Plan of n Campaign

against Nashville—Sherman, tired of chasing Hood, prepare- for his March to the Sea.—He
sends the Fourth and Twenty-third Corps to Thomas.—His Theory of the grand March.—He
puts his Plan into Operation.

THE period immediately following the campaign which had closed with

the capture of Atlanta was full of contingencies and uncertainties.

What shall I do next? was the question which occupied the minds both of

Hood and Sherman. It was a brief period ; for Hood could not wait long,

and Sherman would not. The Federal commander, while he was compelling

the exodus of citizens from Atlanta, reorganizing his army, protecting his

rear, and making arrangements with General Hood for an exchange of pris-

oners, and for the relief of some of the inconveniences suffered by Union

prisoners in the South,' was revolving great schemes in his mind. He must

secure the position which he had already gained in the heart of the en:-my's

country. But when secured, Atlanta was of no consequence to him except

as a point from which to strike. Of one thing he was well satisfied. Hood
would not divide his army ; it would remain, therefore, a compact organiza-

tion, whether in his front or moved against his rear. Sherman's desire was

to march through Georgia to the Atlantic coast. While guarding the rail-

road to Chattanooga, his eyes were fixed upon Savannah. But, so long as

Hood's army remained in his front, no such scheme could be ventured, at

least not until the Savannah River was in the possession of the Federal

navy.a The Confederate cavalry swarmed about his army, and he could

not advance far from Atlanta eastward or southward and protect the rail-

road in his rear without detaching forces which were necessary to his ad-

vance. If Canby should be heavily re-enforced and advance to Columbus,

Georgia, and establish a new base for Sherman by way of the Alabama

1 The relief which was proposed by General Sherman is indicated in the following letter from

him to Hood, September, XSU4 :

"My latest information from Aniiersonville is to the 12th. ami from what I loam, our prisoners

of war confined there, and being removed to Savannah, Charleston, and Millen, need many arti-

cles which we possess in superfluity, and can easily -apply with your consent and assistance, such

as shirts and drawers, socks, shoe-, soap, candles, onnl.s, scissors, etc.

"If you wifl permit me to send a train of wagons, with a single officer to go along under n flarj

of truce I will send to Lotojoy's or Palmetto a train of wagons loaded exclusively with 10,0011 or

] '..
.t i i ; : - .1 !ii le.-, and :i due jiropi 'H inn i.f -oap. candle-, etc., under -m h restrii tions

as you may think prudent to name. I would like in have my officer go along to issue these things,

but will have no hesitation in sending them if you will -imply promise to have them conveyed to

the places where our prisoners arc, and lime them burly distributed."

Sherman expected a refusal. He write- to .Tames (i. Yeatman, 1 'resident of tho Western Sani-

tary Commission (date same as above): " 1 doubt if be [Hood] will consent. These Confederates

ore as proud as the devil, and bate to confess poverty, but I know they are unable to supply socks,

drawers, undershirts, scissors, combs, etc., which our men need more than any thing else to pre-

serve cleauliucss and health."

In the same letter he says: "The condition of the prisoners at Andersonville lias always been

present lo my mind, and, -.mlil I lime released them, 1 would have felt more real satisfaction than

to have won another battle." General Hum! acceded to Sherman'* rconest, and the articles were

' We see clearly what She' man's designs wci

ber to Generals Halleck, Canby, and Grant. I

person entered Atlanta), evidently on the soppo

"For the future I propose thut of the tlrafli

that an equal or greater number go to General

get Montgomery and the roach of tho Ah l.v

s dispatches daring the month ofSeptem
to Hulleck on the 4th {before he had i.

it Hood would cover Mneon

:

rocoii e my due share, sny flO,000 men
lir> should now proceed with all energy t

e Sclma; that when I know he i

n Columbus, Georgia, I move on La Grange and West l'oiut, keeping to the const of the

Chattahoochee; that we form a junction, repair roads tu Montgomery, and open up the Appalaehi-
cola and Chattahoochee Rivera to Columbus, and move from it as abuse straight on Macon."
On tho lllth ho writes to Canby:
"We must have the Alabama River now, and also the Appaluchiciila- at the old arsenal, nnd up

to Columbus. My line is so long now that it is impossible to protect it against cavalry raids; but

if we can got Montgomery and Columbus, Georgia, as bases in connection with Atlanta, we have
Georgia and Alabama at our feet."

The same day he writes to Grant

:

"I do not think we can afford to operate farther, dependent on the railroad, it takes so many
men to guard it, and even then it is nightly broken by the enemy's cavalry that swarms nbout us.

Macon is distant 103 milts, and Augusta I7fi miles. '

If I could "lie sure of finding provisions and
ammunition nt Augusta or Columbus, Georgia, I can march to MUlcdgevillc, and compel Hood to

give up Augusta or Macon, and could than turn on the other. The country will atl'ord forage and
many supplies, but in.t enough in any mie place to admit of delay .... If you can manage to take
the Savannah River as high us Augusta, or the < 'hiitiahnochec as far up as Columbus, I can sweep
the whole state of Georgia

;
otherwise I would risk the whole armv by going loo far from Atlanta."

The above was in reply to Grant's suggestion that Canby should operate against Savannah and
Sherman against Augusta.
On the 12th he writes to Grant

:

" I don't understand whether you propose to act against Savannah direct from Fort Pulaski, or
by way of Florida, or limn the direction of Mobile. If you take Savannah by a sudden coup de
main, it would be valuable."

On the 20th again :
" It [Savannah] once in our possession, I would not hesitate to cross the

State of Georgia with lio.iioo men, hauling some stores, and depending on the country for the bal-
ance. Where a million of people find subsistence niv armv won't starve; but, as you know, in a
country like Georgia, with lew mads and innumerable streams, an inferior force could so delay an
army and harass it that it would not lie a formidable object

; but if the enemy knew that wo hnd
our boats on the Savannah, I could rapidlv move to Milledgeville, where there is abundance of
corn and meal, and I could so threaten Mucon and Augusta that be would give up Mneon for Au-
gusta; then I would move to intorpn-e between Augu-ta and Savannah, and lone him to give mo
Augusta, with the only powder-mills and factories remaining in the South, or let us have the Sa-
vannah Huer. Either born of the dilemma would be worth u buttle. I would prefer his holding
Augusta, as the probabilities are, for then, with the Suviinnnh River in our possession, tho Inking
of Augusla would be a mere matter of time. This campaign would bo made in ihe winter. Hut
the more I study the game, the more am 1 convinced that it would be wrung lor me to penetrate
much farther into Georgia without an objective beyond. It would not bo productive of much
good. I can start oust, and make a circuit south, and back, doing vast damage In tbc state, hut
resulting in no permanent good; but by merely threatening to do so I hold a rod over the Geor-
gians, who are not over loyal to the South. I will therefore give mv opinion that your urmy and
Canby'* should be re-enforced to the maximum ; that after vim get Wilmington vou strike for Sa-
vannah nnd the river; that General Canby lie instructed to hold the Mississippi River, and send
a force to got ( 'ohinil-us, ( ieorgiu, either by wav of the Alabama or Appnhielihola

; and that I keep
Hood employed, and pat my army in line order fur a march on Augusta, Columbus, and Chnrleston.
. . . Tho possession of the Savannah River is mora tliuu fatal to the possibility of a Southern in-
dependence. They may stand Hie fall of Richmond, but not of all Georgia. . . . Ifyou can whip
Lee, and I can march to the Atlantic, 1 think Uncle Abe will give us twenty days' leavo of ubscuco
to sec the young folks."

River, the difficulty would be obviated. Under all the circumstances, Sher-
man had little expectation that this would be accomplished.

But General Hood speedily relieved Shermau of all his difficulties by re-

moving the Confederate army out of his way. Hood was the most accom-
modating general that we have ever heard or read of. No sooner was the
truce which had been agreed upon concluded, than he proceeded to shift his
entire army to Sherman's rear. 1 If he had not already determined upon
this movement he would yet have been forced to make it by the Confed-
erate President, who proceeded from Richmond about three weeks after

the fall of Atlanta to urge its execution. On his way to flood's army
Davis, on the 23d of September, reached Macon, and addressed the citizens

of that town. Among the many impolitic acts of President Davis durino-

his administration, this speech stands prominent. In the first place, it in-

formed General Sherman of plans which, if adopted at all, should never
have been discovered till the latest possible moment. And the abusive de-

nunciation of Governor Brown, of Georgia, and ofGeneralJohnston, were so

undignified, that the reported address was at once pronounced a forgery in

the Richmond papers. Even the enemies of Davis refused to credit its au-

thenticity. Governor Brown was denominated "a scoundrel" by Davis, and
contempt was thrown upon Johnston's retreat from Dalton to the Chattahoo-

chee. His speech was not, on the whole, very encouraging. He reported

two thirds of the Confederate army as absent, most of them without leave.

He said it was impossible to lend Georgia any aid from Virginia, where the

disparity of forces was just as great as it was in Georgia. He disclosed lo

his bearers, to Georgia, to the world, the extremities to which the Confcd-

eracy had been reduced. He told of mothers who had given their last son

for the war, and informed Georgians that Mucon, and of course the whole

route eastward to the Atlantic, if threatened, must not call upon Hood's

army for protection, but that their old men must stand in the breach, re-

minding them that they had not many men left between the ages of 18 and

45. But that which must have seemed most ominous to his audience was

the declaration that be was going to the army to confer with General ITnnd

and his subordinates. In view of evident facts, and of the situation of the

Confederacy which he bad so fully disclosed, his predictions were ludicrous.

The burden of his prophecy was that Sherman must retreat, like Napoleon

from the deserts of Russia, escaping only with a body-guard !
2

1 Hood's explanation of this movement is a weak apology for his folly. He says:

"A serious question was now pre.-euled to me. The enemv won hi not rem ink long remain idle

He had it in his power to continue bis march to the South, and lone me to fall back upon Alabama
for subsistence. I could not hope to hold my position. The country, being a plain, bail no natural

strength, nor was there any advantageous position upon which I could retire. Besides, the morale

of the army, greatly nupioicd during the operations around Atlanta, bad again lienune impaired in

consequence of the rceunence of rot real, and the army itself was dci rousing in strength day by diiy

Something was absolutely demanded, nnd I rightly judged that any advance, at all promising suc-

cess, would go far to restore its tightiue; spirit. Thus I determined, in consultation with the corps

commanders, to turn the enemy's right Hank, and attempt to destroy his coruiiiuiurations nnd force

him to retire from Atlanta, The operations of the cavalry under Wheeler in Georgia, and under

Forrest in Tennessee, proved to me conclusively, and beyond a doubt, that nil the cavalry in (ha

service could not permanently interrupt the railroad communications in the enemy's rear suffi-

ciently to cause him to abandon bis position. To accomplish any thing, therefore, it became neces-

sary for me to move with my entire force."

Instead of having any hope of forcing I looJ to fall back upon Alabama for sab-i-tence, Sherman

was in doubt as to the possibility of his advance, so long as Hood was io his front, until he could

dispense with dependence upon ids present line of communications. As to the morale of Hood's

urmy, ho was not likely to improve it by leaving \ Ieorgiu open to Sherman's dc-tnii live march.
3 The following is a copv of Davis's Macon speech as reported in the Macon Til'^raph:

Ladies and Gbntlhmbh, FmbKDS AKD Fellow-Citizens,— It would ban gl.iddc-. Iienfl

to have met you in prosperity instead of adversity. But friends are drawn together in ndm-ity.

The son of a Georgian, who fought through the tirst revolution, I would be untrue to myself if I

should forgot the state in her day of peril. What though misfortune has befallen our ami' frum

Decatur to Jone.sboro', our cause is not lost. Sherman can not keep up his long line ofcommuni-

cation, mid retreat sooner or later he must ; and when that day comes, the fate that befell the irmy

of the French empire in its retreat from Moscow will be reacted. Our cavalry nnd our people will

harass nnd destroy bis army us did the Cossacks that of Napoleon
;
and the Yankee general, like

him, will escape with nnlv a body-guard. How can this be the nio-t speedily effected? By the ab-

sentees of Hood's army returning to their posts ; and will they not ? Can they see the banished ex-

iles; can they hear tho wail of their suffering countrywomen and children and not come? By what

influences thev aro made to slay away it is not necessary to speak. If there is otic who will stay

nwny at this hour, he is unworthy of the name of Georgian. To the women no appeal is necessary.

They are like the Spartan mothers of old. I know of one who has lost all her suns except one of

eight years. She wrote that she wanted me to reserve a place for him in the ranks. The vener-

able General Polk, to whom I read the letter, knew that woman well, nnd said it was characteris-

tic of her ; but I will not weary you by turning aside to relate the various incidents of giving np

tho Inst son to the cnose of our country known to me. Wherever we go we find the hearts mid

bands of our noblo women enlisted. They are seen wherever the eye may fall or the step turn.

They have one duty to perform— to buoy up the hearts of our people. I know the deep disgrace

felt by Georgia at our armv falling li.uk from Dalton to the interior of the. state. But I was not

of those who considered Atlanta lost when our army crossed the I hattahoochec. I resolved ihut

it should not be, nnd I then put a man in command who I knew would strike, n manly blow for the

city, and many a Yankee's blood was made to nourish the soil before tho pri/c was won. It dne3

not become us to revert to disaster. Let tho dead bun' tbc dead. Let us, with one arm and one

effort, endeavor to crush Sherman. I am going to the army to confer with our generals. 'I ho

end must bo the defeat of our enemy. It has been said that I abandoned Georgia to her fate.

Shame upon such falsehood. Where could tho author have been when Walker, when Tolk, anil

when General Stephen 1). Lee wero sent toller assistance. Miserable man. Tho man who uttered

this was n scoundrel. He was not u man to save our country. If I knew that a general did nut

possess the right qualities to command, woidd I not be wrong if he was not removed ? Why, wheu

our armv was falling back from Northern Georgia. I even heard that I hud sent Bragg with pon-

toons to'cross It to Cuba. But we must be charitable. The man who can S|ieculatc ought to bo

made to take up his musket. When the war is over, and our independence won—nnd we will es-

tablish our independeuee—who will be our aristocracy? I hope the limping soldier. To the young

ladies I would say that, when choosing between an empty sleeve and the man who had remained nc

home unci grown rich, always take the empty sleeve. Let the old men remain at homo and make

bread. But should thev know of any voting man keeping away from ihe service, who can not be

made to go any other way, lot them write to the executive. I rend all letters sent me from Ilia

people, but have not the time to reply to them. You hove not many men between eighteen and

forty-live loft. The boys—God bless tho boys!— are, as mpulli a- il.ei become old enough, gome; '•>

the field. The city of Macon is Idled wiih stores, si. k and wounded It must not be al Iimpl

when threatened ; but when the enemy comes, insicad of ,.ilhuc i.| oi, Hood's army for dclense, I w

old men must light, and when the enemy is driven beyond Cl.att.niooga, thev too can join in trie

general rejoicing. Your prisoners are kept as a sort of Yankee capital. I have heard that one "t

their generals said that their exchange would defeat Sherman. 1 Inn e tried every mentis, conceded

every thing to oiled nn exchange, but to no purpose. Butler, tho Beast, with whom no commis-

sioner of exchange would hold intercourse, had published in (lie newspapers that if we would uni-

son! to tho cxrhnniro of negroes all dillii allies might be removed. This is reported as an elb'rl nt

his to get himself whitewashed, bv holding intcicoiir-e with ^eiitlenien. If an exchange could W
ellected, I don't know but I mighi be induced to recognize Butler. But in the future every ctlort

will bo given, ns fur as possible, to effect (lie end. Wo want our soldiers in the Held, and we wniit

tho sick nnd wounded to return home. It is not proper for mu to spook of the number ormen in

the field, but this I will say, thut two thirds of our men nro absuut—somu sick, somi

most of thum absent without leave. Tho man who repents and goes buck to bis c> jndor vol-
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A new problem was now presented to General Sherman. He was aston-

ished at Hood's willidraw.il from the Macon Road. It was true the Confed-

erate army was at West Point, in a position to move on his flank; but

Davis's Macon speech, which he had read in full in the Southern papers, left

him no room for doubt that an attempt would be made by the enemy, mov-

ing in full force to his rear, to compel him to release his hold upon Georgia.

He could not decide at once as to his future movements. It was still a

question with bim whether, while protecting Tennessee against Hood's in-

vasion, he would have men enough left for the execution of his favorite

project—the march eastward to Georgia. This question was soon settled by

General Grant's generous co-operation 1 and encouragement, and by the patri-

otism of the loyal states. Every day increased Sherman's confidence. In

the mean time he carefully watched the enemy's movements. Tennessee

must be protected at all hazards. The devastation of Georgia and the cap-

ture of Savannah would not compensate for tbe surrender of Nashville aud

Chattanooga to the Confederates.

Hood had already sent Forrest with a cavalry force 7000 strong into Mid-

dle Tennessee as a prelude to tbe march of his whole army. Forrest, on the

20th of September, crossed the Tennessee near Waterloo, Alabama, and de-

stroyed a portion of the railroad between Decatur and Athens. On the 23d

he appeared before the latter place, and drove the garrison of 600 men into

their fort. The commander of this post was Colonel Campbell, who, in a

personal interview with Forrest on the 24tb, was persuaded that it was use-

less to resist tbe odds against him, and induced to surrender. In half an

hour two regiments of Michigan and Ohio troops came to his assistance, and

were driven back. Before Forrest reached Pulaski, General Rousseau had

collected a force sufficient to defend that place, aud the Confederate cavalry

on the 29 th swung around upon the Nashville aud Chattanooga Road, and

began to break it up between Tullahoma and Decberd. Rousseau had also

moved promptly eastward, and at Tullahoma again barred the progress of

Forrest northward. Stead man also, with 6000 men from Chattanooga, had

crossed tbe Tennessee, and put his force in front of tbe enemy, compelling

the latter to fall back through Fayetteville. Tbe injuries done to the road

were repaired in tbe course of a single day. Forrest now divided his force

into two columns, commanded by Buford and himself, his own consisting of

3000 men. Buford demanded tbe surrender of Hunlsville on the 30th, and

being refused, proceeded against Athens, which General R. S. Granger had

ordered to be renccupied by the Seventy-third Indiana, and, attacking tbe

garrison, was repulsed, without having effected any thing ofany consequence.

Forrest's command recrossed the Tennessee southward about the 3d of Octo-

ber.

Forrest retreated just in time; for before the end of September, New-
ton's (now Wagner's) division of Stanley's corps bad relieved Steadman's

command at Chattanooga ; Morgan's division of Jeff C. Davis's corps was on

the way to Stevenson; aud Rousseau was in pursuit of Forrest with 4000

cavalry and mounted infantry, and was soon to be joined by General C. C.

Wasbbume with 3000 cavalry and 1500 infantry from Memphis. On tbe

29th, General Thomas had been sent to Nashville to take command of the

forces covering Tennessee. Thomas reached Nashville on the 3d of Octo-

ber, and had made such a disposition of his command that, but for the rise

of the Elk River, Forrest would have had great difficulty in effecting his

escape. Corse's division had been dispatched to Rome, and all the new re-

cruits and such detachments of troops as could be spared from the more

northern posts of the West had been ordered to Nashville as reserves.

In the mean time Hood was moving to accomplish his daring scheme of

Northern invasion. Removing the rails from the Augusta and Macon Roads

for forty miles out from Atlanta, be repaired the West Point Road, toward

which he began to shift his army on the 18th of September. Here be re-

mained in the vicinity of Palmetto, with his left touching the Chattahoochee,

and, having accumulated provisions for his march, began to cross tbe river

on the 29th. By the 3d of October his army reached the neighborhood of

Lost Mountain, witb his cavalry on his front and right. The next day he

dispatched Stewart's corps with orders to strike the railroad at Ackworth

and Big Shanty. The garrisons at both these stations, numbering about 400

men, were captured. Hood's three corps d'armee were at this time com-

manded by Stewart, Cheatham, and Lee.

Tbe entire Confederate army having crossed the Chattahoochee, Sherman,

leaving Slocum's corps to occupy Atlanta and guard the crossing of the

Chattahoochee, moved the rest of his army—the Fourth, Fourteenth, Fif-

teenth, Seventeenth, and Twenty-third Corps—northward, reaching Kenesaw

on the 5th of October. The position of the Confederate army threatened

Allatoona, where a million of rations were stored. This post was held by

tbree regiments (890 men) under Colonel Tourtellotte, and was well protected

by redoubts. General Sherman had anticipated an attack upon Allatoona,

and had, by means of signals, ordered General Corse to re-enforce that post

from Rome. The enemy had already got upon the railroad, as we have seen,

by tbe 4th, destroying the railroad and cutting the telegraph ; and on the

night of that day, General Corse, with Rowett's brigade and 165,000 rounds

of ammunition, reached Allatoona just in time to meet the attack made on

the morning of the 5th by French's division of Stewart's corps. Sherman

reached tbe top of Kenesaw Mountain at 10 A.M., and from that point—

a

distance of 16 miles—he could see the smoke of the battle and hear faintly

the sound of the artillery. He could not reach the scene of conflict in time,

nor was it probable that he could afford any assistance from bis main army

;

but be sent General J. D. Cox, with tbe Twenty-third Corps, to attack tbe

assailants in the rear, on tbe Dallas and Allatoona Road. Signals were ex-

changed between Sherman and General Corse, and as soon as the Federal

commander learned that the latter was at tbe point of danger, all his anxiety

vanished. Corse's arrival increased the number of the garrison to 1944 men.

By 8 30 A.M. French had turned Allatoona, reaching the railroad north, and

cutting off communication with Cartersville and Rome. At this time he

sent a flag of truce summoning the garrison to surrender, " to avoid needless

effusion of blood." Corse promptly replied that he was prepared for "the

needless effusion of blood," whenever it would be agreeable to General

French. The enemy then attacked with great fury, the first assault falling

upon Colonel Rowett, who held tbe western spur of the ridge. This onset

was successfully resisted, but the assault was repeated over and again, and

as often repulsed. On the north side, a brigade of tbe enemy under General

Sears made an attack in flank with better success. "The enemy's line of

battle," reports General Corse, "swept us like so much chaff." But Tour-

tellotte from the eastern spur poured on Sears's advancing troops a fire which

caught them in flank and broke their ranks. The battle thus far bad been

going on outside of the fort, into which, by the volume and impetuosity of

tbe enemy's assaults, the garrison was driven before noon. But, notwith

uniarily app^ds strongly tu c\l\uUic clemency. Bin suppose lie HtiiJ'a away until the war is ov

and his comrades return home, mid when every mini's histury will he told, where will lie shield hi

self? It is upon these reflection* that I rely to miikc men return to their duly ; but, after confer-

ring with our generals nt headquarters, if there he any other remedy it shall be applied. I love my
friends and I forgive nay enemies. I have been naked to send re-enfoTCBraenU from Virginia to

Georgia. In Virginia the disparity in numbers is just as great as it is in Georgia. Then I have

been asked why the army sent to the Shenandoah Volley was not sent hero. It was because an

army of the enemy had penetrated that valley to the very gates of Lynchburg, and General Early

was sent to drive them back. This lie not only successfully did. but, crowing the Potomac, come
well-nigh capturing Washington itself, imd forced Grant to send two corps of his army to protect

it. This the enemy denominated n raid. If so, Sherman's march into Georgia is a raid. What
would prevent them now, if E«Hr were withdrawn from taking Lynchburg, and putting a complete

cordon of men nround Richmond? I counseled iiith l lint great mid grave soldier, General Lee,

upon all these points. My mind roamed over the whole field. With this we con succeed. If

one half the men now absent without leave will return to duty, we can defeat the enemy. With
that hope I am going to tbe front. I may not realize this hope ; but I know there are men there

who have looked death in the face too often to despond now. Let no one despond. Lot no one

distrust; and remember that if genius is the beau ideal, hope is the reality.
1 Grant writes bim September 27 :

"It is evident from the lone of the Richmond press, and all other sources, that the enemy intend

making a desperate effort to drive you from where you ure. I have directed all new troops from

Lbs West, nad from the East too, if necessary, if none are ready in the West, to bo sent to yon."
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standing the odds against them, they had inflicted sufficient injury upon
French's division to make it pause, and consider whether it was worth the
while to attack the fort, held by men who, outside of its walls, had fought
with such obstinacy. The delay gave Corse time to dispose his force in the
trenches and behind the parapet. From noon till almost night the enemy
closed around the fort, enfilading its trenches, and making death almost cer-

tain to those who ventured to expose themselves. The unyielding temper
of the garrison baffled the enemy, who, learning that a hostile force was al-

most upon his rear, gave up the contest. In this action General Corse was
wounded in the face. 1 The loss of the garrison was about 700 men—over
one third of the entire command. Corse reports that he buried 231 of the
enemy's dead and captured 411 prisoners, one of whom, Brigadier General
Young, estimated the Confederate loss at 2000. In no instance during the
war was the value of the Signal Corps more fully illustrated than in the af-

fair at Allatoona. The service which it rendered here, General Sherman
afterward said, more than paid its entire expense from the time of its origi-

nation.

The army with which Hood had crossed the Chattahoochee, if we include
Wheeler's command which subsequently joined him, numbered about 36,000,
of which one fourth was cavalry. After his failure at Allatoona, Hood
moved northwestwardly across the Coosa. Sherman followed by the rail-

road, marching through Allatoona Pass on the 8th, and reaching Kingston
on the 10th. Here he found that, making a feint on Rome, the enemy had
crossed the river about 11 miles below that place. The next day, therefore,
he advanced to Rome, pushing forward Garrard's cavalry and the Twenty-
third Corps, with instructions to cross the Ooslenaula and threaten Hood's
right flank, if the latter continued bis movement northward. But the Con-
federates, by reason of their superior cavalry force, moved more rapidly, and
on the 12th Hood summoned the garrison of Resaca to surrender, threaten-
ing to take no prisoners if the surrender was refused. Colonel Weaver, the
commander at Resaca, saw no cause for alarm, and bluntly refused. He had
been re-enforced by Sherman, and the enemy, deeming it prudent to avoid
a battle, pushed on toward Dal ton, destroying the railroad in his progress.
Capturing the garrison at Dalton, he moved through Tunnel Hill to Viilanow.
Sherman reached Resaca on the 15tb, and endeavored to force Hood to

a battle by moving upon his flank and rear. Howard's army was order-
ed to Snake Creek Gap, where the enemy was found occupying the former
Federal defenses. Here Howard tried to hold Hood until Stanley, with the
Fourth Corps, could come up in his rear at Viilanow. But the Confederate
commander did not intend to fight Sherman's army; he was well content
with being chased. Covering his rear with WheeleVs cavalry, he fell back
to Gadsden, Alabama. Sherman followed as far as Gaylesville. Here there
was a pause on the part of both armies. At Gadsden^ General Beauregard,
commanding the military division of the West, joined Hood. The latter had
anticipated that Sherman would divide his forces, and give hirn a chance,
but h« had been disappointed. To venture a general engagement in the
open field with an enemy whom he had been unable to oppose behind the

1 The dny after [lie bnlilc, Com «
bat am able to whin all bell yol."

short a cheek-bone miJ jut car,

fortifications of Atlanta was a step too reckless for even General Hood to

take. To retreat utterly at this stage of affairs would be the ruin of his

own not-too-well-established reputation, and would demoralize his army. It

was therefore finally determined between him and General Beauregard that
Sherman should be drawn north of the Tennessee.
But Sherman had long been growing weary of chasing aji army that

would not, and could not be made to fight. He had now a splendid posi-

tion for defense, covering Bridgeport, Rome, Chattanooga, and the railroad
thence to Atlanta. It was necessary that he should hold this position for a
time, until his plans were matured. The strategy to which Hood was about
to tempt him was not the strategy suited to his nature. If Hood would
only cross the Tennessee, he would soon gratify him by a division of the

Federal army. The railroads were speedily repaired, and Atlanta was be-

ing supplied with an abundance of provisions. Sherman was urging upon
Grant his project of the march through Georgia to Savannah, and anxiously
watching the accumulation of an army under Thomas sufficient to oppose
Hood, leaving himself free to use his main army for offensive operations. 1

Sherman says in hia report :
" Hood's movements and strategy hud demonstrated that ho hud

an army capable of endangering at all times my communications, but unable to meet me in open
light. To follow Mm would simply amount to king decoyed awav from Georgia, with little pros-
pect of overtaking and overwhelming him. To remain on the defensive would bava been bad pol-
K-y for an army of n3 great value as I then commanded, and 1 was forced to adopt a course more
fruitful in results than the. miked one of following him to the southwest. I had previously submit-
ted to the commander-in-chief a general plan, which amounted substantially to the destruction of
Atlanta and the railroad back to Chattanooga, and sallying forth from Atlanta, through the heart
of Georgia, to capture one or more of the greal Atlantic sea-ports. This I renewed from Gov les-

nlle, modified somewhat by the change of events."
Sherman's dispatches during this period contain a very complete history of the progress ofhis

favorite scheme of (he March to (lie .Sen. Tliev arc so thnracieristic rliat we hero give all of them
which have a direct hear in j; upon (ho subject

:

September 29, 1884. To General Hali.eck: " I prefer for the future to make the movement
on Milk'dfjevdle, Mdlen, anil Savannah River."

Sc/itember 30. To General Cox :
" I may have to make some quick counter-moves east and

southeast. Keep your folks ready to send luggage into Atlanta, and to Mart on short notice. . .

. . . There are Hue com und potato hold- nlnmt Coving! md the i h nmlgee bottoms If
we make a counter-move I will go out myself with a large force, and take such a route as will sup-
ply us. and at the same time make Hood recall the whole or part ofhis army."

ffi'iilcmbfir Ml To General Thomas: '"If he [11 1] mmi-s his whole force ti Blue Mountain,
yon watch him from the direction of Stevenson, and I will do the same from Rome; and as soon
as all things are ready, I will take advantage ofhis opening to me all of Georgia."

Octobrr 30. To General Ghant r
" Hood is evidently on the west fide of) hattanooga, below

Sweetwater. If he tries to get on my road this side of die Etowah, I shall attack him ; hut if he
goes on to the Sclma and Tolladegn Boad, whv would it not do for mo to leave Tennessee to the
forcca which Thomas has, and the reserves soon to come to Nashville, and for mo to destroy At-
lanta, and then march across Georgia to Savannah or Charleston, breaking roads, and doing irre-
parable damage? We can not remain on the defensive."
There is no immediate reply to this from Grant.
October 1. To Generals HoWAnD and Cox : "It is well for yon to bear in mind that if Hood

swings over to the Alabama Road, and thence tries to get into Tennessee, 1 may throw hack to
Chattanooga all of General Thomas's: men as far down us Kingston, and draw forward all else,

fiend hack all cars ,md lii.omoiives, destroy Atlanta, and make for Savannah or Charleston via Mil-
ledgoville and Millen, If Hood aims at oar road this side of Kingston, and in no manner threat-

ens Tennessee, I will havo to turn on him. Keep those things to yourselves. The march I pro-
poso is less by L'tMi miles tlinn I mnde last full, and less than I accomplished in February, and wr
could make Georgia a break in the Confederacy hy mining both east and west roads, and not run-
ning against a single fort until we get to the sea-shore, and in communication with our ships.

"

October 1. To General Thomas: "Use your own discretion as to the matters north oftne Ten-
nessee River. If I can induce Hood to swing across to nine Moon tain, I shall feel tempted to

start for Milledeovilh. Milieu, mid Savannah or Charleston, absolutely destroying nil Georgia, and
taking either Savannah or Charleston. In that event, I will order back to Chattanooga every
thing the other side of Kindlon, nut] bring forward nil else, destroy Atlanta and tho bridge, and
absolutely scour tho Southern Confederacy. In that event, Hood would l-c puzzled, and would
follow mo ;

or, if he cntored Tennessee, he could miike no permanent slay. But if he oittDinta
the road this aide uf Kingston or liomc-I will turn ugainst him."
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Sherman bad already submitted to Grant the general outlines of bis scberae

of a march to the Atlantic. But at that time Hood was in his front, on the

Oclolier7. To General Corse: "Keep me well advised, for I now think Hood will rulher

awing against Atlanta and the Chattahoochee Bridge than against Kingston and the Etowah
Bridge; but he is eccentric, and I can not guess his movements as I could those of Johnston, who
was a sensible man, and only did sensible tilings. If Hood docs not mind, I will catch him in a

worse snap than lie has been in jet."

October 0. To General TlfOVAS :
" I came up here to relieve our rood. Twentieth Corps at

Atlanta. Hood readied our r<>ud and broke ir l-eiwecti iiig Shanty and Ackuorth, and attack-

ed AUntonnn, but was repulsed I want to destroy all the riwi below Chattanooga, includ-

ing Atlantn, and make lor the sen-const. We can not defend this L>iig line of road,"

October I). To General GitANT: "It will be a physical impossibility to protect the road, now
that Hood, Forrest, and Wheeler, and the " hole huO. li uf deiils, are turned loo-e, w ilhotit home or

habitation I pro[iose that wo break ap the railroad from Chattanooga, and strike out with

wagons for Milledgeville, Milieu, and Savaanah. Until we can repor.ulate Georgia it is useless to

occupy it, hot the utter destruction of its roads, houses, and people "ill cripple their military re-

sources. Bv attempting to hold the mads we will lose a thousand men monthly, and will gain no

result. lean make the march, and make Georgia howl. We have over 8000 cattle, and 3,UUO,000
rations of bread, but no com ; but wc can forage in the interior of the stale."

October 10. To General Giiant :
" Hood is now crossing the Coosa, twelve miles below Rome,

bound West. If he passes over to the Mobile and ( ffuo Koad. had I not better execute the plan of

mi' letter sent by Colonel l'orter, and leave General Thomas, with the troops now in Teiiue.-;ee, to

defend the state. ITc will have an ample feme when the re-enforcements ordered reach Nashville,

The same day Thomas writes to Sherman :
"

I will not say positively that I et

the present force I have and the re- en Tureen leni.-, expected, because I do not kn

enforcements are coming. I will do my best, however, and, as you direct, will c

fantry force nUjut Stevenson and llunisville, leaving a portion of the cavalry to watch the river be-

tween Decntar and Knjtport."

October 11. To General Ghaut: " Hood moved his army from Palmetto Station across by Dal-

las and Cedarto'wn, nnd is now on the Coosa River, sonth of Home, lie threw one corps on my
road at Ackworth, nnd I was forced to follow. I hold Atlanta with the Twentieth Curps, and

have strong detachments along my line, The-e reduce my active force to a comparatively small

army. We can not remain now on the defensive. With US,(KM men, and the bold cavalry

he has, he [Hood] can constantly break my road. I would infinitely prefer to make a wreck

of the road, nnd of the country from Chattanooga to Atlanta, including the hitter city, send back

oil my wounded and worthless, and with my effective army move through Georgia, smashing

thing- to the sea. Hood may turn into Tonne-see and Kentucky, hut 1 believe he will be

forced to follov me. Insie.nl of being on the defensive. I would he mi ilie otl'cti-iie. Instead

nf guessing at "li.it lie mean- to do. he ivould have to guess at my plans. The ditl'erenee in war

L- full ., ,"p per cent. 1 i -in make Savannah, I hurle-lou. or the mouth oi' the Chattahoochee (Ap-

palachicoln). Answer quick, as I know wo will not have the telegraph long."

October Ifi. To General ScHOFIBLD: " I want the first positive fact that Hood contemplates

lold Hood with

v how many re-

n of Tennessee.

October 17. Slocum telegrn

Beauregard is wiih Hood, anil

October 17. Sherman is ml

rather than undertake the id.

Again, tho next dai

rnies
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by Decatur. I propose to send

corps, the garrisons, and new tri

into the heart of Georgia and cu

October I!). To General Thoi
!, what i

bun to do so. Send him n free pus
t.i Sherman the statement made in a Montgomery paper that

t the army i- going to cru?s the Tennessee.

d by Thomas to "adopt Grant's idea of turning Wilson loose

if a miuch with the whole force through Georgia to the sen."

es " I don't want to be in command of the defense of Tonnes-
, in Washington deem it absolutely necessary."

it; "The enemy will not venture into Tennessee except around
he Fourth Corps to General Thomas, and leave him with that

ps, to defend the line of the Tennessee, nnd with the test to push

ie out at Savannah, destroying all the railroads of the state."

s ;
" Make a report to me as so. in as possible nf what troops you

e expected, and how disposed. I propose, with the

the Tennessee and the Ohio, nnd two corps of yours, to sally forth, and make a hole in Georgia

and Alabama ibat will be hard to mend. Hood has little or no baggage, and » ill escape me. He
can not invade Tennessee except to the west of lluntsviile I "ill send hack into Tennes-

see the Fourth Corps, all dismounted cnvulry, all sick and wounded, and all encumbrances what-

ever, except what I can haul in our wagons, and will probably, about Noi.-iulier, break up the rail-

road nnd bridges, destroy Atlantn, and make n break for Mobile, Savannah, or Charleston. I

want you to remain in Tennessee, nnd take command of all my division not actually present with

me. Hood's army may be set down at 40,000 of all aims fit for duty ; he may follow mo or turn

oguinst you. If you can defend tho line of the Tennessee in my absence of three months is ull I

ask."

October 10. To Colonel Beckwitii (Act's Q. M. nt Atlanta) :
" Hood will escape mo. I want

to prepare for my big raid. On the 1st of November I want nothing in Atlanta hut what is neces-

sary to war. Send all trash to the rear, nnd hav on hand thirty days' food and hut little) forage.

I propose to abandon Atlanta and the railroad bad' to Chattanooga, and sally forth to ruin Geor-

gia and bring up on the sea-shore.

"

October 19. To General Hai.lech : "We must not be on the defensive, and I now consider

myself authorized to execute my plan, to destroy th railroad from Chattanooga to Atlantn, includ-

ing the latter city .... strike out into the heart of Georgia, and make for Charleston, Savan-

nah, or the mouth of t lie Appahir hi'-nln General Giant prefers tin: middle "lie, Savannah, and I

understand you to prefer Selma and th- Alubimn. I must have alternative-, else, liemg confined

to one route, the enemy might so oppose that delay and want would trouble me ; but, having al-

ternatives, I can take so eccentric a course that no general can guess at my objective. Therefore,

when yon hear I am off, have lnok-oats at Morris I -land. South Carolina, ( l-iabaw Sound, Georgia,

Pensacola, and Mobile Bays. 1 will turn up somewhere, and believe I can take Miicon, Mil-

ledgeville, Augusta, and Savannah, Georgia, and wind up with closing (he neck buck nf Charleston,

so that they will starve out. This movement is no: purely military or strategic, hut it will illus-

trate the vulnerability of the South. They don't know what war means ; but when the rich plant-

ers of the Oconee anil Savannah see their fence-, and corn, and bugs, nnd sheep vanish before their

eyes, they will have somellung more tluin a mean opinion of the ' Yanks.' Even now our poor

mules laugh at the fine corn-fields, and our soldiers riot on chestnuts, sweet potatoes, pigs, chick-

ens, etc. The poor people come to me and beg us for their lives; but my customary answer is,

'Your friends have broken our railroads which supplied us bountifully, and you can not suppose our

soldiers will suffer when there is abundam c within reach."
" It will take ten days to finish up our roads, during which I will eat out this flank, nnd along

down the Coosa [Sherman, when writing this, was nt Summerville, Georgia], and then will rapidly-

put into execution ' the plan.' In the mean lime I ask that you will give General Thomas all the

troops you can spare of the new levies, that he may hold the line of the Tennessee during my ab-

sence of, sav, ninetv davs."

October 19. To Genera] WILSON :
" General Garrard has about 3600 cavalry, General Kilpnt-

rick 1500, General McCook COO; there may he about 1(100 other cavalry with my army. These
embrace all the cavalry ready for battle. I wish you would .... bring to me about 2S0O new-

cavalry, and theu go to work to make up three divisions, each of 2500, for the hardest lighting of
tho war. I am going into the very bowels of the Confederacy, and propose to leave a trail that will

he recognized fifty years hence."
October 20. To General Thomas :

" I think I have thought over tho whole field of the future,

nnd, being now authorized to act, I want ull things bent to the following general plan of notion for

tho next three months.
"Out of the forces now here and at Atlanta I propose to organize rm efficient army of u'0,000 to

Ca.tlOO men. with which I propose to de-troy Macon, Augusta, and, it may be, Savannah and Charles-

ton ; but I will also keep open the alternative:) of the mouth of the Appalai hicohi and Mobile. By
this I propose to demonstrate the vulnerability of tho South, and make its inhabitants fed that war
and individual ruin are synonymous terms. To pursue Hood is folly, for he can twist and (urn like

a fox, and wear out any army in pursuit ; to continue to occupy long lines of railroads simply ex-
poses our small detachment- to be picked up in detail, and forces me to make countermarches to

protect lines of communication. I know I am right in this, and shall proceed to its maturity. As
to details, I propose to take General Howard and his army, General Scholield and his, and two
corps of yours, viz., Generals Davis's and Slocum's. I propose to remain along the Coosu watch-
ing Hood until all my preparations are made, viz., until I have prepared the railroad, sent back all

surplus men and material, and stripped fbr the work. Then I will send General Stanley, with tho

Fourth Coqis, across by Will's Valley and Caperton's to Stevenson, to rejtort to you. If you send
mcBOOO or (loot) new conscript!:, I lnilr „|-,, nelid hc:;t one of General Slocum's or Davis's divisions,

but I prefer to maintain organizations, I want vim to retain command in Tennessee, and before
Starting I will give you delegated autlmriiy mn ReG"--ky and Mi-si— ippi. Alalia ma, etc., whereby
there will he unity of action behind me. 1 will want y."- ir. hold Chattanooga and I lecatiir in force

;

nnd on the occasion of my departure, of which you will have ample notice, to watch Hood close. I

think ho will billow me, at least with bis cavalry, in which event I want you to push south from
Decatur and tho head of the Tennessee for Columbus, Mississippi, and Setmu— not absolutely to

reach those points, but to dii erl or pursue, a. < no ling to the state of facts. If, Im never, Hood turns
on you, you must act defensively on tbu line of the Tennessee, I will ask, und you may also urge,

that at the same time General I 'anhy act vigorously up the Alabama River.

"I do not fear that the Southern army will again make a lodgment on the Mississippi, for past
events demonstrate how rapidly armies can be raised in the Northwest on tbnt question, and how
easily handled and supplied. Tbu only hope ofa Southern success is in the remote regions difficult

Macon Koad. He was not, under these circumstances, willing to make the

venture unltiss he could be sure of some objective point, like Savannah, al-

home. It will take soma
e. We must preserve

rival, but not the main

of access. Wo have now a good entering wedge, and should drivi

rime to complete these details, und I hope to hear from you in the mean ti

a large amount of secrecy, and I may actually change the ultimate point of;

October 20, To General Si.orrvt :
" Use all your energies to send to the rear every thing not

needed for the grand march. I will lake your corps along. We will need 1,500,000 rations of
bread, coffee, sugar, and salt, /jOD, tlt.it i rations of sail meat, and all else should be shipped away.
. . . . I want to Iw near Atlanta and ready by November 1st."

October 22. To General Grant: "I fed perfectly master of the situation here. I still hold
Atlanta, and the road with all bridges and vital points well guarded, ami 1 Imve in hand an iirmv
before which Hood has retreated precipitately down tho Coosa. It is hard to divine his future
plans ; but hy abandoning Georgia, and taking position with his rear to Selma, he threatens the
road from Chattanooga to Atlanta, and may move up to Tennessee bv Decatur. He can not cross
the Tennessee except at .Muscle Shoals, for all other points are patroied by uur gun-boats.
"1 am now perfecting arrangements to put into Tennessee a force ab'le to hold the line of the

Tennessee while I break up the railroad in front of 1 laltoit, including the citv of Atlanta, and push
into Georgia and break up all its railroads and depots, capture it- burses and negroes, make deso-
lation every where, destroy the factories at Macon, Millcdgerilla, mid Augusta, and bring up with
'r.UtKI men on the sea-shore about Savannah or Chnrleston. I think this far belter than defeud-
g a long line of radroud. I will leave General George H, Thomas to command all my military

division behind me, and take with me only the best limning material. I if course I will subsist oil

the bountiful corn-tields and [Kitato-patches, as I am now doing, luxuriously."
October 2'i. To General slocum : "Go on; pile up the forage, corn, nnd potatoes, nnd keep

your artillery horses fat , send back all unserviceable artillery, and, at the last moment, W'c can
count up our horses, and tee what we can haul, and send back all else. ( ine gun per thousand men
will be plenty to take along. Hood is doubtless now at liluc Mountain, and Forrest over about
Corinth und Tusciunbia, hoping by threatening Tennessee to make me quit Georgia. Wo nro
piling up men in Tennessee enough to attend to them, and to leave mu free to go ahead. Tho
railroad will be done in a day or two. We find abundance of com und potatoes out here, nnd w.
enjoy them much ; they cost nothing a bushel If Georgia can afford to break our railroads,, slra

can afford to feed us."

October 21). To General Thomas :
" Hood is now at Blue Mountain, nnd Forrest evidently over

nboutTttseumbia. Xo doubt they will endeavor conjointly to make me come out of Georgia, but
I don't want them to succeed. All Georgia is now open to me, and I do believe you are the man
k'.st ijii.iblied to manage the affairs of Tennessee and North Mississippi.
"1 want approximate return* of all troops subject to your orders, and. as I wrote you, I can

spare you the Fourth Corps und about H00Q men not fit for my purposes, but which wiU be well

enough for garrison at Chattanooga, Murfreeshi .rough, und Nashville. What you need is a few
points fortified and stocked with provisions, and a movable column of 25,000 men that enn strike
in any direction."

October 2i. To General Hai.i.eck: "Beauregard announces his theorem to be to drive Sher-
man out of Atlanta, whn b he still holds defiantly, and dares bun to the encounter, but is not will-

ing to chase him all over creation."

October 2i\. To General Thomas: "A reconnaissance pushed down to Gadsden to-day reveals

the fact that the rebel army is not there, and the chances arc- it has moved West. If it turns up at
Guntersvillc I will bo after it, but if it goes, ns I believe, to Deentur and beyond, I must leavn it

to you nt present, and push for the heart of Georgia."
October 'M. To General Thou as: "I have already sent the Fourth Corps, which should reach

Wauhatchee to-morrow; use it freely, and if 1 see that Hood crosses the Tennessee I will send
Scholield. Un these two corps you can ingraft all the new troops ; with the balance I will go

October 20. To General Thomas: "Ingraft on Stanley nnd Sehofield all the new troops.

Give Sehofield a division of new troops. Give General Tower all the men you can to finish the
forts at Nashville, and urge on the navy to pile up gunboat- in the Tennessee."

October 29. To General Hosecraxh: "I have pushed Heauregard to the west of Decatur, but
I know he is pledged to invade Tennessee and Kentucky, having his base on the old Mobile and
Ohio Koad. 1 have put Thomas in Tennessee, nnd given him as many troops as he thinks neces-
sary, but I don't want to leave it to chance, and therefore would like to hnve Smith's nnd Mower's
divisions up the Tennessee lliver us soon as possible I propose myself to push straight
down into the heart of Georgia, snia-hing things generally."
November 1. To General GRANT : "As you foresaw, and as Jeff'. Davis threatened, the enemy is

now in the ftdl tide of execution of his grand plan to deslrov mv communications and defeat this

army. His infantry, about :ji),i.h.in, with Wheeler and Uoddy's 'cavalry, from 7000 to 10,000, are
now in the neighborhood of Tuseumbia and Florence, nnd the water being low, are able to cross

at will. Forrest seems to be scattered from Enstport to Jackson, I'aris, and the Lower Tennes-
see, and General Thomas reports the capture by him of a gun-l-uit and live transports. General
Thomas has near Athens and 1'ala.ki Stanley's corps, about I."., lit") strong, and Schofield's corps,

111,000, en route bj rail, and has at least 2<),i.m")0 to L'."i. men, with new regiment's and conscripts
arriving all the time also. General Kosecrans promises the two divisions of Smith and Mower,
belonging to me, but I doubt if they can reach Tennessee in less than ten days. If I were to let

go Atlanta and North Georgia and make for Hood, he would, as he did here, retreat to the south-

west, leaving his militia, now assembling nt Macon and Griffin, to occupy our conquests, and tho

work of last summer would be lost. I have retained abbot 50,000 good troops, and have pent hnek
25,000, and have instructed General Thomas to bold defensively Nu-hi illc. 1 hartanoogu, and De-
catur, nil Btrongly fortitied and provi-ioacd for a long siege. I will destroy the railroads of Georgia,

and do as much -ul^tanlial il onage as is possible, reaching the sea-i .i-t ir one of the points

hitherto indicated, trusting that Thomas with his present troops, and the influx of new troops

promised, will be able in a very few dais to assume the offensive. Hood's cavalry may do n good
deal of damage, and I have s'ent Wilson back with all demounted cavalry, retaining only about
4500. This is the best I enn do, and shall, therefore, when I get to Atlanta the necessary stores,

move south as soon as possible."

The same day Grant writes to Sherman :
" Do you not think it advisable, now that Hood has

gone so far north, to entirely ruin him before starting on your proposed campaign? With Hood's
army destroyed, you can go where you please with impunity. I believed, and still believe, if you
had started south while Hood wns in the neighborhood of you, he would have been forced to go
after you. Now that ho is so far away, he might look upon the chose as useless, nnd he w ill go in

one direction while you are pushing the other. If you can see tho chance for destroying Hood's

armv, attend to tbnt lirst, and make the other move secondary."

November 2. To General Thomas :
" According to Wilson's account, you will have, in ten days,

full 12,000 cavalry, and I estimate your infantry force, independent of railroad guards, full 10,000,

which is a force superior to the enemy."
November 2. To General Grant; "If I could hope to overhaul Hood, I would turn against him

with my whole force ; then he would retreat to th" southwest, drawing me as a decoy from Georgia,

which is his chief object. I r he ventures north of the Tennessee, I may tarn in that direction and

get between him and his line of retreat, but thus far be has not gone above the Tennessee. Thomas
will have a force strong enough to prevent hi" reaching any country in which we have an interest,

and he has orders, if Hood turns to follow me, to push for Sclmn. No -ingle army can catch him,

nnd I am convinced tho best results will follow from oar defeating Jell'. Ihivi„'s cherished plan of

making me leave Georgia by manoeuvring. Thus far I have confined my efforts to thwnr

plan-, and have reduced mv lingguge so that lean pick up and start in uny direC5""

'

regard a pursuit of Hood a's useless. Still, if he attempts to invade Middle Ten
Decatur, and bo prepared to move in that direction ; hut, unless I let go Atlanta

be e.|U.d to his."

To this Grant replies the same day: "Your dispatch of A.M. yesterday is just received. I

dispatched you the same date, advi-i'ug that Hood's army, now that it had worked so fur north,

ought to be'looked upon more as the object. With the fine, however, you have left with General

Thomas, he must be able to take care of Hood and destroy him. I really do not see that you can

withdraw from where vou are to follow Hood, without giving up all we have gamed in territory."

November 2. To General Giiasi: "General Thomas reports to-day that his cavalry reconnoi-

tred within three miles of Florence yesterday, and found Beauregard intrenching. I hnve ordered

him to hold Nashville, Chattanooga, and Decatur, all well Supplied for a siege; all the rest uf his

army to assemble about l'ula.-ki, and to fight Beauregard cautiously ami carefully; at the same

time, for A- J. Smith and nil re-enforcements to get up to enable bun to assume u bold otlensivo,

nnd 10 enable Wilson to get a good amount of cavalrv, I think .lei!'. Davis will change In- tunc

when he finds mo advancing into the heart of Georgia instead of retreating, and I think it will havo

an immcdinlo effect on your operation* at Richmond."
November H. To Genera! Uai.leck : "The situation of affairs now is as follows: Beauregard,

with Hood's army, is ut Florence, with a pontoon bridge protected from our gun-boats from below

by the Colbert Shoals, from above by the Muscle Shoals. He has with him Wheeler's and lioddy'a

cavalry. Forrest's cavalry is down about Fort Heiman. The country round about Florence has

been again and again devastated during the past three years, and Beauregard must be dependent

on the Mobilo and Ohio liailroad, which also has been broken arid patched up in its whole extent.

lie purposes und promises bis men to invade Middle Tenne.-see for the purpose of making me let

go Georgia, The moment I detected that he had passed Gad-den, I ih-patibcd the Fourth Corps,

General Stanlev, I.VMM l strong, who is now at l'ula>ki. and .iil.-t^ueialv the Twenty-tlurd Corps,

General Sehofield, 10,000, who is now on cars moving w Nashville. This gives General Thomas

bnt I would
. I will hold

force will not
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ready in possession of the national armies. But, as soon as Hood moved

from his front, the way seemed open for an advance through Georgia to the

two full cores and about 8000 cavalry, besides HJ.OIHJ dismounted cavalry and all the new troops

recently -011' to Tennessee, with the "railroad guaids, »->tl> which to encounter Beauregard should

]„ „!,aiicc farther lie-id.- . u huh. General Thomas "ill have the- active, co-operation of the gun-

bunh buth „ e mid below the Shoals, nod the tw„ div,, s of Smith and Mower, rurouir lruin

Missouri. I therefore led no uneasiness as to Tennessee, mid haw ordered o-iicral huma- to

„",-
1
nfthpntrL-n,iv,.inihedimti..n..rs«lm 1»,Alahuinji. Willi myself I have the I wentleth Corps

at .\tli,Titn the fifteenth and Seventeenth near Keue-aw, and tlie l-.-urtccrnh here (near Kindlon J.

I n'm sending to the rear as fist us ears will move, the va.-t accumulation of -tut) that, in spite ot

mv endeavors, has been got over the road, and am ending forward just enough bread and meat to

enable me to load mv w,,? ,n, de-troy ever.' thing of value f, the enemy, and start ;m my con cm-

V'ated trip I can be rcadv in five days, but am ».utit.g lo he mure , eria,,, that 1
homes v. 11 be

prepared fi.r unv eontiagen-v that mav arise. It is now raining, which i= lavorahlc to us mid un-

fi i 'raUe P. the enemv. " Davis utterly failed m Ins threat to toree me to leave in thirty days,

f,, r mv nulroad is in good order from Nashville to Atlanta, and hi, army is farther from my corn-

muiiimtions no.v than it was twenty davs ago I propose to adhere, as near us pantile,
'

i"„, I plan. I, a, lung tiie seiiH.oa-t. will be available for re-cnior, ,-g the army in

Virginia, bating behind a truck uf desolation, as well as- a suflk.cnt torce to hold fast all that is of

permanent value to our cause."

November G. To General Ghast : . „ , , .„.
" Demi Gesliui .-I have heretofore telegraphed nod written you pretty fuUy, but I still have

some thoughts in my busy brain that should be confided to you as a key to future development

"The taking of Atlanta broke on Jeff. Davis

usually well-balanced temper, ""
. „o suddenly as to disturb the equilibrium of his

t Aogusta, Macon, and Columbia, South Carolina, ho let

,.,.,.„ of his thoughts, which otherwise he would have kept to himself.

President of the Southern Confederacy, but also its commander-

more in nonce to his words than we would to those of a mere civil , biet magistrate,

''['he whole burden of his snug consists in the statement that Sherman s .
oinmiiuio.tions must

be broken and his annv destroyed. Now it is a well-settled principle that, d we prevent his suc-

ceeding in his threat, we defeat him, and derive all the i al advantage, ol a victory. Inus far

|].,.,d and Beauregard conjointly have utterly failed to interrupt mv applies or .
.aniuiiu.catio.is.

Mv railroad an<l telegraph are in good order from Atlanta hack to the i )l»o Uivcr. H.slos:

-

es'in men at All.itoona. Kesuca, Shi,,', Cap, nod Decatur exceed in number our, at the block-

hnii-e- at Big Sliaiitv. Alfitootia ('reck, and Dalton, and the rapidity ot his (light Irnm Dalton to

Cad-den t.ik- from Inn, ,11 the merit or advantage claimed for hi. wilful and rapid odgment on

mv railroad. The onlj question in my mind is whether I ought not to have dogged him far over

into Mi-si-sippi. trusting to some happy accident to bring h.in to bay and to battle
;
but I then

thought .hit »v so domg I would J.1.IV into his hands, by being drawn or decoyed too tar away

f„„n ,mr on oiial hue ,,f advance l!e,ules, I hud left at Atlanta a corps, and guards along the

nul.o id ha.kV, i 'hatlanoog.i. which might have fallen an easy prey Wins superior cayidry I felt

cotupellcd. therefore, to do what i. usually a mistake it. war-divida my forces-send a part back

itiioTeniie-see, ret lining the balance here.

"As 1 hive t.ef,, re informed mil. I sent Stanlev hack directly 1, ..m I iayle-i die. and Schohcld from

Rome both of which have reached their destination; and thus far Hood, who has brought up at

Florence is farther from mv communications than when he started; and I have m lenue.--.-e a

force numerically greater than his. well commanded and well organized, so that I feel no uneasi-

ne-..Ti ihe s,,,re of linod rea. him: mv main communications.
" Mv last accounts from Cenerul Thomas are to 30 lust night, when Hood s army was about

Florence in great distress about provisions, as it well must be. and that devil Forrest was down

about -lohiisonville. making havoc among the gun-boats and transports
;
hut Sel,,,iield s troops

were arriving in .lohi.-onville, ami a fleet of gu.i-l.oats was reported coming up tr.an below, utile to

repair that trouble. You know that line of supplies was only opened tor summer s use, when the

Cumberland i- not to he depended upon. We now have abundant supplies at Atlanta, Chat-

lanoojra and Nashville, with the Louisville and Nashville Railroad and the Cumberland Hiver un-

molested, so that I regard Davis's threat to get his army oa my rear, or on my coinmunieatious,

a- a miserable failure. ... , ~ ., . «. u i. "Ti.

"Now as to the second h ran eh of my preposition. I admit that the first object should be the

destruction of that nrmv , and if Beauregard moves hi-, infantry and artillery up into the pocket

about Jackson and Pan's, I will feel strongly tempted to move Thomas directly against mm, and

myself move rapid!v by Decatur and I'urdy to cut off his retreat But this would involve the

abandonment of Atlanta, and a retrograde movement, which would be very doubitul ol cpedaeney

or surce-s for as a matter of course, Beauregard, who watches me with his cavalry and In- Inend-

lv citizens' w d have tiuiclv not.ee, and slip out and escape, lo regain what we have earned at so

much cost. I am more than satisfied that Beauregard has not the nerve to ana. k fornhcaiioiis,

or it woidd be a great achievement for him to make me abandon Atlanta by mere threats and ma-

" These are the reasons which have determined mv former movements.

"I have employed the last len days in running to the rear the sick, wounded, and worthless,

and all the vast amount of stores nccomulated by our army in the advance, aiming to organize this

branch of mv armv- into four well-commanded "corps, encumbered by only one gun to o thousand

men, and provisions and ammunition which can he loaded up in our mule-wagons, so that we can

pi,. I. up and -tart on the shortest notice. I reckon that by the loth instant this end wdl bo reach-

ed, and by that date I also will have the troops all paid ; the presidential election over and out of

the way '"and I hope ihe early storms of November, now prevailing, will idso give us the chance of

a loin' 'period of line healthy weather for campaigning. then the question prc-enls itself, What

shall "he done?' (.In the supposition always that Thomas can bold the line ol the Tennessee, and

yerv shortly be able t.> a.-suine ihe ollcn~i.e as against Beauregard, I propose to act in such a man-

ner agains". the material resources of the South as utterly to negative Davis's boasted threat and

promi-es of protection. If we can march a well-uppoiorcd army right through his territory, it is a

demonstration to the world—foreign and domestic—that we have a power which Davis can not re-

sist This may not bo war, but rather statesmanship; nevertheless, it is overwhelming to ray

mind that there are thousands of people abroad and in the South who will reason thus: lithe

North can march an army right through the South, it is proofpositive that the North cun prevail

in tlii." contest, leaving only open the question of its willingness to use that power. Now Mr.

Lincoln's election (which is assured), coupled with ihe conclusion thus reached, makes a complete

logical whole. Even without a battle, the resuh-, operating upon the minds of sensible men, would

produce fruits more than compensating for ihe expense, trouble, and risk.

' Admitting this reasoning to be good, that such a movement per ti be right, still there muy be

reasons why one mote should be better than another. There are three from Atlanta—south east,

Boalh, and southwest—nil open, with no serious enemy to oppose at present.

" Thefirst would carry me across the only east and west railroad remaining to the Confederacy,

which would he destroyed, and thereby the communication bctweei

regard severed. Incidentally I might destroy the enemy's depot

reach the sea-shore

" The second and easiest route woald be due south, following substantially the valley of Flint

River, which is very fertile and well supplied, and fetching up on the navigable waters of the Appa-

lachicola, destroying en route the same railroad, taking up the prisoners of war still ut Andereoii-

villo, and destroying about 400,000 bales of cotton near Albany and Fort Gaines. This, however,

would leave the army in a bud position for future movements.
" The third, down the Chattahoochee to i Ipclika and Montgomery, thence to I'enaacola or Ten-

sas Bayou, in communication with Fort Morgan. This latter route would enable mo at once to

co-operate with General dauby in the reduction of Mobile, and occupation of the line of the Ala-

"In my judgment, the first would have a material effect upon your campaign in Virginia; the

second would be the safest of execution ; but ihe third would more properly full within the sphere

of my own command, and have o. direct bearing upon my own enemy, ' Beauregard.' If, there-

fore, I should start before I bear farther from you, or before further developments mm my course,

you muy take it for granted thai I have moved trio Crilfin to Bumsville; that I break up the road

between Columbus and Macon good, mid then, if 1 feign on Columbus, will move via Macon and

Millcn to Savannah, or, if 1 feign on Macon, you may take it for granted 1 have idiot off toward

Opclika, Montgomery', and Mobile Bay or l'ensacola.

" I will not attempt to scud couriers bock, but trust to the Richmond papers to keep you well

advised. 1 will give you nutii e. by telegraph of the exact time of my departure."

To this Grant replies, November 7 :
' 1 see no present reason for changing your plan ; should

any arise, you will see to it, or if 1 do, I will inform you. 1 think every thing hero favorable now.

Great goud fortune attend you. 1 believe you will bo eminently successful, and at worst can only

make a march less fruitful of results than hoped for."

November 8. To G. W. Tvi.Eii, LouSaoille, Ay. : " Dispatch me to-morrow night and the next

night a summary of all news, especially of clc.ti.uis. that 1 may report them lo Governor Brown

at Milledgeville, "where I expect it friendly interview in a few days, Keep this very secret, for ilia

world will lose sight of me shortly, and you will hear worse stories thufl when 1 wont to Merid-

ian. Jeff. Davis's thirty days are up for wiping us out, and wo are not wiped out yet by a good

deal."

'November 10. To C. A, Dana, ,t*iri.sfcuif Secretary of Wari "If indiscreet newspaper men
publish information too near thu truth, counteract its "effect by publishing other paragraphs calcu-

lated lo mislead the enemy—such as Sherman's urmy has bacu much re-onibrood, especially in tho

sea-coast. He had then to consider whether he could make the march, and

at the same time protect Chattanooga and Nashville. This was a question

which could only be answered when it was certainly ascertained what re-

enforcements would be received. By the middle of October Hood had been

driven off from the Chattanooga and Atlanta Railroad. About the 1st of

November he threatened to cross the Tennessee in the neighborhood of De-

catur. This, indeed, was the only point at which he could effect a crossing,

the rest of the river—from Muscle Shoals above and Colbert Shoals below

—being guarded by gun-boats. Sherman had, by this time, dispatched Stan-

ley's Fourth and Schofield's Twenty-third Corps—about 25,000 infantry—

to General Thomas. Brevet Major General James Wilson had arrived from

the Army of the Potomac, to take command of Sherman's cavalry, and it

seemed probable that in the course of a few days he would be able to mount

12,000 men. New regiments of recruits were continually coming into

Nashville, and Sherman ordered these to be ingrafted into the veteran corps

of Stanley and Schofield. Hood would be delayed for some days in the ac-

cumulation of supplies, and in the mean time A. J. Smith's and Mower's

divisions could be brought over from Missouri. With these divisions added

to his other forces, Sherman thought Thomas would have a force sufficient

to attend to Hood. He thought, however, that Hood, learning of his march

eastward, would follow him, at least with his cavalry In any event, he had

no uneasiness in regard to Tennessee,

But Thomas was not so confident He thought it would be better to send

Wilson's cavalry through Georgia, and fight Hood with the whole of Sher-

man's army. Grant also urged this at first; but Sherman's arguments final-

ly convinced him that Thomas could take care of Tennessee, and that it was

better that Sherman should carry out his project Thomas also, in the end,

reached the same conclusion.

Sherman's perfect confidence in his own scheme excites our admiration.

He had no doubts. He had carefully balanced the forces on both sides, and

knew that Thomas would be a match for Hood. To protect his long line

of railroad, garrison Atlanta, and pursue Hood "all over creation" involved,

his judgment, the waste of 60,000 men. To make a wreck of Atlanta

and Rome, and of the railroad from Atlanta to Dalton, left nothing for the

enemy to occupy, nothing for himself to guard. The four army corps which

he still retained—60,000 strong—contained the best fighting material of hi?

command. Nonh of Atlanta they were not needed. If they should oper-

ate with Thomas against Hood, the latter, " turning and twisting like a fox,"

would slip out of their hands, and thus time, energy, and opportunity would

be wasted, without any adequate results. In the strict economy of war,

therefore, Sherman was justified in using this superfluous army elsewhere,

striking instead of waiting, marching, and countermarching. It is true there

were no armies in his front to strike, southward or eastward. Still, there

were several important ends to be attained by his march.

In the first place, the march of an organized army, as strong in numbere

as that with which. Suerman proposed to move through the interior of the

enemy's country, from its easternmost to its westernmost limit, would at

the same time illustrate the inherent weakness of the Confederacy and the

strength of the national armies. Such a march, with such an army, would

demonstrate to the world that the ultimate triumph of the nation over the

rebellion was an assured fact. In connection with President Lincoln's re-

election, it would ruin the hopes of the peace party in the loyal states. It

would also destroy all confidence on the part of the Southern people that

their usurped government could afford them protection. Well might Sher-

man say that, "even without a battle, the results, operating upon the minds

of sensible men, would produce fruits more than compensating for the ex-

pense, trouble, and risk."

But it would not be simply a political demonstration. The military con-

uid Ueau-

1 and Augusta, and

t Charleston and Savannah, from either ofwhich points I could re-euforce our

cavalry mid ho will soon move in several columns in a circuit, so us to catch Hood's army. Sher-

rn inVdcstiii.UK.il i-. not Charleston, hot Sehna, where he will meet an army from the Gulf, ' etc.

M>iv«,/»T 11. T.. General ll.u.i ltk :
" My av ran cements me iu.w all complete Last night

we burned all f.umderies, mills, and simps of every kind in limit', and to-nmrrow I Icaic hmc-'-

1..11 with the i-Mir-Kuurd. tW Atlanta, which I propose to di-p.>se ol in a similar manner, and to

the H'.th .mi the projected craiid raid. All appearances still indicate that lleaiir^-nol I..l>

gone onck to his old hole a. Corinth, and 1 hope he «iU enjoy ,t :
my army prefers to enjoy tha

fresh sweet-potato fields of the Ocmulgeo. I have balanced all the Uteres « oil. at d . to *.. i-titd

that Genera! Thomas has in Tennessee u force sufficient for all probabilities, and I haw ar k .
,1

him, the moment Beaorefnrd tarns south, to cross the Tennes-cc at 1 >e,ati,r and push straight or

*.clnin To-morrow our wires will he broken, and this is prokihly n.y la-i dispatch. I would

like to' have Foster break the Savannah and Charleston Road about Pocotaligo about the 1st ol De-

cember. All other preparations are to my entire satisfaction
"

The s„i lav Colonel Beckwitb reports to Sherman as follows: 'Ihe Army of the Tcnnorf"

have oblained and have got in their wagons id! they can haul and all they want; same nil

Twentieth Army Corps. There is great plenty of salt, codec, meat, pepper, nod soap here he

Fourteenth Army Corps may want a little more bread, and perhaps a little more sugar I lurta

nbo„, ration-- ..f bread for the Fourteenth Army Corps
;

-'.'.noo rations sugar. 1
do not

know how' much General Davis may have on band but pre-aiue he has ,on,000 rflt,ons ofW-
Fvcrv thin" is loaded in Atlanta save what is held for the fourteenth Army Corps. There are

at least I I
.Jlio.lioo ration? of the principal rations m bauds ut troop, ami available.

V,.,,m/,.r 11 To General Thomas: "All right. I can hardly belief Beauregard would flt-

...... ;— . T.T..i..aii„ e Corinth as a base at this stage of the war. bill nil mlorma-

will whip him out of his boots. But I rather think you "ill

l ii in pi lints iluiT vv,,,
,

fad rommnrinn in lii» c«mp in dny or two. Last nigh) <vi burned Hnma, •no-

il] (mm AtloiiKi, nnd lie must discover ilnit 1 nm not retreutinB, but.

two dnvs more

jitrory, li^'»'C

„ ,- ,, omitin.ii v ...".. SrholMd. , Slnnley. nnd A ..I. Snnil, .„,„B,I,™J I.) ™

,,, r,-K.n..-ui-, nnd nil •< Wil.,...'. .-nvnlrv ;
yon ,oold ...Wy invito IW.-enrd nor,.- «

5Co.sc, ninl nrtnvnt his over rolntnino I ..ill Mi™, honx.or, nihil, nh.njo.
;

«
J

him to lur . nnd toll,,,, mo, in »hi,h , y..„ should oro.. nl Ita-ntnr. ni.d move dire; I m .
d

oelmn n» fi.r ,.- „,,, mn m,io|„,r. „n,,|.lh». Tho P r»h,,l«lino< nto the wires will ho broken -"••'

,Z
°

nStlnmil, ,.i II..- ho.no... os Ton ... not, bnwever,on
,

d» c

Ininty tint I s.dlv Irom Ail:..,... on tho loth, with nbont 110,00(1 loon, well provu.oned, hot e.pml

inc lo live lihcmilv on (ho conn(ry." j

•Tl.omns re 'the next dny :
" Ihn.o no ftnrs thnt BeonreBwd ,»„ do ns nny barm no..

J
ifho ntlompii to follow yon I will follow him e. f.r ;» I— e d„e. n,.t I..I1., ! "

n

.l.o.i il.o.oi.ol.lv ,„K „ni,.o mv m s, nnd, I h.hovo. sh.,11 In.vo 10011 ononnh to non hi... on .

,',,,„(M.o-,„„ >on- mindly I n„y of M f Al.d.o,,.,. I „. .-

"'"""f
""'

*

oho. (his vent. »l".l. ».H ho frenily In „.„ n,l„.n,.,fo. . . I ,.,n „,,»• ooitvin.od
, ,. 1

1
.
1 '

,, ,„„ of II,,,. B.oJ's nrmv i ir Hoto.no nnd Tnsonmb,., nod il.m y„.i .,11 ... Ion
.

1 »«.

do rend 1,0(0,0^,0 lot ,o,o,,,l,l ,,-,,,. ,d. I,,,., on, .,0,0.-, «Uy o,,,„dyo„t e»p«d.n» »^
This wns ll.o Inst dispoloh rooeived hy Shorn.,,., from Tl.nm.is before stertinE out on idto E™n*

mttrob. obertnnrj rephed "All right," und the wire, were cut
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sequences of such a march must be important and decisive. The cities of

the Atlantic sea-board were doomed the moment Sherman's army should

reach their rear. At Savannah or Charlestou this army could be transport-

ed by sea, or could march by land through the Carolinas, and, re-enforciug

Grant, terminate the long-protracted conflict with Lee's^ army.

But what if Thomas should be conquered by Hood ? Then, indeed, Sher-

man's march would have demonstrated ouly his own folly. He would have

ascended like a rocket and come down a stick. But to have anticipated such

an event would have been an insult to General Thomas, and to the armies

of Schofield, Stanley, and Smith. Sherman had no apprehensions on that

score. Not until Thomas had himself expressed his faitli in his own power

to ruin Hood, if the latter advanced, or to assume the offensive against him

if he retreated,did Sherman move from Atlanta.

By the 14th of November, the Fourteenth, Fifteenth, Seventeenth, and

Twentieth Corps were grouped about Atlanta, constituting an army 60,000

strong, with an additional force of cavalry under Brigadier General Judson

Kilpatrick, numbering 5500 men. The artillery consisted of about 60 guns,

or one piece to every thousand men. Every thing had been sent to the rear

which could not be used in the campaign. The railroad north had been

destroyed as far as Dalton. Eome and Atlanta had been burned, only the

dwelling-houses and churches escaping destruction. On the 16th of No-

vember Sherman commenced bis grand March to the Sen. While he is ad-

vancing eastward through the fruitful fields of Georgia, let us follow the

counter-movement of Hood against Nashville.

CHAPTEK XLVII.
BATTLE OF NASHVILLE.

Hood attacks Decatur and is repulsed.—Forrest's Demonstration ngniusl Johnfonville.—Hood
north of the Tennessee.—Estimate of the opposing Forces.—Schofield iiliund.ins Pulaski.—Ho-

ttest from Columbia to Franklin.—Narrow Escape nl Spring Hill.—Buttle of Franklin.—Its

HesnJts.—Hood in front of Nashville.—Demon siml ion against Murfroc.-borough.—Preparation*

for Battle on both sides.— Inclement Weather.— General Thomas assumes the Defensive.—

Battles of December 15th and Kith.—Defeat of Hood's Army.—The Pursuit.—Results of iho

Nashville Campaign.—GUIem defeated by Breckinridge.—Stoncmun drives Breckinridge into

North Carolina.—D estmclion of the Works nt SaltvilJe.

IT^ORREST bad intended to cross the Tennessee in the vicinity of Gim-

. ter's Landing and threaten Bridgeport, thus compelling Sherman to

abandon Georgia in order to protect Tennessee. Beauregard had ordered

Forrest to move with his cavalry into Tennessee, Hood not having a suffi-

cient cavalry force to protect his trains north of the river.' These orders

did not reach Forrest in time, and Hood was therefore compelled to move

down the Tennessee and await Forrest's arrival. On the 26th of October a

ortion of Hood's infantry appeared before Decatur, on the south side of the

ver, at the southern terminus of the Nashville and Decatur Railroad, and

i the afternoon of that day made a feeble attack on the garrison, which

as commanded by R- S. Granger. Granger was re-enforced by two regi-

icnts from Chattanooga, and instructed to hold his post at all hazards. The

;xt day the enemy established a line of rifle-pits within 500 yards of the

town. On the 28th a sortie was made by a part of the garrison, which, ad-

vancing under cover of the guns of the fort, down the river bank and

round to the rear of the enemy's rifle-pits, dislodged the Confederates, cap-

urin" 120 prisoners. Forrest in the mean while had reached Corinth, and

advanced from that point upon Fort Heiman, on the west bank of the Ten-

nessee, about 75 miles from Paducab. Here he captured the gun-boat No.

55 and two transports on the 31st, having previously burned the steamer

Empress. He had about 17 regiments of cavalry, probably numbering alto-

gether 5000 men, and 9 pieces of artillery. On the 2d of November he

planted batteries above and below Johnson ville, one of General Thomas's

bases of supplies on the river, isolating, at that place, three gun-boats and

eight transports. The gun-boats made an unsuccessful attack upon the

lower batteries, but, though repulsed, they recaptured from the enemy one

of the transports which he had taken, and forced him to destroy the gun-boat

No. 55. On the 4th Forrest made an attack on the gun-boats and the gar-

rison, consisting of 1000 men. The gun-boats, being disabled, were burned

to prevent their falling into the enemy's hands, and the fire, spreading to the

buildings of the commissary and quartermaster's departments, and to the

stores on the levee, caused the government a loss estimated at $1,500,000.

The next morning Forrest repeated his attack upon the garrison, and, after a

furious cannonade of over an hour's duration, withdrew from Johnsonville.

Hood's army arrived at Florence on the 31st of October, one mouth after it

had been transferred from Sherman's front. This long delay, caused partly

by the difficulties attending the transportation of supplies, had thwarted the

sole object of Hood's campaign. It had given Sherman and Thomas time

for completing their preparations, the former for his march eastward, and

the latter for the accumulation of an army large enough to protect Ten-

nessee.

Hood's force, including all arms, on the 1st of November did not number

over 40,000 effective men. Thomas had in his command a considerably

larger force. After deducting the garrisons of Nashville, Deentnr, and Chat-

tanooga, however, his army available for battle numbered about 30,000

men.2

1 Hood's Report.
s Thomas says in his report: "At this time (November flth) I found myself confronted by the

army which, under General J. E. Johnston, had .-.o skillfully rc-isted the advance of [he whole act-

ive- army of ilie military division of [In; Mississippi fmtn Didton tc the O.nniilimicliee, re-enforced

by a well-equipped mid eiilhu-iriMic cavalry command ..finer IJ.tHlli, led by one of the boUt-l and

most Kiirecssful i.nimunders in the rcbcl'urmy. My information from all sources confirmed the

reported Mrcngth of Hood'a army to be from «,00U to 45,000 infantry, and from 12,000 u» lfi.000
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Hood persisted in bis scheme of invading Tennessee. General Beaure-

gard does not seem to bave exercised a very potent influence in this matter.

The problem now presented puzzled him, and he could not solve it. He
therefore left it to Hood's option to do as he pleased—either to divide h

forces, sending a part against Sherman and advance with the other, or to

move against Thomas with bis whole force. Hood had delayed on the

banks of the Tennessee till past the middle of November, and until Sher-

man was on his march. He had laid a pontoon bridge across the river,

mooring it to the piers of the old railroad bridge at Florence, and had

crossed Lee's corps and two divisions of cavalry. Stewart and Cheatham
still remained on the south side until November 17tb. On the 21st For-

rest's cavalry joined the main army, and the movement northward was
commenced.

If the Confederate army of Tennessee bad been under the disposition of

General Grant to move where it would best suit him, he would not, be de-

clares in bis official report, have made any other disposition of it than that

made by General Hood. Hood's reasoning upon the proper course for him
to take is exceedingly shallow. He says: "The enemy having for the first

time divided his forces, I had to determine which of the two parts to direct

my operations against. To follow the forces about to move through Georgia

under Sherman would be to again abandon the regained territory to the

forces under Thomas, with little hope of being able to reach the enemy in

time to defeat his movement, and also to cause desertion and greatly impair

the jnorale, or fighting spirit of the army, by what would be considered a
compulsory retreat." It was, indeed, of no use to follow Sherman except
with cavalry. But the reason which Hood gives for advancing against

Thomas is simply ludicrous. For what had be gained thus far in his cam-
paign that he should hesitate to abandon? He had advanced from Jones-

borough to Dal ton, capturing some unimportant stations which he had hast-

ily released, destroying a few miles of railroad which it had taken less than
a fortnight to repair, then had fallen back to Gadsden, and had moved
thence to Corinth and Florence. He held no post of any military value to

himself or to his foe. Indeed, he had nothing to abandon except his design

of invasion. But the chief motive of the invasion—namely, to compel Sher-
man to leave Georgia for the protection of Tennessee—no longer existed,

cavalry. My effective force at thin lime consisted of the Fourth Corfu, nlniut IL'.iiiHl, under Major
General D.S.Stanley-, the Twenty-third Orris, about in,<tnr>. under Major General John M.Scho-
ficld; Hatch's division of cavalry, about 40(10; Crox ton's brigade, '.•f.on, and Capron's brigade of
about 1200. The balance of my force was distributed along the railroad, and posted at Murfreos-
borough, Sicvcn-on, Bridgeport, Ilimtsvilte, Deci.tur, mid Chattanooga, to keep open our commu-
nications and hold the posts above mimed, if attacked, until tlicv ould he re-enforced, as up to this
time it was impossible to determine which course Hood would take—advance on Nashville or turn
toward HuntsviUe."

According to this report, Hood had from 52,000 to d7,000 men, nnd Thomas about 30,000, ex-
clusive of his detachment! on the railroad nnd at the posts mentioned.
As to tiie numbers of Iliad's army, the best authority is the official retnm of the Confederate

Army of Tennessee f,, r November <ith, 1 mil, which (jives "n force of :lo,liOO men. This ia exclusive
of Forrest's cavalry, which probably did not reach 10,000.
As to Thomas's command, Sherman represents the Fourth Corps as 15,000 etrong; but, taking

Thomas s estimate, we have his available force (November fitb.)

:

hunter-. Corp. 12,000 I Crouton's Cmnlry 2,600
BeJMlMjiri Corpl 10,000 Capron'e Cavalry
llilt.ll'i" ralry..

::•,-'•'

Bat to this must be added Washburne's command, (fiOO.whiuh mnkes 31,200, It must also
bo remembered tb.it. m case oi an important battle, m least LIipiki veteran troops, in addition to those
above ei ,ernled. could be brought into action. And in this estimate no notit e whatever is taken
of four elements which would soon (jive Thomas a very (treat preponderance of force as compared
With Hood's, namely: 1st, new regiments uf recruits constantly arriving ut Nashville; 2d, A. J.
Smith's two divisions on the way from Missouri ; :id, Wilson's cavalry, which in a few dnyti would
amount to about 18,000 men ; nnd, 1th, about 7000 men suitable for garrison duty which would
soon be sent back to Thomas from Sherman's army, on account of their unfitness for the great
march.

In connection with the officio] return of Hood's army for November filh, one thing is worthy of
notice. On the MUili of September, before, Hood moved from the Mn.-on Koa.l, his army numbered
40,401!. It ih plain, therefore, that in the course of the advance, to Dallon. the retreat to Gadsden,
nnd the movement to Ih.rciicc. Hood had lost about ID,000 men ; and a largo proportion of this
loss must lie attributed to desertion. Hood, it is clear, had not by bis invasion very much im-
proved the iimrale of bis army.

for Sherman had defied his projected invasion in the boldest and bluntest
terms. The railroad from which Hood had been driven Sherman had de-
stroyed with his own hands. Atlanta, which Hood had hoped to recover
Sherman had made a useless possession to the enemy as well as to himself
And Georgia, which Hood was pledged to redeem, was already being tram-
pled down under the heels of 60,000 men, whom, with hia own army' he
could not reach if he would, and whom, if he could have reached, he dared
not encounter. As to the morale of his army, Hood's invasion thus far had
certainly not improved that; for since he had started from Jonesboroii<rh he
had lost 10,000 men, or one fourth of bis army, though in that time he had
only fought a single serious battle—that of Allatoona. Hood could have
lost nothing by a judicious retreat which could be compared with what he
risked by an advance against Thomas. To allow the Federal forces to as-
sume the defensive was to give them such advantages as must be decisive.
The advance was the result of the infatuation of both Hood and Davis. The
threat had been uttered, the pledge given, and it was too late now to hesi-
tate or falter.

The wager which Hood had offered Thomas was ready to accept. The
latter would have preferred an encounter with the enemy south of Duck
River: this would have been possible if the Confederate army had delayed
its movements for a week or ten days. The Federal cavalry guarding the
Tennessee about Florence had already been driven back, so that Croston
was on the east side of Shoal Creek, and Hatch occupied Lawrenceburg,
Schofield, with the Twenty-third Corps, had arrived at Nashville Novem-
ber 5th, and was directed to join the Fourth Corps at Pulaski, take the
command of the troops at that point, and, as far as possible, retard Hood's ad-
vance into Tennessee. It was obviously Thomas's policy to impede Hood's
movements, gradually withdrawing Schofield and Stanley, until he could
receive the re-enforcements under A.J. Smith, and organize "Wilson's cav-
alry and the new regiments. Hood's army moved by parallel roads to
Waynesborough and eastward of that place, with Forrest on the right flank.

On the 22d of November Hatch's cavalry was driven from Lawrenceburg.
Hood desired to push his army up between Nashville and Schofield's com-
mand; but on the 23d the Federal forces evacuated Pulaski, and fell back
to Columbia, on the Duck River. The retreat was ably conducted, all the
public property being removed beforehand from Pulaski, and the trains

carefully guarded. Thomas had meanwhile received some 7000 men which
had been sent back from Atlanta by General Sherman ; his command had
also been re-enforced by 20 new one-year regiments, very many of which
were absorbed in the veteran corps, replacing old regiments whose term of
service had expired. R S. Granger had withdrawn tbe garrisons at Athens,
Decatur, and HuntsviUe, Alabama, taking a part of the force thus collected

to Stevenson, and sending back five regiments to Murfreesborough. The
garrison at Johnsonville was withdrawn to Clarkesville.

Hood's movement on Columbia was slow; not until the evening of No-
vember 27th had his advance reached Schofield's front During that night

Schofield crossed Duck River, taking a position on tbe north bank, where
he was not disturbed during the 28tb. General Wilson's cavalry, 4300
strong, guarded the crossings of the river above and below. On the after-

noon of the 29th Wilson was pressed back and cut off from Schofield, while

Hood's infantry crossed tbe river, and threatened to turn Schofield's flank

by an advance on Spring Hill, about 15 miles north of Columbia. Scho-

field, therefore, sending Stanley with Wagner's division to Spring Hill tc

head off the enemy at that point and cover the retreat, prepared to fall back
toward Franklin. Stanley reached Spring Hill just in time to check For-

rest's advance and save the trains. The Confederate infantry coming up to

Forrest's assistance, a doubtful battle was maintained till dark, in which the

enemy nearly succeeded in dislodging Stanley from his position. Schofield,

having sent back his trains, was at the same time occupied in resisting the

enemy's attempts to cross Duck River in his front, and, after having several

times repulsed the Confederate force opposed to him, retreated at night, his

command making 25 miles under cover of the darkness, and, passing Spring

Hill in safety, got into position at Franklin, 18 miles south of Nashville, on

the morning of the 30th.

With Cheatham's corps supported by Stewart's, it seems that the enemy
ought to have defeated Stanley at Spring Hill and cut off Schofield's retreat.

But Stanley maintained his position and saved the army. 1 He was rc-en-

forced toward night by Ruger's division of the Twentv-third Corps. But,

even after this re-enforcement, the enemy had the advantage. With two

1 General Hood, in his report, Rives the following account of the affair at Spring Hill:
" When I had gotten well on bis Hank, the enemy discovered mv intention, and began to retreat

on the |>nVe toward Spring Hill. The cavalry became engaged near that place about midday, but

his trains were so strongly guarded that they were unable in break through them. About 4 P.M.
our infantry tones. Major General I 'lieathnm in the advance, commenced to come in contact with

the enemy, about two miles from Spring Hill, through which place the Columbia and Franklin

Pike pusses. The enemy was at this time moving rapidly "lung the pike, with some of his troops

formed on the Hank of his column to protect it. Major General Cheatham was ordered to attack

the enemy nt once, rigorously, and get possession uf this pike, mid, although these orders were fre-

quently nnd earnestly repeated, he made hut a feeble nnd partial attack, failing to reach the point

indicated. Hud my instructions been carried out there is no doubt that we could have possessed

ourselves of this road. Stewart's corps and Johnson's division were arriving upon the field to sup-

port the attack. Though the golden opportunity had pnsscd with daylight, I did nut nt dark

abandon the hope of dealing the enemy a heavy blow. Accordingly, Lieutenant Genera! Stewart

was furnished n guide, and ordered to move hit; corps beyond Cheatham's', mid place it across the

rooJ beyond Spring Hill. Shortly after this General Cheatham enmc to my hendmiarler*, and

when I informed him of Stewart's movement, he said that Stewart ought to form on his right. I

asked if that would throw Steivurt across the pike. He replied that it would, mid u mile beyond.

Accordingly, one of Cheatham's stuff officers wn» sent to show Stewart where his (Cheatham's)

right rested. In the dark nnd confusion, Stewart did not succeed in getting the position desired,

but about 11 P.M. went into bivouac. About 12 P.M., ascertaining that the enemy was moving

in great confusion—artillery, wagons, nnd troops intermixed— I sent instructions to General Cheat-

ham to advance a heavy line of nkirmi-her- against him, and still farther impede and confuse his

march. Thin was not accomplished. The enemy continued to move along the road in hurt? nnd

confusion, within hearing, nearly all (he night. Thus was lost a gram opportunity of striking i ho-

ly, for which wo hud labored so long, the greatest this campaign bad offered, and one of the

greatest during the war."
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full corps of Forrest's cavalry in the vicinity of Spring Hill, Schofield ought

to have been cut off at least from the direct road to Franklin. His main

army did not leave Duck River, where it had been fighting Lee, until after

dark, and passed Spring Hill about midnight. It certainly had a narrow

escape. General Wagner's division of Stanley's corps held on to its position

at Spring Hill until near daylight. Notwithstanding the superior numbers

of the enemy, the only disturbances suffered in the retreat was from a slight

attack made north of Thompson's by Forrest's cavalry, causing the loss of a

few wagons. General Cooper, who had been left to guard the crossing at

Duck River, was cut off from the direct road to Franklin, and proceeded to

Nashville.

When Schofield reached Franklin he found no wagon bridge across the

Harpeth River, and the fords in a bad condition. The railroad bridge was

rapidly repaired and a foot-bridge was constructed, which was also available

for the use of wagons. He sent his train across, and intended to cross with

his army. But the enemy was in too close proximity. As the Federal

troops arrived they were placed in position on the south side of the river,

the Twenty-third Corps, under General Cox, on the left and centre, cover-

ing the approaches from Columbia and Lewisburg, and Kimball's division

of Stanley's corps on the right; both flanks of the army resting on the river.

Wood's division of Stanley's corps was sent to the north side of the river to

cover the flanks, in the event of Hood's crossing above or below. Two
brigades of Wagner's division—the last to reach Franklin—were left in

front, to retard the advance of the enemy.

At daylight Hood had commenced the pursuit, which was pushed with

great vigor. Stewart was in the advance, Cheatham following, while Lee,

with the trains, brought up the rear from Columbia. Hood determined to

make a direct attack with Stewart's and Cheatham's corps without waiting

for Lee. No flank movement which he could now make would prevent

Schofield from reaching Nashville. 1 Stewart advanced on the right, Cheat-

ham on the left, with the cavalry on either flank, the main body of the lat-

ter, under Forrest, moving to the right. Johnson's division of Lee's corps ar-

rived during the engagement, and went in on the left.

Fortunately for Schofield, Hood's attack was delayed until 4 o'clock on

the afternoon of the 30th. In the mean time the Federal troops were con-

structing breastworks and protecting them by a slight abatis on the left

To them, with the river in their rear, and with the roads, by which alone

retreat was possible, crowded with the wagon trains, defeat would have been

a terrible disaster, affecting the safety of Nashville. On both sides the de-

cisive nature of the contest was fully appreciated. It was a brief battle, for

at this season of the year 4 P.M. was the verge of twilight. 2 Wagner's men,

holding the outposts, " imprudently brave," reports Schofield, maintained the

conflict outside of the intrenchments longer than was necessary, suffering

heavy loss. When they fell back it was at a full run, and this movement

Bwept back a portion of the first line in the works, allowing the enemy to

1 " I learned from dispatches captured at Spring Hill, from Thomas m Schofield, Ihnt the latter

was instructed to hold Hint pluee till « I n-- ptiMiion nt Fnnikliii ivuild tie mude teniri', indimrinE the

intention ofThomas to hold Franklin and his strong work! tit MurfrecsljOrOUgb. Thus I knew that

it was all-important to attack Schofield before ho could make himself strong, and, if lie should

escape at Franklin, he would nuin his works about N'ushville. The. nature of tlio position was sne.li

as to render it inexpedient to attempt any further think movement, audi therefore determined to

attack him in front, and without dehiv
."

—

Il<«'<rs Report.
' On the 30th ofNovember, 186*, the sun set at i 3D. Scboficld's report mokes too battle to

have commenced at 3 30 P.M.

enter in large numbers. In this attempt to fight a battle with outposts

Wagner lost over a thousand men. The enemy had gained an advantage,

which, if pressed, might have resulted in success. Victory seemed almost

within his grasp. The Federal line had been broken in the centre; two bat-

teries offour guns each had been captured. But at this moment Opdyke, com-

manding the remaining brigade of Wagner's division, which had been held

in reserve inside the works, leading his men on, shouting " Forward to the

lines 1" rushed forward, recovered the lost batteries, and captured 400 pris-

oners. The gap had been closed; but the enemy, though disappointed, was

not disheartened. He charged the works, making four distinct attacks, and

was each time hurled back with heavy loss. "So vigorous and fierce were

these assaults that the enemy reached the exterior slope of the rude intrench-

ments, and hand-to-hand encounters occurred between the enraged com-

batants across the works." 1 Between the assaults, the enemy, covered by the

undulations of the ground, pressed his sharp-shooters close to the works, and

kept up a galling fire.

The Confederates persistently assailed Schoficld's line until after dark,

continuing the attack at intervals until near midnight, but were repulsed in

every attempt to carry the works. The Confederate loss was between 4500
and 6000 men. Schofield lost 2326, of which number of casualties 1241

occurred in Wagner's division. 3 On the Federal side, General Stanley was

severely wounded in the neck. The Confederate loss in general officers was
very great, including among them Major General Pat. Cleburne, and Briga-

dier Generals Gist, John Adams, Strahl, and Granbury ; Brigadier Generals

Carter, Manigault, Quarles, Cockrell, and Scott were wounded, and Brigadier

General Gordon was captured. 1 At midnight Schofield withdrew from the

trenches which he had held against the repeated assaults of far superior

numbers, and fell back to Nashville.

Hood's orders to his corps commanders to drive Schofield into the river,

and for Forrest to advance and capture the trains, had failed of execution.

General Thomas's position was now secure. On the 1st of December he

had behind the fortifications of Nashville and covering its southern ap-

proaches an investing force superior to General Hood's, and a cavalry force

in process of organization at Edgefield, north of the river, which in a few

days would in numbers be at least equal to Forrest's command. A. J.

Smith's command of three divisions had also reached Nashville. Smith was

placed on the right of the line, Wood, now commanding the Fourth Corps,

in the centre, and Schofield on the left.

The next da}', December 2d, the enemy advanced to within two miles of

Nashville, and invested the town on the south side, General Lee holding the

centre of the line, Cheatham the right, and Stewart the left; the cavalry on

either flank extended to the river. The whole liue was intrenched, and

strong detached works were constructed to guard the flanks against attack.

On Hood's right, M urfreesborough was held by a Federal force 8000 strong

under General Rousseau, which cut off all communication with Georgia and

Virginia. Bates's division of Cheatham's corps attacked the block-house at

Overall's Creek, four miles north of Murfreesborougb,on the 4th ofDecember.

The garrison maintained its position, and being soon re-enforced from Mur-

freesborough with three infantry regiments, four companies of cavalry, and

a section of artillery, the enemy was driven off. During the 5th, 6th, and 7th,

Bates, re-enforced by the greater portion of Forrest's cavalry, demonstrated

against Fortress Rosecrans at Murfreesborough. As the enemy hesitated

to make a direct assault, Rousseau determined to assume the offensive him-

self. Accordingly, on the Sth, General Milroy, with seven infantry regiments

(3325 men), proceeded to the Wilkinson Pike, there encountered Bates and

Forrest, and drove them from their temporary breastworks, capturing 207

prisoners.* The Federal loss in killed and wounded was 205. Buford's di-

vision of Forrest's cavalry entered the town of Murfreesborough the same

day, but was speedily driven out by a single infantry regiment and a section

of artillery. Forrest's cavalry, retiring from before M urfreesborough, pro-

ceeded northward to Lebanon, and threatened to cross the Cumberland

above Nashville and cut off Thomas's communications by the Louisville

Road. This movement was thwarted by a division of gun-boats and a de-

tachment of Wilson's cavalry.

From the 3d to the 15th of December was spent by both armies in prep-

aration for the conflict which was to decide the fate of Nashville. Hood

was furnishing his army with supplies and with shoes. From the 7th to

the 14th both armies were ice-bound. Thomas thus had time to remount

Wilson's cavalry, increase the strength of his works, bring up re-enforcc-

ments of new recruits and temporary volunteers, and to mature his plan of

operations. Nashville was well fortified when Thomas entered it with his

army. The southern approaches were covered by Forts Negley, Morton,

Confiscation, Houston, and Gillem. Some of these had been constructed in

the latter part of 1862, when the city was threatened by a portion ofBragg's

army. These forts were situated on commanding hills near the city, and

some distance beyond ran the line now held by Thomas's army. From

Fort Morton westward an interior line of defense was also constructed, along

the range of hills nearer Nashville.*

1 General T. J. Wood's Report.
.

a Hood reports his own loss ns 4500. Schofield, from information obt.iincd afterward, makes

the enemy's loss " I7n0 buried upon the field, :l*i)i> disabled, and 70J prisoners." IIimmI .laiins

that he captured 1000 prisoners. This tallies wellwith. Schofleld'a report, in which he admits I Hit

mining, 070 of whom were from Wagner's division. ' Hood's Report
* Hood reports lhat Bates's division behaved badly.

1 Thomas's army ut Nashville cuosistcd of the following forces:

fehoficM'o T-tntrinlrd Corp* .!>*!£ m,E
n'

Wood.'. F-onh <»rp. - H,W»
A. J. SrahlVt Corn». »sy - "i 000

8teu)m*n-< icroiDiod, -hlfh nrrivrJ il Nuhrtitc from Unrated S.ano "
WlUoni Ctnlir ""-; 1?,0(W

Qu*rtern.i-o •» Tr— r- unit r [irfsn-i . r t,rn •«! r:.i...: '-o, mA . ihrr ttnet on
derGrDpraljmicr^-cllnlhulrjncriiilr dcfcmcofN«ti<lllo,uy S.000 "

Tola! »,*» ».
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The severity of the weather began to relax on the 14th, and on the after-

noon of that day Thomas issued orders to his corps commanders for an ad-

vance against the enemy. His army was now 50,000 strong, and fully pre-

pared for battle. A large portion of Forrest's cavalry was still absent from

the Confederate army. Hood seems in his infatuation to have been abso-

lutely confident of victory in the event of Thomas's assuming the offensive.
1

He even dreamed of besieging Nashville. But the swollen river, patroled

by gun-boats, hindered an advance against the Louisville Road, and, even if

this road had been reached and broken by Confederate cavalry, Thomas was

well supplied at Nashville with all that was necessary for either a defensive

or offensive campaign. The term siege would be scarcely applicable to

General Hood's operations.

Upon his first approach to the city on the 2d of December, Hood had

seized Montgomery Hill, within 600 yards of the Federal centre, and thrown

up strong lines of earth-works on the hills south and parallel with those oc-

cupied by Thomas. His infantry stretched from the Nolensville Pike, on

the right, along the high ground south and east of Brown's Creek, and across

the Franklin and Granny White Pikes to the hills bordering the Hillsbor-

ough Pike. A wide interval, therefore, separated his left from the river.

This—as also the corresponding interval between the Nolensville Pike and

the river— was held by the cavalry, who bad established batteries about

eight miles below Nashville, blockading the river. The weak point of the

Confederate position was its left flank, which, tiiough strongly intrenched,

was easily turned.

Thomas's long silence appeared to have increased Hood's confidence. It

also led to considerable apprehension on the part of Lieutenant General

Grant, who, at so great a distance from the field, was not aware of the rigor-

ous cold which hindered Thomas's advance, and was also a serious incon-

venience to the poorly-clad soldiers of Hood's army. He thought that

Thomas oucht to have moved upon Hood as soon as the latter had made his

appearance in front of Nashville, and before he was fortified, and that by

waiting to remount Wilson's cavalry be had made a great mistake. Per-

haps, also, the narrow escape of Schofield's army in the retreat from Colum-

bia to Franklin— an escape which could only be attributed to either the

stupidity of the Confederate generals or to their want of confidence in their

commander—led him to suspect that the campaign was not being properly

conducted. At any rate, so great was his impatience that he started West

with the idea of superintending matters there in person. He bad only

reached Washington when he received a dispatch from Thomas announcing

the successful commencement of the battle of Nashville. 2

General Thomas's plan of the battle was very simple, involving the turn-

ing of the enemy's left flank by a sudden and irresistible blow to be struck

with the bulk of his army, and to be followed up until Hood's army was

destroyed or dispersed in utter rout Success was as certain as the event

of a battle ever could be. The execution of this plan was so perfect in all

its details that it justly conferred upon General Thomas the first rank

among the Union generals as a tactician.3 He had delayed for the purpose

of organizing an efficient cavalry corps, in order that, in the event of vic-

tory, he might reap its full fruits by a relentless pursuit of the defeated

army. He was prepared to attack a week before he did, but the weather, as

we have said, was unfavorable. On the 12th Wilson's cavalry had crossed

the Cumberland from Edgefield to the left of the Hillsborough Pike.

The morning of the 15th of December was every way favorable to the

immediate execution of Genetal Thomas's plans. The sheet of ice which

had covered the earth for nearly a week was broken up; and, in addition to

the undulations of the ground, a heavy mist, lasting until noon, completely

1 "Should he attack me in position, I felt that I would defeat him, nud thus gain possession of

Nashville, with nhundant supplies for the army. This would give me possession of Tennessee. "—

Banff Report.
' In his official report, Grunt says

:

"Before ihe ti.ittl..- ..f Na-hville I grew very impatient over, ns it appeared to me, the unneces-

sary delav Tlii- impatience was iruTe-i-od upon learning that the enemy had sent a force of cav-

alry across the Ciimtvrlaiid into Kentucky. I feared Hood would cross his whole army and give

us "great trouble there. After urging upon General Thomas the necessity of Immediately assuming

the offensive, I started West to superintend matters there in person. Reaching Washington City,

I received General Tlmmi-'s di-pnti-h announcing his attack upon the enemy, and the result ns far

as the battle had progressed. I was delighted. All fears and apprehensions were dispelled. I

am not yet satisfied hut that General Thomas, immediately upon the appearance of Hood before

Nashville, and before lie luul lime to fortify, should have incvcJ (nit. with bis whole force nud given

him battle, instead <>f waiting to remount his cavalry, which delayed him until the inclemency of

i1i,> weather made it impracticable to attack earlier than ho did. But his final defeat of Hood was

-u complete that it will he accepted as a vindication of that disi in flushed i.llicer's judgment."

1 The following is a copy of Thomas's order issued to his coqis commanders on the Nth

:

"As soon as the state of the weather will admit of offensive, operations, the troops will move

against the enemy's position in the following order; Major General A. J. Smith, commanding de-

tachment of the Army of the Tennessee, after forming his troops on and near the Hardin Fifee, in

front of his present position, will make n vigorous assault on the enemy's left. Major General

Wilson, commanding the cavalry corps, Military Division of the Mississippi, with three divisions,

will move on and support Gciuri'il Smith's right, assisting, as far as possible, in carrying the left of

the enemv's position, and bo in readiness to throw his force upon the enemy the moment a favor-

able r.p|jfj'rt unity occurs. Major General Wilson will also send one division'on the Charlotte Pike

to clear that road of the enemy, and observe in the direction of Bell's Landing, to protect our

right rear until the enemy's iw-otion is fairly turned, when it will rejoin ibe main force. Brigadier

Goaeral T. J. Wood, commanding Fourth Army Corps, after leaving a Strong skirmish line in his

w.irk* from Laurens's Hill to his extreme light, nill form the remainder of the fourth Corps on the

Hillshorough l'ike to support General Smith's left, and operate on the left and rear of the enemy's

adranced posilimi on Montgomery Hill. Major General Sctiiificld, iim Hiding lln: Twenty-third

Arm v Corps will replace Brigadier General Kimball's JivMnn of the I'mirth 1 'nrps with his troops,

nad occupy the trenches from Fort Negley to Laurens's Hill with a strong skirmish line. Ho will

move with the remainder of his force in front of the works, and rn-operaic with General Wood,

protecting ttie latters left Hank against an attack of the enemy. Major General Steedman, com-

manding the District of Etowah, will occupy the iaterior line in front of bis present position,

stretching from the reservoir oa the Cumberland River to Fort Negley with n strong skinui-h line.

and mass the remainder of his force in its present position, to act according to the exigencies which

mav arise during these operations. Brigadier General Miller, with the troops terming the garrison

of N'ashville will i.cupv the interior line from the battery on hill 2 10 to the extreme right, includ-

ing the inclosed work oil the Hyde's Ferry lload. The quartermaster's troops, under command of

Brigadier General Donaldson, will, if necessary, be posted on the interior line from Fort Morton to

the battery on hill 210. The troops occupying the interior line will be under the direction of

Major General Steadmnn, who is charged with the immediate defense, of Nashville rlnring the oper-

ations around the city. Should the weather permit, the troops will be formed to commence opera-

tions at a A.M. on the 15th, or as soon thereafter as practicable."

masked the preparations for battle. Under these auspicious circumstances,

Smith advanced immediately in front of his works, with Wilson's cavalry

on his right. Wood and Scbofield, leaving strong skirmish lines in their

trenches, marched to the right, Wood forming in line on Smith's left, and

Scbofield supporting Wood, guarding the left flank against attack. Steed-

man, whe had charge of the defenses of Nashville, leaving Donaldson's and

Miller's troops to bold the interior line of defense, advanced with his main

force against the enemy's right Steedman's operations were demonstrative,

and preceded the main attack. His force consisted of three brigades-

Thompson's, Morgan's, and Grosvenor's, the two former being composed of

disciplined negro soldiers. Though unsuccessful in his attack on the Con-

federate right, he succeeded in diverting the enemy's attention from the

centre and left, leaving the way open for Wilson, Smith, Wood, and Scbo-

field, 40,000 strong, to sweep around against the enemy's works on the

Hillsborough Pike.
(

The advance of Smith and Wilson commenced as soon as Steedman 3

movement was completely developed on either side of the Hardin Pike.

Over difficult and broken ground, their movement proceeded from the Cum-

berland and the hills adjoining it across and along the Hardin Pike, and

then swept eastward, enveloping the Confederate left on the Hillsborough

Pike, threatening to strike Brentwood, in Hood's rear, on the road to Frank-

lin Hood was completely surprised, and his cavalry, a great portion of

which was in the vicinity of Murfreesborough and along the Cumberland,

was too weak to meet the sudden blow. Hatch's cavalry division moved

on Smith's right, with Croston's brigade on his own right, and Enipe's divi-

sion in support. McArthur's infantry division held the right, and therefore

the advance of Smith's corps, and, with Hatch's cavalry, encountered the

enemy a little after noon. On the right of the Hillsborough Pike the enemy

had some advanced works protecting his left. The Confederates were driven

from this position by Hatch and McArthur, who, swinging to the left, came

upon a redoubt containing four guns, which was carried by a portion of

Hatch's division, and the captured artillery turned upon the enemy. A
second redoubt was then carried, with four guns and about 300 prisoners.

McArthur justly shared the glory of these captures.

While the enemy's left was being driven back on the Granny White Pike,

the Fourth Corps, under Wood, was assaulting the oentre at Montgomery

Hill This position was carried by Post's brigade of Wagner's division,

and several prisoners were captured. Wood now connected with Smiths

left and Schofield's corps was moved from the reserve to Smith's right, the

cavalry at the same time, being thrown still farther around against the

enemy's rear. But, while Wilson, Scbofield, and Smith pressed forward

during the afternoon, sweeping every thing before them, Wood bad still

another line of works to assault on his front. This was at length carried,

and 700 prisoners, 8 guns, and 5 caissons were captured. By night, Hood a

army bad been driven out of its original line of works, and back from the

Hillsborough Road, but still held possession of two lines of retreat to Frank-

lin by the main mad through Brentwood and the Granny White Pike.

Thomas bad won substantial trophies of victory, his captures consisting of

1200 prisoners, 16 guns, 40 wagons, and a large number of small-arms.

Owing to the unexpectedness of the attack, and the brilliant tactics of the

Federal commander, these results had been gained with slight Union low,

while the Confederate loss was heavy. During the afternoon, Johnson s di-

vision of Wilson's cavalry had, with the co-operation of the gun-boats cap-

tured the Confederate batteries blockading tiie river below r^nshville at

Bell's Landing. At 9 P.M.Thomas telegraphed to Washington: "I shall

attack the enemy again to-morrow if be stands to fight, and if he retreats

during the night I will pursue bim, throwing a heavy cavalry force in bis

rear to destroy his trains, if possible."
. , , . LJ

But Hood did not yet give up the contest During the night he withdrew
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his right and centre to conform to the left. Cheatham's corps was transfer-

red from right to left, leaving Stewart in the centre and Lee on the right.

Thus, when Wood advanced at 6 A.M. on the morning of the 16th, he found
only skirmishers in his front. He advanced, therefore, directly south from
Nashville on the Frauklin Pike until he developed the enemy's main line.

Then Steedman came up by the Nolensville Pike on Wood's left, and Smith
on his right. These troops faced southward, while Schofield, facing to the
east, held the position which he had gained the evening before. Wilson ex-
tended away off to the euemy's rear, still threatening Brentwood, at the same
time that he guarded the Federal right, and was ready, in case of Hood's re-

treat, to fall upon his flank. Hood's right rested upon Overton's Hill, four
miles north of Brentwood, and his left upon the hills bordering the Granny
White Pike. His centre was weaker than either flank. The whole line,

about three miles long, had been hastily but strongly intrenched, with aba-
tis thrown up in front.

Not until mid-afternoon were Thomas's preparations for attack completed.
About 600 yards separated the opposing armies. On the right, Wilsou had
extended well to Hood's rear .and across the Granny White Pike. The tac-

tics of the day before were repeated in the attack of the 16th. Wood and
Steedman proceeded to assault Overton Hill. The movement, commencing
at 3 P.M., was open to the enemy's observation, and troops were hurried
from the Confederate left and centre to meet the attack at this point. Post's

brigade, which the day before had stormed Montgomery Hill, again formed
the mnin column of assault, Steedman's colored troops co-operating on the
left. The result is thus briefly reported by General Thomas : " The assault
was made, and received by the enemy with tremendous fire of grape and
canister, and musketry. Our men moved steadily onward up the hill until

near the crest, when the reserve of the enemy rose and poured into the as-

saulting column a most destructive fire, causing the men first to waver and
then to fall back, leaving their dead and wounded, black and white indis-

criminately mingled, lying amid the abatis, the gallant Colonel Post among
the wounded."

Wood again reformed his command in its first position, and prepared to re-

new the attack. Hood, in the momentary enthusiasm following his partial

success, began to hope that the day was already won. But his anticipations

were doomed to disappointment ; for Smith and Schofield had heard of

Hood's weakening his lines in their front to support Lee's corps, and Tushed
forward upon the enemy's right and centre, " carrying all before them, irrep-

arabfy breaking his lines in a dozen places, and capturing all his artillery and
thousands of prisoners." 1 Among the latter were four general officers, in-

cluding Major General Edward S. Johnson, and Brigadier Generals Jackson

and Smith. Wilson made a simultaneous advance in the rear, falling upon
the flank of the routed enemy and cutting him off from the Granny White
Pike. This was a fitting prelude to Wood's second assault on Overton Hill.

Once again the slopes of that eminence were ascended in the face of the en-

emy's fire. The summit was gained, the enemy was swept like chaff from
his works, so many, at least, as were not taken prisoners, and all the artil-

lery was captured. Hood's army, routed as no army bad been in the history

of tbe war, with but a remnant of artillery, abandoning its wagons and fling-

ing aside its muskets, blankets, and every thing which might impede its own
flight, or, clogging the road behind, might delay the pursuit of its victorious

enemy, scattered in irrecoverable confusion down the Franklin Pike through

Brentwood Pass.

If the battle could have been fought in the forenoon instead of in the

afternoon, nothing could now have saved Hood's army from annihilation.

The Fourth Corps pursued rapidly for several miles, capturing more pris-

oners, until darkness kindly enveloped the enemy's retreat. As soon as

Hatch's dismounted men received their horses they also pursued on the

Granny White Pike, Croxton and Knipe closely following. After proceed-

ing about a mile, Hatch encountered Chalmers's Confederate cavalry, posted

across the road behind barricades. The Twelfth Tennessee, Colonel Spaul-

ding, charged and broke the enemy's lines, scattering the Confederates, and

capturing, among other prisoners, Brigadier General G. W. Rucker.

Thus ended the two days' battle of Nashville. Hood's dead and wounded

were left upon the field
;
besides these, he had lost 4462 prisoners, including

287 officers of all grades, from major general down, 53 guns, and thousands

of small-arms.

The next morning the pursuit was continued. The Fourth Corps was

followed by Steedman, and Wilson's cavalry by Schofield and Smith. John-

son's cavalry division was dispatched directly across the Harpeth to menace

Franklin. Upon reaching the point where the Granny White runs into the

Franklin Pike, Wilson took the advance, and encountered the Confederate

rear-guard, under Stevenson, four miles north of Franklin, and charging in

front and flank, dispersed the enemy and captured 413 prisoners. The pres-

ence of Johnson's cavalry division near Franklin compelled Hood to aban-

don that town, leaving in the hospitals over 2000 Confederate wounded.

Wilson's cavalry still pursued. Now, more than ever, did Hood feel his

need of Forrest, whom, in an evil moment, he had sent off on a bootless er-

rand, just as formerly he had sent offWheeler's cavalry at the very crisis of

the Atlanta campaign. Forrest had been ordered back, but, owing to the

swollen streams which barred his progress, he did not join Hood until the

latter had reached Duck River. About five miles south of Franklin, the

rear-guard, toward nightfall, made a temporary stand in the road, posting a

battery of artillery on some rising ground. But Wilson, sending Hatch to

the left and Knipe to the right of the road, with their batteries, charged Ste-

venson with his own body-guard, the Fourth Regular Cavalry, 180 strong.

Freely using their sabres, llie Union horsemen broke the Confederate centre,

' Thomaa's Ranort.
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Knipe and Hatch at the same time falling upon the flanks. Stevenson was

thus swept from his chosen position for the second time, leaving his artillery

in the road.

The lSth, like the clay before, was rainy and dismal. The pursuit was

continued to Duck River, where Hood had intrenched to make a stand, but

wisely repented of his rash design and continued his flight to the Tennessee,

leaving some of his guns at the bottom of Duck River. On reaching Ruth-

erford's Creek, three miles north of Columbia, that stream was found impass-

able by the national troops. Sherman had taken the best pontoon train

along with his army, and auother, which had been hurriedly constructed at

Nashville, was incomplete, and did not arrive in time. The delay thus oc-

casioned relieved Hood from instant danger. But his army was reduced—

so far as organization was concerned—to a simple rear-guard. Hood was

retreating from Tennessee in precisely the same condition in which Davis

had three months before predicted that Sherman would retreat from Georgia.

Still, Thomas, as soon as possible, continued the pursuit to the Tennessee

River. The route of the flying enemy—if toilsome dragging along the miry

roads could be called flight—was easily traced by ruins of baggage wagons,

by small -arms and blankets, and other debris of a demoralized army. At

Pulaski, four guns were abandoned and thrown into Richland Creek; and

a mile beyond, twenty wagons loaded with ammunition, and belonging to

Cheatham's corps, were destroyed. All along the road Hood's stragglers

lined the wayside, where they bad fallen out, tired and discouraged. 1 The

Confederate army, or rather its disorganized remnant, crossed the Tennessee

on the 27th of December, and fell back to Tupelo, Mississippi. Here Hood,

overwhelmed by the denunciations wbich.beat upon him heavily from all

sides, resigned his command of the wreck of an army which he had brought

back, and was succeeded by General Dick Taylor, who had managed to get

across from the west of the Mississippi.
2 But the Confederate Army of Ten-

nessee, as an organized force, had fought its last campaign.

Thomas, on December 30tb, announced to his army the successful com-

pletion of the campaign. It was an army which bad been hastily gathered

together from all quarters to meet Hood's invasion. Its numbers and effi-

ciency were indications at the same time of the prompt and unyielding pa-

triotism of the West, and of the generalship of Thomas. He it was who had

moulded its segregate parts into a mobile army. And in all military histo-

ry probably no army was ever more skillfully wielded. Thomas bad quiet-

ly manifested his military capacity in the early battles of 1862 ;
be had

greatly distinguished himself, in a situation more adapted to a larger display

of tactical skill, on the battle-field of Chickamauga, in 1863 ;
but the battles

of Nashville were the seal and impress of his military genius. In these lat-

ter battles be saw the end from the beginning; the victorious event was as

clear to him on the morning of the 15th as on the night of the next day,

when Hood had been routed; with him no mistake was possible, and thus

upon victory followed its full fruits. For the first time in the history of the

war, a Confederate army 40,000 strong had been destroyed on the field of

battle and in its flight. The numbers directly brought to bear upon Hood's

army had not been far superior; the result is therefore to be attributed to

the admirable tactics of General Thomas. The battles of Nashville deserve

to rank with those of Lookout Mountain and Missionary Ridge. A very

memorable feature of these battles is the slight loss of the Federals in killed

and wounded.3 The grand result had been accomplished rather by skillful

manoeuvre than by an enormous sacrifice of life. The Confederate loss bad

been heavier in killed and wounded, and, in addition, over 8000 prisoners

had been captured. During the Tennessee campaign Hood lost 13,189 pris-

oners, and by desertion over 2000, besides 72 guns.

At the close of 1864 Thomas disposed of his army as follows: Smith's

corps was stationed at Eastport, Mississippi; Wood's was concentrated at
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1 " With Ihc csception of his rcar-gaard, his army had become a disheartened nnil disorganized

nibble of half-:,mud and haref.M.ited men, who sought ever,- opportunity to fall out by the waysWe

and desert their cause, to put an end 10 their sufferings. The rear-guard, however, was undaunted

and firm, and did its work bravely to the last."— Thomas's Report.
* " Here, rinding so mncb dissatisfaction throughout the country as in my judgment to greatly

impair, if not destmv. my u.-cfidne.s ami counteract my exertions, and with no desire but to servo

my country, I a-kvd' to be relieied, with the hope that another might he assigned

Who might do more than I could hope to accomplish. Accordingly, I

of Junmirv bv authority of the President. "— Huorfs Report.
_ _

J General Thomas reports his loss in killed, wounded, and missing during the entire campaign as

10,000.

Huntsville and Athens, Alabama; Schofield's at Dalton, Georgia

son's cavalry at Eastport and Huntsville.

In the mean time the cavalry force, 800 strong, which, under General

Lyon, had been sent by Hood across the Cumberland to operate against

Thomas's communications in Kentucky, had been defeated and driven back

into Alabama, after some 600 of its number had been scattered or captured.

The small remnant was about the middle of January surprised in camp be-

tween Warrantor! and Tuscaloosa, where General Lyon, with about 100 of

his men, was captured. Lyon was taken in bed, and, having been permitted

to dress himself, he watched his opportunity and treacherously shot his sen-

tinel, escaping in the darkness.

To finish this chapter, it remains only for us to glance at the operations

which, toward the close of the year, bad been going on east of Knoxville,

on the yet contested border of East Tennessee and West Virginia.

General Morgan had been captured and killed on the 4th of September,

1864, at Greenville, in East Tennessee, and bis command had passed into the

hands of bis confederate and recent biographer, General Basil Duke. In

November General Breckinridge proceeded to East Tennessee, and took

command of the operations in that quarter. On the 13th of November, with

about 3000 men, he attacked Brigadier General A. C. Gillem, near Morris-

town, routing him and capturing his artillery (6 guns), with about 500 pris-

oners. The remainder of Gillem'r command escaped to Strawberry Plains,

and thence to Knoxville. Gillem's command, 1500'strong, had formerly be-

longed to the Army of the Cumberland, but at the instance of Governor An-

drew Johnson bad been made an independent command. It was this sep.

aration, and the consequent lack of co-operation between Gillem and the offi-

cers of Thomas's army, which doubtless led to this disaster.

Breckinridge followed up his success, moving through Strawberry Plains

to the immediate vicinity of Knoxville, but on the 18th of November be-

gan hastily to retrace bis line of advance. For General Thomas,in all bis

preparations against Hood, had not weakened bis rear, and the force under

Breckinridge was not competent to meet that suddenly brought to his front.

On the 18th—the day of Breckinridge's retreat—General Ammen's troops,

re-enforced by 1500 men from Chattanooga, reoccupied Strawberry Plains.

General Scbofield had left Stoneman at Louisville to take charge of the

Department of the Ohio during his absence with Thomas's army. Stone-

man started for Knoxville, having previously ordered Brevet Major General

Burbridge to march with all his available force in Kentucky, by way of

Cumberland Gap, to.Gillem's relief. On bis way to Knoxville, Stoneman re-

ceived instructions from Thomas to concentrate as large a force as possible

in East Tennessee against Breckinridge, and cither destroy his force or drive

it into Virginia, and destroy the salt-works at Saltville, in West Virginia,

and the railroad from the Tennessee line as far into Virginia as practicable.

Having rapidly concentrated tbe commands of Burbridge and Gillem at

Bean's Station, on the 12th of December General Stoneman advanced against

the enemy. Gillem struck Duke at Kingsport, on the north fork of the Hoi-

ston River, killing, capturing, or dispersing the whole command. Burbridge,

at Bristol, came upon tbe enemy under Vaugn, and skirmished with him un-

til Gillem's troops came up. Vaugn then retreated. Burbridge pushed on

to Abingdon, to cut the railroad between Wytheville and Saltville, to pre-

vent re-enforcements from Lynchburg. Gillem also reached Abingdon on

the 15th, and the next day struck the enemy at Marion, routed him, and cap-

tured all his artillery and trains, and 198 prisoners. Wytheville, with its

stores and supplies, was destroyed, as also the extensive lead-works near the

town, and the railroad bridge over Reedy Creek. Stoneman, having made a

demonstration on Saltville, proceeded to join Burbridge at Marion, where

Breckinridge had collected the scattered remnants of his command. Bat

the Confederates avoided battle, retreating into North Carolina. Stoneman

then moved on Saltville with his entire command, capturing at that place

eight guns, a large amount of ammunition, and two locomotives. The salt-

works were destroyed by breaking the kettles, filling the wells with rubbish,

and burning the buildings. Stoneman then returned to Knoxville, accom-

panied by Gillem's command, while General Burbridge, by way of Cumber-

land Gap, fell back into Kentucky. The country marched over by Stone-

man's troops during these operations was laid waste, and all mills, factories,

and bridges were destroyed.
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CHAPTER XLVIH.
SHERMAN'S CAMPAIGN.—THE MARCH TO THE SEA.

After tho Battle or Nashville the East becomes the Theatre of the War.—Estimate of Gtneral

Sherman's Generalship.—Ho marches from Atlanta.—Constitution ofMs Army.—The Order of

March.—Tho Movement not simply "a big Raid."—The Country traversed.—Occupation of

Milled gevillc.—Actional GriswuUlvillc—Crowing of the Oconee.—Sandersvillo occupied.—Kil-

patrick's Movement on Millen.—Destruction of Railroads.—Apprehension in tho North.—Cross-

ing of the Ogeeebee.—Tho Approaches to Savannah.—Capture of Fort McAllister, and commii-

Tiication with Dahlgren's Fleet.—Investment of Savannnh.—Sherman demands a Surrender.

—

Hardee declines.—Movement against the Charleston and Savannah Railroad,—Hardee's Retreat.

—Sherman enters Savannah.—Results of the March.—Tho Amount ofProperty captured or de-

stroyed.—Character of the Defenses of Savannah.—Conduct of Sherman's Army on the March.

BY Thomas's victory at Nashville the Confederate army of Tennessee

had been eliminated from the problem of the war. After this event

the continuance of the struggle on the part of the Confederate government

involved a useless waste of human life. The interest of the war from this

point is transferred to the EasL With the exception of the conflict termi-

nating in the capture of Mobile, there were, after the battle of Nashville, no

great military operations in the West. We are therefore prepared to follow

Sherman's March to the Sea, and thence to Goldsborough in North Carolina.

Since General Sherman had been given an independent command in the

West, he had fully illustrated his characteristic qualities as a great captain.

As a subordinate'he had shown these qualities only in a limited degree, be-

cause in that capacity he could only display his power to execute operations

which were conceived and planned by others. No officer had so complete-

ly wou the confidence of General Grant. At Shiloh his military talents

were so conspicuous that Grant afterward acknowledged that the final tri-

umph of the national arms on that occasion wtis chiefly due to Sherman.

Of course, in this acknowledgment, we must make large allowances on the

score of General Grant's natural modesty; but, if he was modest, be was also

just. Sherman's prompt and unquestioning obedience to the orders of his

superior officer ought not, perhaps, to be remarkable, but it was, neverthe-

less. He was never behind time. His comprehension of the task assigned

uim made misconception or mistake impossible, and he never lacked in vig-

or of execution. It is true that he sometimes failed in the object sought.

His assault on the Confederate works at Chickasaw Bayou has been fre-

quently adduced as proof of his indiscretion. But it must be remembered,

in the first place, that he was acting in obedience of positive orders, and,

secondly, that he was ignorant of the failure that had attended General

Grant's movement in the rear, and it was this latter circumstance alone which

made the assault indiscreet, or its success impossible. The assault on Kene-

saw has also been adduced for a similar purpose. But here, too, the critics

have a losing case, unless they can withstand the testimony of General

Thomas and the best officers of Sherman's army, who assert that success

must have followed the attempt but for the fall of Barker and McCook at a

critical moment. The popular conception of General Sherman is greatly at

fault. It has been the fashion to accord him brilliancy ofconception—great

strategic powers—and to ignore those characteristic qualities of his mmd

without which his strategy would have been ludicrous and useless.

In the first place, a factitious distinction has been made between strategy

and tactics, and Sherman has been pronounced a great strategist, but an ia

ferior tactician. Strategy properly includes tactics. The commander who

can so determine and control the movements of his army as to, in the surest

way, and with the least friction and waste, accomplish the object in view, is

a "reat strategist. 1 If we confine these movements to the disposition of an

army upon the field of battle, then we have what is properly termed tactics.

Of course the original conception of the object and plan of a campaign i3

back of both strategy and tactics, and depends upon the speculative side oi

military genius—the power of ideal combination'. This power of combina-

tion may exist without the practical knowledge or experience necessary to

successful strategy or to successful tactics. But this is rarely the case, for

the very practicability of the theoretical scheme must be determined by a

knowledge of the material elements involved. So also it might happen that

a great strategist should not be a great tactician—that a commander might

be successful in large movements, and fail in his combinations on the battle-

field and in the presence of the foe. But such cases must of necessity be

very exceptional; for the skillful disposition of an army on a Iar«c scale

would naturally involve its skillful manipulation on a limiled field of op-

erations. The exception could only occur by reason of certain elements in-

volved in actual battle which demand peculiar qualities in' tho commander.

Thus a general might exhibit brilliant strategic powers in bringing his army

upon a well-chosen field of battle, or in forcing a battle upou his antagonist,

and yet utterly fail in the battle itself through a lack either of promptness

or of self-control in the presence of the enemy. Certainly Sherman lacked

none of the qualities demanded upon the battle-field. In what, then, did his

poor tactics consist? Was it for his strategy or his tact-ies that Grant com-

mended him at Shiloh? Or upon what battle-field did he illustrate his

weakness in tactics ? If the battle of Chickasaw Bayou was a failure, that

certainly was not Sherman's fault No general on earth eoutd have suc-

ceeded there, and Sherman only obeyed orders in fighting there. Underthe

circumstances he had no discretion, any more than be had at Tunnel Hill, in

the battle of Chattanooga. But if we consider the tactics displayed by Sher-

man in the Atlanta campaign, where he had an independent command, do

we find him deficient? It is true that, at Resaca, Sherman failed to destroy

Johnston's army, where that result was possible. ' But why? Simply be-

cause his orders were not executed. But the order given is to decide h.is

tactical ability, and not its execution by a subordinate. S urely all the op-

' This is clear from the very etymology of the term tlratcgy, which is from two Greek words—

stratos, an army, and ago, to move.
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erations of the Atlanta campaign were tactical as well as strategic, and the

success of these operations was as much due to skillful tactics as it was to

skillful strategy.

It must be admitted that Johnston, by leaving open the approach to Ee-

saca through Snake Creek Gap at the beginning of the campaign, afforded

Sherman a splendid opportunity to destroy the Confederate army. And
Sherman designed to accomplish this. He only failed through the exces-

sive caution of JlePherson. A similar opportunity was offered by Hood at

the close of the Atlanta campaign by the division of bis army. And here

again, while Sherman's tactics were faultless, liis subordinate officers failed

bim. But in both cases—at Resaca and Jonesborough—if Sherman's or-

ders hud been executed, the result would have involved the annihilation of

the Confederate army.

It has also been said that Sherman could not organize and discipline an

army. To this we only need reply that, so far as the purposes of war are

concerned, Sherman's army was as well disciplined and efficient as any oth-

er. Beyond that it would be too curious to inquire.

General Sherman's conceptions were always bold, and his daring was only

equaled by his confidence in ultimate success. No movement ever made by
General Thomas or General Grant surpassed that by which Sherman trans-

ferred the bulk of his army to Jonesborough. Sherman was never vacillat-

ing or irresolute. His plans, once formed, were immutable. He was also as

remarkable for discretion as for boldness. Thus his audacity never verged

upon rashness. He was the Centaur general, being at once the fiery horse

and the curbing rider. No pet military project could infatuate him. No
better illustration of Sherman's caution can be given than his manner of

undertaking the boldest movement of the war—his March to the Sea. With
Hood in bis front, he would not attempt the movement without an objective

point on the coast already secured and awaiting bis arrival. And even

when Hood moved to the rear, leaving him an open path eastward, Sher-

man followed him, and, driving him far westward, waited and watched until

he was over 200 miles west of Atlanta, and Thomas was prepared to meet
his invasion.

Sherman's foresight was almost prophetic. At the beginning of the war
he discerned the gigantic proportions which it would assume. He was
laughed at, and thought insane, when he asserted that 200,000 men were nec-

essary to prosecute the first great Western campaign
;
but time proved that

he was right, and that the insanity with which he had been charged was
lodged in other brains than his. He predicted Butler's failure at Fort Fish-

er. No military man ever had a clearer discernment between the practica-

ble and the impracticable, or as to what might be accomplished with given

means. He was as sure of the success of his grand march before be set out

as when he reached its termination; he predicted the time of his arrival

rjpon the coast, and anticipated the full effect of the movement in its bear-

ings upon the war.

This foresight is not so strange when we consider Sherman's wonderful

knowledge of the minute details of the conflict. He had been not only a

careful student of military science, but also a careful observer of the coun-

try in which the war was conducted. He knew its mountains, its rivers, its

railroads, its resources, and its people. His experience in regard to all these

matters bad been large before the war began, but since that time he had
made them an especial study. What he once learned he never forgot The
movements of Cape Pear River were as well known to him as those of the

Red River, upon whose banks he bad lived. The whole Southern country

was a grand chart before his mind; no geographical feature escaped him;
he knew the natural products of each district, its population, its proportion

of slaves, its cattle, its horses, its factories. This kind of knowledge His mind
seemed to absorb and retain almost without effort. Yet, with all this atten-

tion to the mtnvlice of campaigning, Sherman always based his plans upon
general principles. Therefore, while he knew perfectly how to feed, march,

and fight an army of a hundred thousand men, the conceptions which con-

troled him in the use of this army, and which formed the basis of his cam-
paign, were calculated to accomplish the grandest results possible with the

means employed. Sherman's military economy, as illustrated in the Atlan-

ta campaign, and the operations which were its natural sequel, will hereafter

be to the military student the most instructive portion

of the American Civil War. The greatest results were

accomplished with the smallest possible waste of force.

Perhaps the most characteristic point of Sherman's

generalship was his perfect appreciation of the American
soldier and of the discipline best adapted to his peculiar-

ities. He was par eminence the American general, and
his army was the military microcosm of the republic,

for the maintenance of which it fought and marched.

Both on the part of the general and his army there was

perfect military subordination; but there was, at the

same time, absolute freedom from conventional or arbi-

trary restraint in minor details. The martial enthusiasm

of the soldier was not held in check by petty restrictions.

Sherman scouted the idea that the American army must
be made a mere machine. In the place of a purely me-

chanical discipline he substituted one which recognized

the intelligence, not only of his subordinate officers, but

of every private in the army. To inspire his soldiers

with his own ideas appeared to him a more efficient

means of contra! than the establishment over them of a
military autocracy. The result fully vindicated his pe-

culiar mode of discipline. Hjh army moved as if by in-

spiration
;
but its movements, like that of the tides, were mathematically ac-

curate and certain. There was no lagging from the march, there was no
shrinking from battle.

It was a grand moment for Sherman when he had been, by Hood's folly

released from his dependence upon the railroad in his rear. In the event
of an advance upon an army in his front, this long line of communication
was a serious and unavoidable perplexity. From Atlanta to Allatoona,
Sherman's sub-base was 40 miles. Thence to Chattanooga was 98 miles.
But Chattanooga itself was only a depot, and was exposed to siege and cap-
ture, unless a large portion of the army was detached for its protection.
Thus Sherman's real base of supplies is pushed back to Nashville, 290 miles
from Atlanta, and, in the case of a successful Confederate attack on Nash-
ville, back to Louisville, nearly 500 miles. This perplexity, as we have
seen, was removed by Hood's invasion of Tennessee ; and by giving Thomas
an army sufficient to meet Hood, Sherman was permitted to ignore his con-
nection with the North, and move eastward with from 60,000 to 70,000

On the 16th of November, Sherman's army, with the smoking ruins of
Atlanta in his rear, began its great march. 1 The right wing of the army,
under General Howard, with Kilpatrick's cavalry, was put in motion in the
direction of Jonesborough, and McDonough, with orders to make a strong
feint on Macon, to cross the Ocmulgee near Planter's Mills, and rendezvous
in the neighborhood of Gordon in seven days. At the same time, Slocura,
with tbe Twelfth Corps of the left wing, moved by Decatur, with orders to

tear up the railroad from Social Circle to Madison, to burn the railroad

bridge across the Oconee, east of Madison, and, turning south, to reach Mil-
ledgeville on the same day that Howard should reach Gordon. General
Sherman in person accompanied Jeff. C.Davis's corps—the Fourteenth—on
the road through Covington, directly to Milledgeville. All the troops were
provided with good wagon trains, loaded with ammunition and supplies, ap-
proximating 20 days' bread, 40 days' sugar and coffee, with a double allow-
ance of salt, and beef-cattle sufficient for 40 days' supplies. The wagons
were supplied with three days' rations in grain. Each brigade commander
was instructed to organize a foraging party, to gather near the route corn,

forage, meat, and vegetables, aiming at all times to keep in the wagon trains

at least 10 days' provisions and three days' forage. The cavalry was to re-

ceive orders direct from General Sherman. Soldiers were forbidden to enter
the dwellings of the inhabitants or to commit any trespass, but were permit-

ted, during a halt or when in camp, to gather vegetibles, and to drive in

stock in their front On the march the gathering of provisions was to be
left entirely to regular foraging parties. Army commanders were permitted
to destroy mills, houses, cotton-gins, etc., but such destruction must only
take place in regions where the army should be molested. Horses, mules,

and wagons were to be appropriated as they were needed, but discrimination

must be made in these captures, the rich rather than the poor being made
the victims. No family was to be deprived of any thing necessary to its

maintenance. Able-bodied negroes might be taken along, in so far as this

would not cause embarrassment in the matter of supplies. The troops were
to start each morning at 7 o'clock, and make about 15 miles per day.3

1 Major Nichols thus describes the spectacle of Atlanta In flames: "A grand and awful specta-
cle is presented to llio beholder in this beautiful oily, now in flames. By order, the thief engineer
has destroyed by powder and fire all the store-bouses, depot buildings, and machine-shops. Tho
heaven is one expanse of lurid fire; tho air is rilled with Dying, burning I:inders; buildings cover-
ing two hundred acres are in ruins or in flames : every instant there is the sharp detonation or tho
smothered booming sound of exploding shell, and powder i onr'culcd in the building-;, ami then tho
sparks and Hume shoot away up into the Muck and red roof, semiring cinders fir and wide.
"These are the machine-shuns where have- been forged and cast the rebel cannon, shot and shell

that have curried death to many a brave defender nf our nation's honor. These warehouses hnvn
been tho receptacle of munitions of war, stored to be used fur our destruction. The city, which,
next to Richmond, has furnished more material for prosecuting the war than any other in tho
South, exists no more ns a means for injury to be used by the enemies of the Union.
"A brigade of Massaehu.-ctts soldiers arc the only troops now left in the town : thev will he tho

last to leave it. To-night I heard the really line bund of the Thirty-third Massai bluetts playing
'John Brown's soul gi>es marching on,' by the light of the burning buildings. I hove never heard
that noble anthem when it was so grand, so solemn, so inspiring."

' The following is a copy of the general orders Tor the march, issued by General Sherman at

Kingston, November Oth

:

" I. For the purpose of military operations, this armv i. divided into two wings, viz., the right

wing, Major General O. (). Howard commanding, the Fifteenth and Seventeenth" Coqis; the left

wing. Major General H. W. Slocum rommandin-;, the Fmiiteeiitli and Twentieth Corps.
"II. The habitual order of march will be, whenever practicable, by four roads, ns nearly parallel
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shall not

The line of march of the several corps of Sherman's army

attempt to follow in detail, but will merely trace the general features of the

movement. In the first place, it must be distinctly asserted that Sherman s
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"VI. As for hur^ mules, .vngons, etc., belonging to the inhalii.mit-. tin- cavalry ami artiiitrj

may impropriate fr.-elv uml without liiuit ; di-.Timinating. however, h.-twccit lie ri.lt. >. Ho ai '' u-n-

,,llv.,,!-,il,.,,i,l p..or.,ri,.d.Mr.,.u^ ...eiiMimlv tml.ir friendly. I'oragmg purt.^raay

also Wke miiks ,-r h..rw.H to repla, <_ the jiidcd miimnl.i nf ihcir Hams, or to servo jw pack inn ki I

the regiments or brigades, la ail foraging, of wlmte.er kind, the pumos eiiRn^d wdl rdram In.,

,,bu-iveuiil 1 r.Ml.-Fm^l. t !i (
-.

l ..L!,Miiirln 1! .v,.vl.uT. the olhVer in 0.1.1m I think*
,

pmpei gn l « nlten

certificates of the facts, hut no receipts , and ihey will endeavor to lcavo with each family a rou-

BOiuibla portion (or their maintenance. , .„,„„

"VII. Ncgr,.,- nlin ;.re ul.le-hoilied. itnil cm. he of service to the wvon.l .
ohinms, muj he taken

along : bat each army commander will bear in mind that the qucstwD of lunplie* is a very import-

ant one, and that his brut dutv is to set' !•> those who hear nrnis.

" VIII. The orgiiMi/ivtiun n't .nice of a (."""I
I

'« hatfalion for each corps, .'ompoi-ol it p.--i-

hlo, Of negroes, r-lirml. .ttended to. Thi. h.Utuli,..i should follow the a.K.uice-gui.r.l, stiual.l re-

pair roads and d, k t 11 if possible, k„ Unit the columns will not he delayed after reaching iM

places. Also, army c.M.uuan.leru should study (lie linl.it of giving the artillery and wagons tie

road, abd marching their troops on one Hide ; and also instruct their troops to assist wagons at

steep bills or bud iros-iugs of streams.

march was not simply " a big raid." It accomplished all the purposes of.

raid-the destruction of railroads and supplies. The large force with wind

Sherman marched of course more effectually accomplished these purposes

than could have been done by a cavalry expedition. To destroy the ra •

roads by which Georgia was connected with the Carohnas and with Vir-

ginia and to consume the supplies upon which the Confederate armies de-

pended, was a very important object. But, after all, this was only mcidcntah

The Grand March was at once a magnificent raid and a decisive campagn.

Sherman was conducting offensive operations against Lee s army, threaten-

intr his rear and flank. . .

Again, it was not Sherman's object to capture important strategic po.ate

upon his route to Savannah. Macon and Augusta were the
:

main
,

pomB

likely to be defended by the enemy. Sherman could not afford to delay a

columns in consideration of the results to be gamed by the capture of eith r

place; accordingly, he determined to demonstrate against ^l.and a>™a

both. Kilpatrick, therefore, until the army was pas^^ Macon, k pt on t e

right Hank and from that point covered the left wing, demonstmlmgagnins

Augusta. Sherman's line of march followed the Georgia Central Eaiboa I

covering a wide belt on either ride, and, east of Louisville, "tended over

the entire traet-tbe most fertile in Georgia- between the Ogeechee and

Savannah Rivers.
_

, nnnital of

On the 23.1 of November Slooum occupied Milledgeville the cap wi

Georgia, and Howard bad reached Gordon. Slocmr. gained po^ession____

"IX.
fully Cjuip

( ,,. M }'.-.. ri.,,-1 kiigtmcr, will as-ign to each wine; of lb,, anny a pontoon nam

ipped and organized, and the tommutidcrs thereof will eco lo its being properly protected

u tho march, besides Kilpatrick's cuvnlry, OCOO Strang, included the follow-

Coiju.

pytunlh,
Mnlr.riiitionil

Major iScooral O. U. llowinr..

(BrlB.aiwChBf^aRWWtfJ.^

{ i> '« J. E. Smru'e.
( u « J. M. CoME'a-

f Major General T. A. M ™'*-^^.
1 Urtumli.T li.-m -tr.1 M n J.EDiirJi"-

LkftWisio, I it',,
'; i.'v." [

" " A.D*i«tf«.

Motor Goncml It. W.'atooiui. < '

K'^
utMh, ( nrlendlor Chnjlfll » T- 'T-'"""^*-

I XlS? I
:: :: wS.^S5fc

Brigadier General .Tnd.on C. Kilpa.ritVn cavalry division eor^d of two brigade,,—
by Colonels Eli II. Murray nnd Smith D. Atkins.

• BrlCTJIt.r Gemiml T. V- «- ll*aiom lisd comioin

eevcro otmok of dyncntory, *nd too wcalc to tauuot
SKISBSSSSP
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the bridge across the Oconee. The day before, a force of the enemy, con-

sisting mainly of Cobb's militia, had advanced from Macon to Griswoldville,

and attacked Walcott's infantry brigade and a portion of Kilpatrick's cav-

alry, but was severely punished, losing over 2000 men. In this affair Gen-

eral Walcott was wounded. A few days before Slocum's occupation of

Milledgeville, the State Legislature, then assembled at the capital, had hur-

riedly absconded on hearing of Sherman's approach. The panic seems to

have spread to the citizens, and the trains out of Milledgeville were crowd-

ed to overflowing, and at the most extravagant prices private vehicles were

also pressed into service by the fugitives. Only a few of the Union troops

entered Milledgeville. The magazines, arsenals, depots, factories, and store-

houses, containing property belonging to the Confederate government, were

burned; also some 1700 bales of cotton. Private dwellings were respected,

and no instances occurred of pillage or of insult to the citizens. Sherman

occupied the executive mansion of Governor Brown, who had not waited

to receive the compliments of his distinguished visitor, but had removed his

furniture, taking good care, it is said, to ship even bis cabbages.

Slocum continued his progress eastward, crossing the Oconee, when it was

discovered that Wheeler, with a large body of Confederate cavalry, had also

crossed, and was covering the approaches to Sandersville, to which point he

was driven by the advancing Federal column. On the 26th the Fourteenth

and Twentieth Corps entered the town. Howard, in the mean time, accom-

plished the passage of the Oconee lower down, in the face of a Confederate

cavalry force under Wayne, and proceeded to Tennille Station, opposite

Sandersville.

Before reaching Milledgeville, Kilpatrick had been ordered to move rap-

idly eastward to break the railroad from Augusta to Millen, and, turning

upon the latter place, to rescue the Union prisoners there confined. He

skirmished with Wheeler all the way to Waynesborougb, destroying there

the railroad bridge across Brier Creek, between Augusta and Millen. But

at Millen he found only the empty prison pens in which the Union soldiers

had been confined. For some time past the Confederates had been remov-

ing these prisoners to points far remote from Sherman's line of march. But

they had left behind the traces of their cruel neglect. The corpses of sev-

eral of those who had died in the prison were found yet unburied on the

cold ground, while near by lay the graves of 700 dead, marked only

by bead-boards designating them by the fifties.

By the last of November Sbermau's army had crossed the Ogeechee

River, still covered by Kilpatrick's cavalry— an inpenetrable cloud

to the enemy. The railroad was destroyed all along, the line of

march. 1 In the mean while the Confederates have been predicting

the ruin of Sherman's army. They do not seem to have had any

accurate knowledge of its numbers. Hood and Beauregard esti-

mated it as about 36,000 strong. In the North there was great

anxiety for Sherman's fate. Both the confidence of the enemy and

tlie apprehensions of the loyal are indications of the impression

which then prevailed as to the audacity of Sherman's movement.

After Sherman crossed the Ogeechee there was no opportunity for

the enemy to oppose his march to the city of Savannah. "No op-

position from the enemy worth speaking of," says Sherman, "was

encountered until the heads of the columns were within fifteen milea

of Savannah, where all the roads leading to the city were obstructed

more or less by felled timber, with earth-works and artillery. But

tliese were easily turned and the enemy driven away, so that by the

10th of December the enemy was driven within his lines at Savan-

nah." There were five approaches to the city— the two railroads

and three dirt pikes— but they were narrow causeways tbrough

otherwise impassable swamps, and were strongly guarded by artil-

lery. The entrance of the Ogeechee River to Ossibaw Sound was

guarded by Fort McAllister. To invest the city and to reduce this

fort, so as to command an outlet to the sea, were the next tilings

to be accomplished. Admiral Dahlgren's fleet was awaiting Sher-

man off Tybee, Warsaw, and Ossibaw Sounds ; and, although the lat-

ter had an abundant supply of beef-cattle and breadstuff's, still he

held it of the utmost importance that he should connect with the

outside. Captain Duncan, one of Howard's best scouts, had passed

down the Ogeechee in a canoe to Dahlgren's fleet, giving full information

of Sherman's present situation. But, in older to establish a line of com-

munication with the sea by way of the Ogeechee River, it was necessary to

reduce Fort McAllister.

To Hazen's division of tbc Fifteenth Corps was allotted this work. On

the 13th of December this division crossed to the southwest bank of the

Ogeechee. The fort was commanded by Major Anderson, who had a garri-

son of about 200 men ; it was mounted by 23 guns en barbette, and one mor-

tar. As Hazen was crossing the Ogeechee, Generals Sherman and Howard

went to Dr. Cneves's rice-mill ou the river bank, whence they had a tali

— -nland,
view of the fort. About noon they beard the guns of the fort open n

and Hazen's skirmishers were seen firing in response.

By means of signals, Hazen was ordered to take the

work that day, if possible. He soon accomplished bis

mission. The guns, being en barbette, were not availa-

ble for defense. With a loss of only about 90 men, tho

Union troops carried the work by assault and captures

the garrison. That very night Sherman and Howard, i"

a small boat, passed down the river to the fort, and tbenM

down to a steamer wbieh during the conflict had passed

up from the fleet within view of tbe army. _____
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~ y<:

By the route thus opened abundant supplies were soon brought from

Hilton Head, and heavy ordnance for the reduction of Savannah. Sher-

man's army had already invested the city, shutting up every avenue of sup-

ply, and the only possible way of retreat left to General Hardee, who now,

with about 10,000 men, mostly militia, conducted the defense of Savannah,

was in .the northeast toward Charleston. On the 17th General Sherman de-

manded the surrender of the city. He wrote to Hardee that he held all the

avenues by which Savannah was supplied, and that if the city was surren-

dered he would grant liberal terms to the garrison, while, if he was com-

pelled to assault, or depend upon the slower process of starvation, he should

feel justified in resorting to the harshest measures, and should make little

effort to restrain his army, "burning to ivenge the great national wrong

they attach to Savannah and other large cities, which have been so promi.
nent in dragging our country into civil war." To this communication Sher-
man added: "I inclose you a copy of General Hood's demand for the sur-

render of the town of Resaca, to be used by you for what it is worth."

General Hardee declined to surrender on the ground that he still main-

tained bis line of defense, and was in communication with his superior offi-

cer. In order to complete the investment of Savannah on the north and
across the plank road on the South Carolina shore, known as the " Union
causeway," it would be necessary for Sherman to throw his left across the Sa-

vannah River. This would be scarcely safe, since the enemy still held the

river opposite the city with gun-boats, and could easily destroy the pontoon

bridge and isolate any force which might cross to that side. General Fos-

ter, with Admiral Dahlgren's co-operation, had established a division of

troops on the narrow neck between the Coosawatchee and Tullifiny Creeks

at the head of Broad River, threatening the Savannah and Charleston Rail-

road, which was within easy range of his artillery. On the 20th Sherman
started for Port Royal by water to confer with Foster and Dahlgren. He in-

tended to increase the forces operating up Broad River, which would thus he

able to break the railroad, and then turn upon the single line of retreat held

by Hardee. He left instructions for his army commanders to prepare for an

attack on the enemy's lines before Savannah.

But, before Sherman's arrangements were concluded, Hardee evacuated the

city, retreating to Charleston, and on tbe morning of the 21st the Federal

army took possession of tbe enemy's lines. The next morning Sherman,

having returned up the Ogeechee, rode into the city of Savannah. Then, in

a brief note to President Lincoln, Sherman thus announced the termination

of his campaign

:

" I beg to present you, as a Christmas gift, the city ofSavannah, with 158

heavy guns and plenty of ammunition, and also about 25,000 bales of cot-

ton."

Between the 16th of November and tbe 10th of December, Sherman's en

tire army had marched 255 miles. 1 For the greater portion of the army, the

march really commenced at Rome and Kingston, and extended over 300

miles. The railroads had been rendered completely useless along the line

of march, and a belt of country from Atlanta to Savannah, thirty miles wide,

had been exhausted of supplies. If we include the devastation involved in

the Atlanta campaign, Sherman's immeuse army had spread itselfover more

than one third of the State of Georgia. Georgia, as a feeder of the Confed-

eracy, had been wholly annihilated. Sherman estimates the damage done

to the state as fully $100,000,000, one fifth of which had been of use to his

' It u 190 a straight lino fnirn Atlanta to Suva

the road followed by the Twentieth Corps

:

Dili. The following is a table of dig-

Atlanta to Decntur
Decatur to Rockbridgo
Rockt.rldgc to Bheffleld

Eh.'fBL'ld to Sodsl Circle

=.Xi!ll t.irile t'J i'.lltll'.lfi- ..

Rutledpet " ',o MudlioD .

.

toatoo
illodgerillo,.

.

o Snnderi'vlllo 10

Davlnboro' to UulivUle 13
LouLivillo loMUIcn 30

UlUso to Snrlngfleld 40

Springfield to Savannah .JjO

Atlanta to Savannah !M
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own army, and the rest sheer waste and destruction. "This," he adds, "may
seem a hard species of warfare, but it brings the sad realities of war home to

those who have been directly or indirectly instrumental in involving us in

its attendant calamities." About 7000 negroes followed the march through

tc ;!;e coast, .tnrt General Slocum estimates that as many more joined the Fed-

eral columns, but through weakness or old age were unable to hold out to

the end. Over 10,000 horses and mules were captured on the march. A
large quantity of cotton, estimated at about 20,000 bales, was destroyed be-

fore reaching Savannah. As regards the provisions captured, the estimate

given is almost incredible, including 10,000,000 pounds of corn, nnd an equal

amount of fodder. Slocum reports the capture of 1,217,527 rations of meat,

919,000 of bread, 483,000 of cotl'ce, 581,534 of sugar, 1,146,500 of soap, and
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137,000 of salt. Howard estimates the breadstuff's, beef, sugar, and coffee

captured by the Fifteenth and Seventeenth corps as amounting in value, at

the government cost of rations at Louisville, to $283,202.*

The grand prize of the campaign, however, was the city of Savannah.

This was indeed a precious "Christmas gift" to the nation. It had been

gained—if we count out the assault on Fort McAllister—without a battle.

Tbe whole number of casualties on the march had not amounted to 1000 in

killed and wounded. With Savannah were captured 25,000 bales of cot-

ton, and, as was found on a careful reckoning, about 200 guns. The city

was almost impregnable against a purely naval attack. Both the north

and the south branch of the Savannah River, at the head of Elba Island,

were obstructed by a double line of cribs, to remove which, so as to allow

a channel in each branch a little over 100 feet wide, occupied the navy for

'Howard's report includes the following

freed, and prisoners taken by the right wing

:

Kogrora set ft« <e*tlmnt«l nnralwr)

Priaoovre cnp-uiv.l. lir t'ifirvsib Army Corjw

if property captured and destroyed, negroes

.ml -i -1 mi -

Lnli-t,-] ;.

Ocmulp-i- Mill-. l'J"l r-[.!i:d:-' nn.1 InrRC nmounl of

burnii), raise not koovn.
gill .-!-'. n.o v.; tliri-.'. , r.ium li . lir, . .I'lul!-. U~l. -.11711. nil 1 r»

crnmrnt . • I . I r»!i..s ;" i, iil-vlUe.

Command started fron) Ml.1u1.-1 »SUi head inuln
Took upa-ciplurd ....

CaiiBunv-o' 00 Hi" trip. ,

Bnlflcci' oo hun.l |iiv,ml--' in, 1-iil

Bora-' roplm '. Iiy Hi- lilion'ti Army I . ru>

By the ^ev.ntivmli Army 1 -.irjn—
Mill' - fnplli-" I ll> 1 In- I <!-. I.l'i A: III I l"/(|rt

By tlie Sn-ol.-i nth Army CotpJ
Cora.—By the FUlicoth Army Corps

By tlio Sorentccnih Army Corjn

Ftil'l'/r.—Bi :'»-
I
'.!:• r.r*> Arttiv l.\.rps

'.,n00,00li 4,000,000
•.'.nOO.OO

-

,yL*rpj" " '.' ,1100,1100 J,B00,t

Mnea of taUra.'l rti-.-lroyml 191

Slocum's report gives the Following estimate for the left wing

:

" It was thirty-four days from the date my command left Atlanta to the day supplies were re-

ceived from the'flcet. The total number of rations required during this- period was I,8Gll,000.

Of this amount there were issued bv the ,S\ib.i>reiH-e TlepniTmeni 4+n,;»')ii rations of bread, 142,473

rations of meat, 87fi,8»0 of coffee* and ten, 77S,4(iO of sugar, lilV" 1 of sou]), mid 1,123,000 of

salt. As the troops were well supplied at all time-, if we deduci tbe above Issues from the amount
actually due tbe soldiers, we have the approximate quantities taken from die country, namely, ra-

tions of bread, 010,000 ; meat, 1,317,527; coffee, 483,000; sugar, 681, 534 ; soap, I r14(!,u00;

salt, 137,000. Tbe above is the actual saving to the government in issue of rations dining the

campaign, and it is probable [but even more than tlie equivalent of ilia above supplies was obtained

by the soldiers from the country. Four thousand and ninety (4090) valuable horses find mules

were captured during the march, and turned over to the Quartermaster's Department. Uur trans-

portation was in fur better condition on oar arrival at Savannah than it was at the commencement
of the campaign.
" The average number of horses and nudes with my command, including those of the pontoon

train and a part of cli..* Mulligan engineer.-, whs f. .union thousand live handred. We started from
Atlanta with four days' grain in wagons. Estimating the amount fed the animals at the regula-

tion allowance, and deducting the amount on bund on leaving Atlanta, I estimate the amount of

grain taken from the country at five million pounds ; fodder, sis million pounds ; besides the for-

age consumed by the immense herds of cattle that were driven with the different columns. It is

very difficult to estimate the amount of damage done the enemy by the opemtious of the troops un-

der my command. During tbe campaign one hundred and nineteen miles (1 19) of railroad were
thoroughly and effectually destroyed, scarcely a tie or rail, a bridge or culvert, on tbe entire line

being left in a condition to be of use again. At Rui led (::. Mu<lisi>u, K: nun ion, .Milleiljjevillc. Ten-
nille, and Davisboro', ma. Iiine-sliop..,. turn-Tiililcs depots, waier-tanks, and much other valuable

property was destroyed. The quantity of cotton destroyed iti estimated by my subordinate com-
manders at seventeen thousand bales. A very large number of cotton-gins and presses were also

destroyed.

"Negro men, women, and children joined the column at every mile of our march, many of them
bringing horses and mule-, which they cheerfully turned over to the officers of the Quartermaster's
Department. I think at least fourteen thousand of these people joined the two columns at differ-

erent points on the march
; but many of them were too old and infirm, and others too young, to en-

dure the fatigues of tbe march, and were therefore left in the rear. More than one half of the

above number, however, reui-lmd the coast with us, lliwv of the nl'lv-1'ndied men were transferred

to the officers of the Quartermaster and Subsistence Departments, and others were employed in

the two corps as teamsters, cooks, and servants."

early three weeks. These obstructions were commanded by four works-
Forts Lee and Jackson, Battery Law ton, and a water battery—mounted with
26 heavy guns, of which 13 wsre Columbiads. The river is so completely
lined with marshes that the attack in front could have no co-operation from
troops on either side. To guard against the approach by St. Augustine
Creek there were also formidable batteries—Turner's Rocks, Thunderbolt
and Barton, with its outpost Causton's Bluff—mounting 34 heavy cannon
and obstructions were sunk in the narrow channel of the creek. But this

entire net-work of defenses could be turned by troops landing on the Ver-
non and Ogeechee Rivers. To prevent this, the former was closed with ob-

structions commanded by Fort Beaulieu, 9 guns, while Big Ogeechee,iii ad-

dition to the obstructions, was guarded by Fort McAllister with 23 guns.

On the Little Ogeechee stood Fort Rosedew, with 6 guns. In the land

works around the city there were 116 cannon of less calibre. Altogether
the defensive works of Savannah mounted 229 cannon. It is clear, there-

fore, that, without a great sacrifice of life, Savannah could not have been
captured in any other way than that adopted by General Sherman.

In justice to General Sherman and to the United States government it

is necessary that we should, in our comments upon the Great March, allude

to the conduct of the army. It must be candidly admitted that many out-

rages were committed, or, to use the words of General Sherman, his soldiers

"did some things they ought not to have done." "We can safely affirm.

however, that, with the same opportunities for wantonness, no European and

no other American army would have accomplished tbe march with less vio-

lence. The only way in which outrage could have been absolutely prevent-

ed by tbe commander would have been the disbandment before the march
of every soldier wlio would, under strong temptation, disobey the Decalogue.

It is simply nonsense to attribute the violence of scattered foraging parties

to the lack of discipline in Sherman's army. The strictest orders were giv-

en forbidding soldiers to enter the dwellings of the inhabitants, or to com-

mit any trespass. If General Sherman could have been every where present

these orders would have been obeyed. It must be remembered that what-

ever supplies could in any way assist the Confederates in prolonging the

war were a legitimate prize. In many cases there was wanton plunder.

Many of the wealthy planters had fled suddenly on tbe approach of Sher-

man's army, and had hastily concealed their treasures of gold, silver, and

precious stones in tbe earth. Aided by the disclosures of the negroes, these

places were diligently sought and rifled wherever opportunity offered. This

gave color to extravagant reports, which had no other basis of credibility

than the imagination of those who circulated them. But the violence actu-

ally perpetrated was far less than, under the circumstances, might have been

expected. While we do not exculpate the wrong, we entirely exonerate

Geueral Sherman in the matter. No restrictions imposed by discipline

would have prevented tbe evil done ; and that there was no serious want

of discipline in Sherman's army is clearly shown by the promptness with

which the march was accomplished, and the perfect efficiency of the army as

an organization when it reached Savannah. This would have been impos-

sible if the army had not been held under restraint. There is universal and

undisputed testimony that, in connection with the occupation of Savannah,

there was no breach of good order. 1

eneral Sherman reports :
" Tha behavior of our troops in Savannah has

so perfect, that I take it as the l>e-t evidence of discipline and true cour-

le city, lilled with women and children, occupied by n lurge army with h'ss

i, order, and good government. The some general and generous spirit of

ing pervades the army which it has ever afforded me especial pleasure to

at BffmUtt
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CHAPTER SLIX.
THE SIEGE OF PETERSBURG.

Opening of [he Siege.—Strntegic Relations of Petersburg and Richmond.—The Defenses of Rich-

mond.-Tho Confederate Commissariat.—Tho Weldon, SonthsiUe, and Duimlle llmlroads.-

Bimev and Wright's Attempt on the Weldon Road. —Character of the Region.— Hdl drives

haek Birnov, and is impulsed.-Anderson assails Wright.—Results of the Movement -^ ilson

and Kauti'i Cavalry Raid,—Thev cut the Railroads.—Arc assailed, and return with Loss.

Results of the Expedition.—The Financial Effects of the Destruction of the Railroads.—Condi-

tion of tho Federal Army.-Early sent to the Shenandoah.-Grant demonstrate before Rich-

mond.—Bumble's Mine heforc Petcrsburg.-Grant resolves to assail the Confederate Works.

—Condition of Bumsido's Corps.—Ha wishes to put the Colored Division in I-ront.—Tnis is

refused br Meade and Grant.—The leading Division chosen by Lot.—Delay in the Explosion

of the Mine.—The Explosion.—Bumside's Tlan of Assault.—The Assault after tlm Explo-—

—Tho Confederates paralyied.—They rally.— Poller attempts

general Assault.—Advance and Reptdsa of the Colored Division.

—Losses at the Mine.—The Opinions of the Court of Inquiry.
'

of the Failure.—The Situation after tho Mine Foili

i advance.—Meade orders a

—Meade orders n. Withdrawal,

rant's Opinion as to tho Causes

re.— Leo re-enforces Early.— Grant again

demonstrates North of the James.-The Operation fails.-Warren's Movement against the Wei-

don Railroad.—Warren holds the Road.—Hancock's Movement upon Reams s Station —1 lie

Action —Both Parties withdraw.— Prisoners nnd Deserters.— Period of Repose.—Assaults

upon Forts Harrison and Gilmer.—Fight at Peebles's Farrn.-First Movement upon Hatchet s

Run -Butler's Co-operative Movement.—The Army in Winter Quarters.—Tho Dutch Gap

Canal.-Warren destroys the Weldon Railroad.—Raid of tho Confederate Iron-chids.—Anoth-

er Movement upon Hatcher's Run.

THE fatal misapprehension and delay of tbe 15th of June forfeited the

golden opportunity when Petersburg, defended only by a mere hand-

ful, would have fallen at a touch. During tbe next three days it had been

demonstrated, at a cost of 10,000 men, that its improvised defenses had

become so strong, and were so strongly held, as to preclude all hope of car-

rying them by assault. This siege could be conducted only by gaining the

avenues through which the defending army received its supplies. Rich-

mond itself was even more impregnable to direct assault than Petersburg,

for the elaborate system of works by which it was encircled had been tbe

leisurely work of two years. The James River, coming in from the west,

makes a Bharp bend, almost a right angle, to the south. Here, on the north

bank, at the head of navigation, stands Richmond. The river runs straight

northward for ten miles, then turns eastward, and, after a tortuous course,

alternating to every point of the compass, receives the Appomattox at City

Point. The Appomattox, coming also from the west, bends northward. At

this bend, upon the southern bank, stands Petersburg. The Appomattox

approaches within three miles of the James, at the point where it makes its

eastward turn; then bends to the east, running parallel with tbe James,

which at length turns southwestward to meet it. The peninsula inclosed by

these rivers U styled Bermuda Hundred ; it lj of irregular abape, from six

to ten miles in either direction. Here, upon the northern bauk of the Ap-

pomattox and the southern bank of the James, lay the Army of the James,

shut in upon the landward side by the Confederate lines thrown up ncru^s

the narrow neck of the peninsula. The Army of the Potomac lay upon tha

south bank of the Appomattox, over which had been thrown pontoon bridges,

which, with the gun-boats, afforded ready means of connection between the

two armies. Richmond and Petersburg were thus separated by the two

rivers; but bridges at the two cities, and pontoons across the James ten

miles below Richmond, enabled an army to pass without interruption from

one to the other. The cities are connected by a railroad and highway run-

ning parallel with the James and Appomattox at the distance of a mile or

two. The rivers, except for the space of three miles across the neck of the

peninsula at Bermuda Hundred, effectually covered the Confederate line

from any assault from either of the Federal armies. Had the Confederate

works across the isthmus been taken, a way would have been opened for a

direct assault upon the line of tbe railway. This, if successful, would have

severed the connections of Richmond with the south as effectually as would

have been done by the capture of Petersburg. This might easily have been

done on the 16th, for during that day Beauregard had abandoned these

works, and for hours they were occupied only by a few sentries. An at-

tempt was indeed made to occupy these lines on that day; they were held

for hours by a mere picket-guard, aud the failure to retain them forms a

conspicuous part of the first ill-judged operations around Petersburg. 1 This

opportunity lost was never again presented. Thereafter no attempt was

made to disturb tbe communications between Petersburg and Richmond.

The defenses of Richmond bad long been complete. The exterior line,

not in itself very strong except at one or two points, covered the city on the

east at a distance varying from four to ten miles, terminating on the south

at Chapin's Bluff, on the north bank of the James, opposite to which, on the

south bank, is Fort Darling, which effectually bars the passage of the river.

From this fort a line of works was extended westward across the railroad.

This exterior line, saving at its southern extremity, was never occupied in

force. Kilpatrick and Sheridan, in their raids, rode through it, back and

forth, but were brought up before the inner line. This line enveloped the

city, at a distance of about two miles, from the northeast to the southwest,

both extremities resting upon the James, which completed the circuit The

works, extending fully ten miles, were never assailed. They were never

even seen by any part of tbe Union army, save the cavalry, until they were

finally abandoned. During the long siege, really of Richmond, though ap-

parently of Petersburg, it is doubtful whether any Federal soldier, save as

a prisoner, ever caught sight of the spires of the Confederate capital, or

whether the noise of tbe great battles which were waged for its defense wera

ever heard in its streets.

Richmond, as fortified, was clearly invulnerable to assault, and could b«

held so long 'as the great army which defended it could be fed. But, as baa

been seen, the capture of Petersburg would involve the loss of the avenues

of supply for that army, which must then, of necessity, abandon Richmond.

But, as matters stood during the summer and autumn of 1864, the abandon

ment of Richmond involved the probability of the speedy disbandment o.

the Army of Northern Virginia. Not only would the abandonment d

Richmond be looked upon as tbe virtual surrender of tbe cause, but there

was then no point in Virginia or the Carolinas at which sufficient supplies

could be concentrated. Richmond was the focus upon which converged all

the lines of railway from the producing regions, which were soon practically

reduced to portions of the states of Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi.

What with the ravages ofboth armies, the conscription of every able-bodied

man, thus reducing the area planted, and finally the general failure of crops,

Virginia was practically exhausted.3 Supplies from these distant and widely

spread regions, and from abroad through the port of Wilmington, could

reach the°army only over the Weldon, Southside, and Danville railways.

These, then, were the vital and assailable points of attack; and to gain these,

not the intrenchments which guarded the two cities,. or rather fortified

I
was the aim of Grant. To hold these, not to waste his strength in
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the almost hopeless task of dislodging the beleaguering force from its posi-

tion, was the policy of Lee. Only twice during the siege, and in both cases

under extraordinary circumstances, was any real attempt made by either

army upon the intrenchments of the other, and both attempts resulted in

disaster.

The siege of Petersburg really began immediately after the repulse of the

assault of the lSth of June. Within two days the Union army had thrown

:.ip strong lines parallel to those of the Confederates. On the 21st Grant
made bis first attempt to seize or destroy the railroads. Hancock's and
Wright's corps, the Second and the Sixth, were moved out of their in-

trenchments. Hancock's wound, received at Gettysburg, had broken out

afresh, and Birney was now in command of the Second Corps. The object

of the movement was to capture the lines to the Weldon lioad, and, while

holding that-, to push the investment of Petersburg farther to the west. The
region to be traversed was covered by forests and swamps filled with a dense

undergrowth, and cut up by small creeks and runs which fall mainly south-

ward into the streams emptying into Albemarle Sound. These bad all to

be crossed by the advancing force, while between them ran several toler-

able roads by which the Confederates could strike the advancing columns
in the flank. The position was, on a smaller scale, not unlike that of the

Wilderness. Birney, having the advance, soon came upon the enemy, post-

ed behind earth-works three miles south of Petersburg, but beyond the line

of the regular intrenchments. A slight attempt was made upon these by
Barlow's division of the Second Corps; but this was soon recalled, and a

position taken up for the night. Next morning Wright, who had marched
in the rear of Birney, was pushed forward, with the design of taking up a

position on bis left, reaching to the railroad. While this movement, some'

what slowly made, was going on, Birney was ordered to swing his left

around, so as to take the Confederate works in the flank. This carried him
directly away from Wright, and left a wide gap between the two corps, in-

creased every moment by Wright's movement. Hill, who had drawn to

this quarter the bulk of his corps, availed himself of the opportunity thug

presented, and flung a strong column into the opening, striking each Union
corps upon the flank. The weightiest blow fell upon the Second. Bar-

low's division, on the left, was doubled upon itself, and fell back in confu-

sion, losing heavily; Mott, the next on the right, was then struck, and re-

treated with loss; this uncovered Gibbon's right, from which whole regi-

ments were swept away. But the corps was finally reformed upon its orig-

inal line, where it was assailed. But the fierce Confederate swoop had ex-

hausted its impetus. The assault was repelled ; and Hill's columns with-

drew as suddenly as they had advanced, carrying with them many hundreds

of prisoners and several guns. Meanwhile another Confederate column had

struck Wright's corps, and forced back its advanced line. But in the even-

ing the whole line was reformed and intrenched for the night, while the

Confederates intrenched themselves upon the railroad. The next morning,

the 23d, Wright sent a small reconnoitring force to the railroad, which was

reached at a point below the Confederate position. But hardly had they cut

the telegraph wires when Anderson, at the head of Longstreet's division,

fell upon their flank, drove them away, capturing many prisoners, and as-

sailed the main line, which was withdrawn to the cover of the breastworks

This attempt, which cost from 3300 to 4000 men in killed, wounded, and

prisoners, resulted in no advantage. The line of investment was indeed

somewhat extended to the left; but, as the railroad was not reached, the ex-

tension was of no use ; and after it had been held without molestation for a

ui'U> n. uinuiiv.
^^fes-
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few days, most of it was abandoned, and the advanced force was withdrawn
to its former intrencbrnents in front of the Confederate linos.

1

Simultaneously with this infantry movement, a cavalry expedition, con-

sisting of Wilson's and Kautz's divisions, 8000 strong, was sent against the

railroads. On the 22d they struck the Weldon Road at Rcams's Station, ten

miles below Petersburg, seven miles from the point where Birney and Smith
were engaged. Having burned the depot and water-tank, and destroyed a

considerable stretch of the road, they pushed on for the Southside Road,

which they struck at a point fifteen miles from Petersburg. Kautz rode

forward to Burkesvilie, the junction of the Southside and Danville roads,

50 miles from Petersburg, where he began to destroy the track. Wilson
pushed ten miles down the Southside Road, which be destroyed in his way.

Here he was met by Fitxbugh Lee's cavalry, which he defeated after a brisk

fight, and thence moved on to rejoin Kautz. Both divisions then pushed

down the Danville Road, damaging it for eighteen miles to Roanoke Bridge.

This was found defended by a considerable body of militia, hastily gathered

1 It ia singular that this costly attempt upon the \VolJon Road is not even alluded ta in Grant's
otherwise compreheosjve Uepori. Fit the losses we an compelled to resort mainly to conjecture.

Swinton, p. 512, suites thnt the Second Corps lost Uf.fin prisoners, and tin' fciixth several hundreds.
I do not find the authority upon which the statement is made, end think it an over-estimate. The
semi-official statement furnished to Coppce: (Grant andhU Campaigns, SM) gives the enlire loss

ia the Army of the Potomac from June L'O to July 30 flt SSlij, of wlmoi :;o,. were killed. Jl'.'l

wounded, and 2:.' 17 missing. It docs noi certainly appear whether this includes the losses in the
cavalry expedition of Wilson utirl KauU, in which J.ee claims to have taken 1000 prisoners; and
whether among these are to ho included rceral hundred negroes, "ho laid follmcd this expedition
on its return, does not appear. Alihmie;ti in ilie-e forty days there whs no active battle, there was
continued picket-bring Iieiween the lines, Hurnside. whose corps was most exposed, gi ves ( Testi-

mony, Baltic nf Petcrshurt), 144) the loss in his corps during this time at LI38 men killed aud
wounded. The other corps undoubtedly lost many

j
probably the entire loss in the trenches wus

about 1500 (f..r the eighteen days following August'] it wus Slih). Assuming that in the furegning

63 IS are included the losses of the cavnlr, expedition, rind that these ana led, exclusive of cap-
tured negroes, to 1000, and that the losses in the trenches were 1600, there remain 28311 for this

attempt upon the railroad, of whom [imlntMy inure than Ixoo were prisoners, leaving about 400 for

the captures from the cavalry. From the bcit accessible data, I judge the foregoing estimates to

ho a close approximation to the truth.

from the adjacent parts of Virginia and North Carolina. The whole region

was now aswarrn, and on the 24th the expedition, having accomplished ita

purpose, set out on its return. At Stony Creek, on the Weldon Road, they

had a sharp but indecisive action with a force of Confederate cavalry.

Finding these too strong to be dislodged, by a wide detour to the left they

struck for Reams's Station, which was supposed to be in possession of the

Union forces. But, instead of this, it was held by a strong force of Confed-

erate cavalry and infantry, sent down from Petersburg after the abandon-

ment of Birney's and "Wright's attempt Wilson was forced to fall back in

every direction, losing all bis artillery and trains. The two divisions be*

came separated, and only succeeded in making their way back within the

Federal lines in straggling parties and most wretched plight, having lost at

least 1000 men. 1

Although this expedition terminated so disastrously, it had accomplished

much for which it was undertaken. The destruction of the railroads was so

thorough, that, urgent as was the need of their repair, it required twenty-

three days to accomplish this. Lee had then but thirteen days' rations for

his army To feed them the commissary general had to offer the market

price for wheat still standing uncut or shocked in the field. This market

price was then twenty dollars a bushel in Confederate money; for specie it

could be bought for a dollar. The price rose almost at a bound to forty

dollars That is, Confederate paper, which had for months been received

and paid at the rate of twenty dollars for one in specie, fell suddenly to

forty, and thence steadily declined to sixty for one. For months, indeed, it

would have wholly lost all recognized value had not the government steadi-

* Lee, in his dispatch, says: "In the various conflicts with the enemy's cavalry in their lata ex-

pedition against the milinmls. besides their killed and wounded left on the field, ItlOo prisoners, 13

pieces of artillery, and 80 wagons and ambulances were taken." As before noted, we think that

among the prisoners are included some hundreds of negroes who had attached themselves to the

expedition.
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lysold gold at nearly or quite that rate. Bankruptcy of tlie government Lad

quite as much to do with the sudden collapse of tbe Confederacy as the de-

feats which it suffered in the field. For a time, indeed, under a rigid des-

potism, soldiers can be kept in the ranks without pay. The Confederate

government succeeded in doing this for months. Indeed, it is said that

" there were thousands of soldiers who had not received a cent of pay in the

last two years of the war." When a " loaf of bread was worth three dollars

in Richmond, and a soldier's monthly pay would hardly buy a pair of

socks," 1 it mattered little whether this nominal pay was ever received. But

to feed, clothe, and equip an army requires money. Any government which

has exhausted all its resources, actual and possible, must go down. The

bankruptcy of tbe French monarchy under Louis XVI. was the immediate

cause of its overthrow ; for without this, the States-General, which inaugu-

rated the Revolution, would never have been convened. This raid of Wilson

hurried on the bankruptcy of the Confederacy. But for this it might have

had a longer lease of life, with all the innumerable possibilities of the chap-

ter of accidents. Grant, therefore, looking back after a year, was justified in

affirming that " the damage suffered by the enemy in this expedition more

than compensated for all the losses we sustained."

But for the time the attitude of the Army of Northern Virginia was more

defiant, and seemingly more threatening than at any former period during

the campaign. It was, after all its losses, nearly as strong as when it moved

upon the Wilderness; stronger than when it foiled Grant at Spottsylvania,

held him in check upon the North Anna, and defeated him upon the Chicka-

hominy. The efficiency of tbe Federal army, in the mean while, had been

greatly impaired. Its numbers, perhaps, bad been kept up, but it had lost

well-nigh half of its best officers and men ; the remainder had suffered fear-

fully by tbeir arduous labors under a fierce midsummer sun, through a

drought of unexampled intensity, with a sky of brass overhead, and a soil

of ashes underfoot. Not a few of the recruits, brought in by the enormous

bounties then paid, were poor material for soldiers; and even tbe good ma-

terial needed time to transform them into efficient soldiers. Even the tried

veterans lacked much of their old determination. More than one leader of

a storming-party in the fresh assaults upon the outworks of Petersburg was

compelled to admit that his men did not charge as they had done a month

before. But when, in the Weldon movement, the Second Corps, which had

come to be recognized as the best in the army, fell back, division after divi-

sion, almost routed by an inferior foe, losing twice as many in prisoners as

in killed and wounded, it became clear that there must be a pause for reor-

ganization and recuperation. Five weeks passed before another active op-

eration was undertaken, and that also resulted in disaster.

Lee, indeed, was now so confident of tbe invulnerability of his position,

that he ventured to detach a quarter of his army from Petersburg and Rich-

mond to threaten once more the Federal capital. Hunter's eccentric retreat

from Lynchburg bad left the Valley of the Shenandoah bare of troops. The
defenses of Washington had been stripped of almost every man to re-enforce

the Army of the Potomac. Lee, reasoning justly from all former experience,

was warranted in believing that a demonstration upon Washington would

induce the recall of a large part of the force in his front, and not improbably

even to the entire abandonment of the siege. Early bad been already sent

with a part of his corps to check the advance of Hunter upon Lynchburg.

Now re-enforced by ?. part of Longstreet's corps, be was directed to march

down the Valley of the Shenandoah to the Potomac, thus separating him by
a perilous distance from the main army. This movement failed in its main

purpose of causing Grant to detail any considerable part of bis force from

the lines before Petersburg. The Sixth Corps was sent thence, and to these

was added the Nineteenth, under Emory, which had just arrived at Hamp-
ton Roads from the unlucky Red River expedition of Banks, and, without

even disembarking, sailed up tbe Potomac to Washington. Grant's army

was thus reduced by about the same number of men which Early had taken

from that of Lee. Of the career of Early in this expedition, ending months

after, in tbe annihilation of his forces, we shall speak hereafter.

As the month of July drew toward a close, signs of movement began to

appear in the Federal army upon the James. Butler bad, simultaneously

with the attempt on the railroads, crossed a division over to the north bank

of that river, which had intrenched itself securely at Deep Bottom, ten miles

below Richmond. This position formed a point from which a force might,

upon occasion, be directed against Richmond. Grant now planned an oper-

ation with a twofold object. Tbe immediate purpose was by means of a

cavalry expedition to cut the railroads north of Richmond, and thus make

Lee wary of the situation of Early, who, having failed in his demonstration

upon Washington, was lying in tbe Valley of the Shenandoah. The sec-

ondary purpose was, by apparently threatening a movement against Rich-

mond, to force Lee to withdraw a considerable force from Petersburg, which

was then to be assaulted. On the night of the 26th of July, Hancock's

corps, with three divisions of cavalry, crossed the James. On the two fol-

lowing days offensive movements were made in such force as to convince

Lee that Richmond was to be assailed. He brought over five of his eight

divisions, leaving but three at Petersburg. This force was sufficient to pre-

vent the Union cavalry from moving to the railroad, but its withdrawal

across the James seemed to promise success to a sudden attack upon tbe

lines at Petersburg, to be opened by the explosion of a mine which had been

excavated under a fort which formed a part of the Confederate works.

This mine had been prepared with the consent rather than the approval

of Meade. Burnside's corps had held the line upon the right. At one point

his intrenchments approached within a hundred and forty yards of the Con-

federate works. Just in the rear of the advanced position was a deep hol-

low, where work could be carried on unseen by the enemy. One of Burn-

side's regiments was made up of miners from Pennsylvania. Some of the

soldiers suggested that a mine should be dug right under this Confederate

fort, perched upon the brow overhanging tbe hollow. The talk passed from

grade to grade, until it reached Colonel Pleasants, the commander of the

regiment, by whom it was communicated to his division commander, and by

him to Burnside, who at once gave permission for the commencement of tbe

work. So little confidence had Meade in its success that only the slightest

facilities were afforded for its execution. Nothing better than empty crack-

er-boxes were furnished to carry out the earth. In spite of all obstacles,

Pleasants pushed on the work. It was begun on the 25th ofJune, and was

finished on tbe 23d of Julv. It consisted of a main shaft four or five feet in

diameter, five hundred and twenty feet long, terminating in lateral branches

forty feet in either direction. Four days after, Grant having finally resolved

upon assaulting Petersburg, orders were given to charge tbe mine with

8000 pounds of powder. Burnside asked for 12,000 pounds, but the engi-

neers at headquarters decided that this was too much.

Daybreak of the 30th was the time fixed upon for the attack. The mine

was to be exploded at half past three. Burnside was to dash through the
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breach, and seize a crest a few hundred yards in the rear, which was appa
rently unfortified. This crest, known as Cemetery Hill, commanded Peters-
burg. "Warren, upon Burnside's right, was to mass his whole corps, except
just enough to hold his intrenehments, and join in the assault Ord, who
had replaced Gillmore in the command of the Eighteenth Corps of the Army
of the James, was to support Bumside on the left. Thus fully 50,000 men
were appointed for the attack. Hancock, moreover, who had been secretly
withdrawn from the north side of the James, was to hold himself in readi-
ness to support the assaulting column

; while Sheridan, with bis whole cav-
alry corps, was to move against the enemy's left. It seemed that the opera-
t)on could hardly fail of success, for the entire Confederate force holding the
intrenehments at Petersburg was barely 15,000 men.
But in the execution of this well-conceived plan every thing went awry.

Burnside had proposed to put Ferrero's division of colored troops in the
front. They had not as yet been engaged, and were comparatively fresh,
while the other divisions had performed arduous duty during the whole
campaign, and ever since they had occupied the position before Petersburg
had been so close to the enemy that no man could safely raise his head
above the parapet In forty days, without being engaged in any formal
action, they had lost more than 1 100 men out of 9000. They had acquired
the habit of seeking shelter, and it could be hardly expected that they would
at once forego the habit, and be efficient in the fierce and sudden charge
upon winch depended success. The colored division, on the contrary, had
been for several weeks trained for just such an enterprise. Meade disap-
proved of the plan of putting the colored troops in the front. He averred
that, should the operation prove unsuccessful, it would be 'said that these
men hud been pushed ahead because we did not care for them. Burnside
was however, so urgent that the question was referred to Grant, who agreed
with Meade. Then Burnside left it to be decided by lot which of his three
white div.s.ons should lead. The chance fell upon Ledlie's, the poorest
probably, certainly the worst commanded, of all. The fuse was lighted at
the appointed moment An hour passed, and no explosion followed. Two

brave men, Lieutenant Douty and Sergeant Rees, volunteered to creep into

the mine and ascertain the cause. They found that the fuse had parted

within fifty feet of the magazine. They relighted it, and had just emerged

from the mine when the explosion took place. A solid mass of earth,

mingled with timbers, rose two hundred feet into the air, and fell sullenly

back, leaving where the fort had stood a crater two hundred feet long, sixty

feet wide, and thirty deep. At the instant the guns from all the batteries

opened fire. The enemy were taken completely by surprise, and replied hut

feebly, and this feeble fire was soon almost silenced. Ledlie's men dashed

over the lip of the crater, and plunged wildly into its depths. Between

them and the commanding crest there was nothing but the rough, steep sides

of the crater. A determined rush would have crowned the crest with the

loss of hardly a man.
Burnside's original plan of assault, submitted to Meade four days before,

was judiciously conceived. The fort occupied a re-entering angle where

the Confederate intrenehments receded from the general direction of the

lines. This fort being demolished, not only were the defenses pierced, but

the works to the right and left were taken in reverse. Believing that his

colored division might be relied upon for a vigorous charge, he proposed

that it should be massed into two close columns; as soon as the heads of

these had passed through the breach caused by the explosion, the two lead-

ing regiments of each were to sweep to the right and left, seizing the ene-

my's lines, while the remainder of the colnmns should dash straight forward

upon Cemetery Hill, to be followed by the other divisions as rapidly as they

could be thrown in. The crest gained, the colored division was to push

right into the town. He seems to have supposed that his corps was suffi-

cient for the assault, merely suggesting that the other corps should co-oper-

ate indirectly, and be in readiness to hold the crest, while he pushed forward

toward Petersburg. 1 But the refusal of Meade to permit the colored divi-

1 Tho Bending llic whole ofllio Ninth Corps lo Cemetery Hill would, says Rumsidc, "inv.'Ka

tho necessity of reliaviiig [Jio.se divisions by oilier troops before, tbo movement, and of holding col-

ujnnfl of other troojia in readiness to toko our place on the crest in cuso wo gain It and sweep aoW"
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Bioo to take the advance materially changed Burnside's plans; and Meade's

general order, issued on the evening before the assault, was so worded as ap-

parently to ignore the movement to the right and left, or at least to leave

the seizure of the lines to be performed by Warren and Ord.' There was

one important part of the order of Meade with which Burnside failed to

comply. He directed that Burnside should "prepare his parapets and abatis

for the passage of the columns." Nothing of the kind was done. - Burnside

declares that " this part of the order was necessarily inoperative, because of

the lack of time and the close proximity of the enemy, the latter of which
rendered it impossible to remove the abatis from the front of our line with-

out attracting not only a heavy fire of the enemy, but letting him know ex-

actly what we were doing." Thus it was that the only approach to the

breach was by two crooked covered ways, only wide enough to admit the

passage of two to four men abreast.3

The explosion of the mine took the enemy completely by surprise. Hard-
ly had the concussion ceased when the head of Ledlie's division began to

move for the breach. Climbing the rim, they saw before them the deep cra-

ter, its sides of loose sand, from which protruded masses of clay, mingled

with beams and timbers, the ruins of the fort. It presented an obstacle over

which it was impossible to pass in military order. Into this the men pressed

and huddled in inextricable confusion. The enemy abandoned their lines

for a space on each side of the chasm. Into these the troops spread them-

selves, and, although as yet no fire was opened upon them, they sought shel-

ter, and refused to move. Brigade after brigade poured in, until the crater

wxs crowded with a disorganized mass. A single regiment climbed the slope,

and advanced a few hundred yards toward the crest, to seize which was the

first object of the assault, but, seeing no others following them, fell back into

the shelter of the crater and the abandoned Confederate lines. So an hour
passed, the confusion growing momentarily greater. Ledlie all this time was
safely ensconced in a bomb-broof in the rear of the Union lines, which he
hardly left for a moment. In the mean while the enemy, recovering from
his first astonishment, began to plant batteries so as to sweep the approaches

co the crater, toward and upon each side of which Burnside's divisions were
now pressing. Potter, on the right, endeavored to extricate his division

from the crowded gulf and gain the crest in its rear. But he found the way
blocked up by Ledlie's men lying in the shelter of the works which they

had seized, and from which they made no attempt to advance. Potter at

length got two or three regiments across, and had formed them into some-

thing like order. It was now six o'clock, an hour and a quarter after the

explosion. Meade, who had taken his position a mile from the scene of ac-

tion, imperfectly informed of what was going on, sent orders to Burnside to

push his men, white and black, forward at all hazards; to lose no time in

making formations, but to rush for the crest. Ferrero's colored division

dashed forward gallantly toward the crater, although the approach was swept
by a heavy cross-fire right and left. A part of these troops rushed straight

for the chasm and plunged into it, filling it so that there was barely stand-

ing-room. Some of them pressed through the troops near the crater, par-

tially formed, and charged toward the crest, capturing two or three hundred
prisoners—the only semblance of success on this fatal day. But they were
met by a counter-charge, and broke and fled in utter confusion, sweeping
back in their flight many of the white troops. It was clear that all chance

of success was past. Orders had been given to Warren and Ord to sup-

port Burnside ; these were countermanded, and at a quarter to ten Burnside

was directed to abandon the crater and withdraw to his intrenchments.

Burnside was chagrined at this order. He still hoped against hope that he
could carry the crest. Ord, who had advanced a brigade of his division, de-

clared that this was impossible, and the order to cease all further efforts was
reiterated.

But to withdraw now was a work of difficulty and danger. The space

over which the troops must retire was dow swept by a furious fire of mus-
ketry and artillery. The men within the crater were sheltered by the de-

clivity from a direct fire; but the Confederates had planted mortars, from
which shells were rained down among the densely packed masses. To re-

main was as perilous as to retreat, more perilous than it would have been
to advance. The troops swarmed out in squads, losing fearfully on the way.
The enemy charged fiercely down to the edge of the crater, and were re-

pulsed; a second charge was made; the whole mass broke and fled. It
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it. It would, in my opinion, be advisable, ifwo succeed in gaining the crest, to throw the colored
Uivisii.ii right inio the town. Thero is a necessity for the CO-operation, al least in the way of artil-

lery, by the troops on our right and left. Of the extent of thin General Meade will necessarily be
the judge. I think the chances of success in a plan of this kind are more than oven."—Burnside,
however, had good reason to avoid more than a mere suggestion ns to the employment of ',ther

corps. Nearly a month before, wli«n asked fur his opinion us to the pninii ability uf making an as-
sault in front of his lines, he had said: "If the assault be delayed until the completion of the mine,
I think we should have a more than even chonco of success. If the assault be made now, I think
we have a fuir chance of success, provided my corps can make the attack, and it is left to mo to say
when and how the other two corps shall come to my support." Meade replied, somewhat curtly:
"The recent operations in your front," that is, the mine, "as you are aware, though sanctioned by
me, did not originate in any order* from these headquarters, .Should it, however, bo determined to
employ the army under my command in offensive operations, I shall exercise the prerogative of my
position to control and direct the same, receiving gladly, at all times, any suggestions which you
may think proper to make. I consider llie-e rernurks necessary in couscoiience (if certain sugges-
tions which you have thought proper to attach to your opinion, acceding to which in advance would
not, in my judgment, be consistent with my position as commanding general of this army."

1 "Major General Burnside will spring his mine, and his assaulting- columns will immediately
move rapidly u]nm the breach, seize the crest in the rear, and efl'ect n lodgment there. He will he
followed !>> Major General Ord, who will support him on the right, directing his movement to the
crest indicated, and by Major General Warren, who will support him on the left." Meade, how-
ctcr, says : "( Seneca] liiim-ido submitted for my consideration a plan of attack of which I never
disapproved. The only o,uc-Uoti of diilerence was in regard to the troops to he employed. I never
objer led to ihc handling of ids troops ; I only objected to the colored troops being placed in tho ad-
vance. General BnriHldc afterward seemed to be under tbo impression that I objected to all of his
plans. But as to his tactical formation, and what he was to do with his troops, I made no ob-
jection."

' Many officers attribute mainly to this neglect to remove tbo nbatis mid parapets the disastrous
result of the operation. This forms Qua of tho four grounds upon which the Court of Inquirj con-
aurcd Genera] Uumaidn.

was now past noon. For eight hoars the men had been crowded, without
water, under a fierce July suu, within that narrow slaughter-pen. This dis-

astrous attempt cost 4000 men, of whom 1900 were prisoners, who surren-

dered rather than run the fierce gauntlet of fire. In Burnside's corps of
hardly 15,000 men, the loss was 3828. With the exception of a single bri-

gade of Ord's corps, none of the 50,000 men who had been prepared for this

assault, save Burnside's corps, were put into action. Burnside had no au-

thority to call upon Warren or Ord, and Meade delayed until too late to or-

der them into action.

This affair of the mine was made the subject of searching investigation

by a Court of Inquiry and by the Congressional Committee. Their conclu-

sions as to the causes of the failure were somewhat different The court

found that this was owing to the injudicious formation of the troops, the

movement being made by flank instead of extended front ; to the halting of
the troops in the crater^nstead of going forward to the crest when there was
no fire of consequence from the enemy; that some parts of the assaulting

column were not properly led ; and to the want of a competent common
head at the scene of assault to direct affairs as occurrences should demand.
They mildly censured Burnside for all except the last of these, and sharply

censured Ledlie and Ferrero for absolute inefficiency, if not cowardice in,

keeping themselves habitually in a bomb-proof instead of being present at

the assault. The Congressional Committee attribute the failure primarily

to the refusal of Meade, sanctioned by Grant, to permit the colored division

to lead the assault, and generally to the fact that " the plans and suggestions

of the general who had devoted his attention for so long a time to the sub-

ject, who had carried out to a successful completion the project of mining
the enemy's works, and who bad carefully selected and drilled his troops for

the purpose of securing whatever advantages might be attainable from the

explosion of the mine, should have been so entirely disregarded by a gen-

eral who had evinced no faith in the successful prosecution of that work,

had aided it by no countenance or open approval, and had assumed the en-

tire direction and control only when it was completed, and the time had
come for reaping any advantages that might be derived from it." Grant,

in his testimony, attributes the disaster to the utter inefficiency of the divi-

sion commanders, and especially of the one who was to lead the advance of

the attacking columns. Meade's order, he says, was all that was required

"if the troops had been properly commanded, and been led in accordance

with this order, we should have captured Petersburg, with all the artillery,

and a good portion of its support, without the loss of five hundred men.

There was a full half hour when there was no fire against our men, and they

could have marched past the enemy's intrenchments just as they could in

the open country ; but that opportunity was lost in consequence of the di-

vision commanders not going with their men, but allowing them to go into

the enemy's intrenchments and spread themselves there without going on

farther, thus giving the enemy time to collect and organize against them.

If they had marched through to the crest of that ridge they would have tak-

en every thing in the rear. I do not think there would have been any op-

position at all to our troop3 had that been done." Although Grant after-

ward believed that, if Burnside had been allowed to put his colored division

in the- advance, " it would have been a success," he still thought his own re-

fusal and that of Meade to permit this was at the time right and proper.
" We had," he says, " but one division of colored troops in the whole army

'

about Petersburg at that time, and I do not think it would have been prop-

er to put them in front, for nothing but success would have justified it. The
cause of the disaster was simply the leaving the passage of orders from one

to another down to an inefficient man. I blame his seniors, also, for not

seeing that he did his duty, all the way up to myself." He thought this

commander the poorest of all ; he knew that he had been chosen simply by
lot; yet he adds, "I did nothing in regard to it." This great effort, for

which such abundant preparations had been made, was conducted without

any common bead. Although the lieutenant general and the second in com-

mand were all the while close at hand, neither gave any practical orders

until the crisis was past. Neither even took adequate measures to know
what had been done or left undone. They seem to have thought success so

certain that they neglected all precaution to secure it. It is inexplicable

that, out of the 50,000 men who stood drawn up in battle order for this very

purpose, not a third were ordered to advance for the hours during which

the operation continued. In Warren's front the fire of the enemy was si-

lenced, and yet he was never permitted to move a man from li is linca

"Thus terminated in disaster what promised to be the most successful as-

sault of the campaign." 1 It cost more than 4000 men to the assailants, while

the entire loss to the Confederates, including the regiment blown up in the

fort, and the prisoners captured by the colored division, were hardly a quar-

ter as many.

The mine enterprise had been undertaken under a conjuncture of favor-

able circumstances, a recurrence of which could not be looked for. It had

failed utterly and disastrously. The failure had demonstrated that the

works about Petersburg could not be carried by direct assault upon their

strong centre. But the whole line necessary for the defense of the two

c'ties was so extended that it seemed certain that there must be weak points

somewhere, and that these points were to be found at the extremities.

Grant had thrown up works opposite those of the enemy, in front of Peters-

burg, so strong that they could be held by a fraction of his army, leaving

the bulk of it free to operate upon either flank of the Confederate linea.

These lines nominally extended from the north side of Richmond around to

the James, thence to and around Petersburg. As finally developed north-

Grant's Oman.
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ward to Hatcher's Run, their whole extent from the north of Richmond to

the south of Petersburg was forty miles. But Grant, in placing his army
on the south side of the James, had abandoned all purpose of assailing, or

even menacing. Richmond from the north or east. The works immediately

around the Confederate capital were therefore held only by Dwell, who had

been disabled from active service in the field. The garrison of Richmond
was really nothing more than a body of militia, nominally numbering about

10,000; out of these there were never during the summer 5000 reported as

present for duty. During the whole siege, indeed, the gay people of the

Confederate capital—and Richmond was never so gay as during this period

—never saw a regiment of the veteran troops who were defending it.

The real line which Lee had to hold began upon the James River, ten

miles below Richmond. Here, at Chapin's Bluff, on the north bank, and

Fort Darling, opposite on the south bank, strong works had been erected.

Thence to Petersburg the distance is fifteen miles. But this space, as has

been shown, was protected by the two rivers, and by the works across the

narrow neck of Bermuda Hundred. So perfect were the natural defenses

of this space of fifteen miles that it was never occupied in force. It could

be assailed only by the narrow isthmus. During the whole siege this space

was never even menaced. At the time of the mine affair a demonstration

here was suggested, but the idea was pronounced impracticable. Lee's

Army of Northern Virginia was then posted in two great divisions: the

left, under Longstrcct, who was slowly recovering from the wound received

in the Wilderness, at Chapin's Bluff; the right, with which was Lee, at

Petersburg. An attack any where upon the centre, from Petersburg to

Fort Darling, being out of the question, Grant was shut up to the alterna-

tive of assailing one flank or both of the Confederate lines ; that is, to move
upon the left from Deep Bottom, where a part of Butler's force had a secure

lodgment, up the north bank of the James, and thus threaten Richmond di-

rectly, or to operate upon the right flank, assailing, not Petersburg directl}',

but the railroads whereby the Confederate armies were mainly fed. 1 Grant's

theory of operations was to make a strong demonstration upon one flank,

and then to follow it up with a movement upon the other, each being made in

such force as to be converted into a real attack should circumstances warrant.

It was assumed throughout that the enemy could not strengthen one flank

without greatly weakening the other. The capture ofRichmond, though im-

portant, was still a secondary consideration, for the Confederate army occu-

pying Petersburg would still remain to be destroyed before any decisive ad-

vantage was gained; whereas, if the railroads were destroyed or seized,

the enemy, deprived of sustenance, must become a certain prize. Hence

1 It has indeed been suggested that the works in front of Petersburg might bnve been ouernted

ngninst by n system of rcyplar approaches. "Two Mips." it is siiitl, " luighl lime been run, and,

in the course of a month, there is even' likelihood dim (he Confederate line mL-ln have been car-

ried." But during that month the enemy would have bud ample lime to fortify an inner lino to

wliicb bo eoulil foil buck, nnd so the work" would have (o be repeated. Lea was too uccompli.-died

nn engineer to neglect such nn obvious precaution'. When, in the .ml, the line of works, having

been almost strippe/i of troops, was carried, [here w.-is found an inner lino before which the over-

whelming Union force was held in check. Tlii* inner line was never actually carried. It was
abandoned by the < 'on fedcrates when detail* in unolber quarter bad rendered the abandonme lit of

Petersburg a necessity. Those who surest Ibis course quite overlook the essential difference be-

tween the siege of a fortress, ihe ruin are of whose works involve (be loss of every thing, and opcr-

nlioili against u line defended by a series of parallel or concentric Works, which may bo continued

10003 '"""h* 1 . tbaeciaurQ of any one of which involve! oidy the gain of ufowrods of space.

Grant's main efforts were always directed against the enemy's right, while

Lee, equally aware of the nature of the case, massed the bulk of his force in

the works around Petersburg, leaving at Chapin's Bluff hardly more than a

corps of observation, yet always ready to strengthen it whenever a menace

was made in that quarter.

The terrain south of Petersburg presented great natural obstacles for at-

tack, and furnished admirable facilities for an offensive defense. The roads

radiate like the sticks of an expanded fan. First running south is the Je-

rusalem Plank Road. This was now in the possession of the Union force. .

Next, parallel to it, is the Weldon Railroad ; then come several minor roads,

and then theBoydton Plank Road running southwest; and, lastly, the South-

side Railroad, running almost west. Hatcher's Run, a small stream thread-

ing through swamps and thickets, flows eastwardly from near the Southside

Railroad, crossing the Boyd ton Plank Road, when it bends southward, form-

ing a sort of wet ditch to the south side of Petersburg, at a distance of six

miles. The Confederate works closely encircled Petersburg until they reach-

ed the Boydton Plank Road, which they then followed to Hatcher's Run,

crossing it and continuing for a space along its southern bank. They thus

effectually covered the Southside Railroad for a space of many miles. To
reach this vital artery the assailants must pass westward clear around the

Confederate lines, and then turn northwest, involving a march of at least

thirty miles by any practicable roads. A column making this march was

exposed to a blow upon its flank from any one of the roads leading from

Petersburg. The Confederates could sally from their iutrenebments, strike

any exposed part of the column, and return, in case of check, to their forti-

fied position. The Union lines followed the general course of those of the

enemy. But the complete development of both was a work of months.

Early in August the Confederate intrenchments had only reached the Wel-

don Railroad, while the extreme left of the Federal line was on the Jerusalem

Plank Road.

After the repulse of the mine assault, Lee M t his position so strong as to

warrant him in detaching rc-en forcemen ts to Early, who, having given up

the invasion of Maryland, was still hovering in the Valley of the Shenan-

doah. Only Kershaw's division was actually dispatched, although orders

were ostentatiously given that Anderson, who yet commanded Longstreet's

corps, should take the command. This would leave the north bank of the

James only weakly defended, and Grant perceived in this a favorable occa-

sion to menace Richmond. On the 13th of August, Hancock, with the Sec-

ond Corps, and Birney, who had replaced Smith, and now commanded the

Tenth, followed by Gregg's cavalry division, were sent across the James.

To mask the movement, Hancock's force was embarked on transports, which

were ostentatiously towed down the river as though their destination was

Fortress Monroe, and thence up the Potomac to Washington. But, as soon

as darkness set in, their course was reversed, and next morning, after some

vexatious delays, they were landed at Deep Bottom, whence the}' advanced

in the direction of Richmond. In the afternoon they came upon the ene-

my's intrenched line, upon the right of which an attack was made by

Barlow with two of Hancock's divisions. This was vigorously repelled,

and nothing was effected. Birney, on their left, gained some slight advan-

tage. During the four succeeding days a series of brisk but undecisive ea-
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gagements was kept up, Hancock trying in vain to discover some weak

point Lee, in tbe mean while, by detaining two of the three divisions or-

dered to the Shenandoah, and withdrawing largely from those at Petersburg,

had accumulated a force too strong to be formally assaulted. He even ven-

tured, on the 18th, to assume the offensive by an attack upon Birney ; but

the assault was repelled with heavy loss. In this operation the Union loss

was about 1500, of which two thirds fell upon the corps of Hancock. The
Confederate loss was about tbe same.

The operation had failed in its ostensible and perhaps its immediate pur-

pose to secure a position more directly menacing Richmond. It had, how-

ever, accomplished two ulterior objects. It had prevented large re-enforce-

ments being sent to Early, and had, by weakening the force at Petersburg,

given a promising occasion for a movement against the Weldon Railroad.

This was committed to Warren. On the 18th he moved quietly from his

position on the extreme left, and struck the railroad without serious opposi-

tion at a point four miles below Petersburg. Leaving Griffin's division to

hold this, he pushed Ayres's and Crawford's divisions for a mile up the road,

until they found themselves confronted by the enemy drawn up in line of

battle. Warren's position was a critical one. His corps was isolated, for

its march had left a wide gap between itself and the troops on his right.

The left ol his advanced division also was approached by an obscure road

of which he had no knowledge. Down this came the enemy, striking hcav

ily upon Ayres, forcing him back for a space with heavy loss. The troops

rallied, and' the Confederates were repulsed in turn, Warren still holding
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fast to and intrenching himself upon the railroad. This was of too great

importance to be surrendered witheut a struggle. The next day Lee, bav-

ing concentrated a powerful force, burst suddenly upon Warren. The wide

space between Warren and Buniside had by some mischance been left un-

covered.' Into this broad gap Lee thrust Mahone's division, striking War-

ren's right, and, gaining its rear, pressed fiercely along it toward the left,

throwing the whole line into confusion, and sweeping away more than 2000

prisoners, while at the same time Heth's division assailed the left. The core

of Warren's troops still stood firm, and opportunely at the moment 2000

men from the Ninth Corps came upon the scene. With bis whole force

Warren now struck back upon bis assailants right and left, and drove them

back in confusion within their lines. On the 20th all was quiet along the

, and Warren wisely passed it in strengthening the position against an

attempt which he could not doubt would be made to regain it On the morn-

in" of the 21st, Lee, having massed thirty guns, opened a fierce fire, under

cover of which a heavy infantry force moved upon Warren's front, while an

other body endeavored to turn the left flank. The front attack was speedi-

ly repelled; the turning force met with still worse success; pushing heedless-

ly on, they encountered a fire so severe that they broke and fled in confu-

sion, leaving behind 500 prisoners. So the Weldon Railroad was won, but

nt heavy cost. In the three days' struggle the Union loss was 4543, of

whom more than two thirds were " missing." 1

It was now resolved to destroy the railroad for a dozen of miles south of

the point where it was held by Warren. For this purpose a part of Han-

cock's corps, which had been withdrawn from across the James, with a bri-

gade of cavalry, 8000 men in all, was dispatched on the 21st. In the course

of the next two days the work was effectually performed for four miles, as

far as Reams's Station, where hasty and ill-planned breastworks were erected.

On the morning of the 24th it was pursued three miles farther, and orders

were given that on the next day five miles more should be destroyed. Up
to this time no enemy had been encountered, and none was looked for.

But Lee had in the mean while sent a strong force under Hill down the

Boydton Road, which showed itself on the morning of the 25th. Hnne'oclc

then withdrew his infantry behind the breastworks at Reams's Station, iho

cnvalry having been pushed some distance to the left. Two sharp attacks

were made and repulsed. Hill then, assuming a position where his artillery

could take Hancock's line in reverse, opened a bot fire, throwing the Feder-

als into some confusion. This was followed by an impetuous charge, by

which the disordered lines were broken through and three batteries captured.
.

The breastworks were carried after a feeble resistance, and all seemed lost.

Miles, whose lines bad been broken through, succeeded in rallying upon

a new line, where the advance of the enemy was checked, and one of the

ist batteries regained. Night put an end to the contest, and Hancock in

the darkness withdrew. Hill, not suspecting bow small was the force op-

ied to him, also withdrew at the same time, and when morning broke the

place was vacant save of the dead. Out of his 8000 men, Hancock bad lost

2400, of whom almost three fourths were missing.3

Five weeks of almost unbroken quiet now ensued. To all seeming the

armies of Lee and Grant had come to a dead-lock. Each lay behind intrench-

ments which it was hopeless for the other to assail. Men's eyes were turn-

ed to other quarters—to Georgia, where Sherman at Atlanta was watching

the heady manoeuvres of Hood, ready to take advantage of the first false

move, and meditating the great March to the Sea; to the Valley of the Shen-

andoah, where Sheridan was operating against Early, who had for a month

menaced the Federal capital ; to Mobile, where Farragut was sealing up that

important port, precious to the Confederacy as the last save Wilmington hith-

erto open to blockade-runners. Grant, meanwhile, was steadily tightening

his grasp upon what he had won, and seeking to make this a base fur farther

acquisitions. The extension of his lines across the Weldon Road had

compelled Lee in like manner to stretch his, so that it seemed that he could

have left few troops north of the James, and that there was most likely an

opportunity of gaining something in the direction of Richmond. On the

28th of September, Ord and Birney, with the two divisions of the Army of

the James, crossed the river, and fell fiercely upon the strong works near

Chapin's Bluff. One of these, Fort Harrison, was captured, but an assault

upon Fort Gilmer was repulsed with heavy loss. FortHarrison occupied a

commanding position, and was the main defense of that part of the Confed'

crate lines. Desperate attempts were made to retake it, but they were un

availing, and Butler held a secure position from which to threaten Richmond.

This compelled Lee to maintain a larger force than before upon the north

bank of the James.
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year, the Confederate ranks were recruited, says ;
" It was not unusual to see a. the nolroad Ma-

,,;,„ long Ins.-. of-o.uliJ men, with scraps of hh.nkets in their hand*, or small pine boxes of pro-

„.„„„
*

r wliatev.-r ,-l-e tl.ev might snatch in their hurried departure from their home.-, whence

,hev had hem, taken nhno-t wu I an boar's notice, and tiekeicd for the various camp, of instme-

Hor'i in the 1 'otilc.l.-racy. In armies thus requited, it is no wonder that d.-cnions were numer-

ous; but for e«erv i Sanfederaie ooldier who went over to the Federal lines, there were hundreds who

dropped out frum tlie rear and deserted to their homes."
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The Confederates being thus strong upon their left, it was assumed that

they must be weak on their right. To ascertain this.Warren was directed

on tbe 30th to make a strong reconnoissance with two divisions of his own
corps and two of tbe Ninth, now commanded by Parke. The reconnois-

sance was to be converted into an attack should the enemy prove to be in

small force. Some works at Peebles Farm were taken and held; but
Parke, pushing on, came upon the enemy in force, who charged upon him
threw Potter's division into rout, and swept off a thousand prisoners. "Wil-

cox's and Griffin's divisions coming up, checked the pursuit, and the corps

returned to the works which they had captured. Next day a fierce storm

suspended operations. On the 2d of October a reconnoissance was pushed

oat, but the enemy bad fallen back to bis intrenebments. The loss in this

operation was 2680, of whom 1756 were missing, mainly the unreliable re-

cruits which had been added to Parke's corps. But the line bad been ex-

tended three miles westward, and now reached within five miles of the

Southern Railroad.

If this railroad could be seized, it would be equivalent to the capture of

Petersburg. Grant, after long and careful preparation, attempted this with

a force greater than he had put forth upon any one operation during the

siege. The plan was to find tbe extremity of the Confederate intrenched

line, turn it, gain the rear, and then move westward and strike the railroad.

On tbe morning of the 27th of October the whole Army of tbe Potomac,

leaving only sufficient men to hold the fortified line, was put in motion
t
hoth

Grant and Meade accompanying the expeditionary force. Parke, who was

posted at the extreme left, in the position which had been won ten days be-

fore, was to move out toward the Boydton Road, and, if possible, force the

Confederate lines as far down as tbe crossing of Hatcher's Pun. Warren

was to support Parke, and, in case he was successful, was to closely press

the retreating enemy ; otherwise Warren was to cross the stream, march up

its south side beyond the plank road, then recross, thus gaining the rear of

the enemy's line, in front of which Parke would be posted. Meanwhile the

main movement to the railroad was to be executed by Hancock. March-

ing clown southwardly in the rear of Parke and Warren, he crossed the Run

with slight opposition, then turning sharply to the northwest, he reached by

noon the Boydton Road, whence a march of six miles would bring him to

the railroad. Here he received an order from Meade to halt; for Parke,

upon coming in front of the line which be was to carry, found it impenetra-

ble. He therefore halted and intrenched himself. Hancock's corps was

now wholly isolated, and the bait was ordered to give Warren time to exe-

cute hia alternative movement, whicb would connect him with Hancock.

Grant had by this time become convinced that it would be impossible to

reach the railroad, and ordered the troops to be withdrawn to the fortified

lines from which they had set out. Up to this time the enemy bad not

moved from his intrenebments, or shown any disposition to attack. Grant-,

having received an erroneous report thatWarren had connected with Han-

cock, rode off to his headquarters at City Point, whence in the evening he

sent a dispatch to Washington stating that there had been no serious fight-

ing, intimating that he intended no offensive operation, but should hold his

advanced position for a few hours to invite an attack from the enemy. 1

But there was no need to invite an attack upon a force so isolated as w.is

that of Hancock. Warren had, indeed, promptly endeavored to connect

with Hancock. Crawford's division crossed Hatcher's Run, and moved up

the south bank through dense woods, wherein whole regiments lost their

way. But by the middle of the afternoon be reached a point opposite the

enemy's intrenchments on tbe opposite side of the stream, and within a mile

of Hancock's right, which had been extended to meet him. Yet such was

tbe difficult character of the intervening space, that each command was un-

aware of the precise position of the other. Hill meanwhile, apparently un-

aware of the approach of Crawford, had arranged an assault upon Hancock,

neth crossed the run between Hancock and Crawford, fairly turned the

right of the former, and fell upon Mott's division, which, looking for an at-

tack from another direction, was struck in the rear. Pierce's brigade gave

way for a space, losing a number of guns. But Egan promptly changed

front with bis division, so as to face Heth, who bad now become aware tbat

Crawford was close upon bis left. The Confederates, bewildered, changed

front so as to expose their flank to Egan, who, with bis own regiment and

one of Mott's brigade, swept on, while De Trobriand's brigade and Kerwin's

dismounted cavalry struck in front. The Confederates, overborne by tbe

fierce rush, gave way, and were driven from the field, leaving behind them

nearly a thousand prisoners. Had Crawford in tbe mean while advanced,

the whole Confederate force, isolated by the stream, must have been cap-

tured. But, though so close at band, the noise of the musketry was not

heard through the forest. Two hundred of the Confederates, bewildered in

1 "Tbo Army of tho Potomac, lenvinj; only sufficient men lo bold lis fortified lines, moved by

tbe enemy's right flunk. Tbe Second 1'oq-s. followed Iv two divisions .-I the 1'ilth, wnli Hie .av-

nlry in fidvnnce, forced u [.in-siige of Hntehcr's Hun, nntl moved up tbo south side of it inward tlio

Southsidc Railroad, which I bud hoped liv this movement to reach find hold ;
but. IhkImik that

wo bud not rcuched the end of the enemy's fortilicntions. uti.l no [.hue preuenuuK nsell f >r u suc-

cessful Uflsnnh by which be miBhi he doubled up and shortened, 1 ihiermined to withdmw wiilnn

our fortified line. Orders were Kiven nccordinglv. Immediately upon iceiwne, a report ih.ill.j'ti-

ora! Warren bud connected with General llmiroek, I returned to hit honihpinrlers. — Grant*i/ftj-

part. " Our line now extends (>„„, ,,s former left to Armstrongs Mill
;
(hence by tin' m.lilIi Lank

ofrintchor'H Run Creek to its crnssini; nt (lie Hf.vdti.in l'lutik Rond. At every
|

'I the ciieun

Was found intremhed uud his worts iniinned. No attack was made dnrinit the dio lurlkrf in"' '"

drive pickets and cavalry inside of the main work, (lur cusinibies have 1 n liKht. nmbiil.h lev

thnn 20(1 killed, wounded, uud missing ; tbe same is probably true of the. enemy. 1 slndl keep i "»

trnop.1 out where they nut mini inward u-ofi lo-mormw, in hopes el invitim; uu "Hack. —Grants

/Ma/Mitch. From [bo wnrdini; of the report, it mifiht be inferred t licit ibe withdrawal wis onlen u

to ho mnde during the afternoon . .f the -'7th, nnd Hint therefore the ti K litinK whi.h ensued wn.s in

conseiiuonco of a violnli.m irf nrders. lint I he dispnteh ,|h.wh Hint (lie withdrawn! wils not to i*

tnndo till noxt ilny. Gram's direction Tor holding on until (hen wns suh-eipienily modified nj

Monde, who left ir optiinml with Hamm k to wiihdniw during (lie night of (be 27th. tor UJ»

whole opomtinn, see e.s,,e. inlly Swimon (A™,, /,!„ P„,,;,,;r, 'M-MQ), where will bo round cita-

tions from tho iw yet unpublished reports of JJuncock and Warren.
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the woods, strayed within Crawford's lines, and gave themselves up as pris-

oners. Meanwhile Hampton, with five brigades, assailed Gregg's cavalry

upon the Union left and rear. But Hancock, sending thither all of his force

not actually engaged with Hcth, held his ground. The Confederates had

met a decided repulse; but Hancock's position was still critical. He was yet

isolated and in front of the enemy in unknown strength, wlio would un-

doubtedly attack nest morning with increased force. His ammunition was

well-nigh exhausted, and it was not likely that it could be replenished m
time. So, the option having been given by Meade, he withdrew that night

and retraced his way to tbe lines from which he bad set out. It was well

that he did so, for during the night Hill had massed 18,000 infantry and

cavalry, with which he proposed to renew the attack at daybreak. The en-

tire Union loss was 1900, of whom a third were missing. Most of this fell

upon Hancock's corps, Parke's losing only 150, and Warren's probably about

as many. The Confederate loss waB probably greater in killed and wound-

ed, certainly twice as great in prisoners, of whom 1200 were taken. 1

1 Lee's dispnleh gives a very inadequi

porta lhat ihe nttnek of General llclli iif

time brigades n|"i"T General Mniione u

c now of (his affair. Ho savs :
" General A. P. Hill re-

in ihe cnemv anon the Buvdlon flunk Hoed was mnde by

front, and General Hampton in the rear. Mahoae cop-

Butler's co-operative movement was feebly made and ineffectual. He-

pushed out two columns toward the Williamsburg Eoad and the York Rail-

road The first column was checked at the outset, losing 400 prisoners
;

the

second column carried a small fortified work, which it forthwith abandoned,

and both returned to their former position. Thus the operation for which

such ample preparation had been mnde, and from which so much had been

expected, resulted in nothing beyond gaining some slight knowledge of the

region a knowledge which proved that the Southside Railroad could not bo

reached by that lino. Yet the same costly experiment was made three

months later, and with the like result.

The army now took up winter quarters behind its intrcnckments, and

during the remainder of the year no important operation was undertaken

around Petersburg, although the quiet of the camps was broken by the con-

tinual picket-firing and artillery duels inevitable when two great armies lie

intrenched face to face. Butler, indeed, was prosecuting a scheme from

tuo Bo>dion Plank Bond, leaving Ids wounded md ninre itan .Ul dead on in. nolo.
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which he, and he alone, expected large results. Above Bermuda Hundred

the James makes a double bend, first to the west, then south, thence east,

aud after a course of six miles returns to within less than half a mile of its

starting-point. This tortuous bend was commanded by batteries which

barred the farther ascent of the river. Butler proposed to dig a canal

through the narrow isthmus, by which gun-boats could ascend the river and

assail the Confederate works at Cbapin's Bluff, and perhaps even force a

passage to Richmond. The work, begun late in the summer, was prosecuted

all through the autumn, mainly by details from the colored troops, not with-

out considerable annoyance from the hostile batteries. At the close of the

year the excavation was completed, save a narrow bulkhead at the upper

end. On New-year's day this was blown up, but the earth fell back into

the channel, leaving only space for a little rivulet- The Confederates forth-

with established a battery opposite the mouth of the canal, which completely

swept its whole length, and the scheme came to naught

The Weldon Railroad meanwhile, though crossed by the Union intrench-

ments, and destroyed for some distance below, had not been rendered whol-

ly useless to the Confederates. Cars still ran to within a few miles of the

Union lines, and then freight, mainly supplies brought to Wilmington by
blockade-runners, was hauled by wagons to Richmond. On the 7th of De-

cember Warren started out to destroy the road still farther down. The
work was thoroughly and systematically done. The troops were formed in

line of battle along the road. Each division destroyed that in its front;

then each one moved down to the left, and so on in succession. In two days

twenty miles of road were destroyed. At length the enemy were encoun-

tered in some force, strongly posted across the road. The expedition then

returned, having marched a hundred miles in six days.

The communication with Wilmington was rendered somewhat more diffi-

cult, but was not wholly interrupted, for at this very period the supplies

from hence saved the Confederate army in one of its sorest straits. On the

9th of December the commissary general reported that there were but nine

days' food for Lee's army, producing also a letter from the commander stat-

ing that his men were, deserting on account of short rations. On the 14th

Lee telegraphed to Davis that his men were without meat. This disaster

was only averted by the opportune arrival atWilmington of Beveral vessels

loaded with supplies, which were then on their way to the army. 1

The capture of Fort Fisher on the 16th ofJanuary effectually closed the

port of Wilmington, and thus compelled Lee to rely solely upon the South-

Bide and Danville roads. Taking advantage of the absence of the iron-clads

at Wilmington, the Confederates made a bold attempt to destroy the Union
shipping in the James. On the night of the 23d ofJanuary, their three iron-

clads, the Virginia, Richmond, and Fredericksburg, accompanied by five

Bteamers and three torpedo-boats, dropped silently down the river, passed

> Pollard, Loit Caw, U49,

Fort Brady, which covered the upper extremity of Butler's position, and

broke the chain which had been stretched across the river opposite the low-

er end of the Dutch Gap Canal. The Fredericksburg got through the ob-

structions; the other iron-clads and the steamer Drewry grounded. The

iron-clads returned, the Virginia being severely injured by a bolt from a

monitor. The Drewry, being immovable, was abandoned and blown up.

As spring approached, and Sherman was beginning to move northward

through the Carolinas, Grant wished to prevent Lee from dispatching any

part of his army to the south. The immediate problem to be solved was

entirely changed. Before it had been how to drive Lee out of Petersburg

;

now it was to keep him there for a space, until Sherman had swept away the

forces opposed to him. An offensive operation must be undertaken, and

there seemed to be no one except an essential repetition of that which bad

been attempted in October. 1

On the 5th of February, Warren's corps, accompanied by Gregg's cavalry,

was sent to turn the Confederate lines at Hatcher's Run, while Humphreys,

who now commanded the Second Corps—Hancock having been ordered

north to organize a new corps—was to assail in front. Warren's route

was neariy the same as that formerly taken by Hancock. Humphreys ad-

vanced to the Run, and was furiously assailed ; but the attack was repelled,

and at night the position was firmly held. Next morning Warren, who,

having crossed the Run, had moved in the rear, came up, and the two corps

were connected. Warren then pushed his left under Crawford up the west

bank of the stream, through tangled woods and miry sloughs. Pushing be-

fore him a Confederate force under Pegram, Crawford went as far as be bad

gone in October. Here Pegram, vc-enforced by Evans, made a stand, and

in turn forced Crawford back. Meanwhile a Confederate force bad made a

detour around his left and rear. They struck Ayres's division, which was

advancing to the support of Crawford, drove it in confusion upon Crawford,

whose division also gave way and fell into rapid retreat. Tbey fell back

wildly to the position on Hatcher's Run, where Humphreys had hastily in-

trenched himself. The Confederates pursued fiercely ; but, as they emerged

into an open space, they encountered a sharp fire, and hastily withdrew into

the Bbelter of the woods, whence they fell back within their lines. The

Union loss in these two days was 2000; that of tbe Confederates less—

probably not more than 1000. The only gain to the Federals was a far-

ther extension of their line to the westward—an extension which might

have been made without a battle. With this unsuccessful endeavor fell the

curtain of the great drama, soon to be raised for tbe final short and stirring

act. '

1 Thus only tun wo explain tho movement now undertnken. Grant, ill his report, refcre to it

only incidentally. He wiys: "The operations in front of Peterstmn; and lii.liini.ml mjt"
_

spring enmpiiign of 18G5 were confined to the defense mid exiuiiMim of our line-,, and I" '

''""',,J

movements for crippling (lie enemy's lines of i-nimiiniiicnti.-.n, mid to prevent Inn duturhing ait

coDflidornble force to send south. By tho 7th of tfdbninry our line- -« " '" i-
'

;l

'

Bun, and tho Woldoa Railroad bad been destroyed to Hlcksford."

o exieuded toBfttchora
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CHAPTER L.

THE CAMPAIGN IN VIRGINIA.—EARLY AND SEIERIDAN.

Hunter's Advance upon Lynchburg.—His Retreat through Western Virginia.— Early sent to the

Valley of the Shenandoah.—Sigel driven from Martinsburg.—Early crosses the Potomac into

Maryland.—Defeats Wallace on the Monocaey.—Threaten* Washington.—Troops arrive for its

Defense.—Early repulsed at Fort Stevens.—Reerosses the Potomac.—Is followed by Crook, who
is defeated at Kernstown.—Early's Raid into Pennsylvan in.—The Burning of Chambersburg.—
Sheridan appointed to the command of the Middle Department,—His Instructions.—Opening
Movements.—Position in Septemher.—Sheridan to go in.—The Bottle of the Opcquan, or Win-
chester.—Early defeated.—Battle of Fisher's Hill.—Early routed.—Tho Pursuit.—She ridnn

Returns.—Devastation of the Valley of the Shenandoah.—Early advances.—Battle of Middle-

town, or Cedar Creek.—The Federals surprised and driven back.—Sheridan comes upon the

Field.—He attacks and routs Early.—Early's Address to his Troops,—Results of the Campaign.

EARLY in .June, while, aa has been narrated, Grant, after the battle of

Cold Harbor, lay upon the Chickabominy, Hunter was successfully

pressing down the great Valley of Virginia. Crossing the Blue Ridge, he

emerged into the tide-water region, and on the 16th appeared before Lynch-

burg, whither Lee had already sent the small command of Breckinridge.

This, joined to the few troops scattered in that region, was altogether insuf-

ficient to oppose the threatening movement of Hunter, and Early was hur-

ried thither by railroad, reaching Lynchburg just in advance of the Union
force. Hunter had expended most of his ordnance stores in the long march
through a hostile county. On the 17th and 18th, while the first battles

were waged before Petersburg, Hunter made some demonstrations, but, find-

ing the enemy strong in his front, and with constantly increasing force, he

hastily recrossed the Blue Mountains; then, apprehending that his return

would be intercepted, and thinking himself in no condition to risk a battle,

he continued his retreat westward, crossing the Alleghanies into the mount-
ain region of West Virginia, whence he could regain his position on the Po-

tomac only by a wide detour. This retreat left Washington and the whole

northern frontier almost bare of troops, for every effective regiment had

been sent to re-enforce Grant. The operations before Petersburg had con-

vinced Lee that he could still hold his lines with a portion of the force

which he had ; and he reasoned, also, that the threat of a renewed invasion

of the North would compel his opponent to detach largely from the force at

Petersburg, and most likely compel him to raise the siege.

In the latter days of June, Early was therefore ordered to move down the

Valley of the Shenandoah. The force with which this movement was made
compared ill with the great armies which had twice before marched along

this beaten track. Instead of the 100,000 men with which Lee had moved
on the campaigns which closed at Antietam and Gettysburg, Early had not

more than 20,000 men of all arms. But the force for the defense was still

weaker in proportion, and it was within the limits of possibility that even

the Federal capital might be seized by a sudden dash. Early moved with

the rapidity which had always characterized the Confederate marches. In

spite of the fierce summer heat, the troops made twenty miles a day, and on

the 2d of July he was close upon Martinsburg. Sigel, who was there with

a small force guarding a large quantity of stores, fell back toward Harper's

Ferry, abandoning every thing which he could not carry off. Taught by

the experience of the past, he was not entrapped into halting at Harper's

Ferry, but, crossing the Potomac, took post upon Maryland Heights. Here

he was safe from attack, but useless for obstructing the passage of the river,

had his force been five times as great. Hunter was far away, making bis

toilsome circuit through the mountain wilds of Western Virginia. There

was nothing to hinder Early from making a raid into Maryland and Penn-

sylvania. Crossing the Potomac, he sent scouting-partiesin every direction.

One destroyed the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad for miles, and cut the em-

bankments of the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal in various places; another

pushed on to Hagerstown, where they levied a heavy contribution and went

off. The main body pushed on toward Frederick City by the same route over

which Lee had marched two years before, threatening both Baltimore and

Washington. Wallace was at Baltimore in the command of a few disjoint-

ed fragments of troops, but he knew that the veteran Sixth Corps was com-

ing to his aid from the James. He therefore advanced and look position

on the Monocaey River, where he covered the roads to both Baltimore and

Washington, and hoped to hold the enemy in check until the arrival of

Wright with the Sixth Corps, and Emory with the Nineteenth. This lat-

ter had been brought from Louisiana, had opportunely arrived at Fortress

Monroe, and, without disembarking there, was sent up the Potomac to

Washington. Rickettsia division of the Sixth Corps had joined him at Bal-

timore, and the other divisions were on the point of embarking at City

Point; two days would bring them up.

On the morning of the 9th of July, Early, after some skirmishing, came

upon Wallace at the Monocaey. The Confederates were more than two to

one. Their first and second assaults were repelled ;
but the third, made in

greater force, was successful. The Federals retreated, some 1 in good order,

toward Baltimore, but the greater part fled in utter confusion in every direc-

tion. The Union loss was 1959 ; of them, 1282 were " missing," of whom

fully half were stragglers. The Confederate loss was vaguely reported at

600. It was apparently somewhat greater, since two days after 400 of

those too severely wounded to be removed were found in the hospitals at

Frederick.

The approach to Washington was now fairly opened, and Early moved

the next day in that direction. He had with him about ten thousand men,

for detachments had been sent in every direction to gather supplies and plun-

der. Had he pushed straight on with even this small force, he might, in all

likelihood, have entered the capital, and, after doing what damage he pleased,
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have retired by the way he came. A delay of a single day forfeited an op-

portunity for striking a blow which might have changed the current of his-

tory. On the evening of the 10th Early's whole force was within half a

dozen miles of Washington. Between him and the Federal capital there

were only a few isolated forts manned by militia, invalids, and convalescents

from the hospitals. For one day it was not Richmond, but Washington that

was in peril. Few men in the Federal capital believed that it could be saved

from capture. On the afternoon of the 12th Early made demonstrations

looking toward an assault. He advanced his line close up to Fort Stevens,

an isolated work half a dozen miles north of the city, covering one of the

roads. But during the previous night the whole aspect of things had been

changed. The Nineteenth Corps, and the two remaining divisions of the

Sixth, had steamed up the Potomac, and were disembarked. A great weight

was lifted from the heart of the man upon whose calm courage rested more
than even upon any general in the field the destiny of the nation. As
the tried veterans stepped ashore, they saw upon the wharf the gaunt figure

of Abraham Lincoln. He greeted them with kindly words and the winning

smile which was wont to light up his homely features, munching at intervals

a bit of army bread. No wonder that be had that day missed his dinner.

As the foremost men filed swiftly through the streets, they were greeted

with acclamation. "It is the old Sixth Corps, the men who took Marye's

Heights ; the danger is over." That night it was felt that the peril was over-

past. Toward evening of the 12th a brigade of the Sixth. Corps moved out

to dislodge the Confederates, who had all day kept up annoying demonstra-

tions in front of Fort Stevens. A hot conflict ensued, for the combatants

were veterans who had encountered each other on more than one stricken

field. Each side lost heavily in proportion to the numbers engaged. The
Union brigade, a thousand strong, lost a quarter of its numbers. The Con-

federates lost more, and were driven from the field.

Early saw that his opportunity was past. The Federal capital was held

by a force too strong in number and quality to be encountered by his little

army. Under the cover of night he withdrew, recrossing the Potomac, and
thus closing the last invasion of the North. This attempt, however, had not

been an entire failure. He bad won one considerable battle, and swept back

with him no inconsiderable booty, not the least valuable part of which was
5000 horses and 2500 cattle.

Having placed the Potomac between himself and the enemy. Early moved
leisurely up the Valley of the Shenandoah. Wright, who was now placed

at the head of the Sixth and Nineteenth Corps, followed by the same route

and witb the same undecided steps wherewith McClellan and Meade had be-

fore gone after Lee. Passing through Snicker's Gap, be came up on the

19th of July witb the retreating Confederate column at the crossing of the

Shenandoah. When half way over, Early turned, repelled him, and then

fell back leisurely to Winchester; while Wright, under orders from Grant,

returned to Washington.

It was supposed that Early's command was returning to join Lee at Pe-

tersburg, and the Federal commander proposed to recall the Sixth Corps to

the Army of the Potomac. But Lee, who was aware of the importance of

maintaining a force in the Valley of the Shenandoah, and thus keeping uu

a constant menace of raids across the Potomac, bad no thought of with-

drawing Early. The Federals soon had reason to find to their cost that

Early was yet close at hand. On the 23d of July, Crook, who was in com-
mand at Harper's Ferry, pushed up the Valley, which he supposed bad been

abandoned by the enemy. At Kernstown, four miles beyond Winchester,

hard by where Jackson bad suffered his only defeat in the Valley, his small

force encountered Early, was defeated, and driven back in rout to Martins-

burg, losing 1200 men. It then recrossed the Potomac, leaving the way
open, for a raid across the river. Early took prompt advantage of the op-

portunity. His cavalry, 3000 strong, under McCausland, passed the Poto-

mac, and, making a wide sweep so as to conceal their real destination, reach-

ed Cliambersburg on the 30th. The purpose of this raid was destruction.

McCausland demanded $200,000 in gold as a ransom for the town. Com-
pliance was out of the question, and orders were at once given to burn the

towji, Tbe execution of this was committed to Gilmor, a Marylander, who
had joined the Confederates, and in an hour two thirds of that flourishing

town of 4000 inhabitants was in flames. This is the only instance during

the war in which a town was wantonly, and by express order, destroyed,

without any pretense of military advantage; for the destruction of Atlanta

by Sherman was ordered as a military necessity, and the burning of Colum-

bia was not by any order from the Union commander. The raiding party

now made their way back across the Potomac, after several skirmishes, in

which the losses were about equal upon either side.

These annoying occurrences upon the frontier were owing quite as much
to defective military arrangements on the Federal side as to skill on the

part of tbe Confederates. It seemed as though this region was looked upon

as a hospital for incapable commanders. Tbe departments were so divided

and subdivided that no commander had any real authority or responsibili-

ty. Thus Washington, Baltimore, and the adjacent region formed one de-

partment; parts of Pennsylvania and Maryland another; West Virginia an-

other; the region of tbe Shenandoah another. Grant saw clearly that the

first thing to be done was to form all these into one military department.

This was done, and Hunter, who bad now got back from his long wander-

ing, was placed in command. But Grant had fixed bis eye upon another

man for the position. Hunter intimated bis willingness to be relieved. The

intimation was promptly acted upon, and Sheridan, who had just been sent

to Washington in anticipation of such a contingenc}', was placed in the com-

mand of these departments, which were constituted the Middle Military Di-

vision, the forces there being designated as tbe Army of the Shenandoah-

Sheridan assumed command on the 7th of August. The Army of the

Shenandoah consisted of the Sixth Corps, one division of the Nineteenth,

two small divisions under Crook, known as the Eighth Corps, with Averill's

and Torbert's divisions of cavalry, the latter having just come up from the
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James. In all it numbered 1S.000 infantry and 3500 cavalry disposable

for active operations. As many more were required for garrisons and to

guard tbe railroad. The Confederates, -with the addition of Anderson's
command, were in about equal force. To Sheridan were turned over the

instructions just given to Hunter. He was to concentrate all his available

force near Harper's Ferry, whence he was to operate against Early : pursue

and fight him if be crossed the Potomac ; follow him if he retreated south
;

first or last he would have to pursue the enemy up tbe Valley of the Shen-
andoah, where he must leave nothing which could invite the return of the

Confederates. Dwellings were to be spared, but such provisions, forage,

and stock as could not be used were to be destroyed. The people must
be made to understand that, so long as a Confederate army could subsist

among them, raids would be of continual occurrence, and these it was de-

termined to stop at all hazards. This stern order was soon to be sternly

executed.

Sheridan at once moved up the Valley toward "Winchester, where he ex-

pected to find the enemy ; but they had fallen back. Then, being notified

from Grant that re-enforcements had been sent to Early, raising his force to

40,000 men, he drew back and took up a strong defensive position near Har-
per's Ferry, to await the development of tbe intentions of his opponent.

For a month the outposts and cavalry parties of the armies were in almost
daily collision, with no important results. Early having been re-enforced

by Anderson, in command of Kershaw's division of infantry and Fitzhugh
Lee's cavalry, and Sheridan by Graver's division of the Nineteenth Corps
and Wilson's cavalry, the respective forces were not greatly disproportion-

ate— the Confederates numbering about 22,000, and the Federals about
27,000. There was some question as to the command between Early and
Anderson. Both had been made lieutenant generals on the same day

;

but Anderson's commission as major general was prior to that of Early,

which gave him the military seniority; but he had been sent to Early's de-

partment. There was thus a question of rank, and the two commanders
never cordially co-operated.

At the middle of September the Confederates were concentrated around
Winchester, and the Federals near Berryville, ten miles to the east, the Ope-
quan running between. The armies were so posted that either could bring

on an action ; but neither commander was disposed to attack the other in a

position of his choosing. Grant indeed for a while held Sheridan in check,

for defeat would lay Maryland and Pennsylvania open to a renewed inva-

sion. At length he left the James, and came to the Potomac to confer with

Sheridan. At the very time of his arrival, Sheridan had learned that Ker-
shaw's division had been recalled. Lee was meditating an offensive opera-

tion at Petersburg, and wished Kershaw to be at hand in case it should be
undertaken. He was therefore directed to fall back as far as Culpepper,

whence he could reach Richmond by rail in a few hours. This left Early
with from 15,000 to 18.000. 1 Sheridan had resolved to attack Early, and,

on submitting his plans to Grant, received the emphatic order to "go in."

Sheridan proposed to march upon Newtown, above Winchester, and thus

throw himself upon the Confederate rear; .but on the 18th of September,

just as the movement was to have commenced, lie learned that Early had
sent two of his four divisions to Martinsburg, twenty-two miles from Win-
chester, with the purpose of destroying the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad at

that point. He therefore changed his plan, and resolved to catch the two
divisions left near Winchester, and, having routed them, to fall upon those

sent to Martinsburg. Thus ensued the action called by him the Battle of

1 Early indeed averts ilmi his ullutiive force was onlv Kfrfio niu-keis—my tioni't infantry, and
less (linn 3000 cavalry, with throe battalions of artillery : not mora ilinn 13,000 men in nil. But,
ns will bo seen hereafter, this is evidently an under-Maremenr ; for, taking into nccoiint Inn state-

ment of all the re-enforeemen is which he at any lime received, Sheridan captured during this

campaign nearly as many prisoners ics [he whole of Karly's [dieted force, lit? In^cs in hilled end
wounded were also very heavy, mid a considerable remnant of his army rejoined Lee "i I'etcrs<

burg. Pollard (Lost Oaute, p. S'JS) adopts Early's statement ; but Pollard's own accounts else-

where show llint this mus'
'
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tbeOpequan,by the Confederates that of Winchester. As ithappened,bow-

ever, Early marched only half way to Martinsburg, and was able to bring

his whole force upon the field- Before dawn of the 19th Sheridan wns in

motion. Torbert's cavalry, in front, was to cross the Opequau, and clear

the passage of the stream in one direction. Wilson, supported by the Sixth

d Nineteenth Corps, was to move rapidly down the defile through which
ran the direct road from Berry ville, and thus Pall upon the portion of tho

enemy lying directly in front of Winchester, Crooks's corps being held in

reserve. Wilson charged into the deep gorge, drove back the enemy's

pickets, and captured the earthworks at its mouth. Wright and Emory
defiled through the narrow gorge, and emerged, under a heavy artillery fire,

into an irregular undulating valley, dotted over with ledges of rock and

patches of wood, sloping gradually up to the semicircular heights of Win-
chester. Time was lost in making these movements, and it was nine o'clock

before the order to advance was given. The attack and defense were alike

obstinate, and, neither being sheltered except by the natural cover afforded

by the formation of the ground, the loss on botli sides was heavy. Ram-
seu'r, upon whom the attack first fell, held his ground stoutly for two hours.

But the whole of Wright's and Emory's corps having at length passed

through the gorge, be began to give way. At this moment Rodes came
back from the direction of Martinsburg and joined in the fight, Rodes

was shot dead, the centre of Early's first line was broken, and the Federals

rushed on. They now encountered Gordon, who bad followed hard after

Wharton. The advance wr.3 checked, and then Gordon made a counter-

charge, which, striking Sheridan's centre, where the Sixth and Nineteenth

Corps joined, forced it back in confusion, which threatened to become a to-

tal rout. Gordon pushed on in pursuit so fiercely that his flank was ex-

posed to Russell's brigade, of the Sixth, which was on the left. He was in

turn driven back, and Sheridan's line was soon re-established, most of the

two or three thousand men who had gone to the rear being brought back.

Still the battle hung in even scales. Breckinridge, with the last of the

cavalry, the last of Early's absent men, now came up from the rear, and

took position on the Confederate left. Now ensued the fiercest fighting of

the day. Early sought to extend his left so as to outflank Sheridan's right;

then, sweeping round, to seize the mouth of the narrow gorge and cut off

the retreat. Sheridan's quick eye perceived that his opportunity had now

come. Crook's corps had not yet been brought into action. He bad kept

them in reserve upon bis right, intending also to turn the enemy's left and

cut off his retreat Crook was now directed to the left, turn the Confeder-

ate right, strike it in flank and rear, and, as soon as it was broken, the Fed-

eral left should swing round and strike on the other flank. Both movements

were made with the utmost precision. On what was now the decisive point

the Federals were in great preponderance. They fairly overlapped the

Confederates, who were powerless to prevent the turning of their flank.

Crook's line swept steadily on over the open fields in the face of a fierce

musketry fire, under which 900 men went down in a few minutes. Em-

ory's corps now sprung from the ground where they had been lying to

shelter themselves from the artillery, by which they had for three hours

been sorely pelted, poured in a fire so rapid that in five minutes their am-

munition was exhausted, and then dashed straight upon a patch of wood-

land where was the extreme left of the Confederate line, into the other side

of which Crook was already pouring. The enemy rushed out in utter rout,

many of them in their flight throwing away their guns and accoutrements.

The battle was irretrievably lost. To hold this wood Early had brought

in his last two divisions, those of Breckinridge. These divisions had all

the morning, and until far in the afternoon, held in check Merritt's and

Torbert's cavalry. These magnificent horsemen had then pressed up, sweep-

ing before them the Confederate cavalry, and circling round to the Confed-

erate flank and rear. They charged fiercely upon the disorganized mass,

which broke and fled in confusion back to Winchester. The fragments of

the routed army entered the town as night was falling. But here was no

rest. In the darkness they kept on their flight, only halting until they

reached Fisher's Hill, a strong position eight miles south of Winchester,

and twelve from the battle-field. It had been a well-fought action, and de-

cisive, won indeed by superior force, but with equal bravery. Sheridan's

losses' summed up 4990, of whom 653 were killed, 3719 wounded, and 618

missing. The heaviest loss, 1956, fell upon Emory's corps, among whom

were 450 missing, captured when they were repulsed early in the day. In

Wright's corps there were 1637 killed and wounded, and 48 missing. In

Crook's corps, which struck the final decisive blow, out of a total loss of

953, there were but 8 missing. The cavalry lost 441, of whom 109 were

missing. The Confederate loss is not stated, but in all it could not have

been less than 6000. Upon the field and in the pursuit 2500 prisoners

were taken ; 2000 wounded were found in the hospitals at Winchester.

On the next morning Sheridan set out in pursuit, and soon came in

front of the position which Early had taken up at Fisher's Hill. Here the

valley is split by an intervening ridge, the main branch contracting to the

breadth of threo and a half miles, overhung on each side by precipitous

bluffs. Early had availed himself of the brief respite to throw up breast-

works across the valley. Here he thought himself secure, for it was a posi-

tion which could be held against a direct assault from a fivefold force. So

safe did Early think himself that his ammunition-boxes were taken from the

caissons and placed behind the breastworks. Sheridan determined to drive

him out of his position by turning his left. To do this, the turning force

must gain the summit of the North Mountain, and, marching for a space

along the crest, plunge down into the valley. The movement must be made

by night, for from a signal station the enemy could observe every move-

ment made by daylight.
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Crook's corps was at night placed in a mass of wood, where they lay hid-

den all through the 21st, while Wright's and Emory's corps were drawn up

in front of the Confederate centre, ready to join in the assault. Crook made
his movement without being perceived. Noon had passed before he was

in position. Sheridan then, posting Ricketts in fror.i of the Confederate left,

sent Averill, with his cavalry, to drive in the enemy's skirmish line. The
movement succeeded beyond expectation. It was reported from the Con-

federate signal station that a turning column was moving against their left

front. Early massed his force to check this. At that moment Crook burst

in upon his rear. The Confederates broke and fled after some show of re-

sistance in front, and Wright's corps, swinging round, joined with Crook's.

The victory was complete, and won at little cost—-not 300 in all, of whom
237 were in Wright's corps, and 60 in Emory's. Crook, whose mere pres-

ence in position won the fight, appears not to have lost a man. The Confed-

erate loss in killed and wounded was not much greater ; but they left behind

them 1100 prisoners. Complete as was the success, Sheridan bad expected

to render it still more decisive. He bad hoped to capture Early's whole
army. For this purpose he had sent Torbert down the parallel Luray Val-

ley, whence it was to cross over into that of the Shenandoah, and intercept

the enemy's retreat. But Torbert was held in check at a narrow gorge by
the Confederate cavalry and a small body of infantry until the fugitives had

passed the point

It was almost dark when the fight at Fisher's Hill was begun. The
remnants of Early's broken divisions fled rapidly down the Valley, hardly a

company preserving its organization. Sheridan pushed on the pursuit for a

day and night as rapidly as possible, but the fugitives were too fleet for the

infantry, and there was present of cavalry only Devins's small division, for

Torbert was in Luray Valley, on the opposite side of the dividing range, and
Averill had unaccountably gone into camp immediately after the fight. On
the morning of the 23d Devins came up with the enemy's rear at Mount
Jackson, twenty-five miles from Fisher's Hill. Here, not in sufficient force to

attack, he waited for Averill, who arrived late in the afternoon, and then fell

back again. Averill was here superseded by Powell. Early's divisions kept
on their flight by different routes until they reached New Market, where sev-

eral roads converge. Here the shattered force got itself partly reorganized,

but kept on its retreat, now presenting a line of battle too strong for the cav-

alry to assail. The Federal infantry pushed on in columns, but were unable
to bring on an action. Torbert, in the mean time, had beaten the enemy in

Luray Valley
; and on the 25th Wright's and Emory's corps bad reached

Harrisburg, Crook's having been left a little behind until the movements of

Early were ascertained. Kershaw, with his fresh division, now rejoined

Early, and the Confederates, nearly as strong as they had been at the Ope-
quan, made a show of advancing.

Sheridan was now in doubt what course to pursue—whether to again as-

sault or to fall back. He finally decided on the latter course. He was lit-

tle, if any, superior to the enemy ; his transportation would not keep him in

supplies for a much farther advance; and, moreover, it was by no means
sure that Grant would be able to hold the entire Confederate force in the

lines at Petersburg. Lee might secretly detach a sufficient number, which,
moving rapidly by rail, could overwhelm him, and then return before their

absence should be perceived. He had, moreover, in a week, accomplished
more than he had dared to count upon. He had destroyed or captured half

of Early's army, and driven the remainder so far to the south, that it no
longer threatened Maryland and Pennsylvania. He therefore determined to

terminate the active campaign and return northward. But on the way back
be was to carry out his original instructions to devastate the valley which
had so long served as a granary for the Confederate army and an avenue for

an invading force. This done, he could give back to Grant at Petersburg the

bulk of the infantry which had been sent to check the diversion made by
Lee. The plan was carried out, but not for three weeks, and after Early had
once more staked all in a desperate venture and lost.

On the 6th of October Sheridan commenced his return march. The cav-

alry swept across the whole breadth of the Valley of the Shenandoah from
the Blue Ridge to the eastern slope of the Alleghanies. The order to trans-

form the Valley into a barren waste, with nothing which should tempt the

enemy to return, was carried cut with unspariug Beverity. Before the army
was a fertile region filled with the stores of an abundant harvest just gath-

ered in ; behind was a desert and devastated region. Sheridan himself

shall describe his work of destruction :
" In moving back to Woodstock, the

whole country from the Blue Ridge to the North Mountain has been ren-

dered untenable for a rebel army. I have destroyed over two thousand

barns filled with wheat, and hay, and farming implements; over seventy

mills filled with flour and wheat; have driven in front of the army over

four thousand head of stock, and have killed and issued to the troops not

less than three thousand sheep. This destruction embraces the Luray Val-

ley and the Little Fort Valley, as well as the main Valley; a large number
of horses has also been obtained," This was the work of but two days.

Dwelling-houses were indeed spared save in a single retributive case. One
of the Union engineer officers was murdered, and for this act all the houses

within an area of five miles were burned.

It is hard, in the midst of peace, to decide where the military right of de-

struction and retribution begins and ends. Early, in retreating from Mary-

land, had seized more cattle and horses than Sheridan took in the Valley.

The numerous guerrilla parties who had made the Valley their lair plunder-

ed at will. " Since I came in the Valley," continues Sheridan, " every train,

every small party has been bushwhacked by the people, many of whom have

protection papers from commanders who have hitherto been in the Valley,"

Sheridan spared dwellings, although the ruins of Chambersburg, fired with-

out pretense of military necessity, had hardly ceased to smoke. But this

devastation only partly accomplished its purpose. The Valley was not ren-

dered untenable to a Confederate force until a fortnight later, when the army

there ceased to exist

The Confederate cavalry followed Sheridan's return at a distance, and at

length came into conflict with Torbert's division, by whom they were defeat-

ed ; and when, four days after the commencement of the return march, Sher-

idan, passing Fisher's Mountain, took up his post four miles beyond, Early,

strengthened by Kershaw, was close behind. Here he suffered the final

crushing defeat which put an end to the war in the Valley of the Shenan-

doah.

On the 15th of October, Sheridan, having posted bis army at Cedar Creek,

set out for Washington to consult with the Secretary ofWar as to the route

by which Wright's corps should be sent back to Petersburg. He had just

started on the journey when he received a message from Wright, who was

left in command, inclosing a dispatch deciphered from the enemy's signal-

flag. It purported to be from Longstreet to Early, and read, "Be ready to

move as soon as my forces join you, and we will crush Sheridan." Suspect-

ing it to be, as it undoubtedly was, a ruse, Sheridan sent back word to Wright,

" If Longstreet's dispatch be true, he is under the impression that we have

largely detached. If the enemy should make an advance, I know that you

will defeat him. Look well to your ground, and be well prepared."

On the night of the 18th of October the Federal army lay encamped in

a position apparently unassailable. It was disposed upon three parallel

ridges of no great height, facing southward. TJo the west, four miles away,

lay Early in unknown force at the wooded base of Fisher's Hill, The left

of the Union army—the corps farthest from the Confederate position—was

occupied by Crook. At the foot of this crest ran a deep valley. Next, and

half a mile in the rear, across the turnpike, and to the right, was Emory.

Then, somewhat farther to the right, and considerably in the rear of all, wan,

Wright, From the extreme right to the extreme left was a space of three,

miles, and still farther to the right was Torbert's cavalry. The fronts and

flanks of Crook and Wright were protected by breastworks and batteries.

The position, unless turned by surprise and taken in the rear, was impreg-

nable to any force which the enemy could by any possibility have. Early

resolved to turn both flanks by surprise. The inarch toward Emory upon

the right flank presented no great natural difficulty; but to reach the left

flank the assailants had to descend a rugged gorge so steep that a man must

here and there support himself by holding fast upon the bushes, then wade

the Shenandoah, recross it again, enter tbeValley, skirting Crook's front, and

go up it for three miles, moving scarcely four hundred yards from the pick-

et line. If we may credit Early's express averment, he had an effective

force of less than 10,000 men of all arms. This was hardly half the num-

ber that was to be opposed to him ; of this, however, he was not aware ; for

he supposed that a considerable portion of Sheridan's army was miles away,

at Front Royal, where he knew them to have been a few days before, or still

farther away on the way to Washington.

Early commenced his march at midnight His left column, with the ar-

tillery and cavalry, moved over easy ground, and at dawn began to demon-

strate against Emory. Meanwhile the other column, consisting of the divi-

sions of Gordon, Ramseur, Pegram, Kershaw, and Wharton, the remnants of

those who had just a month before fled in rout from the Opcquan and Fiab-
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er's Hill, moved silently down the mountain slope, forded the Rappahannock,

and crept stealthily along Crook's-front. So imperative was the necessity

for silence that they had left their canteens behind, lest their rattling should

betray them. Before dawn they had pursued their dark-long march ofseven

miles" These three divisions passed beyond Crook's left flank, and turned it

without having been perceived, and were fairly within striking distance of

its rear, while the other two crouched in his front. Once, indeed, the pickets

reported that they bad heard a suspicious rustling, and a part of the front

line was sent into the trenches; but, so little was danger apprehended, that

many went in with unloaded muskets. The gaps left in the line were not

filled, and no veconnoissance was made. There was just then a slight stir in

Emory's camp, for he was to send out a reconnoissance at daybreak toward

Fisher's Hill. His aid was in the saddle, ready to report the exact time

when the troops moved. The gray dawn was just breaking through adense

mist which shrouded mountain and valley when this impatient aid beard far

to the left a sudden sharp rattle of musketry, and the fierce yell which de-

noted a Confederate charge. 1 The five divisions had broken on front, flank,

and rear, through the lines of the sleeping Eighth Corps. In fifteen minutes

it was perfectly routed and streaming back in confusion upon the Nineteenth,

its guns being captured and turned upon the fugitives. Simultaneously a

brisk artillery fire, with demonstrations of cavalry, was opened upon Emory's

right; while his front and left flank were assailed as Crook's had been, and

the enemy were already sweeping around his rear. The Nineteenth Corps

was now fighting the whole Confederate force. Desperate, but brief and un-

availing efforts were made to hold their lines until the Sixth Corp3 could

come up ; but from point to point they were driven back before the furious

rush of Kershaw in front, while Gordon and Kamseur poured in a fire upon

their left flank. The camps of the Eighth and Nineteenth Corps were now

in possession of the Confederates, and what remained of these corps were

pushed back upon the Sixth, which alone maintained the fight. This also

fell back, but slowly and in order, from one position to another, until at

length, after three miles of retreat, it had fairly outstripped Gordon, and stood

with its left flank free from his pertinacious assault. Here at last they held

fast, and awaited the attack. The assailants bad now exhausted their im-

pulse. Most of them, weary and hungry, scattered through the captured

camp3, eager for food and plunder; only a distant artillery fire was kept up.

Wright fell back undisturbed a little farther to a position where he could

cover the high road to Winchester, and began, at nine o'clock, to form bis

broken lines. He had been beaten, but was not routed, and now stood pre-

pared to repel any farther attack.

Sheridan, in the mean while, was on his way back from Washington. He
had slept that night at Winchester. At seven in the morning a picket

there reported that he had heard artillery firing; but Sheridan, supposing

that it proceeded from the reconnoissance which he had ordered that morn-

ing, gave little heed. He rode leisurely on until nine o'clock, when, a mite

and a half beyond the town, the head of the foremost fugitives nppeared in

night—men and trains rushing to the rear with a rapidity which betokened

a great disaster. There happened to be a brigade at Winchester. Stopping

briefly to halt the trains and draw out this brigade to stem the flight, Sheri-

dan pushed rapidly on, and soon approached the front His very presence

stayed the flight of the fugitives, who were running from they knew not

what. "Faceaboutl" he shouted; " we're going back to ourcampsl We're

going to lick them out of their boots 1" Hundreds turned and followed big

black steed. He found Getty—the same who had held the road in the Wil-

derness—far in front of the remainder of the line of the Sixth Corps, con.

fronting the enemy, and momentarily expecting an attack. The other divi-

sions of Wright and Emory were brought forward, and soon were ready foi

the enemy.

Two hours and more passed. Then Early pushed a column toward Em-

ory. No sooner was it within range than a single volley sent it whirling

back, and Sheridan was about to order an advance, when word came to him

from the cavalry far off to the left that a fresh infantry column of Confeder

ates were pressing toward Winchester to gain his rear. The report was

erroneous, but it delayed the order to advance. At four o'clock the order

came. Early had now thrown up breastworks and taken strong positions

under cover of stone fences. For a space he fought bravely, and gave way

slowly and sullenly, but surely. Once, indeed, by a flank movement, he

wheeled Gordon's division around Emory's right, and threw it into some

confusion ; but the movement was a fatal one. McMillan's brigade dashed

into the angle thus formed in the Confederate line, pressed through, and cut

off the turning column, upon which Custer's cavalry charged. At the same

moment the whole Union line rushed forward, and swept the enemy before

them. Gordon first broke, then Kershaw, then Bamseur, and all rushed in

wild tumult down the turnpike which led to their position at Fisher's Hill,

charged by cavalry on both flanks, and pressed by infantry in the centre.

The fugitives outran their foot-pursuers, who, weary and thirsty, toiled after

them. But the swift cavalry were on their heels. At the crossing of Cedar

Creek Custer and Devin charged the train without provoking a shot. A lit-

tle farther on was another bridge; this broke down, and the whole train,

guns and wagons, was abandoned. At length, once more behind the lines

at Fisher's Hill, which cavalry could not pass, Early bad a brief respite;

but in the darkness the whole crowd rushed on, never halting for thirty

miles. There was no need for pursuit the next day. So utterly destroyed

was Early's army that there was nothing worth chasing.

With this battle ended the fighting in the Valley of the Shenandoah.

The remnant of Early's force rejoined Lee, by swift marches, at Petersburg,

only enough of his own three divisions being left in the Valley to form one

small division. Early put forth a bitter address to his troops. After re-

counting the brilliant success of the morning, be added: "I have the mor-

tification of annouueing to you that, by your subsequent misconduct, all the

beuefirs of that victory were lost, and a serious disaster incurred. Many of

you, including some commissioned officers, yielding to a disgraceful propen-

sity to plunder, deserted your colors to appropriate the abandoned property

of the enemy; and subsequently those who had previously remained at

their posts, seeing their ranks thinned by the absence of the plunderers,

when the enemy, Lite in the afternoon, with his shattered columns, made

but a feeble effort to retrieve the failures of the day, yielded to a needless

panic, and fled the field in confusion."

The defeat was indeed as total as " Lee's bad old man" represented it ; but

the reproach was undeserved. The troops had fought themselves out in the

tnornino-. The victory was won by surprise against superior numbers. The

surprise was over in the afternoon, and the numbers were still largely against

them, 1 while the advantage of position was not great. Early appears once

more for a moment in the history of the war, when, four months after, a

little band of 1500 men whom he had gathered was rode over and captured

almost to a man by a single division of Sheridan's cavalry.

The Federal victory was complete and absolute, but it was purchased at

a heavy cost. The losses numbered 5990, of whom 1890 were missing,

mostly prisoners, more than a third of them from Crook's corps, captured in

the surprise. This corps lost but 65 killed, while it had 654 missing.

Early's loss was barely half as great. There were 1500 prisoners, and prob-

ably about as many killed and wounded, nearly all in the final fight in the

afternoon. He lost also 30 guns, all that he brought into action, besides 16

which he had captured in the morning.

Sheridan's decisive campaign in the Valley was comprised within just a

month, counting from the time when he commenced direct offensive opera-

tions. In that month be completely annihilated bis opponent, capturing ful-

ly 13,000 prisoners, and killing and wounding quite 10,000. His own losses

in killed and wounded indeed were greater. Including the three great bat-

tles and about thirty skirmishes, which mainly took place in the six weeks

while he was watching the enemy, preparatory to striking, they amounted

to 13,831 ; the missing 3121—a total loss of 16,952 ; of whom 11,327 were

in the great battles, and 5625 in minor engagements.3 ^

1 A graphic in:count of this buttle, ly Captain Dol''uri;jt,Uiu aid in question, Is given in Uaryer
Jfajaiim for February, 1 ;'.,>,

' I accept Enrly'a statement of his force as an approximation to the truth. I do not think it

pnwiblo that his fi'.rru exceeded 1 I'.Mim infantry. idi!...unh iimilv Hid.-J.vnr i. make it iwi. a a, Kreat

To do this, thev -peak »f a rc-enf.*,a- ,,f U.n.in nr !.<..". u l,^~ re,
I

- o-rps, reeved tie

,!:.v- before the 'balrl,.. « 'f tbec I n.i. lincl m> credible in f,.rman,m. I „nl wuh ha.ly only that

half of his armv which had eseaped from the ( ipenuau and Fwher < III - -jiy in. more turn

BO00 men, and Kershaw's one division of probably WOO, Pollard says definitely 2, o0 muskets—

*Uy
> The fnUowina; is a summary of the losses of Sheridan during his ivliolo campaign in the Shen-

andoah Vallov, from AiiRiist
7
'to Oetobor li>

:

Ifeitloomihcr-iillill SOT pi

Tho Confederate loss in prisoners is officially give)

conjecture.

. b,ms

Of the killed and wounded wo can onlf
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CHAPTER LI.

SHERMAN'S CAMPAIGN—THE CAROLINA MARCH.

Correspondence between Gran! and Sherman.—The Idea of Iran snor I h)g Sherman's Army lo Vir-

ginia by Sea. abandoned.—Sherman's Preparations fur a March through the Cnrolinus.—Civil

Administration ut .Savannull.—Trade Regulations.—-Shcrman'H Orders respecting Freedmen.—

Regulations fur the Government of Savannah.—Cotton taken as a Prize of War.—Howard's

Movement on Pocotaltgo.—A Plood in the Savannah River impedes Slocum's Operations.

—

Comparison of the Cnroliim March with that from Atlanta to Savannah,—Sherman's Acquaint-

ance with the Country.—Feint Movement on Charleston.—Crossing of the Salkeliatehie.—De-

struction of the RaUroad connecting Augusta with Charleston.—Crossing of the South Edisto.

—Sherman declines Wheeler's Cotton Compromise.—Union of the two Wings south of the Con-

garee.—Capture of Columbia.—Explanation of the Burning of Columbia.—Occupation of

Winnsborongh.—Crossing of the Catawba.—Sherman retaliates for the Murder of his Fora-

gers.—Correspondence with Wheeler on this Subject.—Occupation of Cheraw.—Charleston

Evacuated.—Affair between Kilpatrirk and Wade Hampton.—Sherman's Army ot Fnyetteville,

on the Cape Fear River.—Concentration of the Enemy's Forces under Johnston.—Sherman

communicates with Terry and Schofield.—Crossing of the Cnpe Fear.—Bottle of Averys-

borough.—Battle of Hen tonv ille.—Sherman, rc-enforced by Terry and Schofield, concentrates

his Army at Goldsborough, and establishes Communications with Keivberu and Morehead City.

WHEN General Sherman, after the capture of Fort McAllister, passed

down the Ogeechee into Ossibaw Sound, and to the flag-ship of Ad-

miral Dahlgren, he found two communications waiting him from Lieutenant

General Grant. When these were written Sherman was still marching

through Georgia, and had not " struck bottom." But they express no fear

as to the ultimate success of the extraordinary campaign which Sherman

had undertaken. The second of these communications, of date December

6th, indicated Grant's intention to transport Sherman's army, after it had

established a base on the coast, to the James River, to co-operate in the cam-

paign against Lee. 1

Sherman, although his original plan had contemplated a continuation of

his march through the Carolinas to Vipginin,2 immediately set out to obey

General Grant's instructions. In the delay incident to the transportation

of his army he determined to capture Savannah. As we have seen, he ac-

1 The following ore copies of both these letters. The first, from City Point, Virginia, Decem-

ber 8, reads thus

:

"The littlo information gleaned from the Southern press indicating no great obstacle, to your

progress, lhavo directed vour mails, vhich previously had been collected in Baltimore by Colonel

Markland, special agent of the Post-office Department, to be sent as far as the blockading squadron

off Savannah, 10 be forwarded to you as soon as beard from on the coast. Not liking to rejoice

before the victory is assured, I abstain from congratulating you and those under your command
until bottom has been struck. I have never had a fear, however, as to the result.

"Since yon left Atlanta no great progress has been made here. The enemy has been closely watch-

ed, though, and prevented from detat long against you. I think not one man has gone from here

except some 1200 or 1500 dismounted cavalry. Bragg has gone from Wilmington. I um trying

to lake advantage of his absence to get possession of that place. Owing to some preparations Ad-
miral Porter nod General Butler arc making to blow up Port Fisher, and which, while I hope for

the best, do nut believe a parti'le in, there in a delay in getting thin expedition olf. I hope they

will bo rcadv to start by the 7th, and that Bragg will in it have -tuned kick by that time.
" In this letter I do not intend to give you any tiling like directions for future action, but will

state n general idea I have, and will get your views after you lane established yourself on the sea-

coast. With your veteran army 1 hope to gel emilrol nf the only two through routes, from east to

west, possessed by the enemy, before the fall of Atlanta. This I tradition will bo filled by holding

Savannah and Augusta, or by holding any other post to the east of Savannah and Braoehville. If

Wilmington fulls, a force flora there run co-operate with you.

"Thomas has got back into the defences of Nashville, with Hood close upon him. Decatur bus

been abandoned, and so have all the roads, except the main one leading to Chattanooga. I hope
Hood will bo badly crippled or destroyed, After all becomes quiet, and the roads up here are so

bad that there is likely to be a week or two that nothing can be done, 1 will run down the coast

and see you."

On the Gth he writes again :

"On reflection, since sending my letter by Lieutenant Dunn, I have concluded that the most
important operation toward closing out the rebellion will be to close Out Lee and his army. You
have now destroyed the roads of the South so that it will probably take tliem months, without in-

terruption, to establish n through line from east to west. In that timu, I think, the jub here will

be elTcctually completed. My idea now is, that you establish a base on the coast, fortify, and leave

in it all your artillery nnd cavalry, and enough infantry to protect them, and, at the same time, so

threaten the interior that the militia I the Nmth « ill have to lie kept ut home. With the balance

of your command, come hero with nil dispatch". Select yonrself the officer to leave in command,
but you I want in person. Unless you sue objections lo this plau which I can not tee, use every

vessel going to you for the purpose of transportation."
= In reply to Grant's communications nf the ;id nnd llth, Sherman incidentally remarks that with

his army he " hud expected, after reducing Savannah, instantly to mnrcli to Columbia, South Car-
olina, thence lo Raleigh, "etc.

On the 18th he again writes to Grunt, as a sort of poatcripl lo a letter dealing with other mat-
tern: "I do sincerely believe that (lie whole United Slates, North nnd South, would rojoico to linvo

this army turned loose on Sooth Carolina, to devastate that slate in (he manner we have done in

Georgia, nnd it would have a direct and immediate bearing on your campaign in Virginia."

Again, on the 22d, at the close of his letter announcing the capture of Savannah, ho says :
" I

have now completed my lirst step, and should like to go on to you riu Columbia and Kaleigh, but
will prepare to embark as soon as vessels come. Colonel Babcock « ill have told you all, and you
know better than any body else how much bettor troops arrive by a land march than when carried

by transports The capture of Savannah, with the incident"! use of the rivers, gives its :i

magnificent position in this quarter, nnd if you can hold Leo, and if Thomas can continue as he
did on the IKth, I could go on and smash Bouth Carolina all to pieces, and utso break up roads us

far us the Roanoke. But, us I befuro remarked, I will now look to coming to you as soon us trana-

porte aia ready."

complished that object on the 21st. The nest day he announced his success

to the lieutenant general.

In the mean time General Sherman had heard of Hood's defeat at Nash-
ville, which was at once a vindication of his march and the indispensable

seal of its success. The tidings of the capture of Savannah following close

upon Hood's defeat illustrated to the outside world what had all along been
present to the prophetic eye of Sherman—the tremendous significance of
the March to the Sea. In a twinkling, the doubts of the loyal, and the rash

confidence of the rebellious and of their sympathizers, were dispersed. It

was to the Northern people the breaking of a glorious dawn after terribly

dark hours of anxiety and apprehension. A period of suspense had passed,

during which few opened their mouths to judge General Sherman or to pre-

dict the issue of a movement which was almost universally believed too

bold to rank among the legitimate ventures of war ; and now, suddenly, out

of this ominous silence arose a universal shout at once of triumph and of

praise to the victor, who had been no less signally crowned by his own suc-

cess at Savannah than by that of his subordinate at Nashville, 657 miles

away. 1 General Grant, even before the capture of Savannah, congratulated

General Sherman and his army upon the successful termination of his "bril-

liant campaign." It is true, he had heard of Hood's defeat; but he says,

" I never had a doubt of the result. When apprehensions for your safety

were expressed by the President, I assured him, with the army you had, and
you in command of it, there was no danger but you would strike bottom on
salt water some place; that I would not feel the same security, in fact would
not have intrusted the expedition to any other living commander." On the

26th, in answer to Sherman's note presenting him with Savannah as a

Christmas gift, President Lincoln replied :

" My dear General Sherman,—Many, many thanks for your Christmas

gift. When you were about leaving Atlanta for the Atlantic coast, I was
anxious, if not fearful ; but, feeling that you were the better judge, and re-

membering that 'nothing risked, nothing gained,' I did not interfere. Now,
the undertaking being a success, the honor is all yours ; for I believe none
of us went farther than to acquiesce. And, taking the work of General

Thomas into the count, as it should be taken, it is indeed a great success.

Not only does it afford the obvious and immediate military advantages, but,

in showing the world that your army could be divided, putting the stronger

part to an immediate new service, and yet leaving enough to vanquish the

old opposing force of the whole—Hood's army—it brings those who sat in

darkness to see a great light. But what next? I suppose it will be safer

to leave General Grant and yourself to decide."3

General Grant, after Thomas's victory at Nashville, was shaken in his de-

termination to transport Sherman's army by sea to the James River. It

would be impossible to effect this in less than two months, and in that time

Sherman could make the march by land, and in doing so strike the enemy
a far heavier blow. He writes on the 18th of December :

" If you capture

the garrison of Savannah, it will certainly compel Lee to detach from Rich-

mond, or give us nearly the whole South. My own opinion is, Lee is averse

to going out of Virginia; and, if the cause of the South is lost, he wants

Richmond to be the last place surrendered. If he has such views, it may
be well to indulge him until we get every thing else in our hands." Gen-

eral Sherman was delighted at the modification of Grant's plan, as be would

thus be permitted to carry out his original scheme of a march through the

Carolinas. 1

1 That General Sherman locked upon the defeat of Hood by Thomas a- mre^nry to justify his

march is evident from the following letter, written by him to General J. 1). Webster (at Nash-
ville), December 'IS

:

" Major Dixon arrived last night, bringing your letter of the 10th of December, for which I nm
very much obliged, ns it gives me n clear and distinct new of the sitnution of affairs at Nashvillo

up lo that date. I have also from the War Department a copy of General Thomas's dispatch,

giving an account of the attack on Hood on the 1 "ith, whil h was successful, hut not complete. I
await farther accounts with anxiety, as Thomas's complete success is necessary to vindicate my
plans for this campaign, and I have no doubt that my calculations (hut Thomas had in hand (in-

cluding A. J. Smith's troops) n force large enough to whip Hood in fair fight were correct. I

approve of Thomas 'h allowing Hood to come north far enough to enable him to concentrate htf

own men, though 1 would have preferred that Hood should have been checked about Columbia.

Still, if Thomas followed up his success on (he 1,1th, and gave Hood a good whaling, and is nt thij

moment following him closely, the whole campaign in my division will be even more perfect than

the Atlanta campaign, for at this end of the line I have realised all I bud reason to hope for c> -

cept in the release of our prisoners, which was simply an impossibility."

* General Sherman's reply to this is equally charactcri-tic. Writing January i;th, he says • " I

nm gratified nt the receipt of vour letter of December Jilth at the hands of General Logon, espe-

cially to observe thai you appreciate the division I mode of my army, and that each part was duff

proportioned to its work.

"The motto, 'Nothing venture, nothing win, 'which you refer to, is appropriate; and, should (

venture too much ami happen to hi.e, I shall he-peak your charitable inference.

"
I nm read? for the ' great next' as soon as I can complete certain preliminaries, and leorn ot

General Grant" bis and vour preferences of intermeiliate 'objectives.'"

3 He replies to General Grant, December -Jl: "I am gratified that you have modified your for-

mer orders, us I feared that the transportation by sea woul.l very much disturb the unity miJ

morale of my army, now so jiorfect.

"The occupation of Savannah .... completes the first pari of our game, and fulfills a, group

part of your instructions ; and I am now engaged in dismantling the rebel fori- which bear upof

(ho sen and channels, and transporting the heavy ordnance and ammunition lo Fori I'ulaski am

Hilton Head, whero thev can be more easily guarded than if left in the city.

"The rebel inner lines are well adapted to our purpose, and, with slight modifications, can l*

held by a eompnrniii civ small force, and in about ten days expect to ho ready to sally forth again

I feel no doubt whatever ns lo our future plans. I have thought them over so long and well tint,

ihey appear ns clear ns daylight. I left Augusta untouched on purpose, became the enemy wik'

1)0 in doubt as to my objective point after crossing tin* Savannah Hiver, w hether it bo Augusta nil?

Charleston, and will naturally divide his forces. I will then rr
i

.
. , , .

i. ,.either on Branchville or Coluii;

iw possible, then ignoring Chi.Huston anil Augusta b.

pausing there long enough to oh-erie the eli'ei'l. I would then strike n>r the I 'hurlcslnn nnd Wtf

miugion Hailroud. somewhere between the Siniee and Cape b'eur Rivers, and, if possible, coram*

nlento with the ffleel under Admiral Dahlgren (whom I find a most ngreeuMe gentleman, in evctf

wny accommodating himself lo oar wishes and plans). Then I would favor Wilmington, in it*

belief that Porter and Butler will fail in their present undertaking. Charleston is now n meifl

desolated wreck, and is hardly worth the time it would lake to starve it out. Still I nm nwaia

that historically and politically, much importance is attached to the place, and it may be that,

apart from ils military iinportani e, both you and the administration would prefer I should giT-s if

more attention ; and it would he well for you to give me some general idea on that subject, o)

othorwiso I would treat it, us I have expressed, as a |ioint of liltle importance, after all ils railroads

loading into tun interior oro destroyed or occupied by us. Bui ou the bypoincsu of it '"
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General Grant fully sanctioned Sherman's scheme before the close of 1864.

There was nearly a month's delay at Savannah. This time was occupied in

gathering supplies, in disposing of captured property, and in local adminis-

tration. The march through Georgia had already led to some important

political results in that state. In Liberty and Tatnall counties, south of

Savannah, Union meetings were held by the citizens, and patriotic resolu-

tions were adopted. Sherman recognized the movement, and promised his

aid, encouragement, and defense to all citizens who would "stay quietly

at home, and call back their sons and neighbors to resume their peaceful

pursuits." He invited all such to bring their produce to Savannah, to be

sold to the highest bidder or to his commissary. Merchants and attorneys

in Savannah were required to acknowledge the national supremacy in order

to the continuance of their avocations. But, in Sherman's judgment, all

matters relating to reconstruction in Georgia were of secondary importance

until the final victory of the natiou should be secured.

Sherman caused a thorough examination to be made of the defenses of

Savannah, which city was now to become an important depot of supplies.

New lines of fortification were constructed, "embracing the city proper,

Forts Jackson, Thunderbolt, and Pulaski, with slight modifications in their

armament and rear defenses." The other forts were dismantled, and their

heavy ordnance transferred to Hilton Head. The obstructions in the river

were with great difficulty removed, as also the torpedoes in the channels

Charleston and taking Wilmington, I would then favor a movement direct on Haleigh. The
game is then up with Lee, unless he comes out of Richmond, avoids you and lights me, in which
case I should reckon on your being on his heels.

"Now that Hood is used up by Thomas, I feel disposed to tiring the matter to an issue as quick
as possible. I feel confident that I can break up the whole railroad system of South Carolina and
North Carolina, and ha on the Roanoke, cither at Haleigh or Weldou. by the time spring fairly

opens; and if you feel confident that you can whip Lee outside of his intrenchments. I feel equally
confident that I can handle him in the open country.
" One reason why I should ignore < 'hurlcstoii is this

; Thru I believe thev will reduce the garri-
son to a small fun o, with plenty of provisions, and I know that the neck buck of Charleston can he
made impregnable to assault, and we will hardly have time for siege operations.

" I will have to leave in Savannah a garrison, and, if Thomas can spare them, I would like to
have all detachments, convalescents, etc., belonging to these four corps, sent forward at once. I
don't want to cripple Thomas, because I regard his operations as all-important, and I have ordered
him to pursue Hood down into Alabama, trusting to the country fur supplies.

"I reviewed one of my corps to-day, and shall continue to review tin- whole army, I don't like
to boast, but I believe this army has a confidence in itself that makes it almost invincible."

Grant replied on the 27th of December, giving Sherman permission to fulluw out his plan, and
making some suggestions. He says ;

" Your confidence in l*ing able to march up and join this army pleases mo, and I believe it can
be done. The effect of such a campaign will be to disorganize the South, and prevent the organi-
sation of new armies from their broken fragments. Hood is now retreating, With his army broken
and demoralized. Ilia loss in men has probably not been tar from 20,000, besides deserters. If
time is given, the fragments may be collected together, and many of the deserters reassembled.

e should act to prevent this. Your spare army, as it were, moving as proposed, will

e that an intrenched camp ought to be held on
ovements toward Brain hvillo will probably

do this.

"In addition to holding Savannah, it looks tc

the railroad between Savannah rind ( Charleston.

enable Foster to reach this with his own force. This will give lis a position in the South from
which we can threaten the interior w itlu.au marching over long, narrow causeways, easily defended,
as wo have heretofore been compelled to do. Could not such a camp he established about l'ucu-
taligo or Coosawatehie Y

* I have thought that, Hood being so completely wiped out for all present harm, I might bring
A. J. Smith with Irani 10,000 to 16,000. With this increase I could hold my lines, and move
out with greater force than Lee lias. It would compel him to retain all Us present force in the
defenses ot Richmond, or abandon them entirely. The hitter contingency is probably the only
danger to the easy success of your expedition, In the event von should' meet Fee's army, you
would be compelled to beat it or find the sea-const, t )f curse I shall not let i.ee's army escape
il 1 can In lp it, and will imt let it go without following it to the best of my ability.
" Without "mtiugf.rther directions, then, you may make preparations io sfnrt'on your Northern

expedition without delay. Break up the railroads in South and North Carolina, and join tho
armies operating against Richmond as soon as you can.
"I will leave out nil suggestions about the route yon should take, knowing that your informa-

tion, gamed .lady in the proc.re.-s of events, will he better Mian any ihul can be obtained now. It
may not be possible for you to march to the rear of Petersburg ; but, failing in this, you could
strike, either of the sea-coiist purl.- in North Carolina held by us. Prom there you could easily take
shipping. It would be decidedly preferable, however, if you could march the whole distance
From the t>cst information I have, you will find u„ dilhYultv in supplying your army until you cross
tho Roanoke, l'rom there here is but a few davit' march, and supplies could he collected' smith of

if to bring you through. I ahull establish communication with you there by steam-boat and

below the city. General Geary was assigned to the command of the city.

His policy, just but conciliatory, had a good effect upon the citizens. Mayor
R. D. Arnold, continued in the exercise of his functions, advised the citizens
to yield a ready obedience to the Federal government and its military rep-

resentative. A public meeting was held, iu which the mayor's views were
adopted, and Governor Brown was called upon to take measures for the res-

toration of Georgia to the Union. A national bank was established, and the

city enjoyed undisturbed tranquillity. On the 14th of January, 1865, Gen-
eral Sherman issued orders regulating the internal trade of the state, inviting

the citizens to bring their produce to Savannah, and to hold meetings for the

discussion of their present situation, and promising them the protection of
the national army. 1

Nor did General Sherman forget the freedmen. "With the approval of
Secretary Stanton, who visited Savannah shortly after its capture, be issued

orders devoting the abandoned sea islands south of Charleston, and rice-

fields along the rivers of Georgia for thirty miles back from the sen, to their

exclusive use and management, subject only to the United States military

authority and the acts of Congress. 2 He bad, on the 26th of December,
promulgated regulations for the military control of Savannah. 3 In his or-

' The following is a copy of these orders

:

"It being represented that the Confederate army and armed bands of robbers, acting professedly
under the authority of the Confederate government, arc harassing the people of Georgia and en-
deavoring to intimidate them in the efforts they are making to secure themselves provisions, cloth-

ing, security to life and property, and the restoration of law and good government in the state, it

is hereby ordered and made public

:

"I. That the fanners of Georgia may brine; into Savannah, Femamiina or Jacksonville, Florida,
marketing, such as beef, pork, million, vegetables of any kind, fish, etc., as well as cotton in small
Quantities, and sell the same in open market, except the cotton, which must be sold by or through
the treasury agents, and may invest the proceeds in family stores, such us bacon and tlour, in any
reasonable quantities, pro, erics, shoe.-, nod clothing, and articles not contraband of war, and carry
the same back to their families. No trade-stores will de attempted in the interior, or stocks nf
goods sold fur them, but families may club together tor mutual assistance and protection in coming
and going.

"II. The people are encouraged to meet together in peaceful assemblages to discuss measures
looking to their safely ainl g 1 government, and the restoration nf state and national authority,

and will bo protected by the national army when so doing; and all peaceable inhabitants who sat-

isfy the commanding officers that they are earnestly laboring to that end mu-t not ant] be left

undisturbed in property and person, hut must be protected as far as possible eoitebtuit with the
military operations. If any farmer or peaceful inhabitant is molested by the enemy, viz., the Con-
federate army of guerrillas, because of his friendship to the national government, the perpetrator,

if caught, will be summarily punished, or his family made to sutler Sir the outrage; hat if the

crime can not be traced to the actual party, then retaliation will be made on the adherents to the

cause of the rebellion. Should a Union man be murdered, then a tel.el selected by lot will be shut;

or if a Union family be persecuted on account of the cause, a rebel family nil I be banished to a
foreign land. In aggravated cases, retaliation will extend as high as five for one. All command-
ing officers will act promptly in such cases, and rc|iort their action after the retaliation is done,"

3 The following ore the orders

:

"I. The islands from Charleston south, the abandoned rice-fields along the rivers for thirty

miles back from the sea, and the country bordering the St. John's Hirer, Florida, are reserved anil

set apart for the settlement of the negroes now made free by the acts of war and the proclamation
of the 1'resident of the United States.

"II. At Beaufort, Hilton Head, Savannah, Fernnndinn, St. Augustine, and Jacksonville, tho

but on the islands, and in the settle-

unless military officers and soldiers

exclusive management of affairs will

i d St i'e- military authority and [lie

dent of the United States, the negro

ected to conscription, or forced into

ihtary authority nf the department,

prescribe ;
dome-tic servants, bluck-

selert their own wuik ami residence: but

blacks may remain in their chosen or accustomed
meats hereafter to l«s established, no white person wlin

detailed for duty, will he permitted to reside, and the sol

bo left to the freed people, themselves, subject only to th

acts of Congress. By the laws of war and orders of tin

is free, and must be dealt with as such. He can not b

military service, save by the written orders of the high

under such regulations as the President or Congress

smiths, carpenters, and other mechanics will be free li

the young and able-bodied negroes must be encouraged to enlist n

United States, to contribute their share toward maintaining their ov

rights as citizens of the United States.
" Negroes so enlisted will bo organized into companies, battalions, and regiments, under the or-

ders of the United States military authorities, and will be paid, fed, and clothed according to law.

Tho bounties paid on enlistment may, with the consent of the recruit, go tu assist his family and
settlement in procuring agricultural implements, seed, tools, boats, clothing, and other articles nec-

essary for their Inelihood.

"III. Whenever three respectable negroes, heads of families, shall de-ire to settle on lands, and
shall have selected for that purpose an island or a locality clearly defined within the limits above

designated, the inspector of .settlements and plantations will himself, or by such subordinate officer

as ha may appoint, give ihem a license to settle such island or district, and afford thein such assist-

ance ns ho can to enable them to establish a peai cable agricultural settlement. The three parlies

named will subdivide the land, under the supervision of liic inspector, among themselves unci such

others as may choose to settle near them, so that each family shall have a plot of not more than

forty acres of tillable ground, mid, when it borders on some water-channel, with not more than

eight hundred feet water-front, in the possession of which laud the military authorities will nflbrd

them protection until such time as they cau protect themselves, or until Congress shall regulate

their title.

"Tho quartermaster' may, on tho requisition of the inspector of settlements and plantations,

plneo at tho disposal of the inspector one or more of the captured steamers to ply between the set-

tlements and one or more of the commercial points heretofore mimed in orders, to afford the set-

ilers the opportunity to supply their necessary wants, aud to sell the products of their land and

" IV, Whenever n negro has enlisted in the military service of the United States, he may locate

his family in any one of the settlements at pleasure, aud acquire a homestead and all other rights

uud privileges of a settler as though present in person.

"In like manner, negroes may settle their families and cngiigc on hoard the gun-boats, or in

fishing, or in the navigation of the inland waters, without losing any claim to hind or other advan-

tages derived from this system. Itnt no one, unless uu actual settler as above defined, or unless

ubsent on government service, « ill ho entitled to claim any right to land or property in any settle-

ment by virtue of these orders.
" V. In order to carry out this system of settlement, n general officer will be detailed as inspect-

or of settlements and plantations, vi hose duty it shall he to visit the settlements to regulate their

police and general management, and who will furnish personally to eaih head of a family, subject

to the approval of the 1'resident of the United States, n possessory- title in writing, giving, as near

as possible, tho description of boundaries, and who shall adjust all claims ur cualticts that may

arise under tho same, subject to the like approval, treating such titles altogether as possessor)'.

The same general officer will also he charged with the enlistment mid organisation of the negro re-

cruits, and protecting their interests while absent from their settlements, und will bo governed by

tho rules and regulations prescribed by the War Department for such purposes."
' Of which the following is a copy:
"The city of Savannah and surrounding country will be held ns a military post and adopted to

future military uses, but, as it contains u population of some twenty thousand people who must be

provided for, and us other citizens may come, it is proper to lay down certain general principles,

that all within its military jurisdiction may understand their relative duties anil obligations.

"
I. During war, tho military is superior to civil authority, and where interests clash the civil

must give way; yet, where there is no conflict, every encouragement should be given to well-dis-

posed and peaceful inhabitants to resiuno their usual pursuits, h'amilics should W disturbed an

littla ns possible in their residences, and tradesmen allowed the full use of their shops, tools, etc.

Churches, schools, all places of amusement and recreation, should be encouraged, and streets and

roads made perfectly safe to persons in their usual pursuits. Fusses should nut be exacted within

the line of outer jackets
; but if any person shall abuse- tbe-e privileges by communicating with the

enemy, or doing ntiy act of Inutility to tho government of tho United States, ho or she will bo pun-

ished with the utmost rigor of tho law.
" Commerce with thu outer world will ho resumed to nil extent commensurate with the wants 01

the citizens, governed by tho restrictions and rules of the Treasury Department.

"II. The chief quartermaster und commissary of the army may give suitable employment to tho

people, wliito and black, or transport Uicm to such points as Lboy choose, whore employment may
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ders regulating trade he bad excluded cotton from ordinary commerce, hold-

ing this staple to be a legitimate prize of war, and tlie property of toe United

States. 1 These trade regulations included within their scope the whole De-

partment of the South, which, though still under the immediate command of

General Foster, was now subordinate to General Sherman.

By the 19th of January Sherman was ready to move. Grover's division

of the Nineteenth Corps had been withdrawn from Sheridan's Army of the

Shenandoah to Savannah, relieving Geary's division, and forming thereafter

a part of General Foster's command. General Schoiield, with the Twenty-

third Corps, had been transferred from the West to re-enforce Generals Terry

be had, and may extend temporary relief in (he way of provisions and Vacant houses to the worthy
and needy, until such time ns they can help themselves. They will select, first, the building* fur

the necessary uses of the army ; next, a sufficient number of itoiei to be turned over to the treas-

ury agent for trade-stores. All vacant store-houses or dwellings, and all buildings belonging to n!>-

eent rebels, will be construed and used ns belonging to t lie United States until such times us their

titles can He settled by the coarts of the United .States.

"III. The mayor and city council of Savannah will continue end exercise their functions as

such, and will, in concert with! the commanding officer of the post and chief quartermaster, ecu

that the fire-companies are kept in organization, [he .licet- t leaned and lighted, nnd keep up a good
understanding bet" ecu the citizens and soldiers. They "ill ascertain arid report to the chief com-
missary of subsistence, ns soon as possible, the names and number of worthy families tllnt need as-

sistance and support.

"The mayor will forth with give public notice tlint (lie rime has come when all must choose their

course, namely, to remain within our lines and conduct themselves as good citizens, or depart in

peace. He will ascertain the n:irai:» of all who rhoo-c to leave Savunnah, and report their names
and residence to the chief quartermaster, that measures may bo taken to transport thorn beyond
the lines.

" IV. Not more than two newspapers -nil! he published in Savannah, and their editors nnd pro-

prietors will he held to the Strictest accountability, and will he punished severely, in person and
property, fur any litt'l"ii- publication, mischievous matter, premature news, exaggerated state-

ments, or any comments whatever upon the acts of the constituted authorities: they will bo held

accountable even (or such articles though copiedfrom other papers."
1 This led to some dissatisfaction on the part of the citizens of Savannah and of foreign consuls.

On the I'd of January Sherman writes to Secretary Stanton in regard To this matter ns follows

:

"I have just received from Lieutenant General Grant a copy of that part of your telegram to

him of 2Gth December relating to cotton, a copy of which has been immediately furnished to Gen-
eral Eaton, my chief ipmrtennastcr, who will be strictly governed by it,

"Iliad already been approached by all the consuls and half the people of Savannah on this cot-

tun question, and my invariable au.wer has been that all the rotton in Savannah was prize of wnr,
and belonged to the United State-, and nobody should recover a bale of it with my consent; nnd
that as cotton had been one of the chief causes of this wnr, it -I Id help pay its expenses; that all

cotton became tainted with treason from the hour the lirst act of hostility was committed against

the United States, some time in December, L8G0, and that no bill of sale subsequent to that date
could convey title.

"My orders were that nn officer of the quartermaster's department, United States army, might
furnish the holder, agent, or attorney a mere certificate of the fact of seizure, with description of
the bales, marks, etc.

;
the cotton then to lie turned over to the agent of the Treasury Department,

to be shipped to New York for sale. But since the receipt of your dispatch I have ordered Gen-
eral Eaton to make the shipment himself to the quartermaster at New York, whore you can dispose
of it at pleasure. I do not think the Treasury Department ought to bother itself with the prizes or
captures of war.
"Mr. Barclay, former consul at New York—representing .Mr. Molyneux, former consul, but ab-

sent since a long time—called on me in person with reference to cotton claims by English subjects.

He seemed amazed when I told him I should pay no respect to consular certificates-, and that in no
event would I treat an English subject with more favor than one of our own deluded citizens ; nnd
that, for my part, I was unwilling to fight for cotton for the benefit of Englishmen openly engaged
in smuggling arras and munitions of war to kill us; that, on the contrary, it would afford me great
satisfaction to conduct my army to Nassau and wipe oat that nest of pirates. I explained to him,
however, that I was not a diplomatic agent of the general government of the United States ; but
that my opinion, so frankly expressed, was that of a soldier, which it would be well for him to heed.
It appeared also that he owned a plantation on the line of investment to Savannah, which, of course,

is destroy ed, and f^r whit li he exerted me to give him some certificate entitling bim to indemnifi-
cation, which i deidined emphatically.

" I have adopted in Savannah rules concern in e property, severe hut just, founded upon the laws
of nations and the practice of civilized governments

; and am clearly of opinion that we should
claim all the belligerent rights over comjuered countries, that the people may realize the truth that
war is no child's play."

and Palmer, who were operating on the coast of North Carolina, and prepar-
ing the way for General Sherman's arrival. On the 24th of December an
unsuccessful attack bad been made on Fort Fisher, at the mouth of Cape
Fear River, by Admiral Porter. The failure of the expedition was due to

a want of proper management on the part of General Butler, the military

commander. On the 15th of January the attack was renewed, General But-
ler being replaced by General Terry, and was successful. The remaining
works of the enemy at the mouth of the Cape Fear soon followed the fate

of Fort Fisher. This victory was auspicious for Sherman, who was then
setting out upon bis northward march.

General Howard was ordered to effect a lodgment on the Savannah and
Charleston Railroad, at Pocotaligo. He embarked with the Seventeenth

Corps at Thunderbolt, and proceeded to Beaufort, and there landing his

troops, succeeded in reaching Pocotaligo Station. Leggett's division dis-

lodged the enemy, and a secure depot for supplies was established at the

mouth of Pocotaligo Creek, within easy communication by Broad River with

Hilton Head. Three divisions of Logan's corps (the Fifteenth) followed

Blair; but Corse's division was cut off by the freshets, and compelled to

move with the left wing.

Slocum, with the left wing and Kilpatrick's cavalry, was ordered to move
directly across the Savannah River up to Coosawatchie, on the Charleston

Road, and to Robertsvitle, on the road to Columbia. He bad established

a good pontoon bridge across the river opposite the city, and the Union
causeway, over which Hardee had retreated a month before, had been re-

paired and corduroyed; but before the time appointed for his march the

heavy rains of January had swollen the river, swept away the bridge, and
overflowed the whole bottom, so that the causeway was four feet under
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water. Driven thus from the route originally determined upon, Slocnm, on

the 26th of January, ascended the river to Sister's Ferry. But even there

the river was three miles wide, and his command was prevented from cross-

ing until the 7th of February. Two divisions of the Twentieth Corps

—

Jackson's and Geary's— had crossed the river at Pureysburg, and, proceed-

ing to Hardeeville, on the Charleston Road, secured communication with

Howard at Pocotaligo.

Sherman, in the mean time, on the 22d, embarked for Hilton Head, where
he conferred with Admiral Dahlgren and General Foster in regard to their

co-operative movements. General Foster was to follow Sherman's army in-

land, and occupy in succession Charleston and such other points on the sea-

coast as would be of any military value. Thus Sherman's army was free to

move directly upon Goldsborougb.

In all its general features, the march through the Carolinas was a repeti-

tion of that through Georgia, already accomplished. No important strong-

hold of the enemy was attacked. As Sherman in the Georgia promenade
had feigned on Macon and Augusta, and passed between without striking

either, so now he purposed to demonstrate against Augusta and Charleston,

avoiding both, and make the quickest possible march to Goldsborougb. In

boldness, his present scheme exceeded the one.already executed. The coun-

try to be traversed was more difficult, and the enemy had been given time
to concentrate his fragmentary forces in Sherman's front But Sherman bad

no doubts. "I think," he says, 1 " the time has come now when we should

attempt the boldest moves, and my experience is that they are easier of ex-

ecution than more timid ones, because the enemy is disconcerted by them."*

He was as familiar with the country over which he was about to march as

with Georgia. " I have hunted it over many a time," he says, " from Santee

1 Letter to General Unlink. December 24tb, 18G4.
1 He adds in the stime letter: "I nlso doubt (lie wisdom of concentration beyond a certain

point, ns the roods of tbis country limit the amount ofmen tbat can be brought to hear in nny one

battle; nnd I don't believe that nny ono general con hnmllo more than CO,000 men in battle. I

think any campaign of tliy last month, as well ns every stejF I lake from this jvoint northward, is as

much ft direct attack upon Lee's army as though I were operating within the sound of bis artil-

lery I attach moro importance to these deep incisions into the enemy's country, l>c-

eause this war differs from European wars in this particular—wo nre not only fighting hostile ar-

mies, bat n hosti la people, and must matte old and young, rich and poor, feel the hard band of war,

as well as their organized armies. I know that this recent movement of mine through Georgia hue

had a wonderful effect in this respect. Thousands who bad been deceived by their lying papers

into the belief that wo were being whipped nil the time, realised tho truth, and "have no appetite for

a repetition of tho same experience. To be sure Jeff. Davis lias bis people under a pretty good

shape of discipline, but I think faith in him. is much shaken in Georgia, and I think before we nre

done South Carolina will not he so tempestuous I felt somewhat disappointed at Hardee's

escape from me. , . . Still, I know that tho men that were in Savannah » ill he lost, ia a measure,

to Jeff. Davis, for the Georgia t roups, under G. W. Smith, declared (hey would not fight in South

Carolina, and they have gone north en route for Augusta ; and I have reason to believe the North

Carolina troops have gone to Wilmington."

U LLAUKVILLE, bCJDTII IJ1UUI
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to Mount Pleasant." His army did not lack enthusiasm, and the prospect

of a march through South Carolina was one which it relished exceedingly.

The general feeling of the North toward Charleston may be inferred. from

General Ilalleck's suggestion to Sherman :
" Should you capture Charleston,

I hope that by some accident the place may be destroyed ; and if a little salt

should be sown upon its site, it may prevent the growth of future crops of

nullification and secession." 1 Poor South Carolina! she was sandwiched

between two states who looked upon her as the original source of their past

madness and their present woes.

Perhaps if Sherman had had Johnston as an antagonist in his immediate
front he would not have been so confident. He calculated on the same Con-
federate scheme for the defense of the Carolinas which he bad baffled in

Georgia. He knew that they would hold on to Augusta and Charleston as

they bad, six weeks before, to Augusta and Macon, leaving him the route

between, molested only by Wheeler's cavalry and a mob of disorganized

militia, which would be swept like chaff before his march.
General Sherman accompanied the right wing of his army. On the 25th

of January, with a small force, he demonstrated against the Combahec Fer-

ry and the railroad bridge across the Salkehatchie, which river the enemy
had adopted as his line of defense covering Charleston. After amusing the

enemy at this point for nearly a week, the real march of Howard's army be-

gan on the 1st of February. Still keeping up the feint on Charleston, the
main body of the army moved westward up the Salkehatchie. All the
roads northward had been held for weeks by Wheeler's cavalry ; the bridges

1 Sherman, in [he letter already quoted, replies to this :
" I will hear in mind your suggestion iu

to Charleston, and don't think'' salt" will he iiwe^ury The whole am'iv is ImmiiiK with
an in-:i!iiil<!<- desire !<> wreak vene;e:iiir

I South I'nmUna. I almost Iremljle ut'her fate, hut reel
that r-he d«-enes all th.it (...this in store for her. Many and many n person in Georgia asked mo
why we did not go t.. South Carolina, and irhea I answered that 1 was en route for that state, the
Invariable rejdy was. ' WVII. if you will make those people feel the severities of war, we will pardon
Yon for your desolation of Georgia.'"

bad been burned and trees had been felled to obstruct Sherman's move-
ments. But the pioneer battalions soon cleared the way and rebuilt the

bridges. On the 2d the Fifteenth Corps was well advanced at Loper's

Cross-roads, while the Seventeenth had reached River's Bridge, and was

ready to cross the Salkehatchie.

Sloe-urn's army in the mean time, as we have seen, was still struggling

with the Savannah floods. Kilpatrick, however, and two of Williams's

divisions, had crossed on pontoons. The latter were ordered to Beaufort'ft

Bridge, and Kilpatrick to Blackville. Howard crossed the Salkehatchie in

the face of the enemy at River's and Beaufort's bridges. The position of

the enemy at River's Bridge was on the 3d carried by Mower's and G. A.
Smith's divisions of the Seventeenth Corps, who crossed the swamp, nearly

three miles wide, through water reaching from knee to shoulder, and in bit-

ter cold weather, and making a lodgment below the bridge, turned on the

Confederate brigade posted there, driving it in confusion toward Branch ville.

The Confederate killed and wounded, numbering eighty-eight, were sent

back to Poeotaligo. The Fifteenth Corps, with less resistance, but with

equal success, effected the crossing at Beaufort's Bridge, a short distance

above.

The line of the Salkehatchie being broken, the enemy fell back behind the

Edisto RivertoBranchville, and Sherman occupied the South Carolina Rail-

road connecting Augusta with Charleston. While waiting for the remain-

der of Slocum's army, this road was thoroughly destroyed from the Edisto

to Blackville, Kilpatrick in the mean time being dispatched eastward to

Aiken to threaten Augusta. Slocum reached Blackville on the 10th. The

destruction of the railroad was continued to Windon. The whole army was

on the 11th well concentrated about midway between Augusta, and Charles-

ton, thus dividing the forces of the enemy covering those two points.

Crossing the South Edisto, the right wing appeared in front of Orange-

burg on the 12th, swept away a detachment of the enemy intrenched at that
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point, and followed, pushing him across the north branch of the Edisto,

where he took refuge behind a rampart, supported by a battery, and, having

partially burned the bridge, threatened to dispute the crossing. From this

position he was soon flanked, and Blair's corps, having crossed, began the de-

[Febrtjahy, 1865.

struction of the railroad to Columbia. Slocum's army moved by roads

farther to the west, covered by Kilpatrick on its left. On the morning
of February 16th the advance of Sherman's army beheld Columbia from
the south bank of the Congaree.

In the mean time Sherman had received a communication from
Wheeler, in which the latter promised not to burn cotton if Sherman
would not burn houses. Sherman replied, " I hope you will burn all

the cotton and save us the trouble. We don't want it, and it has proved

a curse to our country. All you don't burn I will. As to private

houses occupied by peaceful families, my orders are not to molest or

disturb them, and I think my orders are obeyed. Vacant houses, being

of no use to any body, I care little about, as the owners have thought

them of no use to themselves."

On the south bank of the Congaree the two wings of the army were
again united, but forthwith began to diverge again. Slocum was or-

dered to cross the Saluda at Zion Church, above Columbia, and pro-

ceed direct to Winnsborough, destroying the bridges and railroads

about Alston. Howard crossed at the same time a little below the

point selected for Slocutn, and, turning the enemy's position at Colum-

bia, moved upon the town from the north. The next morning, Feb-

ruary 17th, under cover of Stone's brigade of Wood's division (Logan's

corps), a pontoon bridge was thrown across Broad River, and, while the

remainder of the corps was crossing, the Mayor of Columbia rode out

and formally surrendered the city to General Stone, who marched his

brigade directly into the town. Sherman, crossing the pontoon bridge

accompanied by General Howard, rode into the capital of South Caro-

lina. They found perfect quiet in the city, the citizens and soldiers

mingling together in the streets. General Wade Hampton, command-
ing the rear guard of the Confederate cavalry, had, before leaving, or-

dered all the cotton in the town to be burned. The bales had been

piled in the streets, the ropes and bagging cut, and tufts of cotton were

thrown about by the wind, which was blowing a perfect gale, lodging

in the trees and upon the houses. As this threatened the destruction

of the entire town, the soldiers assisted the citizens in putting out the

flames. Sherman had ordered the destruction of the arsenals, of all

public property not needed for the use of the army, and of the rail-

roads, depots, and such machinery as could assist the enemy in carrying

on war. But, before this order began to be executed, the smouldering

fires of the morning had been rekindled by the wind and communicated

to the surrounding buildings. By night they bad spread into a confla-

gration that baffled the efforts of both citizens and soldiers to allay its

fury. It was not until about 4 A.M. on the 18th that the fire was got

under control. It was due to the assistance of Sherman's soldiers that

any portion of the city was left standing. After this matter had been

attended to, during the ISth and 19th, Sherman's orders for the destruction

of the arsenals, railroads, etc., were properly carried out. 1

1 The origin of the destructive I'unfJn^Tution in I 'olumt.ia has I men tlie subject of mucb discus-

sion, which we enn not give here in full. The statements of General Sherman, Major G. W.
Nichols, n member of Sherman's staff, General Wade Hampton, and .lames McCarter (a Confed-

te citizen who was in Colombia when the event took place), form the body of evidence so fnr as

published. The stnicmenls made in Confedcrnte journals at the time are of no value, except

in their details na to the exact time the conflagration commenced, die direction of the wind,

etc. In regard to the four principal authorities above mentioned, it is assumed thut each is

reliable so far m he states fuels within the sr.ipc of his own ['crsomil observation.

Sherman, in his official report, says :
" Wirln.nu lie-imtiun, I charge General Wade Hnmrt-

lon with baling burned his own city of Columbia, not with a malicious intent, or as the mani-

festation of a silly ' Roman stun ism,' but frum folly and want of sense in tilling it with lint, cot-

ton, and tinder. Our officers and men on duty worked well to extinguish the flames ; but oth-

ers not on duty, including the officers who hud long been imprisoned there, rescued by us, may
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Slocum readied Winnsborough on tbe 21st of February, and tbe Twen-

tieth Corps crossed tbe Catawba River on the 23d, Kilpatrick following tbe

Love assisted in spreadine t Tn (ire after it mice had begun, nnrl lime indulged in unconcealed joy to

see the ruin (if tlic capital >< Suiuh I '.ir.'linu. " In regard In the origin mid progress of the flames

ho says, " Before (mi.' single pnbli<- building hail boon tired by [my] order, the smouldering lircs

set by Hampton's order were rekindled by the wind, and communicated to the buildings around.

About dark they begun to spread, and got beyond the control of the brigade on duty within the

city. The whole uV Wood's division was brought in, hut it was found impossible to check the

flames, which by midnight had become unmanageable, and raged until about 4 A.M., when, the

wind subsiding', they were got under control. I wiis up nearly all night, nnd saw Generals Howard,
Logan, ond YV<Kid, and others laboring to save the house*, and t.i protect families thus suddenly
deprived of shelter, and of lidding and wearing apparel. 1 disclaim on (he part of my army nuy
agency in this lire, but, on the contrary, chum that we saved what of Columbia remains uncon-

Eiimcd." It mast be remembered in this connection that the only soldiers of Sherman's army in

Columbia were those of Wood's division.

General Wade Hampton, in a letter to Hon. Reverdy Johnson, of Georgia, soys :
" I pledge my-

self to prove . . , that he [tiencrnl Sherman] ]ir.iini>e"d jiripiciiort to the tity, and that, in spite of

his solemn promise, lie burned the ciiy to the ground, delil-.Tutely, systematically, and atrociously."

He alto asserts in the same letter, " I gave a positive order, by direction of General Beauregard,

that no cotton should be tired." Of course Hampton's testimony in regard to Sherman's conduct

is unreliable, as he had no means of knowing that which he affirmed. We accept his statement

that he gave the order against the destruction of cotton ; but the only mode of reconciling this

statement with the fact that his soldiers really did >et the cotton on fire, is to suppose cither that

the order against the burning came too Lite, and subsequent to a former order directing the cotton

to he burned, or that the burning was against orders.

Major Nichols come with Sherman into Columbia about noon on the 17th. He notices the

prevalenco of u strung wind, and tliat it came from the south. It was in the southern portion of

the city that the cotton was burning. " It seemed to me,"he says, "1 had never experienced n

more powerful gale of wind." Bmh lie ami Sherman testify that the air was filled with smoking
tufts of cotton, cut' lung in trees and falling on the shingled runts of houses. Nichols admits tlint,

apart from the fires occasioned by the burning cotton, "there were lircs which must have started

independent of the above-mentioned cause The source of these is ascribed to the desire for re-

venge from some 200 of our prisoners who had escaped from the cars as they were being conveyed

from this city to Charlotte. Again it in gold Ehat the soldiers who first entered the town, intoxi-

cati.-d with l..i.l li.ju.-r, «!n> li v. a- ti..-.. k distributed among them by designing unpens, in an insan-

ity of exhilaration, set lire to unoccupied douses." Nidi' 1- ic- lilies to the efforts made by officers

and soldiers to put out the fire which broke out in the afternoon. He says: "I saw Sherman,
Howard, Logan, Woods, and oilier general officers, with their staffs, working with heart and hand

to staythe progress of the flames, .... Daring the progress of the fire, and afterward, while the

army was in the city, every effort was made for the relief of the Sufferers. They were furnished

with bedding and fond, and were 'piartercd in the houses which had been deserted by their owners

who had fled the city the day before. General Sherman gave up his own quarters to a family of

ladies, with their children, who were fed from his table] 1 know from personal observation that

he and the officers nnd men of his army could not have made greater exertion! to alleviate the suf-

ferings of these homeless ones if they had hcen their own kith and kin."

Mr. James Mi Carter entirely exonerates General Sherman from any responsibility for the con-

flagration, and stale- Ins belief that "Sherman intended in protect the persons and private property

of the citizens." Still, he charges the burning and plundering of Columbia upon the soldiers of

Sherman's army, lie adduces as an argument leading to this conclusion that the wind was from
the north. Mere Mr. McCurter not only contradicts Major Nicholas testimony, hut that of the

Columbia Daiig Phtcnix, which asserts that the wind throughout the day " had steadily prevailed

from southwest by west, and Lore the flames eastward.
1

' This is the main argument adduced by
McCarter to prove his sweeping assertion

; and (his, as we have seen, is based upon false premises.

The only other argument presented by bun is the bet that Wade Hampton's men left Columbia ten

hours before the conflagration wlm h .-o desolated the city. This is true; but it is also true that

Sherman's soldiers, on entering llie city, found the cotton burning, and assisted the soldiers in put-

ting out the flames. But, as Sherman .states in his report, the lire which hud been subdued still

smouldered in the cotton, and was rekindled by the wind in the afternoon, bathing ovary etiort

made by his army to resist its progress.

k
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same night, and then demonstrating against Charlotte, in

North Carolina, to which place Beauregard and the Con-
federate cavalry had retreated. There also might soon

be expected Cbeatbam's corps, of Hood's old army, which
had been cut off by Sherman's rapid movement on Co-

lumbia and Winnsborougb. On the 26th the Twentieth
Corps reached Hanging Rock, where it waited for the

Fourteenth to cross the Catawba, now swollen by recent

heavy rains. As soon as Davis came up with tbe Four-
teentb Corps, Slocum moved direct to Oheraw, North Car-

olina, nearly 70 miles south of west from Charlotte.

On the 22d Kilpatrick reported to Sherman that 18
of bis men had been murdered by Wade Hampton's cav-

alry, and left in tbe road with labels upon them threaten-

ing a similar fate to all foragers. Sherman replied that

this conduct left Kilpatrick no alternative; be must re-

taliate man for man. " Let it be done at once," ordered

Sherman. " We have a perfect war right to the products

of tbe country we overrun, and may collect them by fora-

gers or otherwise. Let the whole people know the war
i.s now against them because their armies flee before us,

and do not defend their country or frontier as they should.

It is pretty nonsense for Wheeler and Beauregard, and

such vain heroes, to talk of our warring against women
and children. If they claim to be men they should defend their women and

children, and prevent us reaching their homes. Instead of maintaining their

armies, let them turn their attention to their families, or we will follow them

to the death ; tbey should know that we will use the produce of tbe country

as we please. I want the foragers- to be regulated and systematized, so as

not to degenerate into common robbers ; but foragers, as such, to collect corn,

bacon, beef, and sucb other products as we need, are as much entitled to our

protection as skirmishers and flankers If our foragers commit ex-

cesses, punish them yourself, but never let an enemy judge between our men
and the law." 1

The above is the te-iiumrjv bearing upon tin- < .i-c, tmm u ha.li it is clear.

First, that the burning of Columbia was due to two causes, the carelessness of Hampton's men in

their manner of destroying the cotton, and the incendiarism ofa number of prisoners burning with

n desire to wreak vengeance upon the people whom they held responsible for tbe cruelties which

they h.nl exji-neiKC'l in confinement.

Secondly, that Sherman and his army proper not only hud no agency in producing the confla-

gration, but worked heartily and persistently to subdue it, and made every exertion to alleviate the

.utlerings whi.ii liJluirod.it.

We have given this matter of ihe burning of Columbia so much space simply for the purpose of

presenting the facts of the case before the render. We are making no apology—that is not the

business of the historian. It is worthy of note, however, that, thnuiih Sherman and his mrmy/elt

that South Carolina deserved destruction, after they entered that stale they man lied through it like

an army, and not like a mob of marauders and incendiaries. Although Sherman, in bis letter of

December 24th, IB64, had said lo General Halleclt, " I look upon Columbia as quite as bad us

Charleston, and I doubt if we shall spare the public buildings there as we did at Milledgcville,"

still, upon entering Columbia, he found bis pity larger than his wrath, and did bis best to protect

the citizens against a destruction of their property fur which he was in im way responsible
;
just as

at Savannah, notwithstanding his menace of punishment in case tbe city was not surrendered, when
he entered the city he saved it from devastation by a mob of its own citizens.

1 Sherman writes thus to Wade Hampton in regard to this matter, February 2t

:

"It is offir tally reported to me that our foraging parties are murdered ofter being captured,

and labeled 'death to nil foragers;' one instance Of a lieutenant and seven men near Chester-

field, and another of twenty 'near a ravine eighty rods from the main road,' about three milc3

from Feast erville. I have ordered a similar number of prisoners in our hands to be disposed of

in like manner.
" I hold about 1000 prisoners captured in various ways, and can stand it obout as long as you,

but I hardly think these murders are committed with your knowledge, ami would suggest that you

give notice to the people at large that every life taken by them results iu the death of one of your

confederates.

"Of course you can not question my right to ' forage on the country.' It is a war right as old

as history. The manner of exercising it varies with circumstances, and if the civil authorities will

supply my requisitions, I u ill forbid all foraging. But I find no civil authorities who can respond

to calls for forage and provisions, therefore must collect duc'ily from tbe people. I have no doubt

this is the occasion of much misbehavior on the part of our men, but I can not permit an enemy to

judge, and punish with wholesale murder.
"Personally 1 regret the bitter feelings engendered by this war. but they nro to be expected,

and I simply allege that those who struck the lirst blow aud made war inevitable, ought not in
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The right wing, after destroying the railroad to Winnsborougb, crossed

the Catawba at Peay's Ferry. Detachments were sent from the Fifteenth

Corps to Camden to burn the bridge over the Wateree, a tributary of the

Santee River, and to break up the railroad between Florence and Charles-

ton. The latter object was not accomplished, as Captain Duncan, command-

ing the expedition, met Butler's division of Confederate cavalry, and was

forced to return.

On tbe 3d of March Sherman's army had reacted Chcraw. Charleston

fairness to reproach us for ihe natural consequences. I merely il'

and my re.<olve to protect my foragers to tiie extent of life far life."

r right' to forage,

bad in the mean time been evacuated by tbe Confederates, and at Cheraw

were found many of the guns which had been brought from that city.

From this point the weather was unfavorable and the roads bad
;
but, cross-

ing the Great Pedee, the Fourteenth and Seventeenth corps entered Fayette-

ville on the 11th. During the night of the 9th, Kilpatrick's three brigades

guarding the roads east of the Pedee were divided. General "Wade Hamp-

ton, detecting this, dashed in at daylight, got possession of the camp of Col-

onel Spencer's brigade, and the house in which Kilpatrick and Spencer had

their quarters. Notwithstanding the completeness of tbe surprise and tbe

temporary confusion which followed, Kilpatrick succeeded in rallying his

KITED tu'.tli .. k.j I.--''I.
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men, and by a prompt attack regained tbc artillery which .be had lost and
the camp from which he had been so suddenly ousted.

The 12th, 13th, and 14th of March were passed by Sherman's army at

Fayetteville. The Arsenal and the machinery which had formerly belonged

to the Harper's Ferry Arsenal were completely destroyed. " Every building

was knocked down and burned," General Sherman reports, "and every

piece of machinery utterly broken up and ruined."

Sherman's army was now on the Cape Fear River, Up to this point he
had, by admirable strategy, succeeded in dividing the enemy's forces. But
now Cheatham's corps had joined Beauregard, and Hardee had got across

Cape Fear River in advance of Sherman ; and these forces were all on their

way to join the Confederate troops in North Carolina, and were under the

command ofGeneral Joseph E. Johnston, Sherman's old antagonist. In cav-

alry Johnston's command had somewhat the advantage of Sherman's, and,

taking into consideration the military genius of its leader, its artillery and
infantry were sufficiently formidable to justify extreme caution on the part

of the Federal commander. Before reaching Fayetteville, Sherman had dis-

patched from Laurel Hill to Wilmington—then in possession of the nation-

al troops—-two of his best scouts. These men succeeded in their somewhat
difficult adventure, and on the morning of the 12th of March Sherman be-

held the army tug Donaldson approaching Fayetteville, " bringing me," he
says, "full intelligence of the outer world." This tug-boat returned the

same day, conveying to General Terry at Wilmington, and to General Scho-

field at Newbern, intelligence that on the 15th Sherman would move upon
Goldsborough. Both Terry and Schofield were ordered to the same point.

In the mean time pontoon bridges had been thrown across the Cape Fear
River. Kilpatriek was ordered to move to Averysborough and beyond, in

advance of the left wing. Four of Slocum's divisions were to follow, while

his. two remaining divisions moved as an escort to the trains. Howard
moved by a more eastward route to Goldsborough. The idea of this march
was to feign on Raleigh and make Goldsborough. But four of Howard's
divisions were to preserve communication with Slocum, ready to support

the latter in the event of a battle. These movements commenced on the

15th of March. General Sherman went with Slocum's army.
Before reaching Averysborough, Slocum encountered General Hardee's

force1 on the 16th, at a point where the road branches off toward Goldsbor-

ough through Bentonville. The enemy must be dislodged both in order to

gain the Goldsborough Road and to continue the feint on Raleigh. Har-

dee's position was difficult to carry, not by reason of its intrinsic strength,

but on account of the difficult nature of the ground, which was so soft as

to swamp the horses, and even the infantry could scarcely make its way
over the pine barren. The Twentieth Corps had the lead, Ward's division

in the advance. The latter was deployed, and a skirmish developed the po-

sition of a brigade of Charleston heavy artillery, armed as infantry, and com-
manded by Rhett, posted across the road behind a light parapet, enfilading

the approach across a cleared field. Williams dispatched Casey's brigade

to the left, turning this position, and Rhett's line was broken, and three guns
were captured, with 217 prisoners. Besides these, 108 Confederate dead
were afterward buried by Sherman's men.

"Ward's division, advancing, developed a second and stronger line, and
Jackson's came up on his right, and the Fourteenth Corps on his left, well

toward Cape Fear River. Kilpatriek at the same time was ordered to mass
his cavalry on the right, and to feel forward for the road to Goldsborough.
A brigade of the cavalry gained this road, but was driven back by McLaws's
Confederate division. Late in the afternoon the whole Federal line ad-

vanced, drove the enemy within his intrenchments, from which, during the

Btormy night of the 16th, he retreated over the wretched road in his rear.

Ward's division followed the next day; beyond Averysborough, and found
that Hardee bad fallen back on Smithfield. General Slocum's loss in the

action at Averysborough was 12 officers and 65 men killed, and 477
wounded.

The Goldsborough Road was now open to the left wing, which, on the

night of the 18th, encamped five miles from Bentonville and 27 from Golds-

1 6Lerman reports this force as 20,000, but this is an exaggeration.

borough. Howard was two miles farther south, and as no farther resistance

was expected from the enemy, was directed to moYe to Goldsborough via

Tailing Creek Church. Sherman joined this wing of the army. But he
had not got six miles away from Slocum when he heard artillery to the left.

His apprehensions were aroused, but were soon quieted by information con-
veyed through Slocum's staff officers that the leading division (Carlin's) had
encountered Dibbrell's cavalry, which he was driving easily. Shortly after

this pleasant intelligence, other staff officers from Slocum reported that the
latter had developed the whole of Johnston's army near Bentonville. 1

Turning, therefore, to the left wing, we find that it has been attacked by
the enemy, who has gained a temporary advantage, capturing three of Car-
lin's guns and driving back his two advanced brigades. General Williams,
however, is aware of the danger which threatens him in its full extent, and
promptly brings up his whole force, with which, behind hastily-constructed
barricades, he assumes the defensive, knowing that Sherman will bring the
whole right wing, if necessary, to his assistance.

While Hardee had been fighting Sherman near Averysborough, Johnston
was concentrating his medley army at Smithfield, and immediately aftei

that action moved forward with great rapidity, intending to strike and over-
whelm Slocum's army before it could be relieved by re-enforcements from1

Howard. "But," says Sherman, "he 'reckoned without his host.
1

I had
expected just such a movement all the way from Fayetteville, and was pre-

pared for it." During the night of the 19th Slocum got up his wagon train,

with the two divisions guarding it, and Hazen's division of the Fifteenth

Corps, and made his position impregnable. Johnston could only effect hia

purpose by placing his whole army between Sherman's two wings, which
would, under the circumstances, have proved his ruin. His cavalry, of
course, was unable to cut off communication with Howard. Logan's corp3,

therefore, approached Bentonville without serious resistance, compelling

Johnston to refuse his left flank and intrench. Thus the Confederate army
was put upon the defensive on the 20th, having three corps of Sherman's
army in his front, and unassailable. Johnston's flanks were well protected

by swamps, and as it was not Sherman's purpose to fight a battle here, un-

less forced to do so, the Federal army simply continued to hold its position

in the enemy's front. The next day, March 21st, Schofield entered Golds-

borough with little opposition, and Terry connected with Blair's corps at

Cox's Bridge, on the Neuse, so that, stretching from Goldsborough around

to Bentonville, Sherman had now under his command an army of 100,000

men in an impregnable position. Johnston very sensibly, therefore, re-

treated to Smithfield before his retreat could be cut off by a portion of this

immense army. The Federal loss at Bentonville amounted in the aggregate

to 1646. Johnston's loss must have been at least 3000 men, including the

prisoners which he left to be captured when he abandoned his intrench-

ments.

The objects of the Carolina campaign had been accomplished in the full

possession of Goldsborough, with its two railroads leading to Beaufort and
Wilmington. By the 25th of March Sherman's army was concentrated at

Goldsborough, and his line of communication with Newbern and Morehead
City was firmly established. The co-operative movements which had been

conducted while Sherman was marching, by Generals Terry, Foster, and
Schofield, next invite our attention.

1 Johnston's nrmy Imd not yet been joined by Hoke's command, some riOOO strong. The Con-
federate fnne yil Benlonvilfe e-.iiimmi'J i.f Stenurt'- mid ( hi/mlmm'- ci.rj'-i from Ilrmil's "Id ;irmy,

together [(mounting to about 10,000 men ; of Hardee's fuivc frnm I 'hiirleston, !"»"""> strong, nnd of
Wade Hampton's cavalry, numbering about 600D. This mnde up an nrmy of about 24,»KW men.
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RECOVERY OF THE ATLANTIC COAST.

I. WILMINGTON.

Capture of Plymouth —Lieutenant Citshing's Expedition for the Destruction of the Albemarle.

—

Naval Actions in North Carolina Sounds.—Organization of the First Expedition for the Capture

of Wilmington.—Delays.—Butler's Powder-boat Strategy'-—His Connection with the Expedi-

tion.—Explosion of the Powder-boat.—Bombardment- of Port Fisher.—Re-enforcements re-

ceived by the Enemy.—Landing of Butler's Forces.—Weitze! advises against on Assault.—Ke-

etnharkatioo and Withdrawal of the Troops.—Causes of Failure.—Butler relieved ofCommand.

—The Second Expedition,—Terry in Command.—Plan ofAttack.—Assault and Capture of Fort

Fisher.—Explosion of the Magazine.—Sciiofield comes East with the Twenty-third Corps.—

Assumes command of the North Carolina Department.—Operations against Wilmington.—

Capture of the City.

AT the beginning of 1865 only three important positions on the Atlantic

'and Gulf coasts east of the Mississippi were retained by the Confeder-

ates—Wilmington, Charleston, and Mobile. Of these, Wilmington alone af-

forded an outlet for even a partial and restricted commerce with Europe.

On the last day of October, 1864, Plymouth, near the mouth of the Roan-

oke River—a town which had been captured from the Federals early in the

year—had been surrendered. Though the possession of this place was of

no vital importance, yet the gallant exploit of Lieutenaat W. B. Gushing,

which led to its surrender, is so memorable as an instance both of a heroism

which has never been surpassed, and of a success which, gained as it was by

a single hand, stands unparalleled in the annals of war, that it can not here

be forgotten.

In the spring of 1864, the Federal forces had met with several reverses on

the North Carolina coast. On the 1st of February, the Confederate General

G. E. Pickett captured the Federal outpost at Bachelor's Creek, eight miles

from Newbern, with a considerable number of prisoners. During the fol-

lowing night, a party of the enemy in barges captured the United States

steamer Underwriter, lying in the Neuse River, and covering the Newbern

fortifications. Surprising the garrison at Plymouth on the 17th of April,

the Confederates, after a severe struggle, captured that town on the 20th.

This was accompanied by the co-operation of the Confederate inw-clad ram

Albemarle, which, descending the river, sunk the Federal gun-boat South-

field. The Miami, the only other natioaal gun-boat off Plymouth, with-

7Ut uuM'kJifcHiTB am tiimiim e ArJWJEOiO
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drew. General Weasels, thus cut ofF from communication with the fleet in

Albemarle Sound, surrendered the town, with 1600 men and 25 guns, to

General Hoke. Washington, at the head of Pamlico River, was evacuated

by the Federals in the latter part of the same month, the town haviog been

previously burned by some soldiers of the Seventeenth Massachusetts and
Fifteenth Connecticut Regiments.

Albemarle Sound was still held by the national gun-boats. But besides

the Albemarle, other Confederate rams were being prepared t'o recover the

naval supremacy of the North Carolina sounds. Captain Melancthon Smith

was accordingly sent to assume command in these sounds, with several

double-enders. On the afternoon of Ma)' 5th the Albemarle came out of

the Roanoke, followed by the Bombshell, a small armed tender, and engaged

the national fleet collected together off the mouth of the river. A brisk

little fight followed. The gun-boats succeeded in dodging the ram, but

their guns made no impression. About five o'clock the Sassacus, watching

her opportunity, struck the enemy behind her starboard beam, causing her

to careen until her deck was washed by the waves. In this position the

two vessels remained for some time, and prompt assistance on the part of

one of the larger gun-boats might have accomplished the destruction of

the Albemarle. Before this was effected the ram swung clear of the Sas-

sacus, and, maintaining the fight until dark, retreated up the river, leaving

her tender, the Bombshell, behind in the hands of the Federals. She ap-

peared again on the 24th, but did not venture to renew the contest. The
next day a bold attempt was made by a party of five volunteers from the

gun-boat Wyalusing to destroy the Albemarle by means of a torpedo, but
proveil unsuccessful. Thus the affair rested, so far as the Albemarle was
concerned, through the summer of 1864:.

Notwithstanding the failiifv uf the expedition to blow up the Albemarle
in May, Lieutenant Cashing thought the thing practicable, and formed a

scheme for accomplishing this object, which, having been submitted to Ad-

miral Lee, he was permitted to carry out. lie had formed his plan in June,

at which time he was commanding the Monticello. Proceeding to New
York, he, in conjunction with Admiral Gregory, Captain Boggs, and Chief

Engineer W.W.Wood, applied to one of the new steam pickets a torpedo

arrangement, which had been invented by Wood, and then returned to tbe

Sound. The Albemarle was lying offPlymoutb at its moorings, and formed

the defense oF that town. On the night of October 27th, with a select crew

of 13 men, six of whom were officers, he proceeded up the river with his

engine of destruction. The distance to Plymouth was eight miles. Passing

the Confederate picket stationed on tbe wreck of the Southfield, a mile be-

low the town, without causing alarm, he found the ram protected with a

boom of pine logs 30 feet from her side. As the party approached, it en-

countered a fire from the enemy's infantry on shore, to which the howitzer

from Cushing's boat replied. Almost at the same moment the boat ran its

bows against the logs guarding the ram. With his own hands Lieutenant

Cushing fixed the torpedo in its proper position. "The torpedo boom,"

says Cushing, " was then lowered, and I succeeded in diving the torpedo

under the overhang, and exploding it at the same time that the Albemarle's

gun was fired. A shot seemed to go crashing through my boat, and a dense

mass of water rushed in from the torpedo, filling the launch and completely

disabling her. The enemy then continued his fire at 15 feet range, and de-

manded our surrender, which I twice refused, ordering the men to save

themselves, and removing my overcoat and shoes. Springing into tbe river,

I swarn, with others, into the middle of the stream, the rebels failing to hit

us." The ram had been destroyed by the torpedo, but the necessity of im-

mediate flight had prevented Cushing from observing the extent and effi-

ciency of his work. All but one of the party accompanying him met death

or capture. Cushing escaped, with a bullet in his wrist, by floating down
the river, hid himself among the woods on the hank, and finally found a

skiff, in which, after eight hours paddling, he reached the Valley City on the
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night of the 30tb. The nest day Plymouth was surrendered to the naval

squadron.

The capture of Wilmington would have been undertaken in the earlier

stages of the war if it could have been accomplished by a naval force alone.

But military co-operation was indispensable, and the instant, ever-pressing

need of the military forces on more important fields caused the expedition

to be postponed until the autumn of 1864 In September—after the cap-

ture of Atlanta, and while the Federal army under Meade was besieging

Petersburg, waiting its own opportunity and the accomplishment of Sher-

man's plans in the West—it was thought forces could be spared from But-

ler's Army of the James to co-operate with the Navy Department in the re-

duction of Fort Fisher and the capture of Wilmington.

The naval preparations were promptly made, and it was intended that

Vice-Admiral Farragut, then operating on the Gulf Coast, should have com-

mand of this branch of the expedition. This was impossible on account of

the impaired health of that distinguished officer, and the command was as-

signed to Rear Admiral Porter, who had been identified with the most im-

portant naval victories of the West. After considering the subject, Porter

offered to take Fort Fisher in three days if he could have all the heaviest

frigates, with 300 guns, and a co-operative military force of 13,000 men.'

Upon consultation with Grant, the latter said he could not then detach so

large a force, but could raise it within 24 hours after Porter had assembled

his fleet. No definite time was fixed for the expedition, but it was expected

to move by the middle of October. In the mean time Grant collected what

information he could about Cape Fear River, with maps and charts, and

placed this in the bands of General Weitzel, commanding the Eighteenth

Corps, to whom, with General Butler's knowledge, the command of the mili-

tary force was assigned. As the enemy bad in some way been informed of

the expedition, it was postponed, but the preparations for it were continued.

The small force which Grant could detach rendered it necessary that the

attack should be a surprise. The War Department had proposed General

Gillmore as the military commander, but to this Grant objected on the

ground that he had shown timidity on a former occasion, and appointed

Weitzel.

General Butler took a great interest in this affair. It was to be carried

out by his own troops, and within the limits of his own department. Gen-

eral Grant preferred that he should not participate in the expedition, but

did not choose to interfere, though strict military propriety would have dic-

tated Butler's remaining with the larger portion of his army instead of fol-

lowing a detachment which bad been already assigned to an able com-

mander. General Butler's chief interest in the affair was connected with a

novel experiment which he had suggested for blowing up Fort Fisher by

the explosion near it of 200 or 300 tons of powder. He had heard of the

destruction caused by the explosion of a large quantity of gunpowder at

Erith, Eogland. The remarkable effect of this explosion for many miles

around led him to speculate as to the possibility of destroying military for-

tifications by similar means. He had first proposed this matter to General

Grant in connection with Charleston, which he wanted to blow up with a

vessel loaded with 1000 tons of powder. But Grant was skeptical as to the

effect of such an experiment. About the time the Fort Fisher expedition

was ready to start, Butler again broached his gunpowder plot. Some high

authorities had come to his support. Grant referred the matter to Colonel

Comstock, of his staff, who reported that the explosion of 300 or 400 tons

of powder out at sea would do no damage. General Delafield, Chief En-

gineer, said the explosion would have about the same effect on the fort that

tiring feathers from muskets would have on the enemy. The Navy Depart-

ment and Admiral Porter looked upon the scheme with more favor. Gen-

eral Butler himself was perfectly confident of success. Grant therefore con-

sented to the experiment, but would have no waiting for the powder-boat.

Sherman was at this time in the heart of Georgia, and the enemy, having

nearly recovered from his apprehensions of an attack on Wilmington, had
left a very small force at Fort Fisher in order to assist in impeding Sher-

man's march. This was the time to strike. Butler having determined to

join the expedition to see that the powder-boat was properly exploded,

General Grant ordered him to get off with 6500 men, General Weitzel to

have the immediate command. Still Grant had no idea that Butler would
go with the expedition until the latter passed his headquarters on the way
to Fortress Monroe.2 Of course, as a matter ofTnilitary courtesy, all orders

1 " I think it was about the jflth of September lust, that I was on my way to Ciiiro to resume
my command <if the Mississippi squadron. Seerernry Welle.. «cni my word to' meet him (lint even-
ing nt Mr. Elmr's. I hud nrnitigcd to leave fur the. West tlio next morning, I went to Mr. Blair's,

and found See retury Welles andAssistant Secretary Fox, who had a number of charts of Cape Fear
Itiver, which wore spread oat for examination. Secretary WoUes -aid tb.it be thought it most im-
[tortnat that some attempt shouM he made to get possesion of Cape Fear Hiver

; that ho Imd al-
ways been in favor of making tho attempt, and had, time and time ajmin, invited the co-operation
of the army for that purpose, but had received no encouragement. He said he thought there was
then a prospect of getting troops for thnt purpose, and asked me what wns my opinion ohont tho
matter. I told him I had never seen Cape Fear Itiver, and knew nothing about the defenses the
rebels had erected there. Ho said he would pat me in possession of all the papers ho had from
Admiral Farragut, Admiral Lee, and others who bod investigated the subject, una then let me give
my opinion about it. I read over carefully all the papers, and examined the charts. Admiral Leo
derided most positively thnt the place coiild not bo taken with ".0,000 mem, it wus so strong; and
Admiral Farrapit decided thnt we hud not ships in the uiivy to do any thing with it. Under these
circumstances, I told tho secretary that I should require time to consider this matter. I went back,
to the secretary tho next morning, and told him dial if ho would give me the forco I named, I
would promise to take tho fort in three days. That was encouraging to him, For his whole heart
was bent upon the mutter. .... I told him I wanted 800 pins on board ship, mid all the heav-
ic-: frigate* that it would require i:f,IIDI> men to land with intrenching tools."

—

Porter's
Teitimtmg be/ore the Committee on the Conduct of,the Wan Fort Fisher, p..8B.

1 At City I'oint Umler met firant, and explained his presence with the expedition. He said

:

"This expedition is a matter of very grave responsibility. (I had known Admiral Porter somewhat
in the Mississippi River. General Weiucl and himself, I had understood, had soma Utile differ-
ence upon tho report as to the damage done by Admiral Porter's bombardment to Fort Jackson
and St. Philip.) General Wcit/.el Is a very able general, but u very young man. I am anxious to
see this powder experiment go on and succeed. f.ir il ii a verv grave' one

; and I think I had butter

£0 with tho expedition, to Utko tho responsibility oil' General Wuitzcl, being an older ofllcer."

—

for Weitzel had passed through General Butler. On the 4th. of December
Grant bad telegraphed to the latter to get the expedition off without delay,

with or without the powder-boat Instead of moving directly, Butler open-

ed a telegraphic correspondence with Porter about their " little experiment."
He issued his orders for the movement to General Weitzel on the 6th. The
next day thirteen of the transports were ready. Four—and those the largest

—were yet to arrive. On the 10th Butler had reached Fortress Monroe,
and telegraphed to General Grant that he was waiting for the navy. Porter

was waiting at Norfolk for the powder-boat. He left Hampton Roads on
the 13th. The powder-boat had on board 200 tons of powder, and was to

receive 90 tons more at Beaufort. "She has delayed us a little," writes

Porter to Butler before starting, "and our movements had to depend on
her." Butler's transports arrived off Masonborough Inlet, eighteen miles

from Fort Fisher, on the 15th. The next day Porter reached Beaufort, and
off that point wrote to Butler that he would start for the rendezvous (twenty-

five miles east of Cape Fear River) the next day, and, in case of fair weather,

would be able to blow up the powder-boat on the night of the 18th. Butler

was not ready to land, and the weather did not promise favorably; it was
therefore agreed to postpone the explosion. In the mean time, Butler re-

turned to Beaufort for a fresh supply of coal and provisions. Porter re-

mained with the fleet at the appointed rendezvous, and rode out the gale,

which was one of unusual violence. His vessels, however, seem to have got

in sight of Fort Fisher, for on the 20tb their presence was reported to Gen-

eral Hoke. But for the delay occasioned by the powder-boat, the three days

of fine weather (the 16th, 17th, and 18lh) would have been improved, the

troops would have been landed without difficulty, the enemy surprised, and
Fort Fisher captured.

Finally, the mountain gave birth to the mouse. On the night of the 23d
the powder-boat was exploded at a distance from Fort Fisher of 830 yards.

Not a Federal gun-boat or transport dared venture an approach nearer than

to a point twelve miles from the scene, and even at a much greater distance

the steam in the boilers was lowered to prevent disaster. But, after all, the

effect was insignificant. It is true, the explosion was heard at the fort, but

it was there supposed that some unfortunate gun-boat bad got aground, and

been blown up to prevent its falling into the hands of the enemy. The
Louisiana had been chosen for this experiment, and had on board, at the

time of the explosion, 235 tons of powder. Commander A, C. Rhind had

charge of the affair, and associated with him in this perilous service were

Lieutenant Assistant Engineer A. T. Mullan, of the Agawam, Paul Boyden,

acting master's mate, and seven men. Undoubtedly the effect of the explo-

sion would have been very great if the powder had been properly confined,

and if the fuses could have been so arranged that the ignition of the whole

mass of powder would be instantaneous. As it was, there were four distinct

explosions, and a large amount of the powder was blown away before it ig-

nited. 1 But, in any case, the experiment ought to have been incidental ; and

Butler and Porter, in making it so prominent a matter, disregarded General

Grant's instructions.

It was designed that the troops should be ready to land as soon as pos-

sible after the powder-boat explosion. But General Butler was delayed in

collecting water, coals, and other supplies, and did not come up until the

evening of the 24th, and then with only a few of his transports. Admiral

Porter had that morning (11 30 A.M.) commenced the bombardment of

Fort Fisher from a fleet of naval vessels, surpassing in numbers and equip-

ments any which had assembled during the war.3 The attack was made

Butler before Committee, p. 11. This explanation would never have beca given if Butler had not

fell its nceessitv to account for bis presence with the expedition. It is a conclusive corroboration

of Grant's statement that he was surprised to sec Butler on the way to Fort Fisher.
1 See General Butler's nnd A. C. lihiad's tc-tiniony before the Committee,
3 Porter's buste in exploding the powder vessel, and in commencing tlie bombardment on the

morning of the '-'lib, before the land lone was readv to co-operate, gave ri-e to considerable feel-

ing. On the night of the '.'3d Butler stmt hi- nail' officer , Captain ( larkc, to visit Porter, nnd in-

form the latter that the (reports: wnuld arrive tie; next day. General W'eititel, in his testimony,

says :
" Captain Clarke returned just before we left the harbor, and reported tlmt tho admiral had

said ho would explode tho powder vessel during the nigbt of Friday, and commence the attack as

soon thereafter as possible. It was a question of discussion bet ween us, while sailing toward New
Inlet, whether the ndmirnl would rommenco the attack before wc were there to co-operate with

him, Scvcrnl— I think General Butler among the number—doubted that he would do so. I did

nut doubt it, |i nvino; been with the adiuir.il Oil two <>r three proiinii- BXpnditiona I know
tho opinion ex;uc--ed on board our vessel by several officers when it was found that the navy had

made tho attack as thev did. There wa- one officer who particuhnh -oirpiwd mo by expressing

tho opinion he did. Ilo said (hat he boliovod Admiral I'orter made the attack in the way he did

because he believed lie could km.ck tint furl all to pieces, and v.ould lino, gei all the credit of tak-

ing it to himself. This uilicor is generally iury quiet iu the way of oxpresaini" his uDJaions."
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with thirty-seven vessels, five of -which were

iron-dads; and, besides these, there was a re-

serve force of nineteen vessels. 1 The main at-

tack was made with the iron-clods and seven

other vessels on the land face of the fort.

The fleet had upward of 500 guns.

Fort Fisher is situated on Federal Point,

Oil the north hank and at the mouth of Cape

Fear River, 20 miles below Wilmington. The
original plan of the expedition, as proposed

in September, 1864, contemplated the passage

of the fleet by the fort up the Cape Fear River.

This had been abandoned on account of its im-

practicability. The channel was intricate, and

was commanded by strong forts. It was also

full of torpedoes. It was extremely difficult

to cross the bar except at high tide, and even

when this was accomplished it was unsafe for

the vessels to enter without good pilots, or

until the channel had been buoyed and tin:

torpedoes removed. The only way in which

the fort could be reduced was to land troops

north of the work, and then either assault or

lay siege to it It was an earth-work mount-

ing over 40 guns, and though the latter might

be dismounted or silenced, the work itself

could not be materially injured by a bom-

bardment.2 This fort, probably the strongest

which had been attacked during the war, was

manned on the 18th of December by a garri-

son of 677 men, under General W. H. C. Whi-

ting; Colonel Lamb, who had himself erected

the greater portion of the work, being second

in command. Within five miles of the fort,

at Sugar Loaf, was a reserve force of 800 men. 3

On the 20lh the alarm had been given, and

on the 22d the advance of Genera! Hoke's di-

vision readied Wilmington, and re-enforce-

ments were rapidly sent to Sugar Loaf. Thus,

on the 23d, the garrison of the fort was in-

creased to 1087 men*
Very little damage was done to Fort Fisher

by the bombardment on the 24th. Twenty-
three of the garrison were wounded, all but

three only slightly. Five gun-carriages were

The distance between Fori Fisher and Beaufort Harbor
was about seventy miles. Porter's explanation ofliis prompt
attack is this: ''Captain Clarke said lie could make four-

teen mile* nn hour. This would bring him in five hours
to Bent) furl, with information to General Butler as to the
procUuiimcof the explosion of the powder-boat (1 30 A. BL
on llie 21th). Butler would therefore have plenty of time
to reach Fort Fisher before the commencement of his nt-

luck, lit I I HO A.M." But it seems Butler, although start-,

jug From Beaufort "hen llarkc returned, did not reach the
fleet until night. It is clear, therefore, that Admiral l'or-

ter look loo much for granted. If lie had waited till the
night Of the 24th for the explosion of the powder-boat, nnd
given Builer prompt notice of this—as ho could hare done
through Captain Clarke—then Butler would have been on
hand with the transports, and the attack, taking place on
the Slith, would have been a combined one of the navy and
army. The render, however, should understand that, as the
nlfair turned out, this lack of combination on the 24tll had
nothing whatever to do with the failure of tlio expedition.

1 The five iron-tlads were the New Ironsides, Canoni-
cus, Mouadnock, Sanguis, and Mubopac. The four last
wore turreted monitors.

' Tliu following description of the fort is given by Gen-
eral Grant's engineer. Colonel Comstoek

:

"The land front consists of a half bastion ou the left or
Capo Fear River side, connected by a curtain with a bas-
tion on the ocean side. The parapet is 25 feet thick, aver-
ages 20 feet in height, with trn\crscs rising 10 feet nhove it

and running back on their tops, which are from 8 to 12 feet
in thickness, to a distance of from 30 to 40 feet from the
interior crest. The traverses on the left half onstiou are
about 25 feet in length on top. The earth for this heavy
parnpet nnd the enormous: traverses nt their inner ends,
more than 30 feet in height, was obtained partly from a
shallow exterior ditch, but mainly from the interior of the
work. Between each pair of traverses there was one or
two guns. The traverses on the right of this front were
only partially completed. A palisade, which Ls loop-holed
nnd hits it banquette, runs in front of this face, nt a distanco
of7.0 feet in front of the exterior slope, from the Cape Fear
River to the ocean, with a position for a gun between the
lea of the front nnd the river, nnd another between the ri"ht
of the front nnd the ocean. Through the middle traverse
n the ci a bomb-proofpostern, whoa

nvered by a small rcdun fur two field-pieces, ™ „.
flank-lire along the curtain. The traverses are generally
bomb-proofed for men or magazines. The slopes of the
work appear to linVo been reveled with marsh sods or cov-
ored with grass, and have an inclination of 4.1 degrees or
n little less. . . . There were originally on this front 21
guns and three mortars. . . . The scn'frout consists of a
series of batteries, mounting in all 24 guns, the different
batteries being connected by a strung infantry parapet, so
ns to form a continuous line. The same system of heavy
trnvemos for the protection of guns is used os on the Innd
front, nnil these traverses are also generally Immli-prcjufed."

fho Confederate ] 'i-parltm-nt of North Carolina was
under the command of General Unigc, as ii had been since
Qcloliur.

* These facts were stated by General Whiting ufter his
capture.
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disabled, but tbis and every otber injury done to tbe work was repaired

during tbe night.

Tbe next day, tbe 25th, was at once Sabbath and Christmas, The bom-

bardment was renewed in the morning, and was more effective. The casual

ties in the fort were 46, three men being killed and nine mortally wounded,

Four gun-carriages and one 10-inch gun were disabled. While the bom-

bardment was going on, and under cover of the fleet, tbe landing of tha

troops began about noon. About this time Admiral Porter's flag-ship came
alongside Butler's. After an exchanged greeting, tbe admiral hallooed

through bis speaking-trumpet, "There is not a rebel within five miles of

the fort. You have nothing to do but to land and take possession of it."

The military force was 6500 strong, consisting of General Ames's division

of the Twenty-fourth Corps, and General Paine's division of the Twenty-

fifth. Paine's division consisted of colored troops. Between 2100 and 2300

men were landed. General Weitzel went with tbe first 500 (General Cur-

tis's brigade of Ames's division) to reconnoitre. In advancing upon the

fort about 300 prisoners were captured by the reconnoitring column. The
skirmishers were pushed up by General Curtis to within 150 yards of the

fort. Weitzel mounted an artificial knoll, and took a view of the fort. As
a defensive work, it did not appear to be injured by tbe terrific bombard-

ment which it had sustained, and which was still going on. He counted 16

guns, all in proper position, on the land face. Even the grass slopes of tbe

traverses and parapet remained unbroken, and their regular shapes undis-

turbed. Tbe row of palisades in front of the ditch presented no opening.

" It was a stronger work," he says, " than I had ever seen or heard of being

assailed during tbis war." Weitzel remembered Fort Wagner; he recalled

his experience in regard to assaults upon works not nearly so strong as this,

and which had all proved failures; he remembered, also, that he bad been

appointed by General Grant to command the expedition instead of Gillmore

on the ground that tbe latter had once shown timidity ; that he himself

had just been appointed to a major generalship, and that his confirmation

depended largely upon his present conduct. He had every possible motive

for boldness. Yet be considered that it would be murder to assail tbe fort,

which, if skillfully defended (as he must assume it would be, knowing noth-

ing to the contrary), ought to repulse any attack which he could make ; and

he advised General Butler against an assault. In the mean time another

brigade had lauded, and Curtis's skirmishers advanced boldly up to the par-
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apet One man crept through the palisade and brought off the flag of the

fort, which had been shot down and fallen outside the parapet. But this

exploit did not change Weitzel's opinion. He knew that a portion of an

assaulting column might even enter a fort, and yet the main body be re-

pulsed. Curtis's advance had not been resisted, but this might be due either

to the severity of the bombardment or to a deliberate design on the part of

the garrison to tempt an assault. Even if it was due to the bombardment,

the latter must cease at the moment of assault, and the garrison would

spring again to its guns. General Curtis thought that, if allowed to advance,

he could capture the fort, But as there was no well understood and skill-

fully arranged plan of attack, and no feint to cover his operations, it is very

General Butler thereupon proceeded to re-embark his troops. He gives

two reasons for taking this step. In the first place, a storm was approach-
ing, and he feared that it would be impossible to supply his troops on the

shore. In the second place, a considerable force of the enemy was on his

right flank at Sugar Loaf, and he thought that, under these circumstances,

the position was untenable. There was nothing in the way of his landing
the remainder of his force, and nothing prevented the landing of supplies

until midnight. 1 The fleet would probably outride the gale, and would see

to it that his force was supplied and protected against attack. Besides, Gen-
eral Butler had been ordered by General Grant to remain if he effected a
landing. The question of immediate assault was left to his discretion

; but,

probable that, ifGencral Curtis's force had even entered the fort, every man
of it would have been captured. 1

The statement made by General Whiting, who wig captured in the second muck on Fort
Usher, certainly i-oniinns Urn ivi-d<>tn nfOniTiil Wcitzel's opinion. He says that "the gnrrison
was in no in-tiiii' < driven from its guns, ami tired in return, according tn orders, slowlv and delih-
OTiiiely, f,<\2 shot and shells;" iliiu mo (he hind (runt I'.l guns "ere in position, and the pali-nde was
in perfect order; and that, while it wns possible tiuit ;«Hili or iii>oi> men might lu.vo carried the
work by assault, such an event was not probable. "The work," he adds, "wns verv strong, the
garrison in good spirits, and ready; and the lire on the nppron, l,e_s (the assaulting rn'lumn having
no rover) would have t n eMranrdionrilv heavy. In addition to tlie heavy guns, I had a battery
of Napoleons, mi whivh I plaied great rclianec. Tlic pali-ade alone would' hate liwn a most Tor-
midnble obstacle.

"

In his official re|«irt lie soys :
" During the day [the SfJtli] tlie enemy landed u large force, and

at halfpaai four advanced a line of skirmishers on the left lionk of the second curtain, the fleet at the

giving due weight to the reasons alleged by Butler for the re-embarkation

of his troops, it wns clearly a disobedience of orders. It is a curious fact'

that, although Weitzel was understood to have the immediate command of

the expedition, he never saw the orders issued by General Grant for its con-

duct, and was not aware, until some time afterward, of Grant's intention thai

the land force should maintnin its position after landing.2

same time making n concentrated and tremendous enfilading lire upon die curtain. The cnrn-oti,

however, at llio proper moment, when the lire slackened to allow the approach of the enemy s land

force, drove tlietn off with grape and musketry ; at dark the enemy withdrew.

"

1 See Captain Mien's testimony,—Committee Report, p. CO.
' Sec General Weill's te-itiinotiy. lie suvs ( Committer. Hr/mrt. p. 7(1): "The order ofl.eu.

era! Grant to General Butler, which I sou- published iu the papers.—I never saw the oriRiual of the-
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Thus tbe expedition failed, and the failure was due to mismanagement.
It bad been delayed, in tbe first place, until tbe enemy bad gained time for

re-enforcement. There was no well-arranged plan of attack. And there

was no attempt made to maintain the position secured by the military force

on Federal Point 1 The loss in life, however, had been slight. Upward of

forty casualties occurred in the navy from tbe bursting of 100-Jb. Parrott

guns on several of tbe vessels. The loss thus caused was greater than that

inflicted by the enemy.

The popular disappointment which followed the failure of an expedition

from which, chiefly on account of the extent of the naval force, so much had

been expected, was diversified with the mutual recriminations between the

army and navy commanders. But these find no proper place in history.

The Committee on the Conduct of the "War (Benjamin F. Wade, chairman)

investigated the affair, and acquitted General Butler of blame. But General

order—staled that in certain cases lie was to intrench nnd hold his position, and co-operate with
the navy in the reduction of the fort. General Grant said to mc tlic other night that when he
ordered the expedition to sail he knew that Wilmington and the works there were nearly devoid
of troops, nnd he thought if wc moved down there ami landed quickly, the mere effect of landing
the troops, together with the presence of such a licet, woidd he to compel them to surrender. But
in consequence of the delay the enemy got troops down there. But he saiJ that his intention was,
after we had made a landing there, finding tliat it was nut possible to assault, that General Butler
should intrench there."

Question. " What was there to prevent compliance with such an order ?"

Answer. "There was nothing to prevent a compliance with it. There would have been diffi-

culties lo contend with at that season of the year. The landing ..f supplies would have been one
difficulty ; the annoyance from the rebel gun-boats in the river would have been another. But
they might, and probably would have been driven olf by oar artillery. .... If I had had the
instructions that General Grant gave to General Butler .... I would have intrenched and re-

mained there No matter what the difficulties were, that order would have coveredJum from
any consequences."

General Grant testifies (ibidtm, p. iU) : "There is no question that General Butler could have
remained, in obedience to my instructions ; but I do not think he was guided by them ; I do not
think he [mid any particular attention to them."

1 The following correspondence passed between General Bntlcr and Admiral Porter just after

the re-embark ntion :

General Bailer writes
:
" i'pon landing the troops and making a thorough reconnoissanee of

Fort Fisher, loth General Wcitze! and myself are fully of the opinion that the place could not be
carried by assault, as it was left substantially uninjured as a defensive work by the navy fire. We
found seventeen guns protected by traverses, two only of which were dismounted, bearing up tbe
beach and covering a strip of laud, the only practicable route, not more than wide enough for a
thousand men in line of battle.

" Having captured Flag-pond Hill Battery, the garrison of which, sixty-five men and two com-
missioned officers, were taken orl by the n.iv'y, we iils-i captured llall'-raoon Battery and seven offi-

cers and 218 men of the Third Xnrth l.'urolinn Junior Reserves, unhiding its commander, from
whom 1 learned that a portion of Hike's divisii.ri, ii.m.-iMing ,.f KirkJand'-. and 1 lavgood's brigades,
hod been sent from the lines before Richmond on Tuesday last, arriving ut Wilmington Friday

" General Weirad advanced his skirmish line within fifty yards of the fort, while the garrison
was kept in their bomb-proofs by the fire of the navy, and so closely that three or four of the men
of the picket line ventured upon the parapet and through the Bally-port of the work, capturing u
horse, which they brought ..if, killing the orderly, who was the bearer of a dispatch from the chief
of artillery of General Whiting to bring a light lottery within the fort, and also brought away from
the para|iet the Hag of the fort.

"This was done while the shells of the navy were falling about the heads of the daring men
who entered the work, nnd it was evident, as soon us the fire of the navy ceased because of the
darkness, that the fort was fully manned again, and opened with grape and canister upon our picket

" Finding that nothing but the operatio
structions, would reduce the fort, and in vi

from the southeast, rendering it ii

my.

troops, with their prisoners, to re-embark, nnd si

forces. I shall therefore sail for Hampton Koads i

" My engineers and officers report Fort Fisher

of n regidar siege, which did not eome
f of the threatening aspect of the wreathe

,

make farther landing through the surf, I caused the

nothing farther that can be done by the land

l the transport licet can be got in order,

substantially uninjured as a defensive

r letter of this date, the sul^mtue of which w

To this Porter replies

:

"I beg leave lo acknowledge the receipt of y
communicated to me by General Weitzcl last night.
"I have ordered the largest vessels to proceed oil" lieaufort nnd fill up with ammunition, to he

ready for another attack, in case it is decided to proceed with this matter by making other ar-
rangements.
"We have not commenced firing rapidly vet, and could keep any rebels inside from showing

their heads mini an assaulting column was "wiihin I went v yards of the works.
" I wish some more of vour gallant fellows had loll,,wed the officer who took the Hag from the

parapet, and [he brau; follow who brought the horse nut from the fori. I think they would have
found it on easier conquest than is supposed.
"I do not, however, pretend lo place my opinion in opposition to General Wei ticl, whom 1

know in be an accomplished soldier and ineineer. and who-o opinion has greal weight with mo.
" I will look out that the troop* arc all off in safety. We will have a west wind presently, and

a smooth beach about three o'clock, when sufficient lumts will he sent for them.
" Tho prisoners now on board the Santiago de Cuba will be delivered to the provost-marsh id at

Fortress Monroe, unless yoa wish to take them on board one of the transports, which would bo in-
coareniont just now.

"

Grant gave his own decision in another way by relieving General Butler of

his command of the Army of the James.

Admiral Porter determined to remain until a more efficient military com-

mander should be sent to co-operate with him. He even proposed to take

the fort with his sailors.

While the altercation occasioned by the first attack on Fort Fisher was
going on, a second expedition was organized, in which the command of the

military force was assigned to Major General Alfred H.Terry, who, after

the death of General D. B. Birney, stood next to Weitzel in tbe Army of tbe

James. His command was the same as that with which Butler had sailed,

with a single brigade added, bringing its number up to about 8000 men.

General Terry, though not a graduate of West Point, had carefully studied

the art of war theoretically and practically.

Porter, after experimenting on Fort Fisher for two or three days subse-

quent to Butler's departure, had returned to Fortress Monroe, where be was

joined by Terry before the middle ofJanuary. On the 12th of that month
the combined expedition reached New Inlet, and the next day the troops

were landed. General Whiting and Colonel Lamb still commanded the gar-

rison, which now numbered 2500 men, more than double the force which

had confronted Butler. At 2 P.M. on the 13th the debarkation was com-

pleted, and the bombardment commenced again, and was more precise and

effective than in the first attack. The garrison were driven from their guns,

which were soon silenced, and many of them disabled. All night tbe bom-
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bardment went on, giving the enemy no opportunity to repair injuries. On

the 14th the fleet continued the battle with the silent fort, its efforts being

chiefly directed to dismount the guns. In the mean time preparations were

made for the assault, which was to take place on the afternoon of the loth.

Up to this time shot and shell from 500 guns had been beating upon the

earth-work, doing the work itself little damage, but breaking the palisade

and dismounting its guns. About 1400 sailors and marines had landed, and

were to participate in the assault, the plan of which had been most skillfully

arranged. The marines and sailors were to attack the sea-face of the fort,

while Terry's three brigades should carry the land front The assault by

the sailors was to be covered by an intrenched party on the beach. A per-

fect system of signals was agreed upon between the military cominnnder and

the admiral. No precaution was neglected, no measure overlooked which

would assist in securing success.

At 3 P.M. the preconcerted signal was given for the commencement of the

assault, and the admiral turned bis guns from the parapet and against the

upper batteries (on the centre mound). The attack by the marines appears

to have been mistaken by the garrison for the main assault. The intrench-

ed party of sharp-shooters did not well cover the advance of the sailors, and

the latter were repulsed, losing Lieutenants Preston and Porter, who were

bravest among the brave. 1 In the mean while the soldiers bad gained the

northeastern rampart. The guns of the fleet were turned upon the trav-

erses, while the brave men of Terry's command fought their way from trav-

erse to traverse,3 overpowering the garrison, and driving it back to the Mound

Battery. Both Generals Whiting and Lamb had been wounded. Dispirit-

ed by the loss of their leaders, the Confederates were easily driven from their

last refuge, and the entire command surrendered, with 75 guns. The fight-

ing had been desperate, and had lasted from 3 o'clock till 10 P.M. The

1 K. R. Breeze thus alludes to the death of these gallant officers in a special report

:

"North Atlantic Squadron, V. S. Flag ship Malvern, off Fort Fbbar, January 18, 1B65.

"Admiral,—In my report of die assault on Fort Filler 1 have scarcely mentioned tho names
and services of Lieuteimnt S. YV. Preston, your Hug-lieutenant, mul Lieutenant B. H.Porter, your

flag-captain, thinking tlint by a little dolny I might the mure do justice, yet I seem to feel that im-

possible in me. Preston, after accomplish ine; most splendidly the work assigned him by you, vjliich

was both dangerous and laborious, under t nnstunt fire, came to me, as my aid, for orders, showing

no Hugging of spirit or body, and returning from the rear, whither he had been sent, fell among the

foremost at the front, u bo had lived the thorough embodiment ofa United .States naval officer.

Porter, conspicuous by his figure and uniform, as well as by his great gallantry, claimed the right

to lend the headmost column with the Malvern's men he had taken with him, currying your flag,

and fell at its very head, Two mure noble Spirits the world never saw, nor had the navy aver two
more intrepid men. Young, talented, and handsome, the bravest of the brave, pure in their lives,

surely their names deserve something mure than a passing mention, and arc worthy to be banded
Jown to posterity with the greatest ami best of naval heroes.

"Were you not fi> well acquainted with their characters I should deem it my duty to speak of

their high merits ; but as chief ofyour Staff, to which they belonged, I must spank of their won-
derful singleness of purpose to do their whole duty

;
always must cheerful and willing, desirous of

undertaking any thing which might redound to the credit of I lie service, giving mo at all times tho

most ready assistimi r. in my duties, combining with their inlclh^eiife a ready perception as to the

best modo of accomplishing their orders, the country has lost two such servants as could illy bo

spared, and your staff its brightest ornaments.
" Very respectfully, your obedient servant, K, R.Bbeesk,

"Fleet Captain, North Atlantic Squadron.
" Itcmr-Admiral David D.Fobtib, '_'.. [amandine Norta Atlantic Squadron."

3 "These traverses," says Admiral Porter, "are immense bomb-proofs, about sixty feet long,

fifty feet wide, and twenty feet high—seventeen of them in nil, being on the northeast face. Be-
tween each traver-e. or bomb-proof, are one or two heavy guns. The fighting lasted until ten

o'clock at night, the Ii-nn-iiili-x and Mniitlni - tinni: through the rr-.n erse- in advance of our troops,

and the level strip of bind called Federal Point being enfiladed by the ships to prevent re-enforce-

ments reaching the rebels."

Federal loss in Terry's command was 110 killed and 636 wounded, includ-

ing among the latter all three of the brigade commanders engaged in the

assault—Generals Curtis, Bell, and Pennybacker. The casualties io the

fleet amounted to 309, making a total loss of nearly 1000 men.
In a great degree this success had been due to surprise, or rather to an.

attack made in an unexpected quarter with the main column. This col-

umn, advancing out of the woods, suddenly approached the western extrem-

ity of the land front, and one brigade (Bell's) charged along a narrow cause-

way in the face of four guns. 1 Nothing, however, was accomplished by the

second expedition which might not, under good management, have been aa

well accomplished by the first.

The next morning a sad event occurred, which to some extent marred the

cheer of victory. By some culpable negligence, the soldiers were allowed

to approach the magazine with lighted candles. In this way an explosion

was occasioned, resulting in the loss of about 200 men. Among the severe-

ly wounded was Colonel Alonzo Aldeu,of the One Hundred and Sixty-ninth

New York regiment.

As a result of the fall of Fort Fisher, the surrounding work—Fort Cas-

well, a large work at the West Inlet, mounting 29 guns, all the works on

Smith's Island, those between Caswell and Smithville up to the battery on
Reeves's Point, on the west side of the river, were abandoned. Including

the guns taken at Fort Fisher, 169 were captured in all.

The same day that Fort Fisher was assaulted and carried by Terry's troops,

Major General Schofield, with the Twenty-third Corps, 21,000 strong, left

Thomas's army for the East In February Schofield was appointed com-

mander of the Department of North Carolina, just created. He then com-

menced a campaign, the ultimate object of which was the occupation of

Goldsborongh, in order to prepare for the arrival of Sherman's army by
opening railway communication from that point with the sea-coast, and ac-

cumulating supplies. Wilmington was to be captured first, because it would

be a valuable auxiliary base to Morehead City if Sherman should reach

Guldsborough, and absolutely necessary in the event of Sherman's concen-

trating his army farther south.

Schofield, with the Third division (J. D. Cox's) of his corps, reached the

mouth of Cape Fear River on the 9th of February, landing near Fort Fisher.

Terry and Porter had already made the port of Wilmington useless to block-

ade runners. The former, still retaining his command, and having the co-

operation of the North Atlantic Squadron, held a line across the peninsula

two miles above Fort Fisher, and occupied Smithville and Fort Caswell.

The Cape Fear had been entered by a portion of the fleet, so that both of

Terry's flanks were secure. The enemy, under General Hoke, still covered

Fort Anderson on the west bank, and the immediate defenses of Wilming-

ton, in position impregnable against a direct attack. The Confederate line

must be turned either on its left by the fleet passing above Masouborough

Inlet, or by a march of the army around the swamp covering its right. The

1 Admiral Porter says in bis report;

"I have since visited Fort Fisher and its adjoining works. Hud fiud their strength greatly beyond

what I had conceived. An engineer might be excusable in saying they could not be captured ex-

cept by regular siege. I wonder even nmv how it was done. The work, as I said before, is really

stronger than the Mulukotf Toner, which defied so long the n>iul>iiici> powers of France and En-

gland ; nnd yet it is captured by a handful of men, under the tire of the guns of the fleet, and in

seven hours after the attack commenced in earnest."
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latter movement was adopted. The result was successful. On the 19th of

February Fort Anderson was abandoned, and the enemy retreated behind

Town Creek, where he again intrenched. Terry meanwhile occupied the

force on the peninsula. The next day, the 20th, General Cos crossed Town
Creek, gained the enemy's flank, attacked and routed bim, taking two guns

and 375 prisoners. Cox continued his advance, and threatened to cross the

Cape Fear above Wilmington. General Hoke then gave up the struggle,

set fire to his steamers, cotton, and other stores, and abandoned Wilmington

on the night of the 21st. The next morning Cox entered the town without

opposition. In these operations the Federal loss was very slight, amounting

to about 200 in killed and wounded. That of the enemy is estimated at

1000 men, besides 30 guns. Goldsborough was occupied by General Scbo-

field on the 21st of March, where he effected a junction with Sherman's army.

CHAPTER LIH.

RECOVERY OF THE ATLANTIC COAST,

II. CHARLESTON.
Defenses of Charleston.—Its Approaches.—The Department of the South.—Hunter's Operations

against Charleston.—Federal Repulse at Secession ville, May, 18152.—Attack on the Blockading

Fleet by tlie Palmetto State and Cbicora.—Beitureg-ird's Ruse de Guerre.—Admiral Dupont's

Bombardment, April, 18G3.—The Obstructions in the Harbor defeat the Undertaking.—Results

of the Bombardment.—Sinking of the Keokuk.—How the Monitors came out of the Fight.

—

Dupont succeeded by Dahlgren, and Hunter by Gillmore.—The Situation uli-jn Gill more assumed

Command.— Capture of Morris's Island.—Terry's co-operative Movement on James's Island.

—The First Assault on Fort Wagner.—Second Assault.—Death of Strong and Sbaw.—Siege

of the Fort,—Operations of the Fleet.—The "Swamp Angel."—Correspondence between Gill-

more and Beauregard.—Demolition of Fort Sumter.—Dahlgren's Error in not immediately ad-

vancing upon Charleston.—Fort Johnson strengthened by tbu Confederates during the delay.

—

Confederate Evacuation of Forts Wagner and Gregg.—Williams's Night Attack on Fort Sumter.

—Result of the Conquest of Morris's Island.—General Foster's Operations in 18G5.—He is re-

lieved by Ciilliniiro.— (.'biirksiiin is turned by Sherman's Movement.—Capture of the City by Gill-

more.—Reusing of the old Flag over Fort Sumter.

FORT Sumter was captured by the Confederates on the 13th of April,

1861. The defenses of Charleston at that time consisted of the follow-

ing works, which had been constructed by the United States government:

1. Fort Sumter, a strong casemated brick work of five faces, with three

tiers of guns, two in embrasure and one en harhelte. This fort is distant a

little more than three miles from the city, and is on the south side of the

channel, about midway between Morris's Island on the south, and Sullivan's

Island on the north. Its full armament would comprise 135 guns. At the

time of its capture by the Confederates the fort mounted 78 guns.

2. Fort Moultrie, 1700 yards from Fort Sumter, on Sullivan's Island.

This also is a brick work, with one tier of guns en barbelte. In 1860 it

mounted 52 guns.

3. Castle Pinckney, a brick work on Shute's Folly Island, distant one mile

east of the lower end of the city, and mounting, at the beginning of the war,

28 guns.

The city of Charleston is situated at the head of Charleston Harbor, on
the point of the narrow peninsula formed by Ashley and Cooper Rivers.

Across the entrance of the harbor—between Sullivan's and Morris's Islands

—stretches a bar, seven miles below the city. The islands on either side

are each about three and a half miles in length, low, narrow, and sandy, and
separated from the main land by deep and impenetrable marshes, which are

submerged by the spring tides. The distance from their nearest point to

Charleston is between three and four miles. Charleston Harbor itself is

bounded by James's Island on the south, and on the north by the main land.

Its entrance is 2700 yards in width. James's Island, south of the city, is

limited on the west by Stono River, which separates it from John's Island.

Stono River is connected wilb the Ashley, south of Charleston, by Wappoo
Creek. South of James's Island is Cole's Island, which is for the most part

marsh, with Fully River on the south separating it from Folly Island. Light-
house Inlet, at its mouth, separates Morris's and Folly Islands. The forma-
tion of all these islands is thin quartz sand.

The fortifications of Charleston at the opening of the war were only
adapted to resist a naval attack. To these, other works were rapidly added.
On Sullivan's Island were erected, in addition to Fort Moultrie, the follow-

ing works : Marion, Beauregard, Marshall, and Battery Bee, On Morris's

Island a battery had been constructed at Cummings's Point, and a mile far-

ther south Fort Wagner. Forts Sumter and Moultrie were strengthened,
and their armament increased. Old Fort Johnson, on James's Island, was re-

built and armed with heavy guns, and north of it was constructed Fort Rip-
ley. The preparations against a laud attack were formidable. On the
James a line of works was built fronting Stone River, with Fort Pemberton
near its northern extremity. An inclosed work on Cole's Island covered
the Stono Inlet and harbor. Heavy guns were mounted on the wharves
of Charleston, and in the rear of the city formidable works were erected.
Such and so extensive were the defenses of Charleston under the command
of the Confederate General Beauregard.

On the loth of March, 1862, the Department of the South was created,

embracing South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida, and was assigned to Gen-
eral Hunter. Port Royal had been occupied by a military force under Gen-
eral T. W. Sherman and Dupont's squadron late in 1861. Edisto Island, far-

ther north, was taken possession of by Sherman in February, 1862. The
expeditionary force commanded by General Sherman in March became sub-

ject to General Hunter's control. During the month which followed, Gen-
eral Q. A. Gillmore captured Fort Pulaski.

In December, 1861, a Federal fleet of sixteen vessels, heavily laden with
granite, was sunk on the bar in Charleston Harbor to obstruct the channel
and obviate the necessity of a blockade. This operation excited a great de-
gree of indignation on the part of foreign governments. The elements of
nature expressed their dissent in a more quiet way, but with much more
effect. In a few weeks the Ashley and Cooper Rivers made for themselves
a new channel, better than the previous one.

Shortly after General Hunter assumed command of the Department of the
South, operations were commenced against Charleston by way of Stono
River and James's Island. The Confederates had made a great mistake in

abandoning Cole's Island, which commanded the entrance of the Stono.
Admiral Dupont, with three gun-boats—the Unadilla, Pembina, and Ottawa
—entered the river on the 29th of May, 1862. At the approach of the gun-
boats ail the works of the enemy along the Stono up to the Wappoo were
abandoned. Early in June Generals Hunter and Benham arrived with a
considerable detachment of troops—too weak, however, for operations on
James's Island, where the enemy was not only strongly intrenched from
Secession vi lie to Fort Johnson, but had an easy and open communication
with the rear, and could bring up re-enforcements at his pleasure. On the

16tbof June an attack was made on Secessionville by General I.I.Stevens's

and General H.G.Wright's divisions of General Benham's command—some
6000 strong—but was repulsed by the enemy, the Federal loss amounting to

over 500 men.

After this action for nearly a year the operations against Charleston were
suspended. The Charleston campaign from the beginning of 1863 till the

close of the war may be treated under three heads:
I. Admiral Dupont's bombardment, April 7, 1863.

II. General Gillmore's operations on Morris's Island during the summer
of 1863.

III. General Foster's and Gillmore's movements co-operative with Sher-

man's Carolina campaign, resulting in the occupation of Charleston, Febru-
ary 21, 1865.

I. Admiral Dupont's expedition was an experiment, in which the offen-

sive and defensive power of monitors was to be put to the severest test. The
original Monitor—whose name came to be applied to all iron-clads of simi-

lar construction—had been lost on her way to join Dupont's squadron (the

South Atlantic) in the autumn of 1862. 1 The popular expectation as to the

omnipotence of the monitors was extravagant and unfounded. The Merri-

mac had been beaten by the original Monitor, and the Nashville had been
sunk by another vessel of the same class. Fort Pulaski had fallen, not be-

fore the gun-boats of Dupont's fleet, but from the effect of batteries on shore.2

It is true, Dupont had at that time no monitors, but the presence of these

could scarcely have affected the result. The monitors, however, had under-

gone a pretty fair trial in the attack on Fort McAllister. The only vessel

of this class engaged in the assault was the Montauk. The result seemed
to prove the invulnerability of the monitor, but its offensive power as

See Chapter XIH., p. 2GB. ? against Charleston, p. 240.
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against forts was not eo well established. A visible impression was made
upon McAllister, but not of such a character as to destroy either its offen-

sive or defensive power. It was still a question whether a large number
of monitors might not do what one alone had failed to accomplish. Indeed,

it was confidently expected that the monitor fleet which Dupont command-
ed in April, 1863, would batter down Fort Fisher and ride up to Charleston,

while a military force about 10,000 strong, under General Hunter, would
occupy and hold that city under the guns of the fleet.

Previous to the attack on Charleston an event occurred which showed
the insufficiency of blockading vessels against rams. Early on the morning
of January 29th, 1863, the Princess Royal was captured while attempting
to pass through the blockading squadron into Charleston Harbor. Her car-

go would have been of great value to the enemy, consisting of two engines
intended for iron-clads, with rifled guns, arms, ammunition, and medicines.
Her loss was a severe blow to the Confederates, who, ascertaining that she
was still at anchor off the harbor, organized an expedition for her recapture.

Before light on the morning of the 31st two Confederate iron-clad steam
rams—the Palmetto State, commanded by Lieutenant Rutledge, and the
Chicora, Commander Tucker—ran out by the main ship channel from
Charleston, and attacked the blockading squadron with great vigor. The
latter consisted of 10 vessels—the Housatonic, Mercedita, Ottawa, Uuadilla,

Keystone Suite, Quaker City, Memphis, Augusta, Stettin, and Flag— most

of them being light vessels, and incompetent to resist such an onslaught.

The iron-clads and two of the heaviest men of war, the Powhatan and Ca-

nandaigua, were off at Port Royal. The Palmetto State, with Flag-oflicer

D. N.Ingraham on board, almost immediately disabled the Mercedita with a

7-inch shell, which entered her side, exploded in one of ber boilers, and in

its exit killed and wounded several men. One blow from the ram settled

the ease of this ship, which, as it seemed to be sinking, was surrendered.

Both the Palmetto and Chicora then attacked the Keystone State. The lat-

ter bore down rapidly upon the Palmetto, intending to sink her. But a shot

from the ram passed through both her steam chests; 10 rifle shells struck

her near and below water mark, and almost simultaneously a fire broke out

in her forehold. Commander Le Roy hauled down his flag. The enemy
stiil continued to fire, and the flag was again hoisted and the battle renewed.

The Augusta, Memphis, and Quaker City came up and relieved the suffer-

ing vessel, one fourth of whose crew had been killed or wounded. Togeth

cr with the Mercedita, whose leak had been stopped and who had not been

secured by the enemy, the Keystone State went to Port Royal. The othei

vessels of the squadron kept at a prudent distance from the ramB. Soon,

however, the Housatonic caiuo up, aud the rams, refusing battle, fled bock

into the harbor.
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Upon the return of his rams a bright idea occurred to Beauregard. He
knew that the reports of Admiral Dupont could not reach the North for

some three days at least. His own communication by telegraph with Rich-

mond was uninterrupted, and the Richmond papers soon found their way to

New York. Here, then, was a splendid opportunity for a ruse dc guerre,

which, if it involved considerable lying, might—so thought the chivalrous,

honor-loving general—be excused on the maxim that "all is fair in war."

Accordingly, over his own signature and that of Flag-officer Ingraham, he

dispatched to Richmond an official pruulamation, stating that the Confeder-

ate naval force at Charleston had attacked the blockading fleet off the har-

bor, and had sunk, dispersed, and drove off the same, and declaring the block-

ade of Charleston to be raised from and after the 31st of January, 1863.

This proclamation, with Beauregard's account of the affair, asserting that, as

a result of the naval engagement on the 31st, two Federal vessels were sunk,

four set on fire, and the rest driven away, was published in the Richmond

papers of February 2d. As if this were not enough in the way of falsification,

another dispatch was added, declaring that on the afternoon of the 31st the

British consul, on board the British war steamer Petrel, had gone five miles

beyond the usual anchorage of the blockaders, and could see nothing ofthem

with glasses.

Now, without characterizing these declarations by the plain English term

that is applicable to them, it is sufficient to say that they are false in every

particular. And they were recognized as false by every European govern-

ment. The raid with the rams had not succeeded in the object for which

it was undertaken—the recovery of the Princess Royal; they had retreated

on the appearance of the Housatonic, and did not venture out again. Not

a single Federal steamer was sunk, not one was burned, and only two were

in any way disabled. The position of the blockading squadron was not

shifted, and no vessel advanced from Charleston, after the affair, beyond the

bar of the harbor. 1

By the 7th of April the preparations for the bombardment of Fort Sum-

ter were completed. At noon of that day the vessels of Dupont's fleet, hav-

ing crossed the bar by the new channel formed since the sinking of the stone

fleet, proceeded to the attack. The attacking fleet consisted of nine vessels,

all of which were monitors except the New Ironsides and Keokuk, which

were iron-clad and turreted. The five strongest vessels of the blockading

squadron were held in reserve.2 The orders issued by the admiral were

that the fleet should pass up the main ship channel, open fire upon Fort

Sumter when within range of that work, disregarding the batteries on Mor-

ris's Island, advance to a position northwest of Sumter in order to attack its

weakest face, fire upon the work with precision rather than rapidity, and,

having reduced the fort, turn against the Morris's Island batteries. The ad-

vance had been delayed till noon, waiting for the tide, and from the fleet, in

the mean while, could be seen the steeples and roofs of Charleston crowded

with spectatorsjust as they had been two years before, when Fort Sumter

was attacked by its present defender. It is a novel conflict whose specta-

cle is now anxiously awaited—that of a fleet mounting 32 guns arrayed

against forts which mount 300. The forts know little of the monitors, but

stand defiant. The monitors know little of the forts, or the obstructions to

their progress, but defiantly they advance.

The reserve fleet lies outside tbe bar, while the monitors approach Sum-

ter. The Weehawken has the lead, and as she advances, a raft attached to

her prow looks out for torpedoes. Scarcely has she started, however, before

tbe grappling irons attached to this raft become fouled in the anchor cable,

and an hour's delay is occasioned. Then the movement is resumed. The

entire fleet passes Morris's Island, but no gun opens upon her. Now (3 P.M.)

she rounds to enter the harbor, and comes within range of Fort Sumter and

the batteries on Sullivan's Island. A broadside from tbe upper tier of guns

(en barbette) greets tbe Weehawken, who is seeking, according to orders, to

reach the left face of the fort. Suddenly she halts midway between Sumter

and Moultrie. Her progress has been stopped by an unforeseen obstacle

—

a stout hawser stretches between the two forts, strung with torpedoes. The

fleet has been proceeding along the right channel thus far, and, meeting this

obstruction in the way of reaching its desired position, it changes its course,

1 Beauregard's statements are fully refuted by that subsequently nude by Admiral Dupont, and

signed by nearly nil the commanding officers of the fleet lying oil' Charleston Harbor on tbe iilst.

We malic the following extract from ibis statement

"Wo deem it our duty to suite taut the so-called results are fake in every particular—no ves-

sels were sunk, none were set on tire seriously Nj busty was the retreat of tbe rums that,

although they might have perceived that tbe Keystone State had received serious damage, no at-

tempt was ever made to approach her. The Sterna and ( ittawa, at the extreme end of the line,

did not get under way from their position till after the firing had teased, and the Stettin merely saw

the blaek smoke as the rams disappeared over the bar. The rums withdrew hastily toward the

harbor, and on their way were fired at by the lluusiitoiiic end Augusta until both had got beyond

reach uf their guns. They anchored under tbe protection of their forts, and remained there. No
vessel, iron-clad or other, passed out over tbe bar after the return of tbe rams inshore. The Unu-
dilbi was not aware of the attack until the Housatonic commenced firing, when she moved out to-

ward that vessel from her anchorage. The Housutonic was never beyond the usual lino of the

blockade. We do not hesitate to state that no vessel came out beyond the bur after the return of

tbe rams, at between 7 and H A. M. , to the cover of the forts. We believe the statement that any

vessel come any where near the usual anchorage of any of the blockaders, or up to the bar, after

the withdrawal nf the rams, to lie deliberately anil knowingly false. If the statement from the pa-

pers, as now before us, hus the sanction of the. captain of the Petrel and the foreign consuls, wo
can only deplore that foreign officers can lend their ullu-ial positions to the spreading before the

world, fiir unworthy objects, untruths patent to every officer <>f this squadron."

* The vessels of the monitor fleet, including the New Ironsides and Keokuk, advanced in the

following order :

1. Weehawken, Captain John Rodgers.

2. 1'assaic, Cupluin Vertical Drayton.

3. Montauk, Commander John I,. Worden.
4. Patnpsco, Commander Daniel Amnion.
D. New Ironsides, C<iimii<>diiit> Thomas Tamer.
G. Cntskill, Commander lieoigc W. Tlodgcrs.

7. Nantucket, Commander llaiuel M<N. Fairfax.

8. Niihunt, Commander John Dowries.

9. Keokuk, Lieutenant Commander A. C. Rbind.

The. reserve squadron consisted of the Cunariduigiia, Unudilla, Housatonic, Wlfisah Iekon, and
Huron, under the command of Captain Joseph II. (Jrecu.

and tries the left channel, between Fort Sumter and Cummings's Point. This

also is blockaded, and more effectually than the other, by a row of piles

stretching across the channel. Beyond is seen another row extending be-

tween Forts Johnson and Ripley, and more careful scrutiny discloses a third

row, beyond which lie three Confederate rams.

Thus the original design of reaching Fort Sumter's weakest face is frus-

trated at the outset. And there is no help for it. The fort could probably

be reduced but for these obstructions which cover its weakness : tbe obstruc-

tions might be removed but for the thundering guns of the fort.

To make matters worse, the New Ironsides—the flag-ship—caught by the

tide, refuses to obey her rudder, and becomes unmanageable. The Catskill

and the Nantucket fall foul of her, and thus remain a full quarter of an

hour. While, in tbe midst of these difficulties, the vessels are taking such

positions as they can gain, they are in a circle of fire, which concentrates

upon them from Cummings's Point Battery, Battery Bee, and Forts Beaure-

gard, Moultrie, and Sumter. The range is less than 800 yards, and the fire

is from guns of the heaviest calibre that could be obtained from the Trede-

gar works of Richmond or. from the armories of Europe. This fire has

been going on from the time of its first opening by Sumter; but now for

thirty minutes it pours upon the fleet the white heat of its fury. One hund-

red and sixty shots are counted in a single minute; tbey strike the iron

plates of the monitors as rapidly as the ticking of a watch. It is estimated

that from all the forts, in this brief engagement, not less than 3500 rounds

have been fired. In reply, only 139 shots have been delivered by the fleet

And what is tbe result to tbe fort? What to the fleet? A few marks

are visible on Fort Sumter, and the parapet near tbe eastern angle shows a

huge crater. 1 If the monitors could remain where tbey are, time would

solve the problem of the reduction of the fort. But they can not. Apart

from the embarrassments under which they arc working as regards effective

offense—their confined space ; their tendency to drift against the obstruc-

tions or upon submerged batteries; and the clouds of smoke which hang

over the water, obscuring their range—they have sustained injuries which

compel their withdrawal, and at 5 P.M. the signal is given for their retreat

Already the Keokuk, which advanced to within 570 yards of Fort Sumter,

has left the field in a sinking condition, having been completely riddled with

shots. It is her last fight. The Ironsides also has lost one of her port-

shutters, her gun-deck is thus exposed, and her bows have been penetrated

with red-hot sbot. But these are not monitors. How is it with the latter?

The Nahant has received thirty wounds, her turret has been jammed so that

it will not turn, and her pilot-house is in such a rickety condition that every

bolt in it flies about when it is struck, killing and wounding its tenants.

Tbe turret of tbe Passaic is broken and unmanageable. The Nantucket's

turret is jarred so that the cover of tbe port can not be opened, and conse-

quently her 15-inch gun can not be used. The other four monitors are es-

sentially uninjured.2

After tbe withdrawal of the fleet, Admiral Dupont having been informed

as to the conditions of bis vessels, decided not to renew tbe conflict, and the

next day returned to Port Royal. The Keokuk sank on tbe morning of

the 8th abreast of Morris's Island, and ber armament was thus left in the

hands of the enemy. In the action of the 7th only one man was mortally

wounded. The entire casualties were twenty-six.

Within the short space of about two hours had been decided tbe question

of monitors against forts. The result was decisive on two points: first, that

the defensive powers of these vessels was not sufficient to withstand the con-

centrated fire of half a dozen forts heavily armed ; and, secondly, that while

the reduction of brick forts might result from a long-continued bombard-

ment, yet the limits of endurance on tbe part of the monitors were such as

to render this impracticable.3

II. The War Department was not satisfied with tbe result of tbe experiment,

and determined to renew tbe attack, but upon a somewhat different plan.

Admiral Dupont was relieved of the command, and would have been suc-

ceeded by Admiral Foote but for tbe death of the latter on the way to Port

Royal. The command of the South Atlantic squadron was therefore, on the

s the following graphic description jf the inside of a r during

o of those r

1 Mr. William Sw
tbe engagement

:

"Could you look through the smoke, mid through the Hume lit ports,

ing towers, a Spectacle would meet your eye such as Vulcan's stithy might present. Here n, u .uu

two huge guns which form the armament of each monitor—the one eleven, and the other fifteen

inches in diameter of bore. The gunners, begrimed with powder and stripped to the waist, ore

loading the gun. The charge of powder— thirty-five !™"" lli ~ «" each charge— is passed up rapidly

from below, the shot, weighing four hundred and twenty pounds, is hoisted up by me. hauicut

appliances to the muzzle of the gun, and rammed home
,
the gun is run out to the port, and tightly

" compressed ;" the port is open for an instant, the captain of the gun stands behind, lanyard ia

hand—" Heady, fire!" and the enormous projectile tushes through its huge parabola, with the

weight of 1(1,0110 tons, home to its mark."
3 The following estimate was tnnde of the shots received by each vessel:
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* A year after the attack on Charleston Admiral Dupont thus alludes to the affair:

" I am well aware," ho says, " that iliu results at Charleston were not nil that were wished for,

audi quite agree » iih the department that there was, nevertheless, much in them thai was grant; iug.

particularly that tbe loss of life was so small, mid that the capacity of the iron .lads tor enduring

the hot and heavy fire brought to hear upon them, which would have destroyed any vessels of wood

heretofore used in warfare, was made *o evident. But I must take leave to ron I the depart-

ment that ability to endure is not u sufficient element wherewith to gain victories; that cnduri.m e

must be accompanied with a corresponding power to inllict injury on the enemy
,
and I will im-

prove the present occasion to repeat the expression of a louviction which 1 have already com eyed

to the department in former letters, that the weakness of the monitor cla.-- ofve-sels, in this im-

portant particular, is fatal to their attempts against fortifications having outUing ol.sinictums, as

at tbu Ogeechee and nt Charleston, or against other fori incut ions, upon elevations, a* at tort Dar-

ling, or against nnv modern loriificnti.iiis before which tbey must anchor or lie ut rest, and receive

much more than they can return. With even ilieir dismutulcd surface tbey are not invulnerable,

mill their various mechanical contrivances for working (heir turrets and guns are so liable to im-

mediate deraugenieut, that, in the brief though lieiie engagement at 1 hailclou. live out ofeJght

were disabled, and, as I mentioned in my detailed report to the department, half an hour more

righting would, in my judgment, DflYO placed iLem all hi" •'« «™A«*-

'

.-. de combat."
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6th of July assigned to Admiral Dablgren, and General Q. A. Gillmore suc-

ceeded Hunter in the command of the Department of the South. Toward

the close of May, 1S63, Gillmore had received orders to repair to Washing-

ton, to consult with General Halleck and Secretary Welles as to future oper-

ations against Charleston. No more troops could be spared for the Depart-

ment of the South. Gillmore did not ask for more, although he knew that

his operations must, on account of his small military force, be restricted to

Morris's Island. With this force he proposed to occupy that island, capture

Forts Wagner and Gregg, and demolish Fort Sumter by means of shore bat-

teries. The way would thus be open for Dahlgren to advance witli his fleet,

remove the obstructions in the harbor, and command Charleston. Even if

the city was not captured, the full possession of Morris's Island would effec-

tually blockade the harbor.

General Gillmore assumed command of the department on the 12th of

June. At that time the coast from Light-house Inlet to St. Augustine,

Florida—a distance of 250 miles—was in possession of the national forces.

The positions actually occupied by troops were Folly Island, Seabrook Isl-

and, on the North Bdisto, St. Helena Island, Port Koyal Island, Hilton Head

Island, the Tybee Islands, Fort Pulaski, Ossibaw Island, Fort Clinch and

Amelia Island, and the city of St. Augustine. Off or inside the principal

inlets lay the blockading squadron. 1

Folly Island was occupied by a brigade under General Vogdes, strongly

intrenched, with heavy guns mounted on the south end of the island to con-

trol the entrance of the Stono River. Vogdes had also constructed a road,

practicable for artillery, and affording a means of concealed communication

between the several parts of the island. In Stono and Folly Rivers a naval

force was stationed, consisting of two gun-boats and a mortar schooner, to

secure Folly Island against attack, and to hold the Stono against the light-

draught gun-boats of the enemy. Folly Island was necessarily the base of

operations against Morris's Island.' The dense undergrowth with which it

i Giilmoro's (liicoiiions oo.niol ( 'Ionlesion, p. -12.

' "Tim .pm n li„s I,,-,-,, a-ked why the route ..cross James s Island from Mono River, the

same thnl ISnoudicr (J ..-...:.; .1 licnloim nlten,|.lcd, was in.l selected 0, operate upon.

"Toe »„, ,. ..nolo The ow.l 1 .n.iru troops nvoilnhlc for the defense of harloslon

than wo had for the attack. The gencrnl-ia-rhicf, in tin- proHminarj dbcOBMoriB of the project,

Imd mentioned HhtlllU men ns the appros-unclc morihcr tle.t , I he collected in the llcparlmcnt

of the South for this operation. The force, r"--'

1 l,oOO men, including eDgjnCOni end artillerist

ness, thin force tens nmp.e, and it ivafl not unti

ncsB and eusunhies thot re-enforcements wore

case. There our prepress would Boon lime hi

in our front. Upon Morris's Island hoth par

vantage. Our superiority in nrlillery, ashore

trenches—the successful npplicnt'

strictly maintained
*

c actmdly :tltcr there did not vary much from

Upon Morris's Island, on account of its nnrrow-

l,e loinuuiod had hcen reiloccd one third hy sick-

ked fa Hut James's Ishmd presents a difTerent

arre-t. -.1 l.v the roneentrution of a superior force

s hud till the force that could ho upp'.ied with ud-

d nfioai—particularly io the use of mortars in the

, uw'tCGl, the energy and" skill of our onehicers, and a

os the , trolliue clctocuts of success. Moreover, ucoorduu; to

the demolition of Fort Sumter was whet ttie laod forces had to

accomplish, that eooid he done will, more case nod eerlaioly from Morris's Island then from

any other position, .la i's Island was t.», wide to opcruto apoti, with a fair promise of uucccas,

wiili oar email force."— Uillinure's Upcrutioaa, p. 22. ,

was covered afforded cover for batteries on the north end, within musket

range of the enemy's picket on the opposite side of Light-bouse Inlet.

The forces in Ossibaw Sound and on the North Edisto were withdrawn.

Gillmore's entire command available for offensive operations then consisted

of 11,500 men and 66 guns, besides about 30 mortars.

The descent upon Morris's Island was made July 10th, 1863. It was an

operation which required boldness and great skill, as it involved the storm-

in» of a fortified position, not by the regular approaches of a siege, but by

an advance covered by a few batteries, and made in small boats exposed to

the enemy's fire. There were two co-operative expeditions-one conducted

by General A. H. Terry, with 3800 men, on James's Island, which was emi-

nently successful, diverting a portion of the garrison from Morris s Island;

and a second, sent from General Saxton's command at Beaufort to cut the

Charleston and Savannah Railroad at Jacksborough, in order to delay re-

enforcements from Savannah. This latter expedition proved a signal fail-

ure, involving the loss of two guns and <. small steamer, which was burned

to prevent its capture.
.

.-

The main column engaged in the attack on Morris's Island-about 2000

men of General Strong's brigade-was embarked in Folly River and passed

by night during high tide through the shallow creeks into Light-house In-

let. This movement was first fixed for the night of the 8th of July, but had

been postponed until the night of the 9th. At daybreak on the 10th the

column halted, having reached Light-house Inlet, the boats keeping close to

the east shore of the creek, where they were screened by the marsh grass

from hostile observation. Shortly after daybreak the batteries on the north

end of Folly Island—10 in number, and mounting 47 guns-opened against

the opposite shore, the undergrowth having been previously cleared away

in their front to give them an unobstructed view. Four monitors joined

their fire to that of the batteries. For two hours this bombardment contin-

ued and then Strong's brigade moved across the inlet to the assault^

The movement had been planned with much skill and secrecy, and was a

surprise to the enemy. At Oyster Point, and on the Urn. land lower down,

the Federal troops were landed under a hot fire of muskery and artillery

But the column never faltered, and by 9 o'clock A.M. all he hostile batter-

ies south of Fort Wagner were overrun and captured. This success closed

the operations of that day. The troops were within musket range ofFort

Wagner, and were exhausted by the intense heat and three hours "«rd fight-

ing Throughout the day the bombardment from the monitors was kept

up, directed chiefly at Fort Wagner. Wnemer
On the morning of the 11th an assault was made upon Fort Wagner.

The advance, led by General Strong in person reached and gamed the par^

anet of the fort But the supports could not bo brought up in face of a hre

from which they had no protection, and the attack failed. In the actions
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on the lOtb and 11th the Federal loss was about 150. General Beauregard

admits a loss of 300, including 16 commissioned officers. 1 He had also lost

11 heavy guns.

In the mean time, General Terry, on James's Island, had followed the route

taken by Benham's two divisions on the 16th of June, and demonstrated

against Secession vi lie. On the 16th of July be was attacked by a largely

superior force of the enemy ; but with the assistance of the gun-boat Pawnee

in the Stono, and two smaller vessels, the attack was easily repulsed. Ter-

ry's command was the next day withdrawn from James's Island.

On the 18th, just one week after the failure of the first assault on Fort

Wagner, a second was undertaken. In the interim, four batteries—Rey-

nolds, Weed, Hays, and O'Rourke—mounting twenty-nine guns and fourteen

mortars, had been erected on Morris's Island bearing upon Fort Wagner, and

at a distance from that work of from 1330 to 1920 yards. In addition to

the four monitors (tbc Catskill, Montauk, Nahant, and Weehawken), which

1 Gillmore's Opera Iions, p. 7G.

were across the bar on the 10th, two other vessels—the Patapsco and the

New Ironsides—now lay abreast of Morris's Island. The guns of this fleet

and of the shore batteries bombarded the fort all day. At twilight, in the

midst of a thunder-storm, the assaulting columns, commanded by Brigadier

General T.Seymour, advanced. Strong's brigade—consisting *of Colonel

Shaw's Fifty-fourth Massachusetts (colored) Regiment; the Sixth Connecti-

cut, Colonel Chatfield; a battalion of the Seventh Connecticut; the Forty-

eighth New York, Colonel Barton; the Third New Hampshire, Colonel

Jackson ; the Ninth Maine, Colonel Emery ; and the Seventy-sixth Pennsyl-

vania, Colonel Strawbridge—was in the advance, and was supported by

Colonel H.S. Putnam's brigade. The whole force engaged iu the attack

numbered about 6000 men. Tbc approach of darkness, hastened by the

storm, made it impossible for the fleet to discern friend from foe, so that the

advance was exposed to the fire of Forts Wagner, Gregg (on Cummings's

Point), and Sumter, assisted by the works on James's and Sullivan's Island.

Never, during the war, was an assault made in the face of such opposition.

As soon as the columns approached the fort, and the Federal guns in the

batteries and on the monitors were silent, the garrison of Wagner, 1000

strong, sprang to its guns and muskets. Notwithstanding this tremendous

fire from four different quarters, and although the leading regiment was

thrown into such disorder that Putnam's supporting brigade had to be sent

in, still the troops went forward, and the southeast bastion of Fort Wagner

was gained and held for nearly three hours. The darkness was so great an

advantage to the garrison that it more than compensated for the partial suc-

cess of the assailants, and a retreat was ordered. The Federal loss was very
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severe, especially in officers. Gene-

ral Strong, and Colonels Chatfield,

Putnam, and Shaw, were either kill-

ed on the spot, or died subsequently

of their wounds. Colonel Shaw was
killed upon the parapet of the fort.

If, as was reported at the time, he

was buried with the fallen negroes

of his gallant regiment, it can only

be said that what was intended for

a disgrace will in the light of his-

tory be regarded as a monumental
honor. General Seymour and sev-

eral regimental commanders were

severely wounded. The entire loss

sustained in the assault must have

amounted to 1200 killed and wound-
ed.

This repulse revived the faltering

hopes of the citizens of Charleston,

who regarded Fort Wagner as the

key to the city. They had looked

upon the conflict with anxiety and .

doubt. They remembered that this

same General Gillmore had once de-

molished Fort Pulaski—which they

considered in impregnability next

to Sumter— as easily as if it had
been a house built of cards. 1 They
had trembled, therefore, for the fate

of Wagner and Sumter, but now they breathed more freely.

But General Gillmore had as yet scarcely commenced operations. His
principal object was the demolition of Fort Sumter, iu order to allow the

iron-clads an entrance to the harbor. Failing in this, there was still left a

secondary object to be accomplished—namely, to secure a perfect blockade
of the port. This could be effected by the reduction of Forts Wagner and
Gregg.

Fort Wagner was an inclosed work, one fourth of a mile in width, ex-

tending from high-water mark on the east, to Vincent's Creek and the im-

passable marshes on the west. It had an excellent garrison, and was con-

structed of sand, upon which the heaviest bombardment could make little

impression, with a ditch in front Its bomb-proof shelter was capacious and
secure, and its armament consisted of between fifteen and twenty guns, cov-
ering the solitary approach to it on the south. This approach was in many
places scarcely half a company front in width, and was swept by Fort Sum-
ter, the batteries on James's Island, and that at Cummings's Point. Its com-
munication with the rear was secure, thus giving opportunity for the in-

crease of its armament or garrison.2

1 See the Augusta Sentinel of July 15, 1! 1 Gillmore's Operations, p. 105,

Fort Wagner was neared by regular approaches. Immediately after the

repulse of the 18th, the first parallel was established about 1300 yards from
Fort Wagner. 1 On the night of the 23d the second parallel was established

600 yards in advance of the first, on a line running diagonally across

the island northwest and southeast. In the creek on the left two booms
of floating timber were stretched across, to resist the approach of the enemy's
boats. It must be remembered that these approaches to Fort Wagner were
chiefly defensive as to that work, and were preliminary to offensive opera-

tions against Fort Sumter. The third parallel was established within less

than 400 yards of F6rt Wagner. The fire from the fort now became so

severe that it was determined to operate against Sumter before another

advance.

Breaching batteries bad been constructed for this purpose in rear of the

several parallels. By the 11th of August 12 of these batteries were ready

' "A row of in' line] I'iili-.u'linir. re.'i' 1>mi^ cntirHy fli'r<i« ihe i-liinil, whs lilun [.') lit unit -00 yards

in advance of the line, with b return of fifty yards on the right. This return was well Banked by
two guns on the right of the parallel. The parallel was arranged f<>r infantry defenie; a bomb-
proof magazine was constructed, and the armament of the line modified and increased, so that tho

parallel contained eight siege and tield guns, ten siege mortars, and three Hequa rifle batteries. "-^

Gillmore '3 Operations, p. 114.
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for operation, mounting 28 heavy guns and 12 mortars. Their distance from

Fort Sumter raoged from 3516 to 4290 yards. The bombardment com-

menced on the morning of the 17th, and the guns were served steadily and

deliberately for several days, until Fort Sumter was literally knocked out

of all shape and deprived of its offensive power. During this time the fleet

also bombarded Fort Wagner, whose fire, unless silenced, would interfere

with the operations of the batteries on shore.

On the 21st of August a demand was made upon General Beauregard for

the surrender of Morris's Island and Fort Sumter, accompanied by the as-

surance that, if the demand was not complied with during the four hours

following its delivery, fire would be opened upon Charleston from batteries

already established within range of the city. For three weeks Gillmore had

been locating a battery, commonly known among the troops as the "Swamp
Angel," mounted with an 8-inch Parrott rifle, and within range of Charles-

ton, on the marsh between Morris's and James's Islands. He waited ten

hours beyond the time specified in his notice to the Confederate general,

and, receiving no reply, opened fire on the city.1

rrcspondence wliicli [Missed between Generals Gillmore and1 The following is n copy of the

Beauregard

:

" Hefuln, unite rj Dcpnrtiueul

"Oenernl G.T. DEAtrnr.jmp. f i-niMi.m.liri,; iWiulemto Ft

"GronsiUL,—I have the honor to demand of you tin; immediate evacuation of Morris's Island

and Fort Sumter In- the Confederate forces.

"The present condition of l>\irt Sumter, and (he rapid and progressive de-traction which it is un-

dergoing from niy butteries, seem to render its complete demolition within a kw hours a matter of

Certainty. All my heavies! guns have nut vet opened. Simula
1

you refn-c lompliunce with that

demand, or should I receive no reply [hereto within four hours alter ii is delivered into the hands

of your subordinate nt Fort Wagner for transmission, I shall open fire on the city of Charleston

from batteries already established » ithin easy and ellective range of the heart of the city.

" 1 urn, general, your ol .client servant,

"Q. A. Gillmoke, Brigadier General Commnnding."

No. 2.

" IleaJqunrter- South Curjlion, Gporfilo, nn'l Flnridn. Chnrlraton.S. C., August Si, 1603-

"Sin,—Last night, at 15 minutes before 1 1 o'clock, during my absence on a reennnoissanco of

my forlitieat ions, a communication was received at these headquarters, dated ' Headquarters De-

partment of (he South, Morris's Island, SO., August 21, LUGS,' demanding the immediate evacua-

tion of Morris's Island and Fort Sumter by the L'onfederate forces on the alleged ground that 'the

present condition ofFort Sumter, and the rapid and progressive destruction which it is undergoing

from my batteries-, seem to render its complete demolition within a few hours a matter of certain-

ty,' and' if this letter wits not complied with, or no reply was received within tour hours after it was

delivered into the hands of my subordinate commander at Fort Wagner for transmission, n fire

would be opened on the city of Charleston from batteries already established within easy and ef-

. fective range of the heart of the city. This communication to my address was without signature,

and, of course, returned. About half past one o'clock one of your batteries did actually open fire

and throw a number of heavy shells into the city, the inhabitants of which, of coarse, were asleep

rncd.
' About '.I o'clock the nest morning the communication alluded to was returned to these head-

quarters, bearing your recognized official signature, and it can now he noticed as your deliberate

official act. Among naiions not harharoiis, the usages of war prescribe that where a city is about

to be. attacked, timely notice shall he given by the attacking commander, in order that non-com-

batants shall have an opportunity of withdrawing In-yond its limits. I.ienerully the time allowed

is from one to three days ; that is, tune for the withdrawal In good faith of at least the women nnd
children. Voo, Mr, gave only four hours, knowing that your notice, under existing circumstances,

could not reach me in less than two hours, and not less than that time would be required for nn

answer to be conveyed from this city to Buttery Wagner.
"With this knowledge you threaten to "pen tire on this city, not to oblige if; surrender, but to

force mo to evacuate those works which you, assisted by a great naval force, have been attacking

in rain for more than 40 days. Batteries Wagner and Gregg and Fort Sumter are nearly due
north from your batteries on Morris's Island, nod in distance therefrom ranging from half u mile

to two and a quarter miles. This city, on the other hand, is to the northwest, and quite rive miles

distant from the battery which opened against it this morning. It would nppcar,"sir, that, despair-

ing of reducing these works, you now resort to the novel measure of turning your guns against the

old men, women, and the hospitals of a sleeping city—an act of inexcusable barbarity, from your

own confessed point of sight, inasmuch as you allege that the complete demolition of Fort Sumter
ttitltin tt few hours by your guns seems a matter of certainty. Yoor omission to attach your sig-

nature to such a grave paper inii.-t -bow the recklessness of the course upon which you have adven-

tured. While the fads that you knowingly lixed a limit for receiving an answer to your demand,
which made it almost heioiid the po.-ibiliiv nf receiving anv reply within that time, and that you
actually did open one, and threw a number of the most destructive missiles aver used in war into

the midst of a city taken unawares and Idled with sleeping women and children, will give you a
bad eminence in history—even in the history of this war. I am only surprised, sir, at the limits

yon have set to your demand. If, in order to obtain (lie abandonment «i Morris's Island mid Fort
Sumter, you feel authorized to fire on this city, why did you not include the works on Sullivan's

and James's Islands, nay, even the city of Charleston, in the same demand? Since you have felt

warranted in inaugurating this method of reducing batteries in your immediate front which were
otherwise found to he impregnable, and a mode of warfare which 1 confidently declare to be atro-

cious and unworthy of a soldier, I now solemnly warn you that, if you fire again on the city from
your Morris's Island batteries, without giiing a riimewliat more reasonable time to remove the non-
combatants. I -hall tlcl impelled to employ -neb string. rut mean- of retaliation as may be available

during the continuance of this attack. Finally, I reply that neither the works on Morris's Island
nor Fort Sumter will be evacaated on the demand you have been pleased to make. Already, how-
ever, I am taking measures to remove all non-combatants, who ore now fully aware and olive to

what lliey may expect at your bauds. Rcspectfidly, your obedient servant,

"G. T. I1i;.\itiii.i.,uiip, Ueucral Commanding.
"Ta Drleullor General Q. A. Gilljiobe, UemnininJini; U i ForoOB, M. iris's Island."

No. 3.

"Hcndquantr- Depsrtmaal of Iho South, Uonfe'i bland, B. C, August 33, 1604—0 P.M.
"General C. T. II ha Ins 1:1,1 »o,C aim. line Car,-]. t,h. ; t ov., <_ Iwrlcjluo, S.tt:

"Sin,—I have the honor lo acknowledge the receipt of your i ommunication of this date, com-
plaining that ono of my batteries has opened upon the city of Charleston, and thrown 'a number
of heavy rilled shells into the city, the inhabitants of which, of course, were asleep and unwarned.'
"My letter to you demanding "the surrender of fort Sumter aud Morris's Island, and threatening,

in default thereof, to open lire upon Charleston, was delivered near Fort Wagner at 1 [ l.j o'clock
A.M. on the 28th instant, and should have arrived at your headquarters in time to have permit-
ted your answer to reach me within the limit assigned, viz., four hours. Tho fuct that you wcro
absent from your headquarters ut the time of its arrival may be regarded ns nn unfortunate cir-

On the 24tb of August the military Force operating against Charleston
had accomplished its primary object—the elimination of Fort Sumter. This
fort was not obliterated, and its offensive power was only temporarily re-

moved. 1 For at least ten or fifteen days it could nppose to the monitors no
serious resistance. Fort Wagner still rem tuned iti the bands of the enemy
but could be easily avoided by the fleet. But Admiral Dahlgren did not
embrace the opportunity, and in the mean time the enemy strengthened
Fort Johnson, converting it into an earth-work. This work is on the north
end of James's Island, and commands the channel.

Gillmore continued his parallel approaches up to within 150 yards of

Fort Wagner, and on the 5th of September commenced a bombardment of

that work, which was continued for forty-two consecutive hours. Seven-
teen siege and Coehorn mortars dropped their shells into the work, thirteen

heavy Parrott rifles pounded away at the southwest angle of the bomb-
proof, while by day the New Ironsides poured an uninterrupted stream of
eleven-inch shells from her eight-gun broadside against the parapet, An
assault would have been made on the morning of the 7th upon the now si-

lent fort; but during the night of the (itb the Confederates, convinced of

their inability to maintain their position on Morris's Island, slipped away
from Forts Wagner and Gregg, and all but seventy men effected their es-

cape. Eighteen guns were captured in Fort Wagner, and seven in Fort
Gregg.

This success concluded General Gillmore's work. From Cummings's
Point an irregular bombardment was commenced upon the city, and contin-

ued till the evacuation of the latter in 1865. The "Swamp Angel" battery

had long discontinued its fire upon Charleston. At the thirty-sixth round
its gun—a 100-lb. Parrott— had exploded, and the guns mounted afterward

were directed against the James's Island batteries.

Admiral Dahlgren was unwilling to attempt the entrance to the harbor
until Fort Sumter was in possession of the national forces. This possession

could only-be effected by nn open assault, involving great sacrifice of lid
;

and after the acquisition of the fort, Gillmore could not expect to hold it

against the formidable works of the enemy which bore upon its weakest
points. Gillmore, on the 27th of September, offered to remove the obstruc-

for the city of Charleston, but one for which I clearly rim not responsible. This letter

bore date at my headquarters, and was otlii inllv delivered by an ollicer of my staff.

"The inadvertent omission of my -igunture douhtless uitords ground lor speciul pleading, hut ii

not the argument of a commander solicitous only lor the safety of sleeping women and children,

mid unarmed men. Your tin eats of retaliation for acts of mine, which you do not allege to he in

i b.tion of the usages of civilized warfare except as regards [he length of time nil. .wed ns notice,

of my intentions, are p:is-ed by without comment. I will, however, call vour attention to the well-
established principle, that the commander of a place attacked, hot not invested, having its avenues
of escape open and practicable, hiis no right lo expeet nny notice of an intended bombardment
other than that which is given by the threatening altitude of his adversary. Even hnd this letter

not been written, the city of (.'hurlestou has hud, according to yoar own computation, forty days' no-
tice of her danger.

"During thnt time my attack on her defenses has steadily progressed ; the ultimate object of that

attack has ut no time been doubtful. If, under the circumstances, the life of u single non-comlia-
tunt is exposed to peril by the bombardment of the city, the rcs| sibibiy re^ts with those who have
first failed to remove the non-combatants or secure the safety of the city, utter having held control

of all its approaches for a period of nearly two years nnd n half, in the presence of a threatening
force, nnd who afterward refused to accept the terms upon which the bombardment might have
been postponed.

" From various sources, official nnd otherwise. I nni led to believe thnt most of tho women anil

children of Charleston were long since removed from the city
;
but upon your assurance that llie

city is still " full" of them, 1 shall snsjicnd the bombardment until 1 1 o'clock P.If. to-morrow,
thus giving you two days from the lime you in know ledge lo have received inv communication ot)

the 21el instant. Very respectfully, yonr obedient servant,

"Q. A. GfLLMOBE, Brigadier General < 'o inmanding."

1 "The barbette fire of the work was entirely destroyed. [It was this plunging fire from the

harbette tier from which the monitors had most to fear.] A few unserviceable guns still remain-

ing on their carriages were dismounted a week Inter. The casemates of the channel fronts were
more or less lb..roughly searched by our lire, nnd we hnd trustworthy information that but ono
serviceable gun remained in the work, aud thnt pointed up the hnrlior inward the city. The fort

was reduced to the condition nfa mere infantry outpost, alike incapable nf u wing our approach-

es to Fort Wngner, or of inflicting injury upon the iron-clnds.

"The enemy soon after commenced removing the dismounted guns by night, nnd not many
weeks elapsed before several of them were mounted in other purrs of the harbor. The period dur-

ing which the weakness of the enemy's interior defenses was most palpable was daring the ten or

fifteen dnys subsequent to the L'oil of August, and that was the time w hen success could have been
most easily achieved by the lleet. The concurrent testimony of prisoners, refugees, and deserter*

represented the obstacles in the way as by no means insurmountable."— Gillmore's Operations, p.

14!), ir.o.

General Gillmore gives the following tubular statement of the firing from seven of his batteries

on Fort Sumter, August 17-23

:
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tion with his soldiers, but Dahlgren would not agree to this, considering it

his own "proper work." He promised to proceed as soon as his monitors

were repaired, if the musketry fire from Fort Sumter should be completely

silenced. Delays followed, and finally the attempt was abandoned.

The same day that Gillmore occupied the forts on the north end of Mor-

ris's Island, an expedition more gallant than judicious was undertaken by a

hundred marines under Lieutenant Commander "Williams. This force ap-

proached Fort Sumter in 30 boats, but was driven back before a fire of

musketry and hand-grenades, which killed or wounded about 50 men.

III. No serious attack was made on the defenses of Charleston by sea.

New fortifications were built on Morris's Island, and named after the brave

men who had fallen in the second assault on Fort "Wagner. The capture of

Morris's Island secured a more perfect blockade of the port, but proved of no

great value from any other point of view. After all the labor and cost in-

volved in the defense of Charleston by the Confederates, and in offensive

operations against it by the national forces—naval and military—the city

was finally captured without a battle. As soon as General Sherman had

reached Branchville in bi3 march through South Carolina, and had, by his

destruction of the railroad in that neighborhood, left General Hardee only

a single line of retreat, the latter determined to evacuate Charleston. Beau-

regard, who had been in command at Charleston, was at this time on the

North Carolina border, collecting forces, and awaiting Hill's troops from

Augusta, and the remnants of Hood's army from the West.

General Foster had been relieved by General Gillmore shortly after Sher-

man's departure from Savannah. The available forces in the Department

of the South bad been making demonstrations against Charleston from

James's Island on the south, and Bull's Bay on the north. On the 10th of

February General Schemmclfennig effected a lodgment on James's Island,

and, covered by a naval force on the Stono, advanced and carried the works

of the enemy with a loss of 70 or 80 men. The movement from Bull's Bay

was under the immediate command of General Potter, Admiral Dahlgren

co-operating. Hardee evacuated Charleston on the night of the 17th of

February, and moved northward so rapidly that he managed to join John-

ston's forces in North Carolina before he could be intercepted by General

Sherman.

The plan of defense against Sherman's march was extremely novel.

Wilmington, Augusta, and Charleston were held until the latest moment.

These points ought all to have been abandoned the moment General Sher-

man entered South Carolina, and, with the forces from the West, been con-

centrated in his front.

On the morning of the 21st General Gillmore's army entered Charleston.

Lieutenant Colonel A. G. Bennett, with two companies of the Fifty-second

Pennsylvania regiment, and about 30 men of the Third Rhode Island Artil-

lery, had entered the city on the 18th. Fort Sumter and the works on Sul-

livan's Island had been abandoned, and that morning Lieutenant Colonel

Bennett had hoisted over Fort Sumter the United Suites flag. He then

moved toward the city, having then with him only 22 men, replacing the

national colors on Fort Ripley and Castle Pinckncy in his progress, and nt

10 A.M. landed at Mills's Wharf, Charleston, where he learned that a part of

the Confederate troops yet remained in the city, and that mounted patrols

"were out in every direction, applying the torch and driving the inhabitants

before them." He addressed a communication to Mayor Macbeth, demand-

ing the surrender of Charleston in the name of the United States, and then

awaited re-enforcements. Mayor Macbeth, probably astonished at the au-

dacity of this meagre force, replied, addressing "the general commanding

the army of the United States at Morris's Island," that the Confederate mili-

tary authorities had evacuated the city, and that he himself remained to en-

force order until the national forces took possession. Bennett replied, offer-

ing to move into the city with his command and assist in extinguishing the

fires. Having received re-enforcements, he landed, and took measures for

putting out the fires, and for the preservation of the United States Arsenal

and the railroad depots. With Charleston were captured 450 guns. These

guns, and the importance which had been attached to Charleston on account

of its historic connection with the origin of the rebellion, were the only con-

siderations which made its possession valuable to the captors.

On the 14th of April, 1865—just four years after the evacuation of Fort

Sumter by Major Anderson—the old flag which had once been hauled down

at the bidding of rebels was again raised above the fort by the hands of

Major Anderson. On this occasion the Reverend Henry Ward Beecher de-

livered an oration which will be recognized by posterity as the ablest pro-

duction of that orator, and worthy to hold a place by the side of the most

brilliant efforts of Burke or Demosthenes.

CHAPTER LIV.

THE MOBILE CAMPAIGN.

Situation and Defenses of Mobile.-Canny assumes command of the Mississippi Department May

11 IHiM -The proposed Campaign against Mobile frustrated hy the failure of the lied River

E^dition.-Attaek on Fort Gaines, in Mobile Bay.-Fort Powell evacuated.-VFarragut passes

Forts Morgan and Gaines. -Sinking of the Tecamsch.-Naval Engagement in Mobile Bay.-

Capturo of the Tennessee.—Surrender of Forts Gaines and Morgan.—Suspension of I Iperat

BMinst Mobile-Opening of a new Campaign in March. I8G5.-Tho Situation.-Milmuy and

Naval Force, -Investment nf Spui.Ub Fort.-Bombanlmcnt of April flth.-Tho Enemy evacu-

ates.-Steele Movement against MontepmBry.-Eracuatioii of Torts Huger and™E£™
Fleet again moves up in Front of Mobile.-Capture of Fort Blakely.—Surrender of Mobilo.

MOBILE—the last surrendered of the Confederate strong-holds—is the

chief city and port of Alabama. It is situated on low ground at ibe

mouth of Mobile River, and on the western shore of Mobile Bay. At the

outset, the city was not in favor of secession; but the false prediction oi

Yancey, which promised such au extraordinary development of its com-
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merce as a consequence of rebellion that the only peril to be dreaded would

be the excess of luxury that must follow, bad overcome its scruples.

Mobile had often been threatened with attack, but no blow was directed

against the city until the summer of 1864. At this time it was considered

the best fortified city in the Confederacy. It had three lines of defenses.

The outer was constructed three miles distant from the city, upon command-

ing ground, and comprised fifteen redoubts. Through the suburbs of the

city, after the fall of Vicksburg, a line of works was built with sixteen in-

closed forts. Midway between these two lines still another was constructed

in 1864, including nineteen bastioned forts and eight re'doubts. Below the

city ten batteries swept the channel, which was also obstructed by long rows

of piles with narrow openings here and there for blockade- runners. Besides

these obstacles on the Spanish River Channel, Forts Huger and Tracy bad

been erected on the eastern shore, close to the Appalachee River, and ob-

structions placed in the river to prevent the ascension of national gun-boats

up that stream, and their progress thence into the Tensas River to the front

of the city.

, a°M'to B f L f B A Y)W '""
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At the entrance of the bay stood two walled forts—Morgan and Gaines

—

four miles apart, built by the United States, but seized by the Confederates

early in 1861. Fort Gaines, on Little Dauphin Island, mounted 30 gunej

and had a garrison of 900 men. Fort Morgan, at the western extremity of

Mobile Point, was a more formidable work, armed with 60 guns, with a

water battery in its front. Fort Powell—a small work, mounting 98 guns

—commanded Grant's Pass, west ofLittle Dauphin Island. A large number
of torpedoes had been planted in the channel abreast of Fort Morgan, hut

the strength of the current at this point hindered their efficiency.

Behind these forts, in the bay, lay a small Confederate fleet, consisting of

the ram Tennessee, and the gun-boats Gaines, Morgan, and Selma. Such

were the defenses of Mobile against approach by laud and sea.

In General Grant's plan of operations for 1864, a campaign against Mo-
bile held a prominent place. But among the other unfortunate consequences

of the disastrous Red River campaign was the impossibility of carrying out

this part of the lieutenant general's programme. On the 11th of May, 1864,

General Canby assumed command of the military division of West Missis-

sippi. He had been instructed to make the movement on Mobile, if pos-

sible. But be tound Kirby Smith's forces, encouraged by Banks's repulse

and Steele's retreat, threatening both the Arkansas and Mississippi. Thus
the forces under Canby, as well as those under Steele, were for a time put

on the defensive. This attitude was rendered all the more necessary by the

withdrawal of 6000 men of the Nineteenth Corps to Virginia.

Admiral Farragut, commanding the West Gulf Squadron, attacked Fort

Gaines on the 5tU of August. Fort Powell was that day blown up and

evacuated by the Confederates. On the 3d, Genera! Gordon Granger joined

Farragut with 1500 men, who were landed on Dauphin Island. The mili-

tary force marched up the island under cover of the fleet, and on the 4th in-

trenched within half a mile of Fort Gaines. The next morning, with fifteen

vessels, Farragut—having promised his men that they should breakfast in

Mobile Bay—steamed up to Fort Morgan, the admiral being bound to the

main rigging of his flag-ship, the Hartford. Forls Morgan and Gaines sim-
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ultaneously opened upon the fleet. Scarcely had the Tecumseb, the leading

vessel, fired her first shot, when she struck a torpedo, and with her gallant

Captain Graven and 120 of the crew, sank to the bottom of the channel.

Under a galling fire from Fort Morgan, ten of the crew were rescued by a

boat's crew of the Metacomet. The Hartford then took the lead, and, after

an hour's engagement, passed the fort and entered the bay. The forts have

been passed. Now the Confederate navy opposes a new obstacle to the ad-

vance of the fleet. But this affair is soon settled. In about an hour after

entering the harbor the Metacomet has captured the Selma, with her crew—

90 officers and men. The Morgan, more fortunate, has escaped, and the

Gaines, disabled, has sought refuge under the protecting guns of Fort Mor-

gan. But the ram Tennessee bids defiance to the entire Federal fleet She

makes for the Hartford, but, in the mean time, is attacked on every side. A
desperate struggle follows, lasting two full hours. At length a 15-inch shot

from the Manhattan penetrates her armor, and at the same time a shell from

one of the monitors, reaching her steering apparatus, disables her, and she

surrenders, with 20 officers and 170 men. Admiral Buchanan, her com-

mander, has been seriously wounded, and she has lost eight or ten of ber

crew by death or wounds. The Federal loss in the engagement with the

forts and the hostile fleet is 52 killed and 170 wounded. But the battle-

so f:ir as Mobile Bay is concerned—has been fought and won.

On the 8th, at 9 A.M., Fort Gaines was surrendered by its commander,

Colonel Anderson, with 900 men. Fort Morgan still held out. Granger's

land force was then transferred to Mobile Point, and siege operations were

commenced. On the 22d there was a general bombardment. At night a

fire broke out in the fort, compelling the garrison to throw 90,000 pounds

of powder into the cisterns. The interior of the fort soon became a mass of

smoking ruins. All night the bombardment was kept up at intervals, and

on the morning of the 23d the Confederate General Page surrendered the

fort, with its garrison.

Admiral Farragut removed the torpedoes planted in the bay. But, with

the exception of some demonstrative movements made by Granger from

Pascagoula, and by cavalry expeditions from Baton Rouge and Memphis, no

farther attack was made on Mobile until the spring of 1865. Without

doubt 8000 could have, immediately after Farragut's entrance to Mobile Bay,

moved up Dog River and captured the city ; but, until after General Hood's

defeat in December, so large a force could not be spared for this purpose.

The capture of Forts Gaines, Morgan, and Powell had secured a perfect

blockade of the port, and it was the best policy of tbe national commanders

to let the Confederates weaken themselves by detaching large garrisons for

the protection of their coast cities, and then to disregard them, and rapidly

concentrate against the two great armies of tbe Confederacy.

But after Hood's defeat, and when, by Sherman's strategic marches, the

field of conflict had been ii lited to the states of Virginia and North Caro-

lina, there were two motives which urged a campaign against Mobile. In

the first place, a portion of Hood's, now Dick Taylor's army, would be pre-

vented from joining Johnston against Sherman ;
and, in the second place,

forces could be thus occupied on the Federal side which were not available

or necessary elsewhere.

In March, 1865, a force of 45,000 men was collected for operating against

Mobile. It consisted of three commands— General Granger's Thirteenth

Corps, 13,200 strong ; A. J. Smith's Sixteenth Corps, 16,000 strong, to which

must be added 3000 for engineers, artillery, and cavalry ; and Steele's col-

umn, 13,200 strong. At this time Dick Taylor had his headquarters at

Meridian, Mississippi, and Major General D. H. Maury commanded tbe Dis-

trict of the Gulf, with headquarters at Mobile. The garrison of Mobile

numbered about 9000 men. The defenses near the city had been strength-

ened, and on the eastern shore a system of defenses, known as Spanish Fort,

had been erected.

The movement against Mobile was made from the east side. On tbe 17th

of March the Thirteenth Corps marched from Fort Morgan along the pen-

insula, and on the 24th reached Danley's, on Fish River. The Sixteenth

Corps had already reached this point, being conveyed thither by transports

from Fort Gaines. A demonstration was at the same time made by Colonel

J. B. Moore, with one brigade of the Sixteenth Corps, west of Mobile.

General Steele's command arrived at Barrancas on the 28th of February,

and on the 19th of March reached Pensacola. It was designed with this

column to cut the Tailroad from Mobile to Montgomery, and, if possible, cap-

ture tbe latter city.

The naval force, which had been increased by several ligbt-draught iron-

clads from the Mississippi, and which was now under the command of Ad-

miral Thatcher, in the absence of Farragut, had covered the landing of the

troops on Fish River.

On the 27th of March Spanish Fort was invested by tbe national troops

-A.J. Smith's corps on tbe right, and Granger's on the left. This fort^or

rather system of defenses—was seven miles east of Mobile, and was flanked

on the one side by D'Olieve's Creek and Bay, and on the other by Minette

Bay. It was held by three thousand Confederates under Generals Gibson,

Holtzclaw, and Ector. The line of works was two miles in length, and was

weakest on its extreme left, opposite General Carr's division. The siege

lasted 13 days, during which the investing force made regular approaches to

the fort. On the ninth day of the siege (April 4th) a bombardment was

opened from 38 siege-guns and 37 field-pieces, but little was accomplished

either in the way of injuring the fort or its garrison. At this time the ad-

vance parallels of the besiegers were within a hundred yards of the enemy's

works. The Confederate General Gibson, who commanded the fort, tele-

graphed to Maury on the 5th: "Enemy sweeps my flanks with heavy bat-

teries, and presses on at all points. ... My line is extended now to the

water and in it My men are worked all the time, and I don't believe I can

possibly do the work necessary in the dense flats on the flanks. Can't you

take a look at the situation to-morrow? ... My men are wider apart than

they ever were under Generals Johnston and Hood. The works not so

well managed nor so strong, and the enemy in larger force, more active, and

closer. Can't you send me the detachment belonging to Ector and Holtz-
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claw? Can't you send a force of oegroes with axes? I can make good

soldiers of the Degroes."

On the 8th of April the bombardment was renewed, continuing from 5 30

to 7 30 P.M. General Canby intended to assault on the morning of the 9tb,

but had instructed his corps commanders in their operations on the 8th to

take advantage of every opportunity for assault which promised decisive

success. Such an opportunity was offered during the bombardtn»nt. Gen-

eral Carr, on the extreme Federal right, had advanced his works as close to

the enemy's as was practicable. In his front was Ector's brigade, 659 strong.

By attacking this brigade on the flank, it seemed to him possible to gain

some 200 yards-on the Confederate left, and secure a commanding crest well

covered with pines, where a battery might be erected which would take the

enemy in reverse. A little after 6 P.M., the Eighth Iowa, led by Colonel

Bell, advanced boldly, and, in the face of a sharp musketry fire, gained the

crest and a portion of the parapet. Then a hand-to-hand struggle ensued

between the Iowans and the garrison in their immediate front. The fight

was severe, but the enemy was forced to yield. Tbe clamor of the bom-

bardment had covered this brief combat so effectually that those of the gar-

rison occupying the detached pits next to those who had been worsted were

surprised. Advancing from pit to pit, Colonel Bell captured 300 yards of

the Confederate works, and over one half of Ector's brigade. His own loss

had been five killed and 20 wounded. Then supports came up, until a

whole Federal brigade was inside tbe works and had begun to intrench.

General Gibson, hearing of the reverse on his left, determined to evacuate

Spanish Fort under cover of a bold attack on Carr's division. While,

therefore, some two or three hundred men maintained the unequal struggle

against the Federals already in tbe works, the remainder of the garrison,

under General Gibson, silently and barefooted, glided out by the narrow

treadway leading to Fort Huger, and crossed the Appalachee in boats. Five

hundred prisoners and fifty guns were captured by Canby's army, which

entered the fort on the 9th—the same day that, hundreds of miles awa}r
,

General Lee was surrendering to Grant the Confederate Army of Northern

Virginia.

In the mean time General Steele's column had made its demonstration

against Montgomery, moving with great difficulty through the swamps of

Florida northward on the Pollard Road. A few miles south of Pollard the

Confederate General Clanton's brigade was encountered and defeated. Gen-
eral Clanton was seriously wounded, and 130 prisoners captured. Steele's

advance entered Pollard on the 26th of March, and destroyed a portion of

the railroad. From this point he turned again southward, and joined the

main army in front of Mobile at the close of the month. His command was

then moved against Fort Blakely. This work is about five miles north of

Spanish Fort, on the east bank of tbe Appalachee Eiver, opposite its point

of junction with the Tensas. The garrison occupying the defenses at this

point consisted of French's division, then under General Cockrell, dn the

left, and General Thomas's division of Alabama reserves on the right, and

numbered 3500 men. The general command of the works had been as-

signed to General St, John Lidell.

Fort Blakely—which, like Spanish Fort, is a name designating a system

of defenses rather than the fort proper—was stronger than Spanish Fort

The works were more extended, being about three miles in length, and were

held by a stronger garrison, which, after tbe capture of Spanish Fort, might

also be re-enforced by a large portion of Gibson's escaped command. On
the 2d of April these works were invested by General Steele.

On the evening of the 11th of April Forts Huger and Tracy were evacu-

ated by the enemy. Thus tbe way was open for the fleet to move up the

river into the Tensas. Contrary to the expectation of the enemy, the iron-

clads had been able to cross Blakely Bar, but in doing so the Milwaukee

and Osage had both been sunk. After the evacuation of Forts Huger and

Tracy, the obstructions were removed from the channel of the river, and on

the 13th Admiral Thatcher, with the Octorara and iron-clads, anchored off

Mobile.

But before this time the fate of Blakely had been decided. The siege of

the Confederate works at this point was not essentially different from that

of Spanish Fort. After tbe fall of the latter the entire army moved upon

Blakely. The works were carried on the evening of the 9th by an assault,

in which General Hawkins's negro troops especially distinguished themselves.

They captured nine guns, twenty-two officers, and 200 enlisted men. The

entire garrison was captured—3123 men—and forty guns. The loss of tbe

Federals in the assault was 654 in killed and wounded.

Mobile, now left with a garrison less than 6000 strong—a force too weak

to oppose resistance to nearly ten times that number of men, assisted by a

powerful fleet—was evacuated on the 11th of April. The remnant of Gen-

eral Maury's command retreated up the Tombigbee to Meridian. On the

12th Mayor E. H. Slough surrendered the city to General Granger and Ad-

miral Thatcher. In this Mobile campaign 5000 Confederate prisoners were

captured. General Canby's entire loss in killed and wounded was 1600
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CHAPTER LV.

WILSON'S AND STONEMAN'S IIAIDS.

Situation in the West ot the close of January, 1 B6G.—Organ izalion of two Co-operative Expe-
ditions under Wilson and Stonemiin.—The Object of these Movements.—Wilson's Raid.—In-
tercepted Confederate Dispatches.—Capture of Selmn.—Surrender of Montgomery.—Cuptnre
nf Fort Taylor at West Point.—Macon surrendered under Protest.—Croxton joins Wilson at

Macon.—Stoneman's Raid.—Change of Dan.—Sroneman enters Southwestern Virginia.—Cap-
ture of Tonns. Destruction of Railroad?, etc.—Stonomnn returns to North Carolina.—Fight at

Salisbary.—Gillcm defeats tin' Confederate Detachment covering Ashville,—Is checked by the

Sherman-Johnston Armistice.

AT the close of January, 1865, General Thomas's army consisted of A. J.

Smith's and Stanley's corps—the Sixteenth and Fourth—and of "Wil-

son's cavalry command, then about 22,000 strong. The only organized

Confederate forces in the "West this side of the Mississippi amounted to

about 21,000 meD, of which 12,000 were in Mississippi and the remainder
at Mobile. As we have seen, A. J. Smith's corps and 5000 of "Wilson's

cavalry were sent in February to re-enforce General Canby. Thus Thomas
retained the Fourth Corps and 17,000 of Wilson's cavalry. General Stone-

man's command was also subject to his control.

Dick Taylor's army at Meridian, Mississippi, consisted of one infantry
corps and 7000 cavalry under Forrest. It was not sufficiently large for an
offensive campaign, and not an clement of enough importance in the opera-
tions now contemplated by Thomas to justify the latter in attempting its

elimination. In accordance with instructions received from the lieutenant

general, Thomas determined to use the Federal forces under his control in

co-operative movements. Two expeditions were organized
; one to consist

of Stoneman's command supported by the Fourth Corps, and the other of
12,000 cavalry under General Wilson. The former was designed to pene-
trate North Carolina and South Carolina toward Columbia, to co-operate

with General Sherman, destroying the railroads and supplies on its march;
the latter was to co-operate with Canby by an advance, conducted upon a

similar plan, against Selma, Montgomery, and Macon.

Wilson's expedition, delayed by unfavorable weather and the exhausted

condition of the horses, caused by the recent pursuit of Hood, did not leave

Chickasaw, Alabama, until the 22d of March. It consisted of three cavalry

divisions, commanded by Generals Upton, 1 Long, and McCook. The dis-

mounted men of the three divisions, numbering 1500, acted ns an escort to

the supply train, which consisted of about 250 wagons. Wilson's instruc-

tions from the lieutenant general allowed him the largest discretion as an

independent commander.2 By divergent roads the command moved upon

Russellville, and reached Elyton on the 30th of March, after an extremely

difficult march over bad roads and swollen streams. At Jasper, on the

27th, Wilson had been informed that a part of Forrest's force, under Chal-

mers, was moving toward Tuscaloosa, and he knew that as soon as the di-

rection of his movement was discovered the balance of the enemy's cavalry

would move to the same point The country so recently overrun by Hood's

army was nearly destitute of supplies, and Wilson's train was consequently

very large. Obviously Forrest would make every effort to destroy this

train. Wilson therefore ordered his wagons to be left between the two

branches of the Black "Warrior, and his troops to fill their haversacks and

load the pack animals with supplies, and advance as rapidly as possible to

Montevallo. At Elyton, Croxton's brigade, of McCook's division, was de-

tached, and sent to Tuscaloosa, "to burn the public stores, military school,

bridges, and founderies" at that place. In the neighborhood of Montevallo,

1 Upton commanded the Fourth Division. Wilson says in his report: "Brigadier General B.H-
Gricrson h;nl hem iirijjiruitlv assigned to the command of ihi- divi-inn. Iiiir. Killing in u-r rlilii^neo

in assembling and preparing it for (he field, he was replaced by Brevet Major General E. Upton,
an officer of rare merit and experience." ' Wilson's Report.
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on the 31st, a large Dumber of iroa works, rolling-mills, and collieries were

destroyed.

From this point the advance was resumed toward Selma. Just south of

Montevallo there was some skirmishing with Roddy's cavalry on the 31st,

and fifty prisoners were captured. At Randolph a Confederate courier was

captured with two dispatches, one from General Jackson, commanding one

of Forrest's divisions, and the other from Major Anderson, Forrest's chief

of staff. From the first Wilson learned that Forrest was in his front with

a portion of his command ; that Jackson, with his division, and all the wag-

ons and artillery of the Confederate cavalry, was marching from Tuscaloosa

to Centreville; that Croxton had struck Jackson's rear, and interposed be-

tween him and the Federal train, and that Jackson, knowing this, would at-

tack Croxton on the following morning. The other dispatch indicated that

Chalmers had reached Marion, and was about to cross the Cahawba for the

purpose of joining Forrest in Wilson's front, or in the works at Selma; also

that the bridge across the Cahawba at Centreville was held by the Confed-

erates. Following fast upon this intercepted intelligence came a dispatch

from Croxton, dated the previous nigbt, stating that he bad struck Jackson's

rear, and, instead of pushing on direct for Tuscaloosa, would follow the ene-

my, and bring on an engagement, if possible, to prevent Jackson's junction

with Forrest. Wilson immediately ordered McCook to advance to Centre-

ville and secure the bridge there, and continue the march to Trion, where,

after breaking up Jackson's command, be was to join Croxton and return

with the entire division to the main army. Long and Upton were ordered

to press Forrest back to Selma. Forrest's force, about 5000 strong, was en-

countered at Ebenezer Church on the 1st of April, and completely routed,

losing two guns and 200 prisoners. By 4 P.M. on the 2d Wilson reached

the immediate vicinity of Selma, having destroyed the trestle and bridges

on the railroad as far as Burnsville.

Selma is situated on the north bank of the Alabama River. A line of

bastioned fortifications extended three miles distant from the city, on the

north side, from the river below to the river above, flanked on the west by

Valley Creek, and on the east by an almost impracticable swamp. Includ-

ing the citizen militia, the garrison numbered about Y000 men. On the ap-

proach of the Federal columns, Dick Taylor left the city under the command

of Genaral Forrest The works were carried by assault on the 2d. The

loss in Long's division, which was mainly engaged in the direct assault, was

40 killed and 260 wounded. Forrest, Armstrong, Roddy, and Adams es-

caped with the main portion of their commands under cover of the darkness.

Thirty-two guns and 2700 prisoners—including 150 officers—and a large

quantity of stores were captured. Selma was the principal Confederate

depot in the southwest. In anticipation of its capture, 25,000 bales of cotton

had been burned by the enemy.

On the 5th McCook came in with the train, not having attacked Jackson

or effected a junction with Croxton. After having constructed a bridge 870

feet long across the Alabama, General Wilson crossed his troops on the 10th,

leaving the arsenal, foiin denes, and stores of Selma a complete ruin. Mont-

gomery was on the 12tli surrendered by the city authorities, the Confeder-

ate General Adams having fallen back before Wilson, after the destruction

of 90,000 boles of cotton. The Federal cavalry then entered Georgia, and

on the 18th General Upton, with 400 dismounted men, captured Columbus,

saving the bridges over the Chattahoochee, and taking 52 field-guns and

1200 prisoners. The Confederate ram Jackson, nearly ready for sea, and

carrying an armament of six 7-inch guns, was destroyed, together with the

navy yard, arsenal, armory, factories, 200 cars, and an immense amount of

cotton. The same day La Grange's brigade, of McCook's division, cap-

tured Fort Taylor at West Point, above Columbus, taking three guns and

800 prisonera

On the 20th Wilson arrived at Macon, which was surrendered under pro-

test by the municipal authorities, who claimed that, under the provisions of

armistice which had been agreed upon between Sherman and Johnston, and

of which Wilson now heard for the first time, the capture was contrary to

the usages of war. Notwithstanding this, Wilson held as prisoners of war

Major Generals LTowell Cobb and G. W. Smith, and three brigadier generals.

Croxton's brigade, in the mean time, bad eluded Jackson, and captured

Tuscaloosa on the 3d of April, and, advancing a few miles farther south-

west, bad then turned back to Jasper, and thence, via Talladega and New-
man, joined Wilson at Macon, having marched 650 miles in 30 days.

Stoneman's expedition had started from Knoxville, Tennessee, two days

before Wilson's departure from Chickasaw. Its original purpose was co-

operation with General Sherman ; but before it set out Shcrmau had already

captured Columbia, South Carolina, and was moving into North Carolina.

The plau of Stoneman's expedition was therefore modified. About this

time it was feared that General Lee might evacuate Richmond and Peters-

burg, and force his way through East Tennessee, via Lynchburg and Knox-

ville. To prevent this, Stoncman was sent toward Lynchburg, with orders

to completely annihilate the railroad west of that point. The Fourth Corps

as also ordered to advance from Huntsville, Alabama, as far up into East

Tennessee as it could supply itself, repairingthe railroad as it advanced, and

forming, in conjunction with Tillson's infantry division, a strong support for

Stoneman's cavalry in the event of the latter being driven back.

Stoneman moved with three brigades—Brown's, Miller's, and Palmer's

—

commanded by General Gillem, through Bull's Gap, and thence eastward up

the Watauga River, and across Iron Mountain to Boone, in North Caro-

lina, where, on the ISth of April, he had a slight skirmish with some horse-

guards. Continuing his advance to Wilkesborough, nc then moved into

southeastern Virginia. By the main column and detachments from it, Chris-

tiansburg, Wytheville, and Salem were captured, and the railroad was de

stroyed from near Lynchburg to Wytheville. Concentrating his command,

Stoneman returned to North Carolina through Jacksonville and Taylors-

ville. From Germantown Palmer's brigade was seut to Salem (North Caro-

lina), where 7000 bales of cotton were burned and the cotton factories de-

stroyed; also the bridges on the railroad between Greensborough and Dan-

ville, and between Greensborough and the Yadkin River. In the accom-

plishment of these objects there was some fighting, and 400 prisoners were

captured. From Germantown Stoneman moved on Salisbury, where he

charged a Confederate force 3000 strong defending the place, capturing 14

"uns and 1364 prisoners. The immense depots of supplies in Salisbury

were destroyed, and the bridges on all the railroads leading out of the town

were burned for several miles. Stoneman then returned to Greenville, East

Tennessee, with his prisoners and captured artillery, leaving Gitlem with the

three brigades east of the mountains to intercept or disperse any Confeder-

ate troops moving south. On the 23d of April, Gillem, having defeated

a detachment of the enemy defending Ashville, would have captured the

town, but was met by a flag of truce announcing the armistice agreed upon

between Sherman and Johnston. This armistice, and the circumstances

which led to it, will be considered iu a subsequent chapter.

A
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AS tlie spring of 18(55 drew near, all men might see that the end of the

Confederacy %vas close at hand. Late into the autumn of the preced-

ing year its fortunes had seemed far from desperate. Never had it borne

itself to the world more defiantly than in October. The two great armies

east of the Mississippi, for the destruction of which the campaign of 1804

had been planned, were in October as strong as they bad been in May. In

Virginia Grant had been brought to a dead stand by Lee before Petersburg.

Early lay in the Valley of the Shenandoah, threatening a renewed invasion

of Maryland and Pennsylvania. Sherman had indeed penetrated far into

Georgia, and had won Atlanta—a heavy blow, but one lighter than others

from which the Confederacy bad apparently recovered. Sherman's posi-

tion, indeed, seemed full of peril. He was 300 miles from his only source

of supplies, with which he was connected by two slender lines, and if these

should be severed his army would be starved out. So it seemed to Jeffer-

son Davis, who had 1 gone on a tour of inspection to the West. The army

of Sherman, he declared in public speeches, "would meet the fate that be-

fell the army of the French empire in its retreat from Moscow." " Our cav-

alry and our people," he said, " will harass and destroy his army as did the

Cossacks that of Napoleon, and the Yankee general will, like him, escape

with only a body-guard." "Be of good cheer," he said to a division of

Tennessee troops; " for within a short time your faces will be turned home-

ward, and your feet pressing Tennessee soil."2 All thoughts of peace which

did not start with the recognition of the absolute independence of the Con-

federacy were scouted.

While the military operations of the campaign had not been decidedly

unfavorable, and it needed only a sanguine spirit to consider them rather

favorable than otherwise to the Confederate cause, there was much in the

apparent political aspect of affairs to encourage the South. To all appear-

ance the Confederacy was yet thoroughly united for the prosecution of the

war to the utmost extremity. It is now known that a general feeling of

dissatisfaction with the government was growing up, but hitherto it had
hardly manifested itself openly. All the functions of authority had been

merged in the executive. Congress was little more than a debating club.

* September and October, 1SG4. * Davis's speech at Macon, September, 1SG1.

Vehement opposition speeches were indeed made, but, as the sessions were

mainly held in secret, they had little influence upon public opinion. It was

different in the Union. There had all along been an active party opposed

to the administration and to the conduct of the war, if not, as was believed

at the South, to the war itself. The presidential election was approaching;

all the elements t>f opposition had combined in the nomination of McClel-

lan. The Chicago Convention had embraced in its platform a proffer of

thanks to the soldiery of the army and the sailors of the navy, who had

fought upon land and water under the flag of the country; but it had also

declared that the four years of war had been a failure, and that immediate

efforts should be made for a cessation of hostilities, with a view to an ulti-

mate Convention of the states, or other means, for the restoration of peace.

It was indeed added that the restoration should be " on the basis of the Fed-

eral Union of the states." But so emphatic had been the declaration of the

South against any restoration or reconstruction of the Union, that it was

firmly believed that, should the opposition come into power, hostilities be

suspended, and a Convention called, the North would yield this point, and

consent to a separation. So the South looked with much anxiety and some-

thing of hope to the result of the coming election at the North. 1

These hopes, political and military, were soon dispelled. Lincoln was re-

elected as President; Sherman accomplished his mareb through Georgia,

and thence traversed South Carolina, and penetrated the very heart of

North Carolina, with scarcely a show of opposition. Hood's army was

crushed, and in effect annihilated in Tennessee. Sherman's march demon-

strated to both parties and to the world the exhaustion of the Confederacy.

It was not so much that the march was effected, but that there was no force

left to dispute it. Johnston, once more called to the rescue, and placed in

command of all the Confederate forces east of the Mississippi up to the very

lines of Petersburg, swept together all the troops left in that wide region.

Saving those shut up at Mobile, he drew together almost every man from

Mississippi to Alabama, from Alabama to Georgia, with all in the two Car-

olinas. By the Confederate muster-rolls there were still enough for a great

army. But to gather them was like collecting water with a sieve. On tho

last day of January Hardee had in South Carolina 23,000 men present for

duty. Three weeks after he evacuated Charleston with 18,000; three weeks

later, when he joined Johnston in North Carolina, he had but 6000. The

Governor of South Carolina had withdrawn from him 1100 state troops; the

remaining 11,000 missing had deserted on the march.2 All told, the garri-

sons of Savannah, Charleston, Wilmington, and Augusta, with the relics of

Hood's army, Johnston could not gather more tfian 40,000 men. 3 Pressing

hard upon these was Sherman, now re-enforced by Sehofield from Thomas's

victorious army, raising his force to fully 100,000.

Before the last week of March, when the active operations of the cam-

paign were opened, the field of contest had been restricted within narrow

1 "The action t.f ilie
< 'hi'- > r.mv.-mioii. \« far" as us pl.urV.nu of principles K"C-S presents a ray

of lieht which, under Provider!, e. inav prove the dawn of day to this long and .. Iicorle.-s i^ht-tho

lirsr ray of reid light I have -ecu I, urn the North ,iuce the war began. (Jix? «*r//. .V.-,,A. m,

Seolcinhe, -2>>. l*i: I.)— " 1 look iT-n the election of McCtellan as a matter ol vast imp-nance to

os in evcrv view of the ease, and heme I thought it judicial-, patrioii.-. r.n.1 ww to do eicry ilung

.hut maid" properly he d-ue l- ..id in his election. Whatever may he his individual opinions, he is

tho candidate !,f if.,. Slate Piel^ party ut the North, in o,.po-it!,
;

r, to the I cntralisl- and I ,.m-„li-

dationists, whoso liobb, now is abolitionism. . . . Some think that il what they term a ( onsen-

alive man should he ele. ted, or anv un the Chicago platform even, that such terms for a rc-inral,on

of the Union would he ollerod as our people could accept. The spectre ol re. smr.iion roar- iia

-ha-rlvhe.rdat every comer, and luu.i.l- th,ir inia-iuali.n. '1 Ik-.; apprehensions. I donhl not. are

".mere hut 1 entertain i -rich myself The old [.Vi ml the old l_'oiislilnli..n are h-.tli dead

—dead' forever, except en far a:- 11)0 Constitution has hcen pro-en ed by us. There is for the Uiiun

as it was no rc-uiTc.-tinn by anv power sh-ri of that wlii.li hroiio,hf Lazarus trom the tomb. 1 heSB

fears nf voluntary re.-nn-lnL-ti-n are hut chimeras of the brain. No one need entertain any such

from McClellan's election. Brit, on tho contrary. I think that peace—and peace j-.n ihe basis ot^n

-,-i.a.atioii of I ho Mare- and -ur independent-.—would he the almost certain result. ... bo. Ill

,!,v and ..erv view i can take of the subject,! re;;ard the election of McOellan and ihc success of

the Slate lights pari v a. tho North, whose nominee he is. as ,.f the u.ni.-t imp-i lance to as ...

tin the ,|uo.li.,n ,'f ou^ueiion, T stand now ju,t where I did in Olohcr IM.l when I wrote to

a cenileman in linger lo a lerter from him -latino, that I was .harmed - such sentiment, that

1 1-oked upon -net. ehar-es as no lc,s an imputation upon my inlelhgera e than upon my iMeor.ty.

Tho issue or this war, in mv judgment, was snl-jcti-n or independence. ( .1 b-s-uol < U. "''/''';«>

Nov. uihcr ". lMU )

"
Pollard, £...<r L-iu.^,ho>.

> John-ton -.iii-renilered 31,348; but in this number were included mnny not actually pr.-en;

With him in front of Sherman. Bv his own statement, which most pau nnqnestione I he had with

him near ltnlcie.li uhont LM.ooo. of whom I.\.'.7.s were iufaiiirv and nit illeiy. arid a nirle more man

.-..inn cavalry. In the interval he had lost some thou-ands in l.arrle, and it i< pre-iimal.lo many

more by des'ertion. Our estimate of40,000 wfll unqnestionnbly corcr his force when the largest.
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limits, There was still a considerable Southern force beyond the Missis-

sippi, but this was so thoroughly isolated from the remainder of the Con-

federacy that it could effect nothing toward the general result. The West
was swept clear of Confederate troops. In Alabama they held useless and

precarious possession of Mobile, with feeble garrisons at a few points in the

interior. The remainder of the state, together with Georgia, South Caro-

lina, and two thirds of North Carolina, were held by the Federals. Wil-

son's and Stoneman's cavalry, sent out by Thomas, rode at will, with none

to molest or hinder them. If they gained no great victories, it was because

there was no enemy to encounter save in trifling skirmishes. All North-

ern and Eastern Virginia, down to the banks of the James, had been wrest-

ed from the hands of the Confederates. As a military, and, by consequence,

as a political power, the Confederacy now embraced only the southern third

of Virginia and the northern third of North Carolina. Its boundaries were
the James on the North and the Neuse on the south, the Atlantic on the

east and the Alleghames on the west—one hundred and fifty miles from

Raleigh to Richmond, and cutting off a broad strip on the sea-board, practi-

cally m Federal hands, as far from the mountains toward the ocean—a ter-

ritory of 22,500 square miles, less than one half of the area once comprised

in the State of Virginia. Within these boundaries the Confederate armies

numbered about 100,000, with no prospect of the addition of a single regi-

ment; the Union forces numbered fully 250,000, with 100,000 more ready

to be launched thither, and still another 100,000 in arms, which could be

sent in a few weeks. 1 Lee, indeed, still held his strong lines at Peters

burg with a powerful army. On paper it numbered 175,000 men; but

of these more than half were absent, and only about 65,000 present for

1 Tho Federal farce "available mid j»rc-i-iit for duty'' an (lie 1st of March numlicred W)2,!j[l8,

of whom about 150,000 herewith Grant, and 100,000 with Sherman. Thero were 40,000 in tho

departments of Washington and West Virginia; these, with quite GO,000 from various depart-

ments of the West where hostilities had ceased, could have been sent at once to Virginia and

North Carolina, leaving -T,l',i)i>ii fur operations in tho extreme South and cWwhere, from which

another 100,0(10 could, in ease of need, have heen -pared for operations ijii the attuul scene of war.

Besides the tt)2,0O0, there were J 80,000 io hospitals or on sick leave, and 50,000 absent as pris-

oners of war or without leave; there were 132,000 on detached service in the different military

departments, many of whom could have heen brought into active service. The entire nominal

force of the Union armies on the 1st of March was 965,591.—See Report of the Secretary ofWar
for 1MG5.

O (HUBTtES A£»I
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duty. 1 With such an army, according to the dictum of Napoleon, Lee

might have held Richmond against the whole Federal army, had that been

the simple problem presented to bim for solution. But, as we have seen,

the maintenance of Richmond involved also the holding of a long line of

in trench ments, designed to cover the only communications by means of

which his army could be fed.

But the depletion of the array was only an external symptom of the gen-

eral infirmity which had fallen upon the Confederate state. As usual, the

patient tried to remove the symptom rather than heal the disease. The pro-

ject began to be broached of replenishing the army by arming the slaves.

A proceeding so utterly at variance with every idea upon which Southern

society was based met at first with little favor. Slaves bad, indeed, from

the very first, been employed as laborers upon fortifications, and gradually

as teamsters and pioneers in the field. In September, 1864, the Governor

of Louisiana urged upon the Secretary of War that the time had come to

put into the army every able-bodied negro as a soldier. "I would," he

said, "free all able to bear arms, and put them into the field at once." In

his message in November Mr. Davis discussed the question. It was to be

viewed, he said, " solely in the light of policy and our domestic economy.

When so regarded, I must dissent from those who advise a general levy

and arming of the slaves for the duty of soldiers ; but," he added, " should

the alternative ever be presented of subjugation or the employment of the

slave as a soldier, there seems no reason to doubt what should then be our

decision." Mr. Seddon, then Secretary of War, took the same view. So

long as there were whites who could be brought into the army.it was not

safe to "risk our liberties and safety on the negro. For the present, it

seems best to leave the subordinate labors of society to the negro, and to

impose its highest, as now existing, on the superior class." But it became

apparent that few more whites could be brought into the depleted armies.

Late in February, 1865, Lee strongly urged the employment of negroes as

soldiers. "I think," he said, "the measure not only important, but neces-

sary. I do not think our white population can supply the necessities of a

long war. I think those who are employed should be freed. It would not

be just or wise to require them to remain as slaves." An impressment or

draft he thought would not bring out the best class; he would rather call

upon those who were willing to come, with the consent of their owners.
li

li\" he wrote, "Congress would authorize their reception, and empower

the President to call upon individuals or states for such as they are willing

to contribute, with the condition of emancipation to all enrolled, a sufficient

number would be forthcoming to enable us to try the experiment." Soon

after an act was passed by Congress for this purpose. It had passed the

llmisc, and was lost in the Senate by a single vote ; but the Legislature of

Virginia having instructed the senators from that state to vote for it, it was

reconsidered, and passed by one majority. Mr. Hunter, who had before

voted against the bill, in now voting for it in obedience to the instructions of

the Legislature, accompanied his vote with an emphatic protest. "When we

left the old government," he said, "we thought we had got rid forever of the

slavery agitation. We insisted that Congress had no right to interfere with

slavery. We contended that whenever the two races were thrown together,

one must be master and the other slave. We insisted that slavery was the

best and happiest condition of the negro; now, if we offer slaves their free-

dom as a boon, we confess that we were insincere and hypocritical. Yet, if

the negroes were made soldiers, they must be made freemen. There is

something in the human heart that tells us that when they come out scarred

from this conflict they must be free. If we can make them soldiers—the

condition of the soldier being socially equal to any other—we can make

them officers, perhaps to command white men. If we are right in passing

this measure, we were wrong in denying to the old government the right to

interfere with the institution of slavery and to emancipate slaves." The

measure, he said, would also injure the Confederacy abroad. It would be re-

garded as a confession of despair, and an abandonment of the ground upon

which secession was based. As a matter of expediency, it was, he declared,

worse than as a question of principle. No considerable body of negro

troops could be got together without stripping the country of the labor ab-

solutely necessary to produce food. Moreover, the negroes abhorred the

profession of a soldier. They would not volunteer, and if they were im-

pressed they would desert to the Yankees, who conld give them a better

price than the Confederacy could do. The act, as passed, empowered the

President to ask for and accept from owners of slaves such number of ne-

groes as he should deem expedient, for and during the war, "to perform

militar}' service in whatever capacity he may direct." They were to be

formed into companies and regiments by the general-in -chief, and command-

ed by such officers as the President should appoint, and to receive the same
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1 The strength of Lee's force hns been mu-i persistently and strangely nnderttated. Pollard

(Lost Cause, 679} n>scrts tbnt "in the first mouths of 1605 Lee lield both Richmond nnd Peters-

burg with not more than 33,000 men." Sainton (Army qftkt Potomac, .

r
.7:!J gays:: "At tho

opening of tlit- t|n-iriK campio^i General Leo had on paper Ii;ii,i>ui> men, tun, in reality, less tlinn

Ml, 0011, from which, if there '»? deducted the 10,000 troops on detached doty, it will appear llmt

ho hnd 10,000 men wherewithal in defend fnrty miles of intreuchments." Ii is somewhat strange

that Sir. Nwinton should hove foiled to refer to the Confederate reports which he had in his pos-

session. These reports give the following as (lie sum of l.ee's tone at the close of February:

Present and Absent. Present Present for Duty.

Army of Northern Virginia 1(10,411 73,349 59,034
Department of Richmond ' 9,675 5,431 4,632

Total 170,08C 78,780 G*,78G

The troops in the Department of Richmond, under F.well, were the actual garrison of Richmond;
thoy marched out at the evacuation, and formed tho rear-guard of the retreating army. Upon
what " detached duty" any of Lee's force could have Iwen cu^u^cd, ii i^ hard to see. The one
thing to be done was to defend I. is lines. It is probable that Lee's force was slightly increased

during the three weeks between the date of this report and tin- commencement of operations; for,

as will he seen hereafter, uhour cfi.iniii are definitely n< roomed f.-r a- killed nnd wounded, captured

on the field, or surrendered ; nnd it is certain that considerable numbers escaped, and wero not in-

cluded in tho lists of paroled prisoners.

pay and rations as other troops in the same branch of the service. If a suf-

ficient number was not thus raised, the President might call upon each state

for her quota of any number not exceeding 300,000 troops, in addition to

those subject to military service under existing laws, "to be raised from
such classes of the population, irrespective of color, in each state as the prop-

er authorities thereof may determine." But it was provided that " nothing
in this act shall be construed to authorize a change in the relation of the

said slave;" and that not more than a quarter of tbe male slaves between
the ages of eighteen and forty-five should he called for. Whatever might
have been the effect of such a law if enacted at an earlier period, it came too

late. The Confederacy bad now no arms to put into their hands, and no
means of producing them at home or procuring them from abroad; 1 and,

moreover, long before tbe requisition could be made and complied with,

the Confederacy had ceased to exist.

The finances of the Confederacy were even in a worse condition than its

armies. It bad long since practically ceased to pay its soldiers. It w;;s

hardly worth the trouble even to go through the form, when a month's py
of a soldier in paper money would not buy a pair of shoes. Yet, for many
purposes, the government must have something to represent money ; nnd at

last notes and bonds were put forth with a profusion limited only by the

ability of the printing-press to execute them. What tbe total sum was no
man can tell with any approach to accuracy.3 The financial measures of

the government have been made the subject of unbounded animadversion
;

but it is hard to see how the wisest financier could have materially changed

the general results. Most of the twenty millions of specie in the Confeder-

acy was loaned to government, or soon became absorbed in the tempting

business of blockade-running; all that government could borrow or raise by

the export of cotton was spent abroad for vessels, arms, munitions, and mili-

tary supplies. Bank-notes, themselves in the end to become almost worth-

less, were carefully hoarded, and the government could only pay its home
expenses in its own notes and bonds; and these, as the expenses accumu-

lated, must be issued in larger and still larger quantities, accelerated by what

was styled the universal advance in prices, but which was really the depre-

ciation in the estimate put upon the circulating medium. The Confederate

financiers bad laid upon them a task more grievous than that imposed by

the Egyptians upon the Hebrews. They had to make bricks not only with-

out straw, but without clay—with nothing but sand. No wonder that their

bricks crumbled at a touch. Tho Confederate paper depreciated until it had

a real purchasing power ofonly a twentieth, a fortieth, and finally a sixtieth

of its nominal value. It grew to be a common jest, that when one went to

market he needed a basket to carry his money, and only a wallet to bring

home his purchases.

A vigorous government may for a long time keep armies in the field with-

out pay, but not without food. The Confederate commissariat was in worse

plight than its treasury. The South, though essentially agricultural, and

abundantly supplied with food, had yet no large accumulations. It had no

great depots where supplies were collected in advance. The crops were

consumed in the year of their harvesting, and mainly in the region of their

production. The means were scanty for their transportation from place to

place. Hence, when the sudden necessity arose for accumulating large

amounts at Richmond, it was with the utmost difficulty that this want could

be met. We have already 3 seen how sorely this difficulty pressed upon Leo

in the summer and autumn of 1864. As weeks passed on, the difficulty be-

came greater and greater. The immediate region was well-nigh exhausted.

Early in the winter the state of things was thus set forth in secret session of

Congress:* There was not meat enough in the Confederacy for the armies

it had in the field. In Virginia there was not meat enough for the armies

within her limits. The supply of even bread depended upon keeping open

railroad connections with the South. Meat must be obtained from abroad
;

and bread could no longer be had by impressment, but must be paid for at

market rates, and in a better currency than that in circulation.

Grave as were these difficulties, they grew rapidly graver. The capture

of Fort Fisher, by closing the port of Wilmington, shut off all possibility of

obtaining meat from abroad. Tbe wharves at Nassau might be piled with

meat purchased for the Confederacy, but not a barrel could reach the army.

Sherman's march though Georgia and the Carolinas had severed all connec-

tion with the regions where bread was mostly to be found. Even if it was

to be found, whence was to come that better currency wherewith to pur-

chase it? Congress, near the close of its last session, made a desperate ef-

1 At the time when " I bngress was debating a hill to put 800,000 negroes into the Confederate

armies, there were not five thousand spare arras in the Confederacy, and oar returned prisoners

could not actually find muskete with which to resume their places in tho field."—Pollard, Lost

Cause, 660.
3 Pollard (Zosf Cause, 430) says: "The total cost of the war to the Confederate government

had reached at its close, uctonliug to the opinion of intelligent officers of the Treasury, about thir-

ty-five hundred millions of dollars. Of this tot:d about twenty-five hundred millions" consisted ol

eight, six, and four per cent, bonds of long dates, of treason notes, unsettled accounts," etc ; the

remaining thoumiid millions hcing in the form of unpaid claims for property purchased or impress-

ed and damages sustained at the hands of the enemy. He elsewhere (pqge 651J puts down tho

amount of treasury notes in circulation a- money at three hundred and twenty-five millions; but,

as appears, many 'million* had been practically repudiated by the government a year before. At
that time the amount of note- was more than six hundred millions. By the law of February 17,

IKii-l, holders of these notes above the denomination of live dollars were for a fen' months to he al-

lowed to exchange them for four per cent, bonds ; after that they should cease to he nirrent, Imt

might be exchanged for new notes at the rare of three of the old for two of the new. Old notes

of one hundred dollars conld not he exchanged for the new ones, but only for four per cent, kinds

;

all of them outstanding after April 1 were to be taxed ten per tent, a month until January, 1805,

when they should he taxed one hundred per cent.—that is, repudiated wholly. Notes of the new

issue, and tbe small ones of the old scaled down to two thirds of their value, might be exchanged

for certificates bearing four |ier cent, interest, and payable two years after the notification of a

treaty of peace with the United States. A largo majority of the note-holders, it is added, ex-

changed the old notes for new ones under the conviction that the reduction of tbe amount of tho

currency would make the two dollars worth more than three now were. If we Mjpposc that this

largo majority held two thirds of the whole six hundred millions, the scaling down was in effect a

repudiation of one hujidred and fifty millions of dullnra.

' Ante, p. 693. ' Tallord (Lou Cause), Gift
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fort to grapple with this last difficulty. Early in Starch a tax-bill was pass-

ed, more stringent than any civilized people bad ever endured. Agricul-
turists must pay in kind a tenth of their produce. All property, real and
persona], not otherwise provided for, must pay eight per cent.; specie, bul-
lion, and bills of exchange, twenty per cent.

;
paper money five per cent.

;

incomes five per cent. ; all profits of above twenty-five per cent, upon sales,

twenty-five per cent Upon all prescribed taxes, of whatever kind, there
was to 'be an addition of one eighth, to be applied toward the increased pay
of soldiers. On the 17th of March another act was passed, " to raise coin
for the purpose of furnishing necessaries for the army." A tax of twenty-
five per cent, was imposed upon all coin held by banks or individuals in ex-
cess of two hundred dollars; not, however, to go into effect in case banks
and individuals would, within a month, raise a loan of two millions to the
government. The tax was also commuted in cases where the owners of
coin would exchange it for cotton at the rate of fifteen cents a pound. On
the 28th, the very day before Grant opened the final ten days' campaign,
the Stale of Virginia advanced three hundred thousand dollars in coin, tak-
ing in exchange an order from the Secretary of the Treisury for two mil-
lions of pounds of cotton, " with the right to export the same free of all

conditions except the payment of the export duty of seventy-five cents a
pound." This duty, being payable in paper, was, at the then existing rate,

equivalent to one and a quarter cents a pound in coin.

Thus threatened with starvation, imminent at the best, and certain in case
cither of the two railroads running southward were interrupted even for a
week, Lee at last determined that li is position was no longer tenable. He
resolved to abandon it, and unite with Johnston somewhere near the bor-
ders of Virginia and North Carolina. If the retreat could be successfully
executed, he would have a force of nearly or quite 100,000. Perhaps he
might be able to crush Sherman, and thus regain possession of the Carolinas
and Georgia, and then, gathering together the troops beyond the Mississippi,

inaugurate a new war. At worst, the contest could be prolonged for a
while, for it would be a work of months for the Federal army, with its ma-
terial, to concentrate upon this new and difficult field of operations, and who
could teli what changes a few months might not bring? Would the North
hold out for another campaign ? At all events, the army would escape im-
mediate peril of starvation. If its food could not come to it, it would be go-
ing toward its food. This resolution was formed early in March, and the
arrangements for its execution concerted with Johnston. But time was re-

quired to carry these arrangements into effect. Depots of provisions must
be gathered at different points on the way, and the march could not begin
until opening spring should make the roads practicable for an army and its

trains of material.

Grant, on his part, was aware of the situation of Lee, and divined what
must be the means which he would essay to extricate himself. Day after

day was spent by him in anxiety lest each morning should bring the report
that his opponent had retreated the night before. He had before meditated
bringing Sherman, by water or land, upon the rear of Lee's position, but he
became convinced that Sherman's crossing the Roanoke would be the sig-

nal for Lee to march toward Johnston. To forestall the junction of these
two armies, and thus prevent a long and tedious campaign, seemed the
thing nearest at hand to be done. Perhaps, also, be wished that the armies
of the East, after their long and as yet not successful struggle, should have
the glory of destroying their stout opponent, and thus match the achieve-
ments of their heretofore more fortunate comrades of the West. Something
which seemed almost an accident now favored the execution of this design.

Early in February Grant had begun to make dispositions for the cam-
paign. In the far South, Canty was moving upon Mobile, while Thomas
was to send his cavalry to raid in different directions. Sheridan had win-
tered at Winchester, where he bad recruited his cavalry until he had more
than 10,000 in excellent condition. These, Merritt being Chief of Cavalry,
had been organized into two divisions, under Devin and Custer. On the
20th Grant sent his orders, or rather suggestions, to Sheridan. As soon as
the roads would permit, be would find no difficulty in going with cavalry
alone up the Valley of the Shenandoah, and thence crossing the Blue Ridge
still farther southward to Lynchburg. From there he was to destroy the
canal and railroads in every direction, so that they would be of no farther
use to the enemy. Grant was desirous to re-enforce Sherman with cavalry,
in which arm be was greatly inferior to the enemy. Accordingly, when
Sheridan had reached Lynchburg, and done his work in that region, he
might, if circumstances should warrant, strike southward, heading the
streams in Virginia, and push on to join Sherman, whom he would be like-
ly to find somewhere near Raleigh.

Sheridan set out from Winchester on the 27th of February, his men car-
rying five days' rations in haversacks, and each horse bearing thirty pounds
of forage

;
fifteen days' rations of coffee, sugar, and salt were borne in wag-

ons. Besides the ammunition trains, a pontoon train of eight boats, eight
ambulances, and one wagon for each division headquarters, no vehicle was
permitted to accompany the march. Thus lightly equipped, the command
moved rapidly, though the weather was bad. the mountains were cov-
ered with snow, rapidly disappearing under the heavy rains, rendering most
of the streams past fording. Small parties of guerrillas hovered upon the
flanks of the column

; but they kept at a respectful distance, and no notice
was taken of them. Once, however, Rosser, with one or two hundred cav-
alry, attempted to impede the march by burning a bridge over a fork of
the Shenandoah, but was driven off with loss of men and material. In
three days Staunton was reached, the" farthest point which any Union force
had hitherto attained by this route. Early, with a miscellaneous force of
2000 men, had been hovering in this region ever since bis defeat at Cedar

River. He retreated eastward, leaving word behind that he would fight nt
Waynesborougb, which commanded the only practicable gor^e throu °h the
Blue Mountains, which Sheridan must pass to debouch into°the Valley of
the James, and reach Lynchburg. Custer's division was pushed in pursuit.
He found Early, true to his word, well posted, with two divisions of infan-
try andRosser's cavalry, behind breastworks. Without even pausing to
reconnoitre, with his troopers partly dismounted and partly in the saddle,
Custer dashed straight at the works, drove the enemy out, pursued them
until they were brought up by the river, where they threw up their hands
in token of surrender, " with cheers at the suddenness with which they had
been captured." 1 The fruits of this brilliant dash were 1600 prisoners,
11 guns, and 200 wagons, with ammunition and subsistence. Early es-
caped with two of bis staff. Rosser's cavalry also rode off, to appear for a
moment a few days later. Herewith Early disappears from the war. On
the 30th of March Lee wrote, dismissing him from command, couching his
order in the kindest terms possible: He himself bad full confidence in Ear-
ly's zeal, ability, and discretion; but he had lost public confidence, and a
commander must be sought for who could secure this. Lee had no occa-
sion to make this search

; for, before Early had received the order of dis-
missal, Lee was forced from Petersburg, and was on his disastrous retreat,
which ten days after closed in bis surrender.

Sheridan pushed through the gorge in the Blue Mountains thus opened
to him, and reached Charlottesville in the Valley of the James, where he was
obliged to wait two days for bis trains to make their slow way through the
thick mud. The prisoners, meanwhile, were sent under a strong escort to-
ward Winchester. Rosser followed this body, and at Mount Jackson made
an attack, hoping to rescue the prisoners. He was repulsed, and left be-
hind some of bis own men. The delay at Charlottesville enabled the Con-
federates to gather at Lynchburg a force too strong to be assailed by caval-
ry. Sheridan abandoned the purpose of reaching that point, but sent his
troopers in every direction to destroy the canal, railroad, and public prop-
erty. The James River Canal was for miles so thoroughly destroyed as to
be impassable, and thus one important means of supply for Lee's army was
cut off. Sheridan then proposed to cross the James between Lynchburg
and Richmond, and, pressing southward, to reach the Southside Railroad
fifty miles in the rear of Lee's lines. But the Confederates succeeded in
destroying every bridge between these two points, and the pontoons would
not half span the still swollen stream.

Sheridan now, exercising the discretion which nad been wisely given
him, resolved, instead of endeavoring to join Sherman in North Carolina,
to more thoroughly destroy the railroads leading northward from Richmond,
and then, pressing eastward to the York River, bend southward, and, after
eight months' absence, rejoin Grant in front of Petersburg. After raiding
hither and yon for a week, destroying every thing destructible down to
within ten miles of Richmond, he resumed bis march. Nature imposed ob-
stacles to this march such as had been heretofore pronounced insurmounta-
ble. It was the worst season of the Virginian year. There were incessant
rain, deep and almost impassable streams, swamp and mud to be endured
or overcome. The animals suffered much, mostly from hoof-rot. The men,
buoyed up by the thought that they had completed their work in the Val-
ley of the Shenandoah, and were now on their way to aid in what remained
to be done upon the Appomattox, bore up bravely. The whole loss on the
march was not more than a hundred men, and some of these were left by
the wayside, overborne by fatigue. Crossing the South and North Anna
Rivers, passing hard by many famous battle-fields whereon there was now
no hostile force, this cavalry force reached the site of the memorable White
House upon the 19th of March. Sheridan's march from Winchester had
occupied twenty days. In its course be had traversed thirteen counties in
Virginia, and, by the almost utter destruction of the James River Canal and
of the railroads, had effectually deprived the Confederate army at Richmond
of all subsistence from the region of Virginia lying north and east of the
James River. After resting and refitting for a week nt the White House,
Sheridan resumed bis route. Crossing the Chickahominy and the James,
he encamped near Petersburg on the evening of the 26th of March.

Here, at points only a few score rods apart, two men, neither of them to
a casual observer notable for any thing but the rare faculty of saying little,

however much they might think, yet both somehow having that' power of
command which more sbowy men never cared to question, bad fixed upon
measures the result of which was to determine the issue of the war. Each
of these two men, Grant and Lee, had by this time learned to value the oth-
er; each knew nearly the condition of the other, and so could gauge what
be should, and therefore would endeavor. Either could then play the part
of his opponent almost as well as his own. Lee's main purpose toward the
close of March was to withdraw his army, with its materials, from the James
and the Appomattox, and, joining Johnston, to carry on the fight in North
Carolina, or, events favoring, far to the southward. Grant's purpose was to

prevent this orderly retreat, either by shutting up Lee within his lines, and
therein forcing him to surrender by assault or famine, or to drive him out
by sheer force, in which case be would be able to follow hard on in pursuit.2

1 Sheridan's lleport.
1 Neither Lee himself, nor liny one qualified bv position or knowledge to speak for him. has as

vet undertuhen to -ct iWth the purple ,f rhi' t'oniedcrate commander nt ibis period; "it his op-
erations, soon to he described—such as bringing to Petersburg oulv the food needed from day to
day, accumulating supplies nt different points on the railroads, and" the assault upon fort Stead-
man—can be explained and justified only upon this theory. Grunt, in n few significant sentence*,
dearly sets forth his design. He snvs: "The greatest source of untidiness to me was the fear
thai tlio enemy would leave bis strong lines about Petersburg and Richmond, for the purpose of
muting mill J.. Ini-i. mi, beti .re be was driven from them by battle or I was prepared to make an ef-
fectual pursuit. . . .

With .L.huston and him combined, a long, tedious, mid expensive campaign,
consuming moat of the rammer, might become necessary. Iiv moving out I would put the army
in better condition for pursuit, and would at least, by the destruction of the Danville Road, retard
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Important changes had within a few months taken place in the organiza-

tion of the Federal armies in Virginia. Not long after the failure of the mine

enterprise, and in consequence of the censure of the Court of Inquiry, Burn-

side, at his own request, received leave of absence. He wished to resign

bis commission, but the President refused to accept it, thinking that there

would arise occasion to place him again in active service. The command
of the Ninth Corps was in the mean time given to Parke, who happened to

be the ranking general in command of a corps, and who consequently found

himself at an imminent moment in command of the whole army. Hancock,

never fully recovered from his wound at Gettysburg, bad given up the com-

mand of the Second Corps, and gone East to recruit a new corps, to be

known as the First. Humphreys, who had acted as chief of staff to Meade,

was placed at the head of the Second Corps, Webb taking his place as

Meade's chief of staff. Wright retained the command of the Sixth Corps,

to which he had acceded upon the death of Sedgwick at Spottsylvania.

This corps, having done brave service in the annihilation of Early in the

Valley of the Shenandoah, had returned to the Appomattox, and to it was

reserved the honor of giving two out of the three great blows which decided

the issue of the war. 1 Warren still retained the command of the Fifth

Corps. Butler had been, at the special request of Grant, removed from the

command of the Department of Virginia and North Carolina, including

what was known as the Army of the James. This army had been reorgan-

ized. The former Tcntb and Eighteenth Corps bad bem discontinued, and

the troops, to which was added the colored division formerly attached to

Bumside's corps, were formed into two corps, designated as the Twenty-

fuurtli and Twenty-fifth. Ord, having performed brilliant service in the

West and Southwest, had been ordered to the North, and had replaced

Smith at the head of the old Eighteenth Corps, and was at length placed in

command of the department vacated by the removal of Butler, the newly-

arranged Twenty-fourth and Twenty-fifth Corps, constituting the Army of

the James, being confided to Gibbon and Birney. Thus it happened that,

of the six generals who commanded corps in the combined armies of the

East at the opening of operations in May, 1864, Warren ODly retained his

place in March, 1865. Sheridan also, though now with his troopers upon
the James, was still nominally commander of the Army of the Shenandoah.

But the distinction between the armies of the Potomac, the James, and the

Shenandoah bad been practically set aside. The entire force around Rich-

mond and Petersburg was directly under Grant, Meade being second in

command, Sheridan coming next in grade, the corps commanders following

in order of seniority in the date of their commissions. The combined force

of all arm3 numbered about 150,000 men present for duty, of whom about

two thirds were available for direct offensive operations in the field, the

remainder being required for guards, camp duty, and other multifarious

work. 3 As posted, Ord lay on the Tight, north of the James, and at Ber-

n of [he two armies of Lee nnd Johnston, noil cause the enemy (o abandon much
material [hut he might otherwise save." As lale as March -", jt^t two days before active opera-
tions commenced, Gram concerted with Sherman; who had come to City Point from North Caro-
lina, a plan ol" i .unpawn lu-cJ on the sii|>|jo?iiion that Lee would continue to hold his lines at Pe-
tersburg aud Richmond. Sherman, ijii the 1'dtii of April, was to move northward, his army fully

equipped and rationed for twenty days. He would, as circumstances should indicate, strike the
Danville and Bonthsido Railroads nt their junction at Burkesville, !"i2 miles in the rear of Lee's
lines, or join the armies operating in front of Richmond. Sliermnn. unless otherwise directed, was
to begin this movement on the Ulth of April ; but, as events finally shaped themselves, on the very
day before, Lee. having been forced from Richmond and Petersburg, surrendered bis army nt Ap-
pomattox Court-house. It may ho safely assumed that, at the opening of the spring campaign of
1805, both of the opposing commanders so well understood the whole situation, that the immediate
aim of each was to prevent the other from accomplishing the thing which at the moment he most
desired. As, therefore, Grant's m:iin purpose was to prevent Lee from getting safely away from
his lines, it may bo safely assumed that thus (o get away was the main purpose ofl.ee. Each
general, of course, was eager to avail himself of any advantage which circumstances should throw
into his liniida. In this view of the plans of the opponents—that is, Lee wishing to curry off his
army and material, and Grant wishing to prevent him from so doing—the operations of the last

fortnight of this long campaign arc clearly explicable.
1 The three great blows were: (1st) The battle of the Five Forks, won April 1 by Warren's Fifth

Corps and Sheridan's Cavalry; (>1) The piercing of the Confederate lines, April 2, by the Sixth
Corps

; (3d) The capture .if KweM's Corp* at Sailor's Creek, April 11, mainlv be the Sixth Corps,
These three blows cost the i 'onfedcratcs a loss of 20,0(10 prisoners, and pvobahlv f.000 in killed and
wounded—nearly a lmlf of the nominal, and more than a half of the real fighting force which Lee
had left to him on the ,'llst of March.

* Force present for duty, March 1 : Array of tho Potomac, Meads, 103,273} Department of

muda Hundred; next, and before Petersburg, Parke; then Wright; then

Humphreys; and upon the extreme left, Warren.

Lee had, during the winter, continued his intrenchmentstwo miles farther

westward, bending the extremity in a sharp crotchet to the north. Farther

he could not go from sheer want of men to hold the lines ; otherwise there

was no reason why they might not have stretched across the continent.

Four miles beyond where the works ceased was a point as important as any

other. Here three roads came together, the point ofjunction being known

as the Five Forks. One, theW bite-oak Road, ran westward from the Boyd*

ton Plank Road, nearly parallel witli the vital Southside Railroad, from

which at the Five Forks it was but three miles distant, by way of the Ford

Road, running north and south. An enemy, having gained the Five Forks,

could in an hour strike the railroad, and in a few hours so damage it that

days would be required for its repair. It was of prime importance that the

Five Forks should be guarded. Intrenchments were therefore laid out

here, stretching for two miles north and south behind the White-oak Road.

This, between the Forks and the extremity of the regular lines, ran along

a slight ridge, southward of which the region was woody and swampy.

The White-oak Road thus formed practically a covered way by which

troops could, in case of a menaced movement by the enemy, be hurried to

the defense of the Forks. Thus, at the opening of spring, the absolute

right of the Confederate line was a mile to the west of the Five Forks : this

was watched by the bulk of the cavalry under Fitzhugh Lee. Thence it

stretched eastward and northward, girdling Petersburg and Richmond.

Ewell commanded the few thousand men which formed the proper garrison

of Richmond. Longstreet commanded below the city, north of the James,

and across the river to within a few miles of Petersburg. Then came Gor-

don at Petersburg, the bulk of his force consisting of the remnants of the

three divisions reduced to the numbers of one in the disastrous campaign

in the Valley of the Shenandoah. Lastly came ITiH with three strong divi-

sions, holding the long line south and west of Petersburg. Lee's headquar-

ters were with Hill's division.

On the 24th of March Grant issued bis order for a grand movement to be

commenced on the 29th against the Confederate right. Lee, knowing the

imminency of such a movement, and perceiving that the time had now come

for the evacuation of his position, resolved to anticipate the movement of

his antagonist by an offensive thrust which should facilitate his own with-

drawal. The thing to be done was to prevent Grant from adding to iho

strength upon his left-, and, if possible, to cripple for a space the forces al-

ready there, so as to leave open his own meditated line of retreat. He
therefore planned a sudden assault upon the Federal right, the point far-

thest removed from that upon which the effect of the blow was to be felt.

The point chosen was Fort Steadman, close by the crater where Burn-

side's mine had so signally failed. This fort occupied a salient projected

forward toward the Confederate works, the distance between being only one

hundred and fifty yards. The fort itself was of no great strength. It was

a small earthwork, without bastions, slightly constructed originally, and

now much dilapidated by the frosts and rains of winter. So completely

was it covered by the enemy's artillery that it was impossible to make any

repairs except imperfectly and by stealth. This, however, was of less con-

sequence, as the hill 1 upon which it stood was commanded in the immediate

rear by a crest of nearly equal height, and covered upon each side by

flanking batteries. Still it seemed to Lee that if the fort and a few of the

flanking batteries could be taken by surprise, an opening could be mado

through which a strong column could be thrust, which should carry tho

Virginia, Ord, 45,066, some thousands being at Fortress Monroe and elsewhere, nnd so nnt avail-

able for direct operations; cavalry of Middle Division, li'.nso, of whom there were, a t the closo

of March, about 9000 under Sheri'dnn, nt band on the James. The actual movable force may bo

estimated from the fact that when Warren moved on the S9th of March, his corps counted 15,300

men. The corps appear to have been of about equal strength, so that the six would have con-

tained 91,800 movable men. Add to these 3000 cavalry, and there will be 100,800 at Grant's

command for immediate ntl'eii-iie npemtions.
1 Known as Hare's Hill. Confederate writers usually denominate the action which hero ensued

us iho battle ofHare's mil.
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heights in the rear, and thus effectually pierce the Federal lines. Thence

a sudden rush of less than two miles would reach the military railroad

which Grant had constructed from City Point southwcstward,by which the

left of the Union army received its supplies. Such an attack, it was iiot

unreasonably anticipated, would induce Grant to bring all his force from

both extremities of his lines. If nothing more than this was accomplished,

Longstreet and Hill, relieved from immediate pressure in front and on

flank, could start southward without obstruction, while the assaulting col-

umn would be suddenly withdrawn and follow in tlieir rear, and, before the

Federal commander could reorganize his army fur pursuit, would, with its

material, be fairly on its way, with two full days' start, to unite with John-

ston, and could so obstruct the roads behind them that they could not be

overtaken until the junction already prepared for was effected. It was no:

wholly impossible that still greater results might be accomplished. The

railroad destroyed, City Point itself might perhaps be reached, and in a

brief space the great accumulation of stores there be given to the flames.

The plan was a bold one; but Lee was now in such case that be must ven-

ture much. In its very audacity lay its best augury of success.

Lee left nothing undone which it was in his power to do to insure suc-

cess. The initial blow was to be struck by Gordon with two of his divi-

sions, while 20,000 more were massed to follow up the blow in case an

opening was made at Fort Steadman and the crest in its rear was gained.

The first blow must be given by surprise. Accident favored this. The

Federal picket-line was advanced fifty yards in front of the fortifications,

and within a hundred yards of the Confederate works. Across this narrow

space deserters, often in squads and with arms in their hands, had been

wont to make their way within the Union lines. At four o'clock on the

morning of March 25 the officer on duty made his rounds along the picket-

line; the men were alert, and there was no indication of any movement on

the part of the enemy. Soon after, squad after squad, announcing them-

selves as deserters, began to drop in. The occurrence bad come to be so

common that no alarm was taken. Suddenly these squads dashed upon

the pickets, and overpowered them with scarcely a show of resistance. At
the same moment the near Confederate abatis was opened and three strong

columns emerged. The central column struck straight for Fort Steadman;

the others diverged to the right and left, taking in reverse small advanced

batteries which flanked the fort on either hand. All these were carried

with a rush, the garrison, five hundred strong, being made prisoners. A
gap of a quarter of a mile wide had been made into, but not through the

Union lines—an opening large enougli to give passage to the 20,000 who
had been massed to follow up the assault If they had followed promptly

in the gray dawn no man can say what would have been the result. They
might possibly have won the commanding crest in the rear, aud thence

dashed upon the railroad; they might thus have won a great success, or

they might have been cut off to a man, shut in by the enemy closing in

behind them. By whose merit or whose fault it was that the 5000 whom
Gordon pushed forward were left unsupported has been left untold.1

The lines, for a long distance to the right and left of Fort Steadman, were

held by Parke's Ninth Corps. At half past five, when the attempt of the

enemy was apparent, he sent tidings of it to headquarters. Three times

within half an hour the message was repeated without an answer. Then
came the reply through the telegraph operator: " General Meade is not here,

and the command devolves upon you." Hurrying couriers to City Point to

inform Grant and Meade of what was going on, Parke summoned Wright

and Warren to move troops toward the point assailed. But before they

could come up the Ninth Corps had done the work. Tidball, chief of artil-

lery, was ordered to post his batteries upon the hill in the rear. These ef-

fectually stopped the advance of the central column. The two other assail-

ing columns soon came to grief. The right column met Hartranft's divi-

sion, which had sprung to arms ; they were checked, and soon forced back.

The left gained some success, capturing momently two batteries, but were in

like manner.cbecked and forced back. The three columns were now drawn

together within the captured works of Fort Steadman; but these were com-

manded by Fort Haskell on the left, as well as by the batteries in the rear.

After making a feeble attempt to take this fort, the troops of Gordon
crouched in disorder behind the breastworks which they had captured, for

the way of retreat was by this time closed upon them. Forts Haskell on

the left, and McGilvery on the right, swept the narrow space to the Confed-

erate lines with a fire under which no troops could live. Hartranft, upon

whom the immediate direction of operations had devolved, had posted his

own division and portions of others so as to cover their front and both

flanks.3 Hartranft now dashed upon the works, and carried them with

hardly a show of resistance. Some of the Confederates ran the terrible

1 Pollard (Lost Cause, 680) says: "Had this opportunity" (that is, the capture of the fort and
batteries) " been taken advantage of, there in no telhiig the result ; but the troops could not be in-

duced to leave the breastworks they had taken from the enemy, and to advance beyond them and
scizo the crest in roar of the line tney had occupied." But nothing can be clearer than that the
force which hud effected the capture was inadequate for any thing more. Swinton (Army of the

Potomac, (W7) says: " It is well known Unit there was great dereliction on the part of the sup-
porting columns "fur Gordo ti's attack was left almost wholly unsupported, notwithstanding lhat I.cc

bad massed in the vicinity nil his available force." Ho, however, fail.-* fi give hi-, authority for this

representation, and does not stow upon whom re-ts the blame of this dereliction. The one thing
certain is, that tin- supporting force waa nol pushed forward. We can hardly suppose tliot n move-
ment upon which so much was staked should have been made except under the direct supervision

orLee. In the light of the account given in the tc\t, which shows bow rapidly tho Union troops

recovered from their momentary surprise, we think tlmt the failure to follow up tho attack was
wise. Twenty thousand men could not then have carried the lines. It waa better to submit to

the inevitable loss of n tilth than tn risk the almost certain destruction of the whole of the force as-

signed to the adventure.
* "At half past seven o'clock the position of affairs was thus: Butteries II and 12 had been

recaptured; a cordon of troops, consisting of Ilurtranfi's division, with regiments belonging to

McLaughlin's and Kly's brigades, was formed around l-'ort Steadman and battery II', into which
the enemy was forced. There he was exposed to a concentrated lire from all the artillery in poli-

tiuii bearing on these points, and the reserve batteries iu the rear."

—

Parke* lujiort.

cross-lines of fire and got back to their own lines, but nearly 2050 of '.hem
surrendered. Their loss in killed and wounded is unknown, but it must
have exceeded that of the Federals, which amounted to 600. Of the 5000
men whom Gordon led to the attack, about 3000 were killed, wounded, or
captured.

The Confederate disasters of the day were not yet over. The conflict at
Fort Steadman was finished before nine o'clock, only a part of the Ninth
Corps having taken part in it. Wright and Humphreys, whose corps were
now well iu band, were anxious to follow up the advantage by an assault in

their fronts; but Parke considered that his accidental and temporary com-
maud of the entire army would not warrant him in forcing a general en-

gagement, Meade, who soon after came upon the field, forbade a general

attack, but later in the day pushed forward the Second and Sixth Corps to

feel the enemy in their respective fronts. After a fierce struggle the strong
Confederate picket-lines were carried, and held in spite of desperate attempts

to retake them. This cost the Federals 1100 men, of whom 200 were miss-

ing. The Confederates lost 800 prisoners, and probably as many in killed

and wounded. The entire Confederate loss on this day was not far from
4500, that of the Federals 2000.'

There was nothing in the result of the affair on the 25th of March to in-

duce Grant to change his order issued the day before, to be carried into ef-

fect four days later. The essential thing contemplated in this plan was that

Sheridan, with all the cavalry of all the armies upon and near the James
and the Appomattox, should, by a wide detour, pass clear beyond the ut-

most westward extension of Lee's lines, aud cut the railroads by which the

Confederate army was fed, nearly half way to the point where Johnston was
presumably awaiting the approach of the Army of Northern Virginia. This

movement was rendered feasible only by what we have already styled the

"accident" whereby Sheridan was in Virginia, instead of far away in North
Carolina, ready to operate with Grant instead of with Sherman. Subsidiary

to this cavalry movement, the infantry was to make a determined effort to

turn the enemy out of bis position around Petersburg. To effect this, every

available man of the two armies of the Potomac and the James was to be

brought against the Confederate right before Petersburg, and to its south

and southwest.

Ord, leaving Weitzel in command north of the Potomac, was to briDg

half of his two corps over, and, sweeping around in the rear of the lines be-

fore Petersburg, pass toward the left of the position. Parke was to hold the

position which his corps had so long maintained; Wright, next to him, waa
to be ready to hold his lines or to move; Humphreys, and the movable
part of Ord's corps, and that of Warren, were to form the great turning col-

umn whose movements, it was hoped, would force the abandonment of Pe-

tersburg; the general purpose of all being " not to attack the enemy in hia

intrenched position, but to turn him out of it if possible." But, at the same
time, all corps and division commanders' were to hold themselves ready for

offense should the enemy weaken himself in their front. Above all things,

no commander of a corps or division, in case of attack, was to wait for spe-

cial orders from headquarters. The strength of the enemy was pretty well

ascertained. Should he appear in great force at any one point, it could

only be by weakening himself elsewhere. Advantage should be promptly
taken of every weakening, and every advantage any where gained should

be promptly followed up. For the rest, the men of the moving column
were to take four days' rations in their haversacks, twice as much following

in wagons. The artillery was to be kept within the smallest compass, six

or eight guns to a division being the utmost to be taken ; for in the woody
and swampy region where operations were to be carried on, artillery would
be an incumbrance rather than aid. Such was the substance of the general

order of the 24th.

The order to Sheridan, given on the 28th, just as he was setting out, waa
to the same purport, but with some special additions: First and foremost,

he was to aim at the railroads; "but if the enemy should come out of his

own lines and attack, or put himself in a position where he can be attacked,

move in your own way; the army will engage or follow, as circumstances

will dictate. Having accomplished the destruction of the two railroads," so

concluded the order, " which are now the only avenues of supply to Lee'a

army, you may return to this army, selecting your road farther south, or

may go on into North Carolina, and join General Sherman." No wider

discretion was ever given to a general than this of Grant to Sheridan. Next
day, indeed, March 29, when matters had apparently taken shape, this order

was modified :
" I feel like ending this matter, if it is possible to do so, be-

fore going back," wrote Grant. "I do not want you, therefore, to cut loose

and go after the enemy's roads at present In the morning, push around

the enemy's rear, if you can, and get on to his right rear. We will act all

together as one army here until it is seen what can be done with the ene-

my." How nearly this last plan failed of the success which it finally at-

tained is now to be shown.

1 The entire Federal loss is rati, hilly given. It was, at Fort Steadman. h'* tilled, :i87 wounded,

50(i missing—in all, 911; at the picket-lines, .'1' killed, 8U4 wounded, 207 missing— in all, 1 123 s

a total of 2034. The milliter of Confederate prisoners, taken is nl-o ctven : these were, at Fort

Steadman, 11)00 ; at the picket-lines, f*!i4—in all, 2731. Their loss in killed and wounded is pure-

ly conjectural. From the facts that nt Fort Steadman they were for two or three hours under heavy

fire, and that nt the picket-lines they were repulsed after desperate charges, it is safe to assume
that it was in both case- ooii^derablv greater than that of their opponents. Grant, in his final Re-
port, says: "Their loss In killed and wounded was far greater than oars." In his first dispatch,

he says: " Humphreys climates the loss of the enemy in his front at three times his own, and
Wright, in his front, as doable that of ours." This would indicate the entire Confederate loss to

have been greater than we have estimated it. But those who have had occasion to compare these

guesses, on cither side, with actual fuels as subsequently verified, will place little reliance upon
(hem. In the absence of authenticated reports, they will rather rely upon estimate* based upon
the nature of the operations. Thus, in the case under consideration, the t'nion loss in killed and
wounded having been shown to have hecn 1300, and that of the Confederates, considerably gr.ster,

though far from two or three times us large, by placing it at about 17<JO we reach approximate^
at the result given in the text.
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Sheridan had a month before set out from Winchester with 10,000 horse-

men. Of these„1500 had been sent back to guard the prisoners taken from

Early at Waynesborough. In bis great ride up the Valley, and thence

through thirteen counties, he had lost by casualty hardly a hundred men.

But his animals had suffered severely, and when he joined Grant, bis two di-

visions, under Devin and Custer, numbered 5700 men in saddle
;

l but Crook,

with 3300, was ready to join him, and he thus set out with 9000. In a day or

two, McKenzie, with 1000 horsemen from the Army of the James, was add-

ed to his mounted command, making 10,000 in all. The Confederate cav-

alry under Fitzhugh Lee could hardly have reached a third of this number.

With this magnificent force Sheridan swept southward and then westward,

until, after encountering a few mounted pickets, who were easily brushed

away, be reached Dinwiddie Court-house. Here several roads centred,

along some of which his proposed raid would be conducted. Here, on the

evening of the 29th, be received the order from Grant countermanding the

plan of a raid, and directing him to co-operate with the infantry in the effort

to turn the right flank of Lee's army.

Warren's corps—the Fifth—consisting of the three divisions of Crawford,

Griffin, and Ayres, 15,300 strong in all, with twenty guns, marched out at

three o'clock on the morning of the 29th.a They moved southwestward

until they struck the Quaker Road running straight north to the Confeder-

ate lines. Turning up this, Griffin, whose division was in the advance, en-

countered a force of the enemy pushed in front of their lines, and after a

sharp conflict, in which some four hundred were killed and wounded on

each side, forced them back within the shelter of their intrenebments.

Humphreys, also moving to the right of Warren, got close up to the Con-

federate fortified line without meeting opposition. It seemed now that the

enemy was shut up in his lines to their utmost westward reach ; and now,

if this could be turned by Sheridan, it was as sure as any thing can be in

warfare that the matter might be ended. To secure this, Grant was pre-

pared, if need were, to give up every thing south of the position still held

by Parke, flinging upon Lee's right his cavalry, with the entire corps of

Warren, Humphreys, and Wright, with the three divisions detached from

Ord. It was then that the order was sent to Sheridan to abstain from his

projected raid upon the railroads.

Lee bad in the mean time learned something of the mighty effort to be

put forth against him. He still misconceived its ultimate purport. He
thought it only a more determined repetition of the old efforts to reach the

railroads, for the great sweep of Sheridan's cavalry was still unknown to

him. Yet this must be thwarted at all hazards, and those roads protected

for a few days, or all was lost; for, these roads seized, he bad no means of

feeding his army for a week, and no means of escaping from his position.

So, stripping his intrenebments in front of Petersburg until to guard ten

miles of works there were hardly as many thousand men, he gathered a mo-

bile force, which, added to the cavalry on his right, numbered in all some

15,000 or 20,000, to meet the endeavor of Grant. 1 This column was only

sent out after nightfall, and there was a fearful probability that it would not

reach the scene of operations, fifteen miles away, until it was too late. But

a fortune which neither general could anticipate intervened in favor of Lee.

During the night a furious rain set in, which lasted all through the next

day, the 30th. The region through which Warren was working his way

was a low land covered mainly with tangled woods, threaded every where

with swampy brooks, which a sharp shower would render difficult of pas-

sage. The soil of mingled sand and clay, upheaved by the winter frosts,

was still soft, and the rain quickly converted the ill-made roads into mor-

tar-beds. Any thing on wheels could hardly move a rod unless the road

was laboriously corduroyed. Footmen and cavalry could indeed advance

slowly ; so, during the 30th,Warren and Sheridan worked their way a little

onward, the former toward the White-oak Eoad, the latter toward the Five

Forks. Lee's column had much farther to go. but they had the advantage

of a less intolerable road, and thus, on the morning of the 31st, had passed

beyond the extremity of the intrenched line, and occupied the White-oak

Eoad toward the Five Forks.

On the morning of Friday, March 31, Warren's corps had worked itself

up in sight of the White-oak Road, clear beyond the line of the enemy's

intrenchments. On account of the woods and swamps, they could not form

a regular line of battle, but each division was so massed that it could fight

in any direction. Humphreys's corps had connected with Warren on the

right. Just before nine o'clock Warren received an order from Meade, in-

forming him that there was firing along Humphreys's front, and directing

him to be ready to support Humphreys, if necessary, adding that there

would be no movement of troops that day. Warren replied that he thought

it best, if possible, to drive the enemy from the road, and in two hours re-

ceived permission to make the attempt. Winthrop's brigade of Ayres's di-

vision was sent to make the attempt. The Confederates, at the same time,

had planned a counter-move to drive Warren off. They rushed forward

from both north and west. Ayres's division was forced back in confusion

upon Crawford's, which lay next behind. This also gave way, and both

fell back upon Griffin, who was posted in an opening in the woods large

enough to give room for all. The two divisions which had fallen back, be-

wildered by the fierce assault in front and flank, amidst the unknown for-

ests and swamps, rallied with that of Griffin, and held their ground. Hum-

phreys, in the mean while, had sent Miles's division against the enemy's

left flank. Warren, at two o'clock, finding that the enemy had ceased from

his onset, advanced upon him with all his force. To his surprise, he met

with little resistance; only one of his brigades was seriously engaged, and

this swept up nearly a whole Confederate regiment, with its flags. At half

1 These two divisions formed Merrill's command ; Sheridan directing nil tlio c.iviilry, together

with inch iufniilrv ns were at limes added to it for special operations.
* For tlie movements of March 20, SO, 81 , mid April I , culminating in the buttle of the Fivo

Forks, one needs to compare Sheridan's Report with Warren's Account of Operations. For the

operation* of the Fifth Corps we rely upon Warren; for those of the cavalry, upon Sheridan.

Grant'* report of thin critical period is very meagre. Confederate reports are wholly wanting.

' The numbers of this body ore given conjcclurally from the Indicia afforded by its known losses.

Swinton ('innii «f thr P-l,,',,,,,.-, .-,«',; D.rh-irr. &!//«, 1^'') gives the number at 1..,HUi. appa-

rently o-iciiiMve of ih.- cavalry, which could no! then have lu'en more than UOOil. In this state-

ment he apparently f..ll..w> IMlard (

T

Msi CW, lihO), rJiwe words are: ;'In the night of tbo

"<,\, Cienend U-eJiavine: pcrcei\cd limtit's muno-uvre. di.pan bed IV kett < and Ruslirod Jonn-

=nn's divisions Wife's anil Han-om's hripides, lienor's harlahon id mianlrv, and ritzhugh Lees

division—in all ! it I7,»>nn men— to encounter Ihe tnrninu: column of the enemy." But Fiti-

linch I co's cavalry division were ulrcudv upon the right, filling hack before Shendan. Taking

into account the ascertained losses in tbi's force, we think thut Folhird'a statement is u Yery close

approximation to the nctuul number.
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post three he wrote from the White-oak Road to Meade's chief of staff:

" We have driven the enemy, I think, into his breastworks. The prisoners

report General Lee here to-day, and also that their breastworks are 6tled

with troops. We have prisoners from a portion of Pickett's and Johnson's

divisions." He had, to appearance, won a decided victory on the White-

oak .Ridge, though at heavy cost, for his losses in killed and wounded num-
bered 1400.

Lee had, indeed, recoiled from the attack. Possibly he would in any case

have given it up after having forced Warren back a space from his threat-

ening position, for he was in no condition to run great risks, unless urged

by imperative necessity. But the immediate occasion was that he was call-

ed upon to meet a still more imminent peril. To understand this, we must
look to Sheridan's movements.

On the 30th, Sheridan, in spite of the rain, bad pushed a part of his com-
mand toward the Five Forks, forcing the Confederate cavalry westward, and

right away from the army of Lee. In the forenoon of the 31st a division

of the cavalry reached the Forks. This point must be regained by Lee at

all hazards, so the force which had been engaged with Warren was with-

drawn and sent down the White-oak Road, and, falling upon the Union
cavalry, drove them from the Forks. Then, uniting with the cavalry of

Fitzhugh Lee, the whole force pressed upon Sheridan's cavalry, who were
much scattered, and, in spite of strong resistance, forced them bnck upon
Dinwiddie Court-house. The two divisions of Devi n andDavies were cutoff

from a direct retreat, and compelled to make a wide detour to gain the main
body at Dinwiddie, reaching it only after the fight which there ensued was

over. But Sheridan's horsemen, dismounting, took post behind a slight

breastwork of rails, where they recovered and repulsed the assault of the

enemy, who at dark withdrew a little, and lay upon their arms within a

hundred yards. During the evening, Sheridan was informed by a dispatch

from Grant that Warren's corps were ordered to report to him, and would
reach him by midnight. This dispatch was written hours before—Grant's

headquarters being ten miles away—and in ignorance of what had trans-

pired. Warren also, some time before, had begun to receive orders from

Meade. At five o'clock he was told that Sheridan was pushing up the

White-oak Road, and he might send down a small force to communicate
with him, but must be careful not to fire into bis advance. An hour and a

half later, the tidings to Warren were that a portion of Pickett's force had
penetrated between him and Sheridan. Warren had learned this before.

An hour and a half more, and tidings came that Sheridan had been forced

back to Dinwiddie by a strong force of cavalry, supported by infantrv.

Close upon the heels of this came an intimation from Meade that " the prob-

ability is that we shall have to contract our lines to-night." To contract

the lines was equivalent to a retreat. All the indications at the moment
were that this movement would be a repetition of those which had gone be-

fore. Warren urged that, instead of retreating, he might be allowed to

move down to Dinwiddie, and attack the enemy on one side, while Sheridan
assailed him on the other. Orders for movements were given, few of which,
owing to the darkness, were capable of exact literal execution, but the gen-

eral purport of all was that Warren should advance to the aid of Sheridan. 1

He obeyed the intent of his orders, and moved as rapidly as possible.

1 TliQ last order from Mo.ide to Wnmn, written a quarter of an hour heforc midnight,
wived no hour after, contained these pontences i " Sberidnn can not maintain himself at Di
did without re-onfortemonts; and yours nro the only ones tint can be tent. Time is of the ntmost
importance. L'^e even exertion to get troops 10 him as Boon as possible. If Sheridan is

enforr--1 --''forced, and u compelled to full bad;, ho will retire by the Vaughau liuaiL"

But, in the mean time, the Confederates had their own difficulties to en-

counter. They had found it impossible to shake Sheridan away from Din-

widdie; and, knowing that re-enforcements were coming to him, they began

a little after midnight to retire cautiously toward the Five Forks. Sheri-

dan suspected that this movement was going on, and so notified Meade by

verbal message; but he could not be sure, for at three o'clock he sent an

order to Warren stating that be was holding on at Dinwiddie with Custer's

division, where he might be attacked at daybreak. In that case, Warrem

who was thought to be nearer than he was, should also attack in flank and

rear. " Do not fear," added Sheridan, " my leaving here. If the enemy

remain I shall fight at daylight." But just after daylight, when Ayres's di-

vision, the advance of Warren's corps, came in sight, the enemy " hastily

decamped," 1 and hurried back toward their intrenchments at the Five Forks.

Merntt followed hard after with the cavalry, until he saw the enemy fairly

within their works, and had even driven them from two lines of temporary

works.

The whole of Warren's corps were united at seven o'clock on the morn-

ing of April 1 at a point three miles from the Forks, and somewhat to the

right of the extremity of the Confederate works, which had in the mean

while been much strengthened. Here they were halted for four hours by

Sheridan until he could complete his arrangements for attack, for he pro-

posed nothing less than to dispose absolutely of this body, crushing it if

possible, and driving westward any who might escape, isolating them from

the main army at Petersburg. There was a likelihood that Lee, compre-

hending the peril, might venture to send re-enforcements down the White-

oak Road to the Forks. Fortunately, Sheridan had just been joined by

MeKenzie's fresh cavalry, a thousand strong. These were sent straight to

the White-oak Boad, with orders to attack any force of the enemy which

they might find. The prevision was justified. McKenzie met a force

coming down, and drove 11 back.

The day was wearing away when Sheridan had completed his prelimina-

ry dispositions. His plan was beautiful in its simplicity. Merritt was to

bold the enemy in front with a part of the cavalry, while with the remain-

der he should demonstrate as if proposing to turn their right flank. AVar-

ren was to move the infantry up to the White-oak Koad, and then, by a

sharp wheel to the right, strike the enemy's left, and, doubling it up, gain

their rear. This plan presupposed a great superiority of force, but that was

at hand. Sheridan had of cavalry and infantry quite 20,000; the Confed-

erates could hardly number more than 10,000 infantry, with only a few

guns; and they do not appear to have brought their cavalry behind their

intrenchments, where they could be of little service.

Having, as was his wont, made his plans with careful deliberation, Sher-

idan was eager for their prompt execution. He chafed at every thing

which looked like delay. Warren, quite as earnest, strove to repress all

outward manifestations of impatience, which be thought would tend to im-

pair the confidence of his troops. "When every thing possible is being

done " he ar-ued, " it is important to have the men think it is all that suc-

cess demands." So Sheridan rode off firmly impressed with the idea that

Warren was not exerting himself to get his corps up as rapidly as be should

have done, and that " he wished the sun to go down before the dispositions

for the attack could be completed." 3

' slLwWs'S'srt. -Sheridan had also been previously dissnti.'fieii with "'arren ^c hno%

very naturallv. ,U,-,\ that Wrislit', w,n ,H, nhirh had been with h.ro in the \ alley of the Shenan-

doah should "be sent to him instead of that of Warren. This, owing to its position, could not 06
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But the sun was still more than two hours high when Warren advanced
from the point where his corps had been formed, a thousand yards from the

White-oak Road. In the operations of the three days about 2000 of his

corps had been disabled, and 1000 more bad fallen out from -weariness, or

been sent on detached duty, so that the corps went into action 12,000
Btrong. Ayres's division, the weakest, was on the left; next came Craw-
ford's, with Griffin's as a support, in its rear, and a little to the right. It

was supposed that upon reaching the road they would strike just upon the
enemy's left; then, pivoting upon Ayres's division, the others were to wheel
round, so that Crawford's would just fall upon the flank. But, on reaching
the road, it was found that they were some distance from the hostile line,

which was also hidden in a thick wood beyond an open space. This mis-

take, slight in itself, changed the whole order of the battle. The division
of Ay res, forming that part of the radius nearest to the centre of the semi-

circle to be described in the turning movement, and thus having the short-

est distance to be traversed, effected its change of front earliest, and moved
across the open space toward the enemy's position. The order given to

each division was to keep closed upon that to its left; and as the region
where they were to move was wholly unknown, tbe direction to march was
to be maintained by keeping the sun over their left shoulders. But now,
Crawford having the larger distance to sweep, his left became disjoined from
Ayres's right, which was thus thrown out into the air, in the open space
over which both were advancing. At this moment, also, a sharp fire was
poured from the woods upon these exposed flanks—Ayres's right and Craw-
ford's left. The effect was that the right of Ayres became disordered, many
of the men rushing back to the rear, while Crawford's left obliqued to the

right, where the woods and a slight ridge gave shelter. Thus the interval

between the two became still wider. The firing, however, was more noisy

than destructive, owing to the dense wood through which the shot had to

pass. Ayres soon rectified his line; the portions which had become un-
steady "moved up and bore their part of the action in a handsome man-
ner." 1 Pressing forward, be soon came upon the enemy's position. The
Confederate line ran from west to east, but its extremity was turned at a
right angle northward for a hundred yards. Tbis crochet, fronting to the
cast, was that part of the line facing Ayres. It was a strong breastwork
secured behind a dense undergrowth of pines. Through this undergrowth
and over the breastwork Ayres's corps charged with the bayonet, and cap-
tured a thousand prisoners—more than a third of its own number.3 Here
it was halted by Sheridan, who was now on tbis part of the field, awaiting
the result of what was transpiring elsewhere. It was soon "apparent that

the enemy were giving way generally," and Ayres pushed forward rapid-

ly, holding his men in hand, and marching steadily in line of battle.3

Crawford, having completed his wider circuit, moved steadily westward,
urged on by both Sheridan and Warren. His way lay through bogs, tan-
gled woods, and thickets of pines, interspersed here and there with open
spaces. The Confederate skirmishers spread northward from the extremity

granted. Ho also believed that Warren had not joined him as promptly as he should have done;
and had even received, " unsolicited," us lie Buys, authority to remove him. But it is hardly pos-
sible that such permission would have been expressly given unless Grunt, to whom Sheridan di-
rectly reported, was somehow assured that it huh desired. ' Ayres's Report.

' A^?!.8 <iiv
ii'

orl marched out on tho 29th not «,iiito 4000 strong. In the interval it had lost
3 Ayres's Report.about 1000.— Warren's Narrative.

of their intrenched line. These were steadily driven back; aud so Craw-
ford moved straight along parallel to the enemy's main line until he reached
the Ford Koad, running north from the Five Forks, and directly in the rear
of what had been its centre. It was no longer its centre. Griffin, whose
circle of movement was a little exterior to that of Crawford moved on a
little behind. Pressing westward for a mile, and finding nothing on his

front except a few cavalry vedettes, he halted to reconnoitre. Heavy firing

to his left and rear showed that the enemy were in that direction, and thith-

er he directed his march. Warren had sent a messenger with orders to that

effect. Moving at double-quick, he struck the rear of tbe enemy's left, cap-

turing the breastworks, and securing 1500 prisoners.

Tbe whole Confederate left almost to its centre was now driven in. Half
or more of it were prisoners. The rest streamed down the White-oak Road.
But Crawford had reached the Ford Eoad, and barred the only avenue of

escape to the north. Down this pressed Crawford, with whom Warren had
now taken his position. Sheridan had before directed McKcnzie with his

cavalry to sweep clear to the right of the infantry and gain the Ford Road,
lie took too wkle a circuit through an unknown region, and found himself
moving away from tbe battle ; and, turning back, reached the road, not till

after Crawford had won it, but in time to take part in tbe closing scenes of
the fight and the pursuit.

Meanwhile the cavalry bad borne their share in the action. Two divi-

sions of Crook's command had been left behind at Dinwiddie to guard the

trains and crossings of the streams; the other, that of Gregg, was on the

left and rear, skirmishing with the Confederate cavalry. Merritt, with the

divisions of Devin and Custer, charged the enemy's lines in front, the sig-

nal being the firing of Warren's infantry. They carried the lines at sev-

eral points, not without enduring heavy loss. While Griffin and Ayres
pressed upon the routed left flank, Crawford came down upon their rear.

One brief hut determined effort was made to stop him. A stiff line, sup-

ported by artillery, was formed across the road, from which Coulter's bri-

gade suffered severely. But the effort was vain. Entrapped, assailed in

front, flank, and rear, almost the whole of the force surrendered to Crawford.

Warreu now rode on to the coveted Five Forks, thence westward along
the White-oak Road. A mile beyond tbe Forks the remnant of the Con-
federates made one more attempt to stand. Their line was formed at a

right angle, one branch facing southward toward Merritt's cavalry, the oth-

er eastward to confront Warren, whose three divisions had come up in pur-

suit. These were somewhat disordered by their long march and fighting

through the woods. They halted, but kept up a rapid fire. Warren, with
a few of his staff, dashed to the front, shouting to those at hand to follow.

He was met with a single sharp fusilade; his horse was shot under him, an
aid at his side was killed, and Colonel Richardson, who had sprung right

between him and the enemy, fell sorely wounded. But Warren's appeal

had not been in vain. All along the line officers and color-bearers sprang

to the front; and the troops, advancing at a run, and without firing, cap-

tured every man in their front. Those who had been trying to make a
stand against Merritt broke and fled in wild confusion by the only way
open to them—that leading westward. Merritt and McKenzie dashed for-

ward in pursuit^ which was kept up for six miles, and until long after dark-

ness had set in. The two divisions upon which Lee had counted for the

salvation of bis army were gone. Johnson's was utterly annihilated ; of

Pickett's we find, five days later, note of a remnant of a few hundred men.

Whether tbey had been in tbe fight and escaped, or whether they had been

kept back, is not recorded. The Union loss in tbe battle of the Five Forks

was about 1000, of which 634 were of Warren's corps. Of the Confederate

killed and wounded there is no statement. They lost in prisoners between

5000 and 6000, of whom 32-44 were captured by Warren.

The blow to Lee was a crushing one. It is said that upon the receipt of

the tidings of his loss, he for the only time gave utterance to any reproach

in the field. The next time his troops were taken into the field he would
put himself at their head ; and, turning to one of his generals, he ordered

him sharply to gather up and put under guard all the stragglers in the field

—officers as well as men. It may be granted that the Confederates fought

at Five Forks, with less than their wonted vigor ; but they must hare felt

that, after Sheridan had fairly shut them up within their lines, victory was

impossible; and, moreover, could they have made their escape, now that

their lines were fairly turned, it would be but to prolong for a few days a

hopeless struggle.

When Warren bad captured the last of the enemy opposed to him, be

sent to Sheridan a report of the result, and asked for farther instructions.

The reply was that his instructions had been sent. Tbey reached him at

seven o'clock. Surely no general who had just gained a victory so brilliant

and decisive ever before received upon the field which be had won such a

message. The order ran thus :
" Major General Warren, commanding Fifth

Corps, is relieved from duty, and will report at once for orders to Lieutenant

General Grant, commanding armies U. S." The command of the corps was

conferred upon Griffin. 1

1 That the general credit of tho victory of the Five Forks must be given to Sheridan is undoubt-

ed. Tho plans were bis, and tuBj were, as bo .affirms " successfully executed." Hut the essen-

tial feature of th.si- plans, without which all el-c would have been comparatively fruitless, wan tho

operations of tho Fifth Corps. These operations were conducted by Warren. After the move-
ment wns begun, there is record of but a single nnler given by Sheridan !o any |Hirtinn or this corps.

The main allegation brought by Sheridan against Warren is that " General Warren did not exert

himself to get up his corps ns rapidly as be might have done, and his manner gave me tho impres-

sion that ho wished the sun to go down before dispositions for the attack could bo completed."

But the dispositions wore made and the attack commenced while the sun was yet more than two

hours high, and in time to win tbe victory before it bad set. Moreover, each of Warren's division

commanders—and no one more explicitly than Griffin, who succeeded him—aver that their divi-

sions were formed withnat any unnecessary delay. Sheridan, indeed, makes two other specifica-

tions against Warren : {!.) " Had General Warren moved according to the expectations of tho

Lieutenant General, there would appear to have been bat little chanco fur tbo escape of the enemy's
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While the result of the movements of Sheridan and Warren were uncer-

tain, active operations directly before Petersburg were suspended to await

the issue upon the extreme Union left. When, at nightfall, Sheridan had

utterly routed the force directly opposed to him, his position was not free

from peril. His command, now numbering about 18,000 cavalry and in-

fantry, was widely separated from the main army, and there was reason to

apprehend that Lee would, during the night, abandon his lines, and, falling

upon Sheridan, drive him off, and thus open the way for retreat. To guard

against this, Miles's division of Humphreys's corps was sent to the support

of Sheridan, while a furious bombardment was opened along the whole line,

sweeping from the north of Petersburg clear around to Hatcher's Run. The

Union batteries had gradually crept closer to the city, and for the first time

during the siege the balls fairly crashed through the streets of Petersburg.

This fierce fire was kept up until almost daybreak, when the general as-

sault was ordered. Parke and Wright had before expressed their belief

that they could carry the lines in their front

The assault commenced just before daybreak on the morning of Sunday,

April 2. Parke's Ninth Corps was in front of the strongest portion of the

Confederate defenses. The general plan for this corps was that Wilcox's

division should make a feint in front of Fort Steadman, while the divisions

of Potter and Hartranft were to make the assault to the left, at the very

points which it had been hoped would have been opened by the explosion

of the mine eight months before. Each column was accompanied by pio-

neers with axes, and details of artillerists to work any guns that might be

captured. Wilcox's feint was successful. His division carried the whole

outer line in its front, causing the Confederates to concentrate a heavy force

to stay their farther advance. Then, at half past four, the signal was given

for the opening of the main assault. The troops, eager to avenge their for-

mer repulse, sprang forward with a rush, and in the teeth of a deadly storm

of grape, canister, and musketry, plunged through the ditch, tore away the

abatis, mounted the parapet, and carried the line of works. Here Har-

trauft's division captured 12 guns and 800 prisoners. Potter's division,

next on the left, attacked with equal vigor, and, in spite of the most gallant

opposition, pressed the enemy clear back to his interior cordon of works.

This inner line had within the last few months been most elaborately forti-

fied. From it the position gained by Parke was swept on the right and

the left by an enfilading fire of artillery. Potter made a determined hut

unsuccessful effort to force this inner cordon. He fell severely wounded,

and the command of his division fell upon Griffin. 1 But the assault in

other quarters had met with such success that there was no need for the

Ninth Corps to essay to carry the lines opposed to them. Parke was di-

rected not to advance unless he saw the way clear to success, but to strength-

en his position so as to hold it against any assailing force.

The Sixth Corps, under Wright, was next on the left to that of the Ninth.

As it lay, it occupied a salient where the Union lines, after trending away

from the Confederate works, again closely approached them. Here, during

the darkness, this corps had been formed into a mighty wedge, which was,

in the result, to be driven straight through the Confederate lines which had

for so long bidden defiance to ail assault. At half past four a single gun

gave signal for the advance of the Sixth. It happened that the very

point where the edge of the wedge was to strike had been left weakly held

by the withdrawal of the force which had held it to defend a point which

seemed of more pressing importance. The Confederate pickets and skir-

mishers were swept away in a moment, the three lines of abatis overpassed,

the works crowned, the long lines which had guarded Petersburg and its

railway communications pierced. The Confederate army, a quarter of

which had twelve hours before been annihilated by SheridaD and Warren,

was again cut in two, a quarter of what remained being to all appearance

wholly severed from the main body. Wright swept leftward for a space

down'the line of the Confederate in trenchments, repeating Warren's move-

ment at Five Forks, and capturing some thousands of prisoners ; and then,

being joined by portions of Ord's command and Humphreys's corps, who

had carried every thing in their own fronts, turned to the right, and moved

straight toward Petersburg, leaving that portion of the Confederate force-

which had been severed from the main army to be disposed of by Sheridan,

whose command had in the mean while been augmented by Miles's division

of Humphreys's corps.

Miles was ordered by Sheridan to move up the White-oak Road and at-

tack the extreme right of the enemy. Tliis, in the mean time, had been

cut off from Petersburg by Wright and by Humphreys, who, with the di-

visions of Hays and Mott, carried a redoubt in their front, and then swept

round and took up their position upon the left of Wright. The Confeder-

ates here made no opposition, and their isolated right fled northward, cross-

ing Hatcher's Run, and took up a position at Southerland's Station, on the

Southside Railroad. Miles was anxious to attack, and Sheridan gave him

permission to do so; hut at this moment Meade directed that Miles should

be returned to the command of Humphreys, and the attack, to Sheridan's

regret, was not made. Sheridan, who had been moving in the same direc-

tion with the Fifth Corps, now retraced his steps, and moved back to the

Five Forks. Thence they struck the railroad, and, after destroying it for

remaining days of the cam-
liijor general. lie is to bo

iDfld of tlio -Fifth Corns.

the morning of the 1st of April. Whether or not

ntion of Grant, have made nn n ernents which would

_ on the waning of thnt day, could lime lind no nd-

( _!. i
" Dining [In- attack I again became dissatisfied with General

ment, portions of hi* line gave way when not exposed to a heavy fire,

.•iirideiire ">i the purl of the troops, which General Warren did not ex-

therefore relieved him from the command of the Fifth Corps, authority

i sent to me before the buttle unsolicited."— Leaving «"> of v'0»' Sheri-

to the gallantry of the troops in this engagement, there is no mention of

giving way under any fire, light or heavy, saving the very brief one of n

cs's division, and this was soon rectified ; and these very men, in a few minuter " bore

a part in a handsome manner in the first brilliant charge which took place." In any ease. \\ ar-

ret! could not personally iti-pire them with confidence, for he was in a different part of the held
;

and he, ns commander of the corps, had a right to judge on what portion of the field bi"

was moat required, subject, of course, to ibe ultimate decision of his superiors, upon doe

infantry in front of Dinwiddle Court-house"

Warren could, either with or without the e\|:

have had this remit, it is attain that Shend.

equate- mean- of Luc-wing. (S.J "During
Warren. In this engagement, portions of 1

and simple fnuii want "I .'inideiice on the
]

ert himself to inspire,

for this nclion having

dan's emnlnitU

nny part of W
part of Ayi

1 General P. G. Griffin, who commanded the division during the fe

paign with such ability that he received therefor the brevet rank of

distinguished from General Charles Grifiin, who was now in

.
Sheridan, being on a still differ

ent'part of the field, i.uillba^ had m. per-.nal knowledge on litis point : and. in the interval of

less than Wo hours between anv pi»-iMe giiing way and the order ol snpcr-edtire. could not have

had opportunity to nsi erl.iiti the t i. t- in tin- .<-' with -ullii-ieiil certainty to warrant such a sum-

mary procedure. The misconduct, if anv had existed, could no longer produce any evil effect, for

the Victorv had been fully won when the superscdure took place. The order was certainly <»ei-

hastv, ami we think no one who examines the question will hesitate to say unjust. There is, in-

deed", no reason to suppose that Sheridan was moved by any unworthy personal feeling, for the two

generals had never happened to serve together. Sheridan was likely somewhat annoyed that 1\ ar-

ren'a corps, instead .if Wright's, whs sent to him; for on the day before, in writing his plans to

Grant, bo said : "I heliove I could, with the Sixth Corps, turn the enemy's lelt or break through

his line-, hut I would not like the Fifth Corps to make such an attempt." But the fifth Corps

under his own dispositions, did make the nte-mpi. and with a snece-s which did not full short of

bis most sanguine anticipations of what the Sixth would have accomplished. Warren, on report-

ing to Grant, was nt once assigned to the command of the defenses at City Point and Bermuda

Hundred. Just a month after hi. super-edure from the command of the Fifth Corps he was as-

signed to the command of the Department of the Mississippi, the only one in which there was then

any prospect of further hostilities.
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a space, moved up it toward Souther] and's Station, upon the flank of the

Confederates who still held position there. His cavalry meanwhile had

been sent westward to break up the Confederate cavalry, who had gathered

in some force, but not sufficient to offer any resistance. These operations

consumed the whole day. Toward evening Miles attacked the enemy at

Southerland's, and, after a brief conflict, routed them, capturing 600 prison-

ers, and driving them in confusion to the Appomattox. It was supposed

that the river was impassable, and that this body, shut in by Sheridan on

the one side and Humphreys on the left, must surrender. But there hap-

pened to be a ford, over which they escaped, leaving their guns behind, and

next day joined Lee in his retreat.

Two or three hundred yards behind the lines which Wright had carried

a series of strong forts bad been erected to guard against just such results

ns had ensued. In the movement which had followed, Gibbon's division

of Ord's command came right upon the two strongest of these, Forts Alex-

ander and Gregg, which were all that stood in the way of the Federal forces

marching straight upon Petersburg by the rear. Gibbon dashed upon these.

Fort Alexander was carried with a rush. Within Fort Gregg had been

gathered a mixed garrison from the very extremities of the Confederacy.

There were "Virginians and Louisianians, North Carolinians and Mississip-

pians. Its commander was Captain Chew, of Maryland. Gibbon marched

straight for this fort, but was met by a fire so fierce and deadly that the

troops recoiled for a moment. Then the charge was renewed; the assail-

ants, unchecked by the fusilade which met them, swarmed up the parapet.

Once, twice, and thrice they were pressed back
;
but at length the crest was

gained, and a brief hand-to-hand conflict ensued. The fort was carried.

Of its two hundred and fifty defenders, only thirty survived ; of the assail-

ants, five hundred lay dead or wounded.

It was now barely seven o'clock, hardly three hours from the time when

the grand assault had been commenced; but within that time the whole

outer line of defenses had been carried, and what remained of the Confed-

erate army was shut up within the interior lines. Lee, with Hill and Ma-

hone, was within the city, listening to the noise of battle which sounded

from every side, and endeavoring from it to judge bow the fight was going,

and to decide upon what remained to be done. The reports grew moment-

ly nearer and nearer. "How is this, general?" exclaimed Lee to Hill;

"your men are giving way I" Hill, buttoning- around him a rough citizen's

coat, upon the shoulders of which were only the stars of a colonel, and ac>

companied by a single orderly, rode out to reconnoitre. In a wooded ra-

vine he came upon half a dozen soldiers in the blue Federal uniform. They
had penetrated in advance of their comrades. He ordered them to surren-

der. For an instant they were confounded by the very audacity of the de-

mand. The next instant their answer was given from their rifles, and Hill

fell dead from his horse. Of all the great generals in the Confederate army,

no other one had borne part in so man}' of the great battles in Virginia,

Maryland, and Pennsylvania, from Bull Run onward. No one division of

the Army of Northern Virginia had been engaged in so many fights as his.

After the seven days on the Peninsula, it had formed part of Jackson's com-

mand while that daring general lived. It bore the brunt of the fight at

Groveton, saved the lost day at Antietam, won the action at Chancellors-

ville, was foremost in the Wilderness, and to it, during this last campaign,

was confided the most important task, that of holding the Confederate lines

on the right, the vital point in Lee's system of defense

Sheridan's victory at the Five Forks and Wright's piercing of the Con-

federate lines had in a few hours solved the long-questioned problem of

the siege of Petersburg. The place was no longer tenable, for its avenues

of supply were lost beyond all hope of recovery. Lee resolved upon a

speedy abandonment of the lines which he had held so long. The bells

were ringing for church on that Sunday morning when a dispatch was sent

to President Davis, at Richmond, giving notice of what had happened, and
informing him that the two besieged cities would be abandoned by the

army, and advising that the authorities should make preparations to leave

the capital that night.

Lee, indeed, was shut up to the alternative to surrender or to make his

escape, and try the almost desperate chance of a race for life or death with
a victorious army of thrice his force close upon his rear and flank. He
ehose the latter course, and in the execution of it manifested energy and
skill not exceeded in any other portion of his career. After all the losses

of the two days, he had still an army of more than 40,000 men ; but they
were widely scattered. Some 5000, cut oft* from the rest, were at Souther-
land's, fifteen miles west of Petersburg; as many more were in Richmond
a score of miles to the north

;
Longstrcet, with half the remainder, was on

the James ; leaving 15,000 at and around Petersburg, confronting the corps
of Parke, Wright, and Humphreys, with half that of Ord— in all not less

than 50,000 men ready for action ; while upon the flank of his line of re-

treat was Sheridan with well-nigh 20,000 cavalry and infantry. 1 The ob-

stinate defense of Fort Gregg gave Lee a breathing space, and enabled him
to assume a strong defensive position which could be held for a brief space.

It must be held for twelve hours at all hazards; for the retreat could not
be begun until darkness had come on, veiling the movement from the eyes
that were keenly watching every sign of the abandonment, which all saw
was speedily inevitable.

1 The data upon which I estimate the present force of Lee mil be stated hereafter. In giving
that of Grant, I only include the numbers actunllv available for inifm'diuu- pursuit from before Pe-
tersburg. 13o-ide< the-c 7i),iiiin, there wa; » nmsiilenilile force nt t'ity Point, uml half ofthe Army
oftlio.i.imcs left under WYitzel on the north side of the .Tames. The actual number in each corps
available tor in-tant neti-ii in the lie" J at the commencement of i.ptratii.iH on the 29th was about
]/i,(X>0, or I!0,Ol"J in nil. To the-e are to be i.dd.-d lo,ooo cavalry. The losses in the interval
had beea not far from 10,000 hi killed, wounded, and prisoners.
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Lee was still ignorant that the force north of the James had been reduced
to three divisions But immediately after the tidings of the disaster at Five
Forks he had oruered Longstreet to send re-enforcements from the James to

the Appomattox. That veteran commander, with a few brigades, arrived
just in time to stay the Federal advance, and eoable Lee to form his new
line. This, in a narrow semicircle, girdled Petersburg, each flank resting

upon the Appomattox. A show of offense was the best defensive, and at

intervals, from ten o'clock until dark, blows were struck at various parts

of the Federal line closely encircling bis own. These attempts were main-
ly directed upon that part of the line held by the Ninth Corps, In one of
these assaults Fort Mohone fell again into the hands of the Confederates. 1

So threatening were these assaults, that two brigades were ordered up from
City Point and one from the Sixth Corps to re-enforce the Ninth. Fort
M.'ihone was soon recaptured, and Parke wished to renew the assault which
had been closed in the morning; but, finding that his men were greatly ex-

hausted, he decided merely to make his position perfectly secure, and await
the operations of the next day, but in the mean while to be in a position lo

take advantage of any movement which the enemy might make showing
nn intention of evacuating his position.

The night had almost passed before any such indications were per© ived.

At two o'clock in the morning the Confederate pickets were still out; but
the evacuation had been commenced in the darkness hours before. By
three o'clock the troops were all across the liver, and the only bridge in

flames, while the air was luminous with the glare of the burning warehouses.

At this moment the heavily-charged magazine of the bnttery of siege-guns

before Bermuda Hundred was blown up; then followed the explosion of
that of Fort Clifton on the James. The explosion was taken up all along

the line to Richmond, giving some tokens that the evacuation was accom-
plished, and the Confederate army in full retreat. The skirmishers of the

Ninth were at once pushed forward, but found no trace of an enemy. The
entire corps went forward, Ely's brigade leading. They were met by the

mayor and a deputation from the Common Council, who announced that the

citj', having been evacuated, was formally surrendered, and asked for the

protection of the persons and property of the inhabitants. At half past four

the flag of the First Michigan Regiment wa9 raised upon the Court-house of
Petersburg.

The dispatch of Lee, announcing his purpose to evacuate the cities, was re-

ceived by Davis while in church. Three years before, lacking a month, he

had been baptized and confirmed on the same day, and had since been a de-

vout worshiper. As nearly as such hurried moments can be noted, the

message reached the church just when the Litany, with its solemn responses,

"Good Lord, deliver us I" was being uttered. The Confederate President

rose from his knees and left the house with his wonted stately step. But
men remembered, or thought they remembered, that he seemed to have
grown older by years since he had entered the sacred edifice an hour be-

fore. Evil tidings find speedy messengers. Though no announcement was
made, within an hour every inhabitant knew that the Confederate capital

was to be abandoned. In the leading Presbyterian Church, the minister, at

the close of his sermon, announced to the congregation that there was sad

news; the army had met with great reverses, and it was not likely that the

congregation would ever again assemble in that house of God.

Never since when the Babylonians learned that Cyrus had penetrated

their walls, or when the dwellers in New Carthage assembled in the theatre

were told that the Vandals of Genseric were upon them, was there a greater

surprise than at Richmond when on that bright April Sabbath it was made
known that within a few hours the city was to fall into the hands of the be-

leaguering force. They could see no signs of siege. They knew, indeed,

that for months a great hostile force was encamped not far away, but between

them and it was their own invincible army under its indomitable command-
er, who had three years before driven off a like threatening force, and had

held tliis at bay so that not a sound of battle had reached their ears, and
who had vowed that he would die before be would abandon their defense.

Richmond bad been notably gay all through the winter and spring, so much
so that the clergy had been constrained to institute special religious services

to counteract the prevailing current of dissipation. The newspapers were

allowed to give only brief scraps of tidings furnished by the War Depart-

ment, and these amounted simply to nothing. But in the absence of all true

accounts there was a superabundance of rumors and reports. One day it

was said that a messenger was making his way overland with a treaty duly

signed, whereby the French emperor, and, by consequence, the British queen,

had formed an alliance with the Confederacy against the Union. Again it

waa reported that Johnston had crushed Sherman, and was in full march to

unite with Lee, and that by the combined force the army of Grant would be

swept away, as tbat of McClellan had been swept away not three years be-

fore Of the great battles which had been fought not a score of miles away,

not a word was told ; but on the very day before they commenced, the

morning train from Petersburg brought reports that Lee had made a night

attack, in which he had crushed the enemy along his whole line. That day

John Daniel, the editor of the leading Richmond paper, and the wielder of

the most trenchant pen in the Confederacy, had died. Next morning his

obituary appeared in the papers, closing with n regret that " the great Vir-

ginian" had passed away just as the decisive victory had been won which

was likely to prove the turning-point to the success of the Southern Con-

federacy. So, of all the days in the year, this bright April Sabbath seemed

the last which was to be the day of doom to the Confederacy.

' Fort Mahone was nt n point where (he two line- hud np]r".i< hed mo;t doEely. Opposite If >t

was Fort Sedgwick. So fierce and continuniH hurl hecn the fire frrim the^o forts that the latiflT

was known in the army aa "Fort Hell," and the former as. "Fort Damnation."
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When, therefore, the authentic tidings came that before another sun should
rise the Confederate capital was to be abandoned, they were like a thunder-
clap from a cloudless sky. All was confusion and dismay. Those who
rushed to the government offices could learn nothing; but the hasty pack-
ing of archives, and the loug lines of wagons conveying them to the railroad

depots, told the story, A special train during the afternoon bore the Presi-

dent and a part of his cabinet toward Danville. This was now the only av-

enue for those who hoped to escape from the apprehended horrors of a sack-

ed city. They could not forget how the Confederates had wantonly burned
Cumberland; they knew what had befallen Columbia. So the great throng
of those who had means of paying their fare pressed to the de"p6t of the Dan-
ville Road. They found the doors guarded by lines of soldiers, with orders

to allow no one to enter without a special pass from the Secretary of War.
To find that functionary was hopeless. Now and then one who knew the

premises, or had special means of influence, succeeded in getting within, only
to find the waiting trains loaded to twice their regulated capacity with the

employe's and effects of the government.
In the streets the disorder grew fiercer and fiercer till it rose to tumult

and riot. As night closed in all the rascality of the city seemed let loose,

and surged around every spot where there was a chance of pillage. There
were numerous stores and warehouses filled with goods which, having run
the blockade, were rated at prices which, reckoned in Confederate currency,

were worth a prince's ransom. These were broken open, and their contents

borne away with scarcely a pretense of opposition. The poorest scoundrel

in the city was for the moment a richer man than he had ever hoped to be-

come. For a few hours there had been a lingering hope that Lee would
be able to escape the necessity of withdrawing his army. But when at last

the mayor announced that this hope was vain, and that the evacuation was
a foregone conclusion, the city council proposed to get together some regi-

ments of militia to preserve order, and to establish a regular patrol for the

night. Above all, every drop of liquor in the shops and warehouses was
to be destroyed. This was partially executed, and the gutters ran with a
liquor freshet whose reeking fumes filled the air. But the destruction could

be only partial. Not a few who were to carry out the order chose to drink

rather than destroy the liquor. The militia slipped through the hands of

their officers; the patrols disappeared; soldiers, half famished during the

long months in the intrenchments, straggled from their commands, mad-
dened by the thirst for liquor, which they now found it easy to satiate. The
city was given, up to pillage; stores were entered and stripped; the side-

walks were strewn with a mingled rubbish of costly goods, provisions, and
broken glass. The early night was made hideous by the shouts of the mob,

the yells of drunken men, and wild cries of distress from women and chil-

dren.

But the horrors of that night had only begun. The great body of troops

from the fortifications had been passing through the city, and had crossed

the river. Their presence had some effect in checking the outrages. To
Ewell's corps, the rear-guard, had been committed the lask of destroying

the bridges across the James, and blowing up the iron-clad vessels which

lay in the stream, and, in general, of making way with every thing which
could be of use to the enemy. In the very heart of the town were four

warehouses rilled from top to bottom with tobacco; close by were the great

Gallego Flour-mills, the largest in the world, with all the combustible mate-

rials which gather around such establishments. To these Ewell ordered the

torch to be applied. A fire breaking out here at any time would be disas-

trous; now, when all means of checking it were paralyzed, a general con-

flagration was inevitable. The mayor and a committee of citizens remon-

strated against the execution of this order. The warehouses were fired, the

flames spread from building to building, and from street to street, over whole

acres ofground whereon was the whole business part of Richmond. With-

in its area were all the banks, insurance offices, auction stores, newspaper of-

fices, and nearly all the mercantile houses. Here, too, were arsenals stored

with shells and munitions of war : the successive explosion of these sound-

ed like a continuous peal of thunder. While this great conflagration was

raging, without even an effort to cheek it, the tumult, and riot, and ravaging,

and pillaging grew madder and madder all through that long night.

When the sun rose in the morning it looked upon a strange and sorrow-

ful scene. The streets were crowded with a motley throng—drays loaded

with goods, men toilsomely rolling barrels, women and children of'all colors

staggering under heavy loads, their own goods or that which they had plun-

dered. The Capitol Square, seeming to be safest from the conflagration,

was covered over with piles of furniture dragged from the burning houses,

among which were huddled together women and children, whose only homes

were now beneath the open sky; even here the air was dim with smoke,

and blinding with a snow of fiery cinders. The sun was an hour high

when from the rear of the motley crowd pressing up Main Street arose the

ominous cry of "The Yankees! The Yankees!"

During the three days while fighting had been going on around Peters-

burg there bad been perfect quiet on the James. Confederates and Federals

seemed aware that nothing which could be done there would influence the

issue. When that Sabbath night closed in, each was aware that the result

was decided. All the bands in Weitzel's lines struck up the national airs.

They were answered with corresponding music from the Confederate lines.

Until midnight the air was vocal with the strains of "Hail Columbia" and

"Dixie," the "Star-spangled Banner" and the "Bonnie Blue Flag." Then

came a brief interval of absolute repose, during which the Confederate troops

were silently withdrawn, and, as morning was breaking, the glare of the

flames, and the dense masses of smoke which rose over Richmond, proclaim-

ed to Weitzel that the Confederate capital, the prize of such long endeavor,
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was probably at bis mercy. Slowly and cautiously at first be put bis troops

in motion. They threaded the intricate lines of works before which they had
so long lain, and for the first time learned how formidable they were. Ev-
ery thing showed how hasty had been the abandonment. Around Fort
Field, the first approached, were three lines of abatis and one of torpedoes.

The Sags which marked the place of the torpedoes had not been taken down.
The torpedoes were carefully removed by the advance-guard. A second

and third line, each commanding that exterior to it, was passed. The camps
were entered, the tents still standing, and all the furniture within. Then,
when, for the first time, Richmond was fairly in view by a Federal army,
Wcitzel sent forward a squad of cavalry, twoscore strong, to enter the city.

It was this little body whose coming aroused the cry of "The Yankees!"
They proceeded at a leisurely walk up the main street. The crowd fled

cursing and trampling up the main street and down the by-streets. The
troopers then broke into a trot for the public square, and in a few minutes
their guidons were fluttering from the Capitol. Soon afterward a regular

flag was raised. This was the same which had been hoisted over the head-
quarters of Butler at New Orleans. It had been brought there by Shepley,
who hoped to raise it over the Capitol at Richmond. It had been given in

charge of Johnston de Peyster, a young aid of Shepley, who had asked
permission to hoist it himself when the Confederate capital should be cap-
tured. By some misapprehension, the flag was raised over the "State" end
of the Capitol instead of over the " Confederate States" end. Those who
believed in omens saw in this an augury that Federal authority had now
triumphed over the cherished theory of "States Rights."

Soon they were followed by all the troops, marching in order, but with
cheers and martial music. It was noted with bitter indignation that a regi-

ment of colored cavalry, as if moved by an irrepressible impulse as they
swept by the principal hotel, drew tbeir sabres and broke into wild shouts.
Mayo, the mayor, bad gone out to surrender the city, but missed his way.
Three years before be bad declared that " when the citizens of Richmond
demand of me to surrender the capital of Virginia and the Confederacy, they
must find some other man to fill my place." But the scenes of the past
night, and the flames which were still surging and spreading, were enough
to convince him that there was something worse even than surrender to the
Yankees. The city had been fired against his earnest remonstrance, and
now the conquering army alone could put a stop to the conflagration, and
prevent a general pillage which was going on.

General Shepley, the same who had been appointed military governor of
New Orleans, was placed in command of Richmond. He issued orders at

once. The first duty of the army was to save the city, which the Confed-
erate army, unable to hold, bad sought to destroy. The fire department of
the city would report to the provost-marshal, who would aid them with a
detachment of troops ; all attempts at plunder, whether by soldiers or citi-

zens, would be summarily punished
; no officer or soldier should enter any

private dwelling without express orders; no soldier should use offensive
words or gestures toward citizens; no treasonable expressions, or insults to

the national flag or cause, would be allowed; the rights and duties of the
citizens were laid down in the proclamations of the President; and, finally,

' Tilth the restoration of the flag of the Union, the citizens might expect the

restoration of that peace, prosperity, and happiness which they, enjoyed un-

der the Union of which that flag was the glorious symbol."

All attempts to check the conflagration seemed unavailing; but toward

evening the wind changed, blowing the flames back in the direction from

which they had spread, and the fire died out for lack of fuel. A third part

of Richmond had been burnt. The pencil of the surveyor could not have
more distinctly marked out the business portion of the city. For a night

and a day the Confederate capital had undergone all the horrors of a sacked

town; but they had been inflicted by its own populace, not by the victors

The bitterest enemies of the conquerors find hardly an instance of the slight-

est outrage committed by the Federal troops. 1 Men have wrongly, we think,

in the main, charged the burning of Columbia upon the Federal troops; but

no one has ventured to charge upon them the far more destructive confla-

gration of Richmond. The responsibility for this wanton act, palliated by
no possible pretext of military necessity, rests solely upon Ewell, who bad

for well-nigh a year commanded the garrison ofthe city. Deliberately, and

against all remonstrance, be applied the torch where there was no human
possibility that the result could have been other than what it was.

Jefferson Davis had in the mean while reached Danville, where, on the

next day, he issued a characteristic proclamation. The general-in-chief, he

said, had found it necessary to make such movements of his troops as to un-

cover the capital. The loss of the capital was certainly a great misfortune;

for months the finest army of the Confederacy had been obliged, in order to

defend Richmond, to forego many promising enterprises. But now a new
phase of the struggle had begun. The army, free from the necessity of

guarding particular points, was free to move, and could strike the enemy in

detail far from his base. Virginia, and no part of it, should be permanently

abandoned. If compelled temporarily to withdraw, the army would return

until the baffled and exhausted enemy should give over the contest; and

no peace should ever be made with the infamous invaders. The people of

Richmond only knew of this proclamation when they read it in the North-

ern newspapers. Before that time arrived the Confederate army had sur-

rendered. Davis, indeed, returned to Virginia, but it was as a prisoner of

state, captured in the vain attempt to escape to a foreign soil.

1 The best account of the iiuirfcnts at the tJifiiuro of Richmond is that given by the Rev. Dr.

Leyburn, in Harper's Mni/ininr for June, lw;i;. From this we cite n few sentences: "The curtain

bad now fullen on one act of the stupendous, drama. It was scion to rise on what, in its opening at

least, would prove even inure striking and impressive. The government and army which for years-

had protected us wns gone; 'hat other iinny, which hud come so near that they cotdd licnr the

sound of our churcli-bclls. and we could see the thir.li and smoke of their guns—that army, probably

by this time exasperated mid infuriated to the hist degree, was to be upon us with the dawn of the

coming day, mid we helplessly at their mercy imagine our condition, left by our own army
and anticipating the enemy's; the entire bu-iuess part of the city on fire— stores, warehouses, mills,

depots, and bridges, all covering acres, one seu of Hume; and as an accompaniment, the thunder of

exploding shells, and in the midst of it that long-threatening, hostile army entering to seize its prey.

... . Up to this time I do not remember to have seen a fire-engine at work. I went to one of

the Federals and told him that, unless they went to work to arrest the conflagration, the entire city

would be swept away. Sunn after, the military anlhnrities organized the crowds i.f blacks as a lire

corps, and this, with their own ell'ort.- anil the stoum-engincs at length brought to play, was instru-

mental in checking, and at length stopping l lie tempest of lire. But all the forenoon, and till well

on in the afternoon, flame and smoke, and burning brands, and showers of'Ua/mg -parks filled the

air. Seldom lias a city in proportion to its population and wealth sull'ered so terribly. Very

agreeable was the disappointment at the beliavinr of ihe victorious army. The fuct was that, with

few exceptions, the troops behaved astonishingly well, and were remarkably courteous and respect-

ful. Some case, of outrage were committed in the suburb,, but every attempt of the son in the

city of which I heard was followed by condign punishment.'"
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CHAPTER LVII.
THE RETREAT AND SURRENDER OF LEE.

The Line of Re!rent.—Number of Lee's Army.—The Pursuit.—Lcc reaches Amelia Court-house.
—Finds no Supplies.—Sheridan reaches Je t torsvilie.—Position of Lee.—He resumes his Re-
treat,—5heridnn's Plan ofAssault.—Engagement at Sailor's Creek.—Capture of Swell's Corps.
—Straggling from the Confederate Army.—Ord's Column readies Farmrillo.—Itcade attacks
and is repulsed.—The Confederates retross the Appomattox, make n stand, and repulse Hum-
phreys.—Thuy continue their Retreat.—She ridmi's Movements.—A Scout reports Supplies nt

Appomattox Station—Custer sent forward.—He captures the Trains and heads off Lee's Re-
treat.—Ord and Griffin urged forward.—The Confederate Retreat on the 8th of April.—Reach
Appomattox Station.—Are assailed by Coster and driven hack.—Situation on the Oth.—Gordon
attempts to break through.—Ho fails.—Asks a Suspension of Hostilities.—Lee and Grant.—
Their Correspondence.—Conference of Confederate Generals.—Lee seeks Grant.—Their Meet-
ing.—Terms of Surrender.—The Correspondence between Grant nnd Lee.—The Paroles. —Lee's
Farewell Address to his Army.—His Return to Richmond.—The formal Surrender.

WHEN Lee abandoned Richmond and Petersburg, his purpose was to
retreat to Danville, where be hoped to unite with Johnston. The

first necessity was to concentrate his widely-spread forces. The point of
junction fixed upon was Chesterfield Court-house, midway between Peters-
burg and Richmond, but to the west of both cities. The forces at Peters-
burgthus at first headed northwestward, those at Richmond soutbwestward.
Leaving the burning warehouses of Petersburg and the fast-spreading con-
flagration of Richmond behind them, the troops plunged into the thick dark-
ness of a moonless night. When all were brought together there were
about 40,000 men. 1 The men, unencumbered by rations, moved rapidly,
and at dawn had put nearly a score of miles between thctn and Petersburg.
AH the next day they pressed on with no signs of an enemy on their track.
To Lee it seemed that the great peril was overpast. His troubled brow
lightened. He had accomplished the almost hopeless task of getting his
army safely on its way, and had gained a start of many miles. One more
day unmolested, and he would have passed thejunction of the Southside and
Danville Railroads, and then, by destroying roads and bridges behind him,
he could easily keep ahead of any possible pursuit. But he had now to
deal with a different opponent from the one who had suffered him after An-
tietam to slip quietly across the Potomac, or that other who failed to follow
up the retreat from Gettysburg.

Early on Monday morning Grant put his pursuing columns in motion, not
following the line of Lee's retreat, but moving so as to intercept him before
be should reach the junction of the Southside and Danville roads. This is

at Burkesvillc, fifty-two miles almost due west from Petersburg. If the
Confederates passed that point, tbey were safely on their way to Danville,
and could laugh at present pursuit If the Federals reached that place, or
any other on the railroad nearer Richmond ahead of the Confederates, Lee's
purpose ofjoining Johnston would be frustrated.

The Appomattox River, rising in the county of the same name, runs east-

I am aware that this uinteu for in excess of that anally assigned. Thus Pollard <£,„(
l "" i;\'"' 11 -"^; """ ll,e "ddiliHis mad- t.. rho l'ctei>hnrE sei-ti..n of troop, from the Kieh-m-md hues nnd from Lee* extreme riKht whu-h had cro-ed the .\p,,nma.iox nb..»e Pcier-huri;"
[that is those who, hav,,,. ]„.,,„ C1„ off 1)V \Vri(-ht, retreated l«..f„re Mile-], that resourceful com-mander had now well in I,;,,,,! mi ., re ,)„,„ _<o,ih)i> troops." There is some nmhnruiiv in till-, -ame-
menl. as II is not clearly said whether in this number arc to be included those from the north of
the James and f. Ki.-hnu.iid, I.-.,IWMI at least. Elsewhere (>:,„(/,. r» Ili.^.r,, ..ft/,. Wnr jj f,H7)
ho say., 'I* hnd ou the line- he hnd nLanduiied l.cnvcen 'JT.ihmI and i>s,rti*)

""

This would"""
o include that : .jh-ipjj.. «_.-.. -. ... _'nnt t.. include lhat |.,rtn.|, cut oil' |,y Wright. Swiu.on (Arm,, of the P»!„m,i,; m:,) puts the c

r JoEtefoa^
n-nd.£* "t

! ?eM M BM" 4tla
> »* '

!

he ™<7 mi "*& to almosS,4nD)sa>'i
But the official returns show that Lee Iinulk surrendered l*7.fi(l;i men

,*.rt f,fi/,, .S.r.f„rV ,.f]\„r. I SI]"., p. 4-.J; ami Pollard (/,.,( (W, Till .avS , ' About T'.iHi
men laid down their arm-; hot the canilnhition included in addition some is.ooo simpler*, who
"ere unarmed, and who ,-ame no to , l.iun the benefit of surrender and accept ,.amies. '—liesides
these then: were, as will bo seen, not far from in,iX.M, prisoner- captured duriae; the retreat- and
there won.-, moreover, cnnsulcral.le lo-se, in killed and wminde.l. Perfect necunoy when- „rli.-inl
reports uro viaminr; is mi| ihle

;
hut I thinfc. in j.liL.it.-- Lee's enure force when 'the retreat was

a rather below than above the truo number.begun aHO.uuO, Iu

ward for fifty miles toward Richmond. At a distance of thirty miles from
the capita] it bends sharply southward for twenty miles, and then, resuming
its eastward course, reaches Petersburg. The Danville Railroad, along which
lay Lee's proposed line of retreat, runs soutbwestward, crossing the Appo-
mattox just at its southward bend. For a rapid day's march Lee's line of
retreat lay on the north side of the river, which he had then to cross in order
to head toward Danville. Grant's pursuing, or rather intercepting columns,
moved upon the south side of the river, which ran between, and thus it

happened that for the first two days the two armies, though heading for the

same point, never came in sight of each other. The Union army moved in

two parallel lines. Ord, with his two half corps of the Army, of the James,
marched along the Southside Railroad straight for thejunction at Burkes-
ville. The other and larger column, to the north, kept close to the Appo-
mattox. This column consisted of the cavalry and the Fifth Corps under
Sheridan, followed closely by the corps of Wright and Humphreys. In the

rear of this was the Ninth Corps, which was left behind to occupy Peters-

burg, form the rear-guard of the whole army, and cover the communications
with City Point.

As the morning of Monday, April 3, broke, it was doubtful whether pur-

suers or pursued would first reach the Danville Road. The chances were
rather in favor of Lee, for he had about the same distance, with the advan-

tage of better roads, and was at the outset unencumbered with provision

trains. So all day he marched cheerily on. Making a brief halt during the

night, he crossed the Appomattox at Goode's Bridge, and early on the morn-
ing of the 4lh reached Amelia Court-bouse, on the Danville Road. Here,

according to his carefully-planned arrangements, he was to have found sup-

plies for his troops, who had started out with only food for a single day.

He had ordered that trains from the South, loaded with a quarter of a mil-

lion of rations, should await him here. The trains arrived duly on the

evening of Sunday. They were met by orders from Richmond to press on
to the capital in order to carry off the persons and archives belonging to

the government. In the hurry and confusion of the moment, no order was
given for tbe unloading of the trains, and so, with all their stores of food,

they moved on to Richmond, and when Lee reached tbe Court-house he
found not a morsel of food for his famishing troops. Thus, at a moment
when every hour was precious, Lee had no alternative but to halt, break up
his force into foraging squads, and sweep the region round for such scanty

supplies of food as might be picked up. This enforced delay proved fatal.

Sheridan, on the other side of the Appomattox, had kept up a neck-and-

neck race with Lee. His cavalry, striking that of the enemy at Deep
Creek, routed them, capturing many prisoners, and leaving Griffin, who was
close behind, to pick up whatever spoils were left behind. Lee's enforced

delay at Amelia Court-house enabled Sheridan's cavalry to push ahead of

him, and strike the Danville Road. Up this they moved, and fate in the

afternoon the Fifth Corps also gained the railroad at Jettersville, seven miles

south of the Court-house. Here they intrenched themselves, resolved to con-

test the passage until the main body could come up. Had Lee been able

to move his army that afternoon, he might possibly have broken through, 1

and kept up his retreat. Such, indeed, was apparently Lee's design ; for he

sent on a dispatch, here intercepted, to the commissaries at Danville and
Lynchburg, directing 200,000 rations to meet him at Burkesville. But the

Confederate troops were in no condition to fight, much less to make a rapid

march that day. They had been pushed to the utmost limits of human cn-

1 "It seems to me that this was the only chance the army of N'orthero Virginia bad of earing

itself, which might have been done had General Lee promptly attacked and driven hack the com-
paratively Kmall force opposed to him, and pursued tits march to Burkesvillc -'uiciion."—iSAerf-

dan's Report.
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durance. Half of them were broken up into foraging parties, and all were

in a state of starvation. Moreover, their long trains of ammunition, stretch-

ing for thirty miles, must at all hazards be protected, for these, if lost, could

not be replaced. So Lee, sending forward a portion of bis trains under a

cavalry escort, was compelled to lie at Amelia Court-house all that day and

until the afternoon of the next. Humphreys's corps now came up, Meade

accompanying it, but, being unwell, he placed it under the charge of Sheri-

dan. Sheridan pushed out Davies with a brigade of cavalry to strike the

moving trains. Davies routed the escort, destroyed 180 wagons, and cap-

tured live guns, with many prisoners. Meade now requested that the Fifth

Corps should be returned to his immediate command. Sheridan complied

with reluctance. He had learned the worth of that corps, with which not a

week before be had been loth to undertake an offensive operation.

Wright's corps now came up, and three fourths of the army of the Poto-

mac were concentrated at Jettersville. On the morning of the 6th it was

put in motion toward Amelia Court-house; but Lee, anticipating such a

movement, bad the evening before moved off. Bending a little to the north,

he turned the head of the advancing force, and Sheridan, upon nearing Ame-

lia, found that Lee had given him the slip, and bad gained a full half day's

march to the westward.

The faces of the pursuing force were now turned from the north to the

west. To secure greater rapidity, it was divided into three columns, Hum-
phreys in the rear of the retreating enemy, Griffin on the south, and Wright

on the north of it. Lee's retreat was now painfully slow. Worn out, half

famished, and encumbered by the wagons, which the half-starved animals

could hardly drag over the rough roads, they could barely move half a

mile an hour. The advantage of the start was soon lost. Sheridan, whose

command was now reduced to the cavalry, soon came upon the left flank

of the long column. The trains were the tempting objects of attack, and

against these Sheridan directed his fiery energy. Crook, who was in the

advance, was to attack; if he found the enemy too strong, he was to hold

them in check, while another division passing was to strike farther on, and

so on alternating until a weak point was at last found. Crook found the

enemy too strong to be driven; he held his own, while Custer passed him

and found a weak point at Sailor's Creek, a small tributary of the Appomat-

tox. Crook and Devin coming up, the whole force charged the train, dis-

persed the guards, capturing hundreds of prisoners and sixteen guns, de-

stroying four hundred wagons, and cutting off a large body of the enemy

from their line of retreat.

The troops thus cut off were Ewell's corps and the remnants of Pickett's

division who had escaped from the disaster ofFive Forks—in all, some six

or eight thousand strong. This force thus isolated was a prize so tempting

that Sheridan, not for the first time, deviated from the principle that he had

laid down that cavalry should not be employed to attack infantry in posi-

tion, and gave Merritt permission to make a mounted charge against their

lines. The charge was gallantly made by Stngg's brigade, which dashed up

to, but were unable to break the hostile lines. But the charge accomplished

its main purpose. It detained tbe enemy for a space. Sheridan, who had

waited behind, sent back a message urging Wright's corps to come up with

the utmost speed. He was still unaware of Custer's complete success in

cutting the Confederate line two miles beyond. But information came to

him in an unexpected way. A single horseman dashed up. He was one

of Custer's men, who had rode right into the enemy's works, had been a pris-

oner for a brief space, and then, getting clear of his captors, had fairly passed

through the hostile troops and brought tidings of what bad been accom-

plished, and that Custer and Crook were pressing hard upon the opposite

side. Sheridan, in the hurry of the moment, forgot the name of the trooper,

but he must have kept the exploit in mind, for in a note added long after to

his report he mentions that he had ascertained that it was private William

Richardson, of the Ohio Veteran Cavalry. The head of Wright's division

now came up, and Swell and Pickett faced about and met them with such

a hot fire that Seymour's division was checked until Wheaton's came up to

its support. Pickett's remnant was overpowered and broke into rout. Ewell

made a brief stand, and from a commanding position poured in afire which

broke a portion of the assailants who were advancing over a patch of open

ground. But now a general charge was made. Stagg struck one flank,

Custer the rear, while Wright assailed in front. Humphreys, a little to the

right, also struck a body of the enemy, destroyed two hundred wagons, and

made many prisoners. Ewell was outnumbered and completely surround-

ed. His whole corps threw down their arms. Ewell, Custis Lee, and Ker-

shaw, with six or eight thousand men, surrendered themselves as prisoners.'

The straggling from Lee's army had become enormous. Quite a quarter

of its remaining effective force was now lopped off at a blow. The remain-

der had, however, won a brief respite, and moved on. Their sufferings from

hunger during the last days had been fearful. Save the single ration which

they had brought with them, and the scanty scraps gathered by some for-

aging parties, they had been without food since they had left Petersburg.

Company after company was sent out into the woods to browse upon the

tender shoots of the trees just bursting into bud. 2 More pitiable even than

the condition of the troops was that of the animals. At every step the jaded

horses and mules sank down. At every difficult place the way was blocked

up with wagons which could not be moved, and which were set on fire to

save them from falling into the hands of the enemy. The exploding ammu-
nition sounded like tbe continuous noise of a great battle. The spirits of

the men gave way at every step. They threw away their arms by regi-

' No actual count of the prisoners nt Sailor's Creek seems to have"been made, Sheridan roughly

estimates thorn at 10,000. Grant, probably more accurately, states the number at 6000 or 7000.

Pollard f^vee the number uf Ewell's and Pickett's men at about 6000.
' Hotelier, iii., GIG, upon authority of one ofLongut reel's staff.

ments, too weak to carry them. Thousands of these unarmed men wander-
ed away, the officers finally ceasing to make any effort to restrain the strag-

gling. Other thousands dragged themselves along mechanically by the side

or at the rear of the few who yet kept their ranks, and held on to their arms;
for there was yet, after the disaster at Sailor's Creek, a solid core of some
ten thousand in whom was now concentrated all the vitality of the great

Army of Northern Virginia. So the army struggled on, heading for Farui-

ville, where tbey hoped to recross the Appomattox, and, by burning the

bridges behind them, place the river once more between them and their

eager pursuers.

While the Army of the Potomac thus pressed hard upon tbe Confederates,

Ord, with his command from the Army of the James, bad, on the evening
of the oth, reached Burkesville. Next morning he moved northward to-

ward Farmville, hoping to head off the enemy there. Approaching this

place, he sent Reade forward with a couple of regiments and a squadron of
cavalry. He encountered the head of Lee's column and charged it vigor-

ously. His small force was repulsed with heavy loss, he himself being among
the slain. But this attack delayed the crossing until the remainder of Ord's
force came up, whereupon the Confederates intrenched themselves too strong-

ly to be assailed. During the nigbt they began to cross tbe river at various

points, proposing to destroy the bridges behind them. This was delayed an
hour too long. The last of the stragglers had just got over, and the fuel

w hich was to consume the bridges was just lighted, when Barlow's division

of the Sixth Corps came up, drove off the Confederate rear-guard, saved the

highway bridge close by the high railroad bridge, and secured the means of

crossing the river. The Confederates fell back step by step to positions

which had been previously selected until toward night, when their whole
remaining force was seen drawn up in line of battle in a position covering

the roads, their batteries sweeping a gentle slope of half a mile in their front.

Humphreys, keeping Barlow in their front, sent Miles around to attack them
upon their left. The assault was repelled with heavy loss; and then, under
cover of night, the Confederates resumed their retreat eastward toward Appo-
mattox Station, where supplies were awaiting them. They hoped that the

start thus gained would enable them to reach Lynchburg, a score of miles

beyond, where they would pass the mountains, and emerge -into the great

Valley of Virginia. Here they might hope for at least a temporary respite

from pursuit.

Sheridan, having learned that Ord had failed to cut off tbe enemy at Farm-
ville, apprehended that it might be Lee's purpose to sweep south westward-

ly by rapid marches, heading the pursuing columns, and, regaining the Dan-

ville Road, follow up bis original plan ofjoining Johnston in North Carolina.

He therefore sent his cavalry in that direction. Beaching Prince Edward
Court-house and discovering no traces of the enemy, he sent his divisions to

reconnoitre in various directions to find the whereabouts of Lee's army.

Crook, crossing the Appomattox, struck the main body near Farmville, as-

sailed their trains, was repulsed, and recrossed the river. On tbe morning
of the 8th the cavalry was concentrated at Prospect Station. Here Sheridan

was informed by one of his scouts that at Appomattox Station, twenty-eight

miles distant, were four trains of cars laden with provisions for Lee's army.

The report of this scout, as the event proved, gave shape to the events of

the two closing days of the campaign. It showed just whither Lee was now
heading. Instead of aiming at Danville, he was moving straight for Lynch-

burg. The cavalry were forthwith pushed forward to seize these trains.

Custer, who was in the advance, reached Appomattox Station at midnight.

The Confederate van had reached the point just before, and had gone into

camp. Dashing upon the rear of the trains, Custer cut them off from return-

ing to Lynchburg, captured them, sent them to the rear, and then, without

even waiting to reform, burst upon the Confederate force, and drove it pell-

mell northward toward Appomattox Court-house, capturing, besides the

trains, twenty-five guns and a park of wagons. Sheridan was little behind.

He sent back word to Ord and Griffin, who, with their infantry corps, were

behind, that if they only pressed on there was no escape for the enemy.

Meanwhile he disposed of his cavalry in such a manner as to cover the roads

toward Lynchburg, resolving to contest them step by step until the infantry

could come up.

The Confederates having, on the evening of the 7th as it seemed, fairly

shaken off the attack of Humphreys on their rear, pressed forward all that

night and the next day with renewed hopes. If one from a balloon could

have overlooked the region lying directly under his eye, he would have seen

at a glance that the whole issue turned upon the relative speed of the pur-

suers and pursued for a few hours. Lee's line of retreat lay along a narrow

neck of land between the Appomattox and the James, which here ran paral-

lel at a distance of seven or eight miles. The only avenue of escape was to

the west, for on the north was the James, the bridges over which had all been

destroyed two months before to prevent the march of Sheridan; on the south

was tbe Appomattox, difficult of passage, and covered on its opposite side by

Orel, Griffin, and Sheridan ; eastward, and pressing after in the rear, were

Humphreys and Wright. For the first few hours of the day the retreating

army moved slowly along by-paths running through thickets of oak and

pine. At noon tbey struck the main road, and then moved rapidly. Every

hour they appeared to be gaining upon the pursuers, for the noise of a single

gun could not be heard in their rear. When, as night was falling, the head

of the column came to Appomattox Station, the rear being but four miles

behind, they went into camp with a feeling of security to which they had

long been strangers. The wearied soldiers lay down to rest, while the bands

played merrily. Just then, like a thuuderbolt, Custer's cavalry burst upon

them. Orders were hastily given that all the extra artillery should be cut

down and the commands disbanded.
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But in the gathering darkness the extent of the peril could only be con-

jectured. There was certainly a Federal force right in their front; but it

was apparently only cavalry, through which a way might most likely bo
forced. So, gathering together his army as best he might, Lee made prepar-

ations to attempt the passage at dawn. Gordon, who had brought up the

rear, was sent to the front, passing the remnants of the wagon train, around
which lingered thousands of men who, too weak to carry their arms, had
Hung them away along every mile of the road from Amelia Court-house.

Early in the morning Gordon made reconnoissances in his front. lie could

see nothing but a line of dismounted cavalry to oppose his march. At ten

o'clock his line was ordered to advance. Sheridan had directed his troops

to fall back slowly, keeping a steady front, until Orel and Griffin, who had
been marching all night,should come up and form in their rear. Gordon
pressed on, flushed with what seemed an easy victory, when all at once

Sheridan's dismounted cavalry moved to one side, like the withdrawing of a

curtain, and disclosed a long line of infantry bearing straight down, while at

the same moment the troopers sprang to saddle, ready to charge upon the

Hank of the unarmed men in the centre of the Confederate column. Had
that charge been made, the whole Confederate force would have been ridden

over like stubble. Gordon sent word to Lee in the rear that he was being

driven back. What was to be done in such a case had already been de-

cided. Lee mounted his horse and rode back toward the Union lines, while

Gordon sent a flag of truce to the front, asking for a suspension of hostili-

ties, for negotiations for surrender were then in progress.

Sheridan was in no mood for trifling. lie had just been assailed; the

smoke of the guns fired at him had hardly lifted. lie had no wish to sbed

more blood ; but, before he would order a suspension of an attack, the issue

of which was patent to all, he must have positive assurance that a surren-

der was decided upon. Gordon came to the front and gave the required

assurance. In a few moments officers of high rank upon both sides were
mingling in friendly concourse, ns though for four long years they had nol

confronted each other on a hundred battle-fields, There wore men on each

side who had been cadets together at West Point, and who had since fought

side by side during the Mexican War, and later in the wearisome operations

on the wide frontier. Now, bridging over the fatal four years, they could at

last meet as friends. War lias its amenities as well as its hostilities.

Lee, accompanied by two aids, was riding toward the Federal lines to

meet Grant, prepared at this supreme moment to give an unconditional sur-

render of what remained of the remnant of the great army which had sc

long been under his command ; for to this issue it bad at last come. He
hoped, indeed, to gain favorable terms, and in this hope he was encouraged

by what had within a day or two occurred between himself and the com-
mander of the Federal forces. The surrender of the Confederate Army of

Northern Virginia had for some days been a foregone conclusion on botL

sides. On the 6th, directly after the disaster at Sailor's Creek, such of the

Confederate generals as could come together met at Anderson's tent, and

concluded that the end was at hand, and the surrender must soon take place.

They would take upon themselves the sole responsibility of advising the

surrender. Pendleton was deputed to see that this opinion was presented

to Lee; if possible, Longstreet was to be induced to act as intermediary.

Events following closely after rendered superfluous any direct action upon

this suggestion.

On the 7th Grant took the initiative. To Lee he wrote: "The result of

the last week must convince you of the hopelessness of farther resistance on
the part of the Army of Northern Virginia," and so, to shift from himself

the responsibility ofmore bloodshed, he asked that Lee should surrender the

army under his immediate command. Lee replied diplomatically, and in

phrases which perhaps were meant to bear a double sense. He was not en-

tirely of the opinion that farther resistance was hopeless; but yet, hoping to

avoid useless bloodshed, he asked the terms which would be offered to bim
on condition of surrender. Grant, understanding this to be an offer of sur-

render, replied that peace being bis only desire, the sole terms he would in-

sist upon were that the men surrendered should not again take up arms

against the government ofthe United States until properly exchanged; and

he was ready to arrange with Lee, either personally or by representatives,

for the definite terms of surrender. Lee's answer could not well be other

than a surprise to Grant. He had not intended to propose to surrender, but

only to ask the terms which Grant would propose. Indeed, "to be frank,"

he said, "I do not think the emergency has arisen to call for surrender."

He could not, therefore, meet Grant with a view to surrender his army, but

would be pleased to meet him to talk over the subject of the restoration of

peace, " which should be the sole object of all." To understand Lee's mo-

tive in this reply, it is only necessary to look at the operations of the day.

He had flung back the assault upon his rear, and was, to all appearance,

safely on bis way toward Lynchburg, and at least temporary safety. This

was by no means the first time in which an attempt had been made to in-

duce Grant to transcend his authority and undertake to make peace. He,

indeed, knew clearly the limits of his functions. Moreover, if more had been

needed, he had the express order of the President prohibiting him from

dealing with the general question of the restoration of peace. So to Lee's

letter Grant responded sharply, but still with a kindly addition which left

the way open for each military commander to do what he properly might.

I have no authority, he said, to treat on the subject of peace, and so the

meeting which you propose would do no good; but the terms upon which

peace can be had are well understood: the South has only to lay down its

arms.

So matters rested through the 8th of April and the night following. As
day dawned on the 9th, raw and gusty, three Confederate generals sat around
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a camp-fire. They were Lee, dressed in a new uniform just donned, and
contrasting with the rough garb by which he had long been best known in

the army ; Longstreet, his arm still in a sling, his old Wilderness wound yet

unhealed
;
and Mahone, perhaps the best of Longstreet's surviving subordi-

nates, who bad come up from the rear to hold part in the informal council

there assembled. These three were to decide upon what could be and must

be done. Mahone, beingjunior officer, according to army rules was to speak

first. His own division, he said, and one or two others, were able to fight;

the rest of the army was so worn out as to be fit only for surrender. Long-
street corroborated this statement; yet both declared that the Army of

Northern Virginia should surrender only upon honorable terms. Lee then,

for the first time, imparted to his subordinates the substance of what had
passed between himself and Grant. The terms proposed were honorable;

but now, after two days' rejection, it was not certain that they would be con-

ceded. Then—fur some hours had passed in deliberation—came the mes-

sage from Gordon that he was overmatched and falling back. The crisis

had come and gone. Surrender on the best terms that could be obtained

was all that was left. "General Longstreet/'said Lee, "I leave you in charge

here ; I am going to hold a conference with General Grant." How that con-

ference must result was no longer a matter of doubt. It must be surrender

at ail events, no matter upon what terms, for the remnant of the Confeder-

ate army, outnumbered, worn out, and surrounded, could neither fight nor

fly. lis only alternative was to die or surrender. And so Gordon in front

was warranted in assuring Sheridan that the surrender was now a foregone

conclusion. The last shot fired by the Arm}' of Northern Virginia was by
the Richmond Howitzers, who had fired the first gun at Bethel just four

years before, lacking a month and a day.

Lee rode to that part of the Union line where he expected to find Grant.

Here he was met by Grant's note declining an interview to treat of the gen-

eral question of peace. Grant had gone to meet Sheridan. Lee wrote a

hasty note :
" I received your note on the picket-line, whither I had come

to meet you and Ascertain definitely wbat terms were embraced in your
proposition of yesterday with reference to the surrender of this army. I

now request an interview in accordance with the offer contained in your
letter of yesterday for that purpose." Two hours passed, and noon came
before this request reached Grant. He returned a courteous replv, explain-

ing the delay, and expressing his readiness tc meet Lee at any point which
be should select.

Appomattox Court-house, a hamlet of a half score houses, which had
now become neutral ground, was the place chosen. The best house, that

of Mr. McLean, was fixed upon for the interview. The owner was natu-

rally astounded at the honor thus suddenly thrust upon him. The two
great commanders, after due introduction, seated themselves at a little table

in his quiet parlor to settle what each knew was in effect to end the war.
The two men had certainly seen each other before, for both had served
under Scott almost a score of years before at the capture of Mexico. Most
likely Grant remembered Lee, but Lee could hardly be expected to remem-
ber Grant. The brilliant Virginian, the favorite of the commander, and
already looked upon as the rising man of the army, could hardly be ex-
pected to have taken special note of a certain second lieutenant Grant, act-

ing as regimental quartermaster, even though be was breveted first lieu-

tenant for "meritorious services" at Molino del Key; and a few days after-

ward, at Cbapultepec, as was duly reported by General Worth and Colonel
Garland, "acquitted himself most nobly" under the observation of his regi-

mental, brigade, and division commanders.
The afternoon was wearing away when the interview began. There was

really little to be said, and both men had the faculty of not spending words
upon trifles. Grant's original proposition embraced all the terms that Lee
could ask. The question was, were these still open to acceptance. Grant
still offered them; Lee said they were lenient, and he would leave to Grant
to express them in form. Lee asked a few explanations respecting certain
phrases used in the formal agreement. Both commanders understood them
alike. The purport of the whole was that this Confederate army surren-
dered, giving up all public property, the officers retaining their side-arms,
baggage, and their own horses. Officers were to give their personal paroles
not to take up arms against the government of the United States until prop-
erly exchanged, and also to give a like parole for the men under their com-
mand. This being done, every officer and man might return to his home,
"not to be disturbed by the United States authority so long as tbev ob-
serve their paroles and the laws in force where they may reside." Terms
so magnanimous were never before offered and accepted. So clearly were
they defined, that never, amid all the complications that have ensued, has
there been any question as to their import, or any serious dispute as to the
exact fulfillment of the terms of surrender. 1

esj being omitted— is the text of the

c

1 The foliowing—mere formal tern

between Grant and Lee

:

I. GitANTToLEK,.-1/.n7 7. "The result of the last week must convince vou of the hopeless-
ness ut further returnee on the part of the Armv of Northern Virginia in this struggle I fed
Hint it is so. and regard n as my duty to shift from mv-elf the responsibility of any farther .-tlu-ion
ofbloodby nskmg <.f y. the surrender ..filial |>onion of the Cf.iitV.k-mt.; Staled army known -is
the Anny of Northern Virginia."

II. I,bktoGra\t,.-1;.,-,7 7. " I have received your note of this dale. Though nnt entertain-
ing tic "!';»"» v.. i. nM .r.-. ,.., ,(.„ >„.,„.],.,

,

nt,ss ,,f further ,-,-..Utun.e on the part of the Armv of
Norther. \ irgimn, I re. .prorate y,.„, de-ire to avoid useless effusion of Mood, am! therefore, he"f„re
considering yuiir p...;--i s n, ... !.. icnn- you « ill offer on condition of its surrender."

Ill- Grant To LiF l/.r-,/-.. ^ „nr note of hist evening, in reply!,, mine ..f=amc date, felting
the conditions 0,1 winch

[ will accept the surrender of the Armv of Northern Virginia, is ju<t re-
cooed. In replv 1 would -.0

. fli.it ,,. „, I.,.,,,.- my -feat de-ire, there is Inn one condition J would
insist

11J...11,
namely, I l.at the men ami ..Hirer- surrendered shall he .li-.,mdiiledfor

again ogninst the government of the I nited States until properly exchanged Iw
w. I deviate olli.e.s to meet any ..ffiecrs you mav name f.,r .he" same parpo-e at any point ngree-") ;o you, for the pur],..-.- ..1 arranging definitely the terms upon which the

i.i-npa

The momentous interview which virtually closed the war lasted hardly
an hour, for it wanted but ten minutes of noon when Grant, miles away,
received the letter of Lee asking for a meeting, and at half past three the
Confederate commander rode quietly back to his quarters. There was no
need of inquiring what had been done. All saw at a glance that the sur-
render bad been made. Officers and men rushed up to bid farewell to their
leader. He received their greeting quietly. "We have fought through
the war together," he said, "and I have done the best I could for you."
The next day he issued a formal address to his army, and then rode off to-

ward Richmond. On the afternoon of the 12th, attended by half a dozen
of his staff, he rode into the smoking city which lie had so long and stoutly
defended. Entering his home, he disappeared from the history of the war,
of which his surrender bad, indeed, been the actual conclusion, though nom-
inally it lasted a few weeks longer.

The surrender of the Army of Northern Virginia was virtually perform-
ed by the two men who sat quietly together in McLean's parlor at Appo-
mattox Court-house. All that remained to be done was performed as qui-
etly. There were to be none of the formal ceremonies heretofore practiced

terdny I did not intend to propose the surrender of the Army of Northern Virginia hut to ask tho
terms of your proposition. To be frank, I do not think the cmtrp.ii. i ha. ati-en t.. , dlV r ilio
surrender of the anny

; hut as the rc-t. .ration of peace -I. i,|.i h. il - ].
. .>.,.-,

t ,., || | ,|, ..,,,, |,,

know whether your proposals would lead to tlint end. I run not, thcrcf..re, m.-.-t i m with i , „.«
to surrender the Army ofNorthern Virginia; hut, as fir ns your po.po.al mui alK-i t the I .nil'. .|.-r-
ato States forces under my command, and tend to the restoration of peace, l" should lie pleased to
meet you at 111 A.M. I. .-morrow, on llie old stage road M Uioluu..n.l. hem ecu the picket line- t if rim
two armies." '

V. Giiant to "Lex, Aprils. "Your note ofyesterday is received: I have no Authority to treat
on the subject of peace; the meeting proposed for If) A.M. to-day could lend to no good. I will
state, however, general, that I am c<|iinlly anxious for pence with yourself, and the whole North en-
tertains the siime tteliug. The terms upon which peace can lie hud are well understood. By tho
South laying down llieir arms they ml] hasten that most de.sirahlc event, and sine thousands nf
human lives, and hundreds of millions of property not i.-l des! roved. Seriously hoping

I lint all our
dnli. nlrn-.s imiy he set lied without the l..-s oi another life, I -ul.-l rihe mv.-elf.cto."

VI. Lee to Grast, April \>. "I received your note il.is morning on the pi. ketdinr, whither I

had come |o meet you, and ii-certain d.linitely what terms were embraced in your proposal of yes-
terday with reference to the surrender of this army. I now ask an interview in accordance »iih
the oiler contained in your letter ofyesterday for that purpose."

VII. Grant to Lee, April 9. "Your note of this date in but this moment, II fift A.M., re-
ceived. In consequence of my having pnssed from the Hichiuon.i and Lvu. hburg lioad to tho
Fannvdle and Lynchburg K»"d, I nm at this writing nlwnt four miles west of Walter's Church,
and will push forward to the front for the purpose of me. -ting you. Notice sent to me on this road
where you wish the interview to take plate will meet mo."

VIII. Gn ast to htz, Aprils. "Iii accordance with tho substance of my letter to you of tho
Nth instant, 1 propose to receive the surrender of the Army of Northern Virginia upon the follow-
ing terms, to wit-. liolls of all the officers and men to be made in duplicate, one copy to ho given
to mo, tho other tc be retained by such officers as v„u may designate. The officers to"give their in-
dividual paroles not to take up aims against the government of the Cnited Slates mil il properly ex-
changed, and each company or regimental officer to sign n like parole for the men of their com-
mands. The arms, artillery, and pnbi-, property to be parked and Btni ked, and turned over to tho
officers appoinied by me to receive them. This will not embrace the side-arms of the officers, nor
their private h..r.-es or !'.—,.." I'ln- .! ue. each officer and man will be allowed to return to their
homes, not to be disturbed by the I ruled States authority so long us they ob.-ervc their paroles an.

I

the laws where they may reside."

IX. Lee to Grant, Aprils. "I received your letter of this dote, containing the terms of the
surrender of the -Army of Northern Virginia as proposed by you. As tbev are substantially tho
same as those expressed in your letter of the Bth instant, they are accepted.

"

I will proceed to des-
ignate tho proper officers to carry the stipulations into a fleet."
The last two documents, though put iu the form of letters, the former dated at "Appomattox

Court-house, "the latter nt the " 11endquarters Army of Northern Virgmia,"were drawn up und
signed hy Grant and I.ce nt their meeling at McLeans resilience, near the (,'uurt-houso.

Tli" paroles were in the fallowing form:
" We, the undersigned, prisoners of war belonging to the Army of Northern Virginia, having

been this day surrendered by I General li A. Lee, eonnT:ii,liiig the said army. io Lieutenant General
Grant, comnuiiulnig the armies of ibe United Slates [in the ..dicers' parole for the men the rend-
ing was, I, the undersigned, commanding , do, for the within-named prisoners of war this day
surrendered, etc., give my solemn parole of honor thai die within-named shall not], will not here-
after serve in the armies of tho Confederate States, or in any military cipa.iiy whatever [in pnrolo
for privates, In military or any cnp.uiiy whatever] against t'he I ailed States of America, or render
aid to the enemies of the latter, until properly exchanged in such manner as shall be mutually np-
proved by the respective authorities."

This parolo was countersigned by the provost marshal ! "The nbovo officer or officers [in tho
parole for privates, the within-named] will not be disturbed by the failed Stale.' authorities so
long as they observe their parole and the laws in force where they may reside."

Lee's formal parting address to his army, issued on tho [Otb,lhe day following the surrender,
was as follows

:

"After four years of arduous service, marked by im-uqia«wl courage and f >niiude, tho Army
of Northern Virginia has been compelled to yield to overwhelming numbers and resources. I need
not tell tho survivors of so many hard-fought bailies, who have remained steadfast io tho last, that
I have consented to this result from no distrust of them ; but feeling that valor nud devotion could
accomplish nothing that would compensate for the loss that would have attended the continuation
of the contest, I have determined to avoid the u.-ele-s sacrifice of those whose past sen ices have en-
deared them to their countrymen. Hy the term-, of the agreement, officers and men can return to
their homes, mid remain there until exchanged. You will take with you the satisfaction that pro-
ceeds from the consciousness of duty faithfully performed; and I earnestly pray that a merciful
tiodwill extend to you Ilis blessing and protection. With un unceasing admiration of your con-
stancy und devotion to your country, and a grateful remembrance of your kind und generous con-
sideration of myself, I bid you an alleciioni.ie farewell."

it Northern Virginia will be n
IV. Lek to Grant, April 8. "I received at a late hour your n

iurrender of the Army

of to-day. In mine ofyes- |

wm ::Jixmmmz
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wben an army laid down its arms— the vanquished general courteously

delivering bis sword to the victor, to be as courteously returned to him.

Neither Lee nor Grant even appeared on the scene. Gibbon's infantry and

McKenzie's cavalry, of Owl's command, with the Fifth Corps—the victors

of Five Forks, now under Griffin—remained at Appomattox Court-house to

take charge of the surrendered property. The remainder of the army

marched back to Burkesville, for it seemed that one more blow might have

to be struck, whereby Johnston's army should share the fate of that of Lee.

Sheridan with his cavalry, and an infantry corps, Wright's being chosen,

was to march to aid Sherman, They had fairly started on the way when

tidings came that Johnston had surrendered to Sherman.

Meanwhile the commissioners appointed by Grant and Lee had been

busily at work making out the list of prisoners to be paroled. Their work

was completed on the 11th, and on the nest day the Confederate Army of

Northern Virginia had its last formal parade. It marched to the place ap-

pointed, stacked its arms, and piled up its accoutrements. The list of pa-

roled prisoners contained 27,805 names, but of these scarcely 8000 had arms

in their bauds. Thirty cannon and three hundred and fifty wagons were

turned over. These comprised all the material and munitions left to this

Confederate army. A week before it bad. set out on its retreat with fully

two hundred cannon and more than a thousand wagons, bearing ammuni-

tion and material, all save food, sufficient for an army of 100,000 men.

The military history of the Confederacy covers exactly four years. On

the 9th of April, 1861, the Confederate commissioners, in view of the pro-

posed provisioning of Fort Sumter, formally announced to the government

of the United States that this could not be accomplished without the effu-

sion of blood ; and that they, " in behalf of their government and their peo-

ple, accept the gage of battle thus thrown down to them." 1 On the 9th of

April, 1865, Lee signed the surrender to Grant. On the 12th of April,

1861, fire was opened upon Fort Sumter by Edmund Ruffiu, a Virginian

of threescore and ten, who asked permission thus to open the war. On the

12th of April, 1865—just four years to a day—the army of Northern Vir-

ginia laid down its arms and dispersed, thereby in effect formally closing

the war. A few weeks later Rutlin committed suicide, leaving behind him

a memorandum that he preferred to die rather than to live under the gov-

ernment of the United States.

There was to be one more formal review of Confederates in Virginia. For

two years there had been a band of partisans under Mosby, operating in

Northeastern Virginia. It consisted at the outset of only a few score men,

but gradually accumulated to a considerable force. They received no pay,

but were allowed to keep all the plunder which they could secure, and this

formed an inducement for many reckless individuals to join the band. They

were kept in subjection by their leader by the understanding that for any

failure in obedience they would be sent to the regular army, which was " re-

garded in the light of a Botany Bay." 2 Even after the complete annihilation

of Early's command, they managed to maintain themselves in the valley east

of the Blue Ridge. Their depredations became so annoying that one of the

last acts of Sheridan in the Department of Washington was to order3 the

complete devastation of the region in which they operated. All forage and

subsistence was to be destroyed, all barns and mills burnt, and all stock driv-

en off; no buildings, however, were to be burnt, and no personal violence

offered to citizens. "The ultimate result of the system of guerrilla warfare,"

said Sheridan, "is the total destruction of all private rights in the country

occupied by such parties. This destruction may as well commence at once,

and the responsibility of it must rest upon the authorities at Richmond, who

have acknowledged the legitimacy of guerrilla bands."* This band, at the

time of Lee's surrender, numbered about 600 men, all well mounted. On

the 15th of April, having been informed of the surrender of Lee, Mosby

wrote to Hancock, then commanding this department, that, while he thought

there had not arisen any emergency which would justify the surrender of

his men, he was yet indisposed " to cause the useless effusion of blood, or to

inflict on a war-worn population any unnecessary distress." He therefore

proposed an armistice until he could communicate with his own authorities,

and obtain sufficient information to determine his farther action. Hancock

replied that he might have reasonable time, but that he could not commu-

nicate with Lee, who was no longer in command. Grant, having been com-

municated with, directed Hancock :
" You may receive all rebel officers and

soldiers who surrender to you on exactly the same terms that were given to

General Lee, except have it distinctly understood that all who claim homes

in states that never passed ordinances of secession have forfeited them, and

can only return on compliance with the amnesty proclamation. Maryland,

Kentucky, Delaware, and Missouri are such states. They may return to

West Virginia on their parole." On the 21st of April Mosby assembled his

band for their last review. "I have," he said, "summoned you together

for the last time. The vision that we cherished of a free and independent

country has vanished, and that country is now the spoil of the conqueror.

I disband your organization in preference to surrendering to our enemies,

I am no longer your commander."5

s Report, 47.

' Scott's Partisan Life with Meshy, 89fi. 'November 27, 1864.

i Life with Mosby, 476.
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CHAPTER LVm.
JOHNSTON'S SURRENDER.

Sherman's Preparations for an advance en Raleigh.— f.'on temporaneiras Events.—Change ofPlan
BftertheC:ipturfufKi< limond.—Johnston retreats Westward.—Sherman enters Raleigh.—John-
ston puzzled.—He inquires of Sherman as to Terms of Surrender.—The Reply.—Sherman's
Letters 10 Grant, —Conference with Johnston, April 17th.—The Latter explains his Situation.

—He offers, on favorable Tertua, to surrender all the remaining Confederate Armies.—Confer-
ence renewed on the 18th,—Setni-politkal Nature of the Conversation.— ISreckinridge admitted

to the Conference,—Reagan's Memorandum ruled out.—Sherman pens one of his own.—"Glit-
tering Generalities,"—Substance of the Memorandum.-—Sherman':* Position in the Matter.

—

Letters to Washington.—The Cuhinet Meeting.—Rejection of the Memorandum.—Grant goes

to Morehond City.—His Consideration for Sherman,—Johnston's Surrender.—Secretary Stan-

ton's Telegrams.—Injustice to Sherman.—Hnlleck's Interference.—Sherman's Indignation.—
Surrender of Taylor and Kirhy Smith.—The End of the War.

AT the close of March, 1865, Sherman's army was being reorganized at

Goldsborough, and awaiting the repair of railroads and the accumula-

tion of supplies and clothing preliminary to an advance against General

Johnston, who then covered Raleigh with an army of over 40,000 men.
The Twenty-third and Tenth corps were united under the designation of

the Army of the Ohio. Slocum's command was now styled the Army of

Georgia, while Howard's retained its former title. Wilson's and Stone-

man's expeditions were in full and successful operation, and General Canby
was investing the defenses of Mobile.

Sherman's preparations could not be completed before the 10th of April.

In the mean time Mobile had fallen ; Selma had been occupied by Wilson,
who was fast approaching Montgomery; Stoneman had broken up the rail-

road west of Lynchburg, and had pushed down to the Catawba River, in

North Carolina, destroying the railroad through Greensborough and Salis-

bury ; Richmond and Petersburg had been abandoned, and the Confederate

Army of Northern Virginia had been routed and captured.

Tidings of the battles about Petersburg reached Sherman on the 6th. Up
to this time Sherman's plan was to make a feint on Raleigh, cross the Roan-
oke, and, securing by the Chowan River communication with Norfolk as a

base of supplies, to strike for Burkesville, interposing between Johnston and
Lee. But the Army of the Potomac, under General Grant's leadership, had
eliminated Lee's army from the problem to be solved. This led General
Sherman to change his plan. On the 5th Grant warned bim that Lee would
attempt to reach Danville, and urged an immediate movement against John-
ston. "Rebel armies now," he writes, "are the only strategic points to strike

at," Instead of making a feint on Raleigh, Sherman, on the 11th, made a
real movement on that place. Hearing of Lee's surrender in the mean time,

Johnston had retreated westward, and on the morning of the 13th Sher-
man's army entered the capital of North Carolina.

Johnston had but a single line of retreat left—tbatby Greensborough and
Charlotte. Of course it was folly for him to venture a battle with Sherman.
lie could not retreat as an organized army. He had therefore to choose be-

tween the surrender and the disbandment of his forces. The consequence
of the latter step would be to let loose upon the citizens of North Carolina

40,000 men with arms in their hands, who would inaugurate a reign of ter-

ror. Johnston looked upon farther opposition as criminal. But how to

dispose of his army was a perplexing problem. Lee's army had been de-

feated on the field of battle—in effect, it had been actually surrounded and
captured, and in this case no such considerations had been involved as now
presented themselves to Johnston. To the army of the latter escape was
possible by disorganization; it had not been defeated or surrounded. The
same considerations applied with equal force to Dick Taylor's and Kirby
Smith's armies. As soon as it was fully realized that farther resistance was
hopeless, immediate disorganization would follow, and the Confederate ar-

mies would resolve themselves into armed bands of lawless, irresponsible

marauders, scattered over the entire South, unless some motive was offered

sufficient to hold these armies until they could be paroled and disarmed.
Sherman had taken measures to cut off Johnston's retreat southward

when, on the 14th, he received by nag of truce a letter from the Confederate
commander, asking an armistice, and information as to the best terms on
which he would be permitted to surrender his army. Sherman replied that

he was willing to confer with him as to the terms of surrender, and added:
"That a basis of action may be had, I undertake to abide by the same terms
and conditions entered into by Generals Grant and Lee at Appomattox
Court-house, Virginia, on the 9th instant." Arrangements were made for a
conference on the 17th.

Up to this time Sherman had entertained no other terms of surrender than
those proposed by Grant in the case of Lee's army. After Lee's surrender,
lie wrote to the lieutenant general: "The terms you have given Lee are
magnanimous and liberal. Should Johnston follow Lee's example, I shall,

of course, grant the same." The very day after he had agreed to meet and
confer with Johnston, he again wrote :

" I will grant the same terms as Gen-
eral Grant gave General Lee, and be careful not to complicate any points of
civil policy."

During the interval between the first correspondence between Sherman
and Johnston and their meeting on the 17th, no movement was made by
either army.' At noon of the day appointed, the two generals met at a
house five miles from Durham Station under a flag of truce. They bad nev-
er met before in person, though for two years they confronted each other on

I was both willing and anxious thus to consume a few dnvR, as it would enahlo Colonel
Wright to finish our nulro.nl I.. Hah.-ii.dL. Two bridges had to be built, nnd 12 miles of new road
made. We h.id no iron except by taking up (hut un the branch from G.ddiborough to Weldon
Instead of losing tune, I puned m every way, for every hour of delay possible was required to re-
construct the railroad to our rear, and improve the condition of our wjgon roads to the front so
desirable in case the negotiations failed, and we be forced to make the race of near 200 miles to
head off or catch Johnston, then retreating toward Charlotte."—Sherman's Report

many battle-fields. The interview, says Sherman, was frank and soldier-like.

Johnston freely acknowledged that the war was at an end, and that every
sacrifice of life after Lee's surrender was simply murder. He admitted that
the terms conceded to Lee were magnanimous. He had no right to ask
any better conditions for himself. But the situation of his army was pecul.
iar. The sudden revelation of the hopelessness of farther resistance was
likely to operate on the fears and anxieties of his soldiers. The conse-
quence would be to relax military restraint. He therefore asked that some
general concessions might be made which would enable him to maintain his
control over his troops until they could be got back to the neighborhood of
their homes. He suggested, also, that the proposition agreed upon should
extend to all the Confederate armies then existing. Sherman asked John-
ston what authority he had as to the armies beyond his own command.
Johnston admitted he had no such power, but thought he could obtain it.

He did not know where Davis was, but he could find Breckinridge— the
Confederate Secretary ofWar—whose orders would be every where respect-
ed. It. was then agreed to postpone the farther consideration of the subject
till noon on the next day.

Sherman returned to Raleigh and conferred with his general officers, every
one of whom pronounced in favor of a conclusion of the war upon terms
which seemed so favorable, and which involved no sacrifice of the national
honor.

The conference with Johnston was renewed on the 18th. The territory
within the immediate command of Johnston comprised the states of North
and South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida. He was now able to satisfy Sher-
man of his power to disband also the armies in Alabama, Mississippi, Loui-
siana, and Texas. He then asked Sherman what he was willing to do.
Sherman replied that he could only deal with belligerents—that no military
man could go beyond that. He was willing to make terms for the Confed-
erate soldiers in accordance with President Lincoln's amnesty proclamation;
that is, all of the rank of colonel and under should have pardon upon con-
dition of taking the oath of allegiance to the United States. He was also
willing to go farther than this—he would grant what had been conceded to

Lee's army, that every officer and soldier who would return home, observe
his parole and obey the laws, should be free from disturbance by United
States authority. But Johnston did not seem to be quite satisfied. He ex-
pressed great solicitude lest the Southern States should be dismembered,
and denied representation in Congress or any separate political existence;
also, lest the absolute disarming of his men might leave the South power-
less, and exposed to the depredations of assassins and robbers. Sherman
listened with great courtesy to all this, which both commanders equally
well knew lay outside the scope of a military surrender. In reply, he sim-
ply expressed his own personal assurance that if the Southern people sub-
mitted to the lawful authority of the nation, as denned by the Constitution,

the courts, and the authorities of the United States, supported by the courts,

there would be no occasion for solicitude ; they would " regain their position

as citizens of the United States, free and equal in all respects."

While the conversation was thus drifting off from the main question,

Johnston suggested that Breckinridge be allowed to come in. Sherman
was never fond of politicians, and had very good reasons for not being par-

tial to this one in particular. He reminded Johnston that it had been agreed
that the negotiation must be confined to belligerents. Johnston replied that

he understood that perfectly. "But," said he, "Breckinridge, whom you do
not know, save by public rumor, as the secretary of state, is, in fact, a major
general. Have you any objection to his being present as a major general ?"

Sherman then consented, and Breckinridge came in ; and though it was un-

derstood that he was only present as a part of Johnston's personal staff, he
joined in the conversation. Soon a courier entered and handed Johnston a
package of papers, over which he and Breckinridge held a conversation, and
then put the papers in their pockets. One of these was a memorandum,
written, as Johnston told Sherman, by the Confederate Post-master General

Beagan. It was preceded by a preamble, and concluded with some general

terms. Sherman read it, and, being the court in this case, ruled it out.

The conversation then became general, touching upon slavery, which was
acknowledged " to be as dead as any thing can be," and upon reconstruction.

Then it occurred to General Sherman—possibly it may have been suggested

by Reagan's document—to write out a memorandum consisting ofsome gen-

eral propositions, meaning little or much, according to the construction of

parties, and send them to Washington for the assent or rejection of the gov-

ernment. No delay would result from this, as he would be obliged to com-
municate with his government in any case, in order to obtain authority by
which he could receive the surrender of armies beyond the limits of bis

proper department.

These propositions Sherman himself calls "glittering generalities." The
following is the substance of the memorandum:
The contending armies were to remain as they then were, but the armis-

tice would cease forty-eight hours after a notice to that effect should be

given by either commander to the other. All the Confederate armies were

to be disbanded and conducted to their several state capitals, where their

arms were to be deposited in the state arsenal, subject to the control of the

genera] government. There, also, each officer and man was to be paroled.

The several state governments of the South were to be recognized by the

President on their officers and Legislatures taking the oath prescribed by the

Constitution of the United States. The people of these states were to be
guaranteed their political rights and franchise, and their rights of person and

property, as defined by federal and state Constitutions. They were not to

be disturbed so long as they lived peaceably and obeyed the laws. The
war was to cease, and a general amnesty to be granted, on condition or tun
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tiisbandment and disarmament of tbe Confederate armies, and the resump-

tion by tbe soldiers of their peaceful pursuits.

Tbis memorandum was signed by Generals Johnston and Sherman, who,

recognizing tbeir want of authority to carry its terms into effect, pledged

themselves to promptly obtain such authority, and to endeavor to carry out

the programme indicated. 1

So far as Sherman allowed himself to take a political view of tbe crisis

then upon tbe nation, tbis memorandum doubtless expressed, though some-

what crudely, bis real sentiments. He said, some time afterward, " I stand

by tbe memorandum." He put his signature to the document meaning

thereby to give to its propositions all the sanction he could. He bad hastily

penned the memorandum. The act was wholly due to tbe suggestion of a

moment ; it had not been the subject of an hour's deliberation. From the

beginning of tbe conference be had steadily resisted tbe encroachment of

politics upon the negotiation for surrender. He would have persisted in

this resistance ifJohnston's army alone bad been concerned. But Johnston

bad made a proposition for the surrender of all the Confederate armies from

the Roanoke to tho Rio Grande. This proposition Sherman would have

rejected at once if it had not been backed by authority which seemed to him

sufficient, or if it could possibly have been intended as a ruse on the part of

the enemy to gain time. He had neither motive for its rejection. He was

confident that tbe authority supporting the proposition would be respected

by every Confederate soldier, and be was equally confident of its sincerity.

It was, moreover, a proposition which, from its very terms, was not made to

him, but through him to the United States government. Its rejection by

him without reference to the government, and without a sufficient military

motive, would have been as clearly a usurpation of authority as its accept-

ance would have been without such reference.

But why not submit the proposition to the government in the simplest

terms and unaccompanied by tbe memorandum? Simply because the prop-

osition was not thus submitted to him. Johnston bad admitted that the

terms granted to Lee's army were sufficiently magnanimous, but bad begged

that some official assurance might be given by the general government in

regard to its future treatment of Southern citizens. Some general conces-

sions were asked which might prevent tbe Confederate soldiers from resort-

ing to a species of guerrilla warfare, from which the people of the South

must suffer heavily. It must be remembered, also, that from Kentucky al-

most to Virginia, General Sherman was the military commander of the

South, and that from tbe first the regulation of civil affairs had, in a large

measure, been committed to military commanders within their several de-

partments. The consideration of civil affairs—tbe regulation of trade, of

the affairs of freedmen, of municipal government—was a part of tbe mani-

fold duties of department commanders. On two previous occasions—in a

letter to the mayor of Atlanta, and subsequently in a communication ad-

dressed to a citizen of Savannah—General Sherman had expressed his sen-

timents as to tbe policy which would be adopted by the government upon

the return of the South to its allegiance. "Both these letters," says Sher-

man, " asserted my belief that, according to Mr.Lincoln's proclamations and
messages, when the people of the South had laid down their arms and sub-

mitted to the lawful power of the United States, ipso facto, the war was over

ris to them ; and furthermore, that if any state in rebellion would conform

to the Constitution of the United States, 'cease war,' elect senators and rep-

resentatives to Congress, if admitted (of which each house of Congress alone

is the judge), that state becomes instanter as much in the Union as New
York or Ohio. Nor was I rebuked for these expressions, though it was
universally known and commented on at the time. And again, Mr. Stanton

in person, at Savannah, speaking of the terrific expense of the war, and dif-

ficulty of realizing the money necessary for the daily wants of the govern-

ment, impressed me most forcibly with the necessity of bringing the war to

a close as soon as possible for financial reasons."

Some memorandum must accompany the submission of Johnston's propo-

sition, in order that the government might understand what concessions

were expected: once before the government, this basis might be modified,

' The following is a copy of ilie memorandum in full

:

" Memorandum, or Basis of Agreement, made this, the Ift/i dan of April, A.D. 1865,
ham's Station, in the State rf Nurth Carolina, hy and between G "

manding the Confederate Army, and Major General W. T. Shei

the United Stales, both present.

a ti, ji.u, lonn, near uur-
l.Joseph E. Johnston, coin-

commanding the Army of

"I. The contending at

the commanding general

allowed.

"II. The Confederate

state capitals, there to deposit thi

cer and man to execute and file at

both state and federal authorities

the chief of ordnance at Washingti

States, and in the mean time to

the states respective!j'.

"III. The recognition by the

on their officer;

and where conflii tine, slate novenirnciJls liuve resulted from the w;

submitted to the Supreme Court of the United Stales.
" IV, The rfecstabUshroent of all federal courts in the several states, with powers

the Constitution mid laws of Congress.
" V. The people and inhabitants of nil states to bo guaranteed, so far as the executive can, tbeir

political rights and franchise, as well as their rights of person and property, ns defined by the Con-
stitution of the I.'ii it ed 'States and of the slate- respectively.

" VI. The executive authority or government of the United States not to disturb any of the
people by reason of the late war, bo long as they live in pence and quiet, and abstain from "acts of
armed hn-iilitv. and iiln.-y the laws in oxi-fence at tin; place of their residence.

" VII. In general terms, it is announced that tbe war is to cease ; a general amnesty, so far as
the executive or the United States can command, on condition of the di.handment of the Confed-
erate armies, the distribution of arms, and the resumption ofpeaceful pursuits by officers and men
hitlicno composing said armies.
" Not being fully empowered by our rcspeclivejirineipals to fulfill these terms, we individually

SJtid officially pledge ourselves to promptly obtain authority, and will endeavor to carry ont the
above programme.

a the field to maintain the statu* quo until notice is given by
to his opponent, and reasonable lime, say forty-eight hours,

in existence to be disbanded and conducted to their several
arms nnd public property in the state arsenal j and each offi-

n agreement to cease from acts ofwar, and to abide the action of
The number of arms nnd munitions of war to be reported to

n City, subject to the future action of the Congress of the United
o used solely to maintain peace and order within tbe borders of

. of the United States of the

the legitimacy of all shall be

defined by

entirely changed, or rejected altogether. There was nothing final, nothin"
in the nature of an ultimatum about tbe memorandum.

In tbe midst of the negotiations with Johnston, Sherman had heard of the
murder of the President, but saw in that event no reason to modify these
negotiations. In that respect it probably had no more influence over him
than did the information received from General Halleck that a man by the
name of Clark bad been detailed for bis own assassination. 1

Major Eitebcock, an officer on Sherman's staff, proceeded to Wasbington
to lay tbe memorandum before President Johnson. No moment could have
been more unfavorable for the consideration of concessions to be granted to

rebels than that which witnessed Major Hitchcock's arrival at Washington.
The country was buried in a sea of sorrow—a sea which, while it moaned
in hopeless regret for one lost, whose need was now felt more than ever be-

fore, boiled also with indignation against the spirit of treason which had im-

pelled the assassin's blow. It was, perhaps, too much to be expected ofour
poor human nature that President Johnson and his cabinet, meeting under
these circumstances, would consider fairly and calmly the propositions sub-

mitted by Sherman, The document was read, and every word was listened

to very much as if it bad been a proclamation of pardon to Booth and bis

fellow-conspirators. Sherman, tbe scourge, with the fire and the sword, was
the man for that moment, not Sherman, the liberal-minded soldier, who dis-

dained to strike a fallen foe. No one seemed able to preserve calmness save

Lieutenant General Grant, who was present at the meeting, and who, while

he disapproved of the propositions submitted, was not willing to denounce
his brother commander.

General Grant offered to go in person to Raleigh, and notify Sherman of

the disapproval of the memorandum by the government. He arrived at

Morehead City on the evening of the 23d, and from that point communica-
ted with General Sherman. Tbe latter gave Johnston notice of the close

of the armistice, informed him of tbe fate of their agreement, and demanded
the surrender of his army on the same terms which had been granted to

General Lee. On the 26th Johnston complied with this demand.3 So great

confidence had General Grant in Sherman's ability to manage bis own com-

mand, that, during these final negotiations, Johnston was not aware of his

presence at Raleigh.

1 The following letters were written by General Sherman on the 18th to Washington—the first

to accompany the memorandum, and the second having reference to President Lincoln's assassin-

No. 1.

"HcadquartcreMlddlf Department nfitii-MiiijiMlpjjl, In l»" Fi!), RnTiilnli, N.C., April 19, tsflo.

"ToLIcuIcdiuii I'omrnl I".S.1;bim, ..r M:.j"r li.Ni-rnl H.iLl.r.' it, Wn.-!iln e |un, D. C.

:

"General,—I inclose herewith a copy of an agreement made this day between GcnernlJoseph
E. Johnston and myself, which, if approved by the i're^ident of the United States, will produce peace
from the Potomac to the Bio Grande. Mr. Breckinridge was present at the conic renee in the ca-

pacity of a major general, and satisfied me of the ability of I ieneral Johnston to carry out to the

full extent the terms of this agreement ; and if you will get the President to simply indorse the

copy, and commission me to carry out the terms, I will follow them to the conclusion. You will

observe that it is an absolute submission of the enemy to the lawful authorities of the United States,

and disperses his armies absolutely ; and the point to which I attach most importance is, that (ho

disposition and disperscment of the armies is done in snch a mamict as to prevent them breaking
up into a guerrilla crew. On the other hand, we can retain just as much of an army as we please.

I agree to the mode and manner of the surrender of armies set forth, as it gives the states the

means of suppressing guerrillas, which we could not expect them to do if we strip thera of all

"Both Generals Johnston nnd Urn kim-idge admitted that slavery was dead, nnd I could not in-

sist on embracing it in such a paper, because it can be made with the stares in detail. I know that

all the men of substance South sincerely want peace, and I do tint believe they will resort to war
again during this century. I have no doubt but that they will in the future be perfectly subordi-

nate to the laws of the United States. The moment my action in this matter is approved, I can

spare five coqis, and will ask for nnd leave General Sehofield here with the Tenth Corps, nnd go

myself with the Fourteenth, Fifteenth, Seventeenth, Twentieth, nnd Twenty-third Corps, no
Burkesville and Gordonsville. to Frederick or Bagentown, there to \>e paid and mustered out.

"The question of finance is now the chief one. and every soldier and officer not needed ought to

go home at once. I would like 10 be able to begin the march north by May 1st.

" I urge on the part of the President speedy action, as it is important to get tbe Confederate

armies to their homes, as well as our own. I am, with great respect, your obedient servant,

"W. T. Sueiiman, Major General Commanding."

No. 2.

"Headnnnrterj Military Department r.f itie W--i--i|>]ji, In tin- l'i< !], Itnlrich, N. *.'., April IS, 1BC5.

« General H. W. Hai.ij-.ck, Uiitf i.'f stair, Wi-hln^lon, D.U.

:

"General,—I received your dispatch describing tbe man Clark detailed to assassinate mo.

Tic had better be in a hurry or he will be too late. The news of Mr. Lincoln's death produced a

most intense effect on our troops. At first I feared it would lead to excesses, but now it has soft-

ened down, nnd can easily be quieted. None evince mure fcclinn than General Johnston, who ad-

mitted that the act was calculated to stain his cause with a dark hue : and he contended that the

loss was most severe on the South, who luid begun to realize that Mr, Lincoln was the best friend

the South had.
" I can not believe that even Mr. Davis was privy to the diabolical plot, but think it the emana-

tion of n lot of young men of the South, who are very devils. I want to throw upon the South tho

care of this cla.-s of men, who will soon ho as obnoxious to their industrious class as to us.

"Had I pushed Johnston's army loan extremity, it would have dispersed and done infinite mis-

chief. Johnston informed me that General Stoneman had been at Salisbury, and was now about

Statesville. I have sent him orders to come to inc.

"General Johnston aho informed me that General Wilson was at Columbus, Ga., and ho wanted

me to arrest his progress. I leave that to yon. Indeed, if the President sanctions my agreement

with Johnston, oar interest is to cease all destruction. Please give all orders necessary, according

to the views the executive may take, and inform him, if possible, not to vary the terms at all, for

I have considered every thing, and believe that the Confederate armies are dispersed. We can ad-

just idl else fairly and well. I am yours, etc.,

"W.T. Sherman, Major General Commanding."

1 " Terms of a Military Convention entered into this twenty-sixth (26th) day of April, 18G5,a(

Bennett's Mouse, near Durham's Station, North Carolina, 'h, hrr.i, tj< ureal Joseph E. Johnston,

commanding the Confederate Army, and Major General IK T. Sherman, commanding the United

States Army in North Carolina.

" All nets of war on the pnrt of tbe troops under General Johnston's command to cease from

this date. All arms nnd public property to be deposited at Greensborough, and delivered to an

ordnance officer of the United States army. Rolls of all officers and men to be made in duplicate,

one copy to be retained by tho commander of the troops, nnd the other to be given to an officer to

be designated bv General Sherman. Each officer and man to give his individual obligation in

writing not to take up arms against the government of the United Suites until properly released

from this obligation. The side-arms of officers, nnd their private horses nnd baggage, to be re-

tained In- them.
- " This being done, all tho officers and men will be permitted to return to their homes, not to bo

disturbed by the United States authorities so long as they observe their obligations and the laws

in force where they may reside. . ,

"W.T. Siir.mr as, Major General Commanding the Army of the United

"States in North Carolina.

"J. E. Johnston, General Commanding Confederate States Army m
"North Carolina.

"Approved: V. P. C.n*sT, Lieutenant OcaeraL
"RaJelgb, H, C, April 26, 1B4S."
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The fact that only about 30,000 men and some 10,000 small-arms were
included in the surrender allows that Johnston's apprehensions as to the

scattering of his command were well founded.

The conduct of the lieutenant general in this affair between the govern-

ment and Sherman was noble and characteristic. Unfortunately, some of

the officers in the cabinet, in their treatment of General Sherman in this con-

nection, were neither just nor generous. It was perfectly proper for the gov-

ernment to reject the basis of agreement between Sherman and Johnston.

But the very reasons given for this repudiation, and which must have been
published by official authority, the terms of the memorandum not having
yet been made public, cast reflections upon General Sherman's patriotism.

These reasons were thus reported in the newspapers of April 22d:
"let. It was an exercise of authority not vested in General Sherman, and

on its face shows that both he and Johnston knew that General Sherman
had no authority to enter into any such arrangement.

"2d. It was an acknowledgment of the rebel government
"3d. Itis understood to re-establish rebel state governments that had been

overthrown at the sacrifice of many thousands ofioyal lives and immense
treasure, and placed arms and munitions of war in the hands of rebels, at

their respective capitals, which might be used as soon as the armies of the

United States were disbanded, and used to conquer and subdue loyal states.

"4th. By the restoration of the rebel authority in their respective states,

they would be enabled to re-establish slavery.

"6th. It might furnish a ground of responsibility, by the federal govern-
ment, to pay the rebel debt, and certainly subjects loyal citizens of the reb-

el states to debts contracted by rebels in the name of the states.

"6th. It put in dispute the existence ofioyal state governments, and tin-

new State of Western Virginia, which had been recognized by every depart-

ment of the United States government.
" 7th. It practically abolished the confiscation laws, and relieved rebels of

every degree who bad slaughtered our people from all pains and penalties

for their crimes.

"8th. It gave terms that had been deliberately, repeatedly, and solemnly
rejected by President Lincoln, and better terms than the rebels had ever
asked in their most prosperous condition.

"9th. It formed no basis of true and lasting peace, but relieved the rebels

from the pressure of our victories, and left them in condition to renew their

effort to overthrow the United States government, and subdue the loyal
states, whenever their strength was recruited, and any opportunity should
offer."

In the first place, the people were led to suppose that Sherman. had ac-

tually usurped authority, which was not the case. The assertion that the
memorandum in any way recognized the Confederate government was en-
tirely without foundation. Nor did the memorandum re-establish Confed-
erate state governments except in the same way that President Lincoln had
re-established the state government of Virginia. 1 Indeed, Sherman had in-

1 Chi the Hth of April (three days before Lee's surrender!, ['resident Lincoln wrote to General
Woilzcl

:
'• ll ha.- been intimated to me that the gentlemen who have acted as the Legi-hiture i.f

Virginia in sii].|-.rt of ihc rebellion, mav now desire to assemble at liidim-md ami take measure
to withdraw tho Virginia troops and other support from resistance to the general government. If

trodueed this feature into his memorandum on the basis of President Lin-

coln's action in the case of Virginia. It was not until after the rejection of

his own scheme that he heard that the invitation accorded to the Virginia

Legislature had been retracted.

Again, the arms to be deposited in the state capitals were subject to the

control of the United States, and it could only be through the fault of tho

government that they could be used in another rebellion.

There was not a word or phrase in the memorandum that indicated by
the remotest suggestion the liability of the United States for the Confederate

debt, or any thing which might be a basis for such liability. Nor did it ac-

knowledge the legitimacy of the obligations of that debt as binding upon
the citizens of the states which bad incurred it. The recognition of the

state governments in no way legalized their contracts made during the re-

bellion any more than it sanctioned their repudiation of debts due to North-

ern citizens.

Instead of putting in dispute the existence of West Virginia, the memo-
randum left that matter to be settled by proper authority. Nor was the

Confiscation Bill passed by Congress in any way touched by the guarantee

of the rights of person and property to Southern citizens, so far as such

guarantee could be given by the executive, for the President is bound to ex-

ecute the laws of Congress. It relieved no one of the penalty of their crimes

any farther than Grant's terms with Lee had done.

The assertion that the memorandum was contrary to the policy of Presi-

dent Lincoln was so far from being true, that it was exactly false in every

particular. And President Johnston's subsequent policy of reconstruction

is a curious comment on his rejection of Sherman's memorandum,
The final reason given is simply absurd. If the memorandum left the

Confederate armies in a favorable situation for a renewal of the war, pray

where did it find those armies? It certainly did not increase their efficiency

they Attempt it, give them permission and protection, until, if at all, they attempt some action hos-

tile" lo the United Stares, in whu-li case you will in.tify them, j.;ivo them rea.- Me time to leave,

and nt the end of which time arrest any who remain. Allow Judge Campbell to see this, but do
not make it public."

Thus authorised, General Weitzel approved a call for the meeting of the Virginia Legislature.

This was after Lee's surrender. The call approved by I iVneral Weiizel read thus:

"The undersigned, members of the Legislature of the State of Virginia, in connection with a

number of citizens of the slate, whose names are attached to this paper, in view of the evacuation

of the city of Richmond by the Confederate government and its occupation by the military authori-

ties oPthe United Stales, the surrender of the Army of Northern Virginia, nod the suspension of

the jurisdiction of the civil power of the state, are of tbe opinion that an immediate meeting of the

Genera] Assembly of the state is railed fur by the e\ii;crn.ie-i of tbe -iitiation. The consent of the
military authorities of the United States to a session of tbe Legislature of Richmond, in connection

with the governor and lieutenant governor, to their free deliberation upon the public affaire, and to

the ingress and departure of all its mr-nihor* under safe-conduct, has been obtained.

"The United States authorities will afford transportation from any [joint under their control to

any of the persons before mentioned.

"The matters to lie submitted m ibe Legislature are the restoration ni peace to the State of Vir-

ginia, and the adjustment of the t|acstions involving life, liberty, and property, that have arisen in

the state as a conscience of wax.

"We therefore earnestly re.pie- 1 the gorenior, lieutenant governor, and members of the Leg-

islature to repair to this city by tbe '.'."ith of April, instant.
" We understand that full protection to persons and property will be afforded in tho state, and

we recommend to j-e; nt nil ciii/en- to remain at their homes and [pursue their usual avocations with

confidence that they will not he interrupted.

"We earnestly solicit tbc attendance in Richmond, on or before the 23th of April, instant, of

the following persons, citizens of Virginia, to confer with us as lo the best mean* of restoring peace

io the State of Virginia. We have secured tafc-condncl from the military authorities of the United

States for them to enter the city and depart without molestation."
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by disbanding them; sending tbem home, and rendering their nrms subject

to the disposition of the United States.

The memorandum ought to have been rejected, on the ground that the

subject of reconstruction could not be settled except by the deliberate action

of the executive and Congress, and should not, therefore, be introduced m

connection with the surrender of the Confederate armies. But the reasons

for its rejection which were published then by official sanction not only had

no validity, but almost seem to have been chosen for publication because of

their reflections upon General Sherman.

On the same day that these reasons were published, Secretary Stanton

telegraphed to General Dix :

"Yesterday evening a bearer of dispatches arrived here from General

Sherman. An agreement for a suspension of hostilities, and a memoran-

dum of what is called 'a basis of peace,' had been entered into on the 18th

instant by General Sherman with the njbel General Johnston, the rebel Gen-

eral Breckinridge being present at the conference.

"A cabinet meeting was held at 8 o'clock in the evening, at which the

action of General Sherman was disapproved by the President, by the Secre-

tary of War, by General Grant, and by every member of the cabinet. Gen-

eral Sherman was ordered to resume hostilities immediately, and he was di-

rected that the instructions given by the late president, in the following tel-

egram, which was penned by Mr. Lincoln himself, at the Capitol, on the night

of the 3d of March, were approved by President Andrew Johnson, and were

reiterated to govern the action of military commanders.

"On the night of the 3d of March, while President Lincoln and his cabi-

net were at the Capitol, a telegram from General Grant was brought to the

Secretary of War, informing him that General Lee bad asked for a conference

to make arrangements for terms of peace. The letter of General Lee was

published in a message of Davis to the rebel Congress. General Grant's

telegram was submitted to Mr. Lincoln, who, after pondering a few minutes,

took up his pen, and wrote with his own hand the following reply, winch

he submitted to the Secretary of State and the Secretary of War. Itwas then

dated, addressed, and signed by the Secretary of War, and telegraphed to

General Grant

:

" ' Washington, March 3, 18Gr., 12 30 P.M.

" ' Lieutenant General Grant :

"
' The President directs me to say to you that he wishes you to have no

conference with General Lee, unless it be for the capitulation of General

Lee's army, or some minor and purely military matters. He instructs me

to say you are not to decide or confer upon any political questions. Such

questions the President holds in his own hands, and will submit them to no

military conference or conditions. Meantime you are to press to the utmost

your military advantages. Edwin M. Stanton, Secretary of War.'

"The orders of General Sherman to General Stoneman to withdraw from

Salisbury and join him, will probably open the way for Davis to escape to

Mexico or Europe with his plunder, which is reported to be very large, in-

cluding not only the plunder of the Richmond banks, but previous accumu-

lations. A dispatch received by this department from Richmond says

:

" ' It is stated here by respectable parties that the amount of specie taken

south by Jefferson Davis and his partisans is very large, including not only

the plunder of the Richmond banks, but previous accumulations. They

hope, it is said, to make terms with Sherman, or some other Southern com-

mander, by which they will be permitted, with their effects, including the

gold plunder, to go to Mexico or Europe. Johnston's negotiations look to

this end.'

"After the cabinet meeting last night, General Grant started jyr North

Carolina, to direct future operations against Johnston's army."

This telegram was sent to General Dix for the purpose of publication. It

would have been courteous in the secretary to have withheld this report

until the circumstances under which Sherman had acted were more fully

known. In the first place, it was implied, though not stated, that the same

instructions had been received by Sherman which, on the 3d of March, had

been addressed to the lieutenant general. This would naturally be inferred

from the date of those instructions. Thus Sherman was somewhat cruelly

exposed, for a time at least, to a suspicion of disobedience of orders. But

Sherman had not received these instructions. The statement that Grant had

gone to North Carolina to direct future operations against Johnston's army

was also likely to be misunderstood. Grant had gone to Raleigh to com-

municate to General Sherman the action of the government in regard to the

memorandum. Of course, if more than that was necessary, Grant would do

more. As lieutenant general, he directed the operations of all the national

armies. Any instructions from Secretary Stanton could give him no power

which he had not before. But he never for a moment contemplated the ne-

cessity of interference with, or personal direction of, Sherman's movements

—and, in fact, did not interfere or direct. Unfortunately, Stanton's dispatch

implied, and was popularly understood to imply, that Grant's presence at

Raleigh was necessary.

But the matter did not end here. On the 26th of April, General Halleck,

then at Richmond in command of the Military Division of the James, dis-

patched to Secretary Stanton that he had ordered Generals Meade, Sheridan,

and Wright to move into Sherman s proper department, and pay no regard

to either the orders or truce of the latter. He also advised that Sherman's

own subordinates should receive similar orders. The pretext given for

moving into Sherman's department was " to cut off Johnston's retreat."

Now Johnston was not retreating, and could not retreat if he would, on ac-

count of the disposition which Sherman had already made of his forces.

This dispatch also was sent by Stanton to Dix for publication. A few

hours later the public was informed through the same channel that the Sec-

retary of War had instructed General Thomas, and, through him, his sub-

commanders, to disregard Sherman's orders. These bulletins, succeeding

each other with such rapidity, excited at once serious apprehension and a

tumult of indignation. Every body read and wondered. What had Sher-

man been doing? Had he allied himself with traitors? Could he no longer

be trusted? For a time some terrible danger was supposed to hang like tho

sword of Damocles over the republic. It did not seem possible that the

government could itself thus excite popular apprehension without good

reason. Where orders were given to violate a truce—an act punishable

with death by the laws of war—certainly there must be some peril impend-

ing which could only thus be averted. For a brief period a storm of de-

nunciation was directed against General Sherman. And while all this was

going on in the North, it must be remembered that Sherman was accepting

Johnston's surrender, and that not one word had been said or written to him

indicating the displeasure of the government. 1 He received the announce'

ment of the rejection of the memorandum with entire good feeling. He

wrote to Stanton on the 25th admitting his " folly in embracing in a mili

tary convention any civil matters." He adds: " I had flattered myself that,

by "four years of patient, unremitting, and successful labor, I deserved no re-

minder such as is contained in the last paragraph of your letter to General

Grant"3 It was not until several days afterward that Sherman saw Stan-

ton's bulletins, and then his indignation was aroused, especially against Hal-

leck, with whom he refused to have any friendly intercourse.3

1 The following were ihe instructions which Grant received from Stanton when he storied for

Raleigh, mid which were there shown to General Shermnn

:

"General,—The memorandum or basis agreed, upon between General Sherman and General

Johnston having been submitted to the President, they are disapproved. Von will give notice of

the disapproval to General Sherman, and direct him to resume hostilities m the earliest moment.

"The instructions given to yoii by the late President, Abraham Lincoln, on the Sd of March, by

my telegram of that date addressed to you, express substantially the views of President Andrew

Johiisnii. nnd will be observed by General Sherman. A copy is herewith appended.

"The President desires that you proceed immediately to the headquarters of General Sherman,

and direct operations against the enemy."

' See previous note.
1 The following extract from General Sherman's report si

the treatment which he had received!

"On the evening of the i'd of May I returned to Hilton Head, and there, for the first time, re-

ceived the New York papers of April JS'th, containing Secretary Stallion's dispatch of 9 A.M. of

the 27th of April to General Dix. including General llullcck's, from Richmond, of SI P.M. of tho

night before, which seems to have been rushed with extreme haste before an excited pablie, namc-

lv morning of the 28th. You will observe from the dates that these dispatches were running bnck

nnd forth from Richmond and Washington to New York, nnd there published, while General Grant

and I were together in Halcigh, Konh l arolinu. adjusting, to the best of our ability, tho terms of

surrender of the only remaining formidable rebel army in existence nt the time east of tho Missis-

sippi River. Not one word of mtimation had been scut to me of the di -pleas are of the government

with my official conduct, but only the naked disapproval of a skeleton memorandum sent properly

for tho action of the President of the United States. .,» .,„,«». ^,. , ,

"The most ohjecii. .liable features of mv memorandum had already ( April 24th) been published

to the world in violation of official usage, and the contents of my accompanying letters to Genera)

H.dlcek General Grant, nnd Mr. Siaui..ii. of ocn date, though at bund, were suppressed,

" In nil these letters I had stated clearly and distinctly that Johnston's army would not fight,

ivonld ' disband' nnd ' scatter' into small nnd dangerous guerrilla parlies, as injurious

of the United States as to the rebels themselves ; that all parties admitted that tho

of the South was abandoned, that the negro was free, end that the temper of all was

I sav-oll these opinions of mine were withheld from the public

s the manner in which he regarded

n .« a lasting peace. -.

mi u seeming purpo-e; and I do contend chut mv official experience ami termer seme

as my past life and familiarity with the people and geography of the South, entitled my opinions to

at least a decent respect.
. ,,„.,,.,.

" Although this dispatch (Sir. Stanton's of April 27th) was printed official, it had come to me

only in the cine-ii..mil.lc new-paper paragraph beaded ' Sherman s I nice Disregarded.

'"'

I had already done what General Wilson wanted me to do, namely, hud s,-ni bun supplies -l

clothing and food, with clear and distinct orders and instructions how to carry out in \\ esterri

Georgia the terms for tho surrender of arms and paroling of prisoners made by General Johnston *

capitulation of April L'lith, and bad propcrlv and most opportunely ordered l.eucral Gillmoro to ™-

but, if pushed

to tin
'

cupv Oninue'-.ir- and Augusta, Mrateear points of great value at all times, in peace

the'secreiarv had taken upon himself to order my subordinate generals to disobey my orders, I

explained to" General t.illmore ibat I would no longer confuse him or General V il-on with orders

that might conflict with those of (lie secretary, which, as reported, were sent, not through rac, but

in oi.cn disregard of me and of my lawful authority.
.

"It now become, mv dutv to pain! in justly severe character the -till more offensive and danger-

ons matter of ( icneral rMleck'a dispatch ofApril 2«th to the Secretary of War, embodied in his to

"General Halleck had been chief of staff or the army at Washington, in which capacity he must

have received my official letter of April 1 S,!,, wherein I wrote dcrly thai it Job,,-..,,, s army about

Greensborough were' pushed.' it would ' disperse,' an event I washed to prevent-About that time bo

seem- to have been Jul from Washington to Hi. lunond to command the new Military Division of

the James in a-uming charge of which, on tho 2L'd, he defines tho limits of his a

' Department of Virginia, the Army of tho Po'

be occupied by the command of Major General Sherman,

davs later, April L'Hth, ho reports to 1

anil Wright to invade that part of North Carolin

'no regard to at

minority to be the

;, and such part of North Carolina as may not
' (Seo his General Orders, No. 1.) Four

y that bo lias ordered Generals Meade, Sheridan,

U u..nn. which was occupied by my command, and pay

r orders of mine. They were ordered to ' push forward, regardless at
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The surrender of Johnston included a!! the Confederate forces east of the

Chattahofjchee River, numbering altogether about 50,000 men. On the 4th

of May Dick Taylor surrendered to General Canby all the remaining Con-

federate forces cast of the Mississippi. On the 26th of May Kirby Smith
surrendered bis array. The war was concluded.

CHAPTER LIX
FLIGHT AND CAPTURE OF DAVIS.

A memornblo Sabbath.—Davis receives a Startling Message.—Richmond must be abandoned.

—

I'unic in the City.—Davis, with his Cabinet, tly by night.—Incidents of the Journey.—Danville

enjoys a brief Celebrity as the Capital of the Confederacy.—Sominer's Murine Guivrd.—Tren-

bolm'H Treasury Department,— Davis's Proclamation to bis People.—Tidings of Lee's Surren-

der.—Evacuation of Danville.—The Flight resumed.—Interview with Johnston at Greensbor-
ough.—The Confederacy in a Railroad Car.—Dispersion of the Cabinet.—Flight through Geor-
gia,—General Wilson's Arrangements fur the Capture ofDavis.—Barnden gats upon the Track
of the Fugitives.—Close Pursuit,—Pritcbard anticipates Hnrnden, and captures the Confederate

Forty near Invinsvillc, Georgia.—Incidents connected with the Capture.—General Wilson's Re-

WE now turn back to that memorable Sabbath—April 2, 1865—which
suddenly disclosed to the Confederate capital its inevitable fete. The

battle of Five Forks had been fought on Saturday, and its loss by the Con-

federates involved the woful necessity of evacuating Richmond. The dis-

aster was unknown in Richmond except to Davis and his cabinet, and even

these had no full knowledge of the situation, having no other intimation of
what had happened than what was contained in a brief but ominous tele-

gram received early in the morning from General Lee. The President and
his cabinet, with the exception of J. P.Benjamin, who was an Israelite, were
all at their respective places of worship at the usual hour of morning serv-

ice. Davis was at St, Paul's, looking care-worn, but still confident. Mal-

lory attended mass at St. Peter's. Reagan was at the Baptist church. Ben-
jamin was probably enjoying his pipe on the veranda of his mansion in

Main Street.

During the service at St. Paul's the sexton walked up to Davis's pew, and
whispered a few words in the ear of the President Another dispatch had
come, and his presence was wanted immediately. The members of the cab-

inet received a similar call. Thus, from church to church, the note ofwarn-
ing was communicated, and those who were only spectators were agitated

with apprehensions which were certainly not less fearful because they were

any orders wive those ofLieutenant General Grant, and cut off Johnston's retreat.' He knew at
the time he penned that dispatch and made out those orders that Johnston was not retreating, but
was united under a forty-eight hours' truce with me, and wos laboring to surrender his command
and prevent its dispersion into guerrilla bunds, and that I bad on the sjmji a magnificent army at
my command, amply sullicient for all purpn-es required by the occasion.

"The plan for cutting off a retreat from the direction of liurkesville and Danville is hardly
worthy one of bis military education mid Renins. When he contemplated an uct so questionable as
the violation of a ' truce made by competent authority within bis sphere of command, he should
have gone himself and not sent subordinates, for he "knew I was bound in honor to defend and
maintain my own truce and pledge 'if faith, oven at the cost of many lives.

_
"When an officer pledges tbo faith of his government, ho is bound to defend it, and he is no sol-

dier who WipiiIlI violate it knowingly.

"As to Davis and his stolen treasure, did General llalleck, as chief of staff or commanding offi-

cer of the neighboring military division, notify me of the facts contained in his dispatch to the see-
retary? No, ho did not. If the Secretary ofWar wanted Davis caught, why not order it, instead
of, by publishing it in the newspapers, putting him on his guard to hide away and escape? No
orders or instructions t>> cuich Davi> or his stolen treasure ever came to me; but, on the mnirarv.
I was led to believe that the Secretary of War rather preferred he should elicit an escape from the
country, if made ' unknown' to him. But even on this point I inclose n copv of my letter to Ad-
miral 1 tahlfjreii. at Oiavleston. sent him by u fleet steamer from Wilmington,"on the Sflih of April,
two days_ before the bankers of Uichniund "hud imparted to General Halleck the important secret as
to Davis's movement, designed doubtless io stimulate his troops to march their legs off to catch
their treasure for their own use.

"I know now that Admiral Dahlgreo did receive my letter on the 211th, and had acted on it be-
fore General llalleck had even thought of the matter;' but I do not believe a word of the treasure
story—it is absurd on its face—and tiener.d llalleck or any body lias my full permission to chase

through any |«irt of the country occupied In- mvJeff. Davis and cabinet with their stolen

command.
"The hist and most obnoxious feature of General Halleck's dispatch is wherein he goes i

1!
s. Generals Thomas, Stoneman, and Wil-on. shouldhis way and ndvi~ca that my subordini

. ... .

siructcd not to ul>ey ' Sherman's" commands.
"Tills is too much; and I turn f:om the subject with feelings too strong for words, and

record my belief that so much mischief was never before embraced in so small n space as
newspaper paragraph headed ' .- hcmian'= Trine 1 lis regarded.' authenticated o^ * oliiual' by Sir. Sec-
retaiy tilantou, uud published in Itiu New York paper) of April 26th."

based upon no definite information. The dispatch which met Mr. Davis at
the door of St. Paul's conveyed to him intelligence of a startling character.
That morning the outer defenses of Petersburg had been carried. A single
interior line still resisted Grant's approach, but that could be held but a few
hours longer. In the mean time, both Petersburg and Richmond must be
evacuated. By two o'clock every body in Richmond knew that the city
was to be abandoned, and a scene of dismay and confusion followed. Al-
ready the orders had been issued for the removal of the archives of the gov-
ernment, and for the destruction of stores for which there was no transport-
ation. This must be completed by 7 o'clock P.M., and by 8 the military
and civil authorities of the capital were to meet Davis at the Danville d&
pot, By the railroad to Danville a way of escape was still open, but how
long it would continue open was uncertain.

The panic in the city was almost universal. The negroes alone were jol-
ly, and they worked with a hearty goodwill to help off as much of the Con-
federacy as they could. But, while these were placid and satisfied, nearly
all others were either helpless with consternation, or were preparing to

leave the city without exactly knowing where they were going. All the
coaches in Richmond were waiting at the doors of private houses, and, as the
afternoon wore away, the streets were filled with voluntary exiles. Of
course there was transportation for a very small fraction of those who crowd-
ed toward the depot. The rest were compelled to return to the pandemo-
nium from which they could not escape. The presidential party with diffi-

culty made its way through the excited crowd which thronged and blocked
the streets. At the depot the scramblers were concentrated in an almost
impenetrable mass, which was kept back from the platform only by military
force. Davis and his cabinet took their seats in a close car. Amon^ this

party were Adjutant General Samuel Cooper and a few other military offi-

cers. In an adjoining car were the heads of bureaus. A privileged few
were admitted to fill up the train. In a car between the engine and that
occupied by Davis was a guard of 200 picked men. The principal Confed-
erate officers were spurred,.and horses were ready for them in another car
in case of an emergency. At 10 o'clock the train left the de*p6t, leaving im-
mediately behind jt indescribable tumult, and further behind in the city an
uncontrollable mob, which had already begun to sack the city. When
Weitzel entered Richmond the next morning he found the city in flames.

Very soon the fugitive Confederacy—for it was all crowded into this

train

—

ubi Davis ibi Confederatio—was beyond observation of the havoc it

had left behind in the doomed city. To Davis and his fellow-conspirators

the events of the last few hours must have seemed like a dream. Twen-
ty-four hours ago Richmond was deemed an impregnable fortress. For four
years it had been the Confederate capital, and had withstood five separate

attempts made by large armies for its capture, and had, during a siege of
nine months, repulsed every assault made upon Petersburg, its outpost. Sev-
eral times its doom had been anticipated, but the fatal day had been so long
postponed, it was thought ;hat day might never come Davis and his con-

federates, under as calm a sky as ever overarched Virginia, on this night

of disaster vigorously rubbed their eyes, but could not escape the reality or

the fate of Richmond or of their own flight. In a few hours the national

flag would float over the rebel capital, and as to themselves the immediate
future was misty and dark. But the dream of empire is not easily dissi-

pated. Davis was troubled, but he did not yet despair. The hope and con-
solation which he had administered to his followers after the loss ol'Vicks-

burg and Atlanta he now whispered to his own agitated soul after the fall

of Richmond. His capital was gone, but he said to himself, "All is not
lost," and even as he fled he dreamed of newly-mustered armies that should
rise at his bidding. Davis was not a matter-of-fact man. Probably no man
was ever called to hold so important a position as he bad held who had less

appreciation of facts or knowledge of men. He did not reflect upon the
actual circumstances of his present situation. He never asked himself
whence these armies of his imagination were to coma He forgot that, if

marshaled at all, their ranks must he filled with the old and the decrepit,

beardless boys, and Southern amnzons. His determination outran his judg-
ment and transgressed common sense. He could only understand fate when
he was crushed by her final blow.
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After a ride of 23 miles the train stopped abreast of Petersburg. Here

Breckinridge left the party to go to Lee's headquarters. Then the flight

was resumed. Benjamin was soon asleep, and Ma] lory followed his exam-

ple. Whether Davis slept or not there is no chronicler to tell us, but,

whether asleep or awake, he still dreamed of the impossible. Burkesville

was reached shortly after daybreak. As the train approached Danville, the

question of destination for tbe first time began to be discussed. Hitherto

the only concern of the party had been to get beyond the reach of Sheri-

dan's cavalry. Where was the new capital to be established? Davis ex-

pressed bis determination to cling to Virginia to the last, and, after some dis-

cussion, Danville was honored with all the glory which had departed from

Richmond. It was a small town, incapable of receiving the full weight of

honor which had been thrust upon it, and it was accordingly settled that the

subordinate officials should proceed to Charlotte, North Carolina.

The fugitives were received with great hospitality at Danville, and on the

4th of April they began to establish tbe new seat ofgovernment. Trenholm

opened the Treasury at one of the banks, and delighted tbe citizens of Dan-

ville by dispensing silver in return for Confederate notes, one dollar for sev-

enty. In two days $40,000 in coin was disposed of in this way. Eligible

structures were impressed for the other departments. Admiral Semmes or-

ganized it brigade of marines for the defense 'of the new capital, and mount-

ed guns on all the hills about the town. Thousands of fugitives bad. fol-

lowed the President from Richmond in subsequent trains, and all the able-

bodied men among these were armed with muskets and pressed into the

service.

On the 5th Davis issued a proclamation to his people. He announced

that General Lee had been compelled to make movements which uncovered

Richmond, the loss of which had, he admitted, inflicted moral and material

injury upon the Confederate cause. But the energies of the people must

not falter, nor their efforts be relaxed, Lee's army—"the largest and tbe

finest in the Confederacy"—had been for months trammeled by the necessi-

ty of protecting Richmond. "It is for us, my countrymen," he urged, "to

show, by our bearing under reverses, bow wretched has been the self-decep-

tion of those who have believed us less able to endure misfortune with for-

titude than to encounter dangers with courage, We have now entered upon

a new phase of the struggle. Relieved from the necessity of guarding par-

ticular points, our army will be free to move from point to point, to strike

the enemy in detail far from his base. Let us but will it, and we are free.

Animated by that confidence in spirit and fortitude which never yet failed

me, I announce to you, fellow-countrymen, that it is my purpose to main-

tain your cause with my whole heart and soul; that I will never consent to

abandon to the enemy one foot of the sod of any one of the states of tbe

Confederacy. That Virginia—noble state—whose ancient renown has been

eclipsed by her still more glorious recent history; whose bosom has been

bared to receive the main shock of this war; whose sons and daughters have

exhibited heroism so sublime as to render her illustrious in all time to come

—that Virginia, with the help of the people and by tbe blessing of Provi-

dence, shall be held and defended, and no peace ever be made with tbe infa-

mous invaders of her territory. If by the stress of numbers we should ever

be compelled to a temporary withdrawal from her limits, or those of any oth-

er border state, again and again will we return, until the baffled and ex-

hausted enemy shall abandon in despair his endless and impossible task of

making slaves of a people resolved to be free. Let us, then, not despond,

my countrymen ; but, relying on God, meet the foe with fresh defiance, and

with unconquered and unconquerable hearts."

Brave words, but vain, uttered in tbe face of defeat, and falling upon the

ears like the sound of the droppings of dust upon numberless graves, to be

filled by a useless strife which could have no other name but murder I The
words of this proclamation could not reach the ears of Davis's "country-

men" before events, already near their consummation, would expose their

ludicrous insignificance. For three whole days Davis bad not heard one

word of tidings from General Lee or his army. This suspense continued un-

til the 10th, and then came the startling intelligence that Lee had been de-

feated, aud had surrendered his army. Then at Danville, on a diminished

scale, was repeated the scene which had been witnessed eight days before at

Richmond. The new capital was abandoned amid just such tumult as bad

attended the evacuation of Richmond. Narrowly escaping a raiding party,

the presidential train reached Greensborough, North Carolina, on the 11th,

bearing with it the disastrous tidings. Here Johnston and Beauregard met
Davis. Breckinridge soon arrived with the details of Lee's surrender. The
four officers then held a consultation on the slope of a hill where Nat Green,

of Revolutionary memory, bad held his council of war tbe night before tbe

battle of Guilford Court-house. Davis thought the struggle ought to be con-

tinued, and even ordered Johnston to fight. That general, however, did not

agree with him, and refused obedience. Davis was powerless. He distrust-

ed Johnston, and left Breckinridge with him to foil any movement which lie

might make to the prejudice of the Confederate cause. How Johnston act-

ed afterward has already been told in these pages.

Tbe people of Greensborough, unlike those of Danville, did not recognize

the presence of the Confederate chief, or tender to him any offer of hospital-

ity. The Confederacy was, therefore, now cooped up in a railroad carl On
the 14lh it left inhospitable Greensborough, uncertain of its destination, but

too painfully conscious of the gad-fly Necessity, which urged it to " move
on." A good part of the way to Charlotte was passed in wagons. At the

latter place the news of Johnston's surrender and Lincoln's murder reached

the fugitives. Here Breckinridge rejoined the party. From this point Da-
vis threw off the semblance of authority which he bad partially sustained

thus far. The movement of the entire party wns heuceforth simply a flight.

Davis now conceived the idea of reaching Texas. With his cabinet and
staff, he left Charlotte under a cavalry escort of 2000 men. On the way tc

the Catawba River, Trenholm, the Secretary of the Treasury, and George Da
vis, attorney general, resigned their positions, and left tbe President to bis

fate. Tbe flight was continued through Abbeville, South Carolina, Wash
ington, Georgia, and then past Milledgeville and Macon southward, as if

making for the coast of Florida. No one showed respect to tbe ruined Pres
ident. Benjamin left the party before it reached Washington, and Mallory
soon afterward. Breckinridge also broke away, aud only Reagan was left

of the whole cabinet

Davis had started from Charlotte shortly after the expiration of the truce

made between Johnston and Sherman. Preparations on an extensive scale

were then made for his capture by General Wilson. Stoneman's three bri-

gades—Brown's, Miller's, and Palmer's—then in Western North Carolina,

were ordered to start in pursuit. These forces were commanded by Gener-
al Palmer in Gillem's absence. They succeeded in crossing the Savannah
River in Davis's front, and thus cut off bis retreat toward the Mississippi.

Wilson's cavalry was stretched over the whole country, from Kingston in

Georgia to Tallahassee in Florida. In the mean time, also, a reward nf

$100,000 had been offered by President Johnson for the apprehension of
Davis, as an accomplice of Booth in the assassination of Lincoln. Stone-

man's and Wilson's cavalry now formed a network through whose meshes
Davis could hardly hope to escape.

On the evening of May 7th, four days after Davis left Washington, Lieu-

tenant Colonel Henry Harndeh, of the First Wisconsin Cavalry—belonging
to Wilson's command—ascertained at Dublin, on the Oconee, that during the

day the fugitives bad crossed tbe river, and were moving on the Jackson-
ville Road. Harnden followed close the next day, and at night reached the

camp which had four hours before been occupied by Davis between the

forks of Alligator Creek. He pursued the trail to Gum Swamp Creek, and

there encamped for the night On the 9th he pushed on to the Ocmulgee,

crossed at Brown's Ferry, and at Abbeville learned that Davis bad left that

place at one o'clock that morning, and was now on the way to Irwinsville.

Colonel Pritcbard, of the Fourth Michigan Cavalry—also belonging to Wil-

son's command—had by this time reached Abbeville, and, taking a more di-

rect route than was followed by Harnden's detachment, reached Irwinsville

at two A.M. on the 10th, where he learned that Davis was encamped about

a mile from the town, on another road leading to Abbeville. Sending a part

of his force to the north to intercept Davis's return to Abbeville, he cautious-

ly approached the camp from both sides, completely cutting oft' all escape.

At daylight he surprised the encampment, and captured Davis, with his fam-

ily, Postmaster General Reagan, two aid-de-camps, Davis's private secretary,

four other officers, and eleven soldiers. Various detads have been publish-

ed in connection with the capture of the Confederate President. It was re-

ported, soon after the event, that Davis was captured in female attire, and a

recent official report by General Wilson confirms the report. 1

1 General Wilson's report here referred to is dated January 17, 18C7, and gives the following

details of the- capture of Davis

:

"The first direct information which I received of Davis's movements was on the 23d or 24th
of April, from a citizen who hud seen liim at Charlotte, N. ('

., (inly three or four days before, and
had learned that he was on his way, with a train and an escort of cavalry, to the South, intending

to go to the trans-Mississippi Department. This information was regarded as entirety reliable,

and hence the officers in charge of the different detachments afterward sent out were directed to

dispose of their commands so us to have nil roads and crossings vigilantly watched. It wns thought
at first that Davis would call about him a select forte, and endeavor to escape by marching to the
westward through the hilly country of Northern Georgia. To prevent this, Colonel Kggleston wns
directed to wntch the country in all directions from Atlanta. Brevet Brigadier General A. J.

Alexander, with the second brigade of Upton's division, having reached Atlanta in ndvance of the

division, wns directed by General Winshiw to scout the country to the northward as fur as Dalton,

or until he should mee't the troops under General Steedman in that region. On beginning his

march from Macon, General Alexander was authorized to detach an ufricer find twenty picked men,
disguised as rebel soldiers, lor the purpose of trying in obtain Jeliiute information nf Darin's move-
ments. This party was placed under the command of Lieutenant Joseph O. Yneman, First Ohio Cav-
alry, and at the time acting inspector general i.f the brijmde Verf.d instructions were also given to

other brigade and division commanders to make similar detachments. General Croxton was di-

rected to send a small party toward Talladega, by the route upon which he had marched from that

place, while Colnnel Kggleston was directed to send a parly by rail to West Point. By these

means it was believed that all considerable detachments of rebels would be apprehended, and that

such informiition might be obtained ns would enable us to secure the principal rebel lenders if they

should undertake to puss through tbe country in nny other way than as individual fugitives.

"In declaring the armistice ofShermnn null and void, the .Secretary of War had directed that

my command should resume nciiu: operations and endeavor to arrest the fugitive rebel chiefs.

I accordingly notified him and Geucinl Thomas by telegraph <•( the dispositions I bad made, and
that I had no doubt of accomplishing the desired object ; but having forwarded the records of my
command to the Adjutant ienend's Department, as required by army regulations and having been

denied copies of the documents relating to these matters, I can not nowfix the exact dates of these

dispatches.

"After a rapid march toward the upper crossings of the Savannah River, in Northwestern Geor-

gia, Lieutentant Voeman's detachment met and joined Davis's party, escorted by Debrill and Fer-

gurson's divisions of cavalry, probably under Wheeler in person, and continued with them several

days, watching for an opportunity to seize and curry off the rebel chief. He wns frustrated by the

vigilance of tho rebel escort. At Washington, (in., the rebel authorities must have beard thai At-

lanta was occupied by our troops, and that they could not pass that point without a light. They
halted, nnd for a short time acted with irresolution in regard to their future course. The cavalry

force which had remained true, to Davis, estimated at live brigades and probably numbering two

thousand men, now became mutinous, and declined to go any further. They were disbanded aud

partially paid off in coin which had been brought to that point in wagons. Lieutenant Voctnan

lost sight of Davis at this time, but. dividing his party into three or four detachments, sought again

to obtain definite information of his movements, but for twenty-four hours was unsuccessful. Per-

severing in his efforts, he became convinced that Davis bad relinquished his idea of going into Al-

abama, and would probably try to reach the Gulf or South Atlantic coast nnd escape by seu.

Couriers were sent with this information to General Alexander, and by him duly transmitted "to

me at Macon. The same conclusion had already been forced upon me by information derived

from various other sources, and from the nature of the case it seemed quite probable. With rail-

road communication through most of Northern Georgia, mid with n division of four thousand na-

tional cavalry operating about Atlanta, it would have been next to impossible for n party of fugi-

tives, however small, to traverse that region by tbe ordinary roads. This must have been clear to

the rebels. From these circumstances I became convinced that Davis would cither llee in dis-

guise and unattended, or endeavor to work bis way southward into Florida. With the view- of inter-

cepting him in Ibis atiempt, I directed the crossings of the < inriulgee liiver to be watched with renew-

ed vigilance all tbe way from the neighborhood ofAtlanta to I [uu bin-viHe. and on the evening ofMay
Gth I directed Brigadier General Croxton to select the best regiment in his division mid send it, under

its best officer, with orders to march eastward, via Jcffcrsonville, to Dublin, on the Oconee Kiver, with

the greatest possible speed, scouting the country well to the northward, and leaving detuchments

nt the most important cross-roads with iusiitictions to keep a sharp look-out for ull detachments

of rebels. By these means it was hoped that Davis's line of march would be intersected and his
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About the same time Alexander II. Stephens and Secretary Mallory were
captured bj other portions of General Wilson's command. Before the close

of the month Davis was confined in Fortress Monroe, where he remained for

two years, subject to trial. He was indicted for treason, but the trial was

postponed time after time, and at length he was released upon bail of

$100,000, exactly the same amount which was awarded to his captors. The
Confederate Vice-President A. H.Stephens was also confined for a brief peri
od in Fort Warren, Boston Harbor.
Thus closed at once the official and military career of the Confederacy.

movements discovered, in which even! die < ommnndiiig officer was instructed to follow it, wherever
it might lead, until ihe fugitive? should he overtaken and captured. General Croxton selected for

this purpose the First Wisconsin Cavalry, commanded by Lieutenant Colonel Henry Hamden, an
oftieer of spirit, experience, and resolution. During that day and the next the conviction that Da-
vis would try lot-cape into Florida became so strong that I sent tor General Mia tv. commanding the

Second Division, and in person directed liim to -elect his be-t regiment, and order it to march with-

out delay to the southeastward along the right bank of the i icmulgee liner, watching all the cross-

ings between llawkinsvilleand the mouth of [he ( Ihoopee River. Incase of discovering the trail of
the fugitives, they were directed to follow it to the Gulf coast, or till they should ou-rlake mid capture
the party- ofwhom they were in pursuit. General Minty .-elected for this purpose liis own regiment,
the Fourth Michigan I 'uvalry, commanded by Lieutenant ( olonel Benjamin 1). Pritchnrd, an ex-
cellent and dashing officer. In the mean time < ienerid Upton, at August*), had rent me a dispatch
ndvisine; me to offer a reward of *l nn,mm for the capture of Davis, urging that the Secretary of

it it would induce even the rebels to ussist in making the

me the responsibility of i ouiinitiing [he government in this

"an offering a reward of $100^000* to he paid out of such
of Davis or his party. This was doue, and copies scat-

the ilth of May.
that Davis's cavalry escort had disbanded, General Alcx-

id horses of his command, crossed to the right or northern

War would approve my action, and lh;

capture. Not caring, however, to nssu

way, I authorized him to issue a prod*
money as might he found in the posse

tcred throughout the country as early
" As soon as it was known at ' '

ander, with live hundred picked

ink of the Chattahoochee liiier, occupied all the fords west of the Atlanta and Chattanooga
Unilrond, watched the passes of the Altooua Mountains and the main crossings of the Etowah Hir-
er, and with various detachments of his small command patrolled all the main roads in that region
day and night, until he received news of Davis'* capture in another quarter.

" The final disposition of my command may be described as follows ; Major General Upton,
with parts of two regiments, occupied Augiisin, and kept a vigilant watch over the country in that
vicinity, nnd informed me by telegraph of every thing important which came under his observation.
General Winslow, with the larger part of that din. ion. occupied Atlanta, and scouted the country
in all directions lion* (hit place. Cencral Alexander, with live hundred puked men, patroled the
country north of the Chatial chee. while detachments occupied Griffin nnd Jonesboro, closely
watching the crossings of the Uciunlgce. and scooting the count rv to ihe eastward. Colonel Eg-
gleston, commanding the post of Atlanta, had also sent a detachment to West Point, to watch the
Alabama line in that quarter.
" General Croxton, with the main body of the First Division in the vicinity ofMacon, had sent- a

detachment under my direction to the mountain region of Alabama, marching by the way of Car-
rolton to Talladega, and another through Northeastern Georgia toward North Carolina, nnd was
also engaged in watching the Ocmulgee from the right of the Fourth Division to Macon, nnd in
scouting the country to his front and rear. General Minty, commanding the Second Division, was
scouting the country to the southeast, watching the lower crossings of the I Icmulgee, and had
small panics at all the. important points on ihe M.tithwestern Kailroad, and in Western and South-
western Georgia. Detachments of the Seventh Pennsylvania Cavalry occupied Ciuhbert, Eufaula,
Columbus, and Bniubridge, and kept a vigilant watch over the Lower Mint and Chattahoochee.
While General MeCook, with a detachment of his division at Albany, and TOO men between there and
Tallahassee, Florida, was scouting the country to the north and eastward, we also had rail and tel-

egraphic communication from my headquarters at Macon with Atlanta, Augusta, West Point,
Milledgeville, Albany, and F.ufnuln. By inspecting the map herewith it will be seen that my force
of nearly |."i,titin cavalry, well mounted and vigilant, were occupying a well-denned and almost (

tinuous line from Kingston. Georgia. toTallalia-.ee, Honda, with detachments and stouts well
in all directions to the front and rear. From this it will be difficult to perceive how Davis and his
party could possibly have hoped to escape.
" From the time they were reported at Charlotte till their final capture I was kept informed of

their general movements, and was enabled thereby to dispose of my command in Such a manner
as to render the capture morally certain. As reported by General Winslow. rumors come in from
all directions, but try carefully weighing them, the truth became sufficiently manifest to enable mc
to act with confidence. It is to be regretted now, however, that the hurry of events precluded the
use of written orders, in nearly every instance my instructions were given verbally to the division
commanders, and by them, in turn, transmitted verbally to their subordinates, Such written dis-
patches and orders as were given are preserved in the records pertaining to the cavalry corps, Mil-
itary Division of the Mississippi, now on tile in the Adjutant General's office.

"In pursuance of my instructions to General Cioxmn. heretofore recked, Lieutenant Colonel
Henry Hamden, with three .Inters and one hundred and fifty men of the First Wisconsin Cavalry,
left Alacon, Ga.

, on ihe evening of May 0, I Hi;.'., and mm ched'rapidly via Jeilersonville toward Dub-
lin, oh the Oconee River. At Jeilersonville Colonel llamden left one officer and thirty men, with
orders to scout the country in all directions for reliable information as to Davis's flight. With the
balance of his command he continued the march nil night, and the next day, about seven P.M.,
reached Dublin. During the night and day he had sent out scouts and small parries on all the
side reads, in the hope of finding the trail of the party for whom he was looking. Nothing of im-
portance occurred until after he had bivouacked for the night. The white inhabitants of that place
expressed entire ignorance and indifference in regard to the movement of important rebels, but
were unusually profuse in their offers of hospitality to Colonel llarnden. This, together with the
conduct of the colored servants, excited his suspicions, though he gained no valuable intelligence
till about midnight, at which time he was informed by a negro man. who went to bis camp for that
purpose, that Davis, with his wife and family, had passed through Dublin that day, going south on
the river rond. The negro reported that the party in question had eight wagons, with [hem, and
that another party had gone southward on the other side of the Oconee River. His information
seems to have been of the most explicit and circumstantial character. He had heard the lady
called 'Mrs. Davis,' and a gentleman spoken of us 'President Dans,' and said that Mr. Davis hud
not crossed the river at the regular fern' wiili the rest of the partv, but had gone about three miles
lower down, and crossed on a small Hut-boat, and rejoined the parry with the wagons near the out-
skirts of the town, and that they bad nil gone toward the south together. The colored mun re-
ported Mr. Davis as mounted on a tine bay horse, and told his story so circumstantially that Col-
onel llarnden could not help believing it. The ferryman was called up and examined, but, either
through stupidity or design, succeeded in withholding whatever be knew in regard to the case.
But in view of the facts already eli. itcd, alter detailing Lieutenant Lane and sixty men to remain
at Dublin, and to scout the country in all directions, Colonel llarnden, at an early hour in the
momiug, began ihe pursuit of t lie party just mentioned. Five miles south of Dublin he obtained
information from a woman which left him no room to doubt that he was on the track of Da-
vis in person. He dispatched a messenger to inform General Croxton of his good fortune, and
pushed rapidly in pursuit. The trail led southward through a region of pine forests and cypress
swamps, almost uninhabited, and therefore affording no food lor either men or horses. The rain
bewail to fall, and, as there was no road, the tracks of ihe wagon-wheels upon the sandy soil were
soon obliterated. A citizen was pressed, and compelled lo act as guide till the trail was again discov-
ered. The pursuit was continued with renewed vigor, but as the wagon-tracks were again lost in
the waters nl the swamp bordering on Alligator Creek, tlie pursuing p.my were again delayed till
a citizen could he lound to guide them to the road upon which ihe null was again visible. Colo-
nel llarnden reports tins day to have been one of great toil both to men nnd horses j they hud
marched lorry miles through an almost trackless loiest, much of the way under the rain, and in
water up to their saddle-girths. They bivouacked after dark on the borders of Gum Swamp, and
during the night were again drenched hitIi rain. Before daylight of the nth they renewed their
march, their route leading almost sonthwe.-t through swamp and wilderness to Brown's Ferry
where they crowed to the south side of ihe nemnlgee Hiicr. In his anxietv to fern- his command
over rapidly. Colonel llarnden allowed the boat to be overloaded , a plank near the bow was sprung
loose, causing the boat to leak badly, and, as no means were til hand with which to make repairs-
lighter boat-loads bad to be earned. This prolonged the crossing nearly two hours, ( 'olonel llam-
den learned from [he ferryman that the party he was pursuing had crossed about one o'clock that
morning, ond were only a lew hours ahead of him on the road leading o. Irwiii.nlle At Abbe-
ville, n village ol three laiuilics, he halted to feed, and. just as he was renewing his march ho met
the advance party of the Fourth Michigan Cavalry. Lieutenant Colonel B D. I'rilchurd command-
ing, moving on the road I com I law kiiiM ill,-. Ordering his detachment to continue its march, Col-
onel Hamden rode to meet I olonel Pritchard, and gave him such information in regard to Davis's
movements as he had been able to gather. This was about three 1' M. After n conversation be-

ic officers, the precise detuils of which are variously reported, thev separated , Colonel
o rejoin liis command, already an I r or more in advance, and Colonel Pritchnrd con-

tinuing Ins march along the south side of the Ocmulgeo. It will be remembered that Colonel
1 rnchard had begun In. march Irom the vicinity of Macon on the evening of May 7, under verbal
orders, given bun by General Jinny, in pursuance of my instructions. His attention was particu-
larly directed to the crossings of the Ucmulgcc River, between UnwkiiiM ille and Jacksonville near
the mouth of the Ohoopcc, with the object of intercepting Davis and such other rebel chiefs as
might be making their way out of the country by ihe roads in that region. He had not gone more
than three miles before he obtained -neb additional information in regard to the party us convinced
him that it was his duty to join in the pursuit. In this he was clearly right, and had he done oth-

would have been censurable for negligence an,) want of enterprise. Colonel Hamden hav-
ing mlonned him that he bad force enough to cope with Dai is. Colonel Pritchard determined lo
march another road, fending to Irwinsville by a more circuitous mute. Why he did not send a
courier on the trad pursued by Colonel Harnden to notify the latter of bis "intentions has not
been explained. This would probably hue prevented the collision which afterward occurred be-
tween his regiment and that of Colonel Hamden, and would not have rendered the capture of Da-
vis less certain. This is not intended to relied upon the conduct of Colonel Pritchard, for it is be-
lieved that this omission was simply an oversight which might have occurred to any c idem and
zealous officer. In carrying out the plan which lie bad adopted. I 'olonel Prit.hard -c-lcctcl from
his regiment seven officers and one hundred and twenty-eight men, and at four o'clock began the
march, leaving the balance of bis regiment under command of Captain Ilathawav with older* to
picket the nvcr and scout the country in accordance with previous instructions.

" The route pur-
sued by Colonel 1 nicbard h-d down the river neatly twelve miles to a point oppo-ite Wilcox's Mill
and thence southwest lor a distance of eighteen miles, through the pine fores, to Irwinsville Ho
reached this place at one A.M. of the Huh. and by representing bis command n> the rear-guard
of Davis s party, he succeeded in learning Irom the citizens thai the partv be » a- seaivhiiu- for had
encamped that night at dusk about a mile and a half out on the road toward Abbe die liming
secured a negro giude, be turned the head of his column toward that place, and after moving lo
within half a mile ol the camp, halted and dismounted twenty-five men under Lieutenant Purin-
ton. This party were directed to move noiselessly tin ..ugh "the woods to the mirth side oflbo
camp, for the purpose of gaining a positioa in its rear and preventing the po-.-dilitv of escape In
case of discovery by the enemy, they were directed to begin the attack from wherever they might
be, while Colonel Pritchard Mould charge upon the rani), along the main road. Lieutenant Pu-
nnton having reached the point assigned him without exciting an alarm, the attack was (Iclnved
until the hrst np pea ranee ol dawn, at which time Colonel Pritchard put bis troops in motion and
continued Ins march to within a few rods of the camp undiscovered. Having a-snrc.l himself of
Ins posilioii, he dashed upon the (amp without delay, and in a few moments had secured its occu-
pants and effects, and placed a guard of mounted men around ihe camp, with dismounted sentries
at the tents nnd wagons. No resistance was offered, because the enemy bud polled no sentries
and were therefore taken completely by surprise.

" Almost simultaneously with the dash of Colonel Pritchard and his detachment sharp firing be-
gan in the direction of Abbeville, and only a short distance from the camp. This turned nut lo
be an engagement l>e!w vei\ the party under Lieutenant Purinton and the detachment of ihe First
Wisconsin Cavalry, winch, it seem-, had followed the rebel Irail the nigbi bcf. dl ii M . no lin-
ger distinguishable in the dark, bad gone i, L ,o camp only two or ihice miles behind the party they
had been pursuing so long. :ihl | bad renewed the pursuit as soon as they could sec to march.

" Both Colonel Pritchard and Colonel llarnden wore informed flint Davis bad been reported as
having with him a well-armed bodv-guard of picked men, variously climated at from ten to fifty
1 hey tliereloie expcclcl de-perate resistance, and hence, in the collision which occurred the men of
both dclachmenls seemed inspired bv the greatest courage anil determination. It was several min-
utes before cither party discovered they were fighting our own people instead of the enemy. In
this unfortunate utTair two men of the Fourth Michigan were killed and one officer wounded, while
three men of the First Wisconsin were severely and several slightly wounded. It i* difficult, under
the circumstances as detailed, to perceive how the accident could have been avoided. Colonel
Ilarudcii certainly had no means ol knowing, and no reason to suspect that the party whom he
tound in his Ir.uit were any other than the rebels be had been pursuing, while Colonel Pritchnrd
claims that he had cautioned Lieutenant Pnnuton particularly to keep a sharp look-out for (he
First \\ isionsin. which be knew would approach I nun that direction. The hurry with which my
command was nih-euuontly mn-tered .ait of service, and the absence of the principal o Hi cars, pre-
vented nn investigation ol the details of this affair, ami the circumstances which led to it At this
late day nothing more can be said of them than what is contained in the official documents already
submitted, except that not the slightest blame was ever intended to be cast by me upon t olonel
Hamden, as seems to have been assumed by the commission convened by the Secretary of War for
the purpose of awarding the prize offered for the capture of Davis.
"During the firing of the skirmish referred to, the adjutant of the Fourth Michigan, Lieutenant

J. G. Dickinson, alter having |,„.ked to the security of the rebel camp, and sent forward a number
of the men who had straggled, was about to go to the front himself when his attention was called
by one of the men ' to three persons dressed in female attire,' who had apparently just left one of
the large tents near by, and were moving toward the thick woods. He started in once toward
them, and called out 'Halt!' but, not hearing him, or not caring to obey, they continued to move
oft. Just then ihcv were confronted by three men under direction of Corporal Monger, coming
from the opposite direction. The corporal recognized cnie of the persons t\~ Davis, advanced cara-
bine, ond demanded Ins .surrender. The three persons halted, and by the actions of the (wo, who
afterward turned out to be women, all doubt as to the identity of the thud person was removed
The individuals thus arrested were found to be Miss Howell, Mrs. Davis, and Jefferson Davis. As
they walked buck to the ten! from which they had tried to escape, Lieutenant Dickinson observed
that Davis's high top-boots were not covered by his disguise, w Inch fact probably led to his recog-
nition by Corporal Hunger.
"As the friends of Davis have strenuously denied that he was disguised as a woman, it may not

be improper to specify the exact articles of woman's apparel which be bad upon him when first seen
by Lieutenant Dickinson and t orpornl Monger. The former states that he was one of the three
persons ' dressed in woman's attire.' and had a 'black mantle wrapped about his head, through the
top of which could be seen locks of his hair.' Captain G. W. Lawton. Fourth Michigan Cavalry,
who publishes an account of the capture in the At/antic Monthly for September, 1865, states ex-
plicitly, upon the testimony of the officers present, that Davis, in addition to his full suit of Confed-
erate gray, had on 'n lady's waterproof (cloak;, gathered at the waist, with a shawl drawn over
the head, and carrying a tin pail.'

" Colonel Pritchard says in his official report that he received from Mrs. Davis, on board the
steamer (. lyde, oft Fortress Monroe, ' a waterproof cloak or robe,' which was worn by Davis as a
disguise, and which was identified by the men who saw it on him at the time of the capture. He
seemed the balance ol the disguise the next day. It consisted of a shawl, which was identified in
a similar manner by both Mrs. Davis nnd the men. From these circumstances there seems lo lie

no doubt whatever that Davis sought to avoid capture by assuming the dress of a woman, or that
the Indies of the party endeavored o. pass bun oil upon his euptnrs as one of themselves.
"In addition to Davis and bis family, Colonel 1 'ntc hard's detachment captured at the same time

John II. Heagan, rebel postmaster-general. Colonel B N Harrison, private seeretan, Colonels Lub-
bock and Johnson, aids-de-enmp to Davis, four inferior officers, and thirteen private soldiers, be-
sides Mi-s Unwell, two waiting-maids, and several colored servants.
"As soon ns breakfast could bo prepared. Colonel Pntr.hnrd. preceded by Colonel Harnden, bo

gan his march, with prisoners and wagons, for Macon, about Il'ii miles to the northwest oflrwins
villa. The next day he met a courier with copies of the President's proclamation offering a ro
ward of $100,1:00 for the capture of Davis. This proclamation bud been received and promulgated
by moon the iUh, and hence the officers in pursuit of Dans were in noway inspired by the promise
which it contained. They performed their part from a higher sense of duty, and too much praise
can not he nwarded to < olunels Pritchard and Hamden. and the officers and men of their regi-
ments who participated in the pursuit; Colonel Pritchard arrived at Macon on the afternoon of
the 13th, nnd reported at once with bis prisoners at corps headquarter*. Arrangements had been
already made, under instructions from the Secretary of War, lor forwarding Davis to the North,
ci'a Atlanta, Augusta, ami Savannah. I olonel Prin'hard, with a detachment of bis regiment, was
directed to deliver bis prisoner safely into ihe custody of the Secretary of War. I also placed in
his charge the person of Clement C. Clav.Jr., for whose arrest a reward bad also been offered by
the President. Mr. Clay surrendered him-clf to me at Macon about the 1 1 th of May, having in-
formed me by telegraph from Western Georgia the ,lav before that he would start for my head,
quarters without delay. A. H. Stephens was arreted i.v General I. pton, at Craw fords ville, about
Ihe same time and aLo [.laced in charge of Colonel Pritchard.
" Brevet Major Genend Upton was charged with making (he necessary arrangements for for-

warding the prisoners and escort safely to Savannah, in the department of General Gillmore,
These arrangements were successfully carried out, and the prisoners delivered at Fortress Monroe
fur safe keeping on the 22d of May.

" My command had also arrested Mr. Mallorv, the rebel Secretary of the Nnw, Mr. Hill, sena-
tor, nnd Joseph E. Brown, governor of Georgia. " Breckinridge and Ti-unhs managed to escape by
traveling alone and as rapidly as possible, the former having pas.ed through Tallahassee, Florida,
only a lew hours before the arrival of General Mcf'onk at that place.

" Immediately after the capture of Davis, the small detachments and scouting parties of my com-
mnnd were assembled by their respective brigade ami division commanders, and after paroling *he
bulk of the rebel (brces, amounting to about 110,000 men that had been serving in Florida, Georgia,
North and South Carolina, ihe various regiments were ordered to he mustered out.

' "F'rom the foregoing narrative, it will he seen that the first perfectly reliable iiif.nmalion in re-
gard to the movements of Davis was sent in by Lieutenant Joseph 1 1. Voeinan, of General Alexan-
ders Staff; that the route aduallv pursued bv Davis and his parly after le.noig Washington was
first discovered by Lieutenant Colonel Harnden at Dublin, and that ihe capture was actually mado
one and a half miles north of Irwinsville, Georgia, at duwn of .May in, by Lieutenant Colonel Ben-
jamin D. Pritchard, with a detuchmeut of 7 officers uudlL'Smen of the Fourth Michigan Cavalry."
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CHAFI'ER LX.
THE DEATH OF LINCOLN.

The Mission of Abraham Lincoln.—His Conservatism.—Characteristic Peculiarities.— Charitable
Disposition toward tlie Southern People—Closing Days of Lincoln's Life.—His second Inau-
gural.—Visit to City Point.—Entrance into Richmond. —The last Day. —The Evening at
Ford's Theatre.—Lincoln's Assassination.—His Death-bed.—Attempt to Assassinate Secretary
Sewarcl.—The E licet upon the Country.—The Fate of the Conspirators.—Death ofJohn Wilkes
Hooth.—The Trial before the Military Commission.—Flight and final Capture of John H. Sur-
ratt.—Connection of the Conspiracy with the Confederate Government.—Banal of President
Lincoln.

NEVER before^ in the history of the world, was a single fortnight so

^
thronged with events of thrilling interest, concerning not alone one

continent, but commanding the attention of the world, as that which com-
menced on the 1st, and ended with the 14th of April, 1865. As, in the de-
nouement of a greai tragedy, events which have hitherto crept along, in
light or darkness, leap forward, thronging and culminating toward their con-
clusion, so was it in the closing period of that antagonism in which, for four
years, the republic had met, grappled, and finally put under its feet the re-

bellion of states against its sovereignty. This national drama had had its

prelude in years of plotting and conspiracy on the part of Southern states-

men, who sought to array their states against the general government. Still

its first outward act was a violent shock. The American people was raised

clean off the ground
;
but it soon regained its footing, and saw that the crista

upon it ought not to have been a surprise. It was a long time before the

intense violence of the rebellion was understood ; but at length the nation

put on its complete armor, and gathered up its full strength. From that

moment doubt was thrust aside, and victory crowned its banners. But Get-

tysburg, Vicksburg, Atlanta, Nashville, and Savannah, although great na-

tional victories, had not been crushing defeats to the Confederate armies.

Then within the confines of Virginia and North Carolina was marshaled the

combined strength of both antagonists. The curtain uplifted to disclose the

last act of the drama. It disclosed Grant's army in motion. One blow from
the national arm swept away the defenses of Lee's army and uncovered the

Confederate capital. A second blow crushed the finest army of the Confed-

eracy, and its fragments were left at the mercy of the conqueror. The Con-
federate President was a fugitive, bearing with him to Greensborough the

tidings of terrible disaster, the very weight of which crushed and crumbled
Johnston's army. The rebel government, with its armies, vanished like the
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clouds of an April day. The winter of national discontent was passed, fol-

lowed by glorious summer. The national colors floated on innumerable

eminences, wafting fragrance more grateful than tliat of flowers. Exultation

filled tbe whole atmosphere, and pervaded the hearts of all men. It was

like a heaven from which Satan and his angels had been thrust out into the

abyss. Strong men wept for joy. Inspired with awe, the people expressed

their triumph, not in shouts, but in anthems.

In this sublime awe, in this inspiration of joyous triumph, Lincoln had

participated not as others. He was wrapped in a cloud of glory which no

man could penetrate. It was a glory which was hid from his own eyes, in

which he was somehow buried, but which had not yet blossomed into the

full flower. He had been chosen of God for great ends. When the Repub-

lican National Convention assembled at Chicago on the 16th of May, I860,

it was almost universally assumed that William H.Seward would be nomi-

nated for President. On the first ballot he stood far ahead of Lincoln; on

the second he was three votes ahead; but on the third Lincoln stood fifty-

one votes ahead of Seward, and his nomination was then made unanimous.

The people were scarcely as yet familiar with the name of Lincoln. Tbey
soon learned that he was an awkward, ungainly man, one who had risen

from obscurity by perseverance, a man shrewd in debate and plain in speech,

and who was known simply as " Honest old Abe." But this awkward, plain

man, without culture, and without that despotism of genius which commands
admiration, God had taken by the hand, and had chosen as the champion of

the republic at the most critical moment of its history. His very election

was made the pretext for rebellion. But he accomplished nobly and wisely

bis great mission. Against the violence of rebellion he opposed the firm-

ness of national authority, supported by the strong arms of patriots. The
subtle machinations of those who opposed his administration were foiled by
his good sense. Thus he won the confidence of the people. He had no
love of arbitrary power, and indulged no radical or revolutionary theories

which could tempt him to such use of power. He was a conservative in

the best sense of that term : not a conservator of party, but of national in-

tegrity. Thus he was the better fitted to accomplish his divine mission.

For it must be remembered that God, the great Disposer of all events,

works not with the haste of man. Tares and wheat He lets grow together

until the harvest, lest by rooting up the tares upon impulse He uproot the

wheat also. While Lincoln never vacillated, he was never., in haste. He
hesitated long before he issued his proclamation of emancipation. He laid

it away, and weeks passed before he signed it—and then be acted in accord-

ance with a solemn vow which he bad made to God. Even after he is-

sued this document he doubted whether the system of gradual and compen-
sated emancipation might not be more just and better for tbe slaves. He
looked on every side of every question, and was therefore slow in reaching

conclusions. In Lincolnthought and prayer were mingled, and thus the

final word which came in answer to thought and prayer sounded solemnly

in his ears like the commandment of God. Following that voice, he had no
doubt as to results: it was, "This do, and thou shall be saved."

In no life, perhaps, more than in Lincoln's, did the outward appearance
contradict the inward fact and experience. A casual acquaintance with him
would lead to the inference that be looked upon every subject only as the

occasion of a joke or the point for an anecdote. But those who came Dear-

er to him, or who carefully study the man, can not thus judge. Upon no

man ever fell the weight of sadder care than upon him. Day by dny he

labored under a burden which he could not lay aside. Thus to his intimate

friends he always seemed weary and sorrowful. In an equal degree his ex-

ternal awkwardness curiously contrasted with an inward grace and sweet-

ness not common among men. He was as gentle as a woman. His com-

passion was infinite. As the hour of victory approached, when the enemies

of the nation would lie prostrate at its feet, the desire nearest to his heart

was to heal the wounds which the strife left open and bleeding, to pardon

and restore. Thus, when the summer of triumph came, its glory wrapped
him all about. He saw a nation restored, a race emancipated. He saw the

seal of God set upon all which he had done. He looked upon a people in-

spired with solemn joy, and as their souls went up in anthems, bis rose su-

preme above them all, crowned with an aureola such as never graced the

head of Ca?sar or king.

But how easily is the summer sky overcast with gloom! The serpent's

head has been bruised, but his venomous fangs have not been plucked

Treason, which wears the semblance of honor on the battle-field, and whose

proud crest flashing at the head of armies is an image of something glori-

ous, is, after all, a creeping thing with a devilish instinct. And thus it is

that at one moment we look upon the great leader of the people crowned

with the highest honors which tbe hands or hearts of his countrymen can

bestow, and the next are called to witness bis martyrdom.

On the 4th of March Lincoln bad been reinaugu rated President On that

occasion he thus alluded to the war, and to the two parties engaged in it:

"Each looked for an easier triumph, and a result less fundamental and

astounding. Both read the same Bible and pray to the same God, and each

invokes his aid against the other. It may seem strange that any men should

dare to ask a just God's assistance in wringing their bread from the sweat

of other men's faces. But let us judge not that we be not judged. The
prayers of both could not be answered ; that of neither has been answered

fully. The Almighty has his own purposes. 'Woe unto the world be-

cause of offenses, for it must needs be that offenses come, but woe to that

man by whom the offense cometh.' If we shall suppose that American
slavery is one of those offenses which, in the providence of God, must needs

come, but which, having continued through his appointed time, he now wills

to remove, and that he gives to both North and South this terrible war as

the woe due to those by whom the offense came, shall we discern therein

any departure from these divine attributes which the believers in a loving

God always ascribe to him ? Fondly do we hope, fervently do we pray that

this mighty scourge of war may speedily pass away. Yet if God wills

that it continue until all the wealth piled by the bondman's two hundred

and fifty years of unrequited toil shall be sunk, and until every drop of

blood drawn with the lash shall be paid by another drawn with the sword,

as was said three thousand years ago, so still it must be said, 'Thejudgments

of the Lord are true and righteous altogether.'

" With malice toward none, with charity for all, with firmness in the

right, let us strive on to finish the work we are in, to bind up the nation's

wounds, to care for him who shall have borne the battle, and for his widow
and his orphan, to do all which may achieve and cherish a just and a last-

ing peace among ourselves and with all nations."
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A few days afterward lie went to City Point, and was there when Grant

defeated Lee. The day after Richmond was taken he entered that city,

comin", not as the conqueror, but the deliverer, and was welcomed with ac-

clamation, especially by the poor negroes, who kissed the hands which bad

broken their bonds. After Lee's surrender he returned to "Washington.

Here, on the evening of the 11th, in the midst of the universal rejoicings, he

addressed his fellow-citizens, calling upon them to remember Him to whom

they owed the preservation of the nation, and the soldiers and sailors who,

under God, had won the victory. He also, on this occasion, announced his

purpose to issue another proclamation to the people of the South, in order

to hasten the work of restoration.

On the morning of the 14th—the last day of Lincoln's life—his son Rob-

ert breakfasted with him, and told him aH the details of Lee's surrender,

from the scene of which he had just returned. The President then spent

an hour with Schuyler Colfax, speaker of the House. The conversation nat-

urally turned upon the immediate future of the nation, and every word ut-

tered by Lincoln breathed a pardon toward repentant rebels. After a brief

interview with some of his old Illinois friends, the President met bis cabi-

net between 11 and 12 o'clock. He seemed more joyous than was his wont.

The lieutenant general was also present Then, in the afternoon, he drove

out with Mrs. Lincoln, and conversed of the happier days which seemed in

store for them. He seemed to be looking forward to four years of peaceful

administration, and after that to retirement and a quiet conclusion of an

eventful life in the midst of old and familiar scenes. But even then the

weapon of death in the hands of the assassin was laden with the fatal bul-

let. A peace such as the world can not give was nearer to the weary heart

of Lincoln than he then dreamed.

In the evening he met Colfax again, with George Ashmun, who had pre-

sided at the Chicago Convention which nominated bim for the presidency.

It was well understood in Washington that the President and General Grant

would that evening attend Ford's Theatre, and a private box bad been es-

pecially prepared and decorated for the presidential party. General Grant,

owing to another engagement, could not attend. Mr. Colfax was invited to

accompany the party, but declined, to his subsequent regret. 1 The Presi-

dent himself was reluctant, as his mind was on other things, but be was not

willing to disappoint the people in this hour of public rejoicing. At nine

o'clock, with his wife, Mr. Lincoln reached the theatre, and, as usual, was re-

ceived with an outburst of applause. The other members of the party were

Miss Harris, daughter of Senator Harris, of New York, and Major Rathbun,

of the regular army. The play for the evening was " Our American Cous-

in." The American flag drooped over Lincoln's head, and his thoughts were

occupied with a grander drama than that which was presented to the audi-

ence. Four years ago this day the flag bad been hauled down from Fort

Sumter, and this very day the same old flag had been restored by the hands

of Major Anderson. It was natural, therefore, that the President's mind

should range over the weary years which had intervened, and of which he

was so great a part. His face wore n happy smile, such as had not been

there since the beginning of the war.

But still another play was in progress of which neither Lincoln nor the

audience knew. Shortly after the President entered the theatre three men

were noticed by one Sergeant M. Dye, who was sitting in front of the the-

atre. Tbcy seemed to be in earnest consultation, and to be waiting for some

one to come out They went to a neighboring saloon, and in a few minutes

returned. One was a well-dressed gentleman, another was a rough-looking

fellow, and the third was a younger man than either of the other two. This

latter stepped up and called out the time, and then started up the street.

Soon he reappeared and called out " ten minutes after ten," this time louder

than before. Tlie well-dressed gentleman then entered the theatre by the

door in the rear leading to the stage. He passed up the stairs and through

' In n Rpee.h lit Chici^o, April :lilih, Colfax saidt
ii • • • • jjv m j fl ,i hiis since been tortured with regrets that I had not nceompanied mm. If

tho knife which the assassin bad intended for Grant had not been wasted, as it possibly would not

have been, on ona of so much less Importunes in our national affairs, perhaps a sudden backward

look at that eventful instum might have saved that life, so incalculably precious to wife, and chil-

dren, and country; or, failing in that, might have hindered or prevented the escape of his murder-

er. The willineiie^iif anv in. in to endanger his life lor another's is so much doubled that I scarce-

ly dare to eav how willinjiiv 1 would lime ri-ked my own to preserve his, of such priceless valne to

lis all But'if you can realiw that it is sweet to die for one's country, as so many scores of thou-

luiuds, from every state, and countv, and hamlet have proved in the years that are past, yon can

imagine the consolation there would be to any one, oven in his expiring hours, lo feel that he had

saved the land from a funeral gloom which, but a [few days ago, serried down anon it from ocenn

to ocean nod from Capitol to cahin, at the loss of one for whom even u hecatomb of victims could

the gallery leading to the bos occupied by the President, and overlooking

the stage on its right He stood for a moment surveying the audience, and
then, taking out a card, gave it to the President's messenger, and immedi-
ately followed the latter into the box. As he entered he fired, taking uner-

ring aim at the President's head. Major Rathbun attempted to seize the

assassin, but was thrust aside, receiving at the same time a wound in the

breast The assassin advanced to the front brandishing his knife, and leaped

upon the stage, shouting "Sic semper tyrannis," the motto of Virginia. In
a moment he was gone.

Lincoln was carried, unconscious, from the theatre to Mr. Peterson's house
opposite, where he was laid upon a bed. In ten minutes all Washington
was apprised of the deed which bad been committed, but the extent of the

injury was yet unknown. Surgeon General Barnes was hastily summoned,
and the members of the cabinet were assembled in the death-chamber of tho

President. There also were' Senator Sumner and Speaker Colfax. The
wound which had been received in the back of the head was probed by the

surgeon general and pronounced mortal. As the fatal word was uttered,

the hearts of all present sank within them. "Oh nol general, nol" cried out

Stanton, and, sinking into a chair, he wept like a child. Sumner, who held

the hand of the martyred President, sobbed as if his great heart would break
with sorrow. It was the night of Good Friday, and it seemed as if another

had been crucified, the just for the unjust I

All night the watchers stood about the death-bed. Lincoln remained un-

conscious to the last His wife and son Robert several times entered the

chamber, but in their grief could not bear the scene, and they remained most
of the time in an adjoining room. Lincoln lived until twenty-two minutes

past seven o'clock on the morning of the 15tb.

The same hour that the President was shot, a man appeared at the door

of Secretary Seward and pretended that he was a messenger from the physi-

cian who was then attending upon the secretary. Being refused admit-

tance, be forced his way to the secretary's chamber. Frederick Seward and
an attendant rushed to the rescue, but were both severely wounded, Tho
assassin—probably the rough-looking fellow observed by Sergeant Dye in

front of Ford's Theatre—entered the chamber and inflicted several wounds
upon the secretary, and then escaped. It had been intended by the assas-

sins to kill Secretary Stanton, Lieutenant General Grant, and Vice-President

Johnson, and thus paralyze the government. But even if all this had been

accomplished the conspirators would have been disappointed. Secretary

Seward survived the blows inflicted upon him, but to his dying day will

wear the honorable scars which associate him in the thoughts of the people

with the martyrdom of their President.

The tidings of the assassination spread rapidly over tho country. In all

history there was never national sorrow to be compared with this. Literally

the whole people wept. Thousands there were who would willingly have

received the fatal bullet in their own hearts if thereby they could have-

saved the precious life of their leader. Even those who had for four years

reviled Lincoln, who had called him a boor and a despot, now vied with bis

friends in their adulation. A few rejoiced in the murder, but their lips were

closed partly from fear and partly from the universal expression of sorrow

which struck them dumb.

But who and where were the murderers? The assassin of the President,

as he escaped across the stage, was recognized by one of the actors as John

Wilkes Booth, Other evidence was soon found which fixed upon this per-

son the guilt of the murder. But, though he left traces of his guilt behind,

he was not to be found. The rendezvous of the conspirators was discov-

ered. It was the bouse of Mrs. M. B, Surratt, located in the very heart of

Washington. On the night of April 17th the officers of the government

proceeded thither and arrested the occupants—Mrs. Surratt, her daughter

Anna, Miss Fitzpatrick, and Miss Holahan. Before leaving the house a

light knock was heard at the door. It was opened, and a young man ap-

peared, evidently in disguise. He was dressed like a common laborer, and

carried a pick upon bis shoulder. But his hands were white and soft, ap-

parently unused to labor, and bis answers to questions put to him were un-

satisfactory. During the investigation he produced the certificate of an oath

of allegiance, purporting to have been taken by Lewis Payne, of Fauquier

County, Virginia. He was arrested, and it was afterward proved that he

was the man who bad attempted to murder Secretary Seward, and that bis

real name was Powell. Three days later George A. Atzerott was captured
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near Middleburg, in Maryland. He had on tbe 14tb of April occupied a

room in the Kirkwood House, Washington, where Vice-President Johnson
was staying. In this room a revolver was found the next day, hid under
the pillow of the bed, and some bowie-Unives between the mattresses. There
was also found evidence of his complicity with Booth.

Tbe principal assassin, John Wilkes Booth, was not found until eleven

i-a/s after the murder. When he leaped upon tbe stage at Ford's Theatre,

his foot became entangled in the folds of the flag decorating the box occu-

pied by Lincoln, and his leg was broken. He had engaged one of the swift-

est steeds in Washington, which was held by one of the attendants of the

theatre during the accomplishment of the crime. Limping across the stage

with great difficulty, he mounted his horse and was joined by one Harold,

who had been on the look-out. They crossed the navy-yard bridge and rode

to Surrattsville, ten miles beyond. Here they called upon a Mr. Lloyd, who
occupied a hotel leased to him by Mrs. Surratt, and obtained two carbines

which had been left there about six weeks before for just this emergency.
That very afternoon Mrs. Surratt had driven to Mr. Lloyd's and warned him
that these weapons would be called for that night. She had also brought a

field-glass for Booth's use. From this point Booth and his companion hur-

ried to the house of Dr. Mudd, on the eastern shore of the Potomac. Here
Booth's leg was set, and the two criminals were concealed in the neighbor-

hood for nearly a week. Then they crossed the Potomac into Virginia

The detectives employed by the government, under Colonel Baker's direc-

tion, and a small squad of cavalry, were already close upon them. They
crossed the Potomac, and from Captain Jett, a Confederate, extorted infor-

mation as to Booth's hiding-place. On the night of April 25th they found
Booth and Harold secreted in a tobacco-house On Garrett's farm, a short dis-

tance from Port Royal. It was the intention of the officers to take Booth
alive. The barn was surrounded, and tbe inmates were summoned to sur-

render. Colonel Baker made the demand, and suggested as an alternative

"a bonfire and a shooting-match." Harold came out, but Booth wanted
"fair play," and proposed that the officers stand off and give him a chance

for his life. As he persisted in his refusal to surrender, the barn was fired.

Booth made a desperate plunge toward the door, and at that moment was

shot in the back of the head by Sergeant Boston Corbett. This act of Cor-

bett was clearly a disobedience of orders.

Booth was taken out of the barn, and was laid upon the grass in a dying

condition. The wound which he had received was in its location very simi-

lar to that which he had inflicted upon the President, but it did not deprive

him of consciousness. Water was given him, and he revived. Baker put

his ear close to the murmuring lips of the dying man, and beard him say,

"Tell mother I die for my country." He was carried to tbe veranda of

Garrett's house. Here he again revived, and said, " I thought I did for the

best." He asked that his hands might be raised so that he could see them.

As he looked upon them he muttered, "Useless! useless!" These were hia

last words. Ay, indeed, wretched man, how useless!

Upon Booth's body a diary was found, with some of its leaves torn out,

and containing some photographs of female acquaintances. The pages re-

moved were at the beginning of the book, and as the diary purported to be

one for 186-4, thev probably related to events preliminary to his bloody act,

and of which he did not care to leave behind him a record. What was left

pertained solely to the assassination, and implicated no one else in the mur-

der. The words written were those of a man who felt that a curse rested

upon him—a mark like that which was set upon Cain. In almost tbe same

breath he commends himself as having done well, and yet doubts if there

can be pardon for him in heaven. 1

' The fnllmnnp is u copy of the writing, which was in pencil, fount) in this diary:

"Tenmn. April 18-14. Friday, the ides.

" Until to-dnv nothing VfM ever thnught of sacrificing to our country's wrongs. For fix months

we had worked'to capture; but nor cause dciui; almost lust, soincilimt; dci i-ne iitkI pent mast bo

done. But its failure mi» owing to others, who did not strike fur their country with a heart. I

struck boldlv, and not ns the papers say. I walked with n linn step through a thousand of bu

friends, ilihI'w.is Mopped, hut pu.-licd on. A colonel was at his side. I Miouted "Aic stmpi-.r.

before I fired. In jumping, broke mv leg. I passed all his pickets, rode sixty miles that night

with the hone of my leg tearing the lle-h at even jump. I can never repent it, though we hated

to kill Our country owed idl her troubles to him, mid <ii.il simplv .mule inu the instrument of Ins

punishment. The country is not (April. 18GG)wbat it was. This forced Union is not what I hare
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Potomac. On the night of the 27th of April a small row-boat received Cue

remains of the murderer. The place and manner of his sepulture were for

There was a post-mortem examination of llic body, which was taken to

Washington. This examination took place on board the Montauk, on the

n which I fully

" Friday, 21(1

chased by gun-b

against me, I am u

made Tell a hem.

grOAt ; the nlhcr till.

ncath this tyranny

me. God can not
J

mg n degenerate pc<

...Washing!..

>. I have no desire 10 outlive my country. This night, be-

id left it for ore of the editors ofthe National InleUigtntxr,

: forth our reasons Tor our proceeding. He or the government

—

After being hunted like a Jog through swamps, wood-, nod last night being

its (ill I was forced to return, wet, cold, and starving, with even,- man's hand

hen in dMpnir. And why? For doing what Bruins was honored for, what

And let 1, fur striking down n greater tyrant than rhey ever knew, nm looked

ii . nt-i'tir.. it. My action was purer than either ol" theirs. One hoped to tie

j. I not Onlj his conn try's, tiui tiis own wrongs to avenge. I hoped for no gain,

w r.-nr. 1 -tru-k f"r mv country, and that at once ; n country that groaned be-

- and prayed tor this end. And yet now behold the cold hand they extend to

nardun mc if I have done wrong." Yet I can not pee my wrong, except in serv-

ile, the very little I left behind to clear my name, the government

i cnd» all. For my country I have given up all tllRl makes life

ipon my family, and'am sore" there is no pardon in the Heaven tor

I have only heard of what has been done, except what I did ray-

God, try and forgive me, and bless my mother. To-night 1 will

intent to cross, though I have a greater desire and almost a mind

. measure clear mv name, which I feel I can do. I do not repent

tho blow! struck. I may before my God, but not "to man. I think I have done well, though I am
abandoned, with tho curse of Cain upon— When, if the world knew my heart, that one blow

would have made me great, though I did desire no 'greatness. To-night I try to escape these

blood-hounds once more. Who—who can read his fate? God's will be done. I have too great a

son! to die like a criminal. May He spare me that and let me die bravely. I bless the entire

world ; have never hated or wronged any one. This last was not a wrong unless God deems it so,

and it's with Him to damn or bless mo. Hard for this brave hoy w Ith me, who often prays—yes,

beforo and since, with a true and sincere heart. Was it crime "in him? If so, why can he pray

the same ? I do not wish to shed a drop of blood, but I must fight the course. "1'is all that's left

Upon a piece of paper found in the diary, and supposed to have been torn from it, is written the

following

:

"Myden [piece torn out.] Forgive mc, but I have some little pride. I can not blame you for

want ofhospitality
;
you know your own attains. I was sick, tired, with a broken limh, and in need

of medical advice". 1 would not have turned a dog from my door in such a plight. However, yon

were kind enough to give us something to cat, for which I not only thank you, but, on account of

the rebuke and manner in which to [piece torn out.] It is not the substance, but ihc way in which

kindness is extended that makes one happy in the acceptance thereof. The sauce to meal is cer-

emony. Muting were bare without it. Be kind enough to accept the inclosed five dollars, al-

though hard to spare, for what we have received.

" Most respectfully, from your obedient servant."

A letter had been (November, 1 86+) left by Booth in tho hands of his brother-in-law, J. S. Clarke.

It was opened by the hitter on the Monday after the assassination, and was published in the PhiLt-

de/jihia Prat of April 19th. The following is a copy :

" Mt dear Sib.—You may u

who, and why, and as I know n
" 'To whom it mar concern :'

" Right or wrong, God judge me, not man. For, he my motive good or bad, of one thing I am
sure, the lasting condcmn-iiiou of the North.

"I love peace more than life. Have loved the Union beyond expression. For four years have

I waited hoped, and prnved for the dark clouds to break, and for a restoration of our former sun-

shine. To wail longer would be a crime. All hope for peace is dead. My prayers have proved

as idle as my hopes. God's will be done. I go to see and share the tuner end.

"I nave ever held the South were right. The very nomination of Abraham Lincoln four years

ago spoke plaialv war—war upon Suiihcm rights and institution;. His election proved it. 'Await

an overt act." Yes; till you arc bound and plundered. What folly! The South were wise. Who
thinks of argument or pa'tience when the finger of his enemy presses on the trigger? In a foreign

war, I too could sav. 'Country, right or wrong.' lint in n struggle such a- ours (.where the brother

tries to pierce the brother s heart), for God's sake choose the right. When a country like this spurns

justice from her side, she forfeits the allegiance of even- honest freeman, and should leave him, im-

tr.iuini.'l.rd bv imv fe.div soever, to act as his conscience may approve.

"People of the North, to hate tvrumiv. to love liberty mid ju-iue. in sinke at wrong and oppres-

sion, was the teaching of our fathers. The study ofour early history will not let mo forget it, and

"This country was formed for the white, not for the tilack man. And, looking upon African

slavery from the same stand-point held bv the noble fmmcrs of our Constitution, I. lor one, have over

considered it one of the grail est blessings (1-otb for themselves and us) thai God ever bestowed

upon a favored nation. Witness heretofore oar wealth and power; witness their elevation and en-

lightenment above their ra. e elsewhere. I have lived among ii most ol my life, ami have seen less

baffih treatment from master to man than I have beheld in the North from father to son. Yet,

Heaven knows, no one would he willing lo do more for the negro race than I, could I but see a way

to still better their condition.
.

"But Lincoln's policy is onlv preparing the wav fori heir total annihilation. Tho South ore not,

nor have they been, lighting for the cntiiimmnce of slavery. The first buttle of Hull Han did away

villi that idea. Their causes since for war have been as noble and greater far I him those that urged

our fathers on. Even should we allow thev were wrong at the beginning of this contest, cruelty

and injustice have made the wrong become the right, and they stand now (before the woudei and

admiration of the world) ns n noble hand of patriotic heroes. Hereafter, rending of their deeds,

Tliermopvla' will tie forgotten.

"When I aided in the capture and execution of John Brown (vim was a murderer on our west-

cm border, and who whs fairlv tried and i'iuivii-|cil define an impartial judge and jury, of treason,

and who, by the way, has since been made a god), I was proud of my little share in the transact
,

for I deemed it my "duly, and that I was helping our common country to perform an act of justice.

But what was a crime 'in poor John Brown is now considered (by theni-clvo) as the greatest and

only virtue of tho whole llepublican party. Strango transmigration !
Vice to become a virtue

simply because more indulge in it!
,

"I thought then, as now. ilial the Abolitionists "ere the only traitors m Hie land, mid Hint tit

entire party deserved the same line as poor old Brown ; not tieenusc they wish t.> abolish slavery,

but on account of the mean- the-, have ever endeavored to use to cited Mint abnliliun. If Brown
"

' set shivery against the Union. Most, or many in tho

South arc to return and retain a single right gaaran-

red ns sacred. The South can make no choice. It

Ives (Worse dinti death) to draw from. I know my

were living, I doubt whelht

North do, and openly, curs

teed to them by c\ery tic !

is cither extermination or ilavory for tliei

I have also studied hard to discover upon what grounds the right ofa state to secede has been

denied when our very name. United States, and the IVdarntinu of Independence, both provide for

secession. But there IS no time for words. I write in haste. I know how foolish I shall bo

deemed for undertaking such a step ns this, where, on the one side, I have many friends and every

thing to make me happy, where mv profession alone has gained me an income of more limn twenty

thousand dollars a year, mid when- mv great personal auil.il. on in my profi-sion has such a great

Bald Oflabor. On tho Other ], (he.S.utli haie never lu^towcd upon me one kind word; it phiea

nowwherolhnve no friends except beneath lliesod; aphueuhit.' I r-.u-t itber be. mc a vnv.no

soldier or a beggar. To give up all of the former for the Inner, h. -id. - mi i her and si-ierj

Whom I love so dearlv (although (hey s . v, ulcly diller with u.e ,., .
,
.:: i,

.
- cms m-nnc

;
tint God

is mv judge. I love 'justice more than I do a country that dwells u , i ihau I e and wnillli;

more (Heaven pardon me if wrong^-moro than a happy home, I have never been upon n battle-

field: but oh! my countrymen, eon Id von nil bat sec the reality or effects ol this horrid war as I

have =con them (in every stale save Virginia), I know you Mould think like me, mid would pray tho

AlmighlVtnereatc in the Northern mind a sense of right 1 justice, even si hi it possess no sea-

soning of mercvl.nnd that lie would dry up this SCfl of blood between us, which is daily foiling

wider. Alas! 'poor country, is she to meet l.er llrreulciird doom ? bour years nj;o 1 would uivo

given ft thousand lives to 'see her remain (as I had always known her) powerful and unbroken.

And even now I would hold mv lift as naught to see her what she was. Oh I my friends, II tho

fearful scenes of the past four 'years had never been enacted, or if what has been had been but a

frightful dream, from which we could now awake, with what ovcillowuig hearts could wo bless our

God and pray for his continued favor! How I have h.vcd the old Hag can never now be known.

A few years since, and the entire world could Ih.icsI of none so pure and spotless. But I huvo of

late been seeing I bearing r.fthe bhvp.lv deeds of which she has been made the eml.lem and would

shudder to think how .banned -lie bail grown. ( II, ! hove I have longed to see her break from the

mi-t of Mood and dr.itli that nn-les round her f, LI-, spoiling her he.ain m.d liiniid.ii.g her honor.

But no, day by day has she been dragged deeper and deeper i cruelty and oppre-smn till now

(in mv eves) her ,.uce bright red stripe- look like I loody gashes on the la. e ol heuven I l.-.k now

upon mv earlv admiration of her glories as a dream. My love fas things stand to-day) i- tor llio

South n'ione.
" Nor do I deem it a dishonor in attempting lo make tor her a prisoner ol thi- man,

to whom she owes so much of misery. If success attend mc I go pcnuil.'-- to her side, lueysny

she has found that 'hist ditch' which the North have so long derided and been endeavoring to force

her in, forgetting thev nre our brothers, and that it is impolitic to goad an enemy to raadnc-s.

Should I teach her in s.ifeiy, mid find it true, I will proudly bug permission to triumph or die in

thnt same 'ditch' by her side.

"A Confederate doing duty upon his own responsibility. J. Wil . ISooTU."
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a long time unknown to the world. It were better that thus it should re-

main forever. This man had attempted to build his fame upon the ruins

of the government. There was an ancient villain—Erostratus by name

—

who deliberately purposed to perpetuate the memory of his name among
men by shocking sacrilege, and he burned the temple of the Ephesion Diana.

John Wilkes Booth once remarked to a company of his friends that this

man's name had survived, while that of the builder of the temple was for-

gotten. It was thus that Booth sought to leave his name to posterity, pre-

ferring to be detested rather than not be remembered at all. By bringing

a whole nation to tears, he would secure immortality for himself. It is not

probable that either be or his fellow-conspirators in the inception of their

scheme contemplated murder. But it soon came to that. It is evident that

Booth attempted to poison the President in the summer of 186-1, but failed.

In a room of the McHenry House, Meadville, Pennsylvania, there was found

on the pane of window-glass the following inscription in Booth's hand-
writing: " Abe Lincoln departed this life, Aug. 13th, 186i, by the effects of

poison." A conspiracy long existed which contemplated the capture of

Lincoln, but was at length given up. At last, when the defeat of the Con-
federate armies was an accomplished fact, the conspirators reverted to assas-

sination as the surest means of destroying the government, and inaugurating

a period of anarchy in which, as they confidently believed, the Confederates
would, under the leadership ofsome master mind, gain by murder what they

had lost in battle. There is no doubt that when this scheme was adopted
it was a matter of deliberation

; nor can there be any question but the chief

accomplices—Harold, Powell, Atzerott, Mrs. Surratt and her son John H.
Surratt—were, at least for some hours previous to the murder, aware nf

Booth's intention, and were thus, in their several ways, participators in his

guilt.

John Wilkes Booth was the third son born in America of the eminent
English tragedian. Junius Brutus Booth. There were three brothers, Junius
Brutus Jr., Edwin, and John Wilkes, all of whom inherited a predilection

for the stage. Of these three, Edwin alone has attained an eminent dis-

tinction as an actor, and he is probably unsurpassed by any living man.
No suspiciou rests upon his loyalty, and after the assassination, the sympathy

elicited in his behalf was only equaled by the popular abhorrence of his

unworthy brother. John Wilkes, the assassin, was born in 1839, and was

only twenty-six years of age at the date of his crime. He had never

achieved any marked success upon the stage, and but for his connection

with the death of Lincoln, would never be known by even the next genera-

tion. In his soul inhered no nobility which could relieve his crime. Ho
was an advocate of human slavery, and his dissolute life culminated in an

act alike cowardly and despicable. Only the blank, vulgar act of murder

remains as the basis of his unenviable fame. Instances there have been

where brutality, allied with intellect and power, has formed the pedestal for

a monument. But here the case was different: here brutality stood forth
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in its nakedness; men shrank away from the monster, and cared not to

know the place of his sepulture.

The other conspirators were tried in Washington by a military commis-
sion, and on the 6th of July they received their sentence. The next day
four of them—Harold, Atzerott, Powell, and Mrs. Surratt—were hung. Dr.

Mudd, O'Loughlin, and Arnold were committed to a life-long imprisonment,

and Spangler1 was imprisoned for a term of six years. John H. Surratt had

escaped, hut he also was finally overtaken by justice, and while we write he
awaits his second trial. He fled to Canada after the assassination, and there

remained until September, 18(55, when he started for Liverpool. In the

spring of 1866 Mr. Seward was informed by Mr. King, at Rome, that Surratt

had enlisted in the papal guards under the name of John Watson. He was
arrested at Teroli, in Italy, but managed to escape by plunging down a ra-

vine, making a leap of twenty-three feet. Wounded by his fall, he crawled

off to a hospital, and after a few days resumed his flight. He went to

Egypt-, and was there again captured by our minister, Mr. Hale, and sent to

' Tho charge against O'Loughlin was that he designed the mnrder of Lieutenant General Groat.
Arnold was churned ivirh having rendered assistance to Booth, Powell, Atzerott, and O'Loughlin

;

and Spangler with having assisted in Booths escape.

this country. He every where boldly acknowledged his connection with

the assassination, and seemed lo think that the world had not only forgiven

the crime, but admired its atrocity.

Oh the morning of Mr. Lincoln's death Andrew Johnson was inaugurated

President. A few days afterward—on the 2d of May—he issued a procla-

mation offering large rewards for the capture of Jefferson Davis, Jacob

Thompson, Clement C. Clay, Beverly Tucker, George N. Saunders, and Wil-

liam C. Cleary, on the ground that they were implicated in the assassination

by evidence then in the possession of the Bureau of Military Justice. 1 It

1 " Bg the President of the United States of America

:

"a proolauatioh.

"Whereas, it appears from evidence in tho Bureau of Military Justice that the atrocious mur-
der of the lute President, Abraham Lincoln, and the attempted assassination of tho Honornblo

William II. Seward, Sccrelary of State, were incited, concerted, and procured by and between Jef-

ferson Dads, late of Richmond, Virginia, and Jacob Thompson, Clement C. flay, Beverly Tucker,

George N. Saunders, William (
'. Cleary, and other rebels and traitors against the government of

tlie l.'nited State.-, harbored in Canada:
" Now, therefore, to the end that justice may be done, I, Andrew Johnson, President of the

United States, do oiler and promise for the arrest of said persons, or cither of them, within tho

limits of the United States, so that they can be brought to trial, the following rewards

:

"One hundred thousand dollars for the arrest of Jclferson Davis,
" Twenty-five thousand dollars for the arrest of Clement C. Clay.
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was afterward proved that a cipher found in Booth's trunk corresponded to

tliat used by the Confederate Secretary of Stale,"J. P. Benjamin, and that

Jefferson Davis had referred to his Secretary of War for consideration a let-

ter from one L.W. Alston, who proposed to rid the Confederacy "of some

of her deadliest enemies, by striking at the very heart's blood of those who

seek to enchain her in slavery." 1

In the mean while the people were burying their president. As soon as

his death was known, business for a time ceased. Every bouse, from the

palatial mansion to the lowest hovel, was draped with mourning. The na-

tion was one vast funeral. From every pulpit, on the following Sabbath,

there was uttered a funeral sermon. On Monday, April 17th, all the mem-

bers of Congress then at Washington met at the Capitol to make arrange-

ments for the funeral. It was finally determined that the remains of the

President should be taken to bis old home at Springfield, Illinois, and a Con-

gressional Committee was appointed to accompany them, consisting of the

entire Illinois delegation, and one member from each other state and each

territory. The consignment of Lincoln's remains to Illinois was due to the

urgent request of Governor Oglesby, Senator Yates, and others of that state.

Sumner and many others desired that the bod}' should be placed under the

dome of the Capitol, at Washington, where a vault had been prepared for

the Father of his Country, but had not been used for that purpose.

On Wednesday, the 19th, the funeral services were held in the east room

of the White House. The coffin rested upon a canopied catafalque, and was

decorated with wreaths of moss and evergreen, with white flowers and lilies.

Around the catafalque at noon were gathered the late President's family,

the officiating clergymen, the cabinet, the governors of several states, the Su-

*' Twenty-five thousand dollars for the arrest of Jacob Thompson, late of Mississippi.

" Twenty-five ttmii.-ntjil dullara Fur the arrest of George N. Saunders.

"Twenty-five thousand dollars for the arrest of Beverly Tucker.

"Ten thousand dollars fur the arrest of William 0. Clear?, late clerk of Clement C. Clay.

"The Provost-marshal General of the United States is directed to cause a description of said

persona, with notice "f the above rewards, to he published.
" In testimony whereof, I have hereunto act my hand and caused the seal of the United States

to lie affixed.
" Done ot the f'iiy r.f Wellington, [his second day of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand

, -, eight hundred and sixty -five, and of the independence of the United Stales of America the
L1-9-.! eighty-fifth. Andrew Johssos.
"By the President: W. HuNTEB, Acting Secretary of State."

1 The following is an abstract of a portion of the evidence relating to this subject, offered before

the Military Commission at the trial of the c< inspirators:

Charles A. Dana, Assistant Secretary of War, testified that he went to Richmond April 6, and
there found in Benjamin's office the key to an official cipher. It is a machine about a foot long

and eight inches hi^h, and consists of a cylinder of won. 1 which has a paper envelope inscribed with

letters ; the cylinder revolves on pivot-holes at each end, and a bar across the top contains wooden
indices pointing down to the letters.

Major Kekert then being sworn, testified that n cipher found in Booth's trunk corresponded

with that of which Dana bud spoken. Rebel dispatches ofOctober Mth and luth (ISfitTj had fallen

into his hand which were deciphered on the same priuciple. The following are the dispatches

translated :

"October 13, IBM,
" Wo ogaiu urge the necessity of our getting immediate advantage?. Strain every nerve for

victory. We now look upon the re-election of t.intoln in November as almost certain, and we
need to whip his hirelings to prevent it. Besides, with Lincoln re-elected, and his armies victo-

rious, we need not hope even for recognition, much less the help mentioned in our last. Holcomb
will explain this. Those figures of the Yankee armies are correct to a unit. Your friend shall be

immediately set to work us you direct."

"October 10, IBM.
" Your letter of the 18th is at hand. There is yet time enough to colonize many voters before

November. A blow w ill shortly be stricken here. It is not <|uite time. General Longstreet is to

nlinck Sheridan without delay, and then move north as far ns practicable toward unprotected points.

This will be made instead of the movement before mentioned. He will endeavor to assist the Re-
publicans in collecting their ballots, Be watchful and assist him."

That of the 13th passed from Canada to Kichnnuid ; thai of the Tilth from Itiehmond to Canada.
Robert A.Campbell, first teller of the Ontario Bank of Montreal, testified , fa eoh Thompson had

kept an account with the bank fr-.m May 3", \m;\. The account closed April 11,1865. The ag-
gregate amount of credit was $0+9,872 S3 ; there was a balance due Thompson. Since March
1st he had drawn $800,000. Since the assassination Thompson had left Montreal. He said he
was going overland tn Halifax in route to Europe. This was about two weeks before navigation

opened. To Mr. Campbell it seemed strange that Thompson should have gone overland, when, by
waiting two weeks, tie could tunc Liken a steamer. Bui.tli also had a small account with theOntu-
rio Bank.

C. F. Hall testified that he had found the following paper, taken from a box marked "Adjutant
General's Office. Letters received July to December, 1 864."

" Montgomery, White Sulphur Sprluc"i Vu -

"To lllfl Enelli.n.y ]'n'-ulent C. S. A.
" Dear Sir,—I have been thinking for some time I would make this communication to you, hut

have been deterred from doing so on account of ill health.
" I now offer you my services, and if you will favor me in my designs, I will proceed, as soon ns

my health will permit, to rid my country of some of her deadliest enemies, by striking at the very
heart's blood of these who seek to enchain her in slavery. I consider nothing dishonorable having
such a tendency. All I want of you is to favor me by granting the necessary papers, etc., to travel

tin while in the jurisdiction of this government. I am perfectly familiar with the North, and feel

confident that I can execute any thing I undertake. I have just returned now from within their

lines. I am a lieutenant in General Duke's command. I was on a raid last June in Kentucky,
under General John A. Morgan. I and all my command, except two or three commissioned offi-

cers, were taken prisoners; bnt, finding a good opport unity while being taken to prison, I made my
escape from them. In the garb of a citizen I attempted to pass out through the mountain*, but,

finding that impossible, narrowly escaping two or three times being retaken, directed my course
north and west through the Canadas

; by the assistance of Colonel J. 1
J

. Hokombe I succeeded in

making my way round through the blockade ; but, having taken the yellow fever, etc., at Bermuda,
] have been rendered unfft for service since my arrival. I was reared up in the State of Alabama,
and educated in its University. Both the Secretary ofWar and his assistant, Judge Campbell, are
personally acquainted with my father, William J. Alston, of the Fifth Congressional District of
Alabama, having served in the time of the "Id Congress i,i 18*9, 1850, BndlSfil. If I do anything
for you 1 shall expect your full confidence in return. Ifyon can give this, I can render you and
my country very important service. Let me hear from yon soon. lam anxious tube doing some-
thing, and huviug no command at present, all or nearly all being in garrison, I desire that you favor
me in this a short time. I would like to novo a personal interview with you in order to perfect ar-
rangements before starting. I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, L. W. Alston.

"Address me at the Springs, in hospital.

On the above letter were the following indorsements:
"1. Brief of letter without signature.
'2. Respectfully referred by diiection of the President to Honorable Secretary of War. Burton

N. Harrison, Private Secretary. Received November I'll, 1*61. lleeuid book A. G. O., December
8, 1804.

11
3. A. G. for attention. By order, J. A. Campbell, A. S. W."

preme Court, and the diplomatic corps. The Episcopal service for the dead
was read by the Rev. Dr. Hall. Bishop Simpson, of the Methodist Episco-

pal Church, followed with a prayer. This portion of the service was most
impressive, and, as the bishop concluded with the Lord's Prayer, the whole
audience, dissolved in tears, joined as with one voice. Rev. Dr. Gurlev, pas-

tor of the church which Mr. Lincoln and his family were in the habit of at-

tending, preached the funeral discourse. Then the concluding prayer was
offered by Rev. Dr. Gray, chaplain of the Senate.

From the White House, at the close of the service, the procession passed

up Pennsylvania Avenue to the Capitol, and up the steps, underneath the

very spot from which, six months before, Lincoln had delivered his second

inaugural, his funeral car was carried and deposited in the rotunda. Here
the body remained until the 21st, when it was removed, under escort, to the

depot of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. Then commenced the funeral

procession of the President from Washington to Springfield—from the scene

of his divinely-directed labors to his final resting-place. At each of the

principal cities on the route—at Baltimore, Harrisburg, Philadelphia, New
York, Albany, and Chicago—the body of the President lay for some hours

in state, and hundreds of thousands of citizens were thus permitted to look

upon the face which they had greeted four years before—then turned toward

the national capital, now returning thence to meet the silence of the tomb.

Then the malice of his foes had compelled Lincoln to proceed in disguise

through Baltimore to Washington ; now also he is in disguise, wearing the

mask of death, through which all, bending over the silent features in loving

reverence, discover his worthiness. His work has been all done, and this

funeral procession is, after all, one of triumph. Well did Beecher say:
" And now the martyr is moving in triumphal march, mightier than when
alive. The nation rises up at every stage of his corning. Cities and states

are his pall-bearers, and the cannon speaks the hours with solemn progres-

sion. Dead, dead, dead, he yet speaketh. Is Washington dead? Is Hamp-
den dead? Is David dead? Is any man that was ever fit to live dead?
Disenthralled of flesh, risen to the unobstructed sphere where passion never

comes, he begins his illimitable work- His life is now grafted upon the in-

finite, and will be fruitful as no earthly life can be. Pass on, thou that hast

overcome I Your sorrows, oh people, are his pa?ans
;
your bells, and bands,

and muffled drums sound triumph in his ears. Wail and weep here; God
makes it echo joy and triumph there. Pass on I Four years ago, oh Illi-

nois, we took from thy midst an untried man, and from among the people;

we return him to you a mighty conqueror. Not thine any more, but the

nation's ; not ours, but the world's. Give him place, oh ye prairies. In the

midst of this great continent his dust shall rest, a sacred treasure to myriads

who shall pilgrim to that great shrine to kindle anew their zeal and patriot-

ism. Ye winds that move over the mighty places of the West, chant his

requiem I Ye people, behold the martyr whose blood, as so many articu-

late words, pleads for fidelity, for law, for liberty I"

As the procession moved through New York on the 25th, it was witnessed

by nearly a million of people. Among the most interesting of the incidents

connected with the lying in state at this city was the visit to the remains

of the aged soldier, General Scott, who was soon to follow the President.

The funeral train reached Springfield on the 3d of May. Since his depart-

ure from that city in 1861, when he had asked his friends and neighbors to

accompany him with their prayers, lie had never returned till this time and

in this manner. As it was beautifully expressed in one of the mottoes dis-

played by the citizens:
" He left us bomc up by our prayers,

He returns embalmed in our tears."

Lincoln was buried at Oak Ridge Cemetery, about two miles from Spring-

field. The funeral oration was pronounced by Bishop Simpson.

"Here," said the bishop, "are gathered around his tomb the representa-

tives of the army and navy, senators, judges, governors, and officers of all

the branches of the government. Here, too, are members of civic proces-

sions, with men and women from the humblest as well as the highest occu-

pations. Here and there, too, are tears as sincere and warm as any that

drop, which come from the eyes of those whose kindred and whose race

have been freed from their chains by him whom they mourn as their deliv-

erer. More persons have gazed on the face of the departed than ever look-

ed upon the face of any other departed man. More races have looked on

the procession for sixteen hundred miles or more—by night and by day

—

by sunlight, dawn, twilight, and by torchlight, than ever before watched the

progress of a procession."

He concluded with the following Yale:

" Chieftain, farewell I The nation mourns thee. Mothers shall teach thy

name to their lisping children. The youth of our land shall emulate tby

virtues. Statesmen shall study thy record and learn lessons of wisdom.

Mute though thy lips be, yet they still speak. Hushed is thy voice, but its

echoes of liberty are ringing through the world, and the sons of bondage

listen with joy. Prisoned thou art in death, and yet thou art marching

abroad, and chains and manacles are bursting at thy touch. Thou didst

fall not for thyself. The assassin had no hate for thee. Our hearts were

aimed at, our national life was sought. We crown thee as our martyr, and

humanity enthrones thee as her triumphant son. Hero, martyr, friend, fare*

welll"
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UPON the surrender of the Confederate armies the war for the Union
was concluded. The battles had been all fought, and the nation was

victorious. It was, by reason of its victory, secure against traitors in arms.
Treason might still remain, but it was a disarmed prisoner. The reward of
four years of bitter strife had been grasped by a patriotic people. Peace
had come, not through conciliation or compromise, but as a conquest. For
a brief period tbe popular enthusiasm knew no bounds, until too soon it was
tempered by the death of Lincoln. No one talked of political theories; all

felt that eucb theories had no share in the glory of this triumph. The bat-

tle had been won by blood and sacrifice. With one accord the nation turn-

ed toward its armies, and showered its blessings upon them. The success-
ful generals, the brave soldiers—these were the heroes of that time. Four
years before, regiment after regiment had marched through our cities, with
new banners, bright arms, and fresh, youthful faces. They were followed by
hopes and prayers. Two soldiers—Ladd and Whitney—in the van of this

southward march, had been slain in the streets of Baltimore, and their death
so impressed the people that they received a monument, and passed into his-

tory sacredly, and by the association of time, linked with the revolutionary
heroes of Lexington. These were tbe first victims of the war. They led

that glorious march of the dead which, ere the end, numbered among its ranks
over a quarter of a million of just such heroes as they, victims, by disease or
mortal wounds, of this protracted struggle for a nation's life. Closing up
the rear of this procession, thousands were still gathering from many hos-

pitals. 1 But, though so large a number bad disappeared by discharge, death,

or wounds, their places had been filled by others. All together a million

and a half of men had entered the United States service, and at the close of
tbe war a million still remained,3 of whom 650,000 were available for active

duty. There were as many effective soldiers in the army when the Con-
federate forces surrendered as when, in May, 1864, Grant and Sherman en-

tered upon their final campaigns.

Now the record of blood was all written, and the scene of four years ago
was reversed. The soldiers were returning to their homes, and as they
passed through our streets were welcomed back with grateful shouts. Their
banners now were tattered, and their arms and uniform battle-soiled ; many
an absent one was mourned ; and the fresh faces which went forth from us

returned worn with the hardships of war. But they had served their coun-

try, and their step was proud and triumphant.

The armies of Grant and Sherman, who had shared in the latest struggle,

as they passed through Washington, were marshaled in review. Over two
hundred thousand soldiers made up the grand spectacle. They were as-

sembled in one body for the first time. They were gathered together from
every battle-field of the war—from the Ohio to New Orleans, from New
Orleans to Olustee, and from Olustee to the Potomac. Those who looked

upon that spectacle were reminded of that first stage of the war when the

national capital was threatened, and when the first recruits rushed to its

rescue. They looked upon a living, moving demonstration of the fact that

treason in a republic could be subdued, though every rebel leader, from Davis
and Stephens down to the most petty demagogue of tbe South, had prophe-

sied to the contrary. There were some things to mar the triumph. A gen-

eral who had marched and fought his army from Chattanooga through the

fortifications of Atlanta, to the sea, and thence to Goldsborough and Wash-
ington, still felt the wrong which bad been studiously thrust upon him by

1 It is estimiited that during the war 66,000 national soldiers were killed in biittle, while nbout
86,000 died in hospital ofwounds, and 184,000 by disease. The mortal casualties of the war, if wo
include those dying jnbseqnertt to their discharge, probably did not fall short of lilHl.OOO, The
Confederate* lost lew in battle, owing to die defensive character of (he struggle on their part ; but
they lost moro from wounds and disease, un account of their inferior sanitary arrangements. The
total low of lifo caused by the rebellion must havo been over half a million, while nearly as many
more were disoblod.

* The calls mnde during the war amount to nearly three millions of men. The following table
shows the date of the several demands, the length of the period of service required, and the number
obtained :
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It is impossible to give an exact estimate of the number of different men who entered the serv-
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So that the number of men withdrawn from industrial uursuiia by the nor was over two

some officers of the government Sherman could not take Halleck by the
hand. The soldiers also grievously missed the presence of Lincoln, who
had called them to the conflict, and to whom they had always looked as.

father and friend. But may we not suppose that Lincoln, tbounb with-
drawn from the earth, looked down upon the sublime spectacle

7 ~ Did he
not, as one of our poets has imagined, marshal another hosl, composed of
those who, like him, had been victims of this civil war, and who now par-
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Immediately after Lee's surrender tbe government began to retnm to a

peace establishment. Four days after thi3 surrender Secretary Stanton is-

sued orders stopping all drafting and recruitiDg, curtailing purchases of

arms and supplies, and reducing tbe number of general and staff officers.

Before tbe close of April, I860, preparations were made for mustering out

tbe volunteers. On November loth, 900,000 soldiers had been discharged. 1

The stability of tbe republic was not more surely demonstrated by tbe suc-

cess of tbe war for the Union than by the speedy and quiet return of its de-

fenders to civil pursuits after the suspension of hostilities.

The course of the war has been traced in the pages of this history. Of

tbe minor actions, many have been omitted because they had no bearing

upon the result; but the principal campaigns have been developed as accu-

rately and elaborately as has been possible. We who have written, while

aware of the fact that many events might have been more fully developed

and illustrated by private and unofficial intelligence, still feel confident that

the general outlines of the war, as we have delineated them, will thus remain

forever. It is unnecessary for us here to enter into a minute review of the

contest. Two eras of the war arc distinctly marked. The first ended in

the summer of 1863, in the victories at Gettysburg and Vicksburg. In this

first period no distinction can be made between the martial enthusiasm or

military skill displayed on the two sides of the struggle. In the peninsular

campaign of 1862, it is difficult to say which general committed the most

serious blunders—Lee or McCIellan. At Shiloh we are no more astonished

by Grant's negligence as to any preparation for tbe conflict which be knew

was sure to come, than by the panic which two gun-boats created among the

Confederates, depriving tbem of the victory of which they were already as-

sured by their preponderance of numbers. If we wonder why Ilooker, at

Clianceilorsville, outnumbering the enemy almost two to one, was compelled

to recross the Rappahannock, we are not less surprised that Johnston and

Pemberton did not prevent Grant from reaching the rear of Vicksburg after

the latter general had placed his army at the mercy of his antagonists. But

after the defeat of the Confederates at Gettysburg, involving severe losses on

their side, and after the surrender of Vicksburg and Port Hudson, involving

a loss of nearly 60,000 more, we find the conflict not only contracted to

smaller proportions, but proceeding upon far more favorable conditions for

the national armies. After this time the Confederate forces dwindle away

by discouragement and desertion, and never again reach their former num-

bers. The decisive victories won by Grant at Missionary Ridge and Look-

out Mountain, in November, 1863, began to illustrate the new conditions of

this second era of the war. At the same time, Meade was hesitating in the

East ; but in May, 1864, Grant was at the head of the Army of tbe Potomac.

Then simultaneously began the campaigns against Richmond and Atlanta,

and in both the Union armies were twice as large as those which confronted

them. The exhaustion of the enemy now went on rapidly, and the memo-

rable blunder of Hood's invasion hastened tbe final crisis. Sherman pro-

ceeded upon his two bold marches, and in the spring of 1865 the war was

terminated in Virginia and North Carolina. The crushing political defeat

of the peace party in the North, while it did not create military victories,

insured the ultimate success of our armies, and took away from the insur-

gents their last hope.

Upon a careful study of the campaigns of this war, and comparing them

with those of the Old World in other times, although we find much that ex-

cites admiration, we do not find upon either side a general who could rank

with the first-class generals of the world. The comparison of Lee, or

Johnston, or Grant, or even of Sherman, with Napoleon or Frederick, is un-

warranted, while either of the American generals named might be fitly

matched with the Duke of Wellington. Republics do not, in the ordinary

course of events, naturally beget Caesars, Napoleons, nor Fredericks. Few

of our generals entered the war to satisfy a personal ambition, and those

who did failed utterly. Whatever success was attained was the result of a

desire to faithfully serve the country. It is fortunate, on tbe whole, that

such was tbe case, and that tbe people might claim for themselves the

victory.

Tbe fact that over one eighth of tbe population of tbe country consisted

of slaves, and the relation of this servile race to the war, demands our at-

tention. The negroes of tbe South expected that the war would result in

their emancipation, and they were not surprised when the governmentbroke

their fetters. They waited for their freedom, but not one blow of their own

motion did they strike for it. When they came within our lines, their pov-

erty and dependence made them willing conscripts. Their sympathy with

the national cause is evident from the many instances in which they fur-

nished valuable information to our officers, and assisted our fugitive prison-

ers in escaping northward. Their assistance, however valuable, was not

absolutely necessary, and had no important bearing upon the final result of

tbe war. About 175,000 negroes entered the United States service, and a

large portion of these were employed in garrison duty. It is a very sug-

gestive fact, and speaks well for the peaceful disposition of the Southern

negro, that while thousands of opportunities were afforded, no case of ser-

vile insurrection occurred during the war. In the early part of 1865, when

every other resource had apparently been exhausted, the question of enroll-

ing the negro as a soldier, and giving him his freedom, was quite generally

discussed in the South, but it did not meet with the favor of the Confeder-

ate President. If this measure had been adopted by the Confederate govern-

ment at an early stage of tbe war, there is no reason to doubt that the slaves

would have fought for the enemies of the national government as williDgly

1 Troops mustered oui I j August 7... <i40,SOG I Troops mustered o>

August 22.. 719,838 " "

Sept. 14.... 741,107
|

as they built their fortifications or performed other offices. The disposition

by the nation of the emancipated slave after the war closed did not rest so

much upon the basis of gratitude as upon general considerations affecting

the common welfare.

It has been frequently asserted that the foreign element of our population

was indispensable to victory, but this assertion is contradicted by the fact

that over nine tenths of our soldiers were native-born citizens. The tri-

umph ol the nation would have been certain if neither foreigners nor slaves

had engaged in the contest. But this tact ought not to diminish the nation's

gratitude toward the negroes and foreigners who fought in its behalf, and

who acquitted themselves well on tbe field of battle.

The two ideas upon which the Confederacy rested were those of state

sovereignty and the untrammeled development of negro slavery. Scarcely,

however, had tbe Southern States been, for these purposes, launched upon

their novel voyage—scarcely bad they entered upon the conflict for inde-

pendence, when the necessities of war threatened the ruin of both stato

sovereignty and slavery. The concentration of power in tbe Confcderato

executive—more formidable and despotic than had ever before beeo exer-

cised over the states of the republic—left scarcely a. vestige of liberty either

to states or individuals. And, on the other hand, the progress of the na-

tional arms—slow, but steady and sure—threatened the destruction of slav-

ery. The people of the South, therefore, could not, without apprehension,

look forward to either success or defeat. They had espoused a cause which,

if won, placed them at the mercy of the despotism to which they had com-

mitted themselves, and the loss of which would lay them prostrate at the feet

of a power whose just claim to their allegiance they had defied and resisted.

To one of these evils they bad committed themselves so absolutely that no

lease from that lay within their power; to the other evil they would not

yield but by compulsion. They were embarked upon a ship whose pilots

would surely deliver it into the jaws of Scylla, unless Fate should deliver it

over to the opposite Charybdis. Fate was rapidly deciding in favor of

Charybdis; but, in the mean time, they, without heart, and in their despera-

tion, shouted their pilots on Scylla-ward. It was a pitiable situation, but

they had brought it upon themselves by weakly yielding their property and

their lives at the bidding of ambitious traitors. In a moment of enthusiasm,

believing that no power could withstand "Southern chivalry," and that

Northern enterprise, industry, and intelligence were but synonyms for cow-

ardice, and would easily be driven from every battle-field by an effete slave

aristocracy, they had dared every thing, had invoked war by an outrage upon

the national flag, had pledged their estates, their honor, and their lives to

treason. A few months of war exposed their mistake, both as to the char-

acter of their leaders and of the struggle in which they were engaged
;
but

then there was no escape for a people already demoralized by rebellion.

It was only by the most arbitrary exercise of power that the Confederate

armies were recruited after the first year of tbe war. Those who volun-

teered at tbe beginning were forcibly retained after tbe expiration of their

terms of service. On the 16th of April, 1862, a Conscription Bill passed the

Confederate Congress which placed in the service for three years all white

men between the ages of 18 and 35 not legally exempted. On the 15tb of

July, 1863, Davis issued a proclamation which included in the service all

between 18 and 45. But even this act was not sufficient. The Confederate

armies did not reach their former standard. This was due largely to deser-

tion. In February, 1864, a Conscription Bill was passed by the Confederate

Congress declaring all white men between tbe ages of 17 and 50 "in the

military service for the war." By this law, the exemption of those who had

furnished substitutes was revoked. The only persons exempted were minis-

ters of the Gospel who were in the actual performance of their duties; super-

intendents of deaf, dumb, and blind or insane asylums; one editor for each

newspaper, and such employes as he might upon oath declare indispens-

able
;
public printers and their necessary assistants ; one apothecary to each

drug-store
;
physicians over 30 years of age of seven years' practice; presi-

dents and teachers of colleges, academies, and schools, who had 30 or more

pupils; the superintendents of public hospitals, with such physicians and

nurses as were indispensable for tbe management of tbe same; and one ag-

riculturist on each farm where there was no white male adult not liable to

military duty, and which employed 15 able-bodied slaves. This act left no

resource untouched. Only those were excluded from service who were ab-

solutely necessary to the production of supplies and for the execution of the

functions of government. According to an estimate published at Richmond

at the close of 1864, there were in the Confederacy in 1860, between the

a«es of 17 and 50, 1,299,700 white men. Since that time it was estimated

that 331,650 bad arrived at tbe age of 17. And this addition would prob-

ably be balanced bv the ordinary mortality added to the number of those

who bad advanced "beyond tbe age of 50. But, deducting the population

within tbe Federal lines, the losses in battle and by unusual disease, exemp-

tions for disability, prisoners held by the Federals, and those who had left

the countrv there were less than half a million of soldiers left to the Con-

federacy and of these full 250,000 were already in the Confederate armies.

From this estimate it appears that by the close of 1864 the Confederacy was

nearly exhausted of its fighting men.

The Conscription Act passed by the United States Congress did not di-

rectly increase tbe army to any considerable extent. But tbe number of

substitutes obtained, and the high bounties offered under tbe influence of

the act, increased the Federal armies to the full measure required.

It would be unjust to leave unnoticed Secretary Stanton's admirable

and efficient administration of the War Department. By this department

a million of men were fed, clothed, armed, and supplied with ammunition,

and with all the war material necessary to organized armies; an immense
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fleet of transports moved at its bidding, laden with supplies; and under

itsorders thousands of miles of railroad were constructed and put iu opera-

tion. Upon its prompt and efficient efforts our armies depended not only

for subsistence, but also, to a great degree, for the successful issue of their

marches and battles. At the head of this vast organization stood the sec-

retary, untiring, conscientious, kind-hearted, but often brusque, as men are

apt to be upon whom rest weighty responsibilities. His character was irre-

proachable, and his management was characterized by scrupulous economy.

He bad his failings, doubtless, and made many enemies; but no man prob-

ably could have been more wisely selected to move, adjust, and keep in

harmonious operation the intricate machinery of a great war.

The task of supplying the national armies involved only a financial prob-

lem ; with the Confederates it was a question of possibilities, and in 1863

it became a difficult and embarrassing question. The Confederate currency

had depreciated until a dollar in paper was only worth sis cents in coin.

There were not in the South, as in the North, large capitalists to buy up the

government bonds, and the banks were rapidly exhausted. The agricultu-

rists were willing to sell their produce only at the highest market price in

currency, and many refused to sell at all. The most fertile portion of the soil

was devoted to the production of cotton, tobacco, aud rice, and the substitu-

tion of other crops was a measure very reluctantly adopted. To add to the

embarrassment of the situation, the year 1863 was remarkable for scarcity

in every crop. The possession of the Mississippi cut off all supplies from

the fertile states west of that river, and the occupation of East Tennessee

deprived the Confederate armies of bacon. The stringency of the blockade

made any extensive importation of supplies or exportation of cotton impos-

sible; and an important consequence was the absorption of a large propor-

tion of labor in the production of war material. The conscription of all

the able-bodied men in the Confederacy between 18 and 45 left a small

laboring population, if we except women, children, and slaves. It is easily

seen, therefore, that the slaves of the South were already become an indis-

pensable support of a war for the perpetuation of their own bondage. If

at this crisis the Confederate government had proclaimed the emancipation

of slaves, it would have stood on a high vantage-ground both as regarded

foreign powers and the conduct of its struggle for independence. But such

an act was, under the circumstances, a moral impossibility.

The Confederate government met the difficulty of obtaining supplies just

as it had met that of obtaining soldiers. As it had forced the latter by con-

scription, so now it began to impress the former. If its despotic will could

demand the lives of men, it could certainly demand their property. Thus
the government obtaiued supplies at its own price. But this action created

great popular discontent and much distress. The natural desire on the part

of agriculturists to evade impressment led them to refuse their products to

the public markets. Besides this, the extent to which impressment was car-

ried on in the vicinity of the principal depots left a scanty supply of provi-

sions for the people, and especially for women and children whose natural

protectors were in the army. Famine cursed the large cities, and the in-

stances were not a few in which women marched through the streets with

arms in their hands, and compelled the satisfaction of their hunger which

they had no money to appease.

What food there was in the Confederacy was not made fully available for

the supply of the army or of the principal towns. The railroads were giv-

ing way, and there were no means at hand for their repair. The wooden
ties rotted, the machinery was almost exhausted, the rails were worn out,

and thus the speed and capacity of the trains were greatly reduced. This

embarrassment in regard to supplies weakened and discouraged the Con-

federate armies, and produced disaffection among the people.

In another respect a great contrast is presented upon a comparison of the

National and Confederate armies. We allude to sanitary arrangements.

No nation ever took such care of its armies in the field as did the United

States in this war. Scarcely bad the President issued his first call for

75,000 men before, in our cities and rural districts, hundreds of soldiers

and societies sprang up to furnish lint, bandages, hospital clothing, nurses,

and delicacies for the sick and the wounded. It was at this time that the

Women's American Association of Relief was organized in New York City.

Associated with this organization were a number of eminent medical men,

prominent among whom was Rev. Henry W. Bellows, D.D. This society

united with the advisory committee of the Board of Physicians and Sur-

geons of New York, and the New York Medical Association for furnishing

supplies in aid of the army, in sending a delegation to Washington to offer

their co-operation with the medical bureau of the government. Accord-

ingly, H. W. Bellows, and Drs. W. H.Van Buren, Elisha Harris, and Jacob
Harsen, on the 18th of May, 1861, addressed a communication to the Secre-

tary of War recommending the organization of a commission of civilians,

medical men, and military officers, having for its object the regulation and
development of the active benevolence of the people toward the army.

With some reluctance the organization was permitted to exist under the

name of a " Commission of Inquiry and Advice in respect of the Sanitary

Interests of the United States Forces." Subsequently it was styled simply
the United States Sanitary Commission. 1 From duties which at first were
simply advisory, the commission soon advanced to such as were executive.

Its representatives were found upon every transport, at every camp and

1 The commission wai composed of the following gentlemen : Rev. II. W. Bellows, D.D., Now
York; Professor A. D. Hiuhe, Vi.e-F'resident.Weliington ; Elisha Harris!, M.D., Corresponding
Secretary, New York

; George W. ( 'ullum, U. S. A,, Washington ; Alexander E. Shiras, U. S. A.,
Wellington ; Robert C. Wood, M.D., U. S. A., Wellington ; W. II. Vim Buren, M.D., New York;
Wolcott Gil>b?, M.D., New York; Cornelius II. Aguew. M.D., New York j George T. Strong, New
York; Frederick Law Oltnitoad, New York; Samuel G.Howe, M.D., Boston; J. S. Newberry, M.
D., Cleveland, Ohio. Others were afterward included, uud there were nearly GOO
bera ia all parte of the country.

every fort, in every hospital and on every battle-field. It carefully investi-

gated the character of the original material of the army from a sanitary

point of view. The diet and clothing of the recruits, the cleanliness of their

persons, their camping-grounds, were all subjects of its care. Disease was
thus, to a great degree, prevented in the incipient stages of the soldier's

career. Every provision was made for the relief of the sick and the

wounded. The ambulances of the commission followed the army into bat-

tle, took the soldier almost as he fell, and prompt and sufficient relief was
applied where relief was possible, and the most tender care taken of the

dead. When the soldiers of the hostile army fell into our hands, they also

shared in these beneficent provisions.

The officers and agents of the commission received no compensation for

their labors. The people generously supplied them with the necessary

means for carrying out their designs, both by the contribution of money
and supplies. There were other organizations formed for similar objects,

prominent among which were the Christian and the Western Sanitary Com-
missions. It is estimated that through these channels, and other means
used for the benefit of the soldier, not less than $500,000,000 were ex-

pended. At a single fair in New York City over a million of dollars was
realized by the United States Sanitary Commission.

It must not be supposed that the Confederates at home did not make sac-

rifices for their soldiers in the field, but from the lack of extensive and well-

regulated organizations, like those which we have described, their armies

suffered far heavier losses both from diseases in the camp, which might
have been largely prevented, and from casualties in the field, which proved
fatal for want of prompt relief.

In this general review of the war there is one page upon which the his.

torian is loth to enter. Whatever instances of barbarity may have occurred

in the heat of battle or in the excitement of the march on either side, and
although m some sections of the West there was a prevailing disregard of

the usages of civilized war, still, to the soldiers of both armies, history must
yield the honor always due to bravery. But the treatment of national

prisoners by the Confederate government, especially in the later stages of
the war, is a disgrace which the conscientious historian can neither palliate

nor gloss over, though his cheek burn with shame for bis own countrymen.
The question of the exchange of prisoners was at the outset one beset

with a legal difficulty. At first the prevailing opinion was in favor of hang-

ing as traitors every prisoner captured by the government. The rebellion

was regarded as an insurrection which could soon be put down by energy
and severity, and it seemed derogatory to the national dignity to recognize

the belligerent rights of rebels by negotiations with them of any sort. But
it was soon found necessary to adopt a different view of the whole question.

The first prisoners captured by the government were the captain and
crew of the privateer Savannah, who fell into the hands of the United
States brig Perry on the 3d of June, 1861. These men were tried as pirates;

but, while their trial was pending, the Confederate government threatened

to visit upon the prisoners captured at Bull Run the precise punisbmenl

which should be inflicted upon the privateersmen. By this threat of re^

taliation, the national government was induced to abandon its position,

There still remained an unwillingness on its part to directly sanction ex'

changes, and the whole matter was for a time submitted to the various conr

manders, to be arranged under flags of truce. But in this way only a few

exchanges took place. Without instructions from the general government,

our generals declined to receive communications on the subject from the

other side. Thus, after the battle of Belmont, in November, 1861, General
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Grant refused to treat with General Polk for a general exchange of prison-

ers captured in that action. The shyness of the national government in

this matter was as ridiculous as it was unnecessary. The existence of the

blockade was a recognition of belligerent rights as full as that involved in

a cartel for the exchange of prisoners. In neither case did the recognition

of belligerent rights involve a recognition of sovereignty. If the necessities

of war justified the blockade, the necessities of humanity justified and de-

manded an arrangement in regard to prisoners.

In the latter part of December, 1861, a joint resolution was adopted by
Congress, requesting the President to take immediate measures to effect a
general exchange. During the following January Secretary Stanton ap-

pointed two commissioners, the Rev. Bishop Ames and the Hon. Hamilton
Fish, " to visit the prisoners belonging to the army of the United States now
in captivity at Richmond, in Virginia, and elsewhere, and under such regu-

lations as may be prescribed by the authorities having custody of such pris-

oners, relieve their necessities and provide for their comfort at the expense
of the United States." The authorities at Richmond refused to admit the

commissioners, but declared their readiness to negotiate for a general ex-

change of prisoners. Negotiations for this purpose were accordingly opened
at Norfolk,Virginia. These resulted in an agreement for an equal exchange.
The Confederates at this time held 300 prisoners in excess of those captured
by "the national troops. These they proposed to release on parole, provided
the United States would release the same number of those who might after-

ward be captured by them. The exchanges were commenced in the latter

part of February, 1862, but were interrupted on the 18th of March by a

message from President Davis to the Confederate Congress, recommending
that all the Confederate prisoners who had been paroled by the United
States government be released from the obligations of their parole. In the
mean time, the captures made at Roanoke Island and Fort Donelson left an
excess of many thousands of prisoners in the hands of the national govern-
ment.

On the 22d of July a cartel was agreed upon for a general exchange,
based upon that established between the United States and Great Britain
in 1812. According to the provisions of this cartel, an equal exchange was
to be made. All prisoners taken on either side were to be released in ten

days after their capture; and those for whom no exchange could be ren-
dered were to be bound by parole not to perform military duty until ex-
changed. 1

1 The following is ihe text of this cartel

:

. ... "HuMll'a Unainp, on Jnmcs River, Ya , July™, 1S15-2.

Tho undersigned, having been commissioned by Ihe millionth thev respectively represent to
make arrangements for a general exchange of prisoners of war. have agreed 10 the following ar-
ticles :

"Article 1. It is hereby agreed and stipulated that nil prisoners of war held by either party,
including those token on private armed vessels, known as privateers, shall be discharged upon the
conditions and terms following:
" Prisoners to be exchanged man for man and officer for officer ; privates to be placed on the

footing of officers and men of the navy.
"Men and officers oflower grades may lie exchanged fur (.Pikers ofa higher grade, and men

and officers of different services may he i.'\rli;mi;i>J an nrdiiig in the f.illnwing scale of equivalents:
"A general commander-in-chief or un admiral shall be exchanged for officers of equal rank, ™

forty-six privates

The provisions of this cartel were carried out generally in good faith on
both sides; but in some instances its perfect execution was interrupted.

"A flag officer or major general shall be exchanged for officers of equal rank, or for forty pri-

" A commodore carrying n broad pennant, or a brigadier general, shall be exchanged for officers

of equal rank, or twenty privates or common acumen.
" A captain in the navy, or a colonel, shall be exchanged for officers of equal rank, or for fifteen

privates or common seamen.
"A lieutenant colonel, or a commander in the navy, shall he exchanged for officers of equal

rank, or for ten privates or common seamen.
"A lieutenant commander or a major shall be exchanged for officers of equal rank, or eight pri-

vates or common seamen.
" A lieutenant or a master in the navy, or a captain in the army or marines, shall bo exchanged

for officers of equal rank, or six privates or common seamen.
"Masters' mutes in the navy, or lieutenants and ensigns in the army, shall be exchanged for

officers of equal rank, or four privates or common seamen.
" Midshipmen, warrant officers in the navy, masters of merchant vessels, and commanders of

privateers, shall be exchanged for officers of equal rank, or three privates or common seamen ; sec-

ond r :i ]
. r . ii r

i

- , lieutenants, nr runic-, of mtrrh.int vessels or j'rr.alecrs. unil nil petty officers in tho

navy, and all non-commissioned officers in the army or marines, shall Lo severally exchanged for

persons of equal rank, or for two privates or common seamen ; and private soldiers and common
seamen shall lie exi tiimfrcl for cich other, man for man.
"Art. 2. Local, state, civil, and militia rank held by persons not in actual military service will

not be recognized, the hasis of exchange being of a gr.nle actually held in the naval and military

sen-ice of the respective parties.

"Art. 3. If citi/ens held by either party on charge of disloyalty or any alleged civil offense nre
exchanged, it shall only be for citizens, captured sutlers, teamsters, and all civilians in the actual

service of either party, to be exchnnged for persons in similar position.

"Art. 4. All prisoners of war to be discharged on parole in ten days nftcr their capture, and tho

prisoners now held and those hereafter taken to be trim sported to the points mutually agreed upon
at the expense of the capturing party. The surplus prisoners not exchanged shall not ho permitted

to lake up arms again, nor to serve ns military police or constabulary force in any fort, garrison,

or field-work held by either of the respective parties, nor ns guards of prisoners, depots, or stores,

nor to discharge any duty usually performed by soldiers, until ex. hanged under the provisions of

this cartel. The exchange i.. nor to be considered complete until the officer or suklier exchanged
for has been actually restored to Ihe lines to which he belongs.
" Art. .1. Each party, upon the di -charge of prisoners of the other [.arty, is authorized to dis-

charge an equal number of their own officers or men from parole, furnishing at the same time to

the other party a list of their prisoners discharged and of their own officers and men relieved from
parole, enabling each party to relieve from parole such of their own officers and men as tho party

may choose. Tho lists thus mutually furnished will keep both parlies advised of Ihe trao condi-

tion of the exchanges of prisoners.

"Art. 6. The stipulations and provisions above mentioned to be of binding obligation during

the continuance of the war, it matters not which party may have the surplus of prisoners, the

great principle involved being,
"1. An equitable exchange of prisoners, man for man, officer for officer, or officers of higher

grade exchanged for officers oflower grade or for privates, according to (he scale of equivalents.

"2. That privates and officers and men of different services may be exchanged according to the

same rule of equivalents.
"3. That all prisoners, of whatsoever arm of sen-ice, arc to be exchanged or paroled in ten days

from the time of their capture, if it lie practicable to transfer them lo their own lines in that time;

if not, as soon thereafter as practicable.
" 4. That no officer, soldier, or employe in the service of either party is to be considered as ex-

changed and absolved from his parole until his equivalent has actually reached the line of his

friends.
" 5. That the parole forbids the performance of field, garrison, police, or guard or constabulary

duty. John A. Due, Major General.
" D. H. IIn-i., Major General C. S. Army "

Svpplementary Articles.

" AitT. 7. All prisoners of war now held on either side, and all prisoners hereafter taken, shall

bo sent with all reasonable dispatch to A. If. Aikeris, below Dutch Gap. on tho James River, in

Virginia, or to Viekshurg, on (he Mississippi River, in the Slate of Mississippi, and there exchanged,

or paroled until such exchange can he effected, notice hciug previously given by each party of tho

number of prisoners it will send, and tho time when they will he delivered at those points respect-

ively ; and in case the vicissitudes of war shall change the military relations of the places desig-

nated in this article lo the contending parties, so as to render the same inconvenient for the deliv-

ery and exchange ofprisoners, other places, bearing as nearly as may be the present local relations

of said places to the lines of said parties, shall be, by mutual agreement, substituted. Bat aotaing
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The execution of William B. Mumford by order of General Butler at New
Orleans; the measures taken by Federal generals to prevent private citizens

not in the regular service of the Confederates from engaging in acts of war;

the orders of General Pope for the impressment of property required for

the use of bis army in Virginia; and the action of Generals Hunter and

Phelps in regard to slaves, led to a series of retaliatory orders from Rich-

mond, issued partly for popular effect, but which were only partially exe-

cuted. They contributed, however, to exaggerate the animosity of the war.

Still the exchanges went on regularly at City Point during the year, and
the excess of prisoners on either side was not sufficient to occasion appre-

hension as to the good faith of the other.

But, in the mean tirae,Presidcnt Lincoln had issued his Emancipation Proc-

lamation, and measures had been taken by the United States government
for the employment of negroes in its military service. These measures pro-

duced consternation and fear in the minds of the Southern people. President

Davis, in his message (January 14, 18(33), declared his determination to de-

liver over to the state authorities all commissioned officers of the United
States thereafter captured in any of the states embraced in the Emancipa-
tion Proclamation, to be punished as criminals engaged in exciting servile

insurrection. This determination was supported by the Confederate Con-
gress. 1

The cartel remained in operation until July, 1863. On the third of that

month, an order was issued by the Adjutant General at Washington requir-

ing all prisoners to be delivered at City Point and Vicksburg, there to

be exchanged, or paroled until exchange could be effected. The only ex-

ception allowed was in the case of the two opposing commanders, who were
authorized to exchange prisoners or to release them on parole at other points

agreed upon. This order was issued to prevent unauthorized paroles, and

in order that the balance of exchanges might be accurately kept. The very

next day General Lee was defeated at Gettysburg, and released a number of

prisoners which he was unable to take with him into Virginia. He there-

fore paroled them, and the parole was not recognized by the United States,

as it had not been made in strict accordance with the cartel, nor by the mu-
tual agreement or the opposing commanders. At the same time, a large

number of Confederate prisoners fell into the hands of the Federals by the

captures of Vicksburg and Port Hudson. These were paroled by mutual

agreement between the Federal and Confederate commanders. The Con-
federate government, without any plausible reason, declared these prisoners

released from their parole, and thousands of them fought under Bragg in

the battles about Chattanooga in November. But this violation of good
faith did not permanently interrupt the exchange of prisoners.

The real difficulty, however, soon presented itself in the refusal of the

Confederate government to recognize negro soldiers captured as prisoners

of war. That government refused to exchange negro prisoners or the com-
missioned officers of negro regiments. The United States could not hon-
orably make any distinction between its soldiers on the ground of color.

When, therefore, the Confederate government adopted the policy of reduc-

ing to slavery all negro prisoners, and of delivering over to the state gov-

in this article contained shall prevent the commanders of two opposing armies from exchanging
prisoners or reluming tliein on parole nt oilier points mutually agreed on by said commanders.

" AitT. 8. For the puqaise of currying into ettcct the foregoing article nf agreement, each party
will appoint two agents, to be called Agents for tbo Exchange of Prisoners of War, whose duty it

shall be to communicate witb each other by correspondence and otherwise, to prepare the list of
prisoners, to attend to ibe delivery of the prisoners at the places agreed on, and to curry out
promptly, effectually, and in good faith, all ibe details and provisions of tbo said articles of ngrcc-

" Art. ft. And in case any misunderstanding shall arise in regard to nny clause or stipulation in

the foregoing articles, ii is mutually agreed tliat such misunderstanding shall not interrupt the re-

lease of prisoners on parole, us herein provided, but shall be made the subject of friendly explana-
tions, in order that the object ul" tbis agreement may neither be defeated nor postponed.

" Joiin A. Dix, Major General.
" D. H. Hill, Major General C. S. A."

The following joint resolutions were adopted by the Confederate Congress:
" Resolral, by the Congress of tho Confederate States of America, in response to tbo message

of the ['resident, transmitted to Congress at the commencement of the present session. That, in
the opinion of Congress, the commissioned officers of the enemy ought not to be delivered to the
authorities of the respective .lutes, us suggested in 'he mid message; but nil captives taken by tho
Confederate forces ought to be dealt with iiml disposed of by rhc Confederate government.

" Sec. 2. That, in the judgment of Congress, the proclamations of the President of the United
States, dated respectively September JJd, lhiij, and January 1st, IHfiM, and the other measures of
the government of the United State* and .if its authorities, commanders, mid forces, designed or
tending to cinuueipate slaves in the Confederate States, or to abduct such slaves, or to incite them
to insurrection, or to employ negroes in war against the Confederate States, or to overthrow the
institution of African slavery and bring on a servile war in these states, would, if successful, pro-
duce atrocious consequences, and they are inconsistent with the spirit of those usages which in

modern warfare prevail among civilized nations
; they may, therefore, be properly and lawfully re-

pressed by re inbat ion.
" Stc. 3. That in every case wherein, during the present war, any violation of the laws and

usages of war among civilized nation.- -hall he. or bus been, done and perpetrated by those acting
under tho authority of the government of the United States, on the persons or property of the citi-

zens of the Confederate States, or of those under the protection of the land or naval service of the
Confederate States, or of any state of the Confederacy, the President of the Confederate States is

hereby authorised to cause full and complete retaliation to be made for every such violation, In
such manner and to such extent as be may think proper.

"Stc. i. That every white person, being a commissioned officer, or acting as such, who, during
the present war, shall command negroes or mnlnttoes in arms against the Confederate States, or
who shall arm, train, organise, or prepare negroes or mnlattoes for military service against the
Confederate States, or who shall voluntarily aid negroes or mnlattoes in any military enterprise,
attack, or conflict in such sen ice, shall be deemed us inciting senile insurrection, and "shall, if cap-
tured, be put to death, or bo otherwise punished at the discretion of the court.

"Stc. C. Every pcrsou, being a commissioned officer, or acting as such in the ((nice of the
enemy, who shall, during the present war, excite, attempt to excite, or cause to he excited senile
insurrection, or who shall incite or cause to be incited n slave to rebel, shall, if captured, be put to
death, or be otherwise pamshod; at the discretion of the court.
" Sec. 6. Every jiersun charged with an ollcnse punishable under the preceding resolutions shall,

during the present war, be tried before the military court attached to the army or corps bv the
troops of which he shall have been captured, or by such other military court as the President' may
direct, and in such manner and under such regulations as the President shall prescribe, and, after
conviction, the President may commute the punishment in such manner aad on such terms us he
may deem proper.

"See. 7. All negroes or mnlattoes who shall be engaged in war or be taken in arms against the
Confederate States, or shall give aid or comfort to the enemies of the Confederate States, shall,
when captured in the Confederate Slates, he delivered to the authorities of the state or slates in
which they shall be captured, to be dealt with uieoruW (0 [lie present or future laws of ouch state
Qt states.

''
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ernments for punishment tbe commissioned officers of negro regiments,
President Lincoln issued a proclamation ordering that for every national
soldier killed a Confederate soldier should be executed, and for every ncro
in the national service sold into slavery, a Confederate prisoner should be
placed at hard labor on the public works. 1 This proclamation prevented
the Confederate government from carrying out its inhuman policy; but it

persisted in refusing to exchange negro prisouers. This refusal interrupted
the execution of the cartel of exchange. At the close of 1S63 there had
been captured from the Confederates one hundred and fifty thousand pris-
oners, of whom about 30,000 remained in the hands of the government.

In 1S64 the situation in regard to prisoners remained unchanged. The
positions occupied by the two governments were so antagonistic that agree-
ment was impossible. The national government refused to exchange white
for white, because the enemy would thus be relieved of the burden of main-
taining his white prisoners, and, getting back his soldiers, he would dispose
of the negro as he chose, since there would be left no means of retaliation.

Finally, the excess of prisoners in the hands of the government became so
large that the discussion ceased. It was certainly the policy of the Confed-
erate government to yield the point in dispute. The prisoners which it

held, if returned, would not, in most cases, resume their places in the field,

their terms of service having expired. The Confederate prisoners, on the
other hand, were soldiers for the war, and could be made immediately avail-

able. Their presence in the field was, moreover, a necessity which became
every day more pressing.

What it could not accomplish by negotiation the Confederate government
sought to extort by cruelty. The prison camps at Belle Isle, Andersoitville,
Millen, and Salisbury were each transformed into human shambles. Thou-
sands ofmen were huddled together within narrow limits. In the midst of
a country abounding in timber, they were deprived of all means of shelter.

Exposure to rains, dews, and frost generated disease, and there was neither
medical relief at hand nor suitable food. No opportunities were afforded
for cleanliness, and the prisoners were covered with vermin, which, in many
cases, they were too weak to remove. They were shot by those guarding
them for offenses the most trivial; they were plundered of every thing
which was deemed valuable by their captors; supplies sent for their relief

were in many cases appropriated by Confederate officers in charge; and the
charities of Southern citizens excited in their behalf were repelled. Thou-
sands died in those prison Gotgothas, and many, from weakness induced by
starvation, became idiots.3 These barbarities were not only known to the
Confederate authorities, but seem to have been encouraged by them. The
officers placed over the prison appear to have been selected for their brutal
capacity to carry out this system of cruelty. Among these was the notori-

ous Captain Henry Wirz, the Anderson jailer, who was after the war tried

by a military commission, and executed on the 10th of November, 1865.3

,,,,.,. „
" KicmiIUo Monti WuiilogloD, ,tul>- anth.

1 It is the duty of every government to five protection toils citizens, of whatever class, color,
or condition, and especially to those who are duly organized an soldiers in the public service. Tho
low of nations, and the usages and customs of war. us carried on by civilized powers, permit no dis-
tinction ns to color in the treatment of prisoners of war as public enemies. To sell or enslave nny
captured person on account of bis color, and for no offense against the laws of war, is a relapse
into barbarism and a crime against the civilisation of the age. The government of the United
States will give the same protection to nil its soldiers; and if the enemy shall sell or enslave any
one because of bis color, the ollcnse shall he puni-hed bv retaliation upon the enemy's prisoners in
our hands.

"It is therefore ordered that for every soldier of the United States killed iu violation of the laws
of war, a rebel soldier shall he executed, and for every one enslaved by the enemy or sold into
slavery, a rebel soldier shall be placed at hard labor ou tho public works, and continue at such
labor until the other shall be released and receive the treatment due n prisoner of war.

" Abraham Lincoln."
' A letter of the Confederate Inspector General Chandler, dated July fi,18G+, and addressed to

Colonel Chilton, of Kichmond, thus describes Andersoitville

:

"No shelter whatever, nor materials for constructing any, had been provided bv the prison au-
thorities, and the ground being entirely hare of trees, none is within reach of the prisoners, nor has
it been possible, from the overcrowded state of the iticlosarc, to arrange the camp with any system.
Each man has been permitted to protect himself as best he can by stretching his blanket, or what-
ever he may havo about him, on such sticks as he can procure. Of other .shelter there bos been
none. There is no medical attendance withiu the stockade. Many (twenty yesterday) arc carted
out daily who have died from unknown causes, and whom the medical officers have" never seen.
The dead are hauled out daily by the wagon-load, being iirst mutilated with nn nxe in the re-
moval of nny finger- rings they may have, liaiv rations have to be issued to n very large portion,
who ore entirely unprovided with proper utcn.-ils, and furnished with so limited u supply of fuel
that they ore compelled to dig with their hands in the filthy marsh before mentioned for roots, etc.

No soap or clothing has ever been issued. After inquire, the writer ii confident that, with slight
exertions, green corn and other antiscorbutics could readily be obtained. The present hospital
arrangements were only intended for the accommodation often thousand men, and are totally in-
sufficient, both in character and extent, for the present needs, the number of prisoners being now
more than three times as great. The number of case* requiring medical treatment L- in an increased
ratio. It is impossible to state the numbers of sick, manv dying within the stockade whom tbo
medical officers have never seen or heard of till their remains urc brought out for interment. Tho
transportation of the post is also represented to be entirely insufficient, and authority is needed by
the quartermaster to impress wagons and teams, and saw-mills when not employed by the govern-
ment, aud kept diligently occupied, and instructions given to the quartermaster in charge of trans-
portation to afford every facility pruciii able for transporting lumber and supplie; necessary forpris-

3 Tho following testimony, given before the Committee on the Conduct of the War, January 'M,
1 80S, by Albert 1). Richardson, a Tribune correspondent, describes the situation of our prisoners
nt Salisbury, North Carolina r

"I am a Trilmnr. i om-pondcnt. und was captured hy the rebels May 'A, 18C3, nt midnight, on
a hay-bale in the Mississippi ];jver, opposite Vicksburg. After coniincnient in sis different pris-

ons I was sent to Salisbury, N. C, February :i, l*G4, und kept there iinlil December tw, when I
escaped. For several months Salisbury was the most endurable rebel [prison I had seen. The six
hundred inmates exercised in the open uir were comparatively well fed and kindly treated. Hut
early in October 10,000 regular prisoners of war arrived there, and it immediately changed into a
scene of cruelty and honors. It was densely crowded; rations were cm down and issued very ir-

regularly; friends outside could not even send in a plate of food. The prisoners suffered con-
stantly and often intensely for want of water, bread, and shelter. The rebel authorities placed all

the prison hospitals under charge of my two journalistic comrades (Messrs. Brown and Davis) and
myself. Our positions enabled us to obtain exact ami minute information. Those who bad to

live or die on the prison rations always suffered from hunger. Very frequently one or more divi-

sions of a thousand men would receive no rations for twenty-four hour- ; sometimes they were
without n morsel of food for forty-eight hours. The few who hod money would pay from five to

twenty dollars, rebel currency, for a little loaf of bread. Most of the prisoners traded the buttons

from their blowses for food. Many, though the weather was very inclement and snows frequent,

sold coats from their backs and shoes from their feet. Tet I was assured, on authority entirely

trustworthy, that the great commissary warehouse near the prison was filled with provisions ; that

the commissary found it difficult to obtain storage for his flour and meal ; that when a subordinate

asked the post commandant, Major John II. Gee, 'Shall I give the prisoners fall rations?' he re-

olied, 'Ko, God damn them, give them quarter rations.' I know, from personal observation, that
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In tbe latter part of 1864, Lieutenant General Grant made an arrange-

ment for an exchange of prisoners man for man, according to the old car-

tel, until on one side or the other the number of prisoners held was ex-

hausted. The war seemed so near its close that the exchange could afford

no substantial aid to the Confederacy, and every motive on the score of hu-

manity demanded that the government, under these circumstances, should

waive the old dispute respecting negro prisoners. 1

During the last few months of the war, when the prospects of Confederate

success through regularly conducted warfare seemed desperate, a series of

attempts were made to paralyze and subvert the national government by

means which desperation naturally suggested to bold and unscrupulous men.

The capture of the Confederate archives at the close of the war disclosed let-

ters which showed that propositions for the destruction of officers connected

with the government had not only, at various stages of the war, been re-

ceived by the Confederate executive, but had been subjects of consideration.

As early as June 19th, 1861, one C. L.V. De Kalb, representing himself to

be the grandson of Baron De Kalb, of Revolutionary fame, addressed a letter

to L. P. Walker, the Confederate Secretary of War, reminding the latter that

the Federal Congress would assemble on the 4th of July, and that the Cap-

itol and public buildings at Washington were undermined. In regard to

com and pork arc very abundant in ihe region about Salisbury. For several week* the prisoners

had nr. shelter whatever. Thcv were nil thinly clad ;
thousand,, were barefooted; not one in twenty

had either overcoat or blanket ;
m.inv hundred* were without shirts, and hundreds were wiibout

llowflOH. At but one Sibley tent and" one 'A' tent were fnfniahed to each squad of one hundred.

With the closest crowding these shclturcd about one half ihe prisoners. The rest burrowed

ground, crept under buildings, or shivered through the nights in the open^

muddy, or snowy soil. If (be rebels, at the time of their capture, had

blankets, clothing, a'" 1 money, Hir;y would Imvc suffered little from

had permitted a few hundred of them, either upon parole " "

miles of tho garrison, lh-— ; -

wcek. Hut the commas
it passing by the wall «l

"The hospitals were

upon the flour [hoy won
thousands seeking admii

red and lift}' patients, there

upon tho frozen,

stolon iheir shelter-tents,

If tho prison authorities

under guard, to cm logs within two

___J gladly have built comfortable and ample barracks in one

Ni-ver, in a dc-n-cly wooded region, with the cars which brought

Bran furnish halfthe fuel which was needed.

• ' ontlition. By crowding tho patients thick OS (hey could lie

^ hundred inmates. They were nlwuvs full to overflowing, with

In (he two largest ward-, containing jointly about two hnnd-

fire whatever. The others hail small li replaces, hut were al-

..jja colli."fjno ward, which held fortv patients, was comparatively well famished. In (he other

eight the sick and riving men lav upon tin; cold and usually nuked floor, for the scanty straw fur-

nished us SOOU become too filthy and full of vermin for use. The authorities never supplied a

single blanket, or quilt, or pillow, or bed, for (hose eight wards. We could not procure even

brooms to keep them clean, or cold water to wash the faces of the inmates. Pneumonia, catarrh,

and dinrrWa were the pre. ailing disease-, but tliev were directly the result of hunger and expos-

ing More than half w do . ,;» r.-.i the hospitals died in a very lew days. The deceased, always

without coflins, wave loaded in a dead-cart, piled upon cuch other like logs of wood, and so driven

out to be thrown into a trench uud covered with earth.

i
,.. r ,.i,

|
.i ir _'..-..ii. „ !'.: in. 1; mi iii-- iii. I attentive. Tlicy endeavored 10 improve tho

slioiking coriditioiri.il' Hie hospital.-., hot the Salisbury uud Richmond authorities both disregarded

their complaints and protests.

" On November i'f. many of tho prisoners hud tn-en without food fir forty-eight hours.
_
Des-

perate from hunger, without any matured plan, a few of thero said, 'We may as well die in one

way as another ; let us break out of (his horrible place.' Some of thorn wrested tho nuns from o

relief of fifteen rebel soldiers just enuring the yard, killing two who resisted and wounding five or

six. Others attempted to open the fence, but they had neither adequate tools nor concert of ac-

tion. Before thev could effect it breach every gun in (be garrison wan turned upon them, two field-

pieces operated with grape and canister, and they dispersed to their quarters. Five minutes from

the beginning the attempt was quelled, and hardly a prisoner was to be seen in the yard. My own

quarters were a hundred and fifty yards from the scene of the insurrection. In our vicinity there

liudhecn no participation at nil hi it, and yet for twenty minute* after it was ended the guards upon

tho TencQ on each side of us, with deliberate aim, fired imo the tents upon helpless and innocent

men. They killed, in nil, fifteen, and wounded about sixty, not one tenth of whom had taken part

to the attempt, many of whom were ignorant of it until they heard the guns.

"Deliberate cold-blooded murders of peaceable men, where there was no pretense that they

were breaking any pri-on regulation, were very frequent. On October 16, Lieutenant Davis, of

tho tBDth Now Y'">rk [nfhntry, was thus shot dead by a guard, who the day before had been openly

swearing (bat ho would ' kill some damned Yankee yet.' November 6, Luther Conrod, of the 45th

Pennsylvania Infantry, a delirious patient from one of the hospitals, was similarly murdered. No-

vember 30, a chimney in one of the hospitals fell down, crushing several men under it. Orders

were immediately given to Lho guurd to let no one approach the building, on the pretext that there

might bo another insurrection. Two patients from (hut hospital had not heard (he order, and

wore returning to their quarters, when I saw u sentinel on the fence, within twenty feel of them,

without challenging (hem, ruise his piece and fire, killing one and wounding the other. Major

Geo, at tho time, was standing immediately beside tin; sentinel, who must have acted under his di-

rect orders. December I S, Mus.s Smith, of 7th Maryland (colored) Infantry, while standing beside

my quarters, searching for scraps of food from tho sweepings of the cook-house, was shot through

the head. Thero were very many similar murders. I never knew any pretense, even, made of In-

vestigation or punishing them. Our lives were never safe for one moment ; any sentinel, at any

hour of (he day or tight, could deliberately shoot down any prisoner, or into any group of prison-

ers, black or white, and he woald not even' be token off his post for it.

" Nearly every week an officer came into the prison to recruit for the rebel army. Sometimes

ho offered bounties ; always he promised good clothing nnd abundant food. Between 1200 and

1800 of our men enlisted "in two months. I was repeatedly asked by prisoners, sometimes with

tears in their eyes, 'What shall I do? I don't want to starve to death. I ara growing weaker

daily ; if I stay here I shall follow my comrades to the hospital and dead-house; if I enlist I may
live until I can escape.'

" I had charge of the clothing left by the dead, and reissued it to the living. I distributed ar-

ticles of clothing to more than L't.KIti pri'-oners ; hut when I escaped (here were fully .100 without n

shoo or a stocking, and more yet with no garment above the waist except one blouse or one shirt.

Men cams to mo frequently upon whom the rebels, when they captured them, had left nothing

whatever except a light cotton shirt and n pair of light ragged r.iiiini paiituloons.

"The books of all the hospitals were kept, and the daily consolidated reports mado op, under my
supervisioo. During the two months between October itf uud December lb, the average number

of prisoners was about 7600. The deaths for that period were follv 1500, or twenty per cent, of

tho whole. I brought away tho names of more than 1200 of the' dead; some of the remainder

were never reported ; tho others I could not procure on the day of my escape without exciting sus-

picion. As the men grew more and more debilitated, the percentage of deaths increased. I left

UoOO remaining in (be garrison, December lb, uud they were dying then at the average rate of 28

a day, or thirteen per cent, a month.
" Tho simple truth is, that tho rebel authorities are murdering our soldiers at Salisbury by cold

and hunger, while they might easily supply (hem with ample food and fuel. They are doing this

Systematically, and, I believe, intentionally, for the purpose of cither forciug our government to an

exchange, or forcing our prisoners into the rebel armv."
1 General Grant's testimony [February '.I, 1866} before the Committee on the Condoct of tho

War fully answers the charge which has been made against the government that it refused to con-

sent (o an exchange of prisoners because we found ours standi, diseased, and unserviceable when
we received thcui. "There never," testifies General Grant, "has been any sach reason as that

for making exchanges. I wilt confess that if our men who are prisoners in the South were really

well taken care of, suffering nothing except a little privation of liberty, th^n, in a military point of

view, it would not he good policy for us to exchange, because every' man they get hack is forced

right into the army nt once, while that is not the case with our prisoners when we receive them.

In fact, the half ofoar returned prisoners will never go into the army ngain, and none of them will

until after they have bad a furlough of thirty or sixty days. Still, the fact of their suffering na

they do is a reason for making this exchange as rapidly as possible Exchanges having
been suspended by reason of disagreement on the part of agents of exchange on both sides before

I enmoin command of the armies of the United States, and it then being near the opening of the

spring campaign, I did not deem it advisable or jast to the men who had to fight our battles to re-

enforce tho enemy with thirty or forty thousand disciplined troops at that time. An immediate
resumption of exchanges would have hud that effect, without giving us corresponding benefits.

Tho suffering said 10 exiat uinoug our prisoner, South was a powerful argument against the course

Dursued, and I so felt u."

this matter, he begged " the honor ofa few moments' private audience." Tho

letter ia indorsed "About blowing up tbe Capitol at Washington." An*

other letter, dated the next day, was also found, from which it appears that

De Kalb had been granted an audience on the 19th, but that Walker lutd

hesitated to consent to the diabolical scheme proposed, not on account of its

nature, but because De Kalb was a stranger to him. In this letter of the

20th De Kalb discloses his antecedents, his relation to Baron De Kalb, his

service in tbe Crimean War as second lieutenant of Engineers, his arrival

at Quebec in November, I860, and at Washington three weeks ago. "Does

the Southern Confederacy," he adds, " consider the exolosion of the Federal

Capitol, at a time when Abe, his myrmidons, and the Northern Congress

members are all assembled together, of sufficient importance as to grant me,

in case of success, a commission as colonel of Topographical Engineers, and

the sum of one million of dollars?" Walker, instead of spurning the prop-

osition, indorsed the letter with the following phrase: "See this man with

Benjamin." He proposed to make the matter a subject of consideration at

an interview between himself, this murderous villain, and tbe Confederate

Secretary of State. In tbe Confederate archives was also found a letter

addressed to Jefferson Davis, September 12th, 1861, by J. S. Parrnmore, in

which the writer offers " to dispose of the leading characters of the North,"

and upon tbe letter was Davis's indorsement indicating tbe object of the

communication, and referring it to the Secretary of War. After due con-

sideration, both De Kalb's and Parramore's schemes appear to have been re-

jected as unadvisable.

On the 17th of August, 1863, we find another letter written to Davis by

H. C. Dunham, of Georgia, a volunteer in the Confederate service, in which

the writer states that the evidences of Davis's Christian humility encour-

age him to propose the organization of from 300 to 500 men, "to go into

the United States, and assassinate the most prominent leaders of our ene-

mies—for instance, Seward, Lincoln, Greeley, Prentice, eta" This commu-

nication was also referred to the Secretary of War.

Still later, Lieutenant W. Alston, in November, 1864, offered to rid the

Confederacy "of some of her deadliest enemies," and bis communication is

referred to the Confederate Secretary of War. These various propositions

for the assassination of the prominent officers of the Federal government

appear to have been considered and rejected for prudential reasons. The

time for such desperate measures had not yet arrived. But still they were

matters of deliberate consideration.

Other schemes also were proposed. In February, 1865, W. S. Oldham,

of Texas, in company with Senator Johnson, of Missouri, conferred with

Davis "in relation to the prospect of annoying and harassing the enemy by

burning their shipping, towns, etc" The Confederate President interposed

objections as to the practicability of the scheme proposed. These objec-

tions were subsequently rebutted by Oldham. "I have seen enough," says

the latter, " of the effects that can be produced to satisfy me that in most

eases, without any danger to the parties engaged, and in others but very

slight, we can, first, burn every vessel that leaves a foreign port for the tJnitcd

States; second, we can burn every transport that leaves the harbor of New-

York, or other Northern port, with supplies for tbe armies 'of the enemy in

the South ;
third, burn every transport or gun-boat on the Mississippi River,

as well as devastate the country of the enemy, and fill his people with ter-

ror and consternation. I am not alone of this opinion, but many other gen-

tlemen are as fully and thoroughly impressed with tbe conviction as I am.

I believe we have the means at our command, if promptly appropriated and

energetically applied, to demoralize the Northern people in a very short time.

For the purpose of satisfying your mind upon the subject, I respectfully but

earnestly request that you will have an interview with General Harris, for-

merly a member of Congress from Missouri, who, I think, is able, from con-

clusive proof, to convince you that what I have suggested is perfectly feasi-

ble and practicable." Davis requested the Secretary ofWar to confer with

Harris, "and learn what plan he has for overcoming the difficulty hereto-

fore experienced."

What was the "difficulty heretofore experienced?" A number of Con-

federates—George N. Sanders, Beverly Tucker, Jacob Thompson, William

C. Geary, and Clement C. Clay—had been sent to Canada as agents of tbe

Confederate government. Jacob Thompson appears to have been the treas-

urer of this special organization, the objects of which were tbe terror and

consternation of the North through tbe destruction of shipping, the burning

of hotels, the introduction of pestilence, and the assassination of tbe promi-

nent officers of the national government. In the latter part of 1864 tbe

attempt at arson bad been tried without success, and the principals engaged

were executed. John Y. Beall, detected in the act of destroying Federal

vessels in the Northwest, was tried and condemned as a spy, and suffered

death. One Kennedy, on the night of November 25tb, 1864, with his con-

federates, attempted to set fire to four hotels in New York City. The at-

tempt did not succeed, but Kennedy was apprehended and hung on the 19th

of October. Three days later, Lieutenant Bennet H. Young, with from 30 to

40 Confederate associates, made a raid upon St. Albans, Vermont, 15 miles

from the Canadian border. Over §200,000 was captured from tbe banks,

horses were seized, and several citizens were wantonly murdered. An un-

successful attempt was also made to fire the town. Tbe raiders were pur-

sued, but escaped into Canada. Here they were arrested and brought before

the Court of Quarter Sessions at Montreal. The judge, Mr. Coursol, re-

leased them from custody on the ground that tbe court bad no jurisdiction

over tbe case. Judge Coursol was afterward suspended for this action, and

tbe raiders were rearrested, but the prisoners finally were again released

without punishment.

These expeditions all originated in Canada, and proceeded under Coofed-
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erate authority. None of them had succeeded in accomplishing what they
had attempted. Some difficulties had been experienced, and the Confeder-
ate government was now considering how these difficulties might be over-
come. Soon, however, other and more desperate plans were found neces-
sary. The old scheme of assassination, formerly laid aside, was reconsid-
ered. Ready agents were found for its accomplishment. President Lincoln
was murdered, but the conspirators did not succeed in subverting the gov-
ernment.

The war carried on by sea against the United States by the Confederates
presents many novel features. Over 200 of the officers registered in 1864
as belonging to the Confederate navy were formerly United States naval offi-

cers. Although President Davis at the outset had issued letters of marque, a
Confederate navy was impossible. There were many iron-clads and rams on
the Southern rivers; the defenses of the Southern harbors by means of forts,

ships, torpedoes, and obstructions were very formidable; but upon the sea
the Confederacy had no chance, in so far as it depended upon its own resour-

ces. But what the Confederates lacked the people of Great Britain fur-

nished, and thus it happened that while the United States was threatened
with dissolution by intestine civil war, it was compelled also, at the same
time, to contend on the ocean against a British fleet—British in every sense
except that it did not receive its commissions from the English govern-
ment—built at Liverpool and Glasgow, sailing from those ports by the con-
nivance of the British government, armed with British guns, and manned,
for the most part, with British crews.

In the early part of the war a number of strictly Confederate privateers
were fitted out. Most of these, however, did not venture far from the coast.

The Sumter and Nashville, who were bolder, had a short career, which has
already been traced in these pages. The only vessels which materially in-

jured the commerce of the United States were those built in British ports,
and some of which were never in a port belonging to the Confederacy.
The history of the Alabama and the Florida has already been given. In

1864, three new British vessels— the Tallahassee, Olustee, and Chickamauga
—were furnished to the Confederates by the British ship-builders, and con-
tributed each its full share in the work of destruction and plunder. By
their depredations American merchantmen were almost entirely driven from
the sens.

The Georgia commenced her career in 1863. She was built at Glasgow,
and left Greenock as the Japan. Off the French coast she received ber ar-
mament and set out upon ber crnise. After a short raid upon our com-
merce she was sold to a Liverpool merchant. Setting out again for LisboD,
she was captured twenty miles out from that port by Captain Craven, of the
Niagara, who landed her crew at Dover, in England.

Early in 1865 two new vessels—the Stonewall and Shenandoah—were
added to this British tribe of corsairs. The iron-clad ram Stonewall, Captain
Page, wns originally built for the Danish government, and afterward pur-
chased by the Confederates. She arrived at Ferrol, in Spain, February 4th,
closely followed by the United States steamers Niagara and Sacramento.
The Stonewall shifted quarters to Lisbon in March, and the Federal vessels
again followed her. The Portuguese government ordered the privateer to

leave, and by maritime law the national vessels were required to remain for
24 hours before entering upon the pursuit. While changing their anchor-
age in the Tagus, these vessels were fired upon from Belem Tower under the
supposition that they were about to leave the port. No injury was done,
and ample apology was rendered by the Portuguese government. On the
11th of May the Stonewall arrived at Havana. Here she was closely block-
aded by Admiral Godon, with several iron-clads, and soon surrendered her-
Belf to the Spanish authorities, by whom she was given over to the United
States.

The Shenandoah was built at Glasgow in 1863, and was called the Sea
King. In September, 1864, she was sold to Richard Wright, of Liverpool,
and thus passed into the hands of the Confederacy. She cleared at London
for Bombay ostensibly as a merchant vessel. On the same day that she
left London, auother vessel, the Laurel, left Liverpool with armament, stores,
Confederate officers, and several men enlisted in the Confederate service,
At Madeira the two vessels met; the Laurel fitted out the Sea King, which
then became the Shenandoah, and set forth on her piratical cruise. °Sbe de-
stroyed a few vessels in the neighborhood of St. Helena, and on February
8tb, 1865, sailed for the North Pacific from Melbourne, Australia. Between
April 1st and July 1st she destroyed or bonded 29 vessels, thus breaking
up the whaling season in that locality. Waddell, her captain, although
aware of the surrender of the Confederate armies, continued his cruise until
four months after the fall of Richmond. He then returned to England,
never having been in a Confederate port, and surrendered his vessel to the
English government, and by the latter was given up to the American con-
sul at Liverpool

It is estimated that during the war 30 vessels of all descriptions were em-
ployed by the enemy as privateers. Only seven of these were very for-
midable, and of these seven five were British vessels. 275 vessels were cap-
tured, comprising four steamers, 78 ships, 43 brigs, 82 barks, and 68 schoon-
ers. On the other hand, 1143 vessels were captured by blockading squad-
rons, valued at $24,500,000, and 355 destroyed, worth about $7,000,000.'

In regard to one at least of the privateers issuing from British ports the
circumstances appeared to justify the United States in claiming redress by
way of compensation for the injurious consequences to American commerce
This was the case of the Alabama. The facts of the case were briefly these-
The Oreto bad already been permitted to sail from a British port notwith-
standing the protest of Mr. Francis Adams, the United States minister in
England. Afterward Mr. Adams and the American consul at Liverpool
were satisfied, upon competent evidence, that a vessel known as the ^90
had been built for the Confederate service in the dock-yard of persons, one
of whom was then sitting as a member of the House of Commons. This
evidence was laid before the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treas-
ury, but the latter decided that nothing had yet transpired which appeared
to demand a special report. Farther evidence was procured and submitted,
which, in the opinion of the queen's solicitor, was sufficient to justify the
Liverpool collector in seizing the vessel. But, while the Lords Commis.
sioners were deliberating upon the matter, the 290 sailed from Liverpool
without register or clearance. Earl Russell explained to Mr. Adams that
the delay in determining upon the case had been caused by the sudden ill-

ness of Sir John D. Harding, the Queen's Advocate.
It was apparent, therefore, that the fault, with its responsibility, rested upon

the British government. Mr. Adams was therefore directed "to solicit re-
dress for the national and private injuries already thus sustained, as well
as a more effective prevention of any repetition of such lawless and injuri-
ous proceedings in her majesty's ports hereafter." Earl Russell replied to
this demand that her majesty's government could not admit that they were
under any obligation to render compensation to United States citizens for
the depredations of the Alabama. There has since been a voluminous cor-
respondence upon the subject, but the matter still stands just where it stood
in 1863. Certainly it is a case in which the interests of the British govern-
ment are more jeopardized by its refusal to grant compensation than its
treasury could suffer by payment; and it is equally true that the United
States government can well afford to waive its claim, and let the whole mat-
ter rest just as it lies.

The foreign complications with the French government arising out of the
ill-advised Mexican expedition, and which at one period of the war threat-
ened serious danger to the United States, were, soon after the suspension of
hostilities, removed by the withdrawal of the French troops from Mexico.
From that moment the Mexican empire which had been established rap-
idly waned until early in 1867, when it fell, and the Emperor Maximilian
became a martyr to the cause of imperialism, which he had fought out to
the bitter end.

At the close of the civil war our political sky was bright with promise.
The defeated Confederates seemed disposed to accept the situation in good
faith, and, on the other hand, the victorious party exhibited signs of noble
magnanimity. It is true that there were in the South those who still re-

tained the spirit which had brought on the war. Such a one was that old
man Edmund Ruffin, of South Carolina, who fired the first gun against his
country's flag, and who, when the national triumph was fully consummated,
committed suicide. So also, on the other side, there were those who nursed
a vindictive spirit against a conquered people. But, notwithstanding these
exceptions, a glorious future seemed about to dawn upon the republic.
How this situation was changed, and a political strife engendered which
agitated the country for a series of years, and postponed the restoration
and harmony which ought to have followed immediately upon the close of
the war, will form the subject of the concluding chapter of this history.

' The number of vessels captured and sent to the United Slates Admiralty Courts for adjudica-
tion from May 1, 18G1, to the close of the war, was 1143, of which there were—steamers 210-
schooners, GU1J

:
sloops, ]:•.!>; ships, 13; brigs and briganlines, 21); barks, 1'J

;
yachts, 2 ; 'small

and iron-clads, G
;
gun-bouts, torp<.*di>-l>n:its nnd armed schemers and sloops,

The number of vessels burned, wrecked, sank,
-'-inters, 85; schooners, 114 ; sloops, 32 ;

clnds, 4
;
gun-bonts, torpedo-boats, and

boats, 131)

10; class unknown, 7—making a total of 114!),

and otherwise destroyed during the same time
ships, 2 ; brigs, 2 ; barks, 4 ; smal] boats, !)G

armed schooners nnd sloops, 1 1 ; total, 355—making the whole number of vessels captured' and
destroyed 1504. During the war of 1812, the naval vessels, of which there were 301 in service at
the close, made 2'M captures. There were 517 commissioned privateers, nnd their captures num-
bered 1428. Nearly all the captures of value in the recent war were vessels built in so-called neu-
tral ports, nnd fitted out and freighted fur the purpose of running the blockade. The gross pro-
ceeds of property captured since the l.|i.ckude was instituted, and condemned as prize prior to the
1st of November, I

hi::,, nmou.it t<> *:'l..-21i.5-l:t %
; costs and expends ftl,fi]li,223 D«; net pro-

ceeds for distribution, *2l>,5ol,lt27 li!i. At the ch.se of the vear there w.-re a number of import-
ant cases still before the courts, which will largely increase these amounts. The Secretory of the
Navy estimates that the value of the 1148 captured vessels «ill not be less than $24,600,000,
and of the 355 vessels destroyed at lea.st $7,111)0,1(0(1, making a total valuation of not less than
§31,600,000, much of which was British property.—American Cj/dopadia, 1805.
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President, L. S. Foster.—The Clerk of the House, Edward McPherson, and his Disposition of
the Call-roll.—Colfax re-elected Speaker of tho House,—His Speech.—President Johnson's
Message.—Johnson'B Mistake.—He establishes a. Basis for Conflict between himself and Con-
gress.—Ought to have convened Congress in special Session at tho Outset.—Tho Select Con-
gressional Committee of Fifteen on Reconstruction.—Debate in the Senate.—Reports by Presi-
dent Johnson, Carl Schurz, and General Grant on the Southern Situation.—Unnecessary Delay
of tho Reconstruction Committee.—Report of the Committee by Bill, Juuunrv 22, 18GG.—Joint
Resolution for the Amendment of the Constitution.—Its Provisions.—The President's Views on
tho Readjustment of the Basis of Representation.—Debate in the House,—Roscoe Conkling's
Statement.—Position of Henry J. Raymond.—The Resolution referred back to the Committee
amended, and again reported.—Stevens's Speech.—Resolution passed in tho House.—Debate
on the Resolution in Congress.—It faiU of a two-thirds Vote.—Senator Sumner's Opposition.—
Second Report of tho Committee, April 30, 1 8tiG.—Features of the new Amendment proposed.—
Its Passage in the House and Senate.—The President's Protest.—The Prospects of the Amend-
ment.—Full Reports of the Reconstruction Committee, June 18, 18GG.—Resolution passed to ex-
clude Southern Representatives until both Houses should consent to their Admission. Fesscn-
den's Support of the Resolution.—Sherman's Opposition.—His Defense of President Johnson.—
Tennessee rntifics tho Amendment, and her Representatives are admitted in both Houses. The
Frecdmen's Bureau Bill.—The President's Veto.—The Bill fails of a two-thirds Vote.—A new-
Bill passed over the President's Veto.—BUI for the admission of Colorado, vetoed by the Presi-
dent, fails of a two-thirds Vote.—Passage of the Bill for Negro Suffrage in the District of Co-
lumbia over tho Veto.—Close of the Congressional Session.—History of the Conflict between
Congress and tho President.—Johnson's Speech denouncing Congress, February 22, 18C6.—Di-
vision in tho Republican Party.—The National Union Executive Committee of Washington.—
Serenade of the President aud Cabinet, May 23, 18GC.—Views of the Cabinet.—Resignation of
Harlan nnd Speed.—Tho Political Situation in tho Summer of 18GG.—The Appeal to the Peo-
ple, and tho Issues presented.-The conflicting Arguments.—The National Union Convention
nt Philadelphia.—:Its Character and Proceedings.—The Southern Loyalists' Convention at
Philadelphia.— Cleveland Convention of Soldiers and Sailors in support of the President —
Similar Convention at Pittsburg in support of Congress.—The New Orleans Riots —Johnson's
Tour to the Tomb of Douglas.—Address of the Republican National Executive Committee in
support of Congress.—The Autumn Elections of 1866. —Decisive Victory of Congress —
Passage of tho Military BiU. -Provisions of the BilL-Supplemeotary Act of 'the Fortieth Con-
gress.—Universal Suffrage in the South.—Operation of this Act.—Southern Convention* —He-
action in the North.—Autumn Elections of 18G7.—Their Significance,—A GLmce at the Future.
—Conclusion.

TT js always difficult to write a fair and impartial history of contempora-X neous events— almost impossible for one to write such a history who
has been a prominent actor in the events which he records. The position
of the actor is not that of the spectator. The field which the former occu-

pies is executive, that held by the latter is judicial. The historian is a judi.
cial spectator, whose business it is to reproduce before his readers not sim-
ply the facts, the bare plot of a drama, but also the ideas involved in the
connections between facts, the moral and physical powers by which the
drama is evolved. The strength of action depends upon concentration,
which precludes extensive generalization. Strong impressions upon the
world are made with clenched fists, while many-sided thought tends to re-
lax the muscles, and leads to weak and random blows, "beating the air."
Especially is this true in politics, where progress is usually marked by tho
fluctuations of a conflict between parties. Each of the conflicting parties
lives through its own distinctive ideas, and undergoes dissolution or modi-
fication only by the destruction or change of these ideas. Neither party
monopolizes either all the right or all the wrong of the contest. The politi-

cal actor is generally strong in the proportion that he avails himself, and
becomes the representative of the one or the other class of ideas involved in
the struggle. His action does not assimilate all the good of both parties,
and exclude all the evil. He is, therefore, of necessity, partial, one-sided.
He who will fight under neither banner, who is unwilling to identify himself
with either of the great party organizations of his time, by this isolation
weakens his power to strike. But with the historian it is different. Tho
necessity of partisanship docs not exist for him. Partisan history is not
history, but special pleading. The historian must generalize, must be many-
sided, must he impartial. His standard of truth and justice is not a party
standard.

In the present case, where the writer is about to enter upon the history
of the political struggle which immediately followed the Civil War, it is

peculiarly appropriate that tbrs distinction between the necessities which
obligate party leaders and those which obligate the historian should be
clearly drawn. If the reader, however partisan, will remember that the
historian, in his judgment of men and events, is bound by a more absolute
criterion of truth than is possible in party conflict, the writer will also bear
in remembrance that many political acts which involved or threatened
serious evils, were rendered necessary by the inevitable political conditions
which controlled the development of the time of which be writes.

The manner in which the war closed, and some of the accidents of its

conclusion, largely influenced subsequent political movements. If the col-

lapse of the Confederacy had not been sudden, but gradual, the problem of
reconstruction would, indeed, have been the same in its essential elements,
but much of the difficulty attending its development would have been ob-
viated. If state after state had been brought back to its allegiance, while
the war still went on in others, restoration would have been immediate and
thorough in each particular case, and would not have been beset with legal

doubts and difficulties. The vastness of the problem was increased by the
sudden cessation of hostilities, aud many of its complications arose from the
universal peace which all at once settled upon the country, and seemed to
demand the immediate revival of constitutional civil law. Under these cir-

cumstances, there was great danger lest restoration might come in the form.
of reaction, by which the country would be swept along without mature de-
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liberation, or a prudent regard for future security. The disturbance by war
of tbe relations between the states and the central government bad been

violent, and their readjustment demanded the deepest thought and the most
prudent caution. Tbe domestic revolution produced in the South by the

war, giving freedom to nearly four millions of slaves, added fresh and ob-

vious reasons for such deliberation.

The prevailing feeling in tbe North after the surrender of Lee's army
was one of magnanimity. That was generous and proper. But there might

easily grow out of this such hasty action as must afterward occasion vain

regret. Tbe murder of Lincoln—the natural result of the personal abuse

which had been heaped upon him by tbe Southern press and by Northern

Copperheads—served to temper and restrain this sentiment of generosity.

It recalled to mind the malevolence of those who had sought to overthrow
the government; it generated distrust. The apprehensions entertained by
prudent men at that time may have been extravagant, but in the light of

tbe past.tbey could not be deemed baseless. Certainly they were safer

than the sentiment which they displaced.

Another result of Lincoln's death was a memorable change in the na-

tional administration. Andrew Johnson succeeded Abraham Lincoln.

Johnson, by tbe circumstance of his birth, occupied a position similar to

that of Lincoln. He was born a poor Southern white. The difference be-

tween the two men arose from their different natures rather than from the

outward conditions of their lives. Both were self-educated men. Neither
of them knew of any school but that of experience, and thus from the first

they were kept near to the people, and in close contact with the practical

facts and conditions of the popular life in America. From such a relation

they might have been removed by a more scholastic education and more
classic culture. They knew nothing but America. Two circumstances gave
Lincoln an immense superiority. The first was his moral and mental con-

stitution, which made him a statesman of deep and unwavering convictions,

and of great reasoning powers ; the second was his connection with the

young, free, and enterprising West. Johnson, on the other hand, by mental

constitution and by tbe circumstances of his political career, became a dem-
agogue rather than a statesman.

The biography of Andrew Johnson up to tbe time of his accession to tbo

presidency may be condensed into a single paragraph. He was born at

Raleigh, North Carolina, December 29, 1808. While a mere child be lost

his father, and at the age of ten years was apprenticed as a tailor. He
worked at his trade in South Carolina for seven years, and during this time

acquired the rudiments of a plain English education. Removing to Green-

ville,Tennessee, in 1825, he was five years later elected mayor of that town.

He was elected to the State Legislature in 1835, and to the State Senate in

1841. From 1843 to 1853 he was a representative in Congress from Ten-

nessee, and during the latter year was elected governor of that state. In

1857 he was chosen United States senator for the long term, expiring in

1863. But in 1862 he was appointed by President Lincoln military gov-

ernor of Tennessee. In politics he had always been identified with the

Democratic party, accepting Andrew Jackson, of whose name his own was

a parody, as his model. He was prominently connected with the passage

of the Homestead Law. In the Thirty-sixth Congress, he alone, of all the

senators from the South, remained faithful to the Union. His bold denun-

ciation of treason created the wildest sort of popular enthusiasm in the

North, and as military governor of Tennessee bis action was wise and firm,

strengthening the hands of the loyal men of that state, and favoring the

emancipation of slavery. In 1864 tbe Union Convention met at Baltimore

to nominate candidates for President and Vice-President. President Lincoln

was renominated by acclamation, but it was not considered advisable to re-

nominate Mr. Hamlin. The Convention was styled a "Union" Convention,

and many of its delegates were not strictly Republicans. To renominate

the Chicago ticket of 1860 would appear too partisan. In Andrew Johnson,

however, Providence kindly, as it then seemed, furnished a candidate who
bad been always a Democrat, but who had been conspicuous for loyalty 'dur-

ing the war. His nomination was effected by the friends ofMr.Seward as a

conservative movement, and Andrew Johnson was elected Vice-President,
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In the Presidential campaign of 186-i Johnson was repudiated by the op-

position party in the Nortb. His inauguration as Vice-President in the fol-

lowing March was an occasion of humiliation to himself, and afforded an op-

portunity for the most vehement and scurrilous abuse on the part of bis

political enemies. Evidently Johnson was at this time under the influence

of liquor. He was unwell, and had, at the request of some of his friends,

taken stimulants previous to entering the Senate Chamber. The closeness

of the room exaggerated the effect of the artificial stimulant, and under these

circumstances Johnson very unwisely allowed himself to make a speech, the

incoherency of which was only too evident. It was an unfortunate affair,

and his enemies made the most of it, and even some Republican journals

described it as a national disgrace. Others, who knew the circumstances,

were charitably silent.

Six weeks later, by the death of Lincoln, Johnson became President of

the United States. The oath of office was quietly administered to him at

his rooms in the Kirkwood Hotel, by Chief Justice Chase, in presence of

the cabinet and several members of Congress. He felt incompetent, he

said, to perform the important and responsible duties which had so sud-

denly devolved upon him. His policy must be left for development, as the

administration progressed. The only assurance he could give as to the fu-

ture was by a reference to the past. He believed that the government, in

passing through its present trials, would settle down upon principles con-

sonant with popular rights, more permanent and enduring than heretofore.

"Toil," said he, "and an honest advocaey of the great principles of free

government, have been my lot. The duties have been mine—the conse-

quences are God's." In conclusion, he asked the gentlemen present for their

encouragement and countenance. In the addresses made at this time by
President Johnson, he carefully avoided self-committal as to his future pol-

icy. He expressed, however, a strong determination to punish conscious

traitors. " The American people," said he, " must be taught to know that

treason is a crime. Arson and murder are crimes, the punishment of which

is the loss of liberty and life Treason is a crime, and must be pun-

ished as a crime. It must not be regarded as a mere difference of political

opinion. It must not be excused as an unsuccessful rebellion, to be over-

looked and forgiven. It is a crime before which all other crimes sink into

insignificance ; and in saying this, it must not be considered that I dm in-

fluenced by angry or revengeful feelings. Of course a careful discrimina-

tion must be observed, for thousands have been involved in this rebellion

who are only technically guilty of the crime of treason. They have been

deluded and deceived, and have been made the victims of the more intelli-

gent, artful, and designing men, the instigators of this monstrous rebellion.

Tlie number of this latter class is comparatively small. The former may
stand acquitted of the crime of treason—the latter never; the full penalty

of their crimes should be visited upon them. To the others I would accord

amnesty, leniency, and mercy." 1 There is no question but that Johnson, fol-

lowing his own inclination, would have doomed to the scaffold every traitor

of the class which he deemed guilty of crime, had not the whole people united

in unanimous protest against such an extreme and unnecessary measure.

In regard to the situation in which the Southern States were left by the

rebellion, he was explicit. "Some," he said, "are satisfied with the idea

that states are to be lost in territorial and other divisions—are to lose their

character as states. But their life-breath has only been suspended, and it is

a high constitutional obligation we have to secure each of these states in the

enjoyment of a republican form of government. A state may be in the gov-

ernment with a peculiar institution, and by the operation of rebellion lose

that feature. But it was a state when it went into rebellion, and when it

comes out without the institution, it is still a state Then, in adjust-

ing and putting the government upon its legs again, I think the progress of

this work must pass into the hands of its friends. If a state is to be nursed

until it again gets strength, it must be nursed by its friends, and not smoOi-

ered by its enemies."2

President Johnson retained the entire cabinet of his predecessor. Wil-

liam Pitt Fessenden had resigned his position as Secretary of the Treasury

March 4th, 1865, to take the position of senator from Maine, and Hngh
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McCulloch had been appointed in bis stead. Hon. "William Dennison, of

Ohio, had succeeded Montgomery Blair, October 1, 1864, as Postmaster

General, the latter haviog resigned at Lincoln's request. In December,

1864, Edward Bates, of Missouri, Attorney General, had been succeeded by

James Speed, of Kentucky. John P. Usher, Secretary of the Interior, had

succeeded Caleb B. Smith, January 8th, 1863.

The subject of reconstruction did not come into President Johnson's hands

as a new affair which had never before been handled or discussed. His pred-

ecessor had not been entirely silent upon this important question, and the

matter had been somewhat discussed in Congress. Lincoln's Amnesty Proc-

lamation is the best indication as to bis convictions in this matter, and as to

tbe general principles which would have characterized his administration if

he had lived. In the previous pages of this history we have considered tbe

provisions of this proclamation. Certain prominent officers of the Confed-

erate government were excepted from the privileges which it granted. The

ultimatum, as presented by Lincoln to the insurgent states, was allegiance to

the government and the emancipation of slaves. Lincoln believed that the

abolition of slavery would "remove all cause of disturbance in the future."

Congress had incorporated in tbe Constitution an amendment prohibiting

slavery; he only asked that this amendment should be ratified by the req-

uisite number of states. On the 6th of April he ordered General Weitzel

to permit the Virginia Legislature to assemble, and this body was to be

broken up only in the event of its attempting some action hostile to the

United States. Three days before his assassination President Lincoln gave

his views as to the government established in Louisiana in accordance with

his Amnesty Proclamation. Every member of bis cabinet, he said, had ap-

proved of the plan. As to sustaining tbe Louisiana government he had

given his promise, and had not yet been convinced that the keeping of this

promise was adverse to the public interest. The question as to whether the

seceded states were in the Union or out of it he regarded as not practically

material, and that its discussion "could have no effect other than the mis-

chievous one of dividing our friends." " As yet," he added, " that question

is bad as the basis of a controversy, and good for nothing at all—a merely

pernicious abstraction. We all agree that the seceded states, so called, are

out of their proper practical relation with the Union, and that tbe sole ob-

ject of tbe government, civil and military, in regard to those states, is to

again get them into that proper practical relation I believe it is not only

possible, but, in fact, easier to do this without deciding or even considering

whether these states have ever been out of the Union, than with it. Find-

ing themselves safely at home, it would be utterly immaterial whether they

had ever been abroad. Let us all join in doing the acts necessary to restor-

ing the proper practical relations between these states and the Union, and

each forever after innocently indulge his own opinion whether, in doing the

acts, be brought the states from without into the Union, or only gave them

proper assistance, they never having been out of it."

The simple question with Lincoln was how best to bring tbe insurgent

states back to their proper relation with the Union. To him this question

appeared to have a solution in his amnesty proclamation.

Congress bad not accepted Lincoln's plan of restoration, nor Lad it, ex-

cept in tbe "Wade and Davis Bill," which had been virtually vetoed, an-

nounced any other. The only members of Congress who seemed to have

any definite ideas of reconstruction were Senator Sumner and Thaddeus

Stevens, who proposed to treat the Southern States as subjugated provinces.

These two men stood alone, and without substantial support in either house.

But, for all that, thev held a high vantage-ground from the very fact that

they alone presented any positive and definite method of reconstruction.

Probably there had never before been a time in tbe history of the republic

when Congress was so utterly barren of a high order of statesmanship as

during and immediately after the war. The Thirty-ninth Congress was

certainly not superior in this respect to its immediate predecessors. It first

regular session would commence in December, and thus for eight months

President Johnson was left alone in the work of reconstruction. As we
have said, no fixed principles had been furnished by previous Congresses

for his guidance, and he would have been confused beyond redemption if

he had attempted to frame a policy in accordance with the crude and ran-

dom expressions of opinion which had from time to time been made by our

statesmen. He could not and ought not have accepted the sweeping the-

ories of Sumner and Stevens.

Johnson appears at first to have followed closely the general features of

the plan adopted by Lincoln. He was compelled to act. The dissolution

of the Confederacy left the Southern States without any government which

could be recognized by national authority. Certain movements bad already

been inaugurated by President Lincoln in Arkansas and Louisiana. John-

son saw no objection to the continuance of the work after the manner in

which it had been begun by his predecessor. Nor was the Constitution en-

tirely silent and inapplicable to the pressing questions of the moment. Al-

though its framers never contemplated the existence of such a crisis, yet it

contained at least one provision which in its general meaning was fully

adequate to the emergency. It provides (Art. IV., Sec. 4) that "the United

States shall guarantee to every state in this Union a republican form of

government, and shall protect each of them against invasion ; and, on ap-

plication of the Legislature, or of tbe executive (when the Legislature can

not be convened), against domestic violence."

The latter clause of this constitutional provision evidently applies to cases

where the government of a state is not wholly subverted or paralyzed by

domestic violence. It is only the first clause which was applicable to the

situation in which the states were left by the rebellion. But what was
meant by "a republican form of government?" This phrase has been va-

riously understood. Some have declared it to mean nothing definitely, and
therefore every thing in an indefinite way; that it was a constiu-tional

sanction for the establishment in a disturbed state of any government
which the President and Congress might prescribe. Others have supposed
that the term " republican" was simply opposed to the term " monarchical."

It is clearly evident, however, that any state in the Union has a republican

form of government so long and in so far as its government has not been so

disturbed by any agency as to be out of harmony with the republic, i.e., with

the general government of the United States. The Constitution being the

organic law of the United States government, it follows that the guaranty of

a republican form of government to any state presupposes a case in which
by some disturbing agency the government of such state has assumed a
form inconsistent or out of harmony with the Constitution. It is immate-

rial what the nature of such disturbing agency may have been, whether it

was usurpation from within or from without.

The question, therefore, naturally arises, How far had the rebellion been
such a disturbing agency ? The Comederate Constitution, under which the

Southern state governments had been organized during the rebellion, was
not materially different from the Constitution of the United States. Com-
paring the situation of the Southern States in 1865 with their situation in

1860, tbe chief difference which we find was the fact of a transferred allegi-

ance. The simple return of these states to their allegiance to the United

States would be also a resumption of a form of government which in 1860

was deemed " republican." But such a government of the Southern States

as was in harmony with the Constitution in 1S60 was not in harmony with

tbe Constitution after the war. By the war all slaves had been emanci-

pated. The Congress of the United States had passed a resolution propos-

ing tbe anti-slavery constitutional amendment It was eminently proper

that the ratification of this amendment should be insisted upon as a condi-

tion of reconstruction. It was a measure rendered necessary by the war,

and the acceptance of the situation by the Southern States in good faith

involved the ratification. This general condition gave rise to others as in-

cidental. Tbe freedom of the negro race in the South involved also tho

equality of that race with white men before the law. It did not involve

the enfranchisement of the negro, because the Constitution, even after the

war, contained no provision to that effect. But in every other respect the

negro must be placed upon an equality with the white man. .

There was another important feature to be insisted upon by the govern-

ment, and wbicb was also a result of the national victory. This was a re-

pudiation by the Southern States of the debt wbicb they had incurred for

treasonable purposes. Tbe possibility of a repudiation of tbe national debt

must also be obviated.

Tbe emancipation of slaves introduced still another element. Before tbe

war representation was apportioned among tbe several states "according to

their respective numbers, which shall be determined by adding to the whole

number of free persons, including those bound to service for a term of years,

and excluding Indians not taxed, three fifths of all other persons." But aft-

er the war all persons were declared free. The "other persons" no longer

existed. Thus tbe entire negro population of tbe South would be counted

in the basis of representation, and the Southern States would, by emancipa-

tion, gain a political advantage which they did not have before the war. It

was therefore proper that a new adjustment of the basis of representation

should be insisted upon as an incidental condition of the situation arising

out of emancipation. It ought also have been distinctly and permanently

settled that there should be no compensation for emancipation.

Thus the allegiance demanded of the insurgent states was not simply

that from which they had departed. They had made war upon the nation,

and this conflict had not been without consequences, the principal of which

were a Confederate debt, a National debt, and Emancipation. If tbe Con-

federacy had been victorious, it would have gained its independence—its rec-

ognition as a separate nation. Its defeat was not simply a forfeiture of this

independence, but it involved submission to several important conditions,

imposed, not as terms to a vanquished foe, not as penalties for treason, but

for the security of the nation. Under these circumstances, a republican form

of government in the disturbed states involved the acceptance by the latter

of the following conditions :

1. Nullification of the theory of secession.

2. Repudiation of tbe Confederate debt.

3. Security of tbe national debt.

4. Ratification of emancipation, waiving all claim to pecuniary compen>

sation.

5. Readjustment of the basis of representation.

6. Concession of civil rights to the colored race.

7. Disfranchisement of leading traitors for such time as Congress might

deem expedient.

When it is considered that the nation could in justice demand indemnity

for the national debt caused by the war, and the punishment of leading trai-

tors, these conditions could not be considered harsh or unreasonable. Every

one ofthem ought to have been embodied by Congress in the form of a con-

stitutional amendment. Many of them demanded congressional sanction,

and could not be imposed by the President alone. It was therefore John-

son's duty to have called the Thirty-ninth Congress together in special ses-

sion to meet this new emergency. His failure to do this was a blunder from

which his administration never recovered.

The President proceeded to his work alone. On the 29th of May, 1865,

he issued his amnesty proclamation, granting pardon to all who had partici-

pated in the rebellion, with restoration of property except as to slaves, and

except in cases where legal proceedings had been instituted under the lawa
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of the United States providing for the confiscation of property. From the

benefits of this proclamation the following classes were excepted:

1. All who are or shall have been pretended civil or diplomatic officers,

or otherwise domestic or foreign agents of the pretended Confederate gov-

ernment.

2. Alt who left judicial stations under the United States to aid tbe rebel-

lion.

3. All who shall have been military or naval officers of said pretended

Confederate government above the rank of colonel in the army or lieuten-

ant in the navy.

4. All who left seats in the Congress of the United States to aid the re-

bellion.

5. All who resigned or tendered resignations of their commissions in the

army or navy of the United States to evade duty in resisting the rebellion.

6. All who have engaged in any way in treating otherwise than lawfully

as prisoners of war persons found in the United States service as officers, sol-

diers, seamen, or in other capacities.

7. All persons who have been or are absentees from the United States for

the purpose of aiding the rebellion.

8. All military and naval officers in the rebel service who were educated

by the government in the Military Academy at West Point or the United

States Naval Academy.
9. All persons wiio held the pretended offices of governors of states in in-

surrection against the United States.

10. All persons who left their homes within the jurisdiction and protec-

tion of the United States, and passed beyond the Federal military lines into

the so-called Confederate States, for the purpose of aiding tbe rebellion.

11. All persons who have been engaged in the destruction of the com-

merce of the United States upon the high seas, and all persons who have

made raids into the United States from Canada, or been engaged in destroy-

ing the commerce of the United States upon the lakes and rivers that sepa-

rate the British Provinces from the United States.

12. All persons who, at the time when they seek to obtain the benefits

hereof by taking the oath herein prescribed, are in military, naval, or civil

confinement or custody, or under bonds of the civil, military, or naval au-

thorities or agents of the United States as prisoners of war, or persons de-

tained for offenses of any kind either before or after conviction.

13. All persons who have voluntarily participated in said rebellion, and

the estimated value of whose taxable property is over twenty thousand dol-

lars.

14. All persons who have taken the oath of amnesty as prescribed in the

President's proclamation of December 8, A.D. 18(33, or an oath of allegiance

to the government of the United States since the date of said proclamation,

and who have not thenceforward kept and maintained the same inviolate

—

provided that special application may be made to the Presideut for pardon

by any person belonging to the excepted classes, and such clemency will be

liberally extended as may be consistent with the facts of the case and the

peace and dignity of the United States.

Johnson had, on the 9th of May, re-established by an executive order tbe

authority of the United States in the State of Virginia. The Secretary of

tbe Treasury was instructed to nominate for appointment assessors of taxes,

and collectors of customs and internal revenue, and all other officers neces-

sary to put in execution the revenue laws; the Postmaster General was di-

rected to establish post-offices and post-routes, and put in execution the postal

laws; the Federal Courts were re-established; the Secretary ofWar was or-

dered to assign the necessar}' provost-ma rshnl generals and provost-marshals,

and the Secretary of the Navy to take pos.iossion of all public property be-

longing to the Navy Department The acts of the political, military, and

civil organizations of the state during tbe war were declared null and void,

and Francis H. Pierpont was recognized as the lawful governor. 1

i "ExeooUra Chamber, WMhtoElon City, 3r»y!US45.
" Ordered—First. Tlmt nil act- mid proceedings '!' the political, military, and civil organiza-

tions which bnvo been in a state of insurrection mid rebellion within Mr- Shite uf Virginia against

the authority and Inns of the United State?, and nf which Jefferson Davis, John Letcher, and Wil-
liam Smith wore Into the respective chief-, are declared null and void. All persons who shall ex-
ercise, claim, pretend, or attempt to exercise any political, military, or civil power, authority, juris-

diction, or right by, through, or under Jefferson Davis, late of the city of Richmond, and his con-
federates, or under Jobs Letcher or William Smith and their eon federates, or under anv pretended
political, military, or rivil commission or authority issued by them, or either of them, shice the 17th
day of April, 1 »H I , -hall be deemed and taken as in rebellion against tbe United States, and shall

he dealt with accordingly,
" Second. That the Secretory of State proceed to pnt in force all laws of the United States, tbe

administration whereof belongs to the Department of State, applicable to the geographical limits

aforesaid.
" Third, That tbe Secretary of the Treasury proceed without delay to nominate for appointment

assessors of taxes, and collectors nf customs uud internal revenue, and such other officers of tbe
Treasury Department as are authorized by law, and shall put into execution the revenue laws of
the United States within tbe geographical limits afore -a id. In making appointments, the prefer-

ence shall he given to qoaliiied loyal person* residing within the districts where their respective du-
ties are to bo performed. But if suitable persona shall not lie found residents of the districts, then
]>ersons residing in other state- or district- shall be appointed.

"Fourth. That the Postmaster General -hull prm ced to establish post-offices and post-routes.

and put into execution the postal laws of the United States within the said state, giving to loyal

residents tho preference of appointment. But if suitable persons are not found, then to appoint
agents, etc., from other states.

" Fifth. That the district judge of said district proceed to hold courts within said state, in ac-
cordance with the provisions of the acts of Congress. The Attorney General will instruct the proper
officers to libel and bring to judgment, confiscation, and sale property subject to confiscation, and
enforce the administration ofjustice within said state in al! matters civil aud criminal within the
cognizance and jurisdiction of the Federal Courts.
" Sixth. That tbe Secretary ofWar assign such assistant provost-marshal general, and such pro-

vost-marshals in each district of said state as he may deem necessary.

"Seventh. The Secretary of the Navy will take posses-ion of all public property belonging to the
Navy Department within said geographical limits, and put in operation all acts of Congress in rela-

tion to naval affairs having application to the said state.
" Eighth. The Secretary of the Interior will also put in force tbe laws relating to tbe Depart-

ment of the Interior.

"Ninth. Thnt to carry into effect the guarantee of the Federal Constitution of a republican form
of state government, and afford the advantage and security of domestic laws, as well us to complete
tho re-establishment of the authority of the laws of the United States, and the full and complete

On the same day that he issued his Amnesty Proclamation, Johnson ap-
pointed William \V. Holden Provisional Governor of North Carolina, tie

declared it to be the duty of the provisional governor to prescribe at the

earliest practicable period tbe rules and regulations for the assembling of a
Convention, to be chosen by the loyal people of North Carolina, for the pur-

pose of amending the state Constitution. No person could be an elector or

member ofsuch Convention unless be should have previously taken the am-
nesty oath, and should be a qualified voter by the laws of the state. The
heads of departments were directed to resume their respective relations with
the state, and tbe Federal Courts were re-established as in Virginia. 1

The instructions to the heads of departments, and for the re-establishment

of Federal Courts, were the same as in,the case of Virginia.

During the months of June and July, similar provisional governments
were established in all the other insurgent states except Louisiana, Arkan-
sas, and Tennessee. On the 13th of June William L. Sharkey was appointed
Provisional Governor of Mississippi ; on the 19th, James Johnson, of Geor-

gia, and Andrew J. Hamilton, of Texas; on tho 21st, Lewis E. Parsons, of

Alabama; on the 30th, Benjamin F. Perry, of South Carolina; aud on July
13th, William Marvin, of Florida.

In all these cases only loyal men were allowed to become electors or mem-
bers of the several Conventions, and the heads of departments were instruct-

ed to give tho preference to qualified loyal men in the distribution of offices,

and where such were not to be obtained in the several slates they were to

be appointed from other states. Neither in the Amnesty Proclamation, nor

in those establishing provisional governments, was any intimation given as

to what actions would be required of tbe several states in order to insure

the recognition of their governments by the United States as republican in

form.

In Louisiana, J. Madison Wells, who had succeeded Michael Halm, March
4th, 1865, was recognized and sustained by President Johnson as tho lawful

governor of the state. In like manner, William G. Brownlow, elected March
-1th, 1865, was recognized as Governor of Tennessee; and Isaac Murphy,
elected March 14, 1864, as Governor of Arkansas. In these three states,

movements toward reconstruction were already at an advanced stage under
President Lincoln's administration. In each of them loyal state govern-

ments existed, with a Constitution abolishing slavery; but these govern-

ments did not rest upon a popular majority. They were instituted and put

in operation during the war, at a time when large portions of the territory

over which they had jurisdiction were within the control of the Confeder-

acy, and they had not as yet received the sanction of the United States

Congress.

On the 23d of June the President rescinded theblocknde,and on the 29th
of August removed all restrictions upon internal, domestic, and coastwise

commerce, so that articles declared by previous proclamations to be contra-

band of war might be imported into or sold in the insurgent states, "subject

only to such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe."

On the 11th of October lie released John A. Campbell, of Alabama; John
H. Reagan, of Texas ; Alexander II. Stephens, of Georgia ; George A. Tren-

holm, of South Carolina, and Charles Clark, of Mississippi, from confinement,

upon their parole to answer any charge which might be preferred against

them, and to abide in their respective states until farther orders. On the

12th of October martial law was suspended in Kentucky, and on the 1st of

December the suspension of habeas corpus was annulled except in the states

of Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alaba-

ma, Mississippi, Lousiana, Arkansas, and Texas, the District of Columbia, and
tbe Territories of New Mexico and Arizona.

Before the assembling of the Thirty-ninth Congress, each of the states in

restoration of peace within the limits aforesaid, Francis II. l'ierjiont, ('inventor of the State of Vir-
ginia, will be aided lv the federal government, so far as may be necessary, in the hoi fal measures
which he may take for the extension and administration of the state government throughout the

geographical limits of said slate.

j- t "In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set ray band and caused the seal of the Unilcd
t " '-' States to ho nllixcd. Axdizew Johnson.

" By the l'residcnt : YV. Hufiien, Acting Secretary of State."

1 " Whereas, The fourth section of the fourth article of the Constitution of the United States de-

clares that the United States shall guarantee to every stale in tho Union a republican form of gov-
ernment, and shall protect each of ilieio against invasion and domestic i iolencc ; and whereat the

l'resident of the United States is. by the I '(institution, made mnimamler-in-chicf nf the army and
navy, as well as chief civil executive omYer of the United Slater, mid is hound by soli-inn oath faith'

fully to execute the office of President of the United States, and to take care that the laiva be faith-

fully executed ; anil whereas the rebellion which has been waged by a portion of the people of the

United States ngain-t the properly < . n-titati-.l luthnritii-- nf the government thereof in tho most vio-

lent and revolting form, but whose organized nnd armed fore - have now been almost entirely over-

eome, has, in its revolutionary proirre.--. deprived tbe [t'"pk> nf the Nlato of North Carolina of all

civil government ; and trhercis it becomes no c—ary and proper to carry out nnd enforce the obli-

gations of the United States to the people of North Carolina in securing them in the enjoyment of

a republican form of government

:

" Now, therefore, in nliedienre in the high nnd solemn duties imposed upon me by tho Constitu-

tion of the United States, and for the purpose of enabling the h.y.il people of -aid state to organize

a state government, whereby justice may lie established, dome-iii tr.irnp]i)lit> re-tnred, and loyal

Citizens protected in nil then rights of life. liberty, and property. I. Andrew Join ,1 lent of

the United State- and ( omniauder-in-i tiief of the Army and Navy of the United State-, do hereby

appoint William W. Holden Provisional Governor of the State of North Cnn.lina, whole duty it

shall be, nt the earliest [iraericable peril id, to prescribe sin h rules mid regulation* as may be neces-

sary and proper for convening a Comen lion i nm[-^ed of delegate- to In; i In -en by that portion of

the people of said state who are loyal lo the United States, nod no others, for the purpose of alter-

ing and amending the Constitution thereof; and with authority to exercise within the limits ofsaid
state all the powers necessary and proper to enahle such loyal people of the State of North Caro-

lina to restore said state to its constitutional relations to the Federal government, and to present

such a repubUcan form nf state government ns nil! entitle ihe state in tho guarantee of the United

States therefor, and its people in protection hy the United States again- 1 invasion, uonrrcetion, and
domestic violence. Provided that in any election that may be held hereafter for choosing dele-

gates to any state Convention as aforesaid, no person shall be qualified as an elector or shall he eli-

gible as a member of such Convention unless he shall have previon-ly taken and snb-cribed tho oath

of amnesty as set forth in the President'- proclamation of May 'J!i, A.I). I«t;fl, nnd is a voter quali-

fied as prescribed by the Constitution and laws of the State of North Carolina in force immediately

before tbe 20lh day Of May, 1861, the date of the so-called Ordinance of Secession. And the said

Conscntinn.when convened, or the Legislature that may be thereafter assembled, will prescribe tbe

qualification ofelectors and the eligibility of persons to hold office under the Constitution nnd laws

of the state—a power the people of the several states composing the Federal Union have rightfully

exercised from the origin of the government to the present time."
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which provisional govennneitts had been established had elected and held

its Convention and bad also inaugurated a permanent government, displac-

ing the provisional, under the auspices of President Johnson. In all cases

the Ordinance of Secession was either annulled or repealed by the state Con-

ventions, and slavery was forever prohibited. In the Georgia Convention,

there was incorporated in the ordinance abolishing slavery a provision that

this acquiescence in the action of the government of the United States was

not intended to operate as a relinquishment of any claim made by the citi-

zens of that state for compensation. The constitutional amendment was

also ratified by the new Legislatures except in the case of Mississippi. In

Alabama, South Carolina, and Florida, the ratification was made with the

understanding that the clause giving Congress the power to carry out the

provisions of the amendment by appropriate legislation did not give that

body the right to legislate as to the political status of the freedmen. 1 The

Confederate debt was also repudiated in every state save South Carolina,

whose Legislature adjourned before taking final action -OJi- this. subject.

The legislation in regard to freedmen seemed to have for its object the

perpetuation of the spirit of slavery after its body had been decently buried.

Some of the enactments passed by the various Legislatures were judicious

and benevolent, but most of them were expressly designed to establish a

distinction of caste between the white and the colored race. While, on the

one hand, the right to sue and be sued, and to give testimony in all cases

where their own interests were involved, was granted to the negroes, and

marriage was legalized among them, on the other the penal code in nearly

all thc°states abounded with oppressive distinctions against the colored

race. By emancipation a very large proportion of the freedmen were left

in a dependent condition, which demanded instant relief through a generous

and well-considered system for the reorganization of the Southern system

of labor on the principles of freedom. But, instead of the establishment of

such a system, a deliberate scheme was planned to take advantage of the

unfavorable condition of the negro by an enactment that all freedmen hav-

ing no visible means of support should be regarded as vagrants and bound

to apprenticeship. Every effort was also made to prevent any organization

of the freedmen for their own relief, and making it a misdemeanor for whites

to assemble or associate with tbern.3 Some of this legislation was so op-

pressive to the freedmen that it was annulled by the order of military com-

manders.

It was evident that the late Confederate States misunderstood their situa-

tion. President Johnson had thrown upon them the burden of reconstruc-

tion, and properly it belonged to them. They, in turn, ought to have shown
their good faith by the prompt and voluntary fulfillment of all the con-

1 The following persons were elected permanent governors of the several stales : Jonathan Worth,

of North Carolina; Benjamin <i. Humphreys, of Mississippi : Charles J. Jenkins, of Georgia ; R.

M. Patton, of Alabama; James L. Orr, of South Carolina ;
Andrew J. Hamilton, of Texas ;

and

D. S. Walker, of Florida.
' The legislation in regard to freedmen may be briefly epitomized in a few paragraphs.

North Carolina.—-March 1", \S&',, an act was passed declaring that one eighth part of African

blood constituted a person a negro. It provided that, bo soon u jurisdiction in mntters relating to

freedmen should be committed to the courts of the state, negroes should have all the privileges of

white men in the prosecution of suit?, and he eligible as witnesses in casta Involving their own in-

terests. It extended the criminal laws to all persons, making DO distinction in punishment except

for rape, which, if committed upon a white female, was made a Capital crime fur a black. It legal-

ized marriages contracted during slavery, All contracts, to which, one of the parties was a colored

pcrson.for the sale or purchase of any nurse, mule, jennet, ass, neat cattle, bug, sheep, or goat, what-

ever the value, and in the ca-a of other article-; contracts involving the value of ten dollars, were

declared void, except when made in writing, and witnessed by a while person who could read and

write. Marriage.; between whites and blacks were forbidden.

Mississippi.—November 22, t863, an act was passed to regulate the relation of master and ap-

prentice relative to freedmen. It provided for the apprenticeship to suitable persons, former mas-

ters being preferred, of all freedmen under the age of 1>* who arc orphans, or who are not support-

ed by their parents, to be bound in the case of males till the ago of 21, and to the ago of 18 in case

of female?. Power was given to the masters to intlii-t moderate corporal punishment. Where the

age of the freedmnn was uncertain,]! could be fixed by the judge of the county clerk.

November 24, LSG6, the vagrant act was passed.

Section 2 provide* that all freedmen. free negroes, and mulattoes in this state, over the age of 18

years, found on the second .Monday in January, lf>J6, or thereafter, with no lawful employment or

business, or found unlawfully assembling themselves together, either in the day or night time, and

nil white persons so assembling with freedmen, free negroes, or mulaitoes, or usually associating

with freeimen, free negroes, or mulattoes on terras of equality, or living in adultery or fornication

with a freedwoman, free negro, or mulatto, shall be deemed vagrants, and on conviction thereof

' shall be lined in the sum of not exceeding, in th-j case of a freedmnn, free negro, or mulatto, fifty

dollars, and a white man two hundred dollars, and imprisoned at the discretion of the court, the

free negro not exceeding ten days, and the white man not exceeding six months.

Section 5 provided that all negroes 1'iihng to pay any fine or forfeiture imposed should he hired

out, or, if that were iiupu j silile, should be treated as paupers.

Section ti provided that a tax not exceeding one dollar should be levied upon every negro be-

tween the ages of 18 and (10 to make up a " freedmen's pauper fund."

November 25, 131)5, an net was passed to confer civil rights upon freedmen.

Section 1 provided that negroes might sue and be sued, and acquire pen il property, but should

not be allowed to rent or lease any lauds or tenements except in incorporated towns and cities, in

which places the corporate authorities should be the controlling powers.

Section 2 provided for the intermarriage of negroes, the clerk ot probate to keep separate records

of the same.
Section 3 declared intermarriage between whites and negroes a felony, to be punished by impris-

ment for life.

Section -1 gave negroes the right to give testimony in cases where negroes were plaintiffs or de-

fendants.

Section 5 provided that on ilie second Monday of January, I860, every negro must have a lawful

home or employment, and must have either a license to do irregular aud job work, or a written

contract for regular labor.

Section li provided that negroes quitting the service of employers: without good cause before the

expiration of their written contract sboulo forfeit their wages.

November 20, 1BG6, an act was passed prohibiting negroes not in the military service of the

United States to "keep or carry arms of any kind, or any ammunition, dirk, or bowie knife."

Upon conviction f.ir this event, the penalty was a line of ten dollars and forfeiture of the weapons.

Section 4 of this act provided that all the penal and criminal laws in force in that state "defining

offenses and prescribing the mode of punishment for crimes and misdemeanors committed by

slaves, free negroes, or mulattoes," were thereby re-enacted, and declared in full force as against

freedmen.

Georgiu.~-I lecetnber Id, 18GS, negroes were made competent witnesses in cases to which freed-

men were partie-, and m irri i^es between per-ons of color were legalized.

March 12, ItJGtS, all vagrants or persons leading an immoral or profligate life were made subject

to fine, imprisonment, or forced labor for one year, or to be bound out for one year in opprentice-

March 17, 18G5, it was enacted that persons of color shqidd have the right to make and enforce

contracts, to sue and be sued, to give evidence, to inherit, pun base, lease, sell, hold, and convey

real and personal property, and that they should not be subjected to any other or different punish-

ment for the commission of any offense than such as were prescribed for white persons commit-

ting the some.
Alabama.—December, 18C5, a bill was passed "making it unlawful for any freedman, mulatto,

or free person 'if color to own fire-arms, or carry about his person a pistol or other deadly weapon,"

under a penalty of one hundred dollar- tine or three miinib-' imprisonment.

December 0, 1865, it was enacted that negroes and uml.ittocs should have the right to sue and be

sued, and to testify in eases in which negr.ies were parties.

Early in 18Cf> Governor I'atton vetoed three bills. One of these provided for the regulation of

contracts with freedmen. fur which the governor thought no special law was necessary. "Inform-
ation," said he, " from various pans of the state shows that negroes are every where making con-

tracts for the present year upon terms that are entirely satisfactory to the employers. They are

also entering faithfully upon the discharge of the obligations contracted. There is every prospect

that the engagement formed trill be observed with perfect good faith. I therefore think that spe-

cial laws for regulating contracts between whites and freedmen would accomplish no good, and
might result in much harm." lie also vetoed a bill extending the criminal laws of the stato (which

were applicable to free persons of color.) to freedmen. The bill applied to the freedmen a system

of laws enacted for free negroes in a community where slavery existed. " I have," paid the gov-

ernor, "carefully examined the laws which, under this bill, would be applied to the freedmen, and
I think that a mere recital of some of their provisions will show the impolicy and injustice of en-

forcing them upon the negroes in their new condition." Governor Patton also vetoed "a bill en-

titled an act to regulate the relations of master and apprentice an relate to freedmen, free negroes,

and mulattoes," because he deemed the present laws amply sufficient for all purposes of apprentice-

ship, without operating u]>on a particular class of persons.

Smith Carolina,—October IB, l8G5,nn act was passed providing that the statutes and regula-

tions concerning slaves were now inapplicable to persons of color. Negroes, though not entitled to

social or political equality with white persons, were idlowcd the right tn acquire, own, and dispose

of property, to make contracts, to enjoy the fruits of their labor, and to sue and bo sued.

December 10, L865, an act was passed amending the criminal law.

Section 1 provided " that either of the crimes specified in this first section shall be felony, with-

out benefit of clergy, to wit : For a person of color to commit any willful homicide, unless in self-

defense ; for a person of color to commit an assault upon a white woman with manifest intent to

ravish her; for a person of color to have sexual intercourse with a white woman by personating

her husband ; for any person to raise an insurrection or rebellion in this stato ; for any person to

furnish arms or ammunition to other persons who are in a state of actual insurrection or rebellion,

or permit them to resort to his bouse for advancement of their evil purpose ; for any person to ad-

minister, or cause to be taken by any other person, any poison, chloroform, soporific, or other de-

structive thing, or to shoot nt, slab, cut, or wound any other person, or by any means whatsoever to

cause bodily injury to any other person, whereby, in any of these cases, a bodily injur]' dangerous

to the life of any other person is caused, with intent, in any of these cases, to commit the crime of

murder, or the crime of rape, or the crime of robbery, burglury,or larceny ; for any person who had

been transported under sentence to return to the state within the periud nf prohibition contained in

the sentence ; or for a person to steal a horse or mule, or cotton pocked in a bale ready for mar-

ket."

Section 10 provided " that a persun of color who is in the employment of a master engaged in

husbandry shall not have the right to sell any corn, rice, peas, wheal, or other grain, any flour, cot-

ton, fodder, hay, bacon, fresh meat of any kind, poultry of any kind, animal of any kind, or any other

product of n farm, without having written evidence from such master, or some person authorized by

him, or from the district judge or a magistrate, that he has the right to sell such product ; and if

any person shall, directly or indirectly, purchase any such product from such person of color with-

out such written evidence, the purchaser aud seller shall each be guilty of a misdemeanor."

Section 111 declared that negroes should constitute no part of the stato mUitia, and that they

should not bo permitted to keep fire-arms, except in the ease of farm owners, who were allowed to

keep a shot-gun or rifle.

Section 22 provided that no person ofcolor should migrate into and reside in South Carolina un-

less within 20 days after his arrival he should enter into u hood in a penalty of $1000 dollars, with

two good freeholders as security, for bis good behavior aud support.

December 21. " An act to establish and regulate the domestic relation* ofpersons of color, and

to amend the law in relation to paupers and vagrancy," establishes the relation of husband and

wife, declares those now living as such to be husband and wife, and provides that persons of color

desirous hereafter to marry shall have the contract duly solemnised. A parent may bind his child

over two years of age as nn apprentice to serve till 21 if a male, lfi if a female. All persons of

color who make contracts for service or labor shall be known as sonants, and those with whom
they contract as masters.

" Colored children between 18 and 21, who have neither father nor mother living in the district

in which they are found, or whose parents are paupers, or unable to afford them a comfortahle

maintenance, or whose parents are not teaching than habit! of industry and honesty, or ore persons

of notoriously bad character, or are vagrants, or have been convicted of infamous offenses, and

colored children, in nil ruses where they are in danger ofmoral contamination, may be bound as

apprentices by the district judge or one of the magistrates for the aforesaid term."

It "provides that no person of color shall pursue or practice the art, trade, or business of an ar-

tisan, mechanic, or shopkeeper, or any other trade, employment, or business (besides that of hus-

bandry, or that of a servant under a contract for service or labor), on his own account and for his

own benefit, or in partnership with a white person, or as agent or servant of any pereon, until he

shall have obtained a license therefor from the judge of the District Court, which license shall bo

good for one year only. This license the judge mav grant upon petition of the applicant, and upon

being satisfied of bis 'skill and fitness, and of his good moral character, and upon payment by the

applicant to the clerk of the District Court of one hundred dollars if a shopkeeper or peddler, to be

paid annually, and ten dollars if a mechanic, artisan, or to engage in any other trade, also to be

paid annually.

Florida.—January 1
1

, 1 MGI!, nn act was passed providing that the judicial tribunals of the state

should be accessible' to nil persons without distinction of color, and regaling all laws heretofore

passed with reference to slaves, free negroes, and mulattoes, except the nets to prevent their migra-

tion into the state and the sale to litem of fire-arms.

January 11, 1800, nn net was passed legalizing the marriage relation among persons of color.

January 12, 18(1(1, an act was passed in relation to contracts, similar in its provisions to those

enacted by the other states.

January 15, 186G, it was enacted "that if any negro, mulatto, or other person of color shall in-

trude himself into any religious or other public assembly of white |iersuns, or into any railroad car

or other public vehicle set apart for the exclusive aceommml at ion of white people, he shall bo

deemed to be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be sentenced to stand in the pil-

lory for one hour, or be whipped not exceeding thirty-nine Stripes, or both, at the discretion of the

jury ; nor shall it be lawful for any white person to intrude himself into any religious or other pub-

lic "assembly of colored persona, or into any railroad car or other public vehicle set apart for tho

exclusive accommodation of persons of color, under tho same penalties."

Virginia.—Early in 18I3G a vagrant act was passed providing that vagrants should be hired out

for a period of three months.

Tennessee.—1866, January 35, this hill became a law:
" Thnt persons ofAfrican and Indian descent arc hereby declared to be competent witnesses in all

the courts of this state, in as full a monner ns such persons are by nn act of Congress competent

witnesses in all the courts of the United States, and all laws and parts of laws of the stato exclud-

ing such persons from competency are hereby repealed : Proriikd, hown-er, That this act shall not

bo so construed as to give colored persons the right to vote, hold office, or sit on juries in this state;

and that this provision is inserted by virtue of the provision of the 9th section of the amended Con-

stiniiiuu, ratified February 22, 1865."

May 26, this, bill became a law

:

"An act to define tho term 'persons of color,' and to declare the rights Of such persons.

"Seo. I. Thnt idl negroes, mulattoes, mestizoes, and their descendants, having any African blood

in their veins, shall bo known in this stato as 'persons of color.'

"SEC. 2. That persons of color shall have the right to make and enforce contracts, to sue and he

sued, to be parlies and give evidence, to inherit, and to have full and equal l.cnefiis of all laws ami

proceedings for tho security of person and estate, and shall not bo subjee' "> '

cat punishment, pains, or penalty for the commission of any act o" -"

SI ribed for white persons committing like acts or offenses.

"Sec. 3. That all persons of color, being blind, deaf and dumb, lunatics, paupers, or apprentices,

shall have the full and perfect benefit and application of nil taws regulating and providing for white

persons, being blind, or deaf and dumb, or lunatics or paupers, or either (in asylums for their bene-

fit), and apprentices.

"Sec. 4. That all acts, or parts of acts or laws inconsistent herewith, are hereby repealed: ±To-

i-foW, That nothing in this act shall I* so construed us to admit persons of. ulor to serve on a jury;

And providedfurther. That the provisions of this act shall not bo so construed as to require tho

education of colored and white children in the same school. ..».•.
"Sec 5 That all free persons of color who were living tr.gcihcr ns husband ..nd wife in this state

while in a state of slavery arc hereby declared to be man and wife, and then- children legitimately

entitled to an inheritance in any properly hen-ion,™ acquired, or that may be hereafter acquired

by said parents, to BS full an extent as the children of white citizens are now entitled by the exist-

ing laws of this state." .
,'.

May 2U, all the frcedmen's courts in Tennessee were id«.hsbcd by Hi? assistant commnnaer,

the law of the state making colored persons competent witnesses in nil civil courts.

Louisiana.—An act was passed in ralution to vagrants, providing that the latter, tailing to obtain

security for good behavior and industry, should be hired out for u period of twelve months.
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ditions necessary to restoration. It was not expected that their military

defeat would result in their conversion from secession to loyalty, but it

seemed certain that the war must at least have convinced them of their fol-

ly. It did so to some extent, but it did not bring them wisdom. They ap-

peared determined to do as little as possible to show their appreciation of

the significance of the conflict which had gone against them. It was only

at the earnest solicitation of the President that certain states repudiated

their rebel debt. The planner in which they abolished slavery, with "in-

asmuches," "ifs," and "buts," showed their reluctance and their desire to find

some possible chance of evasion.

Johnson was disappointed. He had calculated upon very different action.

He knew that the people would not be satisfied with this half-hearted, eva-

sive sort of allegiance. In his correspondence with the provisional govern-

ors she had scarcely been able to conceal his impatience on account of the

manner in which the Southern States were moving. Some features of the

criminal code adopted by these states seemed to him exceedingly unsatis-

factory. He almost begged them to be sensible, and not to neglect the op-

portunity which had been so generously offered tbem; but he pleaded in

vain. He knew that every mistake made by these states in the movement

which he had inaugurated would give force and plausibility to the theories

which such men as Stevens, Sumner, and Wendell Phillips were urging

upon the country. It is probable that the Southern States still retained a

vivid remembrance of the persistent efforts made in their behalf, even while

they were in armed rebellion, by the Northern faction led by Seymour,

Vallandlgham, Pendleton, Long, Bayard, and a host of others, and that, ex-

aggerating the power of this faction, they hoped by union and co-operation

with it to obtain in the political arena what they bad lost on the field of

battle. It is difficult upon any other hypothesis to understand the attitude

which they now so defiantly assumed.

The constitutional amendment abolishing slavery had been ratified by

the requisite number of states, and on the 18th of December, 1865, Secretary

Seward publicly announced this fact, certifying the validity of the amend-

ment "to all intents and purposes as a part of the Constitution of the United

States." 1

The Thirty-ninth Congress was convened at Washington December 4,

I860.3 The Senate was organized with Lafayette S. Foster is President

CL '
B 'l Am

' " To all to whom these presents may tome, greeting ;

"Know ye, that whereas the Congress of the United States, on the 1st of February last, passed

a resolution which Li in (lie words following, namely: 'A resolution submitting to ilie Legisla-

tures of thu scverul states a proposition 10 amend [he Constitution of the United States.

"'Resolved !-i/ the Stnatc and I[nine of lirprismtativs ofthr I 'tiitetl Stales ofAmerica, in Con-

gress assembled (two Minis ofboth houses concurring). That the following article ho proposed to the

Legislatures of t lie several states as an amendment to the Constitution of the United States, which,

when ratified by three fourths of said Legislatures, shall be valid, 10 all intents and purposes, us a

part of the said Constitution, namely :

" 'Article XIII.

" 'Sue. 1. Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for crime, whereof

the party shall have been duly convicted, shall exist v> iihin the United States, or any pinto subject

to their jurisdiction.
" 'Sec. 2, Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate legislation.'

"And whereas it appears from ulliiia) documents on file in (his department that the amendment
to the Constitution (if the bailed States, proposed at aforesaid, !ia« boon ratified bv the Legislatures

of the states of Illinois. Ilhode Island, Michigan, Maryland, New York, West Virginia, Maine, Kan-
sas, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Ohio, Missouri, Nevada, Indiana, Louisiana, Minnesota,

Wisconsin, Vermont, Tennessee, Arkansas, Connecticut, New Hampshire, South Carolina, Alaba-

ma, North Carolina, and Georgia— in ell, twenty-seven states;

" And wlirreas the whole number of states in the Cniieu States is thirty-six ; and whereas the

before specially-named
1

states, whose Legislatures have rutilicd the said proposed amendment, con-

stitute threo fourths of the whole number of states in the United States:

"Now, therefore, be it known that I, William II Seward, Secretary of State of the United States,

by virtue and in pursuance of the second section of the bci of Congress approved the twentieth of

April, eighteen hundred and eighteen, entitled ' An Act to provide for the publication of the Laws
of the United States and for other purposes,' do hereby certify that the amendment aforesaid has

become valid, to all intents and purposes, as part of the Constitution -if the United States.

" In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal of the Department of

Stato to be affixed.

"Done nt the City of Washington, this eighteenth day of December, in the year ofour Lord one
thousand eight hondred and sixty-five, and of the Independence 01 "the United States of

' ninetieth. William H. Seward, Secretary of State."

[New Jersey, Oregon, California, and Iowa ratitk-.l subsequently to the date of this certificate, as

did Florida in the same form as South Carotin I end Alabama.]
: The following > s " ''il of the members of this Congress. Those marked with an asterisk were

new members

:

SENATE,

California—James A, McDougall, John Conocss.

Connecticut—Lafayette S. Foster, Jame3 Dixon.
Delaware—George Head Riddle, Willurd Snulsbury.

Illinois—Lyman Trumbull, Richard Yates.*

Indiana— Henri' S. lane, Thomas A. Hendricks.

Iowa—James W. Grime*, Samuel J. Kirkwood,*

Kansas—Samuel C. Pomeroy, James II. Lane.

Ken Iucky—Garret Davis, James Guthrie.*

Maine—lot M. Morrill, Wiffinm I'itt Fessenden.*

Massarhus e Its—Charles Sumner. Henry Wilson.

Maryland—John A. J. Creswell,* Boverdy Johnson.

Michigan—Zuchuriuli ("handler, Jacob M. Howard.
Minnesota—Alexander llainsay. Daniel S.Norton.*

Missouri—B. Grnu Urown, John B. Henderson.

Nevada—William M. Stewart,* James W. Nye."
New Hampshire— Darnel Clerk. Aarcii H. Crogin.*

New Jersry—William Wright, John 1'. Stockton.*

New York— Ira Harris, Edwin D. Morgnn.
Ohio—John Sherman, Benjamin F. Wade.
Oregon—James W. Nesmith, lieorge H.Williams.*
Pennsglnin ia—Edgar Cowan, Charles R. Bucknlew.
Efiode Island—William Sprugue, Henry B. Anthony.
Tennessee—David 1). Patterson,* J. S. Fowler.*
Vermont—Luke I'. Poland." Solomon Foot.

West Virginia—Peter G. Van Winkle. Woitman T. Willey.

Wisconsin—Timothy O. Howe, James R. Doolittlc.

California—Donald C. McRuer,* William Higby. John BidwclL*
Connecticut—Henry C. Doming. Samuel L. Warner,* Augustus Brandegee, John H. Hubbard.
Delaware—John A. Nicholson.*

Illinois—John Wenworth,* John F. Farnsworth, Elihu B. Wasabnme, Abner C. Harding,
Ebon C. Ingcrsoll, Burton C. Cook,* H. P. IL Bromwell," Shelby M. Cullom,- Lewis W. Ross,

Anthony Thornton," Samuel S. Marshall," Jehu Baker,* Andrew J. Kuykendall," at large, S. W.
Moulton."
Indiana—William E. Niblick," Michael C. Kerr/ Ralph HilL* John II. tuaphar* George W.

pro tempore. He had been chosen for this position in the estra session of
the Senate, and thus became acting Vice-President of the United States.
He had been a senator from Connecticut since 1855, and was eminently- fit

ted both by natural qualities aud by experience for the duties of a presid-
ing officer. In the House, the members were called to order by the clerk
Edward McPherson, of Pennsylvania. The offic; of clerk of the House at
this time was beset with difficulties of the most delicate nature. Bv law
his decision as to the members who might be properly placed upon the call-

roll and take part in the organization of the House was absolute. By one
party it was claimed that for him to exclude the names of Southern mem-
bers was an assumption on his part of the right to reject members before
they had been rejected by the House. By another party it was claimed
that, by including those names, McPherson would equally anticipate the ac-
tion of Congress by presuming to accept members before the House had
acted in the matter. McPherson very wisely concluded to let the matter
rest exactly where he found it. The members from the Southern States
had not been admitted, and there were peculiar circumstances incident to

their electiou which did not usually exist in ordinary cases. He determ-
ined, therefore, to leave the whole subject to Congress, It is evident, also,

Julian, Ebeneier Dumont, Daniel W. Voorhecs," Godlove S. Onh. Schuyler Colfax. Josenb II
Defrees,* Thomas N.StillweU."

p

Iowa—James F. Wilson, Hiram Price, William B. Allison, Josiah B. Grinuell, John A. Kns-
son, Asahel W. Hubbard.

Kansas—Sidney Clarke.*

Kentucky—L. S. Trimble,* But-well C. Ritter." Henry Grider, Aaron Harding, Lovell II Rous-
seau,* Green Clay Smith, George S. Shanklin," William H Randall, Somnnl McKce.*
Maine—John Lynch," Sidney Perhum, James G. Blaine, John 11. Hire, Frederick A. Pike.
Maryland—Hiram MeCullougb, John L. Thomas, Jr.," Charles 15, Phelps,* Francis Thomas,

Benjamin G. Harris.

Masiachvitltl—Thomae I). Eliot, Oukes Ames. Alexander 11. Rioe. Samuel Hooper, John B
Alley, Nathaniel I'. Batiks." George S. Bounvcll." John ]». Baldwin. William I! Wadihurn Henry
L. Dawes.
Michigan— Fernando C Beaman, Charles Upson, John W. Longycar, Thomas W. Ferry,* How-

land ]'.. Trowbridge,* John F, Driggs.

Minnesota—William Windom, Ignatius Donncllv.
Milium*—John Hogun,* Henry T. Blow, Thomas E. Noell,- John R. Kelso,* Joseph W.

Mel lurg, Robert T. Van Horn,* Benjamin F. Loan, John F. Benjamin,* I ieorge W. Anderson *

Nevada—Delos R. Ashley.*

New Hampshire—Gilnian Mansion, • Edward H. Rollins, James W. Patterson.
New Jersrg—Juhn F. Starr, William A. Newell,* Charles Sitgrenves* Andrew J IWors. Ed-

win R.V.Wright.*
New York—Stephen Tabor,* Tunis G. Bergen,* James Humphrey,* Morgan Jones," NclflOII

Taylor,* Henry J. Raymond,* John W. Chnnlcr, James Brooks, William A Darling • William
Radford, Charles IE. Winfield, John H, Ketchnm," Edwin N. Hubbell.- Churlc- Goodyear,* John
A. Griswold,* Holier t S. Hale,* Calvin T. Ilulburd, Junes M. Marvin, Demos Hnbbaid, Jr ,*

Addison II.Lalbn,- Roscoe Conkling.* Sidney T. Holmes,* Thomas T. Davis, Theodore M. I'om-
eroy, Daniel Morris, Giles W. Hotchkiis, Hamilton Ward,* Buswell Hurt,* Burt Von Horn,*
James M. Humphrey, Henry Vnn Aernam.*

Ohio—Benjamin Eggleston, Rutherford B. Haves,* Robert C. Schcnck, William Lawrence,' E.
C. Lo Blond, Reader W. Clark," Samuel Shdhihargcr." James H. Hubbell,* Ralph P. Ilucklnnd,*
James M. Ashley. Heiekiah S. Bnndy.* William E. Finck, Columbus Delano,* .Martin Wclkcr,*
Tobias E. Plants,* John A. Bingham,* Ephruim R. Ecklr-y. Rufus P. Spalding, James A. Gar-
field.

Oeaon—John H. D. Henderson.*
Penntylvua'ui—Samuel J. Hnndall, Charles O'Neill, Leonard Myers. William D. Kelley, M. Hiih-

scll Thayer, B. Murkley Boyer,* John M. Broom all, Sydenham' E. Ancona. Thnddeus Stevens,
Myer Strouse. Philip Johns,,,,, Charles Dcnison, Clvsscs Mercur,* George P. Miller.* Adam J.
Glossbrenner," William H. Koonta,* Abraham A. Barker,* Stephen K, Wilson,* Glenn! W. Scho-
field, Charles Vernon Culver,* John L. Dawson, James K. Moorhcad, Thomas Williams, Geortrfl
V. Lawrence.*
Rhode Island—Thomas A. Jen ekes, Nathan F. Dixon.
Tennessee—Nathaniel G. Taylor,* Horace Maynard," William B. Strikes,* Edmund Cooper,*

William B. Campbell. • S. M. Amcll,* Isnnr; R. Hawkins, John W. I^ftwieh.*
Vermont—Frederick E. Woodhndge, Justin S, Morrill, Portus Baxter.
West Virginia—Chester D. Hubbard," (ieorge R. Latham,* Killian V. Whalcy.
Wisconsin— llalhi.it E. Paine,* Ithamnr C. Sloan, Amasa Cobb, Charle.i A. ELdridge, Philctlis

Savvyer,' Waller D. Mclndoe.
The members from Tennessee were not admitted to cither house until near the close of the ses-

sion, Henry P. Stockton's scat in the Senate was declared vacant. Solomon Footc, of Vermont,
died March '_'«, and was succeeded by George F. Edmunds. In the House the seat of D. W. Voor-
hecs was given to Henry D. Waslibume. That of James Brooks was given to William E. Dodgo.
Tho following members yyero elected to Congress from the Southern Slates, but were not admit-

ted:

Alabama—George S. Houston, Lewis E. Parsons.
•Ii-fcansn.!—E. Baxter. William D. Suow.
Louisiana— K. King Cuder, Michael Hahn.
Mississippi—William L. Sharkey, J. L. Alcorn.
jVorfA Carolina—John Pool, William A. Graham.
South CaroUna—John L, Manning, Benjamin F. Peny.
Virginia—John (.'. Underwood, Joseph Segur.

Florida—William Marvin, Wilkerson Call.

Georgia—Alexander II. Stephens, Herschel V. Johnson,

.ifataina—C. C. Langdon, George C. Freeuuin, Cullen A. Battle, JoseiJi W. Tavlor, B. T. Pope,
T. J. Foster.

Arkansas—William livers. George H. Kyle, J. M. Johnson.
Florida—F. MeLcod.
Georgia—Solium >n Cohen, Philip Cook, Hugh Buchanan. E.G. Cubmiiss,J. D. Matthews, J. II.

Christy, W. T. Wofford.
Louisiana—Louis St. Martin, Jacob Barker, Robert C. WicklilTe, John E. King, John S.Young,
Mississippi—A. E. Reynold-, i;. A. Pinson. James T. Harrison, A. M. West, E. G. Peyton.
North Carolina— Jc.-se H. Siubl-, Charles C. Clark, Thomas C. Fuller, ,b isioh Turner, Jr., Bed-

ford Brown, S. 1 1 . Walkop, A. IL Jones.

South Carolina:—John D. Kennedy. William Aiken, Samuel McGowan, James Farrow.
Virginia—Vf. H. B. Custis, Luciiis H. Chandler, B. Johnson Barbour, Robert liidgwny, Bev-

erly A. Davis, Alexander II. H. Stunn, Robert V. Conrad, Daniel H. Hogo.

Of those elected to the Senate, Mr. A. H. Stephens was a delegate from Georgia to the Conven-
tion which framed the 'Confederate'' Constitution, and was Vice-President of the '•Confederacy"
until its downfall. Mr. H.V. Johnson was n senator in the rebel Congress in tho first and second
Congresses, as was Mr. Graham from North Carolina. Mr. Pool was a. senator in the Legislature

of North Carolina. Mr. Perry was a Li Confederate States" judge. Mr. Manning was a volunteer

aid to General Beauregard at Fort Sumter and Manassas. Mr. Alcorn was in the Mississippi mi-
litia.

Among those elected to the House, of the Alabama dclegnticn, Mr. Battle was a general in tho

rebel army, and Mr. Foster a representative in the first and second rebel Congresses.

Of the Georgia delegation, Messrs. Cook and Wofford were generals in die rebel service.

Of the Mississippi delegation, Messrs. Reynolds and Pinson were colonels in the rebel service;

Mr. Harrison was a member of the rebel Provisional Congress.
Of tho North Carolina delegation, Mr. Fuller was a representative in the first rebel Congress,

and Mr. Tamer ivas a colonel in the rebel army, and n representative in the second reliol Con-
gress ; Mr. Brown was a member of the State Convention which passed the Secession Ordinance

in 18111, and voted for it.

Of the South Carolina delegation, Mr. Kennedy was colonel and Mr. McGowan brigadier gen-

eral in the rebel army ; Mr. Farrow was a representative in the first and second rebel Congresses.

Of the Virginia delegation, Messrs. Stuart und Conrad were members of the Secession Conven-
tion of Virginia in 1861, and continued to participate after the passage of the ordinance and tie

beginning of hostilities.
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that President Johnson did not expect McPherson to come to any different

conclusion in the matter, from his letter to Provisional Governor Perry, No-

vember 27, a week before the assembling of Congress. In this letter lie said

it was not necessary for the members elect from South Carolina to be pres-

ent at the organization of Congress. On the contrary, he thought it 'would

be better policy to present their certificates of election after the organiza-

tion of the two houses, and then it would be " a simple question under the

Constitution of the members taking their seats." "Each bouse," he added,

"must judge for itself the election, returns, and qualifications of its own
members."

An attempt was made by Brooks, of New York, to bring up the question

as to the credentials of members previous to organization, but it proved un-

successful. In the vote for speaker the House divided by a strictly party

separation between Brooks and Colfax; 175 votes being cast, of which the

former received 36, and the latter 139. Thus Schuyler Colfax was re-elected

speaker. Being conducted to the chair, he addressed the House. He al-

luded to the circumstances under which this new Congress was assembled.

The Thirty-eighth Congress had closed its existence while the war was still

in progress, but now there was peace from shore to shore. The duties of

this Congress, he said, " are as obvious as the sun's pathway in the heavens.

Representing, in its twe branches, the states and the people, its first and

highest obligation is to guarantee to every state a republican form of gov-

ernment. The rebellion having overthrown constitutional state govern-

ments in many states, it is yours to mature and enact legislation which,

with the concurrence of the executive, shall establish them anew on such a

basis of enduring justice as will guarantee all necessary safeguards to the

people, and afford what our Magna Charta, the Declaration of Independ-

ence, proclaims is the chief object of government—protection to all men in

their inalienable rights. The world should witness in this great work th''

most inflexible fidelity, the most earnest devotion to the principles of liberty

and humanity, the truest patriotism, and the wisest statesmanship. Heroic

men, by hundreds of thousands, have died that the republic might live.

The emblems of mourning have darkened White House and cabin alike;

but the fires of civil war have melted every fetter in the land, and proved
the funeral-pyre of slavery. It is for you, representatives, to do your work
as faithfully and as well as did the fearless saviors of the Union on their

more dangerous arena of duty. Then we may hope to see the vacant and
once abandoned seats around us gradually filling up, until this hall shall

contain representatives from every state and district, their hearts devoted
to the Union for which they are to legislate, jealous of its honor, proud of

its glory, watchful of its Tights, and hostile to its enemies; and the stars

on our banner, that paled when the states they represented arrayed them-
selves in arms against the nation, will shine with a more brilliant light of
loyalty than ever before."

The speaker then took the test oath, which still remained in operation.

In the Senate, excluding Tennessee, there were 10 new members out of

60; in the House, excluding Tennessee, 93 out of 184, or fully one half,

were new members. The political complexion of the Senate remained un-
changed; but in the House the change was very great. In the Thirty-
eighth Congress about four ninths of the members were Democrats, now
they numbered less than one fourth. This change simply indicated the

popular opposition to the schemes of the peace party in 186i The Thirty-

ninth Congress had been elected, not on the special issues of reconstruction,

but on issues directly connected with the prosecution of the war.

President Johnson's message was anxiously awaited by the people. The
President of the United States holds a peculiar position. He is, par excel-

lence, the representative of the republic. He is directly elected by the whole
people, while the legislative officers are elected either by states, as in the

case of the Senate, or by local districts, as in the c-ase of the House ; there-

fore the people naturally look to him as to one whom they have expressly

chosen as the exponent of their own views. He is elected by the majority

of the whole people, and is therefore supposed to represent the nation rather

than any section. To him is intrusted more power than resides in the head
of a constitutional monarchy, because he is the choice of the people, and not

a hereditary imposition. If Johnson's present position was different from
that of a President elected as such, and not ns Vice-President, that was the

fault of the party which had elected him.

Johnson was a Democrat elected by the Republican party as Vice-Presi-

dent, and who, by accident, had become President He had been a supporter

of Breckinridge in the presidential contest of 1860. Although he was an
ardent advocate of the Union, his political principles had not changed. He
could scarcely find a name harsh enough by which to designate the rebel-

lion. Following his own inclinations, be would have hanged the leading

men engaged in it. In his view traitors should be " punished and impover-

ished." He knew that slavery was dead, but he was no mourner over its

corpse. As-military governor of Tennessee, he had been deemed one of the

most radical members of the Republican party; and such indeed he had

been,' so far as war measures were concerned. Yet, now that the war was
over, he was satisfied with what had been accomplished, and desired the im-

mediate restoration of the Southern States to the Union upon the basis of

the Constitution as it then stood, without farther modification. He would

have preferred that the Southern Conventions should have extended the

elective franchise to all negroes who could "read the Constitution of the

United States in English and write their names," or who owned real estate

to the value of $250. He even went so far as to urge such a measure upon
the Mississippi Convention. He foresaw, or thought he did, that the Repub-
lican party would demand universal negro suffrage as a condition of restora-

tion, and thought that the adoption of partial suffrage for the colored race

would satisfy the people, and, as he expressed it, "disarm the adversary."

But what was the "adversary" which Johnson wished to disarm? The
party which had elected him. From the extremists of this party he feared

more danger to the country than from the just subdued rebellious states.

The very fact that these states had not appreciated the opportunity which

he had given them, and had not heartily co-operated with him in his efforts

in their behalf, only increased his apprehension; for he knew that their re-

luctant, half-hearted submission, and their ill-considered attempts to evade

the consequences of the war, would give power to the faction ofwhose future

action he had the most serious apprehension. With all their mistakes, he

preferred to trust the Southern States rather than extreme Republicaus. If
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he was dissatisfied with the former, be was more apprehensive of the latter.

He would sooner forgive rebels who had laid down their arms, however

sullen their submission, than support those who desired to make the victo-

ry of the nation an occasion for the aggrandizement of their party. The
former were powerless for injury; the danger threatened by the latter he

deemed imminent and formidable.

During the few months preceding the assembling of Congress the specu-

lations as to Johnson's position were numerous. He was every day pardon-

ing rebels belonging to the classes excepted from his Amnesty Proclama-

tion of May 29th. Of course the applications for pardon were many, but

the exceptions had been made to exclude a few, and there was no impro-

priety in the President's pardoning all others. In some cases, however,

where there was a special reason for refusal, pardon was not refused.

During this period, also, the Democratic press had undergone a somewhat

remarkable change. Those journals which had hitherto been foremost in

abusing Johnson now altered their tone. The Democratic party had been

shamefully defeated in the election of 1864, but now there seemed to be a

chance for its recovery. Somewhat curiously, this party supposed that John-

son was coming over to it, while Johnson, on the other hand, supposed that

this party was coming over to him. And here we are reminded of the

interview between George L. Stearns and the President, October 3d, 1865.

" The Democratic party," said Johnson at this interview, " finds its old po-

sition is untenable, and is coming over to ours; if it has come up to our po-

sition, I am glad of it." At the same time the President expressed his views

in detail. He said the states were in the Union, " which was whole and in-

divisible." "We must not," he remarked, "be too much in a hurry ; "it is

better to let them reconstruct themselves than to force them to it ; for if they

go wrong, the power is in our hands, and we can check them in any stage

to the end, and oblige them to correct their error ; we must be patient with

them." He expressed his opposition both to giving too much power to the

Btates, and also to a great consolidation of power in the central govern-

ment. " Our only safety," he said, " lies in allowing each state to control the

right of voting by its own laws, and wc have the power to control the rebel

states if they go wrong. .... If the general government controls the right

to vote in the states, it may establish such rules as will restrict the vote to

a small number of persons, and thus create a central despotism." Universal

negro suffrage now he thought would breed a war of races; but he was in

favor of a gradual introduction of the black race to participation in political

power. He said the negro would rather vote with his master whom he did

not hate, than with the non-slaveholding population of the South, against

whom he had an hereditary prejudice. This prejudice was shown by the

fact that outrages committed originated either from non-slaveholding whites

against negroes, or from negroes against non-slaveholding whites.

To understand Johnson's position at this time we must call to mind the

considerations which influenced him. In the first place, there was his the-

ory of the situation, according to which he believed that the burden of re-

construction rested upon the South, and not upon the executive or legis-

lative departments of the government. The rebellion had ceased, and, what-

ever might be the decision of government as to the punishment of individ-

ual traitors, the states in which the rebellion had existed were still states,

with all their powers unimpaired', and with all their social institutions in-

tact save that of slaver}'. Allegiance, as it seemed to him, consisted in the

performance of constitutional obligations. It is true that by the Constitu-

tion every man who had borne arms against the government might be hung
for treason, or be punished in any other way, at the option of the govern-

ment ; but, even after that bad been done, it would still remain true that the

only claim which the government had upon the Southern people was a claim

to their allegiance—not their allegiance to the E^oublican party, but to the

Constitution. The ratification of the anti-slavery amendment he deemed
necessary as a recognition of what had been accomplished by the war. The
nullification of secession ordinances and the repudiation of the rebel debt

were, in his view, directly involved in the abandonment of the struggle by
the South. His views had not changed from what they had been in 1862,

when in the Senate he introduced the resolution declaring that the object

of the war was simply the suppression of the rebellion, and that, so soon as

this should be accomplished, the war ought to cease, leaving the Southern

States with all their original powers under the Constitution. Since then

slavery had been abolished, and thus far the views expressed in this resolu-

tion had been changed, but no farther. Johnson did not regard the resump-
tion of their former functions by the late Confederate States as a privilege

granted them, but as a duty—a constitutional obligation which even the ex-

istence of civil war had no power to relax. Whatever farther changes in

the organic law of the nation might seem necessary in the new situation con-

sequent upon restoration ought, in his opinion, to be made in the ordinary
way, and by all the states acting in common, and upon terms of equality.

But, apart from his theory as to the basis of restoration, there were certain

practical considerations which influenced the President So long as the
Southern States were prevented from resuming their normal relations to the

government, the balance of political power would remain disturbed. By
the very election which had given him his present position a Congress also

had been chosen which was more than three fourths Republican. He fore-

saw, or at least feared, that this Congress, in which there was so heavy a
preponderance of power on the Republican side, would be partisan in its

legislation, and would use its advantages for the concentration and perpetu-

ation oi party power. The immediate representation of the South in Con-
gress, while it would counteract this tendency, could not, it seemed to him,
be productive of evil, inasmuch as each house, by its power to decide upon
the qualification of its members, had a safeguard against the admission of

the disloyal, and inasmuch, moreover, as, even after the admission of every
Southern member, the Republicans would still maintain a majority iu both
houses.

These principles constituted the basis of President Johnson's policy of re-

construction as laid before Congress in his first aunual message. The first

question, he said, which had presented itself for decision was whether the

territory of the South should be held as conquered territory under military

authority emanating from the President as commander-in-chief of the nrmy.
He had decided the question in the negative. Military governments, whilo

they would not alleviate, would, on the other hand, exaggerate existing dis-

content; they would envenom hatred rather than restore affection; once
established, no precise limit to their continuance was conceivable; the ex-

pense occasioned by them would be incalculable and exhausting; they would
operate unfavorably against emigration from the Northern to the Southern
States—one of the best means for the restoration of harmony ; the powers
of patronage and rule thus exercised under the President over a vast, popu-

lous, and naturally wealthy region, were greater than he would, unless un-

der extreme necessity, intrust to any one man—greater than he would con-

sent to exercise himself except on occasions of great emergency; and the

willful use of such powers for a series of years would endanger not only the

purity of the general administration, but also the liberties of the states which
remained loyal.

But, argued the President, there was another and more vital objection to

the establishment of military governments over the Southern Slates. Such
a policy would imply that the states whose inhabitants had participated in

the rebellion had, by the act of those inhabitants, ceased to exist. The true

theory, on the other hand, was " that all pretended acts of secession were

from the beginning null and void." States could not commit treason, nor

screen individual traitors, any more than they could make treaties with for-

eign powers. The vitality of the seceding states bad been by the rebellion

impaired, but not extinguished, and their functions suspended, but not de-

stroyed.

"But," proceeds the argument, " ifany state neglects or refuses to perform

its offices, there is the more need that the general government Bhould main-

tain all its authority, and, as soon as practicable, resume the exercise of all

its functions. On this principle I have ;;cted, and have gradually and quiet-

ly, and by almost imperceptible steps, sought to restore the rightful energy

of the general government and of the states. To that end provisional gov-

ernors have been appointed for the states, Conventions called, governors

elected, Legislatures assembled, and senators and representatives chosen to

the Congress of the United States. At the same time, the courts of the

United States, as far as could be done, have been reopened, so that the laws

of the United States may be enforced through their agency. The blockade

has been removed, and the custom-houses re-established in ports of entry, so

that the revenue of the United States may be collected. The Post-office

Department renews its ceaseless activity, and the general government is

thereby enabled to communicate promptly with its officers and agents. The
courts bring security to persons and property

;
the opening of the ports in-

vites the restoration of industry and commerce; the post-office renews the

facilities of social intercourse and of business. And is it not happy for us

all that the restoration of each one of these functions of the general govern-

ment brings with it a blessing to the states over which they are extended?

Is it not a sure promise of harmony and renewed attachment to the Union

that, after all that has happened, the return of the general government is

known only as a beneficence?"

This policy was attended with some risk; its success involved the acqui-

escence of the states concerned. But the risk, must be taken, and in the

choice of difficulties it was the smallest risk. To diminish the danger in-

volved in his policy he had asserted his power to pardon.

"The next step which I have taken," said the President, "to restore the

constitutional relations of the states has been an invitation to them to par-

ticipate in the high office of amending the Constitution. Every patriot

must wish for a general amnesty at the earliest epoch consistent with public

safety. For this great end there is need of a concurrence of all opinions,

and the spirit of mutual conciliation. All parties in the late terrible con-

flict must work together in harmony. It is not too much to ask, in the

name of the whole people, that, on the one side, the plan of restoration shall

proceed in conformity with a willingness to cast the disorders of the past

into oblivion ; and that, on the other, the evidence of sincerity in the future

maintenance of the Union shall be put beyond any doubt by the nitifica-

tion of the proposed amendment to the Constitution, which provides for the

abolition of slavery forever within the limits of our country. So long as

the adoption of this amendment is delayed, so long will doubt, and jealousy,

and uncertainty prevail. This is the measure which will efface the sad

memory of the past; this is the measure which will most certainly call pop-

ulation, and capital, and security to those parts of the Union that need them

most. Indeed, it is not too much to ask of the suites which are now resum-

ing their places in the family of the Union to give this pledge of perpetual

loyalty and peace. Until it is done, the past, however much we may desire

it, will not be forgotten. The adoption of the amendment reunites us be-

yond all power of disruption. It heals the wound that is still imperfectly

closed; it removes slavery, the element which has so long perplexed and

divided the country ; it makes of us once more a united people, renewed

and strengthened, bound more than ever to mutual affection and support."

Thus President Johnson explained the policy which he bad thus far pur-

sued. The completion of the work of restoration would be accomplished

by the resumption on the part of the states of their places in the two branch-

es of the national Legislature. "Here," he added, "it is for you, fellow-
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citizens of the Senate, and for you, fellow-citizens of the House of Repre-

sentatives, to judge, each, ofyou for yourselves, of the elections, returns, and

qualifications of your own members."

After advocating the speedy restoration by Congress of the Circuit Courts

in the late rebel states, in order that those charged with the commission of

treason might have fair and impartial trials, the President proceeded thus to

consider the situation of the freedmen in those states :

"The relations of the general government toward the four millions of in-

habitants whom the war has called into freedom have engaged my most se-

rious consideration. On the propriety of attempting to make the freedmen

electors by the proclamation of the executive, I took for my counsel the

Constitution itself, the interpretations of that instrument by its authors and

their contemporaries, and recent legislation by Congress. "When, at the first

movement toward independence, the Congress of the United States instruct-

ed the several states to institute governments of their own, tbey left each

state to decide for itself the conditions for the enjoyment of the elective

franchise. During the period of the Confederacy, there continued to exist

a very great diversity in the qualifications of electors in the several states
;

and even within a state a distinction of qualifications prevailed with regard

to the officers who were to be chosen. The Constitution of the United

States recognizes these diversities when it enjoins that in the choice of mem-

ber of tbe House of Representatives of the United States 'the electors in

each state shall have the qualifications requisite for electors of the most nu-

merous branch of the state Legislature.'

"After the formation of the Constitution, it remained, as before, tbe uni-

form usage for each state to enlarge the body of its electors according to its

own judgment; and, under this system, one state after another has proceed-

ed to increase the number of its electors, until now universal suffrage, or

something very near it, is the general rule. So fixed was this reservation

of power in tbe habits of the people, and so unquestioned has been the in-

terpretation of the Constitution, that during the civil war tbe late President

never harbored the purpose—certainly never avowed tbe purpose—of dis-

regarding it; and in the acts of Congress, during that period, nothing can

be found which during the continuance of hostilities, mucb less after their

close, would have sanctioned any departure by tbe executive from a policy

which has so uniformly obtained. Moreover, a concession of the elective

franchise to the freedmen, by act of the President of the United States, must

have been extended to all colored men, wherever found, and so must have

established a change of suffrage in the Northern, Middle, and Western States,

not less than in the Southern and Southwestern. Such an act would have

created a new class of voters, and would have been an assumption of power

by the President which nothing in the Constitution or laws of the United

States would have warranted.

"On the other hand, every danger of conflict is avoided when the settle-

ment of the question is referred to the several states. They can, each for

itself, decide on the measure, and whether it is to be adopted at once and

absolutely, or introduced gradually and with conditions. In my judgment,

the freedmen, if tbey show patience and manly virtues, will sooner obtain a

participation in the elective franchise through the states than through the

general government, even if it bad power to intervene. When the tumult

of emotions that have been raised by the suddenness of tbe social change

shall have subsided, it may prove that they will receive the kindliest usage

from some of those on whom tbey have heretofore most closely depended."

But, while the President thought it was not competent for the general

government to extend the elective franchise in the several states, it seemed

equally clear to him that good faith required the security of the freedmen

in their liberty and property, their right to labor, and to just compensation

therefor. "It is," said be, "one of the greatest acts on record to have

brought four millions of people into freedom. The career of free industry

must be fairly opened to them; and then their future prosperity and con-

dition must, after all, rest mainly on themselves. If they fail, and so perish

away, let us be careful that the failure shall not be attributable to any de-

nial of justice. In all that relates to the destiny of the freedmen we need

not be too anxious to read the future ; many incidents which, from a specu-

lative point of view, might raise alarm, will quietly settle themselves."

This message was as able a political document as had ever been laid be-

fore the American Congress. But, for all that, the President, as we have

said already, had committed a terrible blunder. He had assumed that the

executive might independently determine the conditions necessary to restora-

tion, and that to Congress was only left the consideration on the part of the

two houses respectively of the qualifications of their members, and such ac-

tion as might be deemed necessary to secure the freedmen against oppres-

sion. His mistake was not that he had not established military govern-

ments over the Southern States ; it was not that he had usurped any power
in re-establishing the relations between those states and the executive, which
it was clearly his duty to do; but he had created an impression among the

people of the South that simply by nullifying secession, repudiating the

rebel debt, and ratifying tbe anti-slavery amendment, tbey had done all

which was necessary to satisfy the people that the security of the country

was fully established. Here was his mistake. The people were not satis-

fied by what had been done. They did not feel secure as to the future.

On the contrary, they were greatly agitated with apprehension lest South-

ern politicians, combining with Northern Democrats, and assisted by the in-

creased numerical representation resulting from the abolition of slavery,

might imperil the security of the national debt, demand compensation for

their freed slaves, inaugurate a system of legislation injurious to freedmen,

and neutralize the results of the war. Congress also was dissatisfied, not

only for the reasons which had occasioned popular discontent, but because

it had not been admitted to participation in the first stages of reconstruc-

tion. In this work there were some things demanded by the people which
belonged alone to the national Legislature, and could not be touched by the

President. Thus, for instance, he had no right to demand the readjustment
of the basis of representation.

All this difficulty might have been avoided if tbe President had called an
extra session of Congress in July, 1865. There were two urgent reasons for

such a session

:

1. The perfection of the preliminary steps toward restoration in such

features as required'the supplementary action of Congress could only thus

be secured.

2. It was an emergency which demanded harmonious action on the part

of the government. This harmony implied no usurpation by the executive

of the functions of Congress, or by Congress of executive powers. The
President would still be perfectly independent in his own sphere, and a like

independence would belong to the national Legislature. The very fact of

the President's consulting with Congress would have conduced to harmony.

And if, after all, there should arise a difference, and the President should

deem it his duty to do his share of the work upon one plan, while Congress,

after mature deliberation, should decide upon a different policy in regard to

its own action, each would have shown a proper respect for the other, and

thus the antagonism which might have been inevitable, however unfortu-

nate, would have been free from bitterness. Each department of the gov-

ernment, moreover, would at the outset have given a full expression of its

policy, and the Southern States would have been prevented from entertain-

ing false hopes as to the result of their own action. The questions involved

in the two different policies—if there must be two—would have thus been

brought immediately before the people for calm discussion, and not in such

a way as to lead on to an angry and acrimonious dispute.

But Johnson, as we have said, preferred another course, and proceeded to

bis work alone. Thus he laid the basis for a conflict between himself and

Congress, for popular dissatisfaction, and for unreasonable expectations on

the part of the Southern people. Whether these results followed with or

without tbe President's design, they were equally unfortunate. It was cer-

tainly in his power to prevent them, but he did not use the power. What-

ever might afterward be done by Congress to deepen and exacerbate the

conflict between tbe executive and legislative departments of tbe govern-

ment, it would still remain true that the President had taken the first steps

toward such a conflict. Did he distrust Congress, and therefore attempt to

forestall its action? Then it must be answered, first, that his distrust had

no good foundation, as there was no indication that Congress was disposed

to act unreasonably toward the South
;
and, secondly, that if Congress had

been thus disposed, its action could not be forestalled by the President. It

was the Congress of the United States; its action was as independent with-

in its own sphere as was that of the President ; so long as it remained in

power, its decision as to the representation of the Southern States was irre-

vocable by any power on earth. And, moreover, the President could, by

his distrust of Congress, or by an attempt to anticipate its action in the pre-

liminary stages of restoration, only put that body upon its guard, and gen-

erate in it a corresponding distrust of himself, thus rendering future har-

mony between tbe executive and legislative departments almost impossible.

Previous to the organization of Congress, it had been determined in a

caucus of Republicans to reject all delegations from tbe Southern States

until both houses had agreed upon some plan of action respecting them.

On the first day ofthe session, Thaddeus Stevens offered a resolution, which

was adopted by the House, 133 to 36, "that a joint committee of fifteen

members shall be appointed, nine of whom shall be members of the House

and six members of tbe Senate, who shall inquire into the condition of

the states which formed the so-called Confederate States of America, and

report whether they, or any of them, are entitled to be represented in either

house of Congress, with leave to report at any time by bill or otherwise;

and until such report shall have been made and finally acted upon by

Congress, no member shall be received into either house from any of the

so-called Confederate States ; and all papers relating to the representation

of said states shall be referred to the said committee without debate."

The previous question was demanded by Stevens, and all debate was fore-

stalled. This resolution came before the Senate for action on the 12th of

December, and was amended on motion of Senator Anthony, of Rhode Isl-

and, so as to become a concurrent instead of a joint resolution, thus mak-

ing the signature of the President unnecessary. Anthony then moved an-

other amendment, to strike out the provision preventing either house from

admitting any of the members concerned until the committee should have

reported and Congress should have taken final action upon the subject.

This led to debate. Senator Howard, ofMichigan, opposed the amendment.

He held that the late Confederate States were conquered communities, with-

out the right of self-government ; we held them, not by their free will, but

by the exercise of military power. Under these circumstances, he consid-

ered either house incompetent to admit members from those states with-

out the consent of both. Senator Anthony replied that it was intended that

both houses should act in concert, and it was also desirable that the execu-

tive and Congress should act in concert; "that all branches of the govern-

ment shall approach tWs great question in a spirit of comprehensive patriot-

ism, with confidence in each other, and that each branch of the government,

and all persons in each branch of the government, will be ready, if neces-

sary, to concede something of their own views in order to meet the views

of those who are equally charged with the responsibility of public affairs.

The Constitution confided to each house separately its own independent

right ofjudgment of the elections, returns, and qualifications of its members.
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Under the resolution as it came from the House, it would be necessary to

refer the credentials of those claiming seats in the Senate to a committee,

the majority of which was from the House. Besides, the resolution provided

that papers.should be referred to the committee without debate. This was

contrary to the practice of the Senate.

Senator Dooliitle, of Wisconsin, objected to the preponderance given to

the House in the proposed committee, and said the injurious result of this

could only be obviated by the amendment under consideration. He alluded

to the restriction upon debate, and said the Senate was "to be led like a

Iamb to the slaughter, bound hand and foot, shorn of its constitutional pow-

er, and gagged." Again, the resolution, as it stood, would exclude 11 states

from representation in the Union, thus accomplishing what rebellion had

failed to accomplish—it was the "dissolution of the Union by act of Con-

gress." The doctrine of Senator Howard, involving the theory of state de-

struction, was, he claimed, opposed to the ground taken by the Union party

from the first, which was that states could not withdraw from the Union.

Tliey could not do it peacefully; they bad undertaken to do it by arms;

"we crushed the attempt; we trampled their armies under our feet; we
captured the rebellion; the states are ours; and we entered' them to save,

and not to destroy." He alluded to the fact that the resolution originated

in a secret caucus dominated by Tbaddeus Stevens, the zealous advocate of

confiscation, and to the hot haste with which this shrewd leader had pressed

it through the House in the short space of 10 minutes, without debate, and

before the President's message had been communicated. In conclusion,

Doolittlc urged upon the Senate the duty of that body to act in harmony

with the President. We claim, be said, to be here acting as the friends of

the late lamented President, and the friends of him upon whom bad lately

fallen the responsibilities of executive power. We aided in the election of

both. When they were nominated, the experiment of reconstruction had

already begun. For nearly a year Lincoln had been pursuing substantially

the same policy which had been since followed by his successor. Their

election, be claimed, was a popular support of this policy, and he predicted

that Johnson would be sustained by the people. This was as certain, he

s:iid, as the revolutions of the earth.

Senator Fessenden then arose. He had at first favored the resolution as

it came from the House because be sympathized with its object- The Sen-

ate ought not to adopt the convictions of the President without examina-

tion. This was a subject of infinite importance, involving the integrity and

welfare of the republic in all future time, and it was the duty of senators

to examine the subject with care and fidelity, and act upon their own con-

victions and not upon those of others. The resolution looked toward calm

and deliberate consideration before action, and so far be approved it. But,

upon a more careful reading, he had come to the conclusion, for the reasons

already given by Senator Anthony, that the resolution perhaps went a little

too far. It was important that the committee should be appointed, to secure

harmony of action between the two houses. The subject would thus be

carefully considered, and the delay necessary to secure deliberation was not

so great an evil as party action. He concurred, however, in the objections

made by Senator Anthony. From the passage of the amendment moved

by that senator, the inference was not deducible, as Senator Howard thought

it was, that the Senate was in favor of the immediate or basty admission of

any of the Southern members. He was himself certainly not in favor of

such action, and yet he should vote for the amendment. Neither did he

agree with Senator Dooiittle that the appointment of this committee was any

intimation with regard to the opinion entertained by the Senate of the Presi-

dent's policy. The Senate simply chose to consider the whole subject for it-

self before acting upon it.

Anthony's amendment was agreed to, and on the next day the House con-

curred in the amendments of the Senate, and the resolution was adopted.

The House subsequently adopted for its own guidance the provisions which

had been stricken out by the Senate. On the 14th the speaker announced

as members of the joint committee on the part of the House, Tbaddeus

Stevens, of Pennsylvania; Elihu B.Washburne, of Illinois; Justin S.Mor-

rill, of Vermont; Henry Grider, of Kentucky; John A. Bingham, of Ohio;

Roscoe Conkling, of New York ; George S. Boutwell, of Massachusetts;

Henry T. Blow, of Missouri ; and Andrew J. Rogers, of New Jersey. In

the Senate, on December 21st, the following members were announced by

the President pro tern:: Fessenden, Grimes, Harris, Howard, Johnson, Wil-

liams.

On the 12th the Senate adopted a resolution requesting the President to

furnish information as to the condition of that portion of the Union lately

in rebellion. The President replied on the 18th that the rebellion had been

suppressed; that, so far as possible, United States courts had been restored,

the post-ofnees re-established, and steps taken to put in operation the rev-

enue laws. The late Confederate States, he said, had reorganized their gov-

ernments, and were yielding obedience to the laws and government of the

United States with more willingness and greater promptitude than under

the circumstances could reasonably have been anticipated." The anti-slav-

ery amendment bad been ratified except in the case of Mississippi, and in

nearly all the states measures had either been adopted or were now pend-

ing to confer upon freedmen the rights and pri vileges essential to their com-

fort, protection, and security. The aspect of affairs, in the President's opin-

ion, was more promising than could have been anticipated. " The people,"

he said, "throughout the entire South evince a laudable desire to renew

their allegiance to the government, and to repair the devastations of war by

a prompt and cheerful return to peaceful pursuits. An abiding faith is en-

tertained that their actions will conform to their professions, and that, in ac-

knowledging the supremacy of the Constitution and laws of the United

SU9

States, their loyalty will be unreservedly given to the government, whose
leniency they can not fail to appreciate, and whose fostering care will soon
restore them to a condition of prosperity. It is true that in some of the

states the demoralizing effects of the war are to be seen in occasional disor-

ders; but these are local in character, not frequent in occurrence, and are

rapidly disappearing as the authority of civil law is extended and sustained-

Perplexing questions were naturally to be expected from the great and sud-

den change in the relations between the two races; the systems are gradu-

ally developing themselves under which the freedman vriil receive the pro-

tection to which he is justly entitled, and by means of his labor make him-
self a us-'ful and independent member of the community in which he has

bis home. From all the information in my possession, and from that which
1 have recently derived from the most reliable authority, I am induced to

cherish the belief that sectional animosity is surely and rapidly merging it-

self into a spirit of nationality, and that representation, connected with a
properly adjusted system of taxation, will result in a harmonious restoration

of the relations of the states to the national Union."

With this brief message, which was somewhat rose-colored in its con-

struction of Southern loyalty, and evidently designed to hasten the admis-

sion of Southern representatives to Congress, two reporls were transmitted

— from Major General Carl Schurz and Lieutenant General Grant, who
had each recently made a tour of inspection through the Southern Slates.

Schurz's report was more consonant with what was termed the "radical"

sentiment, but was so prolix that, notwithstanding Senator Sumner's urgent

request that it should be read by the secretary, the majority of the Senate

preferred to see it in print. The lieutenant general was concise in his

statements, which, though eminently conservative, were to the point. He
had left Washington on the 27th of November, and his tour had,only occu-

pied little more than one week. His mission had been principally milita-

ry in its nature, regarding the necessary distribution of the United States

forces in the several states. He expressed himself satisfied that the "mass
of thinking men of the South accepted the present situntion of affairs in

good faith, and that they regarded the questions of slavery nnd state rights

as having been finally settled by the war, regarding this decision not only

as final, but as a fortunate one for the whole country, 'they receiving like

benefits from it with those who opposed them in the field nnd in council.'"

But, adds the lieutenant general, " four years of war, during which law was
executed only at the point of the bayonet throughout the states in rebel-

lion, have left the people possibly in a condition not to yield that ready

obedience to civil authority the American people have generally been in

the habit of yielding." Therefore he thought small garrisons throughout

those states necessary " until such time as labor returns to its proper chan-

nels, and civil authority is fully established." Neither the officers under

the government nor the Southern citizens thought the present withdrawal

of the military practicable. "The white and the black mutually require

the protection of the general government." The military force needed was

small "There is," said the lieutenant general, "such universal acquies-

cence in the authority of the general government throughout the portions

of country visited by me, that the mere presence of a military force, without

regard to numbers, is sufficient to maintain order." He thought the good of

the country and economy required that the force kept in the interior where
there were many freedmen should consist of white troops. The presence

of black troops demoralized labor not only by its direct influence, but as

furnishing a resort for the freedmen for long distances around. No violence

would be offered to black troops by thinking men, but it might by the ig-

norant; and, adds the lieutenant general, "the late slave seems to be im-

bued by the idea that the property of his late master should by right be-

long to him, or at least should have no protection from the colored soldier."

He thought it was to be regretted that at this time there could not be a

commingling of the two sections, especially in Congress.

In regard to the operations of the Freedmen's Bureau, there appeared to

the general to have been in some of the states a lack of good judgment and
economy. The agents of the Bureau had caused an idea to prevail among
the freedmen that the lands of their former masters would be divided among
them, and this belief had seriously interfered with the willingness of the

freedmen to make contracts for the comiDg year. In some form the con-

tinuance of the Bureau was a necessity, and many of the disorders nnd
much of the expense might, he thought, be removed by making every offi-

cer on duty in the Southern States an agent of the Bureau.

The Select Committee on Reconstruction, instead of being an organ of

progress, proved one of obstruction. Its object had been sufficiently defi-

nite, namely, to inquire into the condition of the Southern States in respect

of their fitness for representation. The elements involved in this investiga-

tion were very simple. If the entire committee had resolved itself into a

board of inspectors, and had traveled over every one of the Southern States,

it would have discovered no new aspect of the case presented. The pri-

mary question which they were expected to answer was, Does the security

of the nation require other measures than those already included in the

President's policy before Southern representatives ought to be admitted?

The answer was just as plain when the committee was appointed as it was

six months later. Other measures were necessary, not only in the view of

Congress, but in that of the people. Then came the secondary question,

What were these measures? And it was for conference concerning this

question that the committee had been appointed. But here again the an-

swer was clear, demanding the removal of no obscurity, for there was none

to remove ; requiring no great delay, but only careful deliberation as to 3e-

tails. The necessary measures to be insisted upon had been subjects of

popular discussion for months, and among those whose past had proved
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their steadfcst loyalty and patriotism there was no expression ofdoubt as to
|

of one person
;

direct taxes to follow the same rule. The power thus

what these measures were. By a constitutional amendment, said the popu-

lar voice, must it be declared that the rebel debt is repudiated, the adoption

of the national debt secured, the basis of representation so readjusted as to

give the South no advantage on account of rebellion, the civil rights of the

freedmen firmly established, and the leaders of the late rebellion disfran-

chised until they can be safely admitted to a share in the government which

they did their beat to destroy. If these conditions had been written upon

the sky in letters of fire they could not have been plainer. They were not

conditions dependent upon any decision which might be rendered as to the

present state of the South, or as to dangers clearly in prospect; they were

necessary in any case for absolute security. Delay is not deliberation, and

there were no good reasons why the committee should not have been ready

to report in full within a fortnight from the time of its appointment.
^

There

was no necessity for long delay ; and, on the other hand, the necessity was

urgent that Congress sbould soon and fully declare its policy. Nothing

could be done before the committee reported, and several of its members

boldly expressed their idea that the South was not to be represented, nor to

participate in the election of President for a series of years; and some of tbem

went so far as to confess that this exclusion was designed to perpetuate the

Republican part}'. Thus there was occasioned popular distrust of Congress,

and within that body opposition began to be shown by members, who, while

they did not object to a single one of the conditions demanded by the peo-

ple, grew dissatisfied with the manner and spirit in which the development

of the congressional policy was proceeding.

The committee did not report in full until six months after its appoint-

ment It did not even report by bill until January 22d, 1866. On that

day Tbaddeus Stevens reported a joint resolution to amend the Constitu-

tion in regard to the basis of representation. This amendment declared

that representatives and direct taxes should be apportioned among all the

states according to their respective numbers, excluding Indians not taxed,

provided that whenever the elective franchise should be denied or abridged

in any state on account of race or color, all persons of such race and color

should be excluded from the basis of representation. In this connection

Stevens said that there were twenty-two states whose Legislatures were then

in session, some of which would adjourn within two or three weeks. It was

therefore desirable, he said, that this amendment, if adopted, should be adopt-

ed promptly. "It does not," he added,"deny to the states the right to regu-

late the elective franchise as they please; but it does say to a state, 'if you

exclude from the right of suffrage Frenchmen, Irishmen, or any particular

class of people, none of that class of people shall be counted in fixing your

representation in this House."'

This amendment was necessary, just, and impartial. It did not meet with

any strong objection from the President, who, while he doubted the pro-

priety of making farther amendments to the Constitution, was not opposed

to the readjustment of the basis of representation. In an interview with

Senator Dixon, of Connecticut, January 28th, 1866, he expressed bis prefer-

ence for a proposition making the number of qualified voters the basis of

representation. The President's proposition offered the Southern States a

motive for the partial extension of suffrage to negroes, while that reported

by the Reconstruction Committee made it impossible for those states to gain

in representation in any other way than by establishing imparti at negro suf-

frage. The congressional proposition did not necessarily invite to univer-

sal°suffrage; it excluded the entire colored race from representation only

in the event of the elective franchise being denied to any of that race be-

cause of color. The exclusion would not result from any restriction upon

the franchise which was applicable to white and black alike. The amend-

ment thus favored impartial suffrage in the Southern States.

The whole case was fully stated by Roscoe Conkling, of New York, a mem-

ber of the Reconstruction Committee. He began his argument by alluding

to the constitutional provision which had hitherto regulated the apportion-

ment of taxes and representation. These had been apportioned among the

several states according to numbers, to be determined by adding to free

persons three fifths of the slaves. This provision was one of the compro-

mises of the Constitution ;
but, like the present amendment, it owed its ex-

istence to the principle that political representation belongs only to those

who have political existence. The slaves of the South formed no part of

the political society which framed the Constitution. They were without

either natural or political rights. From this it naturally followed that they

should not be represented. But direct taxes and representation ought to

be distributed uniformly among the members of a free government. All

alike should bear the burdens—all alike should share the benefits. The

exception of aliens or unnaturalized foreigners from representation was not

permanent or fixed. Slaves alone were forever excluded from the political

community. He was a man and not a man; in flesh and blood alive, but

politically dead—the representative of nothing but value. It could not be

maintained by the slaveholding states that slaves were persons to be repre-

sented ; it could neither be claimed that they were persons to be taxed.

For these purposes slaves were excluded altogether by the principle on

which the government was built Without some special provision, there-

fore, they would have been altogether ignored. Taxes, however, were de-

sirable on the one side, and representation on the other, and, for mere con-

venience, a compromise was invented for the sake of both. Thus a purely

arbitrary agreement was inserted in the Constitution, supported by nothing

but the consent of the parties, based upon the facts as they then stood. It

was agreed in substance that the free people of all the states should be count-

. ed alike, and that the people of the slaveholding states should have as much

power besides as would be measured by counting every slave as three fifths

agreed upon was not exercised by the slaves, but by their masters. This

covenant was operative so long as there was any thing to operate upon.

That time was now past The provision had become impotent The fall

of slavery had superseded it. To continue the compromise now that the

thing upon which it rested had passed from under it would lead to results

which, when the Constitution was made, were condemned by the judgment

of all. An anomaly had been introduced. Four millions were suddenly

among us not bound to any one, and yet not clothed with any political

rights—not slaves, and not, in a political sense, " persons." No figment of

slavery remained with which to spell out a right in somebody else to wield

for them a power which they might not wield themselves. Their masters

had a fraction of power, on their account, while they were slaves, but now

there were no masters and no slaves. Did this fraction of power still sur-

vive? If so, to whom did it belong? The blacks were pronounced unfit

to wield even a fraction of power, and must not have it. That answered

the question. If the answer was true, it was an end of controversy. If the

blacks were unfit to have the power, then the power had no belonging what-

soever,and was at once resumed by the nation. This fractional power, then,

was extinct. A moral earthquake bad turned fractions to units, and units to

ciphers. If a black man counted at all now,he was a whole man, not three

fifths of one. Revolutions had no such fractions in their arithmetic; war

and humanity joined hands to wipe them out. Four millions were to be

reckoned, and these four millions, we were told, were unfit for political exist-

ence. The framers of the Constitution never dreamed of reckoning in the

basis of representation those who were denied all political rights. Our fa-

thers trusted to gradual and voluntary emancipation, which would go hand

in hand with education and enfranchisement. They never peered into the

bloody epoch when four million fetters would be at once melted off in the

fires of war—four millions, each a Caspar Hauser, long shut up in darkness,

and suddenly led out into the full flash of noon, and each, it was said, too

blind to walk politically. No one foresaw such an event, and no provision

was made for it The three-fifths rule gave the slaveholding states over and

above their just representation as a political community eighteen represent-

atives. The new situation would enable these states to claim 28 repre-

sentatives besides their just proportion. These 28 votes were to be con-

trolled by those who once betrayed the government, and for those so des-

titute, it was claimed, of intelligence as not to be fit to vote for themselves.

The result of this would be that while 127,000 white people in New York

cast but one vote in the House, the same number of white men in Missis-

sippi would cast three votes. Thus the death of slavery would add two

fifths to the power which slavery exercised while it lived. Sbould one

white man have as much share in the government as three other white

men merely because he lived where blacks outnumbered whites two to

one? Should this inequality exist, and exist only in favor of those who,

without cause, drenched the land with blood, and covered it with mourn-

ing? Should such be the reward of those who did the foulest and guiltiest

act which crimsons the annals of recorded time? To prevent this, three

modes had been proposed :

1, To make the basis of representation in Congress and the Electoral Col-

lege consist of sufficiently qualified voters alone.

BOSCOE osmuao.
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2. To deprive the states of the power to disqualify or discriminate polit-

ically oo account of race or color,

3. To leave every state free to decide who should belong to its political

community, and who should vote. Those decided unworthy to vote to be

excluded from the basis of representation.

The last of these methods had been adopted by the committee. If voters

slone were made the foundation of representation, the actual ratio would

differ infinitely among different states. In the strife of unbridled suffrage, a

state might give the franchise to women, minors, and aliens. In the second

method, a great objection was encountered on the very threshold, because

this plan denied to states the right to regulate their own affairs. The plan

adopted by the committee bad several advantages over the others.

1. It provided for representation going hand in hand with taxation,

2. It brought into the basis both sexes and all ages, and thus counteract-

ed casual and geographical inequalities of population.

3. It put every state on an equal footing in the requirement prescribed.

4. It left every slate free to enumerate all its people for represell tation or

not, as it might choose.

If the amendment was adopted, and suffrage remained confined, as it was

now, upon the census of 1860, the gains and losses would be these : Wiscon-

sin, Indiana, Illinois, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, New Jersey, and

Maine would gain one representative each, and New York would gain three;

Alabama, Kentucky, North Carolinn, South Carolina, and Tennessee would

each lose one; Georgia, Louisiana, and Virginia would each lose two, and

Mississippi three. 1

Such was the argument of Roscoe Conkling—a statement so full and so

conclusive in its reasoning that it is unnecessary to introduce the other ar-

guments presented in favor of the proposition. When Stevens introduced

the proposition, he demanded its adoption or rejection before the going down

of the sun. The committee, of which he was so prominent a member, might

be allowed weeks for deliberation, but the moment any of its measures were

brought before the House, he deemed a few hours sufficient for their disposi-

tion. The House, however, did not seem inclined to amend the Constitution

of the United States with such haste, and Stevens yielded.

The debate in the House was continued for several days. The proposition

of the committee was opposed by those who desired to prevent the South-

ern States from disfranchising races, and also by those who, for political pur-

poses, objected both to the enfranchisement of the negro race and to the

equalization of representation, one or the other of which results would nec-

essarily follow the adoption of the amendment. There was also a large

number of Republicans who preferred that representation should be based

upon the number of voters. This, it will be remembered, was the preference

of the President. The objections to this basis (that of voters) which had been

offered by Roscoe Conkling could easily be obviated, it was argued, by re-

strictions excluding women, minors, and aliens. But still it would remain

true that such restrictions would limit the power of the states to regulate the

franchise of their citizens—a power which they would not willingly abdi-

cate, and thus the amendment might be defeated. The basis furnished by

the committee's amendment was open to the somewhat serious objection that

it left room for evasion on the part of the Southern States. Negroes or

other races were excluded from representation only in case they were denied

" franchise on account of race and color." But might not the Southern States

prescribe as a qualification that no one should vote who bad ever been a

slave, and thus secure at once the exclusion of negroes from the franchise,

and their inclusion in the basis of representation ? Or might they not se-

cure the same results by establishing a property qualification and then mak-
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Gnngr, irional Globe,$3ib Session, p. 357 8.

ing negroes incompetent to own real estate? Bat, it was answered, these
were evasions so evident that the courts would prevent their success. The
object of the amendment was not to invite to negro suffrage, but simply to

equalize representation upon a just and impartial basis, and the arguments
brought forward in the course of the debate as to the probable effect of the
amendment upon negro suffrage were of secondary importance, and foreign
to the object which was meant to be accomplished. The amendment, if

passed, would leave the subject of suffrage just where it was before.
There were a few gentlemen on the Republican side of the House who

opposed the amendment of the committee because they agreed with the
President that there was no good reason why Southern representatives
should not be immediately admitted, if loyal, and who opposed any farther
amendments to the Constitution as conditions to complete restoration. The
most prominent of these was Henry J. Raymond, of New York, whose argu-
ment may stand as an exemplification of the views of those members of the
House who adopted theTresident's policy. This argument was presented on
the 28th ofJanuary, toward the close of the debate. Raymond was a man
46 years of age. He had graduated at the University of Vermont in 1840.
The next year after bis graduation he became managing editor of the New
York Tribune Subsequently he became leading editor of the New York
Courier and Enquirer, performing at the same time the duties of reader for

the firm of Harper & Brothers. In 1849 be was elected to the New York
State Assembly

;
was re-elected and made Speaker. In 1851 he established

the New York Times. Five years afterward be became a leader in the Re-
publican party, and was subsequently chosen Lieutenant Governor of New
York. He bad been a delegate to the Chicago Convention of 1860, and,
after having again served in the New York Legislature, was in 1864 elected

representative from New York to the Thirty-ninth Congress. He was one
of the most influential members of that Congress, and bis opinions were al-

ways worthy of consideration. His speech on the 29th of January, 1866,
was bis first elaborate effort in Congress. He began bis argument by stat-

ing that he looked upon all propositions for the amendment of the Consti-

tution with hesitation and distrust. The Constitution had proved itself ade-

quate to all the emergencies of peace and war. It had not been made for

days or for years, but for all time. Yet he recognized the wisdom and ne-

cessity of amendments to meet changed circumstances and an altered con-

dition of facts. In the fact that slavery was destroyed, he recognized the

propriety of so amending the Constitution as to make the rc-establisbment

of that institution impossible. The specific evil which the amendment of
the Reconstruction Committee was intended to remedy properly demanded
attention. By emancipation, 1,600,000 had been added to the representa-

tive population of the South. Thus arose an inequality which demanded
attention and remedy. The committee had reported ibis amendment as a

remedy. He did not suppose it would be possible to propose any remedy
which would not be open to some objections. He thought, however, that

this amendment was open to objections of a very serious nature. It changed
the basis of representation from population to something else, and the same
objection applied to the other remedies which had been proposed. It was
a fundamental principle of free government that the population, the inhab-

itants, all who were subjects of law, should be represented in the enactment

of law, " and in the election of men by whom the law is to be executed, ei-

ther directly by their own votes, or through the votes of others, so connect-

ed with them as to afford a fair presumption that their wishes, their rights,

and their interests will be consulted." This proposition departed from that

principle, and thus disturbed the corner-stone ofour Democratic institutions.

Another objection was that it deprived of representation the whole of any
race in a state if the state should extend to a portion only of that race the

elective franchise. Thus the anomaly was introduced of having voters for

representatives who were not themselves entitled to representation. It held

out to the states no encouragement to enfranchise any portion of the colored

rcce vithout enfranchising all. The effect of this would be most disastrous

upon the relations of the Union to the Southern States, and upon the wel-

fare of the states themselves and of the colored people within their borders,

But he could not regard this as a distinct proposition standing upon its own
merits alone, but as one of a series of amendments which, as the House had
been given to understand, were yet to be proposed as preliminary to the

admission of Southern representatives. He thought the House was en-

titled to know the whole programme before it acted upon specific features

of it. It should know the relation of this proposition to those which were
to follow. It should know " whether the powers of the geneiul government
of the United States are to be so enlarged as to destroy the rights which
those states now hold under the Constitution." He was not willing to act

on this proposition till be knew the rest of the schedule. He could not

help believing that this was part of a scheme for reconstructing the govern-

ment and the Constitution upon a distinct principle which had been an-

nounced over and over again in the House—that by the rebellion certain

states had ceased to exist as states, the people of which were to be treated

as vanquished enemies, subject to no law but our own discretion. He de

nied in toto the fact ofsuch subjugation. Of defeated rebels we bad a right

to demand the surrender of their arms and of the principles on which their

rebellion bad been based. This surrender had been made and accepted

But the states still remained with all their constitutional powers. Ray-

mond went on to illustrate the present situation of the Southern States bl

comparing it with that of a state whose government had been disturbed b/

a foreign power. The only conquest which had been made of the South-

ern States was their subjugation to the Constitution and the laws. n«
showed conclusively that every department of the government had recog-

nized the late- Confederate States as in the Union. It was possible that
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ght attempt to expel them, but he did not think it would. He
traced the various stages of the President's action since the close of the war,

and added that it only remained for Congress to complete the work of res-

toration by the admission of the Southern representatives. If these repre-

sentatives were loyal men, and each house was judge of that, then their ac-

tion could not be disloyal, and there was no occasion for apprehension. We
needed just the information which such loyal representatives could bring us.

But Congress had given the whole subject over to a committee " which sits

with closed doors, which deliberates in secret, which shuts itself out from
the knowledge and observation of Congress, and which does not even deign

to give us the information it was appointed to collect, and on which we are

to base our action—but which sends its rescripts into this house, and de-

mands their ratification, and without reasons and without facts, before the

going down of the sun I" He thought the House ought to emancipate it-

self from the domination of this committee, and take the subjects assigned

to it into its own keeping. There -was too great reliance, he thought, placed

in constitutional amendments as guarantees of the national safety. The
Constitution had not prevented rebellion ; was it probable that amendments
could be more efficient? We must depend upon the patriotism of the

American people—upon the national will aud conscience. When these

ceased to be efficient, what dependence was to be placed upon "paper Con-
stitutions?" In conclusion, Raymond thus expressed his views as to what
the government ought to do:

. "In the first place, I think we ought to accept the present status of the

Southern States, and regard them as having resumed, under the President's

guidance and action, their functions of self-government in the Union. In
the second place, I think thishou.se should decide on the admission of repre-

sentatives by districts, admitting none but loyal men who can take the oath

we may prescribe, and holding all others as disqualified ; the Senate acting,

at its discretion, in the same way in regard to representatives of states. I

think, in the third place, we should provide by law for giving to the freed-

men of the South all the rights of citizens in courts of law and elsewhere.

In the fourth place, I would exclude from federal office the leading actors

in the conspiracy which led to the rebellion in every state. In the fifth

place, I would make such amendments to the Constitution as may seem wise
to Congress and the states, acting freely and without coercion. And, sixth,

I would take such measures and precautions, by the disposition of military

forces, as will preserve order and prevent the overthrow, by usurpation or
otherwise, in any state, of its republican form ofgovernment. .... Above
all, I beg this house to bear in mind, as the sentiment that should control
and guide its action, that we of the North and they of the South are at war
no longer. The gigantic contest is at an end. The courage and devotion
on either side which made it so terrible and so long, no longer owe a divided
duty, but have become the common property of the American name, the
priceless possession of the American republic through all time to come.

in the t

The dead of the contending hosts sleep beneath the
soil of a common country and under one common flag.

Their hostilities are hushed, and they are the dead of
the nation forever more. The victor r»ay well exult
in the victory he has achieved. Let it be our task, as
it will be our highest glory, to make the vanquished,
and their posterity to the latest generation, rejoice in

their defeat."

Raymond's argument may be fairly called a state-

ment of the views entertained by the President, and it

was open to precisely the same objections. It over-

looked the necessity not only of the proposed amend-
ment, but of others equally important. It underrated
the value of constitutional provisions for national se-

curity. It is true that in extraordinary emergencies,

like that presented at the opening of the rebellion, a
section of the country might, in the madness of treason,

throw the Constitution to the winds; but that was an
appeal to arms. Congress was now considering the

motives which regulate and restrain men in times of
peace, and when obedience is universally yielded to

law. In such a time, certainly, an amendment to the

Constitution would be more efficient than a resolution

or a sentiment.

The proposition was referred back to the committee
for amendment, and was again reported in the House,

January 31, so altered as to leave out the matter of
taxation, but in no other respect. Thaddeus Stevens
called the previous question, but yielded ten minutes

of his time to other gentlemen. His address to the

House on this occasion was characteristic. He had
been informed, he said, by high authority "at the oth-

er end of the avenue," introduced through an unusual

conduit (the "unusual conduit" being intended to des-

ignate Raymond), that no amendment to the Consti-

tution was necessary. He then proceeded to consider

the present amendment. He denied that it contained

an implied permission to the general government to

regulate the franchise of states. It left the rights of

statesjust where they were. But it punished the abuse

of this right In making this statement Stevens com-
mitted a blunder. The object of the amendment was
to remove an inequality which had hitherto existed

of representation. If New York or South Carolina has the ad-

mitted right to exclude negroes from the franchise, then their exercise of

that right could not be called an abuse, subject to legal penalty. Under
the operation of the amendment, each state had to choose between impartial

suffrage and a diminution of its representation, and its choice was not con-

trolled. If the Southern States, continued Stevens, adopt the colored pop-

ulation as a part of their political community, they will have 83 votes in the

House ; if not, they will only have from 45 to 48, and with this diminution

of their power all the Copperhead assistance they might receive could not

enable them to do injury. He preferred that to an immediate declaration

that all should be represented; "for, if you make them all voters, and let

them into this hall, not one beneficial act for the benefit of the freedmen or

for the benefit of the country would ever be passed. Their 83 votes, with

the representatives from the Five Points and other dark corners, would be

sufficient to overrule the friends of progress here, and this nation would be

in the hands of secessionists at the very next congressional election, and at

the very next presidential election. I do not, therefore, want to grant them
this privilege, at least for some years. I want, in the mean time, our Chris-

tian men to go among them— the philanthropists of the North, the honest

Methodists, my friends the Hardshell Baptists, and all others; and then, four

or five years' hence, when these freedmen shall have been made free indeed

—when they shall have become intelligent enough, and there are sufficient

loyal men there to control the representation from those states, I shall be

glad to see them admitted here ; but I do not want them to have represent-

ation—I say it plainly—I do not want them to have the right of suffrage

before this Congress has done the great work of regenerating the Constitu-

tion and laws of this country according to the principles of the Declaration

of Independence."

Stevens did not disguise his opinion that this amendment would result in

the exclusion of Southern representatives for a period of years. It was for

this reason that he preferred it to that which had been proposed fixing the

representation upon voters. The latter would be more readily acceded to.

An encouragement would thus be offered to extend the suffrage to the col-

ored race. That, said Stevens, is the very objection. The Southern States

would admit those whose political action they could control, and then, on

this basis, enter Congress and make our laws for us; but they would not

accede now to the present amendment--he did not expect to see that dur-

ing his lifetime. In the mean time the freedmen would be educated, and

finally receive universal suffrage (how many years hence Stevens did not

conjecture), and then the Southern representatives might be admitted.

Stevens went on to say that he had a proposition which was the genuine

one for the present situation—one which he loved, and which he hoped Con-

gress would educate itself to the idea of adopting: "That all national and

state laws shall be equally applicable to every citizen, and that no discrimi-

nation shall be made on account of race or color." But he was content to
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take what was practicable—what would be carried by the states. He then

alluded to Raymond's argument, which he pronounced not pertinent to the

question, but proceeded to controvert by an argument equally impertinent

He endeavored to prove, by Vattel, that tbe late Confederate States were

out of the Union.

Stevens had already, on the 18tb of December, announced his theory of

the situation. He had then insisted upon two things as of vital importance

:

1. That tbe principle should be established that none of the late Con-

federate states should be counted in any of the amendments to the Consti-

tution before they we?e "duly admitted into tbe family of states by the

law-making power of their conqueror." " I take no account," said he, "of
the aggregation of whitewashed rebels who, without any legal authority,

have assembled in the capitals of the late rebel states and simulated leg-

islative bodies; nor do I regard with any respect the cunning by-play

into which they deluded the Secretary of State by frequent telegraphic an-

nouncements that 'South Carolina has adopted the amendment,' 'Alabama
has adopted the amendment, being the twenty-seventh state,' etc. This was
intended to delude tbe people, and accustom Congress to hear repeated the

names of these extinct states as if they were alive; when, in truth, they

have now no more existence than the revolted cities of Latium, two thirds

of whose people were colonized, and their property confiscated, and their

right of citizenship withdrawn by conquering and avenging Rome."
2. It was also important that it should then be solemnly decided what

power could revive, recreate, and reinstate these provinces into the family

of states, and invest them with the rights of American citizens. It was time

that Congress should assert its sovereignty, and assume something of the

dignity of the Roman Senate.

The doctrine, added Stevens on that occasion, " of a white man's govern-

ment is as atrocious as the infamous sentiment that damned the late chief

justice to everlasting fame, and, I fear, to everlasting fire."

Stevens's argument upon the present proposition regarding the basis of

representation did not improve its prospect of adoption. He adroitly man-
aged to connect it with his own peculiar theories. In his entire argument
he assumed that its ratification by three fourths oftbe states then represent-

ed in Congress was sufficient. He distinctly advocated a postponement of

restoration until it could be accomplished upon the principles asserted by
the extremists of tbe Republican party. This connection of the proposed

amendment with Stevens's peculiar theories was not necessary, and tended

to misrepresent its object to Congress and the people. It furnished more
arguments for the enemies than for tbe friends of the amendment. Not-

withstanding this speech, however, the joint resolution passed the House
120 to 46. Eleven Republicans voted in the negative. 1

In the Senate tbe resolution failed to receive a two-thirds vote. Indeed,

it only passed by a bare majority. 2 One of its principal opponents was Sen-

ator Sumner. Charles Sumner differed from Thaddeus Stevens. Both were

theorists on a grand scale, but the latter could let slip bis splendid theory

for a moment in order to grasp tangible objects in his way, while tbe for-

mer would accept nothing which did not to him seem true when tested by
the plummet of absolute truth and eternal justice.3 Of the 22 votes cast

against the resolution in the Senate, one half were Republican. This op-

position arose from motives so various that we find in tbe list of Nays the

names of Democrats, and of the most extreme as well as of the most moder-

ate Republicans.

1 Baldwin, Eliot, Hale, Jenekes, Latham, Phelps, W. 11. Randall, Raymond, Rousseau, Smith,

and Whnley.
Tho following is the vole in detail:

Yka8.—Messrs. Alley, Allison, Amu, An fantm, James M. Ashley, Rnher, Ranks, Darker, Bax-
ter, Bcaman, Benjamin, linlivell. Iiiu^'iun. 1tl.titn>. Blow, Routwcll. liruudegiv, Bioimvcl], Broora-

all, Buckland. Randy, Reader YY. I '] nl.... Si J 1
1

s. Clarke. Cobb. I 'i inkling. Cool;, Cullom, Darling,

Davis, Dawes, Dcfrees, Delano, Doming, DiN"ii, Dunnelly. Eekk-v. I "^l.-i"ii. I arnsworth, Farmi-
hur, ferry, Garfield, GriinicU, Gn 5wnhl, Ahner C. Harding, Hart, I Lives Hill, Holmes, Hooper,
Hotchkiss, Asnhel \V. Hubbard, i Ik-ut 1). Hubbard, Dennis Hubbard, John II. Hubbard, James
11. llubhell, llulhurd. James Humphrey, [ngcrsoll. Julian. Kasson, Kelley. I\cl-o, Kcichnm, Kuy-
kendall, Laflin, George V. Lawrence. William Lawrence, I.ongyear, LvihIi, Marsion, Marvin,
Mi*('l>iri- Mrl.n !., McKec, Mercnr, Miller, Moorheud, Morrill, Morris Moulton, Myers, O'Neill,
(Inli. 1'ame, I'nUiTMin. Per ham, 1'ikc. 1 lints, I'nineroy, 1'riee. Alexander II. like, John II. Rice,
Killin-, S.i«y-r. s.heuck, SrholieU, Shellahurgev, Mi.an. Npuldiug, Slut. Slevciis, .Stillwcll, Thay-
er. Francis Thin i-. John I, .Thomas, L'psun, Vim Acmuui, Hurt \'un Honi, Robert T. Van Horn,
Waid. W.ini.-:. I.lilm li Wa-lihurne, William 11 Washburn, Welker, Wentworlh, Williams, James
F. Wilson, Stephen F. Wilson, Windom, and Woodbridge—120.

Nats.—M^-n Dubinin, Rergen, Hover, Brooks < 'hauler, Dawson, Denison, E k)ridge, El ict,

Finck, Grider, Hale, Aaron Harding. Harris Hngan, Edwin N. Hiihhell. James M. Humphrey,
Jenekes, Johnson, Kerr, Lathnm, I.e Blond, Mar-hull, HcCnlloQgh, Niblack, Nicholson, Noell,

Phelps Samuel ' Randall, William II. Randall, Raymond, Hitter, Rogers Ross, Rousseau, Shank-
lin, Sitgroaves Smith, Stronso, Tuber, Tavlor, Thornton, Trimlile, Voorhccs V\'li;ilcv, and Wright—111.

» Mar
Yb*s.—B1

-tail

:

S i 'ragin.Cies" i>11, Fe-'cnden, Foster, Grimes,
Hams, Hour. kirkwoml, banc ot Indiana, M« Uon^.ill, Morgan, Morrill, Nye, Poland, Ramsey,
Sherman, Spmgiie, Trumbull, Wade, William?, and Wil*on—25.

Nats.—Messrs Bruit n, Buekalew, Cowan, Davis, Dixon, Doolittlc, Guthrie. Henderson, Hen-
dricks, Johnson, Initio of Kansas, Ncinith, Norton, Pomeroy, Riddle. Suulsbui v, Stewart, Stock-
too, Sumner, Van Winkle, WUloy, and Yatea—22.

Absent,—Messrs. Foot, Howard and Wright— 3.
1 Tho following id a rec.apilidatioii of Sntnncr's argument against (lie amendment

:

" Following i' from the beginning, yon have seen, t'irst, liow this proposition carries into (he Con-
stitution itself tin* idea of inequality of rights, llins defiling lhal unspotted text; secondly, how it is

an express sanction of the acknowledged tyranny of taxation without representation
; thirdly, how

it is a concession to State Rights at a moment when we are recovering from a terrible war waged
against us in the name of State Rights ; fonrikly. lion- it U the eon-.iiiutionul recognition of an oli-

garchy, aristocracy, caste, and monopoly founded on color ; fifthly, how if petrifies in the Constitu-
tion tho wretched pretension of a white man's government ; sixthly, how it assumes what is false

in constitutional law, dial color can he a 'qualification' for an elector; seventhly, how it positively

ties the hands of Congress in fixing flic meaning of a republican government, so that under the
guaranty clause if will be constrained to recognize an nlurarehy. uri- toe racy, caste, and monopoly
founded on color, together with the tyranny of taxation without representation, us cot inconsistent

with sach a government; eighthly, how it positively tie- the hands of CongTess in complcling and
consummating the abolition of slavery uccordinn to the second clause of the constitutional amend-
ment, so that it can not for ibis purpose interfere with the denial of the elective franchise on ac-
count of color ; ninthly, bow it install.- recent rebel- in permanent power over loyal citizens; aud,
tenthly, how >t shows forth in unmistakable character as a compromise, of human righta, the most
immoral, indecent, and utterly shameful of any in oar history."

The Reconstruction Committee after thia defeat—which was due to the
dissensions that divided tbe Republican party—again proceeded to deliber-
ate, and on the 30th of April Thaddeus Stevens offered another resolution

for the amendment of the Constitution. This new proposition covered a
great deal of ground. It contemplated four results

:

1. The equal protection of all citizens under the laws;
2. Tbe equalization of representation

;

3. The exclusion of all who had engaged in rebellion from the right to
vote for representatives in Congress and presidential electors until July 4,

1870; and,

4. The repudiation of the rebel debt, and of any claim for compensation
on account of tbe loss of slaves. 1

In explaining the provisions of this amendment,- Stevens said they were
not all that he desired, but all that he expected he could obtain, by the

ratification of nineteen of even the loyal states. The idea that tbe ratifi-

cation of amendments by the other states were to be counted he considered

absurd. He would take all be could get in the cause of humanity, and leave

it to be perfected by better men in better times. It might be that he would
not be here to enjoy that glorious triumph, but it was as certain to come a8

that there is a just God. lie animadverted with some bitterness to ihe man-
ner in which the amendment formerly offered by the committee bad been
slaughtered in the Senate—in the house of its friends^—by "puerile and pe-

dantic criticism." The present amendment was, he thought, less efficient,

but some way had to be devised " to overcome the united forces of self-

righteous Republicans and unrighteous Copperheads." Evidently Tlind-

deus Stevens was disgusted with his brethren; but, said he, "it will not

do for those who for thirty years have fought the beasts at Ephesua to

be frightened by the fangs of modern catamounts." He wanted to secure

more than was secured by this amendment. We should not approach the

measure of justice until we gave every adult freedman n homestead on the

land where lie had toiled and suffered. Forty acres of land and n hut would
be more valuable to the negro than the right to vote. Unless we gave litis

we should receive the censure of mankind and the curse of Heaven. The
section excluding rebels from voting for a period ofyears he considered the

mildest of all punishments ever inflicted on traitors. He might not consent

to the extreme severity denounced upon them by a provisional governor

of Tennessee—"the late lamented Andrew Johnson of blessed memory"'

—

but he would have increased the severity of this section. On the 10th of

March, the resolution, as presented by the committee, was passed 128 to 37. 3

Baldwin, Hale, Eliot, Jenekes, W. H. Randall, and Raymond—Republicans

who had voted against the former amendment, gave their support to this one.

The resolution passed the Senate, after numerous amendments, on the 8th

ofJune, by a two-thirds vote (33 to 11),* and went back to the House, where
the Senate amendments were adopted, June 13th. The following is the text

of the proposed amendment as finally passed:
" Article XIV. Sec. 1. All persons born or naturalized in the United

States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United

States and of the state wherein they reside. No state shall make or enforce

any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of I tic

United States, nor shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty, or prop-

erty without due process of law, nor deny to any person within its juris-

diction the equal protection of the laws.

"Sec. 2. Representatives shall be apportioned among the several states ac-

cording to their respective numbers, counting the whole number of persons

1 The following is the text of the proposed amendment as first presented by Stevens

:

" Apticlk —. Sec. 1. No state shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privi-

leges or immunities of citizens of the United Males; nor shall any state deprive any person oflifo,

liberty, or property without due process of law, nor deny to any person within if- jurisdiction tho

equal protection of the laws.

"Sec. 2. Hei>i'csentiiiivi.-s shall lie apportioned among ibe several sfnies which may be included

within this Union according to their respective numbers, counting the whole number of poreoit.i in

each state, excluding Indians not taxed. Ilut whenever in any state flic elective franch iic shall ho

denied to any portion of its male citizens not less than twenty-one years of ago, or in any way
abridged, excepi for participation in rebellion or other crime, the basis of representation in such

state shall be reduced in the proportion which [he number of mule citizens thnll bear lo the wholo

nnmber of such male citizens not lc-s than incniv-one vcurs of nge.

"Sec. 3. Until Ihe 4th day of July, in the year I s7<>; all persons who voluntarily adhered to Uia

late insurrection, giving it aid and comfort, shall he excluded from tbe right to vote for icpiescnta-

tives in Congress, and for electors for r resident and Vi< e-1'rcsidcni of ibu United Slates,

"See. i. Neither the United Slates nor any sfiiie shall assume or pay any debt or ol fi n'ion nl.

ready incurred, or which may hereafter be incurred, in aid of insurrection or war ngainsi ihe Uiitcd

Slates, or any claim for compensation for loss of involuntary service or labor.

"Sec.fi. The Congress shall have power to enforce by appropriate legislation ihe provisionB of

this article." ' Slurch 8,
s Yeah.—Messrs. Alley. Allison, Ames, Anderson, Dolus R. A-hley. .lames M. Ashley, Bnker,

Baldwin. Banks. Barker," Baxter. Ueaman, Benjamin. Biduell. Bingham. Blair. 0. lilow, Boulwell,

Bromwcll, Broomoll, Buekland, Bandy, Reader W. Clark, .Sidney Clarke, Cobb, Crinkling, Cook,

Cullom, Darling, Davis. Dawes, Defrees, Delano. Deiaing, Dixon, Dodi;e, Donnelly. Driggs, ])u*

mom, Eekley. Kcgk-ton, Eliot. Farnsworth, Ferry, Garfield. Grinned. Griswold, Ahner C. Hard-

ing, Hart, Hayes. Henderson, Highy, Holme-, Hooper, tlotehkiBS, Asabcl W. Hubbard, Chester

D. Hubbard, Drum- Hubbard, Jarne- I!. Ilubl"ll, Ilnlbnril, .Tame- Humphrey, Incer-oll. Jenrkei,

Julian, Kasson, Kellev, lOl-o, Ken ham, Kuikeiahdl, Latlin, George V. Lawrence-, William Law-
rence, Loan, Lnngyea'r, Lvneh, Marsion, Jld'lurg, Mdnd-t, M.-Kee, Mclttier, -Mer.ur, Miller,

Moorhcad, Morrill ^ Morris. Moulton, Myer-, Newell, O'Neill, firth, 1'aine. Patterson, l'erhnm,

Pike, Plants, Price, William II. Handull', IfciytiK.nd, Alexander II. Rice, John II. Rice, Rollins,

Saiwer, Seheiak, Sdn.licM. Shell:ibarger, Spahlinp, Stevens Stillwell, Thayer, I'ramis Thomas,

John L Thoma-, Trowbridge. Upson. Van Aonium, Burl Van Horn. Robert T. Van Horn, Ward,

Warner, Elihu B. Washhurne, Ileiirv D. Washburn, William B, Washburn, Welkcr, Williams,

James P.Wilson, Stephen F. Wilson, Windom, Woodbridge, and the Speaker—128.

Nays.—Messrs. Anconn, Bergen, Boyer.Clianler, Coflroih, Dawson. EM ridge, Finck, Glosshren-

jr, Goodyear, Grider, Aaron Harding", Harris Kerr. Latham, Le Blond, Mar-ball. McCullongli,

Ni black, Phelps, Radford. Samuel J. Randall. Bitter. Roger-, Ross. I(oii.--eao. Shr.nklin. Sitgreavea,
'

Smith, Stronse, Tabor, Tavlor, Thornton, Trimble, Whnley, Winliekl. and Wr'g'it—.17.

Not Voting.—Messrs.'Bran degee, Culver. Dcnison, Fnrnuh.ir, Hale, Hill, Nogan, John H.

Hubbard, Edwin N. Hiihhcll, James M. Humphrey, Johnson, Juno, Marvin. Nicholson, Noell,

Pomeroy, Sloan. Starr, and Wcniworth— 1!T.

" Yk.v's—Me^.rs. Anthonv, Chandler, Clark. Conness, Cmgin, Cresuell. Edmunds, Fcssenden,

Foster, Grimes, Harris. Henderson, Howard, Howe, Kirkwood, Lane of Indiana, Lane of Kansas.

Morgan, Morrill. Nve, Poland, Pomerov, Ram-ev, Sherman, Sprngue, Stewart, Sumaer, Trumbull,

Wade. Willev, Williams. Wibon, and Yates—33.
•Nays.—Messrs. Cowan, Davis. Duolittle, Guthrie, Hendricks, Johnson, McDougall, Norton,

Riddle, Sanbbmj, and Van Winkle— 11.

Ah|fxt —Messrs. Brown, Backalew, DUon, Nesmith, and Wright—5.
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in each state, excluding Indiana not taxed. But when the right to vote at

any election for the choice of electors for President and Vice-President of

the United States, representatives in Congress, the executive and judicial

officers of a state, or the members of the Legislature thereof, is denied to any

of the male inhabitants of such state, being twenty-one years of age and citi-

zens of the United States, or in any way abridged except for participation

in rebellion or other crime, the basis of representation therein shall be re-

duced in proportion which the number of such male citizens shall bear to

the whole number of male citizens twenty-one years of age in such state.

" Sec 3. No person sball be a senator or representative in Congress, or

elector of President and Vice-President, or hold any office, civil or military,

under the United States or under any state, who, having previously taken an

oath, as a member of Congress, or as an officer ofthe United States, or as a

member of any state Legislature, or as an executive or judicial officer of any

state, to support the Constitution of the United States, sball have engaged

in insurrection or rebellion against the same, or given aid and comfort to

the enemies thereof. But Congress may, by a vote of two thirds of each

house, remove such disability.

"Sec. 4. The validity of the public debt of the United States authorized

by law, including debts incurred for payment of pensions aud bounties for

services in suppressing insurrection and rebellion, shall not be questioned.

But neither the United States nor any state shall assume or pay any debt

or obligation incurred in aid of insurrection or rebellion against the United

States, or any claim for the loss or emancipation of any slave, but all such

debts, obligations, or claims shall be held illegal and void.

"Sec. 6. The Congress shall have power to enforce, by appropriate legis-

lation, the provisions of this article."

The joint resolution did not require the assent of the President. But a

resolution having been passed by the House requesting the President to

transmit the proposed amendment to the several state Legislatures, he took

occasion to reply, expressing his opinion, and protesting that the ministerial

act of transmitting the amendment to the state Legislatures did not commit
the executive to an approval or recommendation of it.

1

The amendment covered the whole ground of reconstruction, so far as

Congress was concerned. There was no reason why its ratification might

not be properly required of every Southern State as an evidence of its good

faith, which would not also apply to the amendment abolishing slavery.

Just after the war closed its ratification would have been readily acceded;

but it was certain to be refused now by almost every Southern State on ac-

count of the encouragement afforded by President Johnson's policy, and the

hope that this might prevail sooner or later with the Northern people. No
other attitude could have been expected of the South under the circumstan-

ces. It was in the condition of an army which acknowledges its defeat, but

insists upon the best terms of accommodation which there is the slightest

ground to hope the conqueror will grant.

The Reconstruction Committee submitted its full report to Congress on

the 18th of June, 1866—or rather it submitted two reports, one represent-

ing the views of the majority of its members, and the other those of the

minority, consisting of Beverdy Johnson, A. J. Bogers, and Henry Grider.

The latter report almost entirely ignores the fact of the war, and the nature

of the situation immediately consequent. It refuses the right of the govern-

ment to deny even temporarily, and for its own safety, to states which have
been in rebellion, the resumption of all their rights and privileges; whereas,

if there is any political principle clearly established and beyond dispute, it

is, that the security of government lies back of even its written Constitu-

tion, aud is the supreme law of national existence.

The report of the majority we shall consider more in detail. It contains

many false constructions of the Constitution, based upon the erroneous the-

ories of some members of the committee, aud to which exception might be
taken. Its denial to the President of any other powers, outside of his posi-

tion as commander-in-chief of the army and navy, except those involved in

the execution of the laws of Congress, is inconsistent with the whole spirit

of the Constitution, according to which the executive is a co-ordinate branch
of the government, and not vested merely with subordinate and ministerial

functions. It is inconsistent also with the President's oath of office, by which
he is bound not simply to execute the laws, but to protect the Constitution.

The assumption made in the report that upon Congress alone devolves the

duty to guarantee to every state a republican form of government, is con-

tradicted by the very words of the constitutional provision making this

guaranty the duty of the United States; and, as if with the very purpose
of not confining it to either the President or to Congress exclusively, this

provision occurs in neither of the articles defining respectively the powers
of the executive and of Congress. This assumption that Congress is, in an
exclusive sense, the government of the United States, pervades the whole
report

But, laying aside all matters which might be made the subject of criti-

cism, we must regard this report as a conclusive argument in justification of
the action ofCongress in refusing representation to the Southern States until

1 "Even in ordinary times," said the President, "any question of amending the Constitution
must be justly regarded as of paramount importance. This importance is nt the present lime en-
hanced by the fact that the joint resolution was not submitted hy the two houses for the approval
of the President, and that, of the thirty-six stales which constitute the Union, eleven are excluded
from representation in either house of Congress, although, with the single exception ofTexas, they
have been entirely rcslc.-ed to all their functions as states in conformity with the organic law of the
bind, and'Lavo appeared at the national capital by senators and representatives, who have applied
for and have been refused admission to the vacant scats. Nor have the sovereign people ofthe na-
tion been auorded an opportunity of expressing their views upon the important questions which
the amendment involves. Grave doubts, therefore, may naturally and justly arise as to whether
the action ofCongress is in harmony with the M-mimems of the people, and whether state Legisla-
tures elected without reference to such un issue should be called upou by Congress to decide re-
ipecting the ratification of the proposed amendment."

certain measures necessary to the national safety should be secured beyond
the possibility of doubt through constitutional amendment The nature and
extent of the outrage which had been committed against the government, ar-

gues the committee, gave the government the right to exact indemnity for

the injuries done, and security against their recurrence. The decision as to

what that security should be, as to what proof should be required of return-

ed allegiance, must depend upon grave considerations of the public safety

and the general welfare. If it were true that, the moment when rebels lay

down their arms and actual hostilities cease, all political rights of the rebel-

lious communities are at once restored—if their right to participate in the
government of the country must be allowed under these circumstances—then
the government would be powerless for its own protection, "and flagrant

rebellion, carried to the extreme of civil war, is a pastime which any state

can play at, not only certain that it can lose nothing in any event, but may
even be the gainer by defeat. If rebellion succeeds, it accomplishes its pur-

pose and destroys the government. If it fails, the war has been barren of
results, and the battle may still be fought out in the legislative halls of the

country. Treason, defeated in the field, has only to take possession of Con-
gress and the cabinet."

" It is desirable," continues the report, " that the Union of all the states

should become perfect at the earliest moment consistent with the peace and
welfare of the nation

;
that all these states should become fully represented

in the national councils, and take their share in the legislation of the coun-
try. The possession and exercise of more than the just share of power bv
any section is injurious, as well to that section as to all others. Its tend-

ency is distracting and demoralizing, and such a state of affairs is only to

be tolerated on the ground of a necessary regard to the public safety. As
soon as that safety is secured it should terminate."

Before the restoration of the states to their original privileges, the rights,

as free men and citizens, of millions belonging to the colored race must be
secured, and the basis of representation must be altered to prevent some
states from exercising a disproportionate share in the government. Accord-
ingly, the committee had submitted the constitutional amendment embrac-
ing these provisions, together with others, "after a long and careful com-
parison of conflicting opinions."'

1 Wo subjoin the concluding portion of this report j

" Tour committee have been unable to find, in the evidence submitted to Congress by tho Pres-
ident, under date of March G, I86G, in compliance with the resolutions of January 5 and February
27, 1866, any satisfactory proof that either of the insurrectionary states, except perhaps the State
of Tennessee, has placed itself in a condition to resume its political relations to the United States.
The first step toward that end would necessarily be the establishment of a republican form of gov.
crnment by the people. It has been before remarked that the provisional governors, appointed by
the President in the exercise of his military authority, could do nothing by virtue of the power thus
conferred toward the establishment of a state government. They were acting nnder tho War De-
partment, and paid out of its funds. They were simply bridging over the chasm between rebellion
and restoration. And yet we find them calling Conventions and convening Legislatures. Not only
this, but we find the Conventions and Legislatures thus convened acting under executive direction
as to the provisions required to be adopted in their Constitutions and ordinances as conditions
precedent to iheir recognition by the President. The inducement held out by tho President for

compliance with the conditions imposed was, directly in one instance, and presumably, therefore, in
others, tho immediate admission of senators and representatives to Congress. The character of
the Conventions nnd Legislatures thus assembled was not such as to inspire confidence in the good
faith of their members. Governor Perry, of South Carolina, dissolved the Convention assembled
in that 6tato before the suggestion hod reached Columbia from Washington that the rebel war
debt should bo repudiated, and gave as his reason that it was a ' revolutionary body.' There is

no evidence of the loyalty or disloyalty of the members of those Conventions and Legislatures ex-
cept the fact of pardons being asked for on their account. Some of these states now claiming rep-
resentation refused to adopt the conditions imposed. No reliable informaiion is found in these
papers as to the constitutional provisions of several of these states, while in not one of them is thero
the slightest evidence to show that these 'amended Constitutions,' as they are called, have ev<
been submitted to the people for their adoption. In North Carolina alone an ordinance was
passed to that etfect, but it does not appear to have been acted on. Not one of them, therefore,
has been ratified. Whether, with President Johnson, we adopt the theory that the old Constitu-
tions were abrogated and destroyed, and the people ' deprived of all civil government,' or whether
we adopt the alternative doctrine that they were only suspended, and wore revived hy the suppres-
sion of tho rehellion, the new provisions must be considered as equally destitute of validity before
adoption by tho people. If the Conventions were called for tho 6ole purpose nf putting the state

government into operation, they had no power either to adopt a new Constitution or to amend an
old one without the consent of the people. Nor could either a Convention or a Legislature rhnngo
the fundamental law without power previously conferred. In the view of your committee, it fol-

lows, therefore, that the people of a state where the Constitution has been thus amended might
feel themselves justified in repudiating altogether all such unauthorized assumptions of power, and
might be expected to do so at pleasure.

"So far as the disposition of the people of the insurrectionary states, and the probability of theit

adopting measures conforming to the changed condition of affairs can be inferred from the papers
submitted by the President as the basis of his action, the prospects are far from encouraging. It

nppenrs quite clear that the anti-slavery amendments, both to the State and Federal Constitutions,

were adopted with reluctance by the bodies which did adopt them, while in some states they have
been either passed by in silence or rejected. The language of all the provisions and ordinances
of these states on the subject nmounts to nothing more than an unwilling admission of an unwel-
come truth. As to the Ordinnnco of Secession, it is in some cases declared ' nnll and void,' nnd in

others simply * repealed ;' nnd in no instance is a refutation of this deadly heresy considered worthy
of a place in the new Constitution.

" If, as the President assumes, these insurrectionary states were, at the close of the war, wholly
without state governments, it would seem that, before being admitted to participation in the direc-

tion of public affairs, such governments should be regularly organized. Long usage has estab-

lished, and numerous statutes have pointed out the mode in which this should be done. A Con-
vention to frame a form of government should be assembled under competent authority. Ordinarily

this authority emanates from Congress ; but, under the peculiar circumstances, your committee ia

not disposed to criticise the President's action in assuming the power exercised by him in this re-

gard. The Convention, when assembled, should frame n Constitution of government, which should
be submitted to the people for adoption. If adopted, a Legislature should be convened to pass

the laws necessary to carry it into effect. When a state thus organized claims representation in

Congress, the election of representalive s should he provided for by law, in accordance with the

laws of Congress regulating representation, and the proof that the action taken has been in con-
formity to law should be submitted to Congress.

"In no case have these essential preliminary steps been taken. The Conventions assembled
seem to have assumed that the Constitutions which had been repudiated and overthrown were still

in existence, and operative to constitute the states members of the Union, nnd to have contented

themselves with such amendments as they were informed were requisite in order to insure their

return to an immediate participation in the government of the United States. Not waiting to as--

certain whether the people they represented would adopt even the proposed amendments, they at

once ordered elections of representatives to Congress, in nearly all instances before an executive

had been chosen to issue writs of election under the state laws, and such elections as were held

were ordered by the Conventions. In one instance, at least, the writs of election were signed

by tho provisional governor. Glaring irregulariiies and unwarranted assumptions of power are

manifest in several cases, particularly in South Carolina, where the Convention, although disband-

ed by the provisional governor on the ground that it was a revolutionary body, assumed to redis-

trict the state.

"It is quite evident from all these facts, nnd indeed from the whole mass of testimony submit-

ted by the President to the Senate, that in no instance was regard paid to any other consideration!

than obtaining immediate admission to Congress under the barren form of an election in which
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The committee hafl been working hard for bis months, and with the re- But the necessity of every measare which it had submitted to Congress was
salts of its deliberations no reasonable ground of complaint can be found, just as clear at the beginning of the session as at the close. It had accu-

(

Constitution has be

u have been held

conclusion lbat the

tion in Congress, i

deemed essential ii

\ "It would, undi

J Confederate States

..o precautions were taken to secure regularity of proceedings or tbc assent of the people. No
Constitution has been legally adopted except perhaps in the State of Tennesee, and such elections

n held were without authority of law. Your committee arc accordingly forced to the

be states referred to have not placed themselves in a condition to claim reprcsenta-

i, unless all the rules which have, since the foundation of tbe government, been

I in sach cases should be disregarded.

1, undoubtedly, be competent for Congress to waive nil formalities, and to admit these

c States lo representation at once, trusting that time and experience would set all things

right. Whether it would be advisable to do so, however, must depend upon other considerations

of which it remains to treat. But it may well be observed tbat tbe inducements to snch n step

should bo of tho very highest character. It seems to your committee not unreasonable to require

satisfactory evidence that the ordinances and constitutional provisions which the President deemed
essential in the first instance will be permanently adhered to by the people of the states seeking

restoration after being admitted to full participation in tbe government, and will not be repudi-

ated when that object shall have been accomplished. And here the burden of proof rests upon
tho Into insurgcnls who are seeking restoration to the rights and privileges which they willingly

abandoned, and not upon the people of the United States who have never undertaken, directly or

indirectly, to deprive them thereof. It sbonld appear affirmatively that they arc prepared and
disposed in good faith to accept the results of the war, to abandon their hostility to the govern-

ment, and to live in peace and amity with ihe people of the loyal states extending to all classes of

citizens equal rights nrnl privileges, and conforming to the republican idea of liberty and equality.

They should exhibit in their acts something more than on unwilling submission to an unavoidable

necessity—a feeling, if not cheerful, certainly not offensive and defiant ; and they should evince

an entire repudiation of all hostility to the general government by an acceptance of such just and

reasonable conditions as that government should think tho public safety demands. Has this been

done ? Lot us look nt tbe facts shown by the evidence taken by the committee.

"Hardly is the war closed before tbc people of these insurrectionary states come forward and

claim as a right tho privilege uf participating at once in that government which they had for four

years been fighting to overthrow. Allowed and encouraged by the exectrtfte to organize state

governments, they at once placed in power k-admg rebels, unrepentant and unpardoned, excluding

with contempt those who bad manifested nn attachment to the Union, and preferring, in many in-

stances, those who had rendered themselves Ihe most obnoxious. In tho face of the law requiring

an oath which would necessarily exclude ell such men from federal offices, they elect, with very

few exceptions, as senators and representatives in Congress, men who had actively participated in

the rebellion, insultingly denouncing the law us unconstitutional. It is only necessary to instance

the election to the Senate of the late Vice-President of the Confederacy, a man who, against bis

own declared convictions, ligd lent all tho weight of his n. knowlcdged ability and of his influence

as a most pronfinenl public tnun to the cause of the rebellion, and who, unpardoned rebel as be is,

with that oath staring him in the face, had the assurance to lay his credentials on the table of the

Senate. Other rebels of scarcely less note or notoriety were selected from other quarters. Pro-

fessing no repentance; glorying apparently in the crime they had committed; avowing still, as

tho uncontradicted tesnmi.ii/ of Mr. Stephens ami many other* proves, an adherence to the perni-

cious doctrine of secession, and declaring that they yielded only 10 necessity, they insist, with unan-

imous voice, upon their rights as slates, and proclaim that they will submit to no conditions what-

ever ns preliminary to their resumption of power under that Constitution which tbey still claim

the right to repudiate.

"Examining the evidence taken by your committee stdl farther, in connection with facts too

notorious to he disputed, it appears that the Southern press, with few exceptions, and those- mostly

of newspapers recently established by Northern men, abound with weekly and daily abuse of the

institutions and people of tbc loyal states ; defend- the men who led, and the principles which in-

cited the roliellion ; denounces and reviles Southern men who adhered to the Union
;
and strives,

constantly and unscrupulously, by every means in its power, to keep alive the fire of hutc and dis-

cord between tho sections, culling 11pun the President to violate his oath or office, overturn tho gov-

ernment by force of arms, and drive the representatives of the people from their scats in Congress.

The national banner is openly insulted, and the national airs scoffed at, nut only by nn ignorant

populace, hut at public meetings, and ouce, among other notable instances, at a dinner given in

honor of a notorious rebel who had violated his oath and abandoned his flag. Tho same individ-

ual is elected to an important office in Ihe lending city of his state, although hii unpardoned rebel,

and so offensive that tbe President refuses to allow him to enter upon his official duties. In an-

other state tbe leading general of tho rebel armies is openly nominated for governor hy the speaker

of tho House of Delegates, and the nomination is bailed by the people with shouts of satisfaction,

and openly indorsed by the press.

"Looking still farther at the evidence taken by your committee, it is found to be clearly shown,

by witnesses of tbe highest character, and having tho best means of observation, that tho Frood-

mon's Bureau, instituted for the relief and protection of frecdmeu and refugees, is almost univer-

sally opposed by the mass of the population, and exists in an efficient condition only under mili-

tary protection, while the Union men at the South arc earnest in its defense, declaring with one

YOtcc that without its proteetioD the colored people would nut be permitted to labor at fair prices,

and could hardly live in safety. They also testify that without the protection of United States troops,

Union men, whether of Northern or Southern origin, would be obliged to abandon their homes.

The feeling in many portions of the country toward the emancipated slaves, especially among
tho uneducated and ignorant, is one of vindictive and malicious hatred. This deep-seated preju-

dice against color is assiduously cultivated by the public journals, and leads to acta of cruelty, op-

pression, and murder, which tho local authorities are at no pains to prevent or punish. There is

no general disposition to place the colored race, constituting at least two fifths of the population,

upon torms oven of civil equality. While many instances may be found where largo planters and

men of tho better class accept tbe situation, and honestly strive to bring about a better order of

things by employing the freedmen at fair wages and treating them kindly, the genera] feeling and
disposition among all classes are yet totally averse to the toleration of any class of peoplo friendly

to tho Union.be they black or white; and this aversion is not unfrequcnily manifested in an in-

sulting and offensive manner.
"Tho witnesses examined as to tbc willingness of the people ofrlie South to contribute, under

existing laws, to tho payment of the national debt, prove that the nixes levied by the United States

will bo paid only on compulsion und with great reluctance, while there prevails, to a considera-

ble extent, on expectation that compensation will be made for slaves emancipated and property

destroyed during the war. The testimony on this point comes from officers of tho Union army,

officers of the late rebel army, Union men' of the Southern States, and avotved secessionists, almost

all ofwhom stato that, in their opinion, the people uf the rebellious states would, if they should see

a prospect of success, repudiate tho national debt.

"While there is scarcely any hope or desire among leading men to renew the attempt nt seces-

sion at any future time, there is still, according to a large number of witnesses, including A. H.

Stephens, who may bo regarded as good authority on that point, a generally prevailing opinion

which defends the legal right of secession, and upholds the doctrine that the first allegiance of the

peoplo is due to the states, and not to the United States. This belief evidently prevails among
leading and prominent men, as well as among the mosses even- where, except in some of the north-

ern counties of Alabama and the eastern counties of Tennessee.

"Tho ovidenco of an intense hostility to the Federal Union, and an equally intense love of the

late Confederacy, nurtured by tbe war, is decisive. While it appears that nearly all are willing to

submit, at least for tho time being, to the federal authority, it is equally clear that tho ruling mo-
tive is a desire to obtain tbe advantages which will be derived from a representation in Congress.

Officers of tho Union army on duty, and Northern men who go South to engage in business, are

generally detested and proscribed. Southern men wbo adhered to tbe Union arc bitterly hated
and relentlessly persecuted. In some localities prosecutions have been Instituted in state courts

against Union officers for acts done in the lino of official duty, and similar prosecutions are threat-

ened elsewhere as soon as the United States troops ate removed. All such demonstrations show
a state of feeling against which it is unmistakably necessary to guard.
"The testimony is conclusive that, after tbe collapse of tho Confederacy, the feeling of the peo-

pie of the rebellious stales was that of abject submission. Having appealed to the tribunal of arms,
they bad no hope except that by tbo magnanimity of tbe conquerors their lives, and possibly their

property, might bo preserved. Unfortunately, the general issne of pardons to persons who had
been prominent iu tho rebellion, and the feeling of kindness and conciliation mauifested by the

executive, and very generally indicated through the Northern press, hod the effect to render whole
communities forgetful of tbo crime they had committed, defiant toward tbe federal government,
and regardless of their duties as citizens. The conciliatory measures of the government do not

seem to have been met oven halfway. The bitterness and defiance exhibited toward tho United
States under such circumstances is without a parallel in the history of the world. In return for

our leniency we receive only an insulting denial of oar authority. In return for our kind desire

for tho resumption of fraternal relations we receive only an insolent assumption of rights and priv-

ileges loog since forfeited. Tbo crime we have punished is paraded as a virtue, and tbe principles

of republican government which wo have vindicated at so terrible cost are denounced as unjust and
oppressive.

"If wo add to this evidence the fact that, although peace has been declared by tbe President,

he has not, to this day, deemed it safe to restore tho writ of habeas corpus, to relieve the insurrec-
tionary states of martial law, nor to withdraw the troops from many localities, and tbat tbe com-
manding general deems on increase of the army iudispensable to tbe preservation of order and the

protection of loyal and well-disposed people in tho South, tbe proof of a condition of feeling hos-
tile to the Union and dangerous to the government tbrooghout tbe insurrectionary states would
seem to be overwhelming.

"With such evidence before them, it is the opinion of your committee

—

" L Tbat tbe states lately in rebellion were, at the close of the war, disorganized communities,
without civil government, and without Constituting or other forms hy virtue of which political re-
lations could legally exist between them and the federal government.
"U. That Congress can not bo expected to recognize as valid the election of representatives

from disorganized communities which, from tho very nature of tho case, were unable to present
their claim to representation under those established roles the observance of which has been hith-
erto required.

"III. That Congress would not be justified in admitting such communities to a participation
in tho government of the country without Ural providing men constitutional or other guarantees
as will tend to secure the civil rights of all citizens of the republic; a just equality of representa-
tion

;
protection against claims founded in rebellion and crime; a temporal; restoration of tho

right of suffrage to those who have not actively participated in the efforts to destroy the Union and
overthrow the government ; and the exclusion from p<.-itions of public trust of nt least a portion
of those whose crimes have proved tbcm to be enemies to tbo Union, uud utiwurthy of public cou-

" Your committee will, perhaps, hardly bo deemed excusable for extending this report further;
but inasmuch as immediate and unconditional repicscmatinri of the state- hitch in rebellion is de-
manded as a matter of right, and delay, ami even hesitation, i= denounced us grossly oppressive
and unjust, as well as unwise and Impolitic, it may not tie amiss again to cnll attention to a few
undisputed and notorious facts, and the principles nf public law applicable thereto, in order that
the propriety of that claim may be fully considered and well understood.

"The State of Tennessee occupies a position distinct from all tho other insurrectionary stales,

and has been the subject of a separate report, which your committee have not thought it expedient
to disturb. Whether Congress sliull see tit to make that state the subject of separate action, or to

include it in the same category with all others, jo far us concerns the imposition of preliminary
conditions, it is not within tin; province of this committee either to determine or adviso.

"To ascertain whether nny of tho so-called Confederate States ' are entitled to be represented

in either house of Congress,' tho essential inquiry is whether there is, in any ono of them, a con-
stituency qualified to be represented in Congress. The question: how for persons claiming seats in

either house possess the credential-, necessary to enable idem to represent a duly qualified constit-

uency is one for the consideration of each house separately, after the preliminary question shall

have been finally determined.

"Wo now propose to restate, as briefly as possible, the genoral facts and principles applicable

to all the states recently in rebellion.
" 1st. Tbe seats of the senators and representatives from the so-called Confederate States became

vacant in the year 1861, during tho second session of the Thirty.sixth Congress, by tho voluntary
withdrawal of their incumbents, with the sanction and by direction of the Legislatures or Conven-
tions of their respective states. This was done as a hostile act against the Constitution and gov-
ernment of the United States, with a declared intent to overthrow the tamo hy funning a Southern
Confederation. This net of declared hostility was si^edily followed hy an orgntii/.iitiini of the some
states into a confederacy, which levied mid waged war by sen and land against the United States.

This war continued four years, within which perii.nl the rebel armies bc-ieyed the national capital,

invaded the loyal slates, burned their towns and cities, robbed their citi/ens. destroyed more than
250,(1110 loynl soldiers, mid imposed an increased national burden of not less than So, 5(11 1,000,1X10,

of which seven or eight hundred millions have already been mot and paid. From the time these

confederated states thus withdrew their representation in Congress 11ml levied wnr against the United
States, tbo great muss of their people became and were insurgents, rebel-, traitors, and nil of them
assumed and occupied the political, legal, and practical relation of enemies of tho United States.

This position is established by acts of Congress and judicial decisions, and is recognized repeated-

ly hy the I're.-iilent in public proclamations, documents, and speeches.

"2d. The states thus confederated prosecuted their wnr against tho United Stales (.1 final arbit-

rament, and did not cease until all their armies were captiued. their military pow er destroyed, their

civil officers, state and confederate, taken prisoners or put to flight, ever,- vestige of state and con-
federate government obliterated, their territory overrun und occupied by tho federal nnnies, and
their people reduced to the condition of enemies conquered in war, entitled only by public law to

such rights, privileges, and c litions us might be vouchsafed by tbo conqueror. This position is

also established by iudi. id decisions, nud i~ 1.
.
ogium! hv the President in public proclamations',

documents, and speeches.

"3d. Having voluntarily deprived themselves of representation in Congress for ihe criminal pur-

pose of destroying 1 he 1-Vdcrnl luioii. and having reduced themselves hy the act of levying war, to

tbe condition ofpublic enemies, they have no right to complain of temporary exclusion from Con-
gress; but, on the contrary, hating voluntarily renounced the right to representation, and disqual-

ified themselves by crime from participating in the government, the burden now rests upon litem,

before claiming to be reinstated in their former condition, to show that they arc qualified to resume
federal relations. In order to do this, they must prove that they have established, with the con-

sent of tho people, republican forms of government in harmony with the Constitution and lows of
the United States, that all hostile [purposes have 1 cased, and should give adequate gunrantcc.s against

future treason and rebellion—guarantees which shall prove satisfactory to the government nguinst

which they rebelled, and by whose arms they were subdued
"4th. Having, by this treasonable withdrawal from Congress, and by flagrant rebellion and war,

forfeited oil civil and political rights and privileges under the Constitution, they can only he restored

thereto hv the permission and authority of that constitutional power against which they rebelled

and by which they were subdued,

"5th. These rebellious enemies were conquered by Ihe penpk'of the United Stales, acting through

all the co-ordinate branches of the government, and not by the executive department alone. Tho
powers of conqueror are not so vested in the President that he can fix and regulate tho tenns

of settlement, and 1 Dafer congressional representation on conquered rebels and traitors, Korean
ho in any way qualify enemies of the government to exercise its law-making power. Tho author-

ity to restore rebel- to political power in the federal goveminent can he exercised only with tho con-

currence of nil the deportments in which political power is vested; and hence tho several proclama-

tions of the President to the people of the Confederate States can not be con. Tdered as extending

beyond the purposes declared, and can only be regarded nBprcrrirional permission by the command-
er-in-chief of tbe army to do certain nets, die effect and validity whereof is to be determined by tho

constitutional government, and not solely by the executive power.

"Gth. The question before CongTcss'is.'thcn, whether conquered enemies have the right, and
shall bo permitted, at their own pleasure and on their own terms, to participate in making laws for

their conquerors; whether conquered rebels may change their theatre ofoperations from tbe battle-

field, where they were defeated and overthrown, to the halls of Congress, and, through their repre-

sentatives, seize upon the government w htcli they fought (o destroy ; whether the national (reasuiy,

the army of the nation, its navy, its forts and arsenals, its whole civil administration, its credit, its

pensioners, tbe widows and orphans of those who perished in the war, the public honor, peace, and

safety, shall all be turned over to the keeping of its recent enemies without delay, and without im-

posing such conditions as, in the opinion of Congress, the security of the country and its institutions

may demand.
"7th. Tbe history of mankind exhibits no examples of such madness and folly. The instinct

of self-preservation protests against it. Tbc surrender by Grant to Lee, and by Sherman to John-

ston, wotdd have been disasters of le-s magnitude, for new armies could have Iksjii raised, new bat-

tles fought, and the government saved. The anti-coercive policy, which, under pretext of avoiding

bloodshed, allowed the rebellion to take form and gather force, would be surpassed in infamy by tbo

matchless wickedness that would now surrender the halls of Congress to those so recently in rebel-

lion, until proper precautions shall have been taken to secure tbe national faith and the national

"8th. As has been shown in this report, and in the evidence submitted, no proof has been afford-

ed by Congress of a constituency in any one of the so-called Confederate States, unless we except

the State of Tennessee, qualified to elect senators and representatives in Congress. No state Con-

stitution, or amendment to a state Constitution, has find tbe sanction of the people. All the so-

called legislation of state Conventions and Legislatures bos been had under military dictation- If

the President may, at his will, and under Ins own authority, whether as military commander or

chief executive, qualify persons to appoint senators and elect representatives, and empower others

to appoint and elect them, he thereby practically controls tbe organization of the legislative depart-

ment. The constitutional form of government is thereby practically destroyed, and its powers ab-

sorbed in the executive. And while yonr committee do not for a moment impute to the President

any such design, but cheerfully concede to him the most patriotic motives, they can net but look

with alarm upon n precedent so fraught with danger to the republic.

"9th. The necessity of providing adequate safeguards for the future, before restoring ;be insur-

rectionary states to a participation in the direction of public affairs, is apparent from the bitter hos-

tility to tho government and people of ihe United States yet existing throughout the conquered ter-

ntnrv, us proved ineontestnhly by the testimony of many witnesses und by undisputed facts.

" 10th. The conclusion of your committee therefore is, tbat the -o-c.dled 1 'onfederate States are

not at present entitled to representation in the Congress of the United Slates ; that, before allowing

such reprcsent£tion, odeqaate security for future peace and safety should be required ; tbat this csfl &
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mulatcd volumes of testimony in regard to the condition of the Southern

States. That was proper enough, but it was not necessary to wait for the

development of all this evidence before submitting to Congress the meas-

ures wbich it finally proposed. By the delay of Congress to declare its

policy, its measures did not come before the country until after the conflict

between the President and Congress had produced dissensions in the Re-

publican party, increased agitation throughout the country, and exaggerated

the contumacious spirit of the Southern people to such an extent as to

greatly diminish the prospect that the latter would accede to the conditions

offered for its acceptance. Early in the session the resistance to the Con-

gressional plan of restoration would not have been formidable ; now it was

plain that it would be resisted by the executive, by the Southern States,

and by a large portion of the Republican party. This delay was only less

unfortunate in its consequences than the President's hasty action and his

failure to convene Congress at the beginning of his administration.

Some time before the full report of the Reconstruction Committee, the

latter had presented a concurrent resolution declaring " that, in order to

close agitation upon a question which seems likely to disturb the action of

the government, as well as to quiet the uncertainty which is agitating the

minds of the people of the eleven states wbich have been declared to be in

insurrection, no senator or representative shall be admitted into either branch

of Congress from any of the said states until Congress shall have declared

such state entitled to such representation." As usual, Stevens cut off de-

bate in the House by demanding the previous question, and the resolution

was adopted in that body without discussion, 109 to 40.'

It was a strange measure, when considered in reference to its declared

purpose, "to close agitation" and "to quiet the uncertainty" of the unrep-

resented section ! The reasons which induced the committee to introduce

this resolution were more clearly stated by Fessenden in the Senate, where
the measure was debated at length, than in the resolution itself. In his

speech upon the resolution, Senator Fessenden confessed that the committee
introduced the resolution because President Johnson had denounced it as

"an irrepressible central directory" in which was lodged the concentrated
power of a few, and because in his veto (February 19th) of the Freedman's
Bureau Bill he bad indicated " that no legislation affecting the states which
have recently been in rebellion would meet with the approval of the Presi-

dent while those states were not represented." Under these circumstances,

he thought the resolution necessary "in order that Congress may assert dis-

tinctly its own rights and its own powers; in order that there may be no
mistake any where, in the mind of the executive or in the minds of the peo-

ple of this country, that Congress, under the circumstances of this case, with
this attempted limitation of its powers with regard to its own organization,

is prepared to say to the executive and to the country, respectfully but
firmly, over this subject they have, and they mean to exercise, the most
plenary jurisdiction ; they will be limited with regard to it by no considera-

tions arising from the views of others than themselves, except so far as those
considerations may affect the minds of individuals ; we will judge for our-

selves not only upon credentials, and the character of men and the position

of men, but upon the position of the states which sent those men here. In
other words, to use the language of the President again, when the question
is to be decided whether they obey the Constitution, whether they have a
fitting Constitution of their own, whether they are loyal, whether they are
prepared to obey the laws as a preliminary, as the President says it is, to

their admission, we will say whether those preliminary requirements have
been complied with, and not be, and nobody but ourselves." The war, ad-
mitted the senator, was not commenced with the idea of subjugation ; "but
if subjugation must come in order to accomplish what we desire to accom-

Eliuu B. WAaunna-VE,
Justin S. Morrill,
John A. Bingham,
Roscoe Conicling,
George S. Boutwell."

only be found in such change-; of the organic law as shall determine the civil rights and privileges
of all citizens in all parts of the republic, shall place representation on an equitable basis, shall fix a
stigma upon treason, and protect the loyal people against future claims for the expenses incurred
in support of rebellion and for manumitted slaves, together with an express grant of power in Con-
gress to enforce those provisions. To this end thev offer a joint resolution for amending the Con-
stitution of the United States, and the two several bills designed to cany the same into effect, be-
fore referred to.

" Before closing this report, your committee beg leave to state that the specific recommendations
submitted by them are the re-alt of mutual concession, after a long and careful comparison of con-
flicting opinions. Upon a question nfsnch magnitude, intinitelv important as it is to the future of
i ho republic, it was not to be expected that all should think alike. Sensible of the imperfections
of the scheme, your committee submit it to Congress as the best thev could agree upon, in the hope
that its imperfections may he cured, and its deficiencies supplied bv legislative wisdom; and that
when finally adopted, it mvy teud to restore peace and harmony to the whole country and to place
our republican institutions on a more stable foundation.

"W. P. Fessenden,
"James W. Grimes,
"Ira Harris,
"J. M. Howard,
"George H. Williams,
"Thaddeus Stevens,
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Marston, Met lurg, Melndoe, MeKee, McRuer, Mercur, Moorhcad, Morrill, Morris, Moilton, Myers
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nerGo.Hiye.ir, Gndcr, Hale. Aaron Harding, Hogan, James M. Humphrey, Kerr, Latham, Mar-
shall, MeUillougb, Newell Niblack, Nicholson, Phelps, Radford, Samuel J. Randall Raymond
Ritter, Rogers, Ross, Ronaseau, shanklin, Siigrcaves, Smith, Taber, Tavlor, Thornton, Trimble,
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StiHwcU, Strouse, Francis Thomas, Robert T. Van Horn, and Win-

plish and what we must accomplish, it is not our fault." We could not, he
added, consider the country safe wheu the President himself does not with-
draw bis suspension of the writ of habeas corpus.

Senator Sherman, of Ohio, followed in opposition to the resolution. He
did not differ from Fessenden as to the power of Congress or as to the pro-
priety of the two houses acting in concert upon this subject of admitting
Southern representatives. He considered the adoption of the resolution
therefore, as unnecessary, and as calculated to increase rather than to close
agitation. The true way to assert the proper powers of Congress was to
exercise them. He held that the real difficulty iu this whole matter had
been the unfortunate failure of the executive and legislative branches of
the government to agree upon the plan of reconstruction. The blame on
this account did not rest wholly with the President. If Congress had, at its

last session, provided a law by which these states might be guided in their
efforts toward restoration, the controversy would have been at an end. He
alluded to the Wade and Davis bill, which had been passed at the first ses-

sion of the Thirty-eighth Congress, 1 but which failed to receive the signa-
ture of President Lincoln. Here Senator Sumner remarked that President
Lincoln, in an interview with him, had expressed his regret that be had not
accepted that bill. Sherman thought every patriotic citizen would express
his regret not so much that the President did not approve that bill, but that
Congress did not, in connection with the President, agree upon some plan
for reconstructiou. Why, he asked, now arraign Andrew Johnson for fol-

lowing out the plan which he deemed best, especially when it was the same
plan wbich bad been adopted by Lincoln, and wbich had the apparent rati-

fication of the people in Lincoln's re-election? " One whole session inter-

vened after this vote, as I may call it, of President Lincoln, and no effort

was made by Congress to reconcile this conflict of views; and when Presi-

dent Johnson came suddenly, by the hand of an assassin, into the presiden-

tial chair, what did he have before him to guide his steps? The forces of
the rebellion bad been subdued ; all physical resistance was soon after sub-
dued Who doubts, then, that if there bad been a law upon the stat-

ute-book by which the people of the Southern States could have been guided
in their efforts to come back into the Union, tbey would have cheerfully fol-

lowed it, although the conditions had been bard?" Lincoln and Johnson
had both been obliged to follow out a plan of their own. We might find

fault with the conditions imposed by them, but Lincoln's plan had been sub-
stantially sanctioned by the people in his re-election. At the very time
Johnson was nominated for Vice-President he was, as military governor of
Tennessee, executing the very plan which he subsequently adopted as Presi-

dent. There was now no difference between the President and Congress as

to the condition of the Southern States. By both they were treated as states

in insurrection, but still as states. It only remained for Congress to provide
a method by which the condition of states might be tested, and they might
come back, one by one, each upon its own merits, upon complying with such
conditions as the public safety demands. Senator Sherman then proceeded
to explain the policy which Johnson had adopted. He had retained Lin-
coln's cabinet, and had thus far received its full support. He had executed
every law passed by Congress. He had in his proclamations adopted al-

most the precise words used by Lincoln in like cases, only that be bad ex-

tended and made more severe the policy of the latter. In carrying out his

plans he had adopted all the main features of the Wade and Davis bill—the
only law bearing upon the subject ever passed by Congress. In his am-
nesty proclamation of May 29tb be had excepted from pardon some four-

teen classes of persons, " more than quadrupling the exceptions of the pre-

vious proclamation of Mr. Lincoln
; so that, if there was any departure in

this connection from the policy adopted by Mr. Lincoln, it was a departure
against the rebels, and especially against those wealthy rebels who gave
life, and soul, and power to the rebellion." He had required of the South-
ern States the adoption of the constitutional amendment abolishing slavery,

had enforced the test oath in the case of every officer receiving his commis-
sion under the law, and had insisted upon the full protection of the freedraen.

Now what were the objections to this policy? It was said that the pardon-
ing power bad been abused ; but this power had been sanctioned by Congres-
sional enactment. It was also objected that Johnson had not extended the

suffrage to negroes; but there were only six of the Northern States in wbich
negroes had the right to vote, and until the present session the proposition

to give negroes this right in the District of Columbia had never been seri-

ously considered, although Congress had complete jurisdiction over the dis-

trict Even in the Territories, also under the unrestricted jurisdiction of
Congress, the franchise bad never been extended to the colored race. In
the Wade and Davis bill Congress expressly refused to make negro suffrage

a part of their plan.

We have given Senator Sherman's arguments so much space not only on
account of his recognized position as one of the most eminent statesmen of
the country, but because they furnish the fullest possible defense of Presi-

dent Johnson's policy. This defense was just, so far as it went, but still it

must be remembered that the senator's argument entirely ignored the pe-

culiar features of the political situation at the time he spoke. The Presi-

dent's policy could not be separated from the President's conduct of that

policy. Johnson bad not confined himself to issuing proclamations and to

vetoes of Congressional enactments. He had in an unbecoming manner en-

tered into a bitter antagonism with Congress in occasional harangues before

the people. Perhaps Sherman paid less regard to the objectionable features

of the President's conduct because these features had not as yet assumed
their peculiarly offensive character. Sherman defended the President in

' See page 660 of this Historj.
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February, 186ft—what his judgmBiit would have been five months later is

another question.

Notwithstanding his speech, Sherman voted in favor of the resolution,

which was passed 29 to 18.'

The House on the 19th, and the Senate on the 21st ofJuly, passed a reso-

lution declaring the State of Tennessee entitled to representation in Con-

gress, that state having ratified the constitutional amendment proposed by

the Thirty-ninth Congress. The President signed the resolution on the

24th, and at the same time sent a message io the House, scolding Congress

fur its previous contumacy, and denying its right to pass laws preliminary

to the admission of duly qualified members from any of the states. The

members elected from Tennessee were then duly qualified.

Two important bills were passed during this session, having for their

principal object the protection of freedmen, both of which were vetoed by

the President, but afterward became laws by a two-thirds vote.

The first of these was a bill to enlarge the powers of the Freedmen's Bu-

reau. This bureau had been established by the previous Congress, while

the war was still in progress, and was styled " a Bureau of Refugees, Freed-

men, and Abandoned Lands."* It passed Congress March 3d, 1867, and re-

ceived within the week following the approval of President Lincoln, who

appointed Major General 0. 0. Howard as commissioner. This choice was

very judicious, as General Howard was not only an able military officer,

but had also a thorough knowledge of the South, and of the special duties

of the office to which he was assigned. He was, moreover, a conscientious

Christian gentleman. He was retained at the head of the bureau by Presi-

dent Johnson. The abandoned lands consisted of some 770,000 acres of

lands scattered over the Southern States, the most valuable portion of which

were the sea islands off the South Carolina coast, which had been given to

the freedmen by General Sherman, acting in consultation with the Secretary

of War.
By President Johnson's amnesty proclamation the most valuable lands

were restored to their original owners, and this circumstance seriously em-

barrassed the operations of the bureau. Notwithstanding this obstacle, how-

ever, the bureau proved a beneficent institution to the freed slave and refu-

gee. It secured them many educational privileges hitherto denied, stood

between them and the avarice of their employers, and provided medical re-

lief to their sick, and assistance to the old and decrepit. Great opposition

was manifested to the education of freedmen. The educational statistics of

October SI, 1865, show that there were at that time 560 schools in opera-

tion, with 1135 teachers, and 68,241 pupils. Toward the close of the year,

General Howard estimated the number of persons rcceiviug rations from the

bureau at 45,035, which he thought would be increased during the ensuing

winter to 100,000. The expenses of the bureau for 1865 amounted to near-

ly $12,000,000.

The bill enlarging the powers of the Freedmen's Bureau passed the Sen-

ate January 24, 1866, by a party vote. A substitute for this bill passed the

House, which was subsequently accepted by the Senate. This bill contin-

ued in force the bureau until otherwise ordered by law, and provided for its

extension to freedmen and refugees in all parts ofthe United States, the en-

tire section containing such persons to be divided into twelve districts, over

each of which an assistant commissioner should preside. These districts, in

turn, were to be subdivided, so that there should be one for each county or

parish, each of which was to be controlled by an agent. It provided for the

issue by the Secretary of War of provisions, clothing, fuel, and other sup-

plies, including medical stores and transportation; and that the secretary

might afford such aid as was necessary for the temporary shelter and sup-

ply of destitute freedmen and refugees, with their wives and children. The

President was authorized to reserve from sale and set apart unoccupied pub-

lic lands in the South for the use of freedmen and loyal refugees, the amount

thus appropriated not to exceed three millions of acres of good land, to be

allotted in parcels of not more than forty acres each, the tenants to be pro-

tected in the use thereof for such time and at such rental as should be agreed

upon between the commissioners and freedmen. This land might ultimate-

ly be purchased by the occupants. Those occupying land under General

Sherman's special order of January 16, 1865, were confirmed in possession

for three years. This act also provided for the erection of asylums and

1 Yeas.—Messrs. Anthony, Brown, Chandler, Clark, Connesa, Cragin, CrosweH, Fessenden, Fos-

ter, Grimes, Harris, Henderson, Howe, Kirkwood, Lain' nf Irnliiina, Merrill. Nye, Poland, Pomeroy,

Hamsey, Sherman, Spruce, Sumner, Trumbull. \\~m\l: WMl.v. Williams IVihnn, mill Yates—2!).

Nays.—Messrs. Backolew, Cowan, Davis, Dixon, Doolitrfe, Guthrie, Hendricks, Johnson, Lane

of Kansas, McDougull, Morgan, Nesmith, Norton, RiddJe, Suulsbuty, Stewart, Stockton, and Van
Winkle—18.

AliSK-iT.—Me-srs. Fuot, Howard, and Wright—3.
* Tha bill established in the War Department (or the war and one rear thereafter a Bureau of

Refugees, Freedmen, niul At-.uidi.-neJ Lunds fur the supervision and management of all abandoned

lands, and the control of all subjects relating to refugees and freedmen from rebel states, or from

any district of the country- within the territory embraced in the operations ofthe army, under rules

to bo approved bj the President. The bureau to have a commissioner at $3000 year, and §50,000
bonds, with an assistant commissioner for each rebel state, not exceeding ten, at )25Q0 a year, and

$20,000 bonds. The assistants to make quarterly reports to the commissioner, and he a report at

each session of Congress.

Section 2 authorizes the Secretary of War to direct sach issues of provisions, clothing, and fuel

as he may deem needful for the immediate and temporary shelter and supply of destitute and suf-

fering refugees and freedmen, and their wives and children, under such rules and regulations as he

may direct.

The bill also gives the commissioner, under the direction of the President, authority to set apart

for the use of loyal refugees and freedmen such tracts of land within the iasurrectionnry slates as

ahull have been abandoned, or to which the United States shall have acquired title by confiscation,

or sale, or otherwise. And to every male citizen, whether refugee or frecdman, as aforesaid, there

shall be assigned not more than forty acres of such land, and the persons to whom it is so assigned

shall bo protected in the use and enjoyment of the land for the term of three rears, at an annual

rent not exceeding six per cent, upon the value ofsaid land as it was appraised by the state authori-

ties in ISliO for the purpose of taxation, and in case no such appraisal can be found, then the rental

shall bo based upon the estimated valuu of the land in said year, to be ascertained in snch manner
as the commissioner may, by regulation, prescribe. At the end of said term, or at any rime during

said term, the occupants of any parcels so assigned may purchase the land and receive such title

thereto as the United Stales can convey upon paring therefor the value of the land, as ascertained

ml fix^4 for the purpose of determining the nnnnul rent as aforesaid.

schools. It also contained provisions for the protection of the civil rights

of freedmen. 1

This bill was vetoed by the President February 19th, 1866. His objec-

tions may be briefly stated thus:

1. The act was unnecessary, the original act not having yet expired.

That act was considered sufficiently stringent in time of war. Before its

expiration, farther experience may lead to a wise policy for a time of peace.

2. The act contained provisions not warranted by the Constitution. It

substituted military for civil tribunals, and military law for civil law in time

of peace.

3. The exercise of such arbitrary power by so vast a number of agents

must be attended by acts of caprice, injustice, and passion. From these offi-

cers of the bureau there was no appeal.

4 The continuance of this military establishment was not limited to any

definite period of time.

5. While it was intended to protect the negro, it deprived other citizens

of constitutional rights. "I can not," said the President, "reconcile a sys-

tem of military jurisdiction of this kind with the words of the Constitution,

which declare that ' no person shall be held to answer for a capital or other-

wise infamous crime unless upon a presentment or indictment of a grand

jury, except in cases arising in the land and naval forces, or in the militia

when in actual service in time of war or public danger ;' and that ' in nil

criminal prosecutions the accused shall enjoy the right to n speedy anil pub-

lic trial by an impartial jury of the state or district wherein the crime shall

have been committed.'"

6. It placed too mucb power in the hands of the President It would

enable him to control four millions of people for his own political ends.

7. A system for the support of indigent persons in the United States was

never contemplated by the framers of the Constitution, nor could any good

reason be given why it should be founded for one class of our people more

than another. The idea on which the slaves were assisted to freedom was

that, on becoming free, they would be a self-sustaining population.

8. It was an expensive system.

9. It deprived the rightful owners of certain lands of their property with-

out due process of law.

10. It was injurious to the freedman, encouraging him to entertain idle

and vague expectations.

11. Eleven states were still unrepresented, and these were the very states

most nearly concerned in the operations of the bill.

The House passed the bill over the President's veto, but it failed to re-

ceive a two-thirds vote in the Senate, and thus failed to become a law. Be-

fore the end of May a new bill was presented in the House by Thomas D.

Eliot, of Massachusetts, apparently obviating many of the objections which

had been urged by the President against the former enactment. This new

bill simply sought to supplement the act already in operation by provisions

applicable to the altered situation since that act bad been passed. It con-

tinued that act in force for two years; appropriated one million instead of

three millions of acres for the use of the freedmen, and embodied the provi-

sions of the Civil Eights Bill. This bill, after various amendments, pnssed

both houses, and was presented to the President for his approval. On the

16th of July Johnson returned the bill with objections similar to those

urged against the previous act It was again passed in both houses by a

two-thirds vote, and became a law.

In the mean time Congress bad passed the Civil Rights Bill. This act

was supported in both houses by the entire Republican party.1 It was

1 " Stc. 7. That whenever in any state or district in which the ordinary course ofjudicial pro-

ceedings has been interrupted by the rebellion, and wherein, in consequence .if any state or local

law, ordinance, police or other regulation, custom, or prejudice, uny of the civil rights or immunities

belonging to white persons, including the right 10 make and enforce contracts, to fine, bo parties,

and give evidence, to inherit, purchase, lease, sell, hold, and convey real and personal property, arid

to have full and squal benefit of all laws and proceedings for the security of person and estate, in-

cluding the constitutional right of bearing arms, are refused or denied to negroes, mulattocs, freed-

men refugees, or any other persons, on account of race, color, or any previous condition of slavery

or involuntary servitude, or wherein they or any of them ore subjected to any other or different

punishment, pains, or penalties for the commission of any act or offense thnn are prescribed for

white persons committing like acts or offenses, it shall he the duty of the President of the United

States, through the commissioner, to extend military protection and jurisdiction over all cases af-

fecting such persons so discriminated against.

"Sec. B. That ony person who, under color of any state or local law, ordinance, police, or other

regulation or custom, shall, in any state or district in which the ordinary conrse of judicial pro-

ceedings has been interrupted by the rebellion, subject, or cause to be subjected, any negro, mulat-

to, frecdman, refugee, or other person, on account of race or color, or any previous condition of

slavery or involuntary servitude, or for any other caus c, to the deprivation of any civil right secured

to white persons or to any other or different punishment than white persons arc subject to for the

commission of like acts o'r offenses, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and be punished by

fine not exceeding one thousand dollars, or imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both
;
and it

shall be the dure of the officers and agents of this bureau to take jurisdiction of. and hear and de-

termine all offenses committed against the provisions of this section, and also of nil cues affecting

negroes, mulattoes, freedmen, refugees or other persons who are di-« riminated SgalMt in any of

the particulars mentioned in the prercdmi; se--ti..n «i tins act, under such rules uml r.-jml n* a*

the President of the foiled States, tbnni^h the War Department, shall prescribe. The jurisdic-

tion conferred by this and the preceding section on the officers and agents of this bureau shall

cease and dctenimie whenever the discrimination on account of whi. )i it is conferred ceases, and

in no event to be exercised in ony Elate in which the ordinary course of judicial proceedings has

not been interrupted by the rebellion, nor in any such state after said state shall have been fully re-

stored in all its constitutional relations to the United States, and the conns of the state and of the

United States within the same arc not disturbed or stopped in the peaceable course ofjustice.

5 The following is the test of the bill: .

"Be il cuarted *- That all persons born in the United States and not subject to any foreign

power, excluding Indians not taxed, arc hereby declared to be citizens of the United States
:
and

such citizens of everv race and color, without regard to any previous condition of slavery or invol-

untarv servitude, except as a punishment for crime whereof the party shall have been duly convict-

ed, shall have the same right in every state and territory in the United States to make and enforce

contracts' to sue be parties, and give evidence; to inherit, purchase, lease, sell, hold, and convey

real estate and , .cr-n.il |.r..,.env ; und to full and equal benefit of all laws and proceeding, tor the

security of person and property "as is enjoved by white citizens, and shall be subject to like punish-

ment, pains, and penalties, and to none other, any law, statute, ordinance, regulation, or custom to

the contrary notwithstanding.

"S« 2/ That any person who, under color of any law, statute, ordinance, regulation, or cus-

tom shall subject or cause to be subjected, anv inhabitant ofany state or territory to the depnva-

tion'of onv right secured or protected by this. act. or to different pum l,m- r,t. pins, or penalties on

account of such person having nt any time been held in a condition of -Livery or involuntary sem-

iude, except as a whereof the party shall have been duly convicted, or DJ
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vetoed by the President March 27, 1866. This veto was not based upon

sound rensoning, and the message of the President totally disregarded the

obvious necessity of the Congressional enactment. The bill was again pass-

ed by both houses over the executive veto.

A bill was passed early in May admitting Colorado as a state, but it was

vetoed by the President on the ground that it was doubtful whether the

majority of the people of that Territory desired a state government, that the

population was insufficient, and that, until the Southern section of the coun-

try was represented in Congress, it was undesirable to admit new states.

The bill was not repassed.

A bill was introduced early in the session to extend the right of suffrage

to negroes in the District of Columbia. It passed the House, after an un-

successful attempt on the part of a Republican member to obtain its post-

ponement, by a vote of 116 to 54. It was not brought to a vote in the Sen-

ate until the nest session, when it passed, was vetoed by the President, and

reason of his color or race, than is prescribed fur the punishment of white persons, shall he deemed

guilty of ft misdemeanor, and on conviction shall he punished by tine not exceeding one thousand

dollars, or imprisonment not exceeding one yeur, or both, in the discretion of the court.

"Sec. it. That the District Courts of the United States', within their respective districts, shall

have, exclusively of the courts of the several state.-', cognizant e of idl crime- mi J oli'en-es commit-

ted against the provisions of this act, and also, concurrently with the Circuit Courts of the United

States, of nil causes, civil and criminal, affecting persons who are denied or can not enforce iu the

courts or judicial tribunals of the stale or locality where there may he any of the rights secured to

them by the first section of this act; and if any suit or prosecution, civil or criminal, has been or

shall be commenced in any state court against any such person, for any cause whatsoever, or against

any officer, civil or military, or other person, for any nrrast or imprisonment, trespasses, or wrongs

done or committed by virtue or under color of authority derived from this act, or the act establish-

ing a bureau for the relief of freedmen and refugees, and all acts amendatory thereof, or for refus-

ing to do uny net upon the ground that it would be inconsistent with this act, such defendant shall

have the right to remove such cause for trial to the proper 1 llBtrict or Circuit ( ourt in the manner
prescribed by the 'Act relating to Habeas Cur/ms mid regulating .Judicial I'roecedings in certain

cases,' approved March ::, 1863, and all acts amendatory thereof. The jurisdiction in civil and

criminal mutters hereby conferred on the District and I ircnit Courts of the L'niled States shall be

exercised and enforced in conformity wiih the Luis of the L'nitcd States to far as such laws are suit-

able to carry the same into effect ; but in all cases where such laws are not adapted to the object,

or are deficient iu the provisions ncce^-ary to furnish smiabh' remedies ami punish otlenses against

luw, the common law, as modified and changed by the Constitution and statates of the state where-

in the court having jurisdiction of the cause, civil or criminal, is held, so far as the same is not in-

consistent with the Constitution and laws of the United States, shall be extended to and govern said

courts in llio trial anil disposition of such cause, and, if of ft criminal nature, in the infliction of pun-

ishment on the party found guilty.

"Sec. 4. That the district attorneys, marshals, ami deputy marshals of the United States, the

commissioners appointed by the Circuit Conn and territorial courts of the 1 iiited States, with pow-

ers of arresting, inipri-oning. or hailing offenders against the laws of the United States, the officers

and agents of the ireedmeu's llnrcui, and every utlier officer who may he specially empowered by

the President of the United Slates, shall be, and they are hereby specially authorized and required.

ut the expense of the United States to institute proceedings against all and every person who shall

violato the provisions of this act, and cause him or them to be arrested and imprisoned, or bailed,

as the case maybe, for trial before such court of the United States or territorial court ashy this act

has cognizance of the offense. And with a view to affording reasonable protection to all persons in

their constitutional rights ofequality before the law, without distinction of race or color, or previous

condition of slavery or involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for crime, whereof the party

shall have been duly convicted, and to ilie prompt discharge of the duties of this act, it shall be the

duty of the Circuit Courts of the United .States and the Superior Courts of the Territories of the

United Stute3, from time to time to increase the number of commissioners, so as to afford a speedy

and convenient means for the arrest and examination of persons charged with a violation of this

act. And such commissioners are hereby authorized and required to exercise and discharge all

the powers and duties conferred on thorn by this act, and the same duties' with regard to offenses

created by this act, as they are authorised by law to exercise with regard to other offenses against

the laws of the United States.

"Sec. G. That it shall he the duty of all marshals and deputy marshals to obey and execute all

warrants and precepts issued nnder the provisions of this act when to them directed ; and should

any marshal or deputy marshal refuse to receive such warrant or other process when tendered, or

to use nil proper means diligently to execute the same, he shall, on conviction thereof, be fined in

the sum of one thousand dollars, to the use of the person upon whom the accused is alleged to have
committed the offense. And the better to enable the sjid comnus-ioners to execute their duties

faithfully and efficiently, in conformity with the Constitution of the United States and the require-

ments of this act, they ore hereby aui homed and empowered, within their couiuies respectively, to

appoint, in writing, under their hand-, any one or mure suitable pet suns, from lime to time, to exe-

cute all such warrants and other process that may be issued by them in the lawful performance of

their respective duties ; and the persons so appointed to execute any warrant or process as afore-

said shali have authority to summon and call to their aid the hy-statiders or the poise comitatus of

the proper county, or such portion of the hind and naval forces of the United States, or of the mili-

tia, as may bo necessary to the pcili.rmam-e uf the duty with which they are charged, and (o insure

u faithful observance of the clause of the Constitution which prohibits shivery, in conformity with

the provisions of this act; and said warrants sh.dl run and be executed by said officers any where
in tbe state or territory within which they are issued.

"Sec. 6. That any person who shall knowingly and willfully obstruct, hinder, or prevent any offi-

cer, or other person charged with the execution of any warrant or process issued under the provi-

sions of this uet, or any person or persons lawfully assisting him or them, from arresting any per-

son for whose apprehension such warrant or process may hu\e been issued, or shall rescue or nt-

tempt to rescue such person from the custody of the officer, other person nr persons, or those law-

fully assisting as aforesaid, when so arrested pursuant to the authority herein given and declared,

or shall nid, abet, or assist any person so arrested as aforesaid, directly or indirectly, to escape from
the custody of the officer or other person legally authorized as aforesaid, or shall harbor or conceal

any person for whose arrest a warrant or process shall have been issued us aforesaid, so as to pre-

vent his discovery and arrest after notice or knowledge of the fact that a warrant has been issued

for the apprehension of such person, shall, for cither of said offenses, be subject to a fine not ex-
ceeding one thousand dollars, and imprisonment not exceeding six months, by indictment and con-

viction before the District Court of the United States for the district in which said offense may have
been committed, or before the proper court of criminal jurisdiction, if committed within any ono of

the organized territories of the United States.

"Sec. 7. That the district attorneys, the marshals, their deputies:, and tbe clerks of tbe said Dis-

trict andTerritorial Courts shall be paid for their services the like fees as may be allowed to them
for similar services in other cases ; and in all easel where the proceedings are before a commis-
sioner, he shall be entitled to a fee often dollars in full for his services in each case, inclusive of oil

services incident to such arrest and examination. The person or persons authorized to execute

the process to be issued by such commissioners for the urrest of offenders against the provisions of

this act shall be entitled to a fee of live dollars fur each person he or they may arrest nnd Dike be-

fore any such commissioner as aforesaid, with such other fees as may be deemed reasonable by
such commissioner fbr such other additional services as may be necessarily performed by him or

them, such as attending at the examination, keeping the prisoner in custody, and providing him
with food and lodging i luring his detention, and until the final dcienuinmioii of such commissioner,
and in general for performing such other duties as may be required in the premises ; such fees to

be made up iu conformity with the fees usually charged by the officers of the courts ofjustice with-
in the proper district or county, as near as may be practicable, and paid out of the treasury of the

United States on the certificate of the judge of the district within which the arrest is made, und to

bo recoverable from the defendant as part of the judgment in case of conviction.

"Sec. 8. That whenuver the President of the United States shall have reason to believe that

offenses have been, or are likely to be committed against the provisions of this act within any ju-

dicial district, it shall be lawful for him, in his discretion, to direct tbe judge, marshal, and district

attorney of such district to nttend at such place within the district, and for such time as he may
designate, for the purpose of the more speedy arrest and trial of persons charged with, u violation

of this net; und it shall be the duty of every judge or other officer, when any such requisition shall

be received by him, to attend at the pine and lor 1 1 1 < time therein designated.
" Sec. 9. That it shall be lawful for the President of the United States, or such person as he

may empower for that purpose, to employ such purt of the land or naval forces of the United States,

or of the militia, as shall be necessary to prevent tbe violation and enforce the due execution of
this act.

Sec. 10. That upon nil questions of law arising in any cause under the provisions of this act, u
final appeal may he token to the Supreme Court of tho United States."

on the 7th and 8th of January, 1867, was repassed by a two-thirds vote in
the Senate and House. 1

The first session of the Thirty-ninth Congress closed on the 2Sth of July,
after a continuance of nearly eight months. During this period the political

situation had been radically changed. When the Thirty-ninth Congress as-

sembled, there was no strongly-marked popular dissatisfaction on account
of the measures adopted by President Johnson in the early stages of recon-

struction. Now the people murmured against the administration ; the Pres-

ident had lost his hold upon the popular confidence. Radical Republicans
now as vehemently denounced him as Copperheads had at the time of his in-

auguration. The latter, from calling him a boor, had come to grant him a

place among the gods
;
the former, who had once shouted bis praises to the

echo, now not only took the scoffers' place, but boldly proclaimed him a

traitor.

There had been in the ranks of the dominant party some apprehension of

Johnson's policy at the outset, but it scarcely found a voice before the meet-

ing of Congress. There was a feeling of insecurity, caused by the prospect

of a too hasty admission of the Southern representatives to Congress, and
enhanced by the half-hearted expression of loyalty on the part of the South-
ern Conventions and Legislatures; but this was to a great degree counter-

acted by the hope that Congress and the President would unite upon some
plan by which harmony would soon be restored, the wounds occasioned by
civil strife healed, and the national safety secured. No conflict between the

executive and Congress—at least none which would prove irreconcilable

—

was apprehended. The war record of President Johnson, his vehement de-

nunciation of treason, his oft-repeated expressions of deference to the popu-
lar will, and the fact that thus far he had been carrying out the policy of

restoration which Lincoln had inaugurated, and had only modified that pol-

icy by severer features as against rebels—all these were taken as assurances

that he, at least, would not be a ready party to such a conflict. And, on the

other hand, tbe popular confidence in the wisdom of Congress was a source

of encouragement. It was well known that there were in that body certain

members who would push their extreme and impracticable theories to the

utmost ; but, if Sumner, and Stevens, and Boutwell, and Ashley were there,

there also were Fessenden, Sherman, Trumbull, Colfax, Conkling, Doolit-

tle, and Raymond. The factious disposition and the partisan fury of the few,

it was thought, would be controlled and overruled by the unscctional patri-

otism of wiser and better-tempered statesmen.

But scarcely had Congress assembled before this feeling of assurance, this

anticipation of harmony, began to be disturbed. We regret that we must
attribute to President Johnson's policy so much of the responsibility for

the discord—the more shameful because it was unnecessary—which now
began to develop into tbe most violent antagonism. He had already estab-

lished a basis for this conflict by not convening and consulting Congress at

tbe outset. Undoubtedly he thought that the policy which lie had adopt-

ed was supported by the people, and that nothing more than that was nec-

essary. He bad good reasons for judging thus. But, in carrying out this

policy, some circumstances presented themselves to which he did not pay

' The following is the text of this

"Be it enacted hy the Senate and Ifause »f Re/.re.u-ntiitives of the United States of America, in

Congress assembled, That from and after the passage of this act, each and every male person, ex-

cepting paupers and persons under guardianship, of the age of twenty-one years and upward, who
has not been convicted of any infamous crime or i.lfeiise, and excepting persons who may luivu

voluntarily given aid and cmufurt to the rebels in the late rebellion, and who shall have been burn

or naturalized in the United States, and who shall have resided in the said District for the period

of one year, nnd three months in tbe ward or election precinct in which he shall "Ifer to vote next

preceding any election therein, shall be entitled to the elective franchise, and shall be deemed an

elector, and entitled to vote ut any election iu said District, without any distinction on account of

color or race.
" Sk.c. 2. And be it further enacted, That any person whose duty it shall be to receive votes at

any election within the District of Colombia, who shall willfully refuse to receive, or who shall will-

fully reject, the vote of any person entitled to such right under this act, shall be liable to an action

of tort by the person injured, and shall be liable, on indictment and conviction, if such act was dono

knowingly, to a line not exceeding five thousand dollars, or to imprisonment for a term not exceed-

ing one year in the jail of said District, or to both.
" Sec. 3.. And be it farther • nncted. That if any person or persons shall willfully interrupt or dis-

turb nnv such elector in the exercise of such franchise, ho or they shall bo deemed guilty of a mis-

demeanor, and, on conviction thereof, shall he fined in any sum not to exceed one thousand dol-

lars, or be imprisoned in tho jail in said District for a period not to exceed thirty days, or both, at

the discretion of the court.

"Sec. 4. And be it farther enacted, That it shall be the duty of (he several courts having crimi-

nal jurisdiction iu suid District to give this act in special charge to the grand jury at tho com-
mencement of each term of the court next prei.eJiui: ihe holding ofunv general or city election

in said District.

"Sec. fi. And be itfurther enacted, That the mayors and aldermen of the cities of Washington
and Georgetown respectively, on or before the first day of March in each year, shall prepare a list

of the persons they judge to be qualified to vote in the several ward.- uf said cities in any election :

and said mayors and aldermen shall be in open session to receive evidence of the qualification of

persons claiming the right to vole in any election therein, and for correcting said list, on two days

in each year, not exceeding five days prior to the annual election for the choice of city officers, giv-

ing previous notice of the time nnd place of each session in some newspaper printed in said Dis-

trict.

"Sec. 6. And be it further enacted, That on or before tbe first day of March, the mayors and

aldermen of said cities shall post up a list of voters thus prepared in one or more public places in

said eities respectively, at least ten day- prior to said annuid election.

"Sec. 7. And he il further enacted', That the officers presiding at any election ahull keep and use

tho check-list herein required at tbe polls during the election of all olliccr,, and no vote shall be re-

ceived unless delivered hy the voter in person, and not until the presiding ollieer has had opportu-

nity to be satisfied of his identity, and shali find bis name on tho list, and mark it, and ascertain

that liis vote is single.
" Sec. 8. And he it further enacted, That it is hereby declared unlawful for any person, directly

or indirectly, to promise, offer, or give, or procure, or cause to he promised, offered, or given, any

money, goods, right in action, bribe, present, or reward, or any promise, understanding, obligation,

or security for tho payment or delivery of any money, goods, right in action, bribe, present, or re-

ward, or any other valuable thing whatever, to any person with intent to intliicnce his vote to 00

given ot any election hereafter to be held within the District of Columbia ; and every person BO of-

fending shall, on conviction thereof, be fined in any sum not exceeding two thousand dollars, or

imprisoned not exceeding two vears, or both, ut tho discretion of tho court.

"Sec. 0. And he it further enacted, That any person who shall accept, directly or indirectly, any

money, goods, right in action, bribe, present, or reward, or any promise, understanding, obligation,

or security, for the payment or delivery of any money, goods, right in action, bribe, present, or re-

ward, or any other valuable thing whatever, to influence his vote ut any election hereafter to beheld

in the District of Columbia, ahull, ou conviction, be imprisoned not less than ono year, and bo for-

ever disfranchised.

"Seo. 10. And be it further enacted, That all acts and parts of nets inconsistent with tho, act

be, and the same is hereby repealed."
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sufficient regard. He bad thrown the burden of reconstruction upon the

Southern people, which was right. But they bad not taken up this burden

in the proper spirit; he was himself dissatisfied, and be must have known

that the loyal people would not be less so
;
yet, although he had expressed

hi3 disappointment, he had shown a lack of firmness and of judgment in

allowing this spirit to have full sway; in finally sanctioning it by bis as-

sent, however reluctant, and without consultation with Congress; in encour-

aging the idea that the Southern States might hope for representation in

thai body on the basis of their imperfectly expressed allegiance. Congress,

with good reason, felt aggrieved by this action of the President.

Congress, upon its meeting, did exactly what it would have done if Lin-

coln had been President. It appointed a joint committee to investigate the

whole subject. Upon mature consideration, it felt that it could not, with a

proper regard to the national safety, respond to the expectations which the

President bad encouraged the Southern people to entertain. Thus the di-

vergence between the executive and Congress began. On the part of the

majority there was no misconstruction of the motives of the President and

no ill temper; but there were some members who could not refrain from

denouncing "the man at the other end of the avenue." Stevens went so

far as to say that the President's usurpation of authority was no less hein-

ous a crime than that which bad cost Charles the First his head.

And just here it was that President Johnson began to show his most ex-

traordinary lack of judgment. Harmony of action was still possible be-

tween the two branches of government. The only necessity on the Presi-

dent's part was that he should keep his temper. Whether he ought to have

kept or abandoned his policy may be a debatable question, about which

much might be said on both sides; but certainly he ought not to have lost

his* temper and self-control, since that loss would prove fatal alike to his

own good fame and to his policy. Unfortunately, Johnson belonged to that

class of politicians who can never refuse a challenge to antagonism, and fool-

ishly took up the gauntlet which Stevens had so adroitly flung. The chal-

lenge did not come from Congress. It did come from a man who, without

self-conceit, could boast that he had the power arbitrarily to control the de-

bates of the House, but that was no excuse for such an acceptance of the

challenge by the President of the United States as that into which John-

son was betrayed in his speech at Washington on the 22d of February, 1866.

He then and there publicly declared that, after one rebellion had been sub-

dued, another had just beguu. An attempt, be said, was being made " to

concentrate all power in the hands of a few at the federal head, and thereby

bring about a consolidation of the republic, which is equally objectionable

with its dissolution. We find a power assumed and attempted to be exer-

cised of a most extraordinary character. We see now that governments can

be revolutionized without going into the battle-field, and sometimes the rev-

olutions most distressing to a people are effected without the shedding of

blood; that is, the substance of your government may be taken away,

while there is held out to you the form and the shadow. And now, what

are the attempts, and what is being proposed? We find that by an irre-

sponsible central directory nearly all the powers of Congress are assumed,

without even consulting the legislative and executive departments of the

government. By a resolution reported by a committee, upon whom and in

whom the legislative power of the government has been lodged, that great

principle in the Constitution which authorizes and empowers the legislative

department, the Senate and House of Representatives, to be the judges of

elections, returns, and qualifications of its own members, has been virtu-

ally taken away from the two respective branches of the national Legisla-

ture, and conferred upon a committee, who must report before the body

can act on the question of the admission of members to their seats. By this

rule they assume a state is out of the Union, and to have its practical rela-

tions restored by that rule before the House can judge of the qualifications

of its own members. What position is that? You have been struggling

for four years to put down a rebellion. You contended at the beginning of

that struggle that a state bad not a right to go out You said it had neither

the right nor the power, and it has been settled that the states had neither

the right nor the power to go out of the Union. And when you determine

by the executive, by the military, and by the public judgment that these

states can not have any right to go out, this committee turns around and as-

sumes that they are out, and that they shall not come in." In this strain the

President continued. Not satisfied with denouncing a proceeding of Con-

gress which was evidently proper, and the purport of which he wholly mis-

construed, he, in answer to a call from the crowd, went so far as to mention

the names of Tuaddeus Stevens, Charles Sumner, and Wendell Phillips as

men "opposed to the fundamental principles of the government, and now
laboring to destroy them." He called the Secretary of the Senate a " dead

duck." He said he did not intend to be governed by real or pretended

friends, nor to be bullied by his enemies. When be was beheaded, like

Charles the First, he wanted the American people to be the witness. He
foolishly attached serious importance to Stevens's equally foolish insinua-

tion about his deserving execution. " I do not want," he said, " by innuen-

does of an indirect character in high places, to have one say to a man who
has assassination broiling in his heart, ' there is a fit subject,

1 and also ex-

claim that the ' presidential obstacle' must be got out of the way, when pos-

sibly the intention was to institute assassination. Are those who want to

destroy our institutions and change the character of the government not

satisfied with the blood that has been shed? Are they not satisfied with

one martyr? Does not the blood of Lincoln appease the vengeance and
wrath of the opponents of this government? Is their thirst still unslaked?

Do they want more blood ? Have they not honor and courage enough to

effect the removal of the presidential obstacle otherwise than through the

bauds of the assassin ? I am not afraid of assassins ; but if it must be, I

would wish to be encountered where one brave man can oppose another.

I hold him in dread only who strikes cowardly. But if they have courage

enough to strike like men (1 know they are willing to wound, but they are

afraid to strike)—if my blood is to be shed because I vindicate the Union
and the preservation of this government in its original purity and charac-

ter, let it be so; but when it is done, let an altar of the Union be erected,

and then, if necessary, lay me upon it, and the blood that now warms and

animates my frame shall be poured out in a last libation as a tribute to the

Union ; and let the opponents of this government remember that when it ia

poured out the blood of the martyr will be the seed of the Church. The
Union will grow. It will continue to increase in strength and power, though

it maybe cemented and cleansed with blood."

Nothing could have been more unwise than this speech ofJohnson's. He
showed himself too ready to answer vituperation with vituperation. It was

the speech of a demagogue and not of a statesman. It manifested his inca-

pacity to become a popular leader, whatever might be the merits of his pol-

icy.

Thus the conflict progressed and continually increased in bitterness.

Johnson committed himself to it with gladiatorial eagerness. He was in

no fit temper to listen to the wisest and most potent arguments which Con-

gress might suggest. All hope of reconciliation soon disappeared. In his

veto messages he plumply denied the right of Congress to adopt legislative

measures preliminary to the admission of duly qualified members from the

Southern States, and Congress, in its turn, denied his right to adopt the

measures which he had adopted preliminary to his recognition of those

states. The appeal, therefore, was to the people,

The Republican party was divided. The people were divided, and it ap-

peared for a long time difficult to decide whether its verdict would be for

the executive or for Congress. In the mean time, a decision had been ren-

dered by the Supreme Court of the United States against the constitution-

ality of test oaths. Certain Republicans in Washington, coinciding with

the views of the President, formed an organization known as the "National

Union Club." This organization was subsequently united with another of

similar character in Washington, and a National Union executive commit-

tee was appointed. On the 23d of May the members of this league sere-

naded the President and the officers of his cabinet to elicit an expression

of views on the existing crisis. In most cases, and especially in that of

Secretary McCulloch, the ministerial advisers of the President sustained his

policy of restoration. Secretary Stanton did not commit himself. He said

that " no one better than Johnson understood the solemn duty imposed

upon the national executive to maintain the national authority, vindicated

at so great a sacrifice, and the obligation not to suffer the just fruits of so

many battles and victories to slip away or turn to ashes." After a calm

and full discussion, he said that he had yielded to the President's opinion

against negro suffrage. He distinctly declared that the plan reported by

the Congressional Committee on Reconstruction did not receive his assent.

Postmaster General Dcnnison regretted the difference between the Presi-

dent and Congress. He did not believe it rested upon any good reasons,

and thought that time and discussion would bring reconciliation. Secre-

tary Seward was absent at Auburn, New York, but he there indulged in a

frank expression of his views. He was hopeful—"hopeful of the President,

hopeful ofCongress, hopeful of the National Union party, hopeful of the un-

represented states—above all, hopeful of the favor of Almighty God." He
ought ever afterward to be styled " Secretary Hopeful."

On the 25th of June a call was issued for a National Union Convention,

to be composed of at least two delegates from each Congressional District in

every state, two from each Territory,two from the District of Columbia, and

four delegates at large from each of the states, to meet at Philadelphia Au-

gust 14. This call was signed by A.W.Randall, J. RDoolittle, O.H.Brown-

ing, Edgar Cowan, Charles Knapp, and Samuel Fowler, members of the ex-

ecutive committee of the National Union Club. The delegates, however,

were to agree upon the following principles: That the Union could not be

dissolved even by Congressional action; that each state has the undoubted

right to prescribe the qualifications of its own electors, and no external

power rightfully can or ought to dictate, control, or influence the free and

voluntary action of the states in the exercise of that right; that the main-

tenance inviolate of the rights of the states, and especially of the right of

each state to order and control its own domestic concerns, according to its

own judgment exclusively, subject only to the Constitution of the United

States, is essential to the balance or power on which the perfection and en-

durance of our political fabric depend, and the overthrow of that system by

the usurpation and centralization of power in Congress would be a revolu

tion dangerous to republican government and destructive of liberty ; and

that each house of Congress is made, by the Constitution, the sole judge of

the elections, returns, and qualifications of its members ; but the exclusion

of loyal senators and representatives, properly chosen and qualified undet

the Constitution and laws, is unjust and revolutionary.

This call was followed on the 4th of July by an address to the people,

signed by 41 Democratic members of Congress, who approved the call and

the principles therein set forth. The executive committee addressed letters

to each member of the cabinet, to obtain, in reply, an expression of their

views as to the propriety ofsuch a Convention, and as to the principles upon

which the call had been based. Seward replied that he considered restora-

tion the most vital interest of the country. Nothing could complete this

but the admission of loyal members from the Southern States. Every day's

delay increased our domestic and foreign embarrassment. It seemed not

only proper, but expedient, therefore, that all parties should unite in remon-
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strance against the Congressional policy. Secretary Welles was not less

strong and explicit in the position taken by him in favor of the Conven-

tion. Attorney General Speed expressed far different views. Many of the

principles set forth in the call for the Convention he deemed unobjection-

able. But the formation of this new party would dissolve the old Union

party, which had, in face of the prophecies of half the New and all the Old

world, saved the government from demoralization and utter ruin. The
scheme of this new party was, in his view, a distraction from the real and

all-absorbing question of the moment—the acceptance or rejection by the

people of the Congressional amendment. Being himself decidedly in favor

of the amendment, be could not identify himself with an organization which

ignored its importance and smothered its discussion. Postmaster General

Dennison replied on July 11th by tendering his resignation, which was ac-

cepted by the President, who appointed A. W. Randall, of Wisconsin, to act

as his successor. The causes given by Dennison for his resignation were

his difference ofopinion with the President in regard to the proposed amend-

ment and the movement for the Philadelphia Convention. The attorney

general soon after resigned, and was succeeded by Henry Stansberry, of

Ohio. The Secretary of the Interior, Mr. Harlan, of Iowa, having been elect-

ed senator, resigned, and Orville H. Browning, of Ohio, was appointed in his

stead.

And here let us pause for a moment to look at the various phases of the

political situation which presented itself in the summer of 1866, just before

the meeting of the Philadelphia Convention. In this connection the mis-

takes of the President or of Congress are not to be considered; for, even

if we admit that Congress had erred as well as the President, these errors

belonged to the past, and could not be reversed. It was evident that the

conflict between the two departments of the government now admitted of

no reconciliation. We are not now to consider how previously reconcilia-

tion could have been effected ; it was not now possible. We must also con-

cede both to the President and to Congress the constitutional right to act

precisely as they had acted. Whatever want of tact there may have been

on the part of either is not here a subject for consideration. Neither party

to the conflict had been in the slightest degree guilty of any usurpation.

We are to forget all extraneous and incidental considerations, and confine

ourselves to the precise issue presented to the people. For the moment we
are to banish both the President and Congress from a place in our thoughts,

and weigh the two policies between which the people must decide. We
must not forget, however, that the people had not been all this while a silent

party to the contract. The President believed that his policy was support-

ed by the people, and Congress had been restrained from the adoption of

more radical measures by the fear that these would not obtain the popular

assent. Both the President and Congress appealed to the people. And the

issue presented was a very plain one : it was simply a question whether it

should ignore the President and accept the Congressional amendment as a

preliminary to the admission of Southern representatives, or ignore Con-
gress and decide in favor of immediate representation on the President's

plan.

It was a plain question. Either the policy of the President or that of

Congress must receive the popular sanction. But, although the line drawn
between the two policies was so clearly defined, the motives influencing the

popular judgment were various and complex. The question resolved it-

self into one of expediency. Which plan, under the circumstances, ought
to be adopted? Thus all mere theories were swept out of the arena of dis-

cussion. The issue was intensely practical, and pressed instantly for deci-

sion—neither time nor room was left for speculation. There were dangers
to be avoided, there were benefits to be maintained and secured. Which
plan most surely averted danger? Which secured the most lasting good?
The plea put in for each policy was strong, and urgently demanded care-

ful and calm consideration. The advocates of the executive plan for res-

toration claimed that the war bad a distinct purpose which had already

been accomplished—the extinction of armed rebellion. Slavery also had
been extinguished with rebellion. Thus the root and seed of all our strife

had been removed. But, although the slave had departed, the negro remain-

ed. In many of the states the negro population at the close of the war ex-

ceeded the white. The two races would naturally abide together, for each
needed the other. The white race needed the black for labor, not because
it would not itself labor, but because of the extraordinary resources of the

southern section of the country, which demanded for their full develop-
ment not only all the white and black inhabitants already occupying it, but
thousands upon thousands more who would come from the Northern States

as immigrants, and from all the nations of Europe. The black race stood
in no less need of the white, because the latter bad intelligence in a great-

er degree, was used to the exercise of political power, and must therefore,

of necessity, be the regulative and controlling race. Not regulative in the

despotic sense, in which it bad been hitherto as the task-masters over the
black, but, because of its greater civilization, it was more competent to carry
out the ends of civilization. To change this relation, to give the black race

all the political mastery to which it might be entitled merely on the basis of

numbers, would be to fight Nature, who gives sovereignty not to numbers,
but to developed capacity. Such a revolution against Nature would neces-

sarily put back the civilization of one half of the nation by a foolish sur-

render of power to ignorance or incompetency. We must trust to Nature,
whose movements, if they are large in their cycles and slow of accomplish-
ment, are nevertheless efficient. Before the war, Nature had already decreed
the death of slavery, and the war itself had grown out of an attempt on the

part of slaveholders to defy Nature; for they saw that slavery, restricted

as it must be by the nation under the pressure of moral opinion, would

surely die. They said, therefore, we will resist the pressure ; we will make
a new nation, with slavery for the corner-stone; there shall be no restric-

tion, and this peculiar institution shall live forever! They defied Nature,
and were defeated; and the very institution which by revolution" they hoped
to save, was by revolution destroyed. By this revolution the society of ihe
Soutb was reduced back to first principles—to a uew beginning. A new
era was opened to labor, now emancipated. A period of transition was now
commenced. Might we not trust to Nature, and to the new influences in

operation, and to time for results? Labor, free, must have a destiny of its

own. Intelligence must follow, and the development of political capacity
in the masses. The revolution had been radical. All things were new, and
must grow out of a new beginning. Might we not trust to this new growth?
Would we not best help it on by an era of mutual trust and good feeling?

Might not the North say to the South, " Work out your destiny for your-
self under these new and better influences, and we will await with patience

the result, and will not interfere?" Would not legislative interference, de-

fying Nature, defeat its own purpose? Was it necessary to add to the

changes produced by the war any change in the organic law beyond the

declaration of the death of slavery? That dead, would not the new life of
the Soutb, under the new circumstances, develop satisfactory results?

Thus questioned and reasoned those, who, without partisan motives and
from simple patriotism, supported the President's policy. Among the best

representatives of this class was Kev. Henry Ward Beecber.
But to all this reasoning Congress, and the supporters of Congress, had a

reply. It is true, said they, that we are to begin anew, and that we must
largely trust to the working of Nature and the influences of time. But the

South does not begin anew as a separate section, but as a part of a great

nation. The responsibilities of the moment do not rest upon a part alone,

but upon the whole. The whole nation is beginning anew, and not one
section alone. The South does not stand by itself in this new era. The na-

tional Legislature, acting under the organic law—the Constitution—is the

regulative power. The revolution which has taken place must be recog-

nized here, in this Legislature, in this organic law. It is true that Nature
is large in movement, slow, and in the end efficient. But Nature is some-
times diseased, abnormal in its action, and may be helped by remedies. The
diseases of the past, the result of slavery, still cling to the ruling, regulative

race in the South, and will injuriously affect not only Southern develop-

ment, but the national growth. Labor in the South is emancipated, but, in

those who control labor there, the oppressive spirit developed by slavery

still remains. With this oppressive class, whose political power in the na-

tional councils is rather increased than diminished by the death of slavery,

there is a party in the North at this moment ready to strike hands and
unite in a treaty, offensive and defensive, for the control of the country. It

is within our power, and is therefore a duty for which we are responsible,

to avert this possible evil. So far as possible, we must start aright and upon
correct principles on this new era upon which the nation is entering. We
can not act arbitrarily, we can not exercise the power of despotism, but we
can submit to the people such changes in the organic law of the nation as,

if the people will ratify them, will establish the new nation upon a secure

basis. We therefore submit to the people an amendment to the Constitu-

tion which will give to all citizens equal rights and equal representation,

secure the repudiation of the rebel debt and the adoption of the national

debt in good faith, and disable leading traitors for such time as we may
deem expedient.

Such were the pleas in behalf of the Presidential and Congressional pol-

icies. And the appeal was to the people.

On the 14th of August the National Union Convention assembled at

Philadelphia. Every state and Territory was represented excepting Ari-

zona, Montana, and Utah. General John A.Dix was chosen temporary

Chairman, and Senator Doolittle President At the opening of the Con-

vention quite a sensation was created by the entrance of the delegates from

Massachusetts and South Carolina arm in arm. The Convention did its

work rapidly. On the third day an address was read by Henry J. Ray-

mond, and approved by the Convention, and resolutions were adopted, de-

claring that the rights, dignity, and authority of the states were perfect and

unimpaired ; that Congress bad no right to deny representation to any state;

that the right to regulate the elective franchise was reserved to the states;

that amendments to the Constitution might be made in the usual way, and

that in rectifying the same all the states of the Union had an equal and in-

defeasible right to a voice and a vote thereon ; that slavery was abolished,

and the enfranchised slaves should receive equal protection with other citi-

zens in every right of person or property ; Lbat any debt incurred in the

execution of rebellion was invalid, and that the national debt was sacred and

inviolable; and that President Johnson was a chief magistrate worthy of

the nation, and equal to the great crisis upon which his lot was cast. 1

1 "The National Union Convention now assembled in the city or Philadelphia, composed ofdele-

gntes from every stale nnd territory in the Union, admonished by the solemn lessons which, for tho

last five years, it has pleased the Supreme Ruler of the Universe to give to the American people;

profoundly grateful for tho return of pence ; desirous, us are a largo majority of their countrymen,

in all sincerity, to forget and forgive the past; revering the Constitution us it comes to us from our

ancestors; rogurding the Union in its restoration as more sacred than ever; looking with deep

anxiety into the future, as of instant and continuing trials, hereby issues and proclaims the follow-

ing declaration of principles nnd purposes, on which they have, with perfect unanimity, agreed

:

" 1. Wo hail with gratitude to Almighty God the cod of the war and the return of peace to our

afflicted and beloved land.
" 2. Tho war just closed has maintained the authority of the Constitution, with oil the powers

which it confers, nnd nil the restrictions which it imposes upon the general government, unnbridged

nnd unaltered, nnd it hai preserved the Union, with the equal rights, dignity, and authority of tho

stales perfect and unimpaired.
" 3. ltepresentalion in the Congress of the United States and in llie electoral college is a right

recognized bv the Constitution ns abiding in every stnlt, nnd as a duty imposed upon the peoplo,

fundamental in its naturo, and essential to the existence of our republican institutions, and neither
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A committee was appointed to present to the President a copy of the pro-

ceedings of the CouventioD. Senator Reverdy Johnson acted as the repre-

sentative of this committee. The President, in bis reply, spoke of Congress

as a body which was preventing the restoration of peace and harmony—

a

body which, pretending to be a Congress of the United States, but which

was, in fact, a Congress of only part of the states—a body " hanging upon

the verge of the government."

Other Conventions also were held. The Southern Loyalists' Convention

met at Philadelphia on the 1st of September, and adopted resolutions in

favor of the Congressional policy. On the 17th of September, the Conven-

tion of soldiers and sailors assembled at Cleveland, Ohio, and adopted reso-

lutions of a Bimilar character with those adopted by the Philadelphia Con-

vention of August 14th. Of this Convention Major General Gordon Gran-

ger was President. On the 25th of September, a Convention of soldiers

and sailors sustaining the action of Congress assembled at Pittsburg, Penn-

sylvania, and Mnjor General J. D. Cox was elected President. A series of

resolutions was reported by Major General B.F.Butler, of which the two

following were the most characteristic:

"Resolved, That the President, as an executive officer, has no right to a

policy as against the legislative department of the government. That his

attempt to fasten his scheme of reconstruction upon the country is as dan-

gerous as it is unwise; bis acts in sustaining it have retarded the restora-

tion of peace and unity; they have converted conquered rebels into impu-

dent claimants to rights which they have desecrated. If consummated, it

would render the sacrifices of the nation useless, the loss of the lives of our

buried comrades vain, and the war in which we have so gloriously triumph-

ed what his present friends at Chicago, in 186-1, declared it to be, a failure.

" Resolved, That the right of the conqueror to legislate for the conquered

has been recognized by the public law of all civilized nations. By the op-

eration of that law for the conservation of the good of the whole country,

Congress had the undoubted right to establish measures for the conduct of

the revolted states, and to pass all acts of legislation that are necessary for

the complete restoration of the Union."

In the mean time, an event had occurred which had created the most in-

tense excitement throughout the country. In 1864, the Louisiana State

Convention bad made a new Constitution, and submitted it to the people

of that state. This Constitution had been ratified. Among its provisions

was one for its amendment, requiring that the proposition for amendment

should proceed from the state Legislature. Two years had passed, and the

Convention was dissatisfied with its own work, and bad grown rabid for

nemo suffrage. It was no longer a legitimate organization after the ratifi-

cation of its Constitution. It attempted, however, to revive itself; it ob-

tained the support of Governor Wells, who appointed an election to secure

delegates from the parishes not represented in the original Convention, and

the 30th of July was appointed for the revival of the Convention. The

plan proposed by this Convention involved the overturning of its own Con-

stitution, which had already been sanctioned by the people. It was a revo-

lutionary body. It is not wonderful that its scheme occasioned excitement.

As if for the purpose of revolution and tumult, this Convention held a pre-

liminary meeting in New Orleans, at which speeches were made appealing

to the negroes to come forth in force for the protection of the Convention.

The mayor of New Orleans at this time was John T. Monroe. His ante-

cedents were not of a favorable character. In company with Lieutenant

Governor Voorhees, he had waited upon General Absalom Baird, who, in

the absence of Major General Sheridan, commanded the United States mili-

tary force at New Orleans, to ascertain whether, if the members of the Con-

vention were arrested, the military would interfere. General Baird's an-

swer was, that the sheriff, attempting such an arrest, would himself be ar-

rested; that the Convention, meeting peaceably, could not be interfered with

by the officers of the law. But the Convention could not be said to have

met peaceably, having directly provoked tumult. A telegram was sent to

Congress nor the general government has any authority or power to deny this right to any state, or

to withhold its enjoyment under the Constitution from the people thereof.

"4. Wo Boll upon the people of the United States to elect to Congress as members thereof none

hut men who admit this fundamental right of representation, and who will receive to seats therein

loyal representatives from every Mate in allegiance to the United States, subject to the constitution-

al right of each hmise in judev nf ilio elections, returns, and qualification of its own members.
"5. The Constitution of the United States, and the laws made in pursuance thereof, are the sn-

premolnw of the hind, any thing in the Constitution or laws of any stutc to the contrary notwith-

standing. All the powers not conferred by the Constitution upon the general government, nor

prohibited by it to the states, are reserved to tha states, or to the people thereof; and among the

tights thus reserved to the states is the right to prescribe qualifications for the elective franchise

therein, with which right Congress can not interfere. No state or combination of states has the

right to withdraw from the Union, or to exclude, through their action in Congress or otherwise, any

Other state or stales from the Union. The Union of these 6tates is perpetual.

"G. Such amendments to the Constitution of the United States may be made by the people there-

of as they may deem expedient) but only in the mode pointed out by its provisions ; and in propos-

ing such amendments, whether by Congress or by a Convention, and in ratifying the some, all the

stutcs of the Union have an equal" and indefeasible right to a voice and a vote thereon.
" 7. Slavery is abolished and forever prohibited, and there is neither desire nor purpose on the

part of the Southern Slates that it should ever lie re-established upon the soil, or within the juris-

diction of tho United Suites ; and the enfranchised slaves in idl the states of the Union should re-

ceive, in common with ull their inhabitants, equal protection in every right of person and property.
" S. While we regard as utterly invalid, and never to be assumed or made of binding force, any

obligations incurred or undertaken in making war against the United States. » e hold the debt of

the nation to be sacred and inviolable ; and we proclaim our purpose in discharging this, us in per-

forming all other national obligations, to maintain unimpaired and unimpeached the honor and faith

of the republic.
"

"D. li is the duty of the national government to recognize the services of the Federal soldiers

and sailors in the contest just closed, by meeting promptly and fully all their just and rightful claims

for the services they have rendered the nation, and by extending to those of them who have sur-

vived, and to the widows and orphans of those who have fallen, tho most generous and considerate

" 10. In Andrew Johnson, President of the United States, who, in his great office, has proved

.'teadfastin his devotion to the Constitution, the laws, and interests of his country, unmoved by per-

secution and undeserved reproach, having faith unassailable in the people and in the principles of

free government, wc nvn^ni.'.c .1 i-hid inn^istraie worthy of the naii"ti, :iiid equal to the great crisis

upon which his lot is cast j and we lender to him, in the discharge of his high and responsible du-

ties, our profound respect, and assurance of our cordial and sincere support."

the President inquiring whether the process of the court to arrest the mem-
bers could be thwarted by the military. The President replied that the

military would sustain, and not interfere with the proceedings of the courts.

The Convention met on the 30th, but there was not a quorum. Plainly ei-

ther the majority of the members were timid, or were satisfied of the irregu-

larity of the Convention. The negroes whom Dr. Dostie, a member of tbnt

body, had called forth in prospect of a conflict, were ready at the time ap-

pointed. The citizens of New Orleans were, on the other band, also ready.

The collision was inevitable. Just how the riot began is uncertain. But

there is no question of the fact that both the negroes and the citizens were

gathered together for no other purposes than those of strife. The result

was disgraceful to the negroes, to the citizens, to the Convention, and to the

New Orleans police, whose brutality can scarcely be distinguished from

murder.'

This occurrence was made use of by both parties as political capital. The
supporters of Congress pointed to it as an indication of the disloyalty of tho

Southern people, and the Democrats, on the other hand, held up the revo-

lutionary Convention as an example of radical violence. The prevailing

popular impression acquitted the negroes of any desire to disturb the peace,

and threw the blame partly upon the Convention, which, by the incendiary

speech of at least one of its members, had incited tumult; but chiefly upon

the white citizens of New Orleans, who had been organized for a riot, and

who had met at a preconcerted signal for the purpose of violently dispers-

ing the Convention. The mayor, John T. Monroe, was supposed to he on

the side of the rioters, and was held by General Sheridan to he largely re-

sponsible for their action. President Johnson suffered much loss in tho

people's estimation from his support of Mayor Monroe hitherto, but he can

not be held consciously responsible for the violence of July 30th.

On the 2Sth of August President Johnson left Washington for Chicago,

to be present at the laying of the corner-stone of a monument to be erected

to the memory of Stephen A. Douglas. He was accompanied by Secreta-

ries Seward and Welles, by General Grant and Admiral FarraguL In all

the cities through which the President passed, he was accorded that courte-

ous welcome which the people are always ready to extend to their chief

magistrate. His speeches on the route were full of the most bitter denun-

ciation of Congress, which he described as a body hanging upon the verge

of the government. In some cases he descended to bandy words with a

crowd, and to answer ill-tempered jeers at himself by an echo of their bad

temper. His utter lack of tact disgusted even his friends. He too clearly

proved that, whatever might be the merits of his policy, he could not be safe-

ly trusted as leader with any polic}'. As Henry Ward Beecher soon after-

ward aptly said, "The greatest obstacle to the success of Andrew Johnson's

policy is Andrew Johnson."

Tbe autumn elections of 1866 were now at hand. The President, sure

of Democratic support, desired also to retain a good portion of the Repub-

lican vote. His especial favorites—those who received the largest share of

his patronage, were Republicans of the Philadelphia Convention school.

But the defection from the Republican ranks caused by the Philadelphia

Convention movement was not large. The old Union party still maintain-

ed its ranks unbroken, and refused to be distracted from the main issue

—

the Congressional amendment to the Constitution. The national executive

committee, which had been appointed in 1864, held its regular meeting at

Philadelphia. Governor Marcus L.Wood, of New Jersey, was elected chair-

man. The places on that committee of Henry J. Raymond, and others who
had participated in the Philadelphia Convention, were filled, and an address

was issued to the people calling upon them to support tbe Congressional

plan of restoration.

The late riots in New Orleans, the President's tour to the tomb of Doug-

las, the attempt of the President to influence the prospective elections by

the distribution of patronage to bis special adherents, and his evident deter-

mination to use Democrats, pardoned rebels, and every possible available

element to carry out his policy, tended to consolidate the Republican party

in opposition. Another circumstance which conduced to this result was

the fact that the nominees of the so-called Conservatives were in most eases

men in whom the Union party of the country had no confidence.

The popular vote was decidedly in favor of the Congressional policy. In

Maine, Chamberlain, the Republican candidate, was elected over Pillsbury

1 The views of General Sheridan, in military command of the Department, are expressed in the

fallowing dispatches:
"New Orle«DJ, Augoil 1. IBM.

" U. S. Grakt, General

;

"You aro doubtless nwnro of the serious riot which occurred in this city on the "<ith. A polit-

ical body, styling itself the Convention of lflti4,mcton the 30th, for, as it is alleged, the purpose of

remodeling the present Constitution of the state. The leadcre were political agitators and revolu-

tionary men, and the action of the Convention was liable to produce drenches of the public peace.

1 had made up my mind to arrest the head men if the proceedings of the Convention were calculated

to disturb the tranquillity of the Department, but I had no cause for action until they committed the

overt act. In the mean time official duty called me to Texas, and the mayor of the ctty.duringmy

absence, suppressed the Convention by the use of the police force, and, in doing bo, attacked tho

members of the Convention and a party of two hundred negroes with fire-arms, clubs, and knives,

in n manner so unnecessary and atrocious as to compel me to say that it was murder. About forty

whites and blacks were thus killed, and about one hundred and sixty wounded. Every thing is now
quiet, but I deem it best to maintain a military supremacy in the city for a few days, until the affair

is fully investigated. I believe the sentiment of the general community is great regret at this un-

necessary cruelty, and that the police could have made any arrrcst they saw fit without sacrificing

lives. P- H. Shebidas, Major General Commanding."

" Sew Ofleans, louMani, Auguit !, 16M.
"U. & Gmt, General, W*JbingtOD, D. C.:
" The more information I obtain of the affair of the 30th in this city, the more revolting it be-

comes. It was no riot ; it was an absolute massacre by the police, which was not excelled in mur-
derous cruelty by that of Fort Pillow. It was a murder which the mayor and police of the city

perpetrated without the shadow of a necessity. Furthermore, I believe it was premeditated, and

every indication points to this. I recommend the removing of this had man. I Lelieve it would be

hailed with the sincere*! gratification by two thirds of the jxipnlation of the city. There has been

a feeling of insecurity on the part of the people hereon account of this man, which is now so much
increased that the safety of life and property does not rest with the civil authorities, hut with the

military. P. H. Sueb.U'AK, Mijor General Commanding."
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by twenty-seven thousand votes, and every Republican delegate to Con-
gress was chosen by a considerable majority. In New Hampshire, the Re-
publican majority for Governor Smyth over Sinclair was nearly 5000. In
Connecticut, the Republican candidate, General Joseph R. Hawley, was elect-

ed over English by a few hundred votes. General Bumside was chosen
Governor of Rhode Island by a majority of over 5000. Alexander H. Bul-
lock, in Massachusetts, received a majority over Sweetser of over 65,000.
Among the members elected to the state Legislature were two colored men.
In Vermont, Paul Dillingham received a majority of nearly 23,000 over
Davenport, the Democratic candidate for governor. In New Jersey, out of
five members elected to the Fortieth Congress, three were Republican. In
New York, Governor Fenton was elected over Hoffman, the Democratic
candidate, by a majority of nearly 14,000. In Delaware, Saulsbury, the
Democratic candidate for governor, was elected by some 1200 votes. In
Kentucky, the election was not for the principal officers, but the Democratic
majority was about 38,000. In California, a judge of the Supreme Court
was elected by the Republican party by a majority of 7000. In Oregon,
the Republican majority for Woods as governor was 327. In Ohio, the
Republican majority for secretary of state was nearly 43,000. In Indiana
also a Republican secretary was elected by 14,000 majority. Kansas gave
a Republican majority for Crawford, as governor, of over 11,000. In Iowa,
the Republican majority for secretary of state was over 35,000. In Penn-
sylvania, Major General Geary, the Republican candidate, was elected gov-
ernor over Heister Clymer by 17,000 majority. In Michigan, Crapo, Re-
publican candidate for governor, was elected over Williams by a majority
of 29,000. Minnesota elected Republican representatives to Congress by
about 10,000 majority. In Illinois, General John A. Logan was elected
Congressman at large over Diekey by nearly 56,000. Wisconsin gave a
Republican majority of 24,000 for Congressmen.
From this estimate, it is clear that the people repudiated the President's

policy, and by overwhelming majorities in nearly all the states supported
Congress. This was not more decisively shown in the election of state offi-

cers than in the vote for members of the Fortieth Congress.
From this point a new stage in the reconstruction movement commenced.

The antagonism of the President was still continued against Congress, not-
withstanding the popular decision in favor of the Congressional amendment.
The Southern States still refused to accept the conditions submitted by Con-
gress and supported by the loyal people. Thus there was a dead-lock in
the process of resloration. There were then two methods of procedure. Ei-
ther Congress and the whole country could wait until the Southern States
should accept the amendment, or they could take the whole affair into their
own hands, and decide arbitrarily that the movement should go on, and upon
what conditions. Congress adopted the latter method. Just before the close
of its second session, the Thirty-ninth Congress passed an act known as the
Military Bill. This act declared that no legal state governments existed in
the late rebel states (excluding Tenoessee),and that in these states there was
no adequate protection for life or property. These states were therefore dis-
tributed into military districts, subject to the military authority of the Unit-
ed States, as follows

:

I. Virginia.

II. North Carolina and South Carolina.

III. Georgia, Alabama, and Florida.

IV. Mississippi and Arkansas.

V. Louisiana and Texas.

The President was to appoint as a commander of each district an officer
of the army not below the rank of brigadier general, and to detail a suffi-
cient military force to enable such officer to perform his duties and enforce
bis authority.

_

The duties of these commanders were—to protect all persons in their
rights of person and property, to suppress insurrection, disorder, and vio-
lence, and to punish, or cause to be punished, all disturbers of the public
peace and criminals. To this end they might allow local civil tribunals to
take jurisdiction of and try offenders, or, at their discretion, might organize
military commissions for the trial of offenders, and this exercise of military
authority should exclude interference on the part of the state government.
No sentence of death should be carried into effect without the approval of
the President.

The fifth section of this act provided that when the people of any of these
states should have formed a Constitution in conformity with the Constitu-
tion of the United States in all respects, and which should be framed by
delegates elected by the male citizens of said state 21 years old and up-
ward, "of whatever race, color, or previous condition, resident in the state
for one year, excepting those disfranchised for participation in rebellion,"
and when such Constitution should provide for universal suffrage, with the
exception of those disfranchised for participation in rebellion, and be rati-
fied by the people and approved by Congress, and the Congressional amend-
ment should have been adopted, the said state should be admitted to repre-
sentation in Congress.

The sixth section of the bill provided that until this admission of repre-
sentatives to Congress the civil government of each state should be consid-
ered as provisional only.

The President vetoed this bill, and it was passed over his veto by both
houses March 2, 1867. He then, in obedience to the act thus passed against
his remonstrance, appointed Brevet Major General John M. Scbofield com-
mander of the First District; Major General Daniel E. Sickles, commander
of the Second; Major General Pope, commander of the Third

; Major Gen-
eral E. O. C. Ord, commander of the Fourth ; and Major General Philip H
Sheridan, commander of the Fifth,

ncd States,

or slates included i

fied to vote for delegate!

ing oath or affirmation

:

thfltlai

The Fortieth Congress assembled on the 4th of March, 1867, immediately
succeeding and receiving the mantle of the Thirty-ninth. Soon after its as-
sembling it passed an act supplementary to the Military Bill adopted at the
previous session. This supplementary act provided iu detail for the regis-
tration of voters. 1 It was vetoed by the President, and then passed over
the veto by each house.

The supplementary act was vetoed as the original act bad been, but was
on the 23d of March passed, notwithstanding the President's objections.'

• At, Art wpplvnentaryto an Act entitled "An Act to Providefor tht more efficient Government of
the Rebel Slates, passed March 2d, 18ti7, and tofacilitate Restoration.

"Be it enacted by the. Senate andlfmsB ofStpreamtativto of the United Stales of America inConpress a,s C „,t,/,d,Thixt before the first day of Sepiewl.LT, IMli7, the commanding general in o-'.rli
district defined by an act entitled 'An Actio l'rovide for the more effli ienl Government of the Rebel
otatea,

a

^passed March 2d, 1N.'.7, shall cuuso » registration to he made, of [lie male citizens of lite
^enty-one years of ogc and upward, resident in each county or parish in the state

his district, which registration shall include only tho-o' persons who are qtinli-..-«• aforesaid, and who shall have taken and subscribed the follow-

T.1 ""1"""' *' T ,Uo so,cmnlv ^'•^' C'.t iitiimi ). in tin- pre sen ee .1 Almighty God,
citizen of Che State of

; that I have resided in said state for — month* next prd
ceding this day, and now reside in tho county of , or the parish of , in said stale fas
the case may be)

;
that I am twenty-ono years old; that I have not been disfranchised for participa-

tion in any rebellion or civil war against the United States, nor for felony committed against ,],„
laws Of any state or of the L nited .States

; that I have never been a member of any state Lepi~ln-
turc, nor held any executive or judinal office in any state, and afterward engaged' in insurrection
or rebellion ngain-t the L mud Stales, or given aid or comfort to the enemies thereof- that I havo
never taken an oath as a member of Congress of the United States, or as an officer of the United
States, or as- a member of any state Legislature, or as an executive or judicial officer of any slate.
to support the Constitution of the United States, and afterward engaged in insurrection or rebel-
lion against the United States, or given aid or comfort to the enemies thereof; tlmt I will faithfully
support the Constitution and obey the laws of the United Slates, and will, t(J tho best of mv null-
ity, encourage others so to do

: so help mo God ;' which oath or affirmation may be administered
by any registering officer.

"Sec. 2. And be itfurther enacted, That after the completion of tho registration hereby provided
for in any state, at such time and places therein as the commanding general shall appoint mid di-
rect, of which at least thirty days' public notice shall be given, an election shall he held ofdelcgates
to a < onyention for the purpt.se ol establishing a Constitution and civil government for such Mil to
loyal to tho Union, said Convention in each Mate, except Virginia, to eonsjs, of the same number of
members as the most numerous branch nf the state Legislature of such state in the year I860 to be
apportioned omoDg the several districts, counties, or parishes of such state by the commanding gen-
eral, giving each representation in the ratio of voters registered as afore-ahi as nearly ns may bo
The Convention m Virginia shall cranial of the same number or members as represented the terri-
tory now constituting Virginia in the most numerous branch of the Legislature of -aid state in tho
year 1HI.O, to be apportioned as aforesaid.

"Sec. 3. And be itfurther enacted. That at said election the registered voters of each state shall
voto for or against a Convent:on to form a Constitution therefor under this act. Those voting in
favor of such a Convention -hall have written or printed on the ballots by which thev vote for dele-
gates as aforesaid the words 'For a Convention,'and those voting against such a Convention shall
nave written or printed on such ballot (lie words 'Against a

l
'.invention.' The persons aimoinied

to superintend said election, and to make return of the voles giveu thereat, ns herein provided, shall
count and make return of the votes given for and against a Convention ; and the commanding gen-
eral to whom the same shall have been returned shall ascertain and declare the total vole in each
slate for and against a Convention. Ifa majority of the votes given on that question shall be for a
Convention, then such Convention shnll be held as hereinafter provided

;
bat if a majority of said

votes shall be against a Convention, then no such Convention shall bo held under this act- Provided
Tbat such Convention shall not bo held unless n majority of all such registered voters shall have
voted on the question of holding such Convention.

"Skc. 4. And be it farther enacted, Tbat the commanding general of each district shall appoint
as many hoards of registration as may be necessary, consisting of three loyal officers or persons to
make and complete the registration, superintend the election, and make return to him of the votes
list of voters, and of the persons elected as delegates by a plurality of the votes cast at said election
and upon receiving said returns he sludl open the same, ascertain the persons elected as delegates'
according to the returns of the officers who conducted said election, and make proclamation there-
of; nnd if a majority of the voles given on that question shall be for n Convention, the command-
ing general, within sixty days ir..m the date of election, shall notify the delegates to assemble in
Convention, nt a time and phicc lo be mentioned in the notification, and said Convention when or-
ganised, shnll proceed to frame n Constitution and civil government according to the provisions of
this act, and the act to which it is supplementary; and when the same shall have been so framed
said Constitution shall be submitted by the Convention for ratification to the persons registered un-
der the provisions of this act at au election to be conducted by the officers or persons appointed or
to bo appointed by the commanding general, as hereinbefore provided, and to be held afier the ex-
piration of thirty days from the date of notice thereof, to be given by said Convention ; and the re
turiis thereof shall be made to the commanding general of the district.
"Skc. a. Andbe itfurther enacted. That if, according to said returns, the Constitution shall bo

ratified by a majority of the votes of (he registered elo-iors qualified ns henio spe< itied cast at said
election, at least one half of all (ho registered voters voting upon the question of such ratification,
the president of the Convention -hall transmit a copy of the <ame,du)y certified to the 1 'resident
of the United States,who shall forthwith transmit the same to Congress, if then in session and if
not in session, then immediately u]>on its nest assembling ; and if u shall moreover appear lo Con-
gress that the election was one at which all the registered and qualified electors in the slate had an
opportunity to vole freely, and without restraint, fear, or the influence of fraud, and if the Congress
shall bo satisfied that such Constitution meets the approval of a majority of all the qualified electors
in tho state, and if the said Constitution shall be declared by Congress to be in conformity with the
provisions of the act to which [his is supplementary, and the other provisions of said act shall have
been complied with, and the said Constitution shall be approved by Congress, the state shall be de-
clared entitled to representation, and senators and representatives shall be admitted therefrom as
herein provided.

"Sec. 6. Andbe it further enacted. That all elections in tho states mentioned in tho said 'Act toTd
u
f7 f,

he m°re
,

efficient Government of the Rebel Slates' dull, during ^a operation of said
act, be by ballot

;
nnd all officers making the said registration of voters and conducting said elec-

tions shall, before entering upon the discharge of their duties, take and subscribe the oath prescribed
by the act approved July 2d, lf>b'2, entitled 'An Act to prescribe au Oath of Office :' Provided That
if any person shall knowingly and Gdiely take and subscribe any oalh iu this net prescribed such
person so offending and being thereof duly convicted shall he subject to the pains, penalties and
disabilities which by law ore provided for the punishment of the crime of willful and corrupt per-
jury. v *"
"Sec. 7. Andbe itfurther enacted, That all expenses incurred by the several commanding gen-

erals, or by virtue of any orders issued, or appointments made by t'hem, under or by virtue of this
act, shrill he [add out of any moneys in the treasury not otherwise nppropriated.
"Sec. 8. Andbe itfurther enacted. That the Convention for each stale shall prescribe the fees,

salary, and compensation to he paid to all delegates and other offi.ers and agents herein authorized
or necessary to carry into effect the purposes of [his act not herein otherwise provided for, and shnll
provide for the levy and collection of such taxes on the property in such state as may be necessary
to pay the same. .

*

"Sec.0._ Andbe it further enac(«/,Thnt the word 'article,' in the sixth section of the act to
which tin- is supplementary, shall be construed to mean 'section.'"

* To the original bill President Johnson objected on the following grounds

:

1. That "the mass of the Southern people, while they entertain diverse opinions on questions,
of federal policy, are completely united in the effort to reorganize their society on the basis of
peace, and to restore their mutual prosperity as rapidly and completely as the circumstances of the
case will permit."

2. Tho military rule established by the bill is " to be used, not for any purpose of order or for
i, but solely as a means of coercing tho people into the adoption of prind-

known that they are opposed, and upon which they have an un-m judgment." Thus it was in " palpable conflict with the ploin-

the prevention of
plcsi and measures to which it

deniable right to exercise their

est provisions of the Constitution.

8. The power given by the bill " is that of an absolute monarch, his mere will taking the placo
of oil law; it places at his free disposal all the lands and goods in his district; and he may dis-
tribute them to whom he pleases; he may make a criminal code of his own, and he may make it
ns bloody as any recorded in history, or he may reserve the privilege ofacting upon the impulse of
his private humors in each case that occurs It is plain that the authority hero giveu to
the military officer amounts to absolute despotism. But, to make it still more unendurable, the
bill provides that it may be delegated to as many subordinates as he chooses to appoint ; for it de-
clares that he shall 'punish or cause to be punished.' Such a power has not been wielded iu En-
gland for more than fiOOjeare It reduces the whole population of the *an states—all per-
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The President's objections to both the original and the supplementary

acta were theoretically just; but, for all that, they did not touch the ques-

tion as it offered itself to Congress. He could see in the establishment of

military power and the suffrage given to the blacks only three things: a de-

Bign on the part of the Republican party to perpetuate its own power; an

absolute despotism; and a violation of the Constitution. There may have

been, and probably were, a few members in both bouses of Congress who
were partisans in the sense that they preferred the success of their party to

the interests of their country; there may have been those who lightly re-

garded constitutional liberty and constitutional law; but this was not the

light in which Congress, as a body, looked upon the situation which con-

fronted it. An appeal had been made to the people of the Northern States,

and the result had been a Congressional victory. An opportunity had al-

ready been afforded to the Southern States to regain their representation in

Congress by doing exactly what Tennessee had done—i.e., by accepting a

Constitutional amendment, which involved no imposition upon them of ne-

gro suffrage, nor indeed any conditions not really demanded by the situa-

tion at the close of the war. But they had rejected the advances of Con-

gress, and stood defiantly upon " their rights" as interpreted for them by
Andrew Johnson. The work of restoration could not, then, proceed upon
the plan originally proposed by Congress. But the work must go on upon
some plan. Either the people must surrender to the President against their

own good sense, by reverting to his plan, now that their own had failed, or

they must adopt still another. And what other was possible? Only one;

and that was to appeal from the whites of the South to the whole people,

white and black. In order to do this, it was necessary to give the negroes

of the South the privilege of voting for Conventions in the several states.

This plan evidently could not be carried into execution except under the

supervision of military commanders. We are not, however, in vindicating

the necessity of the Military Bill, defending every feature of that bill. Un-
doubtedly it would have been better if Congress had omitted that provision

by which so large a portion of Southern whites were disfranchised. This

provision was not essential in order to secure the objects sought.

It must indeed be admitted that the Military Bill was unconstitutional.

But so in a greater or less degree had been every measure in the entire pro-

cess of reconstruction, whether adopted by the President or by Congress.

Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation was unconstitutional, and was only

defensible on the plea of military necessity. But the necessities of war are

no more binding than those of peace. Tbe object of the war was to con-

quer peace; and after the war there still remained the no less difficult work
of securing the peace which had been conquered. Was the security of tbe

conquest any less important than the conquest itself? Lincoln issued his

proclamation after long hesitation and with evident reluctance. But he

stood face to face with a great necessity, and was Compelled to act. The
deliberations of tbe Thirty-ninth Congress in 1866 show that that body was

equally reluctant to interfere directly with the right of states to regulate

their own system of franchise. But the necessity came, and came as the re-

sult of the attitude assumed by the Southern people. Congress yielded, as

Mr. Lincoln had done.

At first the bill did not strike the South unfavorably. This is probably

to be accounted for by the fact that the political leaders of the South antic-

ipated that the votes of the freedmen could easily be regulated by their for-

mer masters. Every attempt was made to influence the freedmen in this

direction. Thus General Wade Hampton said to them, 1 " Give your friends

at the South a fair trial; when they fail you will be time enough to go
abroad for sympathy ; it is for your interest to build up the South, for as

the country prospers you will prosper." Similar arguments were used
in every Southern state. Disfranchised white men addressed assemblages
mainly composed of enfranchised blacks. But they did not hold the field

alone, else their success might have been assured. Several Northern men
traversed the South, and urged the freedmen to act with the Republican

party. Prominent among these were Senator Wilson, of Massachusetts, and
Mr. Kelley, representative from Pennsylvania. Their speeches were moder-
ate in tone, but very effective. White men attended these meetings, appar-

ently willing that both parries should have a fair chance in this contest for

the negro vote. There was a slight disturbance in Mobile, in which Mr.

sons, of every odor, Bex, and condition, and every stranger within their limits— to the most abject
and degrading slavery. No muster ever had u control over his slaves so absolute as this bill gives
to the military officers over both white and colored persons."

4. The bill is unconstitutional in conferring the right of suffrage upon the freedmen. "The
negroes have not asked for the privilege of voting; the vast majority of them have no idea what it

means. This bill not only thrusts it into their hands, bot compels 'them, as well as the whites, to
use it in n particular way. If tbey do not form a Constitution with prescribed articles in it, and
afterward elert a Legislature which will net upon certain measures in a prescribed way, neither
blacks nor whites can be relieved from the shivery which the bill imposes npon them. Without
pausing here to consider the policy or impolicy of Africanizing tbe southern part of our territory,
I would simply ask the attention of Congress to thtit manifest, well-known, and universallv-a'c-
knowlcdged rule of constitutional law- which declares that the federal government has no jurisdic-
tion, authority, or power to regulate such subjects f(,r any state. To force the right ofsofrrage out
of the bands of the white people and into tbe hands of the negroes is an arbitrary violation of this
principle."

5. " Wo should remember that all men are entitled to at least a hearing in the councils which
decide ii|hiii the destiny of themselves and their children. At present ten states are denied repre-
sentation

;
and when the Fortieth Congress assembles on the 4th day of the present month, sixteen

states will be without a voice in the House of Kepresentativcs. This grave fact, with the impor-
tant question before us. should induce us to pause in u course of legislation which, looking solely
to the attainment of political ends, tails to consider the rights which it transgresses, the law which
it violate-, or the institutions which it imperils."
The veto to the supplementary act reiterates the objections to the original bill, and adds some

others. "Hi the oath re.pored at registration," says the President, "even- elector must decide
for himself, under peril of military punishment if lie" makes a mi-rake, whether he has been dis-
franchised for participation in rebellion Almost every man—the negro as well as the white—above 21 years of age, who was resident in the ten states daring the rebellion, voluntarily or in-
voluntarily, at some time and in some way, did participate in resistance to the lawful authority of
jbe general government." Besides, urges the President, as tbe people themselves have no voice
in conducting the regis! raii>.n lmh! the siih-eqiicnt election, the Conventions elected can not be con-
sidered a.-, tcp revealing the citizens "f those states.

' At Columbia, South Carolina, March 18.

Kelley was placed in some peril; but in New Orleans, at a meeting ad-

dressed by Senator Wilson, tbe Confederate General Longstreet was one
of the Vice-Presidents. Whatever may have been the hopes entertained

by tbe Southern whites as to the possibility of securing the support by
the freedmen of what was termed the Conservative policy, they were not
realized. So soon as it became evident that the negroes would support
Congress, there began to be developed a bitter opposition to the Military

Bill, both in tbe South and among those in the North who supported Mr.
Johnson. Very many, also, who were opposed to Johnson's policy, thought

that the disfranchisement of so many whites in the South, and the evident

purpose shown by those who controlled registration to give political su-

premacy to the blacks, were not only unnecessary, but also injurious to the

Republican party.

Although President Johnson bad protested so strongly against tbe estab-

lishment of military governments, yet after tbe passage ofthe Congressional

acts he proceeded promptly to their execution. Even in tbe appointment

of the military commanders he seems to have sought just those officers in

the army which would be most likely to meet the approbation of Congress.

In the case of General Sheridan particularly, the President feared that the

conduct of that officer might be needlessly arbitrary. Still he yielded to the

popular sentiment in favor of tbe general, and gave him the most difficult

of the five military districts. The President sought, however, iu every pos-

sible way, to regulate the operations of the military government in such a

manner as to relieve those features which were most obnoxious. But the

legislation of Congress left him a very limited sphere of action. He could

not prevent the subordination of the civil governments of the South to the

military commanders; the provisions of the original Military Bill were ex-

plicit on that point, and could not be avoided. On the same day that this

bill was finally passed, the Tenure of Office Bill was also passed over the

President's veto. The provisions of this bill, by limiting his authority in

making official appointments, almost entirely deprived him of the power to

check any proceedings, however arbitrary, on the part of the military com-

manders ; it took from him the power of removing even the members of

his cabinet except by and with the consent of the Senate. Indeed, more
executive power was delegated to each of the military commanders than

was left to the executive head of the government.

Thus cramped and fettered by Congress, the President had recourso to

Mr. Stansberry, his attorney general. Was there no way in which the exec-

utive might lay his hand upon the registration of voters in tbe South, and

prevent the sweeping disfranchisement contemplated by Congress? Stans-

berry thought there was. Surely the legal opinion of the highest legal offi-

cer in tbe nation ought to avail somewhat. So the attorney general gave

an opinion—and a very ingenious and elaborate opinion it was, we must ad-

mit. 1 The most important point in this opinion is the statement that the

1 The principal points are as follows : 1. All who arc registered, and none others, have the right

to vote. 2. No one who is not a citizen of the United States, and of the special stale, can properly

take tbe oath; but if an alien not naturalized chooses, he can take it, and mnst be registered;

but " he takes it at his peri], and is liable to prosecution for perjury." 3. The person who applies
for registry mast bo of the age of twenty-one years when he applies; but the requirement for a res-

idence of one year applies to the lime of voting, not of registration.

lie next proceeds to consider the various grounds of disfranchisement provided for in the bills.

In his opinion, (4), the sections which "deny the right to vote to such as maybe disfranchised for

participation in the rebellion or felony at common law," must be interpreted to mean that " tho
mere fact of such participation, or the commission of the felonious net, does not of itself work as a
disfranchisement. It must be ascertained by the judgment of a court, or by a legislative act, pass-

ed by competent authority." But the applicant for registration must (wear that "I have never

been a member of any stale Legislature, nor held any executive or judicial office, and afterward

engaged in insurrection or rebellion against the United States; that 1 have never taken an oath as

a member of the Congress of the United States, or as an officer of the United States, or as a mem-
ber of any state Legislature, or as an executive or judicial officer of any stale, to support the Con-
stitution of the United Slates, nnd afterward engaged in insurrection or rebellion against tho United
States." This provision, in tbe opinion of ihe attorney general, certainly exi lades (fi) members of
Congress, of state Legislature-, and of Conventions which passed ordinances of secession. Then
as to who are to lie considered as intended by executive and judicial officers of the slate, lie gives

his opinion that (';) officers of the militia of a state are not as such intended ; lhat (7) governors,

state treasurers, and others, commonly designated as "state officers," who "exercise executive

functions at the seat of government," and also judicial officers wbn-e jurisdiction extends through
the state, arc included ; but that (h) those functionaries commonly known as " county, township,
and precinct officers," sheriffs, county judges, commissioners of public works and improvements,
and the like, ore not included.

Under the provision working disfranchisement on account of the person having taken an onth to

support the Constitution, and afterward engaged in insurrection, he holds that (9) the two things

must concur, and "in the order of time mentioned: First, the office and the oath; and afterward

engaging in the rebellion or giving aid and comfort." Hence (10) " a person who has held an office

within the meaning of tins law, and taken the official oalh, and who has not afterward participated

in tho rebellion; and so too the person who has fully participated in ilic rebellion, but has not prior

thereto held an office and taken the official oath, may with safety take the oath" required for reg-

The attorney general then proceeds to consider " what acts, within the meaning of the law,

make a party guilty of engaging in insurrection or rebellion against the United States, or ofgiving

aid or comfort to the enemies thereof?" As to official acts, he ihinks lhat the phrase " enemies,"

to whom "aid nnd comfort" has been given, should in strict law be limited to mean only " foreign

enemies;" but he adds, (11), "I am not quite prepared to say that Congress may not have used it

as applicable to the lale rebellion," and therefore he goes on to inquire " what is meant hy engag-

ing in insurrection or rebellion against the United States?" It implies, he thinks, (12), "active

rather than passive conduct, voluntary rather than compulsory action." Hence it docs not include

(13) such cases as that of a person who has been forced into the ranks by conscription, or a slave

who, by command of his master, or by military order, has been engaged apon military works or

served in the ranks of the army. But (14) it does include many who, without having actually

been in arms, were engaged in the furtherance of the common unlawful purpose, such as "mem-
bers of Congress nnd rebel Conventions, diplomatic agents of the rebel Confederacy, or such other-

officials whose duties more especially appertained to the support of the rebel cause." Yet, on the

other hand, it does not (15) include "officers in the rebel states who, during the rebellion, dis-

charged dnties not incident to the war. The interests of humanity," the attorney general argues,
" require such officers for the performance of such official duties in time of war or insurrection as

well as in time of peace, and the performance ofsuch duties can never be considered as criminal."

Frum official participation the attorney general goes on to disenss what constitutes, in the view

of this law, individual participation in the rebellion, premising that in the case of a great insurrec-

tion, which for a time excluded the people from the protection of the lawful government, thu "ob-
ligations of allegiance are necessarily modified," and that many things should be considered as

"rightfully done which in the case of a mere local insurrection would have no color of legality."

Hecoucludes, therefore, (lt;)t that "some direct overt act, done with the intent to further the rebel-

lion, is necessary to bring the party within the purview and meaning of the law." The expression

of disloyal sentiments, the performance of acts of ordinary charity and humanity, the payment of

taxes or forced contributions and the like, are not sufficient. But (1 7) " voluntary contributions

in furtherance of the rebellion, or subscriptions to the rebel loan, and even organized contribntiona

of food nnd clothing or necessary supplies, except of a strictly sanitary character, are to bo class-

ed with acts which disqualify."
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mere fact ofparticipation in the rebellion does not ofitself work disfranchise-

ment, except as it had been declared to have that effect by the judgment of

a court or by a legislative act passed by competent authority. The attor-

ney general also construed the Military Bill as not intending the disfran-

chisement of those who had held minor executive offices of a local nature

under the Confederate government, nor those who had not voluntarily en-

gaged in rebellion. He declared also that, under the law, registering officers

could not refuse to permit every applicant to take the oath required; and

that the oath once taken, and the applicant's name once registered, the privi-

lege of voting could not be withdrawn.

Invested with this legal authority, President Johnson issued an order to

each of the military commanders, directing them to conform to the opinion

of the attorney general. The value of a legal opinion bad such an impres-

sion upon the President that he shortly afterward obtained another from the

s".me source, the purport of which was that the military commanders had no

right to remove civil officers, and that therefore Mr. Wells, whom Sheridan

had removed, was still the rightful governor of Louisiana, and John T. Mon-

roe (also removed by the same officer) was mayor of New Orleans.

Congress met again July 4, and continued in session for sixteen days.

In this brief period a new bill was matured and passed, defining the mili-

tary acts of the two previous sessions.
1 This explanatory act completely

annulled the attorney general's opinions, and left no room for doubt as to

the intentions of Congress in its plan of Southern reconstruction. The
President returned the bill with his objections July 19. In this veto mes-

sage he denounced with equal bitterness the despotic powers conferred

upon military commanders, and the limitations imposed, against the mani-

fest intent of the Constitution, upon the executive.2 The bill was passed

over Johnson's veto.

In respect to the functions of the Boards of Registration and Election, the attorney general

holds (1 8) that they can impose no with other than that prescribed by this law; thnt (19) they

must administer the oath to all who will tnke it, " the oath being the only and sole test of the

qualification of the applicant;" that (20) if a person takes the oath his name must go upon the

register; and that (21) his name being on the register, he must be allowed to vote. "There is

no provision," adds the attorney general, " to surcharge or falsify, or add a single name to the reg-

istration, or erase a single name that appears upon it,"

1 The following are io brief the provisions of this explanatory act

:

Sec. 1. "That it is hereby declared to have been the true intent and meaning of the act of the

2d day of March, 18157, entitled an Act to Provide for the more efficient Government of the Rebel

States, thereto passed the a:!d r.l" March, ]t?67, that the governments then existing in the rebel

states of Virginia, North Cnrulinu, Si.uib Carolina, Georgia, Mississippi, Alabama, Louisiana, Flor-

ida, Texas, and Arkansas were not legal state governments, and that thereafter said governments,

if continued, shall be subji?i [ in ;ill respects to the military commanders of the respective districts,

and to the paramount authority of Congress."

Sec. 2. "That the commander of any district named in said act shall have power, subject

to the disapproval of the general of the army of the United States, and to have effect till disap-

proved, whenever, in the opinion of such commander, the proper administration of said act shall

require it, to suspend or remove from office, or from the performance of official duties and the ex-

ercise of official powers, any officer or person holding or exercising, or professing to hold or exer-

cise, any civil or military office or duty in such district, uoder any power, election, appointment, or

authority, derived from, or granted by, or claimed under any so-called state or the government
thereof, or municipal or other division thereof; and upon such suspension or removal such com-
mander, subject to the disapproval of the general as aforesaid, shall have power to provide from
time to time for the performance of the said duties of such officer or person so suspended or re-

moved by the detail of some competent officer or soldier of the army, or by the appointment of
some other person to perform the same, and to fill the vacancies occasioned by death, resignation,

or otherwise."

Sec. 3. " That the general of the army of the United States be invested with all the powers of
suspension, removal, appointment, aod detail granted in the preceding section to district com-
manders."

Sec. 4. "That the acts of the officers of the array already done in removing, in said districts,

persons exercising the functions of civil officers, and appointing others in their stead, are hereby con-
firmed, provided that any person heretofore or hereafter appointed by any district commander to

exercise the functions of any civil office may be removed, either by the military officer in command
of the district or by the general of the army, and it shall be the duty of such commander to remove
from office as aforesaid all persons who are disloyal to the government of the United States, or who
use their official influence in any manner to hinder, delay, prevent, or obstruct the due and proper
administration of this act and the acts to which it is supplementary."

Sec. 5 makes it the duty of the Boards of Registration, before allowing any person to be regis-

tered, to ascertain whether he is entitled to registration ; and the oath of the person is not to be
conclusive evidence ; and no person shall he registered unless the board decides that he iB entitled

thereto; and "no person shall be disqualified as member of any Board of Registration by reason
of race or color."

Sec. G declares that the true intent and meaning of the oath prescribed in the supplementary act

is, among other things, " that no person who has been a member of the Legislature of any state, or
who has held any executive or judicial office in any state, whether be has taken au oath to support the
Constitution or not, and whether he was holding such office at the commencement of the rebellion,

or had held it before and who has afterward engaged in rebellion against the United States, or given
aid and comfort to the enemies thereof, is entitled to be registered or vote; and the words 'execu-
tive or judicial office in any state,' in said oath mentioned, shall be construed to include all civil of-

ficers created by law for the administration of any general law of a state, or for the administration

Sec. 1 authorizes the commauder of any district to extend the period for registration until the 1st
of October, 181)7. Makes it their duty, commencing fourteen days previous to any election under
the act, and for a period of five days, to revise the registration list, strike off the names of all per-
sons not entitled thereto, and add any names of persons so entitled which have not been register-

ed; "and no person shulijit any time be entitled to be registered or to vote by reason of any execu-
tive pardon or amnesty for any act or thing which, without such pardon or amnesty, would disqual-
ify him from registration or voting."

See. 8. " That all members of said Boards of Registration, and all persons hereafter elected or
appointed to office in said military districts, under any so-called state or municipal authority, or by
detail, or appointment of the district commanders, shall be required to tnke and subscribe to the
oath of office prescribed by law for the officers of the United States."

Sec. 9. "That no district commander or member of the Board of Registration, or any officers or
appointees acting under them, shall be bound in his action by any opinion of any civil officer of
the United States."

Sec. 10. " That section 4 of said last-named act shall be construed to authorize the command-
ing general named therein, whenever he shall deem it needful, to remove any member of a Board
of Registration, and to appoint another in his stead, and to fill any vacancy in such board.

"

Sec. 11. "That all the provisions of this act, and of the acts to which this is supplementary,
shall be construed liberally, to the end that all the intents thereof may be fully and perfectly car-
ried out." ,

5 The President thus concludes his message

:

_
" Within a period less than a year the legislation of Congress has attempted to strip the execu-

tive department of the government of some of its essential powers. Tho Constitution, and the
oath provided in it, devolve upon the President the power and duty to see that the laws are faith-
fully executed. The Constitution, in order to carry out this power, gives him tho choice of the
agents, and makes them subject to his control and supervision ; but, in tho execution of these laws,
the constitutional obligation upon tile President remains, but the power to exercise thnt constitu-
tional duty is effectually taken away. The military commander is, as to the power of appoint-
ment, made to take the place of the President, and the general of the army the place of the Senate,
and any attempt on the part of the President to assert his own constitutional power may, under
Eiretense of law, be mot by official insubordination. It is to be feared that these military officers,

ooking to the authority given by these laws rather than to the letter of tho Constitution, will rec-
ognise no authority but the commander of the district and the general of tho army. If there were
no other objections than this to this proposed legislation, it would be sufficient. While I hold the

Bat the President did not relinquish his claim to the authority which he
conceived rightfully belonged to him as the executive head of the nation.

Scarcely had Congress adjourned when he addressed a note1
to Secretary

Stanton, stating that "grave public considerations" constrained him to re-

quest the secretary's resignation. Mr. Stanton replied, " Grave public con-

siderations constrain me to continue in the office of Secretary of War until

the next meeting of Congress." The secretary had originally co-operated

with the President's plan of Southern restoration, but after the elections of
1866 he went over to Congress. His position in the cabinet thus became
very embarrassing. He could not resign his position without disappointing

Congress, and, as he believed, the people; nor could he retain the secretary-

ship without violating the hitherto well understood principles of official

courtesy. But Johnson relieved him of his embarrassment on the 12th of
August by removing him, ordering General Grant to assume the duties of

acting Secretary of War. Stanton then submitted, "under protest," as he
said, "to the superior force of the President." The general satisfaction of
the people with the administration of the war office by General Grant soon
reconciled them to the change, and the President's palpable defiance of the

Tenure of Office Bill was for a time substantially ignored.

.Five days after the removal ot Secretary Stanton, the President drew up
an order removing General Sheridan from the command of the Fifth Mili-

tary District, and appointing General Thomas in his stead. This did not

meet with General Grant's approbation. The general boldly defended

Sheridan on the ground that the military district was the most difficult one

in the South to manage ; that this difficulty bad grown out of the prevail-

ing impression among the people of that district that the President was
about to remove Sheridan ; and that, under these circumstances, General
Sheridan had been compelled to resort to the arbitrary measures which the

President disapproved. General Grant also objected to the change as be-

ing an impolitic one at the time. But the President insisted; Grant sub-

mitted, and the order was issued on the 26tb. General Thomas declined

the appointment, and General Hancock finally assumed the important office

from which Sheridan had been removed.

Almost simultaneously, General Sickles was removed from the command
of the Second District, embracing North and South Carolina, and General

Canby was appointed in his stead. The removals of Stanton, Sheridan, and
Sickles, following each other in quick succession, excited considerable ap-

prehension in the North, which was exaggerated by flying rumors that the

President was now prepared to resist Congress by force, that Maryland mi-

litia were being trained for his support, and that the country was on the

verge of a coup d'etat. Indeed, it was impossible to say what thunderbolts

the President was not prepared to fulminate against the legislative depart-

ment of the government. The autumn elections were at hand, in which a

second appeal was to be made to the people, and these popular fears were

used by Republican orators as an argument for the support of Congress and

its military reconstruction enactments.

The results of the autumn elections of 1867 were a surprise to the Repub-
lican party. In California, on the 4th of September, the Democratic candi-

date for governor was elected by a majority of 7466 over both the opposing

Republican candidates; a Democratic Legislature was also elected, involving

the loss of a Republican United States senator. Five days later, the Maine

election resulted in a falling off from Republican majority of 14,000 votes.

On the 8th of October elections took place in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana,

Iowa, and West Virginia. In Pennsylvania there was a Republican loss of

18,000 as compared with the previous year. Ohio elected a Republican

governor, but lost so largely in the Legislature as to secure a Democratic

United States senator at the expiration of Benjamin P.Wade's term. There

was a Republican loss in that state of 40,000 votes. In Indiana only local

officers were elected. In Iowa there was a Republican loss of over 10,000.

On the 5th of November, elections were held in New York, New Jersey,

Massachusetts, Maryland, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Kansas, and
with similar results. In New York, a Democratic secretary of state was

elected by a majority of 48,922. There was in that state a Republican loss

of over 62,000 votes. In Massachusetts, Governor Bullock, Republican, was
re-elected by 25,000 majority, showing a falling off of 32,000 from the ma-

jority of 1866. In New Jersey there was a Democratic majority of about

15,000, the Republican loss being about 18,000. Maryland went Democratic

by a majority of 40,000, against 13,000 in 1866. In Illinois the elections

were local. Wisconsin elected a Republican governor by 4000, a loss from

the previous year of 20,000. In Minnesota there was a falling off of over

6000 from the Republican majority of 1866. Estimating by majorities, the

Republican loss indicated in all the elections was over 250,000.

In Kansas, Minnesota, Ohio, and Pennsylvania, the people voted upon a

constitutional amendment, allowing negroes to vote in these states. The
amendment was defeated by heavy majorities in all except Minnesota.

ithority of the United States, while the obligation rests upon me to see that all

faithfully executed, I can never willingly surrender that trust or the powers given for

. I can never give my assent to bo made responsible for the faithfal execution of

jaws, and at the same time surrender that trnst and the powers which accompany it to any other

executive officer, high or low, or to any number of executive officers. If this executive trust, vest-

ed by the Constitution in the President, is to be taken from bim and vested in a subordinate offi-

cer, the responsibility will be with Congress in clothing the subordinates with unconstitutional pow-
er, and with the officer who assumes its exercise. This interference with the constitutional author-

ity of the executive department is an evil that will inevitably sup the foundations of our federal

system ; but it is not the worst evil of this legislation. It is n great public wrong to take from the

President powers conferred on him alone by the Constitution ; but the wrong is more flagrant and
more dangerous when the powers so taken from the President are conferred upon subordinate ex-

ecutive officers, and especially upon military officers. Over nearly one third of the states of tho

Union military power, regulated by no fixed law, rules supreme. Each of the five district com-
manders, though not chosen by the people, or responsible to them, exercises at this hour more ex-

ecutive power, military and civil, than the people have ever been willing to confer upon tho head of

the executive department, though chosen by and responsible to themselves.'*
1 August B, 1867.
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It is evident from these estimates that theie had beeD a popular reaction.

In 1866, the people had decided against President Johnson—now they ap-

peared to mutter against Congress. It must be remembered, however, that

in most of the states the elections were of such a character as not to draw

out the full strength of the Kepublican party. Still, even making this al-

lowance, the people evidently disapproved of the temper and spirit which

characterized the proceedings of Congress in this matter of reconstruction.

It would hardly be fair to infer from the elections that the people were op-

posed to what Congress bad done ; but the manner in which Congress pro-

ceeded, apparently assuming that any measures, however extreme, would

receive popular support, indicated that some check must be put upon that

body. There was another consideration of the utmost importance, and

which largely affected the popular vote. Before another general election

could take place, the party Conventions would meet for the nomination of

presidential candidates. The prominent leaders of the Republican party

were evidently determined to select some one representing the extreme

views of that party. It was important that this should not be done, and yet

quite certain that it would be attempted, if in the elections the Republic-

an party should receive the same support as in 1866. This consideration

materially affected the result of the elections. Thousands of Republicans

staid away from the polls, wishing neither to support Democratic candidates,

nor to give their sanction to the extreme views of their own party leaders.

As to the vote in four of the states upon negro suffrage, the result had no

special significance, for the issue presented had none. The refusal of Ohio

to allow colored citizens to vote did not by any means imply opposition to

negro suffrage as a feature of the military reconstruction bill. In Ohio,

as in all the Northern States, the only question involved in this matter was

one between an abstract principle and the prejudice of race; but not so in

the Southern States, one third of whose entire population was colored. Here

there were questions of expediency as well as of abstract justice to be con-

sidered. The exclusion of the vast colored population of the South from

negro suffrage involved dangers not only to the future tranquillity of the

suites themselves, but to the peace of the nation. The perils which many

feared from tliis universal or impartial suffrage were mainly imaginary.

President Johnson predicted that it would bring on a war or races; but it

would seem far more reasonable to expect such a war to follow the exclu-

sion of a very large class from all political power. The moment the negro

becomes invested with political rights, the very basis for the antagonism of

races is removed.

When Congress again assembled on the 21st of November, its proceed-

ings were characterized by greater moderation, but it steadfastly adhered to

its policy of restoration. The President's message was for the most part a

reiteration of the arguments upon which he had insisted from the begin-

ning of his administration. He urged the repeal of those "acts of Con-

gress which place ten of the states under the domination of military mas-

ters." He denounced the policy of negro suffrage and white disfranchise-

ment as the "subjugation of these states to negro domination, and worse

than military despotism." He alluded to certain cases in which it would

become the President's duty to resist Congressional enactments by force,

" re«ardless of cousequences." " If, for instance," said be, " the legislative

department should pass an act, even through all the forms of law, to abol-

ish a co-ordinate branch of the government, in such a case the President

must take the high responsibility of his office, and save the nation at all

hazards."

In January, the Thirty-nintb Congress had passed a resolution looking

toward the impeachment of President Johnson, and directing the judiciary

committee to investigate his official conduct. This committee, at the close

of the session on March 4th, had delivered over its duties and the results

of its inquiry to its natural successor. In June, the judiciary committee of

the Fortieth Congress, after a careful sifting of the testimony offered, stood

four for and five against impeachment. But one of the members, who in

June had been opposed to impeachment—Mr. John C. Churchill—changed

his mind before the beginning of the November session, and thus the meas-

ure came before the House on the 25th supported by a majority report. 1

Two minority reports were also submitted. It is clear that the President

had been guilty of no offense indictable by law ; and both the American

and British law on this subject determine that impeachment can not rest

except upon offenses of this character. Besides, the impeachment of Presi-

dent Johnson, simply because his policy was opposed to that of the legisla-

tive department of the government, would establish a dangerous precedent,

whicli could be used against any president by any dominant political party

opposed to him. The House wisely, therefore, refused to adopt the report

of the majority.

President Johnson, after having once entered into the conflict against

Congress, fought obstinately for the success of bis own policy of reconstruc-

tion. His legal arguments, however wise in theory, were almost always

practically false. His angry denunciation of his opponents weakened the

popular confidence in his wisdom and capacity for the successful leadership

of any party. His subsidizing of all the subordinate offices of the govern-

ment for his own purposes promised to reinaugurate the system of official

corruption under which the national politics had degenerated through a long

series of administrations previous to the election of Mr. Lincoln. This ex-

cited greater fear and distrust, because an enormous national debt, involv-

ing a most intricate system of internal revenue, bad infinitely increased the

opportunities for corruption. Johnson's administration completely disap-

pointed the American people. It was notoriously corrupt. It misled tho

Southern people, sharpening continually the edge o\ their defiance. It

drove Congress and the loyal people to the alternative of a surrender to

what they believed a mistaken policy, or of adopting extreme measures,

which otherwise they would have reluctantly sanctioned. It was a failure

as regarded its owu purposes, and an obstruction to the national develop-

ment
As we write (December, 1867) the Congressional plan of reconstruction is

still in its preliminary stages. Registrations have been completed in all the

ten states under military rule, and in most of them show a majority of col-

ored voters. Elections have been held in several of these states, and in somo

the Conventions are now in session. The delegates of these Conventions

are almost all supporters of the Congressinnal policy; and it is probable that

the Constitutions framed by them will be ratified by the several states, and

that they will include provisions for impartial or universal suffrage. Wheth-

er in other respect—for examplc.in the disfranchisement of a large number

of whites—they will meet the approbation of Congress after tho recent elec-

tions in the North, we can not predict. It seems certain, however, that, what-

ever else may fail, the principle of "equal rights for all men, without distinc-

tion of color," will be maintained in the next presidential election and in

the election of a new Congress. But prophecy belongs not to the historian.

We will not seek to lift the veil of our future. With the recital of the

events of the last seven years our proper work concludes. What remains

to be written we leave to other hands; what we have written we now sub-

mit to the charitable but impartial judgment of our readers.
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_

'• llith That in addition to the oppro-ion and bloodshed that have every where re-.dicd from hn

undue rendemf- and mm -parent partiality for traitors, he has encouraged the_ murder of loyi, citi-

zens in New Orleans bv a Confederate mob pretending to act as a pob. ,.-. by holding corrc-porelon. -u

with its leader-, denouncing the exercise of the constitutions! right of a political Convention to as-

semble peacefullv in that city as an act of treason proper to he Mippres-edbj violence, and com-

manding the military to assist instead of preventing the execution of the avnwed purpose of dw-

''""Tfth That he has been guilty of acts calculated, if not intended, to subvert the government of

the United State- bv de.mt.g thai the Thirty-ninth Congress w.is a ,-oU-iu,iti.,nal l-.oy, arc] filter-

ing .wnrit of .h-alb-: Ti,;,, and disobedience to the law and rebellion again dt its authority, by en-

deavoring, in public speeches, to bring it into odium and contempt,"
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ident in 1844, 199.

Black, Jeremiah S., Attorney General, retains

his position in Buchanan's cabinet, 40.

Blake, Homer C, surrenders (he Hntteras to the

Alabama, 425.

Blair, Montgomery, Postmaster General in Lin-

coln's cabinet, 51 ; resigns the postmaster gen-

eralship, 802.

BInir,Francis P. ,Jr., commanding IIomcGuards
near St. Louis in 1861, 107 ; at Edwards's Sta-

tion, 406; in the first assault on Vicksburg,

468; in tho second nssault, 468; assigned to

the Fifteenth Corps, 555 ; commands Seven-
teenth Corps, Army of tho T.

at Decatur, 613.

Blockade, President Lincoln's proch

stituting, April 19, 1801, 100; of Southern
ports a necessity of the war, 1 78 ; the ports

of North Carolina and Virginia included un-
der, by Lincoln's proclamation of April 27,

Blue Springs,T(

inded,t

it at, October, 1803,

Blunt, James G., defeats a Confederate forco at

Cane Hill, Arkansas, 290 ; nt tho battle of
Prairie Grove, 291.

Bonneville, Missouri, battle of, June 17, 1601,

Booth, John Wilkes, assassinates President Lin-
coln, 783 ; death of, 784 ; diary found on the

body of, 784.

Border States offended l,v the precipitate aclion

Of South Carolina, 20; inclined (o (he Union,

39, 44 ; enticements held out to, to secede, 44

;

were the debatable ground in the first stages

of the war, 100; President's message (July,

1864) concerning the attitude of, 188; no re-

sponse from the, to the offer of compensated
emaia (potion, 643.

Bouligny, John E., representative from Louisi-

ana, declares his devotion to the Union, 44.

Bowen, John S., commands the Confederates at

the battle of Port Gibson, 458.

Bowling Green, Kentucky, Buckncrs force at,

225; Federal advance on, February, 1802, 240,

Boyle, J. T., commands Western Keutucky, 531

.

Bragg, Braxton, commands Confederate forces

at Pensacola, 1801, 182; at the battle of

Shiloh, 299; succeeds Beauregard in com-
mand of the Army of Tennessee, 306 ; inva-

sion of the Northwest by, 309; invades Ken-
tucky, 309 ;

joins Smith at Frankfort, B09

;

proceeds too leisurely in his invasion, 309

;

captures Mumfordsville, Kentucky, 311; proc-

lamation of, to the people of Kentucky, Sep-
tember 26, 1SG2, 312 ; begini to retreat, 313;
description of (he retreat <f. from Kentucky
320; position ofhii annv at Miirtivv-l-oronuh'

322; defeated at Stone lii.vr, :i_'l
. podHon

and strength of the nrmv of, in Teliae—ec
June, 1863, 529 ; retreat":- tn.ni Shclhyiillo
and Tulinhnmn. 530; occupies Chattanooga,
530; evacuate- Cliattanoopi, r,37; opportuni-
ty of, to destroy Ro.eemns's army, 539; error
of, in not advancing upon Chattanooga boforo
Rosecrans's concentration, £4B; cram tho
Chiikamuiign, 542 ; tigb:- U : ' •'• '

I i« k-
amaugo, 542 cl srq. ; bc-ir^c- ( hutlaiioogiL
655 ; position and strength of Non-mher
1863,560; strengthens his right on Mission-
ary Ridge, 502 ; defeated at Miv-ionurv llidee
507

;
su[rersi'di*,l I a ,1,,.. .i,,l, .,, -, , . .

| , .,,_

rcspondenee of, with Johnston in rag .id to tho
re-enforcement of tho Annv of the Tennessee
601.

Brannnn, J. M. , at Chickamauga, 544, 546, 548.
Brazos Santiago occupied In llnuks, 579.
Breckinridge,John ('..nominated by tho Charles-

ton Democratic Convention, I860, for Presi-
dent, 15 ; as President of the Senate, declares
the election of Lincoln nnd Hamlin, 45; res-
ignation of, demanded bv tho Kentucky Legis-
lature, 170 ; vote received bv. for President in
1860, 201 ; at stone. River, 823 ; career of, in
tho Senate, Thirtv.-onTith Congress, 187; ex-
pulsion of, 188; attacks Baton Rouge. 412;
at Chickamauga, 542, 5(t; ; defeat- >i$v\ n(

New Market, Virginia, i'.
I j. n .. I , . oil

defeats Gillcm, 6M; at the buttle of npcipiiiiii

710; connection of, with the DOgntiouOni be-,

tween Sherman and Johnston, April, 1865,
778.

Bright, Jesse D., of Indiann, enreer of in the
Sennte, Thirty- seventh Congress, 188; ex-
pelled, 188 ; letter of, to Davis recommending

Bristoo Station, Virginia, actions at, 885, 619,
620.

British recognition of the Confederacy as n bel-

ligerent, 193; Foreign Enlistment Act of
1819, 193; action in regard to (ho Trent nf-

fair, 193.

Brooklyn, U. S. steam frigate, arrival of, nt Nor-
folk Navy Yard, nnd ordered to re-enforco
Fort Sumter, 32; sent to re-enforce Fort
Pickens, 71.

Brooks, Preston, assault of, on Sumner, 14.

Brough, John, elected Governor nf Ohio, (154.

Brown, E. B., defends Springfield against Mur-
madnkc, 590.

Brown, Hurvcv, succeeds Skinnier in command
ofFort Pickens, 182.

Brown, Isaac U., commander of the mm Arkan-
sas, 440.

Brown, John, Harper's Ferry raid of, 14; tho
Abolitionists attempt to hold u meeting in his

honor nt Boston, December 8, 1800, 21.

Brown, J. C, on the Confederate side ut Chick-
amauga, 642.

Brown, Neil S., nnd othcra, of Tennessee, protest
against secession, 108.

Brownlow, William G., recognized by Johnson
ns legal Governor of Tcnnes-ee, 803.

Brownsville, Texas, occupied In Hanks, 579.
Bruinsburg, Missi--ipjii. finding of Grant's troops

at, 458.

Buchanan, Franklin, commander of the Virginia,
March, 1862,254.

Buchanan, James, bis determination to yield (o
slavery, 14 ; hist annual inc.—age to Congress,
21 ; denies the right of coercion, 22 ; instructs

Major Anderson to hold the Charleston forts,

and defend them to the last, 27; refuses to

withdraw the garrison from Charleston Har-
bor, 29; refuses to officially recognize tho
South Carolina commissioners, hut replies to

their address, 30; declines to receive (heir sec-

ond letter, 31; reply of, to General Scott's

charges, 72; vote received by, for President
in 1850,200.

Buckingham, elected Governor of Connecticut in

1803,641.
Burkland, R.T.,in the first assault oa Vicks-

burg, 468.

Buekncr, Simon B., commands (he Confederate
forces at Bowling Green, Kentuckv, 1801, 172;
at Fort Donelson, 231, 235, 230; evueuates
Knoxville before IJurnsidc's advance, 533 ; in

the attack on Dug Gap, 539 ; nt Chickamau-
ga, 542-549.

Buell, Don Carlos, in command of the Depart-
ment of Kentucky at the close of 1801, 172;
advances on Howling Green, 238; array of,

leaves Nashville to join Grant, March 28,

1862, 293; arrives on the battle-field of Shi-

loh at the close of the first day's conflict,

300; popalar dissatisfaction with. 311 : reach-

es Louisville with his army, and heads off

Bragg, 311; pursues Bragg'.s retreating army,
313; desertions from the army of, 320 ; is rc-

enforeed by recruits. 320: relieved ofhis com-
mand, 320 ; hi- conduct of the Army of the

Cumberland (t Hiio), f,2.>.

Buford, John, succeeds Hatch in command of

the cavalry of Pope's Virginia Army, 382; or-

dered to Gettysburg, 506.

Bull Run, battle of, July 21, 1861, 146-157,
preporatious for, 140; the advance, 148; Ty-
ler's reconnoissance toward Bluekbarn's Ford,
July 18, 149} McDowell's plan, 149; John-
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eton joins nenuregard, July 20, 150; estimate

and disposition of fortes, 150 ;
superiority of

the Confederates in artillery, cavalry, and dis-

cipline, ISfi; McDe-wello.o dilatory, 150; po-

sition of the Confederates, 151; the rout of the

Federal army, 154, 150; losses on both sides,

1.17; note on, 157.

ISurbridge, S. G.,at Chickasaw Bayou, 446; nt

Arkansas Post, 149 ; in the second nssanlt on

Vicksburg, 468; defeats General Morgan in

Kentucky, 600 ; destroys the salt-works at

Sultvilie, Virginia, 682.

Burnett, Hcnrv ( '..expelled from the Thirty-sev-

ei.th Congress, 185; elected to Confederate

Congress, 185.

Bums, Anthony, the fugitive slave, case of, 13.

Purnslde, Ambrose B., at the battle of Bull Run,

151 ; commands the Roanoke Lsland oxpedi-

tiun, 244; advance on Newborn, 246; proc-

lamation of, to the people of North Carolina,

24G; captures Newborn, March, 18(52, 240;

corps of, sent to re-enforce Pope, 383 ; at An-

lietnm, 402 ; succeeds Mctlellan in eommnnd

of tboArmy of the Potomac, 40fi; Fredericks-

burg campaign of, 406-120; reluctance of, to

take command, 406 ;
plan of, for the cam-

paign, 406 ; neglects the opportunity of beat-

ing the enemy In detail, 407 ;
waits for pon-

toons, and is anticipated l.y Lee in the occu-

pation of Fredericksburg, 407; constitution

of the Army of the Potomac under, 407;

crosses the Rappahannock to Fredericksburg,

41 1 ; insists upon authority to dismiss Hooker,

Smith, Newton, and other officers, or resign-

ing his coinmand,417; is superseded!..? Hook-

er, 417; resignation of, nut accepted, 417;

withdraws from Frederii 4>burg,415; abortive

attempt of, to cross the Kappabannock above

Fredericksburg, 417; demoralination of the

army of, after the Fredericksburg disaster,

4vlU; relieved of command, 417; assigned to

tbaDepartmontoftho Ohio, 417; assumes com-

mnndof the Department 011110 01110,531; ad-

vances over the mountui us into FustTennessee,

533 ; captures Knoxville, 535 ; captures Cum-
berland Gap, 535 ; why a co-operative move-

ment was nut made by, against Chattanooga,

53/; thenrmy of, isolated from theChattanooga

campaign through Halk-i k's inanngement,551

;

plans suggested by. for muvcinents subsequent

to the buttle uf ( 'nickauiuugn, 551 ;
withdraws

to Knoxville before Longer reel's ndvance,552;

relieved by Foster, 554 ; with the Ninth Corps

held in reserve, 624
;
joins the Army of the

Potomac, 628; in the Wilderness, G2G; at

Spottsylvanin, 031 ; at Cold Harbor, 684,636;

mine enterprise against Petersburg, 697, 698,

G99; receives leave of absence, 75G ; elected

Governor of Rhode Island, 822.

Uutlcr, Benjamin F., plated at the head of the

first Massachusetts troups sent to Washington,

92; takes military possession of Annapolis

against the protest of Governor Hicks, 92;

correspondente lieiween, and Governor Hicks

concerning the lauding of soldiers a?. Annapo-

lis, 92; correspondence between, and Governor

Andrew, 03 ; repairs the Annapolis and Elk

Ridge Railroad,: i;[
; replies to Governor Hicks's

protest against bis occupation of the railroad,

94 ; offers to assist in putting down an expect-

ed servile insurrection at Annapolis, 03 ; as-

signed to the Department of Annapolis, 100;

takes possession of the Relay House, 101;

proclamation of, to the citizens of Baltimore,

101 ; seizes tiie Winans gun, 101 ; enters Bal-

timore, 101 ; assigned to the command of Vir-

ginia uud the I nroliuns, with headquarters at

Fortress Monroe, Iu2; eMablishes a camp ut

Newport News, Virginia, 1 36 ; turns over his

command at Fortress Monroe to General

Wool, August, 18G1, 180 ; commands the Hat-

tcras expedition, 180; gives the name of

"contraband" to negroes, 201 ; issues Order

No. 28, 219, 27.". ; undertakes an expedition for

the capture of New I irleans. 2G2 ;
enters New

Orleans, 270 ; called " Picayune," 270; proc-

lamation of, to the people of New Orleans,

273; compels citizens of New Orleans to pay

their Northern creditors, 275 ; establishes a

quarantine, 27(1 ; executes Mumford, 27G; re-

quires an oath of allegiance from the citizens of

New Orleans, 276 ; insists upon the Fpiscopal

prayer for the President of the United States,

278"; disarms the population of New Orleans,

273 ; calls for free negro volunteers, 278 ; oc-

cupies the Liifiinrchu district. 279; superseded

by Banks, November 9, 1802, 280; charges

against, 280 ; farewell of, to the Army of the

Gulf and to the citizens of New Orleans, 281
;

post assigned to, in Grant's Virginia campaign,

624 ; movement of, from Yorktown, co-opern-

tivo with Grant, 631 ; forces under, designated

the Army of the James, GUI ; occupies City

Point and Bermuda Hundred, Virginia, 632;
failure of, to take Petersburg, (132 ; carries the

outer defenses of Fort Darling, G32; repulses

Beauregard, G32 ; "bottled up" at Bermuda
Hundred, <;:'.;! ; the larger portion of tlio army
of, join Grant north of the James, G34 ; takes

up a position nt Deep Bottom, G97; Dutch
Gap Canal of, 7(1(1; connection of, with the

first attack on Fort Fisher, 725
;
powder-boat

suggested by, 725 ; relieved of his command
Of the Army of the James, 731.

Butterlield, Daniel, at the battle ofCold Harbor,

I8G2,3G4; at the battle of Groveton, 380; at

Fredericksburg, 415
;
commands a division of

the Twentieth Corps, GOO.

Buzzard's Roost Pass, Georgia, Sherman's dem-
u against, G04.

Cairo, Blinois, threatened by the Confederates

near the close of 1861,173.
Calhoun, John C, violent propositions of, 12.

Camden,Korth ( uruliua, surrenderedApril, 18G2,

2-10.

Cameron, Simon, of Pennsylvania, Secretary of

War in Lincoln's cabinet, 50 ; resignation of,

107 ; appointed minister to Russia, 197.

Campbell, John A., connection of, with tbe

Hampton Roads Peace Conference, 6C9.

Campbell's Station, Tennessee, battle of, 552.
'"

ip Wild Cat, Kentucky, repulse of Zollicofler

„, 170.

Canada, Confederate agents in, 797.

Canal, the Vicksburg, failure of, 453 ; Butler's

Dutch Gap, 70G.

Canby, E. R, S., iu command of Federal forces

in New Mexico, 288 ; fights the battle of Vnl-

verdo, 280 ; drives Sibley out of New Mexico,

289 ; assumes command of the Department of

the Gulf, 745; appointed military command-
er of North and South Carolina, 824.

Cane Hill, Arkansas, skirmish nt, November,

1862,290.
Cone River, Louisiana, battle of, April, 1864,

589.

Cape Girardeau, attack on, by Marmaduke, 477.

Carlin, W. P., nt Lookout Mountain, 5G2.

Cumifex Ferry, West Virginia, battle of, Sep-

tember 10, 18G1, 144.

Carr, E. A,, at the battle of Pea Ridge, 284 ; at

Port Gibson, 458 ; in the second assault on

Vicksburg, 408 ; nt Mobile, 747, 748.

Carrick's Ford, West Virginia, battle of, July,

1861, 142.

Carroll, Charles, member of African Coloniza-

tion Society, 11.

Carroll, S. S.", in tbe battles of tbe Wilderness,

G29.

Carthage, Missouri, concentration at, of Confed-

erates under Trice, Jackson, and Rains, June,

1861,130; battle near, 139.

Casey, Silas, at the buttle of Seven Pines, 351.

Cass, Lewis, reigns his position as Secretary of

State, December 15, I860, 22; vote received

by, for President in 1848, 19'J.

Cavalry, deficiency of, in the Army of the Cum-
berland, 1863, 326.

Cedar Creek, Virginia, battle of, 712.

Cedar Mountain, Virginia, battle of, August 9,

1862, 383; losses at, 383.

Ccntreville, Virginia, in connection with the bat-

tle of Bull Run, 140.

Chnmbersburg, Pennsylvania,burned by tbe Con-

federates, 708.

Champion Hills (Edwards's Station), Mississip-

pi, battle of, 465.

Chaneellorsville, battle of, authorities for, 483,

488, 500 ; furces at the battle of, Federal and
Confederate, 486 ; description of, 487 ; losses

at the battle of, 500.

Chantilly (Ox IlilD, Virginia, battle at, 300.

Chaplin's Hills tl'erryvilk-j, Kentucky, buttle of

Octobers, 1862,314.

Charleston, Democratic Convention nt in I860,

15; minute-men of, 18; hoists the Palmetto

flag, 18
;
guard placed over the United States

Arsenal at, 2J ; volunteer troops pouring into,

27 ; excitement iu, caused by Anderson's re-

moval to Fort Sumter, 27 ; troops ordered out

in, 29; authorities seize the U. S. Custom
House, Post-office, and Arsenal, December 28,

18G0, 20 ; Secessionists strengthen Fort Moul-
trie, and erect batteries on Morris's and Sulli-

van's Island, 36
;
put under protection of a

military patrol, 36; all tlie citizens of, called

to arms, 36
;

press of, calls on Hondo, lo seize

Pensacola and Key West, 36 ; sub-treasurer

Of, forbidden to cash drafts from Washington,

3G ; General Beauregard ordered to command
the Confederate forces at, 40 ; floating battery

at, 53 , 7000 troops at, under Beauregard, iu

April, 18GI, 68; Confederate evacuation of,

720; defenses of, and approaches to, 733;
Hunter's operation.- uguin>t. in 1862, 733;
blockading fleet ofl, attacked by Confederate

rams, 734 ; Dupont's bombardment of, 733,

737 ; fired upon by General G illmore, 743 ; oc-

cupied by the Federal troops, 744.

Charleston Courier, declares the puqiuse of the

South to usurp the national government, 82.

Chase, Salmon P., Secretary of the Treasury in

Lincoln's cabinet, 50 ; sketch of, 186; opin-

ion of, concerning the 1 Emancipation Proclama-

tion, 208 ; succeeds Taney us Chief Justice,

GOG ; Liogr.ipltnal sketch of, 6GG.

Chnttauooga, Tennessee, demonstration against

by General Ncgley, June, 1862, 308; cam-
paign Tor tbe possession of, in 1863, 525-568

;

shelled by Wagner, 537 ; evacuated by Bragg,

537; besieged by Bragg, 556 ; battles of, No-
vember, 18G3, 560-568.

Cheatham, Benjamin F., at the battle of Bel-

mont, November 7, 1361, 171 ; ot Chiekamau-
ga, 542 ; at Lookout Mountain, 562 ; at Mis-

sionary Ridge, 562 ; commands a corps of

Hood's army, 671; at Franklin, 677 ; at Nash-
ville, 681 ; at Spring Hill, 676.

Cheluiw Station, Al.dmma, skirmish at, 610.

Cberow, North Carolina, occupied by Sherman,
720,

Chicago, Illinois, Republican Convention nt, in

1860, nominates Lincoln and Hamlin, 15.

Cbicknhoininy liiver, \ irgiuia, description of the,

343; bridged by McClellan, 347; AleCleilun's

position on the, 349 ; bridges over the, swept

away, 356.

Chickamauga Creek, battle of, 542-549 ; forces

and losses at, 549, 650.

Chickasaw Bayou, Mississippi, battle of, 446,

it. Canada, 797 ; chairman of Committee on
lomnia cc iu Senate, Thirty-sixth Congress,

185.

Clay, Henry, member of African Colonization

Clayton, H. D.,at Chickamauga, 542.

Clean-

, W. C., Confederate agent in Canada,

707.
Cleburne, Patrick, driven from Liberty and

Hoover's Caps, 530; iu the attack oil Dug
Gap, 539; at Chickamauga, 5-lj, 546 ; at Mis-
sionary Ridge, 562, 567 ; killed at Franklin,

Cleveland, Ohio, National Convention a n 1864,

:, sketches of,

447.

Clue f Justices of the United

GGG.

Churchill, T. J., commanding Confederate forces

at Arkansas Post, 449 ; at Pleasant Hill, 537.

Cincinnati, Ohio, excitement at, occusioned by

Brngg's invasion of 18112, 300.

Cincinnati, sinking of the, before Vicksburg, 471.

City of New York. » reck of ihe, 244.

City Point, Virginia, occupied by Butler, G32.

Civil Rights Bill passed over the President's

veto, 818.

Clarence, capture of the brig, by the Florida,

423.

Clarksburg, Virginia, collision between Letcher's

forces and Union men, May 1'3. I8GI, 142.

Clay, Clement C., ofAlubomuj Confederate agent

Cobb, Howell, Secretary of the Treasury in 1860,

supports the Charleston nominees, 16; resigns

his place in the cabinet, 22 ;
President of

Montgomery Convention, 41 ; captured by

Wilson, 750.

Cobb, T. R. If,, killed at Fredericksburg, 414.

Cochrane, John, nominated for Vice-President in

18G4, GG4.

Cold Harbor, Virginia, battle of, June 27, 18C2,

363; forces engaged at, 366; losses at, 367,

368; battle of, June, 1864, 633-635; losses

at, 635.

Colfax, Schuyler, elected speaker of the House,
Thirty-eighth Congress, 655 ; re-elected speak-

er, Thirty-niuth Congress, 80G.

Collumer, Jacob, speech of, in the Senate, on
National Currency Bill, 648.

I 'ollicrville, Tennessee, skirmish at, 560.

Collins, Napoleon, seizure of the Florida by, 423.

Colonial Congress of 1765 at New York, for re-

dress of grievances, 2.

Colonies, the American, Northern and Southern,

civilizations in the, compared, 2 ; had no gov

ereignty, 3; declared their independence in

1 77G, but not their individual sovereignly, 3.

Colonization of the United Mates, character of

the colonists, 1.

Colonization Society, African, formed at Wash-
ington in 1816, 11.

Colonization of slaves, Lincoln in favor of, 205.

Colorado Territory, bill for the admission of, de-

feated by the President's veto, 818.

Colambia, South Carolina, entered by Sherman,

718; burning of, explained, T18.

Columbus, Kentucky, occupied by Confederates

under Polk, 1 60 ;
Confederate strength at, and

importance of, 170; demonstrations against,

January, 1862, 226; evacuated by Polk, after

the capture of Fort Donelson, 241.

Commissioners, Confederate, at Washington, 51 ;

correspondence between, and Secretary Seiv-

Confederate Commissioners at Washington, 51

;

correspondence between, and Secretary Sew-
ard, 51, 52; information uftlieir failure reach-

es Charleston, 53.

Confederate debt, repudiated by the Southern

States, 804.

Confederate Stales, delegate.- from, to Congress,

retain their seats to aid rebellion, 31 ; appar-

arsenals, etc., 39 ; influence of minute-men on

the vole for secession, 31) ; supply of arms and

ammunition from tbe Korth and fromEurope,

40; Convention at Montgomery, Alabama, 41,

123; name themselves "Tne Confederate

Mates of America, "adopt a Constitution, and
form a provisional government, 41 ; Jefferson

Davis elected President, und Alexander H.
Stephens Vice-President, by tbe Convention,

41 ;
inauguration of President Davis at Mont-

gomery, February 18, 1861, 43; Robert

Toombs appointed Secretary of State, Charles

G. Memmiuger ! ecrctniy of the Treasury, and
Pone Walker Secretary of War, 44 ; Congress

pusses an act declaring tlie navigation of tbo

Mississippi free, 44 ;
Congress passes an act

for the establishment and oignuizalion of an

army, March 9, 1 86 1,49; Constitution ratified

by the various states, whu are called upon for

their quotas, 40; coil for .'0,000 men, 40;

John Forsyth, Martin J. Crawford, and A. B.

Rodman appointed commissioners to Wash-
ington, 50 ; order, April 10, 1861, for Beaure-

gard to attack Furl Sumter, if not surrendered,

55; cull issued for :J2,0UU additional troops,

68 ; convention with Virginia, April 25, 1861,

70; Congress meets at Montgomery, April 20,

1861, lla; letters of marque and reprisal is-

sued, 00
;
payment of debts to citizens of the

loyal states forbidden, 11*; bill passed by Con-
gress fur the issue of 850,OuO,UbO, payable in

bonds, lltf; Congress adjourns from Mont-

gomery to Richmond, 1 lo
;

population and

strength of, I 16
;
joined by \ irginiu, April 21,

18ol—by Arkansas, May, 1-uil—by Tennes-

see, June 8, lc61—by North Carolina, May
20, laui—by Texas, February, 186L, 123;

hubiis of the Voiii hern people afforded a basis

for military organization, 124 ; advantages of

the Confederacy in the war, 124 ; situntiun of,

at the beginning of the war, DM; Southern

railroads, their favorable situation for military

purposes, 1,13; disadvantages of tbe Confeder-

acy from a financial nand-pumt, lo3; Confis-

cation Act uf July, 1861, 192; British and

French recognition of the Confederacy as a

belligerent power, UM ;
commissioners sent to

Europe in I86I, 193 ;
Congress authorizes the

raising of 400,0(10 troops, 212; tax laws, 212;

Congress retaliates against the Confiscation

Act of the federal government, 212; change

from a provisional to a permanent government,

213 ;
Conscription Act of April 16, 1862, 218

;

schemes fur securing the alliance of Indians,

283 ; military situation in tbe spring of 1 862,

1:96; new levies, i"J'i ; Jisciunugemcnt occa-

sioned by the failure of Bragg 's invasion in

1862, 320; scarcity of supplies ill the winter

of 1863-4, 569; military situation in spring of

16G4, 508 ; situation iu spring of 1 8GB, 753.

Confederation, articles of, 3.

Confiscation Act of 1p02, SO."., 20tl ; modified to

receive the President's sanction, 206.

Congress, Confederate, meets nt Montgomery,
113

; passes nn acl declaring the navigation
of the Mississippi free. 44

;
passes an act for

the organization of an armv, 49
;
passes a bill

for tie issue of ft.-.u, ,(Miii, lis.; adjourns to
Richmond, 118; authorizes tbe raising of
400,000 troops, 212; tax laws passed by, 212;
retaliates against the Federal! ontiscation Act,
212 ; Conscription Act passed by, 213 ; Confis-
cation Act of, 102.

Congress, Continental, 2, 3; Congress, United
States, the Thirty-sixth, December 3, 18G0,
21 ; Southern senators retain their sents in,

to aid rebellion, 31 ; attempts at conciliation

in, 22-31
; passage of the resolution of the

Committee of Thirty -three in the House
against Constitutional amendments affecting

slavery, 31 ; resolution approving Major An-
derson's change orpnsitimi passed ibe House,
40; senator.- frnm Alal'iuna. Florida, and Mis-
sissippi withdraw, -Id; farewell speech ofJeffer-

son Huvis in the Senate. 4(» ; standing com-
mittees in Thirty-sixth, 185; special session

of tbe Thirty -seventh, called by tbe Presi-

dent, 63, 184; character of the Thirty-seventh,

184; Grow elected speaker, 184; Senate of
the Thirty-seventh, IMG

;
passage of act con-

firming previous acts of the President, 190;
expulsion of seceding senators, 191 ; debate

on the Army Hill, July, 1861, 191 ; appropri-

ations, July, 1801, 192 ; Confiscation A«t,
July, 1861, 192 ; regular session December 2,

1SGI, 107; the Crittenden resolution offered

for reaffirmation and tabled, 198 ; military

appropriations in the first session, Thirty-

seventh, 108 ; tax and legal tender acts, 198
;

passage of the resolution offering compensa-
tion for emancipation, 204 ; net abolishing

slavery in District of Columbia, April, 18Q2,

204 ; net respeciing negro soldiers, 205; Con-
fiscation Act of 1862, 205; second session of

the Thirty - seventh opens, 641 ; measures
adopted relating to compensated emancipa-
tion, 613; discussion on political arrests, 613

;

authorization of the suspension of habeas cor-

pus, 644 ; Conscription Act passed, 64G, 647

;

National Currency Bill pas-ed, 648 ; admis-

sion of West Virginia, 649; repudiation of for-

eign mediation. 619
;
dissolution of Thirty-sev-

enth, 650; first session of '1 hirty-oiglith"U)u4

;

list of members, 655 ; President's message,

G"i5 ; repeal of the Fugitive Slave Law, 656;

debate on expulsion of Long iu the House,
662, GG3; enabling acts to admit Colorado,

Nevada, and Nebraska, 663 ; Thirty-eighth,

meets in second session, li('.;i
;
passage of res-

olution for an amendment of the Constitution

abolishing slavery. 669; Thirty-ninth, assem-

bles December 4^ 1865, 805 ; list of members,

805
;

position of parties in the two houses,

806 ; Johnson's first annual message, 807

;

appointment of Reconstruction Committee,

809; constitutional amendment on the basis

of representation debated in the House, 810;

the amendment defeated in tbe Senate, 813;
constitutiunal amendment submitted April 30,

186G, 813; this amendment adopted, 813;

full report of the Kecons miction Committee,

814; admission of members from Tennessee,

817; passage of I- icedineti's Bureau Hill, 817;

passage of Civil Rights Bill, 817; bill passed

extending suffrage to negroes in the District of

Columbia, 818; close of first session of Thir

ty-ninth, 818; passage of Military Recon
struction Bill, 8L'2

;
passage of supplementary

Reconstruction Bill by the Fortieth, 822.

Congress, the, captured by the Virginia in Hamp-
ton Roads, 254.

Conkling, Rescue, argument of, for the change

of the basis of representation, 810.

Conscription Act passed by Thirty-seventh Con-
gress, 646.

Conscription, Confederate, 218, 701.

Constitution of the Confederate States, 43; rat-

ified by the Confederate States, 49.

Constitution of the United States, Convention

for the formation of, nt Philadelphia, 1787,4 ;

rights surrendered under, by the states, 5;

states not mentioned by name in any port of,

5; text of, 8; amendatory articles of, 9; prin-

ciple ofapportionment of taxes and representa-

tion in, 10 ; anti-slavery amendment of, pass-

ed, 660 ; ratified, 804, 805.

Constitution, U. S. frigate, oftis the " Old Iron-

sides," used by General Butler, April, 1861,

92.

Constitutional amendment, anti-slavery, passed,

G69; joint resolution for, of the Reconstruc-

tion Committee passed, 813; nnti-sluvery,

ratified, 804, 805.

Continental Congress at Philadelphia, 2; had

no sovereign power, 3.

Contributions from the loyal states in the spring

of 1861,112.
Convention, Republican, of 1 860, at Chicago, IB

;

Democratic, uf 18B0, ut Charleston, If.; Bell

and Everett, of 1860, at Baltimore, In ; na-

tional, at Cleveland, Ohio, for nomination of

President, 664 ; nominates Fremont and Coch-

rane, 664 ; Hepuhlican, of 1864, at Baltimore,

GBlj nominates Lincoln and Johnson, 665;

Democratic, at Chicago, in 1864,667; nomi-

nutes McClcllan and Pendleton, 6G8 ; Nation-

al Union, at Philadelphia, 820.

Cooper, Samuel, Confederate Adjutant General,

sketch of, 358.

Copperheads, opposition efforts of, in the sum-

mer of 1863,650.

Corbett, Boston, shoots John Wilkes Booth,

784.

Corinth, Mississippi, Ilulleck's advance on, 302;

evacuated by the Confederates, May, 1861,

303; battle of, 31C.

Corse, J. M., at Missionary Ridge, 5C2 ; defense

of Allatoonaby, G71.

Cotton, connection of, with the Confederate con-

duct of the war, 443; seizure of, at Alexan-

dria, Louisiana, 585.

Cotton-gins increased tlie wealth ofthe South.IOi
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Coach, Darins N., at Seven Pines, 351 ; at tie

battle of Malvern Hill, 370 ; at Fredericks-

burg, 413; at Chancelloreville, 487, 493, 4'J6,

4fJ«, 4B9 ; disaflection of, toward Hooker, 605.

Cojt,.I. D., commands n division of the Army of

the Ohio, 600 ; at F'rnnkbn, 077 ; in the op-

erations against Wilmington, 733.

Crawford, Martin J , .if Georgia. Ci.iifcderule

commissioner to Washington in 1801, BO.

Crawford, S. W., at Gettysburg, 512; at Five

Forks, 760.

Creditor*, South Carolina and Georgia, refuse to

pay debts to Northern, 18; sum due Northern,

from Southern citizens, 24.

Crittenden Compromise, the, 22.

Crittenden, Thomas L., at the battle of Shiloh,

300 ; command! Second Corps of Buell'a

army, October, 1802, 312; at Stone River,

322; command* the Twenty-first Corps of

Hosecrnns's army, 626 j in I(o-ecrans's Middle
Tennessee campaign, 680; enters Chattanoo-

ga, B37; at Cliiekamuuga, 642-549; report

of Court of Iri'|iiiry upon [be conduct of, 650,

Crook, George, conflict of. with Wheeler north

of Chattanooga, 661 j defeat! MeCausland in

We.it Virginia, 031 ; is defeated hy Early at

Kornstown, 70H; at the battle of Opcqunn,
710; at Cedar Creek, 712; at Sailor's Creek,

768.

Cross-keys, Virginia, battle at, June 8,1802,347.

Cumberland, U. S. sloop of war, escapes from

Gosport Navy Yard, April 21, 1801, 85; sunk
by the Virginia in Hampton Roads, 254.

Cumberland Cap, description or, 314 ; evacuated

by G. W. Morgan, September, 1802,314 ; cap-

tured hy Dumside, 535.

Cumberland River in conniption with the move-
ment on Forw Henry nnd Donelson, 22G.

Cummings Point Battery in Charleston Harbor
built hy tho secessionists, G8.

Currency, United States, made a legal tender,

108 ; National, Bill, debute on in Congress,

01(1.

Curtin,Andrew G., re-elcetcd Governor of Penn-
sylvania, 054.

Curtis, Samuel R., commanding in Southwest-

em Missouri, January, 1803, 282; occupies

Springfield, 282; lights tho battle of Pea
Ridge, 281 ; advances in I) ntesville, Arkansas,

nnd threatens Little Hoik. 2M9 ; assigned to

the Department ofMissonri, September, 1802,

202; relieved of [In; i omruaod of the Missouri

Department by Schoficld, 590.

Cashing, W. B., galbint exploit of, in the de-

struction of the Albemarle, 722.

Gushing, capture of thu. bv the Florida, 423.

Custer, George A., at Cold Harbor, G34; com-
mands ft division of Sheridan's cavalry, 755

;

routs Early at Waynesborough, 755; ut Five
Forks, 700; defeats Lee at Sudor's Creek,

708.

Dnhlgreo, TJlric, killed in the raid on Richmond,

Dana, N. j. T. , expedition of, for the occupation

of tho Kio Grande, 579.

Dana, United States coast survey steamer, seized

by the Florida authorities, 89.

Danville becomes temporarily (ho capitul of the

Confederacy, 77* ; Davis's proeliimatioll from,

778.
Davis, Charles H., career of, as eommondcr of

tho Mississippi squadron, 430 ; succeeds Foote

in command of i tie Mississippi squadron, May,
1802, 300 ; occupies Memphis, 30G.

Darin, II. W., speech of, on expulsion of Long,

Davis, Jefferson, farewell speech <>f, in the Unit-

ed States Senate, 41 ; elected President of the

Confederate States, by the Convention ill Mont-
gomery, 41; biographical sketch of, 42; inau-

gural address of, February 18, 1801,43; forma-
tion of bis cabinet, 4-1 ; orders United Stales

troops to bo expelled from Texas before the se-

cession of that state, 46
;
proclamation of, pro-

posing to issue letters of marque and reprisal,

April 17, 1801.!i',i; message of, to Confederate

Congress, April 29,1301,113; chairman on
military affairs in the Sen ate, Thirty-sixth Con-
gress, 185; mc.ssnge of, July, 1801,211 ; mes-
sage of, November, 1801, 212; inauguration

of, February, 180-', '-'14
;
message of, Febru-

ary 25, 180;;, 214; proclamation of, December
23, 1802, respecting Federal negro soldiers

and their officers, 219 ; declares General But-
ler u felon, 210 ; his offensive-defensive policy

of conducting the war, 206., ut Fair Oaks,
352; address of, before the Mississippi Legis-

lature, December, 1802, 403; interview of,

with Gihnore nnd Jacques in 1864, 007;
speech of, at Macon, Georgia, September, 18G4,

G70; opposes tho arming of slaves, 768 ; re-

ceives a telegram from I.ee announcing his

defeat, 777; Might of, from Richmond, 777;
Danville proclamation of, 778; hearing of

Loo's surrender, abandons Danville, 778 ; de-

serted by nil bis cabinel din ers except Reagan,
778 ; reward offered for the capture of, 778

;

captured near Irwinsville, Georgia, 778.

Davis, Jefferson C, at the battle of Pea Ridge,
284; shoots Nelson at Louisville, September
29, 18G2, 312 ; at Stone River, 322 ; in Rose-
crans'* Middle Tennessee Campaign, 630; in

the attack on Liberty Gup, 630 ; at Chatta-
nooga, 5G0, 5G2 ; commands a division of the
Foaneeuth Corps, GOO ; captures Rome, Geor-
gia, 005 ; succeeds Palmer as commander of
the Fourteenth Corps, Gl 7 ; at Jonesborough,
G20.

Debt, the national growth of, GGG.

Decatur, Georgia, battle of, 612.
Declaration of Independence, fac-simile of, 6-7.
1 leer I "reek mid against Vicksburg, 455.

De Kolb, C. L. V.. proposition of, to blow up the
Capitol at Washington, 707.

De Kay, Union officer, killed by guerrillas, fu-

ller*! of, at New Orleans, 276.

Delaware, reply of the Legislature of, to the

commis-sir.Tii.'r fr<.m Mis.-a.-ippi, 39.

Dennis. ,i], William, succeeds Blair as postmaster

general, 802.

Bcpartnieot of Kansas, created November, 1801,

Hunter in command, 175.

Department ofKentucky, Anderson in command,
172 ; Anderson succeeded by Sherman, and
the latter by BuelL 1 72.

Department of Missouri, created November, 1861,

Halleck commanding, 177; Curtis commands,
succeeding Schofield, 202 ; Rosecrons com-
manding, 593.

Department of New Mexico, created November,
1861, Conby commanding, 177.

Department of Ohio, created May, 18G1, com-
manded by MeCleUan, 140 ; limits of, Bucll

commanding. November, 1801, 177.

Department of Virginia, North and South Caro-

lina, created May, 1801, commanded by But-

ler,

Department of the West, created April, 1801,

commanded by Humey, 133; by Fremont,

139; Halleck assigned to the command of,

November, 18, 1861, 175.

Department of West Virginia, under Rosecrans,

177.

DePoyster, Johnson, leasts the Federal flog over

the Capitol at Richmond, 760.

Dos Arc, Arkansas, captured by the national

forces, 449.

Desertions in tho Army of tho Potomac, spring

of 1863,481.
Deshler, James, killed at Chi. kamnugu, 546.

Devens. . Ihnrles, at Ball's Bluff, 165.

Devin, John D., commands a division of Sheri-

dan's cavalry, 756 ; ut Fivo Forks, 7G0 ; at

Sailor's Creek, 768.

District of Columbia, organization of the militia

in, by Captuin Charles Stone, 32; abolition

of slavery in, April, 1802, 204 ; included in

the Department of tho Rappahannock under
McDowell, 3d ; bill passed in Congress giving

suffrage to tins negroes in the, 818.

Dix, General John A., succeeds Howell Cobb
as Secretary of the Treasury in Buchanan's
cabinet, 32, orders revenue cullers Lewis Cass
and Robert McClelland to New York: "If any
one attempts to haul down the American flag,

shoot him on the spot," 40.

Dodge, George M-, raid of, through Northern
Alabama, 521) ; ordered to organize a select

force of 8000 men from the Sixteenth Corps to

go to Chattanooga, 566 ; commands Sixteenth

Corps, Army of the Tennessee, 001 ; at Deca-
tur, 613.

Dostie, A. P., killed in the New Orleans riot, 821,

Donhleday, Abner, at the battle of Groveton,

388; nt Fredericksburg, 413; at Gettysburg,

G12.
Douglas, Stephen A., action of, in repealing tho

Missouri Compromise, I;'.; nominated for Pres-

ident, 1800,15; vote received hv, for President

in 1860, 201 ; letter of, in his last days, 187;
death of, 187.

Drainesville, Virginia, engagement at, December
20,1861, 167.

Drayton, Confederate general, commanding at

Hilton Head, 1861, 161.

Dred Scott Decision, tho, 14.

Drouyn de l'Huys, correspondence of, with Sec-
retary Seward on French mediation, 650,

Dug Gup, Tennessee, lirugg's attack on, 589,
541.

G26.

Dunham, H. C, of Georgia, proposition to assas-

sinate prominent Northern men, 797.

Dupotlt, Samuel F., commands the naval part of

the Part Royal expedition, 181 ; bombards the

Charleston for Is, 737 ;
succeeded hy Dahlgren

in command of the South Atlantic Squadron,

788.
Durham Station, Virginia, interview between
Sherman and Johnston at, 773.

Dutch Gup Canal, Butler's, 706.

Duval's Bluff, Arkansas, captured by the nation-

al forces, 449.
Dwight, William, at Port Hudson, 463, 472, 474.

Early, JubaL at Bull Run, 151 ; at the battle of
Cedar Mountain, 383; at Fredericksburg, 413;
holds the line at Fredericksburg while Lac
fights the battle of Chancellorsvilic, 489; dis-

patched by Lee against Hunter, 031 ; crosses

tho Potomac into Maryland, 7**7 ; defeats Wal-
lace on the Moaocacv. 7(17 ; threatens Wash-
ington, 707 ; is repulsed nt Fort Stevens, 708

;

recrosses the Potomac, 708 ; defeats Crook at

Kernstown, 708 ; advances into Pennsylvania,

70B ; re-enforced in the Valley, 700 ; defeated
by Sheridan on the 0]>cqunn, 710; routed at

I tenor's Hill, 711; attacks Sheridan's army at

Cedar Creek and is defeated, 712; routed by
Custer nt Waynesborough, 765 ; dismissed
from command by Lee, 755.

East Tennessee, 88,000 out of 48,000 in the pop-
ular vote of, for the Union, 123 ; plan for the

occupation of, postponed, 226 ; value of the

possession of, to Bragg, in the summer of1802,

308 ; loyalty of, 324 ; occupied bv Burnside,

535.

Edcnton, North Carolina, occupied by Command-
er Rowan, 24G.

I'dwards 'g Station, Mississippi, battle of, 465.

Elections in the autumn of 1662 against the ad-
ministration, 041 ; of 1803, 054; spring, of

1004, G54; autumn, of 1864, G69; Presiden-

tial, of 1804, 660 ; autumn, of 1866, 821, 822

;

autumn, of 1807,824.
Elizabeth City, North Carolina, occupied by
Commander Rowan, 240.

Elk Horn, Confederate name for the battle ofPea
Ridge, 284.

Ellet. Charles, connection of, with the ram fleet

in the West, 432, 433.

Eller, Charles Rivers, communicates with Farra-
;.-:i;- fleet, 439 , ruiD die V icksburg batteries

and attacis the citv of Vicksburg, 449 : death
of, 452.

Ellis, Governor of North Carolina, seiies Fort
Macon, the forts at Wilmington, and the arse-

nal at Fnvetteville, 39 ; reply of, to Lincoln's
call for 75", Olio men, 68.

Ellis's Bluffs, attack on fleet from, 437.
Ellsworth, Colonel Elmer E., killed nt Alexan-

dria, May 24, 1301,135.
Ellsworth, Oliver, member ofConstitutional Con-

Emancipation, compensated, debate in Congress
on, 204; proclamation of Lincoln, September,
1862, 207; compensated, Lincoln's message
concerning, December, 1 863, G42 ; compen-
sated, measures adopted by Congress concern-

Emory, William H., checks the Confederate pur-
suit alter Sabine Cross-roads, 587 ; at Cedar
Creek, 712 ; at the buttle ofOpeiiuun, 710.

Ericsson, John, constructs the Monitor, 251,

Essex, accident to the, at Fort Henry, 229 ; at-
tack of, on the ram Arkansas, 441.

Evans, Confederate colonel, at Bull Run, 151.

Evansport, Virginia, engagement at, between tho
Confederate batteries and the Potomac fleet,

163.

Everett, Edward, nominated for Vice-President,
I860, 15.

Ewell, Richard S., nt Bull Run, 151 ; detached
for the support ofJackson in tho Shenandoah,
345 ; attacked by Fremont at Cross Keys, 847

;

at the battle of Cold Harbor, 1802, 366 ; at tho
battle of Malvern Hill, 876 j ordered to Gor-
donsville, 382 ; at the battle of Cedar Mount-
ain, 383 ; worsted at Bristoe Station, 385

;

wounded nt Groveton, 385 ; at Fredericks-

burg, 413 ; at Gettysburg, 607, 608, 609, 512,
513 ; in tho Wilderness, 020, 028 ; at Spottsyl-

vnnin, 031 ; Imbls Richmond during tho siege

of Petersburg, 701 ; at Sailor's Creek, cut off

from Lee in tho retreat, 768.

Ewing, Hugh, in tho first ussnult on Vicksburg,

408; in the second assault, 4G8 ; commands
fourth division of Sherman's Army of the Ten

-

nesseo, 600; ut Chattanooga, 5u"0j retreat of,

from Pilot Knob, Missouri, GOG.

Lira Church, Georgia, battle of, GIG.

Fngun, Confederate general, nt Helena, 481.

Fair Oaks, Virginia, bottle of, 352; battle of,

opened the way 10 Richmond, 354 ; losses at,

864.
Fnrragut, David G. , flag-officer of the West Gulf

squadron, commands the unvnl portion of the

New Orleans expedition, 262
;
passes the New

Orleans forts, 266; runs past the Vicksburg
batteries, 438 ; descends the Mississippi to

New Orleans, 441 ; passes the Port Hudson
batteries, 460; co-operates with Bunks in the

attack on l'ort Hudson, 472 ; attacks the forts

in Mobile Harbor, 745.

Fayctteville, North Carolina, occupied by Sher-

man, 720.

Fcssendcn, W. P., of Maine, senator in Thirty-

seventh Congress, on subjugation, 191 ; elect-

ed senator, resigns the treasiirership, 801.

Fillmore, Millard, vote received by, for Presi-

dent in 1856, 200.

Finances, Confederate, July, 1861, 212, 215.

Finances of (lie I "imed Mate-, report of tho Sec-

retary or tho Treasury on the, I860, 22 ; re-

port of the Secretary of the Treasury on the,

December, 1601, 197; condition of the, July,

1861,102; in 1863,642.
Finnegun, Confederate general commanding tho

Confederate troops in Florida, 575.

Fisheries, the New England, afforded the basis

for a navy, 178.

Fisher's Hill, Within, battle of, 7U.
Five Eorks, Virginia, battle of, 759.

Flag of truce, the first of the war, 88.

Flanders-, B. F., of Louisiana, elected to Con-
gress from Louisiana, 280 ; admitted to the

House, G49.

Florida Convention pusses secession ordinance

January 12, 1601,39, 122; Legislature passes

un act defining treason, 40 j Seymour's cam-
paign in, 674, 575.

Florida, the Confederate privateer, captures by,

423; seizure of, by Captain Collins, 428.

Floyd, John B-, Secretary of War in 1660, sent

arms and ammunition to the slave states, 10;

nsserts that Major Anderson had violated the

pledges of the government, and asks permis-

sion to withdraw the U.S. forces from Charles-

ton Harbor, 28 ; resigns his position in Bu-
chanan's cabinet, December 29, I860, 29; in-

dicted for implication in the Indian Trust

Fund fraud, 20 ; ordered to re-enforce Gener-

al Wise in West Virginia, 142; boasts that be

will drive Rosecrans out in ft fortnight, 144;

defeated at Cotton Hill, retreats, 144 ; at Fort

Donelson, 231, 230; charges against, for his

conduct at Fort Donelson, 237, 238.

Eollnnsbec, A. S., captain in the Sixth Massa-
chusetts, leads part of tho regiment through

Baltimore, April 19, 18G1, 86.

Foote, A. II., commander of the Mississippi na-

val squadron, 220, 432; demonstrates against

Columbus, 22G ; reduces Fort Henry, 229

;

bombards Fort Donelson, 233 ; occupies Co-
lumbus, 241 ; bombards Island No. 10, 293

;

advances against Fort Pillow, 303; transfers

his command to Davis, 805 ; death of, 305.

Foreign mediation repudiated by Congress, 049.

Foreign relations, condition of, July, 1801, 193;

with England disturbed by the Trent affair,

194.

Forrest, Nopoleon B., at Fort Donelson, 23G;

occupies Murfreesborough, July, 18G2, 807;
threatens Nashville, 327 ; attack of, on Fort

Donelson, February, 1863, 627; at Chicka-

mnuga, 542-549; defeats W. S. Smith near

Oknlono, 571 ; advonces into Tennessee and
Kentucky, 571 ; defeats Sturgis at Guntown,

Mississippi, 672
;
defeated by A. J. Smith at

Tupelo, Mississippi, 574 ; raid of, into Mem-
plus, 574; invadesTranmr^September, 1604,

829

G7l
; demonstrates against Johnson villc, G75|

at Spring Hill. 1576; defeated bv Wilson at
Kbeneser Church, Alabama, 760.

Forsyth, John, Confederate commissioner to
Washington in 1861,50.

Forsyth. Missouri, Confederate camp ut, broken
up, July, 1861,139.

Fort Barrancas, Florida, seised bj secessionists,

Fort Bartow, Roanoke Island, 242.
Fort Beauregard, St. Philip"? Maud. South Car-

olina, attacked bv Sherman ami lhiponr, No-
vember 7, 1801, 181.

Fort Blakcly, Alabama, capture of, 748.
Fort Bluncbanl. Rvanoko Island, 242.
Fort Bliss, Texas. Confederate General Sibley's

headquarters in 1601,288.
Fort Breckinridge, New Mexico, abandoned by

tho Federals, ISO 1,288.
Fort Buchanan. New Mexico, abandoned by tho

Federals in 1801,288.
Fort Caswell, North Carolina, seized by seces-

sionists, 39 ; Confederate cmi. nation of, 732.
Fort Clarke, Hnttenv. Inlet, captured by Butler

and Stringham, .V „-i-t.
I Ml, 181.

Fort Craig, New Mexico, nlumduued bv the Fed-
erals in 1801, SS8 ; retaken by Conby, 288;
advance against, by Sib lev, 288.

Fort Darling, Virgiuin, Butter carries the outer
defenses of, 032.

Fort Do Htisscv. Louisiana, evacuated hy Gen-
eral Taylor, '403

; captured by A. J. Smith,
581.

Fort Donelson, situation of, 280; rc-enforeo-
ment of, 231 ; number of men defending, 231

;

besieged, 231; bombarded, 235; council of
war at, 234; sally frum and ensuing battle,

234, 235 ; eonsultution as to surrender of, 230

;

estimate of loves nt the luittlo of, 2311; sur-
render of, February 10, 1302, 237, 482 ; dis-

position of the prisoners captured nt, 237
[

Forrest's attack on, February, I8G3, 627,
Fort Espemnzn, Texas, captured by Banks, 579.

Fort Fillmore, New Mcxtco, surrendered by Ma-
jor Lynde, 288.

Fort Fisher, North Carolina, first attempt on, by
Butler and Porter, 725 ; second expedition
against, 731 ; assault on and capture ul', 732.

Fori Gaines, Alabama, captured, 747.
Fort Harrison (Ctiapin's Itlntl), Virginia, cap-

tured by Urd and Birncy, 703,

Fort Hntteras, captured bv Butler and String-

ham, August, 1801, 181.

Fort Ileimnn, Tennessee, 227.

Fort Henry, importance of, and vulnerability,

226; bombardment of, 227; captured by Foolo
and Grant, 229, 432.

Fort linger, Alabama, evacuated by tho Confed-
erates, 748.

Fort Hugcr, Roanoke Island, 242.

Fort Jnckson, New Orleans, 201 ; bombardment
of, hy Fnrragut and Porter, BG5 ;

passage of,

2GG ; surrender of, 270.

Fort Johnson, North Carolina, seized by seces-
sionists, 39.

Fort Johnson, Souih Carolina, description of, 53.

Fort Macon, seized by Governor Ellis, of North
Carolina, January 2, 1861, 39 ; captured by
Burnside, 249,

Fort McAllister, Georgia, captured by Hazcn,
688.

Fort McEea, dismantled nod abandoned, 09.

Fortress Monroe, General Butler's heudimartera

at, 102; description of, 130.

Fort Morgan, Mobile Buy. seized hy secession-
ists, 89 ; surrender of, 717.

Fort Moultrie, evacuated bv Major Anderson,
27 ; occupied by an armed' force from Charles-
ton, December 28, 18G0, 29 ; recommendation
of General Wool to increase the garrison of,

December 0, 1800, 84; repaired and strength-

ened by Charleston secessionists, 30 ; descrip-

tion of, 53.

Fort Pemberton. .Mississippi, repulses Grant's at-

tack, 454.

Fort Pickens, Florida, supplies cut off from, 49;
is re-enforced by President Lincoln's orders,

52 ; re-enforccment of, G8, 72 ; bombards tho

Confederate forts at Pcnsaeolu, November,
1801,182.

Fort Pillow, Tennessee, bombardment of, by
Foolc's gun-bouts, 303; evacuated June 4,

1802,300; massacre at, 672.

Fort Powell, Alabama, blown up uud abandoned
by the Confederates, 746.

Fort Pulaski, seized by Governor Brown, of

Georgia, January L', 1801,39; cuplure of, 421.
Fort Sanders, Knoxrilli.-, Longstrcet's assault on,

554.

Fort Stanton, Arizona, abandoned by the Fed-
erals, 283.

Fort S Iendman, Virginia— Grant's right—cap-
tured by the Confederates under Gordon, 757;
recaptured, 757.

Fort Stevens (near Washington,), Early repulsed

nt, 708.

Fort St. Philip, New Orleans, 2G1 ; bombardment
of, by Fnrragut and Porter, 205

; passage of,

2GG ; surrender of, 270.

Fort Sumter, South Carolina, occupied by Major
Anderson on the night of December 2G, 1860,

27; prayer nt, Dei ember 27th, 28 ; attempt to

re-enforce by the Star of the West, 30; cutoff

from supplies, 37 ; South Carolina oflers to

buy, 40 ; expedition sent to relieve, 52 ; de-

scription of, 52, 733 ; Beauregard's demand
for the surrender of, 55 ; fired upon April 12,

1861, 60 ; surrender of, to the Confederates,

April 13, 1801, 01 ; excitement caused by tho

attack on, 01 ; flag saluted and removed, Ot

;

concentration of the insurgents nt, enables the

government to ro-enforce Fort Pickens and
protect Washington, 09

j
President's message

(July, 1801) corn ,. ruing the capture of, 188;

bombarded hy Admiral Dupont's .Monitor fleet,

737 ; bombarded from Morris's Island, 741,

743 ; the old flag restored above, 744.

Fort Tracy, Akbama, evacuated by the Cocfed-
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Fort Wagner, South Carolina, assault on, July

11,1863,738; assault on, July 18, 740; siege

of, 741 ; Confe ilerate evacuation of, 743.

Fort Walker, Hilion Head, attacked by Sherman

and Dupont, November, 1861] 181.

Forts in the Confederate Suites which remained

in possession of the government, 124; in Tex-

as surrendered by Twiggs, 2B8.

Fctcr, John G., at Roanoke Island, 244; as-

sumes tho offensive in North Carolina and

marches against Uoldsborotigh, 427; retreat

of, 42H.

Foster, L. S., chosen President of the Senate,

803.

Fourth ofJuly, how memorable in American his-

tory, IH4.

France, offer of mediation by, rejected, C50.

Frankfort, Alabama, Union meeting at, 44.

Frankfort, Kentucky, Bragg's invading armies

at, October, 1862, 809 ;
inauguration of Con-

federate- Provisional Governor Hnwcs at, Oc-

tober, 1802,809.
. .

Franklin, Benjamin, member of Constitutional

Convention, 4.

Franklin, William It.
, at Bull Hun, 152 ; sent to

re-enforco McCloUan, April, 1862, 33b
-

; com-

mands Sixth Corps, Army of the Potomac,

341; crosses the I 'liir knhmniny, 357; at the

battle, of Cold Harbor, 1*02, 305; at Antie-

tam, 400 ; commands the left of Bnmsido's

army, 407; part assigned to, in the battle of

Fredericksburg, 412; how he faded to perform

it, 412; commands (he Sabine Pass expedi-

tion, 578; cm inn mid > 1 tnrik^'s army in the ad-

vance to Alexandria, 584 ; at Sabine Cross-

roads, 585, 580.

Franklin, Tennessee, battle of, G77.

Frazior's Farm, Virginia, battle of, 371
;

losses

nt, 373 ; should have been a Confederate de-

feat, 37'J.

Fredericksburg, Virginia.. ainjiaign of 1862,406-

420; threatens i
i with bombardment, Novem-

ber, 18(12, 408; buttle of, +18; losses at, 4Ili.

Frecdman's Bureau Bill passed over the Presi-

dent's veto, 817.

Freedmen, injurious and partial legislation of

Southern Legislature* i ceruing, 804.

Free Soil Party, origin of, 12.

Fremont, John C, Republican candidate for

President in 1850, li ; assigned to the com-

mand of the Western 1 lepnriment, July, 1801,

131); sketch of, 172; declares Missouri under

martial law, 1 7:1 ; fortities St. Louis, 1 73 ; is

succeeded by LIuntcr in the command of the

West, November, 1861, 176 ; advances toward

Springfield in tho autumn of 18131, ITS; vote

received by, for President in 1866, 200 ; com-
manding the Minium I lepartment, Virginia,

advances against " .Stonewall" Jackson, 345
;

at Franklin ut the time of Jackson's advance,

May, 18112, 345; ordered to Jackson's rear,

840; pursues Jackson, 347; nttacks Ewell at

Cross Keys, 347; relieved of command in Vir-

ginia by General Sigel, 881 ; nominated for

President In 1801, 004; withdraws from the

Presidential contest, 000.

French recognition of the Confederacy as a bel-

ligerent, ISt I.

French, William 11., nt Antietam. 893 ;
at Fred-

ericksburg, 413; at Churicelloi.-,rille, 4s>!l, 490,

498; disconnected from the Army of the Po-

tomac, 024.

Front Royal, Virginia, Inderal force at, attacked

by Jackson, May 23, 1802, 345.

Fry", S. S., commands a division under Thomas,
620.

Fugitive Slave Act of 1650, 12 ; repealed, 650.

Galveston, Texas, capture of, 421 ; retaken by

the Confederates, 423.

Gamble, Hamilton R., Provisional Governor of

Missouri, July, 1801,130.

Gardner, Frank, surrenders Port Hudson, 481.

Garesche, J. P. , death of, nt Stone River, 527.

Garfield, James A., successful campaign of,

against Humphrey Marshall, January, IS02,

221; chief of staff to Rosecrans, 527; at

Chickaraauga, 648 ; speech of, in the House,
on the expulsion of Long, 002.

Ganiett, Robert S., commanding the Confeder-

ate forces in West Virginia, June, 1801, 142
;

reireut3 from Laurel Hill, 142 ; is cut off from
Beverly by M.Cicllan. and killed in the battle

ofCarrick'sFord,142.
Garrard, Kenner, iu the action nt Camp Wild

Cat, Kentucky, October, 1801,170; destroys

the factories at Hossuell, (109; commands a
cavalry division in the Army of the Cumber-
hind, 001 ; destroys the Augusta railroad, 013.

Gates, Horatio, commanding the Northern Army
in the Revolution, 2.

Geary at Wauhatchic, 660, 557; nt Lookout
Mountain, 502 ; commands a division of the

Twentieth Corps, 600 ; at New Hope Church,

0110; assumes command of Savannah, 714.

Georgia, Confederate privateer, career of the,

798.

Georgia, the Governor of, recommend* secession.

18 ; Legislature, debate in, on secession, 10

;

the governor of, eekes vessels ut Savannah be-

longing to New York residents, 40; vote of

Convention of, for secession, 123.

Getty, George W., in the Wilderness, 026.

Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, battle of, 500, 513
;

forces engaged ut, 5 US' ; losses at, 513.

Gibbon, John, at Fredericksburg, 413 ; at Chnn-
celiorsville, -1 L> 7, 4Sl» ; wounded at Gettysburg,

512; at Cold Harbor, 035; in the attack oo
the Wcldon Railroad, June, 1604, 004; in

command of the Twenty-fourth Corps, 750;
in tbc assault on Petersburg, 702.

Gilbert, C, C, commands Third Corps of BneU's

army, Otober, 1802,312.
Gilleni, defeated by Breckinridge, 0s>2

; ill Slotie-

man's North Carolina raid, 750.

Gilmer, Confederate engineer at Fort Donelson,
233.

Gilmor, Harry, destroys Hunter's supply train,

631 ; bums Chainberaburg, 708.

INDEX.

Gilmore, Joseph A., elected Governor of New
Hampshire in 1863, 641 ; re-elected in 1804,

654.

Gilmore, J. R-, interview of, with Jeff. Davis in

1804,067.
Gillmore, Quiney A., takes Pulaski, 421 ; com-

mands Central Kentucky, 531 ;
connection of,

with the Florida expedition, February, 1804,

ET4, 575; commands Eighteenth Corps of

Butler's army, 031 ; succeeds Hunter in com-

mand of the Department of the South, 738

;

operations of, on Morris's Island, 738-743;

eorrespoudonee of. with Beauregard concern-

ing the firing upon Charleston, 743 ; in the at-

tack on Petersburg, May, 1804, 038 ; army of,

enters Charleston, 744.

Gist, W. H-, Governor of South Carolina, recom-

mends secession to the Legislature, 18.

Goldsborough, Louis M., commands naval part

of the Roanoke Island expedition, 244.

Goldsborough, North Carolina, Sherman concen-

trates his army at, 721.

Gordon, John B., at the battle of Opequan, 710

;

at Cedar Creek, 711 ; in the attack on Fort

Steadman, 757,

Gordonsville, Virginia, threatened by Pope, 382.

Gosport Navy Yard, destruction of U. S. ships m,

85 ; report of tho property left at the, by the

United .States forces, 85.

Grafton, West Virginia, occupied by McClellan

May, 1801,142.
Grand Gulf, Mississippi, burning of, in retalia-

tion for an attack upon the Federal fleet, 437
;

Grant's attack on, April, 1803, 457; evacu-

ated by the Confederates after the battle of

Port Gibson, 459.

Granger, Gordon, defeats Van Dora at FTank-

lin, Tennessee, 528 ; in Rosecrans Middle

Tennessee campaign, .130 ; at Chickamnuga,

542,548; commanding the Fourth Corps, 555;

at Chottnnoogu, 500 ; in the attack on Mobile,

747.
Granger, R. S., repulses Hood nt Decatur,075.

Grant, Ulysses S., occupies Paducah, Kentucky,

109; fights the battle of Belmont, November

7, 1801, 171 ; advances on Fort Henry, Febru-

ary 1862, 227 ; advances on Fort Doiielson,

230 , receives the unconditional surrender of

the fort and garrison, 237 ; occupies Pittsburg

Lauding, 295 ; nt the battle of Shiloh, 298

;

army of, in Tennessee, depleted by reason of

Bragg's invasion, 314 ; attacks Price at luka,

315; ndvunces south on the Cairo and New-

Orleans Railroad, 31 8; occupies Holly Springs,

318
;
proclaims martial law in West Tennes-

see, April, 1802, 325; arrangements of, for a

campaign ngninst Vicksburg in the winter of

1862-3, 445 ;
experiments against Vicksburg,

458 « seq. ; anecdote concerning his "pocket

full of plans," 455 ;
moves on New Carthage,

455; runs the Vicksburg batteries with his

transports, 453; attacks Grand Gulf, 458;

lands nt Bruinsbnrg, and advances on Port

Gibson, 458 ; tights the battle of Port Gibson,

458 ; abandons his original idea of co-operat-

ing with Banks, 459; moves against the

Vicksburg and Jackson Railroad, 459 ; cuts

off from Grand (iiilf, and moves on Jackson,

403; defeats Pemberton at Edwards's Station,

406 ; orders an assault on Vicksburg, 408
;

repeats the assault, 408; has an interview

with Pemberton, 477; paroles Pemberton's

army, 479; enter- Vicksburg, 479; takes com-
mand of the military Division of the Missis-

sippi, 551 ;
visits New Orleans, 555; injured by

a fall, 555 ; armies under his command, Octo-

ber, 1863, 555 ; at Chattanooga, 550
;
plan of,

for the campaign against Bragg, 5G0 ; moves

upon the enemy, and carries Orchard Knob,

500 ; defeats Bragg's army before Chattanoo-

ga, 5G7 ; receives liis commission as lieutenant

general, GOO ;
correspondence of, with Sher-

man concerning bis appointment as lieutenant

general, 000 ; plan of, for enmpaign against

Lee, 624; crosses the linpidnn, 626; is at-

tacked by Lee, 620 ; moves on Spottsylvania,

029 ; advances to the North Anna, 031 ; cross-

es the Pamuukey, 034 ; repulsed at Cold Har-

bor, crosses the Chit kuli.'iuiiiy and the James,

637; losses of, from the Rapid'un to the James,

637; attack of, on Petersburg, June, 1804,

638 ; losses of, in the attack on Petersburg,

640 ; losses of. May 5—Juno 20, 1804, 640

;

unsuccessfully attacks the Weldon Railroad,

June, 1804, 694 ; attacks Lee's left north of

the James, August, 1804, T01 j extends his

left across the Weldon Radroad, 703 ; assails

Chapin's Bluff, 703 ; moves upon Hatcher's

Run, 704 ; congratulates Sherman on the suc-

cess of his march, 713; abandons the idea of

transporting Sherman's army by sea to Vir-

ginia, 713 ; anxiety of, lest Lee should join

Johnston, 755 ; dispositions of, for the spring

campaign of 1805, 755 ; instructions of, to

Sheridan, 755
;
joined bv Sheridan, 755 ; force

Of, before Petersburg, March, 1805, 756 ; or-

ders an advance against Ix'e's right, 756 ; car-

ries Lee's defenses ut Petersburg, 761, 762;
pursues Lee, 707 ; demands the surrender of

Lee's army, 709 ; correspondence of, with Lee,

771 ; terms of surrender granted by, to Lee,

77 1 ; report of, on the condition of the South-

cm States, 809 ; appointed Acting Secretary

of War hy President Johnson, 824.

Greblc, Lieutenant John T., killed at Big Beth-

el, Juno 10,1861,130.

Greeley, Horace, connection of, with the peace

negotiations of 1864, CGG.

Green, George S., at Antietam, 400.

Green, Martin, Confederate officer, drives Col-

onel Williams from Shelbina, Missouri, Sep-

tember, 1861, 178; afterward defeated by

Pope, 178.

Green, Nathaniel, enmmnnding the Southern

Army in the Revolution, 12.

Gregg, Mnrcy, at Fredericksburg, 413; nt Ray-
mond, May, 1803,403.

Gricrson, B. II., raid of, through Mississippi, 155,

45G ; at Qkolona, 57
J

; at Guntown, 672.

Griffin, Charles, at the battle of Cold Harbor,

18G2, 364 ; at Chan cello rsville, 733 ; at Five

Forks, 760 ; succeeds Warren in command of

the Fifth Corps, 760 ; in the pursuit of Lee,

reaches Jettersville, on the Danville Road,

767.

Griffin, S. G., succeeds Potter as division com-
mander, 761.

Graver, Cuvier, charge of, at the battle of Grove-

ton, 387 ; at Port Hudson, 403, 472, 474 ;
in

the Red River campaign, 585.

Groveton, Virginia, battles at, 385,386, 387, 388,

889 ; losses at, 389.

Grow, Galusha, elected speaker in Thirty-sev-

enth Congress, with sketch of, 184.

Golf Squadron, under Flag-officer Mervine, 179
;

history of, 433.

Gun-boats, importance of, in the war, 434.

Guntown, Mississippi, Forrest defeats Sturgis at,

572.

Habeas Corpus, writ of, disregarded by orders

of President Lincoln, 111 ; letter of Major
Morris, commanding Fort McHenry, to Judge
Giles, regarding, 111; the right of the Presi-

dent to suspend, denied by Chief Justice Ta-

ney, 112; President's menage (July, 1861)

concerning the suspension of, 188 ; suspen-

sion of, authorized by Congress, 044
;
protest

ngninst suspension of, 044 ; suspension of, an-

nulled in most of the Southern States, 803.

Hackleman, Brigadier Geoeral, killed at Corinth,

316.

Hahn, Michael, elected to Congress from Louisi-

ana, 280 ; admission of, to the House, 049.

Hale, John P., vote received bv, for President in

1852, 199.

Hall, A. S., defeats Morgan at Milton, Teunes-

Halleck, Henry W-, becomes commander of the

Depnrtmcnt of the West, November 18, 1801,

175 ; drives Price into Arkansas, Jnnunry,

1802,176; lake.- command of (he Department

of Missouri, November, 1861, 177 ; ndminis-

tration of, in Missouri, 201 ; correspondence

of, with Price concerning spies, etc., 292
;

Starts for Pittsburg Landing to reorganize

Grant's and Bucll's armies, 302 ; advances on

Corinth, 302 ; removed to Washington, 309
;

visits McCiellnn, July, 1862, and opposes tho

attack on Petersburg, 380 ; orders McClellan

to withdraw from the Peninsula, 380 ; made
general-iii-chief at Pope's suggestion, 382

;

supposed ill feeling of, toward Hooker, 505
;

peremptorily orders Rosecrans to advance,

535; urges upon Banks the Red River cam-
paign, 581, 582

;
general criticism of, 598;

relieved of his position as general -in- chief,

and made chief of staff of General Grant, 600

;

injustice of, toward Sherman, 776.

Hamilton, Alexander, member of Constitutionnl

Convention, 4.

Hamilton, Andrew J., appointed by Johnson
Provisional Governor of Texas, 803.

Hamlin, Hannibal, nominated hv the Chicago
Republican Convention of 1800 for Vice-Pres-

ident, 15.

Hampton Roads, United States naval force in,

March, 1862,253.
Hampton, Virginia, burned by Mugruder's com-
mnnd, 180.

Hampton, Wade, surprises Kilpatrick, but is re-

pulsed, 720.

Hancock, W. S., at the battle of Williamsburg,

339; at Antietam, 401 ; at Fredericksburg,

413; at Chnncellorsville, 4*0, 490
;
placed in

command of the Second Corps under Meade,

505; at Gettysburg, 50*, 512; assigned to the

Second Corps, 628; in (lie Wilderness, 020,

628; nt Spottsvlvoiiia. 0:10, 0)11 ; crosses the

North Anna, 031 ; at Cold Harbor, 634, G35
;

in the attack on Petersburg, June, 1804, G38

;

at Hatcher's Hun, 704
;
gives up command of

the Second Corps, and is succeeded by Hum-
phreys, 750 ; appointed military commander
of Louisiana and Texas, 824.

Hanover Court-house, Virginia, battle of, May,
1862,348.

Hanson, Roger \V., Confederate general, killed

at Stone River, 824.

Hardee, "William J., on the St. Francis, at Green-

ville, 1861, 173; nt the battle of Shiloh, 299;

at Missionary Ridge, commanding Bragg's

right, 512; commands a corps of Johnston's

anny, 005 ;
skirmishes with Howard's column

nt Calhoun, Georgia, 605 ; at the battle of

Joncsborough,G17; evacuates Savannah, 690;

evacuates Charleston, 744.

Harding, A. C., defends Fort Donelson against

Forrest's nttack, 527.

Hard Times, Louisiana, extension of Grant's

lines to, 455.

Hnrker, Charles G., killed nt Kenesaw, 608.

Hamden, Henry, oa the track of Davis, T78.

Harney, General William S., assigned to the de-

partment of the West, 107; pronounces tho

Military Bill of the Missuuri Legislature nn in-

direct secession urdinauco, 107 ; agreement of,

with General Price, 108; is superseded by

General Lyon, 108.

Harold, David C, executed as a fellow-conspira-

tor with Booth, 787.

Harper's Ferry, Virginia, attack upon and cap-

ture of, by the Confederates, April 18, 1861.

79, 81 ; Jackson's demonstration ngninst, May
29, 1802, 347.

Harper's Ferry held against Lee, contrary to

McClellan's advice, 394 ; captured by Jack-

son, 397.

Harriet Lane, capture of the, 421,

Harris, Ishnm G., Governor of Tennessee, reply

of, to Lincoln's call fur 75,000 men, 68 ; rec-

ommends the passage by the State Assembly

of uu ordinance of secession, 104; in the at-

tack on LcxingOui, Missouri, September, 1861,

1 73 ; removes the capital from Nashville, 240

;

efforts of, to raise Tennessee regiments for the

Confederacy, 296; league of, with Confeder-

acy, 324.

Harrison, William H. , vote received bv, for Pres-

ident, 1840, 199.

1 larn.-oiis Landing, Virginia, McClellan retreats

to, 37T ; shelled by Confederates from across
the James, 3S0.

Hart, Pater, ofNew York Police, gallantry of, at

Fort Sumter, 58.

Hartford, the, Farragut's flag-ship, 264.
liartranft. Federal general, at Fort Stcndmon,
757 ; in the final assault on Petersburg, 761.

Hurtsuit', George L., assigned to the Twenty-
third Corps, 531.

Hartsvdle, Missouri, skimii-h at, January, 1864,
between Marmaduke and Merrill, 590.

Hascall,.M.S., commands a division of the Army
of the Ohio, 600 ; nt Knlp House, 608.

Hatch, John P., commanding cavalry in Pope's

Virginia army, is superseded by Rnford, 382.
Hatcher's Run, Virginia. Grant's movement on,

October 27, 1804, 704 ; second nttack on, 700.

llnttoras, capture of the, by the Alabama, 425.

Hat terns Inlet. c\pe<l>ti>>ii against, August, 1861,

180 ; at the beginning of 1S-G2, 242.

llawes. Richard, inaugurated at Frankfort, Con-
federate Provisional Governor of Kentucky,
313.

Hawkins's Zouaves at Roanoke Island, 246,

H tin ley, J, R.,at Oluatee, 575; elected Govem-

llavs, Alexander, in the assault on Petersburg,

7G2.

Ha7cn, William B., nt Stone River, 322; nt

Chickamnuga, 514 ; movement of, on Brown's

Ferry, 556 ; captures Fort McAllister, 088.

Heidseek, Charles, arrest of, by Butler, at New
Orleans, 278.

Heiman, Confederate officer, at Fort Donelson,

231.

Ilenu/.clmnn, General Samuel P., eommnnds
third division of McDowells army, July, 1861,

14G; at Bull Run, 150; commands Third

Corps, Army of Potomac, 330; commands
forces south of tho Chickahominy, 343 ; at

Seven Pines, 351 ; nt Groveton, 386.

Helena, Arknnsas, battle of July 4, 18G3, 481.

Helm, B. H., nt Chickamnuga, 540,

Henderson's Hill. Louisiana, suqirisc of the Con-
federates at, 585.

Henry, Pn trick, opposition of, to the adoption of

the Constitution—his nrgument for state sov-

ereignty, 6.

HerTon, Francis J. , drives tho Confederates south

of Boston Mountains, in Arkansas, 290; at

Prairie Grove, 291 ; in the siege ofVicksburg,

471 ; expedition of, up the Yazoo, 481 ; trans-

ferred to the Department of the Gidf, 555;
commands a division of the Fifteenth Corps,

601.

He th, Confederate general, at Gettysburg, 507,

612.

Hicks, Thomas H., Governor of Maryland, re-

fuses to receive tltc Mississippi commissioners,

24 ; declaration of, to the commissioner from

Alabama, 39; proclamation of, to tho people

ofMaryland.April 18,1801, 89; objects to tho

passage of Northern troops through Baltimore

or Maryland, 89 ;
proposes to the President a

truce to the insurgents, Lord Lyons to net ns

mediator, 80
;

protests against General But-

ler's progress through Maryland, his seizure

of railroads, etc., 92, 93, 94; calls for four

regiments, May 14, 1861, to fill the quota of

the state, 102.

Hicks, S. G. , defends Paducah against Forrest,

" Higher Law," origin of the phrase, 18G.

Hill, A. P., at Antietam, 403
;
opens the baffle

ofMechanicsville. 302; at Cold Harbor, 1602,

804; at Frazicr's Farm, 372; nt Malvern

Hill, 37G ; sent to re-enforce Jackson against

Pope, 383; at Cedur Mountain, 383; nt

Groveton, 387 ; at Fredericksburg, 413 ; at

Chaneellorsville, 4*:i,4:>2, 4!i:i, 497; at Get-

tysburg, 506, 512; in the Wilderness, 626;
killed at Petersburg, 762.

Hill, Captain of Fort Brown, Texas, refuses to

surrender his post to the Confederates, 44.

Hill, D. II., at the battle of McehanicsviUe, 3G2

;

at Cold Harbor, 1862, 365 ; at Malvern Hill,

377; leaves Richmond to join Lee's army in

the movement against Pope, 384; at South

Mountain, 398 ; at Antietam, 399 ; at Fred-

ericksburg, 413.

Billiard, Henry W., Confederate commissioner

to the Tennessee Lcgislnture in 1861, 324.

Hilton Head, South Carolina, captured by Sher-

man and Dupont, November 7, 1861, 181.

Hindman, T, C, commands the Confederates at

Prairie Grove, 290; in the Dug Gap affair,

539 ; at Chicknmnnga, 542, 540.

History, design of this, and materials for, 122.

Hobson, Federal general, in the pursuit of Mor-
gan, 632.

Holden, William W., appointed by Johnson Pro-

visional Governor of North Carolina, 803.

Hollins, Confederate naval commander, attacks

the Federal fleet at Southwest Puss, October,

1861,183.

Holly Springs, Mississippi, captured by Van
Dorn, 318, 445.

Holmes, Confederate general, at Helena, 481.

Holmes, Oliver Wendell, son of, killed at Ball's

Bluff, 165.

Holmes, T. H. , commands the Confederate Anny
of tho Acquia, 167.

Holt, Joseph, of Kentucky, Postmaster General,

and Acting Secretary of War after Floyd's

resignation, in Buchanan's cabinet, 32.

Hood, John B.,at the battle of Cold Harbor,

1862,366; at Groveton, 388 ; at An tielam,

899; nt Fredericksburg, 413; at Gettysburg,

509, 512, 513; at Chickaraauga, 542-549;

wounded at Chickaraauga, 540 ;
commands a

corps of Johnston's nrmv, 005 ; af- Resaca,

605; at New Hope Church, 606; nt Kulp

House, 608; succeeds Johnston in command
of the Army of Tennessee, Of 1 ; attacks Sliur-

muu'a left near Decatur, July 22, 1864, 013;

evacuates A rlnnm, 630 j shifts bis army to
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Sherman's rear, 670 ; crosses the Chattahoo-
chee, 671 ; attacks Allatoona, 071 ; repulsed
at Decatur, Tennessee, 675 ; crosses the Ten-
nessee, 676 ; moves on Columbia, 676; reach-
es the front of Nashville, 677; demonstrates
against Mnrfreesborough, 677; defeated by
Thomas, 681 ; resigns his command, and is

succeeded by Dick Taylor, 682.
Hooker, Joseph, pursues the Confederates to-

ward Williamsburg, 838 ; at the battle ofWil-
liamsburg, 339 ; at Fair Oaks, 85* j at Fm-
zier's Farm, 371' ; opposed to withdrawal from
the Peninsula, 8BQ ; defeat* Ewell at Bristoe
Station, 385 ; at the battle of Groveton, 386

;

at Antictam, 399 ; reb'eves .McDowell, 393

;

commands the centre of Burnsidc's nrmy, 407;
at Fredericksburg, 411; takes command of
the Army of the Potomac,' 483; reorganiza-
tion by, of the army, 484

;
plan of, for spring

campaign of 1863, 4H4
;
strength of the army

under, 486 ; succeeds in turning Lee's posi-
tion, 488; confident of victory, 48B; error of,

in not advancing beyond the Wilderness, 480;
puts himself i,.i the defensive. 4611 ; injured by
a shell at Chiincollrirsville, -i97 ; retreats from
ChanccllorsviHe, l!i;i

;
review of the Chancel-

lorsville campaign of, 500 ; withdraws from
Fredericksburg un account of Lee's invasion,
602; resigns his command, 504 ; arrested in
Washington by Ilalleck, 605 ; transferred to
the West, 551 ; carries Lookout Mountain,
562; in the attack nn Missionary Ridge, 567;
in command of the Twentieth Corps, Army of
the Cumberland, COO ; at Rcsaca, 605 ; at
New Hope Church, GIIG

;
at Peach-tree Creek,

612; resigns his command of the Twentieth
Corps, 616.

Hoover's Gup, Tennessee, carried by Wilder and
Reynolds, 530.

Houston, Sam, of Texas, opposes secession, 988

:

death of, 288.

Hovey, Alvin P., expedition of, from Helena to
co-operate with Grant. November, 1862,318;
wounded at Arkansas Fust, 449 ; at Port Gib-
son, 458; at Kdwards-'s Station, 400; in the
second assault un Vicksburg, 471.

Howard, O. O., at Antietam, 400; at Freder-
icksburg, 414; at Chancellorsville., 487, 401,
492 ; at Gettysburg, 507 ; nt U'uu lintchic, 557;
at Chattanooga, 500, 562 ; in command of the
Fourth Corps, Army of the Cumberland, 600;
assigned to the Army of the Tennessee, 615.

Huger, Benjamin, at the battle of Malvern Hill,

370 ; removed from command, 384.
Humphreys, A. A., at Fredericksburg, 415 ; at

Chancellorsville, J SO; at Gettysburg, 609,612;
takes command of the Second Corps, succeed-
ing Hancock, 756 ; in the assault on Peters-
burg, 761

;
joins Sheridan nt Jcttcrsville, 7G8.

Humphreys, B. G., at Ghickaraauga, 540.
Hunt. Henry J., nt Gettysburg, 512,
Hunter, David, commands the second division of

McDowell's army, July, 1861, 146
; wounded

at Bull Run, 151 ; in the- advance on Spring-
field, October, 1861,175; succeeding Fremont,
November, 1801, commands the Department
of Kansas, 175; proclamation of, abolishing
slavery in the Department of the South, 203

;

operations of, against L'harlestun, 733; suc-
ceeded by Q. A. Gilbnoro in the Department
of the South, 738 ; supersedes Sigel in West
Virginia, 631

; defeats W. E. Jones at Pied-
mont, 681; retreats before Early, 631; ad-
vances upon Lynchburg, 707; retreats through
West Virginia, 707; relieved of command,
708.

Hunter, R. M. T., of Virginia, Chairman of Fi-
nance Committee in Senate, Thirty-sixth Con-
gress, 185 ; succeeds Toombs as Confederate
Secretary of State, 21 1 ; succeeded by Eenju-
min, 211 ; connection of, with the Hampton
Roads Pence Conference, 66!).

Hurlbut, Stephen A., nt Shiloh, 299; pursues
Van Dorn anil Price after their defeat at Cor-
inth, 316; commands Sixteenth Corps under
Grant, 449 ; left by Sherman in command at
Memphis, 5G0 ; in the Meridian raid, 59G.

Imboden, Confederate general, captures 400 pris-
oners nt Charle-town. Virginia, 521.

Imperial, arrival of the, at New Orleans, 482.
Inaugural address, first, of President Lincoln,

47 ; second, of President Lincoln, 782.
Indiana, admitted us a free stute in 1816, 10.
Indianola, the, runs the Vicksburg batteries, 'res-

cues the Em, and is captured by the Confed-
erates, 450, 451.

Indians, attitude of,
. i regard to the war, 283

number mid territory of, 283 ; volunteei "
"

Confedenitr

Wry address of, to his soldiers, 346 ; begins to
retreat, and demonstrates against Harper'*
Ferry, 346

;
joins Lee north of the Chicka-

hominv, 360 ; at the battle of Cold Harbor,
1862, 300; al Malvern Hill, 377; slight part
of, in the battles around kn limond, 379; or-
dered to Gordonsville, 382 ; attacks Banks at
Cedar Mountain, 383 ; retreats to the Rapi-
dan, 383; crosses the Rappahannock, August
25, 1802, to gain Pope's rear, 384; in peril,

shifts westward to avoid being cut off, 385

;

fights Pope near Groveton, 386 ; having cap-
tured Harper's Ferry, joins Lee near Sharps-
burg, 398 ; at Fredericksburg, 413, 415; at
Chancellorsville, 488, 469, 491, 402 ; death of,

493 ; sketch of, 495.

Jackson, Mississippi, battle of, May, 1863, 463

;

occupied the third time by Sherman's troops,
5G9.

Jacksonville, Florida, Gillmorc lands 10,000 men
at, February, 186-4,574.

Jacques, Colonel, interview of, with Jeff. Davis,
in 1864, 667.

James River, as a base of operations against
Richmond, letter uf Franklin and Smith to the
President concerning, 416.

James River Canal destroyed by Sheridan's cav-
alry, 755.

Jeff. Daris, the privateer, 1 79.

Jetferson, Thomas, opinion of slavery, 9
;
propo-

sition for its abolition in 1802, 10.

Johnson, Andrew, senator from Tennessee in
Thirty-seventh Congress, 186; military gov-
ernor of Tennessee, 325 ; arrives at Nashville,
March 12, 1862, :l_'6 ; displaces the municipal
authorities of Nashville, 32 7; issues proclama-
tion ordering nn election in Tennessee, Janua-
ry, 1864, 327; nominated for Vice-President,
0G5 ; succeeds Lincoln as President, 800 ; bi-

ographical skct-b uf, six); motives influencing
the nomination of, in 1801, fur Vice-President,
800; repudiated by the opposition party, 801

;

circumstances attending his inauguration ns
Vice-President, 801 ; his remarks when inau-
gurated President, 801; retains Lincoln's cab-
inet, H01 ; ought to hui-'c cidted a special ses-
sion of the Thirty-ninth Congress, 802, 808

;

issues his Amnesty Proclamation of May 20,
1865,802; re-establishes the authority of the
United States government in the Southern
States, 803; appoints provisional governors,
803; rescinds [lie blockade, 803; suspends
martial law in Kentucky, 803 ; annuls the
suspension of liubcm cor/im in Virginin, Ken-
tucky, Tenties_.ee, North Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Ar-
kansas, and Texas, 803 ; disappointed by the
action of Southern Legislatures, 805 ; issues
pardons to rebels excepted from the amnesty,
807; change uf tone in the Democratic press
regarding, 807 ; interview of, with George L.
Stearns, 807 ; views of, on negro suffrage, 807;
theory of, as to the basis of restoration, 807

;

first message of, to Congress, 807 ; vetoes the
Freei'men's Bureau and Civil Rights Bill, 810,
817; 7etoes the bill for negro suffrage in the
District of Columbia,* I 8; impolitic speech of,

February 22, 1S00. 819
; speeches by, on the

tour to the tomb of Douglas, 821 ; vetoes' the
Military Reconstruction Dill, 822 ; vetoes the
Tenure of Office Hill, 823

; suspends Stanton,
and appoints Grunt acting Secretary of War,
824; message of, to Congress, 1867, 825.

Johnson, Bushrod li., at Fort Dunelson, 231; nt
Cbicknmauga, 642-549 ; nt Missionary Ridge,

l he

Iron-clad vessels, necessity of, in the war, 250
251 ; impetus given to the construction of, by
the victory of the Monitor in Hampton Roads,

"Irrepressible Conflict," origin of the phrase,

Island No. 10, capture of, 2115, 432.
Itikn, Mississippi, battle of, September 14, 1862,

Jackson, Governor of Missouri, reply of, to Lin-
coln's call for 75,11110 men, 68

;
calls forCO.OOO

men to repel "invasion," I3S; retreats from
the capital oi Missouri, June 13, 1861,138- at
the battle of Buoueville, Missouri, June 17,

t Alexandria, kills Col-
Jackson, hotel keeper

one! Ellsworth, 185.
Jackson, Thomas J., i

"Stonewall,"
Bull Run, 161 ; named

-, commands Confederate
Army of the Valley, 167 ; operating in the
\ alley of the Shenandoah, 344 ; attacks Mil-
roy at McDowell, May 8, and the force nt
Iront Royal, May 2:1, 18U2, 345; favorable
position of, in the Shetland. .ah. Mav. 1862
34,.

; concentrates nt New Market, 345 • at-
tacks Front Royal. 345 ; advances toward Win-
chester, 345 ; defeats Banks, driving him from
Winchester to the Potomac, 345 ; congratnla-

Johnson, B.T., at Five Forks, 766.
Johnson, Edward, captured with his brigade nt

Spottsylvania, 030.

Johnson, Hcrschel V., nominnted for Vice-Pres-
ident by the Baltimore Democratic Conven-
tion, 1860, 15

;
votes ngainst secession, 39.

Johnson, James, appointed by Johnson Provis-
ional Governor of Georgia, 803.

Johnson, J. P., of Arkansas, chairman of Com-
mittee on Public Lands in Senate,Thirty-sixth
Congress, 185.

Johnson, Reverdy, nppointed to investigate the
charges nguius't Butler, 280 ; argument of, for
the Anti-slavery amendment, 656.

Johnson, R.W., i'a Rosecrans's Middle Tennes-
see Campaign, 530; at Liberty Gap,530; com-
mands a division otitic Fourteenth Corps, 600;
at Peach Tree Creek, 612.

Johnston, A. Sidney, commands the Confederate
forces in the West, 225 ; evacuates Bowling
Green, 240

; army of, nt Murfrccsborough,
March, 1862, 295

;
urmv of, at Corinth, April

1, 1802, 296 ; death of, at Shilob, 299.
Johnston, George M., Provisional Governor of

Kentucky, wounded at Shiloh, 300.
Johnston, Joseph E., Confederate general, com-
mands the Army of the Shenandoah, July,
1861, 146 ; arrives at Harper's Ferry, May
23, 1801, 148

;
retires to Winchester in June,

149 ; at Bull Run, 150 ; commands the entire
Confederate army in Virginia, 167; assigned
to the Army of Northern Virginia, 330 ; ad-
dress of, to the Army of Northern Virginia on
assuming command, 331

; attacks MeClellan's
left wing south of the Cbickahominy, 351 ; at
Fair Oaks, 352 j wounded ut Fair Oaks, and
succeeded by G.W. Smith, 352; estimate made
by, of the forces under his command in Vir-
ginia, 360 ; assigned to the command of the
West, 464

;
before the Mi.-sis-inpi Legislature,

464
;

plans of, in the Vicksburg campaign
foiled by Pemberton, 464 ; correspondence of,
with Pemberton, 477 ; driven from Jackson by-

Sherman, 480 ; assumes command of the Con-
federate Army of Tennessee, 001 ; is denied
re-enforcements for a defensive campaign, 601

;

Davis's hostility toward, 601 ; retreats from
Dalton, 604; abandons Hesaca and crosses the
Oostenaula, 605 ; retreats from Cussville, 606;
occupies Kenesaw Mountain, 606 ; abandons
Eenesaw and crosses the Chattahoochee, 009

;

relieved of his command of the Army ofTen-
nessee, 611 ; gathers together an army to op-

pose Sherman in North Carolina, 721 ; army
of, near Raleigh, April, 1865,773; hearing of
Lee's surrender, retreats from Raleigh west-
ward, 773; anxiety of, as to the disposition of
his army, 773

; interview of, with Sherman iu
regard to surrender, 773

j surrender of, 774.
Jones, Confederate colonel, at Bull Run, 151
Jones, D. R., at Antietam, 399.
Jones, Edward F., colonel of Sixth Massachu-

setts regiment, 86.

Jones, Roger, commander at Harper's Ferrv re-
treat of, 81.

Jones, Samuel, advances against Bumside's left
in Tennessee, 551.

Jones, W. £., defeated by Hunter at Piedmont,

Junesborough, Georgia, battle of, 617.
Joseph, capture of the, by the Savannah, 179.
Juduh, JJenry M., in the pursuit of Morgan, 532.

Kane, George P., V. S. Marshal at Baltimore,
endeavors to quell the riot of April 19,1861,
88.

Kansas and Nebraska Bill, 13.

Kansas, Department of, created November, 1861,
Hunter commanding, 177.

Kansas, the troubles in, l.clore the war, 13.
Kuutz, August V., commands cavalry of Butler's
nrmy,G31

; raid of, on the Weldon Railroad,
632 ; in the attack on Petersburg, May, 1804,
638 ; raid of, on the Weldon, Southern, and
Danville Railroads, June, 1861,695.

Kearney, Philip, nt the battle of Williamsburg,
330; at Seven Pines 351 ; at Frnzier's Form,
372; nt the battle of" Gtovelon, 3*6

; killed at
Ox Hill, 390.

Kearsnrge, the, sinks the Alabama, 420.
Keitt, Lawrence M., of South Carolina, declares

that "South Carolina would shatter the ac-
cursed Union," 18.

Kenesnw, Georgia, description of, 606 j Sher-
man's assault on, 608.

Kenly, J. R., defeated nt Front Royal, Virginia,
by Jackson, 845.

Kennedy, John A., Chief of Police in New York
City, interferes with the transmission of arms
South, 40.

Kentucky admitted as a slave state in 1792, 10

;

extra session of, State Legislature called by
Governor Magotlin, December 27, I860, 29;
holds fast to tho Union, 104; address to the
people of, by the Convention of May 27,1801,
104; Uninn delegates from, elected to Con-
gress, June 30, 186.1, 104; desire of, for neu-
trality-, 16!i; Legislature demands tho with-
drawal of Confederate troops from the state,

169; Legislature disarms tho State Guard,
passes a series of Union resolutions, calls out
40,000 volunteers, demands the resignation of
Breckinridge and Powell, and issues nn nd-
dress to the people of the state, 1 70 ; Federal
army in, 70,000 strong, December 1, 1861,
1 72 ; military situation in, at the beginning
of 1862, 225 ; Legislanire adjourns from Frank-
fort to Louisville on account of Bragg's inva-
sion, 309

;
political and military situation in,

1863, 531 ; mnrtial law suspended in, 803.
Keokuk, U. S. Monitor, sinking of, in Charleston

Harbor, 737.
Kershaw, J. B., at Fredericksburg, 414; nt

Chickamaogn, 540; at Cedar Creek, 712;
captured at Sailor's Creek, 708.

Keyes, Erasmus D., at the battle of Bull Hun,
150 ; commands Fourth Corps, Army of the
Potomac, 330 ; at Seven Pines, 351.

Kilpatriek, Judson C, in Stoneman's raid on
Lee's communications, 500 ; at Gettysburg,
513; raid of, ngainst Richmond, 523 ; com-
mands a cavalry division in the Army of the
Cumberlnnd, 601 ; demonstration of, ngainst
Jonesborough, 617; commands Sherman's
cavalry in the great march, 686; light of,

with Wade Hampton, 720.

Kimball, N. , in tho siege nf Vicksburg, 471.
King, Rufus, member of the Constitutional Con-

Kingston, North Carolina, battle at, December,
1862, 427.

Knoxville evacuated by the Confederates, 533

;

occupied by Burnude, 535 ; Longstrcct's ad-
vance against, 552 ; siege of, 552-554.

Kulp House, near Marietta, Georgia, battle at,

Ladd,LtitherC, ofLowell, Massachusetts, killed
in the Baltimore riot, April 19, 1861, 88.

Lafourche District, Louisiana, occupied by But-
ler, 280.

Laird, John, of England, builds the Alabama,
423.

Lake Providence experiment agninst Vicksburg,

Lancaster, the, run3 the Vicksburg batteries and

Lander, Frederick W,, moves on Philippi, West
Virginia, June 2, 1861, 142.

Idindrum, J. J., at Chickasaw Bayou, 44G; in
the second assault on Vicksburg, 468; at Sa-
bine Cross-roads, 586.

Lane, Joseph, nominated for Vice-President by
the Charleston Democratic Convention, I860.
15.

,anman, Jacob G., nt Fort Donelson, 232; in
the siege of Vicksburg, 471; at Jackson, July
1863, 480.

Lavergne, Tennessee, battle at, between Palmer
and Forrest, 327.

Lawler, M. It, in the second assault on Vicks-
burg, 408.

Laivrence, Kansas, " Quantrell's" raid on, 590.
Lebanon, Kentucky, surrender of, to Morgan,

Lee, A. L., in the Red River campaign, com-
mands the cavalry advance, 585 ; at Sabine
Cross-roads, 585, 580.

Lee, Custis, captured at Sailor's Creek, 768.
Lee, Robert E., placed in command of the Vir-

ginia militia, 118; takes command of Floyd's
and Wise's forces in West Virginia, 144 ; or-

831

dared to report at Richmond, 144; appointed
commander of the orrnv in Virginia, 219 ; as-
signed to the command of the Armv of North-
ern Virginia, 357 ; fortifies Richmond, 358
threatens Washington, tu cover his plan of on
offensive campaign against McClelhin, SCO

;

assumes the offensive, Juno 20, ISO:!, ;tui
General Order of,361

: crosses tha Chtcknhom.1
mytoMechanicsiiae,302, rccrosses theChick-
ahominy and pursues McClellan, 371

; move-
ments of, against M, rlellan, June, 1802, criti-
cised 378; sends Jackson and F.well to de-
fend Gordonsvillc nguinst Pope. 382; advances
against Pope with nearly his whole army, Au-
gust, 1862, 383; forces of, engaged against
Pope, 3S3; through Stuart's raid, obtains
lope's dispatch-book, 884; invades Maty-
land, 393; advances to Frederick City, 898
address of, to tho people of Man, land.' 393

'

deceived as to the sentiment of Man-landers,
393; escapes niter tho battle of Antietam,
404; sends I.ongstreet to defend Fredericks-
burg agninst Bunisidc, 407 ; concentrates at
Fredericksburg. Ill*

; constitution of tho army
of, December, 1862,408; potion and strength
of the army of, south of the Rappahannock,
May, 1863, 486; surprised In Uookor, 488;
utt hancellorsville, cou.-ults with Jackson, 401-
divides his army, 491

;
plan of. for attack at

Chancellorsville, 191
;
prepares for bis North-

ern invasion, 502; army of, brought up to
100,000 men, 502; moves upon Winchester,
504; crosses tho Potomac, 50-1 ; invades Penn-
sylvania, 506; concentrates nt Gettysburg,
oOo; determines to attack Meade, 6lil) ; re-
treats toward the Fotomnc, 613; falls buck
before Meade's advance to Culpepper, 618;
again advances North, 5 1 9

;
position of, on tho

Rnpidan, May, 1864, 621; attacks Grant in
the \\ ildeme-s, (126

; defense of Spottsvlvnnin.
by, 031

; at North Anna, 081 ; turned at North
Anna, retreats and covers lliclimond, 034;
falls back into Richmond, (137

; losses of, from
thoRupidan to Richmond, 6:17; losses of, May
5—Juno 20,1861.010; siiuution and strength
of, in March, 1865, 752, 753; urges tho arm-
ing of slaves, 753; difficult v of, in obtaining
supplies. 753

; tbieaiciied on his own right, at-
tacks Fort Steadmau, 750 ; hears of his disas-
ter nt Five Forks, 7611; defeat of, nt Peters-
burg, 762; retreats from Petersburg, 703:
reaches Amelia Court-house, and is halted by
tho necessities of hunger, 707 ; driven from
Amelia Court - house, 70s

;
beaded off from

Burkesvillc by (Ird, 708
; aims to reach Lynch-

burg, 768 ; defeated by Custer at Appomattox
Station, 768; is surrounded near Appomattox
Court-house, and asks for a suspension of hos-
tilities, 709; correspondence of, with Grant,
771

;
surrenders his army, 771 ; farewell order

of, to tho Anny of Northern Virginin, 771.
Lee, S. D., commands a corps under Hood, 616;

at Ezra Church, 616 ; sent to defend Jones-

Lee, S. P., demands the surrender of Vicksbuxtr.
437.

Leesburg, Virginia, held by Confederates, Octo-
ber, 1861,165.

Leggett, M. D., commands a division of tho
Seventeenth Corps, 001.

Letcher, Governor of Virginia, reply of, to Lin-
coln's cull for 75,0011 men, 68; proclamation
of, calling for troops to resist coercion, 7!)

;

orders tho mayor of Wheeling to seize tho
custom-house, etc., ut that place, 1-10

; procln-
mution of, to the people of West Virginia,
June 14, 1861,141.

Lewinsvillo, Virginia, reconnoissnnce toward,
September 25, 1861,162,

Lcwishurg, Virginia, lleth defeated at, by Col-
onel Crook, of Fremont's army, May, 1862,

°7Liberty, Missouri, seizure of tho arsenal
the State Guards, 105.

Liberty Gap, Tennessee, carried by Thomas, 530.
Lieutenant general, grade of, revived and con-

ferred upon Grant, 600.
Lincoln, Abraham, nominated by the Republican

party at Chicago, I860, for President, 15; pop-
ular anxiety nbout the inauguration of, 45;
tour of, fromSpringhelr), Illinois, to Washing-
ton, 40; enters Washington in disguise to
avoid the Baltimore roughs, 16

; inauguration
and inaugural address of. 17 ; cabinet of, 60

;

proclamation of, calling for 75,000 volunteers,
65 ; call of, upon the various governors for their
quotas, 65; reply of, to the Virginia commis-
sioners, 79; assures the authorities of Balti-
more that Northern troops would march
around Baltimore, not through it, 69 ; insists
on the passage of troops through Maryland,
and rejects Governor Hicks 's Hupge.ition of a
truce with rebels and of British mediation, 9o;
proclamation of, calling for 42,000 volunteers,
May 3, 1801, 1 12 ;

questions addressed to, by
Douglas, with bis replies, 1 19 ; asks Congress
for 400,000 men, July, 1861,145 j message of,
July 4, 1861, 188; annual message of, Decem-
ber, 1861, 107; vote received bv, for President
in I860, 200; modifies Fremont's, and repudi-
ates Hunter's proclamation concerning slaves,
203 ; recommends Congress to offer compen-
sation for voluntary emancipation, 204 ; con-
fers with members of Congress from the Bor-
der States on compensated emancipation, 200;
Emancipation Proclamation of, September,
1862, 208; orders an advance of all the na-
tional armies, January, 1802, 221 ; orders
McClellan to advance, 330 ; finally assents to
the Peninsular campaign. .'!.';(; ; correspondence
of, with McClellan. April, 1*02, 336; thinks
McCiellan must "attack Richmond or givo
ap the job," 340 ; orders McClellan to mova
against Lee, September 0, 1862, 404; removes
McClellan, appointing Iiumside as his suc-
cessor, 405 ; letter of, to Grant after the cap-



INDEX

tore of Vieksburg, 482 : call* for 100,000 mi-

litia 10 meet Lee'- invasion. SOS
;
presents to

Gram his commission as lieutenant general,

60(1 ; in his Emancipation Proclamation was

in advance- of the people, 641 ; message of,

December, 1868,641 ; renominated in 18G4,

665; re-elected President, 669; meets Ste-

phens, Hunter, and Campbell in Hampton

Road*, 669 ;
letter of, to Sherman on the con-

clusion ofthe march, 713; character and mis-

sion of, 782, charitably disposed toward the

South, 782; second inaugural of, 782; enters

Richmond, 783 ; bat days in the life of, 783

;

assassinated at Ford's theatre, 783 ;
scenes at

the death-bed of, 7flSj obsequies of, 788 ;
ideas

of, on reconstruction, 802.

Little Rock, Arkansas, United States Arsenal

seized nr, bv secessionists, 44 ; captured by

.Steele, r>02.

"

Livingston, William, member of the Consritn-

tional Convention, 4.

Logan, John A., Bt Fort Donelson, 295 ; at Ray-

mond, 463; Bt Edwards'* Station, 460 j com-

mand- Fifteenth Corps, Army of the Tennes-

see, 601; at Ezra Church, GIG.

London Times assumes the- disrupture of the

Union as completed, 61.

Long, Alexander, r,f < Hiin, proposition for the ex-

pulsion of, from the House, 662.

Longstrect, General James S., at Bull Hun, 151;

nt Williamsburg, 889 ; at Cold Harbor, I8G2,

365; at Frn/.ier's Farm, 372; at Malvern

Hill, 377 ; marches North with 50,000 men to

join Jackson against Pope, 334
;
joins Jack-

son near Groveton, 886; at the battle of

Groveton, 36:t ; nt South Mountain, 808 ; at

Fredericksburg, 413; at Gettysburg, 308,609,

512; with his corps, sent West, B18; at

Cbickninnugn, 544-540 ; advance of against

Kuoxvillo, 552 ; assaults of, on Knnxville,

553; at Wauliatchic. B66; wounded in the

Wilderness, 628 ; nt Cold Harbor, 034 ; corps

of, sent to re-enfone Petersburg, 640; in the

final hulllo ofPetersburg, 763.

Lookout Mountain, riband nl by Rosccrnns nod

occupied by Bragg, 551 ; battle of, 562.

Loring, William W., succeeds to the command
of Polk's Corps, G07 j at Edwards's Station,

466.

Loudon Heights, skii-mi-h at. October, 18G1, 1G4.

Louisiana, admitted as a Slave State, 1812, 10;

militia of, seize United States Marino Hospital

below Now Orleans, 3il ; vote of Convention

for secession, 123.

Louisville, Kentucky, headquarters of Depart-

m rii ni' Ki-'utu.-ky, 17'-'
;
panic in, caused by

Brags'* invasion, rill; entered by Bu ell's army
September IT.. 1862,311.

Lovcll, Mnii-licid, abandons New Orleans, April,

Lovejuv, Owen, views ol

death of, 069.

Low, F. P., elected Governor of California, 654.

Lyon, Nathaniel, commands the St. Louis Arse-

nal, lO.i ; demands i hi- airrendcr of General

D. M. Frost and his .State Guard, 107 ; suc-

ceeds Harney as commander ofthe Depart-

ment of the West, 108; interview of, with

Price and Jackson, nt St. Louis, June 11,1861,

1SJ8
; ho refuse? to remove United States troops

from Missouri, 1 38; institutes a provisional gov-

ernment fur Missouri, 138 ; moves on Boone-
ville, Missouri, June 17, 1861,138; joins Gen-
eral Sturgia on the Osage, 139 ; killed at the

battle of Wilson's Creek, August 10, 1861, 140.

Lynde, Isaac, surrender i it" Fi irt Fillmore by, 288.

Lyons, Lord, British minister to Washington,
proposed by Governor 1 licks as mediator be-

tween the government and the insurgents, 80;

connection of, with the Trent correspondence,

105.

Madison, Jutnos, opinion of, that the Constitution

could not bo adopted with n reserved right to

secede, 5 ; member of African Colonization

Society, 11.

Magoffin, Governor Beriati, of Kentucky, calls an
extra session of the State Legislature, Decem-
ber 27, 1860,29; reply of, to Lincoln's call for

75,000 men, 08 ; vetoes Union resolutions of

the Kentucky Legislature. 170.

Magrnth, Judge, of South I 'arolinn, resigns his

office upon the election of Lincoln, 18.

Mngrudcr, J. B., commands the Confederates at

Big Bethel, June, 1861, 186 ; commanding at

Yorktown. 333
;
relieved ofcommand at York-

town, 33.',; attacks Sumner ot Savage's Sta-
tion, Virginia, 371 ; at the hattlc of Malvern
£011,876; scnitoTc\a£,3*4; recaptures Gal-
veston, 423.

Mallory, Stephen R., of Florida. Chairman of

Military Affairs Committee in Senate, Thirty-

sixth Congress, 185 1 capture of, 780.

Malvern Hill, on the James, battle of, 373; losses

at, 377.

Manassas Junction. Virginia, description of, 117;

battle of, 147-157; evacuated by the Confed-
erates, March. I Sim, 330; action ut, August,
1862, 385. Sec Bull Run.

Manassas, the Confederate ram. attacks the Fed-
eral fleet at Southwest Pass, 183; destroyed by
the Mississippi, 266.

Mann, Dudley, Confederate commissioner to Eu-
rope, 193.

Mansfield, Joseph K., occupies' Alexandria, May
24,1861, 135; killed at Antietam, 300.

Manson, M. D., lights Kirbv Smith at Richmond,
Kentucky, 309.

Miirmaduke, Confederate general, nt (he battle

of Booncvillo, Missouri, Juno 17, 18G1, 138;
at the battle of Prairie Grove, 201 ; advance
of, on Springfield, L868, 291 ; attacks Oupo
Girardeau, 477 ; at Helena, 481 ; attacks

Springfield, Missouri, 500.

Marshall, Humphrey, commands n Confederate
force in Bin Snmlv Valley. Kentucky, Janua-
ry, 1862, 221 ;

defeated at Middle Creek and
Petersburg, 222.

Martial iiw, Lincoln's proclamation of Septem-

ber 24, 1862, S44 ; suspended in Keotnckv.

803.

Mortindale, John II. , at the battle of Cold Har-

bor, 1862,364.
Marvin, William, appointed by Johnson Provi-

sional Governor of Florida, 803.

Maryland, position of, at the outbreak of seces-

sion, 39; Legislature meets in 18G1 at Fred-

crick City instead of Annapolis, and repudi-

ates secession, 100 ; invaded by Lee, 393 ; Con-
stitutional Convention of, abolishes slavery,

6G0.

Mason, George, of Virginia, opposition to the

adoption of the Constitution, 5.

Mason, James M., of Virginia, Chairman ofCom-
mittee on Fore i I,™ Relations in the Senate,

Thirty-sixth Congress, 185; Confederate Com-
missioner to Great Britain, seized on the

Trent, 194 ; sketch of, 194.

Massachusetts Legislature denounces secession,

40; military ardor of her citizens nt the out-

break of the war, 8G ; Sixth Regiment, march
of, to Washington, April. 1861, 86; soldiers

killed in the Baltimore riot, April 19, 1861,

88.

Matthias Point, on the Potomac, occupation of,

by Fedeml navy, Juno 27, 1861, 163.

Maury, D. H-, military commander at Mobile,

747.

McArthor, John, at the battle of Shiloh, 299
;

at Corinth, 316 ; in the siege of Vieksburg,

471.

McAuley, Commodore, commanding the naval

station nt Portsmouth, destroys his fleet, 85,

MeHride, Confederate general, in the attack on
Lexington, Missouri. September, 1861,173.

McCall, George A., of McDowell's command,
joins McClellnn, 357 ; nt Mechanics ville, 3G2

;

at Frndcr's Form, 372.

McCausIand, Confederate general, orders tho

hunting of Chnmbersburg, 708.

McClclInn, George B . is plu«ed in command of

the Department of the Ohio, May, 1861, 140;
issues proclamations to his soldiers and to the

people of West Virginia, 142 ; occupies Graf-
ton, West Virginia, 142; moves on Philippi,

West Virginia, June 2, 1861, 142; at the

head of 20,000 men in West Virginia, June,

1861, 142; defeats General Ganiett at Car-
rick's Ford, July, 1861, 142; address of, to his

soldiers, July 19, 1861, 144; organizes tho

Army ofthe Potomac, 150 ; memorandum ad-
dressed by, to the President, August, 1861,

161 ; second statement of. to the President,

Octobei, 1861, asking 240,000 men, 161 ; vac-

illation of, in regard to dislodging the enemy
from Acquia Creek, 163; made commander-in-
chief, under the President, of the United States

Armies, November, 1861,176; instructions of,

to department commanders, '77; plan of, far

winter campaign of 1861-2, 177; forces under,

in the Potomac army, 328 ; estimate of, as to

the Confederate Army of Northern Virginia,

828 ; objection of, to the immediate organiza-

tion of army corps, 328 ; differs from the Pres-

ident aa to plan of campaign, 328; January
31, 1862, is ordered to advance by the direct

route to Richmond, 326
;
argument of, Febru-

ary 3, in favor of the Peninsular route, 330;
army of, February, 1662,330; receives the in-

dorsement of two thirds of his generals in fa-

vor of his plan, and it is sanctioned by the

President, 330 ; marches to Manassas and
back again, 33L': confined to Army of Poto-
mac, 332 ; lands his annv at Fortress Monroe,
833 ; attempts to cut off Yorktown, 334 ; in-

vests Yorktown, 334 ; correspondence of, with
Lincoln, April, MVJ, :i:u;

; i^ks for re-enibrce-

ments, 336; at the battle of Williamsburg,

839; lands troops at West Point, 330; estab-

lishes his headquarters at White House, on the

Pnmunkey, 330 ; again calls for re-enforce-

ments, 311 ; repairs the York River Railroad,

343 ; calls for McDowell's Corps, 344 ; dis-

patch of, to the President, May 21, 18G2, 344

;

is promised McDowell's support, ,-144
; fails to

receive it, 344 ; bridges the Chickuhominy,
347 ; divides his nrmy, 34S ; exultation of,

over Porter's success at Hanover Court-house,

349 ; confined to bis bed during the battles of
Fair Oaks and Seven Pines, 352; jealous ofMc-
Dowell, 356 ; receives McCall's division ofMc-
Dowell's command, 857; removes huudquar-
ters to the south of the Chickahomtny, 357

;

attacked by Lee on the north side ofthe Chick-
ahominy, prepares to transfer his army to the
James, 363; but first fights the battle of Cold
Harbor, 363 ; after Cold Harbor, withdraws to

tho south side of tho Chickahomiuy, 867 ; or-

ders the retreat to the James, 368; might have
taken liiehmond after the battle of Cold Har-
bor, 368; retreats after the victory nt Malvern
Hill, 377 ; asks for more men, 377 ; not per-
sonally on the field of battle during the Penin-
sular campaign, except at Malvern Hill, 378;
criticism ofthe Peninsular campaign of, 378;
at Harrison's Landing, 380; calls for re-en-

forcements, 380; i-uii-altation of. with Hal leek,

380 ; ordered to withdraw from the Peninsula,
" August 4, 1862,380; remonstrates against the

order, 380 ; urges hi* friends id support Pope,
390 ; assigned to the command of the defenses

of Washington, 390; again in tho field, 394;
reorganizes the Federal army at Washington,
39.3; advances to meet Lee in .Maryland, 394;
captures Lee's order, and determines to "cut
the enemv in two," 397 ; fights the battles of

South Mountain and Antietam, 398-404 ; be-

gins to complain again, and refuses to advance,

404; advances against Lee, October, 1862,

405; is removed from command, 405; oppo-
sition of, to radical views on slavery, 484

;

nominated for President in 1864, 668.

McClernand, John A., at Belmont, November 7,

1861,171; member of Thirty-seventh Con-
gress, 101 ; commands a force demonstrating
against Columbus, 226 ; at Fort Henry, 227

;

ut Fort Donelson, 230; nt the battle of Shiloh,

299 ; connection of, with the Chickasaw Bay-

on expedition, December, 1862, 447; com-
mands Thirteenth Corps, under Grant, 440

;

captures Arkansas Post, 440 ; transfers his

army to Young's Point, 449 ; occupies New
Carthage. 453 ; at Port Gibson, 458 ; in tho
second assault on Vieksburg, 468 ; superseded
by Ord, 472.

McCook, A. D, commands First Corps of Buell's

army, October, 1862, 312; fights the battle of
Perryville against orders, 314 ; at Stone Riv-
er, 322; commands the Twentieth Corps in

Rosecrans's army, 526; in (he Middle Tennes-
see campaign, 580; at Chickamnuga, 542-549;
report of court of inquiry upon the conduct
of, 550.

McCook, Daniel, at Chickamnugn, 542 ; killed

in the assault on Keoesaw, 606.

McCook, E. M., commands the cavalry of the

Annv of the Ohio, 601 ; commands" cavalry

brigade, ArniyoftlioTenne~.ee, 601 ; raid of,

on the Macon Railroad, 613.

McCook, Robert, nt the battle of Mill Spring,

224 ; murder of, 224.

McCnlloch, Benjamin, invades Missouri, June,
18111,133; at Wilson's Creek, 140; at Pen
Ridge, 284.

McCulIoch, Hugh, appointed by Lincoln Secre-
tary of the Treasury, 802.

McDowell, Irvin, biographical sketch of, 14G;
placed in command ofthe Armv ofthe Poto-
mac, May 27, 1861, 14G ; forces under com-
mand of, 146; defeated at Bull Hun, 154

;

commands First Corps, Army of the Potomac,
March, 1862, 330; command of, retained for

tho defense of Washington, 344 ; assigned to

the Department of the Rappahannock, May,
18G2, 345 ; order received by, to join McClel-
lnn, and why countermanded, 345; near Fred-
ericksburg at the time of Jackson's advance,

May, 1862, 345; is ordered to send 20,000
men to operate against Jackson in the Shenan-
doah, 346 ; again ordered to join McClellnn,
June, 1862, 356 ; supports pope nt Groveton,

387 ; relieved by Hooker, 393.

McDowell, Virginia, Milroy driven from, by
Jackson, 345.

McKinstry, J., in the advance on Springfield,

Missouri, October, 1861, 175.

McLaws, L., at the battle of Malvern Hill, 376;
ot Antietam, 399 ; at Chan cellorsville, 489,

492,498; at Gettysburg, 512, 513; at Chick-

amaugn, 546, 516 : in the siege of Knoxvtlle,

554.

McMinnville, Tennessee, captured by Reynolds,

528.

McPherson, Edward, action of, concerning the

call-roll of Thirty-ninth Congress, 805.

McPherson, J. B. , commands Seventeenth Corps,

under Grant, 149 ; in the Yuzoo Pass expedi-

tion, 453; nt Port Gibson. 4 .Ml ; nt Raymond,
463; at Jackson, May, 1863, 463; 'at Ed-
ward's Station, 466 ; in the second assault on

Vieksburg, 466 ; left by Sherman in command
at Vieksburg, 5110; in the Meridian raid, 569;
assigned to the Army of the Tennessee, 600

;

constitution of the army of, G0I ; movement
of, through Snnko Gap on Johnston's rear,

604 ; error of, in not attacking Resnca, 604
;

at Resaca, 605; killed near Decatur, Georgia,

612.

Mcliuc, the privateer, 179.

Meade, George G., nt Drainesvtlle, December
20,1861,167; at the battle of Cold Harbor,

1862,364; at Frazier's Farm, 373; nt Fred-
ericksburg, 413 ; at Chancellorsville, 487, 489,

499; succeeds Hooker in command of the

Army of the Potomac, 504 ; nt Gettysburg,

506-513; error of. in not pursuing Lee, 516;
ndvances into Virginia, 517; crosses the Rap-
pahannock against Lee, 521 ; advance of,

against Mine Run, 523; in Grant's Virginia

campaign, 621-640.

Meagher, Thomas Francis, at the battle of Cold
Harbor, 18G2, 367; at Malvern Hill, 377; nt

Antietam, 40O.

Meeliunicsville, Virginia, battle of, June 26,

1862,362.
Memminger, Charles G., Secretary of the Treas-

ury in Davis's cabinet, 44.

Memphis, Tennessee, naval engagement off. May
10, 18G2, 305 ; surrendered, 806 ; connection

of Ellet's rum licet with the naval engagement
off, 43G ; Forrest's raid upon, 574.

Meridian, Mis-i^-ippi, Sherman's expediti

069.

Merrimac, United States Steam Frigate, sunk nt

Norfolk by the Federal commander, and aft-

erward raised by the Confederates, 85.

Merrill, Wesley, at the battle of the Opequnn,
710; chief of cavalry under Sheridan, 755 ; at

Five Forks, 759.

Mcrvino, W., Flag - officer, commanding Gulf
squadron, 1861, 179.

Mcssiln becomes Confederate capital ofArizona,

288.
Mexico, connection ofthe French occupation of,

with the Bed River campaign, 57G ; attitude

of Congress toward the French in, 663.

Miles, Colonel D. S-, commands Fifth Division

of McDowell's army, July.lNfil, 146; at Bull

Run, 150; killed ut Harper's: Ferry, 397.

Miles, Nelson A., sent to tho support of Sher-
idan after the battle of Five Porks, 761 ; in

the assault on Petersburg, 761 ; defeats the

Confederates ot Sutherland's Station, 762

;

attacks Lee near Farmvilie, and is repulsed,

7G8.

Military Arrest- in April, lfif.1,111.

Military Reconstruction Bill, passage of, 822;
supplementary bill to, passed, 822; net ex-
planatory of, 824.

Mi Iledgeville, Georgia, occupied by Sherman,
680.

Milliken's Bend, Louisiana, attack on, hy Kirbv
Smith, 477.

Mill Spring, Kentucky, battle of, January, 1862,

224.

Mllroy, Robert H., commanding advance of

Fremont's army iu Virginia, is attacked at

McDowell. Virginia, 345
; at the battle of

Groveton, 386 ; defeated at Winchester, June,
186-J, 504.

Mine explosion, enterprise against Petersburg,
697.

Minnesota, fight ofthe, with the Virginia, 255.
Minnesota, Sioux massacre in, 283.
Missionary Ridge. Tennessee, battle of, 562, 567;

forces and losses at, 567.
Mississippi, burning of the, 460.
Mississippi, commissioners from, to Maryland,

24; Convention pns-es secession ordinnnce,
January 9, 1661, 39; 128.

Mississippi naval squadron, Eebniary,18G2, 226;
history- of the, 432.

Mississippi River, navigation of, declared fice hy
the Confedemle Congress, 44 ; free navigation
of, proclaimed bv the Confederate Congress to
secure the alliance ofthe Northwest, 312; and
its tributaries. Bonds of, commercial develop-
ment ofthe valley of. military importance of,

430,432; guerrilla attacks upon the fleet from
the banks of, 487; opening of the, by the cap-
ture of Vieksburg and Port Hudson! 482.

Missouri Compromise, 1 1 ; repeal of, in tho Kan-
sas and Nebraska Bill, 13.

Missouri debarred from shivery by the ordinance
of1787. II

;
que-tion ofher admission into the

Union, 1 1 ; admitted us a slave slate, 1 1 ; com-
promise, 1 1 ; movement in tho Senate of, for a
secession Convention, 3'.i; Convention shows a
Union majority, 105; organization by the gov-
ernorof.ofa state guard, 105 ; organization of

the Homo Guard. 107 ; neutral position nf, in

the summer of 1861,136; request of Governor
Jackson (lint United States troops should not

he quartered in, or pass through, 138 ; situa-

tion in, nt the end of July, 1861,1,19; Conven-
tion of July 22, 1861, appoints Hamilton R.
Gumhlc provisional governor, 139; admitted
to the Confederacy without her request, 212;
military situation in. at liie beginning of 1862,
225. 282 ; Ilulleck's administration in, 291

;

military operations in. dining 1863, 5911 ; po-

litical situation in, during 1864,593; Price's

raid in, 595, 596.

Missouri, department of, created November, 1861,
Halleek commanding, 177.

Mitcbel, O. McKnight. of Ohio, speech nf, nt

Union Square, New York, April 20,1861,98;
commands the advance on Bowling Green,

238 ; advances into Northern Alabama, 303.

Mitchell, R. B., commands n division under
Thomas, 526.

Mobile, Alabama. United States Arsenal at. fei/.cd

by secessionists, 39 ; situation and detenu? of,

in 1804, 74 t ; operations against, in the spring

of 1865,747, 748; capture of. 748.

Monet's Bluff, Louisiana, battle of, 589.

Monitor, history of the, 251 ; arrives at Hamp-
ton Bonds, March 6, 1662, 255; conflict of,

with the Virginia, 255 ; tries to pass Prcwiy's

Bluff and up to Kirlimond, 257 ; lost nt sea,

December, 1862, 258.

Monitor System, note on the, 260.

Monroe, John T., refuses to surrender New Or-
leans, 296; netion of, in connection with the

New Orleans riot, 821.

Montgomery, Alabama, Confederate Convention

ot,41,123; surrendered, 750.

Montgomery, John B., commanding the Pacific

squadron, 179.

Moore, O. H,, defends TehhsV Bend against Mor-
gan, 532.

Morgan, Edwin D., Governor of New York, re-

leases the arms seized* bv John A. Kennedy
and lets them puss on to Georgia, 40.

Morgan, G. W.. abandons I 'urnlieiland Gap, Sep-

tember, 1862,314; at Chickasaw Bayou, 44G.

Morgan, John, of Kentucky, sketch of, 307 ; his

Tennessee and Kentucky raid, 307 ; operates

on northern communications „f Nashville, 327;

defeated at Milton, Tennessee, 626 ; invasion

by, of Kentucky, 531, 532; is repulsed nt

'Tebbs's Bend, loses his brother, captures Leb-

anon, and crosses the Ohio into Indiana, 532
;

threatens Cincinnati, 532 ; hemmed in and

captured, 532, 533 ; defeated by Burbridge in

Kentucky, 607.

Morgnnziu," Louisiana. Confederate attack on,

September, 1863.579.

Morris, Gouveiileur, member of Constitutional

Convention, 4.
1 Morris, Robert, member of Constitutional Con-

vention, 4.

Morris Island, Gillmore's operations on, 738-43.

Mosby, John S., gives information to Lee of

Burnside's destination, :ih|
;
disbands his guer-

rillas, 772.

Mott, Gershom, in the attack on the Wcldon
Railroad, June, 1864,694.

Mound City, accident on the, 290.

Mouton, Confederate General, nt Sabine Cross-

roads, 586; killed in the pursuit after Snbino

Cross-roads, 587.

Mower, Joseph A. , re-enforces Roseerans in Mis-

souri, 596.

Mulligan, James A., defends Lexington, Mis-

souri, September, 1861,173.

Mumford, William B-, execution of, by Butler,

July 7, 1862, 276.

Mumfordsville, Kentucky, captured by Bragg,

September, 1862,311.

Munson's Hill, Virginia, abandoned by the Con-

federates, September 27, 1861, 162.

Murfreeshorough. Tennessee, taken by Forrest,

July, 1862, 307; (Stoue River), battle of, 1802-

3, 322 ; fortified bv Roseerans after the battle

of Stone itiver, 527.

Murphy, Isaac, recognized bv Johnson as legal

Governor of Arkansas, 803.

Mnrphr, R. C. disgraceful surrender of Holly

Springs by, 445.

Nuglee, James, in tho Peninsular campaign, re-

coilnoissanee of, toward Richmond, Mnv, 18G2,

84:t; charge of, ut Seven Pines, 351.

Nashville, Tennessee, Convenjion of delegates

from the Slave States at, in 185U, advocating
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secession, 1 2 ; capture of, after the capture of

Fon Donelson, 24K; BucITs headquarters in

the tearing of [862, 296; arrival of Governor
Andrew Johnson at. March, 1862, 327; mu-
nicipal authorities r.f. removed, 327; Union

meeting at, May 12, 1862,827; threatened by

Forrest and Anderson, 327; battles before,

December IG and 16, 1864, 679.

Nashville, the privateer, 179; destroyed at Fon
McAllister, [TO.

Natchez, Mississippi, occupation of, by Federal

forces, 430.

Natchitoches, Louisiana, advance to, of Banks
and Porter, 1864, E8fi*.

National Currency Hill passed by Congress, 648-

bureau of, established, (163.

Navy, United Stales, resignation of offices iri, by

midshipmen on account ofsecession, 49; weak
in nhips at the beginning of [he war, but strong

in trained teamen, 178; connection between,

and the New England fisheries, 78 ; increase

of, in 1861, 170 ; condition of, as reporled by
Secretary Welle?, .July, 1801,189; of the West,

creation of, 432,

Needham, Sumner H., of Lawrence, Massachu-
setts, killed in the Baltimore riot, April ID,

1861,88.
Negley, James S. , moke* a demonstration against

Chattanooga, June, 1862, SOS; at Stone Hiver,

322; in command at Nashville, 327 ; com-
mands a division under Tlimnivt, 026; attacked

by Bragg nt Dag Gap, 681, 641 ; at Cbickn-

maugn, 612-549 ; rc[Mirt nf the Committee of

Inquiry on the conduct of, 648.

Negroes called "contraband by General Butler,

201 ; employed in the Confederate military

service, 219; act of Confederate Congress for

employment of, as soldiers, 703 ; uction of

Thjrty-oighth Congress concerning, 658.

Negro soldiers, act of Congress providing for,

and eman etpaling, 205.

Nelson, William, established " Camp Dick Rob-
inson," Kentucky, 169 ; occupies l'reslonburg,

Kentucky, and advances on l'ikuvillc, Novem-
ber, 18111, 172; at the battle of Shiloli, 3(10

;

commands troops for the defense of Louisville

against Bragg, 311; shot at Louisville by

Jeff. C. Davis, 312.

Newhern, North Carolina, captured hy Bumsidc,

March, 1802,249.
New Hope Church, Georgia, battle of, 606.

New Madrid, Missouri, capture of, 293.

New Market, Virginia, butilu of, 631.

Now Mexico made a military department, with

Canhy in command. Novemlicr, 1861, 177;

tho war in, 285
;
proclaimed Confederate ter-

ritory by Baylor, 28B.

New Orleans, Louisiana, importance of, to tho

Confederacy, 267 ; MeClellan thinks 60,000

meu necessary to capture, 261 ; defenses of,

201, 261
;

panic in, au the approach of tho

Federal fleet, 208
;
capture of, April 25, 1802,

268, 434 ; raising of the Union Hag at, 269

;

condition of, when Butler assumed control,

272; tho poor of, fed by Butler, 273; civil

authorities of, deposed, 274 ; George F. Shep-

ley made miljtury governor of, 274; Confed-

erate currency repudiated at, 274; Butler in-

stitutes a quarantine at, 276 ; Butler requires

an onth of allegiance fnun the citizens of, 276;
citizens of, disarmed, 278; confiscation of

property at, 278 ; election at, by order of Gov-
ernor Sheplev. 280; conduct of foreign con-

suls at, 280 ; riot at, in 1 866, 621.

Newport Now*, Virginia, Butler establishes a

camp at, 1 36.

Newton, John, succeed' Reynolds in command
of tho First Corps, 608 ;

disconnected with

tho Army of the Potomac, 024 ; commands a

division of the Fourth Corps, OUO; at Peach-
tree Creek, 612.

New York City, First Division of the militia of,

offered to the government by Major Genernl
Sanford, 40; great mass meeting in Union
Square at, April 20, 1801, 95 ; sentiment In,

at the outbreak of the war, 96; prominent cit-

izens of, compiled to hoist national colors, !19.

New York Legislature denounces secession, 40.

Now York Seventh Regiment proceeds to Wash-
ington for the defense of tin- capital, 90; reach-

es Wash ingun April 25,1801,94.
Niagara, peace negotiations at, in 1804,600.
Ninth Corps transferred to tho Department of

the Ohio, 631 ; rcLumed to tho Army of tho

PotomBc in the spring of 1804, 000.

Norfolk, Virginia, meeting at, denouncing "co-
ercion," 3'J ; destruction of U. S. ships in the

nnvv yard off, *5 ; abandoned by the Confed-

erates, May, 1802, 257 ; surrendered, 339.

North Carolina, Senate of, pusses a bdl for arm-
ing tho state, 22 ; is delivered over to the Con-
federacy, 104

;
joins the Confederacy May 20,

1801,123; Legislature declares that if recon-

ciliation foils she will go with the other Slave

States, 44.

Northern Stales, indifference and inactivity of,

during tho development of " "

Oglesby, Richard F., at Fort Donelson, 231

;

wounded at Corinth, 310.

Ohio admitted as a free state in 1802, 10.

Ohio, Department of, commanded by MeClellan,
140; Bacll in command of, 177.

Okolona, Mississippi, W. S. Smith defeated at,

671.
Olin, Abrum, views of, on reconstruction, 648.
Olustee, Florida, battle of, 575.

Opequun, battle of the, 710.

Ord.E.O. C, succeeds Mel leraand in command
of the Thirteenth Corps, 472 ; transferred to
the Department of the Gulf, 555 ; in the at-
tack on Chopin's Bluff. September, 1864,703;
succeeds Butler in command of the Armv of
tho James, 750 ; reaches Burkes villa in ad-
vance of Lee, 70S ; appointed Military Com-
mander of Mississippi and Arkansas, 822.

Order of American Knights m Missouri, 593.
Orr, James 1,., commissioner to Washington,
December, 1860, 27.

Osterhflns, P. J., at the battle of Pea Ridge.

284 ; at Port Gibson, 458 ; at Edwards Sta-

tion, 460 ; in the second assault on Vicksbnrg.

471 : commands Fir?t DivL-ion of Sherman's
Army of the Tennessee, 660 ; nt Chattanooga,

560; at Lookout Mountain, 562 ; at Mission-

ary Ridge, 567; commands a division of the

Fifteenth Corps, 601.

Ox Hill, Virginia, action at, September 2, 1862,

890.

Paducah, Kentucky, occupied hy General Grant,

September. 1801, 169 ; Forrest attacks, 572.

Palmer, John St., at Stone River, 322 ; defeats

Forrest nnd Anderson at Lavergne,Tennessee.
327; command.- a division under Thomas, 526;
at Chickamnugo, 642, 644, 540 ; assigned to

the Fourteenth Corps, 556 ; nt Chattanooga,
500; at Missionary Ridge, 567 ; in command
of the Fourteenth Corps, Army of the Cumber-
land, 600 ; occupies Ringgold, Georgia, Feb-

ruary, 22, 1804, 601 ; resigns his command of

the Fourteenth Corps, 617.

Parke, John G., nt Roanoke I-land, 245; trans-

ferred to the West, 531; in the siege ofVieks-
liurp. 171 , ISiiriisiJe's i lnef d" -toll', command-
ing ut Knoxvdle, 552 ; at 1 'cebles's Farm, 704

;

at Hatcher's Run, 704 ; in Burnside's absence,

commands the Ninth Corps before Petersburg,

756; recapture-. Fort Steudnuin, 757.

Parker, Joel, elected Governor of New Jersey in

1862,641.
Parkersburg. West Virginia, Mi Median moves on,

May,18Cl,143.
Farramore, proposition of, to dispose of leading

characters at the North, 797.

Parsons, Confederate general, in the attack on
Lexington, Missouri. Scptemtier, 1861, 178.

Parsons, Lewis E., appointed by Johnson Pro-
visional Governor of Alabama, 803.

Pass Cav alio, Texas, occupied hy Banks, 579.

Passaic, the, iron-clad, escapes shipwreck off

Hatterus, December, 1802, 268.

Patierson, Robert, in command of a Federal forco

nt Harper's Ferry, June, 1 HOI, 1 16; is outgen-

eraled by Joe Johnston, 148.

Paulding, Captain, sent to supersede Commodore
McAulcv, in command of the Portsmouth na-

val station, April 20, 1361, 85.

Payne (Powell). Lewis, capture of, 783.

Peace Congress, of 1801, plan of adjustment
adopted by, \1 ; negotiations in 1864, 606

;

negotiations, February, 1866, 069.

Peach-tree Creek. ( ieorgiu, buttle of, 012.

Pea Ridge, Arkansas, battle of, 281 ; forces en-

gaged at, 284.

Peck, John J., at tbebattlc of Williamsburg, 339.

Peebles Farm, Virginia (on Lee's right), light

at, September 30, 1864,704.

Pegram, John, t 'onfederuto > otoncl, at the battle

of Rich Mountain, 1 12 ; surrenders to MeClel-
lan, 142; routed by Gillmora and Boyle at

Somerset, Kentucky, 531.

Pemberton, JolmC, succeeds Van Dorn in com-
mand at Vicksbnrg, 414 ; surprised by Grant's

movement in his rear, 458 ; crosses tho Big
Black, 405 ; fights the battle of Edwards's

Station, 105 ; submits to u siege, 407 ; corre-

spondence of, with Johnston, 477 ; interview

of, with Grant, 477 ; surrenders, 479.

Pendergrast, A., ordered to cam1 out the proc-

lamation of blockade with the home squadron,

179.

Pendleton, George EL, speech of, on tho expul-

sion of Long, 063 ; nominated for Vice-Presi-

dent in 1804,668.

Peninsular Campaign, authorities for, 828 ; dis-

cussion of, 33d; modified so that the troons

land nt Fortress Monroe, 332; estimate of
forces engaged, 300,301 ; criticised, 377-379

;

losses, Federal and Confederate, June 25

—

July 1,1862,379.
Pennsylvania, United Mutes four-decker, burned

nt Norfolk, April, 1801,85.

Pennsylvania, volunteers on their way to Wash-
ington, April. Im'.I, obliged to return from Bal-

timore to Philadelphia, 88 ; invaded by Lee,

605.

Pensncola, Florida, yielded tn secessionists, 39

;

navy yard at, formally surrendered to the State

of Florida, OB.

Perry, Benjamin F. , appointed by Johnson Pro-
visional Governor of South Carolina, 803.

Pern", capture of the. bv the .Suunnah, 179.

Perryville, Kentucky, battle of, Oct. 8, 1802,314.
!Yr.-on_il Liberty Laws, 14.

Petersburg, Virginia, Butler's demonstration

against, 032 ; the investment of, 787-740
;

attack on, by Gilhnoro and Knuti, May, 1864,

63S; Grant's attack on, Juno, 1364,038; mine
explosion before, 098 ; assault and capture of

the Confederate works before, 761, 762 ; oc-

cupation of, 763.

Petiigrcw, Confederate general, at Gettysburg,

612.

Fettigrn, John S,, of South Carolina, loyalty of,

44.

Peyton, Baillie, of Tennessee, protests against

Phelps, J. W,, occupies Ship Island, 201.
Phelps, S. L., rnirniiuiidiiii: the t Vinestags, move-
ment of, up the Tennessee to Florence, Alaba-
ma, 230.

Phil ippi, 'West Virginia, Confederate retreat to,

from Grafton, 142; battle at, June 3, 1861,

142.

Phillips, Mrs. Philip, of New Orleans, sent bv
Butler to Ship Island, 276.

Phillips,Wendell, of Massachusetts, expresses joy
' at secession and denounces compromise, 40.

Pickens, Governor of Sonth Carolina, demands
payment of bis salary us U. S. minister to Rus-
sia, and is referred to the sub-treasurer at

Charleston. 30 ; assumes the responsibility of
firing on the Stur of the West, 38; grants Ma-
jor Anderson permission to send n messenger
to Washington for order-, .".8 ; is iioiilied that

Fort Sumter would be provisioned peaceably
if possible, by force if necessary, 52.

1 Pickett,Confederategenerftl,atGflrLTshnrg.,';i2;

ni Five Forts, 760.

Piedmont, Virginia, Hunter defeats W. E. Jones
at, 631.

Pierce, Franklin, vote received bv, for President

in 1852, 199; speech of, at Concord, N. H.,
July 4, 1863, 650.

Pierpont, Frank 11., appointed Governor by the

Union Convention at Wheeling, West Virgin-

ia, June, 1801, 142; recognized by President

Johnson as legal Governor of Virginia, 803.

Pike, Albert, Indian Commissioner of the Con-
federacy, 283 ; made a Confederate brigadier

general, 284.
Pillow, Gideon J., has an army nt New Madrid,

Missouri, J alv, 1661,189; commands the Con-
federates at the battle of Belmont, November
7, 1801,171 ; at Fon Donelson, 231.

Pilot Knob, Missouri, attacked by Price, 596;
Ewing retreats from, 596.

Pinekney, Charles Cotesworth. member of Con-
stitutional Convention, 4; plan of, for Consti-

Pine Bluff, Arkansas, Marmaduke repulsed at,

692.

Pittsburg Landing, Tennessee. Confederate forti-

fications nt, prevented by guu-t>onts, 295 ; oc-

cupied by Gram, March, [863, 296; battle of,

299.

Pleasant Hill, Louisiana, battle at, April, 1S64,

587.

Pleasonton, A- H., at Antiotnm, 401 ; at Chan-
cellorsville, 488, 493 ; succeeds Stoneman in

command ofHooker's cavalry, 499; nt Gettys-
burg, 506 ; nt the battle of the Big Blue, Mis-
souri, 590.

Plymouth, North Caroltnn, October 81, 1804,

722.

Plymouth, U. S. ship-of-wor, sunk by the Feder-
al commander ut Norfolk, nnd afterword raised

by the Confederates, 85.

Pocotnligo Station, South Carolina, seized bv
General Howard, 715.

Folignne, Confederal.- general, at Pleasant Hill,

587.

Polk, James K., vote received by, for President,

in 1844, 199.

Polk, Mrs. James K., residing in Nashville when
it was occupied by tho Federals in 1802, 241.

Polk, Leonidu K., Confederate general, orders

McCulloch to advance on Springfield, July,

1801, 140; occupies Hickman and Columbus,
Kentucky, September, 1*01, 168 ; nt tho bat-

tle ofShiloh, 299 ; at Stone River, 322 ; in tht

attack on Dug Gap, 539 ; at Chickamauga,
644; in command of the Mississippi Depart-
ment, retreats before Sherman's advance on
Meridian, 570; re-enforces Johnston, 605;
commands a corps of Johnston's army, 005

;

at Hesaca, 005 ; killed on Pine Mountain, 607.

Pope, .John, nssumes command of Northern Mis-
souri, .July 19, 1861, 139; in (he advance on
Springfield, Missouri, October, 1861, 175; nd.

vances from Sedalia, Missouri, December,
1801, and cuts oil' Price's recruits, 176; bom-
bards and reduces the Confederate works at

New Madrid, 293; captures Island No. 10,

295; with 20,000 men, joins the armies at

Pittsburg Landing, 302
; removed to the East,

809 ; takes command of the Armv of Virginia,

380; Virginia campaign of, 381-392; situa-

tion of, July, 1802, 381 ; ordered to cover
Washington, 382 ; address of, to his army,
382

;
general orders of, for the conduct of the

campaign, 882 ; intended that his army should
subsist upon the country, 382 ; orders of, not
so stringent as the I 'onfedernte policy in Ten-
nessee, 382; outlawed by Davis, 382; concen-
trates the forces under Sigel, Hanks, and Sic
Dowel], 382; threatens Gordonsville, 382 ; ad-
vances from the Rappahannock, August, 1802,

383 ; falls buck again, 3s:>
;
headqua iters of,

captured nt Cntlelt's Statioa by Stuart, 384

;

to save his roar, abandons the Rappahannock
and moves toward Manassas Junction, 385

;

fails to recover Manassas Junction, 885 ; con-

August 28, 1S02, .',*-,
: mi-conception of, as to'

Lee's plans, 386 ; orders Porter to support

him, 36G ; defeated ut ( iroveton, withdraws to

Conrreville, 38'J ; situation of, after tho battle

of Groveton, 390; withdraws to Washington,
390; at his own request, relieved of his com-
mand in Virginia, .'190 ; criticism of the Vir-
ginia campaign of, 391

; upj>ointed military

commander of Georgia, Alabama, and Flor-

ida, 822.
Population of free and slave stutes, 123 ; increase

of, 1790- 18G0, 042.
I'ori Gibson, Mississippi, battle of. 458.

Port Hudson, Loni-inna. fortified by the Confed-
erates, 460; Bunks'- demonstration against,

March, 1803, 460 ; invested by Banks, 463,

472; assault on, May 27, 1803, 472 ; second
assault on, 474 ; surrendered, 481.

Port Republic, Virginia, Jackson attacks Shields

at, JuneS, 1862, 347.

Port Roval expedition, 181.

Porter, B. IT., killed at Fort Fisher, 732.

Porter, D. D., commands the mortar fleet in the

New Orleans expedition, 262 ; mortar fleet of,

on the Mississippi, 433 ; eo-opcrntes with Far-
ragut in running tin- Vkksbnrg batteries, 438;
co-operation of, with Sherman in the battle of
Chickasaw Bnyon, 417 ; sends the " Dummy"
down the Mississippi. 451 : opens communica-
tions for Grant .. army by the Yazoo, 467 ; co-

operates in the attack on Vicksbnrg, 471 ; ad-
vance of, to Alexandria, March, 1864, 584;
retreats down the Red River, 589 ; is attack-

ed by a Confederate force on the bank, 589

;

fleet of, rescued nnd brought over the Alexan-
dria Falls bv Bailev's dams, 590 ; bombards
Fort Fisher, 725, 728, 731, 732.

Porter, Fitz John, at the battle of Bull Run,
151 ; assigned to a corps in the Army of the

Potomac, 341; defeats the Confederates at

Hanover Court-house. May, 1802,348; at the

battle of Cold Harbor, 364 ; at tho battle of

Malvern Hit), 376 ; ordered to join Hooker at
Bristoe Station. 885 : cornea op too bite. 385;
ordered to join Pope, :'•>•'

: disoK'i - thy or-
der, 387; again ordered to Groveton, obeys,
3S8; in reserve at Antietam, 403.

Porter, W. D., commander of the Essex, 229

;

attacks the ram Arkansas off Vicksbnrg, 441.
Portertield, Confederate colonel, at Philippi,
West Virginia, desponds of raising troops for
the Confederacy, 142.

Portsmouth, Virginia, description of, 81 ; de-
struction of U.S. ships iu the Gospon Nan-
Yard at, 85.

Potomac River, the Lower, navigation of, inter-
rupted by Confederate batteries, Im;i, 162;
completely closed, 104.

Potter, Robert B„ relieves Slurgis, and is trans-
ferred to the West with n division of tho
Ninth Corps, 531 ; wounded in the assault on
Petersburg, 761.

Powell, Lazarus, resignation of, demanded by
tho Kentucky Legislature, 170.

Prairie Grove. Arkansas, l.aitle of, 290.

Prentiss, B. M., nt tho battle of Shiloh, 299 ; at
Helena, 481.

Presidential candidates, and votes for, 1810-
1860,199,200,201.

Presidential election of 1800, 10; estimate of tho
popular vote in, 17; of 1804,009.

Preston, S. W., killed at Fort l-'ishor, 732.
Preston, William, at Chicknmaugu, 642, 644.
Price, Sterling, with n Confederate force at Neo-

sho, Missouri, June, 1861, 139 ; at the battlo

of Wilson's Creek, HO
;
joins General Harris,

and moves on Lc\ingion, Missouri. September,
1801,173; issues u pro. Unatmu Idle peo-

ple of Mis-ouri, calling for "id iiiki
] . i . . I 7 .">

;

advances North from Springfield with -O.llOO

men, November, 1801,175; compelled bv llid-

leek to retreat. 170; abandons Springfield Jan-
uary, 1862, 17G; at the battlo of Pea Ridgo,
281; opcmlei on BueH's rear, 310; at tho

battlo of Corinth, 310; at Helena, 481 ; ad-
vances northward into Missouri, September,
1804,595.

I'ritcluird, 11. II., captures Davis, 778.

Prisoners, treatment of, on both sides, nnd regu-
lations for the exchange of, 792, 794, 70S.

Privateering, sentiment in regard in, at the be-

ginning of the war, ion ; letters ofmnrquo and
reprisal proposed April 17, 1861,99; Davis's

proclamation concerning, 1 79 ; refusal of neu-
tral powers to allow Confederate privateers lo

bring prizes into their ports, 1 79 ; thoso en-

gaged in, treated as prisoners of war, 260;
iations concerning, in 1801, 1D3.

Prim

Lit

calling for

8, IS' I, 112; Meridian's, to his troops,

to tho people of We«t Virginia. 112; of Gov-
ernor Letcher 10 the people of West Virginia,

Juno 14, 1801, 142; of Ficmonl declaring

Missouri under martial law, etc., 178 ; coun-
ter proclamation of Jeff. Thompson, 173 ; of

Lincoln emancipating slaves, 207.

Provisional government'; established by Johnson
in the Southern Stales, 803.

Fryor, Roger A., account of the visit of, to Fort
Sumter, 51 ; at Antietam, 100.

"Qunntrell," raid of, on Lawrence, Kansas, 590.

Queen of the West, conflict of, with tho ram Ar-
kansas, 441 ; conflict of, with the City of

Vicksbnrg, 449 ; loss of the, 450.

Railroads, Southern, their situation favorable to

the Confederacy, 133.

Rains, James E.,'in iho attack on Lexington,
Missouri, September, 1801, 178; killed nt

Stone River, 324.

Raleigh, North Carolina, Joe Johnston's nrmy
near, April, 1865,773.

Ramscur, Confederate general, at Cedar Creek,

712.

Randolph, Edmund, member of Constitutional

Convention, I
;
plan of, for Constitution, 4.

Randolph, John, member of African Coloniza-

tion Society, 11.

Ransom, T. E. G., in the second assault on
Vieksburg, 468 ; occupies Arun-a- [,i- Tex-

as, 679; at Pabino Cross-roads, 585, 58G ; com-
mands a division of the Sixteenth t taps, > "I

.

Rappahannock, Department of the, created, in-

cluding the District ol Columbia, 346.

Raymond, Mississippi, battle of, May, 1868, 463.

Read, C. W., career of, iu the Clarence, 428.

Rengnn, connection ol* with the Shennnn-John-
ston negotiations, April, 1805, 773; released

on parole, 803.

Hcams's Station, Virginia, Hancock defeated nt,

703.
Rebellion, causes of the, 118.

Reconstruction, dcbnlo on, in the Thirty-seventh

Congress, 048 ; dclmto on, in Thirty-eighth

Congress, December 15, 1863, 058; debnto
on, January 22, If61, 059; Wade and Davis
Bill, 060; history of, 186T,-18G7,B0O-82fi,

Rector, Governor of Arkansas, replv of, to Lin-
coln's call for 76,000 men, 68.

Red River campaign, .".76-59:1; ought not to

have been undertaken, 5 S3; Grant's idea of,

CSS.

Reno, Jesse L., nt Roanoke Island, 246 ;
joins

Pope on the Rupidun, 383 ; at the bottle of
Groveton, 380; killed a( South .Mountain, 398.

Renshaw, Commodore, captnres Galveston, 121.

Republican party, formation of, 13.

Resaca, Georgia, Mcpherson's movement on via

Snake Creek Gap, 604 ; battles of, G05 ; loss-

es at, 605.

Revenue cutters Lewis Cass and Robert McClel-

land, correspondence concerning, between W.
H.Jones, agent of the Treasury Department,

and J.G. Brcshwood, commanding the Robert
McClelland, 41.

Review after tho war at Washington, 78*J-793.

Revolutionary War, 2, .;.
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Reynolds, John F. , at Drainesvillc, December 50,

1SI51, 167; atthe battle efMechaiucsTiIle,8G2;

at Groveton, :;*H; at Fredericksburg, 413; nt

Chnncellorsvillc, 487, 488, 490, 199; occupies

Gettysburg in aJvnnce of Lee, 506 ; killed at

Gettysburg, 507.

Reynolds, J. J., commands tv division under

Thomas, 526; in the attack on Hoover's Gap,

530; nt Chh.kaiu.iugn, ".4 I, .'.46, 548.

Rhode Inland, adoption by, of the Constitution,

May, 1700, P.

Richardson.J.B., at the battle of Bull Ron, 150;

nt Fair Oaks, 852 ; at Antietam, 399.

Richmond, Kentucky, battle nt, August, 1662,

309.
Richmond.Virginia. seizure of the Custom-house,

etc., at, by the secessionists, 79 ; becomes the

Confederate capital, 118; favorable situation

of, for the Confederate copit.il and seat or war,

133; Impatience in the North for an advance

on, 116; panic in, April, 1862, 218; panic in,

on MeClellun's approach, 34] ; meeting in,

for defense of, 311 ; fortified by Lee, 338 ; de-

fense of, in the winter of 1808-6*, 523 ; Kil-

patrick's and Dnhlgren's mid against, 623 ;

defenses of, in 1864, 637; the Southern rail-

road feeders of, 693 ; surprised by Lee's de-

feat, 7C3 ; scenes in, during its evacuation,

70.".; conflagration in, caused by the execution

of Swell's order, 76,".
; entered by Weitiel's

troops, 766.

Rich Mountain, West Virginia, buttle of, July,

1861,142.
Ringgold, Georgia, occupied by Thomas, Febru-

ary, 1864,601.

Rio Grande, occupation of the, by Banks's forces,

579.

Riots in Baltimore. April, l*i;l, M; indignation

in the North on account of the latter, 88 ; in

St Louis, Mnv in, 1861, 107 ; in New York

City, July, 1868, 650, 651, 652 ; in New Or-

leans, 821.

Eoanoko Island, situation of, February, 1802
i

Burnsidc's expedition against, 244; battle of

February 8, 1862, 245 ; capture of, 246 ;
Con-

federate vessels destroyed or captured ut and

after the battle of, 246.

Rodos, It. E., at ChaocoUoraville, 489, 492, 493
;

at Gettysburg, 508.

Rodgcrs, John, expedition of, up the James Riv-

er, May, 1862, 257 ; organizes the Mississippi

flotilla, 432.

Rodman, A. B., of Louisinnn, Confederate com-
missioner to Washington in 1861,60.

Rome, Georgia, captured bv Sherman, 605.

Rosccrans, William S., at the battle of Rich

Mountain, July, 1861, 142; moves against

Floyd at Gauley River, 114; fights the battle

of Carnifcx Fern-, September 10, 1861, 144 ;

succeeds Tope in the Wast, 314 ; at Iuka,

315; at Corinth, :I10; congratulatory address

of, to his troops Hirer the battle of Corinth,

317 ; supersedes Buell, 320 ;
advances upon

Murfrecsborotigh, 321 ; victory of, at Stone

River, 322
;
general estimate of. 525 ; fortifies

M iirfreesborough after the battle of Stone

River, 527 ; waits the development of Grnnt's

Vicksburg campaign, 529 ; strength of the

army of, June, 1863, 529 ; advances again6t

Bragg, 529 ; drives Bragg from Middle Ten-

nessee, 531 ; advances against Chattanoogn,
C35

;
plan for campaign, 53.".

; error of, in as-

suming that Bragg was retreating to Rome,
537 ; could have concentrated his army at

Chattanooga, 538 ; exposes his army to be cut

up in dctad, 589 j concentrates his army on
Chicknmnugn Creek, 541 ; conduct of the bnt-

tlo Of Chickiininugu by, 542-519; withdraws

his army tot.'hattauooga, 549; abandons Look-
out Mountain, and thus loses his best line of

communication, 651 ; relieved by Thomas, 155;

assigned to command the Department of Mis-

souri, 593; assumes the offensive against Price

and drives liim out of Missouri, 096.

Ross, John, chief of die (.'lieiokecs, alliance of,

with the Confederates, 263.

Rosswell, Georgia, destruction of the factories at,

609.

Rost, P. A., Confederate commissioner to Eu-
rope, 193.

Rousseau, Lovell [I., camp of, at Joe Holt, 1861,

525 ; commands n division under Thomas,
526; nt the battle of Perry vilie, 314; at Stone
River, 322 ; in command nt Nashville, 327

;

raid of, against the West Point Railroad, 610,
611.

Rowan, S.C., expedition of, up the Chowan, 246.
Rowland, Thomas F., connection of, with the

construciion of the Monitor, 251.

Ruffiu, Edmund, of South Carolina, fires the first

gun upon Fort Sumter, 56 ; suicide of, 772,

798.

Runyon, General Theodore, commands Fourth
Division of McDowell's army, July, 1861, 146

;

at Bull Run, 150.

Russell, Earl, British foreign minister, eorre-

spondonce of, with Lord Lyons on the Trent
affair, 295 ;

correspondence of, with Adams,
on the Alabama claims, 798.

Russell, John, LI.. D., correspondent of the Lon-
don Times, first impressions of, concerning the
struggle, 65.

Rutledge, John, member of Constitutional Con-

Sabine Cross-roads, Louisiana, battle of, April,

1864,585; causes of the Federal defeat at, 586.
Sabine Pass, expedition against, 678.
Sailor's Creek, Virginia, action at, during Lee's

retreat, 768.

Saltville, Virginia, destruction of the works at,

Sanders, George M., Confederate agent in Cana-
da, 797.

Sanders, W. P., death of, in siege of Knoxville,
553.

Sanitary Commissions, 792.

Snn Jncinto, the, connection with the Trent af-

fair, 194.

INDEX.

Santa Fd, New Mexico, Canbv's headquarters io

1661, 288.

Santa Rosa Island, Florida, Confederate attack

on, October, 1861,182.
Saunders, H. S., expedition of, into East Ten-

nessee, 531.

Sassacns, conflict of, with the Albemarle, 723.

Savage's Station, Virginia, battle of, June 29,

1862, 371.

Savannah, Georgia, captured by Sherman, 690.

Savannah, the privateer, 179 ; captured, 179.

Schenck, Robert C, at the battle of Bull Run,

150 ; with Milroy in the action at McDowell,
May 8, 1862, 343.

Schocpf, Alvin, repulses Zollicoflor at Camp
Wild Cat, Kentucky, October, 1861, 170 ; re-

treats from Somerset, 172.

Schoficld, John M., commanding the "Army of

the Frontier," September, 1862, assigned to

the Department of Missouri, June, 1862, 292,

690; in command of the Army of the Ohio,

600 ; at Resaea, 605 ; abandons Pulaski, 676
;

retreat of, from Columbia to Franklin, 676

;

fights the battle of Franklin, 677 ; at Nash-
ville, 679; leaves for the East with 21,000

men, and assigned to the Department ofNorth
Carolina, 732; joins Sherman at Goldsbor-

ough, 721 ; appointed military commander of

Virginia, 822.

Sehurz, Carl, at the battle of Groveton, 3B6 ; at

Gettysburg, 507 ; report of, on condition of

Southern States, 809.

Scott, Winfield, Brevet Lieutenant General, voto

received by, for President in 1862, 199 ; called

into consultation with Buchanan's cabinet, 32;
suggestions of, for preparations against war, to

the President and Secretary of War, October

29, 1260, 34; efforts of, to re-enforce Fort

Pickens, 71 ; letter of, in Washington Intelli-

gencer, October 21, 1862, 71 ; consents reluct-

antly to an advance on Richmond, 146; re-

tirement of, October 31, 1661, 176.

Secession, ordinanre of, passed by South Caroli-

na, Florida, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia,

Texas, Louisiana, Virginia, Arkansas, Ten-
nessee, and North Carolina, with the respect-

ive dates, 133 ; ordinance of, repealed at the

clone of the war, 804 ; the right of, not admit-

ted by the frnmers of the Constitution, 120;
President's Message (July, 1861) concerning

the right of, 189.

Senate, United States, the arena of conflict be-

tween the two sections, 1 85.

Secessionvillc, South Carolina, Fedend repulse

at, in 1862,733.

Sedgwick, John, at Antietam, 399 ; at Chaucel-
lorsvillc, 487, 488, 496, 498 ; at Gettysburg,

508; carries the works nt Rappahannock Sta-

tion, November, 1863,521 ; in the Wilderness,

626, 628, 629 ; killed nt Spottsylvnnia, 630.

Selma, Alabama, captured by Wilson, 750.

Semmes, Raphael, career of, in the Alabama,
424,425.

"Seven Pines," Virginia, battle of, 861.

Seward, William II , fads of Presidential nomi-
nation in 1860, 15 ; sketch of, as senator, 186

;

vote given for him as Presidential nominee in

the Chicago Convention, 186 ; Secretary of
State in Lincoln's cabinet, 50 ; letter of, on
the Trent affair, 195 ; letter of, respecting the

Emancipation Proclamation, 208; correspond-

ence of, with the French government on medi-
ation, 65ft ; the attempt to assassinate, 783.

Seymour, Attorney General under William and
Mary, his reply to Virginia planters, "Souls!
Damn your souls ! Plant tobacco !" 2.

Seymour, Horatio, elected Governor of New
York in 1802,641 ; speech of, at the Acade-
my of Music, New York City, July 4, 1863,

650 ; addresses the New York rioters, 652.

Seymour, Truman, nt the battle of Mcchanics-
ville,362 ; operations of, in Florida, February,
1864, 575 ; in the Wilderness, 629.

Shacklcford, John M., in the pursuit of Morgan,
532.

Sharkey, William L., appointed by Johnson Pro-
visional Governor of Mississippi, 803.

Shaw, Robert G., killed at Fort Wagner, 714.

Shelhyville, Tennessee, occupied bv Granger and
Stanley, 530.

Shenandoah, Confederate privateer, career of
the, 798.

Shenandoah Vnllev, Virginia, military operations

in, 1862, 344, 345, 346, 347; secured to the

Confederates in the autumn of 1862 by Lee's
campaign, 393; operations in, 1864,707-712.

Sheploy, George F., appointed Military Govern-
or of New Orleans, 274

;
placed in command

of Richmond after its capture, 766.

Sheridan, Philip, at Stone River, 322; occupies

Stevenson, 537; at Chicknmuuga, 644; at

Chattanooga, 566
;
appointed chief of cavalry

of the Army of the Potomac, 624; at Cold
Harbor, 634

;
joins the Army of the Potomac

south of the James:, 637 ; assumes command
of the Army of the Shenandoah, 708 ; instruc-

tions received by, 709 ; moves to Winchester,
709 ; falls back to Harper's Ferry, 709 ; de-

feats Early on the Opcmuin, near Winchester,
710; routs Early at Fisher's Hill, 711 ; deso-

lates the Vulley, 711; ride of, from Winches-
ter to Cedar Creek, where he defeats Early,

712; instructions received by, from Grant,

755 ; moves upon Lynchburg, and destroys

the James River Canal, 755; joins Grant
south of the James, March 25, 1865,755;
strength of, in the movement on Five Forks,

758 ; removes Warren from command, 760

;

io the pursuit of Lee, reaches the Danville

Road first, 767; is joined by Wright and
Humphreys, 768 ;

comes upon Lee's left flank,

and defeats him at Sailor's Creek, 768; ap-

pointed military commander of Louisiana and
Texas, 822 ; succeeded by Hancock, 824.

Sherman, John, senator from Ohio, speech of,

on the National Currency Bill, 649; speech

of, in defense of President Johnson, 816.

Sherman, Roger, member of Constitutional Con-
vention, 4.

Sherman, T. W., commands the Port Royal ex-
pedition, 181 ; at Wagner, 740; in the siege
of Port Hudson, 472.

Sherman, William T., at the battle of Bull Run,
150, 151 ; in command of the Department of
Kentucky near the close of 1861, 172; at the
battlo of Shiloh, 290 ; military commander at

Memphis, 443 ; meets Grant at Columbus,
Kentucky, 444 ; ordered to attack the north-
em defenses of Vicksburg, 445 ; Chickasaw
Bayou expedition of, 445, 446, 447 ; relieved

by McClemand, 417; commands Fifteenth
Corps under Grant, 449 ; makes a feint at-

tack on the Yazoo, 459
;
joins Grant in the

rear of Vicksburg, 459 ; at Jackson, May,
1863, 463; assaults of, on Vicksburg, 468;
drives Johnston from Jackson, 480 ; letter of,

to Porter after the capture of Vicksburg, 480;
movement of, for the relief of Knoxville, 554

;

in command of tbc Army of the Tennessee,
555 ; marches to Chattanooga, 560 ; reaches
Chattanooga, 560 ; nttneks Bragg's [eft at

Missionary Ridge..'.r,:.' ; Meridian raid of, 569,
570 ; sends A. J. Smith to Banks with 10,000
men, 584 f consults with Lieutenant General
Grant as to the campaign of 1864,600; or-

ganization of his foor armies, May, 1864, 600;
preparntions of, for the Atlanta campaign, 601

;

cuts off the supply of rations for the people of

Tennessee, 601 ; strength of the army under,

May, 1864, 601 ; attacks Johnston ut Resaea,

605; crosses the Etowah, and advances to-

ward Dallas, 606 ; takes a position at Ack-
wortb, oa the Railroad, 606; receives re-en-

forcements, 606 ; advances to Big Shanty
Station, 607 ; assaults Kenesaw, 608 ; threat-

ens Johnston's rear at the crossing of the

Chattahoochee, 609 ; enters Marietta, 609

;

losses of, before crossing the Chattahoochee,
610; crosses the Chattahoochee, 61 1 ; trans-

fers his army to the west side of Atlanta, 614
;

moves his whole army against Jonesborongh,
617; occupies Atlanta, 620 ; correspondence

of, with the Mayor of Atlanta, 620 ; follows

Hood northward, 072 ; correspondence of,

touching the March to the Sea, 671 el scq.;

prepares for the great march, 674 ; estimate

of the generalship of, 683
;
march of, to the

sea, 685-692 ; invests and captures Savannah,

690
;
prepares for the march through the Car-

olines, 714 ; civil administration by, at Savan-

nah, 714; trade regulations of, in Georgia,

714; orders the Sea Islands, and rice-iields

on the rivers thirty miles buck from the sen,

to be devoted to the freedmen, 714; makes
cotton a prize of war, 715; feigns on Charles-

ton, 717; crosses the Nilkehntchio, 71 7 ; de-

stroys the Charleston and Augusta Railroad,

717; crosses the South Edisto, 717 ; declines

Wheeler's cotton compromise, 718; unites the

two wings of his army south of the Congaree,

718; enters Colombia, 718; occupies Winn s-

borough,7I9; crosses the Catawba, 719; re-

taliates for the murder of his foragers, 719
;

occupies Cheraw, 720j reaches Fayetteville,

720 ; communicates with Tcrrv and Schofield,

721 ; crosses the Cape Fear, 721 ; encounters

Johnston at Averysborough and Bcutonville,

721; joined by Terry and Schoficld, concen-

trates his army at Goldsborough, 721
;

pre-

pares to move against Raleigh. 773; hears of

Lee's defeat, 773; enters Raleigh, 773; inter-

view of, with Johnston in regard to surrender,

773; memorandum sent by, to Washington,

773.

Shields, James, conflict of, with Jackson at Win-
chester, March, 1861, 344; in the pursuit of

Jackson, 347.

Shiloh, Tennessee, battlo of, April 6 and 7, 1862,

299 ; losses at, 302.

Shi]) Island made the rendezvous for tho Gulf ex-

pedition, 201.

Shreveport, Louisiana, operations of General

Banks against, April, l*i.l, 584-590.

Siblev, II. II., quells the Sionx insurrection,

Sibley, W. U. , invasion of New Mexico by, S

advances against Fort Craig, 288 ; attacks

Canby nt Vuiielde, 289; captures Santa Fe*

and Albuquerque, 289 ; driven back to Texas,

289.

Sickles, Daniel E., nt the battle of Malvern Hill.

377 ; nt Chnncellorsvillc, 487, 488, 489, 492,

493, 496, 497, 498, 499
; et Gettysburg, 508,

609; wounded at Gettv-hurg, 512; appointed

military commander of North and South Car-

olina, 822 ; removed, and succeeded by Can-

by, 824.

Sigel, Fran/., commanding Home Guards near

St. Louis in 1861,107; moves on Springfield,

Missouri, June, 1861, 139 : attacks the Con-
federates near Carthage, Missouri, July 6,

1861,139; at the bottle of Wilson's Creek,

August 10, 1661, 140; in ibe advance on
Springfield, Missouri, October, 1861, 175 ; at

the battle of Pea Ridge, 284 ;
takes Fremont's

command in Virginia, 3*1
;
at Groveton, 386;

post assigned to, in Grant's Virginia campaign,

624, 631 ; defeated by Breckinridge at New
Market, Virginia, 631 ; superseded by Hunter,

631 ; driven from Martinsburg, 707.

Signal Corps, importance of, at Allatoona, 071,

Sill, J. W., killed at Stone River, 324.

Sioux massacre, in Minnesota, 283.

Slavery in the colonies and in Great Britain, 2

;

sentiment of the states respecting, at the lime

the Constitution was adopted— Jefferson's

opinion—eoiisiiuiiionnl provisions concerning,

9 ; states which had abolished, heforo the

adoption of the Constitution, 10 ; in 1787,

prohibited northwest of the Ohio River, 10;
comparative power of, began to diminish after

1820, 10; a school of politicians for the pro-

tection of, in South Carolina nnd Georgia, 10;

abolished in the British empire in 1833, II
;

in the territories, question of, discussed, 13;

domination of, in tho United Stnlcs Sennte,

195; change in the views of Congress con-

cerning, before the close of 1861, 198; be-

comes a party question in 1840, 169 ; in tho

territories, declaration of Whig Convention
of 1848 concerning, 199 ; opposition to the
extension of, becomes the basis of tho Repub-
lican party, 200; issue in the presidential cam-
paigns of 1850 and 1860, 201 ; Lincoln's first

inaugural message concerning, 201 ; McClel-
lan's address to Western Yirginio protecting,
201

;
provisions of the Confiscation Act (1861)

concerning, 201 ; Fremont's proclamation
bearing upon. 203 ; General Hunter's procla-
mation nbolishing, 203 ; instructions of Secre-
tary of War concerning. 203

; Lincoln's letter
to Greeley concerning, 208 ; influence of the
Border States on the policy of the government
respecting, 204 ; statistics of, 204 ; Lincoln
recommends Congress to compensate statos

abolishing, 204 ; acts of Congress concerning,
204 ; abolition of, in the District of Columbia,
204; abolished in the Territories by Congress,
July, 1862, 205 ; Lincoln'* proclamation abol-
ishing, in tho rebel states, 208.

Slaves of tho South, were they an element of
strength or of weakness to the Confederacy?
123; Confederate proposition to arm the, 763;
their relntion to the war considered, 791.

Slave-trade, opposition of the Constitutional del-

egates from South Carolina and Georgia to the
abolition of, 9 ; act of Congress. 1 794 ngainst
fitting out vessels for, 10 ; act (1800) forbid-

ding citizens from holding property in foreign

slave-ships, 10 ; net (1H08) prescribing heavy
penalties for engaging in, 10; carried on mean-
while in British ships, HI; forbidden by act of
Parliament, 1807, 1 1 ; British importation of
slaves into South Carolina, 1804-8, 11; act of
Congress (1820) declaring the slave-trade pira-

cy, 11.

Slemmer, Lieutenant A. J., gathers the forces at
Fensacola into Fort Pickens, 69.

Sli dell, John, of LouiMnnn. Confederate commis-
sioner to France, seized on the Trent, 194.

Slocum, H. W., at the battle of Cold Harbor,
1862,365; at Antietam, 400; at Chnncellors-
ville, 487, 489, 496, 498 ; at Gettysburg, 508

;

succeeds Hooker in command ofthe Twentieth
Corps, 615.

Smith, A. J., nt Chickasaw Rayon, 446 ; nt Ar-
kansas Post, 449 ; at Port Gibson, 468; at

Edwards's Station, 466 ; in tho second nssnult

on Vickshurg. 468 ; defeats Forrest at Tupelo,
Mississippi, 674 ; sent to Banks. 584; raptures

Fort De Russey, 584 ; nt Pleasant Hill, 687

;

returns tip the Mississippi to his own depart-

ment, 590 ; re-enforrcs Rosecrnns in Missouri,

595; at Nashville, 679; at Mobile, 747.

Smith, Calch B., of Indiana, Secretary of the In-

terior in Lincoln's cabinet, 60 ; succeeded oa

Secretary of the Interior by Usher. 802.

Smith, Charles F., nt Fort Donelson, 230.

Smith, Giles A., in the first nssnult on Vicksburg,
468 ; in the second assault, 468 ; at Chatta-
nooga, 562.

Smith, Gustavo* W., Confederate general, at

Fair Oaks, 352 ; succeeds Joe Johnston in

of Georgia militia, 607 ; captured by Wilson,
760.

Smith, J. F-., nt Port Gibson, 459; at Chatta-

nooga, 560, 562 ; commands a division of the

Fifteenth Corps, 601.

Smith, James T., elected Governor of Rhode Isl-

and in 1863,641.
Smith, Kirby, commanding in Fast Tennessee,

advance of, into Kentucky, 309; fights the

battle of Richmond, 3H9
;
proclamation of, to

Kentuckians, 309 ; attack of, on Millikcn's

Bend, 477 ; Confederate forces under, in Tex-
as, 584 ; surrender of, 777.

Smith, Martin L., in command of the Confeder-
ate forces at Vicksburg, 437.

Smith, Morgan L., at Fort Donelson, 235; at

Chickasaw Bayou, 446; commands the Second
Division of Sherman's Armv of the Tennessee,

660; at Chattanooga. :"0ti, 5(i2; commands a
division of the Fifteenth Corps, 601.

Smith, T. K , in the first assault on Vicksburg,
468; in the second assault, 468; in the Red
River campaign, 685, 689.

Smith, W. F. ("Baldy"), in siege of Yorktown,
335; nt Antietam. 400; succeeded in com-
mand of the Ninth Corps by Parke, 631

;

movement of, on Brown's Ferry, 556; nt Chat-

tanooga, 562 ; commands Tenth Corps ofBut-
ler's army, 631 ; at Cold Harbor, 634, 635 ; in

the attack on Petersburg, June, 1804, 638.

Smith. W. S., in the siege of Vicksburg, 471

;

co-operative movement of, with the Meridian
raid defeated, 570,571.

Snnke Creek Gap, Georgia, McPhorson's move-
ment through to Johnston's rear, 604.

Sonic', Pierre, visits General Butler with Mayor
Monroe, 273.

South Carolina, nullification in, 11 ; U. S. sena-
tors from, resign their seats after Lincoln'a

election, 18 ;
Legislature meets, November 26,

1860; Convention assembles at Columbia, De-
cember 17, 1860, 22; Convention passes an
ordinance of secession, December 20, 1860,23,
122; delegates withdraw from Congress, De-
cember 24, 1860, 23 ;

declaration of causes for

secession, 23 ; sends three commissioners to

Washington to receive the surrender of tho

forts in Charleston Harbor, 27 ; commission-
ers address President Buchanan, but arc not

officially recognized, 29 ; text of the address

nnd of Buchnnnn's reply, 3d
;
their second let-

ter, 30; excitement in, on their return to

Chnrleston, 36; Convention defines treason

against the state, with penalty ofdeath "with-
out benefit of clergy," 36.

South Mountain, Maryland, battle of, 398; losses

at, 398.

Southwest Pass, Louisiana, naval engagement at,

October, 1861,183.
Spanish Fort, Alabama invested, 747; captured,
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SpotteylvMiia, Virginia, battle of, 629-631 ; loss-

esat,G31.
Springfield, Massachusetts, the armory at, 145.

Springfield, Missouri. Frem'.niS; advance against,

in the autumn of 1861,175.

Spring Hill, Schofields narrow escape nt, G7G.

St. Albans, Vermont, raid, 797.

St. Charles, Arkansas, butteries at, reduced by

Federal gun-boats, June, 1862, 290; captured,

480.

6t. Louis, anas in the arsenal at, removed by

Captain Stokes, 10.*.; riot in, 107; fortified

by Fremont in 1601, 173; defense of, against

Price, Bflfi.

Stanley, UavidS., nt the battle of Inkn, 315; at

the buttle of Corinth, 310; commands Rose-

crans's cavalry. ".'JO ; commands o division of

the Fourth Corps, BOO ; at Spring Hill, 070

;

at Frnnklin, C77.

Stansbcrry, Henry, attorney general in Johnson's

cabinet, construction of the Reconstruction

bills by, 823.

Stanion, Edwin M., ttuccccds Cameron as Secre-

tary of War, 197; injasrico of, toward Sher-

man, 77(i; able administration of the War De-

purtinent by, 791 ; suspended from office by

President Johnson, 824.

Slur of the War, steam-ship, sails from New
York to re-enforce Fort Sumter, January 6,

1801, arrives off Charleston Bar on the 9th,

the next day is fired upon, and returns, 3G

;

report of the captain of, 3G.

Stceelmun, James H., at Nashville, GB1.

Steele, Frederick, at Chickasaw Bayou, 447 ; in

second assault, on Vicksburg, 4GB ; Bent to Fle-

Icua to re-enforce Neli.>lield, r,:,T, captures Lit-

tle Hock, 592 ; movement of, to co-operate

With Banks's Red River campaign, 592; trans-

ferred in Cuiihv's department, 001 ; co-opern-

tivo movement" of, in Mobile campaign, 748.

Stephens, Alexander H., speech against seces-

sion in the Georgia Legislature, Novumber 14,

1 8G0, 19 ; votes against secession, 39 ; elected

Vice-President of the Confederate States by

the MontgomeryConvention, 41 ; biographical

flkotch of, 42 ; sent as commissioner to Wash-
ington, 513; interview of, with Lincoln in

Hampton Roads, 009; captured, 780; released

on parole, 803.

Stephens, Judge Linton, of Georgia, votes against

secession, 89.

Slovens biUtcrv, history of the, 251.

Stevens, Isaac L-, nt Secessionville, 733 ; killed

in the uction at Ox Hill, Virginia, September,

1602, 390.

Stevens, Tluiddeiis, of Pennsylvania, member of

Thirty-seventh Congress, 1B7 ; views of, on re-

construction, 048, 059.

Stevenson, C. L-, at Edwards's Station, 46S; at

Lookout Mountain, 602; at Missionary Ridge,

G02.
Stewart, A. P. , at Cliickamauga, 042, 548 ; at

Husaca, 605; nl Now Hope Church, GOO; nt

Peach-tree Creek, '.12; commands a corps of

Hood'Barmy,07l ; at Franklin, G77 ; at Nash-

ville, 0X1.

Stokes, Captain, removes the arms in the arse-

nal at St. Louis, 107.

Stone, Charles P., orgnnizes the District of Co-

lumbia militia, 32; commanding at Pootes-

villc, October, 1801,164.

Stonetnnn, George, pursues the Confederates nt

Yorktown, 838 ; sent to cut Lees communica-

tions with Richmond, 486 j
raid of, on Leo's

communications, 499 ; succeeded by Pleason-

ton, 499 ; raid of, against the Mncon Itoad,

G13; captured at Macon, 014; drives Breck-

inridge into North Carolina, 082
; raid of, into

North Carolina and Vlsjkiia. 750.

Stone River, battle of, 322, ml.
Stonewall, Confederate privateer, career of the,

778.

Stono River, South Carolina, Federal gun-boats

enter, in 18G2.738.
Stovull, M. A., at Cltickamaugn, 54G.

Straight, A. D., raid of, into Northern Georgia,

G28 ; capture and escape of, 529.

Slringham, S. H:, commander of Atlantic sqund-

ron,l79; commands tho nava\ part of the

Hutteras expedition, 181.

Strong, George ('., ut Fort Wagner, 738, 740.

Stuart, David, ut Chirka.-;nv Bayou, 44G.

Stuart, J. E. B., at Drai ties vide, 108; raid of,

against McClelhiti's communications, June,

1802,3011; captures Popes beadquorters and

papers at C.ulvit'- Station, :184
; captures the

Federal depot at Manassas Junction, 385 ; at

Chaucellorsville, 492, 497, 498 ; hemmed in at

Cntlott's Station, 520.

Sturgis, S. D., at tho battle of Wilson's Creek,

Missouri, 14ti; ut Frederick Bborg, 414; com-
mending a division of the Ninth Corps, is re-

Loved by R. B. Potter, 531 j failure of the ex-

pedition of, against Forrest, 572.

Sumner, Charles, assault upon, in the 5conte,\3.

Sumner, Edwin V., commands Second Corps,

Army of the Potomac, March, 1862, 330 ; at

tho battle of Williamsburg, 338 ; at Fair Oaks,

352 ; attacked at Savage's Station, 871 ; at

Fruzier's Farm, 872 ; at Antietam, 899 ; com-
mand: the right of Burnsido's army, 407 ; de-

layed by the luck of pontoons in the Freder-

icksburg campaign, 407 ; attacks Morye's Hill,

Fredericksburg, 413 ; relieved of command in

tho Potomac Army, and assigned to the De-
partment of Missouri, 417 ; dies on his way
to the West, 417.

Sumter, the privateer, 179; sold, 179.

Supplies, difficulty of the Confederates in obtain-

ing, 693, 792.

Surrutt, John H., a fellow - conspirator with

Booth, flight and capture of, 7S7 ; trial of, 787.

Surratt, Mrs. M. E., connection of, with Lin-
coln's assassination, 763, 784 ; execution of,

787.

"Swamp Angel" battery, fires upon Charleston,

743.
Sweetly, Andrew, mayor of Wheeling, refuses to

support Governor Letcher, 14U.

Sweeny, Thomas W., at the battle of Wilson's

Creek, 1 40 ; commands a division of the Six-

teenth Corps, GO 1.

Switzerland, running of the Vicksburg batteries

by, 452.

Sykes, George, at the battle of Cold Harbor, 1862,

364 ; ax Groveton, 388 ; at Chancel lotsville,

489; succeeds Meade in command of the Fifth

Corps, 605 ; at Gettysburg, 608 ; at Bristoe

Station, 520 ; disconnected from the Army of

the Potomac, G24.

Tacony, capture of the, by the Florida, 423.

Taliaferro, W. B., takes command at Norfolk,

Virginia, April, 1801, 85.

Taney, Roger B., chief justice, prescribes the

oath to President Lincoln, March 4,1801,47;

death of, GGG ; succeeded by Chase, 666.

Tallin]], Josiah, id command of the Virginia, 257.

Taylor, Richard, conflict of, with Banks on the

Bayou Tcche, 4GO ; retreats to Shreveport,

403 ; reoceupics Alexandria and Brashear

City, 474 ; at Sabine Cross-roads, 586 ; suc-

ceeds Hood, 082 ; surrenders his army, 777.

Taylor, Zacbarv, vote received by for President,

1848,199.
, . .

Tebbs's Bend. Iv-iidi'.kv. Mor^m repulsed at, by

O.H. Moore, 532.

Telegraphic dispatches seized, April 20, 1801,

111.

Tennessee admitted us n slave state in 1799, 10

;

Legislature and people of, against secession,

H>:t; IV.nvt'ntu.ii elected February 9, 1861,

shows a Union majority, 103 ;
Assembly, spe-

cial session of, in April, 103; address to tho

people of, bv Neil S. Brown and others, 103;

Juno 8 appointed for a vole of tho people of,

on secession, 101 ; enters into a league with

Ihc Confederacy, 101; Assembly authorizes the

governor to ran» 55,000 men, 104; becomes a

Confederate stale bv coercion, 104 ;
joins tho

Confederucv, June 8, 1881, 123 ; election or-

dered in, by Andrew Johnson, Junuary, 1864,

827; ratifies tho reconstruction amendment,

and is admitted to representation, 817,

Tennessee, capture i.f ilic, in Mobile Harbor, 747.

Tennessee, River, in connection with the move-

ment on Forts Henry and Donelson, 226.

Tenure of Office Bill, pn_«ne.o of, 823.

Terrell, Federal general, killed at Penyvillo, Oc-

tober 8, 1802, 314.

Terry, Alfred H., co-operates with C.illmnres

movement again -t M'tris I-lnnd, 738 ; com-

mands second 1-Nj.ediiion against Fort Fisher,

731 ; captures tlie fort, 71(2
;
joins Sherman at

Goldsborough, 721.

Toxns, connection of the reinvention of, with tho

slavery agitation, 12 ; Convention passes the

ordinunco of secession, February 1, 18G1, 41
;

United States military property in, surrender-

ed to the Confederacy by David E. Twiggs,

44', joins the Confederacy, February, 1861,

128 ; history of secession in, 288 ;
military

operations in, 1861,288.

Thomas, George II., defeats ZollicorTcr nt Mill

Spring, Kentucky, 224 ; in the advance on

Corinth, 1862, 302; second in command to

BueU, 311 ; commands a corps in Rosecrans's

army, 320 ; at Stone River, 322 ; in command

at Nashville, 327 ; commands centre of Rose-

craos's army, 526 ; commands the Fourteenth

Corps, 520;" in Rosecrans's Middle Tennessee

campaign, f.30 ; crosses the Tennessee, and

seizes Stevens's and Cooper's Gaps, 637 ; at

Chickamauga, 542-549 ; succeeds Hosccmns

in command of the Army of the Cumberland,

651; attack of, on Missionary Ridge, 667;

organization of the Army of the Cumberland

under, May, 18G4, 600 ; demonstration of,

against Dalton, February, 1804, 001
;

in the

battles of Eesnco, G05 ; at Peach-tree Creek,

GI2; given the command of the forces in Ten-

nessee, G71 ;
prepares to meet Hood's advance

upon Nashville, 070 ; defeats Hood, 682.

Thompson, Jacob, Secretary of the Interior in

Buchanan's cabinet, resigns because Fort Sum-

ter was to be re-enforced, 40; Confederate

agent in Canada, 797.

Thompson, Jefferson, proclamation of, to the

people of Missouri, 170; ut Fredericktown,

Missouri, with 35110 men, 1 70 ; defeated near

Frederiektown, October 21,1801,171.

Tilghman, Lloyd, commanding Confederate force

nt Fort Henry, 227.

Timbv, Theodore R., invents tho revolving tur-

ret, 253.

Todd, Alexander A., brother-in-law ofPresident

Lincoln, killed in an ambuscade in the march

on Baton Rouge, 442.

Toombs, Robert, of Georgia, Secretary of State

in Davis's cabinet. 44 ; resigns bis position in

Davis's cabinet, 211; attack's McClellnn's

forces south of the Chicknhominy, June 27,

1662, 368; at Malvern HilL 37G; at Antie-

tam, 403.

Torbert, A. T. , at Cold Harbor, 634 ; nt tho bat-

tle of the Opeqnan, 710.

Toucey, Isaac, Secretary of the Navy in 1860,

supported the secessionists, 10.

Trent affair, the, 194; the legal argument con-

cerning, 19G.

Trevillinn Station, Virginia, fight nt, June, 1864,

687.
Tribune, the New York, admits the right of se-

cession, 24 ; calls for an advance on Rich-

mond, June 2G, 1561,146.

Tucker, Beverly, Confederate agent in Canada,

797.

Tucson, Arizona, occupied bv Confederate parti-

sans, 289.

Tupelo, Mississippi, fight between Smith and

Forrest at, 574.

Turner's Gap, South Mountain, Maryland, battle

at, 398.

Turrets, revolving, invented by T. R. Timby,

253; description of, 259.

Tuscaroru, the, compels Semnies to sell the Sum-

468; in the second assanlt, 468; commands
Third Division of Shermans Army of the Ten-

nessee, 560.

Twiggs, David E. , surrenders United States mil-

itary property in Texas to the Confederates,

44 ; ignominiously expelled from the United

States armv, 44 ; "forts surrendered bv, in Tex-

as, 288.
Tvler, General Robert O., commands the First

Division ofMcDoweUs armv, July, 1801,146;

at Bull Run, 100.

Union meeting at Frankfort, Alabama, 44 ; on

Union Square, New York, April 20, 18G1, res-

olutions adopted at, 96.

Usher, John P., succeeds Smith as Secretary of

the Interior, 802.

Vallandigham, Clement L. , trial of, for violation

of Bumside's Urder No. 38, 644 ; sentenced,

und his punishment commuted by President

Lincoln, 645 ; correspondence between Presi-

dent Lincoln and Democrat* concerning the

arrest of, 644, 645 ; defeated in the elections

of 1863, 654.

Vuherde, New Mexico, battlo of,289.

Van Buren, Martin, vote received by, for Presi-

dent, 1640 and 1844, 199.

Vaneleve, Horatio P., at Stono River, 822; at

Chickamaogo, 542, 544, 546.

Van Dorn, Earl, commands tho Confederate

Trans-Mississippi Department, 284 ; attacks

Curtis nt Pen Ridge, 284 ; is dofcated, 284

;

contemplates the recapture of Corinth, 316; is

defeated, 310; recaptures Holly SpringB, and

defeats Grant's plan for the winter campaign

of 1862, 318; takes command at Vicksburg,

439 ; death of, 439 ; attacks Grant's rear at

Holly Springs, and defeats the campaign ngainst

Vicksburg, 445 ; captures ouu of Rosecrans's

brigades at Spring 11111,52*: defeated by Gor-

don Granger nt Franklin, Tenncssco, 528.

VanPelt, Lieutenant, killed at Chickamauga, 544.

Vermont admitted us a Free State in 1 792, 10.

Vicksburg, Mississippi, artillery planted by the

governor at, in order to stop and examine

steamers, 30 ; refuses to surrender to S. P.

Lee 437; situation of, in 1802, 438; Farm-
gut runs the batteries at, 438; bombardment

of, Juno 28, 1802, 439; Williams's Canal

opposite, 453 ; Lako Providence experiment

against, 453; Yazoo rass experiment ngainst,

435; Deer Creek raid against, 455; batteries

of, passed by Grant's transports, 455 ; Grant's

movements in the rear of, 458-478 ; invest-

ment of, 407; first assault on, 4G8; mining

operations against, 475
;
garrison of, reduced

to mule beef, 475 ; surrendered, 478.

Vienna, Virginia, affairs at, June 17,1861,147.

Virginia, disposition of, to remain in tho Union
after Lincoln's election, 18 ; feeling in West,

1 8 ;
proposes to South Carolina a Convention

of tho Slave Stales mid is refoscd, 20; Genend
Assembly of, invites all the states to a Fence

Congress, 22; Suite Semite pusses a resolution

favoring secession, if reconciliation should fail,

7G ; Convention meets nt Richmond, Fcbrunry

13, 18G1, 79; Convention, effect on, of the

fight at Fort Sumter, 79 ; ordinance of seces-

sion passes the Convention secretly, April 17,

1861, and is submitted to the votes" of the peo-

ple, 79; Constitution of the Confederate States

adopted by, 79 ;
commissioners to President

Lincoln, 79
;
proclamation of the governor of,

calling for troops, 79; Convention between,

and the Confederate States, 79 ; Federal forces

in, June, 1861,146; Senators from, admitted

to Thirty-seventh Congress, 191 ; losses of tho

two armies in, from Juno 26, 1862, to July 3,

1868, 617; nulhority of the United States

government restored in, 803.

Virginia, tho, constructed on tlio ruins of the old

Merrimnc and iron clad, 250 ; surprises tho

Federal fleet in Hampton Ronds, 254; sinks

the Cumberland and captures tho Congress,

254; driven offby the Monitor, 266; destroy-

ed by Tatnall May 1 1 , 1862, 257 ; note on the,

Vogdes, Israel, in the fight on Santa Rosa Island,

October, 1861, 182.

Volunteers, U.S., rapidly raised in 1801,86;

80,000 respond to the President's call for

76,000,145; 260,000 in service July 4, 1801,

145 ; report of the Secretary of War, July,

1861, concerning the number of, in service,

189; number of, and from what states, De-

cember, 1861, 187 ; number of, and from what

states at the close of 18G2, 320; governors of

states called on for, to defend Washington,

May, 1862, 346 ; muster out of, at the close of

Tuttle. J. M.,in the first i

the v r, 71)1.

Wachusett, affair of the, with tho Florida, 428.

Wade and Davis Bill, 660 ; not signed by Pres-

ident Lincoln, G60.

Wade and Davis protest, the, 060.

Wadsworth, James S., military governor of the

District ofColumbia, :i30
; at ( ieitysburg, 507,

508 ; killed in the Wilderness, 628.

Wagner, G. D.. shells Chattanooga, 637

Spring Hill, 676 ; at Franklin, G77 ; at K

ville, 679.

Walker, Pope, Secretary of War in Davis s cab-

inet, 44 ; threat of, that the Confederate flag

should wave over the Capitol at Washington

before May 1,1661,04.

Walker, Robert J., speech of, at Union Square,

New York, April 20, 1861,96.

Walker, W. H. T., at Raymond, May, 18G3, 463

;

at Jackson, 4G3 ; at Helena, 481 ; at Chicka-

mauga, 542-549.

Wallace, Lewis, at Fort Donelson, 235 ; nt Shi-

loh, 300; assigned to the defense of Cincin-

nati against Bragg, 309 ; defeated on tho Mon-
ocucv bv Early, 707.

Wallace, W.H.L., at Fort Donelson, 231; at

Shiloh, 299.

Ward, commander of Potomac naval flotilla,

killed at Matthias Point, 1G3.

Warren, Gonvemear K., at Chaneellorsville, 4K
490; at Bristoe Station. 519, 520; assigned

to the Frfth Corps. G23 ; in tho Wilderness,

626,628; at Sputtsylvam.i, 030, G31 ; cross-

es the North Anna. 631 : sJ Cold Harbor, 635;
moves against the Weldon Railroad, August,
1S64, 702 ; at Hatcher's Run, 704 ; sent with

the Fifth Corps to co-opcruie with Sheridan

against Leo's right, 758 ;
removed from com

mand by Sheridan, 760.

Washburn, C. C, commands cavalry of Cnrtis's

army in Arkansas, November, 1862, 218 ; con-

nection of, with Grants campaign against

Vicksburg, December, 1862, 445 ; in tho sicgo

of Vicksburg, 471 ; attacks and carries Fort

Espcranzu and Fuss Cav.dlo, Texas, 579.

Washington, George, member of Constitutional

Convcniion, 4.

Washington, Judge Boshrod, member of African

Colonization S." ii'ty. 1 1.

Washington, District of Columbia, anxiety for

tho safety of, 76 ; situation of, favorable to

the Confederates, 10s
;
purpe.se of tho Confed-

erates to attack. Hi9; spies ill tho government

departments of. Ill
;
purposo of tho Confeder-

ates to capture, 135; fortifications erected

nbonl, 160; panic in. ovcicinned by Jackson's

advance, May,18G2, 340; threatened by Eurly,

708; Nineteenth and Sixtlh Corps arrive for

the defense of, 70S.

Washington, North Carol inn, surrender of,249.

Wauhatehic, Georgia, buttle of, 556.

Wcitzel, Godfrey, connection of, with the Now
Orleans expedition. 202 ; on ilie Bayou Tcche,

460; nt Port Hudson, 40:l,17L', 474; connec-

tion of, with tho first expedition against Fort

Fisher, 725 ;
enters Hi. iunnnd, 7GG.

Weldon Railroad, Virginia. Gram's unsuccessful

attack on, June, 1M14, i.'J4
;

Wiiitcii's move-

ment nguinsl, August. 1 HO I, 702,703.

Welles, Gideon, of Connecticut, Secretary of tlio

Navy in Lincoln's cabinet, 50; commends
Captain Wilkes for the seizure of Mason and

Slidell, 195.

Wells, J. Madison, recognized by Johnson an

Governor of Louisiana, 803.

West, milltan* oblations in, different In charac-

ter from those in Virginia, 108 ;
extent of the

field of military upcrntioiis in llic, 262.

Weslfichl, destruction of tho, 423.

West Pout,Virginia, McClolImi lands troops at,

339.

West Virginia opposed to secession, 140 ; old

disputes between, und tho Enstern part of tho

state, 140; department of, under Rosecrnns,

November, 1861, 177 ; admission of, as a sep-

arate state, 649.

Wharton, Confederate general, at Stono River,

322 ; in the attack on Fort Donelson, Febru-

ary, 1803,527.
Wheeler, Confederate, general, in the attack on

Fort Donelson, Fcbrunry, 1S03, 527; covers

Bmgg's retreat from Middle Tennessee, 536

;

raid of, in Rosecrans's rear after the battlo of

Chickamauga, 561 ; in Longstreot's movement
on Kuoxville, 652; at Decatur, 613; dis-

patched against Sherman's rear, 617.

Wheeling, West Virginia, public property nt,

seised by tho mayor in the nnme of tho United

States, 140 j regiments organized at, for tho

defense of loyal citizens, 142; Union Conven-

tion at, June 11,1861,142.

Whig Convention of 1848, on slavery in the Ter-

ritories, 199.

Whig party disappears from national polities

after 1852, 199.

White, Julius, commands eastern division of

Kentucky, 531.

White House, on the Pammikcy, McClellnn's

headquarters, 339 ; Stuart's circuit around,

360.

Wliito River, expedition up the, Juno, 1802,2811

Whiting, W. H. C, commander at Fort Fishor,

727; mortally wounded in the second nttnek

on the fort, 732.

Whitney, Addison O., of Lowell, Massachusetts,

killed in the Baltimore riot, April 19, 1861,88.

WigfnlL, senator, speech of, in tho Senate, 22
;

ludicrous visit of, to Fort Sumter, 8(1.

Wilcox, Cadmus, charge of, nt the battlo of Fra-

zier's Farm, 372 ; at Chaneellorsville, 498; at

Gettysburg, 612; nt Fredericksburg, 4 13,

Wilderness, west of Chaneellorsville, Virginia,

description of, 488, 020 ; battles of, 625-620

;

losses at, 629.

Wilkes, Captain Charles, seizure of the Trent by,

194.

Willcox, O. B., nt Bull Run, 162 ; commanding
a division of the Ninth Corps, transferred 10

the West, 531 ; in the assault on the Peters-

burg lines, 761.

William Aiken, revenue cutter in Charleston

Harbor, surrendered to the secessionists, De-

cember 27, I860, 29.

Willinms, A. S., nt Antietam, 399 ; commands a

division of tho Twentieth Corps, 600 ; nt Kulp
House, 608.

Williams, Thomas, occupies the Peninsula oppo-

site Vicksburg, 438; descends tbo river, 441 ;

canal of, a failure, 441, 453 ; death of, at the

battle of Baton Rouge, 422.

Williamsburg, Virginia, butde of. May 5, 1862,

838.

Wilmington, preparations made for the capture

of, in 18G4, 725 ; captured by Schofield and

Terry, 733.

Wilmot Proviso, the, 12.

Wilson, Henry, of Massachusetts, Chairman of

Military Affairs in the Senate, Thirty-seventb

Congress, 186; speech of, on the Conscription

Bill, 647.

Wilson, C.C., at Chickamauga, 542.

Wilson, James, member of Constitutional Con-

vention, 4.

Wilson, James H., in the Wilderness, 626; at

the battle of the Opequon, 710 ; raid of, on the

Weldon and South.-ide and Danville Ead-

roads, June, 1864, 695; at Nashville, 679;

mid of. into Alabama, 749; captures Moot-
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goraery and Selma, 750 ;
preparations made

by, for the capture of I'avis, 778.

Wilson, William, in camp on Santa Hosa Island,

1861,188.

Wilson's Creek, Missouri, battle of Angus t 10,

1861, HO.
Winans's steam gun, seizure of, by Butler, 101.

Winchester, Virginia., Jackson repulsed at, by

Shields, 344 , Milroy's defeat at, 504; Sheri-

dan defeats Early at, 710.

Winnsborough, Soutli Carolina, occupied by Sher-

man, 719.

Window, John A., destroys the Alabama, 435.

Winthrop, Major Theodore, of Massachusetts,

killed at Big Bethel, June 10, 16(11, 186.

Wise, Henry A., ordered to clear West Virginia

of Federal troops, 142; gathers an ariuy of

4000 and inarches down the Kanawha Valley,

14^ ; retreats to Gauley Bridge, 14^ ; ordered

to report at Richmond, 144; in command at

Roanoke Island, 242; son of, killed at Roan-

oke Island, 246.

Win, Henry, the Andersonville jailer, executed,

Wood, Fernando, Mayor of New York, helps the

transmission of arms, etc.. South, 41); corre-

spondence between, and Robert Toombs on

the subject, 40; speech of, at Union Square,

New York, April 20, 1861, 98.

Wood, Thomas J., at Chickamanga, 542, 546,

548 ; at Missionary Ridge, 567 ;
commands a

division of the Fourth Corps, 600 ; at Nash-
ville, G79.

Woods, C. K., at Lookout Mountain, 562 ; com-
mands a division of the Seventeenth Corps,

C01.
Wool, General John E., letter of, to Secretary

Coss, December 0, I860, 31; letter of, Decem-

ber 31, 1860, 34 j succeeds Batler at Fortress
Monroe, August, 1861, 180.

Worden, John L., commander of the Monitor,

Wright, Horatio G., at Secession ville, 733; suc-

ceeds Sedgwick in command of the Sixth
Corps, 630; at Spottsylvania, 631; ut Cold
Harbor, 634; at the battle ofOpequan, 710;
at Cedar Creek, 712; in the attack on the Wei-
don Railroad, June, 1864, 694 ; in the assault

on Petersburg, 761
;
joins Sheridan at Jetlers-

ville, 768.

Yancey,W.L., Confederate commissioner to En-
rope, 193.

Yazoo City, Mississippi, capture of, 467.

Yazoo Pass experiment against Vicksbnrg, 453.
Yazoo River, expedition up the, 440.

Yorktown, Virginia, a strong Confederate posi-

Young, Bennett H., raid of, on St, Albans Ver-
mont, 797.

Ynlee, U. S. senator from Florida, letter of, to

J. Fiunegan, containing the resolutions of
Southern senators, and revealing their design
to retain their Beats to prevent resistance to
rebellion, 31 j fac-sinule of letter, 32.

Zagonyi, Major, commanding Fremont's body-
guard, brilliant charge of, 175.

Zollicoffer,FeliN, operating in Southeastern Ken-
tucky, 170; repulse of, at Camp Wild Cat,
Kentucky, October, 1861, 170; defeat and
death of, at Mill Spring, Kentucky, 224.

Zouaves and Black Horse Cavalry at Bull Run,

THE END.
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